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P R O D U C T EXCELLENCE,
L A S T I N G VALUE

Assurance of lasting value accompanies
every Hewlett-Packard product. HewlettPackard intends to continue the longstanding practice of offering excellent
products, supported by a wide variety of’
useful services both before and after the
sale.
HP design technology

Hewlett-Packard’s responsibility begins with product designs which apply
advanced technologies, often pioneered
at HP through extensive ongoing research. Many of today’s commonly-accepted measurement standards and
practices began with the design of innovative HP products.
Advanced technology is not the only
design consideration, however. An HP
product’s “manufacturability” and (especially inportant after the purchase of
a product) its “serviceability” also contribute to its lasting value.
HR manufacturing

HP product designers understand the
practical aspects of product manufacture. This emphasis on modern manufacturing technology, coupled with
superior workmanship and high productivity, ultimately delivers high-value HP
products at competitive prices. In
products at competitive prices. In
addition, HP manufacturing facilities
contribute to the ultimate serviceability
of the products purchased by furnishing
clear and well-written operating and
service instructions.
Today, Hewlett-Packard has more than
30 manufacturing facilities located in
California, Colorado, Idaho, New Jersey,
Oregon, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts in the U.S.-as well as in Scotland,
the German Federal Republic, France,
Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Brazil.
Printed in U.S.A.

HP product serviceability

Serviceability can mean many things.
In the broadest sense, it means getting
full utilization and value from a purchase,
and this is one of HP’s principal objectives in serving customers.
In other ways, it can mean having a
product that is easy to understand and
operate -as well as one that works under
a variety of adverse conditions and can
be depended upon to perform as expected
for years to come. As a practical matter,
it also means having a product backed
by a reputable firm so that subsequent
maintenance, repairs and parts are readily available. Hewlett-Packard’s worldwide service organization helps provide
full and continuing value from an HP
product.

HP SALES A N D S E R V I C E
N E A R B Y . . AND WORLDWIDE

.

Product excellence and value are-only
part of the total HP story. Equally important is the ready availability of local
sales and service support.
To be responsive to customer needs,
Hewlett-Packard has 172 saledservice
offices in 65 countries. These offices are
staffed by 3,100 HP sales and service engineers and electronics technicians, and
by many highly-qualified specialists in
HP’s sales representative organizations.
This means that a significantly large
number of people are specifically and
directly available t o H P c u s t o m e r s ,
worldwide f o r pre- and post-sale technical support.
To locate the HP Sales and Service
Office nearest you, please see the listing
inside the back cover of this catalog.

Identifies products having the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) capability.
HP-IB is our implementation of the IEEE Standard 488 and the identical ANSI Standard
MCl . I , “Digital interface for programmable instrumentation.”
For the complete story, see pages 20-29.
Identifies newly introduced products or capabilities. New products are also indicated
by bold-face listings in the Model Number Index.
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..
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..... . . ... .
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. .. .. . . . . .. ....
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.
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....................
30
. . .
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CATALOG CONTENT

This catalog is designed primarily to serve the
needs of engineers, scientists and technicians
who are concerned or work with electrical/electronic phenomena. It deals with the broad area
of measurement (plus generation and recording),
as well as related computation.

Hewlett-Packard has many additional capabilities not detailed in this catalog, which are
instead summarized on the last few pages. In the
event your work is related to any of these other
HP capabilities, we will be pleased to send you
specific product information on request.
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AC
354-355
Calibrator ............................
5 17
Current Probe ............................
Digital Voltmeter .......................
44-70
5 16
Divider Probe ............................
516
Probes ...................................
42
R F .......................................
True RMS ................... 41. 52. 53. 58. 70
Voltmeters ............... 34-43. 46. 52. 58. 70
Accessories
380. 5 14
Cables/Connectors ....................
Cameras .................................
177
Carrying Cases ...................
5 18
Connectors. Adapters .............
515
Modular Power Supplies ................... 223
171
Oscilloscope ..............................
380
Signal Generators .........................
Spectrum Analyzer ................... 50 1-504
Voltmeter .............................
65. 516
AC/DC Meter Calibrator ................ 352. 517
Active Probes ..........................
174. 449
Adapters
50 - 75Cl .............. 380. 445. 449. 501. 515
380. 514
Cables/Connectors ....................
423
Coaxial and Waveguide ....................
Four Channel .........................
330. 331
415
Slotted Line Sweep .......................
Air Line Extensions .........................
423
Alphanumeric LED Displays ................ 614
256
Alphanumeric Printer .......................
AM/FM Signal Generators ..... 358. 362. 365. 370
Amplifiers
AC CalibratodHigh Voltage ........... 354-355
A C Carrier Preamplifier ................... 247
31. 286
Broadband Preamp ....................
Digitally Programmable .....................
597
Frequency Standard Distribution ........... 302
30
General Purpose ..........................
IF .......................................
558
Logarithmic ..............................
43
Plug-Ins for
Oscillographic Recorders ... 247-249. 251-253
Power ...................................
32
30. 219
Power Supply .........................
31. 32
RF/Microwave .........................
Analog-to-Digital Converter ........... 28. 44. 600
Analog Voltmeters General Information ....... 33
Analytical Instrumentation ................... 610
Automatic Calibration DMM .................. 58
Analyzers
Automatic Network .............. 435. 446. 458
Automatic Spectrum .................. 475. 483
Audio Spectrum ............. 476. 492. 504. 505
Bus System ..............................
25

Correlation
Digital Signs
Distortion .
Fourier ...
Frequency E
Gain-Phase
Logic .....
Logic State.
Low Freque
Mechanical lmpeaance ................ 3u4. 3u3
Network ....................
430-459. 504. 505
Noise ...............................
504. 505
Power Spectrum ......................
504. 505
Spectrum ........................
165. 473-506
Signature .................................
108
530. 534
Telephone Line ......................
504. 505
Transfer Function ....................
Vibration ............................
504. 505
Wave ......................
460. 472. 504. 505
Application Terminals ........................
592
APC-7 Series Adapters ................. 411. 515
Atomic Clock/Frequency Standard ........ 294-299
Attenuators
75 ohm General Purpose ................... 558
Coaxial ..................................
411
Coaxial. Microwave. OEM ................ 414
Decade ..................................
99
Resistive .................................
99
Coaxial Step .............................
412
Waveguide ...............................
414
Automatic Capacitance Bridge .......... 75. 88-92
Automated Measurement & Control Syst. . . . . . 597
Automatic Microwave Counters .......... 288-291
Automated Test Systems 435.446.458.475.483. 597
Automatic Data Acquisition System .......... 73
Automatic Data Logger .....................
72
Automatic Network Analyzer ... 430. 435. 446. 458
Automatic Synthesizer .................. 350-35 1
Automatic Spectrum Analyzer ........... 475. 483
Automatic Transceiver Test System .......... 524
Avionics Signal Generator ................... 368
B

Balanced 2/4-wire Audio Channel Selector .... 565
Balancing Transformers .....................
517
Bandpass Filters ............................
380
Battery Operated
278-276. 286
Counters ........................
DVM ................... 47-51. 56. 68-70. 283
Hand.Held. Personal Calculators ....... 566-571
Microwave Power Meter .............. 405. 408
Multifunction Meter .............. 47-5 1. 58-7 1
47-5 1. 58-7 1
Voltmeter .......................
Bridge. Directional ................. 426. 444. 449
Broadband Detectors ........................
418
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Broadband Sampling Voltmeter

............ 42. 54

C
Cables/Connectors ..........................
5 14
Cabinet X-Ray Systems .....................
607
Cabinets ...............................
508-523
Cabinets. System I1 .....................
508-513
514-516
Cable Assemblies .......................
Calculators. Personal
Arithmetic ...............................
570
570
Business .................................
Financial ............................
570. 571
568-571
Printing ..............................
567
Programmable ............................
Scientific ............................
567-570
Calibrators
352. 353. 354. 355
A C .........................
Power Meter Calibrator for
432 Series Power Meters ................ 409
Range Calibrator for 435A Power Meter .... 405
Peak Power ...............................
409
Cameras
178
Adapters .................................
Oscilloscope ..............................
177
Oscilloscope Camera Adapter Table ........ 179
Capacitance Bridges; Meters ............... 75-91
Capacitive Voltage Divider .................. 516
Capacitors. Decade .........................
99
331. 584. 593
Card Readers ......................
Card Reader for 1600A Logic State Analyzer . . 126
415
Carriage. Slotted Section ....................
25 1
Carrier Preamplifiers ........................
544
Carrier Testing .............................
Cases. Combining ...........................
518
419
Cavity Frequency Meters ....................
Cesium Beam Frequency Standard ........... 294
Chromatographic Data Systems .............. 610
Civil Engineering Products ................... 6 16
104
Clips. Logic ................................
Clip. IC Test ...............................
172
Clip.on. D C Milliammeter ................... 36
Clip.on. A C Current Probe .................. 517
294
Clock. Atomic ..............................
Coaxial Instrumentation
Accessories ..........................
423. 514
41 1-414
Attenuators ..........................
418. 419
Crystal Detectors .....................
Directional Bridge ................ 426. 444. 449
4 16
Directional Couplers ......................
Directional Detectors ................. 417. 557
Dual Directional Coupler .................. 416
Fixed Attenuators ........................
41 1
419
Frequency Meters ........................
421
Harmonic Mixer ..........................
421. 427
Low-Pass Filters .....................
Pad Attenuators ..........................
41 1

.

Power Splitter ................... 426. 444. 450
Sliding Load ..............................
420
Slotted Line ..............................
415
415
Slotted Section ...........................
Step Attenuators ..........................
412
Swept Slotted Line Systems ................ 415
Switch ...................................
422
Termination ..............................
420
409
Thermistor Mount ........................
Thermocouple Mount .....................
406
423
Waveguide Adapters ......................
Comb Generator ............................
501
518
Combining Cases ...........................
Communication Test Equipment ......... 526-565
Communications. Data ......................
526
Communications Test Set ....................
534
105
Comparator. Logic ..........................
Components. Micfowave. OEM ..... 414. 418. 422
Component Oscillators ......................
301
Component Test ............................
75
Auxiliary Capacitor .......................
99
94
Digital IC Tester .........................
96
Digital I C Test System ....................
Digital IC Tester Interface Kit .............. 97
75
General Information .......................
Computers & Peripherals ................ 572-600
Application Terminals .....................
592
Clock/Timer/Pacer Interface ............... 585
Desktop .............................
580-587
Disc Drivers .............................
595
Display Terminals. CRT .............. 588-591
External Tape Memory ....................
584
Plotter ...................................
582
Serial Interface ...........................
585
Computer-based Network Analyzer . . 435. 446. 458
Computer-based Spectrum Analyzer ...... 475. 483
Computer (Desk Top)
Controlled Instrument Systems ............. 597
Computing Controller .......................
435
Computing Controller .......................
475
Computing Counter System .................. 267
Connector Adapters ....................
423. 514
Connectors. Microwave Precision ............ 423
Constant Current Sources ................... 218
504
Controller. Vibration ........................
28
Controllers for HP-IB .......................
Converters
A-to-D .........................
28. 44-71. 600
28. 212. 285. 600
D-to-A ......................
D C to D C Converters .....................
222
HP-IB Programmable ................... 26. 28
Modular D C to D C Converters ............ 222
Series-to-Parallel Converters ............... 127
Correlator .............................
504-506
Counters. Electronic ....................
259-291
262-265
Auto . Freq . Conv .....................

Auto . Ranging .......................
278-286
Computing ...............................
267
CounterEimer ............... 262-265. 270. 282
Counter/Tracking Generator ...............494
276
Delay Generator ..........................
Digital Multimeter/Counter ............ 276. 283
DVM ...............................
270. 272
Heterodyne Converter Plug-Ins .... 265. 268-269
Low Cost ................................
287
Microwave .................. 266. 268. 288-290
265
Plug-In Adapters .........................
Portable. Battery Operated ............ 278. 286
Programmable . . 262. 270. 276-278. 285. 288-290
Reciprocal .................. 262. 267. 277. 284
Time Interval ....... 262. 267. 270. 277. 281. 284
Time Interval Probes ......................
275
Transfer Oscillator Plug-In ................. 267
Universal ................... 270. 277. 281. 284
269
Video Amplifier Plug-In ....................
Couplers. Directional (Coax and
Waveguide) ..........................
416. 417
C R T Terminals .............................
588
418. 419
Crystal Detectors .......................
300
Crystal Oscillators ..........................
Current
5 16
Divider ..................................
Probe ....................................
517
218. 353
Sources ..............................
Current Tracer. Logic .......................
103
D
DIA Converter .....................
212. 285. 600
Data
Acquisition Systems ................ 72. 73. 504
Communications ......................
526. 527
528
Error Analyzer ...........................
326. 332. 562
Generator .......................
72
Logger ...................................
Normalizer ..........................
443. 459
Transmission Test Set ........ 526-53 1. 528. 538
Voice Channel Test Set ............... 534-540
Desktop Computers ................ 580-583. 586
DC
Amplifier .............................
30. 219
Amplifier Plug-In Module .................. 228
Attenuator Plug-In Module ................ 229
Bridge Amplifier ..........................
247
Coupler Plug-In Module ................... 228
Differential Voltmeter .....................
228
Digital Voltmeter ................ 46-5 1 . 54-70
36
Milliammeter ..............................
Nullmeter .................................
35
229
Offset Plug-In Module .....................
Preamplifier Plug-In Module ................ 229
Standard .................................
353
Voltage Divider ..........................
5 16

33. 46
Voltmeters .............................
DC-to-DC Converters .......................
222
D C Power Supplies .........................
200
Amplifier/Power Supply ................ 30. 219
Condensed Listing ........................
202
Constant Current Sources ................. 218
Digitally Controlled .......... 212. 213. 224. 600
214
Dual Tracking ............................
General Information ......................
200
200 W Output ...... 206
General Purpose: 25
General Purpose: 100 - 2000 W Output .... 208
11.000 W .......... 202
General Purpose: 300
210
output ...................................
General Purpose: 0 - 320 V ............... 208
High Voltage .............................
215
HP-IB Programmable ................. 212. 213
Low Cost Lab .......................
204. 205
Microprocessor .......................
204. 222
Modular. DC-to-DC Converters ............ 222
Modular. Single Output. Series Regulated ... 222
Modular. Dual Output. Series Regulated .... 222
Modular. 200 - 600 W. Switching
Regulated ..............................
222
Modular. 110 W Switching Regulated ....... 222
Modular. Triple-Output Switching .......... 222
Options ..................................
220
Precision Voltage Sources ............. 216. 224
Programmable ............... 212. 213. 224. 352
Specifications Definitions .................. 201
Decade Capacitors and Attenuators ........... 99
Delay GeneratodFrequency Divider ...... 276. 308
322
Delay and Rate Plug-ins .....................
Desktop Computers and Peripherals .......... 572
585
8-bit Parallel Interface .....................
16-bit Duplex Interface ................ 585. 597
BCD Input Interface ......................
585
Binary Synchronous ROM ................. 585
584. 593
Card Reader .........................
Data Communications Interface and ROM . . 585
Character Impact Printer .................. 587
Desktop Computers ................... 580-583
584
Digitizer .................................
Flexible Disk Drive .......................
587
General Interface .........................
585
HP-IB Interface ................. 212. 585. 597
High-speed Tape Reader Subsystem ........ 584
Hopper Card Reader ......................
584
I/O Expander ........................
584. 597
585
Interactive ROM .........................
585
Line Printer Subsystem ....................
Mass Memory Subsystem .................. 581
Paper Tape Reader .......................
584
585
Serial Interface ...........................
RS-232-C Serial Interface .................. 585
584
Tape Cassette ............................
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Tape Punch Subsystem ....................
584
Thermal Printer ......................
256. 585
X-Y Plotter ..........................
582. 585
Detectors
Coaxial. Microwave. OEM ................ 418
Crystal. Coaxial and Waveguide ....... 418. 419
Directional ...........................
417. 557
Error ....................................
562
Slotted Line ..............................
415
Digital
AC Voltmeters .................. 37-42. 47-7 1
Analyzer. Signature .......................
108
Capacitance Meter ......................
75-93
100. 597
Circuit Test ..........................
Comparator. Logic ........................
105
103
Current Tracer ...........................
DC Voltmeters .................. 33-38. 47-71
IC Tester. Interface Kit ................... 97
I C Tester ................................
94
I C Test System ...........................
96
Interface (HP.IB. IEEE. ANSI) ........... 20
I/O Sub-system ............................
597
LCR Meter ............................
84-86
Microprocessor. Troubleshooting ........... 108
Multimeter .................. 37. 38. 47-71. 283
Ohmmeter ................37-38. 47-5 1. 58-7 1
Oscillator ................................
336
Power Meters (RF/Microwave) ............. 404
604
Pressure Gauge ...........................
Printer ...............................
254-256
Programmable Power Supplies . . . . . 212. 213. 224
Magnetic Tape Units ......................
596
Signal Analyzers .....................
504. 505
Signature Analyzer ........................
108
Spectrum Analyzers .................. 504. 505
Storage Unit .........................
443. 459
Tape Systems ............................
596
Test Set. Digital Logic ....................
106
Test Systems .............................
577
Thermometer .............................
605
Vibration Controller .......................
504
47-7 1
Voltmeters .............................
Digital-to-Analog Converters ...... 47-71. 212. 600
Dimensional Measurement ...................602
Diodes .....................................
612
Disc Driver ................................
595
Directional Bridge .................. 426. 444. 449
Directional Couplers
Coaxial ..............................
416. 417
Waveguide ...............................
4 17
Directional Detectors ................... 417. 557
Cartridge Disc Sub-systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595
DISComputers .............................
572
Display Terminal Interface ..................580
Displays. Cathode-Ray Tube ............ 182-199

Small Screen .........................
186-194
Large Screen .........................
195-199
Distance Meter .............................
616
Distortion Analyzers ........... 467. 468. 473. 505
Distribution Amplifier .......................
302
516
Divider Probe ..............................
Double Balanced Mixers ....................
380
Down Converter. 0.5 to 550 kHz ............. 369
Dual Tracking. Power Supply ................ 214
E

EIA Registered Visible Light Emitting
614
Diodes ...................................
Electronic Counter ......................
259-26 1
Electronic Total Station .....................
616
Error Measuring Set (1 Kb/s x 50 Mb/s) ...... 560
Error Rate Measurement ................ 528. 560
Error Rate Measurement System ......... 528. 560
Expander. I/O ..........................
584. 597
F

Fast Fortran Processor ......................
578
FaxitronTMX-Ray Systems ................... 607
Filters
Bandpass ............................
380. 498
Coaxial and Waveguide ............... 421. 427
High Pass ................................
427
Low Pass ............................
421. 427
Low Pass Plug-In Module ................. 229
.................... 331
Four Channel Adapter
Four Channel TTL-CMOS Translator
...... 331
Fourier Analyzer ...........................
504
F M Signal Generators .......... 358. 362. 365. 370
Frequency
Counters ....................
257. 259-291. 600
Counter/Track Generator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .494
378
Doubler Probe ............................
Doublers ............................
377. 380
Meters. Coaxial and Waveguide ............ 419
Response Test Set ....................
424. 505
Stability Analyzer .........................
502
Synthesizer. Microwave ................... 364
Frequency Standards
294
Cesium ..................................
302
Distribution Amplifier .....................
General Information ......................
292
Quartz ...................................
300
Rubidium ................................
297
Standby Power Supplies ................... 303
Frequency Doubler .........................
380
Frequency and Time Standards . . . . . . . . . . 292-303
Frequency Selective Voltmeter and Tracking
532
Oscillator ................................
Frequency Synthesizers ................. 343-349
337-339
Function Generators ....................
Fuseholder. R F .............................
380
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Gas Chromatographs ........................
610
General Purpose Interface Bus Controllers .... 20
Generators
Data ................... 326. 332. 520. 560. 562
Noise ...........................
403. 505. 507
Pattern ..................................
561
304. 337
Pulse ................................
Signal .......................
333. 342. 356-379
Spectrum ................................
504
Square Wave .............................
336
Sweep .............. 338. 345-351. 381-401. 557
Tracking ....... 484. 488. 492. 494. 496. 499. 550
Word ....................................
304
Graphic Plotters ............... 226. 227. 236-239
Graphic Plotters Terminal ........... 236. 237. 238
Graphics Translator .........................
184
Group Delay (Network Analyzer) ............ 440
Group Delay Network Computer .... 236. 237. 238
Guarded Digital Multimeter ............... 59-62
H
Harmonic Analyzer .....................
504. 505
Harmonic Mixer (Coaxial and Waveguide) ..... 421
Hewlett-Packard Interface
BUS(HP-IB) .............. 20-29. 212. 585. 597
High Gain Preamplifier ................. 25 1. 286
High Resistance Meter .......................
79
614
Hi-Re1 Numeric Displays ....................
HP-IB controlled Channel Selector . . . . . . . . . . . 565

I
I C Tester. Digital ........................
94. 97
I C Test System. Digital .....................
96
Impatt Diodes ..............................
612
Impedance Meter .....................
84-92. 98
Impedance Meter. R F Vector ................ 98
Impedance Probe ...........................
449
Impedance Transformers (50 - 750) 445. 449. 501
InputJOutput Computer Cards ................ 600
Inspection Systems. X-Ray .................. 607
Instrument Accessories ................. 508-523
Insulation Resistance Meter .................. 79
Insulation Test .............................
79
Intelligent Terminals ....................
588-59 1
Interface. Digital (HP.IB. IEEE. ANSI) . . . . 20-29
Interface Bus ................................
20
Interface Cover for 1645A ................... 528
Interface Kit. Digitally Controlled Power
225
Supply ...................................
Interface Kit. Multiprogrammer .............. 599
58-65. 272
Integrating DVM .....................
Intermodulation Analyzer ........... 473. 504. 505
L
Laboratory. Strip Chart Recorders 226.227.24 0-246
Laboratory. X-Y Recorders ..... 226. 227. 228-235

Laser Measurement .........................
603
602
Laser Transducer ...........................
LCR Meter ..............................
84-88
Light Emitting Diodes .......................
614
Limiter ....................................
501
Liquid Chromatographs ......................
610
LoadsEermination. Coaxial and Waveguide . . . 420
252
Logarithmic Preamplifier ....................
43
Logarithmic Voltmeter ......................
Logic
Analyzer .............................
111- 127
Analyzer. Personality Modules ............. 121
Clip .....................................
104
Current Tracer ...........................
103
105
Comparator ..............................
110
Lab .....................................
Probes ...................................
101
Pulser ...................................
102
111-127
State Analyzers ......................
Tracer. Current ...........................
103
106
Troubleshooting Kits ......................
Low Distortion Generator ................... 345
Low Frequency Spectrum
Analyzer ....................
476. 492. 504. 505
Low Gain Preamplifier ............. 251. 247. 248
Low Resistance Meter ......................
78
M
Machinery Analyzer ....................
504. 505
Magnetic Tape Recorders. Analog ............ 254
Magnetic Tape Subsystem. Digital ............ 596
Magnetic Tape Units. Digital ................ 596
Mark Reader. Optical ................... 584. 593
Marker Generator ..........................
384
610
Mass Spectrometers .........................
Mechanical Impedance Analyzer ......... 504. 505
Medical Applications ........................
608
Medium Gain Preamplifier .............. 251. 247
Memory Systems .......................
595. 596
Meters
AC .............................
36-43. 47-71
84-92
Capacitance ............................
Digital Multimeter ......................
43-71
Frequency ...............................
419
Gain Phase ..........................
438. 505
High Capacitance .......................
89. 90
Impedance ..........................
82-87. 98
LCR ..................................
75-93
Logarithmic Voltmeters ................... 43
68. 517
Milliammeter. AC .....................
Milliammeter. DC ......................
36. 68
Milliohmmeter .........................
70. 78
37. 38. 47-5 1
Multifunction ....................
403
Noise Figure .............................
Ohmmeter ................ 37-38. 47-51. 58-71
Power (RF/Microwave) ............... 404. 405
Selective VM .............................
553
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Standing-Wave-Ratio (SWR) ............... 429
True RMS ................... 41. 52. 58. 62. 70
597
Microcircuit Interface .......................
Microprocessor Troubleshooting ......... 100. 108
Microprocessor Power Supplies .......... 204. 222
Microwave
410
Catalog ..................................
288-29 1
Counters .............................
554
Link Analyzers ...........................
Power Measuring Equipment .......... 402-409
553
Radio Testing ............................
Signal Generators .....................
356-380
362. 364
Synthesizer ..........................
Test Equipment .................. 408. 410-429
Milliohmmeter ........................
58. 70. 78
Mixers. Coaxial and Waveguide .......... 421. 501
Modal Analysis ........................
504. 505
Modular Power Supplies .....................
221
378. 379
Modulators. PIN .......................
Motor Controller. Programmable ............. 600
Multimeter ........................
37. 38. 47-51
Multiple Span Plug-In Module ............... 243
Multiplexer .............................
74. 600
Multiprogrammer ...........................
597
N
Network Analysis. General Information . . 430-434
430-459
Network Analyzers .....................
435
Automatic ................................
Computer-based .................. 435. 446. 458
Noise
Analyzer. Acoustic ................... 504. 505
Figure Meter .............................
403
403 507
Generator ...........................
Source (IF) (UHF) (VHF) and Waveguide . . 403
Normalizer. (Data) ................... 443. 459
Null Detector Plug-In Module . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229
Null meter ..................................
35
Numeric LED Displays .....................
614

.

0
OEM
30 1
Component Oscillators ....................
Computers ...........................
572-600
182
Displays .................................
Microwave Attenuators ............... 41 1-414
Microwave Detectors ................. 418. 419
422
Microwave Switches ......................
Modular Power Supplies ................... 221
Strip Chart Recorders . . . . . . . . 226. 227. 240-246
Switches. Coaxial. Microwave ............. 422
X-Y Recorders .............. 226. 227. 228-235
Ohmmeters . . . . . . . . . . 36. 38. 47-51. 58. 62. 68. 70
Optical Mark Readers ................... 584. 593
614
Optoelectronics .............................

Oscillators
Audio ...............................
334-336
Function Generator ...................337-34 1
General Information ......................
333
Low Frequency .................. 334. 337-339
300
Quartz ...................................
Quartz Component ........................
301
R F ......................................
378
Sweep .................. 338. 344. 381-401. 557
537
Telephone Test ...........................
Test .....................................
342
Tracking .............................
470-47 1
Wide Range ..............................
344
Oscillographic Recorders ............ 226. 247-253
Oscilloscopes ..........................
128-181
Accessories ..............................
171
177
Cameras .................................
176
Contrast Filters ...........................
100 MHz Third-Channel Trigger View ...... 139
100 MHz Variable Persistancelstorage.
Third-Channel Trigger View ............. 139
100 MHz Crystal Delta Time.
139
Third-Channel Trigger View ...
200 MHz Delta Time Measuremen,._
136
275 MHz Delta Time Measurements ........ 136
275 MHz Delta Time Measurements with
Microprocessor .........................
132
General Information .................. 128- 131
High Writing Speed Mainframe ............. 152
Large Screen Mainframe ................... 157
176
Light Shields .............................
Low Frequency ..........
66
Militarized ..............
31
Plug.In. 180 series .......
53
Rack Mount Slides and Ada.
76
160- 163
Sampling .............................
Spectrum Analyzer Plug-In ........ 165. 486. 488
180
Testmobiles ..............................
Variable Persistence/Storage . . . . . . 139. 149. 168
Viewing Hoods .................. ........ 176
Output Amplifiers (8080 System) .... ........ 310
Output Plug-ins (1900 System) ....... ........ 322
Outside Plant Telecommunications
Test Equipment .................. ........ 541
P
411
Pad. Coaxial Attenuator .....................
Pattern GeneratodError Detector ............ 561
PCM Test Equipment ................... 559. 564
Peak Power Calibrator ......................
409
Peak Power Meter. Analog .................. 409
121
Personality Modules ........................
Phase Meters ............. 440. 448. 450. 451. 505
Phase Modulation. Signal Generator ...... 358. 361

Phase Sensitive Demodulator Preamplifiers .... 252
Physical & Optical Measurements ............ 601
612
P I N Diodes ................................
P I N Modulators. Microwave ............ 378. 379
P I N Photodiodes ...........................
612
Plotter. Graphic ....................
238. 239. 582
Plotter. X-Y .......... 226. 227. 236-239. 582. 585
Plug-In Counters .......... 262-266. 270-275. 278
Plug-In Oscilloscopes ................... 146- 164
Plug-In Pulse Generator System .............. 322
Point Plotter Plug-In Modules ................ 229
Portable
Calculators ...........................
566-57 1
Counters .............................
278-286
Desktop Computers .............. 580-583. 586
Instrumentation Tape Recorders ....... 254. 255
370
Signal Generators .........................
Strip Chart Recorders ........ 226. 227. 240-246
Test Set .................................
540
Voltmeter .......................
47-5 1. 68-7 1
X-Ray Systems ...........................
607
Power Meters. R F & Microwave ........ 404. 408
406
Power Sensors ..............................
Power Meter Calibrators ................405. 409
Power Splitter .....................
426. 444. 450
Power Supplies .........................
200-225
Amplifier/Power Supplies ............... 30. 219
Atomic Clock ............................
303
202
Condensed Listing ........................
Constant Current Sources ................. 218
Digitally Controlled .......... 212. 213. 224. 600
214
Dual Tracking ............................
Frequency Standards ......................
303
General Purpose: 25 - 200 W Output ...... 206
General Purpose: 120 - 2000 W Output .... 208
General Purpose: 300 - 11.000 W
output ...................................
210
General Purpose: 0 - 320 V ............... 208
215. 354
High Voltage .........................
HP-IB Programmable ................. 212. 213
Low Cost Lab .......................
204. 205
Microprocessor .......................
204. 222
Modular. D C to D C Converters
222
Modular. Single Output. Series Regulated ... 222
Modular. Dual Output Series Regulated ..... 222
Modular. 200 - 600 W. Switching .......... 222
Modular. 110 W. Switching ................ 222
Modular. Triple-Output Switching .......... 222
Precision Voltage Sources ............. 216. 224
Programmable ................... 212. 213. 224
Specifications Definitions .................. 201
Standby ..................................
303
Transistor Bias Supply ....................
456
Power Supply/Amplifier .................. 30. 219
Preamplifiers ................... 31. 251-253. 286

............

Precision Coaxial Connectors . . . . . . . . . . . . 420. 515
Precision Frequency Source ................. 292
Precision Oscillator .....................
300. 344
Precision Voltage Sources ............... 216. 224
Preselector .................................
498
Printers. Instrumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256-258
594
Printer. Line ...............................
Probes
Accessories ......................
172. 176. 516
Active ...............................
174. 449
Current ......................
36. 103. 175. 517
47-7 1
Digital Multimeter ......................
Frequency Doubler .......................
378
378. 516
High Frequency ......................
Impedance ...............................
449
Logic ....................................
101
171
Miniature ................................
Slotted Line ..............................
415
127
Trigger (TTL) ............................
275
Time Interval .............................
Voltage Divider ......................
171. 173
597
Process Control Interface ....................
Processors .................................
578
Programmable
600
Counters .................................
Programmable Data Logger ................... 72
Programmable Signal Source ................. 340
Programming. 1900 System .................. 322
Pulse and Word Generators ..................304
Pulse Generators .......................
276. 304
Pulse Modulator ............................
378
Pulse Pattern Generator Plug-ins (1900
322
System) ..................................
Pulse/Word Generator System.
300 MHz/l GHz ..........................
308
102
Pulsers. Logic ..............................
Q
Q-Meter ...................................
93
Quartz Component Oscillator ................ 301
Quartz Frequency Standard .................. 300
604
Quartz Pressure Gauge ......................
Quartz Thermometer ........................
605

R

Random Noise Generator ............... 504. 505
Range Calibrator (for 435A Power Meter) . . . . . 405
62
Ratio Meter .................................
Readers. Card .....................
331. 584. 593
Real Time Application Terminals ............. 592
Receiver Test System .......................
524
Reciprocal Counters ....................
262. 267
Recorders
226. 247-253
Oscillographic ....................
Portable Instrumentation Tape ..... 226. 254. 255
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......................
X-Y ............................
Strip Chart

226. 240-246
226. 228-235

Reflection/Transmission Test
Sets ....................
426. 444. 449. 455-457
Reflectometer Bridge ........................
426
600
Relay Output Cards .........................
Relay Register ..............................
600
Repetition Rate Generators (8080 System) . . . . . 308
Resistance Meter ..... 36. 37. 47-51. 58-71. 77-79
RMS Voltmeter ....................
35-41. 47-51
423
Rotary Air Line. Coaxial ....................
Rotary Joint. Coaxial ........................
423
Rotary Vane Attenuators. Waveguide ......... 414
Rotating Machinery Analysis .................504
Rubidium Frequency Standard ............... 294
S
S-Parameter Test Sets .............. 444. 455. 456
Sampling Oscilloscopes .................. 160-163
Sampling & TDR Accessories ................ 164
Scanner ................................
74. 600
Scanner Plug-In Module ................. 229. 600
Scientific & Industrial X-Ray Systems . . . . . . . . 607
Selective Level Measuring Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .546
Selective Level Voltmeters .................. 552
552
Selective Voltmeter .........................
Self-Test Digital Multimeter ............... 58. 62
Sensors. Microwave Power .................. 406
Serial Data Generator .......................
326
Serial-to-Parallel Converter .................. 127
Shorts. Coaxial and Waveguide ............... 420
Signal Analyzers ................... 165. 460-507
Computer-Based Spectrum Analyzer ... 475. 483
Digital ...............................
504. 505
General Information .................. 460-466
Random Vibration Controller .............. 504
Shock Vibration Controller ................ 504
Sine Vibration Controller ..................504
Spectrum Analyzers .............. 165. 473-506
Signal Conditioners .....................
25 1-253
Signal Coupler Preamplifier ..................252
356
Signal Generators ...........................
Accessories ..............................
380
Down Converter. 0.5 to 500 kHz ........... 369
356
General Information ......................
HF. VHF. U H F ................. 370. 372-377
358-378
Microwave ...........................
Pulse Modulator ..........................
378
Synthesized ......................
343. 358. 362
Signal Sources ..............................
343
Signal Source. Programmable ................ 340
Signature Analysis ............. 100. 476. 504. 505
Signature Analyzer. Digital .................. 108
Sinewave Generators ........................
333
Sinewave Oscillator .........................
333
Single Span Plug-In Module .................. 243
Sliding Load (Coaxial and Waveguide) ........ 420

Slotted Lines (Coaxial & Waveguide) . . . . . . . . . 415
Solid State Displays/Lamps ..................614
Spectrum Analyzers. General Information 460-466
Spectrum Analyzers ................ 165. 473-506
Spectrum Analyzer Preselector ............... 498
Spectrum Display ...........................
506
337
Square Wave Generators ....................
Stability Analyzer. Frequency . . . . . . . 502. 504. 505
Standards: Frequency and Time .......... 292-303
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) Meter ........... 429
600
Stepping Motor Control .....................
Step Attenuators. Coaxial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .412
Storage Normalizer .....................
443. 459
Strip Chart Recorder ........... 226. 227. 240-246
504. 505
Structural Dynamics ....................
Surveying Products .........................
616
Sweep Oscillators. General Information ... 381-383
Sweep Oscillators .......... 337. 344. 381-401. 557
Swept Slotted Line ..........................
415
600
Switches ...................................
Switches. Coaxial. Microwave OEM .......... 422
423
Swivel Adapter .............................
Synchronizer/Counter .......................
371
Synchronous Data Set Interface .............. 526
Synthesizer. Automatic ......... 350-351. 358. 362
Synthesizer. Frequency ......... 343. 358. 362. 364
Synthesized Signal Generators ....... 343. 358. 362
Synthesizers - General Information . 343-344. 356
Synthesizers. Spectrum ......................
504
System Digital Voltmeter .................. 54-64
Systems Accessories .......................
26
T

Tape Cassette. Punch. Reader Sub-systems ... 584
Tape Degausser ............................
254
Tape Memory. External .....................
584
Tape Recorders. Analog Magnetic ............ 254
Telecommunications Test Equipment ..... 526-565
Access Switch ............................
548
Amplifiers. Error Detector Input ........... 564
553. 558
Amplifier - IF ......................
Amplitude/Delay Distortion Analyzer ....... 530
Attenuator - 7 5 0 General Purpose ........ 558
Audio Channel Selector: HP-IB Controlled . . 565
BB Sweeper ..............................
558
Balanced 2/4-wire Audio Channel Selector . . 565
Carrier Testing ...........................
544
Controller: Switch ........................
548
Converter. 75R Unbal/ 11Ofl Bal ............ 564
Data Generator ...................332. 560. 562
Detectors. Error ......................
560. 562
556
Down Converter ..........................
Error Measuring Set (1 kb/s x 50 Mb/s) ..... 561
Error Rate Measurements ............. 560. 562
F D M Measurements ......................
544
F D M System Testing .....................
549
HP-IB Controlled Channel Selector ......... 565
Isolator. PCM Test Equipment ............. 564

.

Microwave Link Analyzers ................ 554
Microwave Radio Testing .................. 553
Pattern Generator/Error Detector .......... 561
PCM Testing .............................
559
Selective Level/Meter ................. 550-551
Selective VM ....................
532. 533. 552
Selective Level Measuring Set ............. 546
Sweeper. R F .............................
557
Switch: Access ...........................
548
Switch Controller .........................
548
Telephone Line Analyzer .............. 530. 534
Transmission Impairment Measuring Set .... 538
534-535
Test Sets ............................
Upconverter Simulator for
Microwave Link Analyzer ................. 557
Voice Data Testing ................... 526. 527
Telephone Test Oscillators ................... 537
Temperature Plug-In Module ................. 243
Terminal. CRT .............................
588
Terminals. Application ......................
592
Terminations. Coaxial and Waveguide .... 164. 420
Test Leads ..............................
65. 514
Testmobiles. Oscilloscope ................... 180
342
Test Oscillators .............................
Test Set. Voice Band .......................
526
106
Test Sets. Digital Logic .....................
Test Sets. Transmission ............. 534. 536. 540
Thermal Printer ........................
256. 585
Thermistor Mounts. Coaxial and Waveguide ... 409
Thermocouple Power Meter ................. 404
Thermocouple Power Sensors ................ 406
606
Thermometer ...............................
Time Base External Module ................. 230
Time Domain Reflectometers ................ 162
Time Interval
Counters ....... 262. 267. 270. 277. 281. 284. 600
Time Standard .........................
294-299
538
TIMS .....................................
Total Station ...............................
616
Touch-Hold Probe ..........................
103
102
Tracer. Current .............................
Tracking
Generators ..... 484. 488. 492. 494. 496. 499. 550
TrainingMdeo Tapes ................... 617-620
Transceiver Test System ....................
524
Transfer Function Analyzer ............. 504. 505
Transistors. Siliconbipolar ...................6 10
Translator. Four Channel TTL CMOS ... 331. 330
Transmission Impairment Measuring Set ...... 538
Transmission Test Set .............. 534. 536. 540
456
Transistor Bias Supply ......................
Transistor Test Fixtures ................. 455-457
610
Transistors .................................
Triangle Wave Generator ................ 336. 337
Trigger Countdown .........................
164
True RMS Voltmeter ........... 41. 52. 53. 58. 70
421
Tuners. Microwave .........................

Tuning Varactors ...........................
TTL-CMOS Translator. Four-channel ... 331.
TWT Amplifiers ............................
Type N Short ..............................
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612
330
32
420
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.........................

Universal Bridge
82-84
Universal Carriage (Slotted Section) .......... 415
Universal Counters ............. 262.274. 277-286
Upconverter Simulator
for Microwave Link Analyzer .............. 557

v

Variable Phase Function Generator ........... 345
Vector Impedance Meter ....................
98
Vector Voltmeter ...........................
450
V H F Oscillator .............................
378
504
Vibration Analyzer ..........................
Vibration Controller .........................
504
617-620
Video Tapes ...........................
Voice Data Testing .........................
526
33-74
Voltmeters ...............................
Voltmeter. Vector ..........................
450
W

Wave Analyzer .............................
532
504. 505. 532
Wave Analyzer ....................
Wave and Distortion
Analyzers ............... 467. 468. 473. 504. 505
Waveform Analyzer. Fourier ............ 504. 505
Waveguide
Attenuators ..............................
414
Coaxial Adapters .....................
423. 515
Crystal Detectors .........................
419
Directional Couplers .................. 416. 417
419
Frequency Meters ........................
Harmonic Mixer ..........................
421
Holder ...................................
423
Low-Pass Filters ..........................
421
420
Movable Shorts ...........................
Precision Attenuators .....................
414
Shorting Switch ...........................
420
421
Slide Screw Tuners .......................
Sliding Loads .............................
420
Sliding Short .............................
420
415
Slotted Section ...........................
Stand ....................................
423
420
Terminations .............................
409
Thermistor Mounts .......................
Variable Attenuators ......................
414
Waveguide-Waveguide Adapters .............. 423
304
Word Generators ...........................
X
X-Ray Systems. Scientific & Industrial ........ 607
X-Y Displays ..........................
182-199
X-Y Plotters/Recorders .............. 226.239. 585
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h e w product listings are print

................
................

570
HP-10 Hand-held Printing Calculator
HP-19C Hand-held
Programmable Printing Calculator
568
HP-21 Scientific Pocket Calculator ................. 567
21 M X Computers ...........................
351. 578
21 M X E-Series Computers 2109B. 2113B
Processors .....................................
578
21 M X K-Series 2108K Processor Board ............ 578
HP-22 Business Management Pocket
Calculator .....................................
570
HP-25/C Scientific Programmable Pocket
Calculator .....................................
567
HP-27 Scientific/Plus Pocket Calculator . . . . . . . . . . . . 570
568
HP-29C Hand-held Programmable Calculator
HP-67 Fully Programmable Pocket
Calculator .....................................
569
577
DTS-70 Digital T e s t Systems ......................
HP-92 Business Printing Calculator
571
HP-97 Fully Programmable Printing
Calculator .....................................
569

........

.................

100
101 H P - I B Data Output and Remote Control .......
105A & B Quartz Frequency Standards ............
123A Oscilloscope Camera ........................
140T Spectrum Analyzer Mainframe ...............
141T system Spectrum Analyzers ..................
141T Spectrum Analyzer Mainframe ...............
180 series Plug-in Oscilloscopes ....................
180C. D & T R High Writing Speed
Oscilloscope Mainframes ........... 152. 428. 486.
181A. A R . T & T R Variable Persistence/
Storage Mainframes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149. 428. 486.
182C & T Large Screen Oscilloscope
Mainframe ........................
151. 428. 486.
184A High Speed Oscilloscope
Mainframe .....................................
197A Oscilloscope Camera ........................
200
200CD Wide Range Oscillator .....................
201C Audio Oscillator ............................
82. 333. 335.
204C Oscillator ......................
204D Oscillator ..................................
209A Oscillator ..............................
333.
214A Pulse Generator ............................
236A Telephone T e s t Oscillator ............... 333.
250B RX Meter ..................................
28 1 series Coaxial-Waveguide Adapters .............
292 series Waveguide-Waveguide & Adaptors .......

88
300
177
491
490
491
146
488
488
488
150
177

333
333
540
335
335
320
536
98
423
423

300
312A & 313A Frequency Selective Voitmet
and Tracking Oscillator .........................
3 12D Selective Levelmeter & Generator ............
331A Distortion Analyzer .........................
332A Distortion Analyzer .........................
333A Distortion Analyzer .........................
334A Distortion Analyzer .........................
339A Distortion Measuring Set ....................
340B Noise Figure Meter .........................
342A Noise Figure Meter .........................
343A V H F Noise Source .........................
345B I F Noise Source ............................
347A series Noise Sources ........................
349A Noise Source ...............................

170

550
468
468
468
468
469
403
403
403
403
403
403

350D Attenuator Set ..............................
353A Patch Panel ................................
355 series Coaxial Step Attenuators ................
360 series Coaxial Low-pass Filters ................
362A series Waveguide Low-pass Filters ...........
375 series Waveguide Variable Attenuators . . . . . . . . .
382 series Waveguide Precision Variable
Attenuators ....................................
393A Coaxial Variable Attenuator .................
394A Coaxial Variable Attenuator .................

400
400E & E L A C Voltmeters .......................
400F & F L A C Voltmeter ........................
400GL A C Voltmeter .............................
403B A C Voltmeter ..........................
39.
410C Voltmeter ...................................
415E SWR Meter ................................
419A D C Null Voltmeter .........................
422A Series Waveguide Crystal Detectors ..........
423A/B Coaxial Crystal Detectors .................
424A Series Waveguide Crystal Detectors . .........
427A Voltmeter ..................................
428B Clip-on D C Milliammeter ....................
432 Series Power Meters ..........................
435A Power Meter ...............................
436A Power Meter ...............................
440A Detector Mount ............................
442B Slotted Line R F Probe ......................
444A Slotted Line Detector .......................
447B Slotted Line Detector .......................
448B Slotted Line Sweep Adapters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456A Current Probe for voltmeters .................
461A Amplifier ..................................
465A Amplifier ..................................
467A Power Amplifier ............................
478A Coaxial Thermistor Mount ...................
486A Series Waveguide Thermistor Mounts .........
489A T W T Amplifier .............................
491C T W T Amplifier .............................
493A TWT Amplifier .............................
495A T W T Amplifier .............................

99
540
412
421
421
414
414
414
414
40
40
40
540
38
429
35
419
418
419
37
36
408
405
404
415
415
415

415
415
517
30
30
30
409
409
32
32
32
32

500
515A Coax Adapter Kit (For 250B) ................
532 Series Waveguide Frequency Meters ...........
536A Coaxial Frequency Meter ....................
537A Coaxial Frequency Meter ....................
545A Logic Probe ................................
546A Logic Pulser ................................
547A Current Tracer .............................
548A Logic Clip .................................

98
419
419
419
101
102
103
104

600
606B Signal Generator ............................
608E Signal Generator ............................
612A Signal Generator ............................
618C Signal Generator ............................
620B Signal Generator ............................
626A Signal Generator ............................
628A Signal Generator ............................
651B T e s t Oscillator .........................
333.
652A T e s t Oscillator .........................
333.
653A T e s t Oscillator ..............................
333.
654A Test Oscillator .........................
680 Strip Chart Recorder ..........................

372
373
374
376
376
377
377
342
342
333
342
240

e
x

700
745A A C Calibrator ..........................
352. 354
354
746A Hi Voltage Amplifier ........................
752 Series Waveguide Directional Couplers ......... 417
416
774D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler
775D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler ............ 416
776D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler ............ 416
777D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler . . . . . . . . . ... 416
778D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler ............ 416
779D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler ............ 416
784B Coaxial Directional Detector ................. 557
786D Coaxial Directional Detector ................. 417
787D Coaxial Directional Detector ................. 417
788C Coaxial Directional Detector ................. 417
789C Coaxial Directional Detector ................. 417
796D Coaxial Directional Coupler ................. 416
797D Coaxial Directional Coupler ................. 416
798C Coaxial Directional Coupler .................. 416

............

800
805C Coaxial Slotted Line ........................
809C Universal Carriage ..........................
810B series Waveguide Slotted Sections ............
816A Slotted Coaxial Section ......................
817A & B Coaxial Swept Slotted
Line Systems ..................................
870A series Waveguide Slide Screw Tuners .........
895A D C Power Supply ..........................

900
905A Coaxial Sliding Load ........................
907A Coaxial Sliding Load ........................
908A Coaxial 50-Ohm Termination ............ 164.
909A Coaxial Termination ........................
909A Option 012 50-Ohm Termination . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 10 series Waveguide Terminations ................
91 l A / C Coaxial Sliding Load ......................
914 series Waveguide Sliding Loads ................
920 series Waveguide Moving Shorts ...............
923A Waveguide Sliding Short .....................
930A Waveguide Shorting Switch ..................
932A Waveguide Harmonic Mixer .................
934A Coaxial Harmonic Mixer ....................
938A Frequency Doubler Set ......................
940A Frequency Doubler Set ......................
970A Probe Digital Multimeter ....................
1000
H P 1000 Systems ................................
1007A Testmobile ................................
1008A Testmobile ................................
lO5lA & 1052A Combining Cases ..................
1080 High Performance Liquid Chromatograph
Systems .......................................
1104A/1106B O p t 001 18 G H z Trigger
Countdown ....................................
1104A/1108A 10 G H z Trigger Countdown ..........
1105A/1106B 20 ps Pulse Generator .................
1105A/1108A 60 ps Pulse Generator ................
1109B High Pass Filter (type N ) ...................
1110A Current Probe .............................
11 11A A C Current Amplifier .......................
11 14A Testmobile. Oscilloscope ...................
1117B Testmobile. Oscilloscope ...................
1120A 500 M H z Active Probe .....................
1121A A C Probe .................................
1122A Probe Power Supply .......................

415
415
415
415
415
421
208
420
420
420
420
164
420
420
420
420
420
420
421
421
377
377
46
574
180
180
518
610
163
163
164
164
164
175
175
180
180
174
449
174

1124A 100 M H z Active Probe .....................
174
1125A 250 M H z Impedance Converter Probe ....... 175
1200A & B Dual Channel Oscilloscopes.
100pVldiv .....................................
166
1201A & B Dual Channel Storage
Oscilloscopes. 100 pV/div ................... 166. 474
1205B Dual Channel Oscilloscopes.
5mV/div .......................................
166
168
1220A Dual Channel Oscilloscope. 15 M H z
1221A Single Channel Oscilloscope. 15 M H z ........ 168
1222A Dual Channel. Delay Line
Oscilloscope. 15 M H z ..........................
168
1223A Dual Channel. Variable
Persistence/Storage Oscilloscope. 15 M H z ........ 168
127
1230A Logic Trigger ..............................
195
1304A 32 cm . (13 in.) Display .....................
1310A 48.3 c m (19 in.) Display ....................
195
1311A 35.6 cm (14 in.) Display ....................
195
1317A 43.2 cm (17 in.) Display ....................
195
1321A 53.3 c m (21 in.) Display ....................
195
1332A Small Screen Display .......................
188
1333A Small Screen Display .......................
188
1335A Small Screen Display .......................
188
1336A. P Small Screen Display
192
1340A Display Module
188
184
1350A Graphics Translator
1430C Sampling Head. 18 G H z for 1811A .......... 160
1600A 20 M H z . 16 Bit Logic State Analyzer .... 124. 526
1600s 20 M H z . 32/16 Bit General Purpose
124
Logic State Analyzer ...........................
1602A Logic State Analyzer
188-120
1607A 20 M H z . 16 Bit Logic State Analyzer ........ 124
115
1610A General Purpose Logic State Analyzer
1611A Logic State Analyzer for
Microprocessor Based Systems .................. 121
1645A D a t a Error Analyzer ................... 526-528
16458 D a t a Transmission T e s t Set ................. 528
132
1700 series Oscilloscopes ..........................
1715A 200 MHzA Time Oscilloscope
136
1722B 275 M H z Oscilloscope. Delta
with Microprocessor ............................
132
136
1725A 275 MHzA Time Oscilloscope
1740A 100 M H z Oscilloscope. Trigger View ........ 139
1741A 100 M H z Oscilloscope. Variable
Persistence/Storage.
139
Third-Channel Trigger View .....................
1743A 100 MHzA Time Oscilloscope.
139
Third Channel Trigger View
1801A Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier.
50 M H z .......................................
154
1803A Differential D C Offset Amplifier ............ 154
1804 Four Channel Vertical Amplifier.
5 0 M H z .......................................
156
1805A Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier.
153
100 M H z ......................................
1806A 100 pV Dual Channel Differential
154
Amplifier ......................................
1809A Four Channel Vertical Amplifier.
100 M H z ......................................
156
1810A 1 G H z Dual Channel Sampler
160
160
1811A 18 G H z Sampler ...........................
1815B TDR/Sampler ..............................
162
1817A Sampling Head 12.4 G H z ................... 162
1818A Time Domain Reflectometer. 170 ps tr ....... 162
1820C Time Base ................................
158
1821A Time Base/Delay Generator ................ 158

.........

.....................
.............................
........................

....................

.........

................

................

......................

...............
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1825A Time Base and Delay Generator ............
1900A Pulse Generator Mainframe
1905A Rate Generator Plug-in
1915A Output Amplifier
Plug-in ........................................
1917A Output Amplifier
Plug-in ........................................
1920 Output Amplifier
Plug-in ........................................

.................
.....................

2000

159
322
323
323
323
323

......................................
............

2026 System
573
576
2240A Measurement & Control Processor
2640B Interactive Display Terminal ................ 589
2640C Cyrillic Display Terminal ................... 590
2640N Danish/Norwegian Display Terminal ......... 590
590
26403 Swedish/Finnish Display Terminal
590
2641A A P L Display Terminal .....................
2645A Display Station ............................
589
590
2645R Arabic Display Station
26458 SwedishlFinnish Display Station
590
588
2648A Graphics Terminal
2649A Microprogrammable Terminal
589
2802A Digital Thermometer
66. 606
605
2804A Quartz Thermometer
604
2811B Quartz Pressure Gauge

...........

......................
..............

..........................
................
.....................
........................

......................

3000

H P 3000 Series I1 Systems ....................
572. 573
3040A Network Analyzer ................. 433. 435-437
3042A Network Analyzer ................. 433. 435-437
3044A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer ...... 465. 473-475
3045A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer ...... 465. 473-475
305 1A Programmable D a t a Logger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
3052A Automatic D a t a
Acquisition System .......................
55. 59. 73
3070A. 3071A Real Time
Applications Terminals
592
3200B V H F Oscillator ............................
378
3310A Function Generator ....................
333. 339
3310B Function Generator ....................
333. 339
3311A Function Generator ....................
333. 337
3312A Function Generator ....................
333. 338
3320A Frequency Synthesizer ................. 336. 348
3320B Frequency Synthesizer ................. 336. 348
3320C Level Generator .......................
335. 550
3330B Automatic Synthesizer ............. 336. 350. 435
3335A Frequency Synthesizer
345-347
3350A Laboratory Automation Systems ............ 610
3352A Laboratory D a t a System ....................
610
3380A Reporting Integrator .......................
610
3400A R M S Voltmeter ...........................
41
3403A T r u e R M S Voltmeter ......................
52
3406A Broadband Sampling Voltmeter .............. 42
3435A Digital Voltmeter ........................
46. 50
3437A System Digital Voltmeter .......... 46. 54. 59. 73
3438A S-Function DMM; HP-IB
56
3455A Digital Voltmeter .............. 46. 58-61. 72. 76
3465A Digital Multimeter .......................
46. 68
3465B Digital Voltmeter ........................
46. 68
3466AlB 4% Digit Autoranging DMM
70
3470A Digital Multimeter .........................
66
46. 48
3476A/B Digital Voltmeter ......................
62-64
3490A Multimeter ..............................
3495A Scanner ..........................
55. 58. 72-74
3529A Magnetometer Probe
36

..........................

..................

....................

...............

........................

3550B Communications T e s t Set ............... 526.
3551A Transmission T e s t Set ................. 527.
3552A Transmission T e s t Set ................. 527.
3555B Transmission & Noise Measuring Set ........
3556A Psophometer ..............................
3570A Tracking Receiver
433.
3575A GainlPhase Meter .....................
3580A Spectrum Analyzer ....................
465.
3581A Wave Analyzer ............................
35816 Selective Voltmeter ........................
3591A Selective Voltmeter ........................
3594A Sweeping Local Oscillator Plug-in ...........
3710A I F
Transmitter (70 M H z IF) .............
3720A Spectrum Display .....................
466.
466.
3721A Correlator ............................
3722A Noise Generator ...........................
3730A D o w n Converter: R F t o I F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3743A IF Amplifier ..............................
3744A BB Sweeper Accessory .....................

..........................

.......
.........
..........

534
534
534
536
536
435
438
476
472
532
552
552
554
506
526
507

556
558
558

3745AlB Selective Level Measuring Set
546
546
3747A Selective Level Measuring Set
546
3747B Selective Level Measuring Set
3750A Attenuator: 75R ...........................
558
3754A Access Switch
548
3755A Switch Controller
548
3760A Data Generator .......................
332. 560
560
3761A Error Detector ............................
3762A Data Generator
562
562
3763A Error Detector
3770A AmplitudelDelay
Distortion Analyzer ........................
526. 530
3770B Telephone Line Analyzer ............... 526. 530
3777A HP-IB-controlled Channel Selector
565
3780A Pattern GeneratorlError Detector . . . . . . . . . . . 561
3790A I F
Transmitter (140 M H z I F ) ............ 554
3805A Distance Meter
616
3810A Total Station
616
3820A Electronic Total Station
616
3964A Instrumentation T a p e Recorder ............. 254
3968A Instrumentation Tape Recorder ............. 254
4000
4204A Oscillator .............................
333. 336
4260A Universal Bridge .................. 75. 76. 82. 91
4261A Digital L C R Meter ................ 75. 76. 84. 91
4262A Digital LCR Meter
80
4265B Universal Bridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75. 76. 83. 91
4270A Automatic
Capacitance Bridge ....................
75. 76. 88. 91
4271B Component Test 1 MHz
Digital LCR Meter
86
4272A 1 M H z Preset
Capacitance Meter ........................
75. 76. 89
4273A 1 kHz Preset C Meter
90
4282A Digital High
Capacitance Meter ....................
75. 76. 91. 92
4304B Ammeter
34
4328A Milliohmmeter ..........................
75. 78
4329A High Resistance Meter ................... 75. 79
75-77
4332A L C R Meter .............................
4333A Distortion Analyzer ........................
467
4342A Q Meter ................................
75. 93
4436A Attenuator ................................
99
99
4437A Attenuator ................................
4440B Decade Capacitor ..........................
99

..............................
...........................

.............................
.............................

............

.............................
...............................
.....................

..........................

..............................

.......................

..................................

4800A Vector Impedance Meter ................... 98
4815A Vector Impedance Meter ................... 98
4904A Cable Fault Locator ........................
543
4905A Ultrasonic Leak Detector ................... 543
4910G Open and Split Locator .....................
543
4930A Conductor Fault Locator ................... 541
4960A/4961A Automatic Pair Identifier ............. 542
4940A Transmission Impairment Measuring
526. 538
Set .......................................
4942A Transmission Impairment Measuring
Set .......................................
526. 538
4943A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set
539
539
4944A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set

......
......

5000
5004A Signature Analyzer .........................
108
50 11T Logic Troubleshooting Kit .................. 107
5015T Logic Troubleshooting Kit .................. 107
5021A Logic Troubleshooting Kit .................. 106
5022A Logic Troubleshooting Kit .................. 106
5023A Logic Troubleshooting Kit .................. 106
5035A Basic Logic L a b ...........................
110
5035T Logic L a b .................................
110
5045A Digital I C Tester ..........................
94
96
5046A Digital I C Test System .....................
5050B Digital Recorder ...........................
258
257
5055A Digital Recorder ...........................
5060-Series Rack Frames and Adapters ............. 518
K02-5060A Standby Power Supply ................. 303
5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard .......... 294
5061A with Option 004 T u b e ......................
295
E21-5061A Flying Clock (Cesium) ................. 295
5062C Cesium Beam Frequency Reference ......... 296
5065A Rubidium Frequency Standard .............. 297
E21-5065A Portable Rubidium Time Standard ....... 297
5085A Standby Power Supply .....................
303
5087A Distribution Amplifier ......................
302
5 150A Thermal Printer ............................
256
266
52451 Electronic Counter .........................
5252A Plug-in for 5245L & 5345A .................. 268
5253B Frequency Converter Plug-in ................ 268
5254C Frequency Converter Plug-in ................ 268
5255A Frequency Converter Plug-in ................ 268
5256A Frequency Converter Plug-in ................ 268
5257A Transfer Oscillator Plug-in .................. 268
5261A Video Amplifier Plug-in ....................
269
5262A Time Interval Plug-in .......................
268
5267A T i m e Interval Plug-in .......................
269
5300A Counter Mainframe ........................
278
5300B Counter Mainframe ........................
278
5301A 10 M H z Counter Module ................... 281
5302A 50 M H z Universal Counter Module .......... 281
5303B 500 M H z Counter Module .................. 282
5304A TimerlCounter Module .....................
282
5305B 1300 M H z Counter Module ................. 283
5306A Digital MultimetedCounter ................. 283
5307A Frequency Counter Module ................. 284
284
5308A Timer Counter Module .....................
5310A Battery Pack Module .......................
286
53 11B Digital-to-Analog Converter ................. 285
5312A A S C I I Converter ..........................
285
5328A Universal Counter .....................
270-274
5340A Microwave Frequency Counter ......... 288-29 1
5341A Microwave Frequency Counter ......... 288-291

............... 290

5342A Microwave Frequency Counter
5345A Electronic Counter ................ 262.265.
5353A Channel C: Plug-in for 5345A ...............
5354A 4 G H z Frequency Converter ................
5359A Time Synthesizer
536014 Computing Counter ........................
5363A Time Interval Probes .......................
5370 Time Interval Counter
5375A Computing Counter Keyboard ...............
5379A T i m e Interval Plug-in .......................
538 1A Frequency Counter ........................
5382A Frequency Counter ........................
5383A Frequency Counter ........................
5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer ...............
5420A Digital Signal Analyzer
5425A Digital Vibration Test Control System .......
5427A Digital Vibration Control System
5451B Fourier Analyzer ...........................
5451B Option 350 Vibration Control System ........
5501A Laser Transducer
5526A Laser Interferometer .......................
5700A Laboratory G a s Chromatographs ............
5840A Reporting G a s Chromatographs .............
5985A GC/Mass Spectrometer
5993A G C / M a s s Spectrometers ....................

...........................

........................

463
265
265
276
267
275
277
267
267
287
287
287
502

...................... 505
504
............. 504

..........................

......................

504
504
602
603
610
610
610
610

6000
6002A Extended Range D C Power Supply .......... 213
6110A-6116A Precision D C Power Supplies ......... 216
6129C-6131C Digitally Controlled Voltage
Sources .......................................
224
6140A Digital Current Source .....................
224
6177C Precision D C Current Source ............... 218
6181C Precision D C Current Source ............... 218
6186C Precision D C Current Source ............... 218
6200B-6209B D C Power Supplies .................. 205
6211A-6218A Dual Range DC Power Supplies ...... 204
6220B D C Power Supply ..........................
206
6224B D C Power Supply ..........................
206
6226B D C Power Supply ..........................
206
6227B Dual Tracking D C Power Supply ............ 214
6228B Dual Tracking D C Power Supply ............ 214
6236B Triple Output D C Power Supply ............ 204
6237B Triple Output D C Power Supply ............ 204
6253A Dual Output D C Power Supply ............. 206
6255A Dual Output D C Power Supply ............. 206
6259B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6260B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
208
6261B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6263B D C Power Supply ..........................
6264B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6265B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6266B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6267B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6268B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6269B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6271B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6274B D C Power Supply ..........................
208
6281A D C Power Supply .........................
206
6282A DC Power Supply .........................
206
6284A D C Power Supply .........................
206
6286A D C Power Supply .........................
206
206
6289A D C Power Supply .........................
206
6291A D C Power Supply .........................
6294A D C Power Supply..........................
206
6296A D C Power Supply .........................
206

.. ..
..
0
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6299A D C Power Supply .........................
206
6384A D C Power Supply .........................
205
6427B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
210
6428B D C Power Supply ..........................
6433B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
6434B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
6438B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
6439B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
210
6443B D C Power Supply ..........................
6448B D C Power Supply ..........................
210
6453A D C Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 210
6456B D C Power Supply ................ ...... .... 210
6459A D C Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .... 210
6464C D C Power Supply .........................
210
6466C D C Power Supply .........................
210
210
6469C D C Power Supply .........................
6472C D C Power Supply .........................
210
210
6475C D C Power Supply .........................
6477C D C Power Supply .........................
210
6479% D C Power Supply .........................
210
6483C D C Power Supply .........................
210
6515A High Voltage D C Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215
6516A High Voltage D C Power Supply ............. 215
6521A High Voltage D C Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215
6522A High Voltage D C Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215
6525A High Voltage D C Power Supply ............. 215
6824A D C Power Supply/Amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219
6825A D C Power SupplyIAmplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219
6826A D C Power SupplyIAmplifier ................ 219
6827A D C Power Supply/Amplifier ................ 219
6920B A C I D C Meter Calibrator ................... 353
6940B Multiprogrammer ..........................
597
6941B Multiprogrammer Extender . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597

7000
7004B X-Y Recorder .............................
228
7010B X-Y Recorder .............................
231
7015B X-Y Recorder .............................
231
7034A X-Y Recorder .............................
228
230. 533
7035B X-Y Recorder .........................
232
7040A X-Y Recorder .............................
7041A X-Y Recorder .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . 232
7044A X-Y Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234
7045A X-Y Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234
7046A X-Y Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 3
31
-24
7047A X-Y Recorder .............................
7100B Strip Chart Recorder. 2 Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242
7101B Strip Chart Recorder. 1 Pen ................. 242
241
7123A Strip Chart Recorder .......................
7127A Strip Chart Recorder. 1 Pen ................ 242
7128A Strip Chart Recorder. 2 Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 242
7130A Strip Chart Recorder. 2 Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244
7131A Strip Chart Recorder. 1 Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 244
7132A Strip Chart Recorder. 2 Pen ..... ........... 245
7133A Strip Chart Recorder. 1 Pen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245
7143A Strip Chart Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
7155B Portable Strip Chart Recorder ............... 246
7202A Graphic Plotter ............................
236
7203A Graphic Plotter ............................
236
7210A Digital Plotter .............................
237
7221A Digital Plotter .............................
238
7260A Optical Mark Reader .......................
593
7261A Optical Mark Reader .......................
593
7402A 2-Channel Oscillographic Recorder .......... 247
7404A 4-Channel Oscillographic Recorder .......... 247
7414A 4-Channel Oscillographic Recorder .......... 250
~

7418A 6 t o 8 Channel Oscillographic Recorder ...... 250
7562A Log VoltmeterIConverter ................. 34. 43
7563A Log Voltmeter/Amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 43
7702B 2-Channel Oscillographic Recorder ........... 250
595
7906/7920 D i s c Drives ............................
7970 series Digital Magnetic T a p e Subsystem . . . . . . . 596
8000
8005B Pulse Generator ...........................
321
8006A Pulse Generator ...........................
325
319
8007B Pulse Generator ...........................
8008A. see 8082A
8010A Pulse Generator ...........................
321
8011A Pulse Generator ...........................
314
8012B Pulse Generator .......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315
8013B Pulse Generator ...........................
315
8015A Pulse Generator ...........................
316
8016A Pulse Generator ...........................
328
8018A 50 M bit& Serial Data Generator
326
8080A Mainframe ................................
309
8081A Repetition Rate Generator. 300 M H z . . . . . . . . 313
8082A Pulse Generator ...........................
318
8083A Output Amplifier. 300 M H z ................. 310
8084A Word Generator. 300 M H z ................. 311
8091A Repetition Rate Generator. 1 G H z .......... 313
8092A Delay Generator/Freq Divider .............. 312
8093A Output Amplifier. 1 G H z ................... 310
8165A Programmable Signal Source . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340
8403A Modulator .................................
379
8404A Leveling Amplifier .........................
401
8405A Vector Voltmeter ..........................
450
8406A C o m b Generator ...........................
501
8407A Network Analyzer .........................
448
8409A Automatic Network Analyzer
458
8410B Network Analyzer Mainframe ............... 454
8410s series Network Analyzers ................... 451
841 1A Harmonic Frequency Converter ............. 454
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display .............. 448. 454
8413A Phase Gain Indicator .......................
454
448. 454
8414A Polar Display .........................
8418A Auxiliary Power Supply ....................
454
494
8443A Tracking Generator ........................
8444A Tracking Generator ....................
496. 499
8444A Option 058 Tracking Generator ......... 484. 488
498
8445B Automatic Preselector ......................
31. 501
8447 series Amplifiers .........................
8470A Coaxial Crystal Detectors
................ 418
8471A Coaxial Crystal Detector ................... 418
8472A/B Coaxial Crystal Detector ................. 418
8473B/C Coaxial Crystal Detectors ....... . . . . . . . . . 418
8477A Power Meter Calibrator ....................
409
8478B Coaxial Thermistor Mount .................. 409
406
8481A/H Power Sensor ...........................
8482AIH Power Sensor ...........................
406
8483A Power Sensor .............................
406
8484A Power Sensor .............................
406
8491AIB Coaxial Fixed Attenuators ................ 411
8492A Coaxial Fixed Attenuator ................... 411
8493A/B series Coaxial Fixed Attenuators .......... 411
8494AIBIGIH series Coaxial Step Attenuators . . . . . . 412
8 4 9 5 A / B / D / G / H / K series
Coaxial Step Attenuators .......................
412
8495AIBIDIGIHIK series Coaxial Step Attentuators 412
8496AlBIGlH series
Coaxial Step Attenuators .......................
412
8501A Storage-Normalizer
443
8502A & B Reflection Transmission Bridges ........ 444

............

.

.................

......................

x

FJ

.................
.........................

8503A & B S-Parameter T e s t Sets
444
8505A Network Analyzer
440
8507A Automatic Network Analyzer ............... 446
8507B Automatic Network Analyzer
446
8542C Automatic Network Analyzer
577
8552A Spectrum Analyzer.1
F Section ............. 491
8552B Spectrum Analyzer-1F Section ............. 491
8553B Spectrum Analyzer. Tuning Section
494
8554B Spectrum Analyzer. Tuning Section
496
498
8555A Spectrum Analyzer. Tuning Section
8556A Spectrum Analyzer. Tuning Section .......... 492
8557A Spectrum Analyzer ....................
165. 486
8558B Spectrum Analyzer ....................
165. 488
8565A Spectrum Analyzer
484
8568A Spectrum Analyzer
478
858OC Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
577
8581A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
483
8600A Digital Marker ........................
384. 449
384. 449
8601A GeneratorISweeper ....................
8614A Signal Generator ...........................
375
8616A Signal Generator ...........................
375
8620 system Sweep Oscillators ................ 385. 557
8620C Sweeper Mainframe ........................
386
8621B Multiband Sweeper Drawer ................. 396
8640A A M / F M Signal Generator .................. 365
8640B A M / F M Signal Generator ................... 365
8640B Option 004. Avionics Signal Generator ....... 368
369
8640M Signal Generator ..........................
8654A Signal Generator ...........................
370
8654B Signal Generator ...........................
370
8655A SynchronizerlCounter ......................
37 1
8660A Synthesized Signal Generator ............... 358
8660C Synthesized Signal Generator ............... 358
8671A Microwave Frequency Synthesizer .......... 364
8672A Synthesized Signal Generator ............... 362
8690B Sweep Oscillator ...........................
398
869lB-8695B R F Units ( P I N leveled BWO)
for 8690B ......................................
399
8691A-8697A R F Units (Grid Leveled BWO)
for8690B ......................................
399
8698B. 8699B Solid State R F Units for 8690B ....... 399
8705A Signal Multiplexer for 8690B ................ 401
401
8706A Control Unit for 8690B .....................
8707A R F Unit Holder for 8690B .................. 401
8709A Phase-lock Synchronizer ....................
401
8717B Transistor Bias Supply ......................
456
8721A Coaxial Directional Bridge .................. 449
8731-8735 series P I N Modulators .................. 379
8740A Transmission T e s t Unit .....................
456
456
8741A Reflection T e s t Unit .......................
8742A Reflection T e s t Unit .......................
456
8743A Reflection/Transmission T e s t Unit ........... 455
8745A S-Parameter T e s t Set .......................
455
456
8746B S-Parameter T e s t Set .......................
8747A Waveguide series
Reflection/Transmission Test Units ............. 457
8750A Storage428. 448.454. 459. 484. 486. 488. 501
Normalizer
8755B Frequency Response Test Set Plug-in
428
8755s Frequency Response Test Sets
424
8761A & B Coaxial Switches ......................
422
8801A Low Gain Preamplifier .....................
251
8802A Medium Gain Preamplifier .................. 251
251
8803A High Gain Preamplifier .....................
251
8805A Carrier Preamplifier ........................
8805B Carrier Preamplifier ........................
25 1

.................
...............

..........
..........
..........

.........................
.........................
................
................

......

..........
................

8806B Phase Sensitive Demodulator ................
8807A A C / D C Converter .........................
8808A Logarithmic Preamplifier ...................
8809A Signal Coupler .............................
8820A D C Bank Amplifier ........................
8821A D C Bank Amplifier ........................
8900B Peak Power Calibrator ......................
8950B Automatic Transceiver Test System

..........

252
252
252
252
253
253
409
524

I. .\

..
c:
11
r

l

I I
r :t

...

Lj
1

A

W

9000
9500 series Automatic T e s t Systems ................ 577
9815A Desktop Computer .........................
580
9825A Desktop Computer .........................
580
9830A Desktop Computer .........................
581
9830B Desktop Computer .........................
581
9831A Desktop ComDuter
351. 582
9845A Desktop Computer
583
9862A X-Y Plotter ............................
76. 585
9863A Tape Reader ..............................
584
9864A Digitizer ..................................
584
9865A Tape Cassette .............................
584
9866A Thermal Printer ............................
585
585
9866B Thermal Printer ............................
9868A I/O Expander ..............................
584
9869A Hopper Card Reader .......................
584
9871A Character Impact Printer ................ 73. 587
9872A Four Color Plotter
239. 582
9877A External Tape Memory
584
9878A 110 Expander ..............................
584
9880B Mass Memory Subsystem ................... 581
9881A Line Printer Subsystem .....................
585
9883A High Speed T a p e Reader Subsystem ......... 584
9884A Tape Punch Subsystem .....................
584
9885MB Flexible Disk Drive ......................
587
9896A Computation System
586

.....................
..........................

......................
......................

........................

10000
IOOOlA 10: 1 Divider Probe ........................
lO00lB 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10002A 50: 1 Divider Probe ........................
10002B 50:l Divider Probe ........................
10W3A 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10004D 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10W5D 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10006D 10: 1 Divider Probe ........................
65. 173.
10007B 1:l Probe .........................
65. 173.
10008B 1:l Probe .........................
lOOllB B N C Adapter Tip .........................
10013A 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10014A 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10015A 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10016B 1O:l Divider Probe ........................
10017A Miniature Divider Probe ...................
10018A Miniature Divider Probe
10020A Resistance Divider ........................
10021A Miniature 1:l Probe .......................
10022A Miniature 1:l Probe .......................
10024A I C T e s t Clip .............................
10026A Miniature 1:l Probe
10027A Miniature 1:l Probe
10034A Probe Ground Lead Kit ...................
10035A Probe Tip Kit ............................
38.
10036B Probe Tip Kit .........................
10037A Probe Tip Kit ............................
10040A Miniature Divider Probe

....................

.......................
.......................

....................

173
173
173
173
173
173
173
173
516
516
176
173
173
173
173
173
171
173
171

171
172
171
171
176
176
176
176
171

a

c
..t
r .
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....................
....................

10041A Miniature Divider Probe
10042A Miniature Divider Probe
lOl00B 100 ohm Feedthrough Termination ..........
lOl00C 50 ohm Feedthrough Termination ...........
10106A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
101 IOA B N C Male t o Dual Banana Plug ...........
10111A Shielded Banana Plug
to B N C Female ............................
37.
10113A Triple Banana Plug t o Dual B N C
Female ........................................
10116A Light Shield (1220A. 1221A. 3222A) ........
101 17A Panel Cover (1220A. 1221A. 1222A) ........
101 19A Rack Mount Kit (1220A. 1221A.
1222A) ........................................
10140A Viewing Hood (1704A. 1741A. 1734A) ......
10173A R F I Filter and Contrast Screen
(1740A. 1741A. 1743A) .........................
10176A Viewing Hood ............................
10178A Mesh Contrast/RFI Filter .................
10233A Cable. 1645A t o 5055A or 5150A ...........
10235A Interface Cover for 1645A ............. 526.
10250A T T L Trigger Probe .......................
10253A Card Reader for 1600A Logic State
Analyzer ......................................
10254A Serial-to-Parallel Converter ............ 127.
10257B Personality Module for 1611A
10258B Personality Module for 1611A
10259A Personality Module for 1611A
10260A Personality Module for 1611A
10352B Graflok Back .............................
10353A Pack Film Back ..........................
30358B Camera Carrying Case .....................
10360A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10361A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10362A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10363A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10366B Camera Bezel Adapter .....................
10367A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10369A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10370A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10371A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10372A Camera Bezel Adapter ....................
10374A Camera Carrying Case ....................
10375A Cwnera Bezel Adapter ....................
10376A C m e r a Bezel Adapter ....................
10377A C nera Bezel Adapter
10387A 11.rerface. T y p e 303 Modems (1645A) .......
10388A Interface. C C l T T V35 (1645A) .............
10389A Interface. Breakout Box (RS-232C)
(1645A) .......................................
10407B Plug-in Extender (180 system) ..............
10475A 3 in . Drawer for 11 17B ....................
10476A 8 in . Drawer for 11 17B ....................
10491B Rack Mount Adapter. 1700 series.
1600A .........................................
105 11A Spectrum Generator .......................
10514A Double Balanced Mixer ...................
10525-60012Tip Kits .............................
10525T. & 105258 Logic Probes ...................
10526T Logic Pulser ..............................
10528A Logic Clip ...............................
10529A Logic Comparator ........................
10534A Double Balanced Mixer ...................
10541A Reference Boards .........................
KO 1- 1054 1A Preprogrammed Reference
Boards ........................................

...............
...............
...............
...............

.....................

171
171
176
176
179
515

10544A/B/C Component Oscillator ................. 301
10844A Programming Interface Kit (5045A) ......... 97
10851A. 10852A Rack Mount Kits ................. 337

515

11000
1 lOOOA Cable Assembly ...........................
514
514
llOOlA Cable Assembly ...........................
11002A Test Leads ...............................
514
11003A T e s t Leads ...............................
514
11004A Line Transformer .....................
334. 336
11005A Line Transformer .....................
334. 336
11021A Probe Accessories ........................
516
11028A Current Divider ..........................
516
11035A Cable Assembly ..........................
514
11036A A C Probe for 410C ....................
38. 516
516
11040A Probe Accessory ..........................
11045A D C Voltage Divider for 410C .............. 516
11046A Carrying Case ............................
518
11047A Probe Accessory ..........................
516
11067A T e s t Lead Kit ..........................
37. 51
11068A Soft Carrying Case ........................
65
11070 A/B/C Cable Assembly .....................
65
11075A & 11076A Instrument
Cases ..............................
37-41. 335. 518
11096B High Frequency Probe ........... 37. 51. 57. 65
11143A B N C to Clip Leads
Cable Assembly ............................
88. 514
11 170A/B/C Cable Assembly ......................
514
11202A 8-bit Parallel I/O Interface Card ............ 585
11203A B C D Input Interface Card ................. 585
585
11205A Serial Interface Card ......................
11285A D a t a Communication
Interface and R O M ............................
585
11297B Binary Synchronous R O M ................. 505
11298B Interactive ROM ..........................
585
11500A/B Cable Assembly ........................
514
11501A Cable Assembly ..........................
514
11507A Output Termination .......................
380
11508A Terminated Output Cable .................. 380
11509A Fuseholder ...............................
380
420
1151 1A T y p e N Short ............................
11512A Type N Short ............................
420
423
11515A Waveguide Adapter .......................
11516A Waveguide Adapter .......................
423
485. 500. 501
11517A Mixer ...........................
11518A-11520A Waveguide Taper Sections .......... 501
11524A APC-7 t o N Adapter .................. 423. 515
11525A APC-7 to N Adapter .................. 423. 515
11530A Probe ....................................
471
401
11531A T e s t Plug-in for 8690B .....................
11533A APC-7 t o S M A Adapter .............. 423. 515
11534A APC-7 to S M A Adapter .............. 423. 515
11536A Probe T e e for 8405A ......................
450
11540A Waveguide Stand .......................
: 423
11542A-11548A Waveguide Clamps ................ 423
11549A Power Splitter for 8405A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450
11565A APC-7 Short .............................
420
11566A Air Line Extension ........................
423
11567A Air Line Extension ........................
423
11570A Accessory Kit for 8405A .................. 450
11581A Attenuator Set ............................
411
11582A Attenuator Set ............................
411
11583A Attenuator Set ............................
411

515
176
170
170
176
176
176
176
529
529
127
126
527
122
122
123
123
178
178
179
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
179
178
178
178
529
529
529
176
180
180
176
380
380
101
101
102
104
105
380
105
105

.

11587A Accessory Kit for 8410 series .............. 457
11588A Swivel Adapter
423
11589A & 11590A Bias Networks .................. 457
11599A Quick-Connect Adapter for 8745A .......... 457
11600B Transistor Fixture .........................
455
11602B Transistor Fixture .........................
455
11604A Universal Extension for 8745A ............. 455
11605A Flexible A r m for 8743A ................... 455
423
11606A Rotary Air Line ..........................
11607A Small Signal Adapter for 8745A ............ 457
456
11608A Transistor Fixture ........................
11609A Cable Kit for 8410s .......................
457
11650A Accessory Kit for 8410s ................... 457
11652A ReflectionITransmission Kit for
449
8407A .........................................
11654A Passive Probe Kit for 8407A ............... 449
11655A Impedance Probe for 8407A ................ 449
11658A Matching Resistor for 8407A ............... 449
11661A Frequency Extension Module .............. 360
11664A Detector for 8755 .........................
428
11665B Modulator for 8755 ........................
426
11666A Reflectometer Bridge for 8755 .............. 426
11667A DC-18 G H z Power Splitter ................ 426
11668A 50 M H z High Pass Filter for 8755 .......... 427
11675B Leveling Cable Assembly for 784B .......... 577
11678A Low Pass Filter Kit .......................
427
11679A/B Extension Cables for 8755 ............... 427
405
11683A Range Calibrator ..........................
11684/5/6/8/9A Low Pass Filters .................. 427
11687A Adapter. 50 t o 75 R .......................
380
380
11690A Frequency Doubler .......................
1169 1D Coaxial Directional Coupler ............... 416
11692D Coaxial Dual Directional Coupler .......... 416
11693A Limiter ..................................
501
11694A Matching Transformer. 50-75 R ............ 501
11697A. B & C Bandpass Filters ................... 380
11708A Attenuator (for Calibrating of 8484A) ....... 403
11710B Down Converter ..........................
369
11720A Pulse Modulator ..........................
378
11850A & B Power Splitters .......................
444
11851A R F Cable Kit for 8505A ................... 445
11852A 50-75 R Minimum Loss Pad ............... 445
11853A 50 R T y p e N Accessory Kit ............... 445
11854A 50 R B N C Accessory Kit .................. 445
11855A 75 R T y p e N Accessory Kit ............... 445
11856A 7 5 0 B N C Accessory Kit .................. 445
11857A/B/C Test Port Extension Cables
445
for8503A & B .................................
11858A Rigid Interconnect Adapter ................ 445

...........................

12000
12940A 20 Mbyte Disc Cartridge .................. 595
12970A Magnetic T a p e Subsystem ................. 596
12971A Magnetic T a p e Subsystem ................. 596
12972A Magnetic Tape Subsystem ................. 596
13000
13394A 50 M byte Disc Pack ......................
595
13515A Frequency Doubler Probe ................. 378
14000
14513A Rack Kit (for o n e unit. 3Yz"H) .............
14515A Rack Kit (for one unit. 5%"H) .............
14521A Rack Kit. (for Bench Series) ...............
14523A Rack Kit (for two units. 3Yz"H) ............
14525A Rack Kit (for two units. 5%"H) ............
14533B Pocket Programmer .......................
14534A Pocket Programmer Cable .................

14535A Interface Kit. DCPS-to-21
M X Computer .................................
14536A D C P S Chaining Cable .....................
14539A Cable Assembly. D C P S
t o 21 M X Computers ...........................
14540 Cable Assembly. Multiprogrammer-to
21 M X Computer ..............................
14541A Chaining Cable. 6940B
or 6941B t o 6941B ..............................
14545A Casters ..................................
14550A Interface Kit. Multiprogrammer-to21 M X Computer ..............................
14551A Multiprogrammer Service Kit ..............
14555A Multiprogrammer Card Connector ..........

15000
15263A Card Reader .............................
15450A Four-channel Adapter
15451A Four-channel TTL-CMOS Translator
15507A Isolator
15508A Impedance Converter
15509A Amplifier

225
225
225
599
599
220
599
599
599

330

..................... 330
........ 330
................................... 564
...................... 564
................................. 564

16000

16005A Probes ...................................
78
16006A Probe ....................................
78
16007A T e s t Leads ...............................
78
16008A Resistivity Cell ...........................
79
16011A B N C Connector Test Fixtures ............. 88
16012A. 16013A Test Fixtures .....................
88
16014A Series Loss Test Adapter .................. 93
77
16019A T e s t Fixture ..............................
16021A Calibration Connector ................... 87. 89
16022A Test Fixture ..............................
89
16023A D C Bias Controller ........................
87
16029A T e s t Fixture ..............................
83
16032A T e s t Leads (BNC) ......................
87. 89
89
16033A T e s t Leads ...............................
87. 89
16034A Test Fixtures ..........................
92
16035A Test Leads ...............................
92
16036A Test Leads ...............................
92
16037A Test Fixture ..............................
16038A Test Fixture ..............................
89
87
16039A T e s t Fixture ..............................
16045A T e s t Leads ...............................
90
16061A Test Fixture ...........................
81. 85
16062A Test Lead .............................
81. 85
16063A T e s t Lead .............................
81. 85
16117A T e s t Lead ................................
79
16138A Test Leads ...............................
77
16143A Probe Cable ..............................
78
16252A Matching Transformer .....................
336
1641I A HP-1B Interface Kit .......................
88
16413A HP-IB Interface Kit .......................
93
16462A Auxillary Capacitor .......................
93
16470A Reference Inductors .......................
93

17000
220
220
220
220
220
599
599

17005A Chart Advance for 7004B Recorder .........
17012B Point Plotter ..............................
17012C Point Plotter ..............................
17108A Time Base ...............................
17170A D C Coupler ..............................
17171A D C Amplifier ............................
17172A Time Base ...............................

229
229
229
230
228
228
229

I
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............................ 229
................................ 229
.................................... 229
229
........ 229
........................... 229
.................... 248
................. 248
.................... 248
................... 248
...................... 248
............................ 242
............................ 242
...................... 243
.............................. 243
..............................
243

17173A Null Detector
17174B D C Offset
17175A Filter
17176A Scanner ..................................
17177A A C / D C Converter D C Preamplifier
17178A D C Attenuator
17400A High Gain Preamplifier
1740 1A Medium Gain Preamplifier
17402A Low Gain Preamplifier
17403A A C Carrier Preamplifier
17404A D C Bridge Amplifier
17500A Multiple Span
17501A Multiple Span
17502A Temperature Module
17503A Single Span
17504A Single Span
17505A High Sensitivity ..........................
17506A Single Span ..............................

18000
18641A P R T
18642A P R T
18643A P R T
18644A P R T

Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature

Probes
Probes
Probes
Probes

..................

..................
..................
..................

243
243

67
67
67
67

30000
33300 series Step Attenuators ......................
414
333 1lB/C Coaxial Switches ........................
422
33320 series Coaxial Step Attenuators .............. 414
33321 series Coaxial Step Attenuators .............. 414
33322 series Coaxial Step Attenuators .............. 414
418
33330B/C Coaxial Crystal Detectors
34110A Carrying Case ......................
51. 57. 65
34111A High Voltage Probe ................. 51. 57. 65
34112A Touch-Hold Probe .................. 51. 57. 65
34702A Multimeter ...............................
66
347401.3 Display ..................................
66
34750A Display ..................................
66

...............

40000
43501B X-Ray System
43804 X-Ray System
43805 X-Ray System
43807 X-Ray System

............................
.............................
.............................
.............................

607
607
607
607

50000
59301A ASCII-Parallel Converter ............. 26. 76
59303A Digital-to-Analog Converter ................ 26
59304A Numeric Display .........................
26
59306A H P - I B Relay Actuator ....................
26
26
59307A H P - I B V H F Switch ........................
59308A H P - I B Timing Generator ................... 26
59309A H P - I B Digital Clock .......................
26
59310B HP-1B Computer Interface .................. 26
59313A HP-IB Analog-to-Digital Converter .......... 26
59401A Bus System Analyzer ......................
25
59403A H P - I B Common Carrier Interface ........... 26
59405A H P - I B Calculator Interface ................. 26
59500A Multiprogrammer H P - I B Interface .......... 597
59501A H P - I B Power Supply Programmer .......... 212
60000
61000 Modular Power Supplies (OEM) .............
61005C DC-to-DC Converter (single output) ........
61315D DC-to-DC Converter (triple output) ........
62000 & 63000 Modular
Power Supplies (OEM) .........................

222
222
222
222

62005A-62048G Modular Power Supplies ...........
62212A-62215G Dual Output Modular
Supplies .......................................
623121) Triple Output Modular Supply
62410A Modular Supply Rack Mounting Tray .......
62411A Rack Tray Blank Front Panel ..............
62412A Rack Tray Blank Rear Panel
62413A Rack Tray Cooling Unit (45 cfm) ...........
62414A Rack Slice Kit (for standard cabinets)
62415A Rack Tray A C Distribution Panel ..........
62416A Rack Tray Cooling Unit (160 cfm) ..........
626055-626281 200-300W Switching Power
Supplies .......................................
626051.62605M. 62615M 300-6OOW
Switching Power Supplies

222
222

............... 222
...............
.......

.......................
63005C 110W Switching Power Supply .............

63315D Triple Output Switching
Power supply
69321B Multiprogrammer D / A Voltage
Converter .....................................
69325A-69328A Amplifier Control Cards ............
69330A Relay Output Card
69331A Digital Output Card .......................
69332A Open Collector Output Card
69335A Stepping Motor Control Card
69351B Voltage Regulator Card
69370A D / A Current Converter Card ..............
69380A Breadboard Output Card ..................
69421A Voltage Monitor Card
69430A Isolated Digital Input Card ................
69431A Digital Input Card ........................
69433A Relay Output With Readback Card .........
69434A Event Sense Card .........................
69435A Pulse Counter Card .......................
69436A Process Interrupt Card ....................
69480A Breadboard Input Card ....................
69500A Unloaded Resistance Output Card
69501A-69513A Power Supply Control Cards
69600B Programmable Timer Card .................
69601B Frequency Reference Card .................

...................................

........................
...............
..............
....................
.....................

223
223
223
223
223
223
223
222
222
203
222
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

600
600

.......... 600
....... 600

600
600

80000
85010A Basic Measurement Program Pac
447
for 8501A/8505A & 9830AlB
85010B Basic Measurement Program Pac
447
for 8501AI8505A & 9825A
85030A Applications Pac for 8507A-9830AlB
447
85030B Applications Pac for 8507B-9825A
447
85031A APC-7 Calibration and Verification
Kit for 8507A & B .............................
447
85032A 50R Type-N Calibration Kit
for 8507A & B .................................
447
447
85033A S M A Calibration Kit for 8507A & B
85036A 75R Type N Calibration Kit
447
for 85097A & B
85426A Bias Insertion Network ....................
449
449
85428B Minimum Loss Pad .......................
86200 series Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C ........ 394. 557
86222A & B Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C ....... 392. 557
86240AlBlC Sweeper Plug-ins for 8620C
390. 557
86290A & 86290B Broadband Sweeper
Plug-ins for 8620C ..............................
388
86300 series Sweeper Modules for 8620C ........... 396

.....................
.......................
........
...........

........

................................

........

86601A R F Section for 8660A/C ...................
86602B R F Section for 8660A/C ...................
86603A R F Section for 8660A/C ...................
86631B Auxiliary Section for 8660A/C ..............
86632B A M / F M Section for 8660A/C ..............
86633B A M / F M Section for 8660A/C ..............
86634A Phase Modulation Section for
8660A/C ......................................
86635A @M. F M Section for 8660A/C .............

90000

360
360
360
361
361
361
361
361

......
.........

90100D Practical Transistor Series (Video Tape)
618
619
90420D Digital Troubleshooting (Video Tape)
97001A Rechargeable Battery Pack for 970A
47
97002A A C / D C Current Shunt/Bench Cradle
for 970A ......................................
47
97003A R F Adapter for 970A .....................
47
97004A Accessory Kit for 970A ................... 47
97010A Battery Charger for 970A .................. 47
98032A 16-bit Duplex Interface ............ 76. 585. 597
585
98033A B C D Input Interface ......................
585
98034A H P - I B Interface ..........................
98035A Clock/Timer/Pacer Interface
585
98036A Serial Interface
585
98133A B C D Interface ...........................
585
585
98134A General Interface ..........................
98135A H P - I B Interface ..........................
585
98136A RS-232-C Serial Interface .................. 585
0960-0054 S M A Female Short (5052) ............... 420
0960-0055 S M A Male Short (5052) ................. 420

........

................
............................

1250-0076 90" B N C Male-Female .................. 515
1250-0077 T y p e N Female to B N C Male ........... 515
1250-0080 B N C Female t o Female ................. 515
515
1250-0082 T y p e N Male to B N C Male
1250-0176 T y p e N Male
515
t o T y p e N Female 90" ..........................
1250-0216 B N C Male to Male .....................
515
1250-0559 T y p e N Tee. 1 Male. 2 Female ........... 515
1250-0777 T y p e N Female to T y p e N Female ....... 515
1250-0778 T y p e N Male to Male ................... 515
1250-0780 T y p e N Male t o B N C Female ........... 515
1250-0781 B N C T e e 1 Male. 2 Female .............. 515
1250-0846 T y p e N Tee. 3 Female .................. 515
1250-1158 S M A Female to Female ................. 515
515
1250-1159 S M A Male t o Male .....................
515
1250-1286 Right Angle B N C (f) ....................
1250-1287 B N C (f) to B N C (f) .....................
515
1250-1288 B N C (m) to B N C (m) ................... 515
1250-1454 B N C Adapter Tip for H P
Miniature Probes ...............................
172
1250-1472 N (f) to N (f) Precision (500)
515
515
1250-1473 N (m)to BNC (m) Precision (500)
1250-1474 N (f) to BNC (f) Precision (50R)
515
1250-1475 N (m) to N (m) Precision (50R)
515
1250-1476 N (m) to BNC (f) Precision (50R)
515
515
1250-1477 N (f) to BNC (m) Precision (Son)
1250-1528 N (m)to N (m) (75R)
515
1250-1529 N (f) to N (f) (75R)
515
1250-1530 N (m) Short (75R) ......................
420
1250-1531 N (f) Short (750) .......................
420

..............

..............
.........
...........
............
..........
..........
....................
......................

................. 515
.................. 515
.................. 515
................... 515

1250-1533 N (m) to BNC (m) ( 7 5 0 )
1250-1534 N (f) to BNC (m) (7 5 0 )
1250-1535 N (m) to BNC (f) (7502)
1250-1536 N (f) to BNC (f) (75R)
1251-2277 Dual Banana plug to B N C Female ........
1251-2816 Dual Banana plug (for cable) .............
10004-69515 I C Probe Tip Adapter .................
10024-69501 Interface Pen Kit for 10024A . . . . . . . . . . .

515
515
176
172

i

f

MEWJEIT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS

‘a,4.

Versatile interconnect system for instruments and controllers

HP’s implementation of IEEE Standard 488 and identical ANSI Standard MC 1.1
Useful over wide range of problems, from simple to
very complex-add capabilities as your system requirements grow
Very broad selection of HP-IB instruments and accessory devices-available now
Wide choice of computing controllers for the reduction, analysis, storage and management of measurement data

-

Make accurate, problem-oriented measurements, controlled by computer.

There are many measurement applications where interactive instruments coupled
with a controller can provide superior,
error-free results as compared with conventional manual methods.
Now, three things combine to reduce significantly the engineering costs of putting
such a system together. These are: (1) the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus, also known
simply as “HP-IB”; (2) the growing number
of “smart” instruments having internal processor capability; and (3) the broad choice of
computing controllers, ranging from individual “friendly” keyboard units through
those capable of multistation measurements
and sophisticated data management.
Benefits of a systems approach
The decision to use a “system” instead of
conventional manual methods must be
based on an engineering evaluation of benefits vs. costs. Among the many benefits associated with a systems approach:
More consistent results in repeated

measurements-a system is not subject to
operator fatigue.
Greater throughput because systems are
generally faster.
More thorough testing because system
speed allows more parameters to be measured in a shorter time.
Results expressed in engineering or scientific units since many systems controllers
are capable of on-line data manipulation.
Greater accuracy because system errors
can be measured automatically, stored,
and accounted for in the results.
“Adaptive” data acquisition wherein a
system can be programmed to branch to
other measurements to help pinpoint the
problem when it senses an abnormal condition.
Relationship of HP-IB to present and
proposed interface standards: HewlettPackard is committed to the overall advancement of measurement technology, and
has for quite some time been working on the

problems of simplifying and standardizing
instrument interconnection.
Concurrent with the considerable practical exuerience H P has gained (with both
HP-IB and interface techniques in general)
over recent years has been the growing
international interest in establishing a suitable standard for programmable measuring
apparatus - a standard that will allow instrument systems to be configured from the
products made by different manufacturers.
European organizations, particularly in
Germany, have been instrumental in initiating an international standardization effort.
In mid-1972, H P began to participate in
various national and international standardization bodies. The U.S. Advisory
Committee, composed of diverse interests
represented by both users and manufacturers, first established initial goals-and then
adopted the interface concept utilized by the
H P Interface Bus as an appropriate starting
point. A draft document was subsequently
written and evaluated by members of the
Committee, and then submitted as the U.S.
proposal to an IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) Working Group
in the autumn of 1972. Since then, the interface definition has undergone a number of
minor changes to accommodate various
needs at the international level.
In September 1974, the parent technical
committee, IEC TC66, approved the main
interface draft document for a formal ballot
among the member nations of the IEC. Balloting took place in 1976, and it is anticipated that an IEC document will be available for publication in 1978. The present definition of the HP-IB is compatible with the
main IEC draft document.
Meanwhile, the IEEE Standards Board
has approved IEEE Standard 488- 1975
“Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation”, as published in April 1975.’
The IEEE standard is based on-work initiated by the IEC, and follows the general
concepts of the document now under consideration by IEC member nations. The H P
Interface Bus is Hewlett-Packard’s implementation of IEEE Standard 488. (NOTE:
In January 1976, the American National
Standards Institute adapted the above and
published it as ANSI Standard MC 1.1).
The standardized interface concept is now
well accepted, and more than 250 products
utilizing the concepts articulated in IEEE
488 are today available from more than 80
different manufacturers.
Why the HP Interface Bus name?
As the list of H P products available with
the “new digital interface” has grown, our
customers have in the past sought a convenient way to identify those products having
’To purchase a copy of the 8bpage IEEE Standard 4881975,
contact: The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

the interface capability. In response, we in
1974 adopted the name “Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus” (commonly shortened to
“ H P Interface Bus” or simply “HP-IB”).
We will continue to use the identifying name
and this symbol:

Both will be used with appropriate H P
products so that their interface capabilities
may be readily identified.
As additional instrumentation interface
standards become approved, H P will clearly
indicate the relationship of the HewlettPackard Interface Bus to those standards just as we have done with IEEE Standard
488 (and identical ANSI Standard MC 1.1).
It should be pointed out that as a practical matter, device-dependent operational
characteristics have been excluded from the
IEEE and proposed IEC Standards definitions. In this way, users retain maximum
flexibility in selecting instruments from different manufacturers and in utilizing each
instrument’s particular capabilities to best
advantage.
Relative to the great progress made in
standardizing three of the four interface system elements (mechanical, electrical, functional), understanding the remaining
device-dependent operational parameters
referred to in the IEEE document is a relatively small but essential ingredient necessary to ensure complete operational systems.
It would be presumptuous for HewlettPackard to speak for other manufacturers;
however, it is our objective to reduce as
much as practical any device-related ambiguities associated with H P products
operating per the IEEE Standard (and proposed IEC Standard). We expect to do this
through product design considerations;
through new message concepts, as well as
further code and format guidelines; and
through various printed materials and training activities.
How the HP Interface Bus operates
All active interface circuitry is contained
within the various HP-IB devices, and the
interconnecting cable (containing 16 signal
lines) is entirely passive. The cable’s role is
limited to that of interconnecting all devices
together in parallel, whereby any one device
may transfer data to one or more other participating devices.
Every participating device (instrument,
controller, accessory module) must be able
to perform at least one of the roles of
TALKER, LISTENER or C O N T R O L L E R . A TALKER can transmit data to
other devices via the bus, and aLlSTENER
can receive data from other devices via the
bus. Some devices can perform both roles

(e.g. a programmable instrument can LZSTEN to receive its control instructions and
TALK to send its measurement).
A CONTROLLER manages the operation of the bus system primarily by designating which devices are to send and receive
data, and it may also command specific actions within other devices.
A minimum HP-IB system configuration
consists of one TALKER and one LIST E N E R , but without a CONTROLLER.
In this configuration, data transfer is limited
to direct transfer between one device manually set to “talk only” and one or more devices manually set to “listen only” (e.g. a
measuring instrument talking to a printer,
for semi-automatic data logging).
The full flexibility and power of the
HP-IB become more apparent, however,
when one device which can serve as
CONTROLLER ITALKER ILISTENER
(e.g. calculator or computer) is interconnected with other devices which may be
either TALKERS or LISTENERS, or both
(e.g. frequency synthesizers, counters,
power meters, relay actuators, displays,
printers, etc.), depending on the application.
An HP-IB computing controller participates
in the measurement by scheduling measurement tasks, setting up individual devices so that they can perform these tasks,
monitoring the progress of the measurement
as it proceeds, and interpreting the results of
the measurement. (See page 28 for additional details about HP-IB computing controllers.)
HP-IB connections and structure
The 16 signal lines within the passive interconnecting HP-IB cable are grouped into
three sets, according to their function.
Eight DATA lines carry coded messages
in bit-parallel, byte-serial form to and from
devices, with each byte being transferred
from one TALKER to one or more LISTENERS. Data flow is bidirectional in that
the same lines are used both to input program data and to output measurement data
from an individual device. Data is exchanged asynchronously, enabling compatibility among a wide variety of devices. All
interface messages (to set up, maintain, and
terminate an orderly flow of devicedependent messages) are 7-bit coded.
Device-dependent messages may be from 1
to 8 bits; however, the codes containing
printable characters of the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information lnterchange) code set are most commonly used,
and messages containing numbers are typically presented in scientific notation
(FORTRAN -type) format.
Three DATA BYTE TRANSFER
CONTROL (handshake) lines are used to
effect the transfer of each byte of coded data
on the eight DATA lines.
The five remaining GENERAL INTERFACE MANAGEMENT lines ensure an

~~IIE
REMOTE ENABLE
END-OR-IDENTIFY

Interface connections and bus structure.

Rear panel switches are set so instrument
will either be addressable by controller in
a multi-device system, or will simply “talk
only” to another device such as a printer.

orderly flow of information within the
HP-IB system. One of these is called the
“ATTENTION” line.
Several listeners can be active simultaneously, but only one talker can be active at a
time. Whenever a talk address is put on the
DATA lines (while ATTENTION is low),
all other talkers are automatically unaddressed.
It is not possible in this limited space to go
into detail on each signal line’s role. But you
should note that every HP-IB device need
not be able to respond to all the lines. As a
practical and cost-effective matter, each
HP-IB device will usually be designed to respond only to those lines that are pertinent
to its typical function on the bus. (Details
appear in each device’s operating manual.)

HEWLEIT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS
Versatile interconnect system for instruments and controllers

Products for “do-it-yourself” HP-IB
system solutions
which allows its use
in
H P - IB
Hewlett-Packard has an extremely broad
instrumentation systems- either in “ d e
range of HP-IB instruments and computing
it-yourself ’ systems configured and assemcontroller capabilities, as indicated on the
bled by users themselves, or in some of
table below-capabilities you can use in asthe standard systems which are designed,
sembling a wide variety of system solutions
preassembled and supported by HP. While
via HP-IB.
the HP-IB interface is optional in many
Each bench instrument is, by itself, an exinstruments, it is increasingly becoming
ceptional performer in terms of providing
“standard” in some of the newer products.
signals, making measurements, or recording
results. Each has the additional capability
Individual Hewlett-Packard products available with HP-I6 (IEEE 488)
Products
related t o

Model

Stimulus

-

33208
33308
3335A
5359A
6002A
8016A
8018A
8165A
8620C
8660A
8660C
8671A
8672A

Measurement

436A
1602A
2804A
3437A
3438A
3455A
3490A
3745A
37458
3747A
37470
4262A
4270A
42718
4272A
4282A
4942A
4943A
4944A
5312A
5328A
5340A
5341A
5342A
5345A
5363A
5370A
5420A’
5501A
8501A
8503A
8505A
8568A

I

Option 007

Option 001
Option 001
Option 001
Option 011
Option 005
Option 005

Most principle functions on the instruments are HP-IB programmable. For
specific details, please consult the appropriate catalog page, or the technical data sheet
which is available for each product.
Just as with the instruments, HP’s computing controllers (desktop computers and
computer systems) which are available for
use with HP-IB are all proven performers.
Regardless of your need for reducing,
analyzing, storing or managing measurement data, H P has a computing controller
that should be right for your application.

Product namelcharacteristics
Frequency Synthesizer: 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz
Automatic Synthesizer/Sweeper: 0.1 Hz to 13 MHz
SynthesizerlLevel Generator: 200 HZ to 80 MHz
Time Synthesizer: 1 ns accuracy
OC Power Supply: 200 W extended range
Word Generator: k 32 bit
Serial Data Generator: 50 MHz 2048-bit memow
Programmable Signal Source b.001 Hz to 50 MHz
Sweep Oscillator: 10 MHz to 18 GHz
Synthesized Signal Generator: 10 kHz to 2.6 GHz
S nthesized Signal Generator: 10 kHz to 2.6 GHz
dcrowave Frequen Synthesizer: 2 to 6.2 GHz
Synthesized SignalTenerator: 2 to 18 GHz

See Page
348
350
345
276
213
328
326
307 & 340
386
358
358
364
362

Option 022
Option 001
Option 010

Option 030

Option 101
Option 101
Option 101
Option 101
Option 101
Option 010
Option 010
Option 010
Option 011
Option 011
Option 011
Option 011
Option 011

Option 251
Option W 1
Option 001

3964A Option 007
3968A Option 007

Instrumentation Tape Recorder: 4 channel
Instrumentation Tape Recorder: 8 channel
Storage also via Desktop Cornputerr and Computer Sysrems

254
254

Standard HP-IB measurement
systems
Many application requirements can be
satisfied with a standard HP-IB measurement
system-already
preassembled,
tested, and documented by HewlettPackard. Preconfigured systems save you
design and setup time, and H P guarantees
overall specified system performance. Installation and service contracts are avail-

Warranty considerations
Every HP-IB device (instrument or computing controller) cames the standard
Hewlett-Packard warranty appropriate to
that individual product-regardless
of
whether it is purchased separately as a
stand-alone item for use in custornerassembled HP-IB systems, or furnished as
part of a standard HP-IB system assembled
by Hewlett-Packard.

standard HP-IB systems performing as
specified. However, software or interfacing
which has not been provided by HewlettPackard as part of the standard system delivered by H P are not covered by this warranty.
In all cases, overall operational responsibility for those HP-IB systems assembled by
a customer from individual HP-IB devices

Individual Hewlett-Packard products available with HP-IB (IEEE 488) capability
Products
related to
Display

Model
1350A
5150A Option 001
9871A Option 001
9872A
59304A

Product namelcharacteristics
Graphics Translator: for directed-beam CRT displays
Alphanumeric Thermal Printer: 20 columns
Character-Impact Printer: 132 columns
Graphics Plotter: multicolor (4 colors) programmable
Numeric Display: 12 LED characters, decimal point

See page
184
256
587
239
26

Display also via Desktop Computers and Computer Systems

Switching,
Scanning,
Translation
or Timing

2240A
3070A
3495A
3754A*
3754A-HOl'
3777A
69408"

9412A***
9413A***
9414A***
59301A
59303A
59306A
59307A
59308A
59309A
59313A
59403A
59501A
Control and
Computation

9815A
9825A
9830AIB
9845A
21MX K-series
21MX M-series
21MX E-series
HP 1000

Interface
Cabling

10631A
106316
10631C
10631D

Design and
Servicing

59401A

Measurement and Control Subsystem
Data Entry Terminal
Scanner: to 40 channels, low thermal and relay
Access Switch (,*requires 3755A switch controller)
Distribution Switch ('requires 3755A)
Telecommunications Channel Selector
Multi ro rammer (**requires 59500A interface)
Modurar \witch (***requires 9411A switch controller)
VHF Switch (***requires 9411A)
Matrix Switch (***requires 9411A)
ASCII-to-Parallel Converter: string to 16 characters
Digital-to-Analog Converter
Relay Actuator: for programmable switches attenuators
VHF Switch: two 50 Ohm, bidirectional, d c i o 500 MHz
Timing Generator
Digital Clock: month, day, hour, minute, second
Analo -todigital Converter
HP-IBhommon Carrier Interface: RS232C or CClTT V24
Power Supply Programmer: isolated D-to-A converter
Desktop Computer (uses 98135A Interface)
Desktop Computer (uses 98034A Interface)
Desktop Computer (uses 59405A Option 030 Interface)
Desktop Computer System 45 (uses 98034A Interface)
Computer-on-a-Board (2108K & 2109K; use 593108 Interface)
Computers (2105A 2108A & 2112A. use 593108 Interface)
High-performance Computers (21OdA & 2113A; use 593106)
Computer Systems (use 593108 Interface)
HP-I8 Interconnection Cable: 1 m (3.3 ft)
HP-IB Interconnection Cable 2 m (6.6ft)
HP-IB Interconnection Cable 4 m (13.2 ft)
HP-IB Interconnection Cable 0.5 m (1.6 ft)
F o r distance exiension, also see Models 3070A and

576
592
74
548
548
565
597
577
577
577
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
212
28 & 580
28 & 580
28 & 581
28 & 583
578
578
578
29 & 574
25
25
25
25

59403A lisied above.

Bus System Analyzer

25
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Versatile interconnect system for instruments and controllers

.
Rear view of M e v i c e HP-IB bench system. Note single and stacked connections.

Address capability: primary addresses, 31
TALK and 31 LISTEN; secondary (2-byte)
addresses, 961 TALK and 961 LISTEN.
Maximum of 1 TALKER and up to 14 LISTENERS at a time.
Control shift: in systems with more than
one controller, only one can be active at a
time. A currently active controller can pass
control to another, but only designated system controller can assume control over
others.
Interface circuits: driver and receiver circuits are TTL-compatible.
Connector lock screw compatibility
HP-IB products delivered now and in re-

HP-IB specification summary
Interconnected devices: up to 15
maximum on one contiguous bus.
Interconnection path: star or linear bus
network; total transmission path length 2
metres times number of devices or 20
metres,whichever is less (see HP59403Afor
extending operating distance).
Message transfer scheme: byte-serial,
bit-parallel asynchronous data transfer using
interlocked 3-wire handshake technique.
Data rate: one megabyte per second
maximum over limited distances; 250-500
kilobytes per second typical over full transmission path (depends on device).

cent years are equipped with connectors
having I S 0 metric-threaded lock screws
and stud mounts. Please note that connector
lock screws and stud mounts on very early
HP-IB products are, unless changed, incompatible with the now-standard metric
threading.
Two different metal finishes are used by
H P to help you tell the difference between
metric and non-metric connector parts.
Whereas the older non-metric parts have a
shiny nickel finish, all metric-threaded lock
screws and stud mounts have a black finish
and the letter “M” stamped on them.
A special HP-IB Metric Conversion Kit
(Part Number 5060-0138) is available at
modest cost to assist customers in converting connectors on older HP-IB products to
be compatible with the standard metricthreaded connectors.

Standard HP-IB measurement systems

I

Application
Data Logging
and.
Acquisition

Netwo!k
Analysis

I

Model
3051A

System namelcharacterirtics

I

See Page

Programmable Data Logger: economical data collection
and analysis, interactive test capabilities.

72

3052A

Automatic Data Acquisition: fast and precise low-level
measurements, powerful computation.

73

3040A

Network Analyzer: complete amplitude and phase
characterization, 50 Hz to 13 MHz. Group delay optional.
Automatic Network analyzer: same as 3040A, and includes
the faster 9825A as computing controller.
Automatic Microwave Network Analyzer: measures transmission and reflection parameters, 110 MHz to 40 GHz.
Automatic RF Network Analyzer: measures complex impedance,
transfer functions, group delay; 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.

435

Spectrum Analyzer: recise amplitude and frequency
measurements, 10z! t to 13 MHz.
Automatic Spectrum Analyzer: same as 3044A, and includes
the faster 9825A as computing controller.
Automatic S ectrum Analyzer: covers 100 Hz to 1.5 GHz;
exceptional Prequency tuning accuraq and resolution.

473

3042A
8409A
8507A/B

S ectrum
kalyris

I

3044A
3045A
8581A

435
458

446

473
483

Frequency
Stability
Analysis

5390A

Frequency Stability Analyzer: short and long-term characterization of precision frrequency sources, 500 kHz
to 18 GHz.

502

Transceiver
Testing

89508

Automatic Transceiver Test System: for AM and FM
transceivers, 2 t o 1000 MHz. transmitting to 100 W.

524

Digital Test System: fast, accurate fault location
on loaded printed circuit boards.

577

Digital Circuit
Board Testing

DTS70

I

e
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Versatile interconnect system for instruments and controllers
Bus system analyzer, cables & accessory modules

-

59401A

59401~
tius system analyzer
The HP-IB (IEEE 488) concept has greatly simplified many of
those things which have in the past made instrument interfacing a
burdensome task. Even so, software errors can occur if the system
designer does not completely understand the bus system or the
capabilities of the instruments and other devices being interfaced.
And hardware problems can occur if the instrumentsldevices are not
functioning properly, or if they are not completely compatible with
the bus standard.
The 59401A Bus System Analyzer is especially useful in design
and service work. It simplifies and speeds up the diagnosis of
software and hardware problems by allowing the user to see the
status of all bus lines, including the actual characters on the bus data
lines. Because the 59401A can also drive all bus lines, it can completely exercise another Talker, Listener or Controller - which is
especially useful in verifying compatibility of new or user-designed
products with the HP-IB.
There are several choices of analyzer operating speed. It may be
operated at one character at a time (useful for software debugging),
at 2 characters per second, or at regular bus speed. It may also be
operated at a variable rate as determined by the external clock input.
The analyzer’s 32 character memory can be used to store bus
characters in the Listen mode, or to output characters to the bus in
the Talk mode. When the analyzer is in the Compare mode, a stream
of bus traffic may be stopped on a pre-selected character - and at
that time, a trigger pulse is available, which is -very useful when
analyzing transient or timing problems related to the bus.

59401A Specificat ions
Display: monitors all bus lines. Represents data lines, any memory
location, or D I O front panel switch settings; in octal code and
ASCII character.
Listen mode: stores up to 32 characters of bus traffic in memory for
real time and repetitive testing. In compare mode, halts bus traffic
when a selected character is present, and user can display any one of
the previous 31 characters stored in memory.
liming: accept <750 ns; ready <750 ns.
Talk mode: bus lines can be driven directly from front panel
switches; memory can be loaded from front panel switches for driving bus with a 32 character sequence.
Timing: (1) data changed >500 ns before DAV pulled low; (2)
ATN driven low > 1 ps before DAV pulled low; (3) DAV driven
high <700 ns after NDAC is false; (4) DAV driven low <700 ns
after NRFD is false, if conditions 1 and 2 are met.
Operating speeds: one character at a time, 2 characters per second, regular bus speed, or variable rate determined by external
clock input; in either Listen or Talk mode.
External clock input: 1 standard power TTL gate input; s 10 MHz
repetition rate.
Compare output: provides 1 standard power TTL gate output
(LOW TRUE) sync pulse when bus character is same as front panel
switches.
HP-IB load: 1 bus load (capable of driving 14 other bus devices).

General
Temperature ranges: operating, 0 to 50°C; storage, -40 to +75”C.
Humidity: 95% relative, 0 to 40°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220 or 240 V +5%, -10%; 48 to 66
Hz; ~ 4 VA.
2
Size: 145.5 H , 205.1 W, 495.3 mm D (5.730” x 8.075” x 19.500‘7
Weight: net, 5.64 kg (12.44 Ib).
Options and accessories
Price
$15
5061-0089 front handle kit
NIC
10631B 2 m (6.6 ft) bus cable, furnished

59401A

DUS

aysrern Analyzer

$2700

HP-IB Interconnection cables
Cables for interconnecting HP-IB devices are available in four
different lengths. The connector block at both ends of each HP-IB
cable (photo above) has a plug on one side and a matching receptacle
on the other, so that several cables may be conveniently connected
in parallel, thus simplifying system interconnection. Lock screws
provide for secure mounting of each connector block to an HP-IB
instrument, or to another cable connector block.
SPECIAL NOTES: ( 1 ) Metric threading is now standard on connector lock screws; read the “Connector lock screw compatibility”
message in this section i f y o u are using older HP-IB products. ( 2 )
HP-IB cables are not included with individual HP-IB devices, and
must be ordered separately (exception: HP-IB computing controller
interfaces include cable with connector).
Ordering information
Price
$60
10631A HP-IB Cable, 1 m (3.3 ft)
$65
10631B HP-IB Cable, 2 m (6.6 ft)
$75
10631C HP-IB Cable, 4 m (13.2 ft)
$60

HP-IB Accessory modules
Modules in the H P 59300, 59400 and 59500-series are idealI buildc
.
.
l
ing blocks Ior
use wim msrrumcnis
io cxiciiu tileahurement
capabilities. Modules listed here can be interconnected via the
HP-IB to H P measuring instruments, signal sources and recording
devices capable of operating directly on the HP-IB. In addition,
these modules frequently serve as useful ways to interconnect with
devices which are not themselves capable of direct HP-IB operation.
Instrument requirements differ. Some only output or accept data
on the HP-IB. Others can be remotely programmed by ASCII
characters sent along the HP-IB. These modules can work with
instruments on any of these levels with or without a controller. Each
module having controls can be operated stand-alone from its front
panel, or it can be placed in automatic operation under program
control.
Module provision for stand-alone, local operation also has important system benefits. The operator can set up and check out the
system under manual control, avoiding otherwise complex and time
consuming error tracing. Each module has status indicator lights
that make it easy to monitor operation.
..I
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Accessory modules

59303A

I

I

59306A
59304A

L

i
59308A

r

I

_.

59501A

59309A

1350A graphics translator
Accepts digital information from the HP-IB (or optionally RS232C) and converts it to X, Y , and Z analog voltages for driving
high-resolution, directed-beam, non-storage CRT displays. An
internal 2k word digital memory (RAM) stores the data, and is
continually accessed in order to generate vectors or characters for
refreshing one or more CRT displays. Each digital word can be a
vector coordinate, or a ROM-generated upper or lower case ASCII
character. An optional ROM provides an additional 512 userdefinable vectors for generating graticules and special characters.
(Additional details on page 184.)
59301A ASCII-to-parallel converter
Accepts byte-serial ASCII characters from the HP-IB and converts them to parallel output. A string of up to 16 characters terminated by linefeed is converted to 1-2-4-8 BCD and placed on the
output lines; the linefeed character signals execution of a print
command (strobe).
With the 59301A, instruments with the HP-IB interface can be
operated with HP 5050B/5055A Printers (requires two output cables, H P 562-16C, not furnished). Or, the 59301A can be used with
H P 6128C thru 6145A (Option J99) digitally-controlled power
supplies, for HP-IB programmable voltage and current. The 59301A
can additionally be used to control other functions using its hexadecimal format.
59303A digital-to-analog converter
Accepts an ASCII string and converts any three consecutive digits to analog voltage accurate to 0.1% in 30 ps. Fully programmable
via the HP-IB or operates stand-alone from the front panel. Offers
three output modes for conversion: normal, offset, or plus-minus
(9.99 volts to -9.99 volts) to make it convenient for operating strip
chart recorders.
A primary application for the H P 59303A is to present on a logging device the data points being taken during a measurement, such
as with the H P 5345A Counter. No controller is required for operation. Compatible logging devices include strip chart recorders, X-Y
plotters, and displays.
59304A numeric display
Provides a highly visible readout of up to 12 ASCII characters (0
thru 9E.-). It can be addressed to display the output of measurement devices or the results from a calculator/desktop computer. It
can also be used as a remote display in the “listen only” mode.
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59403A
59306A relay actuator
Has six Form-C relays that provide for control of external devices
either manually from front panel pushbuttons or remotely from the
HP-IB. Relay contacts are specified to switch 24 V dc or 115 V ac @
0.5 A. Use the 59306A with H P 8761A/B SPDT switches for HP-IB
programmable microwave switching dc-18 GHz; use it with H P
8494 thru 8496G/H attenuators for HP-IB programmable attenuation dc-18 GHz (external power supply required).
59307A dual VHF switch
This module offers a pair of single throw Cpole switches (dc to
500 MHz, 50 ohm) optimized for fast risetime (1 ns) pulse
waveforms. Switches are independent and bidirectional, and can be
operated either from front panel pushbuttons or remotely from the
HP-IB.
59308A timing generator
Has two modes of operation-a pacing function which provides
output at a specified rate, and a timing function which provides a
delay with respect to a trigger for a specified period of time. Timed
intervals can be selected by thumbwheel switches on the front panel,
or can be programmed remotely from the HP-IB. Times from 1ps to
more than a day are available. Trigger inputs are available via front
panel pushbutton and rear panel connector. Timing outputs are
available for both TTL and ECL levels, with switch selection of a
squarewave or pulse output positive or negative-going edge. Output
pulses are 500 ns f 100 ns wide, and rise time is <50 ns.
59309A digital clock
Displays month, day, hour, minute and seconds, and upon command will output time via the interface bus. Time can be set into the
clock by local control, or by remote commands received from the
HP-IB. The clock accepts a small internal battery which can provide more than a day’s standby during short power interruptions.
Alternately, an external source such as D-sized batteries can sustain
the clock for up to one year.
5931 3A analog-to-digital converter
This medium-speed 4-channel unit can accept a full scale input of
% 10 V d c on each channel, individually selectable in four ranges. It
also has a program-controlled reverne channel for driving small signal lamps, relays, or TTL circuits. An HP-IB controller can com-

Dimensions-max.

Model

Description

1350A
593011
59303A
59304A
59306A
59307A
59308A
59309A
59313A
59403A
59501A

Graphics Translator
ASCII-teparallel Converter
Digital-to-analog Converter
Numeric Display
Rela Actuator
VHf Switch
$y:j, Generator
igital Clock
Analog-to-digital Converter
HP-IB/Gommon Carrier Interface
Power Supply Programmer

101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x
101.6 x

mand this unit to perform a single conversion, or initiate a series of
internally-paced conversions at one of six selectable rates (up to
2001s if one channel; up to 50/s on each of four channels). Sampling
can also be initiated externally by TTL transition or contact closure
to ground.
59403A HP-IB/common carrier interface
Provides a way to extend the separation of component parts in an
HP-IB system by more than the 20 metre maximum transmission
path length specified in various interface Standards, and it is especially useful for production or remote site applications. Distances up
to lo00 metres are possible by using two 59403A modules (one at
each location) interconnected by a dedicated and shielded twotwisted-pair cable. And even longer distances can be achieved by
using a telephone line (with appropriate modems) instead of the
dedicated cable.
Each 59403A module converts HP-IB data and control lines to a
serial bit stream of digital information for transmission over the
dedicated or telephone lines, and vice versa in the reverse direction.
In both cases, operation is full duplex, so that (for example) one
HP-IB device at a remote location can request service from the
controller at the same time the controller is sending data to another
HP-IB device at the remote location.
The recommended dedicated cable is available from H P as Part
Number 8120-1197 (Belden type 8723). The 59403A is designed to
operate with 110,300 and 1200 baud asynchronous or synchronous
full duplex modems which are EIA RS232C or CCI’M V24 compatible. In the U S . , Bell 103A modems with “soft camer turn-off” are
recommended for the direct dial (DDD) network. (Check your local
telephone authorities regarding data communication regulations.)
59501A power supply programmer (isolated DAC)
This single-channel digital-to-analog converter can control a wide
range of power supplies (output voltage, or current), as well as other
analog programmable devices. It may also be used as a low level
signal source, depending on the speed of the controller. It has two
output ranges (0-land 0-1OVdc in unipolar mode; - 1 to+ 1 and - 10
to +10 V dc in bipolar mode), as well as photo-isolators which
electrically separate HP-IB control and data lines from power supply circuitry by up to 600 V dc. (Additional details on page 212.)

height‘ x width x width x depth
mm (inches)

425.5
212.9
105.9
105.9
212.9
212.9
212.9
105.9
212.9
212.9
212.9

x 497.8 (4 x 16.8 x
x 294.6(4 x 8.38 x
x 294.6 (4 x 4.17 x
x 294.6(4 x 4.17 x
x 294.6 (4 x 8.38 x
x 294.6(4 x 8.38 x
x 294.6 (4 x 8.38 x
x 294.6 (4 x 4.17 x
x 345.4 (4 x 8.38 x
x 430.0 (4 x 8.38 x
x 294.6 (4 x 8.38 x

19.6)
11.6)
11.6)
11.6)
11.6)
11.6)
11.6)
11.6)
13.6)
16.9)
11.6)

Net Weight
kg (Ib)

Shipping Weight
kg (lb)

9.55 (21.0)
1.70 (3.78)
2.61 (5.80)
1.23 (2.73)
2.64 (5.87)
2.64 (5.87)
2.10 (4.67)
1.70 (3.78)
5.45 (12.0)
4.50 (10.0)
2.61 (5.80)

11.8 (26.0)
2.32 (5.16)
3.17 (7.04)
1.58 (3.51)
3.23 (7.18)
3.23 (7.18)
3.83 (8.51)
2.84 (6.31)
6.36 (14.0)
6.10 (13.5)
3.17 (7.04)

Price
$3000
$515
$950
$P.CO
$T’D

$7’ 3
$ll>,J

$In: 5

115-T
llF.3
$5 3

,
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HEWLETT-PACMAWD INTERFACE BUS
Versatile interconnect system for instruments and controllers
Computing controllerslinterfaces

A separate controller is not required for simple HP-IB configurations (e.g. data logging). However, the full flexibility and potential of
the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus are more obvious when used
with H P computing controllers.

Role of a computing controller

HP 9815A desktop computer (HP 98125A interface)

In addition to managing the flow of information over the bus, the
computing controller in an operating measurement system actively
participates by scheduling measurement tasks, by setting up individual devices so they can perform the tasks, by monitoring the
progress of the measurement as it proceeds, and by interpreting the
results of the measurement.
H P computing controllers serve another important function by
providing access to a large number of display, input/output and data
storage peripherals. These include plotters, line printers, floppy
disks, tape cassettes, etc. Additionally, H P computing controllers
can perform the job of interfacing with other instrument subsystems
or computer systems using serial communication links-thereby
gaining access to common data bases, sharing results, etc.
Finally, a computing controller can provide the tools for program
development. These will normally include an editor that can be used
in generating source programs, debug aids that can be used in
analyzing and modifying program flow, and a means of storing and
recalling programs and/or results.

Wide choice of HP computing controllers

HP 9825A desktop computer (HP 98034A interface)

System 45 desktop computer (HP 98034A interface)

Hewlett-Packard has a continuum of HP-IB (IEEE 488) computing controllers from which to select. If your interfaced-system application is of the “lab bench” variety (as in engineering design or
metrology), you may prefer to use one of the desktop keyboard units
such as the 9815A, 9825A, 9830A/B or System 45. On the other
hand, if your application calls for complex or high volume production testing at multiple locations, simultaneously, and in several programming languages, your choice will probably be one of the solutions offered by the H P 1000 (incorporating a 21MX computer).
HP-IB interfaces for each computing controller are described below. For more comprehensive details on the computing controllers
please consult pages 574 and 578-583.
98135A HP-IB interface for 9815A
HP’s most economical computing controller is the 9815A desktop
unit, for handling the less complex tasks associated with small systems. If you are familiar with HP’s hand-held personal calculators,
you’ll feel at home with the 9815A’s Reverse Polish Notation (RPN)
language. The keyboard has a 10-key numeric pad, 15 special function keys, program language and control keys, editing keys, and 28
scientific function keys. The 9815A has a 16-character numeric display, a thermal printer, and a high-speed bidirectional magnetic tape
data cartridge system.
For HP-IB applications, the 9815A can accept one HP 98135A
Znte8ace, which allows the 9815A to communicate with up to a
maximum of 14 HP-IB instruments or peripheral devices. If your
application requires an interrupt capability, please see other H P
computing controllers, since interrupt is not available with the
98 15A/98135A.
98034A HP-I6 interface for 9825A or System 45
The 9825A desktop computing controller is an extremely flexible
performer. It uses HPL, a high level, formula-oriented programming
language which offers power and efficiency for handling equations,
data manipulation, and input/output operations. HPL provides for
subroutine nesting and flags, and allows 26 simple variables and 26
multidimensional array variables, limited only by the size of the
9825A’s memory. Also, HPL has a language compatibility with the
H P 9820A and H P 9821A, permitting programs for these earlier
models to be converted for use with the 9825A.
Significant capabilities of the 9825A include two-level priority
interrupt (for controlling several instruments or peripherals requiring attention at unpredictable rates or times), live keyboard, direct
memory access, multi-dimensional arrays, automatic memory record and load, and an extended range of internal computation. The
9825A has a typewriter-like keyboard with upper/lower case, a
numeric pad, and 12 special function keys (shiftable to 24). It has a

A
HP 1000 computer system (utilizing a 21MX controller and one
or more HP 593108 interfaces)

built-in 32-character alphanumeric display, a 16-character printer
(both upperllower case), and a high-performance data cartridge system. There are three I / O slots and four ROM slots.
The 9800 System 45 (Model 9845A)is an integrated desktop computer for
such applications as mathematical modeling, design analysis, production
test control, text processing and linear programming. It provides fifteen
levels of programmable priority interrupt and it includes a CRT display, an
optional 80-characterthermal line printer, enhanced BASIC language, and a
unified mass storage system with two tape cartridge drives.
In the alpha mode, the CRT lists programs for viewing and editing, or displays data, keyboard inputs, user prompts and system
messages. In the graphics mode, the CRT displays plots within a 560
x 455 dot matrix and allows dot-for-dot duplication of the graphic
data in hard-copy form using the optional high-speed thermal
printer.
System 45’s language uses the same set of commands to address any
selected storage medium, such as the HP 9885 Flexible Disk Drive, the HP
7900 Series large fixed disk drives, and the built-in 217 k-byte tape cartridges.
The HP 98034A Interface is required for operating the 9825A or
9845A in HP-IB applications. A 9825A equipped with a General I/O
ROM can handle fundamental HP-IB input/output operations. With
an Extended I/O ROM, the 9825A is capable of complete HP-IB
control. All of these operations are available for the 9845A with just
the Opt 320 I / O ROM. Up to four interfaces can be plugged directly
into the 9800 System 45’s VO slots-and as many as 12 interfaces (up to 14
devices each)can be connected to a System 45 using a 9878A VO Expander.
59405A HP-IB interface for 9830A/B
BASIC language is used also with 9830A/B desktop computing
controllers. Since BASIC is a standard computer language, programs you develop initially for 9830A/B HP-IB systems can be later
adapted with minimum effort for use with a 21MX computing
controller-if your HP-IB system requirements expand to require
full computer capabilities available via the 21MX.
User-available readlwrite memory within mainframe ranges from
a minimum of 3520 (8-bit) bytes in the standard H P 9830A, up to a
maximum of 30,144 bytes in the H P 9830B with option 001. An
external mass memory subsystem is available for allowing 9830A/B
computing controllers to handle up to 4.8 million bytes of information. Standard 9830A/B’s have 4 I/O slots, and many peripherals are
available.
A 9830A or 9830B can control up to 14 HP-IB devices via.an HP
59405A Option 030 Interface, plugged into one I/O slot-and an

appropriate ROh
ugged into the
computing contrc
59310B HP-IB interface for HP 1000 (a 21MX-series)
The H P IO00 computer system is especially well suited for broad
measurement and data management requirements such as those
found in quality assurance, production testing, etc. This is because‘
the H P 1000 (combining a 21MX computer and Real Time Executive Software) is capable of concurrently controlling multiple clusters of HP-IB test and measuring equipment which may be organized into separate physical or functional groupings, each of
which may have up to 14 HP-IB devices per cluster. The H P IO00
also: (1) makes it possible to develop new programs while existing
programs are actively controlling and communicating with the businterfaced devices; (2) can be programmed in H P Real Time
BASIC, FORTRAN, and H P Assembly language; and (3) can be
linked to distributed computer networks to achieve centralized test
record maintenance, yic:Id analysis, and worlc order scheduling and
tracing.
Each separate bus CILister (of up to 14 HP-IB devices) connected
-” WIG Jc Yn J
3 r~nWnD Interface.
r....
to the H P 1O00 requiiv3
The 59310B is
supported by a driver, utility software and a manual supporting
operation in HP’s memory-based RTE and disc RTE-I1 and RTE-111 Real
Time Executive systems. A diagnostic routine for quickly confirming correct operation is included with the interface, and each interface has a 4 metre
cable terminated in an HP-IB connector with metric fasteners. Compatibilities between various HP computer systems, computers, and operating systems are indicated below. The 21MX Series computers include the
HP 2105A, 2108, 2109, 2112, and 2113. Note thalt the 59310B interface
may also be used with HP 2100A/S computers.

---

HP 1000

HP 2105A

HP 2108109
21 12/ 13

HP 21OOA1S

RTE-M:

No

RTE-II:

Yes

RTE-Ill:

HP-IB Interface ordering information

59310B: Interface, RTE-II/III for H P lo00
59405A Opt 030: interface for 9830A/B
98034A: Interface for 9825A or 9845A
98135A: Interface for 9815A

Price

$600
$1500
$400
$600

AMPLIFIERS
General purpose amplifiers
Model 461A, 465A, 467A

Desc
HP's 465A amplifier provides 20 dB or 40 d H gain (XI0 or x100)
with flat frequency response from 5 Hz to 1 MHz with floating
inputs.

465A Specifications
Voltage gain: 20 dB (X10) or 40 dB (XlOo), open circuit.
Gain accuracy: 20.1 dB, (21%) at 1 kHz.
Frequency response: 20.1 dB, 100 Hz to 50 kHz; <2 dB down at
5 Hz and 1 MHz.
Output: >10 V rms open circuit; >5 V rms into 5 0 0 (0.5 W).
Distortion: <1%, 10 Hz to 100 kHz; <2%, 5 Hz to 10 Hz and 100
kHz to 1 MHz.
Input impedance: 10 M 0 shunted by <20 pF.
Output impedance: 50R.
Noise: <25 p V rms referred to input (with 1 MR source resistance).
Dimensions: 76 mm H x 130 mm W x 279 mm D (3" x 5%'' x 11").
Weight net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).

465A

467A Description
HP's 467A Power Amplifier/Supply is a 10 watt peak power
amplifier and -20 V (to +20 V) dc power supply. The wide band
width offers low dc drift from dc to 1 MHz and 0.3% gain. With
continuously variable gain and floatipg inputs, HP's 467A can also
be used as a power supply.

467A Specifications
467A

461A Description
This general purpose amplifier can be used as a preamplifier to
raise the level of a signal or as a buffer.
The solid-state H P amplifier Model 461A provides stable 20 and
40 dB gain over a wide frequency range with fast rise time.

461A Specifications
Frequency response: t 1 dB, 1 kHz to 150 MHz when operating
into a 50R resistive load (500 kHz reference).
Gain at 500 kHz: 40 dB 20.5 dB or 20 dB 2 1.0 dB, selected by front
panel switch (inverting).
Input impedance: nominal 5 0 0 .
Maximum input: 1 V rms or 2 V p-p pulse.
Maximum dc input: rt2 V.
Maximum output: 0.5 V rms into 50R resistive load.
Equivalent wide-band input noise level: <40 pV in 40 dB position when loaded with 50R.
Distortion: 4%at maximum output and rated load.
Overload recovery: < 1 ps for 10 times overload.
Dimensions:76 mm H x 130 mm W x 279 mm D (3" x 5%" x 11").
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 Ib).

Power amplifier
Voltage gain (non-Inverting): fixed steps: X1, X2, X5, X10. Variable: 0-10, resolution is better than 0.1% of full output.
Accuracy: 20.3% from dc to 10 kHz 21.0% from 10 kHz to 100
kHz; t 10% from 100 kHz to 1 MHz with load of >40R.
Output: t 2 0 V p at 0.5 A p.
Distortion: <0.01% at 1 kHz; <1% at 100 kHz; <3% at 1 MHz.
Input impedance: 50 kR shunted by 100 pF.

DC power supply
Voltage range: >rt20 V, rt10 V, 2 4 V, 2 2 V, r t l V with adjustable vernier. Resolution: better than 0.1% of full output.
Current: rt0.5 A p.
Load regulation: (front panel) <10 mV, no load to full load.
Line regulation: < 10 mV for a 2 10% change in line voltage.
General
Output impedance: (front panel): 5 mR in series with 1 pH.
Current limit: -400 mA.
Dimensions: 159 mm H x 130 mm W x 279 mm D (6V4'' x 5%" X
11").
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 6.8 kg (15 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
461A Amplifier
$470
465A Amplifier
$375
467A Power Amplifier/Supply
$875

AMPblFIIERS
Wide band amplifiers

LJ

Models 8447A/C/D/E/F
Wide Band
Flat Response
Low Noise

of users: to improve the sensitivity of counters, spectrum analyzers,
R F voltmeters, EM1 meters, power meters and other devices without distortion or degradation of amplitude accuracy; to increase the
maximum power available from a signal generator or sweeper.
Broadband frequency coverage
The 8447 series offers an amplifier for nearly every application in
the 100 kHz to 1.3 GHz frequency range. The wide bandwidths are
compatible with other wideband instruments and accommodate
wideband spectra.
Options
A variety of options are available: a 75fl impedance model (Option 002) for applications such as television/FM broadcasting and
CATV; two dual channel versions (Option 001-BNC connectors
and Option 011-Type N connectors) which operate with dual channel systems such as oscilloscopes or network analyzers (or the
channels may be cascaded for increased gain); Type N connectors
rather than the standard BNC connectors (Option 010).
Genera I
Weight: net, 1.56 kg (3 pounds, 7 ounces). Shipping, 2.30 kg ( 5 Ib, 1
02).

Size: 85.8 H x 130 W x 216 mm D (33/~"x 5l/8" x 8%").
Power requirements: 110 or 230 V ac t lo%, 48-440 Hz, 15 watts.

The H P 8447 series of general purpose amplifiers combines high
reliability and convenience.
High performance
The performance of these amplifiers qualifies them for a number

Ordering information
8447A Preamp
8447C Power Amp
8447D Preamp
84473 Power Amp
8447F Preamp-Power Amp

Price
$650
$550
$725
$775
$1300

Specifications

P

Harmonic
Distortion

-

0

*

Y

VSWR

<1.7

<2.0

r-

4 . 0 input

i?i$$$/j

c2.2
1-1300 MHz

-r

CI

4
z

Impedance

50n

50fl

5011

5021

0

Reverse Isolation

>30 dB

>35 dB

>40 dB

>40 dB

OD

Maximum DC
Voltage Input

210 v

210

210 v

210

v

v

9
1

Options Available

001

002

001,010, 011

010

010

Option Prices

add $415

add $10

add $515, 25, $570

add $25

add $55
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AMPLIFIERS
Microwave power amplifiers
Models 489A, 491C, 493A & 495A

Microwave TWT Amplifiers

489A-495A Specifications

Amplification of frequencies from 1 to 12.4 GHz is accomplished
in four ranges by the Hewlett-Packard medium-power, microwave
amplifiers. Each delivers at least 1 watt for a I-milliwatt input - a
gain of at least 30 dB.
All four TWT amplifiers have provision for amplitude modulation, and since the internal modulation amplifier is dc-coupled, remote programming and power leveling are possible. Sensitivity is
high for large output power changes from relatively small modulation signals, obviating the need for aa external modulation amplifier.
The dc amplifier has a gain of 20 dB and exhibits a passband from
dc to 500 kHz when modulation index is in the neighborhood of 1
dB, as might be encountered in RF leveling. When the modulating
levels are high, in the region of 20 volts, the passband will be a
minimum of 100 kHz: a 20-volt change at the MOD INPUT produces a minimum of 20 dB off/on ratio.
Cathode current in the TWT is monitored by a front panel meter
and can be conveniently controlled by the GAIN adjustment for
rated power output, or for reducing tube current to extend tube life
when full output power is not required. And helix, collector, and
anode current can be measured at an easily accessible test point
board. Combined with the 8620 or 8690 Sweep Oscillator they make
an excellent high power swept source.
Advantages
D C coupled modulation circuitry allows power leveling and remote programming.
Periodic-permanent-magnet focusing means fewer alignment
problems.
Applications
Antenna efficiency and pattern measurements.
Extends attenuation measuring systems capability by at least 30
dB
RFI susceptibility tests.

Output power: 1 watt for an input of s 1 mW.
Gain: 30 dB at rated output.
Inputloutput: impedance, 500; connectors, type N female.
Noise figure: s 3 0 dB.
Amplitude modulation:
Sensitivity: modulation input of >-20 V peak reduces R F output
0 from dc to 50 kHz.
by ~ 2 dB
Frequency response: dc to 500 kHz (3 dB).
Pulse response: <1 ps rise and fall times.
Size: 140 H , 426 W, 467 mm D, (5%" x 163/4" x 183/8").
Weight: net, 14.9 kg (33 Ib). Shipping, 18.0 kg (40 Ib).

.

489A

491C

4931

495A

frequency
range (GHz)

1-2

2-4

4-8

7-12.4

Gain variation with
freq.
at rated output
small signal
across any
10% of band

s6 dB

4 d B

s6dB

s6 dB

s 5 dB

s5dB

s5dB

=z5 dB
for 300 MHz

aaoss full
band

~ 1 dB2

s12dB

s12dB

s10 dB

Ordering information
489A 1 to 2 GHz TWT Amplifier
491C 2 to 4 G H z TWT Amplifier
493A 4 to 8 GHz TWT Amplifier
495A 7 to 12.4 GHz TWT Amplifier
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit (for all models)
Information on 12.4 to 18 GHz TWT on request

Price
$3250
$3250
$3600
$3600
add $10

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
General information

DECIBELS

6
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1mW600n

1

Non-linearities
Offsets

NonLinearity
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Figure 2. Non-linearities cause Yo of reading errors. Offsets cause YO of full scale
errors.

DECIBELS

1 rnW 6008

0

R.M.S. VOLTS

DEClBELS

Figure 1. Four different types of meter scales available. (a)
Linear 0-3 V and 0-10 V scales plus a d B scale. (b) Linear dB
scale plus non-linear (logarithmic) voltage scales. (c) dB scale
placed on larger arc for greater resolution. (d) Linear -20 to 0
d B scale useful for acoustical and communications applications.

Analog voltmeter considerations
Accuracy-Before we can discuss meter
accuracy, we mut have a familiarity with the
various meter scales available. Many instruments have meter scales marked in both
volts and decibel (dB) units. It should be
noted that dB and voltage are complements
of each other. That is, if a voltage scale is
made linear, the dB scale on the same meter
face will be logarithmic or nonlinear.
Likewise, if the dB scale is made linear, the
voltage scale becomes nonlinear. The term
“linear-log scale” is applied to an instrument that has a linear dB scale and, therefore, a nonlinear voltage scale. Several different types of meter faces are illustrated in
Figure 1 .
Analog meters (Figure 2) usually have
nonlinearities and/or offsets present in the
attenuators and amplifiers. The meter
movement itself can have nonlinearitied
even with individually calibrated meter
scales. Nonlinearities cause percent of read-

ing errors, and offsets cause percent of full
scale errors. Percent of reading errors are
constant no matter where the meter pointer
is. Percent of full-scale error increases as
the pointer goes further down scale.
Looking at instrument specification
sheets, accuracy specifications are usually
expressed in one of three ways: 1. percent of
the full-scale value, 2. percent of the reading, 3. (percent of reading + percent of
full-scale). The first is probably the most
commonly used accuracy specification. The
second (percent of reading) is more commonly applied to meters having a
logarithmic scale. The last method has been
used more recently to obtain a tighter accuracy specification on a linear-scale instrument.
Hewlett-Packard uses the two-part accuracy specification to take advantage of the
upper-scale accuracy and yet maintain a
reasonable specification for the lower portion of the scale.

For a thorough evaluation of accuracy,
the following should be considered: Does it
apply at all input-voltage levels up to
maximum overrange point? (Linearity
specifications may be added to qualify this
point.) Does it apply to all frequencies
throughout its specified bandwidth? Does it
apply on all ranges? Does it apply over a
useful temperature range for the application? If not, is temperature coefficient
specified?
Selecting an analog voltmeter
1. For measurements involving dc applications, select the instrument with the
broadest capability meeting your requirements. 2. For ac measurements involving
sine waves with only modest amounts of distortion (<lo%), the average-responding voltmeter can perform over a bandwidth extending to several megahertz. 3. For highfrequency measurements (>10 MHz), the
peak-responding voltmeter with the diodeprobe input is the most economical choice.
Peak-responding circuits are acceptable if
inaccuracies caused by distortion in the
input waveform can be tolerated. 4. For
measurements where it is important to determine the effective power of waveforms
that depart from a true sinusoidal form, the
true rms-responding voltmeter is the appropriate choice. In general, true-rms meters
reveal only the rms value of an ac signal.
Because they are ac coupled, most voltmeters have a frequency cut-off around 20 Hz.
This restriction keeps the true-rms voltmeter from accounting for any low frequencies
or dc components in a signal.
The 3403C RMS Digital Voltmeter measures dc plus ac from 2 Hz to 100 MHz. See
page 52.
For very wide bandwidths (up to 1 GHz)
and high-sensitivity measurements of
sinusoidal or nonsinusoidal waveforms, the
H P 3406A is the proper choice. Although
the 3406A is average-responding, it has a
sample hold output which makes analysis of
waveforms possible.
For applications requiring monitoring signals with large excursions and in applications requiring log values to be plotted on a
graphic recorder, the HP 7562A and H P
7563A log voltmeters provide a large
dynamic range (110 dB) and displays the
input on a single meter range while providing an output voltage that is the log of the
input.

ANALOG VOLTMETERS

I

General information (cont.)

I

I

Table 1. HP analog instruments

10 M R all ranges

DC VOLT-AMMETER

Model

See
Page

419A

35

43046

See
Data
Sheet

21 nA, e 3 0 0 p A (12

HIGH ACCURACY AC VOLTMETER has dc output k 0 5%) for

RMS VOLTMETER provides rms readings of complex signals.
Has dc output for driving DVM's or recorders
SAMPLING RF VOLTMETER provides true rms measurements
when used with 3400A. Many accessories

VECTOR VOLTMETER phase and amplitude measurements

MILLIOHMMETER; two probes used when making 4
terminal measurements
HIGH RESISTANCEMETER and picoammeter

MULTIFUNCTION METERS

I

I

Model

See
Page

4038

39

400F
400 FL

40

400GL

40

400E
400 EL

40

10 HI-10 MHz
2 1%-*5%

10 MR115-40 pF

3400A

41

1 mV-3 V (8 ranges)

10 kHz to >1.2 GHz
23%-213%

Statistical Average
Input 2 depends on
probe tip used

3406A

42

100 pv-10 v
(9 ranges)

1 MHz-1 GHz20.5
dB-21 dB

Average
0.1 MR12.5 pF

8405A

450

0.001 t o lOOR FS
(11 ranges)

1 kHz (fixed)
2 2 % FS

Max. output Voltage
20 mV

4328A

78

0.5 M R to 2 x 1 0 W
FS (7 ranges) 0.05 pA
-20 pA

Voltage 210%
Current: 2 5 %

Max. output Voltage
1 kV

4329A

79

Voltage Range
(Accuracy)

Current Range
(Accuracy)

Resistance Range
(Accuracy)

Model

See
Page

1OR-10 M R midscale +5%; from 0.3
to 3 on the meter
scale (7 ranges)

427A

37

1 mV-300 V
(12 ranges)

r

BATTERY-OPERATED MULTIFUNCTION METER has 10
M R dc input impedance and 10 M W 2 0 pF ac input impedance

DC: k 1 0 0 mV to
1000 v k2%)9
ranges AC: 10 mV300 V 10 Hz-1 MHz
(22%) 10 ranges

VERSATILE VOLTMETER has 100 M R dc input impedance
and 10 MW1.5 pF ac impedance

DC: 2 1 5 mV to
51500 V (22%) 11
ranges AC: 0.5 V300 V 20 Hz->700
MHz (23% at 400
Hz) 7 ranges

DC: k1.5 p A to
2150 mA (23%) 11
ranges

i o n - 1 0 M R (center
scale) 0 to midscale
2 5 % or+2% of
midscale (whichever
is greater) 7 ranges

410C
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Current Range

Accuracy

Frequency Range

Model

See
Page

1 mA-10 A FS
(9 ranges)

23%

de-400 Hz

4288
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Voltage
Range

Accuracy
Frequency
Response

input
Impedance

Model

See
Page

Logarithmic VoltmeterIConverter
true RMS responding

80 dB (2 ranges)
1 mV-10 V or
10 mV-100 V

0.5 Hz-100 kHz
4 . 5 dB--3, +1 dB
dc = 20.25 d8

de mode 100 kR/<100 PI
ac mode 1 MR/<100 pF

7562A

43

Logarithmic Voltmeter/Amplifier

110 dB ( 1 range)
316 pV-100 V dc

dc = 20.25 dB
-21.5 dB

100 kR/<100 pF

7563A

43

CURRENT METERS

OC MILLIAMMETER with clip-on probe eliminates direct connection

Log Voltmeter

'For exact accuracy refer to page designated.

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
DC null volt-ammeter
Model 419A

.

.

Voltage range

Input resistance

3pV-3mV

100 kfl

- 30 mV
100 mV - 300 mV
1 v - 1000 v

1 MC1

10 mV

Description
Eighteen voltage ranges with 0.1 p V resolution on the lowest
range. Accuracy of this rechargeable battery-operated instrument is
k 2 % of end scale 20.1 pV on all ranges. Noise is less than 0.3 p V
p-p, and drift is less than 0.5 pV/day.
An internal nulling voltage allows input voltages up to 300 mV to
be nulled giving an infinite input impedance. Input impedance above
300 mV range is 100 megohms.
Seven pushbuttons allow rapid function selection. This dc null
voltmeter operates from ac line or from internal rechargeable batteries. During operation from ac line, batteries are trickle-charged.
A fast-charge pushbutton is provided to increase the charging rate,
recharging batteries in approximately 16 hours. Battery voltage may
be checked with the battery-test pushbutton. The zero pushbutton
allows compensation for any internal offsets before measurement.
When this pushbutton is depressed, the positive leg of the voltmeter
is disconnected from the positive input terminal.
When the voltmeter pushbutton is depressed, H P 419A functions
as a zero-center scale 3 p V to 1000 V dc voltmeter.
When the A M pushbutton is depressed, H P 419A functions as a
zero-center scale 30 pA to 30 nA ammeter.

Specifications
DC null voltmeter
Ranges: k 3 pV to *I000 V dc in 18 zero-center ranges.
Accuracy: k ( 2 % of range k O . 1 pV).
Zero control range: > a 15 pV.
Zero drift: <0.5 pV/day after 30 min warm-up.
Zero temperature coefficient: <0.05 pV/"C.

I

10 M f 1
100 Mfl

Negative input terminal can be floated up to k500 V dc from powerline ground.
AC normal mode rejection: ac voltages 50 Hz and above and 80 dB
greater than end scale affect reading (2%. Peak ac voltage not to
exceed maximum overload voltage.
DC ammeter
Ranges: k30 pA to a 3 0 nA in 7 zero-center ranges.
Accuracy: ~ ( 3 %of range + 1 PA).
Zero control range: >k 150 PA.
Zero drift: <5 pA/day after 30 min warm-up.
Zero temperature coefficient: <0.5 pA/"C.
Noise: t 3 pA p-p, input shorted.
Input resistance: 100 kR on all ranges.
Amplifier
Gain: 110 dB on 3 pV range, decreases 10 dB per range.
Output: 0 to k 1 V at 1 mA maximum for end-scale reading. Output
level adjustable for convenience when used with recorders.
Output resistance: depends on setting of output level control.
<35R when output control is set to maximum.
Noise: 0.01 Hz to 5 Hz: same as voltmeter (referred to input). >5
Hz: < 10 mV rms (referred to output).
General
Overload protection: the following voltages can be applied without
damage to instrument.
1 V to 1000 V range: 1200 V dc.
10 mV to 300 mV range: 500 V dc.
3 pV to 300 mV range: 50 V dc.
Operating temperature: instrument will operate within specifications from 0°C to 50°C.
Operating humidity: <70% R.H.
Storage temperature: - 2 0 ° C to +50°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V *IO%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 2 V A max. or 4
internal rechargeable batteries (furnished). 30-hr operation per recharge. Operation from ac line permissible during recharge.
Size: 156 H (without removable feet), 197 W, 203 mm D (6%'' x
73/4" x 8").
Weight: net, 3.7 kg (8.3 Ib). Shipping, 5.4 kg (12 Ib).
419A DC Null Volt-Ammeter

$1000

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
1 mA to 10 A clip-on dc milliammeter
Model 4286

No circuit interruption
No circuit loading

3529A

Description
Direct current from 1 milliampere to 10 amperes full scale can be
measured without interrupting your measured circuit or producing
loading errors. With the H P Model 428B Clip-on Milliammeter,
cutting wires for insertion of current meters and calculating current
from voltage and resistance readings are eliminated. All that is required for fast, accurate readings is to clip around the wire and select
the proper current range.
The 428B measures current by utilizing a clip-on transducer that
converts the magnetic field around the conductor to an ac voltage
proportional to dc current. This voltage is detected and displayed as
direct current on the 428B's meter. Since there is no direct contact
with the circuit being measured, complete d c isolation is assured.
T h e meter responds to dc current only and is therefore not susceptible to common mode currents. However, low frequency currents
up to 400 Hz can be measured by connecting an oscilloscope or
voltmeter to the convenient front panel output; or this output can be
used to drive a strip chart recorder for permanent long term records.
For even greater sensitivity, several loops of the measured conductor can be put through the probe, increasing sensitivity by the
same factor as the number of turns used.

Specifications
DC current range: 1 mA to 10 A full scale, nine ranges.
Accuracy: k 3 % of full scale &0.15 mA, from 0°C to 55°C (when
instrument is calibrated to probe).
Probe inductance: <0.5 pH.
Probe inducted voltage: <15 mV p (worst case at 20 kHz and
harmonics).
Output: variable linear output level with switch position for calibrated 1 V into open circuit (corresponds to full scale deflection). 1.5

V max. into open circuit in uncalibrated position. 0.73 k.01 V into 1
kR in calibrated position.
Noise: 1 mA range, <15 mV nns across 1 kR; 3 mA range, <5 mV
rms across 1 kR; 10 mA through 10 A ranges, <2 mV rms across 1
kR.
Frequency range: dc to 400 Hz (3 dB point).
AC rejection: signals above 5 Hz with p value <full scale affect
meter accuracy <2% (except at 40 kHz camer frequency and its
harmonics). On the 10 A range, ac p value is limited to 4 A.
Power: 115 or 230 V *lo%, 50 to 60 Hz, approx. 75 VA max.
Operating temperature range: -20°C to +55"C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +65"C.
Probe insulation: 300 V maximum.
Probe tip size: approximately %" by "/32" aperture diameter 5 / 3 ~ ' ' .
Size: cabinet: 292 H x 191 W x 368 mm D (11'h" x 7%'' x 14%'7;
rack mount: 177 H x 483 W x 330 mm D (63i/32" x 19" X 13").
Weight: net, 8.6 kg (19 Ib). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24 Ib) (cabinet); net,
10.8 kg (24 Ib). Shipping, 14.4 kg (32 lb) (rack mount).
Accessories available
3529A Magnetometer Probe: this probe measures magnetic field
strength and direction. The component of magnetic field sensed is
parallel to the cylindrical axis of the probe. Applications include the
testing of magnetic materials for air shipment.
Range: 1 mG to 10 G full scale, nine ranges. 1 mG = 1 mA conversion factor.
Accuracy: ?3% of full scale (OOC to +55"C) after calibration.
Frequency range: DC to 80 Hz (3 dB point).
Weight: net 0.45 kg (1 Ib). Shipping 0.91 kg (2 Ib).

1

Ordering information
3529A Magnetometer Probe
4288 Analog Milliammeter (cabinet)

Price
$119
$1050

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
Low-cost mult i-f unction meter
Model 427A

Overload protection: 1200 V dc.
AC voltmeter
Ranges: 10 mV to 300 V in 10 ranges in 10 dB steps.
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Response: responds to average value, calibrated in rms.

I

10 HZ t o 100 kHz

100 kHz to 1 MHz

Range

x

-

10

Xlk
X 10 k

427A

X1M
X 10 M

1 1096B

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s Model 427A is a portable, versatile, low cost
multi-function meter which is valuable in any laboratory, production
line, service department, or in the field. It is capable of measuring dc
voltages from 100 mV to 1 kV full scale; ac voltage from 10 mV to
300 V full scale at frequencies up to 1 MHz (>500 MHz with the
11096B High Frequency Probe); and resistance from 100 to 10 MO
center scale.
The 427A will operate continuously for more than 300 hours on its
internal 22.5 V dry cell battery. AC line and battery operation is
available with option 001.

Specifications
DC voltmeter
Ranges: 2 100 mV to t 1000 V in 9 ranges in 10 dB steps.
Accuracy: t 2 % of range.
Input resistance: 10 MR.
AC normal mode rejection(ACNMR): ACNMR is the ratio of the
normal mode signal to the resultant error in readout. 50 Hz and
above: >SO dB.

I
I

2% of range
2% of range

Open circuit
Voltage

Short circuit
Current

0.1 v

10 mA

1v
1v

1v
1v

I
I

1 mA
100 +A

I

1 PA
0 . 1 pA

General
Input: may be floated up to 2500 V dc above chassis ground. Ohms
input open in any function except ohms. Volts input open when
instrument is off.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power: >300 hr operation per battery.
HP 427A: 22.5 V dry cell battery, Eveready No. 763 or RCA
VS102. H P 427A Option 001: battery operation or ac line operation,
selectable on rear panel. 115 V or 230 V t20%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 2
VA max.
Size: (standard l/3 module): 159 H (without removable feet), 130 W,
203 mm D (6%‘’ x 5%’’ x 8”).
Weight: net, 2.4 kg (5.3 Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Accessories available
H P 11096A High Frequency AC Probe extends range to >500
MHz. With the 110%A, you can measure 0.25 to 30 V rms signals
out to 500 MHz with better than r 1 dB accuracy. Usable relative
measurements can be made up to 1 GHz (3 dB point at 700 MHz).
The 11096A is a peak-responding detector calibrated to produce a dc
output proportional to the rms value of a sine wave input. Input
impedance is 4 MO shunted by 2 pF.
Options and accessories
Price
11075A High Impact Case. A rugged case for carry$115
ing, storing and operating the 427A
110968 High Frequency AC probe
$90
llOOlA 45” test lead, dual banana plug to male BNC
$17
11002A 60” test lead, dual banana plug to alligator
clips
$12
11003A 60“ test lead, dual banana plug to pencil probe
and alligator clip
$12
l O l l l A BNC female to dual banana adapter
$17
11067A Test lead kit
$5
Ordering information
427A Multi-function Meter (includes batteries)
427A Option 001 AC power supply & battery

$550

Add $30

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
General purpose multi-function voltmeter
Model 410C

410C with 11036A

Description
HP's Model 410C is a versatile general purpose instrument for use
anywhere electrical measurements are made. This instrument measures dc voltages from 15 mV to 1500 V, direct current from 1.5 pA
to 150 mA full scale, and resistance from 0.2R to 500 MR. With a
standard plug-in probe, ac voltages at 20 Hz to 700 MHz from 50
mV to 300 V and comparative indications to 3 G H z are attainable.

Specifications
DC voltmeter
Voltage ranges: f 15 mV to 2 1500 V full scale in 15, 50 sequence
(1 1 ranges).
Accuracy: 22% of full scale on any range.
Input resistance: 100 MR -+1% on 500 mV range and above, 10
M n 4 3 % on 150 mV range and below.
AC voltmeter
Voltage ranges: 0.5 V to 300 V full scale in 0.5, 1.5, 5 sequence (7
ranges).
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 700 MHz.
Accuracy: 23% of full scale at 400 Hz for sinusoidal voltages from
0.5 V-300 V rms. The ac probe responds to the positive peakabove-average value of the applied signal. The meter is calibrated in
rms .
Frequency response: ~ 2 from
% 100 Hz to 50 MHz (400 Hz ref.);
0 to -4% from 50 MHz to 100 MHz; r 10% from 20 Hz to 100 Hz
and 2 1.5 d B from 100 MHz to 700 MHz.
Input impedance: input capacitance 1.5 pF, input resistance > I O
M a at low frequencies. At high frequencies, impedance drops off
due to dielectric loss.
Safety: the probe body is grounded to chassis at all times for safety.
All ac measurements are referenced to chassis ground.
DC ammeter
Current ranges: 21.5 p A to +150 mA full scale in 1.5, 5 sequence
( 1 1 ranges).
Accuracy: +3% of full scale on any range.
Input resistance: decreasing from 9 kR on 1.5 p A range to approximately 0.30 on the 150 mA range.
Special current ranges: 41.5, 2 5 and 215 nA may be measured
on the 15, 50 and 150 mV ranges using the dc voltmeter probe, with
25% accuracy and 10 MR input resistance.

Ohmmeter
Resistance range: resistance from lOR to 10 MR center scale (7
ranges).
Accuracy: zero to midscale: ~ 5 %
of reading or ~ 2 of
% midscale,
whichever is greater; 27% from midscale to scale value of 2; ?8%
from scale value of 2 to 3; 29% from scale value of 3 to 5 ; 4 10%
from scale value of 5 to 10.
Amplifier
Voltage gain: 100 maximum.
AC rejection: 3 dB at 0.5 hz; approximately 66 dB at 50 Hz and
higher frequencies for signals <1600 V p or 30 times full scale,
whichever is smaller.
Isolation: impedance between common and chassis is > I O MR in
parallel with 0.1 pF. Common may be floated up to 400 V dc above
chassis for dc and resistance measurements.
Output: proportional to meter indications; 1.5 V dc at full scale,
maximum current, 1 mA.
Output impedance: <3R at dc.
Noise: <0.5% of full scale on any range (p-p).
DC drift: <OS% of full scale/yr at constant temperature. (0.02% of
full scale/"C.
Overload recovery: recovers from 100: 1 overload in <3 s.
General
Maximum input: (see overload recovery). DC: 100 V on 15, 50 and
150 mV ranges, 500 V on 0.5 to 15 V ranges, 1600 V on higher
ranges. AC: 100 times full scale or 450 V p whichever is less.
Power: 115 V or 230 V 2 lo%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 13 VA (20 VA with
11036A AC Probe).
Size: 165 H (without removable feet), x 130.2 W x 320.7 mm D
(6'/2" x S/R"x 11") behind panel.
Weight: net, 4 kg (8 Ib). Shipping, 5.44 kg (12 Ib).
Accessories furnished: detachable power cord, NEMA plug,
11036A AC Probe.
Accessories available: see Pages 514-517.
Ordering information
410C Option 002 (less AC probe)
HP 410C with HP 11036A Detachable AC Probe

Price
less $44
$950

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
5 Hz to 2 MHz AC solid-state voltmeters
Model 4038

Description
The Hewlett-PacKara 4 U m AC Voltmeter is a versatile, general
purpose instrument for laboratory and production work yet is ideal
for use in the field since it is solid-state, battery operated, and portable.
It measures from 100 microvolts to 300 volts, covering 5 Hz to 2
MHz. It operates from internal batteries and thus may be completely isolated from the power line and external grounds, permitting
accurate measurements at power line frequency and its harmonics
without concern for beat effects. Isolation from external ground also
permits use where ground loops are troublesome. Turnover effect
and waveform errors are minimized because the meter responds to
the average value of the input signal.
The 403B operates from an ac line as well as from the internal
battery pack, and batteries recharge during ac operation. Battery
charge may be easily checked with a front-panel switch to assure
reliable measurements. Normally, about 60 hours of ac operation
recharges the batteries; but an internal adjustment is provided which
nearly doubles the charging rate. The Model 403B can be used while
its batteries charge. A sturdy taut-band meter eliminates friction and
provides greater precision and repeatability.
For improved resolution in dB measurements, the 403B Option
001 is available. This version spreads out the dB scale by making it
the top scale of the meter.

Specifications
HP Model

-

I
n nni

-

tn 7~

u

f,,ii
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4038

I

4038 Ootion 001

ccal
e, 12 ranges, in a 1, 3, 10 sequence. -60 dB to+50 dB in 12 ranges with 10 dB steps.

e of input waveform, calibrated in the rms value of iI sine wave.

!i Hz to 2 MHz
Accuraey

5 Hz to 2 MHz

I

within +2% of full scale fro1m 10 Hz t o 1 MHr; within ~ 5 %
of full scale from 5 to 10 Hz and 1 to 2 MHz. exeent+IW/.
1 to 2 MHz on the 300 V range (0t o 5@C).+-' -. - - r - ~ - -

+n

2 M a ; shunted by 4 0 pF; 0.001 to 0.03 V ranges; 4 0 pF,
0.1 to 300 V ranges.

same as 4038

Maximum
Input

Fuse protected (signal ground can be2500 V dc from chassis).

same as 4038

Power

4 rechar eable batteries 40 hr. operation per recharge,
u,p to 508 recharging cyiles; self-contained recharging
circuit functions during operation from ac line.

same as 4038

Size

159 H (without removable feet) x 130 W x 203 mm D (5V8" x 6'/&'' x 8").

Weight

net, 2.9 kg (6% Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).

Input
lmpedaiice
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ANALOG VOLTMETERS

LJ AC voltmeter, 10 HZ to
Models 400E, EL, F, FL, GL

IO MHZ

Specifications
400EIEL'

400F/FL'

400GL

Voltage range
Frequency range

1 mV to 300 V F.S. 12 ranges

100 p V to 300 V F.S. 14 ranges
20 HZ-4 MHz

-80 dB to +60 dB F.S. 8 ranges

10 Hz-10 MHz

Input impedance

10 M R on all ranges
4 5 pF to < I 2 pF depending
on ranges

10 M R on all ranges
4 5 pF to <IO pF depending
on ranges

10 M a on all ranges
4 0 0 pF to <15 pF depending
on ranges

Accuracy

r(%
readin + O h range)
3 mV-301 V ranges
10 Hz-40 H:I k(2.5 + 2.5)
40 Hz-2 MHZ ? ( l + 0)
2 MHZ-4 MHZ: ?(1.5+ 1.5)
4 MHz-10 MHZ ?(2.5+ 2.5)

readin + % range)
300 pV-310 V ranges
20 HI-40 HI: ?(2 + 2)
40 Hz-100 HI: + ( I + 1)
100 HI-1 MHZ: i ( ' h + 'h)
1 MHz-2 MHI: +(1+ 1)
2 MHz-4 MHZ t ( 2 + 2)
?(Oh

-60 dB thru + 40 dB ranges
20 Hz-40 H Z 2 0 . 4 dB
40 Hz-500 kHz: TO.2 dB
500 kHZ-2 MHZ: ?0.4 dB
2 MHz-4 MHz: +0.2-0.8dB

-80 dB ran e
30 Hz-60 Hz: 2 t . 4 dB
60 Hz-100 kHz: 20.2 dB
100 kHz-500 kHz+0.2-0.8dB

100 kHz-500 kHI: 1(+&7)

<2 s for 80 dB overload

Recovery

'500 V rms ac, 300 V de

'1200 V rms max. input;
1000 V dc max. input

Scale-10 to +2 dB, 10 dB between ran es, 100 divisions on 0 to 1 scale.
The dB scale reads -10 to+2
10 dB between ranges.

Linear dB scale, 100 divisions
from -20 to 0 dB. Long voltage
scale 0 dB = 1 V.

Overload

fB;

Net, 2.7 kg (6 Ib). Shipping, 4.1 kg (9 Ib)

Weight

159 H (without removable feet) x 130 W x 279 mm D

Size

(61/4"

x 5%''

X

11")

AC: 115 or 230 V ~ 1 0 % ,48 to 440 Hz, 6 VA max.
DC: External batteries + and - voltages between 35 V and 55 V

Power
Price

+60 dB range
20 Hz-40 kHz: 20.4 dB
40 hHz-100 kHz: 20.2 dB

100 pV range
30 Hz-60 H Z (2 + 2)
60 Hz-100 kHz: * ( I + 1)

1 mV range
10 Hz-40 HZ & . 5 +
2.5)
40 Hz-500 kHz ? ( l + 0)
500 kHz-4 MHZ ?(2.5 + 2.5)

Calibration

20 HZ-4 MHz

400E, $525; 400 EL $550

I

400F, $525; 400 FL. $550

I

400 GL. 1550

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
10 Hz to 10 MHz true RMS voltmeter
Model 3400A

10 MHz bandwidth
High crest factor for accurate pulse measurements
Stable, linear dc output

1 mV full-scale sensitivity
10 M a input impedance
Taut-band individually calibrated meter

RMS current

an be made conveniently by
robe with the Model 3400A.

sale, 12 ranges.
= 1 mW into 6000).
iting value) of the input signal

MHz

3MHZ
2 3%

[

lOMHz

1

*5%

full scale (20°C to 3OoC)*
MHz

3MHZ

* 3%

1OMHz
-t 5%

1

Wude of input signal): 10 to 1
y maximum input) inversely
10 to 1 at half-scale, 100 to 1 at
:500 V ac peak at 1 kHz on all

3 V rahge: 10 M 0 shunted by
: 10 M i l shunted by <20 p F
<5 s to final value.
)r 800 V p, whichever is less,

ircuit at full-scale deflection,
10-100% of full scale. 1 mA
:is 10000. Output noise < 1

5l/8''

Description
The Hewlett-Packard Model 3400A is a true root-mean-square
(rms) voltmeter, providing a meter indication proportional to the dc
heating power of the input waveform.
Six-decade frequency coverage makes the 3400A extremely flexible for all audio and most rf measurements and permits the measurement of broadband noise and fast-rise pulses.
Pulses or other non-sinusoids with crest factors (ratio of peak to
rms) up to 10:1 can be measured full scale. Crest factor is inversely
proportional to meter deflection, permitting up to 100: 1 crest factor
at 10% of full scale.
Permanent plots of measured data and higher resolution measurements can be obtained by connecting an X-Y plotter, strip chart
recorder or digital voltmeter to the convenient rear-panel dc output.
The dc output provides a linear 0 to 1 volt drive proportional to
meter deflection.

Hz, 15 VA max.
___
__ ,..--_______..._
.____ x 130 W x 279 mm D (6%'' x
x
module.
11''); '/a

Weight: net, 3.3 kg (7V4 Ib). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 lb).
Accessories furnished: lOllOA Adapter, BNC to dual banana
jack.
Accessories available
Price
llOOlA Cable, 45 in. long, male BNC to dual banana
Plug
$17
$15
10503A Cable, 4 ft long, male BNC connectors
11002A Test Lead, dual banana plug to alligator clips
$12
11003A Test Leads, dual banana plug to probe and
$12
alligator clip
11076A Carrying Case
$135
Ordering information

3400A Opt 001 spreads out the dB scale by making it
the top scale of the meter. Rear terminals in parallel
with front panel terminals and linear log scale uppermost on the meter face are available on special order.
3400A RMS voltmeter

* TC: ~ 0 . 1 %from 0°C to 20°C and 30°C to 55°C.

add $30

$900

ANALOG VOLTMETERS
10 kHz to 1.2 GHz RF Voltmeter
Model 3406A

Description
High frequency voltages can be measured easily with HP’s 3406A
Sampling Voltmeter. Employing sampling techniques, the HP
3406A has extremely wide bandwidth (10 kHz to 1.2 GHz) with high
input impedance. Signals as small as 50 p V can be resolved. Full
scale sensitivity from 1 mV to 3 V is selected in eight 10 dB steps
and may be read directly from -62 dBm to +23 dBm. Accessory
probe tips convert the HP 3406A for voltage measurements in applications such as receivers, amplifiers and coaxial transmission lines.
Measurement can be retained on the 3406A meter by depressing a
pushbutton located on the pen-type probe. This is useful when measurements are made in awkward positions where the operator cannot observe the meter indication and probe placement at the same
time.

Specifications
Voltage range: 1 mV to 3 V full scale in 8 ranges; decibels from
-50 to +20 dBm (0 dBm = 1 mW into son); average-responding
instrument calibrated to rms value of sine wave.
Frequency range: 10 kHz to 1.2 GHz; useful sensitivity from 1
kHz to beyond 2 GHz.
Full-scale accuracy (%) with appropriate accessory (after probe
is properly calibrated)
20
kHz

10
kHz

+13

I

25
kHz

28

I

+5

I

700

100
MHz

loo
kHz
+3

I

25

I

1.2
GHz

1
GHz

MHz

28

I

+13

Input impedance: input capacity and resistance will depend upon
accessory tip used. 100,OOOfl shunted by <2.1 pF’ at 100 kHz with
bare probe; < 10 p F with 11072A isolator tip supplied.
Sample hold output
Provides ac signal whose unclamped portion has statistics that are
narrowly distributed about the statistics of the input, inverted in sign

(operating into >200 kfl load with <IO00 pF). Output is 0.316 V at
f.s. on any range.
Noise: <I75 p V rms referred to input.
Accuracy (after calibration): 0.01 V range and above: same as full
scale accuracy of instrument. 0.001 V to 0.003 V range: value of
input signal can be computed by taking into account the residual
noise of the instrument. Jitter: meter indicates within +2% p k of
reading 95% of time (as measured with H P 3400A True RMS Voltmeter).
RMS crest factor: 0.001 V to 0.3 V, 20 dB; 1 V, 13 dB; 3 V, 3 dB.
Meter
Meter scales: linear voltage, 0 to 1 and 0 to 3; decibel, -12 to +3.
Individually calibrated taut-band meter.
Response time: indicates within specified accuracy in <3 s. Jitter:
2 1% peak (of reading).
General
DC recorder output: adjustable from 0 to 1.2 mA into 1000 ohms at
full scale, proportional to meter deflection.
Overload recovery time: meter indicates within specified accuracy
in <5 s (30 V p-p max.).
Maximum input: ?IO0 V dc, 30 V p-p.
RFI: conducted and radiated leakage limits are below those specified
in M1L-6181D and MIL-1-16910C except for pulses emitted from
probe. Spectral intensity of these pulses is nominally 50 nV/J Hz;
spectrum extends beyond 2 GHz.
Temperature range: instrument, 0°C to +55”C; probe, + l O T to
+40°C.
Power: 115 or 230 V ?IO%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, 25 VA max.
Size: 159 H (without removable feet), x 197 W x 279 mm D (6.25”
x 7.75“ x 11”); I/z module.
Weight: net, 5.4 kg (12 lb). Shipping, 6.8 kg (15 lb).
Accessories: refer to data sheet.
3406A RF Voltmeter
$1600

,

ANALOG VOLTMETERS

,?EA

Logarithmic voltmeters, ac or dc log scaling
Models 7562A and 7563A

;

I"i'i

AC mode
Input impedance: 1 MR, shunted by less than 100 pF; single ended.
Accuracy and frequency response: (at 25°C). 5o kHz
kHz

0

8

7562A

a

4

7563A

Description
Hewlett-Packard Model 7562A is a wide range (80 db), single
channel logarithmic voltmeter/converter designed to produce dc
output voltages in a logarithmic relationship to dc input voltages or
the true RMS value of an ac input voltage. It contains a true RMS
detector which is not dependent on pure sinusoidal signals to
achieve measurement accuracy. A self-contained meter cdibrated in
volts and dB results in an accurate voltmeter. A constant amplitude
oscilloscope output makes the converter compatible with a variety
of oscilloscope readout and phase meter applications.
The Model 7563A Logarithmic Voltmeter/Amplifier is a low cost,
single channel, dc logarithmic amplifier with a very high dynamic
range (1 10 dB) designed to produce a logarithmic-related dc output
voltage for a very wide range of dc input voltages. A single input
range of 316 pV to IOOV is coupled with an input polarity switch for
ease and versatility of operation. A high input impedance (100 kR)
and a low output impedance (less than 5 i l ) allows the 7563A to be
used in systems or on the bench. A front panel meter calibrated in
dB and mV provides instantaneous visual indication of operating
levels. Applications include log scaling of recorder axes, pulse
height analyzers, scope displays, and almost any circumstances
where log compression of dc voltage ranges is required. Dual or
single mounting capability is afforded by a field installable rack
mounting adapter, utilizing a minimum of rack space.

Ra;; oiHz

Setting

0.5Hz

21 db

Performance specifications
AC and D C modes
Input
Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Voltage range: 1 mV to 10 V or 10 mV to 100 V selectable by
front panel switch. Accepts either ac or positive signals.
output
Voltage: 0 to 800 mV dc corresponding to 10 mV/dB.
Output impedance: 100 ohms.
D C mode
Accuracy: 20.25 dB at 25°C.
Input impedance: 100 M, shunted by less than 100 pF; single
ended.
Temperature coefficient: a0.02 dB/"C maximum.
Zero stability: 20.25 dB.

oi5,;'

+ l db

50 Hz

+1 db

+0.5 db

+1 db

+0.5db

- 3 db

21 db

-3 db

Temperature coefficient: 20.04 dB/"C maximum.
Slewing speed:
Range setting
Minimum slewing speed
0.5 Hz
1 dB/s
5 Hz
10 dB/s
50 Hz
60 dB/s
Oscilloscope output: approx. 0.5 V rms regardless of input.
Crest factor: 5:l unless limited by max. input voltage.
Maximum peak input voltage: 225 V on 1 mV to 10 V range;
a250 V on 10 mV to 100 range.
General specifications
Operating temperature: 10°C to 40°C.
Warm-up time: 20 minutes nominal.
Connectors: front and rear input and output BNC connectors.
Power requirements: 1W230 Vac, 50 to 400 Hz, 40 VA.
Dimensions: 88 mm H x 197 mm W x 292 mm D (37/16" X 73/4" X
1 1'/z 1 ' ) .
Weight: net, 3.6 kg (8 Ib). Shipping 5.4 (12 Ib).

7563A Specifications
Performance specifications
Input
Dynamic range: 110 dB.
Voltage range: 316 pV to 100 V. Accepts either positive or negative signals, selectable by front panel switch.
output
Voltage: 0 to 1.1 V dc corresponding to 10 mV/dB. Rear terminals;
adjustable to 1 to 10 mV/dB.
Output impedance: less than 5R front panel, 300R rear.
Meter accuracy: reading accurate to 21.5 dB, referred to output.
Input impedance: 100 kR, shunted by less than 100 pF, single
ended.
Accuracy: (at 25°C).
316 LLV

10 v

1mV

I

+0.5 dB

+0.25 dB

I

31.6 V

I

+ L O dB

l0OV
+1.5 dB

Temperature coefficient: 20.02 dB/"C maximum and 2 3 p V / T
referred to input.
Zero stability: 20.25 dB at constant temperature.
Rise Time

4
1
Maximum Rise lime

Signal level

7562A Specifications

2;

316 GV-1 mV
1 mV-10 mV
10 mV-100 mV
100
1 v-100
mV-1 Vv

1 mV-10 V Range

2000 /.Ls
400 ps

2 PS

General specifications
Operating temperature: 10°C to 40°C.
Warm-up time: 20 minutes nominal.
Connectors: front and rear input and output BNC connectors.
Power requirements: 115/230 V ac, 50 to 400 Hz, 40 VA.
Dimensions: 88.1 mm H x 197 mm W x 292 mm D (3'/18" X 73/4'' X
1 1'/2")

.

Weight: net, 3.6 kg (8 lb). Shipping, 5.4 kg (12 Ib).
Ordering information
7562A Logarithmic Voltmeter/Converter
7563A Logarithmic Voltmeter/Amplifier

Price
$1700
$1280

,

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

Digital voltmeters (DVM's) offer many
advantages over other types of voltmeters.
Among the advantages of DVM's are
greater speed, increased accuracy and resolution, reduction of operator errors and the
ability to make automatic measurements.
Digital voltmeters display measurement
results as discrete numerals rather than as a
pointer deflection on a continuous scale.
Human error and tedium are reduced by direct numerical readout, and operator training is minimized by automatic polarity and
range-changing features of some DVM's.
Digital voltmeters are available to measure AC and DC voltages, current and resistance. Appropriate transducers can be used
to measure other parameters such as strain
or temperature. A popular use of DVM's is
in automatic measurement systems. A system can be as simple as connecting the
DVM digital output to a digital printer or as
powerful as a calculator or computer controlled system that provides automatic data
reduction and unattended operation.

A new generation of DVM's
Now a greater range of capability than
ever before is available in a new generation
of digital voltmeters. The technology of integrated circuits and microprocessors has
resulted in new solutions ranging from a
hand-held unit where the reading is at the
point of measurement to powerful new systems voltmeters which can measure at
thousands of readings per second.
New technology was developed to meet
today's expanding measurement needs. For
example, hybrid technology has allowed
many functions to be placed on a single substrate. This has made possible instruments
such as the 970A probe where the complete
instrument is in a hand-held unit.
Other instruments such as the 3476A/B,
3435A, 3438A, 3466A and the 3465AlB have
benefited by another new process-tantalum
nitride on sapphire. Most digital voltmeter
designs require a precision attenuator to
scale the input voltage. Now a single chip
replaces the attenuator which used up to 20

precision wirewound resistors. The benefits
are lower cost, improved reliability, excellent stability, and better than 25 ppm1"C
tracking.
To meet the expanding needs of our system users, HP has developed three new
voltmeters. The heart of these voltmeters is
a high-speed microprocessor tailored especially to system instrument requirements.
An example of the resulting capability is automatic calibration that compensates for
temperature changes and aging. Other benefits are self-test, self-diagnosis, and internal
math capability which allows direct display
in engineering units.
Abuse testing
DVM's are often subjected to accidental
abuse. To assure survival, our instruments
are designed to a new and tougher set of
standards. For example, static discharge
can be fatal to some integrated circuits SO
H P tests their designs by discharging >IO k V
to any exposed metal. Input circuits should

be accident proof. H P DVM designs are
tested by applying 240 V RMS to all input
terminals and all combinations of input conditions. Some units are routinely exposed to
rough use in field service applications requiring design and test to shock levels of 100
G’s.

HP-IB
Hewlett-Packard offers three voltmeters
which have HP-IB* data interface. This
versatile interconnect system allows communication with a growing number of instruments, calculators, and computers. Historically the high cost of interfacing related
to the lack of interface standardization. Interfacing methods proliferated as each engineer designed custom links between instrumentation devices-resulting in different codes, formats, levels, and timing factors. Today there is a new interface concept
tailored to general purpose instrumentation.
It is commonly referred to as the IEEE 488
Bus, Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB). Industry acceptance is widespread for
there are currently 200 Bus compatible instruments from 56 manufacturers and the list
is growing.
Noise rejection
Source and type of noise are important in
determining the type of noise rejection
needed. There are two types of noise which
may affect accuracy and sensitivity of a
DVM: normal mode and common mode.
Normal mode noise enters the DVM with
the signal and is super-imposed on it. Filtering is the simplest way to cut down on noise
but it slows measurement speed. Integration
“calculates” noise out of the measurement
by looking at the input signal over a period
of time equal to the period of expected
noise. Filtering is advantageous for rejecting
broadband noise, while integration is better
for rejecting line related noise. Figure 1
shows typical noise rejection for filtering
and integrating methods.
Common mode noise appears between the

DVM’s input terminals and ground. It is
usually caused by grounding differences
between the DVM and the device being
measured.
Errors caused by common mode noise
may be reduced by a passive technique
called “guarding.” Guarding shunts the
noise to ground and away from input terminals. By proper connection of the guard
(Figure 2), a remarkable improvement can
be seen in a DVM’s ability to reject common mode noise.
“Effective” common mode rejection is
the specification that usually appears in data
sheets. Effective refers to the final reading.
Effective CMR is the combined result of
“pure” CMR due to guarding plus normal
mode rejection of the instrument.

Specifications
Resolution and sensitivity
DVM’s are classified according to the
number of full digits. An overrange digit is
an extra digit added to allow the user to read
beyond full scale. This overrange digit is
often called a “one-half’ or a “partial” digit
since it cannot display all numbers through
9. Overranging greatly extends a DVM’s
usefulness by maintaining resolution up to,
and beyond, full scale. For example, if a
signal changes from 9.999 V to 10.012 V, a
four-digit DVM without overranging could
measure the first voltage as “9.999 V,” but
would require a range change to make the
second measurement with a resulting reading of “10.01 V.” The 0.002 V change
would not be seen. With overranging, the
second measurement could be made as
“10.012 V” with no loss of resolution.
Overrange can be expressed as either a
percentage of full scale or as part of the
range itself. A four-digit DVM with 100%
overrange would have a maximum display of
“19999.” Alternatively, the range can be
described as 2 V, 20 V, etc., with no overrange specification. The maximum display
remains “19999.” A specification of 20%
FLOATING
POWER SUPPLY

r--1
I

I

-n
4+

overranging would have a maximum reading
of “11999.”This canalso be expressed as 1.2
V, 12 V , etc., range with no overrange.
Resolution is the ratio of the maximum
number of counts that can be displayed to
the least number of counts. Full-scale resolution of a five-digit DVM is 100,000 to 1 , or
0.001%. Overranging is generally ignored in
resolution.
Sensitivity refers to the smallest incremental voltage change that the DVM is able
to detect. Mathematically, it is the lowest
full-scale range multiplied by the resolution
of the DVM. Sensitivity of a five-digit
DVM with resolution of 0.001% and a 100
mV lowest full-scale range is 0.001% x 100
mV = 1 pV.
Accuracy
Accuracy is the exactness to which a
voltage can be determined, relative to the
Legal Volt maintained by the U.S. National
Bureau of Standards. Accuracy specification equals errors involved in traceability
to N.B.S. as well as errors made by the
instrument.
To be meaningful, accuracy must be
stated along with the conditions under which
it will hold. These conditions should include
time, temperature, line variations and
humidity. Conditions specified should be
realistic relative to intended use. For example, a DVM specified with a temperature
range of 25°C 21°C would require a highly
controlled environment, whereas 25°C
would cover the majority of environments.
The period of time over which accuracy
holds is especially important since it indicates the DVM’s stability and how often it
will have to be calibrated.
Accuracy is usually expressed as +X% of
reading, +Y% of range, or preferably, as
+X% of reading +N digits. To be meaningful, accuracy specifications must always
consider the effects of time, temperature
and humidity.

GUARDED VOLTMETER
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Figure 1. Normal mode noise rejection for
two DVM’s, one using filtering and the
other using integration.
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Figure 2. Best CMR connection-guard
connected to low at source.
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DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Digital multimeter
Model 970A
Puts a complete DMM in the palm of your hand
Autorang ing, autozero, autopolarity

I

i

I

General
Ranging: automatic.
Sample rate: 3/second.
Overrange: 10%.
Calibration cycle: 1 year.
Operating environmental conditions:
Temperature range: 0°C to 40°C.
Humidity: ~ 9 5 %
RH.
Power: rechargeable batteries.
Typical operating time using fully charged battery: 2 hours continuous at 25°C.
Typical
.
... battery charging time: 14 hours at 25°C. (Iridefinite charging will not damage battery).
Weight (with battery pack): net, 200 g (7 0 2 ) . Shipping, 1.8 kg (4
Ib).
Size: 165 L x 45 W x 30 mm D (@A"x 1%" x 1%").

97002A Specifications
Description
Hewlett-Packard's 970A Probe Digital Multimeter is completely
self-contained and autoranges through five ranges of AC and DC
volts and ohms. This pocket-sized multimeter is ideal for field, lab,
or bench application. All electronics, including display and batteries, are in one seven-ounce package. The basic 970A multimeter
is provided with a set of batteries and the battery charger, the short
probe tip and the belt carrying case as standard accessories.
H P s 970A Probe Digital Multimeter can be converted into a fivefunction bench instrument with optional 97002A Current Shunt/
Bench Cradle. A six-position manual switch selects five ranges of
AC and DC volts and ohms. l k o general purpose binding posts
accept wraparound, screw-down, clip-on or banana plug terminations.
The HP 97003A RF Adapter measures AC voltage over a frequency range of 100 kHz to 500 MHz from 0.25 V to 30 V. A broad
line of tips, adapters and tees are also available.

Specifications, Model 970A
D C voltmeter
Ranges: 0.1 V, 1 V, 10 V,lOOV, 1000 V (500 V max input).
Accuracy (20°C to 30°C): ?(0.7% of reading +2 digits)).
Input resistance: 10 MR, +5%.
Input protection: ~ 7 5 V
0 peak.
Temperature coefficient: ?(0.05% of reading +.02 digits)/"C.
AC voltmeter
Ranges: 0.1 V, 1 V, 10 V, 100 V, 1000 V (500 V rms sine wave max
input).
Accuracy (20% to 30°C)
Range

45 Hz to 1 kHz

1 kHz to 3.5 kHz

1 v t o 1000 v

t ( 2 % of reading
+ 5 digits)

+(3% of reading
+ 5 digits)

0.1 V ( 3 3 mV)

~ ( 2 %of reading
+ 5 digits)

5(5% of reading
+ 5 digits)

Input resistance: 10 MR, *5%.
Input capacitance: ~ 3 pF.
0
Input protection: ~ 7 5 V
0 peak.
Temperature coefficient: ?(0.05% of reading .05 digits)/"C.
Ohmmeter
Ranges: 1 kR, 10 kR, 100 kR, 1000 kR, 10,000 kR.
Accuracy: (20°C to 30°C): ?(1.5% of reading + 2 digits).
Input voltage protection (resistor fused-cllp mounted): s 115
V rms for up to 1 minute. ~ 2 5 V
0 rms for up to 10 seconds.
Temperature coefficient: +.(0.05% of reading +.02 digits)/"(=.

+

DC ammeter
Ranges: 0.1 mA, '1 mA, 10 mA, 0.1 A, 1 A FS.
Accuracy (20°C to 30°C): ? (2.5% of reading +2 digits).
AC ammeter
Ranges: 0.1 mA, 1 mA, 10 mA, 0.1 A, 1 A FS.
Accuracy (20% to 30°C, >3% of range): 45 Hz to 1kHz; &(4%of
reading +5 digits). 1 kHz to 3.5 kHz; ?(7% of reading +5 digits).
DC V, AC V, OHMS: same as 970A specifications
General
Full range insertion voltage: <0.25 V.
Input protection: 2 amp fast acting fuse.
Weight: net, 170 g (6 oz). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 Ib).
Size: 95 L x 95 W x 51 mm D (3%" x 3%'' x 2").

97003A Specifications
Response: the 97003A is a peak responding detector and is calibrated to read rms value of a sine wave.
Voltage range: 0.25 V to 30 V rms.
Max input: 30 V rms ac; 200 V dc.
AC to DC transfer accuracy when operating into HP 970A

(5 15%)

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Low-cost autoranging

3'/2

digit DMM

Model 3476AlB

3476A/ B specifications

Description
If you measure current, voltage or resistance, you can use the
3476AIB to make these measurements faster and with fewer reading
errors. This versatile instrument incorporates autorange to let you
concentrate on your measurement, not the range or range multiplier.
With autorange, readings always have the same multiplier: voltage
always in volts, current in amps, and resistance in kiliohms. In
addition to autorange the 3476AIB has auto-zero and auto-polarity .
Auto-zero eliminates the need to zero the instrument prior to a test,
and auto-polarity lets you measure both positive and negative voltages without the inconvenience of reversing test leads.
The 3476AIB saves you time by combining the five most common
measurements in one instrument. It measures AC voltage, D C voltage, AC current, D C current and resistance. In addition to these
five basic measurements, the 3476AIB has additional features to
save you time and effort. For example, there are two units to choose
from. The lower cost 3476A operates on AC for your bench measurements. The 3476B will operate on either AC or nickel-cadmium
batteries. Under battery operation you can break ground loops resulting in quieter readings or make measurements in remote locations. The 3476B will give you eight hours of continuous service
before a recharge is required. Keep it plugged in and it will charge
overnight and be ready for your next trip.
Convenience
An instrument designed to make your most common measurements should be convenient to use. The 3476AIB was designed to be
convenient. An example is the replacement of the input protection
fuses. Replacement is easy-no disassembly or re-calibration is
necessary-simply slide back the input terminal cover plate to expose the defective fuse. Convenience means attention to design detail. A multiposition bail allows convenient positioning. There is
even a vertical detent for viewing from above. Another convenient
detail is the shape of the case. Small instruments with pushbuttons
have trouble staying put when the buttons are pressed. The 3476AIB
solves this problem with a finger grip ridge allowing one-handed
operation.

DC Voltmeter
Ranges:?0.1100 V
fl.lOO v
all.OO v
f110.0 v
?1100 v
Maximum input: lo00 V (DC

Maximum display:+O. 1098 V
? 1.098 V
10.98 V
f 109.8 V
a1098 V

*

+ Peak AC).

0 1100 v
11 00 v

I

11o.ov
ll0OV

*(0.4% of reading + 1 digit)

Common mode rejection: (1 k 0 unbalance) > 100 dB @ 50 Hz, 60
Hz.
Input resistance: 10 M 0 f5%.
Input protection: ~ 1 1 0 V
0 peak.
Temperature coefficient: +(0.05% of reading +0.2 digit)/"C.
A C Voltmeter
Ranges: 0.1100 V
Maximum Display: 0.1098 V
1.100 v
1.098 V
11.00 v
10.98 V
110.0 v
109.8 V
1100 v
1098 V
Maximum input: 700 V rms.
Accuracy: converter is average responding calibrated in rms (20°C
to 3OoC)*
h

Ranges"

45 Hz t o 2 kHz

2 kHz to 5 kHr

1.100 V to
1100 v

*(1.5% of reading
+ 4 digits)

+(3% of reading

0.1100 V

+(2% of reading
+ 6 digits)

+ 6 digits)

.-(5%,of reading

+ 6 digits)

5 kHr to 10 kHz

*(8% of reading
+ 10 digits)
2 1 8 % of reading

+ 10 digits

Common mode rejection: (1 kR unbalance) >80 dB@ 50 Hz, 60

Hz.
Input resistance: 10 MR 25%.
input capacitance: <30 pf.
Input protection: <1100 V Deak.
Temperati
DC ammt
Ran1

Batteries: 4 rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Sub C size. Typical
continuous operating time using fully charged batteries: 8 hours at
25°C. Typical battery charging time: 14 hours at 25°C with instrument turned off. Trickle charge with instrument on.
Weight: 3476A - net, 0.77 kg (1 Ib 11 0 2 ) ; shipping, 1.68 kg (3 Ib
'2).

Accuracy:
impedanci
Current pi
Temperati
AC ammc
Ran!
Accuracy I

?(2% of reading
~

_

+ 4 digits)

+ 6 digits)

?(2.5% of reading
+ 6 digits)

+(5.5% of reading
+ 6 digits)

I

_

0.110 A

impedance: 1-1.5 ohm constant.
Current protected: 1.5 A fuse.
Temperature coefficient: +(0.05% of reading +0.5 digit)/"(=.
Ohmmeter
Max. display: 1.098 kR
Ranges: 1.100 kR
10.98 kR
11.OO kR
110.0 kR
109.8 k 0
1100 kR
1098 k 0
11000 kR
10980 k 0

11068A

Accuracy (20°C to 30°C)

I

Ranges

I

110.0 kR, 1100 kR
I

11000 kR, 1.100 kR
11 kR

Accuracv

?(0.3% of reading + 1 digit)

I

? ( O 5% of reading + 1 digit)

990 day cal cycle. Add (02% of reading to all function*
cycle.

1 diglt for AC V and ACI) for one year Cal

Open clrcuit voltage: <4 V.
Input voltage protection: <30 V rms continuous, fuse protected
from 30 V to 250 V rms.
Temperature coefficient: 2(0.05% of reading + 0.2 digit/"C).
General
Ranging: Automatic, Range Hold.
Common to ground: ~ 5 0 V
0 (peak).
Sample rate: = 3/second.
Overload indication: horizontal bars.
Operating environmental conditions
Temperature range: 0°C to 40°C.
Humidity: <95% RH.
Power: 3476A AC line, 3476B AC line and batteries, <6 VA
Standard, 104-127 V ac; 54-66 Hz
Option 001, 86-106 V ac; 54-66 Hz
Option 002, 86-106 V ac; 48-54 Hz
Option 003, 190-230 V ac; 48-54 Hz
Option 004, 208-250 V ac; 48-54 Hz.
Note: No charge for options 001 through 004. Power options may
be changed in field by rearranging jumpers. See manual for details.

11067A

Accessories***
11096B R F probe 10 kHz to 700 MHz (with adaptors)
11067A Test Lead Kit
11068A Soft Carrying Case
Opt 910 Extra Manual
Opt 005 3476A/B, Test Lead Kit, and Soft Carrying
Case
Ordering information***
3476A Digital Voltmeter
3476B Digital Voltmeter
***Domestic U.S. prices only. Data subject to change.

Price
$90
$5
$20
add $2

add $25

$225
$275

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
3% Digit, high accuracy DMM
Model 3435A

Description
The 3435A is a 3% digit multimeter providing five functions of
ACV, DCV, ACI, DCI and R. It is available with rechargeable
batteries or AC line power only. The 34112A Touch-Hold probe
provides “eyes-on” probing of AC and D C voltages by holding the
3435A display using a button on the probe. The 3435A case is rugged
with a detent position carrying handle which is used also as a tilt
stand.

Specifications
D C voltmeter
Ranges: 2200 mV
22 v
220 v
2200 v
21200 v

Maximum display: 2199.9 mV
21.999v
2 19.99 V
2 199.9 V
21199 v

Maximum input: 1200 V (DC + Peak AC).
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 100 p V on 200 mV range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed
Accuracy: 1 year, 15 to 30°C.

Range
ZOO mV
2 V t o 12oov

I
I

D C Current
Ranges: 2200 p A
2 2 mA
220 mA
k200 mA
22000 mA

Maximum display: 2199.9 p A
1.999 mA
2 19.99 mA
rt 199.9 mA
21999 mA

Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected). Voltage: 250 V.
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 p A range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy : 1 year, 15 to 30°C.
Range

Specifications

200 pA to 20 mA

2000 mA

I
I

+(0.3% of reading + 2 digits)
t(0.6% of readtng+2 digits)

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) r(0.028%
of reading +0.1 digit)/”C.
Voltage burden
Range

Maximum Burden
at Full Scale

Specifications
t + ( O . l % of reading+2 digits)

t ( O . l % of r e a d i n g t l digit)

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) 2(0.018%
of reading +0.1 digit)/”(=.
Input resistance: 10 MR 2 1%.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum, com. to ground.
Normal mode rejection: 40 dB at 50 Hz/60 Hz rtO.lHz.
Response time: (0.7 second to within 1 digit of final value on one
range. Add 1 second for each range change.
Effective common mode rejection: (1 kR unbalance) >120 dB at
50/60 Hz 20.1%.

Response time: 0.7 second on any range to within 1 digit of final
value.
AC voltmeter
AC converter: avg. responding rms calibrated.
Ranges: 200 mV
Maximum dlsplay: 199.9 mV

2v

20 v
200 v
1200 v

1.999 v
19.99 v
199.9 V
1199

v

Maximum Input: 1700 V ( D C
I
!

+ Peak AC),

10' volt-Hz max.

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C)

1

2 MR, 20 MR.
.A, 500 nA, 50 nA.
4dd 0.8 second for

d for 1 year.
'unction and range
:vel.
I

and ohms. Manual

-40to +75"C: with
I
1
bensiriviry:

IW

nA on

LW

U A rdwc.

Accuracy: (with disp lay of s 2 0 digits) - 1 year, 15 to 30°C.
2000 mA
Current

200mA

Range

r~ ( 2 %of reading

-

+4 digits)

*(1.2%

of reading

14 digits)

+(1.7% of reading

*(0.9% of reading

Maximum Burden
at Full Scale

Range

Response time: 1.6 seconds on any range to within 3 digits of final
value.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.
Ohmmeter
Ranges: 20R
Maximum display: 19.99R
2000
199.90
1.999 kR
2 kR
19.99 kR
20 kR
199.9 kR
200 kR
1999 kR
2000 kCl
19.99 MR
20 MR
Input protection: 250 V rms.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on 20R range.
Accuracy: 1 year, 15 to 30°C.
Range

Specifications

?(0.5% of reading+lO digits)
2OOn-2000

kn

+(O.Z%

of reading+2 digits)

?(0.8% of reading+2 digits)

TUNSI . AL IMG. W-YW n L , OW-LJW
v ( ~ G GLudguration). Battery:
rechargeable lead-acid 10 hours minimum cont inuous operation with
full charge. Recharge time: 16 hours operating , 12 hours nonoperating. Batteries and charger available separately; consult operating
manual. Total instrument power dissipated: A.C only; 3 watts; with

rhnmer. X w a t t c

Size

3435A

3435A Option 002

Weights: 3435A 2.41 kg (5 Ib 5 oz)
3435A Opt. 001 1.84 kg (4 Ib 1 oz)
3435A Opt. 002 1.81 kg (4 lb)
Configuration
3435A, streamlined portable case with handle, AC line
power. Batteries and charger included.
3435A Opt. 001, streamlined portable case, A C line
power only.
3435A Opt 002, Rack and Stack case, AC line power
only. (Rack mount kit not included.)
All orders must include one of the power options:
86-106 V Opt. 100; 190-233 V Opt. 210; 104-127 V
Opt. 115; 208-250 V Opt. 230.
*Accessories
llOOOA Test leads, dual banana both ends.
11002A Test leads, dual banana to dual alligator.
11003A Test leads, dual banana to probe and alligator.
11096B RF Probe, 10 kHz to 700 MHz.
34110A Soft vinyl canyingloperating case.
34111A High-voltage probe 40 kV DC.
34112A Touch-Hold Probe.
11067A Test lead kit.
5061-0054 1% Module rack mount kit. (Available on
Opt 002 only).
Ordering information
3435A
3435A Opt 001
3435A Opt 002
*Domestic U.S. prices only.

Price
$400

less $65
less $35
N/C
$17
$12
$12
$90
$25
$75
$40
$5
$15

$400

less $65
less $35

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
True RMS voltmeter
Model 3403C

DC and 2 Hz To 100 MHz
3% digit

Description
The Model 3403C is usable from dc to 100 MHz. True rms is
especially valuable for measurements of noise, multiplexed signals,
modulated waves and signals with high harmonic content.
dB display
The dB display option provides readings directly in dB, a major
convenience to ac users. The dB reference to which the measurement is made is conveniently adjustable from the front panel to
provide referenced dB measurements, or to provide a convenient
means to offset the reading by as much as 13 dB for unreferenced
measurements.

Response time
Fast response: 1 s.
Slow response: 10 s.
Instrument reads final reading * O . 1% of input change in stated response time.
Display rate
Fast response: 4 readings per s.
Slow response: 2 readings per s.
READING=*%OF RANGE f
ACCURACY
VOLTS

RANGE
DC

f % OF

I I

IDC+ACI AC I I

oc

I2

READING

**

FREQUENCY (Hz)
25

Specificat ions
Ranges
Full range display: 10.00 mV (ac only); 100.0 mV; 1.000 V; 10.00
v ; 100.0 v ; 1000 v.
Overrange: >90% on all ranges except as limited by max input
voltage.
Ranging information: front panel annunciators indicate overrange
(approximately 190% of full range), or underrange (approximately
17% of full range) conditions.
Performance
AC frequency range
Slow response: 2 Hz to 100 MHz.
Fast response: 25 Hz to 100 MHz.

CAUTION: frequencies and ranges in this area may result in
invalid readings without ranging indication.

* DC + AC function and slow response time only
** % of reading specification is representative of typical flatness.

lOOM

Functions
DC: responds to dc component of input signal.
AC: responds to true rms value of ac coupled input signal.
AC+ DC: responds to true rms value of dc and ac input signal;
reading ist/ (dc)* + (ac rms)'.
T'emperature coefficient: 20.1 x reading accuracy*/OC outside
tlie 25°C 25°C temperature range.
Prccuracy: 90 days (25°C + 5"C, <95% RH, 17% of range to 190%
0N
f range).
IInput characteristics
IInput impedance: < I O MHz.
1 V to 1000 V range: 10 MO 2 10% shunted by 19 p F f10%.
10 mV and 100 mV range: 20 MO f 10% shunted by 16 p F 2 10%.
10 MHz to 100 MHr the following table gives maximum loading due
c
t 3 input shunt impedance across a terminated source.

L

System impedance
(source and load)

I

I

>25 Hz

RANGE

@

I

-

dB)

+ (*de)**

I

FREQUENCY (Hz)
DC 12

25

100 MHz

2:l at full range input.
1O:l at full range input.

Maximum input voltage
High to low: 1000 V rms, 1500 peak or lo8 V-Hz on any range.
Maximum dc voltage in ac mode: 500 V dc.
Low to chassis: f500 V dc, when floated with special banana to
BNC adapter.
Options
Autoranging (3403C option 001)
Automatic ranging: uprange at approximately 190% of full range;
downranges at approximately 17% of full range.
Autorange time: fast response: 1 s per range change. Slow response: 10 s per range change.
Remote control+ digital output+ autoranging (3403C option
003): Provides remote control of all front panel functions, ranges,
digital output and autoranging.
dB display (3403C option 008)
Measurement range: 108 dB (-48 dBV to +60 dBV).
Calibrated dB reference: 0 dB= 1.000 V; reference level may be
set for 0 dBm (600R)by adjusting front panel dB calibration adjustment.
Variable dB reference: reference level may be shifted downward from calibrated position >13 dB.
*Data from accuracy charts.

ACCURACY

Frequency

10 MHz

Crest factor
2 Hz to 25 Hz

dB recorder output: output voltage: 200 mV for 20 dB. Output
resistance: 1 kO k500 O .
Accuracy: 90 days (25°C +YC, ~ 9 5 %RF).

CAUTION: frequencies and ranges in this area may result in
invalid readings without ranging indication.

* DC + AC function and slow response time only
* * specification is representative of typical flatness.

General
Operating conditions
Temperature range: 0°C to 50°C.
Humidity: <95% RH.
Recorder output
Output voltage: 1 V dc open circuit for full range input.
Output resistance: 1 kO 2 10%.
Power: 115 V or 230 V ?lo%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 35 VA max.
(including all options).
Input terminals: BNC front panel connector standard for low to
high terminals: rear panel connector available by internally reversing position of ac converter module.
Weight: including all options: net, 5 kg (11 Ib). Shipping, including
all options: Net, 7.2 kg (16 lb).
Size: 127 H x 234.9 W x 196.8 mm D (5" x 9%'' x 73/4'').
Accessories furnished: floating adapter-banana to BNC.
3403C True RMS Voltmeter
$2600
Opt 001 autoranging
add $156
*Opt 003 remote control + digital output autoranging
add $355
add $315
*Opt 006 dB display

+

'Options 003 and 006 are available only as factory installed options.

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
High speed 3% digit system voltmeter
Model 3437A

Description
The Hewlett-Packard 3437A System Voltmeter has been designed to be used in systems. It is a 3% digit high speed dc voltmeter
with sample and hold. The standard unit measures D C volts, provides trigger delay, burst reading capability and Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (HP-IB).
There are three D C floating input ranges: 0.1 V, 1.0 V and 10.0 V
full scale with a maximum display of “1999”. Sample and Hold
allows the 3437A to be an instantaneous reading voltmeter. The
trigger delay can be set from 0. lps to 1.O second and the number of
readings can be set from 0 to 9999 readings.

Typical operation
Example: set Delay to 1 ms and Number of Readings is set to 1000.
The 3437A will now take 1000 readings spaced 1 ms apart upon
receiving one trigger.
Data output
All front panel switches are programmable from the HP-IB. Two
data output formats are available: (1) ASCII output (Serial ASCII
characters) and (2) Packed output (two 8-bit bytes on the HP-IB to
send the complete reading).

High speed
The Packed output mode allows more data to be stored in the
calculator or computer as well as increasing the maximum reading
rate from 3000 readingshecond to greater than 5000 readings/
second.
Systems capability
The user may select the mode for which the voltmeter requests
service from the controller (calculator or computer). Request Service can be programmed manually or automatically to request service for: (1) Data Ready, (2)Trigger Ignore, or (3) Invalid Program.
Any combination of these three can be selected.
Applications
Waveform analysis-The 3437A can be used to analyze a wide
variety of waveforms. The delay and burst reading capability allows
frequency, positive or negative peak values, RMS value and harmonic distortion to be measured. The accuracy of these measurements is comparable to more traditional measurement techniques.
Transient signal analysis-The 3437A is capable of measuring
transient signals because of the wide bandwidth input (>1 MHz),
high measuring speed and sample-and-hold.
Fast AC measurements-Sinusoidal signals of known frequency
can be measured in less than one cycle of the signal. Very low
frequency measurements can be made more quickly than with conventional techniques.

High speed scanning: multiple input measurement applications
can be satisfied with the 3437A and the HP 3495A Scanner. Reading
rates of greater than 100 channels/second can be attained.
Bench measurements: in addition to systems applications, the
3437A can be used to improve oscilloscope amplitude and measurement accuracy.
Data-sheeted systems
The 3437A is part of the 3052A Data Acquisition System. (Refer
to page 73). The 3052A includes the 3437A. 3455 51/2/61/2digit
DVM, 3495A Scanner and 9825A Computer. The combination of
the 3437A and 3455A voltmeters provides systems versatility such
as high speed, system timing and high sensitivity measurements.
The delay generator in the 3437A is used to provide timing triggers
for the 3455A DVM. The 3455A provides lpV sensitivity and high
speed D C measurements with greater than 60 dB normal mode noise
rejection.

Specifications
DC volts
Ranges

10 v
1v
0.1 v

Max. Display
r19.98
=1.998
2.1998

Overload Reading
2 99.99
29.999
r.9999

Delay
N Rdgs. = 0 or 1
DELAY (setting): 0 to 0.999 999 9 s in 0.1ps steps.
N Rdgs. >1 (Remote and a zero delay listener*)
ASCII: 0.0002778 s s DELAY s 0.9999999 s.
PACKED: 0.0001754 s <DELAY < 0.9999999 s.
*Minimum delay IS a function of listener delay related by

ASCII: 2 7 7 . 8 ~ s+ listener delay.
PACKED: 175.4 p s listener delay.
Accuracy (EXT. TRIG to DELAY OUT, 0°C to 50°C)
Delay offset: 100 ns 5 25 ns.
Delay accuracy: 50.008% DELAY
Delay offset.
Delay repeatability (jitter) for N Rdgs = 0 or 1
DELAY of 0 or 0.1 ps: r 2 ns.
DELAY of 0.2 p s to 50 ms: 210 ns 0.0002% DELAY setting.
DELAY of >50 ms: 2110 ns.
Input bandwidth (3 dB)
10 V range: 1.0 MHz.
1 V range: 1.1 MHz.
0.1 V range: 40 kHz.
Settling time
10 V range: a 10 V step to within 20 mV of final value t = 7.5 p s ; a
10 V step to within 200 mV of final value t = 700 ns.
1 V range: a 1 V step to within 2 mV of final value t = 1 . 5 ~a~1;V
step to within 20 mV of final value in 700 ns.
0.1 V range: a 0.1 V step to within 200pV of final value t = 25ps; a
0.1 V step to within 2 mV of final value in 700 ns.
General
Operating temperature: 0 to 55°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to 75°C.
Humidity range: >95% R.H., 0°C to 40°C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5%, -lo%, 48 Hz to 400 Hz
line operation, (60 VA with all options.
Dimensions: 88.9 H x 212.7W x 527.1 mm D ( 3 % " 83/~"
~ x 203/4").
Weight: net, 5.6 kg (12 lb 4 oz). Shipping, 7.6 kg (16 lb 12 oz).

+

+

+

3437A System Voltmeter

$2100

mwm

DIGITAL VOLTMETER
HP-IB 5 Function DMM

Description
The 3438A is an autoranging 3% digit Multimeter with 5 functions
of ACV, DCV, ACI, DCI, and 0. It interfaces to the HP-IB providing both addressable and talk-only modes.
The addressable mode allows triggering either from the Calculating Controller (remote) or internally (local). Function and range are
selected manually on the front panel with autoranging of volts and
ohms.

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Ranges: r 2 0 0 mV
22 v
220 v
*200 v
k1200 v

Maximum display: r 199.9 mV
2 1.999 V
? 19.99 V
f 199.9 V
,1199 V

+

Maximum input: 1200 V (DC peak AC).
Ranging: Automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 1OOpV on 200 mV range.
Polarity: Automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy (1 year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
200 mV
?(0.1% of reading 2 digits)
2 v to 1200 v
+(0.1% of reading
1 digit)

+
+

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) r (.018%
reading 0.1 digit)/"C.
input resistance: 10 meg R f l % .
input Type: floating, 500 V maximum, com. to ground.
Normal Mode Rejection: 40 dB at 50 Hz and 60 Hz f . l Hz.
Response time: <0.7 seconds to within 1 digit of final value on one
range. Add 1 second for each range change.

+

Effective common mode rejection: (1 kR unbalance) > 120 dB at
5 0 6 0 Hz fO.l%.
DC Current
Maximum display: f 199.9 p A
Ranges: f200 p A

f 2 mA
f 1.999 mA
?20 mA
r 19.99 mA
f200 mA
f 199.9 mA
r2000 mA
r 1999 mA
Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected); voltage: 250 V
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 pA range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy (1 year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
+(0.3% of reading 2 digits)
200 pA to 20 mA
r(0.6% of reading
2 digits)
2000 mA

+
+

Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55OC) ?(.028% of
reading 0.1 digits)/"C.
Voltage burden:
Maximum Burden
Range
at Full Scale
< 220 mV
200 p A to 20 mA
200 mA
< 240 mV
2000 mA
< 400 mV

+

Response time: 0.7 seconds on any range to within 1 digit of final
value.
AC Voltmeter
AC Converter (average responding RMS calibrated)
Maximum Display: 199.9 mV
Ranges: 200 mV
2 v
1.999 V
20 v
19.99 V
200 v
199.9 V
1200 v
1199 V

Maximum input: 1700 V (DC + Peak AC), lo7 Volt-Hz max.
Ranging: Automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 100 p V on 200 mV range.
Accuracy (with display of a 20 digits 1 year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
30 Hz-50 HZ
f (1.5% of reading f 3 digits)
50 Hz-20 kHz
f (0.3% of reading f 3 digits)
20 kHz-100 kHz
(1.5% of reading f 10 digits)

*

Tempe1rature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 5 5 T ) 2 (0.04% of
reading + 0.2 digit)/”C.
Input innpedance: resistance: 5 meg R; shunt capacitance: 4 0 pf.
Resporise time: 1.6 seconds to within 3 digits of final value on one
range. tidd 1.2 seconds for each range change.
Input t)rpe: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.
AC CUIrrent
Ran!3es: 200 p A
Maximum display: 199.9 p A
2 mA
1.999 mA
20 mA
19.99 mA
en,,
LUU mA
1YY.Y mA
2000 mA
1999 mA
~~

1

. A n n

1

Maximum input: current: 2 amp (fuse protected; voltage: 250 V.
Ranging: Manual only.
Sensitivity: 100 nA on 200 p A range.
Accuracy (With display of a 20 digits 1 year, 15 to 30°C)
Temperature coefficient: (0 to 15°C and 30 to 55°C) f (0.05% of
reading 0.2 digits)/”C.
Voltage burden
Maximum Burden
Range
at Full Scale
200 p A to 20 mA
< 220 mV RMS
200 mA range
< 240 mV RMS
2000 mA range
< 400 mV RMS

+

Current
Range

+4 digits)

reading
+ 4 digits)

200 rnA

* (1.7% of
200pA

of reading
+4 digits)

2 (O.%

:Y$Ys)

30 Hz

10 kHz

50 Hz
Frequency of Input Signal

Response time: 1.6 seconds on any range to within 3 digits of final
value.
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum com. to ground.
Ohmmeter
Ranges: 20R
Maximum display 19.99R
200R
199.90
2 kR
1.999 k 0
20 kR
19.99 k 0
200 kR
199.9 k 0
2000 kR
1999 kR
20 MR
19.99 MR
Input protection: 250 V RMS.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on 20R range.
Accuracy (1 year, 15 to 30°C)
Range
Specifications
20 n
f (0.5% of reading
10 digits)
200R to 2 MR
f (0.2% of reading
2 digits)
20 .M R
(0.8% of reading + 2 digits)

*

+
+

Temperature Coefficient (0 to 15°C and 30 to 5SoC)
Range
Specifications
20R-2 MR
f (0.04% of reading
0.2 digits)/”(=
20 MR
(.18% of reading + 0.2 digits)l”C

*

+

Configuration: 2 wire.
Open circuit voltage: < 5 V.
Current through unknown
Range:20R, 2000, 2 k 0 , 20kR, 2 M R , 20MR.
Current: 5 mA, 5 mA, 500 FA, 50 p A , 5 pL,I! 500
nA, 50nA.
Response time: 0.8 seconds to within 1 digit. Add 0.8 secainds for
each range change.
HP-IB
Data output format:
*X.XXX
E ? X,
X
CR LF (13 byte , fixed)

DISPLAY EXPONENT FUNCTION
Function Code: DCV, 1; ACV, 2; DCI, 3; ACI, 4; R , 5
Overload Indication: +l.XXX E 9
Talk
. -... Modes
...- - - - fSelected
,- -. - - .- - bv
-,internal
....-. ..-. switch)
- ....- ..
Addressed to talk
Local: continuously sampling input; outputs on Bus when addressed to talk.
Remote: samples input only on command from controller.
Talk only (used without controller)
Input: switch selectable, front or rear.
Reading rate: is function of input level and ranging (2.5 to 4.7/
sec. if in proper range).
With Range change
ACV, ACI: add 1.2 seconds for each range change. After arrival on
proper range, the first six readings are always discarded. The
seventh reading is output on Bus. Allow 1.6 seconds additional for
first reading on Bus.
DCV, DCI, kR: Add 1 second for each range change. After arrival
on proper range, the first reading is always discarded. Allow 310
ms additional for first reading on Bus.

+

General
Calibration: data sheet specifications guaranteed for 1 year.
Display: 7 segment red 0.3 inch high LED’s. Function and range
annunciation.
Reading rate: 2.4-4.7/sec. depending on input level.
A-D Conversion: dual slope
Integration time: 100 msec.
Ranging: automatic or manual on ACV, DCV, and ohms. Manual
only on AC & DC current.
Storage temperature: -40 to +75”C.
Operating temperature: (0 to 55)”C.
Humidity: 95% RH at + W C .
Power: 48-440 Hz, 12 watts; 86-106 V Opt 100; 104-127 V Opt 115;
190-233 V Opt 210; 208-250 V Opt 230.
Size: 85.7 H x 209.6 W x 292.2 mm L (3%’’ x 8V4” x 11%”).
Weight: 2.8 kg (6 Ib 5 oz).
Ordering information
Price
llOOOA Test leads, dual banana both ends
$17
11002A Test leads, dual banana to dual alligator
$12
11003A Test leads, dual banana to probe and alligator
$12
11096B RF Probe IO kHz to 700 MHz
$87
34110A Soft vinyl canyingloperating case
$25
34111A High-voltage Probe 40 kV DC
$75
34112A Touch-Hold Probe
$40
11067A Test lead kit
$5
5061-0054 I/z module rackmount kit (available on Opt
002 only)
$15
10631A 1 m (39.37”)
$60
10631B 2 m (39.37”)
$60
10631C 4 m (39.37”)
$60

-

3438A
Opt 100, 115, 210, 230

$875
NIC

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
51/2/ 6Y2-dig it
Model 3455A

DVM with Auto Cal

AutoCal
Self test
Benchlsystem

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 3455A Digital Voltmeter is a microprocessor
controlled 5%- or 6%-digit integrating voltmeter for bench or systems applications. The standard instrument measures D C volts, AC
volts, and resistance. HP-IB I/O for systems applications is also
standard.
Measuring speed
The 3455A is fully guarded and has greater than 60 db normal
mode noise rejection at reading rates of up to 24 readings per second
on all D C ranges. Ohms reading rates are up to 12 readings/second
and an AC fast mode gives reading rates of up to 13 readings/second
at frequencies above 300 Hz.
Performance
D C measurements can be made with up to 1 pV sensitivity. Ohms
measurements are made with either a 2-wire or 4-wire mode. The
High Resolution (6%-digit) mode gives D C and Ohms measurements with greater than 1 part per million resolution. AC voltage
measurements can be made from 30 Hz to 250 kHz with the optional
average responding converter.
True rms
The standard true rms converter gives AC measurements from 30
Hz to 1 MHz. Complex signals with crest factors of up to 7: 1 at full
scale can be measured.
Math
The math functions provide the user with unique computational
capability. The Scale mode (
) allows the user to offset, take
ratios, or scale readings to give readouts in physical units. The %
Error mode
x 100) converts readings into percentage
change from Y which is entered as a reference. For the math functions X is the present reading. Y and Z are previously entered readings or numbers entered from the front panel or by remote program.

(F

Auto Cal
The auto cal feature gives the user accurate DC volts and ohms
measurements and simplifies calibration of these functions. The D C
and ohms operating circuits are checked against internal references
and any errors are corrected digitally. All dc and ohms adjustments
are in a removable reference assembly.

ADIDClOHMs
High speed
Removable reference

Serviceability
The self-test feature is used to aid in troubleshooting as well as
verifying operation of the 3455A. Test verifies proper operation of
the D C measuring circuits by comparing their parameters against
predetermined limits. If a problem is found, the display is used to
assist in finding the problem area by indicating which parameter is in
error. Detailed troubleshooting can then be used to quickly isolate
the problem.
Routine maintenance and calibration has been simplified with the
removable reference assembly. Calibration of D C and ohms functions can be done by replacing the reference assembly with a recently calibrated one. Extra reference assemblies are available as
HP accessory number 11177A. A spare assembly is ideal for one or
more 3455A’s. Calibrate D C and ohms in a 3455A without removing
it from the bench or system. Just return the extra reference assembly
to the cal lab or HP for calibration and have it back in time to
calibrate the 3455 next time.
Data-sheet systems
The 3455A is included as part of two standard systems.The
3051A and 3052A are fully integrated, tested, verified and specified
as systems and come with complete systems software and documentation. These systems provide complete solutions to many of your
measurement problems.
3051A Programmable Data Logger
The 3051A Programmable Data Logger has been specifically designed to solve your dedicated, long term data logging problems.
The 3051A consists of
3455A DVM
3495A Scanner
9815A Calculator
Special Data Logger ROM
Your data logging problems can simplified with such features as:
Thermocouple linearization
Thermocouple reference junction
Data analysis and processing
Decision making and control capabilities
Data formatting and storage
Power fail-restart
Typical applications areas are:
Plant monitoring
Process monitoring
Parameter testing

Performance
(High Resolution Off)
Accuracy
24 hours 23°C +1"C
10 V range: +(0.002% of reading
1 digit).
1 V range: +(0.003% of reading
1 digit).
0.1 V range: ?(0.004% of reading 4 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: +(0.004% of reading
1 digit).
90 days 23°C ?5"C
10 V range: +(0.005% of reading
1 digit).
1 V range: 2(0.006% of reading
1 digit).
0.1 V range: *(0.007% of reading
4 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: f(0.007% of reading
1 digit).
6 months 23°C ?5"C
10 V range: f(0.008% of reading
1 digit).
1 V range: ?(0.009% of reading
1 digit).
0.1 V range: ?(0.010% of reading 5 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: f(O.OlO% of reading
1 digit).
1 year 23°C t5"C
10 V range: 2(0.013% of reading
1 digit).
1 V range: *(0.014% of reading
1 digit).
0.1 V range: *(0.015% of reading 6 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: f(0.015% of reading
1 digit).
(High Resolution On)
Accuracy
24 hours 23°C f 1°C
10 V range: ?(0.002% of reading
3 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: +(0.004% of reading
3 digits).
1 V range: ?(0.003% of reading
4 digits).
90 days 23°C f5"C
10 V range: ?(0.005% of reading 3 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: +(0.007% of reading
3 digits).
1 V range: ?(0.006% of reading
4 digits).
6 months 23°C f 5°C
10 V range: ?(0.008% of reading
3 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: +(0.010%of reading 3 digits).
1 V range: +(0.009% of reading 5 digits).
1 year 23°C 25°C
10 V range: +(0.013% of reading
3 digits).
100 & 1000 V range: +(0.015% of reading
3 digits).
1 V range: f(0.014% of reading
6 digits).
Input characteristics
Input resistance: 0.1 V through 10 V range: >lolo ohms. 100 V
and lo00 V range: 10 megohm tO.l%.
Maximum input voltage
High to low input terminals: f1000 V peak.
Guard to chassis: 2 5 0 0 V peak.
Guard to low terminal: 2200 V peak.
Normal mode rejection (NMR): NMR is the ratio of the peak
normal-mode voltage to the peak error voltage in the reading.
NMR at 50 or 60 Hz 50.1%: >60 dB.
Effective common mode rejection (ECMR): ECMR is the ratio of
the peak common-mode voltage to the resultant peak error voltage
in the reading.
ECMR with 1 k n unbalance in low lead at
DC: >140 db.
50 Hz or 60 Hz f0.1%: >160 db.
Maximum reading rate

+
+
+

3052A Automatic data acquisition system
The 3052A Automatic Data Acquisition System has been designed to solve your data acquisition, control and automatic testing
problems.
The 3052A consists of:
3455A DVM
3437A System Voltmeter
3495A Scanner
9825A Desktop Computer & ROMs
These 3052A features give you a wide range of problem solutions:
Signal digitizing (>5000 readingslsecond)
High speed scanning (>100 channelslsecond)
System timing
Vectored interrupt system for simultaneous control and
processing of multiple tasks
High speed data access and storagc
Alphanumeric display for easy inter
Typical application areas are:
*R&D
Production testing & QA
For further information on either of inrsr L W O systems reIer LO
pages 72 and 73 or contact your local HP field engineer.

HP Technology
H P has developed an instrument oriented microprocessor to provide the high performance of the 3455A. The microprocessor has a
parallel architecture to give the high speed necessary to control the
measurement processes of a benchlsystems voltmeter. Two microprocessors are used: one for control of the measurement and
the second for interface to the HP-IB and computation of the math
functions.
Auto cal is a process by which the 3455A internally checks its DC
and ohms operating circuits against internal references and corrects
for errors. The benefits of auto cal are high accuracy and simplified
calibration. Only four adjustments for calibration of DC and ohms
are required and these are in the removable reference assembly. The
microprocessor is also used to control the auto cal process and
compute the correction factors.
The HP-developed fineline tantalum nitride resistor technology
used in several HP digital voltmeters is also used in the 3455A. This
technology provides accurate temperature tracking resistors that result in excellent long term D C accuracy.

Specifications
DC Voltage

I

I

Ranges
High

100
1000

100
1000

I

Maximum Display
High
Resolution

High
Resolution

k 0 . 149999 V
k1.49999 V
2 14.9999 V
? 149.999 V
k 1000.00 v

k1.499999 V
k 14.99999 V
k149.9999 V
k 1000.000 v

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

60 Hz Gate Length
Resolution
Local
Remote

Resolution

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

50 Hz Gate Length
Resolution

5 rdgls

3.5 rdgls

24 rdgls

22 rdgls

Resolution

I
I1
DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
51/2/61/2-digit
DVM
Model 3455A (cont.)

with Auto Cal

Input characteristics
Input Impedance: Front Terminals - 2 MR f 1% shunted by less
than 100 pf. Rear Terminals - 2 MR + 1% shunted by less than 75
Pf.
Maximum input voltage
High to low terminals: 1414 volts peak.***
Guard to chassis: %500 V peak.
Guard to low terminal: 2200 V peak.

AC Voltage (rms converter)
(High Resolution On or Off)
Maximum Display:1.49999 V
Ranges: 1.OOOOO V
10.0000v
14.9999 V
100.000v
149.999 V
1000.00 v
1oO0.00 v

***Subject to a

Range selection: Manual, Automatic or Remote.
Function selection: ACV or Fast ACV.
Input characteristics
Input Impedance
Front terminals: 2 M a f 1% shunted by less than 100 pf.
Rear terminals: 2 MR + 1% shunted by less than 75 pf.
Maximum input voltage
High to low terminals: f1414 volts peak.***
Guard to chassis: k 5 0 0 V peak.
Guard to low terminal: f200 V peak.
***Subject to a 107 volts-Hz

lo7

volts-Hz

limitation.

Maximum reading rate
50 Hz Gate length

60 Hz Gate length

Local
Remote

Ohms

I

Ranges
High
Resolution
Off

High
Resolution
On

I

Maximum Display
High
Resolution
Off

High
Resolution
On

limitation.

Maximum reading rate
50 Hz Gate length

60 Hz Gate length

Range selection: Manual, Automatic, or Remote.
Function selection: 2-wire kR or 4-wire kR.
Performance
(High Resolution Off)
Accuracy: 4-wire kR
24 hours: 23°C &l"C
0.1 kR range: +(0.003% of reading 4 digits).
1 kR range: +(0.003% of reading
1 digit).
10 kR range: f(0.005% of reading + 2 digits).
100 kR range: *(0.002% of reading 2 digits).
1000 kR range: +(0.012% of reading 5 digits).
10 000 kR range: %(0.1% of reading 5 digits).
90 days: 23°C k5"C
0.1 kR range: +(0.005% of reading 5 digits).
1 kR range: *(0.005% of reading
1 digit).
10 kR range: +(0.007% of reading 2 digits).
100 kR range: +(0.004% of reading 2 digits).
1000 kR range: +(0.014% of reading + 5 digits).
10 000 kR range: +(0.100% of reading + 5 digits).

Local
Remote

Response time
ACV and FAST ACV
First reading to <0.1% of step s u e when triggered coincident with
step change when on correct range (for AC signals with no D C
component).
AC voltage (average converter) Opt 001
(High Resolution On or Off)
Ranges: 1 V
Maximum Display: 1.49999 V
10 v
14.9999 V
100 v
149.999V
lo00 v
1000.00 v

+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Range selection: Manual, Automatic or Remote.
Function selection: ACV or Fast ACV.

Performance (rms converter)
Accuracy f(% of reading digits)*

+

24 hrs: 23%
90 days: 23°C
6 mos: 23°C
1 yeat: 23°C

21°C
t5"C
55°C
t5"C

0.04%

0.50%
0.06%
0.07%

+ 40 digits

+ 50 digits
digits
++ 60
70 digits

0.4%

0.5%
0.6%
0.7%

+ 80 digits

+ 100 digits
130 digits
++ 160
digits

1.8%
2.0%
2.1%
2.2%

+ 200 digits
+ 250 digits
+ 300 digits
+ 350 digits

4% + 400 digits
5% + 500 digits
5.1% + 600 digits

5.3%

+ 700 digits

5%
6%

+ 1500 digits

+ 2000 digits
+ 2400 digits
6.6% + 2800 digits
6.3%

**Frequencies greater than 100 kHz specified on 1 and 10 V ranges only.
Crest Factor: 7:l at Full Scale.

*Guard must be connected to low. On the 1000 V range add 0.01 ppm/volt-kHz.
AC <l% of range and AC/DC: add 20 digits.

Performance (average converter)
Accuracy +(% of reading digits)*

+

24 hrs:
90 days:
6 mor:
1 yr.:

23°C 21°C
23°C *5"C
23°C z5"C
23°C 55°C

0.47% + 70 dig)ts
0.05% + 70 digits
0.50% + 70 digits
0.50% + 70 digits

0.32%
0.35%

0.40%
0.40%

+ 50 digits
+ 50 digits
+ 60 digits
+ 70 digits

0.09% + 25 digits
0.1% + 25 digits
0.1% + 30 digits
0.12% + 35 digits

0.70%
0.75%
0.75%
0.75%

+ 60 digits

+ 60 digits

+ 70 digits
+ 80 digits

6 months: 23°C 25°C.
0.1 k R range: ~(0.005%of reading +6 digits).
1 k R range: ?(0.005% of reading + 1 digit).
10 k R range: ?(0.007% of reading + 2 digits).
100 k R range: ?(0.004% of reading +3 digits).
1000 k R range: ?(0.014% of reading +5 digits).
10,000 k R range: r[O.lOO% of reading + 5 digits).
1 year: 23°C 25°C
0.1 k R range: 2(0.006% of reading +7 digits).
1 k R range: ?(0.006% of reading + 2 digits).
10 k R range: 2(0.008% of reading + 3 digits).
100 k R range: ?(0.005% of reading +4 digits).
1000 k R range: ?(0.015% of reading +6 digits).
10,000 k R range: 2(0.100% of reading +6 digits).
4-wire k R
High Resolution On
24 hours: 23°C 21°C
1 kR range: ?(0.0025% of reading + 4 digits).
10 kR range: ?(0.0045% of reading +4 digits).
100 k R range: 2(0.0020% of reading +5 digits).
1000 k R range: ?(0.0120% of reading +4 digits).
10,000 k R range: ~(0.1000%of reading + 4 digits).
90 days: 23°C 25°C
1 kR range: ?(0.0035% of reading + 5 digits).
10 k R range: ~(0.0060%of reading + 5 digits).
100 k R range: ?(0.0035% of reading +6 digits).
1000 k R range: 2(0.0135% of reading + 5 digits).
10,000 kR range: ?(O.lOOO% of reading + 5 digits).
6 months: 23°C 25°C
1 k f l range: ?(0.0040% of reading +6 digits).
10 k R range: ?(0.0065% of reading +6 digits).
100 k R range: ?(0.0040% of reading +7 digits).
1000 k R range: ?(0.0140% of reading +6 digits).
10,000 k R range: ?(0.1000% of reading +6 digits).
1 year: 23°C 25°C
1 kR range: ?(0.0045% of reading +7 digits).
10 kR range: ?(0.0070% of reading +7 digits).
100 k R range: ~(0.0045%of reading +8 digits).
1000 k R range: ~(0.0145%of reading +7 digits).
10,000 k R range: ?(0.1000% of reading +7 digits).
2-wire kR: all accuracy specifications are the same as Cwire k i
except add 0.0004 kR to all readings.
Input c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
Maximum voltage generated across unknown: <5 volts for open
circuit; <4.7 volts for valid reading.
Signal source driving unknown (nominal): 0.1 kR, 1 kR & 10 kR
ranges.
Overload protection
Non-Destruction: 2350 V peak.
0.1kn. l k R & lOkRRANGES

1nnk.O.
Hi

<5volts

Runknown

Lo

1M a
1MaZa 10MaRANGES
Hi q
Pi

1M a

Maximum reading rate

50 Hz Gate length

60 Hz Gate Length

Local
Remote

Math
Scale (

I

Resolution

Resolution

4.5 r d g / s

2 rdg/s

12 r d g i s

3 rdgis

Resolution

I

1

Resolution

4 rdg/s

1.8 r d g l s

11 r d g / s

2.5 r d g i s

+,

): X is present reading. Y and Z are previously
entered readings, or numbers entered from the front panel or by
external program.
Maximum number (entered or displayed): ? 199,999.9.
Accuracy: ?(Accuracy of X reading 2 1 digit of displayed answer).
%Error
x 100% ): X is present reading.Y is a previouslyenteredreading, or number entered from the front panel or by external
program.
Maximum number (entered or displayed): 2 199,999.9.
Accuracy: ?(Accuracy of X reading 2 1 digit of displayed answer).

(y

How to enter numbers in “Y” or “2”
From a current displayed reading: press STORE “Y” or “ Z ” .
From front panel: press ENTER “Y” or “ Z ” . The front panel is

now set for numerical entry. These numbers are in blue next to the
keys. Enter number and press STORE “Y” or “Z”.
By remote program: send program codes for equivalent front
panel operations.
General
Power: 100 V , 120 V , 220V ?IO%, 240 V +5%-lo%, 48 Hz to
400 Hz lineoperation; -c60 VA with all options.
Size: 85.7 H x 425.4 W x 520.7 mm D (3%” x 163/4”x 203/4’’).
Weight: net, 9.38 kg (20 Ib 11 oz). Shipping, 11.79 kg (26 Ib).
Options
Price
001: Average converter
less $200

3455A D i g i t a l V o l t m e t e r

$3200

DIGITAL VOLTM ETERS
Five-digit digital multimeter with self test
Model 3490A

Description
Hewlett-Packard Model 3490A Multimeter is a five-digit integrating digital voltmeter. The basic instrument measures dc voltages, ac
voltages, and resistances. Additional measurement capability is
achieved by the addition of low cost options.
HP’s 3490A uses a dual slope integrating techniques and is fully
guarded, providing excellent noise immunity at five readings per
second on all dc ranges. Ranging is automatic over all ranges on all
functions. D C measurements can be made with l p V resolution on
the 100 mV range. AC voltage measurements can be made from 20
Hz to 250 kHz in four ranges. The 1 V range provides 10 pV of ac
voltage resolution. Ohms measurements can be made, utilizing the
four-wire conversion technique which eliminates errors due to test
lead resistances. Six ranges of ohms, including a l O O s l range, are
provided. All functions and ranges include 20% overranging except
the 1000 V range.

Display

AC functions

The 3490A uses Hewlett-Packard’s light emitting diodes (LED’s).
These display digits are the seven segment type. The extremely high
reliability of this LED display assures maximum life.
Self-test
At the flip of a switch, Hewlett-Packard’s 3490A Digital Multimeter sequences itself through 10 tests that check timing signals and
autoranging circuits, validate the performance of most logic-circuit
IC’s and check the six-digit LED display. These tests, and six others provided by six additional front-panel switches, cut calibration
costs and ensure the DMM is ready to make accurate measurements.

-

DC functions
The standard 3490A includes five ranges of dc measurement
capability from 100 mV to 1000 V. Measurements are made from the
front Panel at Precise five readingsls, and at slower rates, using
digitally controlled sampled rate selector. High input resistance,
’loloa On loo mV, v, and lo range, aSSureS accurate meaSwement of high impedance sources.

I

Four ranges of ac measurements are provided. The average ac
value is accurately detected, and the rms value is displayed with five
digits of resolution. Full autoranging, wide frequency response, and
20% overranging are designed-in features to permit easy operation.

Ohms
Six ohms ranges are standard, and all ranges provide true fourwire ohms measurement capability. Maximum current through the
unknown is approximately 1 mA. Over-voltage protection for ohms
sensing terminals insures maximum protection against inadvertent
application of a high voltage to ohms terminals. Over-voltage protection is provided to 250 V and fuse protection to 1000 V.

Remote Exrtemal cont 021 andlor
iitial option
in parallel
a1 - H19).
perate on a
, This serial
:coding. A
le system’s
ich simpler.
iels 9815A,
IS Hewlett-

10.o000

v,

lnal) .

000 V Range

14+ 0.001)
I8 + 0.002)

+ 0.002)
3 + 0.002)

ith 140 dB
ween guard

~0.1%:>50

of reading

be compenutilizing the
1o00.00 v.
lnal) .

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Five-digit digital multimeter with self-test
Model 3490A (cont.)

20 Hz-50
24 hrs
30 days
90 days
6 months
1 year

AC voltage input impedance
Without rear terminals: 2 MR +1% shunted by < 65 pF.
With rear terminals: 2 M n +1% shunted by (90 pF.
AC voltage maximum reading rate: 1 readingh.
AC voltage response time: <1 s to within rated accuracy for a step
AC maximum input voltage: 1000 V rms; + 1500 V peak.
Notes:
1. Guard must be connected to low.
2. On the lo00 V range, add 0.01 ppm/(volt-kHz).

r

0.1 k f i
% rdg.

24 hrs
30 days
90 days
6 months
1 year

(23”C+l”C)
(23°C +PC)
(23°C 4 ° C )
(23°C 15°C)
(23°C *YC)

50 Hz-100

Hz

% rng.

*(0.006+ 0.001)
+(0.012 + 0.005)
?(0.012+ 0.005)
?(0.015+ 0.005)
+(0.018 + 0.005)

Ohms terminal characteristics
Maximum voltage generated across unknown: 20 V for overload; 13 V for valid reading.
Ohms current thru unknown
0.1 kR to 10 kR range: 1 mA.
100 kR to 1000 kR range: 10 PA.
10,000 kR range: 1 PA.
Ohms overload protection
Nondestructive: 250 V rms.
Fuse destructive: _c lo00 V peak.
Ohms maximum reading rate
0.1 kR to 100 kR range: 5 readingds.
1000 kR range: 4 readingds.
10,000 kR range: 2 readingds.

General
Data output (BCD), option 021
Data output is 1-2-4-8 TTL output which is compatible with H P
562A, 5050B, and 5055A Digital Recorders. Either high true or low
true logic code can be selected with an internal switch.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75”C.

kHz

100 k k - 2 5 0

-.0.09 + 0.025)
kO.1 + 0.025)
kO.1 + 0.025)
kO.1 + 0.03)
?0.12+ 0.035)

dO.32 i-0.05)
k(0.35 +0.05)
+(0.35 +0.05)
+(0.40 +0.06)
+(0.45 +0.07)

(23°C 2 1°C)
(23°C +PC)
(23°C +YC)
(23°C +YC)
(23°C +YC)

kHz

e(O.7 +0.06)
%(0.75+0.06)
k(0.75 +0.06)
+0.07)
+(0.75+0.08)

Remote control, option 022
The remote control option uses a low true logic (BCD type) code.
Requiired voltage levels for input signal and output signal levels are
listed below.
BCD and remote terminals

DVM Inputs
DVM Outputs

1 kfi-100
% rdg.
+(0.005+
?(0.010+
+(0.012+
+(0.015+

kfi
% mg.
0.001)

0.002)
0.002)
0.002)
+(0.018 + 0.002)

High Level

Low Level

+3.9V21.5V,
100 pA max
+3.9 V+1.5V.
400 pA max

+0.3 V+0.3 V,
2 mA max

+0.3 V 2 0 . 3 V,
15 mA max

10,000 k n

1000 k n

Yordg.

% rng.

% rdg.

?(0.007 + 0.001)
*(0.012 + 0.002)
r(0.015+ 0.002)
*(0.020 + 0.002)
+(0.025+ 0.002)

% rng.
*(0.025 + 0.001)
~ ( 0 . 0 3 5+ 0.002)
?(0.035 + 0.002)
+(0.040+ 0.002)
+(0.050 + 0.002)

Power: 100 V , 120 V , 220 V, 240 V +5%, -lo%, 48 Hz to 400 Hz
0 with all options.
line operation ~ 6 VA
Size: 85.7 H x 425.4 W x 466.7 m m D (33/~”
x 163/4”x 1S3/8”).
Weight: net, 9.38 kg (20.7 Ib). Shipping, 11.79 kg (26 Ib).
Options
Price
020: BCD/remote expand, includes rear terminals in
parallel
$245
021: BCD*-full parallel, 1-2-4-8 code
$305
022: Remote*-full parallel, 1-2-4-8 code
$210
030: HP-IB remote control and data output
$1045
040: Sample-and-hold*
$545
045: Sample-and-hold (without Opt 020 or 030)
$570
050 or 060: 50 Hz or 60 Hz operation
NIC
080: Three-wire ratio
$245
Rack mounting kit furnished
3490A Digital Multimeter (includes ac, dc, & ohms) $2200
Opt 050: Noise Rejection for 50 Hz
NIC
Opt 060: Noise Rejection for 60 Hz
N/C
‘These option require BCD/Remote Expand Option 020 or HP-IB Opt 030
Note Rack mounting requires suppwt in rear of instrument

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Voltmeter accessories
Probes, dividers, carrying cases

100078 Straight-thru probe

1106

341 12A Touch-hold orobe
34110A Soft vinyl carrying case
100078, 10008B Probe
The 10007B and 10008B are straight-thru BNC probes with a retractable hook tip and 20 cm (8 in.) ground lead with alligator tip.

100078
100088

I

Peak
Voltage

Capacitance

600 V

40 pF

600 V

Shunt

I

Length
1.1 m (3.5ft.)

I

60 pF

1.8 m (6ft.)

I

10067A Test lead kit
Includes two leads with many interchangeable tips to accommodate various applications.
11068A
Soft carrying case for 3476A and B DMM. Has shoulder strap and
zippered opening for instrument and accessory pouch.
110968 High frequency probe
Converts dc voltmeter with 10 MR input to' high-frequency ac
voltmeter. Works with any dc voltmeter with 10 MR input impedance.

11096B Specifications
Voltage range: 0.25 to 30 V rrns.
Transfer accuracy (when used with 10 Mfl?lO% dc voltmeter)
100 k L

+1wc to +30"c

I

100 MHr

20.5 d B
Down 3 dB at 10 kHz and 700 MHz.

I

500 MHz

k1.2 d B

Response: peak responsing. Calibrated to read rms value of sine
wave.
Input impedance: 4 MR shunted by 2 pF.
Maximum input: 30 V rms ac; 200 V dc.

Cable length: 4' long (1219 mm).
Accessories furnished: High-Frequency Adapter; Straight Tip;
Hook Tip; Ground Lead.
Accessories available: H P 10218A BNC Adapter; H P 10219A
Type 874 Adapter; H P 10220A Microdot Adapter; H P 11063A 50R
Tee.
341 1OA
Carrying case for y2 rack size instruments. Inside dimensions of
25.4 cm x 22.9 cc x 10.2 cm or 10" deep x 9" wide x 4" thick.
Zjpper flip top lid and zippered accessory pouch. Has shoulder carrying strap.
34111A DC Hi-voltaqe probe
1OOO:l divider will acept up to 48 kV. Input Z = 109fl, divider
accuracy. Meets specifications when connected to 10 MR input
resistance instrument.
. 0-20 kV
<4%
30-40 kV
Divider has interchangeable hook
20-30 kV
<2%
and pointed tip.
34112A Touch-hold probe
Allows user to hold DMM display by depressing button on probe
body. Both AC and DC voltage up to 1200 V max. DC or AC RMS
may be measured and held. Usable on the 3435A and 3465A and B.
Ordering information
10007B Probe
lOOOSB Probe
11067A Test Lead Kit
11068A Soft Carrying Case for 3476A and B DMM
11096B High Frequency Probe
34110A Carrying Case for % Rack Size Instruments
34111A D C Hi-Voltage Probe
34112A Touch-Hold Probe

Price
$27
$27
$5
$20
$90
$25
$75
$40

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
DVM Interchangeable displays
Model 3470 system

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 3470 is a low cost line of DVM's using a flexible snap-together package. Two display sections provide a choice of
four or five digits, both with 100% overranging and LED display.
These displays lock onto an ac/dc/R multimeter. In addition, a temperature module is available for use with the four-digit display section.
34740A Display
This 41h-digit display locks onto the 34702A voltmeter module to
form a complete DVM using a clear, LED display with four full
digits plus 100% overranging.
34750 Display
This 5%-digit display offers five-digit resolution with any 34702A
voltmeter module. As with the 34740, it uses a LED display with
100% overranging.
34702A Mu1time ter
This plug-on provides four ranges of both ac and dc plus six
ranges of ohms. A C function covers 45 Hz to 100 kHz. Ohms ranges
are IOOR to 10 M R full scale.
2802A Thermometer
This unit includes a thermomodule (lower unit) which contains
temperature measuring circuits, probe connections and operating
controls; HP's 34740A Oh-digit display is included. Option 001 deletes the display for those that want to use their own 4h-digit display.

3470214 Specifications
DC voltage
Range: f 1 V to f 1000 V full scale in four decade ranges.
Display: 4-digit (34740A) or 5-digit (34750A).

Full range display

I

Range

v
z10 v
2 100 v

&digit display

I

z1.mv

*I

I

I

z-10.000
v
z 100.00 v

bdigit display

z 1.ooooo v
z 10.O000 v
t

1oo.ooo v

bdigit display

Display option

Cdigit display

Opt 060 (60Hz rejection)

5/ s

5/s

Opt 050 (50 Hz rejection)

81s

4/s

Input terminals: floating pair.
Input resistance: 11.11 MR f 0.2% on 1 V and 10 V ranges: 10.1
M R f 0.2% on 100 V range; 10 MR f 0.2% on 1 kV range.
Effective CMR: 1 kR unbalance: >80 dB at dc.
Normal mode rejection: >60 dB at 50 Hz f 0.1% (Opt 050) or at
60 Hz f 0.1% (Opt 060).
Maximum input voltage: a 1200 V , high to low; f500 V low to
chassis.

Range

Cdigit display

bdigit display

1v

1.0000 v

1.00000 v

10 v

10.000 v

100 v

I

100.00 v
1000.0 v

1000 v

100.000 v
1000.00 v

Display

45 k to 20 kHz

20 kHz to 100 kHz

4-digit

+(0.25% rdg + 0.05% rng)

?(0.75% rdg + 0.05% rng)

5-digit

?(0.25% rdg + 0.05% rng)

?(0.75% rdg + 0.05% mg)

Range

*

10.0000 v

I

I

Cdigit display

I

bdigit display

loon

100.00i2

100. 0 0 0 n

1k f l

1.0000 kR

1.00000 k f l
10.0000 kR

10 k f l

10.000 kR

100 k f l

100.00 kR

100.000 k f l

1Mfl

1.0000 Mfl

1.00000 Mfl

10 M f l

10.000 M f l

10.0000 M f l

Range

Cdigit display

bdigit display

10 M f l

?(0.25% rdg + 0.02% rng)

?(0.25% rdg + 0.015% mg)

Others

+(0.05% rdg + 0.0% mg)

?(0.045% rdg + 0.015% rng)

I

Ranges: -200" to +600°C and -100" to +200"C.
Resolution: 0.1"C on -200°C to +600°C range. 0.01"C on -100" to
+200°C range.
Accuracy: e(O.5"C 20.25% of reading) on both ranges.
Display: & digits LED on H P 34740A module.
Stability: 20.2"C for seven days (23°C +5"C ambient).
Linear analog output: 1 mV/"C on -200" to +6OO"C range (-0.2 V
to +0.6VFS). 10mV/"Con -100 to +200"Crange(-l.OVto +2.0
V FS). Voltage accuracy equal to that of digital display. Output
impedance 1 k i l on both ranges.
Environmental standard: H P 2802A Thermometer operates
within these specifications in environments of 0" to 50°C and up to
95% relative humidity over most of this temperature range. After
calibration in some arbitrary ambient temperature, instrument calibration remains valid with ambient temperature changes up to 10°C.
For the following probes, time constant is determined using water
flowing at 1 m per second.
18641A Probe contains the sensor in the tip of a 13 cm (5 in.)
stainless steel sheath, 6.4 mm (%") diameter, with armored cable 1.8
m (6 ft.) long. It operates from -200 to +500"C, to +6OO"C short
term. Cable movement must be prevented above 250°C. Time constant is five seconds.
18642A Probe is the same as the 18641A except that it has a
Teflon-insulated cable 1.8 m long. This cable must be kept below
250°C.
18643A Probe contains the sensor in the tip of a 13 cm stainless
steel sheath. For fast response, the last 5.1 cm (2'7 of the sheath tip
is reduced to 0.32 cm (0.13") diameter. This probe operates from
-200" to +500"C, to +600°C short term. It has a 1.8 m Tefloninsulated cable. This cable must be kept below 250°C. Time constant is 1.8 seconds.
18644A Probe Kit includes platinum sensor cartridge, 1.3 cm x
0.25 cm diameter, having two nickel leads, 1 cm x 0.03 cm diameter,
cable connector, wiring diagram for four-wire hook-up. Time constant 0.5 sec.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to 74°C.
Power: 68.7 VA at 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, +5%, - 10% switchable:
48 Hz to 440 Hz.
Weight
34740A 4-digit display: net, 1.36 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 1.92 kg (4 Ib
4 oz).
34750A 5-digit dlspiay: net, 1.36 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 1.92 kg (4 Ib
4 oz).
2 8 0 k Thermomoduie display: net, 2.27 kg (5 Ib). Shipping,
3.39 kg (7 Ib 8 02).
Size:
Display + meter: 98.4 H x 158.8 W x 247.7 mm D (3'/8'' x 6%"
x 93/41').
Accessories available: llO96B High Frequency Probe, measures
to 700 MHz. Accepts 0.25 V to 30 V signals with input impedance of
4 MR shunted by 2 pF; 11456A Read Out Test Card for testing and
troubleshooting either display. 18641A Probe; 18642A Probe;
18643A Probe; 18644A Probe Kit.
Options and accessories
Price
less $420
2802A Opt 001 bottom module only (less display)
N/C
Opt 050 50 Hz rejection
N/C
Opt 060 60 Hz rejection) specify One
$90
11096B High Frequency Probe
$70
11456A Read Out Test Card
$60
56A-16C Cable for operating 5055A Digital Recorder
$165
18641A Temperature Probe
$150
18642A Temperature Probe
$180
18643A Temperature Probe
$105
18644A Temperature Probe Kit

+

Ordering information
280% Digital Thermometer (includes &-digit display)
3470% Multimeter
34740A 4-digit display
34750A 5-digit display

$895
$475
$475
$775

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS

0

1 pV Sensitivity, 41/2-digit, 5-function multimeter
B

i

Models 3465A and

3465A

3465B

Description
The 3465A and B are 4% digit multimeters providing five functions of ACV, DCV, ACI, DCI and R. They feature both portability and bench applications by offering a choice of line and battery
power options. The 3465A is offered. in the half-module rack and
stack case. The 3465B is offered in the rugged streamlined synthetic
case with a carrying handle. Both units accept the 34112A touchhold probe for "eyes-on" measurements of AC and DC voltage.

-

Range

Specifications

200 uA. 2 mA

e0.07% of reading e1 digit

Specifications
Temperature coefficient ( O T to S O T )

DC Voltmeter
Voltage ranges: 220.000 mV
2200.00 mV
?2.0000 v
?20.000 v
2200.00 v
2 1000.0 v
Maximum input: 1000 VDC and peak AC.
Sensitivity: 1 microvolt on lowest range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy (1 year t23"C 25°C).

1

I

Range

Specifications

I

Range

r-~
200

I

I
I

Specifications

20.006% OfreadingiOC

2 mA, 20 mA

20.004% of readingPC

200 mA

20.01% of readingPC

Voltage burden
Highest range: <700 mV FS.
All other ranges: <250 mV FS.
Ohmmeter
Ohms ranges: 200.00 R
2.0000 kR
20.000 kfl
200.00 kR
2000.0 kR
20.000 M R
Protection: 350 V (DC peak AC); 250 V rms.
Sensitivity: 10 milliohm on lowest range.
Accuracy (1 year 23°C f 5OC)

+

Specifications

Range
20 mV thru 2 V

PlO'OI1

20 V thru 1000 V

+

Range

?0.02% of reading ?2 digits

10 M a r l

Normal mode rejection: >60 dB at 50/60Hz 20.1%.
Effective common mode rejection: (1 kR unbalanced) AC: > 120
dB at 50/60Hz ?0.1%
DC current
Current ranges +.200.00p A
*2.0000 mA
?20.000 mA
+200.00 mA
+2000.0 mA
Maximum input: 2A from <250 V source (fuse protected).
Sensitivity: 10 nA on lowest range.
Polarity: automatically sensed and displayed.
Accuracy (1 year
23°C 25°C)

+

Specifications

2 kR thru 2 M I 1

r0.02% of reading 21 digit

20 M R

?O.lo+ of reading 21 digit

Temperature coefficient (0°C to 50°C).
Range

Specifications

200n thru 2 MR

e0.0015% of readingPC
20.004% of readingPC

Configuration: 2 wire.

I
I

OPen circuit voltage: <5 V max.
CUIrrent through unknown
Range

I

I

A(

'-iperature
coefficient: (0°C to 50°C): ?0.01% of readingPC.
1 en
voii:a!3e burden:
1
A91range: <700 mV FS.
--- m_v_ -FS.
~ iomer
i
ranges: <LSU

Vol

~

full scale at 20 kHz; except on 500 V range, 2 kHz .
Overload protection: 600 V D C max.
500 V AC rms
800 V peak.
Sensitivity: 10 pV on lowest range.
Accuracy: converter is average responding calibrated to rms (1 year
23°C f 5OC)

+

Voltage
Input
Frequency
40Hz
200 nv

2oov

500V

Voltage range

Temperature coefficient: (0°C to 50°C): +0.005% of reading + 0.2
digit.
input impedance: resistance: 1 MR, <lo0 p F shunt.
AC current
Current range: 200.00 p A
2.0000 mA
20.000 mA
200.00 mA
2000.0 mA
Maximum input: full scale to 10 kHz decreasing linearly to 50% of
full scale at 20 kHz.
Maximum input: 2 A from <250 V source (fuse protected).
Sensitivity: 10 nA on lowest range.
Accuracy: (1 year + 23°C +5"C)

Current
Input
Frequency

-.

General
integration time: 100 ms.
Reading rate: 2M readings per second.
Display: light-emitting diodes.
Overload indication: display blanks.
Humidity range:95%, 40°C.
Operating temperature: 0°C to +55"C. (Nickel Cadmium Batteries 0°C to +4OoC).
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75"C. (Nickel Cadmium Batteries -40°C to +40°C).
Size:
34658: 101.6 H x 212.7 W x 279.4 mm D (4" x g3/8" x 11")
34658: 97 H x 228 W x 276 mm D (3.82" x 8.92" x 10.86")
Weights: net, 2 kg (4.5 lbs). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 lbs).
Power (see Options):
3465A: batteries or AC line; built in battery charger.
AC line: 86 to 127 V or 176 to 254 V, 48 to 440 Hz.
Batteries: 2 rechargeable Nickel Cadmium battery packs ( H P
82001 A's), provide 6 hours continuous use when fully charged. 14
hours to recharge batteries fully (instrument off).
34659: batteries or AC line; built-in battery charger, batteries
when fully charged provide 6 hours continuous operation. 8 hours
to recharge batteries fully (instrument off). Must order one power
line option.
Options, accessories & parts (3465A)
Price
Opt 001: AC operation only (no battery packs
less $20
supplied; battery charger built-in)
Opt 002: 4 type D alkaline dry cells, in lieu of
82001A's, provide 60 hours continuous use at 23°C;
has receptacle for H P 82002A battery eliminator,
82002A not included
less $100
$10 ea.
82001A battery pack (uses 2 packs)
82002A Battery eliminator (hand-held calculator
charger)
$20
1420-0224 Type D Alkaline cell (equal to U-2); 4 required
$1 ea.

34658 options (must specify one)
100: 86 to 106 VAC line; 48 to 440H
115: 104 to 127 VAC line; 48 to 440H
210: 190 to 230 VAC line; 48 to 440H
230: 208 to 250 VAC line; 48 to 440H

1kHz
2 5 digits
2OOpA

2 5 digits

2hA
Current range

200mA

I

2000mA

Ordering information
3465A DMM with two 82001A's & charger
3465B DMM with batteries and charger*
'Must order one powa line option

N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
Price
$550
$525

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
4l/2digit autoranging
Model 3466A

DMM
True-Rms (DC
Diode Test

1 pV dc sensitivity
1 milliohm sensitivity

+ AC)

Description
The 3466A is a 4% digit Multimeter with autoranging volts and
ohms. Functional capability includes ACV, DCV, (AC DC) V,
ACI, DCI, (AC + DC) I, R , and diode test. AC measurements are
true-rms with selectable AC or D C coupling. Available with rechargeable batteries or AC power only, it has 1 pV D C and 1 m n
sensitivity with zero adjustment on lowest ranges to compensate for
external offsets.

+

Input resistance: 10 meg R f 0.5% all ranges.
Normal mode rejection: 3 60 dB @ 50/60 Hz f 0.1%.
Effective common mode rejection (1 K n unbalance): DC
dB @ 50/60 Hz ? .I% S I 2 0 dB
Input type: floating, 500 V maximum common to ground.

3 140

DC Current

Specifications
DC Voltmeter
Voltage Range
2 20 mV
k 200 mV
f2 v
*20 v
f 200 v
f

1200v

Maximum Display
19.999 mV
199.99 mV
1.9999 v
19.999 v
199.99 V
1199.9 v

Maximum input: f1200 V maximum'DC and peak AC.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 1 pV on 20 mV range.
Accuracy: (1 yr., 18 to 28°C assuming rear panel zero adjustment on lowest two ranges)
Specification
2 (7'0 of reading + # digits)
Range
20 mV
(.05 + 3)
200 mV
(.04 + 1)
2v+200v
(.03 1)
1200 v
(.035 1)

+

+

Current Range
f 200 p A
2 2mA
f 20 mA
k 200 mA
2 2000 mA

Maximum Display
199.99 p A
1.9999 mA
19.999 mA
199.99 mA
1999.9 mA

Maximum input: 2 amp from < 250 V source (fuse protection).
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 10 nA on 200 p A range.
Accuracy (1 yr., 18 to 28°C):
Specification

?(YOreading
Range
200 p A through 20 mA
200 mA
2000 mA

# digits)
(.07 + 2)
(0.15 + 2)
(0.5 + 2)

+

Input type: floating 500 V maximum Common to ground.

Input type: floating, 500 V maximum common to ground

Ohms
AC Voltmeter
AC Converter: True-rms Responding True-rms Calibrated
Range
Maximum Display
200 mV
199.99 mV
2 v
1.9999 V
19.999 V
20 v
199.99 V
200 v
1200 v
1199.9 V
Maximurn input: (AC+DC): +1700 V (DC + Peak AC), 10' V.
Hz, AC: +600 V DC; 1700 V (Peak AC+DC), lo7 V. Hz.
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 10 p V on 200 mV range.
Crest factor: 4 1 at Full Scale.
Accuracy (with display of > 10% of range): 1 yr., 18 to 28°C sinusoid
waveform.
AC TRMS (20 Hz to 100 kHz)
Specification
(Yoof reading # digits)
Frequency Range
(2 50)
20 Hz to 30 Hz
(1 + 30)
30 Hz to 50 Hz
(0.3 20)
50 Hz to 20 kHz
20 kHz to 50 kHz
(1
(2 150)
50 kHz to 100 kHz

+
+
+
+w
+

DC

+ AC TRMS: DC + (20 Hz to 100 kHz).
Specification
DC + Frequency Range
? (YOof reading + # digits)
(1 + 80)
20 Hz to 50 kHz
(2 + 200)
50 kHz to 100 kHz

input impedance: resistance 2 MR, +2% Shunt Capacitance
4 0 pF.
Input type: Floating, 500 V Maximum common to ground..
AC Current
Current Range
Maximum Display
200 p A
199.99 p A
2mA
1.9999 mA
20 mA
19.999 mA
200 mA
199.99 mA
2000 mA
1999.9 mA
Detector: true RMS.
Crest factor: 4:l at Full scale with 4.5% accuracy at full scale.
Maximum input: 2 Amp RMS from <250 V source (fuse protected).
Ranging: manual only.
Sensitivity: 10 nA on 200 p A range.
Accuracy: (with display 5 10% of range) 1 yr., 18°C to 28°C
sinusoid waveform.
ACI RMS: 20 Hz to 10 kHz.
Specification
& (YOof reading + #
Range
Frequency
digits)
200 pA-200 mA
20 Hz-30 Hz
2 50
0.9 35
30 Hz-10 kHz
2000 mA
20 Hz-30 Hz
2 + 50
30 Hz-10 kHz
1.2 + 20

+
+

(DC+AC) I RMS: D C

+ (20 Hz to 10 kHz).

All ranges: 20 Hz to 10 KHz, ?(1.5% of reading

+ 80 digits).

Range
20 n
200 n
2 kR
20 kCl
200 kR
2000 kR
20 MCl

Maximum Display
19.999 R
199.99 R
1.9999 kR
19.999 kR
199.99 kR
1999.9 kR
19.999 MR
Specification
&(% of reading

Range
20 R-200 R
2 kR-200 kR
2000 kR
20 MR

+#

digits
.08 2
.03 1
.04 + 1
.I5 1

+
+
+

+

Input protection: 250 V RMS or 350 V (DC peak AC).
Ranging: automatic or manual.
Sensitivity: 1 milliohm on 20 ohm range.
Accuracy: 1 yr., 18 to 28°C (assuming use of front panel zero on
lowest two ranges).
Configuration: 2 wire.
Zero adjustment: range Of700 m a . Use on 20R, and 200R ranges.
Open circuit voltage: <5 V maximum.
Current through unknown:
Range200 200n 2 k R 20kR 200kR 2000kR 20MR
Current5mA 5 m A 1mA 100pA 10pA I p A 100nA
Diode Test -44Function: -44- (kR).
Current source: 1 mA +1.5%.
Diode voltage drop displayed in volts: 1.9999 volts maximum.
Open circuit voltage: 4volts maximum.
Overload protection: 350 V (DC peak AC).
General
Display: 7 segments red 0.3 in high LED. Function and range
annunciated.
Reading rate: 2.4 to 4.7/sec. depending on input level.
Remote trigger: shorting COM to A stops sampling in Volts
functions.
Storage temperature: AC only, -55°C to +75"C; with batteries,
-55°C to +65"C.
Operating temperature: (0 to 59°C.
Humidity: 95% RH at +4O"C.
Power: AC line; 48-440 Hz; 86-250 V.
Battery: rechargeable lead-acid 8 hours maximum continuous operation with full charge. Recharge time: 16 hours operating, 12 hours
non-operating. Batteries and charger available separately, consult
operating manual. Total power dissipated: AC only, 4 watts; with
charger, 9 watts.
Size: 98.4 H x 238.1 W x 276.2 mm L (37/~"x 93/~"
x
Weight: 3466A: 2.9 kg (6 Ib 5 0 2 ) .
3466A Opt 001: 2 kg (4 Ib 7 0 2 ) .
Configuration: 3466A streamlined portable case with handle, AC
line power, batteries and charger included-$650; 3466A Opt 001,
eliminate battery and charger, AC line power only-less $75. All
orders must include one of these line power options: Opt 100,86-106
V; Opt 115, 104-127 V; Opt 210, 190-233 V; Opt 230, 208-250 V.
Accessories: one pair test probes furnished.
Options
opt 001
less $30
Opt 100,115, 210,230
N/C

+

3466A

$650

DIGITAL VOLTMETER
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Programmable data logger

E

Model 3051A

Thermocouple linearization
File compiler

Data collection
Data analysis
Decision making

I
-

General description
A programmable data logger is a system which can collect and
analyze data, make decisions based on the data and interact with the
test, process, experiment, instrument or system which generates the
data.
The 3051A Programmable Data Logger consists of
3495A Input Multiplexer
3455A High Accuracy/Resolution DVM
9815A Calculator with 2008 Step Memory
System ROM
The 3051A is designed to provide a cost effective solution to:
Your plant monitoring requirements for energy conservation, environmental impact and security.
Your production process monitoring requirements for environmental impact, independent process evaluation and safety.
Your dedicated parameter testing requirements for component test, subassembly test and data collection.
Your quality assurance requirements for component test
subassembly test, equipment environmental test and data collection.
In the above applications the information may be about pressure,
temperature, level, flow, facts about the environment, equipment
status or equipment performance. The information can be processed
providing that it exists or can be made to exist as an electrical signal.
Several devices are available to translate the information into electrical signals (i.e. transducer outputs, sensor outputs, equipment
output or instrument output). The electrical signals need to be measured in a time sequence, analyzed, recorded and limit decisions
made. The signals may be either local or scattered over the length of
a plant. The 3051A combines the features of a data logger and a
programmable calculator into a low cost solution to these requirements.
Hardware description
The hardware is fully integrated, specified, documented and
tested as a system. The system is capable of measuring dc from 1 p
volt to 200 volts, ac from 10 p volts to 200 volts, and ohms from 1
milliohm to 10 Megohms. It can measure 1 p volt dc signals at a six
channels per second rate in the presence of noise. The system’s
greater than 120 dB effective common mode rejection and greater
than 60 dB normal mode rejection effectively cancel out unwanted
offsets or superimposed noise signals. The 1 p volt sensitivity in
conjunction with the system’s ROM allows temperature resolution
to better than 0.1”C. The system can measure thermocouples and
perform reference junction compensation at a rate of three channels

per second. The less than 2 p volt differential thermal e.m.f. of the
low thermal ten channel scanner card provides reliable measurements with minimum thermal uncertainty. A ten channel relay actuator card provides alarm and multiple switching functions. The
system can scan from 1 to 80 channels of analog data. The number of
data channels decreases by 10 for each relay actuator card used. A 9
channel low thermal reference junction scanner card which provides
thermocouple measurement without external reference junctions is
also available. The high speed data cartridge provides high speed file
access and storage. Up to 10,000 six digit readings can be stored on
the data cartridge. The user can communicate with the system via an
alphanumeric keyboard. The system can communicate with the user
by a numeric display and an alphanumeric thermal strip printer. This
conversational interaction capability allows the system to be operated by personnel with no formal knowledge of programming or data
logging. The auto restart capability allows the system to operate
unattended. The auto restart and the optional 59403A Common Carrier Interface allows remote distributed system configurations.
Firmware description
The system ROM contains J, K and T thermocouple linearization
tables, a general linearization routine, four types of split precision
data storage and string manipulation. The ROM allows the system
to easily make thermocouple temperature measurements, linearize
transducer data, store the data in an efficient manner and format
alpha messages for output.
Software
The file compiler allows easy application program generation by
automatically combining programs and subroutines from separate
tape files. For example, the data logger can be programmed without
writing software. The user selects set-up routines (scan sequence,
scan interval, channel range and function and scan mode), operating
routines (check limits, convert to meaningful units, record). Then
the user calls the file compiler which assembles the routines into an
application program. Instrument verification software provides for
easy system checkout and proof that the instruments are properly
functioning. The calculator has built-in program editing, syntax
checking and error message generation.
A report generator is supplied to format the data for the optional
H P 9871A Plotter Printer.
For more information contact your local H P field engineer or
nearest HP Sales Ofice for complete details about this low cost
solution to measurement, analysis and decision making problems.
3051A Programmable data logger
from $9550

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS,
Automatic data acquisition system
Model 3052A

Improve productivity in research and manufacturing
Increase throughput and lower the cost in Q.A. testing
Conserve Dlant enerav throuah
" electric load
monitoring/control
Monitor pilot and production procc?sses
Perform on-line data analysis and 1processing
Measure DC, AC, and Ohms

-.

Description
The 3052A Automatic Data Acquisition System combines speed,
precision and repeatability in low level measurements with powerful
computation and analysis capabilities. This system provides a highly
capable yet economical solution to parameter testing, stimulus response and signal analysis applications in production test, laboratory and process monitoring/control areas.
System configuration
The 3052A consists of the following:
3455A High Accuracy/High Resolution DVM
3437A High Speed Sampling DVM
3495A Input Multiplexer
9825A High Performance Calculator and ROMS
Optional 9871A Printer/Plotter
Two digital voltmeters in the 3052A provide a unique combination of
high speed and high accuracy measurements.
Measurement
D C measurement rates up to 20 channels/second are possible
with 1 p V resolution on the 100 mV range. This sensitivity and
dynamic range are required for example in thermocouple measurements with a 0.5"C or better resolution.
Excellent noise rejection and very low thermal uncertainty make
the 3052A particularly suited for accurate, repeatable, low-level
measurements even in the presence of noise. The >I20 dB effective
common-mode rejection of the 3455A/3495A effectively cancels out
unwanted offsets or superimposed noise signals.
AC measurements can be made up to 1 MHz with the standard
A C True RMS converter or up to 250 kHz with the optional average
converter. A programmable Fast A C mode provides an AC measurement rate of up to 10 channels/second for inputs above 300 Hz.
Repetitive waveforms up to 1 MHz or low frequency transients
(below 1 kHz) can be digitized by the 3437A High Speed Sampling
DVM. With this DVM and 9825A Calculator, up to 5000 readings/
second on a single high speed channel can be stored for further
analysis.
By multiplexing the 3437A input with the Scanner, up to 125
channels/second can be measured with 100 p V resolution and 3'/2
digits. The sample-and-hold measuring technique of the 3437A
makes it more suited for high quality inputs with minimum noise and
common mode signals.
Resistance measurements can be made with either easy-to-connect 2-wire technique or the more accurate Cwire method. Multiplexed high resistance measurements up to 15 megohms can be

made with the full accuracy of the 3455A.
Data analysis
The 9825A Calculator can be programmed to perform any
mathematical calculation required, from transducer linearization to
statistical analysis. A new feature of the 9825A, multi-dimensional
arrays, allows logical data organization and storage for complicated
testing and a high speed bi-directional data cartridge provides bulk
data storage.
Output and control
A high degree of operator interaction with the system and its
program is provided by the 32 character alpha-numeric display and
the 16 character thermal printer. Program inputs, intermediate test
conditions, or final results can be displayed or printed for more
efficient testing.
The optional 9871A Character Impact Printer is ideally suited for
producing finished test reports, completely documented problem
solutions or typing on pre-printed forms, all under automatic control
of the calculator. Simple charts and graphs can also be plotted with
the bi-directional motions of the platen and print mechanism.
The system can assume an active role in application process by
performing control, alarm, and multiple switching functions with the
relay actuator cards in the 3495A. Each of these cards provides ten
double-pole single-throw contact closures for connection to external
devices.
Software
In most systems, application software is expensive and time consuming to develop. With the 3052A, however, programming is
greatly simplified and the system can be operational in a much
shorter time.
The easy-to-learn programming language of the 9825A and the
supplied instrument control routines allow the user without a sophisticated programming background to develop his own test software.
For easy system installation and verification, the 3052A documentation and software package provides step-by-step instructions. In
addition detailed operating instructions and modular example programs enable fast system start-up and easy operation. The 3052A is
fully integrated, tested, verified, and specified as a system with
complete software and documentation supplied to ensure that the
system is ready to perform your specific task.
For more information, contact your local H P Field Engineer or
nearest H P Sales Office.
3052A Automatic data acquisition system from $16,000

1

DIGITAL VOLTMETERS
Multiplexer Scanner
Model 3495A

Low level switching
Multichannel closure

9

Switched guard
Relay actuation

Description
General
Three types of assemblies are available for the H P 3495A Scanner. A Low Thermal Scanner for connection to low level sources
such as thermocouples and strain gauges; a Relay Actuator assembly for distributing dc or ac voltages and for external control; a Low
Thermal Reference Junction Relay assembly for thermocouple measurement without the need of external reference junctions. Each
assembly contains IO channels and the 3495A can hold up to four of
these assemblies for a maximum of 40 channels. Multiple 3495A's
may be used on the HP-IB to provide more than 40 channels.
Low thermal assembly
The Low Thermal Assembly is a three-wire 10 to 1 multiplexer for
connection to low level sources such as thermocouples and strain
gauges. The signal switching relays for each channel are low thermal
dry reed relays constructed in such a way as to minimize temperature gradients between high and low inputs. An uncertainty of
<2pV thermal EMF is maintained through the Low Thermal Assembly. Each channel has a separate guard relay to minimize the
effect of common mode voltage on low level measurements.
The Low Thermal Assembly has a break-before-make feature
which assures that only one channel is closed at a time to prevent the
possibility of connecting two inputs. However, the 3495A has a
flexible addressing scheme between relay assemblies which permits
multiple wire scanning for applications such as four-wire ohms measurements.
Applications: low level dc measurements; dc volts, ac volts, and
resistance scanning.
Transducer sensing: thermocouples, thermistors, strain gauges,
pH meters.
Relay actuator assembly
The relay actuator assembly provides 10 independently programmable two-wire closures for controlling higher current relays,
distributing low current dc or ac voltages, or external control functions. Each channel contains a two-pole armature type relay capable
of switching up to two amps rms. This relay is more suited to higher
current, lower voltage applications than the low thermal assembly.
Two normally open contacts for each relay are available on the
channel terminal connector. Any combination of channels on this
assembly may be closed or opened simultaneously.
Applications: process control, actuate visual or audio indicators,
control higher current relays, 8 x 10 Matrix switching.

Specifications, 3495A scanner
Low-thermal channels, option 001
Number: 10 to'40 fully guarded, multiplexed channels available in
each scanner. Additional scanners can be used for more channels.
Type: three-pole, low-thermal dry reed relays. Third pole switches
guard and is not low-thermal.

Actuator channels, option 002
CAUTION: for use in circuits fused at two amperes or less.
Number: IO to 40 noncommon channels available in each scanner.
Additional scanners can be used for more channels.
Type: two-pole armature relay; four terminals per channel. Single
unswitched guard for 10 channels. Ten independently controlled
relays permit any number of channels to be closed simultaneously.
Low-thermal reference junction channels, option 003
Number: 9 to 36 fully guarded, multiplexed channels for thermocouple inputs are available in each scanner.
Type: similar to option 001 low-thermal channels, except channel 0,
is reserved for a temperature sensing thermistor that measures reference junction temperature.
Option
001
002
Maximum contact ratings
Voltage
230 V peak
100 V rms
2 A rms
Current
200 ma
(non-inductive)
200 VA
Power
2 VA
Isolation
> Io'on
(no spec)
Maximum input voltage
Between any two terminals
230 V peak
230 V peak
Guard to chassis
200 V peak
200 V peak
Guard to low
200 Vpeak
200Vpeak
Uncertainty (differential EMF) (2 pV
<30 p V
<10 ms
<40 ms
Switching time
See data sheet for Opt 003 specifications.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to + 5 5 T
Humidity range: (95% R.H., 0°C to +40"C
AC power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts (+5%-10%) 100 VA max. 48
to 66 Hz
Size: 190.5 H (inchdine feet) x 428.6 W x 520.7 mm D (7.5" x
16.875" x 20.s"j.
Weight: 3495A: net, 17.5 kg (38.5 Ib). Shipping, 21.1 kg (46.5 Ib).
Options and accessories
Price
Order one or more Option 001, 002, 003 to obtain desired number of low thermal or actuator channels. Option 00 1,002 and 003 may be used in any combination
up to a total of four relay assemblies for each 3495A.
001: ten channel low thermal relay assembly
add $600
002: ten channel relay actuator assembly
add $400
003: nine channel reference junction relay assembly
add $700
907: Front Handle Kit
add $15
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
909: Rack Flange & Front Handle Combination Kit
add $20
I

3495 A Scanner

,

$1250
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COMPONENT TEST
General information
C, R, L, D, Q , Z,6 and IC’s

I

Many Digital IC families and RDMS with printed data
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COMPONENT TEST
General information

Impedance/Z/0, C, R, L, D & Q
Hewlett-Packard's family of impedance
measurement instruments combine the
familiar null measurement techniques with
digital logic and feedback circuits to achieve
simple and rapid operation without a sacrifice in precision. The basic specifications
for Hewlett-Packard's impedance family is
summarized on the opposite page. Frequency, Q, capacitance, inductance, resistance and basic accuracy can be traded off
to select the most suitable instrument. For
some instruments, capacitance and inductance are not the principal parameters but
are secondary to the primary readout.
Impedance considerations
There are two basic types of impedance
measuring instruments: bridges and meters.
In general, bridge type instruments have the
best accuracy specifications. This type of
instrument has found wide application and is
the basis for the HP 4260A/4265B Universal
Bridge, 4270A Automatic Capacitance
Bridge, and 250B RX Meter.
In the past, bridge instruments have required considerable operator skill to obtain
consistent results. However, the Universal
Bridge was specifically designed to achieve
rapid and consistent audio frequency measurements.
The evolution of bridge measurements
has created the need for completely automatic instruments to rapidly characterize
multi-conductor cables, variable capacitor
diodes, and discrete capacitors. To satisfy
these customer requirements, the 4270A
Automatic Capacitance Bridge was developed. This instrument is completely programmable and displays capacitance and
dissipation factorlconductance in digital
fotm. BCD outputs are available for remote
processing.
Impedance meters, in general, utilize constant current/voltage sources to excite the
unknown impedance. Amplitude and phase
sensitive voltmeters detect the real and reactive voltage/current components of the unknown. The display for most impedance
meters is an analog meter. Although impedance meters do not have the accuracy of
bridge instruments, they are less expensive
and easy to use. The 4800A Vector Impedance Meter, and the 4332A LCR Meter
utilize this principal. Impedance meters
have analog outputs proportional to the displayed function.
The wide measurement ranges of the
4261A allow easy measurements of various
kinds of components. This applications area
is extended even more by the new H P
4262A with its additional frequency and

measurement ranges. The 4271B is particularly useful for measuring microcircuit
parameters. The new 4272A and 4273A,
with their built-in limit comparators, are
especially convenient when measuring small
and medium range capacitors respectively.
Integration into HP-IB system
Adding the HP-IB option to a component
test instrument enables the instrument to be
systemized into an HP-IB system. This
permits high speed measurement of many
components along with arithmetic processing of the data.
The HP-IB option ( Opt 101) for LCR
measuring instruments is available for H P
models 4271B, 4270A, 4262A, 4272A and
4282A. Two functions are provided: talker
(measured data transfer) and listener (measurement remote control). System controller
may be an H P model 9830A with bus interface kit (HP 59405A OPT. 021,030), or an
H P model 9825A with HP-IB card (HP
98034A). If other system components such
as a plotter, printer, scanner or measurement instrument are added to the system,
the integrated system reaches a high level of
usefulness. For example, it would provide a
component manufacturer with inspection/
reliability test capabilities in the quality
control or in-process test/inspection departments. In semiconductor device measurements, the combination can process the
especially needed complex arithmetic manipulation of the measured data for the various device characteristics.
Figure 1 is the block diagram of a semiconductor device characteristic measurement system using the 4271B Opt 101. This
calculator controlled system graphically
shows the relationships between either bias
voltage (measured with digital multimeter)
and capacitance (measured with the 4271B),
or between impurity concentlation and depletion layer width, on a graphic plotter.
Bias is automatically applied to the device

2Y
I
I

v

pq 1

9825A

I
PLOTTER

Figure 1.

HP 59301A
PARALLEL
ASCII -

MULTIMETER

CALCULATOR

9862A
GRAPHIC

Q.

(2) Bridge instruments will provide the
best accuracies (0.1% to 1%). However, only the higher priced bridges
offer the speed and convenience in
measurement available in meter type
instruments.
(3) To obtain meaningful results, a parts
user should make measurements at
the same frequency and voltage level
specified by the manufacturer.
For additional information on component
measurements, Hewlett-Packard offers for
sale a tutorial RCL video tape. The tape has
three parts:
Part 1-Resistance (7 min.)-explains
basic resistance measurements.
Part 2-Capacitance (1 1 min.)-format
similar to Part 1-explains
capacitance
measurements.
Part 3-Inductance (11 min.)-develops
the theory of inductors and their functions in
circuits.
You may preview this video tape at your
nearest H P Sales Office.Please call for an
appointment. The tape (ID #90249C/D) is
available in %" EIAJ format (C) or 3/4" video
cassette (D).
Hewlett-Packard's impedance instruments have been used in numerous diverse
applications, from the measurement of the
dielectric constant of liquids, to the wing to
fuselage continuity of aircraft. If you have
an unusual application or need assistance,
contact your nearest Hewlett-Packard sales
office for application information.

HP-18

98034A

1-1

capacitance measured as directed by the
calculator.
Summary
To help you select an impedance meter
suitable to your needs the following
guidelines may be used:
(1) For a desired accuracy and cost
range, select the instrument with the
broadest capability in C , L , R & D or

CONVERTER
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Measuring Semiconductor Characteristics (Typical System)

VOLTAGE

1

COMPONENT TEST
LCR meter
Model 4332A
Measuring frequency
3 pF to 1000 pF ranges: 100 kHz +5%.
3 nF to 1000 nF ranges: 1 kHz 25%.
Voltage across sample: approximately 70 mV rms.
Accuracy (at 25°C): f [1% reading +(1.5 +3/Q) % of full scale -t
0.03 pF].
Resistance measurement
Range: 3 0 to 1 M 0 full scale, 12 ranges.
Measuring frequency: 1 kHz 25%.
Voltage across sample: < 1 rnV rms.
Accuracy (at 25°C)
3 0 to 30 k 0 ranges: +(OS% reading 2% full scale + 0.030).
100 k n to 1000 kn ranges: +(I% reading + 2% full scale).
Analog outputs: 1.0 V dc full scale, independent of range in use and
1.0 V or 0.3 V dc full scale, corresponding to the range in use.
Output Impedance: approximately 5000.
Accuracy: better than meter reading accuracy by 0.5% full scale.
Overrange: 110% of full scale.

+

General
Response time: typically 0.25 s for analog outputs. Typically 1.0 s
for meter.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Temperature coefficient: 20.05% of full scale/”C (O°C to 50°C).
DC bias: 100 V dc maximum can be applied from external source.
Power: 115 V/230 VflO%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, 8VA.
Size: 130 H x 155 W x 279 rnm D (5%’’X 63/32“ x 11”).
63/32”

111 ’ ) .
Weight: net, 3.5 kg (7 Ib 11 0 2 ) .
Accessories furnished: 16138A Test Leads, Power Cord 81201348.

1che
:er
ith
:or

+

16019A

Accessories available: 16019A Test Fixture

433214 LCR Meter
Opt 910: extra manual

$59
$1195
add $9

COMPONENT TEST
Milliohmmeter
Model 4328A

resolution on 1 mR range
20
Four terminal measurement
Low test voltage

Description
HP's 4328A Milliohmmeter is a portable instrument for measurement of low resistances. It uses a Kelvin Bridge method to obtain its
high sensitivity but has incorporated both the current and voltage
drives into one probe, so that only two probes are needed in actual
measurement.
The range of the 4328A extends from one milliohm to 100 ohms
full scale. Maximum sensitivity is 20 micro-ohms, making it ideal for
measuring contact resistance of switches, relays, and connectors.
A unique phase discriminator in the meter circuit permits accurate
resistive measurements on samples with a series reactance up to
twice full scale resistance.
The milliohmmeter is internally driven by a one kilohertz signal.
With an ac drive signal, dc bias up to 150 volts can be superimposed
without affecting accuracy of measurement. Hence, H P s 4328A
can make dynamic resistance measurements in forward-biased
diodes.
Maximum voltage across any sample with proper range selection
is less than 200 microvolts peak. In case of incorrect range setting, a
maximum voltage of 20 millivolts peak will never be exceeded, so
that explosive devices such as fuses and squibs can be safely
checked.
The basic 4328A is line operated. With Opt 001, it can be operated
from four rechargeable batteries for 15 continuous hours. A recorder
output provides an output proportional to meter deflection.

4328A (with 16005A Probes included)

Specifications
Range: 0.001 to 100 ohms full scale in a 1, 3 sequence.
Accuracy: 22% of full scale. No additional error is caused by series
reactance of samples up to two times full scale.
Measuring frequency: 1000 Hz f 100 Hz.
Voltage across sample: 200 p V peak at full scale.
Maximum voltage across sample: 20 mV peak in any case.
Superimposed dc: 150 V dc maximum may be superimposed on
samples from an external source.
Recorder output: 0.1 V dc output at full scale meter deflection,
output resistance approx. 1 k 0 .

16006A Probe (2 each included)

Applied Current
(mA)

0.001

150

0.003

50

8

0.01
0.03

15

2.3

5

0.8

0.1

1.5
0.5

0.23

0.3

16007A/B Test leads (1 each included)

Maximum Dissipation
in Samples

Range
(ohms)

(PW)

23

0.08

3

0.05

0.008

10

0.015

0.0023

30
100

0.005

0.0008

0.0015

0.00023

General
Power requirements:115 or 230Vswitch ?lo%, 50 to 60 Hz, 1.5
VA .
Weight: 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Size: 155.1 H x 130 W x 279 mm D (63/32'' x 51/8" x 11").
Accessories furnished: Model 16005A Probe, 16006A Probe and
16007A/B Test Leads. 16143A Probe Cable. Detachable Power
Cord.
Ordering information
Price
4328A Milliohmmeter
$1050
Opt 001: Rechargeable battery operation
add $54
Opt 910: extra manual
add $12.50

COMPONENT TEST
High resistance meter
Model 4329A
Wide range: 500 kR to 2 x 10’6R

Selectable test voltages: 10 V to 1000 V

Current measurement
to 2 x
A in 8 ranges.
Range: 5 x
Meter scale: 0 to 20 in 40 linear divisions.
Input resistance: IO4 to l0l1a 21%, depending on range.
Accuracy: *5% of full scale deflection (there can be an additional
23% error at the top decade).
General
Recorder output: 0 to 100 mV dc, proportional to Ineter deflection;
1kR output resistance.
Power: 115/230 V 2 IO%, 50-60 Hz,approximatel!
Size: 166 H,198 W,224 mm D (6%” x 725/3~“
x 8
Weight: 3.5 kg (7.7 Ib).
Arcneenrv ~
m o m i ~ h n AU. P 1. V6. I1, z1. 7 A 7-VI.
nu, N n ; c o T
-rrrrrr.,
ll....r....w.
.,stP Leads.
Accessory available: Model 16008A Resistivity Cell.

.-.

I.V.YI

Description
The HP 4329A is a solid-state insulation resistance meter designed for easy, accurate and direct readings of the very high resistance values typically found in synthetic resins, porcelain, insulating
oils and similar materials. It is also useful for measurements in electrical components like capacitors, transformers, switches and cables. Seven fully regulated dc test voltages (between 10 and 1000 V)
are provided as test sources.
Selected scales are identified by illuminated indicators on the
meter face. Selected resistance or current multiplying factors are
also illuminated for rapid, error-free measurement. Three resistance
scales and one current scale are provided. The H P 4329A is instantly convertible from ungrounded-to-grounded-sample operation
via a simple relocation of the front panel ground strap from “guard”
to “+” position. The instrument cabinet itself is always at ground
potential. Test voltage shorts or sample breakdown currents will not
damage instrument circuitry.
The HP 4329A also has a current measurement capability. Minute
currents as low as 0.05 pA can be readily measured. The standard
instrument package includes HP 16117A Low Noise Test Leads;
these are used in most types of measurement.

4329A Specifications
Resistance measurement
Range: 500 kR to 2 x 10lER.
Accuracy: total accuracy is determined by test voltage and range
used. At low resistance end of each scale, accuracy is +3%, near
center scale +5%, and near the specified upper limit on the meter
scale (see table below), accuracy is 2 10%. Accuracy is not specified
above these limits. On all voltage ranges, if multiplier is set to
Rmax., an additional 23% is included.
10 v

Test voltage

5 x low
to 2 x 10’4n

Available resistance
readings
Meter scale
Upper limit

I

“Accuracy of test voltage is <+3%

. 5 to 20

I

5

I

16008A Description
The HP 16008A can safely, rapidly and conveniently measure the
volume and surface resistivity of sheet insulation materials. Conversion from volume to surface resistivity measurement requires operation of one switch only; no lead interchange or disconnection is
necessary. Designed for use with the HP 4329A Resistance Meter
(other voltage supplies and picoammeters may be used), the complete system allows direct measurement of volume resistivity up to
approximately 4 x 101sQ (on samples 0.1 cm thick)-and surface
resistivity up to approximately 4 x IO1’R. Test voltages up to 1000
V may be used.

16008A Specifications
Inner electrode: 50 mm diam.
Guard electrode: 70 mm diam.
Auxiliary electrode: 100 mm x 120 mm.
Maximum sample size: 125 mm x 125 mm x 7 mm.
Maximum test voltage: 1000 V dc.
Size: 49 H, 198 W, 152 mm D (2” x 7”/16” x 6%”).
Weight: 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
Opt 910: extra manual
add $12.50
16008A Resistivity cell
$455
4329A High resistance meter
$1435

25 V

50 V

100 v

250 V

500 V

1000 v

1.25 x lOW
to 5 x io14n

2.5 x lOW
to 1 x 1075n

5 x 10sn
to x 10’5n

1.25 x 107n
to 5 x 1 0 w

2.5 x 10711

x 10711
to 2 x 10’W

,125 to 5
1

“C

I.LJ

.25 to 10

I

2.5

z

I

I

. 5 to 20

5

I
I

,125 to 5
1.25

5

to 1 x 10’80

I

I

.25 to 10

2.5

I
I

.5 to 20
5

I
I

COMPONENT TEST
Digital LCR Meter
Model 4262A

Fully automatic balancing, ranging and circuit mode selection
Test frequencies of 120 (100) Hz, 1 k Hz and 10 k Hz

HP- IB, BC D and Comparator options available
Microprocessor control features self test and deviation
measurement capabilities

Description
The H P 4262A is a 3% digit microprocessor based Digital LCR
meter that meets today's requirements for component measurements in the lab, on the production line and in the QA inspection
area. The 4262A features fully automatic operation over a wide
range of measurements. Simply select the function and loss parameter, one of three test frequencies and insert the device to be measured. The instrument does the rest-automatically selecting the
proper measurement range and equivalent circuit mode.
In addition to automatic measurements and wide range, the 4262A
features high accuracy (typically 0.2% of reading), 120 (100) Hz, 1
kHz, and 10 kHz measurement frequencies, 1 V test signal level (1
V or 50 mV in Cp mode), three internal D C bias levels (plus external) and series and parallel equivalent circuit modes. The microprocessor control allows other features such as an automatic self test
capability and deviation measurements. These features make the
4262A capable of meeting the measurement needs of the diversified
electronics industry by measuring such things as the parameters of
semiconductors, pulse transformers, filter coils, electrolytic and film
capacitors, or determining the internal resistance of a dry cell.
The arrangement of the front panel keyboard switches insure
maximum operating convenience and error-free operation. When
the instrument is turned on, the microprocessor automatically
selects capacitance, dissipation factor, 1 kHz test signal, autorange,
auto circuit mode selection, internal trigger and normal test voltage
mode of operation. Individually LED lighted keys allow the user to
easily determine the selected functions at a glance.
Several options are available for the user that needs systems
capability. A BCD output of LCR and D Q data is available for use
with a printer or calculator. If both data output and remote control

are required, HP-IB compatibility is available. A comparator option
(for both LCR and D Q data) is also available.

Specifications
Parameters measured: C-D or C-Q (VD), L-D or L-Q ('ID), R
(ESR).
Display: dual 3% digit, maximum display of 1999For D value
greater than 10, maximum D display is 199.
Measurement terminals: 5-terminal configuration.
Measurement circuit modes: auto, parallel and series.
Test frequencies: 120 (100) Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz +. 3 %.
Range mode: LCR-Auto and manual (up-down), D/QAuto and
manual (step).
Trigger: internal, external or manual.
Deviation measurement: when the ALCR switch is depressed, the
measurement value is stored in memory as a standard value. At the
same time, the range is set to "Hold" and the display is offset to
zero. Deviation is displayed as the difference between the stored
value and subsequent measurement data. Deviation is in counts
from -999 to 1999.
Offset adjustments: front panel adjustments are provided to compensate for stxay capacitance and residual inductance of the test
fixtures.
C: 0 to 10 pF. L: 0 to 1 pH.
Self test indicators: when the SELF TEST function is selected,
the results of the test are displayed in the LCR and D Q window.
Results are indicated by PASS, FAIL 1, FAIL 2 or FAIL 3.
DC bias: internal: 1.5 V, 2.2 V and 6 V (selectable on front panel).
Accuracy ? 5%; external: Provision for external D C bias (0 to +40V).

L-D and L -0 Measurement

R/ESR** Measurement

** The measurement range for ESR is from 1mR to 19 k R (typical). Thesevaluesvary depending on

*1 Typical data, varies with number of counts
*2 L (% of reading + counts)
*3 ~ ( 5 %+ 2 counts) on 10.00 M R range at 10 kHz test frequency.

C

the series capacitance

inductance value of the device under test.

C-D and C-Q Measurement

120 (100) H L
1 kHz

1000 pF
100.0 pF

10.00 nF
1000 pF

100.0 nF
10.00 nF

10 kHz

10.00 pF

100.0 pF

1000 pF

Range

OT

1000 nF
100.0 nF

.10.00 pF
1000 nF

100.0 pF
10.00 pF

1000 r F
100.0 pf

10.00 mF
1000 WF

10.00 nF

100.0 nF

1000 nF

10.00 pF

100.0 p F

1

,001-19.9 (2 Ranges)

a
Test
Signal
Level
2

-cLl-

I

1 V or 50 mV

it---

AUTO

-c.!ztC
Accpracy
3

,050-1000 (4 Ranges)

*1

Same as

I

10pA

e

I

100pA

I

0.2%

0.5%
+ 3 Counts

I

1 mA

+ 2 counts
0.3%

40mA

Mode

(Test signal level: 1 Vl

+2

(Test signal level: 50 mVl

At 120 (100) Hr, 1 kHz
4
-

I

At 10 kHz

0 2%

+ (2+

Accpracy
3

U.WO

+

L

count3

2001Cx) C I

1.0%+ (2 +

o (im)

(Test signal level: 1 v)
At 120 (100) Hz, 1 kHz
(Test signal level: 50 mVl

lOlJUtL,X,

", I"
d+

LUUlllb

0.3%

At 120 (100) Hz, 1 kHz

+ (2 + Cx1500) counts

4
-

0.5%

At 10 kHz
AUTO
*1.
12.
*3.
*4.

10mA

as ++--

Mode

Same as

e

Mode

+ (2 + Cx1500) counts

I

I"

L".
nllL

.~

lo/&(%
Cx/500)
counts

k%
(+lCx1500)

5%+(%
Cx/500)

Counts

CONltS

Same as +e-Mode

Calculated from D value as a reciprocal number.
Typical data, varies with value of D and number of counts.
z (% of reading + counts) C, is capacitance readout in counts. Accuracies in this table apply when D < 1.999
5% + 2 counts at 1 kHz

Accuracy: All accuracies apply over a temperature range of 23"C?5"C (at 0°C to 55"C, error
doubles)

General
Measurement time (typical) for a 1000 count measurement on a
low loss component on a fixed range:
1 kHz, 10 kHz:C/L 220-260 ms, R 120-160 ms
120 (100) Hz:C/L 900 ms, R 700 ms
When autorange is selected, the following times per range step must
be added to the above time:
1 kHz, 10 kHz45 ms/180 ms per range step
120 (100) Hz: 150 ms/670 ms per range step
When the uncal lamp is lit, the faster ranging time is selected.
Reading rate: INT (Internal Trigger) approximately 30 ms between
the end of a measurement cycle and the start of the next cycle. EXT
(External Trigger) measurement cycle is initiated by a remote trigger
input.
Operating temperature and humidity: 0°C to 55°C; to 40°C at 95%
RH.
Power requirements: 100/120/220 VAC +IO%, 240 Vac
+5%-lO%; 48-66 Hz.
Power consumption: s55 VA with any option
Size: 147 H x 426 W x 345 mm D (W4" x 163/4"x 133/4'').
Weight: Approximately 8 kg (17.5 Ibs).

Accessories available: 16061A: test fixture, direct coupled,
5-terminal; 16062A: test leads with alligator clips, 4-terminal (for low
impedance measurements); 16063A: test leads with alligator clips,
3-terminal (for high impedance measurements).
Options available Opt 001: BCD data output of LCR and D Q
data. Opt 004:Digital comparator for LCR and DQ data. Companson output (HIGH, IN , LOW): visual, relay contact closure and
TTL level. Not compatible with Opt 101. Opt 101: HP-IB Data
Output and Remote Control. Not compatible with Opt 001 and 004.
Options and accessories
Price
001: BCD Output
$240
004: Digital Comparator
$580
0
010: 100 Hz Test Frequency
101: HP-IB Interface
$395
908: Rack Flange Kit
$10
910: Extra Manual
$15
16061A Test Fixture
$95
16062A Test Cables
$49
16063A Test Cables
$49

4262A Digital LCR Meter

$2335

COMPONENT TEST
Universal bridge
Model 4260A

Electronic autobalance-single control null
Digital readout for C, R, L
Direction indicators for fast range selection and balance

Specifications
Capacitance measurement
Range: 1000 p F to loo0 p F , in 7 full scale ranges.
Accuracy: +(1% +1 digit), from 1 nF to 100 pF. +(2% +1 digit),
from 1 p F to 1 n F and 100 pF to lo00 pF.
Dissipation factor
Range
Low D-(of series C): 0.001 to 0.12.
High D-(of parallel C): 0.05 to 50.
Accuracy: for C > 100 pF.

I,

2
. . . . . . . . .+
%.
d D of reading
High D . . . . . . . . .+ (10 D of reading + 4)%.
Low D

- (1OVD of reading
Add

J

+ 1 dial division for frequencies other than

Inductance measurement
Range: lo00 p H to lo00 H , in 7 full scale ranges.
Accuracy: k(1% + 1 digit), from 1 mH to 100 H. +(2%
from 1 p H to 1 mH and 100 H to lo00 H.
Quality factor
Range
Low Q-(of series L): 0.02 to 20.
High Q-(of parallel L): 8 to 1oo0.
Accuracy: for L >lo0 p H .

Low Q . . . . . . . .+

Description
Measurements of C , R, L, D (dissipation factor of capacitors),
and Q are easily made with Hewlett-Packard's Model 4260A Universal Impedance Bridge.
Readout for C, R, and L is digital with the decimal point automatically positioned. Units of measurement and equivalent circuit
automatically appear with a twist of the function switch. There are
no multipliers or confusing nonlinear dials which need interpolation.
Operation is simple. Set the function knob for the parameter to be
measured, adjust range switch for an on-scale indication, and obtain
a null with CRL control. There are no interacting controls to adjust
and readjust, nor any false nulls. A unique electronic autobalance
circuit solves all these problems. Components with low Q or high D
are as easy to measure as those without loss.
For D or Q measurements, switch out of auto and turn D Q control until another null is obtained. Only one adjustment is needed for
each measurement.
Five bridge circuits are incorporated in HP's 4260A; each is composed of stable, highquality components for good accuracy and
linearity. An internal 1 kHz drives the bridge.
Nulling is easy. Illuminated pointers (<CRL>) automatically tell
whether a null is up- or down-scale. Both range and CRL controls
can be set watching these pointers.
Components may be biased by connecting a battery to rear terminals. An external oscillator and detector can be used for measurements in the 20 Hz-20 kHz range.

+ 2)%.

(

10
Q of reading

1 kHz.

+ 1 digit),

+ 4 )%.

+2)%.

10
Q of reading
High Q . . . . . . .+ 2 V Q of reading %.
Add t 1 dial division for frequencies other than 1'kHz.
Auto-balance
Eliminates need for D Q adjustments in parallel C and series L measurements at l kHz.
Accuracy: for D <1 and Q>1 add +0.5% to C and L accuracy
specifications.
Resistance measurement
Range: 10R to 10 MR, in 7 full scale ranges.
Accuracy: 10 mR to 10R a(2% + 1 digit). 100 to 1 MR a ( l % + 1
digit). 1 M a to 10 MR 2(2% +1 digit).
Oscillator and detector
Internal oscillator: 1 kHz a2%, 100 mV rms +20%.
Internal detector: tuned amplifier at 1 kHz; functions as a broadband amplifier for measurements with external oscillator.
General
Power: 115 or 230 volts +lo%, 50-60 Hz, approx. 7 VA.
Size: 166 H x 198 W x 279 mm D (61%~"
x 725/3~"x 11").
Weight: net, 5 kg (11 Ib). Shipping, 6.8 kg (15 Ib).
Options
Opt 910: extra manual

Price
add $9

4260A Universal Bridge

$1145

COMPONENT TEST
Universal bridge
Model

4265B

High accuracy: 0.2%
Wide range
C: 0.1 pF to 1111 pF
L: 0.1 p H to 1111 H
R: 0.1 m 0 to 1.111 MR

Sipecifications
Rlesistance measurement
Full scale range: 1000.0 mQ to 1.0000 MQ, 7 ranges.
0iverrange: 11.1%.
Mlinimum resolution: 0.1 m a .
I_.I K n m : =~U..LYO
m q r n -C--,.A:-, n nim. ,ec1 . *c. I ,\ +-,v.-%
m nc
*I
UI Icaulug T w . w i / u
Accuracv tar
01Ireading ki.Ol% F.S.) for 1000.0 mQ iange.
R esidual resistance: 1 m a .
IInductance measurement
Full scale range: 1000.0 p H to 1000.0 H, 7 ranges.
(3lverrange: 11.1%.
Nlinimum resolution: 0.1 pH.
.Accuracy
__ .
,
-,w
-L-----I:-, n n , m , e o c) 1 A m A (
tar I nnz): X(U.LYO
01 WdUlllg -ru.uim VI r.a.1, L ~ w . + %
of reading +0.01% F.S.) for 1OOO.O mp range.
Residual inductance: 0.04 p H (in series with 1 ma).
Loss factor range: (at 1 kHz).
Q of series L: 0.001 to IO, accuracy 2(5% of reading +2 minor
divisions).
Q of parallel L: 1 to 1O00, accuracy ?(5% of reading +2 minor
divisions) for l / Q .
Capacitance measurement
Full scale range: 1000.0 pF to 1000.0 p F , 7 ranges.
Overrange: 1I. 1%.
Minimum resolution: 0.1 pF.
**Accuracy (at 1 kHz): ?(0.2% of reading +0.01% of F.S.), ~ ( 0 . 4 %
of reading +0.01% F.S.) for 1000.0 p F range.
Residual capacitance: 0.4 pF.
Loss factor range: (at 1 kHz).
D of series C: 0.001 to 1, accuracy *(5% of reading +2 minor
divisions).
D of parallel C: 0.1 to IOOO, accuracy ?(5% of reading +2 minor
divisions) for 1/D.
. L

*I(

.

4

LUA.

._.I_..

"For temperature of 25°C .-1o"C.

16029 Test Fixture

Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 4265B Universal Bridge provides an
economical way to make high precision measurements of L, C, or R
and D or Q. Components can be measured in ranges of 0.1 p H to
1111 H in inductance, 0.1 pF to 1111 pF in capacitance and 0.1 mQ
to 1.111 M a in resistance, L and C measurements are performed
over a wide range of loss with either series or parallel equivalent
circuits selected by the function switch. Basic measurement accuracy is 0.2% of reading for L, C, and R.
Measurement frequency range is 50 Hz to 10 kHz with an external
oscillator, and 1 kHz with internal oscillator. A dc measurement for
resistance is also available with external dc power supply and null
detector.
The front panel design provides appropriate space and convenient
positioning of knobs for easy balancing. The rugged handle is used
as the tilt stand at angles of 0, 40, or 60 degrees.

General
Internal oscillator
Frequency: 1 kHz 215 Hz.
Output: continuously variable with front panel control. Maximum
voltage is 0.4 V rms.
External oscillator
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 10 kHz or dc for resistance measurement.
Internal detector: tuned amplifier at 1 kHz. In 1 kHz position,
maximum sensitivity of 10 p V , selectivity better than 26 dB. In
"flat," operates as a broad band detector from 50 Hz to 10 kHz.
External dc bias: capacitance measurements in Cs mode,
maximum bias voltage of 250 V dc. Inductance measurements in Lp
mode.
Operating temperature: 0" to 55°C.
Power: 100/120/200/240V 210%; 48 to 440 Hz, 5 VA.
Dimensions: 376 mm H x 393 mm W x 115 mm D(1413/1d' x
15"/s*" x 417/32").
Weight: net, 5.5 kg (12.1 Ib). Shipping, 7.1 kg (15.7 Ib).
Accessories furnished: power cord, 2.3 m (7% ft). Crystal earphone.
Accessories available: model 16029A Test Fixture.
Ordering information
16029A Test Fixture
Opt 910: Extra Manual
4265B Universal Bridge

Price
$59
add $9
$1100

,
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COMPONENT TEST
Digital LCR Meter
Model 4261A
FuIly automatic-autorangi ng
Wide range C = 0.1 pF to 19 mF, L = 0.1 p H to 1900 H, R
= 1 m a to 19 M a
Low cost with high performance
Versatile accessories/options
High reliability

could be used to measure the capacitance of an electrolytic
capacitor, the inductance of transformer or the internal resistance of
a dry cell. The three-terminal input is appropriate for semiconductor
junction capacitance or cable capacitance measurements. To fit
these needs, three kinds of optional test leads and fixtures are available. The 4261A can easily measure parameters of pulse transformers, filter coils and electrolytes in addition to ordinary LCR components.
Expanded use features of this highly reliable ihstrument include
optionally available digital output and remote control which enable a
wide range of applications from the research laboratory to the production line.

Specifications
Parameter measured: C-D (Capacitance & Dissipation Factor),
L-D (Inductance & Dissipation Factor), and R (Resistance).
Display: 3% digits, max. display 1900.
Circuit mode: Auto, Parallel and Series.
Measuring circuit: 5-terminal method.
Range mode: Auto or Range Hold.
Measurement frequencies: 120 Hz 4 3 % or 1 kHz ?3%.
Trigger: Internal, Manual or External.
Measurement ranges, measurement accuracies & test signal
levels: see tables on next page for C-D, L-D, and R measurements.
Accuracy applies over a temperature range of 23°C t 5 ” C (at 0°C to
SST, error doubles).

k

DC Bias

Internal source: 1.5 V, 2.2 V, 6 V (selectable on front panel).
Accuracy: ?5%.
External source: provision for external D C bias voltage of +30 V
maximum at binding posts on rear panel.

General

Measuring tlme typically approx. 1000 counts on fixed range for
low loss measurements. Specific data follows:
1 kHz: CIL 220-260 ms, R: 120-160 ms.
120 Hz: C/L 900 ms, R 700 ms.
When auto range is selected, a range selection time of 180 ms at 1
kHz and a range step time 670 ms at 120 Hz is added to the above
typical times,
Reading rate: internal trigger-approx. 30 ms between end of measurement and start of next cycle; External trigger-measurement
cycle is initiated by remote trigger input.
Data format: + 1-2-4-8 BCD, TTL logic level, “ 1 ” (high level).
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
Humidity: to 95% RH at 40°C.
Voltage requirements: 100/120/220/240 V ?lo%, 48 to 66 Hz.
Power consumption: ~ 2 VA
5 with any option.
Altitude: 50,000 ft.
Dimensions: 132.6 mm H x 213 mm W x 422 mm D (5%” x 83/8”x
16.V~’’).
Weight: approx. 7.5 kg (16.5 lb).

Description
The Model 4261A Digital LCR Meter is a new, fully automatic
instrument that satisfies many of today’s user requirements in the
LCR measurement field.
The 426 1A features high speed, accurate measurements. The devices under test need only be connected and the function L, C, or R
selected. The instrument automatically displays the desired parameter. Tedious balancing operations typically used in conventional
manual bridges are completely eliminated. Measurement circuit
mode (series or parallel) is also automatically selected.
Complementing its wide LCR measurement range, HP’s 4261A
has other features such as high accuracy (basically 0.2% of reading),
high speed measurement (typically 4 per second), 120 Hz or 1 kHz
measurement frequencies, 1 V or 50 mV test signal levels, internal
bias sources and parallel or series equivalent circuit modes.
Measurements are taken using the five-terminal method, which
easily converts to four, three or two terminals to meet most LCR
measurment applications. For example, the four-terminal input
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L-D Measurement
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Accessories available
16061A: Test Fixture (direct coupled type), 5-terminal
16062A: Test Leads with alligator clips, 4-terminal
(for low impedance measurements)
16063A: Test Leads with alligator clips, 3-terminal
(for high impedance measurements)
Options available
Opt 001: BCD Output of C/L/R and D (simultane-

price
$95

$49
$49

add $140

ous)
Opt 002: BCD Output of C/D, LID and R (alternately)

add $125

Opt 003: BCD Remote Control (except for DC bias
function)
Ordering information
16061A Test Fixture
16062A Test Leads
16063A Test Leads
Opt 001 BCD Output (Simultaneous)
Opt Oo2 BCD Output
Opt 003 BCD Remote Control
4261A Digital LCR Meter

add $60
Price
$95
$49
$49
add $140
add $125
add $60
$1 750

COMPONENT TEST
1 MHz Digital LCR Meter
Model 42718
Wide measurement range (resolution to overrange):
C: 0.001 pF to 1900.0 nF
L: 0.1 nH to 1900.0 mH
R: 0.001 R to 19.000 kR

Automatic high-speed measurements of low value
components
Precision LCR and loss measurements
HP-IB interface for easy systems integration

Description

circuit. Inductance and dissipation factor (L-D) or inductance and
resistance (L-R) using series equivalent circuit. R is equivalent
series resistance.
Display: dual 4% digit LED displays.
Overrange: 90% on C, G, L , and R; 60% on D.
Test frequency: 1 MHz 50.01%.
Ranging: automatic and manual. Remote control with Opt 101.
Measurement terminals: four-terminal pair construction.
Offset adjustment: offset adjustment compensates for (a) stray
capacitance and residual conductance of test fixture; variable ranges
are 1 pF and 1 pS, or (b) residual inductance or residual resistance of
test fixture. Variable ranges are I00 nH and 100 mil.
DC Bias (optional)
Internal source: DC bias is available as Opt 001 with the following
specifications:
Range: 00.0 V to 39.9 V , variable in steps of 0.1 V.
Accuracy: +0.2% of setting 5 5 mV (when ambient temperature
is at 23°C +5"C and warm-up time is more than 60 min.).

The H P 4271B 1 MHz LCR Meter meets the requirements of the
laboratory, manufacturing. and quality assurance where speed and
accuracy are essential. Fully automatic inductance, capacitance and
loss measurements can be made at the rate of up to 5 readings per
second.
The four-terminal pair measurement technique used in the 4271B
reduces errors due to electromagnetic coupling of leads as well as
reducing residual inductance and stray capacitance. Offset adjustments are provided to cancel the residuals of the test fixtures.
Typical applications for the 427 1B include microcircuit measurements, capacitance-voltage characteristics of semiconductor devices and passive component tests on devices such as ceramic and
mica capacitors, reed relays and pulse transformers.

Specifications
Parameters measured: capacitance and conductance (C-G) or
capacitance and dissipation factor (C-D) using parallel equivalent

Full Scale Display

RANGE 1

RANGE 2

RANGE 3

RANGE 4

10.000 pF

100.00 pF

1000.0 pF

10.000 nF

100.00 ps

1000.0 ps

10.000 mS

100.00 mS

Test Signal Level

0.1 + 7

'Accuracy

.-(% of reading

0.2

+a

0 . 2 + (7

+

+ counts)

0.1 + 3

E)I

0.2

I

0.2 +(3+:)

+3

0.2 + 3

I

0.4

+

3

1.2 -I-(2 ) +; 2

HIGH

LOW

1.0

+ (10 )+: 2

l.0+(l5+

I

3F) I
I

-

(

1.0 + 10 + N?"?
1.0

l.O+

(

15 + -20:coo)

90% all ranges

C

Overrange

0.1

+4

G

60% all ranges

0

'When mnductance reading is less than 1000 counts.

N, is the capacitance readout in counts.

+( + 3T)
15

L-D

and L-R

'When resistance reading is less than 1000 counts.

.N, is the inductance reading in counts.

Conductance, Resistance

'When capacitance or inductance i s less than 1,000 counts.

Accuracies listed in the above tables apply over a temperature range of 23°C 25°C. (At 0°C to 50°C, accuracy percentages are doubled.)
Warm-up Time: One hour minimum required to meet all specifications.
Output resistance: 1.5 k n & 10%. Bias voltage is applied to Hcm
terminal.
Short circuit current: less than 6 mA.
Control: controlled by HP Model 16023A D C Bias Controller
(optionally available) or by the HP-IB when Opt 101 is installed.
Control input connector: H P P/N 1251-0143, 14-pin receptacle
(Amphenol 57-40140).
Mating connector: H P Part No. 1251-0142 (Amphenol 5730 140).
External source: Provision for external dc bias voltage of 2200
V maximum to BNC connector (EXT INPUT) on rear panel.
Max bias current 20 mA. Input resistance 10.5 k n 2 10%.
Monitor output: bias voltage monitoring BNC connector
(MONITOR) on rear panel. Output resistance: 480n 210% to
HCUR
terminal.
General
Measuring Speed
Fixed range: 100 ms to 250 ms for C-G and L-R measurement.
160 ms to 400 ms for C-D and L-D measurements.
Autorange: 100 ms/range step added to above values.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Relative humidity: to 95% at 40°C.
Power: 100/ 120/220 V &lo%, 240 V + 5%- lo%, 48-66 Hz, 80 VA
max .
Size: 88 H x 425 W x 496 mm D (315/d' x 16 3/4" x 199/16'').
Weight: 10 kg (22 Ib).

Accessory furnished: 16038ATest Fixture for radial and axial lead
components.
Ordering information
Price
16021A Calibration Test Fixture (GR900 connector)
$475
16022A General Purpose Test Fixture
$414
16023A DC Bias Voltage Controller (used with Opt 001)
$440
16032A Test Leads (BNC)
$175
16033A Test Leads with miniature coaxial connectors
$190
16034A Test Fixture for chip capacitor measurement
$295
16039A Test Fixture with "D" offset
$205
Opt 001: D C Bias supply; 0.0 V to 39.9 V
add $245
Opt 002: C/L BCD output; may be used with Opt 003
add $130
for simultaneous outputs +8421 Code
Opt 003: G / R / D BCD output. +8421 Code (see Opt
add $130
002)
Opt 004: Parameter Serial BCD output; allows selecadd $220
tion of 1. (C or L) Data only; 2. ( D or G or R) Data
only; or 3. (C or L) and (D or G or R) Data -8421
Code
Opt 010: 4271B Less Test Fixture 16038A
less $155
Opt 101: HP-IB Data Output and Remote Control
add $680

4271B

1 MHz Digital LCR Meter

$4685

COMPONENT TEST
Capacitance bridge
Model 4270A

Fully automatic
1 kHz to 1 MHz
Measure from 18.000 pF to 1.2000 p F Full Scale

Available full scale ranges

Description
A unique instrument from Hewlett-Packard, the 4270A Automatic Capacitance Bridge provides a wide variety of high speed
measurements of both active and passive capacity values. Five-digit
readout of capacitance from full-scale ranges of 18.000 pF to 1.2000
pF is complemented by .001 p F resolution and measurement speed
of 0.5 seconds. In addition, a second in-line 4-digit Nixie@display of
capacitor loss is given simultaneously in terms of parallel conductance ( G )or dissipation factor (D). In the laboratory, HP's 4270A
will be extremely useful for examination of semiconductor junction
capacities, input capacitances of amplifiers and other active devices,
as well as analysis of stray capacity values, cables and simple
capacitors. DC biasing, four frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz and a
fully guarded measurement will add to laboratory flexibility.

Specifications
Measuring circuit
Float: guarded terminals of unknown are floated from ground.
L-ground: one side of known terminals is grounded; guard is retained.
Parameters measured: capacitance, equivalent parallel conduc.
tance and dissipation factor.
Measuring frequency: 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 1 MHz 51%.
Range modes
Auto: range selection and balance performed automatically.
Hold: range is held on fixed position, balance begins with most
significant digit. Range determined by previous auto or track range
selected or by manually stepping range step.
Track: range held on fixed position, balance begins with last digit.
Balancing time: typically 0.5 s.
Measuring rate: measurement cycle equals balance time plus display time. Balance time typically 0.5 s; display times selected by
meas rate are 70 ms, 2 secs, 5 secs, and manual.
Test voltage across unknown
Normal: 1 V rms constant in pF or nF at 1 kHz, 0.1 V rms constant,
in p F at 1 kHz. 0.5 V rms constant at 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 1 MHz.
Low: */5 of normal.
Repeatability: 5 2 digits at normal test voltage, 510 digits at low
test voltage.
DC bias: Internal or external to f200 V, in hold and track mode.
Internal bias at float measurement
Voltage: 0 to 20 V dc; 0 to 200 V dc; continuously variable on front
panel, monitored on rear panel.
Dial accuracy: ?5% of full scale.
Source resistance: 100 k n .
Polarity: low unknown terminal (-), high unknown terminal (+) in
float position of meas ckt control.
Remote: programmable by resistor with 250R/V rate at 20 V range,
25R/V rate at 200 V range.
Remote accuracy: *2% of full scale.
Internal bias at L-ground: an additional connection using a blocking capacitor and a coaxial cable is necessary for internal source.

NOTE: heavy line encloses available full-scale ranges in L-GROUND full display of O/G is obtained at
TRACK MODE, and is limited by AUTO RESEl of 1.5 sec at AUTOiHOLD MODE
'Accuracy at L-GROUND is not specified on this range.

Basic accuracy: *% of reading:
-.

I !
C
G

0

Frequency
kO.1

I

Basic Accurac
0.1<0<0.8941

I

I

Basic Accuracy
Basic Accuracy

I
1

1 kHz & 10 kHz
+ O . l % t l digit
eO.01 pF
kO.Z%el digit
t O . 0 1 pF

I

?

number of digits
I

100 kHz
k 0 . 3 % e 1 digit
k O . 0 1 pF
+ 0 . 5 % k 1 digit
t O . 0 1 pF

I

I

1 MHz
k l % r l digit

kO.02 pF
e 2 % ? 1 digit
kO.01 pF

k l % ? l O digits

I

t 3 % r 1 0 digits

k l % t ( l O + CsiCx) digits

I

k3%+(10+

CsiCx) digits

NOTE: CS: internal standard capacitor
CX: capacitance measured

Outputs: 4 line BCD.
Inputs
Trigger hold off level: level must be between 10 V and 15 V.
Remote programming: eight front-panel functions can be remotely
controlled by external contact closure to ground with impedance
less than 400R. Programmable functions are reset, frequency, range
mode, test voltage, loss meas, range step, dc bias, bias vernier.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 V ac f IO%, 50 to 60 Hz (approximately 110 W).
Weight: net, 15.5 kg (34 Ib). Shipping, 21.6 kg (48 Ib).
Accessories available:
Accessories for HP's 4270A Automatic Capacitance Bridge:
The following adapters convert BNC Connectors on HP's 4270A
to allow direct insertion of components. 16011A converts from BNC
to binding posts. 16012A converts from BNC to test axial lead devices. It has a centrally located guard plane to reduce errors due to
stray capacitance. 16013A converts from BNC to test vertical lead
devices. It has a guard plane similar to 16012A. 11143A converts
from BNC to clip leads. 44" overall length with third lead to preserve
guard terminal.
Options and accessories
Price
110 HP-IB Data Output & Remote Control
$1890
add $35
Opt 910: Extra Manual
16,011ATest Fixture
$64
16012A Test Fixture
$7 1
16013A Test Fixture
$7 1
16411A HP-IB Interface Kit
$1890
11143A BNC Cable
$39
4270A Automatic Capacitance Bridge

$7225

COMPONENTTEST

,&

1 MHz Preset C Meter
Model 4272A

Simultaneous golno go check on production line
High accuracy-basically 0.1% of reading
High speed measurements-8 per second

Description
The 4272A 1 MHz preset C meter is a unique instrument in which
a 5 digit “in-house” comparator is combined with 1 MHz capacitance measurement capability. Capacitance can be measured from
10 pF full scale (resolution 0.001 pF) to 1000 pF full scale (maximum
display 1900 pF).
In addition to the comparator capability, the instrument can be set
to high and low limits with the built-in thumbwheel switch. Limit
indications include panel lamp display, relay contact and TTL output for HI, IN and LO comparisons.
The combination of measurement and comparator capability
makes this instrument very applicable for production line GO/NO
G O checking. When relatively small capacitors such as ceramic or
mica are checked for quality in the production process, there is no
necessity to read the digital display.
A G O / N O G O check requires only a glance at the HI-IN-LO
lamp display. Decision type outputs can be utilized in an automatic
selection system.
BCD data output for data processing of variable is optionally
available.

Range

Full Scale
Display

Overrange

Accuracy’

10 pF
100 pF
1000 pF

10.000 pF
100.00 pF
1000.0 pF

90%
at
each range

0.1-t 7
0.1+ 3
0.1+ 2

*+(%of reading+ counts)

Accuracy applies over a temperature range of 23°C 25°C at dissipation factors D <0.1 (At o”C-5O”C, error doubles). Warm-up time
is >60 min.
Offset adjustment: offset adjustment compensates for stray capacitances of 0 to 1 pF and residual inductances of 0 to 100 nH existing
at test fixture.
Function: compares measured value with H I and LOW LIMIT
setting and provides HI, IN and LO comparison outputs.
HI and LOW LIMIT SETTING RANGE: 00000-19999 at each limit
switch.
Comparison output: visual, relay contacts and TTL level.
Visual: 3 LED’s indicate HI, IN or LO.
Relay contacts: 3 SPST contacts to circuit common for HI, IN or
LO output.

TTL level: 3 open collector circuits to H I level (open) for HI, IN or
LO output (Fanout max 30 mA).
Measuring time: <I20 ms.
Reading rate
Internal: <400 ms. Between end of measurement and start of
next cycle.
External: a new cycle may be started by pushing manual trigger
button or by remote trigger input to remote trigger connector.
Remote trigger input: a measurement cycle may be initiated at
remote trigger connector by changing logic level state from “0”
(zero volts or connection to ground though less than 25R) to “1”
(TTL high level or open), pulse width >1 ps.
General
Operating temperature & humidity: 0°C to 50”C, relative humidity
to 95% at 40°C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240V 2 lo%, 48-66 Hz.
Power consumption: ~ 6 VA
0 with any option.
Dimensions: 99 mm H x 426 mm W x 467 mm D.
Weight: approximately 10 kg.
Accessories furnished: 16032A Test Leads with BNC Connectors.

Accessories available
Price
16021A: Calibration connector
$475
$415
16022A: Test Fixture, General Purpose
16033A: Test Leads with Miniature Coaxial Connec$190
tors
16034A: Chip Capacitor Test Fixture
$295
16038A: Test Fixture
$175
Note: The above accessories are the same as for the 4271B.
Options available
002: BCD and Decision Outputs
005: ASCII Code InputlOutputs for Calculator Interface. Utilizes HP 11202A I/O Card (Not Included)
006: BCD Remote Control
101: HPIB Data Output and Remote Control
4272A 1 MHz Preset C Meter

add $80
add $450
add $110
add $2080
$4260
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COMPONENT TEST
1 kHz Preset C Meter
Model 4273A
Simultaneous GoiNo-Go check on production line
High accuracy-basically 0.1% of reading
High speed measurements-6 per second

Description
Most components are measured and their characteristics are
evaluated at 1 kHz. The model 4273A 1 kHz Preset C Meter is a 4
digit capacitance meter which, combined with a 5 digit comparator,
provides Go/No-Go information on medium range capacitors in
production line testing or incoming inspection use.
The 4273A measures capacitance from 100.00 p F full scale (0.01
p F resolution) to 10.000 pF full scale in six decade ranges with an
overrange of 20%. The instrument’s two test signal levels (1 Vrms
and 300 mVrms) and wide measurement range covers most
capacitor types, including plastic film, mica and ceramic capacitors.
The 300 mV test level is especially useful when measuring the
capacitance of semiconductor devices.
The 5-digit comparator allows upper and lower comparison limits
to be set by thumbwheel switches on the front panel. The measured
capacitance values are compared with the limit switch settings and
the results are displayed on the front panel. This information is
simultaneously applied to relay contact and TTL outputs on the rear
panel connector for use with an automatic sorting machine. BCD
output of measurement data is also provided.
Measurement time is important, especially in automatic sorting
applications. The 4273A can typically make 4 measurements per
second (assuming a transfer time of 100 ms). For higher sorting
speeds, a high speed version, Option H01 is available.
The 5 terminal configuration of the unknown terminals and the
capacitance offset capability insures accurate measurements and
easier test fucture design for connection to the device under test.

Specifications
Capacitance measurement
Parameter measured: capacitance - equivalent parallel by four
terminal method.
Test signal: frequency: 1 kHz 22%; test level: 1 Vrms f 10% and
300 mVrms 2 10%.
Measurement range: 100.00 p F - 10.000pF in 6 decade ranges,
manually selectable. Remote ranging is optionally available.
Overrange: 20%.
Accuracy: 2(0.1% of reading
3 counts); conditions: accuracy
applies over a temperature range of 23°C 25°C at dissipation factors
of D <0.1. At O”C-5O0C,error doubles. Warm-up time is 30 minutes.
Offset adjustment: compensates for stray capacitance of 0 to 10
PF.

+

Comparator
Function: compares measured value with H I and LOW LIMIT
settings and provides H I , IN and LO comparison outputs.
HI and LOW LIMIT setting ranges: 00000-11999 at each limit
switch
Comparison outputs: visual, relay contacts and TTL level.
Visual: 3 LED’s indicate H I , IN or LO.
Relay contacts: 3 SPST contacts to circuit common for HI, IN or
LO output.
TTL level: 3 open collector circuits to high level (open) for H I , IN
or LO output (Fanout max. 40 mA).
General
Measuring time: <I50 ms.
Reading rate: internal: <300 ms. Between start of measurement
and start of next cycle; external: after completion of a measurement
cycle, a new cycle may be started by pushing the manual trigger
button or by remote trigger input to the remote trigger connector;
remote trigger input: a measurement cycle may be initiated at the
remote trigger connector by changing the logic level state from “0”
(zero volts or connection to ground through less than 250) to “1”
(TTL high level or open), pulse width; 320 p s .
BCD output: connector: 50 pin, P/N 1251-0087 (Amphenol 5140500-375). Mating connector is P/N 1251-0086 (Amphenol 5730500-375).
Output level: TTL. “0” 0-0.4 V, “1” 2.45 V. Max. sink current 16
mA (8 mA for “out of range”), output impedance 3000.
Operating temperature 81humidity: 0°C to 50”C, relative humidity
to 95% at 40°C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240V &IO%, 48-66 Hz.
Power consumption: ~ 2 VA
5 with any option.
Size: 147 H x 426 W x 349 mm D (5%” x 163/4”x 13%’’).
Weight: approx 8 kg (17.5 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 16045A Test leads with BNC connectors.
Options available: 006: BCD remote control. H01: Hi speed version. 3 digit display with 4 digit comparator. Accuracy: 0.2% of
reading. Measurement time: <75 ms.
Ordering information
Price
Opt 006: BCD Remote Control
$70
Opt H01: Hi Speed Version
$195
$2575
4273A 1 kHz Preset C Meter

COMPONENT TEST
~

Digital high capacitance meter
Model 4282A
Wide range-IO nF to 1 F full scale
Dissipation factor or ohm-farad measurements

Internal bias supply
Digital and analog outputs for recording

Description

Specifications

Hewlett-Packard's Model 4282A Digital High Capacitance Meter
can make precision measurements on high value tantalum or
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. Applications include both
capacitor design measurements and production testing-either in
incoming or outgoing inspection.
Two types of leads are supplied with the HP 4282A. One is the
standard four-wire alligator clip style, and the other, comprises two
specially designed clips that maintain the Kelvin four-wire measurement .
Two unique features of the HP 4282A are: alternating mode (alternately displays either capacitance and dissipation factor, (C-D),
or capacitance and the product of ohms and farads, (C-RF)
and the
capability to double as a threedigit DVM.
Both digital and analog outputs are available for making permanent recordings.
The standard model has four measuring frequencies: 50,60, 100,
120 Hz. These represent power line frequencies and their second
harmonics. Most large value capacitors are used as filters in power
supplies and are operated at these frequencies. If your application
requires tests at other frequencies, please refer to Models 4260A,
4261A, 4262A, 4265B, 4270A and 4271B on the adjoining pages.

Measuring functions: capacitance, dissipation factor, *ohm-farad
and dc voltage. Selectable by function switch.
*Ohm-farad: the product of the capacitance and equivalent series
resistance of the capacitor.

Function switch
setting
C
D

nF
C-0
C-ClF

V

Function and display
Capacitance measurement.
Dissipation factor measurement.
Dhm-farad measurement.
Capacitance and dissipation factor
measurements (alternately).
Capacitance and ohm-farad
measurements (alternately).
DC bias voltage or external voltage
measurements.
Note
All measurements are continuously
repeated as long as unknown is
connected.

Measuring ranges

I

I

Function

C
(capacitance)

D

(dissipation factor)

~

OF

(ohm-farad)
V
(dc voltage)

Full-scale display

10.000 nF to 1.0000F, four
full digits, 9 ranges i n
decade steps, manual selection
1.000 t o 10.00, three full
digits, 2 ranges, auto selection.
1.OOOR mF to 1O.OOR mF three
full digits, 2 ranges, auto
selection.
10.00 V to 1.000 kV, three full
digits, 3 ranges, in decade steps,
manual selection (maximum voltage
is 600 V).

I

Over
ranging
18%

18%
18%
18%

Measuring circuit: series eqivalent circuit using four-terminal
method.
Measuring frequencies: 50 Hz, 60 Hz, 100 Hz and 120 Hz (50 Hz
and 60 Hz synchronized by line frequency). Accuracy: ?1.5%.
Measuring voltages
10 nF to 10 mF ranges: < 1 V rms.
100 mF range: sc0.l V rms.
1 F range: < I O mV rms.
Accuracy: (+23"C 25°C after half hour warm up): -c(% of reading
+% of full-scale).
Capacitance
C Range

% of reading

% of full-scale

--

1.0+ 0.9 * Ordg
0.5+ 0.5 Drdg
0.4+ 0.5 Drdg
l.O+ 0.5.Drdg
1.5 + 0.5 Drdg

100 nF
1pF to 1mF
100 mF

State

level

Characteristics

Low
High

0.3 Ve0.3 V

Max sink current 15 mA
Max load current 300 pA

3.9 V 21.5 V

Dissipation factor

I
-

C Range
10 nF
100 nF to 1 mF
10 nF
100 mF. 1 F

I

I

% of reading
1.5+0.5.Drdg
1.5+ 0.2 Drdg
1 . 5 0.2.
~ Drdg
1.5+ O.2.Drdg

C Range

% of madlng

10 nF

1.0 + 0.5 RFrdg
L O + 0.2 RFrdg
1.0+ 0.2 RFrdg
1.0+ 0.2 * nFrdg

100 nF to 1 mF
10 mF
100 mF, 1 F

-

I
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

--

of full-scale
CfslCrdg + 0.3
CfslCrdg + 0.3
CfslCrdg + 0.5
CfslCrdg 3

% of full-scale

0.2 * CfslCrdg +
0.2 CfslCrdg
0.2 CfslCrdg +
0.2 CfslCrdg +

--

Function

Temperature coefficient

C

t O . O 2 % of readingPC
+0.03% of readingPC
t0.01% of readingPC

0, RF
V

+

0.3

+ 0.3
0.5
3

Options
001:Leakage current measurement
101: HP-IB Data Output and Remote Control
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra Manual

add $290
$1890
add $10
add $35

4282A Digital High Capacitance Meter

$3600

COMPONENT TEST
Q Meter
Model 4342A
Frequency range: 22 kHz to 70 MHz
Q range: 5 to 1000

Description
The direct-reading expanded scale of the
surement of Q from 5 to 1000 and readings of very small changes in
Q resulting from variation in test parameters. The 4342A is solid
state with the elimination of sneciallv matched. fragile thermocouple
components.
The 4342A will measure dissipation factor and dielectric ccinstant
of insulating niaterials.
can measure coefficient (,f couThe Q.meter
. .
^
pling, mutual inductance, and trequency response 01 transformers.
RF resistance, reactance, and Q of resistors and capacitors can also
be determined.
Push button operation of frequency range and Q/AQ range selection provides straightforward measurement. Automatic indication of
meter scales, frequency dials and frequency multipliers are featured,
adding to simplicity and reading speed.

Specifications
RF characteristics
RF range: 22 kHz to 70 MHz in 7 bands: 22 to 70 kHz, 70 to 220
kHz, 220 to 700 kHz, 700 to 2200 kHz, 2.2 to 7 MHz, 7 to 22 MHz,
22 to 70 MHz.
4342A Opt 001: IO kHz to 32 MHz in 7 bands: 10 to 32 kHz, 32
to 100 kHz, 100 to 320 kHz, 320 to 1000 kHz, 1 to 3.2 MHz, 3.2 to 10
MHz, 10 to 32 MHz.
RF accuracy: 21.5% from 22 kHz to 22 MHz; 22% from 22 MHz
to 70 MHz; 21% at “L” point on frequency dial.
4342A Opt 001: ?1.5% from 10 kHz to 10 MHz; *2% from IO
MHz to 32 MHz; 21% at “L” point on frequency dial.
RF increments: approximately 1% resolution.
Q measurement characteristics
Q range: 5 to 1000 in 4 ranges: 5 to 30, 20 to 100, 50 to 300, 200 to
1000.
Q accuracy: % of indicated value: (at 25°C)

kk-1
43421 a 43421 opt. 001

Freq.

22 kHz-30

MHz

43421

30 MHz-70

MHz

5-300

300-600
600-1000

1 6 5 6~” ) .

Weight: net, 14 kg (31 Ib). Shipping, 18.45 kg (41 Ib).
Accessories available:
H P 16014A: Series Loss Test Adaptor is designed for measuring
low impedance components, low-value inductors and resistors, and
also high-value capacitors. Using the adaptor adds convenience in
connecting components in series with the test circuit of the 4342A Q
Meter. This adaptor consists of a teflon printed-circuit base on
which are mounted binding posts, to accept the Reference Inductors, and a pair of low-inductance series terminals for the unknown.
H P 16462A: Auxiliary Capacitor is designed to extend the Q and L
measurement capability of the 4342A Q Meter. It is especially useful
for measuring small inductors at low frequencies.
HP 16470A reference inductors: A range of 20 inductors, any of
which can be supplied separately, is available for use with the 4342A
Q Meter for measuring the RF characteristics of capacitors, resistors, and insulating materials. These inductors have three terminals.
One terminal is connected to the case to stabilize measurements.

* 10

Options 81 accessories

?15

Opt 001:Frequency Range
Opt 910: Extra Manual
16014A Series Loss Test Adaptor
16462A Auxiliary Capacitor
16470A Reference Inductors, set of 20

Q increments: upper scale: 1 from 20 to 100; lower scale: 0.5 from 5
to 30.
AQ range: 0 to 100 in 4 ranges: 0 to 3, 0 to IO, 0 to 30, 0 to 100.
AQ accuracy: 10% of full scale.
AQ increments: upper scale: 0.1 from 0 to 10; lower scale: 0.05
from 0 to 3.

*

aracteristics
:ading at 7 specific frequencies.
I of residuals (approx. 10 nH).
teristics
Capacitor range: main dial: 23 to 410 pF; vernier dial -5 to +5 pF.
Capacitor accuracy: main dial: f1% or 1 pF, whichever is greater;
vernier dial ? O . l pF.
Capacitor increments: main dial: 1 pF from 25 to 30 pF; 2 pF from
30 to 200 pF; 5 pF from 200 to 470 pF; vernier dial: 0.1 pF.
General
Rear panel outputs
Frequency monitor: 170 mV rms min. into 5 0 0 .
Q analog output: 0 to 1 V *50 mV dc after 15 minutes warmup,
proportional to meter deflection. Output impedance approximately 1 k 0 .
Over limit signal output: contact closure at the rear panel. Relay
contact capacity 0.5 A/ 15 VA.
Over limit display time: selectable, 1 s or continuously on, after
limit exceeded.
Temperature range: 0°C to 50°C.
Power: 115 or 230 V +IO%, 50-400 Hz, 25 VA max.
Dimensions:129 mm H x 425 mm W x 414 mm D ( 5’/16” x 163/4”x

4342A Q Meter

Price
add $170
add $17.50
$59
$275
$880
or $44 ea.
$2440

COMPONENT TEST
Digital

IC Tester

Models 5045A, 5046A
Tests CMOS, ECL, TTL, DTL
Printed record of IC failures

5045A Digital IC Tester
The H P Model 5045A is a processor controlled, microprogrammed digital IC Tester. Well suited for high volume incoming inspection as well as engineering evaluation and failure analysis, it’s simple
enough to be used by an unskilled operator yet it includes
capabilities usually found only in large, computer-based test systems. To test a device, all that’s required is a preprogrammed magnetic card. Insert the card into the front panel slot, and the tester is
ready to provide complete D C parametric and functional verification of one of the many devices listed in our comprehensive program
catalog.
To provide a permanent record of individual IC failures as the test
is being made, the quiet H P thermal printer has been included in the
5045A to record detailed failure information for every bad IC. Your
operator just keeps on testing - the record is automatically kept and
can be reviewed later or returned with the bad IC’s to the manufacturer.
Tests all these families
ECL, CMOS, TTL, HTL, DTL
The universal pin electronics in the 5045A let each pin act as power
supply, input, output, or open circuit. This provides the great flexibility and capability needed to test circuits all the way from basic
gates to arithmetic logic units and ROM’s. Devices with power
supply voltages up to 15 volts or both positive and negative voltages
up to 7.5 volts may be tested. As your testing requirements expand
to new devices, your 5045A can be easily and inexpensively updated

Magnetic card programmable
Tests IC’s to 16 pins - 24 pins optional

by adding new program cards. The nominal cost of these cards
means that you don’t have to be satisfied with testing a small fraction of your circuit types. You can keep your program library complete - and still stay within your budget.
DC parametric and functional tests
The 5045A thoroughly tests devices both functionally and
parametrically to ensure that those expensive failures don’t get
loaded into your PC boards. Functional tests check the ability of the
device to correctly operate according to its truth table as the appropriate input stimulus is applied. DC parametric tests check the voltages and currents on device inputs and outputs under various conditions specified by the manufacturer. These tests eliminate almost all
defective devices and avoid the expense of finding and replacing bad
circuits once they have been soldered into PC boards and perhaps
become part of a complex system.
Unique test technique
To provide the accuracy of direct comparison testing without expensive performance or reference boards, the 5045A uses a unique
IC simulation technique. The correct functional operation of the
device under test is simulated and this simulation is used as a reference. As both the device under test and simulator are driven with
the same inputs, their outputs are compared on a step-by-step basis.
If a failure occurs, the 5045A can indicate exactly where it happened
by printed message or can stop on the failure so the fault can be
investigated in more detail.

Economical ROM testing
To test the many different truth tables which may be programmed
in ROM’s of the same generic type, it is not necessary to buy a card
for each one. A single card containing stimulus information for the
generic ROM type is loaded into the 5045A and the unique truth
table of a known good ROM is “memorized” by the 5045A. The
complete program is then recorded on a blank card for future use.
Duplicates of any card may be made from the original by programming the 5045A, pressing “write”, and then inserting a blank card.

Aiutomatic IC handlers
The 5045A was designed to work with automatic IC handlers
neieded for high volume testing. The special circuits which generate
htme fast rise and fall times for testing digital circuits are in a removablle test deck which can be placed within inches of the IC being
te!pted. Problems caused by long cables between handler and
teister-ringing, oscillation, slow rise/fall times-are eliminated.
H P in cooperation with major automatic handler manufacturers,
ha.sdesigned custom interface kits for popular handlers. So, interfacin1e the 5045A and a handler requires nothing more than plugging the
t aro tonether.
PI,inter gives permanent copy of test results
A built-in thermal printer provides useful test information: a) it
telIls whether a program is loaded correctly and what program it is, b)
it
fai

Parametric test: D C parameters tested to IC device manufacturers
data sheet specs, except where limited by 5045A capabilities. Test
limits indicated on sheet sent with each program card.
Continuity test: verifies pin contact by checking current flow in or
out of active pins; test failure shown by front panel indicator.
Test pattern generation
Test patterns derived using algorithmic techniques or from stored
truth tables; tests individually tailored to each IC.
Universal pin drivers
>Ut,
ally

Put
Accuracy

(15 Volts)

Range

-7.5V s to < -1.875V
-1.875V s to s +1.875V
+1.875V < t o s c 7 . 5 V

2 2 5 mV
2 1 5 mV
k 2 5 mV

Range

Accuracy.

- 2 0 0 m A s to<-2.5mA
-2.5 mA s to s 2.5 mA

20.4 mA or 26%
2 1 0 PA or 2 6 %

3

inj
Self test feature
In an incoming inspection or production environment it is important to know your equipment is operating as it should. The tester has
self-test cards to automatically exercise all major circuitry (the drivers and receivers for all pins, the central processor, the memory, and
associated circuits). This way, you know every day that the tester is
functioning correctly and that none of those bad IC’s are getting into
your production run, and cutting into your company’s profits. Also
included are diagnostic cards.
Ordering the pre-programmed magnetic cards
The 5045A is programmed by pre-recorded magnetic cards available from HP. These cards, covering most common device types,
are listed in our I C PROGRAM CATALOG. This catalog contains
a wide variety of logic families and includes the majority of common
device types. When additional programs are needed after the original purchase, they may be ordered through your local HP. sales
office or by mail with a prepaid coupon.
Each I C program ordered comes completed with both PASS/
FAIL and DIAGNOSTIC test cards and includes duplicates of
each. The PASSIFAIL test is used for the majority of testing since
it is complete and fast (typical test time for MSI sequential devices is
300 ms). The DIAGNOSTIC test provides extra information by
supplementing the PASS/FAIL card. Data sheets containing test
descriptions and all parameters are included for both PASS/FAIL
and DIAGNOSTIC cards.

vides + 5 V @<I00 mA, “End of Test”, “Pass”, “Fail”, and
“Fail Continuity” signals, accepts “Start Test”. All signals are
negative true TTL levels.
General
Power: 100/120/200/240V (+5%, -lo%), 48-66 Hz, 240 VA.
Size: 19 H x 42.5 W x 58 cm D (7.5” x 16.7” x 22.8”).
Shipping weight: 27.7 kg (61 Ib.)
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Relative humidity: 80%.
Prices: see page 97.

--

5046A Digital IC Test System

bl-

Condensed Specifications

98036j
HP-IB

Test set-up method
Test conditions including parametric information, input stimuli
and output data contained on magnetic card; program verified when
loaded.
Test structure
Functional test: truth table verified by comparing device under test
to software-generated IC simulator (or, stored truth table for some
circuits).

TO

I

t‘

6-232
I
INTERFACE I

,

I

I

I

5046A D I G I T A L IC TEST SYSTEM F U N C T I O N A L
BLOCK D I A G R A M

COMPONENT TEST
Digital IC Test System
Models 5045A, 5046A (cont)
Modify existing device programs
Generate one-of-a-kind device programs

Description
The H P 5046A Digital IC Test Systemgives you capability previously available only at the factory: the ability to write or change IC
test programs to meet your special needs. Also, the 5046A consists
of the same equipment used at the factory to generate all of the
standard device programs listed in our IC Program Catalog.
Built around the 5045A IC Tester, 9825A Desktop Computer and
9866B Printer, the system allows you to program proprietary devices, change parameters, write your own special programs, or modify existing device programs to meet special testing needs. This
helps you to keep information about proprietary devices confdential, it saves time by allowing in-house programming capability, and
it allows you to evaluate devices, all by use of an HP-IB based, fully
programmable system.
In incoming QA inspection departments, quality control is a key
concern. New IC’s need to be tested to assure conformance to
design requirements - bad or marginal IC’s can generate great costs
if installed in production equipment, and sometimes IC specifications can change overnight.
The 5046A provides flexibility in these areas because device programs can be changed quickly and simply by a few keystrokes. The
user simply loads in the device program, using either a magnetic
card or a tape cassette, lists the program, keys in the changes and
generates a new program.
The 5046A system is a complete system consisting of hardware
and software - it is fully integrated, specified, documented and
tested as a system prior to shipment. For easy on-site installation

Change test parameters quickly, simply
In-house programming - on your own schedule

and verification, full hardware and software manuals are provided.
The operating and programming manual, for example, is written to
three different levels, each progressively deeper, to enable easy
start-up and operation, quick comprehension of the operating system and its hardware, and complete self-instruction on the system
software.
Each system requires a printer for operation; the 5046A includes a
Model 9866B Thermal Printer as standard equipment, and the
Model 9871A Impact Printer is also available as an option (Opt 001).
Other RS-232 compatible printers, supplied by the user, can be interfaced to the system in lieu of the 9866B by ordering the HP-IB to
RS-232 interface (opt 002).

Software
The 5046A system software is stored on one standard 9825A tape
cassette. The programs are accessible using the special function
keys on the desktop computer. The software package consists of the
following programs:
The Editor provides the capability to:
1. Enter IC test programs from the 9825A keyboard.
2. Read in source program from 9825A cartridges.
3. Modify source programs.
4. Store source programs on 9825A cartridges.
5. Provide on-line editing.
6. Print-out listing of source programs.

r
- - - - -1
I FAILURE I

/I STATISTICS

I

Options and accessories, 5045Al5046
Opt 024: expands 5045A capability to 24 pins
Opt 025: Flat-Pack adapter for 14, 16 and 24 pin I C

I

1I?

DECOMPLIER

ANALYZER

COMPLl ER
(ERROR
CHECKER)
5 0 4 6 A D I G I T A L IC T E S T S Y S T E M S O F T W A R E
ORGANIZATION

“

.
,

The Compiler provides the capability to:
1. Do syntax checking on source program statement.
2. Convert the source program into an object (machine code) program.
3. Output the object program to the 5045A IC Tester.
The Decompiler provides the capability to:
1. Read an object program from the 5045A I C Tester.
2. Generate the corresponding source program.
The Program Analyzer is used for error checking and debugging
source program. It interrogates the 5045A processor as it is run
through a completed test program, then prints the following:
1. Listing of actual test sequence.
2. Programmed test parameters for each pin in each test.
3. The “1” and “0” logic state for each pin in each test.
The Failure Statistics program provides the following:
1. Printout of failure by pin for each specific test failed.
2. Summary of failure and failure percentage for each test in the
program.
The Failure State Monitor program interacts with the 5045A while an IC is
being tested. When a failure is encountered, it displays the state in which the
IC failed.
The Operating and Programming Manual provides detailed information and modular program examples that enable the user to
quickly and easily learn the 5046A programming language (it isn’t
necessary to learn the 9825A HPL language in order to generate IC
test programs).
To generate an original I C test program, the user need only understand the IC technology of the device under test (DUT) and be
able to design simple logic circuits using Boolean techniques.
The manual provides step-by-step instruction for programming.
In addition, individual chapters in the manual cover the HP test
philosophy and testing techniques used with the TTL, ECL, CMOS
and DTL technologies.
Ordering information
5045A Digital IC Tester: standard 16-pin version; includes self-check and diagnostic cards, 16 and 24 pin
dummy IC’s and socket adapter.
5046A Digital IC Tester System: basic system includes 5045A IC Tester, 9825A Option 001 Desk Top
computer with 98210A and 98213A plug-in ROM’s,
Programming Interface, 98034A HP-IB Interface and
Model 9866B, Option 025 Thermal Printer, Programming Manual and 40 blank magnetic program cards.

Price
$9,500

$2,000
$225

9164-0071: blank magnetic PASS/FAIL program card
$2
9164-0072: blank magentic DIAGNOSTIC program card
$2
9281-0401: 250 foot roll of thermal printer paper
$2.40 ea,
for 5045A (minimum order; six rolls)
9270-0488: 250 foot roll of thermal printer paper for
$6.25 ea.
9866B (minimum order, two rolls)
10845A: preprogrammed magnetic card for any device
listed in theProgram Catalog-HP Publication Number
1-9 $30 ea.
5952-7873)
10-500
$25 ea.
10846A: book containing ten coupons, each redeemable for one IC program listed in the IC Program
Catalog (HP Publication Number 5952-7873).
Coupons are mailed to factory, programs sent by return mail. Coupons expire after two years
$250
Automatic Handler Options, 5045Al5046A
Opt 004$: interface package for IPT Model 806 automatic IC handler
Opt 005$: interface package for Sym-Tek model
7191ND automatic IC handler and other related models
Opt 006 $ : interface package for Daymarc 952/3 automatic IC handler
Opt 007 $ : interface package for Micro Component
Technology Model 2608 automatic IC handler
Opt 008$: interface package for Delta Model 8040
ambient naked DIP handler
Opt 009 : interface package for Control Model H3 10
automatic IC handler
Opt 010 $: interface package for PAE Model 3033LP
naked DIP handler
Opt 013$: interface package for IPT Model l00A
multi-size Ambient Test Handler

*

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$l,OoO

$,loo0
$1 ,Ooo

t : All interface oackaees include a test head. an interface board uniaue to the particular handler.
and a cable to supplycontrol signals to the handler.

Options and accessories, 5045A only
10844A: programming interface retrofit kit; contains all
necessary parts, cables, interface board, and instructions to
modify the 5045A for use in the 5046A Digital IC Test
System. Programming manual and 40 blank magnetic program cards included.
Options and accessories, 5046A Only
Opt 001: Substitute Model 9871 impact printer for
9866B and 98226A
Opt 002: Substitute 98036 HP-IB to RS-232 interface
for 9866B and 98226A
Opt 125#: Delete Model 9825 desk top computer,
98034A, 98210A, and 98213A
Opt 145#: Delete Model 5045A IC Tester from system
Opt 166’: Delete Model 9866B, Option 025, and
98226A cradle from system

Price
$2,475

-$275
-$3,275
-$9,150
-$9,500
-$3,875

$25,1300

# Only one of these options can be on any one order.

* The 5046A system should have a 9866AIB or 9871 (Opt 001) printer, or 98036 (Opt 003 HP-IB to

RS232 interface.

CQMPOMENT TEST
Vector impedance meters, RX meter
Models 4800A, 4815A, and 2508

Model 4815A

4800A

The H P 4815A R F Vector Impedance Meter provides all of the
convenience of "probe and read" measurements. In use, the probe
is connected directly into the circuit to be evaluated, frequency is
selected, and complex impedance is read. This type measurement
allows a straightforward adaption to various jigs and fmtures for
special measurements. Where only component values are to be determined, a quick-mount adapter is provided to allow rapid measurements. For critical component applications, the unit to be
evaluated may be mounted directly in its working circuit and its
value determined in its actual environment, at the frequency of
interest.

Specifications
Frequency
Range: 500 kHz to 108 MHz in five bands.
Accuracy: 22% of reading; 21% of reading at 1.592 and 15.92
MHz.
RF monitor output: 150 mV minimum into 50 ohms.
Impedance magnitude measurement
Range: 1 ohm to 100 kR; full-scale ranges: 10,30, 100,300, 1 k, 3 k,
10 k, 30 k, 100 kR.
Accuracy: 24% of full scale f (f/30 MHz 2/25 kR)% of reading,
where f = frequency in MHz and Z is in ohms.
Calibration: linear meter scale with increments 2% of full scale.

+

Phase angle measurement
Range: 0" to 360" in two ranges: 0 29O0, 180" 290".
Accuracy: ?(3 + f/30 MHz
Z/50 kR) degrees where f= frequency in MHz and Z is in ohms. Calibrated in 2" increments.
Size: 185 mm H x 483 mm W x 476 mm D (7%" x 19" x B3/4").
Weight: net, 17.6 kg (39 Ib). Shipping 24.8 kg (55 lb).
Power: 105 to 125 V or 210 to 250 V, 50 to 400 Hz, 50 W.

+

2508

Model 4800A
HP's 4800A measures the vector impedance of components,
complex networks, and other two-terminal devices. Besides measuring vector impedance, the 4800A measures component values. At
frequences that are decade multiples of l / m , as marked o the frequency dial, L and 1/C are read directly if the phase is approximately ?90", respectively. R is equal to the impedance magnitude at
frequencies where the phase is approximately 0°C. The vector impedance meter also yields Q and inductor values by using either
folAf, R p I o L or the o L / R s technique.

Specifications
Frequency characteristics
Range: 5 Hz to 500 kHz in five bands: 5 to 50 Hz, 50 to 500 Hz, etc.
Accuracy: 22%, 50 Hz to 500 kHz; +4%, 5 to 50 Hz; 2 1% at 15.92
on frequency dial from 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz; 22% at 15.92 Hz.
Impedance measurement characteristics: 1 ohm to 10 megohms
in seven decade ranges from X1 to X10 M. Accuracy is 25% of
reading.
Phase angle measurement characteristics: 0" to 290"in 5" increments. Accuracy is +6".
Direct capacitance measurement capabillties: 0.1 p F to 10 OOO
uF direct reading at decade multiples of 15.92 Hz. Accuracy is 27%
of reading at decade multiples of 15.92 Hz. Accuracy is 27% of
reading for D less than 0.1 at 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz.
Direct inductance measurement capabilities: 1 uH to 100 OOO H
direct reading at decade multiples of 15.92 Hz. Accuracy is +7% of
reading for Q greater than 10 from 159.2 Hz to 159.2 kHz.
Measuring terminal Characteristics: both terminals above
ground, neither may be grounded. Calibration .resistor and shield
provided.
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 467 mm D (5%'' x 163/4"x 183/~").
Weight: net, 10.8 kg (24 Ib). Shipping, 13.5 kg (30 lb).
Power: 115 or 230 V k lo%, 48 to 440 Hz, 30VA.

Model 250B
The 250B RX Meter measures two-terminal RF impedance in
terms of equivalent parallel resistance and capacitance. The selfcontained instrument includes a continuously tuned 0.5 to 250 MHz
oscillator, high-frequency bridge, amplifier-detector, and null indicating meter. Connections may be conveniently made to the bridge
terminals which are arranged for almost zero lead length.

Specifications
RF range: 500 kHz to 250 MHz in eight bands, +2% accuracy,
scale increments of approximately 1%.

Measurement characteristics
Resistance: range from 15 to 100 OOO ohms.

[

&+

-&%I

Accuracy is 2 2 +
5&+
+0.2ohms
F = frequency in MHz, R = RX Meter R, reading in ohms, Q =
o C R x 10-l2, where C = RX Meter C, reading in pF; resistance
calibration increments of approximately 3%.
Capacitance: range 0 to 20 p F (may be extended through use of
auxiliary coils); Accuracy is k(0.5 p F + 0.5F2C x lo+)% 20.15
pF, F=frequency in MHz, C=RX Meter C reading in pF; Calibration in 0.1 p F increments.
Inductance: range, 0.001 p H to 100 mHz (actual range depends on
frequency; auxiliary resistors employed). Accuracy is same as
capacitance accuracy given above.
RF measurement voltage: approximately 50 to 750 mV, depending on frequency.
Size: 263 H x 509 W x 343 mm D (lO3/8"x 20O'/lS'' x 13%").
Weight: net, 18 kg (40 lb). Shipping, 22.5 kg (50 lb).
Power: 105 to 125 volts or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 400 Hz Hz, 66 VA.
Accessories available: 00515A Coax Adapter Kit (Type N).
Options
908: Rack Flange Kit

Orderin information
4815A R%vector impedance meter
4800A Vector impedance meter
250B RX Meter
00515A Coax Adapter Kit

Price
add $10

$3375
$2100
$4200
$95

b

COMPONENT TEST
Decade capacitors and attenuators
Models 4440B, 4436A, 4 4 3 7 4 350D

d

de
accurate steps 01 atrenuation wirn w. I aB resoluuwn iwr powtx-irvel
measurements, communication system tests, and gain or loss me:asurements on filters and amplifiers, and similiar equipment.

4436A Specifications

44408

Maximum attenuation: 119.9 dB.
Attenuation increments: 0.1 dB.
inputloutput impedance: 6000, balanced.
Frequency range: dc to 1.5 MHz (0 to 110 dB); dc to 1 MHz (0 to
119.3 dB).
Accuracy
Attenuation

110 to 119.9 dB
'Typical value

Maximum input power: +30 dBm.
DC isolation: siginal ground may be ,300 V dc from external chassis.
Dimensions: 76 mm H x 198 mm W x 177 mm D (3" x 7 3/4" X
63/8").
Weight: net, 1.7 kg (3% Ib). Shipping, 2.9 kg (6% Ibs).

4437A Specifications
4437A

The Model 4437A is a 600 ohms unbalanced type, and its specifications are identi'cal to the 4436A.
350D Descriptiion
Two attenuatoi sections make up the Hewlett-Packard 350D Attenuator. One section is a 100 dB attenuator, adjustable in 10 dB
steps. The other is a 10 dB attenuator, adjustable in 1 dB steps.
~

44408 Description
The Hewlett-Packard 4440B Decade Capacitor is a high accuracy
instrument providing usable capacitances from 40 pF to 1.2 pF. Its
0.25% accuracy makes it an ideal aid for circuit design or as a working standard.
Use of silvered-mica capacitors in four decades of 100 pF provides higher accuracy, lower dissipation factors and good temperature coefficient. An air capacitor vernier provides 100 pF (from 40
pF to 140 pF) with resolution of 1 pF. Capacitors are housed in a
double shield in such a way that increased capacitance from two
terminals to three terminals is held to 1 pF.

350D Specilfications
Attenuation: 0 tiJ 110 dB, 1 dB and 10 dB steps.
Power capacity: 6000 unbalanced; 5 W (55 V dc or m s ) m u ,
continuous duty.
DC isolation: sigpal ground may be ,500 V dc from chassis.
Accuracy
10 dB section

I

e O . 1 2 5 dflistep

e 0 2 5 dBistep

44409 Specifications
Capacitance: 40 pF to 1.2 pF in steps of 100 pF with a 40 pF to 140
pF variable air capacitor providing continuous adjustment to better
than 2 pF between steps.
Direct reading accuracy: +(0.25% + 3 pF) at 1 kHz for threeterminal connection.
Resonant frequency: typical values of the resonant frequency are
450 kHz at 1 p F , 4 MHz at 0.01 pF and 40 MHz at 100 pF.
Dissipation factor: for C >lo40 pF, 0.001 MAX at 1 kHz.
for C <lo40 pF, 0.005 MAX at 1 kHz.
Temperature coefficient: < +70 ppm/"C.
insulation resistance: 5 Gn minimum, after 5 minutes at 500 V dc.
Maximum voltage: 42 V dc or 30 V rms.
Weight: net, 2.5 kg (5.% Ib); shipping 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Dimensions: 76 mm H x 264 mm W x 152 mm D ( 3" x l l " x 6").

10 dB

0 dB

dc to 100 kHz

100 dB section

0 dB

I

70 dB
e0.25dB
e 0 . 5 dB

I

100 dB
e 0 . 5 dBlstep
e 0 . 7 5 dBistep

Dimensions: stan d a d HP l/3 module (system I) 159 H x 130 W x
203 mm D (6V4" :x 5%'' X 8").
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 lb). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 Ib).
Price
Ordering infor-rna t ion
$595
4440B Decade Capacitor
4436A Attenuator
$875
4437A Attenuator
$595
$235
350D Attenuator

ri’ DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Signature Analysis, IC Troubleshooters

Signature Analysis
Designing for serviceability
Today’s microprocessor-based products
are complex, high-density systems which
can be just as difficult to troubleshoot and
repair in the field as large computer systems.
In order to reduce product service and support costs, manufacturers are including such
service-oriented features as test points, self
check modes, circuit partitioning and
thorough service documentation. Now, a
new measurement technique, Signature
Analysis, enables digital designers to develop products which are field serviceable to
the component level. Incremental design
and production costs for including SA are
negligible, and result in significant service
support cost savings.
Signature analyzer
The new Model 5004A Signature
Analyzer is an economical tool for field
troubleshooting of complex logic circuits. It
detects and displays digital signatures
unique to the bit streams present at data
nodes of a circuit under test. By comparing
these actual signatures to the correct ones, a
service technician can isolate a faulty component and replace it. The technique is
especially useful in checking microprocessor-based products and high-speed
state machines, where data streams are long
and complex and where there are no conventional means of component-level troubleshooting.
By designing the digital portion of a product with the 5004A in mind, you can set up a
service support program for componentlevel field repair, without having to invest in
board exchange or in special-purpose test
equipment.
Signature Analysis is also attractive for
production line troubleshooting. The 5004A
can detect speed-related failures in assembled systems, which may not have been
caught by subassembly testers.
Economics of field service
To meet the service requirements of digital products, most support programs have
relied on board exchange. This approach

minimizes down-time, yields economies of
scale through centralized board repair, and
enables field service personnel to repair a
wide range of products, with minimum training.
As the number and complexity of digital
products increases, however, the economic
burden of board exchange becomes apparent:
Inventory carrying costs for boards in various stages of float increase with the
number of products installed.
Administrative and handling costs are
high, especially for products approaching
obsolescence.
Overseas support bogs down with long
transit times, high duties, and import delays.
System-related, “soft” failures are difficult to detect on individual boards, and
some faulty boards are reintroduced into
the exchange loop.
Signature Analysis can reduce these repair costs on microprocessor-based products by enabling field repair to the component level, and by testing fully assembled
products, without board removal. The results are:
Decreased cost of ownership for endusers (parts, downtime, training, etc.).
Reduced warranty and support costs for
manufacturers.
Increased confidence in field repair results.
Experience shows that incremental development costs for designing Signature
Analysis into a product run about 1%. Incremental hardware costs are largely offset
by decreases in other material, since there is
no longer a need to divide the hardware into
replaceable modules. The 5004A and H P
Application Note 222, A Designer’s Guide
to Signature Analysis, can help you take advantage of the technique.

The IC Troubleshooters
General
The IC Troubleshooters have become the
“digital
screwdrivers”
for
today’s

laboratories, production lines, service
facilities and electronic classrooms. They
are low-cost, hand-held “instruments-on-achip”, and have proven very effective in the
functional testing and troubleshooting of digital circuits. HP Application Note 163-1,
Techniques of Digital Troubleshooting, can
help put the IC Troubleshooters to work for
you.
Logic comparator: the Model 10529A
Logic Comparator utilizes the time-honored
comparison technique to identify faulty
nodes in a digital circuit. It tests an IC
dynamically, in-circuit, by comparing output responses to those of a known-good IC
which is plugged into the Comparator. Having located bad nodes, use other IC Troubleshooters to isolate the defective component causing the fault.
Logic probes: detect logic levels at any
circuit point and display them via a band of
light at the probe tip. A logic high is indicated by a bright light. A logic low extinguishes the light. A bad level causes a dim
light. Pulse activity is stretched to provide a
10 Hz flashing light.
Logic clips: are multi-pin state indicators
which clip directly onto ICs. The logic state
of each pin is displayed by an individual
LED, enabling the user to check the device’s truth table.
Logic pulser: pulse stimulation is essential
in checking digital logic circuits. Logic
pulsers inject digital pulses between gates,
without requiring the unsoldering of components. They automatically drive low nodes
high, or high nodes low, with substantial
override current.
Current tracer: often a bad node is identified, but the specific device causing the
fault can only be isolated by cutting traces,
or replacing circuit elements. The 547A
Current Tracer eliminates just such “shotgun” techniques by showing exactly where
digital current pulses are flowing in the circuit. Use of current tracing techniques
solves the most vexing troubleshooting
problems: stuck data buses, solder-bridges,
stuck nodes containing many circuit elements, and the wired-AND gate.
Stimulus-response testing: the Pulser/
Probe or Pulser/CEp combination helps the
user to identify the faulty circuits causing a
system malfunction. These instruments
permit arbitrary signal injection and readout
between gates. Thus, an added capability is
provided the digital troubleshooter: the ability to stimulate a circuit and monitor it for an
output response.
Troubleshooting kits: a variety of kits is
available, combining IC Troubleshooters
for stimulus-response testing. Each kit includes a carrying case, and offers a price
saving over the individual instruments.
Education: the need for training in digital
electronics continues to grow with the increase in IC design and usage. The Model
5035T Logic Lab meets this need with a
complete introductory course, including an
easy-to-use breadboard, state-of-the-art
components, quality texts and a set of IC
Troubleshooters. The fully coordinated
package is ideal for industrial training, classroom courses and laboratory development.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS & ANALYZERS
Dynamic multi-family logic indicators
Pulse stretching for narrow pulses
Bad IeveVopen circuit detection

One lamp, finger-tip display
Pulse memory capability
Overload protected
iput maximum pulse repetition
Frequency: TTL, 80 MHz. CMOS, 40 MHz.
.
.
.^_
,.
lnpur overioaa prorecrion: ~ I L Uv continuous (ac to 1 k h z ) ;
2250 for 15 seconds (dc to 1 kHz).
Pulse memory: indicates first entry into valid logic level: also indicates return tojnitial valid level from bad level forpulse SI ps wide.
Power requirements
TTL: 4.5 to 15 V dc*.
CMOS: 3 to 18 V dc.
Maximum current: 70 mA.
Overload protection: a25 V dc for one minute.
Accessory Included: Ground Clip (HP Part No. 00545-60105).
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'+5 210% V dc power supply; usable to +15 V dc with slightly increased logic low threshold.

10525T Logic probe
The Model 10525T Logic Probe provides TTL/DTL troubleshooting at low cost. Ideally suited to 5 volt logic applications, the
10525T has high input impedance, overload protection, and 50 MHz
data rate capability. Available with accessory pulse memory and tip
kit.

10525T Specifications
Input impedance: >25 kR in both the high and low state (<I low
power TTL load).
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Logic probes
Logic Probes greatly simplify tracing logic levels and pulses
through IC circuitry to find nodes stuck HIGH or LOW, intermittent pulse activity, and normal pulse activity. That's because they
instantly show whether the node probed is high, low, bad level, open
circuited, or pulsing.
Logic probes require a simple connection to the circuit under
test's power supply, and they're ready to use. The strain-relieved
power cord, and line-voltage protected tip insure long life and durability. High input impedance protects against circuit loading, not just
in the HIGH state, but for logic LOWS as well
545A l T L / C M O S Logic probe
The H P Model 545A Logic Probe contains all the features built
into other H P probes, plus switch-selectable, multi-family operation
and built-in pulse memory. Employing the same straightforward
one-lamp display as our other probes, the 545A operates from 4 to 18
volts in CMOS applications or from 4.5 to 15 V dc supplies in the
T T L mode while maintaining standard TTL thresholds.
The probe's independent, built-in pulse memory and LED display
help you capture hard to see, intermittent pulses. Just connect the
probe tip to a circuit point, reset the memory, and wait for the probe
to catch those hard to find glitches. The memory captures and retains a random pulse until reset.
The hand-held 545A is light, rugged, overload protected, and very
fast: 80 MHz in TTL, 40 MHz in CMOS. It also employs unique
new power supply connectors that enable you to power the probe
using several different methods.

545A Specifications
Input current: <I5 p A (source or sink).
Input capacitance: s 1 5 pF.
Logic thresholds
*TTL: Logic one 2.0 0.4, -0.2 V dc. Logic zero 0.8 + 0.2, -0.4
V dc.
CMOS: 3-10 V dc supply
Logic one: 0.7 x V
20.5 V dc.
Logic zero: 0.3 x V
a0.5 V dc.
CMOS: S10--18 V dc supply.
Logic ONE: 0.7 x V supply k l . 0 V dc.
Logic ZERO: 0.3 x V
a1.0 V dc.
Input minimum pulse width: 10 ns using ground lead (typically 20
ns without ground lead).

+

*+5?10"/. V dc power supply; usable t o +15 V dc with slightly increased logic low threshold.
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Logic zero threshold: 0.8 V +0.2 V, -0.4 V .
Input minimum pulse width: 10 ns.
Input maximum pulse repetition frequency: >50 MHz.
Input overload protection: k70 volts continuous, k200 volts ir1termittent, 120 V ac for 30 seconds, 240 V ac for 10 seconds.
Dnwar r s n ~ ~ i r n m a nCfV
~ . + lnG% I t I;n
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"" m A i n t e m s l n r r e r l n o A p13tection for voltages from +7 to -15 volts. Includes power lead
reversal protection.
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ECL logic probt:
The HP Model 10525E Logic Probe extends the time-proven,
cost-saving logic I3robe troubleshooting technique to high-speed
ECL logic.

except the 10525E's high speed circuitry stretches single shot
phenomena 5io that single pulses as narrow as 5 nanoseconds may be
observed.
111ay ut; puwc1cu u11c:cuv iruni anv - 2 . ~
vuii suurcc
The 1 0 5 2 5 ~
and its high input impedance minimizes circuit loading.

10525E Specifications
Input impedance: 12 kR in both the high and low state.
Logic one threshold: -1.1 V kO.1 V.
Logic zero threshold: -1.5 V kO.1 V.
Input minimum pulse width: 5 ns.
Input maximum pulse repetltlon frequency: 50 MHz (typically
100 MHz at 50% duty cycle).
Input overload protectlon: k70 volts continuous, 200 volts intermittent, 120 V ac for 30 seconds.
Power requirements: -5.2 V +IO% at 80 mA; supply overload
protection for voltages from -7 to +400 volts.
Accessories Included: BNC to alligator clips, ground clip.
Accessories available
00545-60104 Tip Kit for 545A Probe
10525-60012 Tip Kit for 10525T Probe, 10526T Pulser
10525-60015 Pulse Memory for 105257 Probe
Ordering information
545A Logic Probe
10525T Logic Probe
105253 Logic Probe

Price
$30
$40
$80

$125
$85
$150

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS & ANALYZERS
Logic pulsers
Models 546A 81 10526T

In-circuit stimulation without unsoldering
Automatic injection of proper polarity pulse
Greatly simplifies digital troubleshooting

Logic pulser
The Logic Pulser solves the old problem of pulsing ICs on digital
logic boards for designers' and troubleshooters. Merely touch the
Pulser to the circuit under test, press the pulse button and all circuits
connected to the node (outputs as well as inputs) are briefly driven
to their opposite state. No unsoldering of IC outputs is required.
Pulse injection is automatic so the user need not concern himself
whether the test node is in the high or low state; high nodes are
pulsed low and low nodes, high, each time the button is pressed.
The Pulser is essentially a pulse generator with high output current capability packed in a convenient, easy-to-use probe. Ability to
source or sink up to 0.65 Amperes insures sufficient current to override IC outputs in either the high or low state. Output pulse width is
limited so the amount of energy delivered to the device under test is
never excessive. Additionally, the Pulser output is three-state so
that the circuit under test is unaffected until the Pulser is activated.
Combining in-circuit pulse injection with the unique detection
capabilities of Logic Probes, Logic Clips, and the 547A Current
Tracer helps to focus new power on solving the problems of fault
isolation. Pulser/Probe, Pulser/Clip, and Pulser/Tracer combinations enable the digital designer or troubleshooter to hold complete
stimulus-response capability at his finger tips.
Gate operation is tested using the Pulser to drive the input and the
probe monitors transmitted pulses at the output. When pulses are
not received, place the Pulser and Probe on the same pin to detect if
the failure is due to a short to ground or Vcc.
Testing sequential circuits is the domain of the Logic Clip and
Logic Pulser. The Clip simultaneously monitors all output states
while the Pulser applies clock and reset pulses to the device. Improper operation, if present is immediately obvious since the IC will not
go through its prescribed sequences of states.
Finally, when Pulsers are used with the 547A Current Tracer, the
Pulser acts as a current pulse source to enable exact location of
faulty gates on a node, solder bridges, or stuck devices on bus structures.
546A Logic Pulser
Automatic polarity pulse output, pulse width, and amplitude control make for easy multi-family operation when you use the 546A
Logic Pulser. But, the real surprise comes when you code in one of
its six ROM-programmable output patterns (single pulses; pulse
streams of either 1, 10, or 100 Hz; or bursts of 10 or 100 pulses). This
feature allows you to continually pulse a circuit when necessary, and
it also provides an easy means to put an exact number of pulses into
counters and shift registers. Used with our multi-family of IC
Troubleshooters, the 546A acts as both a voltage and current source
in digital troubleshooting applications.

Typical Output Voltage
Family

Output Current

Pulse Width

HIGH

LOW

TTLiOTL

~ 6 5 mA
0

30.5 f i s

3 3 V de

r 0 . 8 V dc

CMOS

~ 1 0 mA
0

r 5 . 0 ps

V(supply)-1 V dc

~ 0 . V5 dc

Power supply requirements: TTL-4.5 to 5.5 V dc at 35 mA,
CMOS-3 to 18 V dc at 35 mA, protected to 25 V dc.
105261 Logic puiser
The economical 10526T provides dependable single-shot operation in TTL/DTL applications. Just press the pulse button, and the
pulser delivers a single powerful pulse of the correct pulse width,
polarity and amplitude.

10526T Specifications
Output high pulse voltage: >2 V at 0.65 A (1 A typical at V ps = 5
V, 25°C).
Output low pulse voltage: <0.8 V at 0.65 A (1 A typical at V ps =
5 V, 25OC).
Output impedance, active state: <2 ohms.
Output impedance, off state: >1 Megohm.
Pulse width: 0.3 ps nominal.
Input overload protection: 250 volts continuous.
Power supply input protection: 2 7 volts (includes power lead
reversal protection).
Power requirements: 5 V f10% at 25 rnA.
Accessories included: BNC to alligator clips, ground clip.

Accessories available
00545-60104: Tip Kit for 546A Pulser
10525-60012: Tip Kit for 10526T Pulser
10526-60002: Multi-Pin.Stimulus Kit
Ordering information
546A Logic Pulser
1 0 5 m Logic Pulser

Price
$30
$40
$25

$175
$115
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Digital current tracer
Model 547A
Solves the “Wired-AND’’ Problem
Displays in-circuit Digital Current flow

The 547A Current Tracer precisely locates low-impedance faults
in digital circuits by locating current sources or sinks. On a shorted
node, all points are stuck in one state by the short. Many similar
troubleshooting problems such as shorted wired-AND/OR configurations, result in wasted time and excessive costs: several ICs have
to be removed before finding the bad one, and in the process the
circuit board may be damaged. Now, the 547A exactly pinpoints the
one faulty point on a node, even on multilayer boards. In addition,
the Tracer locates hairline solder bridges that manage to pass unnoticed until a circuit is operated for the first time.
Constructed as a hand-held probe, the Tracer is a sophisticated
instrument designed to troubleshoot circuits carrying fast rise-time
current pulses. The Tracer senses the magnetic field generated by
these signals in the circuit (or, provided by a Logic Pulser), and
displays transitions, single pulses, and pulse trains using a simple
one-light indicator. Because it is not voltage sensitive, the Tracer
operates on all logic families having current pulses exceeding 1 mA,
and the repetition rates less than 10 MHz, including CMOS, where
even lightly loaded outputs can have up to 2 to 3 mA typical current
pulses.
Prior to introduction of the 547A, logic state indicators were limited to displaying voltage information. A node was HIGH, LOW,
open, or pulsing. When a node is stuck, however, it may be trying to
change state but isn’t able to cross threshold levels. Use of the
Current Tracer adds the final bit of information necessary to pinpoint just such logic faults on bad nodes. For example, on a bad
node the Tracer can verify that the driver is functioning and also

All Family: 1 mA to 1A
Finger-tip indicator

show where the problem is by tracing current flow to the source or
sink causing the node to be stuck.
To use the Tracer, simply align the dot on its tip at a reference
point, usually the output of a node driver. Set the sensitivity control
to indicate the presence of AC current activity. Then, trace the
circuit to see where current is flowing. As you probe from point to
point or follow traces, the lamp will change intensity, and when you
find the fault the Tracer will indicate the same brightness found at
the reference point.

547A Specifications
Input
Sensltlvity: 1 mA to 1 A.
Frequency response: light indicates single-step current transitions; single pulses 350 ns in width; pulse trains to 10 MHz
(typically 20 MHz for current pulses 310 mA).
Rlsetime: light indicates current transitions with risetime S200 ns
at 1 mA.
Power supply requlrements
Voltage: 4.5 to 18 Vdc.
input current: e75 mA.
Maximum ripple: 2500 mV above 5 V dc.
Overvoltage protectlon: +25 Vdc for one minute.
547A Digital Current Tracer

$350
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DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS & ANALYZERS
Logic clips
Models 548A & 10528A

Displays IC logic states at a glance
Self-powered, self-contained
No adjustments required

Logic clips
The Logic Clip is an extremely handy service and design tool
which clips onto dual-in-line-package (DIP) ICs, instantly displaying the states of all 14 or 16 pins. Each of the clip’s 16 LEDs independently follows level changes at its associated pin. Lit diodes are
logic High, extinguished diodes are Low.
The Logic Clip’s real value is in its ease of use. It has no controls
to be set, needs no power connections, and requires practically no
explanation as to how it is used. The clip has its own gating logic for
locating the ground and V,, pins and its buffered inputs reduce circuit loading.
The Logic Clip is much easier to use than either an oscilloscope or
a voltmeter when a logic designer or service engineer is interested in
whether a circuit is in the high or low state, rather than its actual
voltage. The Clip, in effect, is 16 binary voltmeters, and the user
does not have to shift his eyes away from his circuit to make the
readings.
The intuitive relationship of the input to the output-lighted diodes corresponding to high logic states-greatly simplifies the troubleshooting procedure. The user is free to concentrate his attention
on his circuits, rather than on measurement techniques. Also, timing
relationships become especially apparent when clock rates can be
slowed to about 1 pulse per second.
When used in conjunction with the logic pulser, the Logic Clip
offers unparalleled analysis capability for troubleshooting sequential
circuits. The Clip attaches to the IC to be tested: the Pulser is then
used to inject pulses between gates allowing it to supply signals to
the IC under test absolutely independent of gates connected to the
IC. All outputs may then be obseved simultaneously on the Logic
Clip. Deviations from expected results are immediately apparent as
the Pulser steps the IC through its output states.

548 Multi-family logic clip
Fully automatic, protected to 30 V dc, and employing bright new

LEDs in its display, the 548A brings multi-family operation to the
H P line of IC trouble shooters. The Clip can be externally powered,
if desired, using a simple power connector.

548A Specifications
Input threshold: s(0.4 x Supply Voltage) = Logic High.
Input impedance: 1 CMOS load.
Input protection: 30 V dc for 1 minute.
Supply voltage: 4-18 V dc across any two pins.
Auxiliary supply Input: 4.5 to 18 V dc applied via connector. Supply must be 3 1 . 5 V dc more positive than any pin of IC under test.
Supply current: 4 0 mA.
10528A Logic clip
Protection to +7 V dc, automatic operation, and low circuit loading in TTL/DTL applications helps make the 10528A a valuable
replacement for more expensive test equipment like Scopes and
voltmeters. The clip is, in effect, like 16 binary voltmeters, allowing
the user to look at the circuit rather than having to shift his attention
toward test equipment.

10528A Specifications
Input threshold: 1.4 20.6 V; TTL or DTL compatible (except
gates with expander inputs).
Input impedance: one TTL load (-1.2 mA typical per input).
Input protection: voltages < - I V or 17 V must be current limited
to 10 mA.
Supply voltage: 5 V f10% across any two or more inputs.
Maximum current consumption: 120 mA.
Ordering information
548A Logic clip
10528A Logic clip

Price
$125
$85
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Logic comparator

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TIEISTERS & ANALYZERS
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Model 10529A

Finds faulty nodes
Dramatically cuts troubleshooting time
Performs in-circuit IC testing with no unsoidering

When troubleshlooting you want to know that 1the tester is operating properly. A test board is supplied with the Logic Comparator for
:
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this purpose. When.
insenea in me comDararor
cises all of thc? circuitry, test leads, and display elements to verify
proper operati on.
The Logic IComparator’s
ease
.. .
..of. use and small size .make
. . it .an
invaluable adaition to tne troubleshooter’s test gear either in the
field or in the factory. With TTL and DTL failures that are functionally related, the Comparator can find bad nodes up to ten times
faster ttian conventional signal tracing techniques. At its low price,
the Loe-,ic Comparator can pay for itself in days.
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10 boards provided with the Logic Comparator, they allow additional ICs to be programmed for Comparator testing.
K01-10541A: twenty preprogrammed reference boards; 20 of the
most common TTL ICs already programmed and ready for use with
the Logic Comparator. The K01-10541A includes the following ICs:
7400 Quad 2-input NAND; 7402 Quad 2-input NOR; 7404 Hex
inverter; 7408 Quad 2-input AND; 7410 Triple 3-input NAND; 7420
Dual 4-input NAND; 7430 8-input NAND; 7440 Dual 4-input
NAND buffer; 7451 Dual 2-wide, 2-input AND-OR-INVERT;
7454 4-wide, 2-input AND-OR-INVERT; 7473 Dual J-K master3 latch.
flin-flow
7474
i a l - flin-flnn.
slave .
.
. ..-~,
. .. . n
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7476 1Dual J-K flip-flop with preset and clear; 7483 4-bit binary full
adder ;7486 Quad 2-input exclusive-OR; 7490 Decade counter; 7493
%bit 1.)inary counter; 74121 Monostable multivibrator; %01 Monostable rnultivibrator, retriggerable.
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The Model 10529A Logic Comparator checks the operation of
dozens of ICs in less than a minute per IC. The Comparator clips
onto powered TTL or DTL ICs and detects functional failures by
comparing the in-circuit test IC with a known good reference IC
inserted in the Comparator. Any logic state difference between the
test IC and reference IC is identified to the specific pin(s) on 14- or
16- pin dual in-line packages on the Comparator’s display. A lighted
LED corresponds to logic difference. The Logic Comparator can
save considerable time in locating a faulty IC. There are no controls
to be set and no power connections.
The procedure is very simple. First the IC to be tested is identified. An IC of the same type is placed in the Comparator’s IC
socket, or a reference board with an IC of the same type is inserted
in the Comparator. The Comparator is clipped onto the test IC, and
an immediate indication is given if the test IC operates differently
from the reference IC. Even very brief dynamic errors are detected,
stretched, and displayed.
The 10529A operates by connecting the test and reference IC
inputs in parallel; thus the reference IC is exercised by input signals
identical to those of the test IC. The outputs of the two ICs are
compared; any differences in outputs are detected, and LEDs corresponding to the particular pin are lit on the Comparator’s display.
Intermittent errors as short as 200 nanoseconds (using the socket
board) are detected, and the error indication on the Comparator’s
display is stretched for a visual indication. A failure on an input pin,
such as an internal short, will appear as a failure on the IC driving
the failed IC; thus a failure indication actually pinpoints a malfunctioning node.
Programming for the specific IC is easily accomplished by two
different methods. First, the socket board included with the Comparator is inserted in the Comparator drawer. Outputs of the particular IC to be tested are selected via 16 miniature switches which tell
the Comparator which pins of the reference IC are to be allowed to
respond freely. The reference IC is then inserted into the socket and
locked into place. An I C may be set up in seconds. Alternatively, if
specific IC types are to be tested repeatedly, the reference IC may
be soldered into one of the 10 reference boards provided with the
Comparator. The reference board is programmed by opening the
connections between the tests and reference ICs outputs and
solder-bridging V,, and ground.
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105:29A Specifications
input mresnoia: 1.4 v nominal (1.8 v nomina witn sowet aoara),
TTL or DTL compatible.
Test IC loading: outputs driving Test IC inputs are loaded by 5
low-power TTL loads plus input of Reference IC. Test IC outputs
are loaded by 2 low-power TTL loads.
Input protection: voltages < - 1V or >7 V must be current limited
to 10 mA.
Supply voltage: 5 V flo%, at 300 mA.
Supply protection: supply voltage must be limited to 7 V.
Maximum current consumption: 300 mA.
Sensitivity
Error sensitivity: 200 ns with reference board or 300 ns with
socket board. Errors greater than this are detected and stretched
to at least 0.1 seconds.
Delayed variation immunity: 50 ns. Errors shorter than this
value are considered spurious and ignored.
Frequency range: maximum operational frequency varies with
duty cycle. I4n error existing for a full clock cycle will be detected if
the cycle rat.e is less than 3 MHz.
A-A.
*
Accessoriea Iinciuueu:
I LCSL ooara; IW DianK rererence ooaras; I
programmable socket board; 1 carrying case.
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Accessories available
10541A Twenty Blank Reference Boards for the
Logic Comparator
K01-10541A Twenty Pre-programmed Boards for the
Logic Comparator

Price

10529A Logic Comparator

$525

$95
$195

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS 81ANALYZERS
Multi-family logic troubleshooting kits
Model 5021A, 5022A, 5023A

Complete CMOSlTTL troubleshooting kits
Stimulus-response capability
In-circuit fault finding
In-circuit analysis
Dynamic and static testing
Multi-pin testing

Multi-family logic
5021A Troubleshooting kit
The 5021A Kit combines multi-family Probe, Pulser and Clip into
one handy kit for stimulus-response testing in lab, field and factory
applications. Useful in dynamic or static circuits such as gates, flipflops, and microprocessors, the 5021A kit instruments operate in
TTL, CMOS, and most any other positive voltage logic families.

5021A Specifications
5021A contains
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
548A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 146 W x 298 mm D (2.5” x 5.75” x 11.75“).
Weight: net, 0.6 kg (13 0 2 ) . Shipping, 0.72 kg (16 0 2 ) .
5022A Multi-family logic troubleshooting kit
The 5022A Kit brings the advantages of stimulus-response testing
to both voltage and current domains in digital circuits. Now, for the
first time, you can stimulate a circuit and exactly pinpoint logic
faults as never before possible.
Start by locating a stuck node with the Pulser-Probe combination.
Then, pulse the node and follow digital current pulse flow to the
faulty circuit element using the 547A Current Tracer. This valuable
addition to the IC Troubleshooter line exactly locates the low impedance point to troubleshoot stuck data busses, solder bridges, and
three-state devices.

5022A Specifications
5022A contains

545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
547A Current Tracer
548A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 146 W x 298 mm D (2.5” x 5.75” X 11.75”).
Weight: net, 0.43 kg (15 0 2 ) . Shipping, 0.51 kg (1 Ib 2 0 2 ) .
5023A Multi-family logic troubleshooting kit
The 5023A Kit includes all of our Multi-family troubleshooters,
plus the TTL/DTL Logic Comparator in one complete lab, field, or
factory troubleshooting kit. The comparator adds the ability to
“map” and locate faulty logic responses by identifying incorrect
static and dynamic logic state responses on 14 or 16-pin digital IC’s.
Once bad nodes have been mapped using the Comparator, the
Probe, Pulser, Current Tracer and Clip exactly locate logic faults in
digital circuits.
5022A

5023A Specifications
5023A contains
545A Logic Probe
546A Logic Pulser
547A Current Tracer
548A Logic Clip
10529A Logic Comparator
Size: 225 H x 200 W x 337 mm D (8.875” x 7.875“ x 13.25”).
Weight: net, 1.64 kg (3 Ib 10 0 2 ) . Shipping, 2.12 kg (4 lb 12 0 2 ) .

5023A

Accessories available
00545-60104: Tip Kit for 545A Probe, and 546A Pulser
10529-60002: Multi-Pin Stimulus Kit for 546A Pulser
10529-60006: External Reference Kit for 10529A
Comparator
10541A: Twenty blank reference boards for 10529A
Comparator
K01-10541A: Twenty pre-programmed reference
boards for 10529A Comparator
Ordering information
5021A Troubleshooting Kit
5022A Multi-family Logic Troubleshooting Kit
5023A Multi-family Logic Troubleshooting Kit

Price
$30
$25

$125
$95
$195
$400
$700
$1200

DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS & ANALYZERS
Economical TTL/DTL Troubleshooting Kits
Models 5011T, 5015T 81 Accessories

5011T Logic troubleshooting kit
The H P 5011T Logic Troubleshooting Kit combines all the troubleshooting capability of four instruments, the 10529A Logic Comparator, the 10526T Logic Pulser, the 10525T Logic Probe, and the
10528A Logic Clip. The Logic Comparator attaches to 14- and
16-pin dual in-line TTL and DTL circuits. Both sequential and combinatorial logic are testable. The IC under test is allowed to operate
normally while its outputs are compared against a reference IC of
the same type inserted in the Comparator. Should the circuit under
test operate improperly, the failure is detected and displayed on the
hand held Comparator’s panel. Sixteen LED’s exactly pinpoint the
failed node.

5011T Specifications
Includes
10525T Logic Probe
10526T Logic Pulser
10528A Logic Clip
10529A Logic Comparator
Size: 82.6 H x 203 W x 311.2 mm D (3.25” x 8” x 12.25”).
Weight: net, 1.36 kg (3 lb). Shipping, 2.27 kg (5 Ib).

5011T

5015T Logic troubleshooting mini kit
The HP 5015T Logic Troubleshooting Mini Kit combines the
unique logic analysis capability of the 10525T Logic Probe, the
10526T Logic Pulser, and the 10528A Logic Clip into a single, handy
kit. These three instruments provide stimulushesponse capability
for dynamic and static testing of in-circuit integrated circuits.

5015T Specifications
5015T includes
Model 10525T Logic Probe
Model 10526T Logic Pulser
Model 10528A Logic Clip
Size: 64 H x 133 W x 286 mm D (2.5.’’ x 5.25” x 11.25”).
Weight: net, 0.63 kg (1 lb 6 oz). Shipping, 0.74 kg (1 lb 10 oz).

50151

r / 10526-60012

10541A

10526-60002

KO1-1 0541A

Accessories available
10525-60012: Tip Kit
10526-60002: Multi-pin Stimulus Kit
10541A: Twenty Blank Comparator Reference Boards
K01-10541A: Twenty Pre-programmed Comparator
Reference Boards

Ordering information
SOllT Logic Troubleshooting Kit
501- Logic Troubleshooting Mini Kit

Price
$40
$25
$95
$195

$725
$250
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DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS
Signature Analyzer, a pP service solution
Model 5004A

Field troubleshoot microprocessor-based products t o
the comDonent level
Improve the confidence level of field service

Reduce warranty and service support costs
Reduce the end-user’s cost of ownership

W

5004A

The product
The H P 5004A Signature Analyzer is a tool for field troubleshooting of complex logic circuits. I t recognizes and displays unique digital signatures associated with data nodes in a circuit under test. By
comparing these actual signatures to the correct ones, a service
technician can back-trace to a faulty node. The technique is especially useful in checking operation of microprocessor-based products and high-speed state machines, where data streams are long and
complex and where there are no conventional means to troubleshoot
to the component level.
By designing the digital portion of a product with the Signature
Analyzer in mind, a manufacturer can provide field troubleshooting
procedures for component level repair, without having to invest in a
board exchange program, or in expensive special-purpose equipment.
Signature Analysis is also attractive for production line troubleshooting. The 5004A can detect speed-related failures in assembled systems, which may not have been caught by subassembly
testers.
The technique
HP’s patented Signature Analysis technique enables the 5004A to
display a compressed, four-digit “fingerprint” of the data stream
present at a node. This signature is generated from a linear feedback
shift register in the 5004A, and is unique for a specific good node.
Any fault associated with a device on that node will force a change
in the data stream and, therefore, result in an erroneous signature.
The 5004A utilizes a 16-bit register, with maximal-length feedback
taps. The data stream being measured is summed, modulo 2, with

the register feedback. The resulting probability of detecting an erroneous data stream is 99.998%. More importantly, the probability
of detecting a single-bit error in a data stream is 100%. Signature
Analysis detects time-related faults, such as mid-cycle displaced
bits, which are not detectable by traditional transition and ones
counting techniques.
The 5004A does not require programming, since the test stimulus
is stored in the product under test. Gating and clock signals are also
derived from the product under test.
The application
For a product which has been designed and documented for Signature Analysis, troubleshooting typically consists of:
Switching the product to be tested into a test mode of operation.
Attaching the 5004A’s START, STOP, CLOCK, and G N D
leads to the test points of the product to be tested (no board or
component removal required).
Probing circuit nodes and observing the signatures displayed on
the 5004A.
Comparing them to correct signatures preprinted on a schematic
or troubleshooting procedure in the service manual of the product under test.
Isolating a faulty node by observing an erroneous signature.
Tracing signatures back through gates and memory elements,
until an element with correct inputs and faulty outputs is isolated.
Replacing only the faulty component.
These steps can be performed quickly on-site, at a field service
facility, or on a production line.

5004A Specifications
Display
Signature: four-digit hexadecimal.
Characters: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,C,F,H,P,U.
GATE, UNSTABLE SIGNATURE indicators:
Panel lights
Stretching: 100 ms.
. . . . . . ....... .
rrooe-rip inaicaror: iignt inaicates nign, low, oaa-level ana pulsing
states.
Minimum pulse width: 10 ns.
Stretching: 50 ms.
Probability of classifying correct data stream as correct: 100%.
Probability of classifying faulty data stream as faulty: 99.998%.
Minimum gate length: 1 clock cycle.
Minimum timing between gates (from last STOP to next
START): 1 clock cycle.
Data Probe
Input impedance: 50 kR to 1.4 V, nominal. Shunted by 7 pF,
nominal.
Threshold
Logic one: 2.0 V +0.2 -0.3
Logic zero: 0.8V + 0.3 -0.2.
Setup Time: 15 ns, with 0.2 V over-drive. (Data to be valid at
least 15 ns before selected clock edge).
Hold Time: 0 ns (Data to be held until occurrence of selected
clock edge).
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MEASUREMENT GATING EXAMPLE, POSITIVE-EDGE START. STOP, AND

Designing for signature analysis
Use of the 5004A Signature Analyzer requires that some test features be designed into the product to be tested.
First, a short repetitive test stimulus should be stored in the
product's ROM. The routine stimulates circuit nodes, generating
signatures detectable by the 5004A. It needs only to force a state
change on each node, and does not have to create meaningful data.
This stimulus can be merged with the product's self-check program,
and enabled by a switch or jumper.
Second, data feedback paths should be opened, during part of the
troubleshooting procedure, by switches, connectors, or disabling
software. This prevents a fault from feeding back around, perturbing
all data nodes.
Third, gating signals (START, STOP, CLOCK) should be
brought out to test points for Signature Analyzer hookup.
H P Application Note 222, A Designer's Guide to Signature
Analysis, provides examples and advice on designing products to be
serviced by the 5004A.
Operational features
The active DATA PROBE is also a TTL Logic Probe, similar to
the H P 545A, indicating high, low, bad-level, and pulsing states, for
additional troubleshooting information.
The gating inputs (START, STOP, and CLOCK) are brought out
to an active pod, for fast response and low circuit loading.
Front-panel controls allow selection of either rising or falling
edges of start, stop, and clock waveforms.
The GATE light indicates proper startlstop gating operation.
The UNSTABLE SIGNATURE light indicates a difference between successive signatures, alerting the user to intermittent faults,
which may not be observed from the display.
The HOLDlRESET controls allow observation of signatures associated with one-shot operations, such as power-on routines.
The front-panel SELF-TEST feature allows golno-go checkout of
the entire Signature Analyzer, including probe, pod, and cables,
increasing confidence in on-site service.

CLOCK

Gating Input Lines
START, STOP, CLOCK inputs
lnout imoedance: 50 R to 1.4 V. nominal. Shunted by 7 pF,
nominal.
Threshold: 1.4 V +0.6 (0.1 V hysteresis, typical).
!START, STOP Inputs __ - - _- - .
.. .
.
-_
setup time: L5 ns. ( S I A K I , S l O P to be valid at least 25 ns
befo re selected clock edge).
CLOCIK Input
Maximum clock frequency: 10 MHz.
Minimum clock time in high or low state: 50 ns.
--I -..-.--.I-1-11
:--..*-,.
. , < A x,v Cuniinuuub.
1
men
Overloau
pruirviiuri (all I I I U U I S I ; I I J U
X L J U v'
intermittent. 250 V ac for 1 minute.
Operating Einvironment
Temperattire: O"C-55"C.
Humidity: 95% RH at 40°C.
Altitude: 4 ,600 m.
Power Requirements: 15 VA max. See Options below for power
line voltage and frequency.
Weight: net, 2.5 kg (5.5 Ib). Shipping 7.7 kg (17 Ib).
cnn ., c cno ., + m m m:
:--Size: 90 H x 1L I1 Jc 1vvx 1 A ?nn
JUV IIIIII u I J . J U A J . J U
n I L 1. ~ I I I I W W J I I S
exclude bale, probe and pouch.
5004A Signature Analyzer
$990
Opt 910: Extra manual
add $10
Orders must specify one of these power line options.
Opt 100: 100 V ac line, +5%, -lo%, 48-440 Hz
Opt 120: 120 V ac line, +5%, -lo%, 48-440 Hz
Opt 220: 220 V ac line, +5%, -lo%, 48-66 Hz
Opt 240: 240 V ac line, +5%, -lo%, 48-66 Hz
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DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTERS & ANALYZERS
Logic labs
Models 5035A, 5035T

5035T Complete Logic Lab

Learn logic . . . the practical way. HP's Model 5035T Logic Lab
combines theory and lab so you'll learn digital logic quickly, enjoyably, and memorably. Start by building simple circuits and work up
to complete numerical readout clocks. Adopted by schools, industrial firms and individuals who want to keep up with the changing
world of electronics, and enjoy doing it.

5035T Logic Lab ordering information
Includes
5035A Mainframe with removeable breadboard (see below)
"Practical Digital Electronics"-An Introductory Course
Complete textbook
26 Experiment Workbook
TTL/DTL Test Instruments
10525T Logic Probe
10526T Logic Pulser
10528A Logic Clip
Wire and Component Kit
32 TTL, MSI, LSI ICs
285 Pre-stripped Wires
4 Large LED numerical displays
IC Remover
Accessories available
Price
1258-0121: Additional Breadboard Assembly
$62.50
10656A: Set of 10 "Practical Digital Electronics" An
Introductory Course-Texts and Lab Workbooks
$150
10657A: Additional Component and Wire Kit
$150
5035T Logic Lab

$750

5035A Logic Lab Mainframe
The 5035A Logic Lab Mainframe brings convenience and flexibility to breadboarding by allowing solderless connection of new circuit ideas. Fully self-contained, the mainframe has a 5-volt 1-amp
power supply, two clocks, four LED indicators, six data switches,
two 5-volt BNC connectors, and a handy removeable breadboard.
To use it, just connect up circuits using standard 24-gauge wire, then
power up either one or several breadboards to quickly and easily
verify new circuits ideas before incurring expensive PC board layout
and rework charges.

5035A Mainframe ordering information
Power supply: 5 volts +5%, over 0-1 Amp range; 10 mV rms ripple
maximum. Continuous short circuit protection.
Data switches: 6 bounceless slide switches for TTL highllow outputs.
LED indicators: 4 highllow indicators.
Clocks: 2 independent; 1 Hz and 100 kHz.
Breadboard assembly (HP part number 1258-0121): removable.
interconnections: all power supply, data switch, LED indicator,
and component contact points may be interconnected by standard
24-gauge hook-up wire.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240V ac + 5 , - 1% 50 or 60 Hz
line frequency; 30 watts max; 0°C-55°C.
Size: mainframe, 311 H x 89 W x 267 mm D (3%" x 12%'' x
1O1h"). Breadboard assembly: 165 H x 114 W x 13 mm D (6l/2" X
4%'' X %").
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib). Shipping, 6.9 kg (15.13 Ib).
Accessories available
Price
1258-0121: Additional breadboard assembly
$62.50
1540-0258: Heavy duty, padded vinyl carrying case
$15
05035-60006: Wire interconnect kit (258 prestripped,
assorted length and color, 24 gauge hk-up wires)
$15
5035A Logic Lab

$425

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Real time analysis of digital system operation

Introduction
The increasing use of digital processors,
such as computers and microprocessors, has
created a concurrent need for new analysis
equipment for use in the design, checkout,
and troubleshooting of digital systems. It
has become increasingly apparent that digital problems can best be solved by digital
means. The instrumentation and theoretical
foundations of these digital solutions come
from the branch of electronics known as the
data domain. There are many specific
analysis systems and instruments that fit the
data domain instrumentation category.
These are discussed in relation to the design
and troubleshooting tasks facing the designer and user of digital equipment.
Software development
The growth of LSI IC technology, and
one-chip processors and bulk memory circuits, has placed much emphasis on the time
a designer spends on programming and program verification. Full software development involves three steps: software code
generation, either simulation or emulation of
the processor and memory circuits before
the hardware is complete, and analysis in
real time (e.g. at full system operating
speed) on the hardware.
After code generation the greatest uncertainty occurs when the system is working to
a degree, and design verification is the task.
At this point, the task is functional analysis
at system speed, a job that logic analyzers
have been designed to aid.
Logic analyzers
All logic analyzers share three basic
blocks: data registration, data capture, and

capture, possible massage, and presentation
to the user.
Registration
Registration to a data stream by Logic
Analyzers may be thought of as synonymous with triggering for oscilloscopes, trap
for data communications monitors, and
breakpoint for computer check-out panels.
However it is a much more complex function than any of these others, embracing
Pattern Recognition, Sequence Recognition, Data Indexing, Data Qualifier comparison, and Boundary Condition correlation.
Pattern Recognition can be as simple as
acknowledging a gating flag, but more com-

data display. There are, however, substantial differences in the quality of each of these
blocks, perhaps most easily discussed in
terms of levels of sophistication. Table 1 illustrates these different capabilities.
Data-domain problems are manifested as
an improper data sequence, for which the
cause has yet to be determined. It is important to note that the problem effect is always
functional whether the cause is functional or
electrical. Consequently, the first analysis
step is locating the malfunction in the data
flow sequence.
Locating the problem in data flow with an
external instrument requires data registration or synchronization followed by data

I
Level 3

Data Registration

Data Capture

Sequential
Pattern
Recognition

Selective
Data Storage

-

-

Elapsed TimelCount

Range or Boundary
Triggering

t
Pattern
Recognition

Level 2

Graphing
Mnemonic
Disassembly
Split-field
Machine Lanauane

Qualified
Storage

Matrix Map
HexlOctallBinary

Word Count Delay
Gated Trigger

Level 1

Successive
Storage

Clock Delay

Table 1. Levels of Logic Analyzer Sophistication.

1's & 0's
Display

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Real time analysis of digital system operation (cont.)

Figure 1. 1610A Logic State Analyzer trace specification for defining a test sequence that will caDture a nested loop a s well a s
only selected states in the loop.

monly involves an ANDing decision at a
Data Read cycle on a parallel data bus. For
instance, this may be thought of as an ANDing function equaling an address on an address bus.
Sequence Recognition, an important function that most early Logic Analyzers do not
allow, is the ability to describe a word Directly Followed By another word, or a Loop
Count capability where the same recognition must be made n times.
The most important use of sequential recognition is to analyze branching software,
looping software, and in particular, to unravel nested loops to check for correct behavior. A very typical problem occurs when
a system exits from a nested loop sequence
prior to full completion. The first analysis
question might be “does deviation occur?”
which may be answered by setting up a full
sequence registration specification and running the system to see if the specification is
followed.
Data Indexing and Data Qualification,
closely related to Selective Data Storage,
are especially useful in longer programs.
The indexing and qualification functions
allow truncation of unnecessary steps, so
that captured data is quality data rather than
quantity data.
The H P Model 1610A Logic State
Analyzer provides an excellent example of
sequence recognition and data qualification
capabilities in a logic analyzer. The 1610A
Trace Specification allows you to define a
sequence of from one to seven words which
must be found in the specified order. To
further qualify the sequence, each word in a
sequence may be specified to occur from 1
to 65 536 times so you can capture the nth
pass of a loop beginning at a given word.
Figures 1 and 2 show a 1610A Trace
Specification with a defined test sequence
and qualification, and the resulting trace list.
Indexing and qualification capability is
especially of value in two applications: (1)
searching for uncommon conditions or infrequently occurring events in a long datasequence, or (2) in trying to sort bulk data
into its various components on a multiplexed bus. An extension of qualification is
the need for handling multiphase clocks or

Figure 2. Adding a count-states specification to the 1610A trace
specification in figure 1 results in a trace list showing the
number of states (in decimal base) which occurred prior t o and
following the trace start.

dual-clocked interfaces between peripherals
and mainframes.
Range Triggers, which are preset Boundary Conditions, are a way of locating a class
of problems that beset software designers.
All too frequently, a designer will make an
insignificant mistake in code (e.g. address
0202,6 instead of O22Ol8) which extracts an
altogether different data word or operand
from memory, resulting in a Jump or Gate
instruction on a subsequent cycle that sends
the system to the wrong area of memory.
The better solution in many cases is to use a
boundary condition statement (range trigger) as a trigger ovemde which directs the
analyzer to recognize a data word less than
or greater than some assigned values.
The H P 1611A Logic State Analyzer for
microprocessor based system analysis has
the capability to include or exclude ranges of
addresses by selecting less than or greater
than limits and the desired address words
(figure 3). Any or all of the trigger specifications can be further modified by requiring a
predetermined pass count of up to 256 trigger occurrences before a trace begins. Additionally, trigger Enable and Disable conditions can be specified to establish the
boundary conditions in which the selected
trigger search may be allowed.

Data Storage
Virtually all data-domain instrumentation
today gathers a data table or “trace” since
data and data sequences are the parameters
of concern. This, of course, requires that the
instrument view data just the same as the
machine under test. Binary thresholds must
match, setup and hold times are crucial, and
probe loading must not cause a problem to
the circuit under test.
Acquisition requirements: there are some
unusual speed and channel acquisition requirements imposed in data-domain measurements. For instance, data need not be
gathered at rates above the data register
speed of the system under test-this is 3
MHz or less for virtually all minicomputer
and microprocessor systems today, and only
12.5 MHz for most parts of even large
CPU’S.
By contrast with these low data cycle
times, setup and hold times have much

higher performance requirements. Setup
time should be as short as possible, to accommodate multi-phase clock structures.
Micro and mini systems in several cases
have setup time requirements under 20 ns
(more than 8 x what we might expect from
the instruction register clock rate). In nearly
all cases, system hold time guarantees are 0
to perhaps 5 ns at best, imposing a strict
instrument requirement of “zero positive
hold time.”
Negative time storage: an equally important consideration for data-domain testing is
the fact that data faults are almost never
controllable or easily reproducible. Thus,
the classical stimulus-response testing so
popular in time-domain and frequencydomain analysis is rendered impotent because of the vast complexity of the intermediate system. This gives a fault tracing
question of “what happened before the failure at t,?”,
rather than the easier question of
“what happens when we change the system
at to?”
Consequently, logic analysis equipment
has put considerable emphasis on capturing
“pre-trigger” or “negative time” events.
Obviously, these historical records were
gathered as they occurred-the “negative
time” aspect refers to the decision to retain
data that has already been captured. Consequently, a logic analyzer can record data
over a long period, then make a decision that
the captured data was of interest, and block
out future events in order to keep the past
history file.
Channel width: yet another important consideration is the total amount of data that
must be collected at every event-time in
order to characterize system behavior. In
fact, this is the basic reason that these
analysis techniques are termed data
domain-since
the status of a digital
machine at any event-time is described by
its functional data registers. The program
counter, the instruction register, the accumulators and so forth contain specific
coded data which collectively describe the
machine status at any one event-time. In
addition, most digital machines are built to
operate on external data-to add, subtract,
multiply or divide data, to make branching

Figure 3. The 1611A Logic State Analyzer allows you to interrogate ranges of memory addresses with the 3 and s limits to
bracket memory bands.

decisions from data comparisons, and to accumulate, store, and process still more data.
Thus, to select data domain as a descriptor
for a way of analyzing digital logic machines
suggests both an awareness of the machine’s
external function of working with digital
data, and its internal operation in terms of an
organized flow of data sequences.
Data domain analysis, then, is a set of
analysis techniques concerned with designing, monitoring, and correcting the behavior
of a digital machine as a function of its internal data sequences and its external data
manipulations. Even for modest-size systems, this requires many channels for data
acquisition. For example, to monitor the
address, data, and control lines of most
eight-bit microprocessor (e.g. 8080, 6800)
requires 30 or more lines of simultaneous
monitoring. The H P 1611A microprocessor
analyzer provides for up to 40 input lines as
well as eight additional input lines for tracing
related events or for additional trigger qualifications.
Storage recording: we can now appreciate
the dilemma often faced by the digital system “troubleshooter”. When a system
“crashes” on a very spasmodic, intemittent basis, it is very difficult to ascertain
why. As a consequence, the “baby-sitting”
mode of test has evolved, using a very deep
memory to record the events leading to failure. However, the quantity of data able to
be collected can quickly out-strip any finite
memory. For example, the total dynamic
memory required by a monitoring instrument for one second of operations of a large
CPU could exceed 1.5 billion bits.
As a result of this very large memory requirement, the more capable logic analyzers
offer various data compression techniques
to aid in system monitoring. One powerful
technique used is qualification of data storage as a function of external control lines.
For example, ANDing the Write line with
the Data Clock will store only Write commands, while Read commands or non-U0
transactions are ignored. Similarly, data
sent only to a given point-of-sale terminal or
a particular disc memory could be sorted by
qualifying to that machine’s specific bus address. Qualification in the general case can
~~

~

Figure 4. The 1600A map display offers an overall view of
machine operation with each dot representing one sixteen-bit
word. The line between dots is avector whose brighter end is the
“goes to” address.

be defined to include Clock Qualification (to
handle multi-phase or even handshake structures), Flag or Control Line Qualification
(such as Read or Write lines, and Data Qualification (usually in terms of address or instruction).
Bidirectional multiplexed data structures
are best monitored (one may say “only monitored”) with a sophisticated combination of
qualification and selective storage. One
further capability is essential for analysis of
storage records thus compiled-the elapsed
time and/or count between stored words.
Data presentation
The appropriate data presentation
methods vary as a function of the measurement being made, as well as the skill level of
the user. It is convenient to think of Global
vs. Local analysis, where Global refers to
overview or macroscopic presentations, and
Local to tracing specific words or measuring
between two events. Under the Global definition, we find Memory Maps and Graphs.
Local analysis, by contrast, may be concerned with only one transaction or excursion within a total memory map, and with
the state flow leading up to that erroneous
excursion. Perhaps it goes on to analyze the
specific pulse timing on some handshake
lines during that event-time, or to measure
the elapsed time from a known good transaction to the fault condition. Local analyses
are zoom lens interrogations of anomalies in
the Global picture.
Global measurements: the 1600A Map is
perhaps the most familiar global view available on data-domain instrumentation. This
map (figure 4) is essentially a dot matrix
array where any specific dot location corresponds to a specific sixteen-bit parallel word
(the most significant eight-bit byte on the
vertical axis and the least significant on the
horizontal axis). The map mode allows fault
perception at a glance, compared with
lengthy time to scan a page of state table
data. Most users quickly learn the patterns
of various operational modes of the system
under test, and can verify apparent proper
performance or detect differences at a
glance.
For specific address-space functions such

as memory-mapped I/O, the array map provides an easy way to tell whether transactions of a given type are occumng.
A 1610A data flow graph (figure 5 ) is also
a very useful pictogram for certain functions, not the least of which is portrayal of
the time-sequential execution of weighted
data. Subroutines and nested subroutines
are easily discerned, showing up as repetitive sawtooth waveforms on such a graph.
Upper and lower limits may be expanded or
contracted for whatever zoom resolution is
appropriate and “off-scale” indicators may
be used as pre-set “boundary conditions,”
described under data registration. The graph
provides an intermediate level of analysis
between the wide-angle overview of the
array map and the local, specific data table
listing.
Local measurements: “Local” testing
deals with the specific and particular, and as
such is more often thought of as a “real”
measurement by users. There are two basic
measurements being made today-the Data
Trace and the Delta Interval (time and
count measurements).
There are many ways of displaying the
data Trace (figures 2 and 3), each of which
has merit for a given user. For example, the
1611A offers mnemonic disassembly while
the 1610A provides Split HEX, OCTAL,
and BINARY to handle address, data, and
control lines simultaneously, each in the
proper code.
Delta-Interval (time and count) measurements are a very powerful addition to datadomain instruments, especially those with
good data-registration capability. Time and
count measurements are available with both
the general purpose H P 1610A and the H P
1611A microprocessor analyzer. The 1610A
allows selection of time or state (word)
count for all 64 words in memory, displayed
in either absolute or relative mode. The absolute mode gives you the time or count between the trace position and a selected
word, while the relative mode presents the
time or count between each consecutively
acquired state. This capability allows you to
directly determine the time spent in loops,
interrupts, or program time between steps.
In the 1611A the time or count between
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Figure 5. A 1610A trace graph may be selected to give you a view
of all 64 states in the analyzers memory. Each dot’s vertical position is determined by its absolute numerical value and its horizontal position is determined by its sequence of occurrence. The
ability to set upper and lower limits on the graph makes it easy to
see the level of memory in which the program is operating.

events is measured by specific Enable and
Disable conditions for the address, data, or
external inputs, with the result displayed directly (figure 6).
Hewlett-Packard logic analyzers
1600s: Model 1600s is a general purpose
Logic State Analyzer which provides convenient and flexiblefunctional analysis of up
to 32-channels of parallel data at clock
speeds to 20 MHz. The display is presented
in an easy-to-read one’s and zero’s format
for fast functional analysis of data flow. Features include trigger arming, dual clock,
separately configured data tables, display
qualification, exclusive OR comparison of
Tables A and B, dynamic mapping, and halt
when A is not equal to B. An added advantage of this logic state analyzer is that it can
be used in conjunction with the Model
10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter which
converts serially formatted data to parallel
for use with the 1600s. Another useful accessory is the Model 10253A Card Reader
which may be used to load fixed data stored
on cards into the 1600A Table B memory,
providing a convenient method of performing comparative tests on digital components
or systems.
1602A: Model 1602A is an easy-to-use but
powerful keyboard controlled Logic State
Analyzer designed with the technician in
mind. Its self-teaching keyboard panel and a
standard PC board edge connector probe,
make the unit ideal for applications involving service and production. The 16-bit wide
and 64-word deep memory operates at clock
speeds to 10 MHz. Data may be registered
with versatile pattern recognition trigger and
digital delay. Measurements are displayed
on the Analyzer’s LED readout in hexadecimal, decimal, octal, or binary format,
eliminating the need for base conversions by
the operator.
Usefulness is further enhanced by the
1602A’s portability (only ten pounds) and
by its programmability. The 1602A Option
001 is HP-IB compatible, making automatic
functional testing a reality by teaming it with
a computing controller such as the Model

Figure 6. The 1611A time interval mode along with the ability t o
select enable and disable trigger conditions allow direct measurements of execution time in loops or subroutines.

9825A. The 1602A can also act as a service
tool for HP-IB systems.
1610A: Model 1610A is a general purpose
Logic State Analyzer with a very powerful
measurement set capable of checking complex digital systems from microprocessor
based to minicomputers. The 1610A synchronously performs real time trace and
count measurement to 10 MHz with powerful triggering capability on words up to 32bits wide. The sophisticated measurement
set is implemented with keyboard control
and an interactive display using a menu concept to permit rapid entry of complex measurement parameters. Measurements of system activity are displayed in any mixture of
hexadecimal, octal, binary, or decimal
codes.
Features of the 1610A include Trace
Specification with up to seven levels of sequential state conditions, a restart state for
sequential conditioning, seven choices of
trace qualification, and a state count or time
interval which can be displayed in either absolute or relative modes. A state graph provides a selectable overview of state sequences (static or dynamic) presented as an
X-Y display. The 1610A also includes a
self-test mode which provides seven different self-tests for performance verification.
1611A: The Model 1611A is a keyboard
controlled Logic State Analyzer dedicated
to the design and troubleshooting of microprocessor based systems. The analyzer is
configured to a specific microprocessor by
ordering the appropriate personality module
and is easily reconfigured. Four personality
modules are presently available for use with
the 6800,8080, F8 and 280 microprocessors
with more planned for the future. Features
include powerful triggering capability, time
interval measurements, mnemonic display,
and error messages to warn of improper operation or setup.
Logic analysis accessories
Serial-to-parallel converter: for functional
analysis of serial data, the H P 10254A permits display of serial data together with the
1600A, 1607A, or 1600s Logic State
Analyzer, with the same windowing

capabilities as for parallel data.
Card reader: when performing repetitive
tests on digital components or systems, the
HP 10253A provides a low cost method of
performing simple or complete system
checks. With a test procedure on cards, special operator training on the system under
test is not needed-just insert a card in the
card reader and look for intensified ones on
the 1600A.
Trigger probes: the H P Model 10250A
TTL Trigger Probe features a 4-bit A N D
gate trigger and selectable bit levels (HI,
LO, OFF). The circuit-powered probe provides 4-bit pattern recognition triggering for
digital signal analysis and may be used for
both functional and electrical analysis. With
the 10250A connected to the H P 1602A
Logic State Analyzer rear panel Trigger or
Clock Qualifier inputs, an additional four
bits of qualification are available.
The HP Model 1230A trigger probe offers
8-bit parallel triggering capability with the
addition of digital delay capability of 9998
clocks and synchronous or asynchronous
operation. The 1230A provides versatile
triggering capabilities for oscilloscope windowing to digital problem areas.
Testmobiles: several H P testmobiles offer
convenient portability for H P Logic State
Analyzers. The versatile 1008A can be used
for the 1610A or 1611A with storage space
for other test equipment and accessories.
See page 180 for Testmobile information.
Education
Learning tools available include the Data
Domain Measurement series Application
Notes, and the four part videotape series,
“The Data Domain, Its Analysis and Measurements.” The latter is designed to provide instruction in logic state analysis measurement techniques and the debugging of
processor-based systems. Measurements
shown in these tapes include: paging, loops
and map techniques, asynchronous measurements, lost program, I/O data transfer,
memory access time, software programmable 1 / 0 ports and interrupts. Contact your
local H P Sales Office for additional information on these training aids.
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1610A Description
The Model 1610A keyboard controlled Logic State Analyzer offers general purpose measurements in microprocessor based systems, minicomputers, or virtually any digital circuit. The 1610A
synchronously performs real time trace and count measurement to
10 MHz with powerful triggering capabilities on words up to 32 bits
wide to allow you to capture the data of interest.
Measurements of system activity are displayed on the analyzer's
CRT screen in selectable hexadecimal, octal, binary, or decimal
codes. Setup for a measurement is aided with the Format and Trace
specification menus which indicate the test parameters you are to
enter. The events and activity that are captured and displayed from
the system are gathered at clock transitions after the 1610A locates
the specified trace position and then captures 64 words of data. The
displayed trace may be a simple breakpoint with the trace position at
the beginning, end, or center of the captured data; or, in a state
sequence where one to seven words must be found in a specified
order before data is captured. This state sequence permits you to
directly locate sections of branched, looped, or nested loops of state
flow. A selective trace of from one to seven words may be OR
specified which allows only the words of interest to be captured and
eliminates data that is not necessary for your measurement.
A count measurement capability allows you to perform a time or
state count on all 64 traced states in either absolute or relative
modes. With the count measurement you can determine how much
time a program spends in loops, servicing interrupts, as well as the
time between program steps. This measurement is performed simultaneously with the trace and all 64 words traced are assigned a count
record which is displayed as positive or negative time in relation to
the location of the trace position (absolute mode), or in relation to
the previously acquired state (relative mode).
One complete measurement, including Format and Trace Specifications, may be internally stored to be recalled at a later time or for
use in a trace compare mode. When a trace compare mode is called,
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the display presents an exclusive OR tabular listing of the differences between the current and stored measurements. The trace
compare mode may be also used to direct the Analyzer to continuously rerun a measurement until the current and stored measurements are equal or not equal and the 1610A automatically halts and
retains the current measurement.
The 1610A includes a Trace Graph to provide a display of data
magnitude versus time sequence for all 64 words in memory. Each
dot representing a word is given a vertical displacement corresponding to its magnitude and is positioned horizontally in the order of its
occurrence. The result is a waveform that offers a quick overview of
program operation.
For increased confidence of the instrument's operation, there are
self-tests for the keyboard, ROMIRAM, display, a trace test which
includes all probe pods, an interrupt test, and a printer test.
Hard copy of both the Format and Trace specifications as well as
the Trace List and Trace Compare can be obtained by adding a
Hewlett-Packard printer (Model 9866A or 9866B). Rear panel
printer outputs are included in the 1610A for direct interfacing.
Data entry
Entries are made in inverse video fields with the entry location
indicated by a blinking cursor. Entry fields (enclosed with brackets)
are multiple choice with the desired test parameter selected by using
the Field Select key (e.g. positive or negative edge of clock transition). Trace specifications are entered through the keyboard directly
in octal, hexadecimal, binary, or decimal notation which permits
working in a familiar format without worrying about base conversions.
Menu
The displays which are called up by keyboard commands are
referred to as menus because they include the selections for setting
up test parameters and labeling of test results. These menus include
Format Specification, Trace Specification, Trace List, Trace Compare, and Trace Graph.
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Format specification
The formatting capabilities allow you to separate the 32 input data
channels into the desired test parameters. This allows those data bits
which act as a unit to be assigned to one of six labels (e& 16 bits of
address bus assigned as “A” and 8 bits of data bus assigned as
“D”). This labeling capability then permits all trace specifications
to be assigned as a unit rather than on individual lines. Each assigned label may be independently defined in positive or negative
logic as well as different bases of binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal. Another feature of this menu is that active channels are shown
as exclamation marks (!) for a quick overview of system activity.

The count measurement may be specified to be either Time or
State (word) count for all 64 words in memory and may be in either
absolute mode or relative mode. The absolute mode gives you the
time or count between the trace position and a selected word, while
the relative mode presents the time or count between each consecutively acquired state. This allows you to directly determine the time
spent in loops, interrupts, or program time between steps.

Trace list displays the label and numerical bases, as well a s the
sequence requirements and resulting state flow. This example
also shows time in the relative mode which is the elapsed real
time between each state and the previously acquired state.
Format specification menu lets you define which group of bits
will act as a unit by assigning labels which may be separately
defined as to numerical base and Polarity. The allowed SeleCtions are defined on-screen to minimize front panel controls.

Trace specification
After the Format Specifications have been defined, the Trace
Specification menu is called up and the measurement parameters are
entered. The Trace measurement may be defined as a single word or
may be in a sequence of from one to seven words which must be
found in the specified order. The ability to select a sequence of
words allows you to locate sections of branched, looped, or nested
loops during machine operation. To further qualify the sequence,
each word in a sequence may be specified to occur from 1 to 65 536
times so you can capture the nth pass of a loop beginning at a given
word.

I
Typical trace specification for defining a test sequence that will
capture a nested loop as well as only selected states in the loop.

Trace list
When the Trace key is pressed, the 1610A searches for the word
sequence defined in the Trace Specification. As the data is captured
it is displayed on the CRT along with a line number and alphabetically formatted into the assigned labels and in their numerical base.
The display contains 20 words, and Roll keys permit you to view the
entire 64 word listing. To make it easier to locate the Trace position,
which may be selected to start, be in the center, or end a trace, Start
is spelled out on the display.Any count information is also presented
adjacent to each word.

Trace graph
Trace Graph is a presentation of data magnitude versus time sequence which provides a display of all 64 words in memory. This
graph allows you to see at a glance in which part of a program the
machine under test is operating. Each word is displaced vertically
according to its magnitude and positioned horizontally in order of its
occurrence. The data to be graphed is selected by label with its base
On

screen.

A trace graph may be selected t o give you a view of all 64 states
in the analyzer’s memory. Each dot’s vertical position is determined by its numerical value and its horizontal position is determined by its time sequence of occurrence.

Trace compare
One complete trace measurement including format and specification may be stored internally which allows comparison between a
current and stored measurement. The current and stored measurement may also be interchanged which allows you to quickly review
the stored measurement as well as its specifications.
Trace Compare presents an exclusive OR tabular listing of the
differences between the current and stored measurements. The listing is formatted and rolled as a trace list with identical bits displayed
as zeros and different bits displayed as non-zeros. For example, in
the octal base, 03 is equivalent to a binary 000 01 1 which means that
the least significant bits are different in the two measurements. A
compared Trace mode is also available which directs the 1610A to
continuously rerun a measurement until the current and stored measurements are either equal or not equal which makes it much easier
to capture intermittent problems.

Probes
Input data is sensed through 32 high impedance probes at rates to
10 MHz. Data probes are separated into four 8-bit pods for easier
connection to a system, with a fifth probe pod for connecting to a
clock source. To make it easier for connecting to different systems,
the front section of each probe may be disconnected from its pod.
This allows the individual probe leads for each probe pod to be
wired to connectors for specific systems. Additional probe lead kits
as well as probe tips are available separately as accessories.

The trace compare mode offers an exclusive OR comparison of
stored versus active data. In this example, the 1610A stopped
data acquisition when the active datawas not equal to the stored
data at state +06.
Trigger outputs
Once a fault is found, another type of analysis instrument, usually
an oscilloscope, is often required to pinpoint the problem. The
analyzer’s Trigger Output is stable with respect to the system clock
so an oscilloscope can be used for critical timing measurements. The
Measurement Enable output is useful for gating clocks or interrupting the device under test or for added “clock stopper” circuits in
other parts of the system.

1610A Specifications
Clock and data inputs
Repetition rate: to 10 MHz.
Input RC: 50 kCl shunted by s14 p F at the probe tip.
Input bias current: ’20 pA.
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at approx + 1.5 V; variable, ? 10 Vdc.
Maximum input: -15 V to +I5 V.
Minimum input
Swing: 0.5 V .
Clock pulse width: 20 ns at threshold level.
Data setup time: time data must be present prior to clock transition, 20 ns.
Hold time: time data must be present after clock transition, 0 ns.
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Trigger and meas enable outputs
Trigger output (rear panel): a 50 ns 210 ns positive TT’L level
trigger pulse is generated each time the trace position is recognized.
If the trace position includes a word sequence, the pulse occurs
when the last word is found. Trigger outputs continue until a new
specification is traced or the Stop key is pressed. Pulse rep-rate is 0
to IO MHz depending on input data rates. In continuous or compared trace modes, the internal display process blanks out pulses for
100 ps at rep-rates of <20 Hz.
Measurement enable output (rear panel): the positive TT’L level
measurement enable output goes high and remains high when the
1610A is looking for a trace position and goes low when a trace
position is recognized or if the Stop key is pressed. In continuous or
compared trace modes the transitions repeat each time the 1610A
makes a new measurement.
Delay from Input clock: s150 ns.
General
Memory depth: 64 data transactions; 20 transactions are displayed
on screen, roll keys permit viewing all 64 data transactions.
l i m e interval: resolution, 100 ns; accuracy, 0.01%. Maximum time,
429.4 seconds.
Events count: 0 to 232-1events.
Power: 100, 120,220,240 Vac; - 10% to +5%; 48 to 63 Hz; 260 VA
max .
Size: 230 H x 425 W x 752 cm D (9’/16’’ x 16%’’ x 29V8‘3.
Operating environment
Temperature: 0°C to +55”C (+32”F to 132°F).
Humidity: up to 95% relative humidity at + W C (+104”F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 OOO ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.25 mm
(0.010’7 excursions, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 26.5 kg (58.5 Ib). Shipping, 32.2 kg (71 Ib).
Accessories supplied: four 10248A data probes,one 10247A clock
probe, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, one Operating manual, and one
Service manual.
Accessories
Probe lead kit: the probe lead kit (HP P/N 10248-69501) provides a
set of 12 probe lead cables and a ganging bar for one 10248A probe.
These extra leads provide a convenient method of wiring special
connectors to quickly interface with different systems.
Probe tips: separate probe tips (HP P/N 10230-62101) are available
if needed for use with extra probe lead kits or as replacement tips.
Ordering information
Price
1610A Logic State Analyzer
$9500
Opt 001: adds 9866A Thermal Printer
add $3145
Opt 002: adds 9866B Thermal Printer
add $3350
10248-69501 Probe Lead Kit
$35 ea
10230-62101 Probe Tip
$2.50 ea
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Logically arranged Logic State Analyzer keyboard, divided into functional blocks, and an interactive display, allow entry of
complex measurements with a minimum’ of controls.

LOGIC ANALYZERS
10 MHz, 16 bit general purpose
Model 1602A

1602A Description

Hewlett-Packards new, extremely easy-to-use Model 1602A
keyboard controlled Logic State Analyzer is for use in the design
and troubleshooting of digital systems. The 16-bit wide and 64-word
deep memory operates at clock speeds to 10 MHz allowing the
instrument to capture virtually any 64-word sequence in a system.
The data may be registered with versatile pattern recognition trigger
and digital delay. Measurements of system activity are displayed on
the Analyzer’s LED readout in hexadecimal, decimal, octal, or binary format, which eliminates the need for base conversions by the
operator. Keyboard entry of the desired trigger is in the same base
as selected for the display.
A Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus option (HP’s implementation of
IEEE Standard 488) allows you to make automated functional tests
of digital systems. This means more consistent and repeatable measurements as well as more thorough testing because the test speed of
the automated system allows more measurements in a shorter time
in both production and service environments.

Ease of use
The 1602’s keyboard with its key-per-function layout is basically
self-teaching. Entry of triggering and display conditions is a series of
self-explanatory keystrokes with all entries displayed as they are
entered enabling you to check their accuracy every step of the way.
Data Probe
The simplicity of the Analyzer starts with the probe which is a
single pod containing all 16 data lines, clock, qualifier, and ground.
At the front of the pod is a standard edge connector which allows
you to quickly move the test connection from an address bus to the
data bus, control lines, or I / O structures. You need only incorporate
a few simple mating printed circuit board connectors to your system.
Tracing data flow
Capturing data flow is also easy and only requires a logical sequence of key strokes. The first item to define is the Logic Polarity
of your system by pressing the Logic Polarity key. The panel LED’s
indicate your selection, positive for high true and negative for low
true. Next select the clock edge on which you want to gather data
which is also indicated by panel LED’s.

1
Now select the display format that you want to use for the test. If
you are running tests on an address or data bus, you would most
likely select either hexadecimal or octal display format. However, if
the test is on an I/O bus with numerical data, decimal may be preferred. For activity on control lines, binary is a meaningful base. In
all cases the display indicates the selected format with a base (b)
notation on the right. The sample displays show selection of
Hexadecimal (b16) and Octal (b8) bases respectively.

When power is turned on, the instrument is initialized with a word
width of 16 which may also be displayed by pressing the Word Width
key. Many times all of the input lines are not used and if you want to
blank the more significant bits, just press the Word Width key and
enter the number of bits to be displayed from 2 to 16. The sample
display shows that Word Width = 2 was selected.

The desired data window is entered from the Trace Specification
section of the keyboard. If you want to view data after the desired
trigger point, press Trigger Plus Delay Starts Trace which directs
the 1602A to start collecting data as soon as the Trace Specification
is satisfied. If you are more interested in data preceding the trigger
point, select Trigger Plus Delay Ends Trace. For either mode, Start
or End, an LED indicates the selected mode.
To define a trigger point, press the Trigger = key and enter the
desired trigger point, e.g. 2805, in the same format previously
selected for the display. The selected trigger word is displayed for
verification.

To enter a delay that will position the start of data collection a
specific number of clock pulses from the trigger word, press the
Delay = key and enter the number of desired clock pulses. The
delay count is entered and displayed in decimal format. Delays of up
to 65 535 clock pulses after the trigger point may be entered and used
to either start or end data collection.
The trace specification is now complete and the 1602A is ready to
capture data. Pressing the Trace key instructs the Analyzer to start
looking for the trigger word. Once the trigger word is recognized,
the Analyzer captures and stores 64 words in memory as defined by
the preset trace specifications.
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Two words are normally displayed in the viewing window. The
number at the far left (0 in this example) is the memory location of
the work 280516. The word on the far right is in the next higher
location of the Analyzer’s memory.
The data in the Analyzer’s memory may be viewed on the display
using the four keys in the display block. The Prior Word and Next
Word key permit you to view the memory contents one word at a
time, or if you hold a key, the memory contents will sequence
rapidly through the display. The Word Number = key allows you to
quickly address any memory location and the At Trigger Word key
automatically restores the display to the trigger point.
Measurement flexibility
This Analyzer, with all its operating simplicity, has the power
required to capture more than basic data lists. For example, to determine if a data line is stuck in one state, a Trace Continuous mode
permits the suspected line to be monitored for activity. The mode is
entered by pressing TRACE followed by C and may be used with
any number base.
To capture data on the ninth pass of a loop, a Delay By Events
mode is available. Delay By Events is entered by pressing in sequence Delay = ,E , and then entering in decimal format the desired
number of events to 65 535.

The display then shows that the Analyzer is set to Delay By Events
with an E, and also shows the selected number of events, 352. When
Trace is pressed the 1602A will count the selected number of Events
(trigger points) before capturing data.
For viewing consecutive occurrences at specific points, such as
data being sent to a peripheral, a Trace Events Mode is provided.
This mode is entered by pressing Trace followed by E which directs
the 1602A to capture only the data that is described by the trigger
word plus delay.
When additional qualification is needed for data collection, such
as restricting the data to only reads, writes, or outputs, the rear
panel trigger and clock qualifiers are available. These inputs are
compatible with the HP Model 10250A TTL trigger probe allowing
expansion to four qualifier inputs.
SPEC IFI CAT a
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Once a functional fault is located in execution of the program,
another form of analysis instrument, usually an oscilloscope, is frequently desired to pinpoint the problem. The Analyzer’s trigger output is stable with the system clock which allows an oscilloscope to
be used for critical timing measurements.
A Trace Point Output is available for generating interrupt signals
or for added “clock stopper” circuits in other parts of the system
under test. The rear panel outputs can also be used to cascade
1602A’s or other analyzers.
And, for those occasions where the data being gathered are mixtures of information from buses and control lines, a mixed mode of
binary and either hex, decimal, or octal bases can be easily entered
with a few keystrokes. Pressing Word Width = 16 and Hex 8 gives
the display shown.

The resulting trace then displays the captured data in the format
most convenient for analysis.

The analyzer also interacts with message codes which assist the
operator in gathering and sorting data. The definitions of these message codes are included inside the top cover for easy reference.
For increased confidence of the Analyzer’s operation, it performs
a self-test during turn-on and indicates the results on the display. In
addition, there is a multi-level diagnostic software which allows the
Analyzer to identify virtually any internal fault.
Automatic testing
An optional HP-IB interface is available which when combined
with a Computing Controller and a suitable stimulus allows the data
captured by the programmable 1602A to be transferred to the controller for analysis, providing fast, easily repeatable checkout in
production and service. A learn mode, a feature of the 1602A HP-IB
Interface, provides an easy way for a designer to program the
analyzer with an H P Model 9825A or 9830A Computing Controller
without using the formal HP-IB language. A few special function
keys are all that is needed for most test programs, and the procedure
for using them is also easy. Just make the measurement once using
the 1602A and then press Learn on the computing controller. The
system will then become conversational and ask for the test number,
number of words of 1602A memory to be compared, desired measurement time limit, and which test to go to if the present test passes
or fails. The computing controller then automatically reads the
Analyzer’s keyboard and memory and transfers this data to its cassette. The first test of the “test procedure” is now completed and
documented. A complete test procedure can be rapidly generated
and documented by using this method. To use the test procedure,
simply connect to the system or device under test and press the
special function “Run” key on the Computing Controller. Your
“Automated” test system then sets up each test in the procedure,
compares the data collected to the reference data stored on the
cassette, and indicates where functional errors exist. This means
that all your devices can be functionally tested in minutes, automatically, with identical procedures eliminating variations due to
differences between operators.

1602A Specifications
Clock, data, and qualifier probe inputs
Repetlton rates: to 10 MHz.
Input load: one low power Schottky gate (<NO p A source).
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at approx 1.5 V.
Maximum input: <+5.5 V.

Minimum input
Level: > - - O S V.
Swing: from <+0.4 V (low) to 2+2.4 V (high).
Clock pulse width: 3 2 5 ns at threshold.
Data setup time: time data must be present prior to a clock
transition, 35 ns at threshold.
Hold time: time data must be present after a clock transition, 0 ns.
Trigger and clock qualifier inputs (rear panel)
Input load: 8 mA max source.
Maximum input: <+5.5 V.
Minimum input
Level: >-0.5 V.
Swing: from <+0.4 V (low) to 3+2.5 V (high).
Setup time: time data must be present prior to a clock transition,
40 ns with 10250A probe, 10 ns without probe.
Hold time: time data must be present after a clock transition, 15
ns with 10250A probe, 30 ns without probe.
Trigger and trace point outputs
High: 3 2 V into 50a.
Low: S0.4 V into 50n.
Pulse duration (width)
Trigger: high for approximately one clock period.
Trace point: sets low when Trace key is pressed, returns high
when the Trace Specification is met.
Delay from input clock: <150 ns.
General
Power: 100, 120,220, and 240 Vac; - 10% +5%; 48 to 66 Hz; 50 VA
max .
Size: 10.7 H x 27.5 W x 42.1 cm D (4’/az” x 1 0 % ~ ”x 16’/16’’).
Operating environment
Temperature: 0°C to +55”C (+32”F to +132”F).
Humidity: up to 95% relative humidity at + 4 0 T (+104”F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 OOO ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.38 mm
(0.015 in.) excursions, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib); shipping, 5.9 kg (13 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one external probe pod, one connector with
individual clock, ground, and data probe leads with tips, one 2.3 m
(7.5 ft) power cord, one Operating and Service Manual.
Probe interface: the probe interface is a standard, two row, edge
connector which may be easily added to instruments during development, providing easily accessed test points for production and
field service requirements.
Accessories
10250A TTL trigger probe: model 10250A Trigger Probe offers a
convenient method of expanding the qualification capabilities of the
1602A. With the 10250A connected to the 1602A rear panel Trigger
or Clock Qualifier inputs, you have an additional four bits of qualification. The four inputs may be switched to H I , LO, or OFF (don’t
care) for selection of the desired qualification pattern. Power for the
trigger probe is obtained from the circuit under test.
HP-IB controllers and accessories
The following computing controllers and accessories combined
with a 1602A Option 001 provide a complete HP-IB Test System.
Model 9825A computing controller: Opt 002 with a 23 OOO byte
memory is recommended for maximum flexibility. Accessories required are Model 98210A String and Advanced Program ROM,
Model 98213A General and Extended I/O ROM, and a Model
98034A HP-IB Interface Card.
Model 9830A Opt 276 computing controller: accessories required
are Model 11272B or Opt 272 Extended I/O ROM, Model 112748 or
Opt 274 String Variable ROM, Model 11279B or Opt 279 Advanced
program ROM, and a Model 59405A HP-IB Interface Card.
Software: the following learn programs for the 9825A and 9830A
controllers are available and virtually eliminate the need to learn
controller or HP-IB language:
Model 10060A learn program for 9825A.
Model 10061A learn program for 1930A.
Ordering information
Price
1602A Logic State Analyzer
$1800
add $300
Opt 001: HP-IB Interface
10250A mL Trigger Probe
$95

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Logic state analyzer for microprocessor based systems
Model 1611A Opt A68, A80, OF8 & 280
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Description
The Hewlett-Packard Model 1611A keyboard controlled Logic
State Analyzer is dedicated to the design and troubleshooting of
microprocessor based systems. For ease-of-use, a special probe offers two methods of connection to 40-pin microprocessors, a 40-pin
clip and a 40-pin connector for interfacing with microprocessors in
sockets. Measurements of system activity are displayed on the
analyzer's CRT screen in selectable mnemonic or absolute codes of
the microprocessor's own instruction set. The display is divided into
three distinct fields of address, data, and external information. The
events and activity displayed in the address and data fields are collected directly from the system microprocessor's address and data
buses with an additional eight bits of binary information gathered by
auxiliary probes for display of activity on control or other functional
lines.
The relational triggering capabilities of the Analyzer permit the
framing of a real-time data window around virtually any event, or set
of related events-any desired sequence of system operations. With
the 1611A you can selectively trace only those events of interest,
eliminating irrelevant data. The Analyzer also accurately measures
execution time, or counts selected events between two keyboard
selected events. At a desired point, defined from a keyboard entry,
the Analyzer can be commanded to halt microprocessor operation;
then, if desired, the 1611A can control the following transactions in
single or multiple steps. Keyboard entry of address or data bus
trigger words may be made in either octal or hexadecimal notation
and the external trigger information is entered in binary format.
To increase operator confidence in the instrument, it performs a
self-test during the turn-on period and indicates the results on the
CRT. The microprocessor probe data gathering circuits may also be
checked by connecting the probe to the front panel probe test socket
with the test results displayed on the CRT.
Configuration
The convenience of a dedicated probe and mnemonic instruction
decoding is possible only by configuring the Analyzer for specific
microprocessors. On initial order, the 1611A is specified to fit a
particular microprocessor. Option A68 for the 6800,Option A80 for
the 8080, Option OF8 for the F8. and Option 280 for the 280 are the
presently available options, with more to follow.
All of the specialization is contained within two printed circuit

boards, a removable section of front panel, and the dedicated microprocessor probe. A personality module containing the parts to
configure the 1611A to another microprocessor may be ordered
separately, and easily exchanged in about 15 minutes.

Option A68 (6800 Microprocessors)
Note: Model 102578 personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Opt A68 capability.
Clock and data inputs
Clock rate: 70 kHz to 2.0 MHz; (70 kHz to 1.66 MHz with 10257B
installed in 1611A with serial prefix below 1723A).
Input loading
Ao-AI5, R/W, VMA: approx 1 MO shunted by approx 40 pF, including capacitance of 30.4 cm (12'7 connecting cable; approx 30
pF with 7.6 cm (3'') cable.
Do-D,, EA: 20 p A max with VI, = 2.7 V; -0.2 mA max with Vi, =
0.4 V.
Halt: 120 pA max with VI, = 2.7 V; -0.2 mA max with VI, = 0.4
V.
@2:0.2 mA rnax with Vi, = 5 V; -0.4 mA max with Vi, = 0.4 V.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
Setup time: A,-A,,, RIW, VMA must be valid prior to falling edge
of @2 clock for at least 250 ns. Do-D, must be valid prior to falling
edge of @2 clock for at least 40 ns. Halt must be valid prior to rising
edge of @2 clock for at least 75 ns.
Hold time: halt must be valid after rising edge of @2 clock for at
least 10 ns. All other inputs must be valid after falling edge of @2
clock for at least 10 ns.
Halt output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of sinking at least 8 ma when active.
External probe inputs
Current: 50 p A max.
Capacitance: approx 25 p F measured at probe tip.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V logic 0
(low).
Setup time: input must be present at least 250 ns prior to falling
edge of @2 clock.
Hold time: input must be present at least 0 ns after falling edge of @2
clock.

LOGIC ANALYZERS
Model 1611A Opt A68, A80, OF8 & 280 (cont.)
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outputs
Low: <0.4 V into 500.
High: >2.0 V into 5 0 0 (nominally 3.9 V into an open circuit).
Trigger output: duration approx 75 ns in RZ format; delay approx
400 ns after the active edge of the (P2 clock pulse that defines a valid
trigger.
Trace Point (I): provides a positive edge approx 400 ns after (P2
clock pulse that defines the specific valid trigger to be displayed on
161 1A. If 161 1A Delay is set so that trigger word is not displayed,
Trace Point output occurs approx 400 ns after active edge of @2
clock that defines the valid word immediately preceding the first
displayed word.
Trace Point (I): complement of Trace Point (I).
Microprocessor compatibility
Motorola: 6800, 68A00, 68B00, 6802.
AMI: 6800.
Note: The 1611A Opt A68 is designed to be compatible with any
microprocessors that meet specifications of the Motorola 6800.

Option A80 (8080 microprocessars)
Note: Model 10258B personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 161 1A to provide Opt A80 capability.
Clock (@2 only)
Repetition rate: 300 kHz to 4 MHz.
Width: 75 ns min for either high or low state.
Threshold: 9 to 13 V, logic 1 (high); - 1 to 0.8 V, logic 0 (low).
Input resistance: approx 12 k 0 .
Input capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.5 cm
(12”) cable, approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3”) cable.
Data, Address, Wait, Ready, HLDA, INTE, SYNC
Threshold: 3 V to 6 V, logic 1 (high); - 1 to 0.8 V, logic 0 (low).
Input resistance: approx 1 M a .
Input capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.5 cm
(12’7 cable, approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3”) cable.
Setup and hold times: timing measured at 8 V level for leading
edge of @2 and 1 V level for trailing edge.
Address and pP status on Data lines relative to leading edge
of @2 at T,: setup, 100 ns min; hold, 25 ns min.
Data relative to leading edge of (P2 at T,: setup, 100 ns min;
hold, 25 ns min.
Sync relative to tralllng edge of (P2 at T,: setup, 100 ns min;
hold, 25 ns min.
Ready relative to traillng edge of (P2 at 1,:setup, 80 ns min;
hold, 0 ns min.
Ready output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of
sinking at least 8 mA when active.
Outputs: all timing relative to leading edge of (P2 in T, cycle.
Low: <0.4 V into 500.
High: >2.0 V into 500 (nominally 3.9 V into an open circuit).
Trigger: duration, approx 75 ns (RZ format); delay approx 350 ns
after the (P2 clock pulse which defines a valid trigger.
Trace point (I): provides a positive edge approx 350 ns after the
@2clock that defines the specific valid trigger to be displayed on the
1611A. If the 1611A Delay is set such that the trigger is not displayed, the Trace Point Output occurs approx 350 ns after the (P2
clock that defines the valid trigger word immediately preceding the
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first word displayed on the 161 1A.
Trace point (I): complement of Trace Point (I).
External probe inputs
Resistance: approx 1 M a .
Capacitance: approx 25 p F measured at probe tip.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
Setup time: input must be present for at least 250 ns prior to leading
edge at @2 clock at T,.
Hold time: input must be present for at least zero ns after falling
edge of @2 clock at T,.
Microprocessor compatibility
Intel: 8080, 8080A, 8080A-2, 8080A-1.
AMD: 9080A, 9080A-1, 908OA-2, 908OA-4.
NEC: pPD8080, pPD8080A-E.
TI: TMS8080, TMS8080A.
National : IN S8080A.
Note: The 1611A Opt A80 is designed to be compatible with any
microprocessor that meets specifications of the Intel 8080A.

Option OF8 (F8 microprocessor)
Note: Model 10259A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Option OF8 capability.
Clock and write
Clock rate: 100 kHz to 2 MHz.
Width: 180 ns min for either high or low state.
Input current: approx 50 pA, logic 0 (low) and logic 1 (high).
Input Capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm
(12”) cable; approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3”) cable.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 to 0.8 V , logic 0
(low).
Write perlod: either 4 or 6 times the clock period.
Write pulse width: max = clock period, min = clock period - 100
ns .
ROMC
Input current: approx 22 pA, logic 0 (low); approx 40 p A , logic 1
(high).
Input capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm
(12”) cable; approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3”) cable.
Threshold: 2 V min, logic 1 (high); 0.7 V max, logic 0 (low).
Setup time: 200 ns min relative to the second falling edge of (P after
Write goes low.
Hold time: 80 ns min relative to falling edge of Write.
Data, 1/00, 1/01, EXT RES
Input current: approx 200 p A , logic 0 (low); approx 20 pA, logic 1
(high).
Input Capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm
(12’7 cable; approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3’7 cable.
Threshold: 2 V min, logic 1 (high); 0.7 V max, logic 0 (low).
Setup and hold times
If ROMC = 0, times are relative to the falling edge of Write.
Data: Setup, 200 ns min; Hold, 50 ns min.
If ROMC # 0, times are relative to the rising edge of Write.
Data: Setup, 350 ns min; Hold, 50 ns min.
1/00 and 1/01: Setup, 300 ns min; Hold, 50 ns min.
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External probe inputs
Input current: approx 50 p A , logic 0 or logic 1.
Input capacitance: approx 25 p F measured at probe tip.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
Setup time: 150 ns min relative to the rising edge of Write for
ROMC # 0, or to the falling edge of Write for ROMC = 0.
Hold time: 0 ns rnin relative to the rising edge of Write for ROMC #
0, or to the falling edge of Write for ROMC = 0.
Note: all inputs have hysterisis.
Halting
The F8 CPU must be placed in the 1611A Probe socket to halt or single-step
the F8 microprocessor.
outputs
LOW:<0.4 V into 50R.
High: >2.0 V into 50R (nominally 3.9 V into an open circuit).
Trigger: duration, approx 75 ns (RZ format); delay, approx 350 ns
after the rising edge of Write if ROMC # 0, and approx 350 ns after
the falling edge of Write if ROMC = 0 during cycles that define a
valid trigger.
Trace point (I):provides a positive edge approx 350 ns after the
rising or falling edge of Write (as explained for Trigger Output)
during the cycle that defines the specific valid trigger to be displayed
on the 1611A. If the 1611A delay is set such that the trigger word is
not displayed, Trace Point Output occurs for the cycle that defines
the valid word immediately preceding the first displayed word.
Trace point (I): complement of Trace Point (J).
Microprocessor compatibility
Fairchild: F8.
Mostek: F8.
Note: The 1611A Opt F8 is compatible with any microprocessorthat meets
specifications of the Fairchild F8.

Option 280 (280 microprocessor)
Note: Model 10260A personality module may be ordered separately
for installation in a 1611A to provide Option 280 capability.
Clock, data, address, and control inputs
Clock rate: 500 kHz to 2.5 MHz.
Input current: approx 200 p A , logic 0 (low); approx 20 pA, logic 1
(high).
Input capacitance: approx 25 pF, includes capacitance of 30.4 cm
(12") cable; approx 15 p F with 7.6 cm (3") cable.
Threshold: 2 V min, logic 1 (high); 0.7 V max, logic 0 (low).
Setup time: Data, 100 ns rnin relative to rising edge of RD, WR, or
IORQ. Address, 0 ns rnin relative to falling edge of RD, WR, or
IORQ.
Hold time: Data, 4ns rnin relative to rising edge of RD, WR, or
IORQ. Address, 300 ns rnin relative to falling edge of RD, WR, and
IORQ.
External probe inputs
Input current: approx 50 p A , logic 0 or logic 1.
Input capacitance: approx 25 p F measured at probe tip.
Threshold: 2.4 V to 5.5 V, logic 1 (high); -0.8 V to 0.8 V, logic 0
(low).
Setup time: 150 ns rnin relative to rising edge of WR, RD, or
IORQ.
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Hold time: 0 ns rnin relative to rising edge of WR, RD, or IORO.
Wait output: TTL open-collector compatible output capable of
sinking at least 8 mA when active.
outputs
Low: <0.4 V into 50R.
High: >2.0 V into 50R (nominally 3.9 V into an open circuit).
Trigger: duration, approx 75 ns (RZformat); delay, approx 350 ns
after the rising edge of RD, WR, or IORQ during the cycle that
defines a valid trigger.
Trace polnt (I):provides a positive edge approx 350 ns after the
rising edge of RD, WR, or IORQ that defines the specific valid
trigger to be displayed on the 1611A. If the 1611A delay is set such
that the trigger word is not displayed, Trace Point Output occurs for
the cycle that defines the valid word immediately preceding the first
displayed word.
Trace point (I):complement of Trace Point ( I ) .
Microprocessor compatibility
Zilog: 280.
Mostek: 280.
Note: The 1611A Opt Z80 is compatible with any microprocessor
that meets specifications of the Zilog 280.
Microprocessor compatibility
Zilog: 280.
Mostek: 280.
General
Connection between pP and 1611A input buffers: one 40 pin
dual in-line package connector with 30.5 cm (12") cable, one 40 pin
male socket with 30.5 cm (12") cable, or one 40 pin male socket with
7.6 cm (3") cable.
Memory depth: 64 data tlansactions; 16 transactions are displayed
at one time, roll keys permit viewing all 64 transactions.
Time interval: accuracy, 0.1% 1 p s . Max time, (P4-I) p s (16.7 s).
Events count: P4-I events (16.7 million) max.
Logic probe output power: 5 V dc at 0.1 A max.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V ac; - 10% +5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 120 VA
max .
Size: 206 H x 426 W x 522 mm D (8%'' x 163/4" x 22*/2'9.
Operating environment: temperature, 0°C to +5YC (+32"F to
132" F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at + W C (+104"F);
altitude to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibrated in three planes for I5 min.
each with 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursions, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 15 kg (33 Ib); shipping, 19.5 kg (43 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one microprocessor probe, external 8-bit
probe; one 40 pin clip with 30.5 cm (12") cable, one 40 pin male
socket with 30.5 cm (12") cable; one 40 pin male socket with 7.6 cm
(3") cable; one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord; and one Operating and
Service Manual.
Ordering information
Price
1611A Opt A68 Logic State Analyzer for 6800 p P
$5200
1611A Opt A80 Logic State Analyzer for 8080 p P
$5200
1611A Opt OF8 Logic State Analyzer for F8 pP
$5200
1611A Opt 280 Logic State Analyzer for 280 p P
$5200
Opt 910: extra set of product manuals
add $20
Personality modules for field installation
10257B for 6800 p P
$1250
10258B for 8080 p P
$1250
10259A for OF8 p P
$1250
10260A for 280 p P
$1250
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LOGIC ANALYZERS
20 MHz, 32/16 bit general purpose
Models 1600s and 10253A
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1600s Description
The 1600s Logic State Analyzer is a versatile, general purpose
data domain instrument for use in design and troubleshooting of
minicomputer and microprocessor based systems as well as other
digital systems. Parallel data is captured at clock speeds to 20 MHz
and presented in an easy-to-read one’s and zero’s display format for
fast functional analysis of digital data flow. The ability to capture
and display words up to 32-bits wide lets you observe, in real time,
microcodes or addresses with resulting data, saving time in system
design and development, hardware troubleshooting, software evaluation, and service and maintenance. Convenient and flexible functional analysis is provided by features such as sequential triggering,
dual clock, separately configured data tables, display qualification,
exclusive OR comparison of Tables A and B, dynamic mapping, and
halt when A is not equal to B.
The 1600s consists of a 1600A Logic State Analyzer, a 1607A
Logic State Analyzer, a 10236A Trigger Bus Cable, and a 10237A
Data Cable. The Trigger Bus Cable logically AND’s the trigger
registers of both the 1600A and 1607A for a trigger word up to 36 bits
wide (four qualifiers not displayed). The Data Cable connects the
1600A Table B memory to the 1607A to enable the display of words
up to 32 bits wide, to display two 16-bit data sequences at the same

time - such as addresses and instructions, to display 32 consecutive
16-bit words, or for dual clock application. When the full system
capabilities are not needed, the 1600A or 1607A may be used separately. The 1600A by itself is a complete logic state analyzer with
16-bit triggering plus two qualifiers, and a 32-bit wide table display
as well as dynamic mapping. The 1607A needs only the proper oscilloscope or X-Y display for another complete analyzer, also with
16-bit triggering plus two qualifiers. Both the 1600A and 1607A have
a pattern trigger output to trigger an oscilloscope for electrical
analysis.
Mapping program flow
The map display provides a dynamic overview of a system’s
operation-a pattern of dots interconnected with vectors that are
unique for each area of program im’plementation. Each dot represents a specific word; its location indicates binary magnitude and its
brightness indicates relative frequency of occurrence. The vectors
between each dot allow you to observe the sequence of data transactions. The vector gets brighter as it moves toward a new point to
show the direction of data flow.
With the map you can identify program loops, improper data flow,
as well as lost portions of a program. You can also map single-shot
events such as those in turn-on sequences.

The map display offers an overall view of machine operation,
with each dot representing one input word. The real time display
allows you t o identify program loops, improper data flow, as well
as lost portions of a program.

In the exclusive OR mode, A & (A Q B), A memory data is displayed on the left while the table on the right displays logic
differences between A and B memories. This provides very fast
“at-a-glance“ comparisons.

Table display
In the Table display mode you can display up to sixteen 32-bit
words which allows you to view address and resultant data flow at
the same time. You can look at events leading up to, surrounding, or
following the trigger word; and delay up to 99 999 clock cycles
beyond the trigger point to view events anywhere in a program. Two
16-bit by 16-bit table displays, A and B, can be used separately or in
various combinations to satisfy a wide variety of applications.
Exclusive OR mode
An exclusive OR mode, A & (A Q B), makes comparison of
Table A and Table B data easy by displaying any differences as
intensified one’s on Table B. This display mode allows you to
quickly compare active data to known stored data, or to compare
data from two active systems simultaneously.
Another useful mode is the halt when A does not equal B mode (A
B), which automatically halts and stores the data in the A memory
when it does not equal the data in the B memory. Used in conjuncB) mode, this mode frees you from the
tion with the A & (A
tedious waiting and watching for intermittent malfunctions.
Display qualification
The 1600s has a total of four qualifier channels which in the Display Mode allow only selected data to be captured, greatly expanding the effectiveness of the memory since irrelevant or extraneous
data is not strobed into memory. The 1607A pattern trigger output
(PTO) can be used as a qualifier input to the 1600A which permits
very sophisticated analysis of multiplexed buses in minicomputers.
Sequential triggering
The 1600s permits you to define two events which must occur in
sequence to trigger a data acquisition cycle. The trigger output of the
1607A can be used to arm the 1600A on a selected event, enabling it
to look for the second event. Sequential triggering is useful for
analyzing branch operations.
Dual clock
The 1600A and 1607A may be clocked at different rates which
permits you to examine simultaneously up to 16 bits on both sides of
an I/O port even though state flow is from two different sources
running at different speeds. You can also easily relate bus activity to
events occurring elsewhere at different clock rates, such as system
peripherals. Dual clock capability can be particularly useful in determining design incompatibilities between hardware and software
in microcomputer-controlled systems.

Start and End display triggering
Both the 1607A and the 1600A may be operated in the Start Display or End Display modes. In Start Display, the Analyzer triggers
on a unique word established by the trigger word switches and displays that trigger word and the fifteen following words as they are
clocked in. This is a valuable mode for paging through a system
while following an algorithm to trace data flow.
End Display triggering captures events leading up to and including
the trigger word, providing a “negative time” display. This is extremely helpful for troubleshooting, since you can trigger on an unallowed state or a fault and see where the machine malfunctioned
rather than the end results of the error. In addition, delay may be
combined with the End Display trigger to capture both positive and
negative time data, allowing you to see events before and after the
trigger event and reduce analysis time.
Digital delay
When the data you want to see does not immediately follow the
desired trigger word, delay can be used to position the sixteen word
“window” an exact number of clock pulses from the trigger word.
The 1600A and the 1607A each permit selection of up to 99 999 clock
cycles of delay. Digital delay is used with the start and end display
modes for precise paging through data, or indexing. It is useful for
moving the display window past loops and measuring lengths of
subroutines while maintaining a desired pattern trigger point.
Trigger outputs
The 1600A and 1607A have trigger outputs that extend troubleshooting capabilities in digital circuit analysis by windowing oscilloscopes to the proper digital point in time for electrical analysis of
circuit operation.
Versatile miniature probes
The 1600s acquires data through six, 6-channel high impedance
probes. Two separate clock probes allow connection to the desired
strobe source. The miniature probe tips are small enough to connect
to adjacent pins on DIP’S, or can be slipped off the probe wire for
direct connection to 0.6 mm (0.025 in.) square pins, IC test clips,
Model 10024A IC clip, and wire wrap pins.
Individual probes are connected to each data or clock pod through
a quick disconnect ganging-bar which permits hardwired or
semipermanent connections to system nodes that do not need to be
disturbed when the Logic State Analyzer and its probe pods are
removed.

Size
1600A: 197 H x 335 W x 540 mm L with handle (73/4"x 133/16"X
21%"); 460 mm (181/g")L without handle.
1607A: 121 H x 284 W x 460 mm D (43/4" x 113/la" x 18%").
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to + 5 5 T (+32"F to
130°F); humidity to 95% relative humidity at + W C (+ 104°F);
altitude to 4600 m (15,000 ft); vibrated in three planes for 15 minutes
each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight
Model 1600s: net, 19.1 kg (42 lb). Shipping, 22.7 kg (50 lb).
Model 1600A: net, 12.7 kg (28 Ib). Shipping, 15.9 kg (35 Ib).
Model 1607A: net, 6.4 kg (14 Ib). Shipping, 8.2 kg (18 Ib).
Accessories supplied
1600s: s i x 10231C data probes, two 10230C clock probes, one
10236A Trigger Bus Cable, one 10237A Data Cable, two 2.3. m
(7.5 ft) power cords, one accessory case for each analyzer, one
1600A and one 1607A Operating and Service Manual.
1600A or 1607A: three 10231C data probes, one 10230C clock
probe, one accessory case, one Operating and Service Manual.
Accessories
Card reader: Model 10253A Card Reader plugs directly into the
1600A and provides a convenient method of performing repetitive
tests on digital components or systems. Cards provide a low cost
method of storing fixed data that may represent a complete system
test procedure or a simple QC test. Applications include incoming
inspection, production testing, service and maintenance, engineering, and environmental testing.
Cards: special printed cards are in format required for loading
data into the 1600A Logic State Analyzer Table B memory; 187
mm (73/~in.) length cards are loaded into Table B in <2 s.
Power: supplied by 16OOA.
Weight: net, 1 kg (2.1 Ib). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 lb).
Operating environment: same as 1600A except: temperature,
+lO°C to +40"C (+50"F to +104"F); humidity, to 80% relative
humidity at + 4 0 T (+104"F).
Accessories supplied: one drum card, H P PIN 10253-90001;
one exerciser card, H P P/N 10253-90002; 100 data cards, H P P/N
9320-3324; one interface box mounting bracket, H P P/N 0112064701; and one Operating Note.
Serial-to-parallel converter: Model 10254A Serial-to-parallel
Converter acts as the interface between a serial data system and a
1600A or 1607A, converting the serial data into parallel format for
full utilization of these logic state analyzers in serial data stream
analysis.
Trigger bus cable: Model 10236A Trigger Bus Cable interconnects
the 1600A and 1607A to provide a 32-bit word capability (supplied
with the 1600s).
Weight: net, 0.2 kg (6 02). Shipping, 0.5 kg (1 lb).
Data cable: Model 10237A Data Cable interconnects the 1607A
and 1600A to provide 32-bit data display (supplied with 1600s).
Weight: net, 0.23 kg (8 0 2 ) . Shipping, 0.5 kg (1 lb).
Rack mount adapter: Model 10491B Rack Mount Adapter, 222
mm (g3/4 in.) high and 540 mm (211/4 in.) deep; adapts the 1600A to a
standard 483 mm (19 in.) rack.
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (5 lb).
IC test clip: Model 10024A IC Clip allows convenient connection of
analyzer probe leads to dual in-line packages, reducing the possibility of shorting between IC pins. Refer to page 172 for description of
10024A and other probe accessories.
Ordering information
Price
$7100
1600s 32-channel Logic State Analyzer,
includes a 1600A and 1607A
add $17.50
Opt 910: extra set of manuals
$4200
1600A 16-channel Logic State Analyzer
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
add $9
1607A 16-channel Logic State Analyzer
$2900
add $8.50
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
10236A Trigger Bus Cable (supplied with 1600s)
$20
10237A Data Cable (supplied with 1600s)
$60
10253A Card Reader
$800
10491B Rack Mount Adapter
$100
10024A IC Test Clip
$15
10247-68701 Quick Disconnect Probe
$10
Lead Kit for 1023OC Clock Probe
10231-68703 Quick Disconnect Probe
$25
Lead Kit for 10231C Data Probe
10230-62101 Probe Tip for use with
$2.50
Probe Lead Kits or as replacement tips

+

10253A Card Reader

1600s Specifications
Clock and data inputs
Repetition rate: 0 to 20 MHz.
Input RC: 40 kR
3 k R shunted by ~ 1 p F
4 (at the probe tip).
Input bias current: ~ 3 PA.
0
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at approx. 1.5 V; variable 2 10 Vdc.
Maximum input
Level: -15 to +I5 Vdc.
Swing: 15 V peak from threshold.
Minimum input
Swing: 0.5 V + 5% of p-p threshold voltage.
Clock pulse width: 20 ns at threshold.
Data pulse width: 25 ns at threshold.
Data setup time: time data must be present prior to clock transition, 20 ns.
Hold time: time data must be present after clock transition, 0 ns.
Pattern and delayed trigger outputs
High: 2 2 V into 50R (line driver interface).
Low: <0.4 V into SOR (line driver interface).
Pulse duration
Delayed trigger: approx. 25 ns (RZ format) at 1 V level.
Pattern trigger: approx. 25 ns in RZ format at 1 V level with
delay set to zero or off. With delay on and not set to zero, pattern
trigger output starts on receipt of a pattern trigger signal and ends
when the delay ends.
Trigger arm input
Impedance: 50R.
Level: low state, 0 V to <0.4 V; high state, 2 V to <5 V.
Pulse width: 15 ns minimum at 1.5 V level.
Arming conditions: if the arming pulse positive edge occurs <45 ns
after a clock, triggering occurs on the same clock cycle that it is
armed. If the arming pulse positive edge occurs >75 ns after a clock,
triggering occurs on the next clock cycle.
1607A X-, Y-, and Z-axes outputs
X-axis: c0.6 V to >6 V p-p, &8 V max into a.100 k 0 .
Y-axis: c0.6 V to >6 V p-p, &8 V max into a100 kR.
Z-axis: 0 to 10 V p-p into 3 1 kR.
Display interface requirements: the 1607A interfaces with oscilloscope or display with the following input parameters (Not recommended for storage oscilloscopes or displays).
X and Y inputs: 0.1 to 1 V/div deflection factors; dc coupled
input; and >500 kHz bandwidth.
Z-axis input: dc coupled with positive blanking; full blanking
must occur with 10 V input at 10 mA.
Genera I
Display rate: variable from <200 ms to >5 s (16OOA), <50 ms to
>5 s (1607A).
Power: 100, 120,220, 240 Vac; -lo%, +5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 120 VA
max .
Logic probe power: rear panel BNC connector, +5 V, 0.1 A.

*
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LOGIC ANALYZERS
Serial data analysis & digital triggering
Models 10254A, 1230A & 10250A
General
Weight: net, 3.2 kg (7 Ib). Shipping, 5 kg (11 lb).
Power: +5 Vdc, + 12 Vdc and - 12 Vdc; supplied by the 1600A or
1607A Logic State Analyzer.
Size: 12.1 H x 28.4 W x 41.4 cm D (43/4’’x l13/1d‘ x 16%6”).
Accessories supplied: one Model 10236A Trigger Bus Cable, four
interface cables (HP P/N 10254-61601),and one Operating Note.
Equipment required: 1600A or 1607A plus a 10231C data probe
from the 1600A, 1607A or ordered separately, for use as the 10254A
input data probe (labels supplied with 10254A).

w
10254A

8 Bit trigger probe with delay
1230A Specifications
Input
Frequency: 15 MHz max.
Logic levels: logic ‘0’;0 V to 0.8 V; logic ‘1’; 2 V to 15 V.
Current: -360 p A for logic ‘0’ input (-400 PA for GATE input);
100 p A for logic ‘1’ input.
Maximum input voltage range: -1 V to +15 V.
Output (negative-going edge true)
Logic ‘0’: 0.5 V max (60 rnA current sinking capability).
Logic ‘1’: 2 V min into 50R (40 mA source current).

1230A

10250A

10254A Serial-to-parallel converter

SpeCiflCatlOIlS (Accessory to the 1600A and 1607A Logic
State Analyzers.)
Probe inputs
Rep rate: i10 MHz in Edge Sync, ~7 MHz in Pattern Sync.
Input RC: 40 k n t 3 k R shunted by s 1 4 p F (at the probe tip).
Input threshold: TTL, fixed at 1.5 Vdc; variable ? l o Vdc
selected at the logic state analyzer.
Maximum input: level, k 15 Vdc; swing, 15 V peak from threshold.
Pulse width: 40 ns rnin at threshold.
Setup time: 50 ns, time data must be present prior to clock transition.
Hold time: 0 ns, time data must be present after clock transition.
Operating modes
Display format
Bitdbyte: 1 to 16 bits (a byte is displayed as one line on the
Analyzer).
First bit, leftlright: configures displayed data for most significant
bit left or right.
Data sync
Pattern: synchronizes on a unique pattern in the serial data
stream selected with the logic state analyzer Trigger Word
switches.
Edge: synchronizes on input probe sync signal with positive or
negative edge selectable.
Byteslsync: permits memory qualification by acquiring 1 to 16
bytes of data following a sync.
Delay (bits after sync): selects the number of clock pulses from 0
to 99 after a sync signal is received before data acquisition begins.
Sync search: Initiate pushbutton or a positive-going input pulse
starts a new search cycle.

Operating modes
Word recognition
Synchronous pattern recognition: trigger word input recognition only during pos. or neg. edge (selectable) of CLOCK input
signal.
Minimum setup time: 20 ns.
Minimum hold time: zero ns.
Asynchronous pattern recognition: independent of CLOCK
input.
Maximum propagation delay after word recognition: 45 ns.
Minimum input pulse width; 25 ns.
GATE input: for strobing or expanding word recognizer. GATE
switch set to- LO, GATE input pulse must be 20 ns longer than
‘word-true’ time. Set to HI, GATE input pulse must be 10 ns longer
than ‘word-true’ time.
Events delay
Delay range: 1-9998 events start counting on pos. edge or neg.
edge (selectable) of CLOCK input signal after word recognition.
General
Power requirements: 300 mA at 5 V.
Voltage on power inputs: +4.75 V to +15 V max dc. Protected
against reverse polarity.
net, 454 g (1 Ib). Shipping. 907 g (2 lb).

4 Bit trigger probe (TTL)
10251A Specifications
Input
Low level: 0.8 V (-0.6 V rnin); -0.8 mA max at 0.4 V (0.5
standard TTL load).
High level: 2 V (5.0 V max); 100 pA max at 2 V.
output
Swing: 0.5 V to 4.5 V min into 1 megohm.
Transition time: 7 ns max from 0.6 V to 1 V; 50 ns rnin to 4 V
with 1 megohm, 20 p F load.
Delay
Propagation: 30 ns max from any input to trigger output.
Difference: 10 ns max between any two inputs.
Power (supplied by circuit under test)
Voltage: +5 V +5%; -0.4 V to +7 V max.
Current: 30 mA max; normal operation, 17 mA.
Overall length: approx. 168 cm (66 in.).
Weight: net, 227 g (8 0 2 ) . Shipping, 907 g (2 lb).
Accessories included: six miniature probe tips, one Operating
Note, and one vinyl carrying case.
Ordering information
10254A Serial-to-parallel Converter
1230A Logic Trigger
Opt 910: extra manual
10250A Trigger Probe (TTL)

Price
$975
$495
$5.50
$95

General information

The oscilloscope-the most general purpose and basic tool of the electrical
designer-has evolved into a very accurate
and versatile measurement tool. With the
rapid growth, in the past few years, of
technology in integrated circuits, the
measuring capabilities have increased tremendously. New capabilities include the
Hewlett-Packard developed delta time
measurements and the crystal referenced
time base of the 1743A. In general, the most
versatile test instrument has become even
more accurate and more flexible.
Hewlett-Packard pioneered many of the
measurement capabilities that are now taken
for granted in oscilloscopes. A few of these
are internal graticule CRT, beam finder, expansion mesh CRT, trigger holdoff, mixed
sweep, general purpose sampling to 18
GHz, time domain reflectometry, and rugged variable persistence/storage.
Selecting an oscilloscope
Today’s selection of an oscilloscope is not
as easy as it was in previous years. The re-

cent technological changes have considerably improved the price performance
ratios that are available. In addition, measurement requirements have also changed
and expanded.
To make the best selection, use your immediate measurement applications as a
starting point. Then look at your past and
future requirements. After examining all of
the possible measurement requirements,
you will have an idea of the type of oscilloscope needed in your application. In a
somewhat broad sense oscilloscpes can be
classified in two categories, mainframes
with plug-ins and nonplug-ins.
Plug-in oscilloscopes for the lab
The plug-in oscilloscope offers maximum flexibility by permitting general
purpose measurements as well as retaining
the capability to make specialty measurements. By carefully selecting a mainframe,
you will be able to change the measurement
capability by using different plug-ins rather
than having another infrequently used spe-

cial purpose oscilloscope on hand. Plug-in
oscilloscopes are usually called General
Purpose Laboratory instruments because of
the broad measurement capabilities.
General purpose lab scopes are used in
basic circuit design for almost every electronic product and are most often configured
as a 2 channel, wide band, delayed sweep
instrument. As the general purpose measurement needs expand, the plug-in flexibility allows you to reconfigure your instrument to fit other applications.
In addition to general purpose dual channel plug-ins with bandwidths from 50 to 100
MHz, specialty plug-ins are also available-high sensitivity, differential/dc offset;
four channels; standard, delayed, expanded,
or mixed sweep operation; sampling
bandwidths to 18 GHz; time domain reflectometry; spectrum analysis to 1500 MHz,
and swept frequency testing from 100 MHz
to 18 GHz. The flexibility of the plug-in system is considerable-it makes one instrument do many jobs.

Representative plug-in oscilloscopes from Hewlett-Packard’s 180 series.

High speed
Hewlett-Packard has three high speed
Idelta time oscilloscopes that are ideal for use
in the design, manufacturing, and testing of
high speed computers and peripherals with
fast interface logic, high speed digital comImunications and instrumentation, as well as
Iiigh frequency rf applications.
Model 1722B with its microprocessor and
LED display eliminates the time-consuming
:ounting of divisions, interpolating between
:raticule lines, and multiplying by the apxopriate scale factor. With microprocessor
:alculated results and direct LED readout,
neasurements are made without manual
:omputation which saves time and reduces
he possibility of human error. Delta time
echniques improve accuracy of time interfa1measurements because the CRT is used
is a nulling device which eliminates noninearity errors. The delta time sweep
neasurement technique, developed by
-Iewlett-Packard simplifies transition time,
xopagation delay, clock phasing and other
iigh-speed timing measurements. Two
ieparate markers are used to enable the
)perator to see both start and stop points of
.he time interval simultaneously. These two
narkers also reduce the possibility of setting
3 measurement to the wrong event. In the
ielayed sweep mode, the start and stop
node are overlapped to obtain maximum
iccuracy with the improved resolution of
jpitcal nulling.
Models 1725A and 1715A both offer the
lelta time advantages of increased accuracy
ind ease-of-use. The 275 MHz 1725A and
I00 MHz 1715A are available with an opional built-in DMM for direct readout of
ime interval. The time interval can also be
.cad directly from the calibrated delay conrol or from an external DVM that is reading
he scaled voltage output on the rear panel.
30th oscilloscopes can be converted to the
amiliar single marker delayed sweep by
ielection of the delta time off mode.
100 MHz
Model 1740A is a 100 MHz oscilloscope

with a third channel trigger view for accurate general purpose measurements. This
oscilloscope with its large 8 x 10 cm CRT
offers delayed sweep measurements to 100
MHz at 5 mV/cm deflection factors. A X5
magnifier increases sensitivity to 1 mV/cm
on both channels to 40 MHz without the
need to cascade channels. As a further aid to
measurement flexibility Option 101 to the
1740A provides rear panel inputs and
switching circuits for interfacing with the
Model 1607A Logic State Analyzer. This
option permits single pushbutton switching
between data domain table displays and time
domain measurements. The functional 16 bit
wide displays provided by the 1607A permit
fast analysis of digital systems when you
only need logic flow information. And, with
the digital triggering capability of the 1607A
coupled to the 1740A external trigger you
have the ability to ‘window” the time domain display to the digital problem area for
electrical analysis. Option 101 is also available on the 1715A, 1722B, 1725A, 1741A,
and 1743A.
Model 1741A offers the same operating
features as the 1740A plus variable
persistencelstorage for a truly versatile general purpose oscilloscope. For viewing low
rep rate fast transition time signals, the variable persistence mode allows you to adjust
the trace for an optimum display. The 1741A
storage CRT provides a bright, crisp stored
trace with a writing speed of 100 cm/ps
which is ideal for capturing single-shot and
low rep rate signals common in today’s digital circuits.
Precision timing
Conventional oscilloscopes offer timing
accuracies typically 23% of full scale, but
with the addition of a crystal referenced time
base in the new 100 MHz 1743A, timing accuracies of 0.002% of reading are obtained.
This new type of time base offers several
new measurement capabilities: unprecedented accuracy, calibrated sweep vernier
SO that the scope can be calibrated to your
system’s units of operation and still make

precision timing measurements, triggered
delta time measurements so that the time
interval readout will automatically track
changes in the input signal without operator
intervention, and first pulse measurement
for highly accurate measurements on those
hard to measure software generated pulses.

15 MHz
In the dc to 15 MHz range there are four
models
available,
1223A
variable
persistence/storage, 1220A and 1222A dual
channel, and 1221A single channel, that are
designed for industrial and educational applications, and production line testing. Logical front panel layout, large 8 x 10 division
internal graticule, and automatic triggering
reduce familiarization time and assure
maximum efficiency in production and student environments.
500 kHz
Low frequency scopes which have about
500 kHz bandwidth are used in educational,
medical, system monitors, engineering, production, and in some cases field service.
These scopes could be classified as the
“workhorses” of the electronics industry
since they are most commonly found in system applications. The 1200 series scopes
easily fill these requirements with their 100
pV and 5 mV sensitivity, solid-state and
lightweight construction, and reliable and
stable operation. Also available are storage
and variable persistence models which
eliminate annoying flicker and retain singleshot traces that are common in bio-medical
or electro-mechanical applications.

Oscilloscope basics
Because the oscilloscope can display electrical signals which vary with time, it has
become today’s most widely used electronic
measuring instrument. It produces a visual
display of any physical quantity which can
be represented as a voltage. This permits
precise measurement and analysis of the
phenomenon represented by the voltage.
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Option 101 to 1740A offers one button switching between Logic State Analysis and volts
vs. time measurements.

Representative Hewlett-Packard
nonplug-in oscilloscopes.

The cathode-ray tube
A CRT produces an electron beam whose
movement is controlled by the vertical and
horizontal amplifiers and by the power
supplies which form, shape, and accelerate
it. This electron beam strikes a phosphor
screen and a visible glow results as the beam
is moved.
Since the beam deflection can be calibrated against a grid (graticule) on the CRT
face, amplitude and time measurements can
be made. All Hewlett-Packard graticules are
internal and in the same plane as the phosphor, eliminating parallax.
An expansion mesh, introduced by
Hewlett-Packard in 1%2, with a voltage on
it produces an electrostatic field which
bends the beam after its initial deflection at
the electron gun structure. By controlling
mesh radius, Hewlett-Packard CRT designers have produced increasingly larger display areas while simultaneously reducing
the overall length of the tube.
Storage scopes are available with rugged
variable persistence (the time it takes for the
trace to fade to 10% of its original brightness). This is made possible by use of a storage mesh immediately behind the phosphor.
Control circuits then determine the rate at
which a display fades away after being
stored as a chalged pattern on the mesh.

Vertical deflection system
Since the CRT is limited as to the range of
deflection voltages which can be applied, a
vertical amplifier and attenuator are used.
These are accurately calibrated to provide a
deflection factor related to the graticule
(e.g., 5 mvldivision).
Horizontal deflection system
To deflect the electron beam horizontally,
an amplifier and sweep generator are used.
A sawtooth waveform genentor sweeps the
beam at a selectable uniform rate. With such
a linear rate of sweep, calibration to the
graticule is possible (e.g., 1 msldivision).
For meaningful displays, the horizontal
deflection system must provide synchronizing circuits to start the sweep at a specific
instant with respect to the measured
waveform. Automatic triggering on
Hewlett-Packard scopes makes starting of
the sweep a quick, easy step.
Power supplies
Scopes contain low and high voltage
power supplies and determine, with the
CRT, the maximum capability of a scope,
especially of a mainframe.
Low voltage power supplies give operating power to scope circuits such as the vertical and horizontal amplifiers. The high voltage power supply forms and controls the
CRT electron beam.

Input probes
Proper selection of well-designed probes
will minimize circuit loading effects and
provide the most accurate and useful
waveform information. Improper matching
of probe to scope will cause rise time errors
in pulse measurements and cause both
amplitude and phase errors in CW measurements.
The effects of resistive loading have been
recognized for some time. High input impedances have been used to reduce the voltage division between circuit and measuring
device. This technique will cause minimal
error if measurements are at low frequencies
and the circuit test point has a low impedance.
When these probing requirements are not
met, inaccuracies result for one big reason:
CAPACITANCE. And the effects of
capacitance in the probe or scope input
change drastically because of frequency.
Hewlett-Packard has pioneered in helping
solve the capacitance problem in high frequency measurements by providing selecta-

ble input impedance-50 ohms or a high Z
with low capacitance. This measurement
convenience is available because of
Hewlett-Packard’s innovative design that
uses thick-film attenuators.
Sampling oscilloscopes
Sampling oscilloscopes use a technique
which is similar in principle to use of a
stroboscope for study of periodic or varying
motion.
Samples are taken on successive recurrences of a waveform. As each amplitude
sample is taken later in time on the
waveform, the CRT beam is deflected to the
corresponding point where a visible dot is
then displayed. The rate at which sampling
occurs is very fast; thus the dots are displayed as a coherent-appearing waveform
on the CRT.
Samples are obtained when a pulse “turns
on” the sampling circuit for an extremely
short time. During this interval the input
waveform amplitude is measured, the samples are then effecively “stretched” in time,
and amplified at relatively low bandwidths.
Thanks to fast-switching diodes developed by Hewlett-Packard-some even
for use in other types of instrumentationsampling scope bandwidths have progressed
to the 18 GHz point.

Militarized oscilloscopes
A complete line of oscilloscopes modified
to meet one or more specific military requirements is available through the nearest
HP Sales Office.
Plug-in 50 MHz 1551A Opt 021 Oscilloscope (ANIUSM-281A) meets or exceeds
requirements of MIL-0-243 11. Rack
mountable units available on request.
Portable 50 MHz 1707B Opt 300 Oscilloscope (ANIUSM-338) meets or exceeds
requirements of MIL-T-28800A for Type
11, Class 2, Style A.
Portable 100 MHz 1740F Oscilloscope
(equivalent to AN/USM-425 (V) 1).

Portable 250 MHz 1720A F Opt 021 Oscilloscope (AN/USM-426 (V)1) meets or
exceeds requirements of MIL-T-28800A
for Type 11, Class 4, Style C.
Contact your Hewlett-Packard Field Engineer for detailed specifications, price and
availability.
Oscilloscope accessories
Cameras and adapters, testmobiles, active and passive probes, and adapters to
meet most any need are available to help
you get the most out of your scope investment. See page 171.
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HP miniature probes and IC Test Clip
permit easy probing of dual in-line packages with minimum probe loading.

Oscilloscone Selection Chart

Typical oscilloscope block diagram.

OSCILLOSCOPES
275 MHz A time measurement
Model 17228

17228 Description
The Model 1722B is a 275 MHz bandwidth, 1 ns/div sweep speed
dual channel oscilloscope with a built-in microprocessor and five
function LED display for precise real time measurement. In addition to the conventional volts versus time CRT display, the microprocessor gives you direct readout of delta time, frequency, dc voltage, instantaneous voltage, and percent amplitude.
As well as increased accuracy offered by the microprocessor, you
get a digital readout of the answer to your problem in considerably
less time than it takes in a conventional scope. You also get a substantial improvement in measurement repeatability which makes the
1722B extremely useful in applications requiring comparison to a
reference. For example, the 1722B’s outstanding repeatability along
with the 20 ps resolution makes it ideally suited for making clock
phasing measurements in large computer timing applications.
Time interval measurements
Delta time sweep, developed by Hewlett-Packard, is used in the
Time Interval Mode for making accurate measurements of rise time,
pulse width, and propagation delay.
. Time interval measurements can be made between two events on
Channel A, two events on Channel B, or when in alternate mode,
between an event beginning on Channel A and ending on Channel B.
A DELTA TIME MEASUREMENT technique displays the start
and stop points of your time interval as intensified markers. Select
MAIN INTENSIFIED MODE and adjust marker width with the
delay time/division control. Then set the first marker at t , with the
DELAY dial, and set the 2nd marker at t2 with the DECREASEINCREASE controls (coarse, medium, or fine). The 3l/z digit LED
display automatically and continuously reads the time interval between the two markers (t2-tl). Delta time measurements are always
displayed in units of sec (exponent 0); ms (exponent -3); ps (exponent -6); or ns (exponent -9). For increased resolution, select
DELAYED sweep mode. The two intensified portions will be displayed alternately. Achieving the maximum accuracy of the 1722B is
a simple matter of overlapping the start and stop points using the
DEC-INC switches! This technique eliminates any measurement
errors due to vertical or horizontal drift. I t also enables you to

compare two waveforms while comparing the time relationship between them.
The microprocessor not only keeps track of the distance between
the two markers but automatically expands the measurement resolution by a factor of 10 whenever the two markers are within 1 cm of
each other. For example, when making measurements on the 2
ms/div range a measurement of just over a division has a readout of
2.01 ms while a measurement of just under a division has a readout
of 1.998 ms.
Accuracy in the time interval mode is basically 1%. The 1722B
Data Sheet has more detailed information regarding measurement
accuracy.
The microprocessor is not only used to calculate delta time but is
also used to interrogate the function switches to help prevent inaccurate measurements. For example, the time interval mode is only
valid in either the main intensified mode, where the two markers can
be seen, or in the delayed sweep mode, where resolution and accuracy can be improved by overlapping the two delayed sweeps. In
other modes where errors might be made (such as in main, mixed,
and X-Y), the microprocessor automatically sets the display to zero.
The display is also set to zero whenever the sweep vernier is out of
the Cal detent or when the delayed trigger level is out of the Starts
After Delay position.
1/Time (frequency) measurements
The 1722B gives an automatic 3 or 4 digit display of the reciprocal
of time. If a time interval measurement is the period of a waveform,
then the llTime mode provides a direct readout of repetition rate or
frequency. The microprocessor computes the reciprocal of whatever time interval has been set when in the Time mode. l/Time
display units are in Hz (exponent 0), kHz (exponent 3), or MHz
(exponent 6). This very convenient measurement eliminates the
need for calculations when setting up clock frequencies and measuring the frequency or repetition rate of a waveform. An application of
both time and l/time modes is to preset a desired time interval or
frequency, then through the technique of overlapping traces make
an external adjustment to bring the system under test into specification.

DC voltage measurements
When the 1722B is operated in the Input (dc volts) mode you have
a direct digital display of the average value of the waveform at the
input to channel A. The display is 3% digits with a sample rate of
approximately 2/s and a response time of less than one second. The
DVM is autoscaling from 95 mV full scale to 49 V full scale in the X 1
range. In the X10 range, which automatically compensates for a 10: 1
divider probe, full scale ranges are from 0.95 V to 470 V.
The technique for making dc voltage measurements is to ground
the scope input and establish a reference level by pressing the reference set pushbutton. Then with the input impedance set to 1
megohm the digital readout displays the average value of the input
waveform. The DVM measurement is made using a successive approximation algorithm controlled by the microprocessor which allows you to establish a reference level with respect to any voltage
and enables differential dc measurements. For example, you can
probe the base of a transistor, push the reference set button, then
probe the emitter. The display gives you Vbedirectly.
Instantaneous voltage measurements
In the position mode you can measure the value of any point on a
waveform which eliminates the need to count divisions from a
baseline and multiply by the attenuator setting. A switch in the
channel A input allows you to compensate for a 10:1 divider probe
for a direct readout of voltage at the probe tip without any calculations. This measurement mode is useful for measuring peak voltage,
power supply ripple, crossover and threshold points in logic circuits,
or any other time when you need to know a precise voltage at a
particular point on a waveform.
As with the dc voltage measurement, you select the reference
point (usually ground) and measure the value of any point on a
waveform with respect to the reference point. This measurement
mode, like D C Volts, is autoscaling: the microprocessor auto-

Two intensified markers are positioned to cover the start and stop
points of the desired interval. The LED readout automatically and
continuously displays the time between the two markers (1.92ps).

For increased accuracy, the scope is placed in the Delayed Sweep
mode to display the two intensified traces alternately. When the
two traces are made to coincide using the DECINC controls,
maximum accuracy is achieved (1.962ps, f0.63%).

matically keeps track of the attenuator setting to provide the correct
voltage. If tlie dynamic range is exceeded the display flashes to
indicate the (Iverrange condition.
Percentagie measurement
The Positi on Mode gives an automatic readout of percent when
the vernier iri out of CAL position. This measurement is made by
establishing iI 5 cm display between the 0 and 100% points with the
0% point positioned on a convenient graticule and zeroed with the
Reference SI:t pushbutton. The desired point on the waveform is
positioned or1 the reference graticule line using the position control
and the perc entage of that point with respect to the 0 and 100%
points is autolmatically and continuously displayed. Applications for
the percentag;e mode include measuring the 50% points on a pulse
and percent 3f amplitude modulation of an rf carrier.
Storage registers
Storage reizisters in the microprocessor remember the value of the
last setting of different modes. For example, when switching from
the Time mc,de to a Voltage mode and back to Time the display
automaticall)I resets to the last display including the spacing between the m,akers. This memory capability makes it easier to reestablish a d isplay after making measurements in other parts of a
circuit.
The digital readout achieves considerable measurement time sav--.-.:,:-t-*
-^-_.^-*:---I
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measurement repeatability makes the 1722B useful for applications
where compari
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High perforn
Model 1722B
scope in all traditional vertical, honzontal, and tnggenng operations. Vertical deflection factors of 10 mV/div to 5 Vldiv with 2%
attenuator accuracy cover most oscilloscope measurement requirements. The full bandwidth of 275 MHz is maintained in all calibrated
and uncalibrated modes as well as over the full 0°C to i55"C temperature range.
For maximum measurement flexibility, there are switch-selectable
50R or I MR inputs with the full bandwidth available in either mode.
The H P 10017A miniature probe with an input of 1 MR shunted by
less than 8 p F is ideal for use with the 1 M W l l p F inputs of these
oscilloscopes. The small size of the 10017A allows probing in compact circuits where conventional probes are difficult or impossible to
use. For convenient probing of dual in-line packages, the 10017A
may be inserted into a 10024A IC test clip which eliminates the
problem of holding the probe tip on an IC pin or possible shorting
between pins. The IC t est clip also provides built-in probe grounding which eliminates ttbe problems associated with separate probe
ground leads.
A crisp, bright trace UVGI LIIG I U M o A IU LIII uispiay pica u u c 1 a
easier, more accurate measurements. Beam intknsity is automatically regulated for converIient viewing and increased CRT life,
however, maximum intensity is maintained when viewing low rep
reduces the
rate, fast transition pulses. AIn .automatic
. .
. focus
. .circuit
.
need for focus readjustment with intensity level changes normally
encountered in probi
control for fine adjusi
Internal triggering
trigger sync takeoff is immediately after the attenuator for a stable
display regardless of changes in position, vernier, or polarity controls. For external triggering applications, you only need 100 mV p-p
to trigger in excess of 275 MI.Iz and only 50 mV p-p to 100 MHz.
Digital circuit analysis
The H P 1607A Logic State Analyzer and Option 101 on the
1722B offers a convenient method of debugging and troubleshooting
digital circuits. State Display Cn-~.:
~-L-I UrI UnI IrI dUU> I- - -S- -~- - -II - ~ ~ I I:-___&---a
lilputs
C I
~ I I U
internal switching circuits for switching between logic state display
and analog display (voltage vs time). The ability to quickly switch
between state and analog displays is very useful when wordflow
errors require analysis of electrical parameters to determine corrective measures.
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1722B Specifications
Vertical display modes
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT); channels A and B displayed by switching
between channels at approx. 1 MHz rate with blanking during
switching (CHOP); channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition);
X-Y (channel A vs. channel B).
Vertical amplifiers (2)
Bandwidth: ( s 3 dB down from a 6 div reference signal).
DC-coupled: dc to 275 MHz in both 50 ohm and high impedance
input modes.
AC-coupled: approx. 10 Hz to 275 MHz.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to approx. 20 MHz.
Rise time: c1.3 ns.
Deflection factor
Ranges: 10 mV/div to 5 V/div (9 calibrated positions) in 1, 2, 5
sequence. ?2% attenuator accuracy.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 12.5 V/div. Front panel light
indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Polarity: channel B may be inverted, front panel pushbutton.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input pulse without external trigger.
Input coupling: selectable, AC or DC, 50 ohm (dc), or ground.
Ground position disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier
input.
Input RC (selectable)
AC and DC: 1 megohm t 2 % shunted by approx. 11 pF.
50 ohm: 50 ohms 22%; SWR, c 1 . 3 on 10,20, and 50 mV ranges
and G 1.15 on all other ranges.
Maximum input
AC and DC: t 2 5 0 V (dc + peak ac) at 1 kHz or less.
50 ohm: 5 V rms.
A + B operation
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;
channel B may be inverted for A - B operation.
Differential (A - B) common mode: CMRR is at least 40 dB
from dc to 5 MHz decreasing to 26 dB at 50 MHz. Common mode
signal amplitude equivalent to 12 cm with one vernier adjusted for
optimum rejection.

Trigger source
Selectable from channel A, channel B, or composite.
Channel A: all display modes triggered by channel A signal.
Channel B: all display modes triggered by channel B signal.
Composite: all display modes triggered by displayed signal.
Channel A input
dc volts
Display: light emitting diodes (LED).
Number of digits: 3%.
Display units: 0 exponent indicates volts; -3 exponent indicates
millivolts.
X1 range: 95 mV to 47 V full scale vertical deflection (10 mV/div to
5 V/div).
X10 range: 0.95 V to 470 V full scale vertical deflection (100
mV/div to 50 V/div with X10 probe).
Accuracy: 20.5% reading 20.5% full scale (full scale = 10 cm),
+ 2 0 T to +30"C.
Stability: temperature coefficient, < +O.O2%/"C.
Input impedance: X1 range, 1 megohm shunted by approx. 11 pF;
X 10 range (with X 10 probe) 10 megohms shunted by approx. 10 pF.
Sample rate: approx. 2/s.
Response time: S I s .
Reference set: meter may be zeroed permitting dc voltage measurements with respect to any voltage within selected range. Drift
may be eliminated by the REF SET control.
Overrange: flashing display indicates overrange condition.

-

Channel A position
volts (channel A vernier in CAL
detent)
With the following exceptions, specifications are the same as Channel A Input - D C volts.
Measurement: dc substitution method using channel A position
control to determine voltage of any point on displayed waveform
using any graticule line as reference.
Bandwidth: dc to 275 MHz ( S 3 dB down from a 6 div reference
signal).
Dynamic range: 2 6 cm from ground referenced to center screen.
Reference set: meter may be zeroed, permits instantaneous voltage measurements with respect to any voltage within selected range.
Accuracy: 21% reading 20.5% of full scale (1OX the volts/div
range) measured at dc.
Channel A position -76 (channel A vernier out of CAL
detent)
Measurement: dc substitution method using channel A position
control to determine percent of any waveform point with respect to
user defined 0 and 100% points.
Range: 0 to + 140% (calibrated with vernier so that 100% equals 5
div).
Accuracy: *l%.
Zero reference: meter may be zeroed to permit percent measurements with respect to any waveform point.
Vertical output
Amplitude: one division of vertical deflection produces approx. 100
mV output (dc to 50 MHz).
Cascaded deflection factor: 1 mV/div with both vertical channels
set to 10 mV/div.
Cascaded bandwidth: dc to 5 MHz with bandwidth limit engaged.
Source resistance: approx. 100 ohms.
Source selection: trigger source set to channel A selects channel A
output; trigger source set to channel B selects channel B output.
Horizontal display modes
Main, main intensified, mixed, delayed, mag X10, and X-Y.
Main time base
Sweep
Ranges: 10 ns/div to 0.5 s/div (24 ranges) I, 2, 5 sequence.
Accurac
Main sweep timeldiv

10 ns to 50 ns
100 ns to 20 ins
50 ins to 0.5 s

Accuracy (0°C to +55"C)

* 5%

Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends slowest
sweep speed to at least 1.25 s/div. Vernier uncalibrated light indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Magnifier: expands all sweeps by a factor of 10; extends fastest
sweep to 1 ns/div.
Sweep mode
Normal: sweep is triggered by internal or external signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of input signal
from 10 ns/div to 20 msldiv. Triggering is same as normal above
40 Hz. Normal triggering is generally required for sweep speeds
from 50 msldiv to 0.5 s/div.
Single: in Normal mode, sweep occurs once with same triggering
as normal, reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator; in
Auto mode, sweep occurs once each time Reset pushbutton is
pressed.
Triggering
Internal: d c to 50 MHz on signals causing 0.5 division or more
vertical deflection, increasing to 1 division of vertical deflection at
300 MHz in all display modes. Triggering on line frequency is also
selectable.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signals of 50 mV p p or more increasing to 100 mV p-p at 300 MHz.
External input RC: approx. 1 megohm shunted by approx. 15 pF.
Maximum external input: +250 V (dc
peak ac) at 1 kHz or
less.

+

Trigger level and slope
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed.
External: continuously variable from 1.0 V to - 1.0 V on either
slope of the trigger signal; 10 V to - 10 V in (+ 10) mode.
Coupling: AC, DC, L F REI, or H F RET.
AC: attenuates signals below approx. 10 Hz.
LF REJ: attenuates signals below approx. 7 kHz.
HF REJ: attenuates signals above approx. 7 kHz.
Trigger holdoff: time between sweeps continuously variable exceeding one full sweep from 10 ns/div to 50 ms/div.
Main intensified
Intensifies that part of main time base to be expanded to full
screen in delayed time base mode. Time interval control adjusts
position of intensified portion of sweep. Rear panel intensity ratio
control sets relative intensity of brightened segment.
Delayed time base
Sweep
Ranges: 10 ns/div to 20 msldiv (20 ranges) in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Accuracy (0 to + 55"C):same as main time base.
Magnifier (0 to + 55°C): same as main time base.
Triggering
Internal: same as main time base except there is no Line Frequency triggering.
Starts after delay: delayed sweep automatically starts at end of
delay period.
Trigger: with delayed trigger level control out of detent (starts
after delay) delayed sweep is triggerable at end of delay period.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signals of 50 mV p-p or more, increasing to 100 mV p-p at 300 MHz.
External input RC: approx. 1 megohm shunted by approx. 15 pF.
Maximum external input: *250 V (dc + peak ac) at s 1 kHz.
Trigger level and slope: same as main time base.
Coupling: same as main time base.
Delay time range: 0.5 to 1OX Main Time/Div settings of 20 ns to
0.5 s (minimum delay, 50 ns).
Time interval
Delay time: continuously variable from 10 ns to 5 s.
Delay jitter: refer to Time Interval Measurements, Stability.
Time interval measurements
Function: measures time interval between two events on channel
A (channel A display); between two events on channel B (channel
B display); or between two events starting from an event on channel A and ending with an event on channel B (Alternate display).
Display units: 0 (s); -3 (ms); -6 (ps);or -9 (ns).

+

+

Main time base setting

Accuracy (+20"C to +30"C)

100 nsldiv t o 20 msldiv

~ 0 . 5 %of measurement
r0.02% of full scale (for
measurements <1 cm).
For measurements
> 1 cm, 20.5% of measure
ment ?0.05% of full scale.

50 nsldiv'

20.5% of measurement
~0.06%of full scale.

20 ns/div*

?0.5% of measurement

50 ms/div to 0.5 s/div.

? 3%

?0.12% of full scale.

X-Y operation
Bandwidth
Y-axis (channel A): same as channel A.
X-axis (channel 8): dc to >3 MHz.
Deflection factor: 10 mV/div to 5 V/div (9 calibrated positions) in
1, 2, 5 sequence.
Phase difference between channels: <3", dc to 3 MHz.
Cathode-ray tube and controls
Type: post accelerator, approx. 20.5 kV accelerating potential,
aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule. 0.2 subdivision markings on
major axes. 1 div = 1 cm. Rear panel adjustment aligns trace with
graticule. Internal flood gun graticule illumination.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
Intensity modulation: +8 V, a50 ns width pulse blanks trace of
any intensity, useable to 20 MHz for normal intensities. Input R, 1
k f l 10%. Maximum input, + 10 V (dc peak ac).
Auto-focus: automatically maintains beam focus with variations of
intensity.
Intensity limit: automatically limits CRT beam current to decrease
possible CRT damage. Circuit response time ensures full writing
speed for viewing low duty cycle, fast rise time pulses.
Rear panel controls: astigmatism, pattern, maiddelayed intensity
ratio, and trace align.
General
Rear panel outputs: main and delayed gates, -0.7 V to +1.3 V
capable of supplying approx. 3 mA.
Calibrator: 1 kHz t10% square wave; 3 V p-p 21%; <0.1 ps rise
time.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V, -lo%, +5%; 48 to 440 Hz; 110 VA
max .
Weight: net, 13.6 kg (30 Ib). Shipping, 19.5 kg (43 Ib).
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to + 5 5 T (+32"F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104°F);
altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for
15 min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Size: 197 H x 335 W x 570 mm D with handle (7%" x 133/16" x
227/~6'1;518 mm D without handle (203/8").
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter; one front panel cover;
one vinyl storage pouch; one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord; two 10017A
10:1 divider probes; one Operating and Service Manual.
Recommended probes
Divider probes for 1 megohm inputs: 10014A, 10016B, 10017A,
10018A.
Divider probe for 50 ohm inputs: 10020A resistive divider.
Active probes for 50 ohm inputs: 1120A, and 1125A.
Options
Price
001: U.S. fixed line cord
add $15
003: probe power supply with two rear panel jacks for
use with H P active probes. Provides power to operate
two 1120A, 1124A, or 1125A active probes
add $50
090: without probes
less $150
091: two 2 m (6.6 ft) 10018A, 1O:l probes in lieu two
10017A miniature probes
N/C
092: two 1.8 m (6 ft) 10016B, 10: 1 probes in lieu of two
miniature probes
NIC
101: logic state display interface for operation with
Model 1607A Logic State Analyzer
add $150
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $27
Logic state analysis equip required for Opt 101
1607A: 16-Bit Logic State Analyzer includes three
data probes and one clock probe.
$2900
Four 10502A: 23 cm (9") cables. Three for X, Y, and
Z interconnections and one for pattern triggering connection to the oscilloscope.
$15 ea
HP P/N 5061-1213 Adapter Plate and Strap for
mounting the 1722B on top of the 1607A.
$23

*

+

Ordering information
1722B 275 MHz Oscilloscope with Microprocessor

$4900

OSCILLOSCOPES
200 MHz & 275 MHz A time Measurements
Models 1715A & 1725A

Except for the bandwidth and volts/div control the Model 1715A Opt 034 is identical in appearance to the Model 1725A Opt 034 i n this
photo. Opt 034 offers direct LED readout of time interval measurements or ac and dc voltage or current and resistance measurements.
Without ODt 034 the 1715A and 1725A offer delta time measurements using the calibrated time interval stop control and provide a
scaled voltage rear panel output compatible with most DMM’s.

1715A, 1725A Description
Hewlett-Packard’s Models 1725A, 275 MHz, and 1715A, 200
MHz oscilloscopes offer improved dual channel, delta time measurements with the optional DMM for direct delta time readout and
current, voltage, or resistance measurements. Vertical deflection
factors of 10 mV/div to 5 V/div over the full bandwidth (5 mV/div to
150 MHz in the 1715A) offer the high performance required for both
laboratory and field applications.
A large 8 x 10 cm display provides easy viewing of dual trace
signals on which timing measurements can be made conveniently
and accurately using the Hewlett-Packard developed delta time
technique. For easier percentage measurements, reference lines of 0
and 100% amplitude are 5 divisions apart and markings for 10 and
90% and 20 and 80% are also provided for easier rise time measurements.
The 1715A or 1725A State Display Option 101 combined with the
1607A Logic State Analyzer provides convenient digital circuit
analysis with the ability to quickly switch between logic state and
electrical analysis.
Delta time measurements
These oscilloscopes offer two methods for making timing measurements; one is standard delayed sweep, using one intensified
marker and the calibrated delay vernier knob to accurately measure
time relationship; the second is the Hewlett-Packard developed
system of dual intensified markers which significantly improves accuracy while conveniently reducing the time necessary to make a
measurement. The latter, better known as the Delta Time measurement method, incorporates a system of two intensified markers
which are two delayed sweeps displayed alternately.

The Delta Time measurement technique is to select the Main
Intensified mode and position the first marker at tl with the Time
Interval Start control and position the second marker at tz with the
Time Interval Stop control. The difference between the two selected
points is then read directly on the optional DMM or is available as a
rear panel scaled voltage output compatible with most DVM’s.
Units of seconds, milliseconds, or microseconds are read on the
Main Time/Div control.
This Delta Time technique makes timing measurements such as
transition times, propagation delay, clock phasing, and other highspeed digital timing measurements faster and with more repeatability than was previously possible with standard delayed sweep oscilloscopes. Time interval measurements can be made between two
events on channel A , two events on channel B, or between two
events on alternate channels.
For increased resolution, Delayed Sweep mode is selected where
the two intensified portions are displayed alternately. Maximum
accuracy is achieved by superimposing the start and stop points
using the Time Interval Stop control. Even without an external
voltmeter and using only the Time Interval Stop control, this
optical nulling technique reduces the chance of error in time
interval measurements.
For added convenience, the Delta Time Capability can be
selected with the time interval start marker on channel A or channel
B. This eliminates the switching of probes when making interchanne1 measurements.
Optional direct delta time readout
The ability to add an optional 3% digit autoranging DMM to the
basic oscilloscope enhances the ability to make timing measurements accurately and with canvenience. Since the basic Delta Time

capability is contained in these Oscilloscopes, the optional DMM is
available initially as Option 034 or can be ordered later as a field
installable kit (P/N 01715-69501). With a flip of the switch on the
oscilloscope, you can use the DMM to measure ac voltage, dc voltage, ac current, dc current, and resistance.

1725A, 1715A Specifications
Vertical display modes
Channel A ; channel B; channels A and B displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT); channels A and B displayed by switching
between channels at approx 1 MHz rate with blanking during
switching (CHOP); channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition);
X-Y (channel A vs channel B).
Vertical amplifiers (2)
Bandwidth: 3 dB down from a 6 div reference signal.
DC-Coupled (1725A): dc to 275 MHz in both 50 ohm and high
impedance input modes.
DC-Coupled (1715A): dc to 200 MHz in both 50 ohm and high
impedance input modes 10 mV/div to 5 V/div, to 150 MHz at 5
mV/div.
AC-Coupled: lower limit is approx 10 Hz.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to approx 20 MHz.
Rise time
1725A: <1.3 ns.
1715A: <1.75 ns 10 mV/div to 5 Vldiv, (2.3 ns at 5 mV/div.
Deflection factor
Ranges (1725A): 10 mV/div to 5 V/div (9 calibrated positions) in
1, 2, 5 sequence, r 2 % attenuator accuracy.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 12.5 V/div. Front panel
indicator lights when vernier is not in CAL position.
Polarity: channel B may be inverted, front panel pushbutton.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input pusle without advanced trigger.
Input coupling: selectable, A C or DC, 50 ohms (dc) or ground.
Ground position disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier
input.
Input RC (selectable)
AC and DC: 1 megohm 22% shunted by approx 11 pF.
50 Ohm: 50 ohms ?2%; SWR (1725A) 61.3 on 10,20, and 50 mV
ranges and <1:15 on all other ranges; SWR (1715A) s 1 . 3 on 5 , 10,
20, and 50 mV ranges and <1:15 on all other ranges.
Maximum input
AC and DC: r250 V (dc + peak ac) at 1 kHz or less.
50 Ohm: 5 V rms.
A + B operation
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;
channel B may be inverted for A-B operation.
Differential (A-B) Common Mode: CMR is at least 40 dB from
dc to 5 MHz decreasing to 26 dB at 50 MHz. Common mode
signal amplitude equivalent to 12 cm with one vernier adjusted for
optimum rejection.
Trigger source
Selectable from channel A, channel B, or Composite.
Channel A: all display modes triggered by channel A signal.
Channel B: all display modes triggered by channel B signal.
Composite: all display modes triggered by displayed signal.
Vertical output
Amplitude: one division of vertical deflection produces approx 100
mV output, dc to 50 MHz in 1725A, dc to 25 MHz in 1715A.
Cascaded deflection factor: 1 mV/div with both vertical channels
set to IO mV/div.
Cascaded bandwidth: dc to 5 MHz with bandwidth limit engaged.
Source resistance: approx 100 ohms.
Source selection: trigger source set to channel A selects channel A
output, to channel B selects channel B output.
Horizontal display modes
Main, main intensified, delayed, mixed, X-Y, and mag X10. In
main intensified, mixed, and delayed modes, selectable delta time
with channel A start or channel B start time interval measurements
are available.

Main time bas
Sweep
Ranges: 10 ns
Accuracy

L
Main Sweep TimelDit
10 ns to 50 ns
100 ns to 20 ms

+Z%

23%

Vernier: continuously
+3avariable +3%
between all ranges; extends

slowest sweep to at least 1.25 sldiv. Vernier uncalibrated indicator lights when vernier is
Magnifier: extends all swel
sweep to 1 ns/div.
Sweep mode
Normal: sweep is triggered by internal or external signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of input signal.
Triggering is same as normal above 40 Hz.
Single: in Normal mode, sweep occurs once with same triggering
as normal, reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator; in
Auto mode, sweep occurs once each time Reset pushbutton is
pressed.
Triggering (1725A)
Internal: dc to100 MHz on signals causing 0.5 division or more
vertical deflection, increasing to 1 division of vertical deflection at
300 MHz in all display modes. Triggering on line frequency is also
selectable.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signals of 50 mV p-p or more increasing to 100 mV p-p at 300 MHz. Maximum input, 2250 V (dc +
peak ac) at 1 k Hz or less.
Triggering (171!SA) - _ _ _
. .
. - - ..
Internal: dc to 100 MHz on signals causing 0.3 division or more
vertical deflection, increasing to 1 division of vertical deflection at
200 MHz in all display modes. Triggering on line frequency is also
selectable.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signalIs of 50 mV p-p or more increas:
-*cn X I I A ing to 100 mV p-p at 200 MHz. ~ Mfin-,:
A I I I I U I I I IlIput, I L J U
v (UL T
peak ac) at 1 kHz or less.
External input RC: apprmox 1 megohm shunted by approx 15 pF.
Triggering level and SIC
’Pe
waveform
displayed.
Internal: at any point Ion the
. ..vertical
”
. --.
. --.
..
External: continuously vanable from + 1 .0 V to - 1.0 V on either
slope of the trigger signal, + 10 V to - 10 V in divide by 10 mode
(110).
Coupling: AC, DC, LF REI, or H F REJ.
AC: attenuates signals below approx 10 Hv .
LF Reject: attenuates signals below apprc)x 7 kHz.
HF Reject: attenuates signals above apprcJX 7 kHz.
Trigger holdoff: time between sweeps continuously variable, exceeding one full sweep from 10 ns/div to 50 ms/div.
Main intensified
Delayed Sweep: intensifies that part of main time base to be expanded to full screen in delayed time base mode. Stop control adjusts position of intensified portion of sweep. Rear panel intensity
ratio control s(:ts relative intensity of brightened segment.
ATime mode: intensifies two parts of main time base to be expanded to full Iicreen in delayed time base mode. “START” control
positions the fi rst intensified portion of the sweep; “STOP” control
:fie>
--..
positions the S ~ : C U I I Uiniensiiieu
puruun UI .L_
int: S W ~ C D . n
near
Dane1
intensity control sets relative inte nsity of brightened segments.
Delayed time base
Sweep
Ranges: IO ns/div to 20 ms/div (20 ranges) in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Accuracy (0 “C to+55 “C):
: same as main time base.
Magnifier (0 “C to+55 “C): same as main time base.
Triggering
L1llb
I ,&Internal: same as main tin.,
quency triggering.
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Models 1715A & 1725A (cont.)
Starts After Delay: delayed sweep automatically starts at end of
delay period.
Trigger: with delayed trigger level control out of detent (starts after
delay) delayed sweep is triggerable at end of delay period.
External: dc to 100 MHz on signals of 50 mV p-p or more, increasing to 100 mV p-p at 200 MHz. Maximum input, 2250 V (dc + peak
ac) at 1 kHz or less.
External Input RC: approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 15 pF.
Trigger level and slope
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed when in
triggered mode.
External: continuously variabe from 1.0 V to - 1.0 V on either
slope of the trigger signal, 10 V to - 10 V in divide by 10 mode
(i10).
Coupling: AC, DC, L F REI, or H F REI.
AC: attenuates signals below approx 10 Hz.
LF Reject: attenuates signals below approx 7 kHz.
HF Reject: attenuates signals above approx 7 kHz.
Delay time range: 0.5 to 1OX Main Time/Div settings of 20 ns to
0.5 s (minimum delay 50 ns).
Differential time measurement accuracy

+

+

I

Main Time Base
Crttinm

I

Accuracy +

1+15”C to C35”CI

I

~

50 nsldiv to
20 msldiv

+(O 5% 20 1%
of full scale)

20 nsldiv

i- (1% 0 2%

50 msidiv t o

2 3%

+

of full scale)

Delay jitter: <0.005% (1 part in 20 000) of maximum delay in each
step.
Time interval (Atime mode)
Function: measures time interval between two events on channel A
(channel A display); between two events on channel B (channel B
display); or between two events starting from an event on either
channel A or B and ending with an event on either channel A or B
(alternate display).
Time interval output voltage: varies from 50 V to 100 mV full
scale. Full scale output voltage can be determined by multiplying the
number on the TIME/DIV dial by 10 V (e.g., 0.05 s, 0.05 ms, or
0.05 p s per div gives 0.5 V output full-scale).
Accuracy : measurement accuracy is the Time Interval Accuracy
plus the external DVM accuracy.
Main Time Base
Setting

Accuracy +
(+20”C to +30”C)

100 nsldiv to
20 msldiv

? O 5% of reading
2 0 05% of f s

50 nsidiv

r O 5% of reading
.-0 1% of fs

20 ns/div’

+O 5% of reading
zo 2% of f s

50 msldiv to
0 5 sldiv

+ 3%

major horizontal and vertical axes. 1 div = 1 cm. Rear panel
adjustment aligns trace with graticule. Internal floodgun graticule
illumination.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
Intensity modulation (Z-axis): +8 V, 3 5 0 ns width pulse blanks
trace of any intensity, usable to 20 MHz for normal intensities.
Input R, 1 kR ?IO%. Maximum input, k1O.V (dc + peak ac).
Auto-focus: automatically maintains beam focus with variations of
intensity.
Intensity limit: automatically limits beam current to decrease possibility of CRT damage. Circuit response time ensures full writing
speed for viewing low duty cycle, fast rise time pulses.
Rear panel controls: astigmatism, pattern, maiddelayed intensity
ratio, and trace align.
General
Rear panel outputs: main and delayed gates, -0.7 V to f 1 . 3 V
capable of supplying approx 3 mA.
Calibrator: type, 1 kHz k 15% square wave; 3 V p-p 2 I%, <O. 1 p s
rise time.
Power: 100, 120, 220, and 240 Vac, -10% +5%, 48 to 440 Hz; 110
VA max.
Weight: net, 12.9 kg (28.5 Ib); shipping, 17.9 kg (39.5 Ib).
Operating environment: temperature, 0°C to +55”C (+32”F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at + 4 0 T (+ 104°F);
altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for
15 min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hzr
Size: 170 H x 335 W x 570 mm D with handle; 502 mm D without
handle (73/4”X 133/16”x 22’/16”; 18’/8”).
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter; one front
panel cover; two, 2 m (6.6 ft) 10018A miniature 10: 1 divider probes
with 1715A; two 1 m (3.3 ft) 10017A miniature IO:] divider probes
with 1725A; one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, one vinyl storage pouch;
one Operating and Service Manual. and one kit (HP P/N 8120-2521)
contaking two test leads with OptO34, 035.
Options and accessories
Price
Time interval multimeter kit: (HP P/N 01715-69501)
adapts a standard Model 1715A or 1725A to an Opt
034, built-in, LED readout, delta time oscilloscope.
The kit includes a multimeter, a new top oscilloscope
cover, a vinyl storage pouch, and mounting hardware
for fast installation.
$375
001 : fixed line power cord
add $15
003: probe power supply with two rear panel jacks for
use with H P active probes. Provides power to operate
two 1120A, 1124A, or 1125A active probes
add $50
034: built-in DMM (60 Hz operation)
add $325
035: built-in DMM (50 Hz operation)
add $325
090: without probes
less $150
091 (1725A): two 2 m (6.6 ft) 10018A, 1O:l probes
substituted for two 10017A miniature probes
NIC
091 (1715A): two 1 m (3.3 ft) 10017A, 1O:l probes
substituted for two 10018A miniature probes
NIC
092: two 1.8 m (6 ft) 10016B, 1O:l probes substituted
for two miniature probes
N/C
101: STATE DISPLAY, single switch interface option for Operation with the H P Model 1607A Logic
State Analyzer. Adds interface circuits for switching
between front panel inputs and rear panel logic state
inputs.
add $150
\---

~

Logic state analysis equipment required for
Option 101
1607A: lbbit Logic State Analyzer including three
data probes and one clock probe
Four 10502A: 23 cm (9 in.) cables. Three for X, Y,
and Z interconnections and one for pattern triggering
connection to the oscilloscope
HP P/N 5061-1213: Adapter plate and strap for
mounting the 1715A or 1725A on top of 1607A

$15 ea

Ordering information
1725A 275 MHz Oscilloscope
1715A 200 MHz Oscilloscope

$3300
$3000

$2900

$2 1

OSClLLOSCOPES
100 MHz, dual channel, crystal A time, storage
Models 1740A, 1741A & 1743A
Dual channel, 5 mV/div to 100 MHz
3rd Channel trigger view
Selectable input impedance

1740A, 1741A, 1743A (new) Description
Introduction
The Hewlett-Packard Model 1740A, 1741A, and 1743A 100 MHz,
5 mV/div, dual-channel oscilloscopes offer the high performance
necessary to meet the demanding requirements of both laboratory
and field applications. These oscilloscopes have the performance
and features to make accurate measurements with ease. The carefully designed front panel includes a large, high-resolution CRT with
logically arranged controls which reduce operator learning time and
make repetitious measurements easier. Several features that make
these oscilloscopes more versatile than the average 100 MHz portable oscilloscope include a third channel trigger view for viewing the
external trigger signal with both vertical channels; a X5 vertical
magnifier for 1 mV/div deflection factors on both channels; selectable input impedance ( 1 MW50Q) for general purpose probing and
precise rise time measurement; and a Logic State Display option for
convenient switching between logic state and electrical analysis.
1740A, 1743A 8 x 10 cm CRT
The CRT has a crisp, bright trace over the fully specified 8 x 10
cm display area. An accelerating potential of 15 kV makes the display compatible with the 5 ns/cm sweep speeds for easier viewing of
low rep rate, fast transition time signals. The small spot size of the
lab quality CRT along with the no parallax internal graticule makes
critical and difficult timing measurements easier to perform. An
internal floodgun uniformly illuminates the CRT phosphor for high
quality trace photos with a sharp well defined internal graticule.
1741A Storage CRT
The Hewlett-Packard storage and variable persistence CRT offers a well defined trace with a storage writing speed of greater than
100 cm/ps and a bum resistant storage surface which is ideal for
digital and general purpose applications. Storage operation is extremely easy with indicators that clearly show the mode of operation. A press of the store pushbutton automatically switches the

100 cm/ps storage writing speed (1741A)
Single shot auto-store (1741A)
Auto-erase (1741A)
High resolution time interval measurements (1743A)

1741A to a deep store mode, with no screen illumination, for
maximum storage time. Another press of the store pushbutton displays the stored trace.
For viewing low rep rate fast rise time signals, the variable persistence mode allows you to adjust the trace for an optimum display.
By adjusting the persistence to match the rep rate you can integrate
a trace to provide a sharp, clear display for accurate measurements
of low duty-cycle pulse trains such as those from disc, tape, or drum
peripheral units.

Exceptionally fine 1741A trace in the variable persistence mode
permits high resolution timing measurements as shown with this
dual trace, alternate sweep display at a sweep speed of 5 ns/div.

OSCILLOSCOPES
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For maximum convenience in single-shot applications, an autostore mode which operates in the single-shot mode, makes it easy to
capture random events. To prevent the possibility of recording the
wrong event, the 1741A automatically switches to the Normal triggering mode when single-shot mode of operation is selected. When
your event occurs, the 1741A triggers and automatically switches
from the Write mode to the Store mode which is shown by the
indicators. To view the signal, a press of the StorelDisplay pushbutton displays your trace. For convenience, a push of the Erase
pushbutton erases the CRT and resets the time base.

An auto-erase mode allows the 1741A to operate as if it is in a
repetitive, single-shot mode even when a continuous signal is available. When in the auto-erase mode, the 1741A automatically
switches to maximum persistence which provides maximum trace
retention between erasures. This mode is convenient for setup of
single-shot events by making it easier to obtain the optimum focus
and intensity for a particular signal. Additionally, if you are displaying more than one trace, such as two or three channels, the 1741A
will wait for the required number of sweeps to be displayed before
automatically erasing the display.

Third channel trigger view of the external trigger signal offers
measurement convenience with the center screen threshold.
The 2.5 ns fixed delay between the external trigger input and the
displayed signal permits easier timing measurements.

Triggering ability on two signals widely separated in frequency
is clearly shown with these signals which have a ratio of 1000 to
1 while triggering in the composite mode.

3rd channel trigger view
In many applications, especially in digital circuits, it is necessary
to use external trigger sources to maintain proper timing relationships and to know the time relationship of the trigger signal to the
displayed events. By pressing the Trigger View pushbutton while in
alternate or chop mode, the external trigger signal is displayed as a
third channel with the trigger threshold at center screen. By adjusting the trigger level control, you can see which portion of the trigger
signal is initiating the sweep. With the External Trigger input in the
1: 1 mode, the deflection factor is 100 mV/div which is compatible
with ECL levels and in the i10 mode is 1 V/div which is compatible
with TTL levels.
Stable flexible triggering
Stable internal triggering to greater than 100 MHz requires only 1
div of vertical deflection. To prevent annoying trace shift, the internal trigger sync take-off is immediately after the attenuator which
maintains a stable display regardless of changes in position, vernier,
or polarity controls. A full complement of easy-to-use pushbutton
trigger controls assures you of the desired trigger signal conditioning
for your measurement. In the external mode, triggering to 100 MHz
only requires 100 mV and 50 mV to 50 MHz.
Selectable input impedance
For maximum measurement flexibility, these scopes have
switch-selectable 1 megohm or 50 ohm inputs. This permits a high
input impedance for general purpose probing with 1O:l divider
probes for minimum circuit loading. The 50 ohm input with internal
compensation and low reflections provides faithful pulse reproduction for accurate transition time measurements in circuits where low
capacitive loading is required.
Vertical amplifiers
Vertical deflection factors are 5 mV/div to 20 Vldiv over the full
100 MHz bandwidth, full temperature range, and 8 x 10 div display
area with 3% attenuator accuracy. For two channel low level measurements requiring lmV/div and 2 mV/div deflection factors to 30
MHz (40 MHz in the 1740A), a X5 magnifier is included which
eliminates the need for cascading. This low level capability permits
measurements on tape and disc heads or power supply ripple with a
convenient front panel pushbutton. The 20 V/div setting allows you
to make convenient measurements of power line signals while using
standard 10: 1 divider probes.
Serviceability
Access to the uncluttered interior for calibration and servicing is
fast with the easy-to-remove covers. Innovations in circuit design

~

along with custom integrated hybrid circuits reduce calibration time
because of a minimum of adjustments. Wire harnesses and interconnection cables between boards are reduced with an interface board
which connects the main boards together. This interface board helps
to reduce service time and reassembly errors normally encountered
with instruments containing many cables. The 1740A, 1741A, and
1743A do not require a fan or ventilating holes for convection cooling which reduces the amount of dust and dirt that can accumulate
inside the scope.
1743A Crystal accurate timing
The 1743A incorporates a 100 MHz crystal timing reference for
delta time measurements rather than the traditional analog ramp
reference. This internal crystal reference offers 10 ns resolution
which is enhanced with time interval averaging to produce 100 ps
timing resolution. The time between the two intensified marks is
displayed on a five digit LED readout with an accuracy of 0.002%
plus or minus one count. For intervals of less than five microseconds the one count corresponds to plus or minus 100 ps while at
intervals of greater than two microseconds the one count becomes
insignificant and the accuracy can be considered to be &0.002% of
reading.
First pulse measurements
The 1743A, by using a crystal reference, allows you to measure
time intervals relative to the leading edge of the first pulse in the
delayed sweep mode. This ability is particularly useful for high resolution measurements on low duty cycle pulses. Because the measurement can be made using the same pulse that triggers the main
sweep, the sweep speed can be set for optimum resolution and accuracy.
Triggered measurements
The triggered delay mode of the 1743A offers excellent pulse
width, period, and propagation delay measurement capability. The
triggered delta sweep mode automatically performs the desired measurements without any of the complex operations usually needed
with delayed sweep measurements. By selecting the appropriate
start and stop slopes (one positive and one negative for width measurements and both the same for period measurements) you can
conveniently read out the period or width measurement while directly viewing the exact trigger level at which the measurement is
being made.
Also available is the ability to make duty cycle measurements
quickly. In the intensified mode, measure the pulse width and period
with the direct LED readout. Then a simple ratio calculation provides m accurate answer.
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Model 1743A crystal timing permits you t o use the sweep vernier to calibrate the CRT graticule in your system's units of operation. In this example, with the sweep vernier calibrated, the
period is 32.18 microseconds (A) and with the sweep vernier
uncalibrated to allow 3 major divisions to be one clock cycle, the
crystal maintains the accurate delta time readout of 32.18
microseconds (B).

Sweep vernier

The 1743A makes accurate timing measurements automatically
in the Triggered Sweep After Delay mode. W h e n you select the
desired starting slope (positive) and stopping slope (negative)
(A), the 1743A automatically overlays the traces at the signal's
trigger level (B) and provides a time interval readout on the
LED's of 33.75-6 seconds (33.75 ps).The trigger level can be
viewed while being adjusted t o the exact level desired (C). In this
example the trigger level is adjusted t o the 50% points for
measuring a pulse width of 32.18-6 seconds (32.18 ps) with
0.002% 2 1 count accuracy.

Crystal timing now allows you to use the sweep vernier out of its
detent position to calibrate the CRT divisions for various measurements without uncalibrating the LED time readout. For example,
you can set up the graticule lines to represent clock periods and then
make two channel measurements of other signals related to the precalibrated s 'clock" signal.
The sweep vernier increases the display resolution by up to three
times. With the vernier in detent, the resolution of a full screen
display is a maximum of one part in 50 OOO and with the vernier full
ccw, full screen resolution is a maximum of one part in 150 OOO.
When the measured time interval exceeds one part in 100 OOO ( 5
digits), the LED displays two decimal points under the exponent
which implies a sixth digit of one to the left of the LED display.
Another use of the uncalibrated sweep vernier is to use a faster
sweep to provide more resolution of the LED readout. For example,
by switching from a 1 ps/div range to a 0.5 psldiv range the last digit
of the five digit display becomes hundreds of picoseconds instead of
tens of nanoseconds. The same display of the 1 pldiv sweep can
now be obtained on the 0.5 pldiv sweep by adjusting the sweep
vernier.

Logic State Display Option 101 offers Convenient One button
switching between logic State and electrical analysis without
changing probe or cable connections

Word triggering with the Analyzer’s digital memory and digital
delay permits viewing events leading up to and following the
trigger word for faster troubleshooting.

Digital circuit analysis
Logic State Display Opt 101
With the increasing use and complexity of digital circuits in new
products, the debugging and troubleshooting of a digital system can
be very difficult. The 1740A, 1741A, or 1743A Logic State Display
Option 101, plus a 1607A Logic State Analyzer and four 10502A
interconnecting cables, offer a solution to digital troubleshooting
with the combination of logic state and electrical analysis. The
1740s is also available which consists of a 1740A Option 101, a
1607A, and four interconnecting cables with a bracket and strap for
combining into a single package. The Logic State Display Option
101 adds rear panel inputs with internal switching circuits for single
pushbutton switching between the standard front panel inputs and
the rear panel state display inputs without changing cables. This
single pushbutton switching capability is very useful when digital

word flow errom require analysis of electrical parameters to determine corrective measures.
The 1607A’s digital Delay mode makes it possible to position the
16 word oscilloscope display window a desired number of clock
pulses from the trigger word. The Delay mode coupled with the End
Display mode allows you to monitor the events that lead up to and
follow a fault. By comparing the algorithm with the data display,
erroneous operation is quickly identified.
Switching to the electrical analysis mode permits probing of the
circuit nodes to determine if an electrical problem exists that could
be causing the machine to improperly execute an instruction. This
internal switching between state and electrical analysis requires no
resetting of controls or changing of cables.

Time relationship of two very low rep rate signals is clearly
shown with the variable persistence capability of the 1741A. The
stable triggers required for this alternate sweep display to maintain time relationship were generated by the 1607A Logic State
Analyzer.

Analog display of digital data shows race condition pulse (top
trace) which is defined in time by the 3rd channel trigger view.
With the trigger signal defined by a 16-bit word you know when
the problem occurs to reduce troubleshooting time.

OSClLLOSCOPES
Models 1740A, 1741A & 1743A (cont.)

1740A, 1741A, 1743A Specifications
Vertical display modes
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT); channels A and B displayed by switching
between channels at an approximate 250 kHz rate with blanking
during switching (CHOP); channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition); and trigger view.
Vertical amplifiers (2) Bandwidth and Rise Time at alldeflect
ion factors from 0°C to+55"C.
Bandwidth: (1740A, 1743A) 3 dB down from 8 div reference signal;
(1741A) 3 dB down from 6 div reference signal.
DC-coupled: dc to 100 MHz in both 50n and 1 M i l input modes.
AC-coupled: approx 10 Hz to 100 MHz, 1 Hz with 1O:l divider
probes.
Bandwidth limit: limits upper bandwidth to approx 20 MHz.
Rise Time: s3.5 ns measured from 10% to 90% points of a 6 div
input step.
Deflection factor
Ranges: 5 mV div to 20 V/div (12 calibrated positions) in 1, 2, 5
sequence, accurate within 3%.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges, extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 50 Vldiv. UNCAL light
indicates when vernier is not in the CAL position.
Polarity: channel B may be inverted, front panel pushbutton.
Delay line: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input pulse without advanced trigger.
Input coupling: selectable AC or DC, 50R (dc), or ground. Ground
position disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier input.
Input RC (selectable)
AC or DC: 1 M a f 2 % shunted by approx 20 pF.
50 ohm: 50n 23%.
Maximum input
AC or DC: 250 V (dc peak ac) or 500 V p-p at 1 kHz or less.
50 ohms: 5 V rms.
A + B operation
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;
channel B may be inverted for A-B operation.
Differential (A-B) common mode: CMRis at least 20 dB from
dc to 20 MHz. Common mode signal amplitude equivalent to 8
divisions with one vernier adjusted for optimum rejection.
Vertical magnification (X5)
Bandwidth: 3 dB down from 8 div reference signal.
DC-coupled: (1740A, 1743A) dc to approx 40 MHz; (1741A) dc to
approx 30 MHz.
AC-coupled: (1740A, 1743A) approx 10 Hz to 40 MHz; (1741A)
approx 10 Hz to 30 MHz.
Rise time: (1740A, 1743A) s9 ns, (1741A) s 1 2 ns (measured from
10% to 90% points of 8 div input step).
Deflection factor: increases sensitivity of the 5 and 10 mV/div
deflection factor settings by a factor of 5 with maximum sensitivity
of 1 mV on channels A and B.
Trigger source
Selectable from channel A, channel B, composite, or line frequency.
Channel A: all display modes triggered by channel A signal.
Channel 8 : all display modes triggered by channel B signal.
Composite: all display modes triggered by displayed signal except
in Chop. In Chop mode trigger signal is derived from channel A.
Line frequency: trigger signal is derived from power line frequency.
Trigger view
Displays internal or external trigger signal. In Alternate or Chop
mode, channel A , channel B, and the trigger signals are displayed.
In channel A or B mode, Trigger View ovemdes that channel.
Internal trigger signal amplitude approximates vertical signal
amplitude. Ext trigger signal deflection factor is approx 100 mV/div
or 1 V/div in EXT i 10. Triggering point is approx center screen.
With identically timed signals to a vertical input and the Ext trigger
input, trigger signal delay is 2.5 ns 2 1 ns (1740A, 1741A), 3.5 ns f 1
ns (1743A).
Horizontal display modes
Main, A time (1743A), main intensified (1740A, 1741A), mixed,
delayed (1740A, 1741A), mag X10, and A vs. B.
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Main and delayed time bases
Ranges
Main: 50 nsldiv to 2 sldiv (24 ranges) in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Delayed: 50 ns/div to 20 msldiv (18 ranges) in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Accuracy

W
l
.ACCW*CY

renp Range

Sweep TinilDir
50 nr to 20 mr

*2%
+3%

23%

+1%

v c 11 +1YC
+lPClo+3YC
13YC t o + 5 9 c

*Add 1% for 50 ms to 2 s ranges.

Main sweep vernier: continuously variable between all ranges,
extends slowest sweep to at least 5 s div. UNCAL light indicates
when vernier is not in CAL position. 1743A LED readout is always
calibrated.
Magnifier (XlO): expands all sweeps by a factor of 10, extends
fastest sweep to 5 nsldiv.
Calibrated sweep delay (1740A, 1741A)
Delay time range: 0.5 to 10 x Main Time/Div settings of 100 ns to
2 s (minimum delay 150 ns).
Differential time measurement accuracy
w n line Bars s a i n t

'Accuracy
( + W C 10 + W C )

100 nrldiv to 20 mrldiv

+IO 5% + 0 1% Of l u l l Icllel
*(I% + 0 1%O f full scale1

50 mildiv 10 2 ddiv

*Add 1% for temperatures from 0°C toc1S"C and +35% to+5VC.

Delay jitter: <0.002% (1 part in 50 OOO) of maximum delay in each
step from + 1 5 T to +35"C; <0.005% (1 part in 20 OOO) from 0°C to
+15"C and + 3 5 T to +55"C.
Calibrated sweep delay (1743A)
Delay time range: 0 to 10 x Main TimelDiv settings of 100 ns to 2 s.
Differential time measurement accuracy
Accuracy: ?0.002% of reading f 1 count from + 15°C to +35"C;
?0.005% of reading 2 1 count from 0°C to +15"C and +3YC to
+55"C.
Time Resolution of 21 Count
Sweep Rmgesidii

0.I

PI,

0 2 PI,0.5Pl

1 PI, 2 PI. 5

LS

2 1 Count

Arsrascs

2100 P l

10 000

+ I "S

for intervals greater than 0.5 ms. 2 1 count becomes insignificant and the accuracy can be considered a percent of reading.

Readout: 5 digit LED plus exponent.
Crystal Aging: 0.0005% per year.
Delay jitter: same as 1740A, 1741A.
Triggering
Main sweep
Normal: sweep is triggered by internal or external signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of input signal.
Above 40 Hz, triggering is same as normal. For stable triggering
at approx 40 Hz and below, use Normal triggering.
Single: automatically switches triggering to Normal and the
sweep occurs once with same triggering as Normal, reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator. (1741A) Single sweep is also
initiated with Erase pushbutton, sweep is armed after the erase
cycle.
Internal: dc to 25 MHz on signals causing 0.3 div (1740A, 1741A),
0.5 div (1743A) or more vertical deflection, increasing to 1 div
(1740A, 1741A), 1.5 div (1743A) of vertical deflection at 100 MHz
in all display modes (required signal level is increased by 2 when
in Chop mode and by 5 when X5 vertical magnifier is used). Triggering
on line frequency is also selectable.
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals of 50 mV p-p (1740A, 1741A),
65 m V p-p (1743A) or more, increasing to 100 mV p-p (1740A,
1741A), 150 mV p-p (1743A) at 100 MHz (required signal level is
increased by 2 when in Chop mode).
Delayed sweep (sweep after delay)
Auto: delayed sweep automatically starts at end of delay period.
Trig: delayed sweep is armed and triggerable at end of delay period.
Internal: dc to 25 MHz on signals causing 0.3 div (1740A, 1741A),
1 div (1743A) or more vertical deflection, increasing to 1 div (1740A.
1741A), 2 div (1743A) of vertical deflection at 100 MHz in all display
modes (required signal level is increased by 2 when in Chop mode and by
5 when X5 vertical magnifier is used.
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals of 50 mV p-p (1740A, 1741A),
100 mV p-p (1743A) or more increasing to 100 mV p-p (1740A,
1741A), 200 mV p-p (1743A) at 100 MHz (required signal level is
increased by 2 when in Chop mode).

External Input RC: approx 1
Maximum external Input: 25
kHz or less.
Level and slope
Internal: at any point on 1
displayed waveform.
External: continuously va1
slope of the trigger signal, i
(i10).
Coupling: AC, DC, LF REI
AC: attenuates signals belo?
LF Reject (main sweep): a
HF Reject (main sweep)
kHz.
Trigger holdoff (main sweer
ranges.
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ii741, 1743A) net 13.8 kg (30.5 Ib). Shipping 17.7 kg (39 lb).
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Calibrated mixed time base
Dual time base in which the main time base drives the first portion
of sweep and the delayed time base completes the sweep at the
faster delayed sweep. Also operates in single sweep mode. Accuracy, add 2% to main time base accuracy.
A vs. B operation
Bandwidth
Channel A (Y-axis): same as channel A .
Channel B (X-axis): dc to 5 MHz.
Deflection factor: 5 mV/div to 20 V/div (12 calibrated positions) in
1 , 2, 5 sequence.
Phase difference between channels: <3", dc to 100 kHz (75
kHz, 1743A).
Cathode-ray tube and controls (1740A, 1743A)
Type: Hewlett-Packard, 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT, post accelerator, approx 15 kV accelerating potential, aluminized P31
phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div (1 div = 1 cm) internal non-parallax graticule,
0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical axes and
markings for rise time measurements. Internal floodgun graticule
illumination.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
Z-axis input (Intensity modulation): + 4 V, 3 5 0 ns width pulse
blanks trace of any intensity, usable to 6 1 0 MHz for normal intensity. Input R, 1kfl +lo%. Maximum input +20 V (dc peak ac).
Rear panel controls: astigmatism and trace align.
Cathode-ray tube and controls (1741A)
Type: Hewlett-Packard, 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT, post accelerator, approx 7.5 kV accelerating potential, aluminized P31
phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div (1 div = 0.85 cm) internal, non-parallax
graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical
axes, with markings for rise time measurements. Graticule illumination is achieved with Persistence control set to minimum.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal and vertical controls.
Z-axis input (intensity modulation): + 4 V, 3 5 0 ns width pulse
blanks trace of any intensity, usable to GI0 MHz for normal intensity. Input R , 1 kR +lo%. Maximum input +20 V (dc peak ac).
Operating modes: write, store, display, auto-store, auto-erase, and
conventional (rear panel control).
Persistence
Variable: approx 100 ms to 1 min.
Conventional: natural persistence of P31 phosphor (approx 40
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PSI.

Storage writing speed: a100 cmlps (1 18 divIps) over center 7 x 9
div (with viewing hood).

Operating environment: temperature 0°C to +55"C; humidity to
95% relative humidity at +40"C; altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft);
vibration, vib'rated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.254 mm
(0.010 in.) exc:ursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Size: (1740A) 197 H x- 335
W x 597 mm. D(73/4"
x 133/16"X 23%")
. .- - . ._ . .
..
with handle, 4YL mm U (lYV8'') without handle; (1741A) 616 mm D
(24%")with handle, 552 mm D (213/4")without handle; (1743A) 613
mm D (23%") with handle, 549 mm D (21%") without handle.
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter H P P/N 01740-02701,
one front panel cover, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, one vinyl
accessory storage pouch, one Operators Guide and one Service
haanual, two Model 10041A 10:1 divider probes approx 2 m (6.6 ft)
11mg. The 1741A also includes one Model 10173A RFI filter and
C ontrast screen, and one Model 10140A viewing hood.

CIptions
0'01:fixed power cord (U.S. only) in lieu of detachable

Price
add $15

P ower cord
101 :Logic State Display single pushbutton (Gold Butadd $105
tcm) interface Option for operation with the H P Model
1607A Logic State Analyzer. Permits single pushbuttlon switching between functional 16 channel logic state
nnlvcic and plprtriral
analvrir nf
dioital A
n t s nntinn
_.___..__
-..--,-."
"~
---.
VyG.Y..
a--,-101 removes tlhe A vs. B mode and replaces it with the
State Display pushbutton and adds interface circuits
for switching 1:jetween front panel inputs and rear panel
logic state inpNuts.
910:extra set of product manuals
1740A Opt 911D
add $8.50
1741A Opt 911D
add $12.50
1743A Opt 911D
add $18
Logic state a i i a i y a i a cqu1pmi1cmml r e q u i r e u tor wpiiorr tu I
1607A: 16-Bit Logic State Analyzer including three
$2900
data probes and one clock probe.
Four 10502A: 2:3 cm (9") cables. Three for X, Y, and
$15 ea.
Z interconnectiobns and one for pattern triggering connection to the 05 icilloscope.
Adapter plate and Strap: (HP P/N 5060-1213) for
$21
mounting the 1743A on top of the 1607A.
1740s: includesi 1740A 100 MHz oscilloscope with
$5275
Opt 101, ModeI 1607A Logic State Analyzer, four
10502A 23 cm (9") BNC interconnecting cables with
d stran (HP
P/N
adapter plate an#,___
- , ~. 5061-17111 fnr m r n bining into a single package.
I
_
_

~

Ordering information
1740A 100 MHz Oscilloscope
1741A 100 MHz Storage Oscill
1743A 100 MHz A Time Oscills
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OSClLLOSCOPES
General purpose plug-in scopes, to 18 GHz
Model 180 series
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Introduction
The 180 plug-in oscilloscope combines high performance, plug-in
versatility, and operating ease to give you a flexible operating system with laboratory quality throughout. Whether you require four
channel real time measurements to 100 MHz, sampling to 18 GHz,
170 ps rise time Time Domain Reflectometry, High Resolution
Spectrum Analysis, or precision Swept Frequency testing, each of
these and more are available in a compact package with a large CRT
display.
The focal point for performance is the mainframe with a high
quality CRT for accurate measurements. Four mainframes, including one with a large screen, and a selection of plug-ins allow you to
configure an oscilloscope for general purpose use through 100 MHz,
18 GHz sampling, Time Domain Reflectometry, Spectrum
Analysis, and Network Analysis. You can meet your present measurement needs, selecting only those plug-ins to meet present requirements at minimum cost, yet keep the full capability of the mainframe for future requirements.
Models 180C, 180D, and 182C mainframes have bright, easy to
see displays for maximum resolution and measurement accuracy.
Models 180C and 180D each have a CRT display with a full 8 x 10
cm internal graticule and a writing speed of 1500 cm/ps.For multitrace viewing and easy-to-see displays, the 182C CRT display has a

large 8 x 10 division (one division equals 1.29 cm) internal graticule.
Storagelvariable persistence mainframes give you the widest
selection of general purpose and high speed storage applications.
Advances in processing and target material have resulted in a very
rugged storage surface as well as extremely high writing speeds.
This storage surface is so bum resistant that special operating procedures are not required, extending the versatility of storage measurements to general purpose applications.
Storage writing speeds of 100 cm/ps are available in the 184A and
184A Option 005, which allows you to capture those elusive transients that were too fast for other storage scopes to record. With
these fast writing speeds you can easily make pulse timing adjustments, locate noise pulses and missing bits from low duty-cycle
digital signals. Low duty-cycle pulse trains from disc, tape, or drum
peripheral units can also be viewed through repetitive sweeps by
using variable persistence to build up the intensity of dim traces.
For medium speed storage and variable persistence applications,
Models 181AIAR mainframes are available. Variable persistence
mode, in both models, allows you to adjust display retention time to
match the speed of slowly changing signals for maximum viewing
ease. This allows direct viewing of complete waveforms without
clutter in electromechanical, biomedical, chemical, geological,
oceanographical, and many other areas with slowly changing signals.

Real time measurements
A selection of high performance, vertical real time plug-ins assures the right plug-in for most measurement applications. Real
time, dual channel plug-ins are available in 500 kHz, 50 MHz, and
100 MHz bandwidths with deflection factors of IOOpV, and 5 mV.
Additional measurement capability is provided by four channel 100
MHz, and 50 MHz plug-ins and a differential/dc offset plug-in with
40 MHz bandwidth.

A selection of time base plug-ins gives you a choice of single or
main and delayed sweeps with magnified sweep speeds to 5 ns/div in
180 mainframes. Models 1820C and 1825A have triggering
capabilities to 150 MHz and the 1821A triggers in excess of 50 MHz.
Models 1821A and 1825A have calibrated delayed and mixed
sweeps for accurate timing measurements and detailed examination
of selected portions of waveforms.
Sampling
Models 1810A and 1811A sampling plug-ins provide fast, easy low
level, high frequency measurements. The 1810A looks and operates
like a real time plug-in which reduces familiarization time for accurate, low-level measurements to 1 GHz. Measurements to 18 G H z
are available with the 1811A and the 1430C remote feedthrough
sampling head. The remote sampling head reduces measurement
errors at high frequencies by eliminating long high frequency interconnecting cables. The feedthrough method of measurement in the
sampling head increases accuracy by allowing measurements to be
made while the system is opelating with its own loads.
Time domain reflectometry
Time Domain Reflectometry is a fast, convenient technique for
measuring the electrical characteristics of transmission systems.
This measurement technique provides a display of the impedance
profile of a system showing magnitude, nature, and distance of discontinuities. Model 1818A is an easy-to-use 170 ps rise time T D R
plug-in for design and installation evaluation of transmission or interconnecting systems. For critical design work or system installations, the 1815B with its remote sampling head will display discontinuities as close as 6.4 mm (0.25 inch) with a system rise time of 35
PS.
Logic state analysis
The 1607A Logic State Analyzer combined with a 180 or 182
oscilloscope provides a complete logic analyzer system for functional measurements of digital systems at speeds to 20 MHz. The
1607A analog outputs connect to the 180 or 182 scope dc-coupled X
(Ext Horiz)-, Y-, and Z-axes inputs to provide a 16 x 16 bit data
field display of 1’s and 0’s. The 180 or 182 scopes may also be
triggered by the 1607A to display waveforms related to the logic flow
at a preselected point. In the data domain the analyzers/scope combination displays the logic states so you can pinpoint a problem. Then,
in the time domain, the 1607A triggers the scope where the problem
occurs for electrical analysis.
Spectrum analysis
The 8557A (350 MHz) and 8558B (1500 MHz) Spectrum Analyzer
plug-ins display the absolute amplitude of the frequency components
of an input signal. Applications include: distortion and modulation
measurements, mixer characterization, filter measurements and absolute power measurements.
Operation of both analyzers is extremely simple; only three controls are needed for most measurements. Two controls set the frequency scale, and one is used for the amplitude scale. Measurements can be made from +20 dBm (2.24 volts) to - 117 dBm (320
nV) on a 70 dB distortion-free display. The 8557A features a full
span of 350 MHz; the 8558B as wide as 1000 MHz, and for more
detailed analysis, both can scan a range as narrow as 50 kHz.
Swept frequency testing
Hewlett-Packard’s Model 8755 series Frequency Response Test
Sets are precision detection and display systems for making the
basic microwave measurements of insertion gaidloss and return
loss (SWR) from 15 MHz t o 18 GHz. Available in either cabinetor rack-mount configuration, the 8755 system is useful for characterizing such networks as amplifiers, filters, attenuators, antennas,
etc.
The 8755 system has been specifically designed to achieve a full 60
dB dynamic range when used with solid state sweepers (HP 8620
series) which typically have an output level in excess of + 10 dBm.
The 60 dB dynamic range from + 10 to -50 dBm means it is possible
to view a full 40 dB of return loss with couplers having a 20 dB
auxiliary arm coupling factor.

OSCILLOSCOPES
General purpose plug-in scopes, to 18 GHz

Model No.

Page

Description
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18OCID

High speed, 8 x 10 cm internal graticule (NOD rack style)

18lA/AR

5 cmlps storage writing speedhariable persistence ( M A R rack style)

149

182C

Large screen, 8 x 10 div internal graticule (10 3 x 12 9 cm)

151

184A

100 cm/@ storage writing speedhariable persistence

150

184A Opt 005

400 cm/&s storage writing speed/variable persistence

150

SAMPLING
(Vertical Section)

VERTICAL PLUG-INS
Model No.
Bandwidth
MHz

l8OlA

1803A

1804A

1805A

1806A

1809A

'1810A

"18158

' 4 8 1 1A

50

40

50

100

05

100

1 GHz

12.4 GHz

18 GHz

(30)
5 mV (500pV
Opt 001 cascaded)

10 mV ( 1 mV
cascaded)

20 mV

5 mV

100 pv

10 mV

2 mV

5 mV

2 mV

2 (ODt 001. 1

1 diff

4

2 (1 cascaded)

2 (both diff)

4

2

1

2

1 M W 2 5 pF

1 MR127 pF

1 MR/25 pF

1 M W 1 3 pF
or 50n

1 Ma145 pF

1 Ma112 pF
or 50R

50R

50R

50R

Differential
input

yes

yes (with
dc offset)

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

Page

154

154

156

153

154

156

160

162

160

Min. deflection
factorldiv
Channels

cakaded)
Input RC

SAMPLING
(Time Base Section)

TIME BASE PLUG-INS
Model No.

q:;%Hz)
Int Trig Freq.

Sweep
Speedsldi+

182OC
,

150

51821A
100

1825A
150

Determined by Vert. Amp. Plug-in.
5 ns
1s

10 ns
1s

5ns
1s

FREPUENCY-DOMAIN
PLUG-INS

TOR

'1810A

',11815B

'.21811A

'1818A

>1 GHz

18 GHz
with trigger
countdown

18 GHz
with trigger
countdown

<170 ps
rise time
TDR system

<35 ps
rise time
TDR

10 ps

10 ps
(expanded)
1 ps

Calibrated
in feet
and metres

162

'.2.'1815B

8557A

85588

6875%

S ectrum

Calibrated
in metres

dlnaiyzer
0.1-350
MHz.
Measurements
from
-117 dBm
to+20 dBm

S ectrum
dlnalyzer
plug-in.
0.1-1500
MHz.
Measurements
from
-117 dBm
to+30 dBm.

Swept
Amplitude
Analyzer
plug-in
measures
insertion
gain/loss
and return
loss from
15 MHz to
18 GHz.

162

165, 486

165, 488

424

1 GHz
100 ps
(expanded)
-50 F S

-1

ps

~

Delayed and
mixed sweep

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Page

158

158

159

160

162

1. Double width plug-ins.
2. Requires remote sampling head.
3. Requires Remote Pulse Generator.

No
160

NOTES
4. Includes X10 mainframe magnification.
5. For vertical plug-ins up to 50 MHz.
6. Requires remote modulator and detectors.

OSClLLOSCOPES
180 Mainfr‘ames: storage, 5 cm/ps writing speed
Models 181AIAR

sitorage writing speed

Write mode: >20 cmlms.
Max write mode: >5 cm/ps.
BIrightness: >342.6 cd/m2 (100 fl).
sitorage time: from Write mode to Store, trace may be stored at
reduced intensity for > I hour; to View mode, traces may be viewed
at normal intensity for >1 minute. From Max Write mode to Store,
tr,aces may be stored at reduced intensity for >5 minutes; to View
mode, traces may be viewed at normal intensity for >15 seconds.
Elrase: manual, pushbutton erasure takes approx 300 ms.

Horizontal amplifier
E:xternal input
Bandwidth: dc-coupled, dc to 5 MHz; ac-coupled, 5 Hz to 5

MHz.
Deflection Factor: 1 V/div in XI; 0.2 V/div in X5; 0.1 V/div in
x10.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between ranges.
Dynamic range: k20 V.
Maximum input: 600 V dc (ac-coupled input).
Input RC: approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 30 pF.
sweep magnifier: X5, X10; accuracy, ?5% with 3% accuracy time
biise.
0iutputs
Four rear panel emitter follower outputs for main and delayed gates,
rnlain and delayed sweeps, or vertical and horizontal outputs when
U!sed with TDR/sampling plug-ins. Maximum current available 5 3
m IA. Outputs will drive impedances ~ 1 0 0ohms
0
without distortion.

t

Gieneral

181A/AR specifications
Cathode ray tube and controls
Type: post-accelerator storage; approx 8.5 kV accelerating potential; aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on
major horizontal and vertical axes. 1 div = 0.95 cm. Front panel
adjustment aligns trace with graticule.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of horizontal
or vertical control setting.
Intensity modulation (external input)
Input: approx +2 V, a50 ns pulse width will blank trace of normal
intensity.
Input R: approx 5 k n .
Maximum input: k20 V (dc peak ac).
Persistence
Normal: natural persistence of P31 phosphor (approx 40 p s ) .
Variable: from <0.2 s to >1 min.

+

Calibrator: approx 1 kHz square wave, 3 p s rise time; 10 V p-p into
3 1 megohm; accuracy, k l % .
0iperating environment: temperature, 0 to +55”C (+32”F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104°F); altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
ITkin. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
0llmensions
Cabinet Model, 181A: 289 mm H x 200 mm W x 540 mm D
behind panel (113/s”x 7’/x“ X 211/4”).
Rack Model, 181AR: 132.6 mm H x 425 mm W x 543 mm D
overall ( 57/32” x 163/4“x 2I3/x”); 493 mm (193/~”)D behind rack
mount tabs.
\IIleight (without plug-ins)
Model 181A (cabinet): net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping, 15.4 kg (34
lb).
Model 181AR (rack): net, 11.8 kg (26 Ib). Shipping, 17.2 kg (38
lb).
Plower: 115 or 230 V ?lo%, 48 to 440 Hz; 1I5 watts at normal line
arith plug-ins; max mainframe power, 225 VA.
Arccessories supplied: 2.3 m (7 ‘/z ft) power cord, Model 10178A
ITiesh contrast filter, blue plastic light filter (HP P/N 5060-0548),one
C)perating and Service Manual. A rack mount kit (HP P/N 50600552) and 2 clip-on probe holders (HP P/N 5040-0464)are supplied
aiith the 181AR rack model.
181T/TR
181T cabinet and 181TR rack model mainframes are related to
8 557A2,8558B, and 8755B plug-ins; with non-buffered rear panel
auxiliary outputs. For detailed information refer to an 8557A,
8558B, or 8755 series data sheet.
Price
C)ptions
H149: Model 181A with remote programming capability
add $515
flx Write, Max Write, Normal, Store, View, and
E{rase functions. Programming is accomplished with
Contact closure, DTL, or TTL logic sources

s110: additional Operating and Service Manual

add $8

Cbrdering information
181A Storage Oscilloscope, Cabinet Style
181AR Storage Oscilloscope, Rack Style

$2450
$2550

I

i

OSClLLOSCOPES
180 Mainframe: storage, 100 cm/ps writing speed
Model 184A

Model No

Standard.

Fast**

184A

>O 2 cmlps

>lo0 cmlps

184A Opt 005

>O 2 cmlps

>400 cmlps

184 Mainframe Description
The Model 184A cabinet style variable persistence and storage
mainframe provides writing speeds of 100 cm/ps or with Option 005,
400 cm/ps (with viewing hood). These writing speeds are fast
enough that traces you previously had to photograph to see can now
be viewed directly in normal ambient light. A FAST mode optimizes.
writing speed by switching the CRT display to reduced scan while
maintaining calibration and resolution. A second graticule, for the
FAST mode, is superimposed in the center of the screen and a front
panel light indicates when the scope is the FAST mode.

184A Specifications
Cathode-ray tube and controls
Type: post-accelerator storage tube; aluminized P31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 div subdivisions on
major axes. 1 div = 0.95 cm. 8 x 10 div internal graticule superimposed in center of normal scope graticule (for fast writing speed
mode). 1 div = 0.475 cm. Front panel adjustment aligns trace with
graticule.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal or vertical control setting.
Intensity modulation (external input)
Input: approx + 2 V, 2 5 0 ns pulse width will blank trace of normal
intensity.
input R: approx 5 kn.
Maximum input: k 2 0 V (dc + peak ac).

Options
005: Fast Storage CRT
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
184A Storage Mainframe (Cabinet)

Price
add $500
add $15

$2725

osclLLoscoPEs
180 Mainframe: large screen
Model 182C

1€12C Specifications
CChthode-ray tube and controls
TYpe: post accelerator, 21 kV accelerating potential; a1uminized
P3 1 phosphor.
-tiriiln. Q
tn A;., ;..tprnol n
e t;r l.ln 3 A:., F.lh-A;.r
Gr=..--.-.
B.uL..,u..,.
,,,-,..isions
on
major axes. 1 div = 1.29 cm. Front panel adjustment aligns trace
with graticule. Scale control illuminates CRT phosphor for viewing
with hood or taking photographs.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
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Intensity modulation (external input)
Input: approx + 2 V , a50 ns pulse width will blank trace of normal
intensitv. InDut R approx 5 Kl.
Maximum input: 3r20 V (dc + peak ac).
Hcwizontal amplifiler
External input
. _ ~
banowiorn: ac-couded. dc to 5 MHz: ac-couded. 5 Hz to 5
1MHz.
IDeflection factor: I V/div, XI; 0.1 V/div, X10; accuracy, ?5%
Vernier provides continuous adjustment between ranges.
___A._..ASL.

3.
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h.marnia
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Maximum input: 2300 V (dc peak ac).
Input RC: 1 megohm shunted by approx 30 pF.
Sweep magnifier: X10; accuracy, 25% (with 3% accuracy time
base).
Calibrator: approx 1 kHz square wave, <3ps rise time; 250 mV p-p
and 10 V p-p into slmegohm, 2 1%.
outputs
Four rear panel emitter follower outputs for main and delayed gates,
main and delayed sweeps, or ve rtical and horizontal outputs when
used with TDR/Sampling plug-ir1s. Maximum current available, %3
mA. Will drive impedances 1000 ohms without distortion.
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Ope~(lIIIIy CIIVIIUIIIIICIIG
Lr;lllperature, 0 to
55°C (+32”F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104°F); altitude, to 4600 m (15000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Dimensions: 338.1 mm H x 201.6 mm W x 498.5 mm D overall
(135/16”x 715/16” x 19Vs”).
Weight: (without plug-ins) net, 12.2 kg (27 Ib). Shipping, 15.4 kg (34
Ibl.
Power: 115 or 230 V -+ 10%,48 to 440 Hz, <I10 watts with plug-ins
at normal line. Max mainframe power, 200 VA.
Accessories supplied: 2.3 m (7% ft) power cord, blue plastic light
filter (HP PIN 5060-0547), one Operating and Service Manual.

182T
Cabinet model mainframe related to 8557A, 8558B, and 8755B plugins; non-buffered rear panel auxiliary outputs; and P39 mediumpersistence CRT phosphor. For detailed information refer to an
8557A, 8558B or 8755B data sheet.
Options
Price
010: mainframe without rear panel main and delayed
less $100
sweep and gate outputs
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $10

le

E

Ordering information

3r

182C Oscilloscope Mainframe
182C Option 010 (see Options)

$1500
$1400

~.
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OSClLLOSCOBES
180 Mainframes: high writing speed
Models 180C/D

Photographic writing speed: 1500 cm/ps. Measured using P 3 1
phosphor, 10 000 ASA film without film fogging and HP Model
195A camera (1.3 lens, 1:OS object-to-image ratio). Writing speed
may be increased substantially by using film fogging techniques, P11
phosphor, and faster camera lenses.
Horizontal amplifier
External input
Bandwidth: dc to 5 MHz dc-coupled; 5 H z to 5 MHz ac-coupled.
Deflection Factor: 1 V/div, XI; 0.2 V/div, X5; 0.1 V/div, X10;
accuracy &5%. Vernier provides continuous adjustment between
ranges.
Dynamic range: 220 V.
Maximum input: 600 V dc (ac-coupled input).
Input RC: approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 30 pF.
Sweep magnifier: X5, X10, accuracy 5 5 % (with 3% accuracy time
base).
outputs
Four rear panel emitter follower outputs for main and delayed gates,
main and delayed sweeps, or vertical and horizontal outputs when
used with TDR/Sampling plug-ins. Maximum current available, k3
mA. Outputs will drive impedances of 21000 ohms without distortion.
General
Calibrator: approx 1 kHz square wave, <3 ps rise time; 250 mV p-p
and 10 V p-p into 2 1 megohm; accuracy, ?l%.
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to +55"C (+32"F to
+130"F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104°F); altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Dimensions
Cabinet model, 180C: 289 mm H x 200 mm W x 540 mm D
behind panel (1 13/8"x 7'/R" X 21'/4'').
Rack model, 180D: 132.6 mm H x 425 mm W x 543 mm D
overall (57/3~'' x 16Y4'' x 213/8");493 mm (193/S in.) D behind rack
mount tabs.
Weight (without plug-ins)
Model 180C (cabinet): net, 10.4 kg (23 lb). Shipping, 15.4 kg (34
Ib).
Model 180D (rack): net, 11.8 kg (26 Ib). Shipping, 17.2 kg (38 lb).
Power: 115 or 230 V, 210%; 48 to 440 Hz; normally <110 watts

with plug-ins at normal line. Max mainframe power, 200 VA.
Accessories supplied: 2.3 m (7%ft) power cord, blue plastic light
filter (HP PIN 5060-0548), one Operating and Service Manual. A
rack mount kit (HP P/N 5060-0552) and 2 clip-on probe holders (HP
P/N 5040-0464) are supplied with the 180D rack model.

180 C/D Specifications
Cathode-ray t u b e a n d controls
Type: post accelerator, approx 15 kV accelerating potential;
aluminized P3 1 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x IO div internal graticule, 1 div = 1 cm, 0.2 div
subdivisions on major axes. Front panel recessed screwdriver adjustment aligns trace with graticule. Scale control illuminates CRT
phosphor when viewing with hood or taking photographs.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
Intensity modulation (external input)
Input: approx +2 V, 3 5 0 ns pulse width will blank trace of normal
intensity.
Input R: approx 5 k n .
Maximum input: -c20 V (dc + peak ac).

180TR
Rack model mainframe related to 8557A, 8558B, and 8755B plugins; non-buffered rear panel auxiliary outputs; and P39 mediumpersistence CRT phosphor. For detailed information refer to an
8557A, 8558B or 8755 series data sheet.
Options
Price
010: deletes rear panel outputs for main and delayed
less $100
gates and main and delayed sweeps
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $7.50
Ordering information
180C Cabinet Style Mainframe
Opt 010: (see Options)
180D Rack Style Mainframe
Opt 010: (see Options)

$1450
$1350
$1550
$1450

OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Vertical: 2 channel, 100 MHz

!

Model 1805A

+

Polarity: up or - up, selectable.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input pulse without advanced trigger.
Input coupling: AC, DC, 50 ohms (dc), orground. Ground position
disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier input.
Input RC
AC and DC: 1 megohm 2 1% shunted by approx 13 pF. Constant
on all ranges.
50 ohm: 50 ohms 22%. SWR <1.2 at 100 MHz on all ranges.
Maximum input
AC and DC: f300 V (dc peak ac) at 1 kHz or less. f 150 V (dc
+ peak ac) on 5 m/div range at 1 kHz or less.
50 ohm: 10 V rms (dc-coupled input).
Dynamic range: 6 div at 100 MHz increasing to 16 div at e 1 5 MHz.
Positioning range: 16 div.
A + B operation
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged; either
channel may be inverted for +A +B operation.
Differential input (A - B) common mode: CMR is at least 40
dB from dc to 1 MHz for common mode signals of 16 div or less;
CMR is at least 20 dB at 50 MHz for common mode signals of 6
div or less.
Triggering
Source: selectable from channel A , channel B, or a composite
(Comp) signal from A and B in any display mode. Composite is
channels A and B signals switched for Alt and Chop modes and
added for A and B mode. Vernier and position controls do not affect
A, B, or composite trigger signals. A and B signals are independent
of polarity selection.
Frequency

+

Time Base
Plug-in
1820C, 1825A
1BOih nrIAI

(
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1805A

1805A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT); channel A and B displayed by switching
between channels at approx 400 kHz rate (CHOP) with blanking
during switching; channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition).
Each channel (2)
Bandwidth: (measured with or without 10014A probe, 3 dB down
from 8 div reference signal from a terminated 50 ohm source.)
DC-coupled: dc to 100 MHz.
AC-coupled: approx 10 Hz to 100 MHz (lower limit is approx 1
Hz with 10014A probe).
Rise time: <3.5 ns measured with or without 10014A probes, 10%
to 90% points of 6 div input step from a terminated 50 ohm source).
Deflection factor
Ranges: 5 m/div to 5 Vldiv (10 calibrated positions) in 1, 2, 5
sequence; 22% attenuator accuracy.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between deflection factor settings and extends maximum deflection factor to at least 12.5
V/div. Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL
position.

1821A

Trigger Frequency'

Required
Vertical Deflection

dc-50 MHz

div

dc-100 MHz

giv

dc-50 MHz

1 div

'all display modes except Chop, de to 100 kHz in Chop

Offset
5200 div of offset. Allows offset of dc or ac signals up to the
dynamic range and maximum input
Vertical signal output
(selected by trigger source switch)
Bandwidth: >50 MHz into 50 ohms.
Amplitude: >50 mV for each division of display into 50 ohms with
usable amplitudes up to 500 mV p-p.
Source impedance: approx 50 ohms.
General
Operating environment: same as 180 C / D mainframes.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 Ib); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Accessories supplied: two 10014A 1 0 1 voltage divider probes
approx. 1.1 m (3% ft) long, one Operating and Service Manual.
Recommended probes
10014A, 10016B passive probes, 10017A, 10018A minature passive
probes, 10026A, 10027A minature 50R probes, 10020A resistive divider probe kit, and the 1120A and 1125A active probes maintain full
performance of the 1805A.
Ordering information
Price
1805A Dual Channel Vertical Amplifier
$1550
Opt 003: without probes
less $120
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $10

OSClLLOSCOPES
180 Verticals: 0.5 MHz, 50 MHz and dc offset
Models 1801A. 1806A & 1803A

1806A

1801A

1801A, 1806A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed alternately on
successive sweeps (ALT); channels A and B displayed by switching
between channels at approx 400 kHz rate (1801A), 100 kHz (1806A),
in CHOP mode with blanking during switching; channel A plus
channel B, algebraic addition (1801A).
Each channel (2)
Bandwidth (measured with or without a Model 10004D probe
(1801A), Model 10001A/B probe (1806A), 3 dB down from 8 div
reference signal from a terminated 50 ohm source.)
DC-coupled: (1801A) dc to 50 MHz, (1806A) dc to 500 kHz.
AC-coupled: (1801A) approx 8 Hz to 50 MHz, (1806A) approx 2
Hz to 500 kHz. Lower limit (180lA) is approx 0.8 Hz with
10004D probe, (1806A) approx 0.2 Hz with 10001A/B probe.
Bandwidth limit swltch (1806A): limits bandwidth to aprox 50
kHz.
Rise time: (1801A) <7 ns (measured with or without 10004Dprobe,
10% to 90% of 8 div input step from a terminated 50 ohm source).
Deflection factor
Ranges: (1801A) 5 mV/div to 20 V/div (12 positions) in 1, 2, 5
sequence; (1806A) 100 pV/div to 20 V/div (17 positions) in 1 , 2 , 5
sequence; 23% attenuator accuracy.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between deflection factor settings and extends maximum deflection factor to at least 50
V/div. Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL
position.
Polarity: (1801A) +up or -up, selectable.
Signal delay: (1801A) irput signals are delayed sufficiently to view
leading edge of input without advanced trigger.
Input: (1806A) differential or single-ended on all ranges, selectable.
input coupling: (1801A) selectable, AC, DC, or Ground; ground
position disconnects signal input and grounds amplifier input.
(1806A) selectable AC, DC, or O F F for both + and - inputs; O F F
position disconnects signal input and grounds amplifier input for
reference.
input RC: (1801A) approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 25 pF;
(1806A) approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 45 pF; constant on all
ranges.
Maximum input (1801A)
DC-coupled: 2350 V (dc peak ac) at 10 kHz or less. +150 V
(dc peak ac) on 5 mV/div range at 10 kHz or less.
ACcoupied: 2600 V dc.
Maximum input (1806A): k400 V (dc peak ac).
A + B operation (1801A)

+

+

+

Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged; either
channel may be inverted for + A k B operation.
Differential input (A-B) common mode: CMR is at least 40 dB
at 5 mV/div and at least 20 dB on other ranges for frequencies
between dc and 1 MHz and for common mode signals of 24 div or
less.
input isolation (1806A): a80 dB between channels at 500 kHz with
shielded connectors.
Noise (1806A): <20 pV, measured tangentially at full bandwidth.
Common mode (1806A)
Frequency: dc to IO kHz on all ranges.
Rejection ratio: 2100 dB (100 000 to 1) with dc-coupled input on
100 pV/div range, decreasing 20 dB per decade of deflection factor to 840 dB on the 200 mV/div range; CMR is 230 dB on the
500 mV/div to 20 V/div ranges.
Maximum signal: + l o V (dc + peak ac) on 100 pV/div to 200
mV/div ranges; 2400 V (dc peak ac) on all other ranges.
Triggering (1801A)
Source: for channel A, B, or A+B, on the signal displayed; Chop is
selectable from channel A or B; Alt is selectable from channel A, B,
or Comp (channels A and B switched).
Frequency: dc to 50 MHz on signals causifig 0.5 div or more vertical deflection in all display modes except Chop; dc to 100 kHz in
Chop mode.
Triggering (1806A)
Source: for channel A or B, on the signal displayed; Chop is selectable from channel A or B; Alt is selectable from channel A, B, or
Comp (channels A and B switched).
Frequency: dc to >500 kHz on signals causing 0.5 div or more
vertical deflection in all display modes except Chop; dc to 100 kHz
in Chop.
General
Operating environment: same as 180C/D mainframe.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 lb). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 lb).

+

Accessories supplied: (1801A) two 10004D, 1 0 1 divider probes,
approx 1.1 m (3% ft), one Operating and Service manual; (1806A)
two BNC to dual banana plug binding post adapters (HP PIN 12501264), one Operating and Service Manual.
Recommended probes: the 10004D, 10005D, and 10006Dpassive
divider probes and 10040A, 10041A, 10042A miniature passive divider probes maintain full performance of the 1801A; the 10001A/B,
10002A/B, 10003A passive divider probes and 10021A, 10022A
miniature passive probes maintain full performance of the 1806A.

I

OSClLLOSCOPES
180 Verticals: 4 channel, 100 MHz & 50 MHz
Models 1809A & 1804A

1809A in dual differential mode ( A + 6 )and (& D) shows transient state (race condition) occurring at count 8 of a TTL decade
divider between both Q1 and Q2 (upper trace) and Q2 and Q3
(lower trace).

Description

Four channel display shows ease of making timing measurements of the Q o u t w t s on a TTL decade divider.

Model 1809A, 100 MHz four channel vertical amplifier plug-in
provides accurate multi-trace, 10 mV/div measurements in both digital and analog applications. Its wide bandwidth coupled with 5
ns/div sweep speeds allows high resolution timing measurements in
digital circuits. Multi-channel timing measurements are also aided
with the ability to select the alternate sweep mode or a fast chop
mode with a 1 MHz chop rate for 2 channels or 500 kHz rate for all
four channels.
A thick film, planar attenuator with selectable 1 megohm or 50
ohms input impedance precedes an MSI integrated circuit amplifer
to attain 100 MHz bandwidth at 10 mV/div deflection factors. The 1
megohm (ac or dc) input has only 12 pF shunt capacitance for minimal loading in probing applications. For accurate 50 ohm measurements, a precision, dc-coupled, internal 50 ohm input termination
may be selected with a front panel switch. The 50 ohm termination
maintains low SWR and pulse fidelity by compensating for normal
input capacitance which is not possible with external terminations.
The flexible trigger source selection allows timing measurements
referenced from channel A, B, C, or D or each channel triggered
independently in composite mode. Any channel may be used as the
trigger source whether it is displayed or not.
Any of the four channels may be inverted with a convenient front
panel switdh. In addition, the ADD mode gives you the capability of
looking at two pairs differentially (+AcB), (cCCD) or (+AaB),
cC, + D which makes measurements in balanced or differential
lines easy.
Model 1804A provides four channel measurement capability to 50
MHz with 20 mV/div deflection factors and is particularly useful in
low speed logic applications. Deflection factors from 20 mV/div to
10 V/div assure measurement compatibility with most logic levels.
Trace identification is conveniently obtained with a pushbutton on
each channel which moves the respective trace approximately '12
division.
A wide selection of trigger sources increases measurement versatility by allowing you to select the trigger mode to fit your particular application. In Chop or Alternate mode, you can trigger on any
channel to see the time relationship with the other three channels. In
the composite mode, each channel triggers separately for direct
comparison of signals in spite of time delays or for display of asynchronous signals.

1809A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channels A, B, C, or D or any combination displayed alternately
on successive sweeps (ALT) or chopped (CHOP) with blanking
during switching; either channels A and B or C and D may be
algebraically added (aA?B) or (eC?D). Approximate chop rate
for two channels displayed is 1 MHz, 3 channels is 667 kHz, 4
channels is 500 kHz.
Each channel (4)
Bandwidth (measured with without 10014A probe, 3 dB down from
a terminated 50 ohm source.)
DC-coupled: dc to 100 MHz.
AC-coupled: approx. 10 Hz to 100 MHz. Lower limit is approx. 1
Hz with 10014A probe.
Rise time: <3.5 ns. Measured with or without 10014A probe, 10%
to 90% of 6 div input step from a terminated 50 ohm source.
Deflection factor
Ranges: from 0.01 Vldiv to 5 V/div (9 calibrated positions) in 1,
2, 5 sequence.
Attenuator accuracy: %2%.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between all deflection
factor ranges. Extends maximum deflection factor to at least 12.5
Vldiv.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input without advanced external trigger.
Input coupling: ac, dc, 50 ohms (dc), or ground. Ground position
disconnects input connector and grounds amplifier input.
Input RC (selectable)
AC or DC: 1 megohm k.l% shunted by approx. 12 pF.
50 ohm: 50 ohms ?2%. SWR, 1.3 at 100 MHz on all ranges.
Maximum input
AC and DC: 2300 V (dc peak ac) at 1 kHz or less; f 150 V (dc
+ peak ac) on 10 mV/div range at 1 kHz or less.
50 ohm: 10 V rms (dc-coupled input).
Polarity: any channel may be inverted for *A, t B , -CC, or c D
operation.
Algebraic addition (A
B), (C D)
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged, any
channel may be inverted for ( t A + B ) or ( e C f D ) operation.
Differential input (A - B) or (C - D) common mode: CMRR is at
least 20 dB from dc to 80 Mhz on all ranges.
Triggering
Source: selectable from channel A, B, C, D, or composite (on
displayed signals) in all display modes.
Frequency

+

+

Time Base
Plug-in

1820C, 1825A
1821A

+

Trigger Frequency'

Required
Vertical Deflection

dc-50
dc-100

MHz

Yz div

MHz

1diu

dc-50

MHz

1 div

mode. Models 10020A, 1125A, 10026A, and 10027A will maintain
bandwidth and rise time in the 50 ohm input mode.

1804A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channels A, B, C, or D or any combination displayed alternately
on successive sweeps (ALT) or chopped (CHOP) with blanking
during switching. Approximate chop rate for two channels displayed
is 500 kHz, 3 channels is 333 kHz, and 4 channels is 250 kHz.
Each channel (4)
Bandwidth (measured with or without 10004D probe, 3 dB down
from 8 div reference signal from a terminated 50 ohm source.)
DC-coupled: dc to 50 MHz.
AC-coupled: approx. 10 Hz to 50 MHz (lower limit is approx. 1
Hz with 10004D probe).
Rise time: <7 ns (measured with or without 10004D probe, 10% to
90% of 8 div input step from a terminated 50 ohm source).
Deflection factor
Ranges: from 0.02 Vldiv to 10 Vldiv (9 calibrated positions) in 1,
2, 5 sequence.
Attenuator accuracy: 23%.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between deflection factor settings and extends maximum deflection factor to at least 25
V/div. Front panel light indicates when vernier is out of CAL
position.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input pulse without advanced external trigger.
Input coupling: AC, DC, and Ground. Ground disconnects input
signal and grounds amplifier input.
Input RC: approx. 1 megohm shunted by approx. 25 pF, constant on
all ranges.
Maximum input
DC-coupled: 5350 V (dc + peak ac); f 150 V (dc + peak ac) on
20 mV/div at 10 kHz or less.
AC-coupled: 2400 V dc.
Trace identification: pushbutton control displaces respective trace
approx. 0.5 div.
Triggering
Source: selectable on signal from any channel in either Chop or Alt
mode, or successively from displayed signal on each channel in Alt
mode.
Frequency: dc to 50 MHz on signals causing 0.5 div or more vertical deflection in all display modes except Chop. D C to 200 kHz in
Chop mode.
General
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to 55°C (+32"F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104°F); altitude, to 4.6 km (15 OOOft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual.
Recommended probes
10004D, 10005D, 10006D passive probes and, 10040A, 10041A,
10042A miniature passive probes, maintain full performance of the
1804A.
Ordering information
1809A 100 MHz 4 Channel Amplifer
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1804A 50 MHz 4 Channel Amplifer
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

Price
$2300
add $14
$1400
add $7.50

OSClLLOSCOBES
180 Time bases: single & delayed
Models 1820C & 1821A
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1820C

1820C Specifications
Time base
Sweep
Ranges: 0.05 ps/div to 1 s/div (23 positions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence;
?3% accuracy with vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: continuously variable between ranges, extends slowest
sweep to at least 2.5 s/div. Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Magnifier: (mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 5 nsldiv.
Sweep mode
Normal: triggered by an int, ext, or power line signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of trigger signal.
Triggering is same as Normal except low frequency limit is 40 Hz.
Single: in Normal, sweep occurs once with same triggering as
Normal (reset pushbutton arms and lights indicator); in Auto,
sweep occurs once each time reset pushbutton is pressed.
Triggering
Internal: refer to vertical plug-in specifications.
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals 50 mV p-p or more increasing to
100 mV at 100 MHz and 150 mV at 150 MHz.
Line: power line frequency signal.
Level
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed.
External: continuously variable from +2V to -2V on either slope
of trigger signal, from +20 V to -20 V in t 10 setting.
Slope: pushbutton selection of or - slope of trigger signal.
Coupling: front panel selection of AC, DC, H F Reject or L F Reject. AC attenuates signals below approx. 20 Hz. L F reject attenuates signals below approx. 15 kHz. H F reject attenuates signals
above approx. 15 kHz.
Trigger holdoff: time between sweeps continuously variable, exceeding one full sweep on all ranges.
General
Operating environment: same as 180CID mainframe.
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).

+

1821A Specifications
Main time base
Sweep
Ranges: from 0.1 ps/div to 1 sldiv (22 positions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence: 23% accuracy with vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends
slowest sweep to at least 2.5 s/div.
Magnifier: (mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 10 ns/div.
Sweep mode
Normal: triggered by an int, ext, or power line signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of input signal.
Triggering same as normal except low frequency limit is 40 Hz for

internal or external modes.
Single: sweep occurs once with same triggering as normal; reset
pushbutton with indicator light.
Delayed time base
Delayed time base sweeps after a time delay set by Main time base
and Delay controls.
Sweep
Ranges: from 0.1 psldiv to 50 ms/div (18 positions) in 1, 2, 5
sequence; +3% accuracy with Vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends
slowest sweep to at least 125 ms/div.
Magnifier: (mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 10 ns/div.
Triggering
Main and delayed time base
Internal: refer to vertical plug-in specifications.
External: from dc to 50 MHz on signals 0.5 V p-p or more,
increasing to 100 MHz on signals 1 V p-p or more.
Line: power line frequency signal.
Level and slope: internal, at any point on the vertical waveform
displayed; external, continuously variable from f 3 V to -3 V on
either slope of the sync signal, from +30 V to -30 V in + 10.
Automatic (delayed only): triggered at end of set time delay.
Coupling: front panel selection of AC, DC, ACF, or ACS. AC
attenuates signals below approx. 20 Hz. ACF (ac-fast) attenuates
signals below approx. 15 kHz. ACS (ac-slow) attenuates signals
above approx. 30 kHz.
Trace intensification: intensifies that part of Main time base to be
expanded to full screen on Delayed time base. Rotating Delayed
time base sweep switch from Off position activates intensified
mode. Front panel screwdriver adjust sets relative intensity of
brightened segment.
Delay (before start of Delayed sweep)
Time: continuously variable from 0.1 ps to 10 s.
Accuracy: -t 1% of differential delay -c2 minor divisions of delay
dial. Time jitter is is <0.005% (1 part in 20 000) of maximum delay
of each step.
Trigger output: (at end of Delay time) approx. 1.5 V with 4 0 ns
rise time from 1000 ohm source resistance.
Mixed time base: dual time base in which Main time base drives
first portion of sweep and delhyed time base completes sweep at up
to 1000 times faster. Also operates in single sweep mode.
General
Operating environment: same as 180 C / D mainframes.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
$925
1821A Time Base and Delay Generator
add $5
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
1820C Time Base
$525
add $7.50
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

OSClLLOSGOPES ,
180 Time base: delayed
a

Model 1825A

1825A Specifications

I

i

1825A

Main sweep

Intensified
main sweep

Delayed
sweep

Mixed sweep
Multiple exposure shows four modes of operation for 1825A.
with time relationship maintained i n all modes.

1825A Description
Model 1825A time base and delay generator provides sweep
speeds ranging from 0.05 ps/div to 1 sldiv in 23 positions. Delay
times are continously variable from 50 ns to 10 s and are accurate to
0.75% with extremely low jitter of 1part in 50,000. Also, a calibrated
mixed sweep mode is provided. A mainframe XI0 magnifier increases sweep-speed capability to 5 nsldiv with 5% accuracy.
One knob control makes triggering easy in main, delayed, and
mixed modes. Stable, accurate time displays are provided in main,
delayed, and mixed modes with the highly sensitive 50 mV external
trigger capability at 50 MHz which increases to only 150 mV at 150
MHz. Trigger synchronization is maintained when switching between main, delayed, and mixed modes, further simplifying use.
Front panel controls are logically arranged for quick familiarization and easy use. Pushbuttons eliminate front panel clutter and
reduce the possibility of errors. Easy-to-operate pushbuttons establish main, delayed, and mixed modes of operation.
Trigger level controls on main and dealyed sweeps allow selection
of the triggering point on the desired portion of the signal for almost
every measurement application. Also, the + 10 function provides a
wide dynamic range of triggering in both external and internal modes
of operation.
External trigger sensitivity of 50 mV on both main and delayed
sweeps allows a 1O:l divider probe to be used to reduce circuit
loading at trigger pick-off points and reduces the possibility of circuit
malfunction caused by the measuring instrument.

Main time base
Sweep
Ranges: 0.05 psldiv to 1 sldiv (23 psotions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence;
+3% accuracy with vernier in CAL position.
Vernier: continuously variable between ranges, extends slowest
sweep to at least 2.5 sldiv. Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Magnifier: (on mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 5 ns/div,
accuracy 2 5 % .
Sweep mode
Normal: sweep is triggered by an internal, external, or power line
signal.
Automatic: bright baseline displayed in absence of trigger signal.
Triggering is same as Normal except low frequency limit is 40 Hz.
Single: in Normal, sweep occurs once with same triggering as
Normal; reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator; in
Auto, sweep occurs once each time reset pushbutton is pressed.
Delayed time base
Delayed time base sweeps after a time delay set by Main time
base and Delay controls. Delayed time base is triggered on first
trigger pulse after set delay or automatically triggers after set delay
when delayed level control is in detent position.
Sweep
Ranges: 0.05 psldiv to 20 msldiv (18 positions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence; +3% accuracy.
Magnifier: (on mainframe) expands fastest sweep to 5 nsldiv,
accuracy 2 5 % .
Triggering
Internal: refer to vertical amplifier plug-in specifications.
External: dc to 50 MHz on signals 50 mV p-p or more increasing to
100 mV p-p at 100 MHz and 150 mV p-p at 150 MHz.
Line: power line frequency signal (Main only).
Level
Internal: at any point on the vertical waveform displayed.
External: continuously variable from + 2 V to -2 on either slope
Of trigger Signal, from +20 v to -20 v in a10 setting.
Slope: pushbutton selects either positive or negative slope of trigger
sienal.
CiuPling: front Panel selection of AC, DC, H F Reject, or LF
Reject.
AC: attenuates signals belot approx. 20 Hz.
LF reject: attenuates signals below approx. 15 kHz.
HF reject: attenuates signals above approx. 15 kHz.
Trigger holdoff: time between sweeps continuously variable, exceeding one full sweep on all ranges (Main only).
Delay (before start of delayed sweep)
Time: continuously variable from 50 ns to 10 s.
Accuracy: 20.75% of differential delay 2 2 minor divisions of
delay dial.
Time jitter: 0.002% (1 part in 50 000) of maximum delay on each
range.
Trace intensification
In Main sweep mode, intensifies that part of main time base to be
expanded to full screen in delayed time base mode. Rotating time
base switch from OFF position activates intensified mode.
Calibrated mixed sweep
Combines Main and Delayed sweeps into one display. Sweep is
started by the Main time base and is completed by the faster Delayed time base. Delayed sweep start is aligned with start of intensified marker.
General
Operatlng environment: same as 180ClD mainframes.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 lb). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 lb).
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual.
Ordering information
$875
1825A Time Base and Delay Generator
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $7.50
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OSClLLOSCOPES
180 Samplers: 1 GHz & 18 GHz
Models 1810A, 1811A & 1430C

SWR: <1.1 to 300 MHz, increasing to <1.5 at 1 GHz.
Reflection coefficient: <6%, measured with H P Model 1415A
TDR.
Random noise
Normal: (2 mV, observed from center 80% of dots.
Filtered: reduces noise at least 2 to 1.
Isolation between channels: 240 dB with 350 ps rise time input.
Time difference between channels: <lo0 ps.
A + B operation: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;

1811A

1810A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed on alternate
samples (ALT); channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition); and
channel A versus channel B.
Vertical channels
Bandwidth: dc to 1 GHz.
Rise time: <350 ps.
Pulse response: s 5 5 % or 3 mV p-p (overshoot and perturbations)
in normal display mode.
Deflection factor
Ranges: 2 mV/div to 200 mVldiv (7 calibrated positions) in 1 , 2 , 5
sequence; ?3% accuracy.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between all deflection
factor ranges; extends minimum deflection factor to <1 mV/div.
Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Polarity: + up or - up.
Dynamic range: > 1.6 V.
Positioning range: > ? l V on all deflection factors.
Input R: 50 ohms, 52%.
Maximum input: +5 V (dc + peak ac).

either channel may be inverted for + A +B operation.
Time base
Ranges
Normal: 10 ns/div to 50 psldiv (12 calibrated positions) in a 1 , 2 , 5
sequence. +3% accuracy with vernier in calibrated position.
Expanded: direct reading expansion up to XlOO in seven Calibrated steps on all normal times scales, extends the range to 100
ps/div. Accuracy is 24% (10 ps/div, 510% using the mainframe
magnifier).
Vernier: continuously variable between ranges; increases fastest
sweep to <40 ps/div. Front panel light indicates when vernier is not
in CAL position.
Triggering
Mode
Normal: trigger level control can be adjusted to trigger on a wide
variety of signals.
Automatic: triggers automatically on most signals with a
minimum of adjustment of the level control. A baseline is displayed in the absence of an input signal.
Internal
Source: selectable; channel A triggers channel A or alternate;
channel B triggers channel B, alternate, A + B, or A vs B.
Sine wave: 30 mV p-p for signals from 1 kHz to 200 MHz, 100
mV p-p for signals from 200 MHz to 1 G H z for jitter of <30 ps
plus 1% of 1 period. Useful triggering can be obtained with 5 mV
signals.
Pulse: 30 mV peak, 3 ns wide pulses for <30 ps jitter. Useful
triggering can be obtained with 5 mV signals.
External
Sine wave: 30 mV p-p for signals from 1 kHz to 1 G H z for jitter
of <30 ps plus 1% of 1 period. Useful triggering can be obtained
with 5 mV signals.
Pulse: 30 mV peak, 3 ns wide pulses for <30 ps jitter. Useful
triggering can be obtained with 5 mV signals.
Either internal or external
Auto: 50 mV p-p for CW signals from 10 kHz to 200 MHz for <30
ps jitter plus 2% of 1 period (may be used to 1 G H z with increased
jitter). Pulse triggering requires 50 mV peak, 3 ns wide pulses for
<30 ps jitter.
Level and slope: level control minimizes jitter and is variable
over 2800 mV range on either slope of sync signal.
Coupling: ac coupling attenuates signals below approx. 1 kHz.
Variable holdoff: variable over at least a 3:l range in all sweep
modes.
Marker position: intensified marker segment indicates point about
which the sweep is to be expanded (automatically dimmed with
increasing persistence in 181 and 184 mainframes).
Scan
Internal: dot density, continuously variable from <lo0 to >lo00
dots full screen or from approx. 500 to 2000 dots in filtered mode.
Manual: scan is positioned manually by front panel control.
General
Probe power: supplies power to operate two H P active probes.
Recorder outputs
Vertical: an uncalibrated 1 V vertical output from each channel is
provided at the rear panel of 180 system mainframes.
Horizontal: an uncalibrated 0.75 V amplitude signal is provided at
the rear panel of 180, 181, 182, and 184 mainframes.
Operation environment: same as 180C/D mainframes.
Weight: net, 3.2 kg (7 Ib). Shipping, 5 kg (11 lb).
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual.

1811A Specifications
Modes of operation
Channel A; channel B; channels A and B displayed on alternate
samples (ALT); channel A plus channel B (algebraic addition); and
channel A versus channel B.
Vertical channels
Deflection factor
Ranges: 2 mV/div to 200 mV/div (6 calibrated positions) in 1,2,5
sequence; accuracy 23%.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between all deflection
factor ranges; extends minimum deflection factor to <1 mV/div.
Front panel light indicates when vernier is not in CAL position.
Polarity: up or - up.
Positioning range: > ? I V on all deflection factors.
A + B operation: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;
either channel may be inverted for *A + B operation.

+

Time b a s e
Ranges
Normal: 1 ns/div to 5 ps/div (12 calibrated positions) in a 1, 2, 5
sequence. 23% accuracy with vernier in calibrated position.
Expanded; direct reading expansion up to XlOO in seven Calibrated steps on all normal time scales, extends the range to 10
ps/div. Accuracy is ?4% (1 ps/div, +lo% using the mainframe
magnifier).
Vernier: continuously variable between ranges; increases fastest
sweep to <4 ps/div.
Triggering
Auto: triggers automatically on most signals with a minimum of level
control adjustment. A baseline is displayed in the absence of an
input signal.
Normal: trigger level control may be adjusted to trigger on a wide
variety of signals.
CW: 80 mV p-p for sine wave signals from 1 kHz to 1 G H z forjitter
of < 10 ps plus 1% of 1 period of trigger signal. Useful displays can
be obtained with trigger signals as low as 5 mV. Triggering may be
extended to 18 GHz with H P Model 1104A/1106B trigger
countdown.
?Slope: triggers on 50 mV/peak, 3 ns wide pulses, for <30 ps jitter.
Level and slope: continuously variable from +SO0 mV to -800 mV
on either slope of sync signal.
Coupling: ac coupling attenuates signals below approx 1 kHz.
Variable holdoff: variable over at least a 3:l range in all sweep
modes.
Marker position: intensified marker segment indicates point about
which the sweep is to be expanded (automatically dimmed with
increasing persistence in 181 and 184 variable persistence/storage
mainframes).
Scan
Internal: dot density, continuously variable from <IO0 to >lo00
dots full screen or from approx. 500 to >2000 dots in filtered
mode.
Manual: scan is positioned manually by front panel control.
Trigger output: 1 ns, 1.5 V into 50 ohms.
General
Probe power: supplies power to operate H P active probe.
Recorder outputs
Vertical: an uncalibrated 1 V vertical output signal from each
channel is provided at the rear panel of 180 series mainframes.
Horizontal: an uncalibrated 0.75 V amplitude signal is provided at
the rear panel of 180, 181, 182 or 184 mainframes.
Operating environment: same as 180C/D mainframes.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 Ib). Shipping, 5 kg (11 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual.

1430C Specifications
Sampling head
Rise time: approx. 20 ps (<28 ps observed with 1105A11106Bpulse
generator and 909A Option 012, 50 ohm load).
Bandwidth: dc to >I8 GHz.
Overshoot: <7.5%.
Noise: approx. 10 mV observed noise on CRT excluding 10% of
random dots. Noise decreases to approx. 2.5 mV on the automatically filterd 2 mV/div and 5 mV/div ranges and all other ranges
when display switch (on 1811A) is set to filtered position.
Dynamic range: 1 V p-p.
Low frequency distortion: <+5%.
Maximum safe input: t 3 volts.
Input characteristics
Mechanical: type N female connectors on input and output
ports.
Electrical: 50 ohm feedthrough, dc-coupled. Reflection from
sampler is approx. lo%, measured with a 40 ps TDR system.
Pulses emitted from samuler inuut are auurox. 10 mV amulitude
and 5 ns duration.
Tiime difference between channels: <5 ps.
Isiolation between channels: ~ 4 dB
0 over sampler bandwidth.
Connecting cable length: 1.5 m (5 ft).

--

General
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 4.1 kg (9 Ib).
Accessories supplied: two 50 ohm loads with type N male connectors (HP Model 909A Option 012), one 1.5 m (5 ft) sampling head to
1811A interconnecting cable (HP P/N 5060-0540), and one Operating and Service Manual.
*Components required for sampling systems
th 1430C Sampling Head
(Type N Female inputiniutput connectors)

- .. .. . . - .. .. . ,

female to BNC Male.
1 GHz to 10 GHz: 1104A Trigger Countdown 1108ATunnel Diode Adapter 1250-0847 GR
Type 874 to Type N Male, 11098 High Pass 'Filter, 11170C Male 6NC to Male BNC Trigger
Cable 1.2 m (4 ft).

'Use any 180 series mainframe

Ordering information
1810A Sampler
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

Price
$2350
add $7.50

1811A Sampler
$2100
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual add $12.50
1403C Sampling Head, 18 GHz
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual

1104A Trigger Countdown
1105A Pulse Generator
1106B (Type N Connector)
1106B Opt. 001 (APC-7 connector)
1108A (GR-874 Connector)
Recommended Accessory: HP Model 1109B High
Pass Filter

$3250
add $3.50
$270
$320
$650
$700
$350
$230

180 TDR: 35 81 170 ps rise time
Models 1815B, 1817A & 1818A

18156

1817A

Vertical
Scale: reflection coefficient p (volts) from O.OOS/div to 0.5/dlv in 7
calibrated ranges; 1, 2 , 5 sequence.
Accuracy: 23%; TDR only, 25% on O.Ol/div and and O.OOS/div in
signal average mode.
Vernier: provides continuous adjustment between ranges; extends
scale to >0.002/div.
Signal average: reduces noise and jitter approx. 2:l.
Horizontal
Scale: provides up to a 10 000 metre display window with roundtnp time or distance (time) in four calibrated decade ranges of I/div,
IO/div, 100/div, and 1000/div. Concentric expand control provides
direct read-out in 28 calibrated steps in 1, 2, 5 sequence from 0.01
ns/div to 1000 nsldiv or from 0.01 metre /div to 1000 metreddiv.
Accuracy: time, 2 3 % ; distance (TDR only) %3%, % variations in
propagation velocity.
Marker position: indicator, calibrated in divisions, provides direct
read-out of round-trip time or distance (time), number of disivions X
decade range in unitddiv. Front panel light indicates when vernier is
not in CAL position.
Marker zero: ten-turn control provides variable reference for
marker position dial, allows direct read-out of round trip or distance
Dielectric, TDR only: calibrated for air, E = 1 and for polyethylene,
E = 2.25. Also provides settings for dielectric constants E = 1 to E =
avvrox 4.
Triggering, sampling only
Pulses: <SO mV for pulses 5 ns or wider for jitter <20 ps.
CW: signals from 500 kHz to 500 MHz require at least 80 mV for
jitter <2% of signal period plus 10 ps; usable to 1 GHz. CW
triggering may be extended to 18 GHz with HP models 1104A/
1106B trigger countdown.
Recorder outputs
Approx 100 mV/div; vertical and horizontal outputs at BNC connectors on rear panel of mainframe.
Display modes
Repetitive scan, normal or detail; single scan; manual scan; record.
General
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to +55"C (+32"F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (104'F); altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15
min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 lb). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).

1817A (28 ps Tr) sampler specifications

18158 Description
Model 1815B provides calibrated 35 ps system rise time, time
domain reflectometry and 12.4 GHz (28 ps rise time) sampling capability with a remote feedthrough sampling head for extremely accurate measurements. This TDR system can locate impedance discontinuities in transmission systems up to 10 000 metres long and also
allows measurement of discontinuities spaced only a few millimetres
apart. As a single channel, general purpose sampling oscilloscope,
you have deflection factors to 2 mV/div and sweep times to 10
ps/div

.

18158 Specifications
Unless indicated otherwise, TDR and sampling performance
specifications are the same. Where applicable, TDR specification is
given first, followed by Sampler specification in parentheses. Model
1815B is calibrated in metres.

TDR system (requires 11066 Opt 001)
System rise time: <35 ps incident as measured with Model 1106B
o p t 001.
Overshoot: <25%.
Internal reflections: <lo% with 45 ps TDR; use reflected pulse
from shorted output.
Jitter: < 15 ps; with signal averaging, typically 5 ps. Internal pickup:
p so.01.
Noise: measured tangentially as a percentage of the incident pulse
when terminated in 50 ohms and operated in signal averaging mode.
< 1% on O.OOS/div to 0.02/div; <3% on O.OS/div to O.S/div.
Low frequency distortion: ~ 2 3 % .
Maximum safe input: 1 volt.
Tunnel diode mount: direct connection of 1106B Opt 001 to 1817A.
Sampler system
Rise time: <28 ps.
Input: 50 ohm feedthrough.
Dynamic range: 1 V p-p.
Maximum safe input: 3 volts.
Low frequency distortion: ~ 2 3 % .

Noise
Normal: <8 mV tangential noise on 0.01 V/div to 0.5 V/div.
Noise decreases automatically on 0.005 V/div range.
Signal average: reduces noise and jitter approx. 2: 1.

181 l 8 ASpecifications
SYstem (in reflectometer configuration)
Ris;e time: <170 ps.
*
* . .
.
.
Oversnoor: -370 oversnoor ana nnging (aown to ~ 2 7 0in 5 nsl.
- _ _ L_ _ I . .e,,+

General
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 lb). Shipping, 5 kg (11 Ib).
Accessories supplied
Cable, plug-in to sampler:
-in
(1815B), HP P/N 5060-0441.
6B
Cable, tunnel diode to sar
UII cach
Opt 001 or 1108A) to samplcl, cypc IY IMIC LUIIIIGLLUI~
end, HP P/N 01817-61603.
Recommended accessories
Trigger source: external trigger source is required for triggering
above 500 MHz. 10 G H z source is provided by the 1104A Trigger
Countdown with the 1108A Tunnel Diode Mount. 18 GHz source is
provided by the 1104A Trigger Countdown with the 1106B Opt 001
Tunnel Diode Mount.

11068 Opt 001 (20 ps Tr)/ll08A (60 ps Tr)
unnel diode mounts specifications
-unnel diode is required for a TDR system. Refer to sampling head
pecifications for mounting requirements.
Lmplitude (both): >200 mV into 50 ohms.
lise time: 1106B Opt 001 approx. 20 ps; 1108A, <60 ps.
htput impedance: 50 ohms, 22%.
108A, (10% with 145 ps TDR.
Weight (both): net, 0.5 kg (1 Ib). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Components required for TDR/sampling systems
18158 TORISAMPLING PLUG-IN
1817A SAMPLING HEAD (APC7 InputiOutput Connectws)

TOR, 35 ps tr
11066 Opt 001 Tunnel Diode
SAMPLING up t o 12.4 GHz
Termination. 50 ohm Model 909A, APC-7 connedo

TRIGGER ACCESSORIES
<SO0 MHz
Adapter 1250-0750 APC-? to Type N Female
11500A Cable T e N Male to Ty e N Male 1.8 m
Adapter 1250-0#7 Type N Fernare to BNC'Male
I MHz t o 10 G b
iuntdown
ode
U G R Type 874 to Type N Male

1.2 m (4 ft)
500 MHz t o 18 GHz
1104A Trig er Countdown
11066 OprPhn> Tllnnai nin.+
Ada ter 1'?5?0749. APC7 to Type N Male
1 1 O k Hi 'n Pass kilter
Adapter 1$500750 APC-7 t o T pe N Female
11170C Male BNC to Male BNE Trigger Cable, 1.2 m (4ft)
t

""I
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Internal reflections: < 10% (does not limit resolution).
Reflectomer sensitivity: reflection coefficients as small as 0.001
C an be observed.

I
F
heriecrion coenicienr: u.J/aiv

ro u.wJ/aiv in-- a I. L . 3- seauence.
->--InPiut: 50 ohms, feedthrough type.
ise
and
internal
pickup,
peak:
0.1%
of
step
(terminated
in 50
No
ohrns).
namlc range: 20.5 volt.
I

-I

#ampleroutput connector.
httenuator accuracy: 23%.
Step generator
4mplltude: approx. 0.25 V into 50 ohms (0.5 V into open circui
3ise time: approx. 50 ps.
hitput impedance: 50 ohms &1 ohm (dc-coupled).
koop: < l % in 1 ps.

c
ftldiv. Accuracy, 23%.
Variable dielectric: E = 1 to E = 4.
Time scale: 10 ns/div and 100 nsldiv. Accuracy, 23%.
Magnification: X1 to XlOO in a 1, 2, 5 sequence provides time
scales down to 0.1 ns/div and distance scales to 0.03 metres/div or
0.1 ftldiv. Accuracy of the basic sweep is maintained at all magnifier
settings.
Delay control: 0 to 10 div of unmagnified sweep. Accuracy, 23%.
Jitter: <20 ps.
Genera I
Recorder outputs
Vertical: approx. 1 V vertical output signal is provided at the rear
panel of 180 series mainframes.
Horizontal: approx. 1 V horizontal output signal is provided at
the rear panel of a 180, 181, 182 or 184 mainframe.
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to +35"C (35°C to 55°C
with small increase in system rise time); humidity, to 95% relative
humidity at 40°C (104°F); altitude, to 4600 m (15 000 ft); vibration,
vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.)
excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 lb). Shipping, 5 kg (11 lb).
Accessories supplied: type N connector assembly. One 50 ohm
load with Type N male connector. One Operating and Service Manual.

'Use any 180 series mainframe

1818A Description
The 1818A Time Domain Reflectometer plug-in with a 180 series
mainframe gives you a completely integrated wide band system for
testing of transmission lines, strip lines, cables, connectors, and
many other devices in high frequency systems. The easy-to-use controls provide accurate direct distance calibrated displays of up to 300
metres or 1000 feet with dielectric materials from E = 1.0 (air) to c =
4.0. This allows you to quickly determine the magnitude and nature
of each resistive or reactive discontinuity in coaxial components
such as attenuators, cables, connectors, and delay lines in microwave or pulse circuits. You can also locate and identify faults such
as shorts, opens, loose connectors, defective tap offs, splices, and
mismatches with measurement resolution as close as 2.54 cm.

Ordering information
18158 TDRlSampler (calibrated in metres)
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual,
covers 1815B and 1817A
1817A 28 ps Rise Time Sampling Head
1104A Trigger Countdown
11068 Opt 001 20 ps Tunnel Diode Mount
1108A 60 ps Tunnel Diode Mount
1818A Time Domain Reflectometer
Opt 910: additional Operating and Service Manual
10457A Adapter, 5052 G R to 7552 Type N female
(converts 1818A 5052 output to 7552 system.)

Price
$1750
add $5

$2050
$270
$700
$350
$1315
add $13
$120

I
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OSCILLOSCOPES
180 Sampling & TDR accessories
Models 1104A, 1105A, 11068,1108A & 11098

1105 I1 06B/1 08

Specifications

1105A/1106B/20 ps pulse generator
1105A/1108A/60 p s pulse generator
output
Rise t h e : approx 20 ps with 1106B, (<60ps with 1108A), <28 ps
observed with H P Model 1411A/1430C28 ps Sampler and 50 ohm
termination H P Model 909A Option 012.
Overshoot: -t7.5% as observed on 1411A/1430C with 909A Option 012.
Droop: <3% in first 100 ns.
Width: approx 3 ps.
Amplitude: 1+200 mV into 50 ohms.
Output characteristics (1 1068/1108A)
Mechanical: (1106B) Male Type N input connector, Female
Type N output connector; (1108A) GR-874 input connector,
Female Type N output connector.
Electrical: dc resistance, 50 ohms 22%. Source reflection,
<lo%, using a 40 ps TDR system. D C offset V, approx 0.1 V.
Triggering
Amplitude: at least 20.5 V peak required.
Rise time: <20 ns required. Jitter <15 ps when triggered by 1 ns
rise time sync pulse.
Width: > 2 ns.
Maximum safe input: 1 volt.
Input impedance: 200 ohms, ac-coupled through 20 pF.
Repetition rate: 0 to 100 kHz; free runs at 100 kHz.
Accessories supplied (with Model 1105A): one 1.8 m (6 ft) 50
ohm cable with Type N Male connectors on each end, H P Model
10132A.
Weight
11068 or 1108A: net, 0.5 kg (1 lb). Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 lb).
1105A: net, 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).

1105A

11096 High-pass filter
The 1109B High-Pass Filter transmits only frequencies above 1
GHz. It is useful for blocking the 100 MHz “kickout” encountered
when using a tunnel diode countdown to view high frequency signals
on a sampling oscilloscope. The 1109B is designed for use with the
Model 1104A/1106B Trigger countdown.

11098 Specifications
1109B

908A

1104A/1106B/1108A Specifications
1104A/1106B 1 8 GHz trigger countdown
1104A/1108A 1 0 GHz trigger countdown
Input
Frequency range: (1106B) 1 GHz to 18 GHz. (1108A) 1 G H z to
10 GHz.
Sensitivity: (1106B) signals 100 mV or larger up to 12.4 GHz,
produce <20 ps of jitter (200 mV required to 18 GHz). (1108A)
signals up to 50 mV or larger up to 10 GHz produce <20 ps jitter.
Maximum safe input: f 1 V.
Input impedance: dc resistance approx 50 ohms. Reflection from
input connector is <lo% using a 40 ps TDR system.
Signal appearing at input connector: approx 250 mV.
output
Center frequency: approx 100 MHz.
Amplitude: typically 150 mV.
Connectors
1104A: input, type N male; trigger output, BNC female.
11066: input, type N male; output, type N female.
11066 Opt 001: input, APC-7; output, type N female.
1108A: input, G R Type 874; output type N female.
Weight
1104A: net, 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping. 1.8 kg (4 Ib).
1106B or 1108A: net 0.5 kg (1 lb). Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 lb).

Lower bandwidth limit: 3 dB down at 3 GHz, nominal.
Input characteristics
Mechanical: male type N input connector; Female Type N output connector.
Electrical (with output terminated in 50 ohms)
Reflection: < 10% using 40 ps TDR system.
SWR: typically 1.1 up to 10 G H z increasing to 2 at 15 GHz.
DC Resistance: 50 ohms 22% shunted across line.
Weight: net, 0.45 kg (1 Ib). Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 lb).

Other sampling accessories
50 ohm loads: Models 908A with Type N male connector (4 GHz)
and 909A Option 012 with Type N male connector (18 GHz).
50 ohm adapters: Model 11524A has Type N Female and APC-7
connectors; Model 11525A has Type N Male and APC-7 connectors.
Air line extension: Model 11566A, 10 cm, APC-7 connector.
Model 11567A, 20 cm, APC-7 connector.
Ordering information
Price
1104A Trigger Countdown
$270
1105A Pulse Generator
$320
$6.50
1106B 20 ps Tunnel Diode Mount
$350
llOSA 60 ps Tunnel Diode Mount
1109B High Pass Filter
$230
908A 50 ohm Termination
$50
909A Opt 012 50 ohm Termination
$90
11524A 50 ohm Adapter
$85
11525A 50 ohm Adapter
$95
11566A Air Line Extension
$170
11567A Air Line Extension
$19.5

osclLLoscoPEs
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180 Spectrum Analyzers
Models 8557A & 85588

Economic spectrum analysis 0.01 to 1500 MHz
Simple, 3 knob operation
Direct signal power display in dBm

Resolution bandwidths from 1 kHz to 8 MHz
Optional 75R input impedance
Companion tracking generator (for 85588 only)
Companion tracking generator
The 8444A Option 058 Tracking Generator provides a calibrated
RF signal matching exactly the 8558B analyzer tuned frequency.
This makes swept frequency tests, such as insertion loss and return
loss measurement, possible over 0.5 to 1300 MHz frequency range.
The 8444A Option 058 is specified on page 488.
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Suggested displays
The 8557A/8558B Spectrum Analyzers will function with any
180-series display. However, the following are suggested: for tow
cost, large screen display, the Model 182T is ideal; the Model 181T
offers variable persistence and storage; and the Model 180TR offers
a rack mount configuration. Each of these displays provides a long
persistence P39 phosphor (except variable persistence displays) and
four non-buffered rear panel outputs compatible with most X-Y recorders.

8557A and 85586 Specifications
Frequency specifications
Frequency display span: (on a 10-division CRT horizontal axis):
8557A: F (full span, 0.01-350 MHz), 12 calibrated spans from 20
MHz/div to 5 kHz/div in a 1, 2 , 5 sequence; 8558B: 14 calibrated
spans from 100 MHz/div to 5 kHz/div. In 0 kHz/div both analyzers become fixed-tuned receivers.
Digital frequency readout: indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display scan.
Stability
Residual FM: less than 1 kHz peak-to-peak for time S O . 1 sec.
Noise sidebands: more than 75 dB (8557A), 65 dB (8558B)
below CW signal, 50 kHz or more away from signal with a 1 kHz
resolution bandwidth and full video filter.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of 1 kHz to 3
MHz in a 1, 3, 10 sequence.
Resolution bandwidth selectivitv: 60 dB/3dB resolution

t
!

noise.

An

8558B/ 182T

85586 and 8557A Spectrum Analyzers
The 8557A/8558B Spectrum Analyzers plug into any 180 series
oscilloscope mainframe to provide low cost 0.01 to 350 MHz or 0.1
to 1500 MHz performance with high amplitude and frequency accuracy, and they’re easy to use.
Simple three knob operation
For most measurements only three controls are required; one for
amplitude calibration and two for frequency calibration. The center
or start frequency of the display is shown on a digital readout, and
the analyzer automatically selects the resolution bandwidth and
proper scan time to provide calibrated measurements with any desired frequency scan.
Absolute amplitude calibration
Signal levels can be read directly from the CRT display in dBm (or
dBmV for option 002) without the use of external standards or calculations. The signal level represented by the top CRT graticule line is
always indicated by the reference level control, and scale factors of
10 dB/div, 1 dB/div, and linear can be selected.
Optional 75 ohm input impedance
Two options are available which allow measurements in 75 ohm
systems: Option 001 has 75 ohm impedance and retains the dBm
power calibration; Option 002 has 75 ohm impedance with the
amplitude calibrated in dBmV for measurements in systems such as
CATV.

Ab
Log calibration range: trom - 1 1 1 dtlm to +LU dtlm (a557A),
+30 dBm (8558B) in 10 dB steps. Reference level vernier, 0 t o
- 12 dB continuously.
Log display ranges: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, and 1 dB/div
on an 8 dB display.
Linear display: from 2.2 microvolts (-100 dBm) full scale to 2.24
volts (+20 dBm) 8557A, 7.1 voltsi+30 dBm) 8558B full-scale in 10
dB steps.
Dynamic range
Average noise level: <-lo7 dBm with 10 kHz resolution
bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation).
Spurious responses: for input signal level s Optimum Input
Level setting, all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are more than 70
dB below input signal level, 1 MHz to 350 MHz (8557A), 5 MHz
to 1500 MHz (8558B); 60 dB below, 20 kHz to 1 MHz (8557A),
100 kHz to 5 MHz (855SB).
Residual responses: (no signal present at input): <-lo0 dBm
with 0 dB input attenuation.
Calibrator
Amplitude: -30 dBm k1.0 dB.
Frequency: 250 MHz (8557A), 280 MHz (8558B) ?50 kHz, crystal controlled.
Input specifications
Input impedance: 5 0 0 nominal.
Typical reflection coefficient c0.27 (1.74 SWR) 8557A, c0.20 (1.5
SWR) 8558B for all Optimum Input Level settings except -40 dBm
(0 dB Input Attenuation).
Input connector: BNC female (8557A), type N female (8558B).
Input attenuator: 50 dB range (8557A), 70 dB range (8558B).
Price and further information: see pages 488 & 486.
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500 kHz general purpose
1200 Series

1

Deflection factor
Ranges (1200 and 1201): from 0.1 mVldiv to 20 Vldiv (17 positions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Ranges (1205): from 5 mV/div to 20 V/div (12 positions) in 1 , 2 , 5
sequence.
Attenuator accuracy: 23% with vernier in calibrated position.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges; extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 50 Vldiv.
Noise (1200 and 1201): <20 pV measured tangentially at full
bandwidth.
Input: differential or single-ended on all ranges.
Common mode
Frequency: dc to 10 kHz.
Rejection ratio
1200 and 1201: 100 dB (100 OOO to 1) with dc-coupled input onO.l
mV/div range, decreasing by <20 dB per decade of deflection
factor to at least 40 dB on the 0.2 Vldiv range; CMR is at least 30
dB on 0.5 V/div to 20 V/div ranges. Maximum signal is 5 10 V (dc
peak ac) on 0.1 mVldiv to 0.2 Vldiv ranges; 2400 V (dc + peak
ac) on all other ranges.
1205: 50 dB with dc-coupled input on 5 mVldiv to 0.2 V/div
ranges; CMMR is at least 30 dB on the 0.5 Vldiv to 20 Vldiv
ranges. Maximum signal is 2 3 V (dc peak ac) on 5 mV/div to
0.2 V/div ranges; 2300 V (dc peak ac) on all other ranges.
input coupling: selectable AC, DC, or O F F for both + and inputs.
input RC: approx. 1 M a shunted by approx. 45 pF.
Maximum input: 5400 V (dc + peak ac).
internal trigger source: on channel A signal for A, Chop, and
Alternate displays, on channel B signal for B display.
Isolation: S O dB between channels at 500 kHz, with shielded input
connectors.
Phase shift: A vs B mode, < l o to 100 kHz with verniers in Calibrated positon.

+

+

+

l i m e base specifications

1201A

Vertical amplifiers specifications
Modes of operation: channel A; channel B; channels A and B
(either Chop or Alternate triggered by channel A), Chop frequency
is approx. 100 kHz; channel A vs B (A-vertical, B-horizontal).
Bandwidth: dc-coupled, dc to 500 kHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 500
kHz. A bandwidth limit switch (1200 and 1201) selects upper
bandwidth limit to approx. 50 kHz or 500 kHz.
Rise time: 0.7 ps max.

Sweep
Ranges: from 1 psldiv to 5 s/div (21 positions) in 1, 2, 5 sequence; 2 3 % accuracy with vernier in calibrated position.
Vernier: continuously variable between ranges; extends slowest
sweep to at least 12.5 sldiv.
Magnifier: direct reading X10 magnifier expands fastest sweep to
100 ns/div with 2 5 % accuracy.
Automatic triggering
Baseline is displayed in absence of an input signal.
Internal: 50 Hz to above 500 kHz on most signals causing 0.5
division or more vertical deflection. Triggering on line frequency
also selectable.
External: 50 Hz to above 1 MHz on most signals at least 0.2 V
P-P.
Trigger slope: positive or negative slope on internal, external, or
line trigger signals.

12056

Amplitude selection triggering
Internal: dc to above 500 kHz on signals causing 0.5 division or
more vertical deflection.
External: dc to 1 MHz on signals at least 0.2 V p-p. Input impedance is approx. 1 MCl shunted by approx. 20 pF.
Trigger level and slope: internal, at any point on vertical
waveform displayed; or continuously variable from + 100 V to
- 100 V on either slope of the external trigger signal.
Trigger coupling: dc or ac for external, line, or internal triggering. Lower ac cutoff is 2 Hz for external; 5 Hz for internal.
Single sweep: selectable by front panel switch. Reset switch with
armed indicator light.
Free run: selectable by front panel switch.
Maximum input: k350 V (dc peak ac).
Horizontal amplifier
Bandwidth: dc-coupled, dc to 300 kHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 300
kHz.
Deflection factor: ranges, 0.1 Vldiv, 0.2 Vldiv, 0.5 Vldiv, and 1
Vldiv. Vernier, continuously variable between ranges; extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 2.5 Vldiv.
Maximum input: k350 V (dc peak ac).
Input RC: approx. 1 MR shunted by approx. 20 pF.
Input: single-ended on all ranges.

+

+

Cathode-ray tube and controls specifications
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity controls.
Intensity modulation: +2 V signal blanks trace of normal intensity,
+8V signal blanks any intensity trace. DC-coupled rear panel input;
amplifier rise time, approx. 200 ns; input R approx. 5 kCl.
Standard CRT, 1200, 1205
Type: mono-accelerator, approx. 3000 V accelerating potential,
P-3 1 phosphor standard.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 0.2 subdivision markings on
horizontal and vertical major axes; 1 div = 1 cm. Front panel
recessed screwdriver adjustment aligns trace with graticule.
Variable persistencelstorage CRT, 1201
Type: post-accelerator, variable persistence storage tube; approx.
10.5 kV accelerating potential; aluminized P-3 1 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule. 0.2 subdivision markings on
major axes; 1 div = 0.95 cm. Front panel recessed screwdriver
adjustment aligns trace with graticule.
Persistence storage characteristics
(Referenced to a centered 7 x 9 div area in STD mode and to a
centered 6 x 8 div area in FAST mode.)
Persistence: conventional, natural persistence of P-3 1 phosphor,
approx. 40 p s ; variable, continuously variable from 0.2 s to > 1 min.
in STD mode; and from 0.2 s to 15 s in FAST mode.

'
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15 MHz, duallsingle, storage, general purpose
Models

1220A, 1221A, 1222A 8t 1223A

Storagelvariable persistence CRT
The 8 x 10 division Hewlett-Packard post-accelerator storage
CRT, with 8.5 kV accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor,
and mesh storage, offers a bright, crisp trace in both conventional
and storage modes. For maximum convenience in single-shot applications, an auto-store mode which operates in the single-shot mode,
makes it easy to capture random events.
For viewing low rep rate fast rise time signals, the variable persistence mode allows you to adjust the trace for an optimum display.
By adjusting the persistence to match the rep rate you can integrate
a trace to provide a sharp, clear display for accurate measurements
of low duty-cycle pulse trains such as those from disc, tape, or drum
peripheral units.
TV sync
The built-in TV sync separator assures stable, automatic triggering on frame or line for convenient TV troubleshooting. With the
instrument's times-ten magnifier, signals can be pulled out easily.
The calibrated time base makes it easy to identify timing problems in
vertical or horizontal TV circuits. The external horizontal input
allows vector presentations of color CRT drive signals. Dual channels make it easy to set color demodulator circuits.
Optional accessories
General purpose probing is provided with the Model 100 13A 10: 1
divider probe with 10 megohms input shunted by only 13 pF. It
extends input range to 100 V/div and multiplies input impedance
without degrading frequency response. A standard System-I1 rack
mounting adapter kit, Model 10173A RFI filter, and contrast screen
are also available.

1220A, 1221A, 1222A Description

1223A Description
Hewlett-Packard Model 1223A is a versatile, easy-to-use 15 MHz
oscilloscope with a rugged, performance proven CRT that gives you
a choice of conventional, variable persistence, or storage operation.
Storage operation is extremely easy with indicators that clearly
show whether you are in a storage mode or conventional mode of
operation. Storage controls are located directly under the storage
mode indicator for convenient selection of the Store, Write, Variable Persistence, and/or Erase mode to meet your particular requirements. Store and Write times are both variable for adjusting
viewing time vs intensity as desired. An auto store mode makes it
easy to capture random single-shot events, automatically. The versatile erase controls let you erase manually, remotely, or auto-.
matically with a variable erase rate feature that allows you to adjust
the viewing time of the displayed signal. And Variable Persistence
provides bright flicker-free viewing of low rep rate, fast rise signals.
Additional features include an 8 x 10 division internal graticule
for parallax free measurements; variable trigger holdoff to correct
unstable trigger conditions; and selectable chop or alternate sweep
mode.
Triggering
The operator can select the source of the sweep trigger (internal,
line, external ac, dc, or TV) as well as trigger on either the positive
or negative going transitions of the signal. Further flexibility is
added by the ability to preset the signal amplitude required to trigger
the sweep, assuring that perturbations below the desired amplitude
do not trigger the oscilloscope. A trigger holdoff control eliminates
double triggering on complex digital waveforms and maintains a
full-screen, calibrated sweep.
Automatic triggering assures that a base-line is present even in the
absence of a signal or if the trigger level control is set beyond the
range of the trigger signal. With automatically triggered sweep, displays are stable because the observed signal itself determines when a
sweep should start.

Hewlett-Packard Models 1220A/1222A(dual channel) and 1221A
(single channel) 15 MHz oscilloscopes are high quality instruments
with the performance necessary for a wide variety of applications.
Features include a large 8 x 10 cm internal graticule for no-parallax
measurements, 3% vertical attenuator accuracy, 4% horizontal accuracy, calibrated sweep times from 0.5 s/div to 0.1 Ws/div, dc coupling, automatic triggering, a sweep magnifier to expand the display
up to ten times for detailed analysis, a pushbutton beam finder, X-Y
display capability, TV sync separator, and in the 1222A delay lines
permit the leading edges of pulses to be viewed.
Easy operation
The human engineered front panel with functionally grouped controls and color-coded pushbuttons makes measurements easier and
faster. Inputs are protected to 400 V, reducing chances of accidental
electrical damage. Automatic triggering assures that a base-line is
present even in the absence of a signal or if the trigger level control is
set beyond the range of the trigger signal. And, although the dual
channel Models 1220A and 1222A operate in either a chopped or
alternate mode, the operator need not concern himself with making a
choice since the Time/Div switch automatically selects the best
display mode.
The basic stability of the solid-state circuits and components used
throughout is such that internal adjustments have been reduced to a
minimum. This decreases calibration requirements and provides real
savings over the oscilloscope's lifetime. Recalibration, when
necessary, is simple and straightforward compared to most other
oscilloscopes.
Triggering
Even though the instruments are easy to operate, these oscilloscopes have the flexibility for multi-purpose use. The operator can
select the source of sweep trigger (internal, external, ac line, TV)
and he can select the trigger slope, adding to the oscilloscope's
versatility by allowing triggering on either the positive or negative
going transitions of the signal. Further flexibility is added by the
ability to preset the signal amplitude required to trigger the sweep,
assuring that perturbations below the desired amplitude will not trigger the oscilloscope.
With automatically triggered sweep, displays are stable because
the observed signal itself determines when a sweep should start.
Automatic triggering produces a free running trace in the absence of
a signal for fast setup. It locks onto any input signal of the proper
polarity and amplitude.
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1222A

CRT
The internal 8 x 10 cm CRT graticule eliminates parallax errors
that occur when the graticule is external to the CRT. The 3% vertical accuracy combined with the no-parallax graticule enables the
oscilloscope to be used as a voltmeter as well as for waveform
display. CRT beam intensity can be modulated through a rear panel
Z-axis input.
X-Y Inputs
Phase shift measurements through the vertical amplifiers in the
1222A permit maximum measurement flexibility with the wide selection of deflection factors. In Models 1220A and 1221A, external
signals can be applied to the horizontal deflection amplifiers. This
X - Y capability permits X - Y plots or Lissajous figures with a phase
shift of less than 3" to 100 kHz.
TV Sync
Refer to the TV sync paragraph in the 1223A Description.
Rugged lightweight design
These oscilloscopes are, except for the CRT, entirely of solidstate design, resulting in low power consumption. The consequent
low heat has made possible a rugged, lightweight cabinet with a
vinyl-clad aluminum cover that is resistant to shock and moisture. A
convenient side-panel handle and stabilizing feet on the opposite
side make handling easy. This allows these oscilloscopes to be used
in areas where ruggedness is a necessity. These areas include
production lines, numerically controlled machinery, process
control equipment, automotive, aircraft and marine electronics,
and communications.
Optional accessories
An optional front panel cover, Model 10117A, is available to protect the instrument during transportation and gives storage space for
probes and other accessories. General purpose probing is provided
with the Model 10013A 10 to 1 divider probe with 10 megohms input
shunted by only 13 pF. It extends input range to 100 V/cm and
multiplies input impedance without degrading frequency response.
With a rack mount kit, Model 10119A, the oscilloscopes can be
mounted to occupy only 22.2 cm (8% inches) of vertical space.

1220A, 1221A, 1222A, 1223A Specifications
Modes of operation (1220A, 1222A, 1223A)
Channel A; channel B; channel B inverted (1222A); channel A rc_ B
(1222A, 1223A); channels A and B displayed alternately on succes-

sive sweeps (Alt); triggering by A channel; channels A and B displayed by switching between channels at approx 200 kHz (300 kHz,
1223A) rate with blanking during switching (Chop). (1220A, 1222A)
Automatic selection of alternate or chop mode-chop, at speeds
from 0.5 s/cm to 1 ms/cm, alternate, 0.5 ms/cm to 0.1 ps/cm.
(1223A) Chop or Alt selectable.
Vertical amplifiers (2 in 1220A/1222A/1223A, 1 in 1221A)
Bandwidth (3 dB down from 50 kHz, 6 div reference signal from a
terminated 50 ohm source.)
DC-coupled: dc to 15 MHz.
AC-coupled: lower limit is approx 2 Hz.
Rise time: approx 23 ns (measured from 10% to 90% points of 6 div
input step from a terminated 50 ohm source).
Deflection factor
Ranges: from 2 mV/cm to 10 V/cm (12 calibrated positions) in 1,
2, 5 sequence. (1220A, 1221A, 1222A) ?3% Accuracy with vernier in calibrated position on 20 mV/cm to 10 mV/cm ranges,
25% accuracy on 2 mV/cm, 5 mV/cm, and 10 mV/cm ranges.
(1223A) ?3% Accuracy with vernier in calibrated position on 10
mV/div to 10 V/div ranges, 25% accuracy on 2 mV/div and 5
mV/div ranges.
Vernier: continuously variable between all ranges, extends
maximum deflection factor to at least 25 V/cm.
Polarity (122249, 1223A): Channel B may be inverted, front panel
pushbutton.
Signal delay: input signals are delayed sufficiently to view leading
edge of input signal without advanced external trigger.
Input RC: AC or DC, approx 1 megohm shunted by approx 30 pF.
Input coupling: AC, DC, or GND. G N D position disconnects
input connector and grounds amplifier input.
Maximum input: k400 V (dc peak ac).
A + B operation (1222A, 1223A)
Amplifier: bandwidth and deflection factors are unchanged;
channel B may be inverted for A-B operation.
Differential (A-B) common mode (1222A, 1223A): CMR is at least
30 dB from dc to 1 MHz.
Time base
Trigger Source (1223A)
Channel A: display modes A, A and B, A and B INV triggered
by channel A signal.
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OSCILLOSCOPES
Models 1220A, 1221A, 1222A & 1223A (cont.)

Channel B: display modes B, B INV triggered by channel B
signal.
A + B (composite signal): display modes A + B, A - B,
triggered by displayed signal.
Sweep
Ranges: (1220A, 1221A, 1222A) from 0.1 yslcm to 0.5 s/cm (21
ranges) in 1, 2 , 5 sequence, (1223A) from 0.1 @div to 2 s/div (22
ranges) in 1, 2, 5 sequence; 24% accuracy over full scale with
MagnifiedExpander in calibrated position.
Sweep trigger mode (1220A, 1221A, 1222A): sweep is triggered
by internal or external signal. Bright baseline displayed in absence of
input signal except with 1222A in Normal triggering mode.
Sweep trigger modes (1223A)
Normal (Auto off): sweep is triggered by internal or external
signal or line.
Automatic (Auto on): bright baseline displayed if trigger signal is
absent for longer than 500 ms.
Single: in Normal mode, sweep occurs once with same triggering
as normal, reset pushbutton arms sweep and lights indicator; in
Auto mode, sweep occurs once each time Reset pushbutton is
pressed.
Trigger holdoff (1223A): time between sweeps continuously variable up to 10 times. Allows triggering on complex signals without
loss of time base calibration.
Triggering
Internal: dc to 15 MHz on signals causing 1 div or more vertical
deflection.
External: dc to 15 MHz on signals of 0.1 V p-p or more.
External input RC (1220A, 1221A, 1222A): approx 1 megohm
shunted by approx 30 pF.
External input R (1223A): approx 1 megohm.
Line: triggers on line frequency.
Trigger coupling: ac or dc attenuates signals below 10 Hz.
TV sync: separator for or - video, requires 1 div of video signal
to trigger, automatic frame (0.5 s/div to 100 ps/div except 1223A, 2
s/div to 100 Fsldiv) and line select (50 ys/div to 0.1 ysldiv). Usable
also as a low pass filter.
Level and Slope
Internal: at any point on the positive or negative slope of the
displayed waveform.
External: (1220A, 1221A, 1222A) continuously variable from
+0.5 V to -0.5 V on either slope of the trigger waveform; + 10
extends trigger range to +5V to - 5 V. (1223A) continuously variable from + 1 V to - 1 V on either slope of the trigger signal.
Calibrated X-Y operation (1222A, 1223A)
Operation is via channel A (X-axis) and channel B (Y-axis).
Bandwidth: X-axis dc to 1 MHz, otherwise see Vertical Amplifiers
Bandwidth specifications.
Accuracy: see Vertical Amplifiers Deflection Factor specifications. X-Y phase shift less than 3" at 100 kHz.
Cathode-ray tube and controls (1223A)
Type: post accelerator storage tube, approx 8.5 kV total accelerating potential, aluminized P-31 phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div (1 div = 0.94 cm) internal graticule; 0.2 subdivision markings on major horizontal and vertical axes; 10% and
90% lines for 6 and 8 division reference.
Intensity modulation (Z-axis): grounding a signal, dc to 1 MHz,
blanks trace of any intensity; positive TTL voltage or greater unblanks trace; input voltage limits - 1 V peak to + 15 V peak, from
source capable of sinking 2.5 mA.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of settings of
horizontal and vertical controls.
Persistence
Conventional: natural persistence of P-31 phosphor (approx 40

Storage writing speed: continuously variable from 20 div/ms (8 X
10 div) to >IO00 div/ms (6 x 8 div).
Erase
Manual: pushbutton for overriding automatic or remote erasure
cycle.
Automatic: time between erasure cycles variable from 1 s to 1
min.
Remote: single erase signal activated by grounding rear panel
Remote Erase Input (or connection to TTL low level). Max voltage input - 1 V peak to 15 V peak.
Cathode-ray tube and controls (1220A, 1221A, 1222A)
Type: mono-accelerator, approx 2 kV accelerating potential, P-3 1
phosphor.
Graticule: 8 x 10 cm internal graticule; 0.2 cm subdivisions on
major horizontal and vertical axes.
Beam finder: returns trace to CRT screen regardless of setting of
horizontal and vertical controls.
intensity modulation: + 5 V (TTL compatible) 1 Hz to 1 MHz
blanks trace of any intensity. Input R approx 1 kR. Maximum input,
7 V rms.
External horizontal input (1220A/1221A)
Bandwidth: dc to 1 MHz.
Coupling: dc.
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Deflection
Factor

1 Vlcm
10 Vlcm

100 mV/cm
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PS).

Variable: from <0.1 s to >1 min.
Storage time
Store mode: at minimum writing speed (20 div/ms) and minimum
setting of Store Time control, storage time is a minimum of one
minute at minimum brightness. At higher writing speeds minimum
storage time decreases to 10 s at 1000 div/ms writing speed.
Auto store mode: cumulative time to capture and store a single
event is ~2 hours.

Weight:
1220A: net, 7.3 kg (16 Ib). Shipping 11.3 kg (25 Ib).
1221A: net, 7.0 kg (15% Ib). Shipping 10 kg (22 Ib).
1222A: net, 7.3 kg (16 Ib). Shipping, 12.3 kg (27 Ib).
1223A: net, 11.9 kg (26V4 Ib). Shipping, 15 kg (33 Ib).
Dimensions
1220A, 1221A, 1222A: 181 H x 311.2 W x 412.8 mm D (7.13" x
12.25" x 16.25").
1223A: 265.9 H x 212.3 W x 421.6 mm D , 476 mm D overall
(10.47" x 8.36" x 16.60", 18.75" overall).
Environment
Operating temperature: 0°C to + 4 5 T (+32"F to 113'F) except
1223A, 0°C to +5YC (+32"F to 130°F).
Non-operating temperature: -40°C to +75"C (-40°F to + 167°F).
Relative Humidity: to 95% at + W C (+104"F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 000 ft).
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 minutes each with 0.254
mm (0.01 in) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Accessories furnished: one blue light filter, one power cord, one
fuse for 100 V, 120 V, 220 V or 240 V operation, and one Operating
and Service Manual.
Accessories available
Price
10117A Front Panel Cover (1220A, 1221A, 1222A)
$28
10119A: Rack Mount Kit (1220A, 1221A, 1222A)
$80
Note: Probes are not supplied, recommended probe
10013k 1O:l Divider Probe (see page 173)
$39

+

Ordering information
1220 Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
1 2 2 a Single Channel Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
1222A Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual
1223A Storage, Variable Persistence Oscilloscope
Opt 910: extra Operating and Service Manual

$795
add $5.50
$795
add $12.50
$895
$6.50
$2250
add $10

OSCILLOSCOPES ,':-A
Probes and other oscilloscope accessories

Minature oscilloscope probes
Hewlett-Packard's series of miniature, oscilloscope probes easily
access test points in densely populated circuits. These small, lightweight probes, which fit in the hand much like a pencil, simplify
previously difficult measurements. The basic probe is a small (2.4
mm diameter, 25 mm long) cylinder with a needle-like tip which is
used with a variety of interfacing/insulating accessories to meet a
variety of testing situations. The narrow body provides easier access
to test points in congested areas without worrying about accidental
shorts to adjacent leads.
Conventional probing
An insulating sleeve added to the basic probe provides a miniature
version of the traditional oscilloscope probe. In this configuration,
the probe looks and handles like a small-scale version of the traditional oscilloscope probe except that the forward barrel insulator is
retractable which makes the traditional slip-on insulators for protection against shorts unnecessary. With the barrel insulator retracted,
the ground spring configures the probe with a very short ground lead
for high-frequency point-to-point probing.
With the barrel insulator in the forward position, the probe is used
with the 20 cm flexible ground lead for probing where this type of
grounding allows adequate response fidelity. The probe tip makes
positive metallic contact to narrow conductors and penetrates
commonly-used protective coatings while the extended insulating
sleeve prevents shorts to closely-spaced adjacent leads.
With the barrel insulator retracted and using the flexible ground
lead, the probe may be used with the slip-on hook tip (figure 1) for
attaching to various component leads. For monitoring signals on
dual in-line packages, a slip-on IC probe tip adapter allows connection to closely spaced leads without shorting (figure 3).
DIP probing
By removing the probe's insulating sleeve and using the accessory
clip (10024A), you can monitor points on 14- and 16-pin DIP'S with
improved pulse fidelity (figure 3) and without worrying about shorting adjacent pins.
In this application, the clip is installed on the DIP, a circuit interface pin is inserted into the appropriate position, and one or more

Typical miniature 1O:l divider probe, bottom, and 50R probe,
top (accessories shown are supplied with each probe).

OSCILLOSCOPE/MINlATURE PROBE COMPATIBILITY AND PROBE CHARACTERISTICS
HP Oscilloscope/
Plug-in Model No.
and Bandwidth
1725A1275 MHz
1722A1275 MHz

Probe
Model No.

Approx Overall
LengIh in
Metres (ft)

Division
Ratio

Input
R

Shunt
bapacirance

a PF

100171

1 m (3.3)

1O:l

1 MO

1715Ai200 MHz
1809Ai 100 MHz
1085Ai100 MHz

10018A

2 m (6.6)

1O:l

1MR

1741Ai100 MHz

10040A

1 m (3.3)

1O:l

1 MR

1741Ai100 MHz1740A/100MHz

10041A

2 m (6.6)

1O:l

1MR

1743Ai100 MHz

10042A

3 m (9.8)

1O:l

1 MI1

10021A

1 m (3.3)

1:l

10022A

2 m (6.6)

1:l

10026A

1 m (3.3)

1:l

50RZ

10027A

2 m (6.6)

1:l

500 2

All Scopes with
high 2 inputs
(may reduce
bandwidth)
All Scopes with
500 inputs and
signal sources
with a 5011 source
impedance

I

Compensate?
score Input c

-,

9 to 14 pF

-.

I

-

I

9 t o 14 pF

-.
-,

-.

12 pF
15 pF

20 to 26 pF

Price

300

$90.

300

$90

300

300
300

-.

-

Max
DC Volts

300

,

$90

,

$90

,

$90
$45.

$45.

2 Amps

$45.

2 Amps

$45.

10024A IC Test Clip

BNC-to-probe
Adapter

probes are inserted to contact the desired package leads. The circuit
interface pin contacts reference planes in the clip to provide a
ground reference for any probe inserted in the clip. This grounding
arrangement is extremely effective; high-speed pulse fidelity
achieves a level previously associated only with probe-to-BNC
adapters or high frequency, point-to-point probing. In addition, the
clip makes it extremely easy to monitor two channel signals while
using a third probe to provide an external trigger signal.
The circuit interface pins have a section of insulation which allows
them to be inverted from the grounding position for using other
types of probes to couple signals into or out of an IC. When the
circuit interface pins are used in this position they are isolated from
the ground bus in the IC clip.

Figure 1. With the slip-on hook tip and flexible ground lead in
place, the rninature probe can be used like a conventional probe
for attachment to test points or component leads.

Figure 3. Minature probe with insulating sleeves removed is
held in place on an IC lead by the optional IC clip. The circuit
interface pin in the right hand corner of the clip can be inserted
at any lead position to ground reference planes that contact the
barrel of the probe(s). Rise times as short as 1.3 ns are preserved
by this arrangement. The hand held probe's insulating tip has
been retracted to allow the spring ground tip t o establish a
ground-reference point at the end of the barrel for rneasurernents of high speed signals.

By using the Son, 1:1 probes, you can insert signals from a pulse
generator to determine the IC's response. In other applications, the
circuit containing the IC may be removed from the instrument and it
can be powered through the 50n probes, the IC clip, and the interface pins, This means Khat the IC clip, circuit interface pins, and
miniature probes provide you with a complete testing system for
locating IC faults.
Additional circuit interface pins are available in packages of 12
pins so that the clip can be used with other instruments. Each pin
has a tip on each end so that probes such as those on H P Logic State
Analyzers can be connected for fast, functional checks of circuit
operation.
Digital trigger probes
Model 10250A (TTL) Cbit Trigger Probe is a useful service, production, and design trouble-shooting tool that offers digital pattern
triggering to enhance the use of oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and
other test equipment.
The compact Model 1230A 8-bit Logic Trigger unit generates a
trigger output pulse ( m L compatible) from parallel digital pattern
recognition with digital delay capability for oscilloscopes or other
externally triggered test equipment.
For 4 and 8 bit parallel trigger probe specifications and prices refer
topage 127.
Miniature probe accessories
Probe tip kits: to increase probing versatility Models 10036B and
10037B probe tip adapter kits are supplied with slip-on 6/32 screw
adapter for interfacing with any 6/32 probe adapter tip. This means
that your present supply of 6/32 adapter tips, as well as future adapter tips, may be used with these miniature probes. Refer to page 176
for ordering information.
Ordering informaiton

Figure 2. The slip-on IC probe tip adapter provides convenient
connection to closely spaced leads on DIP'S without shorting.

10024A IC Test Clip for easy probing of dual in-line
packages; includes 4 insulated circuit interface pins.
10024-69501 interface Pin Kit for 10024A; includes 12
interface pins.
1250-1454BNC to probe adapter permits the miniature
probes to be connected to BNC connectors to maintain fast pulse response.

Price
$15
$10

$8.25

Standard probelinstrument compatibility

10001-10003A

a

e

\?

Notes:
X Indicates that probe will maintain the bandwidth of the instrument.
L Indicates that probe may limit the bandwidth of the instrument.
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Standard divider probe specifications

10004D-10006D, 10014A, 10015A, 10016 6
2.5 pF

10 pF
17 pF

1O:l
1O:l
14 pF

1O:l

9-13

100076, 100086
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1:l
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9

10020A

-
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Division
Accuracy

Input R'
(ohms)

Division
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Max v"

(rms)

Input c

50

-
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40.7

T 3%
TU0
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-
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cu.1

20:1

3

IUUU

23%
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50:1
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osclLLoscoPEs
Probes and other accessories (cont.)

Maximum input: ?SO V.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Power: supplied by oscilloscopes with probe power jacks or a
Model 1122A probe power supply.
Length: 1.2 m (4 ft) overall; with Option 001, 1.8 m (6 ft).
Accessories furnished
Model 10241A 1O:l divider: increases input R to approx 1 megohm
shunted by <1 p F at 100 MHz.
Model 10243A 1OO:l divider: increases input R to approx 1
megohm shunted by < 1 pF at 100 MHz.
Model 10242A bandwidth limiter: reduces bandwidth to approx 27
MHz shunted by approx 6 pF and reduces gain <2%.
Also included: slip-on hook tip, 6.4 cm (2.5 in.) ground lead, spare
probe tips, a slip-on BNC probe adapter, two red I D sleeves, and a
probe divider adjustment tool (PN 5020-0570).

1124A 100 MHz active probe
Model 1124A Active Divider Probe provides high voltage, general purpose probing capabilities for instruments having 50 ohm inputs without selectable high impedance inputs. This 10 megohm 10
p F probe allows direct measurements of 100 volts, in the 100: 1 division ratio mode, from dc to 100 MHz. In the 1O:l division ratio
mode, input voltage range is t 10 volts. Power is supplied by instquments with probe jacks or the 1122A probe power supply.

1124A Specifications

1 124A

1120A 500 MHz active probe
For probing high source impedances at high frequencies, the
Model 1120A 1: 1 active probe provides a probe tip impedance of 100
k 0 shunted by approx 3 pF at 100 MHz. When used with the 10: 1 or
100: 1 divider tips, the shunt capacitance is <1 pF at 100 MHz. The
50 ohm output provides the optimum impedance match for 50 ohm
input plug-ins for accurate measurements. Power is supplied by instruments with probe powerjacks or the 1122A probe power supply.

1120A Specifications
(Measured with output connected to a 50 ohm load.)
Bandwidth: (measured from a terminated 50 ohm source) dccoupled, dc to >500 MHz; ac-coupled, <1.5 kHz to >500 MHz.
Pulse response: (measured from a terminated 50 ohm source) rise
time, <0.75 ns; perturbations, <?lo% measured with 1 GHz sampler.
Dynamic range: ? O S V with * 5 V dc offset.
Noise: approx 2.5 mV (measured tangentially).
Input RC: 100 k 0 , shunt capacitance approx 3 p F at 100 MHz; with
10:1 or 100: 1 dividers, shunt capacitance is < 1 p F at 100 MHz.

(Measured when connected to a 50 ohm load.)
Bandwidth: (measured from a terminated 50 ohm source) dccoupled, dc to 100 MHz; ac-coupled, 2 Hz to 100 MHz.
Pulse response: (measured from a terminated 50 ohm source) rise
time, <3.5 ns; perturbations, 5% p-p. Measured with pulse rise time
of >2.5 ns.
Attenuation ratio: 1O:l t5%; 1OO:l t5%.
Dynamic range: X10, 210 V; X100, 2100 V.
Input RC: IO megohms shunted by approx 10 pF.
Maximum safe input
DC-coupled: XIO, 2300 V (dc + peak ac) ~ 1 0 0
MHz; XI00
?SO0 V (dc + peak ac) ~ 1 0 MHz.
0
AC-coupled: X10, +300 V (dc + peak ac) ~ 1 0 MHz.
0
D C component must not exceed 2200 V; X100, 2500 V (dc + peak ac)
~ 1 0 MHz.
0
D C component must not exceed ?200 V.
Accessories supplied: one 20.3 cm (8 in.) ground lead, one retractable hook tip, and two probe tip insulating caps.
Power: supplied by instruments with probe power jacks or Model
1122A probe power supply
Weight: net, 0.2 kg (6 02.). Shipping, 0.91 kg (2 Ib).
Length: approx 1.5 m (5 ft) overall.
Available accessory: 10131B 91.4 cm (36 in.) extender cable (refer
to 1122A Probe Power Supply). Required for use with 1700 oscilloscopes with probe power option.

1122A Probe power supply
Model 1122A is a regulated power supply that provides power for
operating active probes. The power supply provides all power requirements for simultaneous operation of up to four active probes.

1122A Specifications
Probe driving capability: up to four H P active probes.
Power output: -12.6 and +15 V, 23%.
Power input: 115 V or 230 V 2 lo%, 48 to 440 Hz, 40 W (with four
probes).
Weight: net, 2.7 kg (6 Ib). Shipping, 3.63 kg (8 Ib).
Accessories supplied: four Model 10131B 91.4 cm (36 in.) extender cables.
Ordering information
Price
$595
ll2OA 500 MHz Active Probe
add $35
1120A Opt 001, 1.8 m (6 ft) length
1122A Probe Power Supply
$425
$170
1124A 100 MHz Active Probe

and high fidelity rise time measurements. Probe tip shunt capacitance is <0.7 pF. Power is supplied by scopes with probe power
jacks or the 1122A probe power supply.
1125A Specifications
Attenuation ratio: (oscilloscope gain may be adjusted for 10: 1 and
100: 1 division ratio) 10.5: 1 and 105: 1, +5%.
Dynamic range at probe tip: X10, 2 4 V; XIOO, 240 V.
Input impedance at probe tip
High frequency: approx 500 ohms (X10) or 5 kR (X100) shunted
by 0.7 p F (in X10 or XlOO modes).
Low frequency: approx 100 kR (dc-coupled).
Maximum input
All modes: 2300 V (dc peak ac) with 2200 V max dc component.
X10: dc to 500 Hz, 200 V rms; decreasing 6 dB per octave to 12 V
rms at 10 kHz. 310 kHz, 12 V rms is max allowable continuous
input.
X100: dc to 1.5 kHz, 200 V rms; decreasing 6 dB per octave to 35
V rms at 10 kHz. 3 10 kHz, 35 V rms is max allowable continuous
input.
Bandwidth (with X10 or XlOO tip and supplied 1.3 m (4 ft) cable)
DC-coupled: dc to 250 MHz.
AC-coupled: 20 Hz to 250 MHz.
Pulse response in X10 or X100: ~ 2 5 %
ired
from a terminated 50 ohm source.
Accessories supplied: one 1.2 m (4 ft) 50 ohm cable, one X10
divider tip, one XlOO divider tip, one probe handle, two red color
coding sleeves, two clear plastic insulating caps, two jade gray insulating caps, one 5.1 cm (2 in) 6-32 ground lead, one 15.2 cm (6 in.)
6-32 ground lead, one 6-32 adapter tip and one 6-32 alligator tip.
Power: supplied by instruments with probe power jacks or a Model
1122A probe power supply.
Length: approx overall length, 147.3 cm (58”).
Weight: net, 0.2 kg (6 oz). Shipping. 0.9 kg (2 Ib).
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1125A

1111A AC: current amplifier
1:

llllA
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Deflection fa1ctor: (with a 50 mV/div oscilloscorbe deflection factor)
,a:...
in X1, 1 mA/div...LO ~u mtwuiv; in A IUU, iuu rntwdiv to 5 A/div; 1,2,
5 sequence in X1 or X100.
Accuracy: in X1, 23%; in X100, 24%.
Rise time: 18 ns.
Noise: < 100 pA p-p, referenced to input signal.
Maximum ac current: above 700 Hz, 50 A p-p; below 700 Hz,
decreases at 1.4 A/20 Hz.
Output impedance: 50 ohms.
Size: 38.1 H x 130.2 W x 152.4 mm D (I1/‘’ x 5%” x 6”).
Weight: net, approx. 0.91 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V 2 lo%, 50 to 440 Hz, 1.5 watts.
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1110A Current probe

1110A

1125A Impedance converter probe
Model 1125A 250 MHz Impedance Converter Probe for oscilloscopes with 50 ohm inputs is ideal for ECL and other offset logic
circuit measurements. This active divider probe provides a high
impedance of approximately 100 kilohms to low frequencies with
both the 10:1 and 100: 1 divider tips, which drops to a low impedance
at high frequencies. The dual impedance feature gives you the advantages of low dc circuit loading, high maximum voltage ratings,

Sensitivity: without 100 ohm termination, 1 mV/mA; with 100 ohm
termination, 0.5 mV/mA.
Accuracy: +3%.
Bandwidth
Lower -3 dB point: without 100 ohm termination, approx 1700
Hz; with 100 ohm termination, approx 850 Hz.
Upper -3 dB point: with 4 p F capacitive load, approx 45 MHz;
with 30 pF capacitive load, approx 35 MHz.
Rise time: with 4 p F capacitive load, approx 7 ns; with 30 p F
capacitive load, approx 9 ns.
Insertion Impedance: approx 0.01 ohm shunted by 1 pH; capacitance to ground < 3 pF.
Maximum dc current: 0.5 A.
Maximum ac current: 15 A p-p above 4 kHz; decreasing below
4 kHz at 3.8 A/kHz rate.
Weight: net, 0.45 kg (1 Ib). Shipping, 0.91 kg (2 Ib).
Dimensions: probe aperture, 3.9 mm ( 5 / 3 ~ ’ ’ ) diameter; overall
length, 1.5 m ( 5 ft).
Ordering information
Price
1125A Impedance Converter Probe
$220
l l l l A Current Amplifier
$370
lllOA Current Probe
$150

!

OSClLLOSCOPES
Probes and other accessories (cont.)

Servicing and viewing accessories

101ooc

100118

10035A

10491 B

Probe accessories
Terminations
10100C: 50 ohm feedthrough.
101008: 100 ohm ( k 2 ohm) feedthrough for lllOA current probe.
Probe tip adapters
100118 BNC probe tip adapter: for probes 10004D-l0006D,
10007B, 10008B, 10013A, 10014A, 10015A, 10016B, and 1124A.
HP P/N 10004-69515 IC probe tip adapter: provides convenient
connection to dual in-line packages for probes 10004D-10006D,
10007B, 10008B, 10013A, 10014A, 10015A, 10016B, and 1124A.
Probe tip kits
Probe tip kits, Models 10036B and 10037B, extend usefulness of
10004D, 10005D, 10006D, 10007B, 10008B, 10013A, 10014A,
10015A, 10016B, 1124A standard s u e probes and H P miniature probes. Model 10036B includes an assortment of tips for the following:
2.0 mm (0.08 in.) jack; 0.6 mm (0.025 in.) and 11.4 mm (0.045 in.)
square pin; 1.0 mm-1.6 mm (0.040-0.062 in.) dia pin; and a long pin
tip. Model 10037B includes six 0.6 mm (0.025 in.) square pin tips.
Probe tip kit Model 10035A for 10001A-10003A probes contains
pincer jaw, banan-, tip, pin tip, and spring tip.
Model 10034A probe adapter kit consists of an assortment of 6-32
screw-on tips, and two ground lead cables which allow many
methods of connecting the ground leads in a circuit. A 6-32 to slip-on
adapter allows these tips to be used an lG004D-l0006D, 10007B,
10008B, 10013A, 10014A, 10015A, 10016B, and 1124A probes. The
kit consists of one 15.2cm (6 in.) and one 30.5 cm (12 in.) ground
lead, one hook tip, one alligator tip, one pin tip, one tip for 0.6 mm
(0.025 in.) square pins, one banana tip, and one slip-on to 6-32 adapter.

Plug-in extender
Model 104078: 180 system extender (metal frame extends both
plug-ins). Allows calibration and maintenance while a unit is operating.
Viewing hoods
10116A: collapsible light shield for 1220 series oscilloscopes.
10140A: collapsible viewing hood for 1700 series and 1223A oscilloscopes.
10176A: viewing hood for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT bezels.
Light filters
10173A: RFI filter and contrast screen for 1700 series and 1223A
oscilloscopes.
10178A: metal mesh contrast screen for 181, 184 oscilloscopes.
Amber plastic filter: H P P/N 5020-0530, for 12.7 cm ( 5 in.) rectangular CRT.
Smoke gray plastic filter: H P P/N 5020-0567, for 12.7 cm ( 5 in.)
rectangular CRT.
Blue plastic filter: H P P/N 5060-0548, for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT.
Blue light filter: H P PIN 01740-02701 for 1700 series and 1223A
oscilloscopes
Rack mount slides and adapters
1700 series oscilloscopes, 1600A Logic State Analyzer
104918 rack mount adapter: adapts 1700 series oscilloscopes
and 1600A Logic State Analyzer to standard 483 mm (19") rack;
222 mm (8%") high, 540 mm (21%") deep.
180 and 181 rack style oscilloscopes
A slide adapter is required to secure an oscilloscope to the slides.
Fixed slides: H P P/N 1490-0714, 55.9 cm (22").
Pivot slides: H P P/N 1490-0719, 55.9 cm (22").
Slide adapter: H P P/N 1490-0768 (required for all slides).
Front panel cover
HP P/N 5040-0516: provides front panel protection for 1700 series
oscilloscopes, 1600A Logic State Analyzer.
Ordering information
Price
lOlOOC 50 ohm Feedthrough Termination
$22
lOlOOB 100 ohm (+ 2 ohm) Feedthrough Termination
$26
lOOllB BNC Probe Tip Adapter
$12
10004-69515 IC Probe Tip Adapter
$5
10034A Probe Tip Kit
$32
10035A Probe Tip Kit
$10
10036B Probe Tip Kit
$35
10037B Probe Tip Kit
$30
$150
10407B Plug-in Extender
10116A Light Shield for 1220 series oscilloscopes
$13
10140A Viewing Hood for 1700 series and 1223Aoscil$15
loscopes
10176A Viewing Hood for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rect. CRT
$19
10173A RFI Filter and Contrast Screen for 1700
$10
series and 1223A oscilloscopes
10178A Metal Mesh Contrast Screen for 181, 184 oscil$22
loscopes
$10.50
5020-0530 Amber Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectangular CRT
$18
5020-0567 Smoke Gray Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm ( 5 in.)
rectangular CRT.
5060-0548 Blue Plastic Filter for 12.7 cm (5 in.) rectan$5
gular CRT
$1.70
01740-02701 Blue Light Filter for 1700 series and
1223A oscilloscopes
$100
10491B Rack Mount Adapter for 1700 series oscilloscopes, 1600A Logic State Analyzer
1490-0714 Fixed Slides for 180, 181 rack style oscillo$75
scopes
$105
1490-0719 Pivoted Slides for 180, 181 rack style oscilloscopes
$85
1490-0768 Slide Adapter, required for securing slides
to 180, 181 rack style oscilloscopes
5040-0516 Front Panel Cover for 1700 series oscillo$9
scopes, 1600A Logic State Analyzer

osclLLoscoPEs
Cameras

for display recording

Models 123A & 197A

are located outside of the camera for easy reading and fast adjustment during setup. The controls are also color coded for optimum
settings for most photos which reduces initial setup time.
An electronically-controlled shutter, with all solid-state circuits
for reliable operation, provides accurate exposure times from '130 to
4 seconds. The shutter may be operated remotely by providing a
closure to ground and a contact closure is provided when the shutter
is open to allow synchronization of other equipment.
The reduction ratio (Le., object-to-image ratio) may be varied
from 1:l to 1:0.7 with a screwdriver adjustment. This allows the
optimum amount of a graticule to be photographed, which is useful
when making multiple exposures or when used on different size
graticules. The camera can be quickly focused to match the reduction ratio with the split-image focus plate supplied with the camera.
The 197A is supplied with an 83 mm x 108 mm (3l/4'' x 4%")
Polaroid pack back. The back may be rotated 90"from the normal
horizontal position to a vertical position and can be moved through
11 detented positions for multiple exposures. It may also be replaced
with a Graflok@ back which allows use of sheet or roll film.
"Graflok"@ by Graflex, Inc

197A Specifications

123A Description
Model 123A is a lightweight compact camera which fits directly
on H P 1700 series oscilloscopes with 6 x 10 div CRT's. The camera
does not require external power and only weighs 1.6 kg (3% Ib)
making it ideal for use in field applications. The 123A has a range
finder for easy focusing using a split image technique. This range
finder also serves as a viewing port so that you can make minor CRT
intensity and graticule illumination adjustments with the camera in
place. For convenience in setting up the display the camera has a
swing-away feature allowing full visibility of the CRT screen. Controls are color coded for optimum settings and are located outside of
the camera for easy reading and fast adjustment to reduce initial
setup time.
The 123A mounts directly or with adapters to the oscilloscopes as
listed in the oscilloscopelcamera adapter table.

123A Specifications
Reduction ratio: continuously adjustable from 1:l to 1:0.65.
Lens: 56 mm, f/3.5 lens; aperture ranges f/3.5, fl4, fl5.6, fl8, f l l l ,
fll6, and f/22.
Shutter speeds: I I g n , '130, VIS, %, '14, llz, and 1 second, and Bulb.
Cable has thumbscrew lock for time exposures. X-type contacts
provided to trigger or synchronize other equipment with shutter
release.
Graticule illumination: supplied by the oscilloscope.
Camera back: 83 mm x 108 mm (3l/4" x 4'14"). Polaroid@ pack
back.
Mounting: lift onloff mounting with positive lock. Mounts directly
on H P 1700 series oscilloscope with 6 x 10 div CRT's. Adapters are
available to fit other scopes, see Camera Accessories.
Range finder: viewing port provides split image of the CRT to
allow setting of the focus.
Viewing: range finder viewing port allows viewing the CRT with
camera in position. Camera swings away for wide angle viewing.
Focus: adjustable with camera back closed or open; split image
focusing plate provided for use when object-to-image ratio is
changed.
Size: 122 H x 192 W x 220 mm D (7'116" x 4%6" x 8l3Il6").
Weight: net, 1.6 kg (3% Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (5 Ib).
Accessories furnished: combination split image focusing plate and
reduction ratio scale, and instruction manual.

Reduction ratio: continuously adjustable from 1: 1 to 1:07. Reference scale provided on focus plate.
Lens: 75 mm, fl1.9 high transmission lens; aperture ranges fl1.9 to
fl16.
Shutter speeds: %o, l115, %, l14, %, 1 , 2 , 4 seconds, Time and Bulb;
shutter has a sync contact closure output for triggering external
equipment and an input jack for remote operation.
Graticule illurnination: supplied by oscilloscope. Refer to Options
for internal graticule illumination.
Camera back: 83 mm x 108 mm (3%" X 4%") Polaroid pack back
(another back is available, see Options); backs may be interchanged
without refocusing and may be rotated in 90-degree increments.
Mounting: lift onloff mounting with positive lock, swing-away hinging to left. Mounts directly on most H P oscilloscopes with 12.7 cm
(5'7 round or rectangular CRTs. Adapters are available to fit other
scopes and displays, see Camera Accessories.
Viewing: low-angle, direct viewing through a flexible facemask.
Multiple exposure: back can be moved through 11 detented positions (% cm per detent at 1:09 object-to-image ratio).
Focus: adjustable focusing with lock; split image focusing plate
provided.
Dimensions: 267 H x 194 W x 356 mm D (lOl/~"x 7518"x 14").
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 lb). Shipping, 7.3 kg (16 Ib).
Power: 115 V flo%, 48 to 440 Hz, 6 watts.
Accessories furnished: comb. split image focusing plate and reduction ratio scale, 2.3 m (7.5 ft) power cord, and instruction manual.
Options
003: Graflok back in place of pack back (on initial
order)
006: replaces standard 197A adapter with 10375A
adapter to directly fit 1332A, 1333A, and 1335A displays. Adds shutter open light indicator*
007: meets UL listing requirements for medical and
dental electronic equipment (minimum order 10)
008: replaces standard 197A adapter with 10376A
adapter to directly fit 1223A, 1715A, 172544, 1740A,
1741A, 1743A oscilloscopes
012: factory wired for 230 V operation
H02: provides internal graticule illumination using ultraviolet light with an OFF, ON switch. Not required
for oscilloscopes with graticule illumination*

Price
N/C

add $25
add $25
add $50
N/C
$125

197A Description

Ordering information
123A Oscilloscope Camera
Opt 910: additional manual
add
197A Opt 001: Oscilloscope Camera (less ultraviolet light)
add
Opt 910: additional manual

Model 197A is a versatile, general purpose oscilloscope camera
that can be used for many trace recording applications. All controls

'When Options 006 and H02 areordered together, shutter open light indlcatw is not included. Eithet
option may be converted back to a standard 197A by HP PIN 00197-63201.

"Polaroid"@ by Polaroid Corp.

$615
$7.50
$870
$3.50
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OSClLLOSCOPES
Camera accessories

10353A

103528

10363A

10106A

10370A

10361A

10362A

10367A

10369A

10371A
10372A

10376A

10377A

Film backs for 197A camera
Model 197A has the Polaroid Film Back as standard equipment.
The Graflok Back may be ordered initially as an option at no extra
charge.
10353A Pack film back: uses Polaroid Land Film, 83 mm x 108
mm (3%’’ x 4%”),with eight exposures.
103528 Graflok back: requires a film holder available from local
camera stores. The back accepts Polaroid Land 102 mm x 127 mm
(4” x 5’7 film holder, standard cut-film holders, film-pack adapters,

10375A

16491A

and roll film holders. For additional information about film holders
that will fit the Graflok back, contact your local camera stores.

Camera bezel adapters
The following Hewlett-Packard adapters provide mounting of
Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, and Dumont cameras to HewlettPackard as well as Tektronix and Dumont oscilloscopes. Refer to
the oscilloscopelcamera adapter table for a cross-reference of these
adapter/camera/oscilloscopecombinations.

10363A: adapts Tektronix C30A, C31, C32, or C40 cameras to H P
127 mm (5") rectangular CRT (18OC style bezels).
10106A: adapts Tektronix C30A, C31, C32, or C40 cameras to H P
1700 series scopes with 6 x 10 div CRTs.
10367A: adapts 195A & 197A cameras to H P 182 scope.
10369A: adapts 123 camera to H P 127 mm ( 5 " ) rectangular CRT
(18OC style) & H P 127 mm (5") round CRT.
10370A: adapts 123A camera to HP 182 large screen CRT.
10371A: adapts 123A camera to Tektronix 422145314541485 scopes.
10372A: adapts 123A camera to Tektronix 464146514661475.
*10375A: adapts 197A, 195A cameras to 1332A, 1333A, & 1335A
displays, Tektronix 600, 5100, & 7000 series scopes.
*10376A: adapts 195A & 197A cameras to 1700 series with 8 x 10
div CRT's and 1223A scopes.
10377A: adapts Tektronix C30A, C31, C32, or C40 cameras to H P
1700 series with 8 x 10 div CRT's and 1223A scopes.
16491A: adapts 123A camera to 1700 series with 8 x 10 div CRT's
and 1223A scopes.
'See 197A Options 006 & 008 before ordering these adapters for 197A.

Carrying cases
103588: constructed of fiberglass and aluminum with padding for
protection during transit. The carrying case will accommodate the
195A, 197A, & 198A cameras.
10374A: carrying case for 123A camera with storage space for 1
rum.
pac'K 01
-=='

10361A: adapts Tektronix C12 camera to H P 127 mm (5") rectangular CRT (HOC style bezels).
10362A adapts Tektronix C27 and C50 cameras to H P 127 mm ( 5 3
rectangular CRT (18OC style bezels); C50, C51, C52, C53 require
Tektronix battery pack.

I

Oscilloscope/Ci
OSCILLOSCOPE

I

Ordering information
10353A Pack Film Back
10352B Graflok Back
10361A Camera Adapter
10362A Camera Adapter
10363A Camera Adapter
10106A Camera Adapter
10366B Camera Adapter
10367A Camera Adapter
10369A Camera Adapter
10370A Camera Adapter
10371A Camera Adapter
10372A Camera Adapter
10375A Camera Adapter
10376A Camera Adapter
10377A Camera Adapter
16491A Camera Adapter
10358B Carrying Case
10374A Carrying Case

Price
$130
$180
$27
$27
$45
$50
$20
$34
$50
$28
$28
$30
$90
$65
$65
$130
$140
$30

apter Table'
CAMERl

HEWLETT-PACKARD

I

HEWLETT-PACKARO

TEKl

Sin. Rectangular CRTg

I

INlX INC.

310360A

10363A

I

310360

182

-=I
_I

5

610375A

--

4

18 x 10 div CRT'q)

TEKTRONIX INC.
5-in Round 549

5-in. Rect. & 560 Series

422/453/454/485/323/324
600, 5100 & 7000 series

DUMONT
5-in. Round CRT

310355A

I

10376A

I
1.
..^
".^^...
'IUJJJA

I
I 'IUJJJA

310355A

10356A

529 Series
464/465/466/475

-

10369A %.
310355A

10369A &
10356A

10356A

1035611

10372A

-

-

"""t-

-.
-.

-.
10375A -.
-.

610375A

ulrecr

I

I

' 1 ~ ~ 3 3 '10355A
~

-

Direct

10106A

-

10377A

__

I
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Notes
This chart only includes HP adapter a n d camera compatibility, for other combinations, contact your Field Engineer.
2. The 10361A and 10362A adapter hinge mounts interfere with the Find Beam
pushbutton on 180 mainframes.
3. M o d e l 195A, 196A/B, 198A cameras and 10355A, 10360A camera adapters are
no longer i n production.
4. 197A Option 008 includes the 10376A which directly fits 1715A. 1725A, 1740A.
1741A, 1743A, 1223A scopes.
5. Tektronix Inc cameras with adapters for 7000 series scopes can be used with
H P 1332A. 1333A. & 1335A Displays.
6. 197A Option 006 includes the 10375A which fits HP 1332A, 1333A, & 1335A
displays, Tektronix 600, 5100 & 7000 series oscilloscopes directly.
7. Adapter available on special order, contact your H P Field Engineer.
8. Tektronix C50, C51, C52, C53 require Tektronix battery pack.
9. 5 in. rectangular CRT's with 180C type bezels, e.g. 1600A.
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OSClLLOSCOPES
Testmobiles: save bench space, easily moved
Models 1007A, 1008A, 1114A & 1117B

a convenient viewing angle between 30" above and 30" below the
horizontal position with a total of seven detent positions in 10" increments. The caps on each side rail are designed to conveniently
hold three probes to reduce the possibility of damaging probes not in
use.
Many options are available so that the 1007A or 1008A can be
easily tailored to your specific requirements. Refer to the 1007A/
1008A Option Selection Chart to select the testmobile and options
best suited to your requirements.
1007A, 1008A Option selection chart*

1007A Opt 006

1008A Opt 005

1114A
Introduction
Hewlett-Packard Testmobiles offer convenient portability for
your oscilloscopes or instrumentation systems. The top tray on
these testmobiles may be tilted for positioning your instrument for
easy operation. The selection of testmobiles range from a basic
model designed to hold a single oscilloscope or other instrument
such as the 1114A, to a testmobile that can be adapted to provide a
complete mobile test system, such as the 1008A or 1117B. Refer to
the testmobile/instrument compatibility chart for assistance in
selecting the testmobile that will best fit your requirements.
Testmobilelinstrument ComDatibilitv
Testmobile Model Number

Instrument

1007A

All Hewlett-Packard 180, 1200,
1220, and 1700 Series cabinet
style oscilloscopes, or other instruments
that meet the height and weight requirements,

1OOBA

All Hewlett-Pachard instruments
that are configured to be mounted
in a standard 48.3 cm (19 in.)
rack and meet the testmobile height
and weight requirements,

1114A

180 and 1200 cabinet style, and
1220 and 1700 Series, 1600A, 3580A.

11178

All instruments listed above.

Price

Opt 001: storage shelf, load limit 18 kg (40 Ib).

1007A
lOO8A

add $ 30
add $ 35

Opt 002: storage shelf and lower cabinet,
load limit 18 hg (40 Ib) on each.

1007A
lO08A

add $ 90
add $100

Opt003: 15 cm (6")locking drawer with shelf on
top, load limit 11 kg (25 Ib) in drawer and 18 hg (40 Ib)
on shelf.

1007A
lOo8A

add $150
add $160

Opt 004: two storage cabjnets with shelf on top,
combined load limit, cabinets and shelf, 45 hg (100 ib).

1007A
lOO8A

add $145
add $145

Opt005 storage cabinet and drawer in upper position
with shelf on top, load limit 18 kg (40 Ib) on shelf,
18 hg (40 Ib) i n cabinet and 11 hg (25 Ib) in drawer.

1007A
1008A

add $205
add $215

0~1006:storage cabinet with shelf on top, and drawer
in lower position, load limit 18 kg (40 Ib) on shelf,
18 hg (40 Ib) i n cabinet, and 11 hg (25 Ib) in drawer.

1007A
lOO8A

add $205
add $215

Opt007: two lockin drawers with shelf on top.
load limit 18 hg (41 Ib) on the shelf and 11 k g
(25 Ib) i n each drawer.

1007A
lOO8A

add $260
add $275

Opt008: power strip with five outlets for
convenient instrument operation. This option not
compatible with basic testmobile and must be
ordered with one of other options (001 thru 007).

1007A
lOO8A

add $ 30
add $ 30

1007A, 1008A Specifications
Compatibility: see Testimobile/lnstrument compatibility chart.
Tilt angle: -30" to +70" in seven 10" positions.
Load limits
1007A: 34 kg (75 Ib) on tilt tray.
1008A: 45 kg (100 Ib) on tilt tray; when instruments are rack
mounted on the bottom of the tray, the max weight on the tilt tray
is 27 kg (60 Ib) and 18 kg (40Ib) on the rack mounts.
Safety: although many Hewlett-Packard instruments may be
stacked on top of each other while on a laboratory bench, these
stacked instruments may not be stable on a testmobile. The following size limits and the maximum weights for the basic testmobiles
and the various options must not be exceeded.
1007A: the Model 1007A is designed for use with any H P cabinet
style instrument that does not exceed 315 mm (12%") width and a
dept of 508 mm (20) as measured from the front casting. The height
of the instrument(s) must no? exceed 330 mm (13"); if the instrument
is less than 127 mm (5") high the tie-down strap will not operate
properly.
1008A: the Model 1008A is designed for use with any HP rack
width instrument that does not exceed a depth of 508 mm (20") as
measured from the front casting (i.e. 1610A or 1611A). The height
of the instruments(s) must not exceed 330 mm (13"); if the instrument is less than 127 mm (5") high the tie-down strap will not
operate properly.
Dimensions: see outline drawings.
Wheel size: 102 mm (4") diameter.
Weight, basic testmobile
1007A: net, 11 kg (25 Ib). Shipping, 19 kg (41 Ib).
1008A: nt, 13 kg (29 Ib). Shipping, 22 kg (481b).
1114A Description
Model 1114A is a general purpose testmobile designed for 180 and
1200 cabinet style, and 1220 and 1700 series oscilloscopes, without
special adapters. A channel in the tilt tray positions the front feet of
the oscilloscope and a nylon tie-down strap securely holds the instrument in place. The combination tilt tray handlehelease lever
allows one-hand adjustment of viewing angle, from 15" below horizontal to 60" above. A base tray provides space for other
instruments/accessories. Large rear wheels allow easy pushing over
carpeted or rough floor surfaces, and locking front casters hold the
testmobile in position.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Displays for OEM applications
i

Hewlett-Packard’s cathode-ray tube displays offer OEM’s and end users top performance, versatility, and reliability for all
types of systems-from spectrum, network,
and chemical analyzers, and automatic test
systems to computer graphics and radar.
These displays are complete units which include the cathode-ray tube, vertical and
horizontal deflection amplifiers, a video
(Z-Axis) amplifier, and high and low voltage
power supplies. A Graphics Translator is
available which accepts digital data from the
Hewlett-Packard interface bus (HP-IB) or
RS-232C interface bus and converts it to
analog voltages for driving the non-storage
H P small screen and large screen displays.
Performance features include high resolution, high writing speed, constant light output, bright easy-to-read displays, and reduced power requirements. Versatility is assured with a variety of standard options that
allow you to tailor a display to your system’s
needs. Reliability and serviceability are built
into these displays with well-designed interior layout, plug-in board construction, and
other features made possible by HewlettPackard’s highly developed CRT technology.
The yokeless electrostatic deflection used
in H P displays increases writing speed, reduces power requirements, and simplifies
operation when compared to magnetic deflection displays. The most important ad-

vantage is that characters and vectors can be
written about ten times faster than with
magnetic displays.
Graphics translator
Model 1350A Graphics Translator accepts digital data from an interface bus and
converts it to X, Y, and Z analog voltages
for driving electrostatic non-storage displays. The 1350A is compatible with the
Hewlett-Packard interface bus (HP-IB) and
the RS-232C interface bus (optional), and
the H P non-storage small screen and large
screen displays.
Small screen displays
Model 1340A features flexibility, convenience, and cost effectiveness, making it
ideal for most instrumentation systems.
Resolution, viewing area, and brightness are
suitable for spectrum, network, vibration,
transient, pulse height, and digital logic
analyzers. The 1340A may be ordered in a
variety of configurations: with or without a
cabinet, with or without control panel, with
dc supply, or almost any combination to
allow easy integration into a system or instrument.
Model 1332A is a high resolution, high
brightness display with a 158.8 mm (6%
inch) diagonal CRT with an overall height of
only 133.4 mm (5% in.). The 1332A is designed to meet the stringent requirements of
medical diagnostic and instrumentation sys-

tem applications. The major features in the
1332A include a small crisp spot size that
varies by no more than 10% over the quality
area; multiple gray levels with focus independent of intensity setting; high stability of
position, gain, and brightness; regulated
CRT filament voltage to reduce light output variations with changes in line voltage;
large 115 cm2 display area; bright 22.5 kV
CRT; and Underwriters Laboratories Listing.
One application of the 1332A is in medical
diagnostic ultrasound. In this valuable diagnostic technique, a focused beam of harmless ultrasound energy is used to detect the
internal structure of the body. This technique is especially fruitful in obstetrics, as it
is often able to reveal potential problems
early in pregnancy, with no danger of
harmful side effects to mother or fetus. The
1332A’s brightness and large screen area
allow easy viewing, while its stable light
output and uniform spot size characteristics
yield high quality photographs for later
study and for permanent records.
5 MHz bandwidth, large display area, and
excellent picture quality make the 1332A
ideal for use in instrumentation systems.
System applications include spectrum
analyzers, network analyzers, automatic
test systems, Fourier analyzers, spectrophotometry, chemical analysis, and nuclear magnetic resonance.

The 1333A is a high resolution 8 x 10 cm
display especially designed to permit
diagnostic-quality photographs from stateof-the-art nuclear, ultrasonic, thermographic, and X-ray scanning systems. The
small 0.02 mm spot size, wide range of gray
scales, good contrast, and stable light output
provide exceptional image quality, a necessity in medical diagnostic systems and applications requiring precisely controlled image
parameters. Image quality combined with
high luminous power density and speed
make the 1333A ideal for recording rapid sequence dynamic studies in nuclear medicine
and for capturing transient displays in ultrasound work.
Model 1336A Display Module’s 100lines/cm resolution makes it ideal for all
high-resolution imaging requirements such
as multi-imaging gamma cameras, scanning
electron microscopes, and scanning auger
microprobes. This display uses a monoaccelerator CRT to produce an intense 0.1
mm (0.0039”) diameter spot. Internal
switches allow selection of X , Y, and Z
amplifier characteristics. The gamma corrected Z-axis amplifier gain characteristic
causes the CRT light output to vary linearly
within 20% in response to Z-axis input signal
changes. This gamma correction is especially convenient for photographic recording
when using film having a linear but narrow
dynamic range.
The 1336A Display Module is powered by
the 1336P Power Supply Module which may
be separated from the 1336A for application
flexibility.
Small screen storage displays
Model 1335A high resolution, storage
CRT display offers medical and instrumentation OEM users a variable persistence,
storage, and non-storage CRT display with
excellent performance. Outstanding picture
quality and amplifier performance with a

~~

frame designed for OEM use make the
1335A a significant advancement in storage
displays.
A stored resolution of approximately 20
lines per cm (50 lines per in.) with a spot s u e
that is relatively independent of intensity
setting or Z-axis input signals enhances the
CRT image in applications requiring focusing over a wide range of intensity levels.
Variable persistence allows the elimination
of flicker in some presentations with the
ability to increase the persistence to match
the refresh rate.
The 1335A CRT is optimized for information display and offers a high resolution
image with excellent contrast and uniformity
in medical diagnostic applicaitons. Fine
image detail and a well focused spot at all
intensity levels and positions make the
1335A ideal for use in Spectrum, Fourier,
Network, and Chemical analysis as well as
automatic test systems.
In system applications, the 1335A offers
flexibility in selecting Erase, Store, Write,
Conventional and Variable Persistence
modes. These operating modes can be
selected with the manual front panel controls, remote program inputs, or a combination of both.
Large screen displays
Five large screen graphic displays are
available for OEM computer graphic and instrumentation applications. Linear writing
speed, in these displays, is an unmatched
25.5 cmlps (10 in./ps) for visible writing and
is capable of slew rates in excess of 255
cm/ps (100 in./ps) when the spot does not
have to be seen. These speeds are attained
with a yokeless, electrostatic deflection system which consumes much less power than
the multiwinding coils of magnetic deflection systems. Maximum power consumption
of these displays is a low 110 watts compared to 500 or more for others. Additionally, the much faster response of electro-

static deflection permits as much as 10 times
the amount of information to be displayed in
a given period as that of magnetic displays.
Fast amplifier response ( 5 MHz
bandwidth) and electrostatic CRT deflection also simplifies system programming
since vectors and characters can be written
randomly from anywhere in the display area
in less time than the sequential programming
mcessary for faster scan magnetic displays.
Since coils are not used for deflection, no
delay line is needed to properly synchronize
Z-axis blanking with spot movement thus
reducing the possibility of display smearing
and also making the display easier to interface with a system.
Model 1321A has a 533 mm (21 inch)
diagonal display with excellent geometry
and linearity and a small 0.51 mm (0.020
inch) spot sue. The large 305 x 305 mm (12
x 12 inch) quality area is ideal for presenting
complex graphic information while using the
additional viewing area for character writing.
Model 1317A is a 432 mm (17 inch)
diagonal displasy which is the largest X-Y
display presently made that mounts directly
in a 483 mm (19 inch) rack with its long CRT
axis horizontal. This large, high resolution
display is ideal for the readout in computer
graphic and instrumentation systems, since
it mounts directly in standard 483 mm (19
inch) EIA racks.
Models 1310A (483 mm, 19 inch,
diagonal) and 1311A (356 mm, 14 inch,
diagonal) displays are housed in optional attractive plastic covers which when ordered
with a tilt stand, make them ideal for table
top applications.
Model 1304A has a 20 cm (7.9 in.) x 25
cm (9.8 in.) display area. The cabinet is fully
compatible with the Hewlett-Packard
System-I1 modular enclosure system for
more versatility in OEM applciations and
better access for servicing.
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CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Graphics translator
Model 1350A

Applications
Integrated circuit layout: the selectable 32 files of memory of
the graphics translator soft copy can represent 32 different layers of
an IC, providing quick layer by layer analysis to insure every rectangle is in the correct layer and location.

The 1350A Graphics Translator draws all 96 upper and lower case
letters and most of the special characters of the full ASCII set. They
can be drawn in four different sizes and be rotated 90".

1350A Description
introduction
The Model 1350A Graphics Translator converts digital data to X ,
Y, and Z analog for driving high resolution directed beam nonstorage displays such as the HP small screen and large screen displays. The 1350A accepts digital information from the HewlettPackard interface bus (HP-IB) or RS-232C interface bus (optional)
and stores the data in a 2K word digital memory (RAM) which is
continually accessed to generate vectors or characters to refresh one
or more directed beam displays. TTL outputs allow different information to be presented on different displays. Each digital word can
be a vector coordinate or an upper or lower case ASCII character.
A character ROM generates the vectors for each ASCII character,
therefore each character uses only one word of RAM. An optional
ROM will provide an additional 512 user definable vectors for
graticules and special characters. The use of stroke vectors results
in a much highsr resolution display than is possible with a raster
scan technique.
The RAM memory can be divided into 32 addressable and selectively erasable files. A file of information can be flashed on and
off for highlighting display information of special interest, e.g., a
malfunctioning pump in a process control system. Erasing a
waveform that intersects other waveforms and graticules does not
leave blank spaces at intersections, which is a common problem
with raster scan displays.

The 1350A Graphics Translator is recommended for use with
directed beam displays with at least 3 MHz bandwidth to take advantage of the 1350A high speed vector generating capability. Use of
the HP 1332A, 1333A, 1336A or 1340A small screen displays or the
HP 1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A or 1321A large screen displays
will insure bright vectors with good contrast.

Data acquisition: the 1350A is ideal for generating a dynamic display of information from an automatic data acquisition system such
as the H P 3052A controlled by the H P 9825A computer. The higher
quality display generated and the ability to highlight any of the 32
files of memory, make real time decision making or analysis of the
data easy.

Digitizing PC board and IC layouts: soft graphics provide instant
verification that the HP 9864A Digitizer graphics tablet information
is correct.
Analytical instrumentation: soft copy for generating gas and liquid
chromatographs data displays permits checking of and adjustment of
temperatures, flow rates, and solvent preparation before a hard copy
printout or X-Y plotter recording is made.

Operating environment
Temperature: (operating) 0°C to +55”C (+32”F to + 130°F);
(non-operating) -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to + 158°F).
Humidity: to 95% relative humidity at 40°C (+ 104°F).
Altitude: (operating) to 4600 m (15 000 ft); (non-operating) to 6300
m (25 000 ft).
Shock: 30 g level with 11 ms duration and ‘/z sine wave shape.

Process control systems: complicated process control systems
require high resolution graphic representation for analysis and quick
update.
Numerical control: soft copy display plots of tool path reveal
programming errors before actual machining is done. An alphanumeric listing with text mode permits quick location of errors.
Additional applications include: land use layout; auto and airframe design; aircraft simulation and trainer; air traffic control;
building, bridge, and tunnel design; structural analysis of components; molecular structure display; highway design and analysis;
medical EKG/EEG analysis; and financial and stock market
analysis.

lieu of HP-IB interface
010: Additional character ROM with 512 user defina-

contact
ble vectors for graticules and special characters. Each your sales
character can use from 1 to 512 of the 512 available office for
vectors. This is the only limit on the number of special information
characters.
Note: special options can also be provided to substitute any desired characters for the modified full ASCII
set normally provided, e.g., 7TY ASCII instead of
HP 9825A keyboard symbol set, or foreign characters,
etc. Contact your HP Field Engineer for information.
1350 Graphics Translator
$3000
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Small screen displays
Model 1340A

1340A Option 31 installed in 10380A cabinet

1340A Description
The Model 1340A small screen display offers flexibility, convenience, and cost-effectiveness for OEM system designers. The basic
display module is rugged and easy to integrate into an instrument or
system console.
The functional controls for intensity, focus, X and Y position, X
and Y gain, and trace alignment can be located to suit your design
criteria. The standard display module includes a control panel that
can be located to the right of the module or in a remote position.
With Option 001 you can omit,the control panel and use your own
controls. Since the above functions are dc inputs (0-5 volts) to the
integrated-circuit amplifiers, you can provide them from an appropriate part of your circuitry.
Electronics
The benefits of the 1340A come from a new approach to electrical
and mechanical design. Integrated circuits contain most of the X and
Y amplifier components as well as the Z-axis circuitry, improving
reliability as well as reducing cost. X and Y attenuators, input impedance, polarity, and bandwidth limiting are internally switch
selectable. This provides flexibility to designers and inventory convenience when you use the 1340A in more than one instrument or
system.
In addition to the optional display unit without control panel, many
OEM designers will appreciate the dc supply option of the 1340A.
This option deletes the power transformer, rectifiers, and power line
cable. Power must be supplied from your own instrument or system.
Three voltages are required: unregulated 24 Vdc, and regulated - 15
Vdc and 165 Vdc.
Mechanical Construction
The mechanical design of the 1340A module is a form of unitized
construction, which is extremely rugged without a cabinet. The display integrates easily into almost any instrument or system console
design.
If you wish to simplify the cabinet design for your system, there
are several OEM cabinets for the 1340A (see Options). These are
attractively styled and designed to accommodate circuitry for a variety of instrument applications.

Serviceability
Ease of servicing is inherent to the 1340A. The use of IC
amplifiers minimizes the number of discrete components that can
fail. Reliability of the design has been verified by extensive testing.
The power supply and amplifier boards are easily removed, giving
you several service options: remove the entire module for service
off-site, substitute pc boards and repair removed boards at a central
location, or on-site, component level repair. Your Field Engineer
can arrange an H P service support plan to meet your needs.
Applications
The price-performance range of the 1340A makes it ideal for almost every instrumentation system. Resolution, viewing area, and
brightness are suitable for spectrum, network, vibration, transient,
pulse height, and digital logic analyzers. The CRT writes a clear,
crisp trace either directly from analog circuits or from digital memory on a refreshed basis.
The 1340A can be used in a number of non-destructive test systems or instruments. The dc gain adjustment is helpful in remotely
programming changes of the parameters being displayed. This capability is often useful in magnetic test systems and could be a benefit
in ultrasonic test instruments.
The 1340A is adaptable to geophysical measurement systems,
particularly the dc power Option 002. This option simplifies integration into your system and reduces the weight of the display. The
reduced weight is a benefit with airborne receivers or other systems
that require minimum size and weight.
The 1340A may also be used as a basic display for communication
system analyzers, chemical and scientific analysis systems, and
some medical diagnostic systems. And it provides an economical
operator interface in special production test systems. With the optional full rack module cabinets you have space to mount your own
test system circuitry.

1340A Specifications
For complete specifications contact your HP Field Engineer.
Vertical and horizontal amplifiers
Rise time: s 120 ns (10% to 90% points) for full screen deflection (or
less).
Bandwidth: dc to >3 MHz (3 dB down) for 5 cm or less deflection.
Phase Shift: <3" to 1 MHz for full screen signal inputs.

Deflection factor: 100 mV/div. Front panel adjustable from 80 to
200 mV/div. Internal 5:l attenuators for X and Y inputs. 1 div= 1.2
cm (0.47 in.)
Linear writing speed: e 2 5 cm/ps (10 in./ps).
Settling time: signal settles to within one spot diameter of final
value in S300 ns for any on-screen position. Initial off-screen deflection, if any, must not exceed specified dynamic range.
Linearity: 5% of full scale along major axes.
Input RC: approx 1 MR shunted by e 5 0 pF. Internally switchable
to 500.
Drift
Position: ~ 0 . 5mm/hr (0.02 in./hr) and s 1 mm (0.04 in) in 24
hours with covers installed after 15 min. warmup.
Gain: < 1% under all combinations of specified line voltage with
covers installed after 15 min. warmup and temperature between
+ 2 0 T and + 5 5 T (+68"F and +131"F).
Crosstalk: <0.25 mm (0.01'9 with one input terminated in 5 0 0
and the other axis excited by a 1 V, 500 kHz signal; C0.5 mm
(0.02'1 at 3 MHz when driven from a 50R source.
:-axis amplifier
lise time: <70 ns (cw bandwidth is approx 5 MHz).
Nanking range: a 1V change in the Z input voltage causes a fiull
cale change in brightness. The cutoff level can be set from +().2
7dc to - 1 Vdc with the intensity control.
I l = m C i n n nnla~ik,.
n n k n :nn..t r r n l t o n - A t - t h e 7 ;-Bm~,.....m3
p"'cl.,.,. u n n o ; & r e
,,,put
increases brightness. Internally switchable polarity.
Input RC: approx 1 MR shunted by s 4 0 pF. Internally switchable
tcJ 500.
klaximum Input: k 5 0 V (dc + peak ac) with 1 MR input impedance; +3.5 V (dc peak ac) for 50R input impedance.
Giain: internally adjustable over 2: 1 attenuation range.
C:athode-ray tube
,
- & .poten~-~.
Type:
post aeriection accelerator, approx 0.0 K v accelerating
tial. Aluminized P31 phosphor, electrostatic focus and deflection.
Viewing area: 114 cm2 (17.7 in.2); 8 x 10 division area; 1 div=1.2
cm (0.s i n .).
Griaticule: internal, parallax free, non-illuminated.
SPC>t size: <0.38 mm (0.015") at center screen and less than 3 7 mIm
(OX )22") throughout quality area, measured using shrinking rasf .er
. . -.
..
^_.. , ,
metnoa. Line resolution at center screen IS approx 25 iinesicm (64
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Option 317 includes a 1340A display module with a complete fullrack cabinet and space to mount the 1340A module plus your own
system components. The overall length is 51 mm (2") shorter than
the 10380A Cabinet; however, the display module occupies less
total space than the 1340A Option 316 mounted in the 10380A.
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+
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1340A Option 315 installed in 10380A cabinet
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input connectors: BNC female connector for each axis mounted to
rear panel, with shield grounded.
Line power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Vac selectable on rear panel,
+5% to -20%; 48 Hz to 400 Hz. Average power dissipation at 60
Hz and 120 Vac is approx 30 watts.
Size: 128 H (front panel opening) x 163 W x 438 mm D (5.1" x 6.4"
X 17.2").
Weight: Opt 315: net 6.8 kg (15 Ib), with covers and seat. Shipping
8.6 kg (19 Ib).
Operating environment
Temperature: 0°C to + 5 5 T (+32"F to + 131°F); -40°C to +70°C
(-40°F to + 158°F) non-operating.
Humidity: 5% to 95% relative humidity at +40"C (+ 104'F).
Altitude: to 4600 m (15 000 ft.); 15 300 m (50 OOO ft.), nonoperating.
Shock: 30 g level shock, 11 ms duration, and l/z sine wave shape.
Vibration: vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.38 mm
(0.015 in.) excursion, 5 Hz to 55 Hz; 1 min./octave, 10 min. each
resonance.
Accessories supplied: one blue contrast filter, one operators
guide, one 2.3 (7.5 ft) line cord (WoIEC to NEMA 5-15 P,
3-conductor) for use in Canada, Mexico, Japan and the United
States. (Contact your H P Field Engineer for other line cords.)
Options and accessories
Model 10380A Cabinet and Frame Kit provides an empty 13.4 cm
(5V4")high half-rack module for mounting beside the 1340A. The kit
includes the half-rack module, connecting hardware for the 1340A,
and full rack width top and bottom covers. The kit plus a display
gives you a complete instrument cabinet in which to install your own
system components.

1340A Option 317
NOTICE TO USERS: The 1340A is designed and manufactured
primarily for OEM system applications. Therefore, without Option
315 or Option 317, protective covers are not provided and internal
wiring connections of HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES ARE EXPOSED. Operator protection from these hazardous voltages must
be provided by the purchaser and/or user of the instrument. If in
doubt, ORDER OPTION 315 or OPTION 317.

Options
The options listed are unique to the 1340A. Power cord and safety
OPtions listed for other small screen displays are also available on
tht: 1340A. Contact your H P Field Engineer for complete 1341OA
0 1,tions listing and prices.
M,odule options
Price
less :625
00 1: Display Module without control panel
less 9650
00 2: Display Module and control panel with
r.wLLqca
rnltnneo
dc ;-....t
LnLp'yL
Cabinet options
315: Display Module with System I1 133 mm (5l/.1")
high, half-rack width cabinet, 381 mm (15") long and
add $50
with control panel
316: Display Module with rear bracket for mounting
in 10380A (side-by-side cabinet) or 10386A(vertically
st:icked cabinet) with 457 mm (18") side struts. Front
casting, rear casting, two 457 mm (18") struts, no
add !$35
covers .
317: Display Module with system I1 133 mm (5%")
h iggh, full-rack width cabinet with 381 mm (15") long
st1uts, 448 mm (175/~")overall length. Painted blank
add $ 100
frcmt panel included
CIRT Options
0319: P39 aluminized phosphor, with 8 x 10 div
add !$30
gr:aticule
add :$30
6014: P4 aluminized phosphor, no graticule
add I$30
63 1 : P31 aluminized phosphor, no graticule
add !$30
639: P39 aluminized phosphor, no graticule
01rdering information
1340A Display Module (with control panel)
$!325
..on.
n-L.--. .-J
r,..,:J..
dl103ouA
caoiner
anu n-_
rrdme h
i t (siae-Dy-slaei
$150
10386A Cabinet and Frame Kit (vertically stacked)
$150
. J
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CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
Small screen displays
Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A & 13368

1332A

1333A

1332A, 1333A, 1335A, and 1336s Description

1335A

Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A, and 13363 are high-quality
cathode-ray tube displays designed to satisfy a wide range of OEM
medical and electronic instrument display needs to 5 MHz. The
major differences between these displays are their CRT’s which are
optionally available with or without internal, parallax free graticules.
Model 1332A has a large 9.6 x 11.9 cm display area with the
resolution and picture quality required for medical diagnostic systems plus a bright display for differentiating between many gray
shades, or for viewing in brightly lighted areas.
Model 1333A has a high resolution CRT with an 8 x 10 cm viewing area specifically optimized for photographic applicaitons such as
gamma camera systems. The 1333A’s combination of high resolution, luminous power density, and speed permits crisp easy-to-read,
diagnostic-quality photographs to be obtained from state-of -the-art
nuclear, ultrasonic, thermographic, and X-ray scanning systems.
Model 1335A’s high resolution 8 x 10 cm storage display offers
medical and instrumentation OEM users a variable persistence,
storage, and non-storage CRT display with excellent performance.
Outstanding picture quality and amplifier performance combine to
make the 1335A a significant advancement in storage displays.

HP’s small screen displays are ideally suited to all types of measurement systems applications such as spectrum and network
analysis, Fourier analysis, automatic measurement, or in conjunction with Model 1350A Graphic Translator as a readout for
HP-IB measurement systems, as illustrated here.

Model 13368 consists of an 8 x 10 cm display module (1336A) and
a separate power supply module (1336P) for mounting flexibility.
The lOO-lines/cm resolution display is ideal for all high resolution
imaging requirements.
The 1332A, 1333A, and 1335A have post deflection accelerator
CRT’s to assure a bright, crisp trace. The 13368 display uses a new
mono-accelerator CRT design to produce an intense 0.1 mm (0.004”)
diameter spot and exceptional resolution with low power consumption. An opaque aluminum layer behind the phosphor (except in
model 13368, which is non-aluminized) enhances trace brightness
while blocking stray light from the CRT filaments that could reach
photographic film during time exposures.
Regulated, low power write gun and flood gun filaments assure a
constant light output under varying line conditions. More importantly, the low power filament operation significantly extends CRT
life and eliminates grid and other stray emissions common to older,
less efficient designs.
Models 1332A, 133A, 1336A/P, and 1335A (Opt 330) are listed
with Underwriters Laboratories in accordance with the UL 544
Medical Safety Standard which defines detailed patient protection
requirements. Regular inspection of our production facility by UL
assures you that this patient orotection is built into the disday that
you purchase.
The 1332A, 1333A, a nd 1335Aare 13.3 cm (5% in.) high, ha1f rack
width, 49.5 cm (19% in .) long packages that. can
- .be. combined
. . . . .I with
identical empty modules to form an attractive full wimn nonzontal
or vertically stacked OEM instrument. The 1336A Display Module
has the same dimensions and the 1336P Power Supply Module has
the same height and width but is 33.5 cm (133/16”)deep. If the
1336A/P are to be mounted together, 1336P Option 018 may be
ordered to provide the same cabinet depth as the 1336A, with locking hardware to form a standard EIA rack width unit.
Picture clarity
Model 1332A: spot size is only 0.305 mm (0.012 in.) diameter at high
intensity levels and remains focused over the entire range of inten-

Ultra-high resolution uniform light output, and long-term stability of the Model 13368 yeild optimum photographic image quality as illustrated in this full body gamma camera bone study.

sity levels. This resolution makes the 1332A well suited for
applications requiring sharp focusing on multiple gray shades or
varying writing speeds with frequent video drive level changes. Spot
resolution, within the qualtiy area, varies by less than 10% making
the display especially useful in applications where sharp focus is
required throughout the quality area. An example of this is where
alphanumeric characters are mixed with traces, curves, or graphs.
The large 9.6 cm x 11.9 cm viewing area and bright display make
the 1332A ideal for the OEM with both visual and some photographic requirements. Display brightness lets you view the display

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAYS
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Models 1332A, 1333A, 133514 & 13368

Fine image detail and a well-focused spot at all intensity levels
make the 1335A ideal for use in Spectrum, Fourier, Network, and
Chemical analysis as well as automatic test systems.

Empty half-width frame, available as an accessory, provides an
attractive full-width or double-height package with an integrated
appearance with space for your special circuits.

in high ambient light conditions while maintaining resolution and
gray shades for photographic work. Whenever uniform photographic recording of the display becomes critical, the 1333A or
13368 should be used.
Model 1333A: is specifically designed for photographic recording
where display uniformity and high resolution images are essential.
Spot size is a crisp 0.20 mm (0.008 in.) diameter everywhere on its 8
x 10 cm display, which allows resolution of 193 354 picture elements. The spot remains round and sharply focused in all areas of,
the screen and at varying intensity levels, eliminating the need to
readjust focus or astigmatism controls. No compromises are needed
for optimizing overall image sharpness in applications where all
areas of the screen contain critical information and the Z-axis drive
level varies widely. For displays that do not require the entire screen, sharply focused alphanumeric messages such as patient identification or operator instructions can be inserted along the extreme
edges and comers for maximum use of the display area.
Light output uniformity is fully specified, both overall and for
small increments, which assures you that the information content of
the display is an accurate representation of the input signals. Additionally, light output drift is specified, including all effects of the
Z-axis amplifier, high voltage supply, and CRT. A regulated dc
CRT filament voltage is also used to assure constant light output
independent of line voltage fluctuations. The regulated dc filament
voltage also reduces the possibility of interference patterns resulting
from correlation between input signal frequencies and the high voltage oscillator or power line frequencies.

The well-designed interior layout and use of plug-in boards, multiconductor cables, and multi-pin connectors make the 1332A,
1333A, 1335A. and 1336s very serviceable.

Model 1335A: the CRT can be operated in non-storage, storage, or
variable persistence modes. In the non-storage mode (called CONVENTIONAL), and CRT operates similar to a mono-accelerator
conventional CRT with an exceptionally small spot that focuses
uniformly over the entire quality area. Resolution is approximately
40 lines per cm (100 lines per in.). In addition, spot size is relatively
independent of intensity settings or Z-axis input signals, eliminating
the need to refocus at each intensity setting. This characteristic
enhances the CRT image in applications requiring the CRT to focus
on a wide range of intensity levels. Applications include those where
markers intensify areas of interest, where characters or vectors are
written, and anywhere that the writing speed or drive levels of the
beam vary. The light output remains extremely stable because of
regulated CRT filament voltages and an exceptionally stable Z-axis
amplifier.
The same excellent CRT performance is maintained in the Variable Persistence operating mode. Persistence is continuously adjustable with a front panel control, from approximately 0.20s to full
storage. This mode allows you to eliminate flicker on some presentations by increasing the persistence to match the refresh rate. The
variable persistence mode is selected by pressing the WRITE
pushbutton.
The storage CRT is preset to store dots having a Z-axis width of 1
ps or greater for up to 30 minutes. The storage mode offers the
greatest contrast because the background is completely dark. An
internal adjustment allows an increase of writing speed to capture
faster signals with reduced storage time and trace to background
contrast. Another adjustment may be used to enhance either the
storage time of the trace or the stored brightness of the stored images. Stored resolution is over 20 lines per cm (50 lines per in.) and
stored traces retain sharp details.
Model 13368: the 13368 IOO-lines/cm resolution makes this display
ideal for all high-resolution imaging requirements such as multiimaging gamma cameras, scanning electron microscopes, and scanning auger microprobes. A mono-accelerator CRT with an accelerating potential of 5 kV produces an intense, 0.1 mm (0.004")
diameter spot. New contributions in electron gun and circuit design
make is possible to provide this high resolution with only 100 watts
power consumption.

The CRT is designed to prevent spurious light from reaching photographic film during long time exposures. Light output uniformity is
tested to assure that the information content of the displayed image
is an accurate representation of the input signals.
Considerable effort has been taken in developing the structural,
thermal, RFI, and modular characteristics of this mechanical frame
to provide you with the best possible display for your OEM system.
All frequently used controls are adjustable from the front panel for
maximum accessibility when the display is mounted in a rack,
cabinet, or system. The most frequently used controls, such as intensity, focus, and position have knobs while infrequently used controls such as astigmatism, trace align, and X and Y gain are screwdriver adjustments. The 1336A has a 10-turn dial on the intensity
control to allow precise resetting of trace brightness for repeatable
photographic results. A front panel door covers the controls of the
1332A, 1333A, and 1335A for a more pleasant appearance and reduces the chance of misadjustment by untrained personnel. The ac
line switch is mounted on the rear panel to prevent inadvertent
turn-off and allows the display to be powered through the common
system power bus.
Serviceability
Construction of these displays is modular, rugged, and extremely
serviceable. Printed circuit boards are plug-in type with interconnections through edge connectors and multiconductor wire strips
that connect to sockets on the boards. Serviceability also extends to
CRT replacement which, with a knowledgeable technician, can be
accomplished in approximately ten minutes. Calibration time is kept
to a minimum with easily accessed and independent adjustments.
Options and accessories
A wide range of options are available to permit you to tailor the
display to your specific requirements; refer to Specifications for a
complete listing. Accessories available include rack mounting kits,
OEM half module frames and rack slides, and BNC shorting caps
for use with certain Options. For convenient system interconnection, Model 10488A 3.6 m (12 ft) Display Cable is available as an
accessory. Model 197A Opt 001/006 camera is adapted for direct
recording of 1332A2,1333A, 1335A, and 1336A displays. Refer to the
individual display data sheets for a complete description of accessories.

1332A, 1333A, 1335A, and 1336AlP
Specifications
Vertical and horizontal amplifiers
Response (1332A, 1333A, 1335A)
Rise time: s 7 0 ns (10% to 90% points) for full screen deflection
or less.
Bandwidth: dc to approx 5 MHz for 7.6 cm (3") deflection
(1332A), 5.1 cm (2") deflection (1333A, 1335A).
Phase shift (1332A, 1335A): (1" dc to 1 MHz (measured with X
and Y gain set to max).
Deflection factor (horizontal and vertical): 100 mV/div (1 V p-p
for 10 div deflection horizontal; 0.8 V p-p for 8 div deflection, vertical). Adjustable from approx 80 mV/div to 200 mV/div ( 1336A2,100
mV/div to 200 mV/div).
Settling time: (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) signal settles to within one
spot diameter of final value in ~ 3 0 ns.
0 (1336A) signal settles to
within a0.5 spot diameter of final value in 6 0 0 ns.
Linear writing speed (1332A, 1333A, 1335A): 325.4 cmlps ( I O
idps).
Inputs: rear panel BNC connectors with shield grounded. (1336A)
fully differential. (1332A, 1333A2,1335A) fully differential inputs
available, see Options.
Input RC: ( 1332A3,1333A, 1335A) approx 1 MR shunted by ~ 6 0
pF, (1336A) approx 10 k R shunted by S70 pF; internally switchable to 50R.

+

Maximum input: 250 V (dc peak ac) for high input impedance.
t2.5 V (dc peak ac) for 5 0 0 input impedance.
Dynamic range: beam may be deflected off screen up to % screen

+

diameter in any direction provided that the zero input position is on
screen, without degradation of specification.
Crosstalk: (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) ~ 0 . 2 5 4mm, 0.010 in., (1336A)
G0.038 mm, 0.0015 in., with one input terminated in 50R and the
other axis excited by a 1 V, 500 kHz signal.
Drift
Position: ~ 0 . mm/hr
5
and ~ 1 . 0 2mm (0.040 in.) in 24 hr with
covers installed and after 15 min. warmup.
Gain: (1% under all combinations of specified line voltage with
covers installed after 15 min. warmup and temperature between
+20"C and +55"C (+@OF and +13I0F).
Common mode rejection ratio: (1332A, 1333A, or 1335A Opt 106
only) at least 40 dB (100: 1) up to 10 kHz for 1 V (full screen) inputs;
a t least 25 dB) (18: 1) at 1 MHz for 1 V (full screen) inputs.
Z-axis amplifier
Rise time: (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) 625 ns, (1336A) S40 ns; cw
bandwidth approx 5 MHz.
Blanking range: a 1 V change in Z-axis input voltage causes a full
scale change in brightness.
Linearity (1336A): light output varies linearly with Z-axis input
voltage within 20%.
Blanking polarity: (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) a positive-going input
Z-axis voltage increases brightness. (1336A) fully differential; a
positive or negative-going input into the positive or negative inputs,
respectively, increases brightness.
Input: rear panel BNC connectors with shield grounded. (1336A)
fully differential. (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) fully differential inputs
available, see Options.
Input RC: (1332A. 1333A, 1335A) approx 1 megohm shunted by
(60 pF. (1336A) approx 10 kR shunted by <70 pF; internally
switchable to 5052.
Maximum input: a50 V (dc + peak ac) for high input impedance;
a2.5 V (dc + peak ac) for 5OR input impedance.
Gain: internally adjustable over 2.5: 1 attenuation range.
Light output stability (drift): spot photometer measurements of
light output made at one hour intervals will not vary more than 10%
from previous measurement for any location within the useable display area, under all specified conditions of line voltage and temperature with intensity set to >5% of peak brightness.
Cathode-ray tube (1332A)
Type: electrostatic focus and deflection, approx 22.5 kV accelerating potential, aluminized P31 phosphor (see Options for other phosphors).
Viewing area: 114 cm2 (17.7 in.2), approx 9.6 cm vertically by 11.9
cm horizontally (3.8 in. x 4.7 in.).
Quality area: center 9 div horizontally and center 7 div vertically.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule. 1 div = 1.2 cm (0.47 in.).
Spot size: ~ 0 . 3mm (0.012 in.) at center screen. Does not vary by
more than 10% over entire quality area with intensity held constant,
measured using shrinking raster methdd. Line resolution is approx
31.5 lines/cm (80 lines/in.).
Line brightness: at least 170 cd/m2(50 fl) a t a writing speed of 0.254
cm/ps (0.1 inJps), 60 Hz refresh rate, P31 phosphor, 0.3 mm (0.012
in.) spot size.
Geometry: <3% pincushion and barrel distortion over useable display area.
Linearity: <3% of full scale along major axes.
Cathode-ray tube (1333A)
Type: electrostatic focus and deflection, approx 12 kV accelerating
potential, aluminized P31 phosphor.
Viewing area: 80 cmz (12.4 in.2), 8 cm vertically by 10 cm horizontally (3.1 in. x 3.9 in.).
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Quality area: 8 cm vertically by 10 cm horizontally (3.1 in. x 3.9
in.).
Graticule: none, see Options.
Spot size: ~ 0 . 2 0
mm (0.008 in.,) over entire quality area. Measured
using shrinking raster method, line resolution is approx 49 lines/cm
(125 linesh.).
Light output
Line brigthness: 34.3 cd/m2 (10 fl) at a writing speed of 0.254
cm/ps (0.1 in./ps), 60 Hz refresh rate, P31 phosphor, 0.02 mm
(0.008 in.) spot size.
Uniformity: with a 1:1 photograph of the CRT display using
Polaroid Type 107-084 film, input signals adjusted for uniform
stimulation of the entire CRT screen area and exposure parameters adjusted for an average reflection density of 0.3 to 0.6 in the
resultant print, the difference between any two points on the photograph in a centered 7 x 9 cm rectangular area is less than one
step on a Kodak 12-step gray scale.
Linearity: ~ 3 of
% full scale along major axes.
Stray emission: no stray emissions from the CRT will be visible on
Polarity Type 107 ASA 3000 film after a 30 min. time exposure with
the camera lens set to f/1.9, 1:1 magnification ratio.
Cathode-ray tube (1335A)
Type: electrostatic focus and deflection, approx 8.5 kV accelerating
potential, aluminized P3 1 phosphor.
Viewing area: 72.2 cmz (11.2 in.2), approx 8 cm vertically by 10 cm
horizontally (3.1 in. x 3.9 in.).
Quality area: center 9 div horizontally and center 7 div vertically.
Graticule: 8 x 10 div internal graticule, 1 div = 0.95 cm (0.37 in.).
Geometry: <3% pincushion and barrel distortion over useable display area.
Linearity: <3% of full scale along major axes.
Conventional (non-store) parameters
Spot size: 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) over entire quality area. Measured using shrinking raster method. Non-stored line resolution is
approx 39 lines/cm (100 linedin.).
Line brightness: 68 cd/m2 (20 fl) at a writing speed of 0.254
cm/ps) (O.lin./ps), 60 Hz refresh rate, P31 phosphor, 0.0254 mm
(0.010 in.) spot size.
Persistence: approx 40 p s .
Storage parameters
Stored resolution: approx 20 lineslcm (51 linedin.).
Brightness: >680 cd/m2 (>200 fl) in WRITE mode.
Erase time: ( 5 0 0 ms.
Storage time: > I min. at full brightness in WRITE mode, extending to >30 min. in STORE mode at lower brightness.
Variable persistence: continuously adjustable from 0.2 s to full
storage (one minute).
Dot writing time: will store a dot anywhere inside the quality area
having an unblanking time of 1 p s .
Writing speed: >50 cm/ms.
Cathode-ray tube (1336A)
Type: mono accellerator, approx 5 kV accelerating potential, PI 1
phosphor, electrostatic focus and deflection.
Viewing area: 80 cm2 (12.4 in.2), approx 8 cm vertically by 10 cm
horizontally (3.1 in. x 3.9 in.).
Quality area: a 7 x 9 cm rectangle with a 1 cm radius on each
comer.

Graticule: none (see Options).
Resolution: 100 lines/cm (254 linedin.) within quality area, measured using shrinking raster method.
Spot shape: ratio of major to minor diameter of spot s l . 5 : 1 within
quality area.
Light output: 3.5 pW using a 4 x 4 cm 128-line focused raster with
an 80% duty cycle and a 1 cmz radiometric detector in contact with
the CRT face, PI1 phosphor. With P31 phosphor, 6pW (see Options).
Light output uniformity
Overall: the light output varies by 616% between any two points
within the quality area.
Incremental: the derivative of light output with respect to position is ~ 6 % / c maveraged over any 2% p-p change anywhere
within the quality area.
Geometry: ~ 3 pincushion
%
or barrel distortion within quality area.
Linearity: <3% of full scale along major axes.
Remote programming (1335A)
(TTL compatible, except Variable Persistence)
Remotely programmable functions: Erase, Write, Store, Conventional, and Variable Persistence.
Remote selection: a single TTL control line disables the front
panel Erase, Write, Store, Conventional, and Variable Persistence
functions and transfers control to the remote inputs.
Control enable: separate TTL inputs to enable front panel Erase
and/or Variable Persistence controls during remote operation.
Variable persistence: an external dc voltage between 0 and 10 V
sets the persistence. Or, a pot can be connected through the Remote
Input connector to control persistence if 10 Vdc is not available.
Erase verify: a T T L High output during Erase (will drive ten low
power gates).
Safety protection (1332A, 1333A, 1335A)
Implosion: transparent safety panel between CRT and bezel protects viewer (Opt 561 or 330).
X-ray emission: <0.5 mr/hr measured with Victoreen Model 440
RF/C.
UL listing: with Opt 315 and 561 meets Underwriters Laboratories
Listing 478 for Electronic Data Processing Equipment; with Opt 330
meets Underwriters Listing for Dental and Medical Electronic
Equipment.
NOTICE: these displays are designed and manufactured primarily
for OEM system applications. Therefore, without Opt 315 or Opt
330, the top and bottom protective covers are not provided and
internal wiring connections of HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES ARE
EXPOSED and operator protection must be provided by the purchaser and/or user of the instrument. If in doubt order Opt 315 or
330 which provide the covers.
Safety protection (1336A/P)
UL listing: meets Underwriters Laboratories Listing 478 for Electronic Data Processing Equipment and Underwriters Listing 544 for
Dental and Medical Electronic Equipment.
X-ray emission: ~ 0 . mr/hr
5
measured with Victoreen Model 440
RF/C.
General
Inputconnectors: (1332A, 1333A, 1335A) rear panel BNC for X,
Y, and Z inputs with shields grounded. (1336A) two rear panel BNC
for each axis.
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Front panel controls (1332A, 1333A, 1335A)
Knobs: position X, position Y, focus, and intensity.
Pushbuttons (1335A): Erase, Write, Store, and Conventional.
Screwdriver adjustments: Trace Align, Astigmatism, Gain X,
and Gain Y.
Front panel controls (1336A)
Knobs: Intensity (10-turn knob with turns-counting dial), Position
X , Position Y.
Screwdriver adjustments: Trace align, X gain, Y gain, Focus
(focus adjustment requires special tool, supplied with Model
1336A).
Line power indicator: front panel lamp.
Operating environment: temperature,O"C to + 5 5 T ( + O F to
+131"F), non-operating, -40°C to +70"C (-40°F to +158"F);
humidity, 5% to 95% relative humidity at +40"C (+104"F); altitude,
to 4600 m (15 000 ft), non-operating to 7000 m (25 000 ft); shock, 30 g
level with 11 ms duration and % sine wave shape; vibration, vibrated
in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion,
0.38 mm (0.015 in.) excursion, for 1336A/P, 10 to 55 Hz.
Line power (1332A, 1333A, 1335A): selectable 100,120,220, or 240
Vac, +5%, -10% (-20%, 1333A; 48 Hz to 66 Hz*; max power
(1332A) 50 VA (approx 40 W), (1333A) 60 VA (approx 50 W),
(1335A) 65 VA (approx 55 W). Average power dissipation at 60 Hz
and 120V without any options is approx 24 W (1332A), approx 40 W
(1333A) approx 35 W (1335A).
Line power (1336A/P): selectable 100, 120, 220, or 240 V ac, +5%
to -20%; 48 to 66 Hz*; max power 125 VA (approx 100 W).

'Units meet all electrical specifications 48-440 Hz, but do not meet ac line to chassis leakage
requirements of UL 544 (Medical and Dental) Listing above 66 Hz

Size: 146 H (including feet) x 213 W x 524 mm D (5%" x 83%'' x
20%"). Standard 1336P Power Supply is 335 mm D (133/16");order
1336P Opt 018 for same depth as 1336A
Weight
1332A, 1333A, 1335A: net, 8.6 kg (19 Ib) with covers and feet;
shipping, 10.5 kg (23 lb). Covers, feet, tilt stand, and trim are not
supplied with standard displays.
1336A: net, 7.1 kg (1S3/4 lb). Shipping 10.2 kg (22'/41b).
1336P: net, 7 kg (15% lb). Shipping 10 kg (22 lb).
Accessories supplied (1332A, 1333A, 1335A): one blue contrast
filter, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) line cord (90"IEC to NEMA 5-15P,
3-conductor for use in Canada, Mexico, Japan, and the United
States), one Operating and Service Manual, and for the 1335A one
remote program connector.
Accessories supplied (13368): one clear CRT implosion shield,
one Opelator's Note, one 2.3 m (7.5 ft) Line cord (90"IEC to NEMA
5-15P, 3-conductor for use in Canada, Mexico, Japan and the
United States), one 1.5 m ( 5 ft) cable for interconnection of power
supply and display module.
OPTIONS (1332A, 1333A, 1335A)
Price
X and Y amplifiers
Deflection factor
add $20
100: 500 mV/div, 5 p-p for full-screen deflection
add $20
101: 1 V/div, 10 V p-p for full-screen deflection
Polarity
105: negative X and Y inputs move beam up and right
NIC
(BNC connectors)
add $25
106: full differential inputs, shield grounded (BNC
connectors)

Input impedance
110: 50 ohms
Rise time
120 (1332A): 25 ns X & Y amplifier rise time
Z-axis input (video amplifier)
Blanking range
200: 0 to 5 v
201: 0 to 10 v
Polarity
205: negative input unblanks trace, BNC connector
with shield grounded
206: fully differential input, BNC connector with
shield grounded
Input impedance
210: 50 ohms
Gain characteristics
215: light output varies linearly (220%) with a linear
change in Z-axis input voltage (gamma correction)
Digital input
216: TTL blanking level. High state (+2.5 V to +5 V)
blanks any analog 2-input signal. Low state (0.0 V to
0.8 V) returns blanking to analog Z-axis input.
Cathode-ray tube
Graticulelphosphor type
004 (1332A): P4 aluminized phosphor with 8 x 10 div
internal graticule
007* (1332A): P7 aluminized phosphor with 8 x 10 div
internal graticule and amber contrast filter
011 (1332A, 1333A): P11 aluminized phosphor with 8
x 10 div internal graticule
031 (1333A): P31 aluminized phosphor with 8 x 10 div
internal graticule
039 (1332A): P39 aluminized phosphor with 8 x 10 div
internal graticule
604 (1332A): P4 aluminized phosphor without internal
graticule
607' (1332A): P7 aluminized phosphor with amber filter, without internal graticule
611 (1332A, 1333A): P11 aluminized phosphor, without internal graticule
631 (1332A, 1335A): P31 aluminized phosphor, without internal graticule
639 (1332A): P39 aluminized phosphor without internal graticule

add $10
add $200

add $10
add $10
N/C
add $15
add $10
add $15
add $50

add $30
add $30
add $30
N/C
add $30
add $30
add $30
add $30
N/C
add $30

'P39 phosphor is reemmended in lieu of P7

Magnetic shield
550 (1332A): full magnetic shield on CRT

Contrast filters
NOTE: the plastic filter serves as integral implosion
protection for the viewer, therefore these displays
cannot be ordered without the standard or an optional
filter
561: clear, replaces filter supplied with standard and
some optional phosphors, and is required for UL EDP
Equipment Listing
562 (1332A, 1335A): clear, RFI coated surface also
includes metalized front panel

add $95

N/C
add $150

I
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Models 1332A, 1333A, 1335A & 1336s (cont.)

General
Ac line cords
300: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
90" IEC to Great Britain, Singapore
301: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
IEC to Australia, New Zealand
302: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
90" IEC to East and West Europe
303: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
IEC toNEMA6-15P(USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico)
304: 77 cm (30 in.) coiled, extends to 1.8 m (6 ft),
removable, 120 V max, 3-conductor IEC to NEMA
5-15P (USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico) (not available
with Opt 315 or 330)
307: hospital grade power cord
AC line voltage tolerance
310 (1332A, 1335A): +5%, -20% tolerance at 100,
120, 220, 240 Vac setting. Increases power dissipation
to approx 50 watts (1332A), 60 watts (1335A)
Front and rear panel modifications
322: replaces standard intensity control with a 10-turn
control with counting dial
323: front panel screwdriver adjustments on left side
of front panel changed to internal adjustments
324: (1332A, 1333A) adds 25-pin connector to X, Y ,
and Z-axes signal inputs wired to the positive signal
inputs (input capacitance is increased to approx 120
PF)
325 (1332A): scale illumination to illuminate phosphor
background for photographing internal graticule
(available with standard P31 phosphor and Opt 011
and 039 only)
326: front panel controls on right side changed to
screwdriver adjustments. These include intensity,
focus, position X, and position Y (also includes scale
illumination when Opt 325 is ordered for 1332A).
When Opt 322 is specified with Opt 326, the intensity
control is as described in Opt 322 and the focus, position X, and position Y become screwdriver adjustments
Safety protection
315: includes covers, feet, trim, and tilt stand (required for UL E D P Equipment Listing)
330: meets requirements for UL Listing for Dental
and Medical Electronic Equipment. Includes special
three-conductor ac line cord, specially marked covers,
feet, tilt stand, trim, UL label, and Opt 561
580: meets requirements for Canadian Standards Association Safety Certification. Includes Opt 315 with
CSA labeling
Operatinglservice literature
910 (1332A): extra set of product manuals
910 (1333A, 1335A): extra set of product manuals
OPTIONS (1336A Display Module)
X and Y amplifiers
Deflection factor
loo*: 500 mVIdiv, 5 V p-p for full screen deflection
101*: 1 V/div, 10 V p-p for full screen deflection
Input impedance
110: 50 ohms
Z-axis input (video amplifier)
Blanking range
200': 0 to 5 v
201*: 0 to 10 v
Digital input
216: TTL blanking level. High state (+2.5 V to +5 V)
blanks any analog Z-input signal. Low state (0.0 V to

NIC
N IC
NIC
NIC
add $5

add $10
add $SO

add $50
add $10
add $30

add $60

add $25

add $70
add $75

add $75

$4
$5

add $5
add $5
add $5

add $5
add $5
add $50

0.8 V) returns blanking to analog Z-axis input. Rear
panel input through BNC connector
217: same as 216 except polarity reversed
Cathode-ray tube
Graticulelphosphor type
011 : P11 phosphor with 8 x 10 div internal graticule (1
div = 1 cm)
031: P3 1 phosphor with 8 x 10 div internal graticule (1
div = 1 cm)
631: P31 phosphor in place of P11, without internal
graticule
Front and rear panel modifications.
323: all knob controls on front panel (Intensity, Position X, Position Y)changed to screwdriver adjustments
324: add 25-pin connector to rear panel. X, Y ,and
Z-axes signal inputs wired to the positive signal inputs
(input capacitance is increased to approx 120 pF)
Safety
331: meets HTM8 listing for use in Medical Equipment
332: meets CSA standard for use in Medical Equipment
333: meets VDE standard for use in Medical Equipment
OPTIONS (1336P Power Supply Module)
AC line cord
300: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
90" IEC to Great Britain, Singapore
301: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
IEC to Australia, New Zealand
302: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
90" IEC to NEMA 5-15P (USA, Canada, Japan,
Mexico)
303: 2.3 rn (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3-conductor
IEC to NEMA 5-15P (USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico)
304: 77.2 cm (30 in.) coiled, extends to 1.8 m (6 ft)
removable, 120 V max, 3-conductor IEC to NEMA
5-15P (USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico)
NOTE: units ordered with Opt 300-304 are not UL
Listed for use in medical and dental systems (UL 544).
Safety
331: meets HTM8 listing for use in Medical Equipment
332: meets CSA standards for use in Medical Equipment
333: meets VDE standards for use in Medical Equipment
Connecting cable
001: 0.3 m (1 ft) interconnecting cable in lieu of 1.5 m(5
ft) cable
002: no interconnecting cable for supplying power to
display module
Cabinet length
018: cabinet length same as 1336A. Includes locking
hardware to attach power supply module to display
module. Assembled pair are one standard EIA rack
width. Rack mounting flanges, with or without handles, and pivoting or fixed slides are available for rack
mounting the combined units; see Cabinets, System
11.
Ordering information
1332A Small Screen Display
1333A Small Screen Display
1335A Small Screen Display
13368 (Complete System)
OEM discounts available

add $50

N IC
add $30
add $30
add $25
add $30

add $SO
add $50
add $SO

NIC
NIC
NIC
NIC
add $25

add $50
add $SO
add $50
NIC
NIC

add $25

$1400
$1700
$2030
$4450
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Large screen displays
Models 1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A & 1321A

Linear writing speed:' >25 cm/ps p 9 . 8 in./ps).
Settling time: (large and small step) signal settles to within one spot
diameter of final value in S300 ns for any on screen final location.
Initial off screen deflection (if any) must not exceed specified
dynamic range.
Repeatability: (0.15% error (full screen) for readdressing a point
from any on or off screen location within the specified dynamic
range.
Crosstalk: <0.25 mm (0.01 in.) with one input terminated in 50R
and the other axis excited by a 1 V, 500 kHz signal ( < O S mm at 5
MHz, when driven from a terminated 50R source).
Inputs: fully differential; BNC connectors have grounded shields.
Input RC: 2100 kR shunted by S65 pF. Can be set to 50R internally.
Maximum input: 250 V (dc peak ac) for high impedance input
termination; 22.5 V (dc peak ac) for 50R input termination.
Polarity: a positive signal input to the (+)input moves beam up or to
the right. A negative signal input to the (-) input moves the beam up
or to the right.
Position: front panel controls allow undeflected spot to be set off
screen from anywhere within the viewing area. Spot position with
both inputs shorted and position pots electrically.centered is at approx geometric center of the viewing area.
Dynamic range: beam may be deflected off screen up to 95 screen
diameter in any direction provided that the zero input position is on
screen without degradation of specifications.
Drift
Position: 1.0 mm/hr. (0.04 in./hr.) and a max of 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) in
24 hrs with covers installed after 15 min. warmup.
Gain: (1% under all conditions of specified line voltage with
covers installed after 15 min. warmup and temperature between
+ 2 0 T and +55"C (+68"F and +131"F).
Crosstalk: <0.25 mm (0.01 in.) with one input terminated in 50R
and the other axis excited by a 1 V, 500 kHz signal (<0.5 mm at 5
MHz).
Z-axis amplifier
Risetime: t 2 5 ns (cw bandwidth is approx 5 MHz).
Blanking range: a 1 V change in Z-axis input voltage causes a full
scale change in brightness (internally switch-selectable to 5 V or 10
V). The cutoff level can be set from +0.2 Vdc to - 1 Vdc with the
intensity control. With the intensity control full ccw, brightness is
limited to a safe level for any Z-axis input voltage.
Blanking polarity: fully differential. A positive or negative going
input voltage into the positive or negative inputs, respectively, increases brightness.
Input: fully differential; BNC connectors have grounded shields.
Input RC: approx 3100 kR shunted by s65 pF. Can be set to 5OR
internally.
Maximum input: 250 V (dc + peak ac) for high impedance input
termination; 2 2 . 5 V (dc + peak ac) for 50R input termination.
Gain: internally adjustable over 2.5: 1 attenuation range.
Focus correction: amplifier automatically corrects focus voltage
for changes in grid to cathode voltage.
Cathode-ray tube
Type: post deflection accelerator, approx 27 kV accelerating potential. Aluminized P3 1 phosphor, electrostatic focus and deflection.
Viewing area: 500 cmz (77.4 in.z); 20 cm (7.9 in.) vertically by 25 cm
(9.8 in.) horizontally.
Graticule: none with standard instrument (see 1304A Options).
Quality area: 20 cm (7.9 in.) vertically by 25 cm (9.8 in.) horizontally.
Resolution
Spot size: <0.5 mm (0.02 in.) (with 30 V drive from grid to
cathode) over entire quality area measured using shrinking raster
method.
Lines: approx 20 lines/cm (50 lines/in.); measured with shrinking
raster method, inside quality area.
Line brightness: 319.2 cd/mz (5.6 fl) at writing speed of 2.5 mm/ps
(0.1 in./ps), 60 Hz refresh rate, P31 phosphor, and focused spot.
Linearity: <3% of full scale along major axes.
Geometry: <3% pincushion and barrel distortion within quality
area.

+
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1304A

1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A, 1321A
Description
Hewlett-Packard's Models 1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A, and
1321A Large Screen Displays offer the high writing speed and fast
settling time needed in high density information systems such as
computer graphic, analytical research, and radar. The advanced
electrostatic deflection systems used in these displays provide writing speeds of 25 cm/ps (10 in./ps), and large and small step settling
times of 1 p s or less. The yokeless electrostatic deflection also
simplifies operation, eliminates geometric correction circuits and
unnecessary delay lines, and reduces power requirements and
weight. High CRT accelerating potentials of 27 or 28.5 kV assure
bright, easy-to-read displays, and a small spot size gives you a crisp,
clear image over the large quality area.
The Model 1304A offers high writing speed and fast settling time,
and is a cost-effective solution for applications such as Fourier or
spectrum analysis, chemical or physical analysis, calculator-based
graphics, or other applications where information density does not
require the higherresolution of the 1310A, 1311A, 1317A, or 1321A.
The display is housed in the Hewlett-Packard System-I1 modular
chassis with its mounting flexibility and selection of accessory
hardware.
The 1310A, 1311A, 1317A, and 1321A are electrically almost
identical but offer a wide variety of display sizes and configurations to fit almost any high-speed, large screen OEM display
requirements.
The 1321A has the highest overall resolution (screen area divided
by spot size) of any H P CRT display, making it the choice for
computer graphics or other applications where maximum information density is the main consideration. The 1317A is ideal for standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) rack-mount applications requiring the largest
possible screen area in the minimum vertical rack space. For tabletop applications such as remote monitors, Models 1310A and 1311A
offer an attractive modem styled stand-alone package. Both of these
displays may be mounted in standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) racks or in
your own customer designed enclosures.

1304A Specifications
Vertical and horizontal amplifiers
Risetime: ~ 7 ns,
0 10% to 90% points, for full screen deflection or
less.
Bandwidth: dc to 5 MHz (3 dB down) for 10 cm (3.9 in.) deflection
or less.
Phase shift: <lo
to 250 kHz for full screen signal inputs.
Deflection factor: front panel adjustable from 80 to 120 mV/div, 1
div = 20 mm (0.8 in.). Internally selectable 5:l or 10:l attenuators
independently settable for X and Y inputs.

+
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ad CATHODE-RAY TUBE DISPLAY
Models 1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A & 1321A (cont.)

1311A
131OA

Trace align: rotates X-axis into geometric alignment with CRT
viewing area.
Orthogonality: separately aligns Y-axis perpendicular to X-axis.
Safety protection
Implosion and impact: CRT meets UL safety requirements and
exceeds requirements of IEC 348 (IEC 65).
High voltage: anode lead is permanently bonded to CRT.
X-ray emission: <0.5 mr/hr measured with Victoreen Model 440
RFIC.
UL listings: standard instrument meets requirements of UL 478 for
Electronic Data Products, thereby meeting O S H A (Sub-part S) approval. Option 330 meets requirements of UL 544 for medical and
dental equipment. See 1304A Options (Operator Safety) for additional safety standard compliances.
General
X, Y, and 2 inputs: rear panel BNC female connectors, two for each
axis.
Front panel controls: located behind door on front panel.
Knobs-Intensity, Focus, X Position, Y Position. Screwdriver
adjustments-Trace Align, X Gain, Y Gain, Astigmatism.
Line indicator: front panel green LED.
Power: selectable 100, 120, 220, or 240 Vac +5%, -20%; 48 to 66
Hz*:
max power 100 VA (auprox 85 W). Average
dissipation
_ power
_
at 60 Hz and 120 Vac is approx 60 W.
*

NOTE these displays meet all electrical specifications from 48 to 440 HI, but do not meet the ac
line to chassis leakage requirements of UL 544 (Medical and Dental) listing above 66 Hz

Size: 321 H x 425 W x 530 mm D (12%" x 16%" x 20%").
Weight: net, 20 kg (44 lb.); shipping, 28.2 kg (62 Ib.).
Operating environment: temperature; 0°C to + 5 5 T (+32"F to
+ 13 ]OF),-non-operating, -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to 158°F);
humidity, 5% to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+104"F); altitude,
to 4600 m (15 OOO ft)-non-operating to 15 300 m (50 OOO ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.38 mm (0.015
in.) excursion, 5 H z to 55 Hz, 1 min. per octave, 10 min. each
resonance.
Accessories supplied: one Operating and Service Manual, one 2.3
m (7.55 ft) line cord (90"IEC to NEMA 5-15P,3-conductor) for use
in Canada, Mexico, Japan, and the United States. See 1304A o p tions for other available line cords.
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1310A, 1311A, 1317A, 1321A Specifications
Vertical and horizontal amplifiers
5 10% to 90% points, for full screen deflection or
Rise time: ~ 7 ns,
less.
Bandwidth: dc to approx 5 MHz (3 dB down) for 8.9 cm (3.5 in.)
deflection or less in 1311A, 10.2 cm (4 in.) in 1317A, 12.7 cm (5 in.)
in 1310A or 1321A.
Phase shift: <0.1" to 50 k H z and <lo
to 250 k H z for full screen
signal inputs.

Deflection factor: (1317A, 1321A) front panel adjustable through
the range indicated.
1317A: from approx 39 mV/cm (100 mV/in.) to 69 mV/cm (175
mV/in.).
1321A: from approx 33 mV/cm (83 mV/in.) to 58 mVlcm (147
mV/in.).
Deflection factor (1310A, 1311A): front panel adjustable through
the range indicated.
Vertical

Horizontal

1310A

from approx 35.8 mV/cm
(90mV/in.) to 60.9 mV/
cm (153 mV/in.)

from a prox 26 2 mV/cm
(67 m h . ) to 45.9 mV/
cm (117 mV/in.)

1311A

from ap rox 46 3 mV/cm
(118 m h . ) to81 mV/
cm (207 mV/in.)

from approx 35.8 mV/cm
(90 mViin.1 to 60.9 mV/
cm (153 mV/in.)

Linear writing speed: >25.4 cmlps (>lo in./ps).
Settling time: (large step) signal settles to within 1 spot diameter of
final value in 4 0 0 ns (1310A, 1311A, 1321A), <1 ps (1317A), for
any on or off screen movement. Off screen deflection not to exceed
one screen diameter. (Small step) signal settles to within 0.25 mm
(0.010 in.) of final value in <200 ns for any 2.5 mm (0.10 in.) step.
Repeatability: ~ 0 . 1 5 %error (full screen) for re-addressing a point
from any on or off screen direction. Off screen deflection not to
exceed one screen diameter.
Crosstalk: <0.38 mm (<0.015 in.) with one input terminated in 50fi
and the other input excited by a 1 V, 500 kHz signal.
Spot jitter and motion: (1310A, 1311A, 1321A) ~ 0 . 1 3mm ( ~ 0 . 0 1 5
in.); (1317A) <0.25 mm (<0.010 in.).
Inputs: (1310A, 1311A) BNC connectors with floating shield;
(1317A, 1321A) BNC connectors with grounded shield. Separate
differential inputs (shield grounded) available for 1317A, 1321A; see
Options.
Input RC: center conductor 10 kCl shunted by approx 40 pF. Shield
input (1310A, 1311A only) is 470 to ground and can be replaced with
10 k f i for full differential input. A switchable 50fi termination between shield and ground is also provided.
Maximum input: e50 V (dc
peak ac) for high impedance input
termination, 2 5 V (dc peak ac) for 500 input termination.
Polarity: positive vertical input moves beam up; positive horizontal
input moves beam right. Polarity can be reversed by changing internal lead connections.
Position: front panel controls allow undeflected spot to be set off
screen from anywhere within the viewing area. Spot position with
both inputs shorted and position pots electrically centered is at approx geometric center of the viewing area.
Dynamic range: at least f 1.5 screen diameters from center screen.
Linearity: (1310A, 1311A, 1321A) 1% of full scale display along
major axes within quality area; (1317A) <3% of full scale display
along major axes within quality area.
Drift: 1.3 mm/hr. (0.05 in./hr.) and 2.5 mm (0.10 in.) in 24 hours with
covers installed after YZ hr warmup.

+
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apor size ana resoturion:
measurea
using
snnnKing rasrer mernoa,
. ..
. ..
.
.
at center screen, at indicated drive level.
,
Model
1317A
1321A

Spot Size

Resolution

0.51 mm
(0.020 in.)

19.7 lineslcm
(50 lineslin.)

0.38 mm

13111

Drive Level
(Volts above cutoff
at CRT grid)

26.3 lines/?

10 015 in.)

ififi 7 l i n d i n \

Spot size within quality area: measured using shrinking raster

method, no more than 1.5 times spot size at center screen.
..
. . ..
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mmlps (0.1 in.lys), 60 Hz refresh rate, P31 phosphor, 0.51 mm (0.02
in.) spot size on 1310A, 1317A, 1321A,and 0.38 mm (0.015 in.) spot
size on 1311A.
Geometry: (1317A, 1321A) <3% (1317A), <2% (1321A) pincuslnion and barrel distortion within quality area.
Phosphor protection: circuit automatically detects absence (If
. . . .. . .
beam deflection and limits beam current to a safe but viewable level.
Dynamic focus: automatically corrects spot geometry for position
on screen and beam intensity (video drive level).
Contrast ratio: 4 1 or greater with 340 cd/m2 (100 fl) ambient light
and CRT face in a vertical plane. Measured by photometrically
summing the trace and background brightness and then dividing by
background brightness.
Trace align: rotates X-axis into geometric alignment with CRT
viewing area.
Orthogonality: separately aligns Y-axis perpendicular to X-axis.
Safety Protection
Implosion and impact: CRT meets UL implosion and impact
safety requirements and exceeds requirements of IEC 348 (IEC 65).
H igh voltage: anode lead is permanently bonded to CRT.
X -ray emission: < O S mr/hr measured with Victoreen Model 4410
R.F/C.
UL listings
--Aam
.
.
*
i a i u A , i q i i .~ u:p r. UUM meets requiremenrs 01 UL 344 Ior Medical and Dental equipment.
1317A, 1321A: standard instrument meets requirements of U L
. -uara
. . . rroaucrs,
* . rnereuy meeting
_. U ~ H A(auu,.-.
478 for mecrronic
part S ) approval. Opt 008 meets requirements of UL 544 for Medical and Dental equipment.
General
X, Y, Z Inputs: rear panel BNC female connectors. X and Y inputs
have a floating shield and the Z input has a grounded shield.
Front panel controls
1310A, 1311A: controls and adjustments located on front panel
include Intensity (knob control), Focus, Astigmatism, X position,
and Y position (screwdriver adjustments). Additional screwdriver
adjustments located behind a front panel mask are Trace Align,
Orthogonality, Gain X, Gain Y.
1317A, 1321A: Intensity, Position X, Gain X, Position Y, Gain
Y, Trace Align, Orthogonality, Focus, and Astigmatism controls
located below the CRT behind a hinged door.
Line indicator: lamp mounted behind front panel (behind hinged
door on 1317A, 1321A).
Power
1310A, 1311A: 115 Vac 210% or 230 Vac +lo%, 48 Hz to 66
Hz*;max power 115 VA (approx 100 W).
1317A, 1321A: selectable 100, 120,220, or 240 Vac +5%, - 10%;
48 to 66 Hz*; max power in 1317A, 115 VA (approx 100 W), in
1321A, 135 VA (approx 110 W).

"..

*

.. .

A,..*-.

.

NOTE: these displays meet all electrical specifications from 48 to 440 Hr. but do not meet the
ac line to chassis leakage requirements of UL 544 (Medical and Oental) listing above 66 HI.
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Models 1304A, 1310A, 1311A, 1317A & 1321A (cont.)

i

Accessories supplied
1310A, 1311A: rack mount adapter, front panel cover, one power
cord, and one Operating and Service Manual.
NOTICE TO USERS: the 1310A and 1311A are designed and
manufactured primarily for OEM systems applications. Therefore, without Opt 003, the Top and Bottom Protective Covers are
not provided and internal wiring connections of HAZARDOUS
VOLTAGES ARE EXPOSED. Operator protection from these
hazardous voltages must be provided by the purchaser and/or
user of the instruments. If in doubt, ORDER O P T 003.
1317A. 1321A: one 2.3 m (7.5 ft), oower
cord. and one Operating
and Service Manual.
\

1304A Options and accessories

131 7A with standard rack mount ears fits in 48 3 c m (19 i n . ) rack

1321A

Dimensions
1310A, 1311A: (approx overall dimensions without rack mount
adapters or tilt stand) 1310A, 422 H x 497 W x 660 mm D (16%’’
X 19’/16” X 26”); 1311A, 319 H X 425 W X 578 mm D (l2’/16” X
x 2Z3/1”).Contact your local H P Field Engineer for a data
163/~”
sheet with dimensional drawings.
1317A: approx 410 H (including feet) x 419 W x 572 mm D
overall (161/8” x 161/2”x 22%”).
1321A: approx 483 H (with feet) x 527 W x 632 mm D overall
(19” x 203/4”x 24“’’).
Weight
1310A: net, 24 kg (53 Ib); with covers 26.8 kg (59 Ib). Shipping,
32.2 kg (92 Ib).
1311A: net, 18.1 kg
- (40 Ib); with covers 20.4 kg
- (45 lb). Shipping,
.- 28.1 kg (53 lb).
1317A: net, 26.3 kg (58 Ib). Shipping, 33.4 kg (75 Ib).
1321A: net, 36.3 kg (80 lb). Shipping,
- . - 43.1 kg (95 Ib).
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to- +55”C (+32“F to
13I0F)-non-operating, -40°C to + 7 0 T (-40°F to + 158°F);
humidity, to 95% relative humidity at +40°C (+ 104°F); altitude, to
4600 m (15 000 ft)-non-operating, to 7600 m (25 000 ft); vibration,
vibrated in three planes for 15 min. each with 0.25 mm (0.010 in.)
excursion, IO to 55 Hz.

+

Price
Options
X and Y amplifiers
Deflection factor
100‘: 500 mV/div, 5 V p-p for full screen deflection
add $5
lOl*: 1 V/div, 10 V p-p for full screen deflection
add $5
Input impedance
110*: 500
add $5
Z-axis input (video amplifier)
Blanking range
200*: 0 to 5 v
add $5
201*: 0 to IO v
add $5
Input impedance
210’: 5 0 0
add $5
Digital Input
216: TTL blanking level. High state (+2.5 V to + 5 V)
add $50
blanks any Z-axis analog input signal. Low state (0.0 V
to 0.8 V) returns blanking to analog Z-axis input. Input
through rear panel BNC connector
217: same as 216, except polarity reversed
add $50
218: 4-bit binary input allows binary selection of 16
add $100
levels of gray shades, TTL levels. Settling time ~ 3 0 0
ns. Levels linear within 220%. Includes 25 pin program connector mounted to rear panel. When Option
218 is ordered with Option 216 or 217, TTL blanking
input is provided through both a BNC connector and
the 25 pin remote connector.
Cathode-ray tube
Graticulelphosphor type
004: P4 aluminized phosphor with 10 x 12 div internal
add $30
graticule ( 1 div = 2.0 cm, 0.79 in.)
031: P3 1 aluminized phosphor with IO x 12 div interN/C
nal graticule (1 div = 2.0 cm, 0.79 in.)
039: P39 aluminized phosphor with 10 x 12 div interadd $30
nal graticule (1 div = 2.0 cm, 0.79 in.)
604: P4 aluminized phosphor in lieu of P43
add $30
639: P39 aluminized phosphor in lieu of P43
add $30
Contrast filters
561: clear anti-glare filter replaces standard neutral
N/C
density contrast filter
563: blue anti-glare filter replaces standard neutral
N/C
density contrast filter
General
AC line cords
300: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3 conductor
N/C
90” IEC to Great Britain, Singapore
301: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3 conductor
NIC
IEC to Australia, New Zealand
302: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3 conductor
N/C
IEC to East and West Europe
303: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 240 V max, 3 conductor
N/C
IEC to NEMA 5-15 P (USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico)
304: 77.2 cm (30 in.) coiled, extends to 1.8 m (6 ft)
add $5
removable, 120 V max, 3 conductor IEC to NEMA
5-15 P (USA, Canada, Japan, Mexico) (not available
with Opt 330)
306: 2.3 m (7.5 ft) removable, 3 conductor IEC to
NIC
Switzerland
307: hospital grade power cord
add $10
Rear panel connector
324: adds 25 pin connector to rear panel. X, Y , and
add $30
Z-signal inputs wired to the positive signal inputs
(NOTE: input capacitance increases to approx 120
PF)

005: green contrast filter for 1310A, 1311A, or 1317A
green contrast filter for 1321A
006: blue contrast filter for 1310A
blue contrast filter for 1311A
blue contrast filter for 1317A
blue contrast filter for 1321A
008: (1310A, 1311A) meets UL Listing 544 for Medi-

HP large screen displays are ideal for high density information
such as this waterfall display, showing machine vibration frequency and amplitude versus time.
(Photo courtesy of Spectral Dvnamics, Inc.)
Operator safety
330: meets UL Listing 544 for Medical and Dental
add $50

Electronic Equipment. Includes special three co
tor ac line cord, specially marked covers, and UL
331: meets HTM8 Listing for use in Medical E
ment
332: meets CSA standards for use in Medical E
ment
333: meets VDE standards for use in Medical E
ment

SI1ides

for EIA standard rack, 48.3

hnemhnv l.;n lieu
1:
. p,sv.,rLlvn
of P3 1

' phosphor in lieu of P3 1, includes
:r with anti-glare surface
9 phosphor in lieu of P31

'These options are internally switch selectable on standard 1304A displays.

Accessories
Front handle kit (P/N 5061-0093): includes front
handles that fit on each side of the front panel frame,
with attaching hardware. ( N O T E these handles
cannot be used with Rack Flange Kit P/N 5061-0081.)
Rack flange kit (P/N 5061-0081): is used to mount
the 1304A in a standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) EIA or
RETMA rack. Kit includes two 31.1 cm (12% in.) high
flanges and attaching hardware. (NOTE: these
mounting flanges are not compatible with Front
Handle Kit P/N 5061-0093)
Rack flange and front handle combination kit (P/N
5061-0087): includes two 31.1 cm (12% in.) high
flanges for mounting the 1304A in a standard 48.3 (19
in.) EIA or RETMA rack, two front handles, and
attaching hardware
Fixed slide kit (P/N 1494-0017): provides futed
chassis slides for installing the 1304A in an H P rack
enclosure; for other rack enclosures, one slide adapter
bracket kit, P/N 1494-0023, is required
Pivoting slide kit (P/N 1494-0026): provides pivoting
chassis slides for installing the 1304A in an HP rack
enclosure; for other rack enclosures, one slide adapter
bracket kit, PIN 1494-0023, is required
Slide adapter bracket kit (PIN 1494-0023): is
required for installing a 1304A in non-HP rack
enclosures with chassis slide kits P/N 1494-0017 or
1494-0026
Input signal cable, Model 10488A: provides
convenient connection between the display and signal
source. The cable contains three color-coded 5 0 0
coaxial cables with three male BNC connectors on
each end for the X, Y, and Z-inputs. Approx length is
3.6 m (12 ft)

$45

$25

$60

$45

$95

$20

$55

1310A, 1311A, 1317A, 1321A Options and
accessories
Options
003: (1310A, 1311A) top and bottom covers with tilt
stand. 1310A front panel nomenclature oriented for
reading in the horizontal position. (Rack mount adapter not supplied with Opt 003 instruments.)

cal and Dental Electronic Equipment; includes covers
008: (1317A, 1321A) meets UL Listing 544 for Medical and Dental Electronic Equipment
009: (1310A, 1311A) tilt stand for use with Opt 008
instruments
, 1321A) TTL blanking level. High state,
5 V blanks any analog Z-input. Low state,
V returns blanking to analog Z-axis input
, 1321A) differential inputs to X, Y ,and Z
iputs for each axis through separate BNC
shields grounded)
{ ~ J I ~ A
1321A)
,
4-bit binary Z-axis input provides
16 levels of gray shades (TTL compatible). Settling
time ~ 3 0 ns
0
053: (1317A, 1321A) linear light output (220%) with
respect to Z-axis drive chanee (eamma correction)
054: (1317A, 1321A) same i s 0%1 except polarity re-

Price
add $250

Accessories
Cover kits: (1310A, 1311A) top and bottom cover for
field installation. For desk top operation, a tilt stand is
required since the covers are not designed to support
an instrument.
1310A Cover Kit P/N 01310-68710
1311A Cover Kit P/N 01311-68709
Tilt stand kits: (1310A, 1311A) provide field installation of tilt stand for stand alone operation.
1310A Tilt Stand Kit PIN 01310-68702
1311A Tilt Stand Kit P/N 013 11-68702
Rack mounting kits: (1310A, 1311A) rack mounting
adapters are supplied with standard instruments on initial order or may be ordered as a kit.
1310A Rack Mount Kit PIN 01310-68701
1311A Rack Mount Kit P/N 01311-68701
Slide kits: (1310A, 1311A) fixed slide kits are available for mounting the 1310A and 1311A Displays in a
standard 48.3 cm (19 in.) rack. A pivoting slide kit is
also available for the 1311A.
1310A Fixed Slide Kit P/N 01310-68704
1311A Fixed Slide Kit P/N 01311-68704
1311A Pivoting Slide Kit P/N 01311-68705
1310A Front panel inserts: allow changing orientation of front panel control nomenclature for ease of
reading when 1310A mounting is changed (rotated
90").
For vertically mounted display order PIN 013 10-00202
For horizontally mounted display order P/N 0131000204
Input signal cable, Model 10488A: (1310A, 1311A,
1317A, 1321A) refer to 1304A Accessories for description
Ordering information
1304A Large Screen Display
Opt 910: extra manual
1310A 48 cm (19 in.) Display
Opt 910: extra manual (covers 1310A & 1311A)
1311A 36 cm (14 in.) Display
Opt 910: extra manual (covers 1310A & 1311A)
1317A Large Screen Display
Opt 910: extra manual
1321A Large Screen Display
Opt 910: extra manual
OEM discounts available

add $50
add $60
add $45
add $30
add $50
add $60
add $175
add $25
add $175
add $25
add $25
add $100
add $50
add $25
add $100
add $30
add $100
add $30

$140
$140
$235
$280

$70
$70

$210
$200
$140

$11
$7
$55

Price
$2400
add $7
$3800
add $8.50
$3500
add $8.50
$3600
add $16
$4200
add $17

POWER SUPPLIES
i

General information

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard power supplies are available in many types, sizes, and ratings. There
are laboratory supplies used in circuit development, modular supplies to power systems, high power supplies for industrial processes, and many special purpose supplies
ranging from constant-current sources to
bipolar power supply amplifiers.
The true value of a power supply
The best power supply for the job must
first satisfy all the physical criteria: voltage
and current ratings, performance specifications, size, and features. But equally imporant are the less tangible aspects that affect
the real cost of ownership. Such factors as
the experience and expertise of the manufacturer’s engineering staff should be considered. Are his designs conservative-does
he use quality components/does he have established QA procedures?
If you have a problem or need application
assistance, are the manufacturers’ reps accessible, responsive, and knowledgeable?
Are spare parts and service available on a
world-wide scale?
These factors do not show up on a spec
sheet, but are closely related to a company’s
capability and responsibility towards its customers. When you purchase a power supply
from Hewlett-Packard, you receive guaranteed product performance plus all the intangibles that add up to long-term value-and it
usually costs no more.

Regulation techniques
H P power supplies are designed using one
of four proven stabilization techniques:
series, switching, SCR, and SCR preregulatodseries regulator.
Series regulation: this technique uses a
feedback loop to control the voltage drop
across a series-pass transistor located between the rectified dc input and the output
terminals of the power supply. The feedback
network senses changes in the output voltage and develops an error signal which adjusts the drop across the series transistor
such that it maintains the output terminal
voltage at the desired level. Good regulation
(0.001% to 0.05%), low ripple and noise (50
p V to 1 mV), and fast transient response
( 4 0 p s ) characterize this type of regulator.
With all its attributes of excellent performance and circuit simplicity, the series regulator has one drawback; it is relatively inefficient (typically 30 to 40%). Heat sinks are
employed to dissipate the heat generated by
the series transistors and this necessarily increases the size and weight of the supply.
All linear OEM modular and low power
lab supplies use this technique.
Extended range series regulation: this
technique uses a pair of triac switches with
appropriate control logic to automatically
select different transformer secondary taps
depending on the output voltage and current
demand placed on the supply, and the AC
input voltage and frequency. Several
voltage-current combinations can thereby

be supplied from the input rectifier to the
following series regulator. This extends the
range of voltage (or current) output available
within the power rating of the supply beyond
that obtained from a simple series regulator.
Model 6002A uses this technique.
Switching regulation: this technique regulates the output voltage by essentially
switching a series transistor on and off at a
rapid rate (about 20 kHz) and delivering this
“chopped” current to an output filter. A
feedback network senses changes in the
output and feeds back a correction signal
which adjusts the transistors on-off duty
cycle to maintain a constant output voltage.
Since a transistor dissipates very little
power when it’s fully on or off, the regulator
has excellent efficiency (typically 65-80%).
Besides low power dissipation, another
advantage of this technique is that the high
pulse repetition rates make possible the use
of transformers, inductors, and filter
capacitors that are much smaller than those
required for operation at power line frequencies.
Stabilization performance of the switching
regulator is somewhat lower than the series
regulator (typically 0.2% regulation; 20 mV
rms, 40 mV p-p ripple and noise) but well
suited for the majority of OEM system applications.
SCR regulation: in many high power applications, the tight regulation and low ripple
and noise characteristics of the series regulator can be beneficially traded for economy, efficiency, and compact size. This is
where the SCR regulator is most valuable.
Typical performance specifications for SCR
supplies are 0.05 to 1% regulation, 50 mV
rms, 500 mV p-p ripple and noise, 50-200 ms
transient response, and 70% efficiency.
Regulation is accomplished by sensing both
the AC input and DC output of the supply
and generating a firing pulse for SCR’s located in two legs of a bridge rectifier. If the
output voltage tries to decrease, the control
circuit generates the firing pulse earlier in
the input half cycle. More voltage is then
passed through the SCR to the output filter
to raise the output voltage to the correct
level.
SCR pre-regulatorlseries regulator: this
technique incorporates the best of both
worlds, and is used in most medium to high
power, high performance power supplies. In
these supplies, the SCR pre-regulator
changes the rectifier output in coordination
with the output voltage of the supply so that
only a small voltage drop is maintained
across the series pass transistor. This reduces the power dissipation in the series
elements and greatly improves the efficiency
(up to 70%). Typical performance specfications are similar to series regulated supplies
except for slower transient response.
Selecting power supplies
By model number: if you know the model
number, you can find the power supply description page from the numerical index in
the front of this catalog.
By voltage rating: the condensed listing on
the following two pages lists power supplies
in order of output voltage rating. The referenced catalog page covers detailed specifications.

POWER SUPF
Specification definitions and power suppl

the master supply and of one or more slaves may bt
series, in parallel, or with just their negative or posit
minals in common. (See also complementary trackin
Nominal value: the value that exists “in name only”
value. For example, in the case of a power supply wi
output control, the nominal value is the value indicat
trol setting. For a supply with a fixed output, the nor
the output indicated on the nameplate. The nominal 1
volt f 10% line voltage is 120 volts.
Output impedance: the complex ratio of a sinusoid
sinusoidal current at the output terminals, the one bt
the other and being of external origin.
Overcurrent protection: protection of the power
connected equipment against excessive output currei
Overtemperature protection: protection of the PO
parts of it against temperatures exceeding specified 7
Overvoltage protection: protection of the power
connected equipment against excessive output voltagi
protection is usually by means of a crowbar protection
rapidly places a low resistance shunt across the si
terminals to reduce output voltage to a low value if a
voltage is exceeded. A supply equipped with an ove
bar must also be protected by a means of limiting I
output current.
PARD (acronym for periodic and random deviat
PARD replaces the former term ripple and noise.
periodic and random deviation of a dc output voltage (
its average value, over a specified bandwidth (20 H
except Models 6515A-6525A: 1 Hz to 20 MHz) and
ence and control quantities maintained constant).
Programming speed: the maximum time require1
grammed output voltage or current to change from a E
value (usually zero or maximum output) to a value wit
tolerance band of a specified newly programmed v,
models 99.9% or 0.1% of maximum output, respecti
l%forthe 6104A-6116A,6177C-6186C,and 6427B-64
the onset of a step change in the programming input
Remote control: also referred to as remote prograr
control is the setting of the power supply voltage, cu
function by means of an external control quantity SUCU ds a V ~ I I ~ U I G
resistance, voltage, or current, or a digital signal.
Remote sensing: remote sensing, or remote error sensing, is a
means by which a power supply monitors the stabilized voltage
directly at the load using extra sensing leads. The resulting circuit
action compensates for voltage drops in the load leads (up to a
specified limit).
Resolution: the smallest change in output voltage or current that
can be obtained using the front panel controls.
Reverse voltage protection: protection of the power supply
against reverse voltage applied at the output terminals.
Slave operation: see master-slave operation.
Source effect: formerly known as line regulation, source effect is
the change in the steady-state value of the stabilized output voltage
or current resulting from any change in the source voltage within its
specified range, with all other influence quantities maintained constant. Source effect may be measured at any output voltage and
current within rating.
Temperature effect coefficient: the maximum steady-state change
in a power supply’s output voltage or current per degree Celsius
following a change in the ambient temperature within specified limits, with all other influence quantities maintained constant.
Voltage limiting: the action of limiting the output voltage of a
constant-current supply to some predetermined maximum value
(fixed or adjustable) and automatically restoring the output current
to its normal value when the load conditions are restored to normal.
There are two types of voltage limiting: 1) by constant-voltage/
constant-current crossover, 2) by decreasing the output current as
the voltage increases.
Warm-up time: the time interval after switching on a power supply
until it complies with all performance specifications.

POWER SUPPLIES
Condensed listing

DC Amps
(Max)

OC Volts
4-5.5

Type

Model

Page

8

Low cost
Lab

6384At

205

1

BPSA*

6825At

219

1
2
4
8
16
3, 0.6, 0.6

BPSA*
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular

6826At
62005At
62005Ct
62005Et
62005Gt
62312D

219
222
222
222
222
222

Modular
DC-to-DC
Modular

63315Dt
61005C
63005Ct

222
222
222

DC-to-DC

61315D

222

62605Jt
62605Lt
62605Mt
6236Bt

222
222
222
204

6203Bt*

205

6281At**
6464Ct**
6213At

206
210
204

6214At

204

6113At**
6282At**
6256Bt**
6259Bt**
6260Bt**

216
206
208
208
208

-

0 e 5 & 220
Dual Range
0+5&e50
Dual Range
5 k0.50
5 20.50
5 20.50
5 20.50
5, 5-12, 5-12
Microprocessor
5, & 2 1 2 to 15,
k0.25 Triple
5 e0.25
5 k0.25
5 & 12 to 15,
20.25 Triple

0-7.5
0-8
0-10

5
1000
1

0-10

1

0-10
0-10
0-10
0-10
0- 10
0*10 & O k l O
Dual Range
12 20.60
12 k0.60
12 k0.60
12 e0.60
12 20.60
k 1 2 k0.60 Dual
12-5, 12-5, 5
Microprocessor
e12 to215
& 5 e0.25 Trip1
2 1 2 20.60 Dual
e 1 2 k0.60 Dual
0-15
15 k0.75
15 k0.75
15 k0.75
15 e0.75
15 k0.75
2 1 5 20.75 Dual
2 1 5 & 5 20.25
2 1 5 e 0 . 7 5 Dual
2 1 5 k0.75 Dual
0-16 or 0-18

2
10
20
50
100

Modular
Modular
Modular
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab
Prec. Volt
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose

0.5
1.5
3
6
12
23
1.4
0.6, 0.6, 3

BPSA*
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular

6827At
62012A
62012Ct
62012Et
62012Gt
62612Jt
62212At
62312D

219
222
222
222
222
222
222
222

2 & 18A
max
3.3
6
200
1.25
2.5
5
10
20
1.25
2 & 18 max
3
5.2
600 or
500
1 & 0.5

Modular

63315Dt

222

Modular
Modular
High Pwr.
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
High Pwr.

62212Et
62212Gt
6453At*
62015At
62015Ct
62015Et
62015Gt
62615Jt
62215At
63315Dt
62215Et
62215Gt
6446Ct

222
222
210
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
222
210

Low cost
Lab

6237Bt

206

5 e0.50
5 k0.25
5 20.25
0-6, 0 220,
Triple
0-7.5

I

18 & 2A
max
22
22
18 & 2A
max
40 & 10A
40
60
100
2.5 & 0.5

0-18 & 0 4 2 0
Dual Tracking

3

-

tAvailable on GSA Contract Number GSOOS-04663.
*May be used with the 59501A HP-IB Isolated OIA ConverterIPower Supply Programmer
*May be used with the 69408 Multiprogrammer when equipped with Option 040.
'BPSA = Bipolar Power Supplylhplifier.

DC Amps
(Max.)

oc Volts

Model

Page

~

0 +20, 0-6
Triple
0 220, 0-18
Triple
0-20 & 0-40
Dual Range
0-20 & 0-40
Two Dual Range
0-20
0-20

Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab
tow cost
.ab
tow cost
Lab
'rec. Volt.
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab

6236Bt

204

6237Bt

204

6204Bt*

205

6205Bt**

205

6111At**
6201Bt*

216
205

6200Bt*

205

3

Prec. Volt.
Gen. Purpose

6114At**
6284At**

216
206

3&3
10
10
15
20
15
50

Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
Gen. Purpose

6253A t
6263Bt**
6286A*
6427Bt*
6264Bt*
6428Bt*
6261Bt**

206
208
206
210
208
210
208

1& 2
3
1.75
3.75
7.5
12.5
0.4

Prec. Volt.
Gen. Purpose
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab

6114At**
6224Bt**
62024Ct
62024Et
62024Gt
62624Jt
6215At

216
206
222
222
222
222
204

6216At

204

1 &0.5

Gen. Purpose

6220Bt**

206

2
0.7
1.5
3.25
6.5
10.7
1 & 0.5

Gen. Purpose
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Low cost
Lab
High Pwr.
High Pwr.
High Pwr.
Low cost
Lab

6227Bt**
62028At
62028Ct
62028Et
62028Gt
62628Jt
6206Bt*

214
222
222
222
222
222
205

6433BtO
6456Bt*
6469Ct**
6204Bt*

210
210
210
205

0.5 & 2.5
0.5 & 1

3.6 & 0.3
3.6 & 0.3

1
1.5

0-20 &O-40
Dual Range
0-20 & 20-40
Dual Range
0-20
0-20 & 0-20
Two Outputs
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
20-40 & 0-20
Dual Range
0-24
24 21.20
24 e1.20
2421.20
24 21.20
0-25

1.5 &
3.75

0-25

0.4

0-25 9 0-50
Dual Range
0-25 & 0-25
Two-Tracking
28 k1.40
28 e1.40
28 k1.40
28 e1.40
28e1.40
0-30 & 0-60
Dual Range
0-36
0-36
0-36
0-40 & 0-20
Dual Range

2&1

10
100
300
0.3 & 0.6

*

tAvailable on GSA Contract Number GS-00s-04663.
*May be used with the 59501A HP-I8 Isolated DIA ConverterIPower Supply Programmer
*May be used with the 69406 Multiprogrammer when equipped with Option 040.
*BPSA = Bipolar Power SupplylAmplifier.

-

0- 100
0-100(Com
0-100
0 e100

DC Amps
(Max.)

DC Volts
0-40 & 0-20
Dual Range

0.3 & 0.6

0-40

0.5
0.75

0-40
0-40 & 0-20
Dual Range
0-40 & 0-40
Two Outputs

0-40
0-40
0-40
0-40
0-40
0-40

0-40
0-40
48 e2.40
48 e2.40
48 k2.40
48 k2.40

0-50

0.75 &
1.5

Model
Low cost
Lab
Prec. Volt.
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab

Pagt
-

6205Bt*

205

6112At**
6202Bt*

216
205

6200Bt*

205

6255At*
6289At**
6262Bt**
6266Bt**
6291At*
6267Bt**
6434Bte
6268Bt**
6269BTt*i
62048At
62048Ct
62048Et
62048Gt
62 17At

206
206
208
208
206
208
210
208
208
222
222
222
222
204

0.2
0-0.5
0.5 & 1

Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Modular
Modular
Modular
Modular
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Prec. Cur.
Gen. Purpose

6218At
6177Ct*
6220Bt**

204
218
206

0.8 & 0.

Prec. Volt.

6115At**

216

1.5 & 1.5
1.5
3
5
5
10
25
30
50
0.45
1
2
4
0.2

0-50
0-50 (Compliance)
0-50 & 0-25
0-50 & 50-100
Dual Range
0-50 & 0-50
Two-Tracking
0-50
50-100 & 0-50
Dual Range
0-50
0k50

1
1.5

Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose

6228Btw
6226Btw

214
206

0.4 & 0.8
10-4
5

6115Atw
6002A
6129Ct

216
213
224

0250

I

6130Ct

224

0 k50
0-60 & 0-30
Dual Range

1
0.5 & 1

6824At*
6206Bte

219
205

0-60

0-100 (Compliance:

1
3
3
5
15
15
50
150
e0.016

6294At**
6296At*
6271Bt**
6438Bt*
6274Bt**
6439Bt*
6459At*
6472Ct
6140A

206
206
208
21 1
208
21 1
210
210
224

0-100

0.1

6211At

204

0-100

0.1

Prec. Volt.
HP-IB
Dig. Prog.
Volt.
Dig. Prog.
Volt.
BPSA’
Low cost
Lab
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
High Pwr.
High Pwr.
Dig. Prog.
Cur.
Low cost
Lab
Low cost
Lab

0-60
0-60
0-60

0-60
0-60
0-64
0-64

6212At

?Available on GSA Contract Number GSOOS-04-663.
*May be used with the 59501A HP-IB Isolated O/A Converter/Power Supply Programmer,
*May be used with the 69406 Multiprogrammer when equipped with Option 040.
*BPSA = Bipolar Power Supply/Amplifier.

204

-

0-100
0-120
0-160
0-220
0-300 (Compliance)
0-300
0-320

50
0.1
35
0.1

0-320
0-440 or 0-500
or 0-600
1-600
0-1000
0-1600
0-2000
0-3000
0-3000
0-4000

1.5
25 or 20
or 15
1.5
0.2
0.005
0.1

0.006
0.006
0.05

Prec. Volt.
Prec. Cur.
Gen. Purpose
Dig., Prog.
Voli
Higlh Pwr.
HiglI Pwr.
Low cost
Lab
High Pwr.
Prec. Cur.
High Pwr.
Low cost
Lab
Gen. Purpose
High Pwr.
High Pwr.
High Volt.
High Volt.
High Volt.
Prec. Volt.
High Volt.
High Volt.

-

6116At*
6181Ct*
6299At**
6131C-t

216
218
206
224

64756.t*
64438-t*
62078. t*

210
210
205

6477Ct*
6186Ct*
6479Ct*
6209Bt*

210
218
210
205

895At
6483Ct*
6448Bt
6521At
6515At
6522At

I

208
210
210
215
215
21 5
216

tAvailable on GSA Contract Number GS-00s-04663
+May be used with the 59501A HP-IB Isolated O I A ConverterlPower Supply Programmer
*May be used with the 69406 Multiprogrammer when equipped with Option 040
‘BPSA = Bipolar Power Supply/Amplifier.

Power Supply Digital
Programming Interfaces

---

Description

+lode1 ?age

HP-I8 Isolated D/A Converter/PowerSuppl! i9501A
Programmer: one channel, two progmnmablc
ranges. Provides HP-IB interface for
programming either output voltage, or current
(where current programming is available as
described in specifications for individual powe
supply model) of power supplies designated
with a + symbol in the above condensed listing
“model” column. Interfacing details are
covered in publication 5952-3990.

212

Muitiprogramer: a highly versatile I/O
69408
expander and converter that can control up to
240 power supplies from one HP-IB port or one
16-bit duplex 1 / 0 channel. It will control outpui
voltage and current of power supplies
designated with a symbol in the above condense(

597

*

listing “model” column when they are equipped with
Option 040. Additional Multiprogrammer
capabilities include digital I/O for monitoring
crowbars, relays for output switching, A/D
converters for measuring power supply output,
timers for automatic power supply sequencing, etc.
Ask your HP field engineer for the 48-page
Multiprogrammer Data Sheet, publication number
5952-3982, for complete details.

--

POWER SUPPLIES
Low cost lab: compact, single and triple outputs
Models 6211A-6218A, 6236B and 62378

1OW o u t p u t . . . Low ripple and noise
Compact, Impact-resistant stackable case
Short-circuit proof

0 to 6 V & 0 to +20 V , Model 6236B
0 to 18 V & 0 to t 2 0 V , Model 6237B
Variable tracking control

6211A, 6218A

62368. 62378

Description
These popular low-cost bench supplies are designed for general laboratory use and are equipped with front-panel mounted voltage controls, a combination volt/ammeter, and output binding posts. Output
voltage is continuously variable, via coarse and fine controls from 0
V to 15% above the maximum rated output. A switch selects either
output voltage or current for display on the panel meter.
Load connections are made via three binding posts. Either the +
or the - post may be grounded through an adjacent G N D terminal
or the supply may be operated floating at up to 300 volts above
ground.
The Constant VoltagelConstant Current Models have concentric
coarse and tine current controls which allow setting the current-limit
point to any value within the current rating. Using these controls,
the CVICC supplies can also be operated as constant current
sources with 500 P A load regulation. All CVICC models can be
connected in series or parallel.
The Constant VoltageICurrent Limiting (CVICL) Model supplies
are short-circuit protected by a f i e d current limiting circuit which is
activated at approximately 120% of rated load current. The CV/CL
models can be connected in series only.
Ratings

AC Power Requirements 115 V

f lo%,

10 4 8 4 4 0 Hz; (for 230 V operation. order optn. 028).

Size: 133 H x 83 W x 368 mm D (3.25” x 5.25” x 8”).
Accessories and options
1421A Rack kit for one, two, or three supplies.
Opt 028: 230 V ac single phase input
Ordering information
6213A, 6215A, 6217A CVICL Low Cost Lab Supplies
6211A CVICL Low Cost Lab Supply
6214A, 6216A, 6218A CVICC Low Cost Lab Supplies
6212A CVICC Low Cost Lab Supply

Price
$45
N /C

$130
$160
$155
$185

Description
Microprocessors, digital and linear integrated circuits, and displays used in lab development frequently require triple output power
supplies for operating prototypes. The 6236B and 6237B are valued
additions to the design bench due to their multiple output voltages,
small size, ease of operation and application-related performance.
These compact constant-voltage/current-limitingsupplies com20 V tracking outputs rated at 0.5 amps with a single
bine 0 to
output rated at 0 to + 6 volts at up to 2.5 amps in the 6236B, and 0 to
+ 18 volts at 1 amp in the 6237B.
Controls, meters, and binding posts are logically ananged on a
neatly laid out front panel. One voltage control simultaneously adjusts the 20 V and -20 V outputs, which track within 1% to power
operational amplifiers and circuits requiring balanced voltages. A
tracking ratio control can disable the 1:1 tracking feature and set the
negative output to a lower voltage than that of the positive output.
Once the tracking ratio control has established a voltage ratio between the positive and negative outputs, the ratio remains constant
as the 220 V voltage control vanes both outputs. Another voltage
control sets the 0 to +6 V (6236B) or 0 to 18 V (6237B) output. All
outputs are protected against overload and short-circuit damage by
fixed current limiting circuits.

*

+

Specifications (both models, unless otherwise
indicated)
DC Output
6236B: 0 to 6 V (2.5 A at 6 V reducing to 1 A at 0 V); and 0 to +20
V and -20 V at 0.5 A with variable dual tracking.
62378: 0 to 18 V at 1 A; and 0 to +20 V and -20 V at 0.5 A, with
variable dual tracking.
AC input: 120 V ac nominal, 104 V to 127 V, 47-63 Hz, 112 W. 1.2
A.
Load effect (load regulation): 0.01% +2 mV (all outputs).
Source effect (line regulation): 0.01% + 2 mV (all outputs).
PARD (ripple & noise): 0.35 mV rms, 1.5 mV p-p (20 Hz to 20
MHz).
Resolution: 20 mV for 6 V output, 70 mV for other outputs.
Drift (stability): following 30-minutes warm-up is 0.1% +5 mV.
Output voltage overshoot: no overshoot.
Temperature coefficient: 0.02% + 1 mV output change per degree
C.
Temperature ratings: operating: 0 to 40°C; storage: -40 to +75”C.
Size: 89 H x 216 W x 319 mm D ; (3.50” x 8.50” x 12.50”).
Weight: 4.3 kg (9.5 Ib).
Color: olive gray.
Options and accessories
Price
Opt 100: 87-106 V , 47-63 HZ input
NIC
Opt 220: 191-233 V, 47-63 Hz input
N/C
Opt 240: 208-250 V, 47-63 Hz input
NIC
14513A Rack Kit for one supply
$15
14523A Rack Kit for two supplies
$25
Ordering information
$345
6236B Triple Output Power Supply
$345
6237B Triple Output Power Supply

Low cost lab: general bench applications
Models 62008-62098,

Short-circuit proof
Floating output (up to 300 V above ground)-can
used as a positive or negative source
Remote sensing

and 6384A

Bench or rack mounting
Multi-function meter

be

Q
620013 -62030,62078.
62098, C v f c c

62048, 6206 CVICL

Description
Models 62OOB-62098
This series of low-cost bench supplies includes nine models covering an output voltage range from 0-7.5 V to 0-320 V. All models
equipped with coarse and fine output voltage controls (except Models 6207B and 6209B, which have 10-turn voltage controls), volt/
ampere meter, meter functionlrange switch, and front and rear output terminals. In addition, on the dual-range models (6204B-6205B),
an output range switch permits the selection of either a high or a low
output voltage range.
Model 6205B combines the versatility of a dual power supply with
the flexibility of auto-parallel and auto-series operation to extend the
output ratings of this supply to 20 V/1.2 A , 40 V10.6 A , and 80 V/0.3
A. In addition, using the supply’s auto-tracking capability, opposite
polarity voltages (220 V, 240 V) can conveniently be obtained from
this one supply.
supplies (6204B-6205B),
The Constant-Voltage/Current-Limiting
are short-circuit protected by a fixed current limiting circuit which is
activated at approximately 110% of rated load current. The currentlimit point can be reduced by changing the value of a single internal
supplies, conresistor. For the Constant-Voltage/Constant-Current
centric coarse and fine current controls allow the current-limit point
to be set to any value within the current rating. Using these controls,
the CV/CC supplies can also be operated as constant-current
sources.
Units may be bench operated or rack mounted individually or in
pairs using accessory rack mounting hardware.

Specifications

62058 CVICL
6384A CV/CL
Two, Dual Range Outputs
Model 6384A
This low-cost bench supply is designed specifically for use with
digital-logic integrated circuits. Its output ratings and superior performance, combined with the protection of built-in overvoltage
crowbar and current limiting circuits, make it an excellent IC supply
for both laboratory and systems use.

Specif ications-general
Drift: 0.1% + 5 mV per 8 hours (6384A, 0.3% +IO mV after 2-hour)
warm-up.
Temperature coefficient, per “C: 0.02% + 1 mV (6384A, 3 mV1
“C).
Load effect transient recovery: 50 ps to recover within 10 mV of
nominal output voltage. (50 ps and 40 mV for 6384A).
Overvoltage protection crowbar (optional on 6200B-6206B)
Option 011 on 62008-62068: adjustment range from 2.5 V to
104% of maximum rated output of supply, plus 2 V. Minimum
operating setting (margin) is 104% of nominal output, plus 2 V.
Standard feature on 6384A: trip voltage factory set at 6.25 V;
field adjustable down to 5 V.
Temperature ratings: operating, 0 to 50°C. Storage, -40 to +75”C.
These supplies are convection cooled.
Rear panel terminals
DC output: 6200B-6209B have front and rear output terminals;
Model 6384A has only rear output terminals.
Remote sensing: terminals are provided to correct for load lead
voltage drop.
Auto-series, auto-parallel, and auto-tracking operation: Models
6200B-6209B have terminals for multiple supply operation.
Size: 89 H x 216 W x 317 mm D (3.50” x 8.50” x 12.50”).
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 lb). Shipping, 5.4 kg (12 Ib).
GENERAL

Options’
4.4-5.5

-=-I-

2 mV

6384A

Price

1 mV/5 mV
9, 11. 15, 28

5 mV

$275

7-l
Dual range
0-20
or

0 01% + 4 mV
I
/

0 01% 1-4 mV

200
’ @

48-440 Hz

2oon/v t 1%

cv/cc

mV

0 9 A, 70 W

040
-,

Two dual ran es
0-2010d
and
0-20/0-40

0-0 6/0 3
0-0 6/03

~~

CV/CL
62058

0 01% +4 mV

0 01% + 4 mV

200 r V / 1 mV

0.01% + 4 mV

0.01%+4 mV

200 @V/1mV

Oual Ltnge
U-JU

or
0-60
0-40

62068
0-0.75

I

-.

62028

0.01% +4 mV
~~

0-160
0-320

~

0.01% +4 mV

200 p V i 1 mV

ZOOON t 1%
N/A

10 mV/NA

-

CVlCL
10 mV/NA

cvicc

I

300O/Vt1%
N/A

48-440 Hz

-.
-.

2 o o n i v t 1%

~

02

62078

0 02% +2 mV

0 02% 1-2 mV

500 @Vi40 mV

0-0 1

62098

0 02% + 2 mV

0 02% 1 2 mV

1 mVi40 mV

*For 230 V ac tIC% operation, order Opt 0 28 See page 220 for complete option descriptions

0 5 A, 50 W
48-440 Hz
1 A, 66 W
48-440 HZ
0.8 A, 66 W

25 mV/500 @A

cvicc

3 0 0 W f1%
75 k n l A i10%

48-63 Hz
1 A, 60 W

cvicc

300 ~ 2 / V t 1 %
150 k W A t10%

I

40 mV/ZOO PA

-,

yy

,,

7-l
9, 11, 15, 28

$250

9, 11, 15. 28

$280

POWER SUPPLIES

'

General purpose: 25-200 W output
Models 62208-6299A
8

Constant voltagelconstant current operation
Remote sensing and programming
Auto-series, -parallel, & -tracking operation

Front and rear output terminals
Floating output-use as positive or negative source
Bench or rack mounting

Description
6281A, 6284A. 6289A,
6294A. 6299A

62208, 62248, 62268

6282A, 6286A,
6291A, 6296A

62a1~-6299~
.Voltage/Constant-Current
This series of medium-oower Cons
power supplies is available in two power ranges: 37-75 watts (packaged in 3lh-inch high half-rack cases), and 100-200 watts (packaged
in Yh-inch high half-rack cases). All models except 6294A and
6299A have separate coarse and fine voltage and current controls
that allow the voltage and current outputs to be varied from zero to
the maximum rated values. The latter two models have ten-turn
voltage controls. Crossover from constant-voltage to constant-current operation occurs automatically when the load current exceeds
the value established by the current control settings. A four-position
meter function switch selects either of two output voltage or output
current ranges (X 1 , XO . l ) for display on the panel meter.
The 37-75 watt models are of the series-regulated type. They
have excellent regulation and ripple characteristics and include a
special output-capacitor discharge circuit for improved programming speed. The 100-200 watt models employ a series-regulator/
SCR-preregulator configuration to achieve the high efficiency
necessary for a convection-cooled package of this size. They also
have excellent regulation, low ripple and noise, and moderate programming speeds.
625314 and 6255A
These versatile dual-output models each contain two identical,
independently-adjustable 60-watt power supplies in a full-rack width
case. The regulator, voltage and current control, and metering circuits of each section of the supply are electrically identical to those
of the individual 37-75 watt models described above.

6253A, 6255A

Specifications

0.01%+250

*Models 6253A and 6255A contain two identical, independently-adjustable power supplies
**Model 62208 has a single dual range output wlth ratings of 0-25 V at 0-1 A or 0-50 V at 0-0 5 A

500 &R rms

0.1% +2.5 mV

0.1% +4 mA

By combining the versatility of a dual power supply with the flexibility of auto-series and auto-parallel operation, twice the maximum
rated output voltage or current of each section can be obtained from
the one supply. In addition, using the supply’s auto-tracking capability, opposite-polarity voltages (k20 V for Model 6253A or 240 V for
Model 6255A) are possible.
6220B,6224B, and 62268
These Constant-VoltagelConstant-Currentsupplies are designed
for general laboratory use. All have excellent regulation, low ripple
and noise, and high speed programming characteristics. Large easyto-read meter scales, 10-turn voltage and current controls, and front
and rear output terminals enhance ease of operation. Model 6220B is
is a dual-range instrument with output ratings of 0-25 V at 0-1 A or
0-50 V at 0-0.5 A. It is the only model of the three employing
convection cooling. Models 6224B and 6226B have single outputs of
0-24 V at 0-3 A and 0-50 V at 0-1.5 A , respectively.
Accessories and options
The accessories and options available for use with Models
6220B-6299A are listed on page 220.

Specifications-general
Load effect transient recovery: time, 50 ps. Level, 15 mV.
Meter accuracy: 3% of full scale.
Power: standard input voltage is 115 V ac +- 10%. Order option 028
for 230 V ac ?lo% operation. Input power frequency, maximum
input current, maximum power consumption are: 6220B, 48-440
Hz,0.5 A , 44 W; 6224B, 48-63 Hz,1.8 A, 164 W; 6226B, 48-63 Hz,
1.8 A , 164 W; 6253A, 48-440 Hz,2.6 A , 235 W; 6255A, 48-440 Hz,
2.6 A , 235 W; 6281A, 48-440 Hz,1.3 A , 118 W; 6282A, 57-63 Hz,
3.5 A , 200 W; 6284A2,48-440 Hz,1.5 A, 128 W, 6286A, 57-63 Hz,
5.5 A , 320 W; 6289A, 48-440 Hz,1.3 A, 110 W; 6291A, 57-63 Hz,
5.5 A , 280 W; 6294A, 48-440 Hz,1.3 A , 114 W; 6296A, 57-63 Hz,
4.5 A , 250 W; 6299A, 48-440 Hz,1.5 A, 135 W.
Size: 6220B, 6224B, & 6226B: 166 H x 130 W x 294 mm D (6%” x
5%‘’x 119/ls”).6253A, 6255A: 87 H x 483 W x 403 mm D (37/16”x
19” x 157/s”).6281A, 6284A, 6289A, 6294A, 6299A: 87 H x 209 W x
398 mm D (3’/1e” X 87/32” X W/E”).6282A, 6286A, 6291A, 62%A:
131 H x 210 W x 435 mm D (5%” x 8V4” x 17%”).
Temperature: operating, 0 to 55°C; storage, -40 to 75°C.

Specifications, continued

I

REMOTE CONTROL FEATURES

I

Resistance Coefficient
Voltage
200nIV ? 1%

200WA ? l o %

2 1%

100nIA i- 10%

2oon/v

I

20011IV f1%

Voltage Coefficient

Current

I

Voltage

I 1 V/V

? 1%

I
500fL/At10%

Current

I

1 V/V+l%

NL
1 ms

0.2 V I A ? 10%

I 1 V/V 2 1 %

I

I

Speed, UP’

Speed, DOWN’

I
I 2 ms I
I

FL

100 mV/A ?lo%

70 ms 200 ms

0.33V/Af10%

30 ms

I
10 ms I
NL

FL

9s

40 ms

I

Overvoltage

I

Range

Margin

2oon/v

2 1%

^^^^...
LUUIIIY+I%

..

200QIVtl%
2OOCLIV f 1%

5000IA+10%

I

1 500niAt10%

I1

V/Vtl%

I

1 V/V-rl%

I 200WA210oh I 1 V I V + l %

I

I 300RIV tl%I

I Shipping I OptiOnSA
I 7.2 k b I l 6 Ib 19, 11, 15, 28, 40

100 ms 2.5-23 V

4%+2 V

12.7 kgI28 Ib 17.7 kgI39 Ib 9, 10, 11, 15, 28, 40

400 ms

1

4%+2 V

61.4 kg/14 Ib

9s

7

7%+1 V

n 0 ,._/“I.
1v.a
n g i ~ oIU 13.1 kgI29 Ib 5, 9, 11, 15, 28

NA

7.3 kgI16 Ib

!3.5 kgI21 Ib

1.9kbi13 Ib

j.8 kgI15 Ib

15, 28, 40

17.7 kg/39 II

- .^ ..

7.2 kg/16 Ib

IL

9, 11, 15, 28, 40

--

15, 28. 40

1 V I A t 10%

1 k/V f1%

I

Net

11.3 kg/25 Ib( 13.6 kgI30 Ib 5, 9, 11, 15, 28, 40

2 V/A+lG%

I

I

7%+1 V

80 ms 400 ms

1-13 V

I

Weight

6 ms 12.5-10 V 1 4 % +2 V 16.4 k g i l 4 Ib

50 ms
2OORIV f1%

I

GENERAL

I

I 0.66

V/A+10%

I

I
I

0.66V/Af10°h

-

200mVIA-r10%

200 ms

15 ms

1

45 ms 1200 ms

275 ms 1275 ins

I

13 s

I 40 ms 12.5-44 \I I 4 % + 2 V
1275 ins 1 6 - 4 3 V

16.4 k g I l 4 Ib 17.2 k g I l 6 Ib

.L

*^

I!

I 7 % + 1 V 111.3 kgI25 I b l 12.7 kgI28 I b l !

500nIA ? 10%

1 vi\i

1 VIA

20 ms

65 ms 200 ms

NA

7.3 kgi16 Ib

8.2 kgi18 Ib

15,
15. 28, 40

1 k n I A t l l1%

1\ I / V t l %

1 V/Ai-10%

25 ms

80 ms

2s

175 ms

5-65 V

4%+2 V

5.9 kg/13 Ib

6.8 k g I l 5 Ib

9,
3, 11, 15, 28, 40

? 1 0%

1V I V 2 1 %

333 mV/Af10%

600 ins 600 ms

5s

1.1 s

9-66 V

7%+1 V

11.3 kgI25 Ib 12.7 kgI28 Ib 5,
5, 9, 11. 15, 28

200 ms 20-106

V 4%+2 V

-

kl(
1%
1V I V t l %
1.3 V / A t l O %
25 ms 200 ms 1.5 s
Abee page LLU lor complete opt11i n and accessory descriptions.
rurrpnt
’Up = increasing output voltage. NL = No outout load current. FL = Full
. rated
.... niitniit
. _ _ r _lnad
_
~

50 ms NA

.^

5.9 k g i l 3 Ib

6.8 k g i l 5 Ib

11, IS, 28, 40

$45

$33
$4“
$34

POWER SUPPLIES
General purpose: 120-2000 W output
Models 62568-62748 & 895A

.

Built-in overvoltage protection*
Constant voltage/constant current operation
Remote programming and sensing

Remote sensing
Auto-series, -parallel, and -tracking operation
~ 5 psec
0
load transient recovery

62568, 62646, 62676

62638, 62658, 62668, 6271 6

8

895A

62748

Models 62568-6274B
This series of high-performance Constant Voltage/Constant Current supplies includes thirteen models with output ratings form 10 to
60 V. All models employ a transistor series-regulator/tnacpreregulator circuit to achieve high efficiency, excellent regulation,
low ripple and noise, and moderate programming speeds in a compact full-rack width package.
Separate coarse and fine voltage and current controls allow the
voltage and current outputs to be varied from zero to the maximum
rated value. Crossover from constant voltage to constant current
operation occurs automatically when the load current exceeds the
value established by the current control settings.
62598, 62608, 6261 8, 62688, 62698

+ 200 p V

0-60

0-3

62718

0.01%

0-60

0-15

62748

0.01%+ 2OOpV

0-320

0-1.5

895A

0.007% or 20 mV

t Refer t o page 201 for complete

specification definitions

'These six features apply to 62568-62748 Only.

0.02%

+ 2 mA

0.02%

+ 500 pA

n nn..,

cnn

U . U L Y ~ + JUU

-

1

p~n

+ 500 pA

200 pV/lO mV

3 mA rms

0.03% + 500 p V

0.03% + 3 mA

0.01%+ 200 p V

0.02%+ 500 pA

200 pV/20 mV

5 mA rms

0.03%+ 2 mV

0.03%+ 5 mA

0.007% or 20 mV

-

+

-

0.01%

+ 200 pV

0.02%

1 mV rms

-

0.1%

5 mV

Additional features include built-in overvoltage crowbar protection; remote error sensing; and auto-series, auto-parallel, and autotracking operation. The crowbar trip point adjustment and associated overvoltage indicator are conveniently located on the front
panel.
Auto-series, auto-parallel, and auto-tracking connections should
ordinarily include no more than three supplies. If a specific application requires the use of more than three supplies in any of the three
connections, consult your local H P Field Engineer for additional
information.
All dc output, ac input, sensing, control, and programming connections are made to rear-panel terminals. Either the positive or
negative output terminal may be grounded or the supplies may be
operated floating at up to 300 volts above ground. Models 6256B,
6263B, 62648, 6265B, 6266B, 6267B, and 6271B are convection
cooled. All other models in this series employ cooling fans.

Model a 9 5 ~
Model 895A is a general purpose Constant-Voltage/CurrentLimit supply. Output voltage is adjustable from 0-320 V via a front
panel 10-turn potentiometer with concentric lock and a single-turn
fine control. Separate voltage and current meters provide continuous indication of power supply outputs. High performance specifications include 0.007% line and load regulation and 1 mV rms ripple
and noise. Remote sensing and programming are standard features.
Accessories and options
The accessories and options available for use with Models
6256B-6274B, 895A are listed on page 220.

Specif ications-general
Load effect transient recovery: time-50 psec. Level- 10 mV
Resolution: voltage control-less than 0.02%. Current controlless than 0.15%.

Temperature coefficient per "C: 0.01% of output plus 200 pV
(895A-0.03%
1.5 mV).
Temperature ratings: operating, 0 to 55°C; Storage, -40 to 75°C.
Remote control programming: these power supplies are capable
of being programmed in constant voltage and constant current operation by using an external resistance or D C voltage with coefficients
as shown in the table below.
Rear terminal wiring configurations for remote control operation
are specified in the operation and service manual supplied with the
power supply. For remote control programming procedures and timing considerations, contact your local HP field engineer.
Power: input voltage is 115 V ac or 230 V ac *lo%, 57-63 Hz. For
other input voltage and frequency options available, see option listing below and page 220. Standard input voltage, maximum input
current, and maximum power are: 6256B, 115 V ac, 5 A, 375 Wt;
62598, 230 V ac, 6 A, 850 Wt; 6260B, 230 V ac, 12 A, 1600 Wt;
6261B, 230V ac, 12 A, 1500 Wt; 6263B, 115 V ac, 4.5 A, 350 W*;
6264B, 115Vac,8A,600Wt;6265B, l l S V a c , 3 A , 180W*;6266B,
115 V ac, 4 A, 325 W*; 6267B, 115 V ac, 8 A, 550 Wt; 6268B, 230 V
ac, 12 A , 1600 Wt; 6269B, 230 V ac, 18 A, 2500 Wt; 6271B, 115 V
ac, 4 A , 300 W*; 6274B, 115 V ac, 15 A, 1200 Wt; 895A, 115 V ac,
8.7 A, 585 Wt.

+

*Threbwire, five-foot AC power cord included with power supply.
tThrebterminal barrier strip provided on power supply for AC power connections.

Size: 6263B, 6265B, 6266B, 6271B: 83.7 H x 483 W x 479.4 mm D
(3.2%" x 19" x 18.875"). 6256B, 6264B, 6267B, 6274B: 127 H x 483
W x 479.4 mm D (5.00" x 19" x 18.875") 6259B, 6260B, 6261B,
6268B, 6269B: 173 H x 483 W x 479.4 mm D; (6.812" x 19" x
18.875") 895A: 128.6 H x 483 W x 463.6 mm D (5.062" x 19" x
18.25").
Typical output impedance: approximated by a resistance in series
with an inductance: 6256B, 0.1 m a , 1 p H ; 6259B, 50 pa. 1 p H ;
6260B, 20 p a , 1 p H ; 6261B, 100 p a , 1 p H ; 6263B, 500 p 0 , l p H ;
6264B, 200 pa. 1 p H ; 6265B, 2 m a , 1 p H ; 6266B, 1 m a , 1 p H ;
6267B, 500 p a ; 1 p H ;6268B, 200 p a , 1 p H ; 62698, 100 p a , 1 p H ;
6271B, 5 m a , 1 p H ; 6274B, 1 m a , 1 p H ; 895A, 40 m a , 16 p H .

Specifications, continued
I

BFNFRAI

Weight
Shipping

100 n / v f lo/

5. 9, 10, 15, 22, 26, 27,

I

5mV/A?lo"/.

I

1 V/V f l %

I 50 mV/A f10% I 150 ms

1 V/Vf1%

I

10 m V/AflO%

I 150 ms

100 n/vt l?

lVNfl%

100 n / v f19.
200 n / V f l %

I 4 RIAtlOSb I

200 W V f 1% 1300 RIA f1O%I 1 V/V f 1%

70ms

I 167 mV/A f10% I275 ms

5, 9, 10, 15, 22, 27, 40

... .- -.
^^

300 n/Vf1%
300 n / V

I 67 N

A f lo"/.

-

I 1 VN f 1% I 33.3 mV/A
-

-

10%

I 600 ms
-

Up = increasing output voltage. NL = No output load current. FL = Full ratec DUtpUt load current
LSee page 220 for complete option and accessory descrlptlons.

^^

.^
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POWER SUPPLIES
General purpose: 300-1 1,000 W output
Models 64278-6483C

Outstanding value-low costlwatt
Up to 75% efficiency at full output
Constant voltage/current operation

6427~-64a3c

Description
This series of SCR-regulated power supplies is designed for
high-power applications requiring a fixed or variable DC source
with moderate regulation and ripple. For supplies with better regulation, faster response time, and lower ripple, see models 6256B6274B and 895A, on page 208.
Operating features
All supplies in this series are of the Constant-Voltage/ConstantCurrent type. Large easy-to-read panel meters continuously monitor
output voltage and current.

Input and output power, remote sensing, remote programming,
and auto-series, -parallel, and -tracking connections are made to bus
bars and terminal blocks on the rear panel.
Protective features
In addition to the overload protection inherent in Constant
voltwelConstant Current operation, there are many other built-in
protective features included in these supplies. The features vary
within the three model classifications as follows:
64278-6448B: (1) Reverse voltage protection. (2) Fused AC input.
6453A, 64568, 6459A: (1) AC line loss protection circuit monitors
3-phase input and cuts off SCR's and opens output bus if a phase
drops out; operation resumes when AC input returns to normal. (2)
3-phase input circuit breaker. (3) Optional internal crowbar (Option
006) protects load from overvoltage condition.
6464C-6483C: (1) High-temperature protection thermostat opens
input to power transformer and lights front panel indicator if supply
overheats. (2) Prolonged overload protection circuit is activated and
lights front panel indicator if output current exceeds approximately
115% of maximum rating. (3) Optional internal crowbar (except on
6464C) protects load from overvoltage condition. (4) Turn-on circuit
limits peak line current during start-up into low impedance loads. (5)
Phase-balance circuit permits operation with line-to-line input voltage imbalance up to 8%. (6) Overcurrent and over-voltage circuits of
master and slave supplies used in auto-series, -parallel, or -tracking
operation can be interlocked.
Auto-series, -parallel, -tracking operation
Supplies may be connected in auto-series, or auto-tracking. (Except 6448B and 6483C, which cannot be connected in auto-series.)
Up to three lower power models (6427B-6448B) may be connected in any of the above configurations. Higher-power model
(6453A/6483C) interconnection should ordinarily include no more
than two supplies.
Remote sensing
Remote sensing permits regulation at the load connection, rather
than at the output terminals of the power supply. In all cases, there
are limits to the permissible load-lead voltage drops, as follows:
Models 6427B-6448B: 2 volts in negative output lead.
Models 6453A, 6456B, 6459A: 1 volt in negative output lead.
Models 6464C-6483C: 3 volts in negative output lead.

1-20

1-36
1-36

".""," ,

0-15

" ,,.,

64348

40 mV

200 mA

18 mV

64388

60 mV

50 mA

30 mV

mA

64398

120 mV

150 mA

60 mV

3 mA

3 mA

I_
6472C

6475C

120 mV
I

^.__^

1-300
1-440, 500 or 600

-600
??Refer to page 201 for complete specification definitions
ttspecified for combined line and load regulation
A For operation with a 50 HZ input (possible only with Option 05), the rms ripple and transient
response specifications are increased by 50%
* The output current rating IS given in the same order corresponding with the voltage rating

5 Under light loading conditions, power supply may not meet all published specificatlons The
graph on the next page defines the permissible operating regions for CV and CC modes of
operation
For operation with a 50 Hz input (possible only with Option 0% output current IS linearly
derated from 1OOOh at 40°C to 80% at 50°C

SPECIFICATIONS IN NON-SHADED REGION

1
I
I

I
UNSPECIFIED REGION FOR CC OPERATION.
MEETS SPECIFICATIONS IN CV OPERATION.

I
I
I
I
I

I

Models 64288,64348,64398, & 64488: 133 H x 483 W x 426 mm
D (5’/4” x 19” X 16V4”).
Models 6453A, 64568, & 6459A: 356 H x 483 W x 464 mm D (14”
x 19” x 18V4”).
Models 6464C, 6466C, 6469C, 6472C, 6475C, 6477C, 6479C, &
6483C: 667 H x 426 W x 664 mm D (26%” x 19” x 26l/~”).
Price
Options
AC, input power
64278-64486
Std: 115 V ac, 2 lo%, single phase, 57-63 Hz
NIC
NIC
027: 208 V ac, ?lo%, single phae, 57-63 Hz
N/C
028: 230 V ac, +IO%, single phase, 57-63 Hz
N/C
005: realignment for 50 Hz operation
6453A, 64568, 6459A: AC input connections are by
means of a 4-conductor connector at rear of unit. A
matching Hubbell No. 74136 plug (HP part number
1251-1570) is furnished.
001: 208 V ac, f lo%, 3-phase, 15.5 Alphase, 57-73

Hz
30

100

X OF RATED OUTPUT CURRENT

Remote programming
The voltage and c u m n t outputs of the supplies can be programmed by a remote resistance, or, for most models, a voltage
source. Programming speeds and coefficients are detailed in the
specifications table.
AC power requirements
The AC power requirements vary with the three model classifications (see option listings). When powered from a 50 Hz source (possible with Option 009, the rms ripple and transient response specifications increase by 50%. The p-p ripple specification is unchanged
by line frequency.
Dimensions
Models 64278, 64338, 64388 and 64438: 89 H x 483 W x 445
m m D (3%” x 19” x 17%”).

002: 230 V ac, &lo%, 3-phase, 14 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
031:380 V ac, f lo%, 3-phase, 8.5 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
032: 400 V ac, &lo%,3-phase, 8.0 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
003: 460 ac, f lo%, 3-phase, 7 A/phase, 57-63 Hz
005: realignment for 50 Hz operation
6464C-6483C: AC input connections are by means of
enclosed 4-wire terminal block.
001: 208 V ac, ?lo%, 3-phase, 55 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
002: 230 V ac, flo%, 3-phase, 50 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
031: 380 V ac, flo%, 3-phase, 30 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
032: 400 V ac, flo%, 3-phase, 28.5 A/phase, 57-63
Hz
003: 460 V ac, ? lo%, 3-phase, 25 Alphase, 57-63 Hz
005: realignment for 50 Hz operation
006: internal overvoltage protection crowbar
6459A, 6477C, 6479C, 6483C
6453A, 6456B
6472C, 6475C
6469C
6466C

Specifications, continued
Load Transient

AFor operation with a 50 Hz input (possible only wlth Optlon 05), the rms rlpple and transtent response speclftcations are Increased by 50%.
ASee page 220 for complete option and accessory descrlptlons.

N/C
N/C
add $55
add $55
N/C
N/C
NIC
N/C
add $200
add $200
add $210
N/C
add $345
add $395
add $460
add $510
add $570

I
I
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General Purpose: HP-IB Programmer
Model 59501A
HP-I6 power supply control
HP-I B-to-power-su pply isolation
Programmable range

Programmable 10-volt DC output
Unipolar/Bipolar operation
Fast digital to analog conversion

Specifications
Description
The 5950 1A is an isolated digital-to-analog converter designed to
provide a convenient interface between the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus and H P power supplies. With the 59501A, a wide range of
D C voltages and currents becomes automatically controllable via
the HP-IB. With proper wiring, the built-in isolation devices protect
other instrumentation on the HP-IB from damage that could be
caused by power supply outputs. In addition, an internal control
circuit holds the output level near zero until programmed data is
received. A programmable High/Low range control improves resolution by ten-to-one.
Power supply control is accomplished through the 59501A's programmable output voltage and programming network (see figure 1).
By making the appropriate connections between the 59501A's rear
terminals and the remote programming terminals on the supply, the
output voltage (or current) of the supply can be programmed from
zero to its full rated output. The 59501A front panel controls provide
fast and easy calibration of power supply outputs. The Zero Adjust
enables the user to correct for small offsets in power supply response to programmed inputs. The Power Supply Full Scale Adjust
(part of programming network) enables the user to set the maximum
output desired from the power supply when the 59501A is programmed to its maximum value. For example, this adjustment
would normally be used to calibrate the maximum programmable
output of a 320Vdc power supply to 320 volts. However, it could
also be used to set the maximum to 200 volts.
In addition to its ability to program power supplies, the 59501A
also can be used directly as a low level D C signal source. Unipolar
and bipolar output modes are available with output voltages programmable from zero to 9.99 volts, or minus 10.0 to plus 9.98 volts.
Output current up to 10 milliamps is available and is automatically
limited to protect the 59501A and user equipment. The 59501A produces a full scale voltage change in approximabley 250 psec from the
time the digital data is received.

Digital to Analog Converter
DC Output voltage: programmable in high or low ranges within the
voltage limits shown below. Output mode is unipolar or bipolar and
is selected by a rear panel switch.
Unipolar: 0 to 9.99 V (low range, 0 to 0.999 V).
Bipolar: - 10 to +9.98 V, (low range, - 1 to +0.998 V).
DC Output current: 10 mA maximum.
PARD (Ripple and Noise): 2 mV rms/l0 mV p-p.
Resolution: unipolar, I O mV (low range, 1 mV). Bipolar, 20 mV
(low range, 2 mV).
Accuracy: specified at 23°C +.5"C.
Unipolar: 0.1% +5 mV (low range, 0.1% + 1 mV).
Bipolar: 0.1% 10 mV (low range, 0.1% +2 mV).
Stability: change in output over 8 hour interval under constant line,
load, and ambient following a 30 minute warm-up. Stability is included in accuracy specification measurements over the temperature range indicated.
Unipolar: 0.04% +0.5 mV (low range, 0.04% + . l mV).
Bipolar: 0.04% +1 mV (low range, 0.04% +.2 mV).
Temperature Coefficient: unipolar, O.Ol%/"C +0.5 m V / T (low
range, O.Ol%/"C +O. 1 mV/"C). Bipolar, O.OI%/"C +0.5 mV/"C (low
range, O.O1%/"C +0.1 mV/"C).
Zero adjust: plus or minus 250 millivolts.
D/A Full scale adjust: plus or minus 5%.
Programming speed: the time required for output to go from zero
to 99% of programmed output change is 250 psec (measured with
resistive load connected to output terminals).
Power Supply programming
Programming network specifications: in the following specifications, M represents the calibrated full scale value of the supply being
programmed and P is the actual programmed output. The full scale
value (M) can be any value within the supply's output range and is
calibrated with the 59501A programmed to its maximum high range
output.
Accuracy: specified at 23°C 25°C.
Unipolar: 0.05% M +0.25% P (low range, 0.01% M +0.25% P).
Bipolar: 0.1% M +0.25% P (low range, 0.02% M +0.25% P).
Isolation: 600 Vdc between HP-IB data lines and output terminals.
Temperature Coefficient: 0.005% M I T + 0.015% P/"C (low
range, 0.01% M/"C 0.015% P/'C).
Programming resolution: 0.1% M (low range, 0.01% M).
Programming speed: D/A programming speed plus the programming speed of the power supply.
General
Temperature range: operating: 0 to 5 5 T , Storage: -40 to 75°C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 Vac (+6% -13%) 47-63 Hz, IO VA
(selectable on rear panel).
Size: 101.6 H x 212.9 W x 294.6 mm D (4" x 8.38" x 11.6")
Weight: Net 1.36 kg (3 Ib). Shipping 1.81 kg (4 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
59501A HP-IB Isolated D/A Power Supply Programmer
$500
$ 60
10631A HP-IB cable 1 m (3.3 ft)
$ 05
10631B HP-IB cable 2 m (6.6 ft)
$ 75
10631C HP-IB cable 4 m (13.2 ft)

+

+

POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: 200 watt, extended range

-i

Model 6002A

200-watt extended range
Constant-voltage/constant-current operation
HP-IB programming option

Description
The Model 6002A offers a new level of performance and usefulness in laboratory power supplies. It employs a unique regulation
control concept that automatically yields a continuous span of voltage and current ratings within the basic 200-watt power rating
boundary. This is beneficial in that more current is available at lower
voltages, and higher voltages are available a t a given current level
than can be obtained from conventional 200-watt supplies.
Conventional 200-watt power supplies, rated for 50 volts or 20
volts can operate only within the shaded regions shown in Figure 1.
The 6002A not only provides the outputs of the two conventional
supplies, but also delivers the extra output capability shown between 20 and 50 volts.

RANGE
MAX
WATTS)

50V

t

EOUT

20v

4A
IOUT-

IOA

Figure 1.

This “extended range” capability of the 6002A provides the user
with a single power supply that can cover a wide variety of applications in the lab or as a system component without his having to
specify both the output voltage and current.
System featureshemote control
Analog programming of output voltages and current can be accomplished through the use of remotely controlled resistance or
voltage applied to rear panel terminals. Additional control terminals
are provided for remote load voltage sensing, auto-series or parallel
operation, and for remotely activating the crowbar circuit. A pulse
pulse output from the crowbar terminal indicates the overvoltage
circuit has been self-activated. A voltage step change appearing on
terminal indicates a changeover to or from constant-current
operation.
HP-IB option
Digital programming via Opt 001 permits control of output voltage
or current by the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB). Two
programmable ranges allow better resolution below 10 volts or 2
amps. The selection of HP-IB control of either voltage or current is
done by rear panel switches.

Built-in overvoltage protection crowbar

CV/CC operating status indicators
Remote analog programming and sensing

Specifications
DC output: voltage and current output can be adjusted over the
ranges indicated by front panel controls, analog programming, or an
optional HP-IB interface.
Current: 0-10 A.
Voltage: 0-50 V.
Maximum 200 Watts output from 20 V to 50 V.
Load effect: constant-voltage, 0.01% 1 mV. Constant-current,
0.01% + I mA.
Source effect: CV, 0.01% + I rnV; CC, 0.01% + I mA.
PARD (ripple and noise): rms/p-p, 20 Hz to 20 MHz; CV, 1
mV/10 mV; CC, 5 mA rms.
Temperature coefficient: CV, 0.02% +200 pV/OC; CC 0.02% + 5
mA/“C.
Drift: CV, 0.05% + 1 mV/8 hrs; CC, 0.05% 5 mA/8 hrs.
Resolution: front panel controls; CV, IO mV; CC, IO mA.
Output impedance: approximately 0.5 mR in series with 1 p H .
Load transient recovery: 100 ps for output voltage to recover
within 15 mV of nominal voltage setting following a load current
change of 50% to 100% or 100% to 50% of full load current.
Remote control coefficients: resistance programming: CV, 1
k n / V ?7%. CC, 100WA ?7%. Voltage programming: CV 1 V/V
220 mV. CC, 50 mV/A ?IO%.
Response time: maximum time for output voltage to change between 0 to 99.9% or 100% to 0.1% of maximum rated output voltage.
Up Programming: no load, 100 ms; full load, 100 ms. Down - Programming: no load, 400 ms; full load, 200 ms.
Overvoltage protection: trip voltage adjustable from 2.5 V to 60 V.
DC output isolation: 150 V dc.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V ac (-13%, +6%), 48-63 Hz.
Temperature rating: 0°C to 55°C operating, -40°C to +75”C storage. Supply is cooled by built-in fan.
Size: 180 H x 212 W x 422 mm D (6.97” x 8.36” x 16.6”).

+

+

Weight: net, 14.5 kg (32 Ib). Shipping, 15.9 kg (35 Ib).
HP-IB Option
Programmable ranges: high (0-50 V or 0-10 A), low (0-10 V or
0-2 A).
Programming speed: same as response time.
Accuracy: Hi range: CV, 0.2% +25 mV; CC, 0.2% +25 mA.
Lo range: CV, 0.2% 10 mV; CC, 0.2% +25 mA.
Resolution: Hi range: CV, 50 mV; CC, IO mA.
Lo range: CV, I O mV; CC, 2 mA.
Isolation: 250 Volts dc from bus data lines to power supply.
Options
Price
001: HP-IB Interface
add $350

+

6002A Extended Range DC Power Supply

$800

I
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POWER SUPPLIES
General Purpose: dual-tracking outputs
Models 6227B & 62288

Two 50-watt power supplies for independent or tracking operation
Built-in overvoltage protection crowbars

62278

Auto-parallel and auto-series capability
Constant-current in addition to constant-voltage outputs

62288

Description
These versatile lab supplies each house two identical 50 W regulated power supplies. A convenient front panel switch selects either
independent or tracking operation. In the track mode, the right supply tracks the left within 0.2% 2 2 mV. The tracking mode is especially useful for powering operational amplifiers, push-pull stages,
deflection systems, or any application where plus and minus voltages must track with insignificant error. The independent mode
permits operation of the two supplies individually, in auto-parallel or
in auto-series.
Each side of the dual supply can be operated as a constant-voltage
or constant-current source, and each has its own crowbar for overvoltage protection. In the tracking mode, an overvoltage condition
in either supply trips both crowbars. The power supply outputs are
isolated up to 300 V from output to chassis or output to output.

Specifications
'DC Output: 6227B, 0-25 V @ 0-2 A; 6228B, 0-50 V @ 0-1 A.
AC input: I15 or 230 V ac 2 lo%, 48-63 Hz, 260 W. Selected by rear
panel switch.
CV load effect (load regulation): for a load current change equal to
the current rating of the supply; 0.01%
I mV.
CC load effect: for a load voltage change equal to the voltage rating
of the supply; 0.01% 250 pA.
Source effect (line regulation): for a change in line voltage between 104 and 127 V ac or 208 and 254 V ac at any output voltage
and current within rating; CV, 1 mV; CC, 100 pA.
PARD (ripple and noise): at any line voltage and under any load
condition within rating (20 Hz to 20 MHz); CV, 250 p V rms/4 mV
p-p; CC, 250 p A rms/2 mA p-p.
Temperature coefficient: output change per degree Celsius change
in ambient following 30-minute warm-up; CV, 0.02%
200 pV;
CC, 0.02% + 300 p A (6227B); 0.02% + 150 p A (6228B).
Drift (stability): total drift in output (dc to 20 Hz) over 8-hour interval under constant line, load, and ambient following 30-minute warm
up; CV, 0.2% + 2 mV; CC, 0.2% 3 mA (0.2% 1.5 mA, 6228B).
Remote resistance programming: CV, 200R/V f 1%; CC,
500R/A f 10% (6227B), 1 kR/A 2 10% (6228B).
Programming speed (CV): up-programming: no load, 40 msl5O ms;
full load, 200 ms/350 ms. Down-programming: no load, 400 ms/ls;
full load, 75 ms/50 ms.
Output impedance (typical): approximated by a resistance in
series with an inductance; 2 mR/2pH (62278); 6 mR/6pH (6228B).
Resolution (fine control): voltage, 5 mV (6227B), 10 mV (6228B);

+

+

+

+

+

current, 1 mA (6227B), 0.5 mA (6228B).
Internal overvoltage crowbars: during independent operation,
each supply is protected by its own crowbar. In the tracking mode,
an overvoltage in either supply results in firing both crowbars.
Trip voltage margin: the minimum trip voltage above the operating
output voltage of the supply to prevent false crowbar tripping: 7% of
the output voltage + 1.5 V.
Trip voltage range: 6227B, 5-28 V dc. 6228B, 5-55 V dc.
Tracking error: in tracking mode, the slave supply is matched
within 0.2% t 2 mV of the master.
Transient recovery time: in constant voltage, the output will recover in 50 psec to within 10 mV of its nominal value for a resistive
load change demanding an output current change equal to the current rating of the supply. The nominal output voltage is defined as
the mean between the no load and full load voltages.
Temperature ratings
Operating: 0°C to 55°C.
Storage: -40°C to +75"C.
Cooling: natural convection.
Weight (netlshipping): 1U12.9 kg (24/28 Ib).
Size: 155 H x 197 W x 310 mm D (6%'' x 73/4" x 12*/4").
Finish: mint gray panel with olive gray case.
Price
Options
009: four ten-turn output voltage and current controls
add $100
replace all four concentric coarse and fine voltage and
current controls
add $250
015: four 3-digit graduated turns-counting dials and
10-turn controls replace concentric coarse and fine
voltage and current controls.
add $150
040: interfacing for Multiprogrammer operation. Prepares standard H P power supplies for resistance programming by the H P Multiprogrammer.
Accessories
5060-8762: rack kit for mounting one or two dual
supplies
5060-8760: filler panel to block unused half of rack
when mounting only one dual supply
Ordering information
6227B Dual Tracking Power Supply
6228B Dual Tracking Power Supply

$55
$11

$725
$725

POWER SUPPLIES
General purpose: high voltage output

;

Models 6515A-6525A
Short circuit proof
Precise voltage control-four-decade
switch-and vernier
Convection cooling

thumbwheel or

Floating output-can be used as a positive or negative
source
Front-panel meters
Bench or rack mounting

switch plus a thumbwheel vernier for convenient and precise (1.0 V
resolution) output voltage control.
Non-adjustable current-limit protection is provided on both models. On Model 6516A, the current-limit point is fixed at approximately 8 mA. On Model 6515A, the current limit value vanes with
the selected output voltage range as follows (voltage range/current
limit): 0-300 V/7.5 mA, 400-700 V/65 mA, 800-1100 V132 mA,
1200-1500 V/25 mA. Both supplies are protected against reverse
voltages that could be generated by an active load. Pre-loading is
necessary to protect the supplies from reverse currents. Either the
positive or negative terminal may be grounded or the supply may be
operated floating at up to 1000 V above ground. Units are packaged
in half-rack-width cases. They may be bench operated or mounted
individually or in pairs using accessory rack-mounting kits.
651 5A

6516A

Description
6521A, 6522A, 6525A
This series of high performance power supplies has broad application both in the laboratory and in the system. They have sufficient
output current to power devices such as TWT’s,klystrons, magnetrons, backward-wave oscillators, high-power gas lasers, electronbeam welding devices, etc. Output voltage is set easily and precisely
by a three-decade thumbwheel switch plus a thumbwheel vernier
providing 0.002% resolution. In constant -voltage operation, a
single-turn current control allows the current-limit point to be set to
any value within the current rating. In constant-current operation,
the current control vanes the output current while the voltage controls (thumbwheels) provide an adjustable voltage limit. The
supplies are protected against reverse voltage that could be generated by an active load. Protection from reverse current requires
pre-loading the supply with a dummy load to ensure that the supply
outputs current through the entire operating cycle of the load. Either
the positive or negative terminal may be grounded or the supply may
be operated floating at up to 2000 V above ground.
6515A and 6516A
TheSe high-voltage power supplies are lower in cost and output
power than the 6521A-6525A supplies. Their small size, low price,
and short-circuit-proof operation make them excellent high-voltage
laboratory supplies, or high-voltage system supplies where current
requirements are no more than 6 mA.
Model 6515A employs a sixteen-position rotary switch and a tenturn vernier control to adjust the output voltage. The rotary switch
selects output voltage increments from 0 to 1500 V in 100-volt steps;
the vernier control permits fine adjustment (100 mV resolution) over
any 100-volt span. Model 6516A uses a three-decade thumbwheel

‘whichever I S larger.
ASee page 220 for complete option and accessory descriptions.

Specifications
6521A, 6522A, 6525A
Accuracy: 1% of thumbwheel switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating, 0 to 55°C; storage, -40 to +75”C.
Temperature coefficient, per “C: voltage, 0.012% of 1 mV. Current: 6521A, 0.2% + 0.2 mA; 6522A, 0.2% 0. l mA; 6525A2,0.2%
+ 0.05 mA.
Output impedance, typical: 0.1 ohm in series with 1 p H .
Load effect transient recovery: 50 ps to recover within 0.005% or
20 mV, whichever is greater.
Output modes: automatic cross-over constant-voltagekonstantcurrent.
Meters: 2% of full scale accuracy. Scales: 6521A: 0-1 kV & 0-200
mA; 6522A: 0-2 kV & 0-100 mA; 6525A: 0-4 kV & 0-50 mA.
Power: 115 V ac ?IO%, 48-440 Hz, 4 A , 270 W.
Weight: net, 19 kg (42 Ib). Shipping, 28.5 kg (63 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 483 W x 457 mm D (5.25“ x 19” x 18”).
6515A and 6516A
Accuracy: 6516A, 1% of thumbwheel switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating, .O to 55°C; storage, -40 to +75”C.
Temperature coefficient, per%: voltage, 0.02% + 2 mV.
Load effect transient recovery: 100 ps to recover within 0.01% or
16 mV, whichever is greater.
Output modes: constant voltage with fixed current limit.
Meters: 2% of full scale accuracy. Scales: 6515A: 1.8 kV; 6516A:
3.5 k\‘.
Power: 6515A: 115 V a c k IO%, 60 k0.3 Hz, 0.16 A , 19 W.
6516A: 115 V ac ?IO%, 57-63 Hz, 1 A , 40 W.
Weight: 6515A: net, 4.1 kg (9 Ib). Shipping, 5.0 kg (11 Ib). 6516A:
net, 7.7 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 6515A, 89 H x 216 W x 299 mm D (3.50” x 8.50” x 11.75”).
6516A, 133 H x 216 W x 406 mm D (5.25” x 8.50” x 16”).
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POWER SUPPLIES
Special purpose: precision sources
Models 6110A-6116A

0.025% output voltage accuracy
5-minute warm-up
Built-in overvoltage crowbar

Constant-voItage/current-operation
Thumbwheel or ten-turn voltage controls
0.1% output voltage accuracy

6110A

6111A, 6112A, 6113A, 6116A

Description
6114A, 6115A
These 40-watt precision power supplies are ideal for applications
where an accurate, highly stable, and easy-to-use source of dc voltage is required. Both models feature automatic dual range operation.
For example, Model 61 14A can supply 0-20 V at 0-2 A, and 20-40
V at 0-1 A, without manual range switching. Automatic output
current range crossover occurs when the supply is providing greater
than one-half of the maximum rated output voltage.
Output voltage controls
Pushbutton voltage controls on Models 61 14A and 61 1.5A allow
the output voltage to be set rapidly and accurately. The setting is
displayed in large, easy-to-read numerals. A fifth digit, set via a
thumbwheel on the switch assembly, provides output voltage resolution of 200 p V .
Output current controls
A front-panel control allows the output current to be set to any
desired value within the maximum rating. Using this control, the
supplies can be operated as constant-current sources with 0.01%
current regulation. A light-emitting diode current mode indicator
immediately lights either when the supply is operated in the gross
current limit region, or when the output current level established
by the setting of the front panel control is reached.
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6114A, 61 15A

Specificationst
Load Effect

DC output

volts

PARD (rmslp-p)

Drift (Stability)
Temperature
coefficient

Amps

Model

0-10

0-2

6113A 0001%+100pV

NA

0 001%

NA

40 p V i l 0 0 p V

NA

0 001%+10 p V 0 01%+100 p V

-

0-20

0-1

6111A 0001%+100pV

NA

0 001%

NA

40pVi100pV

NA

OOOl%+lOpV

001%+100pV

-

0-2, 0-1

6114A 0 0005% + 100 pV
+ 100 pI

0 0015%
+15 p V

0 0075%
+30 p V * *

0-40

0-0 5

6112A 0 001%+100 pV

0-50, 50-100

0-0 8,
0-0 4

6115A 0 0005%+50

0-20, 20-40

0-100
0-3000

t

Source Effect

Voltage

Current

0 01%
+500 pA

I

NA

0 005%
+40 p A

0 001%

0 01%
+500 p A

NA

Current

0 0005%
+40 pV

NA

p
V

I 0-200 mA I 6 1 1 6 A I O . l O l % + l O O p V
I 0-6mA l 6 l l O A l O 001%+100 w\i

Voltage

NA

0 0005%
+lo0 pA

I

0.001%

0 001%

Refer t o page 201 for complete speciflcatton deflnltlons and page 220 for optlon descriptions
** Specifled with final decade pot set t o zero If pot IS set to value other than zero, pot wiper jump
effect may cause drift of 0 0015% + 200 pV (9bday)
200 pV p-p n o w is typtcal with a maxlmum 400 pV p-p splke of less than 1 psec duration
occurring repetition rate of Wlce power line frequency under worst case condtttons of hlgh h e ,
full output voltage When operated at 400 HZ input, peak-to-peak ripple I S less than 10 mV

0 005%
+20 p A

I

Voltage

40 pVi200 pV*
40pVilOOpV
40 pVi200 pV*

Current

0 001%+15 pV

200
pAil mA

NA
200
+ A i l mA

NA

I 40pVilOOpV I

NA

NA

2 mVi5 mV

NA

OOOl%+lOpV

0 001% +15 p V "

90 day

8-hour

-

OOl%+lOOpV

0 0075%
+30 pV

0 0015%
+15pV

I

I

I
0 001% +50 pV 0 01% +500 pV

-

I

Units are packaged in 5V4-1nch high, halt-rack cases which may be
bench operated or rack mounted using accessory rack mounting
hardware.
6110A
Model 61 10A is designed for applications requiring a precise and
stable source of high-voltage dc power. Output voltage is set easily
and precisely by a five-digit thumbwheel programmer providing 2
mV resolution. A non-adjustable current-limit circuit protects the
supply from all overload conditions regardless of degree or duration.
Plus and minus output connectors (Type UG-931/U) are provided
on the front panel. Mating connectors (Type UG-932/U) are
supplied with each unit. Either the positive or the negative terminal
may be grounded, or the supply may be operated floating at up to
1,000 volts above ground. Units are packaged in 5%-inch high, halfrack cases which are suitable for bench or rack installation.

Remote programming
These supplies can be remote programmed by means of an external voltage or resistance. When remote resistance programmed,
put voltage accuracy is 0.01% plus the accuracy of the remote programming resistor, and output current accuracy is 0.25% plus the
accuracy of the remote programming resistor.
For computer controlled applications, these supplies are designed
to be digitally programmed with the H P Model 6940B Multiprogrammer or 6941B Multiprogrammer Extender. They can also be
used with the 59501A HP-IB Isolated D/A Power Supply Programmer.
Overvoltage protection
A circuit technique used in these supplies causes the output voltage to drop completely to zero once the overvoltage protection circuit has been triggered, rather than to only 1-3 V as is typical with
other SCR crowbars. This same circuit technique also permits the
trip threshold to be set as low as 0.5 V, thus providing load protection at very low output voltage levels.
6111A, 6112A, 6113A and 6116A
Although these 20-watt precision power supplies do not provide
quite the level of performance and flexibility of Models 6114A and
6115A, they are lower in cost and are suitable for many precision
power applications. Output voltage is adjusted by a five-decade
thumbwheel voltage programmer for convenient and precise (100
p V resolution) adjustment of output voltage. A single-turn current
control allows full-range adjustment of the current-limit point. Additional features include a volt/ampere meter and associated meter
function switch. The four-position function switch selects either of
two output voltage or output current ranges (X 1, XO. 1) for display
on the panel meter.
The d-c output of these supplies is floating, allowing the supplies
to be used as either positive or negative sources. Terminals for
+OUT, -OUT, and G N D are provided on both the front and rear
of the supply. The rear terminal strip also includes terminals for
remote resistance programming, remote sensing, a
auto-tracking operation.

I

I

General specifications-(see table also)
Temperature rating: all precision models; operating 0" to 50°C.
Storage, -40" to +75"C.
DC output isolation: output terminals of precision models may be
floated up to 300 V above ground. High voltage precision model
6110A may be floated to 1000 V.
Remote sensing: provided on all precision models except 6110A.
Power: 104-127 or 208-250 V ac selected by switch, 48-440 Hz,
150 VA maximum.
Size: 166 H x 197 W x 336 mm D (6%" x 73/4" x 13%'').
Weight: net, 7.7 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
6111A, 6112A, 6113A and 6116A
Power: 115 V ac 210%. 43-63 Hz, 0.5 A, 52 W (for 230 V, order
Optn. 028).
Size: 133 H x 216 W x 318 mm D (5%" x 8%" x 121/2").
Weight: net, 5 kg (11 lb). Shipping, 6.8 kg (14 Ib).
6110A
Power: 115 V ac 2 IO%, 57-63 Hz, 1 A, 50 W (for 230 V, 50 Hz,
order Opt 019).
Size: 133 H x 216 W x 406 mm D (5%'' x 8%'' x 16").
Weight: net, 8.6 kg (19 Ib). Shipping, 10.4 kg (23 Ib).
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Voltage Coefficient
c

0.5 V/A

2 1%

1 VlV+

I

NA
UP = increasing output voltage. NL = No output load current. FL = Full rated output load
current.
$ Accuracy is equal to accuracy of remote programming device 5200 pV.

I

1 V/VtO.l%

NA

DOWN.

.--- ..__^_.

11-1

1 v/v*

+

mM
GENERAL

RFMflTF CflNTROl

~esistanceCoefficient

1 VIA

NA
I

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Special purpose: constant current sources
Models 6177C, 6181C & 6186C

Continuously variable voltage limit
Output useful to micro-ampere region

High output impedance-no

Description
These solid-state constant-current sources are ideal for semiconductor circuit development, component testing, and precision electroplating applications.
Their high-speed remote programming characteristics make these
supplies useful in testing and sorting semiconductors, resistors, relays, meters, etc. The ability to superimpose ac modulation on the
dc output permits the supplies to be used for measurement of
dynamic or incremental impedance of circuit components.

Specifications
Load effect (load regulation): less than 25 ppm of output +5 ppm
of range switch setting for a load change which causes the output
voltage to vary from zero to maximum.
Yodel

Voltage Compliance A

O ~ t ~ Ranges
ut

Source effect (line regulation): less than 25 ppm of output +5 ppm
of range switch setting for a change in the line voltage from 104 to
127 V ac (or 127 to 104 V ac) at any output current and voltage
within rating.
Load effect transient recovery: less than 800 ps for recovery to
within 1% of nominal output current following a full load change in
output voltage. (On 6186C, recovery time for 100 mAl10 mA/1 mA
ranges is 1 md1.6 ms/4 ms, respectively.)
Temperature coefficient: output change per degree C is less than
75 ppm of output current + 5 ppm of range switch setting.
Drift (stability): less than 100 ppm of output current +25 ppm of
range switch setting. Stability is measured for eight hours after one
hour warm-up under conditions of constant line, load, temperature,
and output setting.
Resolution: 0.03% of range switch setting.
Temperature rating: operating 0, to 55"C, storage, -40 to +75"C.
Accessories
Price
5060-8764: rack adapter for rack mounting one or two
6177C or 6181C supplies
$50
5060-8762: rack adapter for rack mounting one or two
6186C supplies
$55
5060-8530: filler panel for Models 6177C, 6181C
$11
5060-8760: filler panel for Model 6186C
$11
Options
015: three-digit graduated turns-counting current control replaces front panel current knob
028: 230 V ac ?lo%, single-phase input. Models
6177C and 6181C only
Ordering information
6177C, 6181C Constant Current Source
6186C Constant Current Source

Bl77C

Output Currenttt

6181C

61IC

0-500 mA

0-250 mA

0-100 mA

0-300 V dc

0-50 V dc

0-100 V dc

A

0-5mA

0-2 5 mA

0-1 mA

8

0-Mml

n-75 m~

o-in

Voltage Control (accurag: 0.5% of
Output Current +0.4% or range]

Resistance Control 1%of

PARD (Ripple and Noisel: rmrlp-p (dc l o 20 M H d

'This netwwk is a simplified representation of a crmplex network. The formula 2 = R & l f F + & 2
I S used IO! IleqUenElel up 10 1 MHz by IUbstltUling thevalues given for R and C. Above 1 MHz, the
Output impedance IS greater than the formula would mdlcate.
"Output current can be modulated 100% up to 50 Hz. pwcent modulation decreases ltneirly to 10%
at 500 H I .
t t F o r operation abwe 4WC the m a m u m Output current must be reduced Ilnearly to 80% of rating
at 55% (msximum tmperaturel.
AMinimum Voltage Obtainable w t h voltage l h t control I S 0.5 \.

output capacitor

m~

add $50
N/C
$645
$875

POWER SUPPLES s;
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Special purpose: dc power supply/amplifiers
High-speed remote programming
Overload protection
Wide-band response

6824A

6025A-6027A

Description

Model 6824A
Although this model does not provide quite the level of performance and flexibility of Models 6825A through 6827A, it is lower in
cost and is suitable for many applications.
As a power supply, this unit offers Constant-VoltagelCurrentLimiting operation, remote programming, and Auto-Series, AutoParallel operation.
As a power amplifier, the unit exhibits a high signal-to-noise ratio with a 20 dB gain from dc to 10 kHz. It is useful in servo
systems, as a pulse or oscillator amplifier, for motor control, and a
variety of other applications.

The Power Supply/Amplifier is a general-purpose instrument useful in any laboratory engaged in research and development of electronic systems, circuitry, or components. The unit can be operated
in one of two basic operating modes: power supply or amplifier.
Terminals at the rear permit access to various internal control points
to further expand the operational capabilities of the instrument. The
resulting flexibility lends the Power SupplylAmplifier to an almost
unlimited number of applications.
Models 6825A through 6827A
These models feature dual-range output, Constant-Voltage/
Constant-Current operation, and metering of the ac and dc output
voltage and current. Output voltage and current as a dc supply, or
gain as a power amplifier, are remotely controllable and are compatible with Hewlett-Packard Multiprogrammer Systems.
As a dc power supply, the unit can furnish a bipolar, ConstantVoltage or Constant-Current output. It can be remotely programmed with a resistance, voltage, or current and its high speed
programming characteristics adapt it to a wide variety of laboratory
and production testing applications. The supply can sink, as well as
source, current permitting it to serve as a variable load device.
As a direct-coupled power amplifier, each unit offers a signal-tonoise ratio of approximately 80 dB at full output with low distortion
and a frequency response up to 40 kHz in the fixed gain mode.

General specifications
Temperature: operating, 0 to 55"C, storage, -40 to +75"C.
Power: 6824A, standard input voltage is 104-127 V ac, 48-63 Hz.
Order Option 028 for 230 V *IO% operation. 6825A, & 6826A,
6827A, switchable, 100, 120, 220, or 240 V ac, -13% +6%, 48-63
Hz, 150 W.
Dimensions: 6824A, 131 H x 209 W x 303 mm D (5%'' x 8'/32" x
l115/16").6825A, 6826A & 6827A, 155 H x 198 W x 316 mm D
(63/32'' X 725/32"X 127/ls").
Weight: 6824A, 7.7 kg (17 Ib). 6825A, 6826A & 6827A, 8.2 kg (18
Ib).

Power supply specifications
LOAD EFFECT

DC Output
Volts

Model

Amps

Voltage

Source Effect

Current

Voltage

Pard (rmslp-p)

Current

Voltage

Transient Recovery

Current

level

Time

-5Vto+5V/

0-2.OA

6825A 0.01%+lmV 0.01%+250pA

0.01%+2mV

0.01%+250pA 10130mV 5115mA

-5Vto+5b/
-5OV t o c 5 0 V

6826A 0.01%+1mV 0.01%+250pA
0-LOA
Both Ranges

0,01%+5mV

0.01%+250pA

-10 V to+lO V/

0-0.5 A

68271 0.01%+1 mV 0.01%+250 p A 0.01% +10 mV 0.01% +250 p A 10150 mV 0.4/5 mA 100 ps

-50 V to +50 V

0-1.0 A

68241 0.02% +5 mV

- 100 V to + 100 V Both Ranges

*

-

0.02% + 5 mV

-

l o o p s 20mV

40mV

6/35mV 0.815mA 1 0 0 p s 50mV

lOmVrms

-

Resolution

output z
(Typical)

Voltage Current
6mA

100mV 3 m A

lOOps 0.02%t5mV

-

Options
A
Pric

0.5mI41.5pH

9

$925

lmR,l.SpH

9

$925

ma, 4 p H

9

$925

200 mV 1.5 mA 2

100 mV

-

-

9, 28 $505

Refer to page 201 for complete specification definitions.
A See page 220 for complete option and accessory descriptions

Power amplifier specifications
RATINGS
Outout
... r - -

I

I

I

Voltaee Gain

I, Freouencv
-3 dB I
. . Resoonse.
. +l.

PERFORMANCE
Distortion at full OUtDUt

Variable

Fixed Gain

Variable Gain

100 Hz

1X
4X

0-2X
0-8X

d c - 40 kHz

d c - 15 kHr

0.1% THD

0.5%

lox

1X

0-2X
0-2ox

dc - 40 kHz

de - 15 kHz

0.1% THD

0.5%

6827A

2X
2OX

0-4X
0-40X

d c - 30 hHz

dc - 15 kHr

0.1% THD

68241

-

0-lox

-

d c - 10 kHz

0.1% THD

Volts
10 V p-p or
40 V p-p

Amps

Model

10 V p-p or
100 v p-p

1 A pk

6826A

20 V p-p or
200 v p-p

0.5 A pk

100 v p-p

1A p k

Fixed

I

I

I

Pronramminn Coefficients
Gain'

I

Voltage

I

current

~~

2 A ph

6825A

* Rf is the gain programming resistance.

Rf/10.24 kR
4 Rf/10.24 kR

1 V/V
4 V/V

2 A/\

10 k R

Rf110.24 kR
10 Rf/10.24 kf2

1 V/V
10 V/V

1 A/V

1%

10 k 0

2 Rf/10.24 kR
20 Rf/10.24 k R

1 A/V

-

2 hR

-

2 V/V
20 V/V
1 v/v

-

i

POWER SUPPLIES
Options and accessories

For low cost lab, general, and special purpose models

A wide range of options is available to modify standard models
to meet the requirements of a particular application. Various low
cost lab, general purpose and special purpose power supply descriptions are found on pages 204 through 219. To determine which
options are available for a particular power supply, refer to the
appropriate product page. Always check the AC input voltage, current, and frequency requirements for the standard model and the AC
power available in the area or country where the power supply will
be used. If options are required, they must be specified with the
order.
Options
Price
005: 50 Hz ac input: optimizes power supplies that
require adjustmentlmodification for 50 Hz operation.
Order only when listed as required in specifications for
a particular model.
NIC
009: ten-turn output controls. Replaces single-turn
output voltage and current controls (where applicable
and available). 6114A, 6115A, 6204B, 6206B-6209B,
6294A, 6299A and 6824A-6827A
$30
6200B-6203B, 6205B, 6256B-6291A, and 6296A
$60
6227B, 6228B, 6253A, and 6255A
$100
010: chassis slides. For access to rack mounted power
supplies. 6256B, & 6263B-6267B
$85
6253A, 6255A, 6259B-6261B, 6268B, 6269B, &
6427B-6448B
$160
6453A, 6456B & 6459A
$250
011:internal overvoltage protection crowbar. Protects
delicate loads against power supply failiire or operator
error. Dual output models have dual crowbars
Single output models, where available.
$70
Dual output models, 6205B, 6253A, & 6255A
$130
015: three-digit graduated turns-counting dial and tenturn controls for output voltage and current (where
applicable and available). Improves resettability of
power supply output
6177C, 6181C, 6186C, and 6515A
$50
6114A, 6115A, 6204B, 6206B, & 6220B-6226B
$75
6207B, 6209B, 6294A & 6299A
$100
6200B-6203B, 6205B, 6256B-6291A, & 6296A
$125
6227B, 6228B, 6253A, & 6255A
$250
016: 115 V ac *lo% single phase input. Consists of
replacing power transformer and circuit breaker, and
reconnecting bias transformer, RFI choke and fans.
For model 6260B only
$80
019: 230 V ac ?IO%, 50 20.3 Hz, single phase input.
Consists of replacing input transformer, line cord and
fuse. Option 019applies only to models 6110A, 6515A,
& 6516A
$50
022: voltage and current programming adjust. Allows
the V and I programming coefficients and zero output
to be conveniently adjusted to 0.1% accuracy via access holes in the rear panel. Consists of four potentiometers and resistors located inside the rear panel.
Option 022 applies only to models 6256B-6274B
$60
023: rack mounting attachments. Factory installed for
mounting model 6464C-6483C in a standard 1 9 rack.
$30
026: 115 V ac -e IO%, single phase input. Consists of
replacing the input circuit breaker and reconnecting
the power transformer, bias transformer, RFI choke,
and fans. Option 026 applies only to models 6259B,
6261B, and 6268B
N/C
027: 208 V ac, ?lo%, single phase input. Consists of
reconnecting power transformer taps, and other components where necessary. Order only when listed in
the specifications for a particular model
NIC
028: 230 V ac +lo%, single phase input. Consists of
reconnecting power transformer taps, and other components where necessary. Order only when listed in
the specifications for a particular model
NIC
040: multiprogrammer interface. Prepares standard
HP power supplies for resistance programming by the
6940B Multiprogrammer or 6941B Multiprogrammer
Extender. This option includes Option 022, special
calibration, and protection check-out procedures
(where required)

611 1A-6113A
6205B, 6220B, 6224B, 6226B, 6256B-6274B, &
6281A-6299A
6464C, 6466C, 6469C, & 6472C
6227B, 6228B, 6253A & 6255A
100: 87-106 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
220: 191-233 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
240: 208-250 V ac, 47-63 Hz, single phase input
(Note: options 100,220, and 240 are for models 6236B
and 6237B only, and consist of setting an internal A C
voltage selection switch and selecting appropriate line
fuse.)

e

t

$40
$75
$100
$150
NIC
NIC
NIC

+
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14513A Rack Kit for one 3%" high supply
14515A Rack Kit for one 5Y4" high supply

"
1

1
.

14523A Rack Kit for two 3%" high supplies
14525A Rack Kit for two 5Y4" high supplies

Accessories
14513A: 3%" high rack kit for one supply
14513A and 14523A rack kits apply to the following
models: 6200-6209B, 6236B, 6237B, 6281A, 6284A,
6289A, 6294A, 6299A, 6515A
14523A: 31h" high rack kit for two supplies
14515A: 5%" high rack kit for one supply
14525A: 5%" high rack kit for two supplies
14515A and 14525A rack kits apply to the following
models: 6110A-6113A, 6116A, 6282A, 6286A, 6291A,
6296A, 6516A, 6824A.
14521A: rack kit for one, two or three supplies
Includes two filler panels. 14521A rack kit applies to
the following models: 621 1A-6218A.
5060-8762: adapter frame for rack mounting one or
two lh rack width units or one, two or three YJ rack
width units
This frame applies to the following models: 6114A,
61 15A, 6186C; 6220B; 6224B-6228B, 6825A, 6826A,
6827A.
5060-8764: adapter frame for rack mounting one or
two 4i rack width units.
This frame applies to the following models: 6177C,
6181C.
5060-8759: Blank Filler Panel
This 95 rack width panel applies to the following models: 6220B, 6224B, 6226B.
5060-8760: Blank Filler Panel
This 1% rack width panel applies to the following models: 6114A, 6115A, 6186C, 6227B, 6228B, 6825A,
6826A, 6827A.
5060-8530: Blank Filler Panel
This 1 h rack width panel applies to the following models: 6177C, 6181C.
14545A: casters-set of four
Snap-on casters for one 6464C-6483C power supply.
(For rack mounting information on these supplies, see
Opt 023.)

$25

$15
$30
$20

$45

$55

$50

$10
$11

$11
$50

OEM MOQULAR POWER SUPPLIES
Introduction

.
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,ntroduction
The selection of a power supply for today’s system requires a critical and prudent
evaluation. Sophisticated system electronics
have placed more demands on the supply
and, as always, the power supply is the very
heart of your system. If it stops delivering
power, your system will cease to operate.
Your evaluation should include not only
the more obvious technical and cost considerations, but also a look at some of the
less tangible factors that make up the total
purchasing power of your OEM dollar.
Quality
HP’s OEM supplies are totally proven before they are introduced. Each product goes
through a complete development cycle, consisting of: (a) Engineering Breadboarding;
(b) Lab Prototyping; (c) Production Prototyping; and (d) Production Pilot Runs. At
each phase the units are evaluated for
safety, specification compliance, environmental performance, workmanship, and
serviceability. In addition, all models
undergo formal life and environmental testing at a certified facility before introduction.
MTBF
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) is a
figure of merit that can be calculated and
actually verified. It is a number that is often
quoted but seldom understood. Frequently,
the MTBF’s of different manufacturers
cannot be compared because they are calculated by different means. H P employs a
comprehensive and conservative method of
determing MTBF. A component data base
is maintained to provide actual component
failure statistics and the MTBF is adjusted
downward, if necessary, to reflect the actual
working environment that the components
will be exposed to.

Moreover, in products where new design
concepts are used, we verify their reliability
by running an actual MTBF life test. Such
was the case with the 62605M where Mil
Spec 781B, Test Plan IV, was utilized. As
indicated by the curve, after 140,000 hours
of testing the design hypothesis was verified.
Life Test Acceptance Curve

- 62605M

TOTAL TEST TIME (HRS 1

Although this method is expensive and
time consuming, it assures you of the H P
quality that you have come to accept.
Safety
To assist you in complying with tightening
safety regulations, all H P modular power
supplies (including switching regulated) are
designed to meet UL specs for U . S. applications. Considerations have also been
given to international safety regulations.
Only when the manufacturer can provide
you with a UL yellow card number, can you
be assured of U L compliance.
Service Support
Hewlett-Packard’s service support is an-

other contributing factor in the lasting value
of their products. H P is ready to respond to
your service needs with an extensive chain
of world-wide service and spare parts
facilities. Staffed by competent technical
personnel, these facilities can provide
minimum turn-around time and are backed
by the full resources of the manufacturing
division. In addition, all units are shipped
with a complete Operating and Service
Manual.
Special Design Group
In some applications off-the-shelf power
supplies may not meet your needs. In these
instances, our Special Design Group can
provide product modifications, assembled
power systems, and applications assistance
to help with your specific requirement.
Make or Buy
A crucial question in the make or buy decision is whether or not you have the technical and financial resources abailable to manufacture your own supplies.
It is important not to underestimate the
difficulty involved in a power supply design.
When evaluating your technical capabilities keep in mind that: (a) Modem
power supplies are state of the art components; (b) Time will be required for electrical
and mechanical definition as well as for design, lab and production prototypes and
evaluation; and (c) Engineers will be diverted from other projects.
To assist you in the cost aspects of your
evaluation, we have prepared application
note 236-1. This note assists you in conducting a Return on Investment (ROI) analysis
by revealing both the obvious and hidden
costs incurred in the manufacture of your
own power supplies. Contact your local HP
sales office for a free. copy.

POWER SUPPLIES
OEM Modular: The total solution concept.
Model series 61000-63000

EXAMPLE OR RATINGS AVAILABLE.
Contact your local HP Field Engineer for information on models to meet your specific requirements.
Single OutDut-UL

vellow card E51529

I
List Price'

v

62212A
(1.4A)

-

62212E
(3.3A)

622126
(6.0A)

-

-

-

215V

62215A
(1.25A)

-

62215E
(3. OA)

622156
(5.2Ai

1215

$410

-

-

-

212

List Price *

$215

Triple-Output-uL

yellow card E51529

Linear Regulated

2 0 kHz Switching Regulated

Single Output

Triple Output

Model 61005C

Model 613150

4.75 to 5.25 V
at 22A

(Same as Model 633151))
Note 3

$400

$525

Model 623120

Model 633150

output 1

4.75 to 5.25 V
3A

4.75 t o 5.25 V
18A (Note 3)

output 2

4.75 V at 0.38A, to
1 2 . 6 V a t 0.60A

+11.4to+15.75V
2A (Note 3)

1: Special ratings on special order basis at no additional cost.
2: Special ratings on special order basis at additional cost.

output 3

4.75 V at 0.38A to
12.6 V at 0.60A

-11.4to-15.75V
2A (Note 3)

3: The outputs of the Models 613151) and 633151) can be operated anywhere within their M A , 2A.
and 2A individual current ratings providing the total output power is within a 110-watt total
output rating.
* Quantity and OEM discounts are available. These prices apply to domestic U.S.A. customers only.

List Price'

$145

$C95

-

output
Ratings
List Price'

OEM MODULAR POWER SUPPLY
Technical support, systems, accessories

HP’s technical support
Standard products

Modified products
Systems power requirements
Power supply cooling
Criteria for make-or-buy analysis

OEM Modular Power Supply Technical Data and AN 236-1 are available from your local
HP Field Engineer.

Power systems
Custom designed systems are available
assembled, tested and documented by
Hewlett-Packard
System component units for
“do-it-yourself’ power system
solutions

I

Custom systems
Custom power systems can be assembled
by installing suitable combinations of single
and dual-output linear supplies and switching regulated supplies in rack mounting
trays. If desired, Hewlett-Packard will assemble, wire, and test complete power supply systems to customer specifications using
these modular power supplies and rack
mounting accessories. Meters, switches,
input and output connectors, and other
components will be installed to meet your
specific needs. Consult your local
Hewlett-Packard Field Engineer for price
and delivery information.

Accessories for power systems
The Model 62410A Rack Mounting Tray
can accomodate any combination of Series
62000 linear supplies, Series 62200 dual
linear supplies, and Series 62600 switchingregulated supplies totaling a full rack width
or less. It can be installed in a 19-inch rack
directly or on slides. Detachable handles are
included. The 62411A Blank Front Panel
has a 2.25-inch clearance when installed on
the tray for meters, switches, test jacks, and
the model 62412A Blank Rear Panel has a
2.75-inch clearance behind the panel to
allow for the addition of connectors, terminal blocks, and fuse holders. Model 62413A
Cooling Unit delivers 45 CFM of cooling air
while occupying only 1.75-inches of rack
space. The 62414A Slide Kit has a 20-inch
slide for use with standard 19-inch widc
racks of 20-inch depth. (Not for H P 29400P
or -B cabinets.) Model 62415A AC Distribu
tion Panel is a mounting tray rear panel wit1
a 3-terminal bamer strip, line cord, and fusi
holder already installed. The 62416A Cool
ing Unit is 5.25 inches high and delivers 150
CFM of rack cooling air. A 12692B Slide Kit
has 22-inch slides for use with H P 29400A or
-B cabinets.

62414A

6241OA

126928

6241 1A

62412A

62415A

62413A

62416A

SUPRLIES
l u POWER
Digitally controlled: binary or BCD
1

Models 6129C-6131C & 6140A

Digitally programmable in binary or BCD
HP-IE compatible option J99 & 59301A
Fast, accurate, bipolar output

-.1

Digital inputs isolated from analog output
Internal storage of digital data
Digitally programmable current latch (on DVS models)
or voltage limit (on DCS model)

6129C

Digital voltage sources
HP’s family of digital voltage sources (DVS’s) includes models
6129C, 6130C, and 6131C. All models are programmable in binary
or 8421 BCD and have many system-oriented features that enhance
their use in automatic testing and control environments. Among
these features are: isolation between the digital input and analog
output lines, digital storage of programmed inputs, programmable
current latch, analog input, and current monitoring terminals.
Isolation
All digital lines of the DVS’s are isolated from the analog output.
This feature is essential in automatic test systems to avoid forming
ground loops that could impair system operation and damage the
computer and instruments.
Nearly all computer manufacturers ground the power supplies for
the digital 1 / 0 logic to the mainframe of the computer, which is
connected to the ac power line ground. If a DVS did not have
isolation, one of its analog output terminals would be connected to
the digital input common line.
Internal storage
The DVS’s internally store the computer’s output magnitude
(voltage setting), polarity, range, and output latch/limit digital inputs
when the computer’s gate command is received. When the DVS has
finished processing the digital input, it notifies the computer by
transmitting its flag. Since the DVS stores the digital data, the computer does not have to continually refresh the DVS; it is free to
carry out other important tasks. The DVS maintains its programmed output indefinitely, changing the output only when the
computer changes the digital input data and sends another gate
command.
In addition to eliminating the need for redundant programming by
the computer, internal storage also facilitates the control of multiple
DVS’s from a single computer I/O channel. The number of DVS’s
that can be controlled from a single I/O channel depends on the
capabilities of the computer’s I/O data bus drivers. Most computers
can easily drive up to eight DVS’s.

Programmable current latch
Overcurrent protection is provided by a current latch circuit
which can be externally programmed to one of eight values between
2% and 100% (six values for the 6131C) of the unit’s rated output
current. When activated, the current latch circuit turns off the output power amplifier reducing the output current to less than 20 mA.
The reaction time of the current latch circuit (time between the start
of a current overload and turn off of the power amplifier) can be
adjusted by adding an external capacitor at the rear terminals. The
upper current limit is safeguarded by a separate fixed current limit
circuit that prevents the output current from exceeding 110% of the
current rating. The computer is continuously informed of possible
current overload or current latch conditions by status outputs which
are fed back to the programming source.
Analog input
In automatic test systems, it is often desirable to inject an ac
“wiggle” on top of a programmable dc level to measure impedance
at various voltage levels, to simulate worst case power supply conditions for a module under test, or measure component parameters
such as dynamic gain or transconductance. Many automatic control
systems require this feature to provide “dither” for the system. All
DVS’s provide an analog input to fulfill this need.
Current monitoring terminals
The output current of all DVS’s can be measured without upsetting voltage accuracy by connecting a voltmeter across the current
monitoring terminals on the rear barrier strip.
Digital current sources
The Digital Current Source, Model 6140A is ideally suited for
system applications requiring a rapidly programmable, highprecision source of current.
The isolation, internal storage, and analog input features described for the DVS’s also apply to the DCS’s. In addition, the
DCS’s have programmable voltage limiting and voltage monitoring
terminnals.

POWER SUPPLIES
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Models 6129C-6131C, L? 6140A (cont.)

Common speciricarions
AC power input
6129C: 115/230 V ac, 48-63 Hz; 6.4 A , 780 W @ 115 V ac;
115/230 V ac switch-selected.
6130C, 6131C: 115 V ac +lo%, 48-440 Hz; 1.2 A, 100 W.
6140A: 115/230 V ac, 48-63 Hz; 1.2 A , 100 W@ 115 V ac; 115/
230 V ac switch-selected.
Dimensions
6129C: 266.7 H x 425.5 W x 542.9 mm D (10%" x 16%'' x
213/s'7.
6130C, 6131C: 133.4 H x 425.5 W x 396.9 mm D (5i/4"x 16%'' x
15%' I ) .
6140A: 133.4 H x 425.5 W x 542.9 mm D (5%" x 16%'' x 213/8").
Weight
6129C: net, 35 kg (78 Ib). Shipping, 39 kg (85 Ib).
6130C, 6131C: net, 15 kg (32 Ib). Shipping, 18 kg (40 Ib).
6140A: net, 17 kg (38 Ib). Shipping, 20 kg (44 Ib).
Cooling
6130C, 6131C: are convection cooled.
6129C, 6140A: are forced air cooled.
Programming time: less than 300 psec for output to settle to within
0.1% of programmed change. Range change requires 2 ms.
BCO

Binarv

I
I

InsTr'iG'nts
Option 120 E 064
X1 Range
X10 Range

I

6129C
216.384V,5A
Output
Accuracy 1.5 mV
Resolution 0.5 mV
6130C
Output
?16.384\, 1 A
Accuracy 1 1 mV
Resolution 0.5 mV
6131C
Output
Accuracy

~16.3E4b.0.5A
1 mV

I

lnstriments
ODtion 199 E 063
XI Range
X10 Range

I ;1 I 1
+50,00V,5A
15 mV
5 mV

?9.999V,5A
1.5 mV
1 mV

250.00V.5A
15 mV
10 mV

r50.00V, 1 A
:","vV

?9.999V, 1 A

.-5O.OOV, 1 A

?lOO.OOV, 0.5A
10 mV

+9.999V, 0.5A

T99.99V, 0.5A
10 mV

;;;;
i n mv

n CI mv

6140A
Output
Accuracy

~ 1 6 . 3 8 4mA, 100 V 2163.84 mA. 100 V 29.999 mA. 100 V 299.99 mA, 100 V
1 p A tO.O1%
10 PA, r0.01%
10 @A ~ 0 . 0 1 %
10 p A ~ 0 . 0 1 %

5 mv

1 5 UP.

1 1 ,,A

I

IO

UP,

Price

N/C

N/C

$170
N/C
N/C

Special options
If none of the standard interface options meet your requirements,
quotations for special options may be obtained from your HewlettPackard field engineer.
Accessories available
145336 Pocket programmer permits manual pro$150
gramming of all input functions by switch closure
$75
14534A Pocket programmer extension cable (3 ft)
14535A H P computer interface kit includes 12661A
computer I/O card, l4539A cable, verification
software and BCS Driver. Up to eight DCPS's may be
$1700
controlled from one 14535A
14539A cable connects the first DCPS in a chain of up
to eight instruments to the 12661A DVS programming
$170
card for Hewlett-Packard computers
14536A chaining cable connects an additional DCPS
$170
to the existing chain of DCPS's
~

I

RPcnilltlnn

R r m , t n ~ i l5 UP.

I

AC power option
028: transformer tap change for 230 V ac +lo%,
single-phase input on 6130C and 6131C.
Standard interface options
J20: binary interface for 12661A I/O programmer card
for Hewlett-Packard computers
J99: interfacing DCPS's with calculator-based test/
control systems. All DCPS's may be modified to be
compatible with ASCII-to-Parallel Converter, Model
59301A in calculator-based systems. In addition to
DCPS modification, two items are supplied as part of
Option J99 (1) a 1.83 m cable to connect DCPS to
Model 59301A; (2) J99 Interface Note, containing Installation Instructions,. Software Listings, Operating
Instructions, and Diagnostics.
063: BCD interface for microcircuit logic levels
064: binary interface for microcircuit logic levels

I

Accessories furnished:
1251-0086 50-contact rear plug.
5060-7948 Plug-in extender board for DVS models.
5060-7948/5060-7982Two plug-in extender boards for DCS.
Software far HP computers
Drivers in the form of punched paper tape with accompanying
operating manuals are available for Hewlett-Packard BCS, DOS,
RTE, and BASIC software operating systems. Contact your H P
Field Engineer for prices and ordering information.

Ordering information
6129C Digital Voltage Source
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
6130C, 6131C Digital Voltage Source
6140A Digital Current Source
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit

$3150
add $15
$1900
$2750
add $10

i

i
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RECORDERS & PRINTERS
General Information

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide selection of recorders and plotters
that record and display data accurately, quickly, and reliably. Some
application areas are manufacturing, education, laboratories, R &
D , and hospitals. The recorders can also be utilized by the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) to fulfill the need for recording and
displaying data from the OEM’s equipment. Models may be chosen
from X-Y, strip chart, oscillographic, and instrumentation tape recorders, as well as graphic plotters for computer, timeshare, and
calculator users.
X-Y recorders
These recorders are designed to plot Cartesian coordinate graphs
from dc electrical information. They may be selected in two basic
chart sizes and from three basic levels of performance depending
upon measurement needs. Certain models have high sensitivity and
high common mode rejection. Models are available with and without
time sweep capability. Metric and English instruments may also be
selected. Additionally, two-pen models capable of simultaneously
plotting two curves may also be chosen. Finally, whether the application be in Bio-Medical, Chemical, Material Testing, etc., a wide
variety of X-Y Recorders is available to fit the requirement.
Plug-in modules
To expand the versatility and application of one group of X-Y
Recorders, plug-in modules are provided. If an application changes,
the needed measurement capability is attainable by simply adding an
inexpensive plug-in. Recorders utilizing the modules are the 7004B
and 7034A. Modules include Amplifiers, Time Bases, D C Offset,
Filters, Null Detectors, and Scanners. The flexibility inherent in the
plug-in concept will allow the user to meet the constantly changing
requirements of laboratory measurement.
Graphic plotters
Complete graphic capability to computers or terminals, with a
minimum of programming effort and software, is available from
Hewlett-Packard Graphic Plotters. Simple commands and data
formats, which can be generated by almost any computer in any
language, are used to control the plotter.
The newest additions to the expanding Graphic Plotter family
include the advanced-designed 7221A and 9872A. Both models are
microprocessor plotters that produce high quality, multicolor (red,
green, blue, black pens) graphic plots on any size chart up to 280 mm
x 432 mm (IS0 A3.) The 7221A plots from remote processing
facilities; the standard EIA RS232C/CCITT V.24 asynchronous
serial ASCII interface operates at any of eight switch selectable
baud rates from 75 to 2400 BAUD. The 9872A plots through HP-IB
interface to a calculator, computer, or other controller using the
IEEE 488-1975 standard interface.

Strip chart recorders
H P Strip Chart Recorders produce accurate records in rectilinear
coordinates. All two-pen models permit both channels to realize the
full resolution of the chart width simultaneously, since the pens can
overlap on the same chart without interference.
Selection of a servo-driven strip chart recorder depends upon the
specific application. The 7100 Series and 7130A Series models offer
one-pen and two-pen servo drive systems. The 7123A and 7143A
offer single-pen only and utilize the linear motors with only one
moving part. The 7155B battery-operated unit is useful in field applications as well as laboratory uses.
Oscillographic recorders
Time correlation of multiple channels of data, instantaneous readout, and the capability to use calibrated units of the customer’s
choice are just some of the advantages of using direct writing Oscillographic Recorders. Permanent and easily reproduced records of
signals from dc to 150 Hz can be made. From two to eight channels
of recording are available, depending upon the recorder model
selected.
With appropriate plug-in signal conditioners, the recorders can
record electrical signals from microvolts to volts. Add transducers
and they can make records of all types of physical measurements,
such as force, position, strain, stress, acceleration, and temperature.
Plug-in preamplifiers
A wide line of preamplifiers is available for pressurized ink system
recorders which provide unmatched flexibility.
Instrumentation tape recorders
The 3964A and 3968A are instrumentation tape recorders that
provide significant benefits by recording on V4’‘ tape as compared to
recording on %“tape. The units are designed to meet the demands of
the individual and OEM users. Versatility, portability, and durability are additional characteristics of these units.
Many standard features are also supplied. They include E-to-E
mode for FM recording, TapelTach servo, Equalization, Remote
Control, AC/DC calibrator, Flutter compensation, Voice capability, Unipolar operation (FM only), and Re-recording (Dubbing).
Recorder supplies kit
Recorder supplies; pen, paper, ink; for X-Y,Strip Chart, Oscillographic, Graphic Plotter, or Instrumentation Tape Recorders are
available in starter kits These kits can ensure uninterrupted operation
or unnecessary delay to recorder performance due to unexpected
overuse, or lack, of pen, paper, ink, or other recorder supplies.
T o order a Recorder Supplies Starter kit, refer to the appropriate
instrument(s) in this catalog. Model numbers are assigned to the
desired kit. A complete list of all supplies available is listed in the
Recorder supplies catalog.
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Option

A4 (8'h x 11)
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Standard

Fast Response, AC Capability

22 cm x 28 cm (8% x 11)
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General Purpose

22 crm x 28 cm (8% x 11)
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1~101uPlug-On
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DisposablePen
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Yodel

Code

IItIIfICO

Data
Transmission
Rate

Maximum
Plotting
Speed

PlDl
Accuracy

7202A

Terminal Plotter
Connects between
Computer Terminal a MODEM

Serial
ASCII

ElA RS232C
ICCITl V24)
or 20 mA TM

10, 15 or 30
Char/s
Asynchronous

105
Vectorslmin.

Within
0.076

720311

High Speed Terminal Plotter.
Connects between

Serial
ASCII

EIA RS232C
(CCITI V241
only

10 or 30
Charls
Asynchronous

4% Vec/min.
&pendent on
Vector siwe
a Length

Within
0.01 mm

7210A

Cmputer Plotter.
Connects to
Computer
Mainframe

12W Veclmin.

Within
0.1 mm

7221.4

9872A

I

High Speed
Four Color
Programmable
Remote Terminal
Plotter

2;;

Dependent on
Vector slope
(I Length

I I
LIA RS232C
(CCITl V.24)

High Speed
Four Color
Programmable
Plotter

to IEEE
~~~~

0.5

Switch selectable
7.5 to 240
Charls
Asynchronous

36 cmls in
each axis
Programmable

+O.Z%
deflection
k0.2 mm

up to 1

360 m/s on
each axis

k0.2X
deflection
e.02 mm

No

Disposable Pen

I
I

Disposable Pen

I

DisposablePen

I

+
05

DisposablePen

No
NO

No

Plmn

llvmrlcal

Resetablllty

Commands

ResOlYtlOII

>0.18 mm

Mnemonic

1 in 10,000
or
0.01%

>0.18 mm

Single ASCII
Character

1 in 25%
or

Oeternined by
status of bits
in first data

1 in 10,WO

41 Programmable

0.025 mm
(0.001 inch)
Programmable

%I8 mm

For given
Pen 0.1 mm
For Pen to
Pen 0.2 mm

Pen 0.1 mm
For Pen to
Pen 0.2 mm

I

01

0.01%

High Level
Commands

(0.W1 inch)
Programmable

mnemonic
commands

~

I
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RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Fast response X-Y recorder, plug-in-modules
Models 7004B, 7034A, & 17170 series plug-ins

High performance

Plug-in versatility

7034A

70048

17170A

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7004B and 7034A provide acceleration of more than 3800 cm/s2 (1500 in./s2) and slewing speed of 76
cm/s (30 in./s). The high acceleration allows the pen to follow small,
quick input changes. Front and rear guard terminals are available for
signal inputs. Guarding helps eliminate the common mode voltage
effects that are troublesome when recording from low-level sources
such as thermocouples, strain gauges and similar sources. Additional features include the proven Autognp electrostatic paper
holddown, the disposable ink pen, a RECORD/SETUP switch,
knob locks, five-way binding posts, tilt stand, to name a few.
Selection of the plug-ins is dependent upon the type of X-Yrecorder, as well as purpose. Two plug-ins per axis are placed in the
mainframe. Each may be used individually or in series by setting the
front panel switch.
7O04B,7034A1 17170 Series plug-ins specifications
70048 and 7034A Performance specifications
Plug-ins: accept 4 single-width; 2 per axis.
Type of input: floating and guarded signal pair. Available through
front panel or rear connector.
Zero set: may be set 2 1 fs from zero index.
Zero check switches: pushbutton in each axis allows verification
of recorder’s zero position without removal or shorting of input
signal.
Mainframe accuracy: +0.2% of full scale.
Range vernier: lockable, covers 2.5 times range setting.
Slewing speed: more than 75 cmls (30 in./s) independent of line
voltage & frequency.
Acceleration: more than 3800 cm/s2 (1500 in./sz).

17171A

17172A

Reference stability: better than 0.003%/”C.
Terminal based linearity: +0.1% of full scale.
Resettabiiity: +0.05% of full scale.
70048 and 7034A General specifications
Paper holddown: autogrip grips charts up to size of platen.
Pen lift: local and remote control (contact closure or TTL).
Dimensions: 7004B: 267 mm H x 445 mm W x 121 mm D (10%‘’
X 17%’’ x 43/4’’). 7034A: 267 mm H x 445 mm W x 121 mm D
(1o1/z’’ X 17’/z“ X 43/4”).
Weight: 7004B: net 12.7 kg (28 Ib). Shipping 14.1 kg (42 lb).
7034A: net 7.3 kg (16 Ib). Shipping 14.1 kg (31 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V ac ?lo%, 50 to 400 Hz, approx. 85 VA
(dependent on plug-in).
17170A DC Coupler specifications
input range: single, fixed calib range of 50 mV/cm (100 mV/in.).
Input resistance: 1 MR constant.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB at dc & 70 dB at 50 Hz &
above with 100f2 between low side & guard connect point with
source imped. 10 kR or less.
17171A DC Amplifier specifications
Input ranges: 0.25,0.5, 1, 2.5, 5 , 10, 25 mV/cm, 0.05, 0.1,0.25,
0.5, 1, 2.5, 5 V/cm (0.5, 1, 2, 5 , 10, 20, 50 mV/in., 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
1,2,5,10 V/in.).
Input resistance: 1 MR.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB at dc & 100 dB at 50 Hz &
above with 100R between low side & guard connect point at 0.25
mV/cm (0.5 mV/in.). CMR on others decreases 20 dB/decade
step in attenuation.
System accuracy: 20.2% full scale.

17172A Time base specifications
Sweep speeds: 0.25, 0.5, I , 2.5, 5 , 10, 25, 50 slcm (0.5, 1 , 2, 5 ,
10, 20, 50, 100 din.).
System accuracy: 21% of fs on 6 fastest ranges; 52.5% on
remaining 2.
17173A Null detector specifications
Plot rate: up to 50 plots/s.
Enableldisable: required disable voltage +3 V min. to +20 V
max. Required enable voltage-0 V dc or no connect. Other voltage combinations available on request.
Muting: local or remote.
Plotting accuracy: 20.25% of full scale.
171748 DC Offset specifications
Offset: < I mV to approx. 1 V.
Controls: 2 lockable, 10-T high resolution controls (<1 mV to
approx. 10 mV & <1 mV to approx. 1 V). An offset polarity
switch allows upscale or downscale zero offset.
Offset voltage stability: >0.005%/"C.
17175A Filter specifications
Input ranges: -5 to +45 V dc, 10 V ac max p-p.
Maximum source impedance: 1 kR; higher impedance decreases filter response.
Rejection: >55 dB at 50 Hz & higher (% s rise time) or >70 dB at
50 Hz & higher (1 s rise time). Front nnnpl wlpctinn
17176A Scanner specifications
input: front panel miniature bindiing posts isolated from groundI
(high & low only). Mainframe inptit-utilizes existing input connectors.
Attenuator: fixed attenuator in decade steps from XI to XO.OO1.
Variable attenuator provides continuous coverage.
input impedance: 100 kR.
Accuracy: 0.2% of full scale.
Scan rate: adjust. from 0.1 to 4 s/scan.
17177A AC/DC Converter DC preamplifier specifications
Input ranges: 2.5 mV/cm to 10 V/cm (5 mV/in. to 20 V/in.) in 1 ,
2, 5 steps.
Minimum usable input (ac only): 20.2% of full scale.
Maximum allowable input: 300 V peak.
Type of input: floating & guarded sig. pair. No rear inputs.
Input impedance: 1 MR shunted by less than 40 pF.
Maximum allowable source resistance: IOkn.
Common mode rejection: 80 dB at dc & 50 Hz & above with
O
l On between low side & guard connect point & at 2.5 mV/cm (5
mV/in.). CMR on other ranges, declreases 20 dB/decade step in
attenuation.
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Rise/fali time (ac only, 10-90%): SLVw
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kHz) 2.5 s max; fast response (50 Hz to 100 kHz) 0.5 s max.
Calibration (ac only): responds to average value of input
waveform; calib in rms value of sinewave.
Accuracy (% of fs): DC-20.5%; AC (fast response)--+0.25%
from 150 Hz to 50 kHz, 20.5% from 50 Hz to 150 Hz & 50 kHz to.

100 kHz; AC (slow response)-20.25% from 30 Hz to 50 kHz
from 5 Hz to 30 H z & 50 kHz to 100 kHz.
Linearity (ac): expressed as % of fs, measuring from 0.5% of fs.
5 Hz

50 Hz

[

20.35%

50 kHz

?0.25%

I

100 kHz

-t0.35%

1

Warmup time: 3 minutes nom.
Zero driR (referred to input): 530 pV/OC.
Offset: up to 1 fs of offset using recorder's zero.
Size: double width occupies both plug-in spaces in axis.
17178A DC Attenuator Specifications
Input ranges: 0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5, 1,2.5,5, 10 V/cm (0.1,0.2,0.5,
1 , 2, 5 , 10, 20 V/in.).
input resistance: IMR.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB at dc & 70 dB at 50 Hz &
above with lOOR between low side & point where guard is connected (at 50 mV/cm or 100 mV/in.). Other ranges CMR decreases 20 dB/decade step in attenuation.
System accuracy: r0.2% of full scale.
Options and accessories
Price
N/C
001: metrically scaled & calibrated (7004B/7034A)
002: X-axis retrans pot. 5 k n 50.1% linearity (7004B)
$100
004: power supply for 17005-04 increment chart adv.
$55
(7004B)
001: metrically scaled (17170A/17171A/17172A/
N/C
17177A/17178A)
$25
001: +3 to 20 V enable, 0 V disable (17173A)
$30
001: symbol plotting capability (6) (17012BIC)
$25
002: -3 to -20 V disable, 0 V enable (17173A)
$25
003: -3 to -20 V enable, 0 V disable (17173A)
add $20
908: rack mount kit
add $15
910: extra manual
17024A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
(7034A)
$4 1
17025.4 Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
(7034A)
$43
17026A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
(7004B)
$49
17027A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
(7004B)
$55
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uraering inrorrnation
7004B X-YRecorder (28.26 x 43.18 cm) (11" x 17'7
7034A X-Y Recorder (21.59 x 28.26 cm) (8%" x 11")
17005A Chart Advance (7004B only)
17170A D C Coupler Plug-in
17171A DC Amplifier Plug-in
17172A Time Base Plug-in
17173A Null Detector
17174B D C Offset Plug-in
17175A Filter Plug-in
17176A Scanner Plug-in
17177A AC/DC Converter Plug-in
17178A D C Attenuator Plug-in
17012B/CPoint Plotter

$2100
$2040

$1600
$60
$4 10
$300
$380
$190
$165
$545
$750
$215
$165

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
General performance X-Y recorder, time base
Models 70358 & 17108A

Floating Guarded inputs

Disposable pens

7035B

7035B with 17108A

The 7035B is a high-quality, low cost instrument designed for use
in general purpose applications. Each axis has an independent servo
system with no interaction between channels. The 7035B plots two
graphs from two dc signals representing the function being measured.
Input terminals accept either open wires or plug-type connectors.
Five calibrated ranges from 0.4 mV/cm (1 mV/in.) to 4 V/cm (10
V/in.) are provided in each axis. A variable range control permits
scaling of signal for full scale deflection. High input impedance (1
megohm on all but the first two ranges), floated and guarded input,
and 0.2% accuracy is provided.
Each closed-loop servo system uses a high-gain, solid-state servo
amplifier, servo motor, long-life balance potentiometers, photochopper, low pass filter, guarded inputs, and attenuator and balance
circuit.
A plug-in time base, Model 17108A, operates on either axis to
provide five sweep speeds from 0.2 to 20 s/cm. The unit is selfcontained, external, and designed to directly plug into the 7035B
input terminals. Any number of recorders may be driven simultaneously, provided the combined parallel input resistance is 20 kR or
more.

7035B Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges
Metric: 0.4, 4, 40, 400 mV/cm and 4 V/cm.
English: 1, 10, 100 mV/in.; 1 and 10 V/in. Continuous vernier
between ranges.
Types of Inputs: floated and guarded signal pair; rear input connector.
Input resistance
Input resistance

Range

0.4 mV1cm
Variable
4 mV1cm
Variable
40 mV1cm
Variable
400 mV/cm
Variable
4 Vim
Variable

(1 mV1in.)

(10 mV/in.)

(100 mV1in.)
(1 Vlin.)
(10 Vlin.)

Potentiometric
(essentially
infinite at null)
11 kCl
100 kfl
100 k l l
1M l l
1M l l
1 MCl
1 MCl
1 MCl

1 MCl

Normal mode rejection: >30 dB at 60 Hz; 18 dBocatave above 60
Hz.
Maximum allowable source impedance: no restrictions except
on fixed 0.4 mV/cm (1 mV/in.) range. Up to 20 kR source impedance will not alter recorder’s performance.

Accuracy: +0.2% of full scale.
Linearity: ?O.l% of full scale.
Resettability: +O. 1% of full scale.
Zero set: zero may be set up to one full scale in any direction from
zero index. Lockable zero controls.
Slewing speed: 50 cm/s, (20 i d s ) nominal at 115 V.
Common mode rejection: conditions for the following data are line
frequency with up to 1 kR between the positive input and guard
connection point. Max. dc common mode voltage is 500 V.
Range
Metric
0.4 mV1cm
4 mVlcm
40 mV1cm
400 mV/cm
4 Vlcm

English
1 mV1in.
10 mV1in.
100 mV1in.
1 Vlin.
10 Vlin.

DC (CMR)

IC (CMR)

130 dB
110 dB

100 dB

General specifications
Paper holddown: autogrip electric paper holddown grips 216 mm x
279 mm (8% in. x 11 in.) charts or smaller. Special paper not required.
Pen lift: electric pen lift capable of being remotely controlled.
Dimensions: 265 mm H x 445 mm W x 121 mm D (107/1d’x 17%’’
x 43/47.
Weight: net, 8 kg (18 Ib). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24 Ib).
Power: 115 or 230 V *lo%, 50 to 60 Hz, approximately 45 VA.

17108A Specifications
Sweep speeds: 0.2, 0.4, 2, 4, 20 s/cm (0.5, 1, 5 , 10, 50 s/in.).
Accuracy: 5% of recorder full scale.
Linearity: 0.5% of full scale (20°C to 30°C).
Output voltage: 0 to 1.5 V.
Power: replaceable mercury battery (100 hr).
70358 Options and accessories
Price
N /C
Opt 001: metric calibration
Opt 0 0 3 retransmitting potentiometer on X-axis 5 kR
add $90
+3%
Opt 020: modification for use with models 3580A and
add $295
3581A/C
add $15
Opt 908: rack mount kit
add $10
Opt 910: extra manual
17108A Time Base Plug-In
$260
$260
1710SAM Time Base Plug-In (metric)
17024A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
$4 1
17025A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
$43
7035B General Purpose X-Y recorder

$1475

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Low cost OEM, lab X-Y recorders
Models 70106 & 70158

Low cost

Full Capability

70108
7015 8

The 7010B is a low cost, one-pen X-Y recorder that accepts either
I S 0 A4 or 8% x 11 inch chart size. Featuring maximum electrical
and mechanical flexibility, it is specifically designed for the OEM
user concerned with cost and space. Options include sensitivity
from 5 mV/cm, a time base sweep with remote TTL triggering, input
filters, electric pen lift with TTL remote control, control panel, and
carrying case.
A low cost, full capability X-Y recordei, the 7015B offers full
recording without add-on options or external equipment. Full capability features include Internal Time Base, Matched Input Filters,
Remote Pen Lift, and l T L Level Remote Control. The internal
time base can be slowed to l/4 hour sweep and has automatic pen
control and remote triggering for sweep start and reset. The filters
reduce the always present signal noise. Remote pen lift provides the
assurance of an acceptable graph during a quick plot. TTL level
remote control provides an easy interface with external equipment
or systems.
Standard equipment on both units includes the electrostatic paper
holddown, rear connector, and disposable pen writing system which
includes a universal pen holder that will accept most commercial
fiber tipped pens.

Performance specifications
Ranges
Input voltages: 7010B-single range, 0.1 V/in. (Metric opt.: 5 mV/cm).
7015B-Metric Option: .5 mV/cm, 50 mV/cm, 500 mV/cm.
English: 0.01 V/in. 0.1 V/in., 1 V/in. Vernier adjustment overlapping all ranges.
Time Base: 7015B 0.5, 1, 5 , 10,50, 100 din. (Option 001, metric
calibration is 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 , 10, 50 s/cm). Remote sweep start and
reset via TTL level or contact closure.
Type of inputs: 7010B-Floating with inputs thru rear connector on
circuit board; 7015B-Floating with inputs thru binding posts or rear
connector on circuit board. Mating rear connectors furnished for
both units.
Input resistance: 1 M a constant.
Normal mode rejection: 7015B-greater than 50 dB at 50 and 60
Hz (40 dB/decade roll-off above 60 Hz).
Common mode rejection: 100 dB dc, 90 dB ac (decreases 20 dB/
decade step in attenuation). Measured with lk unbalance in H I
terminal on most sensitive range.
Common mode voltage: 40 V dc and peak ac maximum (conforms
to IEC 348).
Accuracy: 20.3% of full scale at 25°C (includes linearity and resettability). For 7015B add +0.2% of deflection when on other than
most sensitive range. Temperature coefficient a0.02%1°C. Time
Base 1.5% ?O.l%/”C
Resettability: less than 0.2% of full scale.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Slewing Speed: greater than 50 cm/s (20 in./s).
Zero set: 7015B-zero may be placed anywhere on writing area or
electrically offscale up to one full scale from zero index. Adjustment
by IO-turn high resolution control.
Environmental: operating temperature 0°C to 55°C; relative humidity 95% RH to 40°C.

General specifications
Writing system: fiber tipped disposable pen. For specialized applications, a universal pen holder is provided to accept most commercial fiber tipped pens.
Writing area: 18 x 25 cm (7 x lo”).
Platen size: holds I S 0 A4 (21 x 29.7 cm) and 8% x 11 in. chart size
or smaller.
Size: 267 H, 432 W, 135 mm D (10.50” x 17” x 5”).
Chart holddown: autogrip electric chart A4 holddown grips chart
size or smaller.
Pen lift: 7010B-manual (electric with TTL remote control is optional); 7015B-electric (remote via TTL level or contact closure).
Power: switch selectable for 100, 120, 220, 240 V ac 5-10%; 47.5
to 440 Hz; 70 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 7.2 kg (16 Ib); shipping 10 kg (22 Ib).
Price
Options and accessories
7010B
001: Metric calibration
N/C
002: Control panel-provides power on/off, power
$75
indicator light, servo standby, chart hold, zero controls, and if ordered, electric pen lift
003: Electric pen lift (remote via TTL or contact clo$65
sure)
004: Deletes recorder case
less $10
005: X-axis single sensitivity 10 mV/in. (5 mV/cm
N/C
with Opt 001)
006: X-axis single sensitivity 1 V h . (0.5 V/cm with
N/C
option 001)
007: Y-Axis single sensitivity 10 mV/in. ( 5 mV/cm
N/C
with Opt 001)
008: Y-axis single sensitivity 1 V/in. (0.5 V/cm with
N/C
o p t 001)
009: X-axis sweep rate of 1 din. (0.5 s/cm with Opt
$100
001*)
$100
010: X-axis sweep rate of IOs/in. (5 s/cm with Opt
00 1*)
$105
011 : Carrying case (not to be used for shipping)
$40
012: Input filter (both axes)
013: Rear Connector (37 pin subminiature “D”)
$65
*Options 009 and 010 include electric pen lift
70158
001: Metric calibration
N/C
004: Carrying case (not to be used for shipping)
$105
908: Rack mount kit
$15
910: Extra manual
$ 10
17024A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
$4 1
17025A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
$43
908: Rack mount kit
$15
70106 OEM X-Y Recorder
$1075

+

7 0 1 5 8 Lab X-Y Recorder

$1325
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RECORDERS 81 PRINTERS
OEM, Dedicated applications X-Y recorders
Models 7040A & 7041A

Rugged one-piece casting
Over 40 options

-

w

7041A-030

7040A-030

The 7040A and 7041A X-Y recorders are specifically designed for
dedicated, single-purpose recording applications. The 7040A is a
medium-speed unit while the 7041A is a high-speed unit featuring
fast acceleration for applications where recording time is critical or
incoming data is at a high rate.
Both models use a one-piece aluminum casting mainframe which
eliminates the need for critical mechanical adjustments. They are
also equipped with the Autogrip paper holddown system and the
quick-change disposable pen.
Additionally, over 40 options give these recorders the ability to be
customized for the needed application. Most of the options can be
easily and quickly installed or changed in the field. This includes a
control panel (Option 038) which would provide the basic recorder
functions such as zero set, servo, pen, and chart operation. Other
options include a time base, a plug-in X-axis event marker, TTL
logic remote control, plus a variety of input ranges.
A functional and quantity discount is available for both units when
qualified for the OEM purchase agreement.

Options
Input range specify one range option for each axis; must be both
English or both metric

005

006

I
I

011

012

I

I

500mVlin.

1 Viin.

I
I

$50

$50

I 017 I
I 018 [

023
024

I
I

I

100mV/cm

I

500 mV/cm

$50
$50

Note: other ranges available on special order.

Sweep range specified by option, X axis only; accuracy
full scale ?O.l%/”C max; TTL logic start and reset

5 1%

of

7040A & 7041A Specifications
Input ranges: single range from 0.2 to 500 mV/cm (0.5 mV/in. to 1
V/in.), specified by option choice.
Type of input: floating, 200 V dc or peak ac max; internal polarity
switch; inputs through rear bamer strip or optional connector.
Input resistance: 1 M a constant.
Common mode rejection: 100 dB dc; 80 dB at line frequency.
Slewing speed
7040A: 50 cmls (20 i d s ) min.
7041A: 76 cm/s (30 in./s) min.
Acceleration (peak)
7040A: Y axis 2540 cm/s2 (1000 in./sz); X axis 1270 cm/s2 (500
in./sz).
7041A: Y axis 7620 cm/s2 (3000 in./sz); X axis 5080 cm/s2 (2000
in./+).
Accuracy: 50.2% of full scale.
Sweep: optional, single range.
Zero set: external control provided by user; front panel controls
available as Option 038.
Paper holddown: autogrip electric paper holddown grips I S 0 A3
or 11” x 17” charts or smaller.
Pen Ilft: electric pen lift controlled remotely by contact closure;
TTL logic level provided by Option 039.
Size: 356 H x 483 W x 165 mm D (14” x 19“ x 6%“); rack mounting
structure integral with unit.
Weight: net, 13.2 kg (29 Ib). Shipping, 16.8 kg (37 Ib).
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V ac +5 -lo%, 47.5 to 440 Hz, 130 VA.

Note other sweep ranges available on special order.

035: event marker, upper margin of X axis
038: control panel; for line, pen lift, chart, servo
standby, zero, and zero check; add 44 mm (1%”) to

height
039: TTL logic remote control; for pen lift and servo
standby; also event marker if installed
040: rear connector; X, Y input signals and retransmitting potentiometers, time base controls, Autogrip
servo standby, pen lift, event marker and Option 039
control lines brought to a single locking connector
041: side trim panels and dust cover (356 mm, [14”])
for standard unit
042: side trim panels and dust cover (400mm, [153/4’‘])
for unit with Option 038 installed
910: extra manual
17026A Consumable Starter Kit-English
17027A Consumable Starter Kit-Metric
Ordering information
7040A Medium speed X-Y recorder
7041A High speed X-Yrecorder
Note OEM discounts available on both models

add $100
add $140
add $60
add $90

add $20
add $20
add $10
$49
$55
$1275
$1485

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Two-pen, three parameter X-YlY recorder
Model 7046A

Small pen separation

The Model 7046A is a general-purpose 2-pen laboratory X-Y recorder designed to assure high quality recordings without sacrificing
ruggedness, reliability and high performance so necessary for a laboratory recorder. The unit has dynamic performance that surpasses
most 2-pen recorders by offering Y-axis acceleration exceeding 6350
cm/sz (2500 idsz). This high acceleration plus very little overshoot
results in the 7046A reproducing a wide range of fast changing input
signals.
A front panel polarity switch that switches pen direction, and the
response switch which reduces the speed of the unit, are also available. The Autogrip paper holddown system which holds I S 0 A3, up
to 27.9 cm x 43.2 cm (11 x 17 in.) size paper is also standard.

7046A Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges: metric calibration available in 0.25, 0.5, 2.5, 5 , 25
mV/cm; 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 2.5, 5 V/cm (0.5, 1, 5 , 10, 50 mV/in.; 0.1,
0.5, 1, 5 , 10 V/in.). Continuous vernier between ranges.
Type of input: floating and guarded, 500 V dc or peak ac maximum.
Polarity reversal switch located on front panel, guard internally
connected. Inputs through front panel binding posts or rear connector.
input resistance: 1 megohm constant on all ranges.
Common mode: 110 dB dc and 90 dB at 50 Hz and above (exceed
130 dB dc and 110 dB ac under normal lab environmental conditions)
with 1 kfl between H I and LO terminals, CMV applied between
ground and LO, and attenuator on most sensitive range. On other
ranges, CMR decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation.
Slewing speed: Fast Response, 76 cm/s (30 in./s) minimum; Slow
Response, 36 cm/s (15 in./s) typical.
Acceleration (peak, fast response only): Y-axis 6350 cm/sZ(2500
in./s2),X-axis 3800,cm/s2(1500 in./s2).
Accuracy: 20.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp Coefficient +0.01% per "C.
Range accuracy: *0.2% of full scale 20.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp Coefficient ?0.01% per "C.

Virtually no overshoot

Deadband: 0.1% of full scale.
Overshoot: 1% of full scale (maximum).
Zero set: zero may be placed anywhere on the writing area or
electrically off scale up to one full scale from zero index.
Environmental (operating): 0 to 55°C and <95% relative humidity
(40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: servo actuated ink pens.
Writing area: 25 cm x 38 cm (10" x 15").
Paper holddown: autogrip electric paper holddown grips IS0 A3
or 11 in. x 17 in. Special paper not required.
Pen lift: electric (remote, via contact closure or TTL level).
Dimensions: 441 mm H x 483 mm W x 173 mm D (173/8'' x 19" x
6'%6"); rack mounting structure integral with unit.
Power: 115 or 230 volts ac?lO%, 48 to 400 Hz, 175 VA.
Weight: net, 16 kp. (35 Ib). Shiuuing, 21.4 kg (47 Ib).
Options andI accessories
Price
007: metric c alibration
N IC
001: time base
add $225
Sweep rates: h x m c c d l l D ~ d l l W I IIS 0.25,0.5, 2.5, 5 , 25,
50 slcm (0.5, 1, 5 , 10, 50, 100 din.).
Accuracy: 1% at 25°C (Temp. Coeff. kO.l%/"C max).
General: switchable to X-axis. Start and reset by front
panel control, remote by momentary contact closure
to ground or TTL levels. Automatic reset at full scale,
recycle accomplished by continuous start signal.
002: event marker
add $100
Writes in upper margin, aligned with X-axis position of
Y pen, approximately 0.12 cm (0.05 in.) excursion
completed 50 ms after application of signal. Controlled
remotely by contact closure to ground or by TTL
levels. Contact resistance: 4 kfl (maximum).
add $10
910: extra manual
17028A Recorder Supplies Starter KitlEnglish
$46
17054A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit/Metric
$52
7046A 2-pen, X-YIY, recorder
$3270
I
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RECORDERS & PRINTERS
High performance X-Y recorders
Models 7044A, 7045A, & 7047A

High dynamic response

Performs laboratory measurements

Y

(
I

7047A

7044A

I

7045A

The Models 7044A, 7045A, and the 7047A are general purpose
X-Y recorders specifically designed to offer the needed requirements to perform laboratory measurements. This allows for a wide
range of quick-changing signals to be reproduced accurately and
dependably. The 7044A is a medium-speed recorder designed for
most general-purpose applications. The 7045A and 7047A offer
higher speed and Y-axis acceleration exceeding 7620 cm/s2 (3000
in./s2).
Other outstanding features found on the recorders include 10 calibrated dc input ranges on each axis of the 7044A and 7045A from
0.25 mV/cm to 5 V/cm (0.5 mV/in. to 20 Vlin.) and 12 calibrated dc
input ranges on each axis of the 7047A from 0.02 mV/cm to 5 V/cm
(0.05 mV/in. to 10 V/in.). In between, a 1-5-10 sequence is used
(except for the 0.02 mV/ cm, most sensitive range setting of the
metric option on the 7047A.) On all three, arbitrary full scale voltage
ranges may be established with the vernier control in conjunction
with the calibrated dc ranges.
Additionally, these recorders are equipped with front panel polarity switches which reverse pen direction, eliminating the need for
reversing the input leads. The 7045A and 7047A are provided with a
RESPONSE switch which allows the user to slow the response of
the recorder for easier setup. The 7047A preamplifiers for the X and
Y axes are contained in two specially designed aluminum enclosures. These contain chopper dc amplifiers and have the unique
serviceability feature of being removable and operational outside of
the mainframe, using the cable extender included in the Accessory
Kit.
Also available on all models is the continuous duty, aluminum
framed dc servo motor; the X-axis of the 7045A and 7047A contain
the larger, faster motor. This reduces overheating and wear if the
pen is driven offscale for an indefinite time. The trouble-free Autogrip electrostatic holddown platen capable of holding I S 0 A3 and 11
in. x 17 in. size chart paper is included, as well as a disposable pen
with four color choices, and plastic coated wirewound balance
potentiometer. Latest circuitry design and assembly techniques
have also been incorporated, thereby reducing failure and maintenance time.
Options include the Time Base (standard on the 7047A) Event
Marker and Metric Scaling. TTL Remote Control and Rear Connector are standard on all models.

7044A, 7045A Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges: 0.25, 0.5, 2.5, 4, 25 mV/cm; 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 2.5, 5
V/cm (English calibration available in 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50 mV/in.; 0.1,
0.5, 1, 5, 10 V/in.). Continuous vernier between ranges.

Type of input: floating and guarded, 500 V dc or peak ac maximum.
Polarity reversal switch located on front panel, guard internally
connected. Inputs through front panel 5-way binding posts or rear
connector.
Input resistance: 1 megohm constant on all ranges.
Common mode: 110 dB dc and 90 dB at 50 Hz and above (exceeds
130 dB dc and 110 dB ac under normal lab environmental conditions)
with 1 kf2 between H I and LO terminals, CMV applied between
ground and LO, and attenuator on most sensitive range. CMR decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation.
Slewing speed
7044A: 50 cm/s (20 i d s ) minimum.
7045A: Fast Response, 76 cm/s (30 in./s) minimum. Slow Response, 36 cm/s (15 i d s ) typical.
Acceleration (peak)
7044A: Y-axis 2540 cm/s2 (1000 in./sz), X-axis 1270 cm/s2 (500
in. / s2).
7045A: (Fast Response only) Y-axis 7620 cm/sZ (3000 in./sz).
X-axis 5080 cm/sZ(2000 in./sz).
Accuracy: 10.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp Coefficient 20.01% per “C.
Range Accuracy: +0.2% of full scale 20.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp Coefficient 20.01% per “C.
Deadband: 0.1% of full scale.
Overshoot: 7044A-2% of full scale (maximum). 7045A-l% of
full scale (maximum).
Zero set: zero may be placed anywhere on the writing area or
electrically off scale up to one full scale from zero index.
Environmental (operating): 0”to 55°C and <95% relative humidity
(40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: servo actuated ink pen.
Writing area: 25 cm x 38 cm (10” x 15”).
Paper holddown: autogrip electric paper holddown grips I S 0 A3
or 11 in. x 17 in. charts or smaller. Special paper not required.
Pen lift: electric. (Remote via TTL.)
Dimensions: 400 mm H , 483 mm W, 165 mm D (153/4’’ x 19” x
6V2”);rack mounting structure integral with unit.
Power: 115 or 230 V ac ?lo%, 48 to 400 Hz; 7044A, 135 VA;
7045A, 175 VA.
Weight: net, 13.7 kg (30 lb). Shipping, 19.1 kg (42 lb).
7044A & 7045A Options
Price
006: metric calibration
N/C
add $225
001 : time base
Sweep rates: 0.25,0.5,2.5,5,25,50 slcm (0.5, 1,5, 10,
50, 100 din.).
Time Base Accuracy: 1.0% at 25°C
per “C
Temp Coefficient ~ 0 . 1 %
General: Switchable to either X or Y axis. Start and
reset by front panel control, remote by momentary
contact closure to ground or TTL levels. Automatic
reset at full scale, recycle accomplished by continuous
start signal.
add $100
002: event marker: writes in upper margin, aligned
with X-axis position. approximately 0.13 cm (0.05 in.)
excursion completed 50 m s after application of signal.
Controlled remotely by contact closure to ground or
by TTL levels.

7047A Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges: 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 mV/cm; 0.01,0.05,0.1,0.5,
1, 5 V/cm (0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 , 10 mV/in.; 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 , 10

V/in.). Continuous vernier between ranges.
Type of input: floating and guarded (front input only). Employs a
unique common mode driver circuit that eliminates the need for
connecting CMV to the recorder if CMV is less than or equal to 10
V pk.
Input resistance: 1 megohm constant on all ranges.
Accuracy: 10.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp Coefficient 20.01% per “C.
Range accuracy: 20.2% of full scale +0.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp Coefficient 10.01% per “C.
Deadband: 0.1% of full scale.
Common mode rejection: 140 dB dc and 130 dB ac with 1 k n
imbalance in either the high or low terminal (exceeds 150 dB under
normal laboratory conditions.) CMR decreases 20 dB per decade
step in attenuation.
Normal mode rejection: 30 dB minimum at line frequency with
FILTER IN. (50 dB typical at 60 Hz and 40 dB typical at 50 Hz).
Slewing speed: 76 cm/s (30 in./s) minimum. 97 cm/s (38 i d s )
typical under normal lab conditions.
Acceleration (peak): Y-axis 7620 cm/s2 (3000 i d s z )
X-axis 5080 cm/s2 (2000 in./?)
Overshoot: 1% of full scale maximum.
Calibrated zero offset: provides eleven scales of calibrated zero
offset in both axes. Switchable in steps of one full scale from 1 to
- 10 scales.
Offset accuracy: at 25”C, 20.1% of full scale times N where N =
number of scales of offset.
Temperature coefficient: 10.00470 of full scale times N per “C.
Time base: speeds of 0.1,0.5, 1,5, 10,50 s/cm (0.5, 1,5, 10,50, 100
s/in.).Switchable into X or Y axis.
Time base accuracy: 1.0% at 25°C. Temp Coefficient +0.1% per

+

“C.

General specifications
Writing mechanism: servo actuated ink pen.
Writing area: 25 cm x 38 cm (IO” x 15”).
Paper holddown: autogrip electric paper holddown grips I S 0 A3
or 11 in. x 17 in.charts or smaller. Special paper not required.
Pen lift: electric (remote via TTL level).
Dimensions: 441 mm H x 483 mm W x 173 mm D (173/~”
X 19” X
613/16”);rack mounting structure integral with unit.
Power: 115 or 230 V ac 11076, 48 to 66 Hz, 180 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 18.6 kg (41 lb). Shipping, 24 kg (53 lb).
Price
7047A Options
N /C
001: metric calibration
Ranges are 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.50, 1, 5 mV/cm; 0.01,
0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 Vlcm
002: event marker
Marking area: in margin at same X coordinate as
recorder pen
Excursion: approximately 0.050 inch
Actuation time: stroke complete 50 ms after application of signal
add $100
Ink capacity: 0.45 cc cartridge, cartridge reloading
type. Writing distance 500 ft minimum
Options and accessories (all models)
add $15
910: extra manual
$49
17026A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
$55
17027A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-metric
Ordering information
$1875
7044A Medium speed X-Y recorder
$2255
7045A High speed X-Y recorder
$3330
7047A High sensitivity X-Y recorder
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RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Digital input graphic plotters for terminal applications
Models 7202A & 7203A

The 7202A Graphic Plotter brings complete graphic capability to
the computer terminal with a minimum of programming effort and
software overhead. ASCII characters are utilized in a brief and
concise format to represent the high resolution absolute position
coordinates. Simple mnemonic commands control the plotting
modes-Plotter off, plot lines, or plot points. Only a few program
statements are needed to bring full graphic display to the terminal.
Scale the data with a simple formula and add a single print statement
to cause the four-digit integer X and Y coordinates to be printed on a
line and plotted. The result is the final graph.
A 7203A brings high-speed graphic display to the computer terminal. Serial ASCII characters transmitted by the computer system
are independent, single character commands to provide increased
flexibility and control. Data scaling and conversion into the proper
ASCII character representation is easily handled by a program subroutine. Four ASCII characters representing X and Y coordinates
are transmitted by the system for each data print. Moves of any
length up to the maximum plot dimension can be made at any angle.
Plotter control subroutines are available for most Hewlett-Packard
timeshare systems (Le. Option 006 for H P 2000/ACCESS systems)
to handle all scaling, binary code conversion and timing considerations. Merely define the range of the data and the speed of the
terminal.
Convenient front panel scaling controls of the Plotters permit
selection of any plot size or position on any style paper up to 1 1 x 17
inches. The paper is held secure by an electrostatic holddown system. Clean, convenient disposable pens are available in four colors.
7202A performance specifications
Plotting surface: 12.7 x 12.7 cm to 25.4 x 38.1 cm (5" x 5" to 10" x
15").
Plotting maneuvers: plots lines or points.
Speed: up to 105 vectorlmin.
Numerical code: ASCII; X and Y represented by four-digit integers (separated by at least one space).
Numerical resolution: 1l10,OOO (0.01%).
Plot accuracy: better than 0.076 mm (0.03").
Resettability: 0.18 mm (0.007") maximum.
Data rate: 1 IO, 150, or 300 baud, switchable.
Controls: power, chart hold, terminal mute, line/local, pen down,
graph limits, characterlsec.
Indicators power, error, plot.
Resettability: 0.18 mm (0.007 in.) maximum.
Data rate: 110, 150, or 300 baud, switchable.
Controls: power, chart hold, terminal mute, linellocal, pen down,
graph limits, charactedsec.
Indicators: EIA RS232C or 20 mA current loop, select contiguration option desired. Other interface configurations available. Contact factory.
Move length: 76.2 mm (3")max. with pen down; 254 mm (10")max.
with pen up.

Power requirements: 115/230 V ac, 48 to 400 Hz, 100 VA.
7203A performance specifications
Plotting surface: front panel scalable up to 25.4 x 38.1 cm (0" x 0"
to 10" x 15").
Plotting maneuvers: pen or position. Pen and position maneuvers
are independent commands.
Speed: up to 450 vectors per minute.
Numerical code: binary; X and Y represented by ASCII character
pairs.
Numerical resolution: 1/2500 (0.04%).
Plot accuracy: better than 0.10 mm (0.04").
Resettability: 0.18 mm (0.007") maximum.
Controls: power, chart hold, mute, linellocal, pen up, pen down,
graph limits, character/sec.
Indicators: power, error, plot.
Data rate: 110 or 300 baud, switchable.
Interface: EIA RS232C.
Move length: any length at any angle with appropriate software
subroutine.
Power requirements: 100, 115, 200, or 230 V -c lo%, 48 to 66 Hz.
100 VA maximum.
7202A and 7203A general specifications
Paper size any size up to 29.9 x 43.2 cm (11" x 17").
Writing method: ink, disposable pens.
Dimensions: 216 mm H x 508 mm W x 511 mm D (8lh" x 20" x
20'1s").
Weight: 18.1 kg (40 Ib); shipping 23.6 kg (52 Ib).
Options
001: EIA RS232 MODEM interface
003: EIA RS232 terminal interface
004: ASR33
908: Extra manual
For 7203A
001: EIA RS232 MODEM interface
002: EIA RS232 terminal interface
005: Software SUBROUTINE for H P 2000C/F
006: Software SUBROUTINE for H P 2000
ACCESS and H P 3000
910: Extra manual

Price
NjC
N IC
N IC
add $13.50

Accessories
17026A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
17027A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric

NIC
NIC
add $20
add $20
add $24
$49
$55

Ordering information
7202A Graphic Plotter (must order Opt 001, 003, or 004)

$4100

7203A Graphic Plotter (must order Opt 001 or 002)

$4 100
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Graphic plotter for computer applications
Model 7210A

High speed, high resolution graphics
Built-in vector generator
Absolute or relative coordinates

The Hewlett-Packard Model 7210A Digital Plotter is an output
peripheral designed for use with computers and computer systems.
The exceptional speed, resolution, and accuracy are available at the
low cost normally associated with analog plotters, yet the 7210A
does not require the higher system overhead of incremental plotters.
It can be added easily to either your computer or terminal. Accepting either Binary or BCD codes under full program control, the
pen can make up to 20 moves per second at any angle. The internal
microprocessor allows typical operation with less than 250 16-bit
words of computer memory.
Any sheet type graph paper, up to 27.9 x 43.2 cm (11” x 17”),
with or without preprinted grids, may be used. The Autogrip paper
holddown system solidly grips the paper. Four colors of ink are
available in clean, disposable pens that can be changed quickly and
easily.
721QA Specifications
Plotting surface: 25.4 x 38.1 cm (IO” x 15”).
Plotting area: front panel scalable up to 25.4 x 38.1 cm (0” x 0”to
10” x 15”).
Plotting maneuvers: pen or position. Pen and position maneuvers
are independent commands.
Vector generation: automatic. A command to perform a position
maneuver will cause the Plotter to traverse a straight line path to any
specified point on the platen.
Vector length: limited only by the plotting surface.
Vector speed: up to 30.5 cm/sec (12 in./second). The speed is
dependent upon the slope of the line. Plotter will process up to 20
vectors/second.
Numberical code: position data is received in BCD (8421) or Binary.
Plotting modes: absolute coordinates and relative coordinates.
Numerical resolution: 1/10 000 (0.01%).
Plot accuracy: better than 0.10 cm (0.04”) in 38.1 cm (15“).
Resettability: 0.18 mm (0.007”)max.
Writing method: ink, disposable pens. Four colors available.
Paper size: any size up to 27.9 x 43.2 cm (11” x 17”).
Power: 100 V , 115 V , 200 V , or 230 V k 10% (choice of 4 positions
at rear panel), 48 to 66 Hz, 100 watts maximum.
Weight: net, 18.1 kg (40 Ib). Shipping 23.6 kg (52 Ib).
Accessories supplied
HP Part Number
1. Accessory Kit
07210-80010
1 Pkg Disposable Pens, Red (5)
5081-1190
1 Pkg Disposable Pens, Blue (5)
5081-1191
1 Pkg Disposable Pens, Black (5)
508 1- 1193
1 Slidewire Cleaner
5080-3605
1 Fuse for (for 230 V operation)
21 10-0080

Versatile “handshake” interface
Accepts binary or BCD codes

2. Operating Manual
3. Interface Manual
4. Mating Connector
1 50-Pin Connector
1 Hood
2 Jackscrews
5. Dust Cover
6. Graph Paper, 20 sheets (English)
7. Graph Paper, 20 sheets (Metric)
8. Power Cord 2.3 m (7.5 ft)

07210-90000
072 10-90002
125 1-277 1
125 1-2769
125 1-2770
4040-0477
9270- 1004
9270- 1024
8 120- 1348

Supplies available
HP Part Number
Disposable Pens (package of 5 )
Red
5081-1190
Blue
508 I - 1191
Green
5081-1192
Black
5081-1193
Graph Paper (box of 100 sheets)
Plot Area
Linear
25 cm x 38 cm 9270-1024
Linear
10 in. x 15 in. 9270-1004
Linear
18 cm x 25 cm 9270-1023
Linear
7 in. x 10 in. 9270-1006
Semi-Log
10 in. x 2 cycle 9280-0159
Semi-Log
loin. x 3cycle 9280-0160
Semi-Log
2 cycle x 15 in. 9280-0169
Semi-Log
3 cycle x 15 in. 9280-0168
Log-Log
2 cycle x 3 cycle 9280-0167
Log-Log
3 cycle x 2 cycle 9280-0165
Log-Log
3 cycle x 4 cycle 9280-0171
Blank (with scaling points)
10 in. x 15 in. 9280-0180
Accessories available
17260A plotter stand (includes mounting plate)
17261A mounting plate
17026A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
17027A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
Carrying/transit case (p/n 921 1-1377)

Price
$ 1 10
$20
$49
$55

$226

Options
001: interface to H P 2100 and 21MX Series Com-

puter. ncludes all hardware and software.
910: Extra manual.
7210 Digital Plotter
OEM discounts available.

add $860
add $27
$3750

I
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Programmable 4-color remote terminal plotter
Model 7221A

RS232C/CCITT V.24 Interface
Programmable selection of 4 pens
Arc and circle generation

The H P 7221A is a microprocessor controlled plotter (IS0 A3 size)
that produces low cost, multicolor, high quality graphic plots from
remote terminal processing facilities. The standard EIA RS232C/
CCITT V.24 asynchronous serial ASCII interface operates at any
of eight switch selectable baud rates from 75 to 2400 BAUD. Internal arc, circle, dashed lines and character generation capability
combine with 40 high level commands to provide simplified programming. An 1150 byte input data buffer, optionally expandable to
3086 bytes, allows operation at higher speeds. Up to 64 macroinstructions may be defined and stored in the data buffer. Internal
self test and confidence test capability verifies correct plotter and
interface circuitry operation.
HP-Plot/21, a library of high level Fortran subroutines available for
H P computer systems and major timeshare services, provides all
data formatting and communications. The user accesses all of the
plotter’s capability through familiar program call statements.

7221A Specifications
Plotting area: Y-axis 280 mm (11‘9, X-axis 400 mm (15.75‘1. Accommodates up to I S 0 A3 and 280 x 432 mm (11” x 17‘1 chart
paper.
Plotting accuracy: 50.2% of deflection 50.2 mm (0.008’1.
Repeatability: for given pen 0.10 mm (0.004’9, pen-to-pen 0.20 mm
(0.008”).
Addressable resolution: smallest addressable move 0.25 mm
(0.001’1.
Speed: maximum: 360 m d s (14 i d s ) in each axis, 509 mm/s (20
i d s ) on 45” angle; programmable: pen speed may be adjusted to any
one of 36 speeds from 10 mm/s (0.4 i d s ) to 360 mm/s (14 i d s ) in 10
mm/s (0.4 i d s ) increments under program control.
Vector length: no limit-any length vector within plotter’s mechanical limits will be plotted to within previously mentioned accuracy.
Offscale plotting: when offscale data received by plotter, automatically calculates intercept of that vector and currently defined
plotting area and proceeds to that point. As additional offscale data
received, plotter monitors location of this data and resumes plotting
once onscale data received by again calculating new intercept with
defined plotting area then plotting from that intercept to on-scale
data point. Plotting accuracy and repeatability specifications are
preserved.

Character plotting speed: 3 charactersls typically for 2.5 mm (0.01
in.) characters.
Pen control: remote control by program commands; local control
by front panel switches; capable of up to 20 operations/s. Local
control provides vector rates of 4.2 mm/s (slow) and 932 mm/s (fast)
(0.167 ips and 3.67 ips).
Power requirements: source 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V -10%
+5%, switch selectable, 240 W maximum.
Environmental range: temperature 0°C to 55°C; relative humidity
5% to 95% (below 40°C).
Size: 189 H x 497 W x 455 mm D (7.5” x 19.5” x 18”).
Weight: net 18.2 kg (40 Ib). Shipping 25.4 kg (56 lb).
Interface: standard RS-232C/CCIITT V.24 asynchronous serial
ASCII with switch selectable baud rates of 75, 110, 150, 200, 300,
600, 1200, or 2400 baud.
Accessories supplied
HP Part Number
1. Accessory kit
09872-60070
4 Pkgs Disposable Pens
5060-6810
(4-color pack, one of each red, blue, green, black)
09872-60027
1 Digitizing Sight
07221-90001
2. Operating and Programming Manual
9222-0564
3. Dust Cover
4. Power Cord (appropriate cord supplied)
5. Male-to-Male Interface Cable
0722 1-60157
RS-232C/CCIT’T V.24
6. Graph Paper, Standard Grid, English,
9270- 1004
10 Sheets
7. Graph Paper, Standard Grid, Metric
9270-1024
10 Sheets
Supplies available
Disposable Pens (package of 5 )
5060-6784
Red
5060-6785
Blue
5060-6786
Green
5060-6787
Black
5060-6810
4-color Pack, one each of red, blue, green black
Graph Paper (box of 10 sheets)
9270-1024
25 cm x 38 cm
Linear
9270- 1004
10 in x 15 in.
9270-1023
18 cm x 25 cm
9270- 1006
7 in. x 10 in.
9280-0159
10 in. x 2 cycle
Semi-Log
9280-0160
10 in. x 3 cycle
9280-0 169
2 cycle x 15 in.
9280-0168
3 cycle x 15 in.
9280-0167
2 cycle x 3 cycle
Log-Log
9280-0 165
3 cycle x 2 cycle
9280-0 171
3 cycle x 4 cycle
9280-0 180
Blank
10 in. x 15 in.
9280-0137
Smith Chart
7.25 in. Diameter
9280-0147
7.15 in. Diameter
(box of 50)
Expanded
Manuals
07221-90000
Operating and Service Manual
07221-90002
HP-PLOT/21 Software Manual
Software available: HP-PLOT/21 GRAPHIC PACKAGE consists
of user’s manual, loading instructions and set of 86 FORTRAN subroutines
(in source form) on 9-track magnetic tape.
Price
72021A Graphics Package
$50
Specify Option:
NIC
001: HP 3000 Series I1 (800 bpi, ASCII)
N/C
002: HP 3000 Series I1 (1600 bpi, ASCII)
003: GE Mark 111 Tymeshare (1600 bpi, EBCDIC)
NIC
004: Tymeshare X (DEC PDP-10, 800 bpi, ASCII)
N/C

Options
001: Additional 2048 bytes of input
7221A Graphic Plotter

$225

$4600
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Programmable 4-color plotting for system applications
Model 9872A

Programmable selection of 4 pens
HP-IB interface
Error free offscale data handling
38 executable commands

Zharacter plotting speed: 3 charactersh typically for 2.5 m m (0.01
n.) characters.
)en control: local control by front panel switches or remote control
)v desk toD comDuter Droaram commands:. capable
of >20
operations/s.
Power requirements: source 100 V , 120V, 220 V , 240 V -104 b
+5%, switch selectable. 240 W max.
Environmental range: temperature 0°C to 55°C; relative humidit:Y
5% to 95% (below 40°C).
Size: 189 H x 497 W x 455 m m D (7.5” x 19.5” x 18”).
Weiaht:
net
25.4 ke (56 lb).
- ~ = ~.~.
~ .. .18.2 ke
~.o(40
, . lb):
~ ,.ShiDDine
,
~.
HP Part Number
1Accessories supplied
I. Accessory Kit
09872-60070
4 Pkgs Disposable Pens
5060-6810
(4-color pack, one of each, red, blue, green black)
1 Digitizing Sight
09872-60027
09872-90002
l . Operating and Service Manual
1. Dust Cover
9222-0564
_11. Power Cord (appropriate cord supplied)
5. Graph Paper, Standard Grid, English,
10 Sheets
9270- 1004
5. Graph Paper, Standard Grid, Metric,
9270-1024
-

~
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Supplies available
Disposable Pens (package of 5)
Red
Blue
Green
Black

The Hewlett-Packard Model 9872A is a microprocessor-based
HP-IB plotter that produces high quality, multicolor graphic plots
on any size chart up to 280 m m x 432 m m ( I S 0 A3). The 9872A
offers exceptional line and character quality with addressable moves
as small as 0.025 m m (0.001 in.). Thirty-eight different instructions
are built in to equip the Plotter with capabilities, such as point digitizing, labeling, character sizing, and window plotting. The 9872A,
interfaced through the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (conforms to
IEEE 488-1975), connects to any HP-IB compatible calculator,
computer, or other controller.
This Plotter is designed to be useful in statistics, medicine, numerical control, surveying, and engineering design. Whether tabulated,
measured, or computed, the 9872A quickly prepares multicolor
plots of good line quality and high resolution.

9872A Specifications
Plotting area: Y-axis 280 mm (11’9, X-axis 400 m m (15.75”) accommodates up to I S 0 A3 and 280 m m x 432 mm (1 1” x 17’1 chart
paper.
Plotting accuracy: 20.2% of deflection 50.2 mm (0.008”).
Repeatability: for given pen 0.10, (0.004’1, pen-to-pen 0.20 m m
(0.008”).
Addressable resolution: smallest addressable move 0.025 m m
(0 .oo1 ”) .
Speed: maximum: 360 mm/s (14 inls) in each axis, 509 mm/s (20
i d s ) on 45” angle; programmable: pen speed may be adjusted to any
one of 36 speeds from 10 mmls (0.4 i d s ) to 360 mm/s (14 i d s ) in 10
mmls (0.4 in./s) increments under program control.
Vector length: no limitany length vector within plotter’s
mechanical limits will be plotted to within previously mentioned
accuracy.
Offscale plotting: when offscale data received by plotter, automatically calculates mechanical limit intercept of that vector and
proceeds to that point. As additional offscale data received, plotter
monitors location of this data and resumes plotting, once on-scale
data received, by again calculating new mechanical limit intercept
and plotting from that limit to on-scale data point. Plotting accuracy
and repeatability specifications are preserved.

Paper (box of 100 sheets)
25 cm x 38 cm
Linear
10 in x 15 in.
18 cm x 25 cm
7 in. x 10 in.
10 in. x 2 cycle
Semi-Log
10 in. x 3 cycle
2 cycle x 15 in.
3 cycle x 15 in.
2 cycle x 3 cycle
Log-Log
3 cycle x 2 cycle
3 cycle x 4 cycle
Blank
10 in. x 15 in.
Carrying Case
HP-IB card for use with 9825A and 9831A

5060-6784
5060-6785
5060-6786
5060-6787

IGraph

9270-1024
9270- 1004
9270-1023
9270- 1006
9280-0 159
9280-0 160
9280-0169
9280-0168
9280-0 167
9280-0 165
9280-0171
9280-0 180
1540-0483
98034A

Cables: If using multiple HP-IB instruments order one of the followng:
1 m (3.23 ft)
10631A HP-IB Cable
2 m (6.56 ft)
10631B HP-IB Cable
4 m (13.12 ft)
10631C HP-IB Cable
0.5 (1.64 ft)
10631D HP-IB Cable
1Manual
Interface and Programming Manual
09872-90003
ROMS available
3825A ROMS: 98215A (for 9872A) Plotter General IIO ROM
98216A (for 9872A) Plotter General I/O-Extended
I/O ROM
3831A ROM: 98223B Matrix-Plotter ROM
Options
315: for use with 9815A (includes interface cable with
ROM)
125: for use with 9825A (98034A HP-IB Card not
supplied)
131: for use with 9831A (9831A HP-IB Card not
iupplied)

!3872A Graphic Plotter

Price

$400
NC
NC

$4200
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Compact strip chart recorder
Model 680

Multi-range-Compact

680M

High accuracy, fast response

680

The Hewlett-Packard Model 680 12 cm (5 in.) strip chart recorders provide high accuracy and fast response for a wide range of
performance for general or specialized use. The 680 is equipped with
multirange spans, multispeed chart transport, full range zero set,
and electric pen lift. Model 680 is useful as a monitor for instrumentation with dc outputs and for digital devices utilizing digital to
analog converters.
Features include modular construction with all-transistor circuitry, synchronous motor chart drive, and full-view tilting chart
magazine.

Weight: net, 5 kg (11 Ib); shipping 7.6 kg (17 Ib).
Dimensions: 165 H x 197 W x 219 mm D (6%" x 7%'' x 85/s'?.

680 Specifications

Options and accessories
001: with installed 5 kR, 0.1% linearity retransmitting
potentiometer
002: with ink event marker installed
003: with installed high-low limit switches
008: with 16/1 instead of 60/1 speed reducer
009: with remote chart drive switch
010: For 50 Hz operation
014: glass door with lock
018: disposable pen tips
910: extra manual
H01: 1 mV span added (H01-680)
1.2 mV span added (H01-680M)
H02: 100 k n input resistance, all spans
Note: options H01 and H02 not compatible.
Recorder supplies starter kits
17046A English
17047A Metric

Performance specifications
Spans: ten calibrated spans; Metric-6, 12,60, 120,600 mV; 1.2,6,
12,60,120 V (English-5, 10,50, 100,500 mV; 1,5, 10,50,100 V).
Type of input: input floating with respect to ground.
Maximum dc common mode voltage: 500 V.
input resistance: 200 kR/V (166 kWV, metric models) full scale,
through 10 V span; 2 MR on all others. Constant 100 kR input
resistance on all spans, Option H02.
Common mode rejection: dc 100 dB on most sensitive range. Decreases 20 dB per decade step in attenuation.
Accuracy: +0.2% of full scale.
Response time: maximum, 0.5 s full scale.
Resettabiiity: 0.1% of full scale.
Chart speed: synchronous motor driver; Metric-2.5, 5 , 10, 20
cm/min; 2.5, 5 , 10, 20 cm/hr (English-1, 2, 4, 8 in./min; 1, 2, 4, 8
in./hr). Option 008, gear ratio 16/1 instead of 60/1 speeds--'/m, ' / e ,
%, l / ~ 1,
, 2, 4, 8 in./min.
Zero set: adjustable over full span.
General specifications
Writing mechanism: ink.
Pen lift: electric, controlled by local switch or remote contact closure.
Power: 115/230 V, 60 Hz, 22 VA.

Accessory kit supplied with each instrumentInk Writing:
1. Slidewire, cleaner, slidewire lubricant, remote pen l i t connector,
spare pen; pen cleaning wire, syringe, four cartridges each of red
ink and blue ink.
2. One roll of graph paper.
3. Power Cord 2.1 m (7 ft).
4. Instruction Manual.
5 . Your Strip Chart Recorder-a brief manual.

Ordering information
680M Strip chart recorder (metric)
680 Strip chart recorder (English)
OEM discounts available.

Price

add $100
add $75
add $150
add $50
add $40
N/C
add $150
N/C
add $10
add $70
add $70
add $100

$33
$38

$1250
$1250
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Linear motor strip chart recorders
Models 7123A & 7143A
0

Modular design
Low silhouette

Options
Span: Must specify one. Front scale determined by Metric or English chart speed.

7123A,7143A Span
00 1
1 mV
002
5 mV
003
10 mV
50mV
004
005
100mV
006
500mV

Price
$225
$225
$150
$150
$150
$150

7123A,7143A
008
009
010
011
012

Span
1 v
5 v
10 v
50V
100 V

Price
$50

$50
$50

$50
$50

Cham speeas: Must specify one basic speed or one basic chart
speed and one reducer or one multiple speed.

016
017
018
019
020
021

I;'

71 43A

6 in./min
4 in./min
1 in./min
M in./min
v4 in./min
1 in./hr

$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25

022
023
024
025
026
027

15 cm/min
10 cm/min
5 cmlmin
3 cm/min
15 cm/hr
3 cm/hr

$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$25

Variable speed options: dual speed via speed reducer(not compatible with Options 045, 048, 092).

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7123A and 7143A Strip Chart Recorders are designed specifically for dedicated recording app
tions. High reliability, excellent performance, plus a large as!
ment of options allow custom tailoring to each application. T
3%-inCh high recorders conserve
ithout sacrifi
chart capabilities.

7123A and 7143A Speciricarions
Performance specifications
. .
input ranges: single span, 1 mV thru 100 V (specified by option).
Type of input: single ended, floating.
Input resistance: 1 MR constant on all spans.
Normal mode rejection (at line frequency): >6 dB (>66 dB with
optional filter).
Common mode rejection: >lo0 dB at dc; >80 dB at line frequency.
Response time: <%s (<%s for spans below 1 V) with less than 10
kR source impedance.
Overshoot: < 1% of full scale.
Accuracy (including linearity and deadband): 7123A 20.25% of
full scale at 25°C. Temp Coeff O.Ol%/"C; 7143A 20.4% of full scale
at 25°C. Temp Coeff O.OI%I"C.
Deadband: 7123 - 0.1% of full scale; 7143A - 0.2% of full scale.
Zero drift: <+.0.2 pV/"C 20.03% full scale/"C for 7143A; +.0.015%
full scale/"C for 7123A.
Reference stability: 20.002%/"C.
Chart speeds: speed determined by option choice.
Chart speed accuracy: synchronous with line frequency.
Zero set: left hand, adjustable 21 full scale (right hand optional).
Environmental (operating): 0" to 55°C; 95% relative humidity
(40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: disposable ink pen.
Grid width: 7123A
25 cm (10 in.); 7143A - 12 cm (5 in.).
Chart length: 28.5 metres (95 ft).
Pen lift: manual (remote optional on 7123A).
Size: 7123 - 81 H x 432 W x 495 mm D (3%" x 17" x 19%");7143
- 81 H x 216 W x 495 mm D (3%" x 8%'' x 19%'3.
Power: 115/230 V 2 10%. Option 060 - 60 Hz, 60 VA; Option 050
50 Hz,60 VA.
Weight: 7123A - net, 19 kg (42 lb). Shipping, 23 kg (51 Ib). 7143A
- net, 11.3 kg (25 lb). Shipping, 15 kg (33 lb).

-

-

0: 1 Speed reducer*
0: 1 Speed reducer*
:1 Speed reducer*
:1 Speed reducer*

$50
$50
$50
$50

*The slmrest speed must not be less than 2.54 cm (1 in./hr).

Options requiring power supply
041: C)ption power supply
031: F:emote speed change
032:-.emote
R
chart on-off (not compatible with Opt 045
& 048)
033: Remote pen lift (7123A Only)
040: Limit switches
034: Event marker (right hand) ink
Multiple speeds (7123A only)
045: 4 speeds; %, 44, 1, 2 in./min plus external input
048: 4 speeds; 0.5,1,2.5,5 cmlmin plus external input
Other options and accessories
039: Retransmitting potentiometer (5 k n , 20.5%
linearity, 10 V dc max).
007: Input filter, 1 mV thru 5 mV spans
013: Input filter, 10 mV thru 100 V spans
014: RH Zero hard right (scale, 10 to 0)
015: RH Zero soft (scale, 10 to -0.5, 7123 only)
043: Rack slides (7123 only)
035: Chart integrator (7123 only)
Analytical option combinations. (7123A only). The following three options are for analytical applications
such as chromatography and include 1 mV span, input
filter for added line frequency rejection (60 dB), right
hand zero, mint-gray control panels, and chart speeds
as indicated.
090: M and % in./min
091: 1 and % in./min
092: %, M , 1, 2 in./min plus external input (not compatible with Options 028, 029, 030,031, 032, 044)
908: Rack mount kit (7123 only)
910: Extra manual
Ordering information
7123A Strip Chart Recorder (25 cm or 10 in.)
7143A Strip Chart Recorder (12 cm or 5 in.)

Price
$75
$50
$50

$75
$225
$75
$225
$225

$75
$100
$50

N/C
N/C
$100
$850

$425
$425
$635
$15
$15
$1150
$980
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Lab strip chart recorders, plug-in modules
Models 71008, 7101B, 17500A thru 17506A
One and two pen mainframes
Seven plug-in modules

71OOB

71018

17500A

17501A

17502A

17505A

17506A

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7100B and 7101B Strip Chart Recorders are basic recorder frames containing all the mechanical and
electrical elements for strip chart recording. A wide line of interchangeable plug-ins complete their recording ability. Model 7100B
has two independent pens and requires two input modules; Model
7101B is a single pen recorder and requires one input module.

Weight
71008: net, 11.8 kg (26 Ib). Shipping, 18.2 kg (40 lb).
7101B: net, 10.9 kg (24 Ib). Shipping, 17.3 kg (38 Ib).
Dimensions
7100B/7101B series (cabinet): 304 mm H, 445 mm W, 210 mm
D (12” X 17%’’ X 8’/43.
71OOB17101B (rack): 222 mm H , 483 mm W, 210 mm D (833/32”x
19” X 8V4’3.

7100 Series specifications

17500A/1750lA Specifications
Voltagespans
17500A: 5, 10, 50, 100, 500 mV; 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 V full scale.
17501A: 1 , 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 mV; 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100 V full scale.
Accuracy: 20.2% of full scale.
Input resistance: 1 megohm at null on all fixed calibrated and
variable spans except 100 kil in the variable mode on the four most
sensitive spans on the 17500A only.
Interference rejection: dc common mode; 120 dB on the four most
sensitive spans of the 17500A and the three most sensitive of the
17501A. Line frequency, 100 dB on the four most sensitive spans of
17500A and the three most sensitive of 17501A.
Zero-set: adj. full scale, plus one full scale of suppression. 5 scales
of zero suppression available on the 17501A.
Maximum source impedance: up to 10 k n source impedance will
not alter the recorder’s performance on the four most sensitive
spans of the 17500A and the six most sensitive of the 17501A. No
source impedance restrictions on spans above 100 mV full scale.

Performance specifications
Response time: <0.5s (50 Hz, ~ 0 . s).
6
Linearity (terminal based): 20.1% full scale.
Resettability: 20.1% full scale.
Chart Speeds
7100BM/7101BM: 2.5,5, 15,30 cmlh; 1.25,2.5,5, 15,30 cmlmin;
1.25, 2.5, 5 cmls.
7100B/71018:1,2,in./h;0.1,0.2,0.5, 1,2in./min;0.1,0.2,0.5,
1, 2 in./s.
Chart speed accuracy: synchronous with line frequency.
General specifications
Writing system: servo actuated ink pen.
Grid width: 25 cm or 10 in.
Chart length: 36 m or 120 ft.
Pen lift: manual (remote optional).
Power 115/230 V ?lo%, 60 Hz (50 H z optional)
71008: 65 VA; 71018: 42 VA.

Reference Stability: O.005%I0C.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 lb).
17502A Specifications
Voltage spans: single span to match cold-junction thermocouples
of types J , K, R, S, and T.
Accuracy: -c0.5% or 21"C, (whichever is greater): refer to NBS
CIR 561, dated 1955.
Input resistance: potentiometric.
interference rejection: dc common mode, 120 dB; line frequency,
100 dB.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 lb).
17503A Specifications
Voltage span: 1 mV.
Type of input: floating (500 V dc max) rear input only.
Input resistance: potentiometric.
Maximum allowable source resistance: 5 kO.
Normal mode rejection: >60 dB at 60 Hz.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB (dc) and 100 dB (60 Hz).
Accuracy: 20.2% full scale.
Reference stability 0.005%I°C.
Zero set: 21 scale.
Weight: net 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 Ib).
17504A Specifications
Voltage spans: 5 mV thru 100 V, determined by range card, no
vernier.
Type of Input: floating (500 V dc max) rear input only.
Input resistance: 1 MO at null on all spans.
Maximum allowable source resistance: 10 kO.
Normal mode rejection: >60 dB at 60 Hz.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB (dc) and 90 dB (60 Hz) four most
sensitive range cards.
Accuracy: 20.2% full scale.
Reference stability: 0.005%IoC.
Zero set: 2 1 scale, screwdriver adjust.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 Ib).
17505Al17506A Specifications
Voltage spans
17505A: . l , .2, 5 , 1,2,5,10,20,50, 100,200,500 mV; 1,2,5, 10,
20, 50, 100 V full scale.
17506A: any one of the above spans (specify).
Accuracy: 20.25% of full scale.
Input resistance: 1 MO at null.
interference rejection: dc C M R 120 dB on most sensitive span.
Line frequency CMR: 100 dB on most sensitive span. Line frequency normal mode: 17505A: switchable, 60 dB or 100 dB. 17506A:
100 dB.
Zero set: +2, -1.5 scales. Optional calibrated offset of + I to -10
scales in one scale steps on 17505A.
Zero Stability: 2 1 pV after one hour.
Maximum source impedance: 10 kO on nine most sensitive spans;
no source impedance restrictions on spans above 100 mV full scale..
Reference stability: O.005%I0C.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 Ib).
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OEM 10-inch strip chart recorders
Models 7130A & 7131A
x

7130A

7131A

The Model 7130A is a 10-inch, two-pen recorder; the 7131A is a
10-inch, one-pen recorder. Spans and chart speeds are selected by
options.

Multiple speeds

7130A and 7131A Specifications

external input

Performance specifications
Input ranges: single span, 1 mV thru 100 V (specified option).
Type of input: single ended, floating.
Maximum allowable source resistance Rs): 10 k n .
Normal mode rejection (at line frequency): >40 dB.
Common mode rejection: >120 dB at dc & >lo0 dB at line frequency.
Response time: < I / z s.
Overshoot: <2% of full scale.
Accuracy (including linearity and deadband): ?0.2% of full scale
at 25°C.
Deadband: 50.1% of full scale.
Chart speeds: speed determined by option choice.
Chart speed accuracy: +0.08% plus line frequency accuracy.
Zero set: left hand, adjustable +.1 full scale (right hand optional).
Environmental (operation): 0°C to 55"C, 95% RH (40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: disposable ink pens (thermal writing option).
Grid width: 25 cm or 10 in.
Chart length: 27 metres or 90 fi.
Pen lift: manual (electric or independent optional).
Dimensions: 178 mm H , 432 mm W,340 mm D (7" x 17" x 133/8").
Power: 7130A, 7131A: 115/230 V ?lo%, 60 Hz, 120 VA.
7130B, 7131B: 115/230 V ?lo%, 50 Hz, 120 VA.
Weight: net, 12.3 kg (27 Ib). Shipping, 17.4 kg (38 Ib).
Accessory kits: two-channel (7130A), 07130-60055; one-channel
(7 131A), 07 13 1-60109; thermal writing (7 130A/713 1A), 07 130-60068.
Span: must specify one for each channel; spans may be different.
The front scale is determined by choice of English or metric chart
speed. The 500 series options are for the lower channel of the 7130A
only.

Span
1 mV
5 mV
10 mV
50mV
100mV
500mV

Option
Upr
Lwr
Chnl Chnl
001
002
003
004
005
006

501
502
503
504

Price
$200
200
150

505

150
150

506

150

Span
1V
5V
10 V
50V
1OOV

Option
Upr
Lwr
Chnl
Chnl
008
009
010
011
012

Chart speeds: must specify one basic speed.
Speed
Option
Price
Speed
6 in./min
016
$25
15 cm/min
4 in./min
017
10 cmlmin
25
1 in./min
018
25
5 cm/min
VZ in./min
019
25
3 cm/min
l/4 in./min
020
25
15 cm/hr
1 in./hr
02 1
3 cmlhr
25

Option Price

4 speed: l/4, %, 1, 2, in./min, plus extern input
4 speed: 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5 cm/min plus

Price
$50
SO
50
50

508
509
510
511
512

50

Option
022
023
024
025
026
027
~

Price
$25
25
25
25
25
25

Speed reducers
Option Price
Option Price
$50 4:l Speed Reducer* 030
$50
$50 2:l Speed Reducer* 031
$50

60:l Speed Reducer* 028
1O:l Speed Reducer* 029

*The slowest speed resulting from the addition of a speed reducer must not be less than 2.54 cmlhr
(1 in Ihr)

Options requring option power supply
Option Power Supply
8 chrt spds: 1, 2, 4, 6 in./min & hr
ext inpt
8 chrt spds: 2.5, 5, 10, 15 cm/min & hr
ext inpt
Remote Speed Change*
Remote Chart On-Off*
Remote Pen Lift*
Right Hand Event Marker*
(not compatible with option 054)
Right Hand Event Marker Thermal*
(must order option 054)
Left Hand Event Marker*

+

+

046

$170

049

$170

04 1
045
048
032
033
036

$75
$200
$200
$50
$50
$50

037

$75

038
537

$150
$75

'Actuated by contact closure t o ground or TTL levels. Closed circuit current 1.5 mA (maximum), open
circuit voltage+l.5 V minimum).

Other Options
Upr Chnl Lwr Chnl
Retransmitting Potentiometers
040
540
Limit Switches*
044
544
Input Filter (1-500 mV)
007
507
Right Hand Zero Hard, Scale 10 to 0
014
Right Hand Zero Soft, Scale 10 to -0.5
015
Independent Mech. Pen Lift (7130 only)
034
Rack Slides
042
Capillary Ink Pen & Cartridge
053
Thermal Writing: Model 7130A**
054
Model 7131A**
054
Rear Control Connector
056
50 Hz & 60 Hz Operation
050, 060
Rack Mounting Brackets
908
Extra1 Manual
910

$75
$150
$100

NIC
N /C
NIC
$75
$100
$275
$200
$50

N IC
$15
$10

Tontact rating 1A at 1.5 V, 0.5 A at 250 V non-inductive.
"Recommended for pen speeds below 5 inches per second.

Analytical option combinations: the following options are for
analytical applications such as chromatrography and include 1 mV
span each channel, right hand soft zero, front panel detector switch
on the 7131A, and two chart speeds as indicated.

2 speeds: (% and
in./min)
2 speeds: (1 and /'.I in./min)
4 speeds: (2, 1, V Z , l/4 in./min)

Option
090
091
092

7130
$525
$525
$670

Recorder supplies starter kits
17036A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English
17037A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric
17038A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-English-Thermal
17039A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-Metric-Thermal
17040A Recorder Starter Kit-English-R.H. soft zero
Ordering information
7130A OEM Two-Pen Recorder
7131A OEM One-Pen Recorder

7131
$360
$360
$455
$5 1
$5 1
$47
$47
$5 1
$1800
$1450
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Laboratory 10-inch strip chart recorder
Models 7132A & 7133A
Multi-range attenuators

7132A-Opt

054

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7132A two-pen and 7133A one-pen
Strip Chart Recorders are laboratory instruments equipped with
standard features that qualify them to accommodate your laboratory
or scientific application needs.
The 7132A and 7133A are equipped with multi-range attenuators
providing eleven input ranges from 1 mV to 100 V full scale in a
1-5-10 sequence. Both models have eight chart speeds of 2.5, 5 , 10,
15 cm/minute and 2.5,5, 10, 15 cm/hour (1,2,4,6 inches per minute
and 1, 2, 4, 6 inches per hour). Disposable ink pens are standard.
These pens provide a clear, continuous trace, and are easily replaced.
Modular construction facilitates easy removal of the servo module
for inspection and maintenance of the drive system, slidewire, or
pen lift. The elimination of slip clutches in the servo module contributes to quiet, reliable operation. In addition, should the pen go
off scale, the amplifier gain is automatically reduced, preventing
noise or damage to the equipment. A stepper motor chart drive
eliminates mechanical shifting of gears.
The chart magazine may be adjusted to any of three angles to
provide a comfortable writing surface. Chart paper may be automatically rolled up or fed 0u.t of the recorder. A convenient front
panel indicator lets you know when the paper supply is low.
In addition to multi-range capability, the Models 7132A and
7133A offer as standard features: Eight Chart Speeds, Disposable
Pens, Remote Pen Lift, and Remote Chart On10ff.
Options include: Metric Calibration, Right Hand Zero (Hard),
Right Hand Marker, 50 or 60 Hz Operation, and thermal writing.

7132A and 7133 A Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges: eleven ranges from 1 mV to 100 V full scale in 1-5-10
sequence with overlapping vernier.
Type of input: single ended, floating.
Input resistance: 1 megohm on all ranges.
Maximum source resistance: 10 kR (to within rated response).
Normal mode rejection (at line frequency): greater than 40 dB.
Common mode rejection: greater than 120 dB dc and 100 dB ac.
Accuracy: a0.2% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp coefficient 20.01% per “C.
Range accuracy: 20.2% of full scale ?0.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp Coefficient ?0.01% per “C.
Deadband: 0.1% of full scale.
Response time: less than 0.5 second.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Chart speeds: 2.5,5, 10, 15 cmlmin, and 2.5, 5, 10, 15 cm/hour (1,
2, 4, 6 inchedminute, and 1, 2, 4, 6 incheslhour).
Chart speed accuracy: ?0.08% plus line frequency accuracy.
Zero set: provides three full scales of offset.
Environmental (operating): 0 to 55”C, less than 95% relative
humidity (40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: disposable ink pens (thermal writing optional).

Disposable pens

7133A-Opt

054

Grid width: 25 cm (10 inches).
Chart length: 30 metres (100 ft).
Pen lift: solenoid operated with remote capabilities.
Power: 115/230V t lo%, 50 or 60 Hz, 120 VA.
Dimensions: 178 mm H , 432 mm W, 340 mm D (7” x 17” x 133/8”).
Weight: net, 12.3 kg (27 lb). Shipping, 17.4 kg (38 lb).
Supplies furnished with each instrument:
I. Accessory kit:
Disposable Pens-Blue (Package of 3)
Disposable Pens-Red (Package of 3)
Plastic Kit Box
Slidewire Cleaner
Flexible Tubing, 0.032 ID, 0.4 ft
Pen Cleaning Assembly
Syringe for Pen Cleaning
2. Operating and Service Manual
3. One roll of Chart Paper
Chart Paper, English
Chart Paper, Metric
Chart Paper, Thermal-English
Chart Paper, Thermal-Metric
4. Power Cord (2.1 meters or 7 ft)
5 . Ink Cartridge, Black k(for Event Marker)
6. Your Strip Chart Recorder-a brief manual
Options & accessories
001: metric calibration. Provides chart speeds of 2.5,
5 , 10, and 15 cm per minute, and 2.5,5, 10, and 15 cm
per hour
014: Right Hand Zero (Hard). Positive voltage input
causes pen to deflect from right to left
037: Right Hand Event Marker (not compatible with
Opt 054)
038: Thermal Event Marker (Opt 054 required)
537: 7132A Only. Left Hand Event Marker (Not
Available with Thermal Writing, Option 054)
050: 50 Hz Line Power
060: 60 Hz Line Power
054: Thermal Writing. Model 7132A (recommended
for pen speed below 5”ls)
054: Thermal Writing. Model 7133A (recommended
for pen speed below 5“/s)
908: Rack mount brackets
910: Extra manual
Recorder supplies starter kits
17036A English
17037A Metric
17038A English-Thermal
17039A Metric-Thermal
Ordering information
7132A Laboratory Two-Pen Recorder
7133A Laboratory One-Pen Recorder

Price
N/C

N/C
add $75
add $150
add $75
N/C
N/C
add $275
add $200
add $15
add $10
$5 1
$5 1

$47
$47
$2250
$1675
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Portable, battery power strip chart recorder
Model 71558

Under 30 pounds with internal battery
12 centimeter chart width
Operates at -28°C to +65"C

71558

The Hewlett-Packard 7155B is a 12 cm portable strip chart recorder designed especially for field applications while maintaining
laboratory specifications. It is a rugged, light-weight instrument
weighing under 30 pounds with the rechargeable battery installed.
The standard unit operates on external dc or ac from 48 to 440 Hz.
The optional internal battery, which operates for nine hours on a
single charge, may be selected. The instrument operates within H P
Class A tempelature range (-28°C to +65"C); a first in the strip
chart recording field.
This unit is provided with 16 calibrated spans, seven chart speeds,
and a totally-electronic transmission that eliminates the need for
mechanically shifting the gears. Additional standard items include
the disposable pen, front plexiglass cover, three chart magazine tilt
angles, and easy access to PC boards for serviceability. A sealed
jelled electrolyte battery is optionally available.

71558 Specifications
Performance specifications
Input ranges: 0.1 mV/cm thru 10 Vlcm in a 1, 2, 5 sequence with
overlapping vernier (12 cm full scale).
Type of input: single ended, floating.
Input resistance: 1 megohm.
Maximum allowable source reslstance: 5 kfl for rated response.
Common mode rejection: 100 dB dc and 80 dB ac.
Full scale response time: 0.6 sec to within rated accuracy.
Overshoot: 1% of full scale maximum.
Accuracy: ?0.4% of full scale (includes linearity and deadband) at
25°C. Temp Coefficient +0.01% per "C.
Range accuracy: 20.4% of full scale +0.2% of deflection (includes
linearity and deadband) at 25°C. Temp Coefficient ?O.Ol%/"C.
Chart speeds: 30, 10, 5, 2.5, 1 minutelcm; 30 and 10 sec/cm.
Chart speed accuracy: 2 1%.
Environmental (operating): -28°C to +65"C <95% relative
humidity (40°C).
General specifications
Writing mechanism: disposable ink pens.
Grid width: 12 cm.

Chart length: 21 metres (70 ft).
Pen lift: mechanical.
Weight: net 14 kg (30 lb) with battery option installed.
Dimensions:
Power: external ac (48 to 440 Hz, 85 V to 130 V or 172 V to 260 V).
External dc (10.5 to 36 V, 0.5 amp typical 0.9 amp maximum independent of voltage).
Supplies furnished
Your Strip Chart Recorder:-a brief manual
Operating and service manual
Chart paper, 21.3 m (70 ft)
Power cord, 2.3 m (7.5 ft)
Accessory kit includes:
D C connector
slidewire cleaner
3 red disposable pens
3 red event marker pens (if ordered)
Options
005: right hand zero
(Positive voltage input causes pen to deflect from right
to left).
006: event marker
Contact closure on rear panel causes approximately
0.06 cm (0.025 inch) deflection of event pen. Marking
occurs along left hand edge of paper.
008: internal battery
The jelled electrolyte battery operates nine hours on a
single charge (at 25°C). Recharging is from external
AC only and requires approximately 14 hours to full
charge. Instrument may be operated while charging.
910: extra manual

Price
N/C

add $150

add $330

add $10

Recorder Supplies Starter Kit

17051A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit
71558 Portable strip chart recorder

$54
$1700
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Two and four-channel oscillographic recorders
Models 7402A, 7404A, & 17400A series preamps

Interchangeable plug-ins

Instant drying ink

7404A

7402A

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7402A and 7404A are rectilinear,
low pressure ink writing oscillographic recorders, which, when used
with interchangeable 17400A Series Preamplifiers, measure and record one to four input signals against time. The 7402A Recorder is
portable and records on either two 50 mm channels or a single 100
mm channel. The 7404A is a four channel recorder, but will also
record on two 80 mm channels.
Clear traces that dry immediately on contact with the paper are
produced by the pressurized ink system of these units. The pen is
constructed with stainless steel with a tough carbide tip. Pens can
last the life of the instrument. Four chart speeds are provided on the
7402A, while 12 are available on the 7404A. Remote control of the
chart speed is either by contact closure or TTL.
The 7402A may be equipped with a Left Hand Event Marker
(Option 001), Right Hand Event Marker/Timer (Option 008), or
Left and Right Hand Event MarkedTimer (Option 003). It may be
actuated by a front panel pushbutton labeled MARK or by remote
contact closure or TTL through the rear terminal strip. On Option
003, a 1 SEC toggle switch provides one second timing sequences;
Option 008 provides marks in second or minute sequences. The
7404A records event marks in Channel 1 (Left Edge) and provides
automatic mark-per-second or mark-per-minute sequences when the

front panel sec-mark-min toggle switch is set to SEC or MIN position. A mark may be recorded when the MARKERlTIMER
pushbutton is pressed. Additionally, it can be actuated by a remote
marker command through a rear panel connector or by remote contact closure or TTL. Event markers for channels 2, 3, and 4 are
available as Options 013, 014, and 015, respectively.
Oscillographic recorders with plug-ins can be used to measure
parameters such as voltage, pressure, flow, force, displacement, and
temperature with respect to time. These recorders can be used in
applications such as line production, troubleshooting, or physical
measurements.
17400A High gain
This plug-in is equipped to handle all normally encountered dc
signal sources. A unique error indicator is included to signal overdriven inputs. It provides 1 pV/div sensitivity, 1 megohm input
resistance, guarded and floated inputs, and calibrated zero suppression.
17401A Medium gain
Stable and solid, this dc-coupled preamplifier provides the basic
signal conditioning required to cover the majority of applications.
The optional calibrated zero suppression supports 1 mV/div
maximum sensitivity balance-to-ground inputs.
17402A Low gain
As an economical unit, no compromises are made in basic performance. The single-ended input is available through a conventional rear connector as well as convenient front panel binding posts.
Eight calibrated ranges are provided from 20 mV/div to 5 V/div.
17403A AC Carrier
The 17403A supplies excitation of 5 v at 2.4 kHz to the passive
transducer and receives the returning transducer output. The
17403A operates with full or half-bridge transducers including transformer, strain gage, and potentiometer types. Front panel selection
of nine different input sensitivity ranges from 0.1 mV/V/full scale is
provided. When used, a 2.4 kHz Carrier Frequency Oscillator must
be ordered for the mainframe.
17404A DC Bridge
This plug-in supplies dc excitation voltage to the transducer and
receives the returning transducer output. Front panel selection of
seven input sensitivity ranges from 0.1 mV/div to 10 mV/div are
provided.

7402A, 7404A, 17400A Series plug-ins
specifications
7402A General specifications
Number of channels: two analog channels. One event marker/
timer (optional); one event marker (optional).
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Chart description: 50 mm wide channels with 50 div full scale.
Time lines every 1 mm. Chart length 84 m (275 ft).
Chart speeds: 1, 5, 25, 125 mm/s controlled by front panel, rear
panel TTL or contact closure.
Chart speed accuracy (at 25°C): 20.5% plus power line frequency
variation. Temp coeff O.Ol%/"C.
Chart weave: ?0.2S mm maximum.
Zero: adjustable to 230 div either side of grid center.
Writing system: blue-black ink with rectilinear presentation; 55 cc
with replaceable throw-away cartridge.
Environmental (Operating): 0°C to 55°C and up to 95% relative
humidity from 25°C to 40°C for mm/s speeds (80% relative humidity
for mm/min.)
Power: 110/120/220/240 V ac +5% -10%.
Weight: net, 18.2 kg (40 lb) with 2 17400A's &paper. Shipping, 26.9
kg (59 Ib).
Size: 284 H x 253 W x 384 mm D (11%'' x 9%" x 15%'7.
7404A General specifications
Number of channels: four analog channels. Left hand event
markedtimer.
Chart description: 40 mm wide channels with 50 div full scale.
Time lines every 1 mm. Chart length 84 m (275 ft).
Chart speeds: 5, 10, 25, 50, 100,200 mmls and mm/min controlled
by front panel, rear panel TTL or contact closure.
Chart speed accuracy (at 25°C): same as 7402A.
Chart weave: same as 7402A.
Zero: same as 7402A.
Writing system: same as 7402A.

Environmental (operating): same as 7402A.
Power: 100/115/200/230 V ac +. 10% 60 Hz, 300 VA.
Weight: net, 31.4 kg (69 lb). Shipping, 43.2 kg (95 lb).
Size: 290 H x 438 W x 384 mm D (113/8" x 17%'' x 15%").
17400A with 7402A and 7404A
Input ranges: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 pV/div; 1, 2, 5, 10,
20, SO, 100, 200, 500 mV/div; 1, 2, 5 V/div. Continuous vernier
between ranges.
Type of input: differential, floated and guarded. Inputs thru rear
connector.
Maximum allowable input (continuous): 500 V dc on 10 mV/div
range and above; other ranges 120 V dc or 120 V ac rms.
Input resistance: 1 Megohm (min.)
Common mode rejection: 150 dB dc and 140 dB at line frequency
with 1 kR source imbalance. 90 dB dc and 80 dB at 60 Hz on 10
mV/div range and above.
Maximum allowable common mode voltage: 2200 V dc max
voltage.
Frequency response: for 10 divisions deflection -3 dB at 110 H z
on 10 pV/div range and above.
Rise time (typical, 10 to 90% of full scale deflection): 7.5 ms.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Accuracy (on calibrated range, at 25"C, includes linearity):
? 1% of full scale. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.
Range accuracy (at 25"C, includes linearity): 21% of full scale
?0.2% of reading. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.
Zero suppression: 1, 10, 100 V on 10 mV/div range and above;
other ranges 1, 10, 100 mV. Continuous calibrated vernier between
suppression steps.
Zero suppression accuracy: +0.5% of suppression ?0.5% of full
scale. ?0.O2%l0C.
17401A with 7402A and 7404A
Input ranges: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 mV/div; 1, 2, 5
V/div. Continuous vernier between ranges.
Type of input: balanced to ground. Inputs thru rear connector.
Maximum allowable input (continuous): 230 V rms on 500
mV/div range and above; other ranges 120 V rms.
Input resistance: 1 Megohm (min).
Common mode rejection: greater than SO dB dc to line frequency
with 100 ohm source imbalance.
Maximum allowable common mode voltage: 250 V dc or peak ac
on 500 mV/div and above; other ranges 15 V dc or peak ac.
Frequency response: 7402A - For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 140
Hz; 7404A - For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 150 Hz.
Rise time (typical, 10 to 90% of full scale deflection): 7 ms.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Accuracy (on calibrated range, at 25"C, includes linearity):
? 1% of full scale. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.
Range accuracy (at 25"C, includes linearity): +. 1% of full scale
?0.2% of reading. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.
Zero suppression: (optional) 0.2, 2, 20 V. Continuous calibrated
vernier between suppression steps.
Zero suppression accuracy: ?0.5% of suppression 20.5% of full
scale. ?O.O2%/"C.
17402A with 7402A and 7404A
Input ranges: 20, 50, 100, 200,500 mV/div; 1,2, 5 Vldiv. Continuous vernier between ranges.
Type of input: single ended. Inputs thm front or rear connector.
Maximum allowable input (continuous): 230 V rms on 200
mV/div range and above; other ranges 120 V rms.
Input resistance: 1 Megohm (min).
Frequency response: 7402A - For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 140
Hz; 7404A - For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 150 Hz.
Rise time (typical, 10 to 90% of full scale deflection): 7 ms.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Accuracy (on calibrated range, at 25%, includes linearity):
? 1% of full scale. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.

Range accuracy (at 25"C, includes linearity): f1% of full scale
+0.2% of reading. Temp Coeff O.O6%I"C. Allows for ability to interchange unit without recalibration.
17403A with 7402A and 7404A
Input ranges: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 , 10, 20, 50 mV/V full scale.
Continuous vernier between ranges. Also provides division of above
sensitivities by 100.
Type of input: differential, floating.
Maximum allowable input (continuous): 50 V rms at 2.4 kHz.
Input resistance: 100 k at 2.4 kHz.
Common mode rejection: 120 dB dc to line frequency with 1 kfl
source imbalance.
Maximum allowable common mode voltage: 5200 V dc or peak
ac .
Frequency response: 7402A-For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 140
Hz; 7404A-For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 150 Hz. For Preamp
only-output available on rear of recorder. Filter switch to 50 -3
dB at 50 Hz; rolloff 40 dB/decade. Filter switch to 200 -3 dB at 200
Hz; rolloff 40 dB/decade. Filter switch to AVG-Time constant 1.0
s f 10% dc to 0.16 Hz; rolloff 20 dB1decade.
Rise time (typical, 10 to 90% of full scale deflection): preamp
filter switch to 50 or 200; 7.5 ms. Preamp filter switch to AVG; 1 s.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Accuracy (on calibrated range, at 25"C, includes linearity):
20.6% of full scale at 25°C. Temp Coeff O.O6%/"C.
Range accuracy (at 25"C, includes linearity): +0.6% of full scale
f0.2% of reading. Temp coeff O.O6%/"C.
Zero suppression: ten turn control from 0 to 100% of full scale.
Zero suppression accuracy: 0.5% of setting f0.5% of full scale.
Drift (zero line referenced to input): 20.2 pV/V/week (includes
excitation drift).
Source resistance: compensated by front panel adjustment.
Balance controls: R Balance f 5 mV/V Temp Coeff f 1.8 pV/V/
"C.
Quadrature rejection: 40 dB at 2.4kHz.Quadrature tolerance: 2: 1.
Transducer excitation: full Bridge-5.0 V rms 25% 2.4 kHz 23%.
Half Bridge-One half full bridge excitation.
Excitation load resistance: 100 ohms min. (Unlimited output short
circuit duration.)
17404A with 7402A and 7404A
Input ranges: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 , 10 mV/div with overlapping
vernier between ranges.
Type of input: differential, floating and guarded.
Maximum allowable input (continuous): 17 V d c or peak ac.
Input resistance: 100 k (min).
Common mode rejection: 100 dB dc and 80 dB at line frequency
with 1 k source imbalance.
Maximum allowable common mode voltage: f165 V dc or peak
ac.
Frequency response: 7402A-For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 140
Hz; 7404A-For 10 div deflection -3 dB at 150 Hz. Amplifier only
(output available on rear of recorder). -3 dB at 3 kHz.
Rise time (typical, 10 to 90% of full scale deflection): 7 ms.
Overshoot: less than 2% of full scale.
Accuracy (on calibrated range, at 25"C, includes linearity):
21.0% of full scale at 25°C (excludes excitation supply errors).
Temp Coeff. O.O6%/"C.
Range accuracy (at 25"C, includes linearity): 2 1.0% of full scale
at 25°C (excludes excitation supply errors). Temp Coeff 0.O6%I0C.
Drift (zero line referenced to input): f0.2% pV/V/week (includes
excitation drift).
Source resistance: 1 kfl max.
Balance controls: unloaded bridge completion board. Front panel
balance and cal controls (balance up to 5 V).
Transducer excitation: 5 V dc f 1.0%.
Excitation load resistance: 50 ohms min. (Unlimited output short
circuit duration.)
Accessories supplied
HP Part
Description
Number
1. Model 7402A Operating and Service Manual
07402-90005
Model 740414 Operating and Service Manual
07404-90000
9280-9258
2. Chart Paper (One 275 ft (84 m) roll)-7402A

Chart Paper (One 275 ft (84 m) roll)-7404A
3. Ink Cartridge (55 cc, installed)
4. Rear Plug-in Connectors (2 each 7402A, 4 each
7404A
5 . Power Cord (7.5 ft (2.3 m))
6. Miscellaneous Fuses (spares for internal supplies)
7. Pen Cleaning Wires
8. Ink Line Plugs, 3 each
Supplieslaccessories available
Description
7402A Paper: 275 ft (84 m) roll, two 50 mm channels
7402A Paper: 275 ft (84 m) roll, one 100 mm channel
7404A Paper: 275 ft (84 m) roll, four 50 div channels
7404A Paper: 275 ft (84 m) roll, two 100 div channels
Ink Cartridge (55 cc)
Mobile cart for 7404A
Input Adapter Plug
Field Installation Kits as follows:
Rack Mounting Kit for 7402A
Rack Mounting Kit for 7404A
Rack Mounting Kit for 7404A in 1064A-018 Cart
Paper Take-up Kit for 7402A
Paper Take-up Kit for 7404A
Hard Cover Kit for 7402A
Hard Cover Kit for 7404A
Opt 011 Circuit Board for Models 7402A/7404A
7402A Options
001: Event marker (left hand)
003: Event marker (left hand) and event markedtimer
(right hand) for 1 s intervals.
004: 50 Hz power line operation
005: Paper take-up (external)
008: Event markerhimer (right hand) for minutes and
seconds (not compatible with Opt 001 or 003)
009: 60: 1 speed reducer
010: Hard cover (not compatible with Opt 005 or 908)
011: 2.4 kHz oscillator for use with 17403A
016: White paint
017: UL544 Listing, white paint
018: UL544 LIsting, standard paint
908: Rack mount adapter
740414 Options
004: 50 Hz power line operation
005: Paper take-up (external)
010: Hard cover (not compatible with Opt 005,012 or
908)
011: 2.4 klHz oscillator for use with 17403A
..
012: Rack mount adapter ror use with 1064A mobile
ca rt
013: Channel 2 event marker
0114:Channel 3 event marker
015: Channel 4 event marker
0116: white paint
900;
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Ordering information
7402A Mainframe (less plug-ins)
7404A Mainframe (less plug-ins)
17400A High Gain Preamplifier
17401A Medium Gain Preamplifier
17401A O p t 001 (Zero suppression)
17402A Low Gain Preamplifier
17403A A C Carrier Preamplifier
17404A D C Bridge Amplifier
17052A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-7402A
17053A Recorder Supplies Starter Kit-7404A

9280-0293
07402-60066
1251-1895
8 120-1378
17999-15126
07402-20048
HP Part
Number
9280-0258
9280-0276
9280-0293
9280-0294
07402-60066
1064A-018
17133A
07402-60023
07404-60074
07404-60082
07402-60022
07404-60076
07402-60062
07404-60072
07402-60252
Price
add $100
add $200
NIC
add $150
add $175
add $225
add $50
add $9
add $100
add $375
add $325

add $120
N/C
add $200
add $75
add $50
add $100
add $65
add $65
add $65
add $100
add $150
$2400
$4550
$810
$285
add $140
$190

$750
$545
$45
$54

RECORDERS Ik PRINTERS
Two, four and eight-channel oscillographic recorders
Models 77028,7414A, 741844 & 8800 series signal conditioners

Versatile configurations
Thermal writing

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7702B 2-channel, 7414A 4-channe1,
and 7418A 6- and 8-channel Oscillographic Recorders provide permanent reproducible records of multichannel, real-time, low frequency data. They can be contained in a single benchtop package, a
mobile cart, or in an upright cabinet. The unit selected, depending
upon channel needs, represents a unique combination of reliability,
high performance, and flexibility. A complement of the 8800 Series
Plug-In Signal Conditioners results in a system capable of meeting
many measurements requirements.
Thermal writing tips in Models 7414A and 7418A, featuring long
stylus life and rectilinear presentations, are provided. A 500-sheet,
Z-fold chart paper pack loads easily, allows for convenient data
review, and storage capability. Two event markers are supplied.
One is activated by either a one-second or one-minute front panel
timer button, the other by the event button. Both markers can be
activated remotely.

7702B,7414A, 7418A, 8800 Series plug-in
specifications

7414A
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77028 General specifications
Chart speeds: 1, 5, 20, and 100 mm/sec; plus eight optional.
Markers: event-right side marker standard, center marker optional.
Chart paper: two 50 mm wide channels each with 50 div; time lines
every 1 mm; roll type Permapapep.
Paper loading and takeup: front panel loading and paper take-up.
Power: 1W230 V ac f lo%, 60 Hz, 230 VA (including plug-ins), 50
Hz optional
Dimensions: 221.5 H x 482.6 W x 438.2 mm D (8%’’ x 19” x
17%”)for standard rack. For Portable Case: 235 mm H x 498 mm W
x 546 mm D (9%” x 19.6” x 21.5”). For Mobile Cart: 997 mm H x
680 mm W x 521 mm D (39%” x 263/4“ x 20.5”).
Weight: 27.2 kg (60 lb) for rack mount; 40.4 kg (89 lb) in Portable
Case; 59 kg (130 lb) in Mobile Cart.
7414A General specifications
Chart speeds: 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 10, 25, 50, 100 mm/s. Speed
regulation ? 1%. Paper weave less than 0.5 mm. Speed selected via
front panel pushbuttons.
Limiting: electrical limiting keeps stylus within a range of 1.5 mm
beyond edge of channel.
Markers: event-local or remote control (monopolar), located on
right side, between channels 3 and 4. Timed-I min or 1 sec interval
(monopolar), located on left side, between channels 1 and 2.
Chart paper: four 40 mm wide channels each with 50 div; time lines
every 1 mm; heat sensitivity Z-fold Permapapee with green grid
lines available in packs of 500 sheets, each 30 cm (12”).
Paper loading: no threading required.
Remote operation: rear panel connector provides for chart drive
and event marker.
Power: 115/230 V ac flo%, 60 Hz, 350 VA (includes plug-ins) 50
Hz optional.
Size: 266.7 H x 482.6 W x 577.9 mm D (1O1/z” x 19” x 22%”).
Projection: 76.2 mm (3”) from rack front.
Weight: net, 50.5 kg (112 Ib). Shipping, 59.5 kg (132 Ib).
7418A General specifications
Chart speeds: 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5 , 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 mmlsec. Speed
regulation ? 1%. Paper weave less than 0.5 mm. Speed selected via
front panel pushbuttons.
Remote operation: rear panel connector provides for chart drive
and event marker, optional extra markers. Remote connector
supplies -20 V.
Power: 1W230 V ac flo%, 60 Hz. Recorder only 575 VA; system
plug-ins 695 VA.
Size: rack: 266.7 H x 482.6 W x 577.9 m m D (10%‘’ x 19“ x 223/4’’).
Projection: 76.2 mm (3”) from front of rack.
Weight: 50 kg (1 10 lb) including driver amplifiers.

8801A

8803A

8802A

8801A with 7702B, 7414A and 7418A
input ranges: 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 mVldiv; accuracy
+l%.
Max calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 5 mVldiv (gain 20)
250 V.
input circuit & input frequency range: resist. 500 k R +1% each
side bal to gnd; parallel with approx. 100 pF.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 100 mV, +1%, internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: + 10 and 2 100 V V for single-ended or diff.
signals. 10-T pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages;
f50 V max suppress on 5 , 10, 20 mV/div ranges; max error of
suppression 20.5% of suppression range, and 1% of indicated suppression.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 0.2 div, p-p.
Zero drift, 20" to 40"C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp1.25div/lO"C, 0.5 divlhr, constant ambient. Line voltage-0.15 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 48 dB min, dc to 150 Hz;
+SO V max on other ranges for t l % change in differential sensitivity.
Output linearity (less trace widthl): 0.25 div, after calibration for
zero error to center scale +20 div.
880214 with 7702B, 7414A and 7418A
input ranges: 1 , 2 , 5 , 10,20,50, 100,200,500, 1000 mVldiv; accuracy +1%.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 1 mVldiv
(gain 100) 50 V.
input circuit and input frequency range: resist 180 kR f 1%, each
side bal to gnd, parallel with approx 100 pF.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 20 mV, e l % , internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: +2 V and 20 V for single-ended or differential
signals; 10-T pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages;
f12.5 max suppression on 1, 2, 5 mV/div ranges; max error of
suppressioq 20.5% of suppression range and 1% of indicated suppression.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 0.2 div, p p .
Zero drift, 20" to 40"C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): same as
8801A.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 48 dB min, d c to 60 Hz,
1000 mVldiv range; 48 dB min, dc to 150 H z other ranges 2 12.5 V
on 1 , 2 , 5 mVldiv ranges; 2125 V on 10,20,50 mVldiv ranges; +500
V max other ranges for less than 1% change in differential sensitivity.
Output linearity (less trace width): same as 8801A.
8803A with 7702B, 7414A and 7418A
input ranges: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
pVldiv; 10, 20, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 myldiv; accuracy
21% on 5000 pVldiv to 20 pVldiv ranges, 22% on 10 uV/div to 1
pV/div; accuracy of x 1000 attenuator + 1%.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 1 pVldiv (gain
100,000) 250 V.
Input circuit and input frequency range: 1 M i l min on p V range,

8805A

independent of gain; 5 M R on mV range; floating and guarded.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4Y0 overshoot): 5 ms. 6% overshoot.
Calibration (referred to input): 200 p V +1% internal on pVldiv
range; 200 mV +% internal on mV/div range.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: pV ranges 5 1, + 10, + 100 mV; mV ranges f 1,
f 10, f100 V, 10-T pot sets precise values of zero suppression voltages; accuracy f1% suppression range.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 1.5 mm p-p at 1 pV/div; 0.1
div, p-p min gain.
Zero drift, 20% to 40%, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temppV range 1 RVllOT referred to input, 20.26 divl1O"C for 0 output
& a0.65 divl1O"C for fs output. rnV range, 1 rnVI10"C referred to
input, 20.26 divl1O"C for 0 output. Line voltage 0-0.07 div; fs 0.35
div
Common mode rejection and tolerance: p V range, rnax source
unbal of 1 kR; 160 dB min at dc, 120 dB min at 60 Hz; mV range,
max source unbal of 500 kR; 100 dB min at dc, 60 dB rnin at 60 Hz
dc. 300 V pk; 60 Hz. 1 pVldiv, 10 V rms; 2 pV/div, 20 V rms;
SpVldiv, 50 V rms; 10 pVldiv and 10 mVldiv, 100 V rms; 20 pV to
5000 pV/div and 20 mV to 5000 mVldiv, 200 V rms.
Output linearity (less trace width): 1 mV range 0.35 div, others
0.25 div after calibrating for zero error at center scale and +20 div.
8805AlB with 77028,741414 and 7418A
input ranges: X1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200; accuracy +2%.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 10 p V rmsldiv
(gain 10,000 rms ac to dc); 100 mV rms.
Input circuit and input frequency range: input impedance8805A approx 10 kR; 8805B 1 MR 210%; single-ended. Min load
resistance across excitation loon. Max impedance in series with
input (transducer output impedance) 5 k 0 . Excitation-floating
source 5 V rms nominal at 2400 Hz 22%. Internal full bridge-half
bridge switch grounds C.T. of excitation for use with half bridge
transducer.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5.6 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 2% 20.02% of transducer fs output. Adjust by Cal Factor control; accuracy +55 pVlV out of 10
mVIV. 8805B switchable Cal voltage to 2%, lo%, 50%, or 100%
2 1% of fs.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Zero suppression: 0 - 1 W 0 of transducer full load load rating,
for transducers having Cal Factor up to 10 mVlV at full load, 10-T
pot with calibration dial; accuracy-1 dial div +0.5% of suppress
range. Zero Supp Polarity switch, Sepaarate R Bal control allows
bucking of inphase unbal to 2 3 mV/V regardless of Cal Factor.
Output noise, max (less trace width): approx. 0.2 div, p-p.
Zero drift, 20% to 40%, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp0.45 div/lO"C; Line voltage-0.25 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: quadrature rejection and
tolerance: >40 dB. Tolelance error: <22% fs when quadrature
voltage equal to twice in-phase signal required for center to edge
deflection on chart. C Balance control permits bucking of transducer's quad unbalance of up to 2 5 mV/V.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.4 div after calibrating for
zero error at center scale and +20 div.
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Two, four and eight-channel oscillographic recorders

88068

8807A

8808A

8809A

88068 with 77028, 7414A and 7418A
Input ranges: sig input--0.5, 1, 2.5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 mV/
div; +l%, 50 Hz to 10 kHz; +2%, 10 kHz to 20 kHz; ?3%, 20 kHz
to 40 kHz. Reference voltage-3 to 20 V rms, 20 to 133 V rms.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 0.5 mV rmsl
div (gain 200 rms ac to dc) 25 V rms.
Input circuit and input frequency range: signal input:transformer isolated, floating point and guarded; resistance approx 1
MR. Reference input: differential, transformer coupled; resistance
approx 500 kR each side to ground, may be used single ended. 50 Hz
to 40 kHz in 6 bauds with variable frequency plug-in; 60 Hz, 400 Hz
and 5 kHz fixed frequency phase shifter plug-in; special order phase
shifter plug-ins 50 Hz to 40 kHz.
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 470 overshoot): 5 ms (5 kHz ref).
Calibration (referred to input): 1 V rms internal at carrier reference frequency; +-1% 50 Hz to 10 kHz; a2% 10 kHz to 20 kHz;
+3% 20 kHz to 40 kHz.
Zero suppression: none. Phase shifter plug-ins allow control of
reference phase over 360". Fixed frequency: 0" to 90"dial; 2" graduations; any of 4 quadrants by panel switches; dial accuracy within
23". Variable frequency: adjust thru 360".
Output noise, max (less trace width): 7 p V x sq root of frequency
response, referred to input.
Zero drift, 20"to 40"C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp: 0.5
div/lO"C; Line voltage: 0.25 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: CM: >40 dB up to 10
kHz 500 V rms, max. Quadrature tolerance: equal to amplitude of a
fs, in-phase signal.
Output linearity (less trace wldth): 0.4 div after calibrating for
zero error at center scale and +20 div.
8807A with 7702B, 7414A and 741814
Input ranges: 0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5, 1, 2, 5 , 10 V rmsldiv, +2%
(midband). Scale expansion: X1, 2 , 5 , 10, 20, +2%.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 1 mV rmsldiv
(gain 100 rms ac to dc). 20 mV rms/div with X1 scale expansion 500
V rms.
Input circuit and input frequency range: approx 1 MR resistive in
parallel with 10 pF and stray cable capacitance; floating and
guarded. Standard model: 330 Hz to 100 kHz; Opt 001: 50 Hz to 100
kHz.
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 11.2 ms. Opt 001: 70
ms, approx 10% overshoot.
Calibration (referred to input): 1 V internal 21%; approx 500 Hz.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 54 Hz (3 dB at 10
div). Opt 001-9 Hz.
Zero suppression: up to 100% of fs on any range can be suppressed; 10-T pot with calibrating dial. Scale expansion: 5 , 10, 20, or
50% of fs can be expanded to cover full chart.
Output noise, max (less trace width): baseline offsetlnoise: 2 mV
rms referred to input +0.025 div x scale expansion
Zero drift, 20"to 40"C, 103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp 0.03
div/lO°C x scale expansion +0.35 div/lO"C; at constant ambient
0.005 div/hr x scale expansion. Line voltage 0.005 div x scale expansion +0.1 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 60 dB min at 60 Hz;,40
dB min at 400 Hz with up to 10 k source unbalance; 2500 V pk.

Output linearity (less trace width): 0.55 div +0.05 div x scale
expansion, 330 Hz to 5 kHz; Opt 001: 60 Hz to 5 kHz, after calibration for zem error at lower and upper ends of printed coordinates.
8808A with 7702B, 7414A and 741814
Input ranges: 50 dB span: bottom scale -80, -70, -60, -50, -40,
-20, -10,andOdB below 1 V(i.e., lOOpV,320pV, 1,3.2, 10,32,
100, 320 mV and 1 V). 100 dB span: bottom scale -80, -70, -60,
and -50 dB below 1 V.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 100 p V rms
sine wave corresponds to bottom scale output, -80 dB below 1 V
320 V rms.
Input circuit and input frequency range: single ended, resistance
1 MR min. 5 Hz to 100 kHz for <3 dB down from the midband level
on "Slow" response range; 500 Hz to 100 kHz on "Fast' response
range.
Rise time (10dlv, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): fast: 20.5 ms (875 dB/s)
Slow: 2 s (9 dB/s).
Calibration (referred to input): internal from oscillator at approx
500 Hz. -80, -30, and +20 dBV = dB ref. to 1 V (100 p V , 32 mV
and 10 V) -80 +20 dBV internally adjustable: -30 dBV accuracy
kOt25 dB (at 115 V line at 25°C).
Output noise, max (less trace width): 50 dB range: 0.8 div, p-p.
100 dB range: 0.4 div, p-p (max noise at bottom of recording chart).
Output linearity (less trace width): departure from log characteristics 50 dB: 1.25 div, 100 dB: 1 div, after calibrating for zero error at
lower and upper ends of printed coordinates.
8809A with 77028,7414A and 7418A
Input ranges: continuously adjustable from 20 to 50 mVldiv.
Maximum calibrated sensitivity and max fs input: 30 mVldiv
(gain 3.33). 0 to +2.5 V or 0 to -2.5 V.
Input circuit and input frequency range: switch selected: 1500R
+2% or 100 kR min, incremental; single ended.
Rise time (10div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): 5 ms.
Calibration (referred to input): 600 mV a2%, internal.
Output frequency response (-0.5 dB at 50 div): 50 Hz.
Output noise, max (less trace width): 0.1 div, p-p.
Zero drift, 20" to 40T,103 to 127 V (less trace width): temp: 0.4
div/lO"C at 30 mV sensitivity. Line voltage: 0.3 div.
Common mode rejection and tolerance: 50,000: 1 at dc.
Output linearity (less trace width): 0.4 div after calibrating for
zero error at center scale and +20 div.
8820A with 7418A
Sensitivity: 0.05 Vldiv (Amplifier Gain 2).
Maximum fs input: 250 V (edge to edge).
Input ranges (attenuation): 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 V/div. Attenuator accuracy ?2%.
Input circuit: single ended, 1 MR min.
Frequency response: dc to < O S dB down at 50 Hz (50 div p-p); dc
to <3 dB down at 100 Hz (10 div p-p).
Rise time (10 div, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): <6 ms.
Output linearity (less trace width): linear within k0.25 div after
setting mechanical zero of stylus to within ? 1 div of chart center and
calibrating for zero error at center scale and a 2 0 div.
Drift, 20" -40", 115 V +lo%, 60 Hz (less trace width): temp:
<O.5%/1O0C; Line voltage: <+0.2 div.
Calibratlon: 1 V a 1% calibration voltage in each channel, plus 1
common 1 V + 1% calibration voltage for all channels.
Temp rating: operating: 0°C to +55"C; storage: -40"Cto 75°C.
8821A with 7418A
Sensitivity: 0.001 V/div (Amplifier Gain 100).
Maximum fs Input: 250 V (edge to edge).
Input ranges (attenuation): 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020,
0.050, 0.1, 0.2,0.5, 1, 2, 5 Vldiv. Attenuator accuracy (dc) %% on
0.001 to 0.050 Vldiv ranges; 1% on 0.1 to 5 Vldiv ranges.
Input circuit: balanced, floating and guarded, 9 MR constant for all
gain settings (0.001 to 0.050 Vldiv); 4.5 MR each side to ground (0.1
to 5 Vldiv).
Common mode rejection: 100 dB at 60 Hz, 0.001 Vldiv sensitivity,
1 kR source unbalance decreases to 66 dB a t 0.05 V/div, 66 dB at 60
Hz, 0.01 to 5 Vldiv sensitivity, 1 kR source unbalance.
Common mode tolerance: +20 V on 0.001 to 0.05 Vldiv ranges (6
most sensitive); a250 V on 0.1 to 5 Vldiv ranges (6 least sensitive).
Frequency response: dc to < O S dB down at 50 Hz (50 div, p-p).
dc to (3 dB down at 100 Hz (10 div p-p).

8820A

8821A
Rise time (10 dlv, 10-90%, 4% overshoot): <6 ms.
Output linearity (less trace width): same as 8820A.
Drift, 20" to 40°C, 115 ValOo/o, 60 Hr (less trace width): same as
8820A.
Calibration: +0.02 V 1% on 6 most sensitive ran,ges. Simulates
+2 V 22% at input on 6 least sensitive ranges.
...
,',an
Temperature rating: same
as 'UULUA.
~~

I

7702B Options
002: Portable Case and Cover
003: One-Channel Decrease
005: Mobile Cart (1062A)
008: 50 Hz Operation
009: Speeds 2.5, 5, 25, and 50 mm/sec (50 Hz)
010: Speeds 2.5, 5, 25, and 50 mm/sec (60 Hz only)
011 : 60:1 Speed Reduction (60 Hz)
012: 60:l Speed Reduction (50 Hz)
015: Extra Event Marker installed between channels
018: 60 Hz Speed Kit 2:l Reduction. Speeds of 0.5,
2.5, 10, 50 mm/sec. (Not compatible with Opt 010,
011)
019: 50 Hz Speed Kit 2:l Reduction. Speeds of 0.5,
2.5, 10, and 50 mm/sec. (Not compatible with Opt 009
and 012)

Price
add $225
less $55
add $350
add $55
add $90
NIC
add $205
add $205
add $90

add $190
add $190

Note Option 008 required when ordering Option 009, 012, or 019.

7414A Options
001: Rack mount (include slides, mounting hardware;
delete case)
008: 50 Hz operation
012: 1 channel decrease; extreme RH channel deleted,
blank panel instal; not compatible with Opt 015
015: Extra Event Marker, installed between channel 2
and 3; not compatible with Opt 012
025: 50 Hz speed reduction, 60: 1 (Opt 008 required)
026: 60 Hz speed reduction, 60: 1
054: Installed in mobile cart. Includes paper takeup
drawer
7418A Options
001: 6 channel Hot-Tip Therm Recorder only* (includes takeup tray) (*For plug-in preamps, Opt 030
Power Supply required; for Bank Amps, select 1 of
options 031-034)
002: Rack mount kit
003: Bench top configuration
004: 63-in. Cabinet (includes 7-in. drawer)
005: 42-in. Cabinet (includes 7-in. drawer)
006: 28-in. Portable cart (includes Opt 002)
008: 50 Hz operation
009: 230 V ac operation
014: Extra Event Marker between Channels 4 & 5
015: Extra Event Marker between Channels 5 & 6
025: 50 H z speed reduction 60: 1 (Opt 008 required)
026: 60 Hz speed reduction 6 0 1
030: 8848A plug-in preamp power supply (required for
operation of 8800 Preamps)
031: 8820A 8-channel bank amp (not compatible with
Opt 001) when ordering separately, order 8820A for 6
channels, see Opt 033
032: 8821A 8-channel bank amp (not compatible with

NIC
N/C
less $225
add $40
add $320
add $320
add $575

less $620
add $205
add $260
add $1350
add $1350
add $950
NIC
NIC
add $90
add $90
add $310
add $310
add $1170
add $1650

Opt 001) when ordering separately, order 8821A for 6
channels, see Opt 034
033: 8820A &channel bank amp (not compatible with
7418A 8-channel) when ordering separately, order
8820A Opt 002
034: 8821A &channel bank amp (not compatible with
7418A 8-channel) when ordering separately, order
8821A Opt 002
8801A, 8802A, 81 8809A Options
001: Bench top unit with power supply & portable
case
8803A Options
001: Bench top unit with power supply & portable
case
8805A Options
001: Bench top unit
de
case
002: Harmonic filter kit (requirea wnen L b l , Lb5, L / O ,
or 1280B/Ctransducers are used)
88058 Options
001: Bench top unit with power supply and portable
case
002: delete Harmonic Filter
88068 Options
001: Bench top unit with power supply & portable
case
002: Variable frequency phase shifter plug-in, 50 Hz
to 40 kHz
003: calibrated phase shifter plug-in, 60 Hz
004: calibrated phase shifter plug-in, 400 Hz
005: calibrated phase shifter plug-in, 5 kHz
8807A Options
001: 50 Hz to 100 kHz signal filter
002: D c plug-in
003: Bench top unit with power supply & portable
case
8808A Options
001: Bench top unit with power supply & portable
case
8820A Options
002: 2-channel reductions
8821A Options
002: 6 channel bank amp
Ordering information
7702B 2-channel oscillographic recorder
7414A 4-channel oscillographic recorder
7418A 6 to 8-channel oscillographic recorder
8801A Low gain preamplifier
8802A Medium gain preamplifier
8803A High gain preamplifier
8805A Carrier preamplifier
8805B Camer preamplifier with Harmonic Fjlter
8806B Phase sense demodulator preamplifier
8807A Acldc converter preamplifier
8808A Logarithmic preamplifier
8809A Signal coupler preamplifier
8820A Low gain bank amplifier
8821A Medium gain bank amplifier

add $2780
add $1650
add $2575

add $460
add $555

add $535
add $30

add $490
less $25
add $490
add $260
add $205
add $165
add $165
N/C
N/C
add $460
add $460
N/C
less $205
$2990
$5300
$7000
$430
$430
$865
$650
$825
$790
$945
$890
$160
$2100
$3100

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Instrumentation tape recorders, tape degausser
Models 3964A, 3968A, and 13064A
%-inch magnetic tape benefit
Selectable FM/Direct electronics

Eight channels or four channels
Laboratory, field, medical applications

3964A

3968A

Re-recording (dubbing): FM data cards can be set up for dubbing,
allowing duplicate recordings to be made with minimum degradation
to signal-to-noise.

3964A and 3968A specifications
The instrumentation tape recorders, the 3964A, 4-channel and
3968A, 8-channe1, utilizing a %-inch format, are designed to meet
the demands of the individual and OEM users. Versatility, portability, and durability are three important characteristics of these recorders. Excellent performance is assured in the laboratory, field, or
medical environment,
These reasonably priced units are equipped with many standard
features usually only found on more expensive recorders.
The 13064A Tape Degausser erases previous magnetic recordings
from an entire reel of tape. Cleanly earased tape is an indispensible
factor for obtaining optimum performance.
3964Al3968A standard features
"E-to-E" mode for FM recording: input signal is automatically
transferred to the output when in fast forward, rewind, or stop.
Simplifies recorder setup and calibration.
Tape/Tach servo: in the reproduce mode the captsan servo can be
controlled either by the internal tach frequency or for maximum time
base accuracy from a pre-recorded signal on one of the data channels.
Equalization: direct electronics can be optimized for a wide variety
of tapes.
Remote control: multi-pin connector located at rear of instrument
provides remote control and state (TTL or contact closure) for all
tape speeds and operational modes.
AC/DC calibrator: provides internal ACIDC voltage source for
setting up input and output levels for each of the data channels.
Voltage levels and channel monitoring selected with pushbutton
ease.
Flutter compensation: available with the flip of a switch. Flutter
modulation introduced during the record mode is eliminated providing an improvement in FM signal-to-noise ratio by up to 12 dB.
Voice capability: recorded data can be voice annotated on Channel
4 of 3964A or Channel 8 of 3969A with press-to-talk microphone.
Unipolar operation for FM recording: when a signal has a positive
only or negative only deviation, the FM input reference level can be
offset to plus or minus full deviation to permit full utilization of the
channel's dynamic range.

Transport specifications
inch (6.3 mm).
Tape width:
Reel size: standard 7-inch (177.8 mm ) plastic reel; totally enclosed
by reel cover.
Heads: 3964A-one four-track record and one four-track reproduce
using in-line track configuration. 3968A-one eight-track record and
one eight-track reproduce. Interlaced odd-even track configuration.
Tape speeds: '%, 15/le, l'ls, 3%, 7%, and 15 ips.
Capstan drive: D C motor with phaselock servo.
Tape speed accuracy: +0.2% (tach servo).
Time base error (tape servo)
Tape speeds
TBE (rnicrosec)

I
I

15
+4

I
I

7'/z

+5

I

I

3%
27.5

I i7/a I
I 215 I

'%e

+25

I
I

'%2

+50

Flutter
Tape Speed
(ips)
15
7'/2

3%

Pass Band

Fultter

(Hd
0.2-2500

(Yo P-P)
0.35

0.2-1250
0.2-625

0.35

Pass Band
(Hz)

Tape Speed
(ips)
171~
'%6
'%2

0.40

Flutter
(% P-P)

0.2-312
0.2-156

0.50

0.2-78

1.50

0.70

Tape motion controls: forward, reverse record; forward, reverse
play; fast forward; fast rewind; stop; pushbutton selectable.
Start and stop times (typical)
Start (sec)
Stop (sec)

I

0.30

I

1.50
0.30

I

I

0.90

0.30

I

0.50

I

I 0.30 I

0.50
0.30

I
I

0.50
0.30

Rewind time (typical): 1800 foot (549 m) reel in 100 seconds; 2300
foot (701 m) reel in 145 seconds.
Braking: fail-safe mechanical differential brakes.
End-of-tape sensing: tape drive stops automatically at the end of
tape.
Reel revolution counter: Cdigit revolution counter with pushbutton reset.

Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240 V, +5%, -lo%, 48-66

Hz, 110 W average.
Signal-to-Noise
Ratio
Tape
Speed

Canier Center
Frequency

Passband‘
(Hz)

15

27
13.50
6.75
3.38
1.69
0.85

DC-5000
DC-2500
DC-1250
OC-625
OC-312
DC-156

7’12

3%
171~
1 5 1 ~ ~

‘%2

3964A

39601

48
48
48

46
46
46
46
44
40

46
44
40

Temperature: storage, -40°C to 75°C; operating, 0°C to 55°C; tape
limit, 10°C to 40°C.
Altitude: storage, 15 240 m (50,000 ft.); operating, 4500 m (15,000
ft .).
Humidity: the system, excluding tape limitations, will operate from
10% to 95% RH (25°C to 40°C), non-condensing.
Shock: 30 g maximum (1 1 ms) non-operating.
Mounting: supplied with rack mounting kit for standard 19-inch
equipment racks.

13064A Tape Degausser Specifications

@ l5L6 to 15/32 ips.
Linearity: &0.3% of peak-to-peak output for best straight line
through zero at 240% deviation.
DC Drift: 20.1% (max) of full scale output per “C.
Input level: 1 V to 30 V (peak-to-peak); continuously adjustable.
Input impedance: 100 kR nominal, shunted by <lo0 p F singleended.
Output level: 1 to 5 V (peak-to-peak); continuously adjustable.
Output impedance: 50 ohms nominal, single-ended.
Non-bias recording: available by internal jumper selection.
Direct record/reproduce specifications (using 3M-888
Tape or equivalent)

I

Tape Speed
(ips)
3%
17 1 ~

I

Passband (c3 dB)’

70-64,000
50-32,000
50-16,000
50-8,000

Hz

Hz
Hz
Hz

500-64,000 HZ
250-32,000 Hz
100-16,000 Hz
100-8,000 Hz
100-4,OOO Hz

I

SIN Ratio (dB),

31

35

1 Reference to 10% of upper bandege
2 Referenced to a 500 Hz sme wave with a maximum of 190third harmonic distortion when
reproduced at 3314 ips

Input level: 1 V to 30 V (p-p); continuously adjustable.
Input impedance: 100 kR nominal, single-ended.
Output level: 0.5 to 5 V (p-p); continuously adjustable.
Output impedance: 50 ohms nominal, single-ended.
Signal monitoring
Meter modes: peak AC or D C (selected by front panel switch).
Meter accuracy (peak AC mode): better than &lh dB for signals
with duty cycle of 20% or greater.
Selector: front panel pushbuttons select metered channels.
Calibrator
Signal source: pushbutton selectable internal or external signal
source.
Internal slgnal source: peak AC and f D C levels of 0, 1.0, 1.414,
2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 volts.
Level of accuracy: 22% of selected voltage.
AC frequency: 500 Hz &5% <0.25% second or third harmonic
distortion.
Voice annotation
Modes of operation: data only, voice only, or data interrupted by
voice.
Microphone: dynamic, hand-held, with press to talk switch.
Record level: automatic leveling.
Monitoring: built-in speaker, headphone jack.
General specifications
Size: 3%4A-400 mm H x 427 mm W x 256 mm D (15.7” x 16.8” X
10.1”). 3%8A-445 mm H x 427 mm W 256 mm D (17.5” X 16.8“ X
10.1’9.
Weight: without inverter: 3964A-29.5 kg (65 lb). 3%8A-31.3 kg
(69 Ib). With inverter (Opt 021): 39648-25.0 kg (55 lb); 3%8A-26.8
kg (59 Ib).

Tape size: V h c h (6.33 mm) tape on reels up to 10% inch (266 mm)
in diameter.
Erasure: 60 dB minimum.
Duty cycle: one minute ON-three minutes OFF.
Size: 67 H x 133 W x 171 mm D (2.6” x 5.25” x 6.75”).
Weight: approximately 4.3 kg (9M lb).
Power requirements: 115 V ac &lo%, 50-60 Hz (Opt 001). 230 V
ac 2 lo%, 50-60 Hz (Opt 002).
Price
Options 3964Al3968A
add $350
001: FM RecordlReproduce. Provides one FM data
card. Specify number of FM channels required when
ordering.
add $315
002: Direct RecordlReproduce. Provides one Direct
data card. Specify number of Direct channels required
.when ordering.
add $65
003: rear LnputlOutput Connectors. A rear panel with
BNC input and output connectors for each channel
and in parallel with front cover panel connectors.
add $35
004: Locking Knobs. Factory installed, screwdriver
adjustable locking knobs ensure input level setting on a
given channel(s) is not accidentally changed (four on
3%4A, eight on 3%8A).
N/C
005: metric speed designations. Provides metric speed
designations of 38.10, 19.05, 9.52, 4.75, 2.38 and 1.19
cm/s on front panel speed selector pushbuttons.
add $350
007: HP-IB Remote Control. HP-IB compatible remote control of all tape speeds and operational modes.
$250
009 UL listed (UL standard No. 544 Safety standard
for Medical and Dental equipment) includes white
paint.
add $200
010: UL listed (UL Std. No. 544 Safety Standard for
Medical and Dental Equipment), standard colors.
$650
021: DC-AC Inverter, operates from 12 and 28 VDC
in addition to standard AC voltages
add $475
024: loop adapter. Simplifies data analysis application
requiring continual replay of significant data. A tape
loop from 5 to 30 feet can be accommodated by this
option.
026 and 027: rack mountinglrack slides. Rack slides,
which provide 90” instrumentation rotation.
add $1 IO
Opt 026, Rack Slides for 19”racks
add $135
Opt 027, Rack Slides for H P cabinets
add $150
041: IRIG servo reference frequency. Changes standard servo reference from 27 kHz to 25 kHz at 15 ips.
add $200
070: overlap. With two 3964A or 3%8A units, option
provides automatic playlrecord commands for second
recorder when first unit electronically senses tape is
low.
add $30
910: extra manual
Transit case: moisture and dustproof; vibration and
shock proof.
$250
3964A part no. 13107A
$250
3968A part no. 13106A
Ordering information
3964A 4-channel Instrumentation Tape Recorder
Mainframe
3968A 8-channel Instrumentation Tape Recorder
Mainframe
13064A Tape Degausser (specify Opt 001 or 002)’
115 V ac or 230 V ac operation, respectively

$4900
$6400
$100

’c,

I

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
Alphanumeric, 20 column thermal printer
Model 5150A

Specifications
Silent operation
Optional scanner and clock
Alphanumeric

Character print: 5 x 7 dot matrix.
Printing rate: 3 lines per second.
Line spacing: approximately 6 lines per inch (2.5 lines per cm).
Paper advance mechanism: direct drive, stepping motor.
Paper: thermal sensitive, in rolls or fan-folded (one roll supplied).
Operating environment: 0°C to 50°C temperature: 95% relative
humidity (85% RH with fan-folded paper).
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 volts, 48 to 440 Hz (50 or 60 Hz only for
Opt 004), 100 VA.
Dimensions: half-rack module, 178 mm H x 216 mm W x 356 mm
D (7” x 8%” X 14V4”).
‘Weight: approx. 7 kg (16 Ib) (5150A +1 option).
HP-IB interface (Opt 001)
Columns: 20.
Printed character set: 64 ASCII characters (columns 2,3,4, and 5
of ANSI X3.4-1968, except ‘‘t” in column 5, row 14).
Input Logic Levels: TTL (low <0.4 V, High >2.5 V).
Data format: byte-serial with storage, compatible with HP-IB.
Inhibit (output): holds NRFD line of H P Interface Bus low following receipt of either CR or LF (selectable) until print is completed.
This interval is approx. 250 ms minimum, or the duration of Option
004 Clock data print interval with clock in Hold mode.
BCD Interface (Opt 002)
Columns: 10 (20 columns with two Options 002s installed).
Character set: 0 through 9, +, -, V, A, R, and [blank].
Input Logic Levels: TTL (low <0.4 V, High >2.5 V).
Data format: parallel BCD (8421): switch selects or -true logic.
Print command: pos. or neg. TTL transition: 2 kR input impedance.
Inhibit (output): + or -, same levels as above; remains at true level
until print is completed (approx. 250 ms minimum) or during Option
004 Clock data print interval with clock in Hold mode.

+

5150A Opt 004

General
The 5150A Thermal Printer is a versatile instrumentation printer
designed to accept and record up to 20 columns of data from most
HP digital instruments. Because it uses a thermal printing technique, it is extraordinarly quiet while in operation. Two input interfaces are available (one must be specified with the order) to allow
data input from the H P Interface Bus (use Option 001) or from
BCD-coded sources (use Option 002). Other options which add to
the flexibility of this printer are the Option 003 Scanner, which can
sequentially address and interrogate up to 13 instruments on the
HP-IB, and the Option 004 Clock, which can be used with either the
HP-IB or BCD Interfaces.
Opt 001 HP-IB interface
With Option 001 installed, the printer can accept up to 20 ASCII
characters per line via the HP-IB. Input are interpreted according to
the 64 member upper-case ASCII character set. With this interface,
the printer can also serve as an “addressable listener” in a
controller-based HP-IB system.
Opt 002 BCD interface
With Option 002 installed, the printer will accept 10 columns of
TTL-level BCD data, Two Options 002s may be installed for 20column print-out from one or two sources. The standard 16-member
character set consiss of 0 through 9, +, -, V, A, R, and [blank].
Special characters sets which draw from the 64-character upper-case
ASCII set may also be specified.
Opt 003 scanner
With both Options 001 and 003 installed, the printer can log data
from up to 13 instruments on the HP-IB. Operation is asynchronous; that is, the printer will address the lowest address instrument,
wait for data, print, then go to the next instrument.
Opt 004 clock
Used with either the HP-IB Interface or BCD Interface, this
option gives the printer two additional capabilities: it can control the
elapsed time between successive data printouts, and it can print the
time of day immediately following each data printout. When used
with the Option 003 Scanner, the clock controls the elapsed time
between the initiation of successive scans.

Scanner (Opt 003)
Instruments scanned: 1 to 13.
Cycle time of scan: limited by the slowest of (a) response of instruments scanned, (b) 3 samples per second, or (c) Data Print
Interval setting on Option 004 Clock.
Compatibility: HP Interface Bus (utilizes ASCII code).
Identifier: labels data line of each instrument with letters A-M.
Protect feature: bypasses non-responding instrument after 3 sec.
Clock (Opt 004)
Data print interval: selectable by front panel switches: minimum, 1
s, 2 s , 10 s, 20 s, 1 min, 2 min, 10 min, 20 min, 1 hr, 2 hrs. Print
interval will be that of input device if it is slower than the selected
interval.
Time print interval: selectable by front panel switch, same intervals
as above (intervals shorter than data interval prevented).
Time print format: selectable by front panel switch: Disabled, same
as data, or separate line from data.
Display: six-digit, seven-segment LED display of hours, minutes,
seconds (0O:OO:OO to 23:59:59); settable via front panel switches.
Time base: line frequency (50 or 60 Hz, selectable by jumper).
Price
Operating supplieslaccessories
562A-16C General purpose BCD Interface Cable
$85
9281-0401 Roll of paper, 76 metres (box of six)
$2.20
05 150-60002 HP-IB Interface Kit
$220
05 150-60005 BCD Interface Kit
$135
05150-60008 Scanner Kit
$275
10533A BCD Interface Cable for 5300A
$225
10631A Interface Bus Cable, 1 metre
$60
10631B Interface Bus Cable, 2 metres
$65
10631C Inteface Bus Cable, 4 metres
$75
Options
001: HP-IB Interface
002: BCD Interface

003: Scanner
004: Clock
005: BCD Interface Cable (562A-16C)
910: Extra manual

5150A Thermal Printer

add $250
add $125
add $250
add $350
add $85
add $15

$900

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
IO-column BCD digital printer
Model 5055A

10 lines/sec.
10 columns of data
4-line% 8421 BCD

TTL Logic Levels
Ink or pressure sensitive printing

Specifications
Printing
Accuracy: identical to input device used.
Print cycle time: 100 ms.
Printing rate: 10 lines/sec maximum, asynchronous.
Line spacing: fixed, 4 to 5 lines per inch.
Printing: ink roller or pressure sensitive paper. Pressure sensitive
paper is recommended for operation under extreme temperature.
Print wheels: 16 positions, numerals 0 to 9,
-, V, A,
*;
special wheels available.
Column capacity: supplied complete for 10-column operation.
Electrical
Data input: parallel entry, BCD 28421 (selected by rear panel
switch).
Blanking: Hewlett-Packard counters with blanking will give insignificant zero suppression when blanked digits output is (1 111). May
be defeated with rear panel switch.
Logic levels: high state *+2.4 V, +5 V maximum (open input line
results in high state); low state ~ + 0 . 4V (1.6 mA max., low), 0 V
minimum.
Print command: line 1-low to high transition causes print (nominal
l k a input impedance). line 2-high to low transition causes print
(nominal 400a input impedance). Voltage levels are same as logic
levels above, and a minimum pulse width of 0.5 ps is required.
Inhibit voltage: (+) inhibit = transition from (80, ~ 0 . V)
4 to (82.4
V, 6 . 0 V) upon receipt of print command. Remains at high state
until paper advance occurs, approximately 85 ms (< mA in low
state). (-) inhibit = inverse of (+) inhibit.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to +50”C with pressure sensitive
paper, 10°C to + 4 0 T with ink roller.
Input connector: amphenol 57-40500-375, H P Part No. 1251-0087,
50-pin female. Mating input cable connector: amphenol type 5730500-375, H P Part No. 1251-0086, 50-pin male.
Front panel controls: power switch, power on indicator light,
manual print pushbutton, manual paper advance pushbutton, outof-paper light, standby/operate switch. (Paper loaded from front.)
Power: 115 or 230 V 2 lo%, 60 or 50 Hz (two-speed motor pulley
incorporated), approx. 25 W idle, 55 W at 10 lines/sec.
Dimensions: cabinet: 154 mm H x 203 mm W x 406 mm D (63/3~”
x
8” x 16”).
Weight: net, 10 kg approx. (W/Zlb). Shipping, 8.9 kg (22 lb).
Operating supplieslaccessories
Price
9260-0071 Ink roller (black)
$16.50
9281-0386 Standard paper (250’ pad)
$2.50
9281-0387 Pressure sensitive paper (305’ pad)
$4.50
5060-0797 Rack adapter frame
$55
10533A Interface Cable for 5300A
$225

+,

5055A

Description
General
The Hewlett-Packard Model 5055A Digital Recorder provides a
high-performance economical method of making permanent records
of digital data. It prints up to 10 columns of data from 4-line BCD
data sources at rates up to 10 linedsec. Printing is asynchronous;
i.e. the print cycle starts the instant the external print command is
received and requires only 100 ms under any condition. The eight
inch cabinet width allows for either bench use or side-by-side rack
mounting, using the H P Adapter Frame, 5060-0797. The codes offered are 28421, selectable by a rear panel switch. Each column has
an individual print wheel with 16 characters-10 numeric and 6
non-numeric. Special wheels can be ordered at minimal cost. The
5055A is supplied complete for 10 columns of printed data and accepts TTL compatible integrated circuit logic levels. Leading zeros
are suppressed when the printer is used with H P instruments which
have blanking.
Reliability
Reliability is enhanced by design simplicity; Le. there are an unusually small number of moving parts in the printer. The printer
mechanism, manufactured by Hewlett-Packard, is a modified version of a mechanism whose reliability and serviceability has been
demonstrated in other H-P printers for many years.
Ink or pressure sensitive printing
The 5055A prints in ink on regular paper or on pressure sensitive
paper. For ink printing, the mechanism includes a continuously
rotating ink roller-inherently more reliable than a start-stop ribbon
mechanism. Paper loading is easy from the front, and when the
paper runs out an alarm lamp lights and recording stops automatically. An output signal is provided for inhibiting the data
source.
Versatile
Each column has an individual print wheel which can be changed
independently of the other 9 wheels if a different character set is
desired. This can apply to as many columns as desired. Special print
wheels can be factory installed or may be field installed at a later
date. Both can be done at a nominal cost.

a,
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Options
001: 50 Hz line operation
002: 562A-16C input cable interconnects with 3450B,

N/C
add $85

3480C/D, 5326A/B/C, and 8443A

5055A Digital Recorder
Supplied with Ink roller (9260-0071), one pad standard
paper (9281-0386)and one pad pressure sensitive paper
(9281-0387). Each pad provides two loadings of recorder

$1900

RECORDERS & PRINTERS
t
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Versatile 18-column BCD digital printer
Model 50506
20 lineslsec.
Up to 18 columns of data
4-line 5 8421, 4221 BCD

+

Storage option
Ink or pressure sensitive printing

General
operating temperature: -20°C to + 5 5 T with pressure sensitive
paper, + l O T to + 4 0 T with ink roller.
Power: 115 or 230 V 2 lo%, 50 to 60 Hz, about 100 W idle, 190 W at
20 lineslsec. 50 Hz model with 20 printslsecond also available.
Dimensions: cabinet: 226 mm H x 426 mm W x 467 mm D (8’lz” x
163/4”x 183/s”).
Weight: net, 18 kg (40 lb). Shipping, 24 kn (53 lb).

Opt 055

CIOCK

1.

5050B

Description
Compatible
This recorder is compatible with a wide range of Hewlett-Packard
solid state and integrated circuit instruments and a wide variety of
other equipment. It prints up to 18 columns of 4 line BCD data from
one or two sources up to 20 lineslsec.
Versatile
The user can easily change code to +8421, -8421, or +4221 by an
inexpensive substitutable code disc, and can change print wheels to
have a different code andlor character set in each column. Character
suppression allows suppressing a character in each column.
Storage
An optional data storage feature is available at extra cost to reduce the time required to transfer data to the recorder. This means
that the data source is inhibited for only about 0.1 ms out of a print
cycle of 50 ms duration, compared to being inhibited during the
complete print cycle without storage.

Tor

~ W U Dp r i m e r

General: the Option 005 Clock provides a compact, convenient and
versatile method for recording time-with 0.1 second resolutionalong with other data measurements being recorded by the 5050B
Printer. In addition Option 055 serves as an automatic measuringrecording system programmer by allowing printing at preselected
time intervals
High resolution: easy to read diisplay tubes indicate time to 23
hours, 59 miniites, 59
In thie printout there is a seventh digit
_.seconds.
.
available for inaicaring renrns 01 a second.

_.

Specifications
Time base: selectable to be 50 Hz, 60 Hz or external. External
requires 10 pps negative pulse.
Print interval
Internal: selectable to be Is, lOs, 1 min., 10 min., or 1 hour
between prints.
External: rates up to 20 prints per second.
Time of measurement accuracy: time recorded may be 0.1s less
than correct time 2 line accuracy.
Visual indication: 6 in-line digital display tubes indicate to 23
hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds.
Printed output: seven digits indicate to 23 hours, 59 min., 59.9s.
BCD output code: +8421 or -8421 selectable. Output adaptable to
other recorder codes.
Print format: time printable in any recorder column.
Clock set: 4 switches electronically set clock to desired initial time.
Power: 115 V or 230 V 2 10%. 50 Hz or 60 Hz.
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Operating supplies
9281-0386 Standard paper (1 pad)
9281-0387 Pressure senstive paper (1 pad)

Price
$2.50
$4.50

Options

Specifications
Printing
Accuracy: identical to input device used.
Print cycle time: 50 ms.
Printing rate: 20 lineslsec, max (asynchronous).
Line spacing: adjustable, 3.5 to 4.5 linedinch.
Printing: ink roller or pressure sensitive paper. Pressure sensitive
paper is recommended for operation under extreme temperatures.
Print wheels: 16 positions, numerals 0 through 9, -, +, Z , V, !
I
*;,
special wheels available at minimal cost.
Electrical
Input requirements without data storage: parallel entry, BCD
(28421, +4221), “1” state must differ from “0” state by >4.5 V but
<75 v.
Input requirements with data storage: parallel entry, BCD, “1”
state must differ from “0” state by >1.3 V but <35 V. Input drive
100 pA. Data must be on lines when print command occurs and
remain until release of holdoff (85psf after print command).
Transfer time: 50 ms without storage, 0.1 ms with storage.

001: 8421 “1” state positive code disc
002: 8421 “1” state negative code disc

NlC
N/C
N/C

003: 4221 “1’ state positive code disc
All three code discs are supplied with each 5050B at no
charge. However, one of the above options must be
specified so the 5050B can be delivered with the desired disc installed.
add $25
010: 50 Hz operation
015: Motor Control
add $125
020: Column Boards (one required, in addition to add $185 ea.
basic instrument, for each two columns to be operated)
032: Input cable, one per data source
add $85 ea.
$575
050: Storage for 20 columns
add $300
051: Storage for 10 columns
add $1350
055: Clock (factory installed)
(Price of kit for field installation available on request.)
add $2250
061 : Package for 5360A
add $35
908: Rack Flange kit
910: Extra manual
add $5

50506 Digital Recorder

$3150

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
General information

Introduction
The digital electronic frequency counter
has come a long way since the first versions
appeared over two decades ago. Once the
luxury of large meterology labs and some
crystal manufacturers, the frequency
counter
is now common-place in
laboratories, on production lines, as a service tool and in automatic instrumentation
systems. Moreover, counters have become
increasingly more versatile and more powerful in the measurements they perform,
thereby finding much wider applications.
When Hewlett-Packard introduced the
524A in 1952 it was considered a milestone;
the counter could measure frequencies up to
10 MHz, or the time between two electrical
events to a resolution of 100 ns. Twenty-five
years later, HP’s product lines features
counters that can measure the frequency of
a 40 mV signal at 23 G H z completely automatically, or can resolve time to 20 ps, the
same time it takes light to travel about 5 mm.
Basic counter measurements
The basic measurements which counters
are cable of performing are described in this
section.
Frequency
This fundamental measurement is performed by totalizing the number of input cycles or events for a precisely known period
of time. The total count that results is proportional to the unknown frequency, and
logic circuits internal to the counter position
the decimal point such that the display directly indicates the input frequency. The

time reference is usually derived from a precision quartz oscillator internal to the
counter.
Using this basic technique allows measurements to 500 MHz to be made. Several
methods are available, however, to extend
this frequency range to 23 G H z and more.
These are described in more detail below.
Period
This inverse of frequency, this capability
is sometimes offered to provide the user
with high resolution, low frequency measurements. In digital systems a period measurement represents the average bit to bit
time of the input signal.
Totalize
The measurement is similar to frequency
except that the user now controls the time
over which the measurement takes place.
With digital systems becoming more prevalent, this fundamental measurement assumes considerable importance. The HP
5345A, with its ability to totalize at a 500
megabit rate, represents the state of the art
at this time.
Ratio
The ratio between two input frequencies
is a measurement that is also offered by
some counters. the major application for
ratio is measurement of harmonically related
signals.
Scaling
Some counters offer the capability of providing a digital output signal whose frequency is a scaled or divided version of the
input frequency.

Time Interval
The measurement of the time between
two events or the time between two points
on a common event, commonly referred to
as time interval, is of major importance and
is used in a wide variety of applications.
The ?20 pS single shot resolution of the
5370A represents today’s state of the art.
This unit utilizes a new concept of phase
locked vernier interpolation which eliminates quantization errors. HP also pioneered
the concept of time interval averaging,
whereby for repetitive inputs substantial
improvement in resolution over the single
shot measurement can be obtained.
Time interval averaging is offered in four
HP counters (5370A; 5345A; 5328A and
5308A). Also available for precision time
interval measurements is the 5363A Time
Interval Probes box usable with any time
interval counter. The 5363A has a ? 10 volt
dynamic range as well as a built in calibration feature and digitally set trigger voltages
to eliminate the major uncertainties associated with TI measurements. The 5363A
is fully programmable via the H P Interface
Bus for systems applications.
All manner of time interval measurements
are discussed in detail in Application Note
AN 191 “Time Interval Measurement With
an Electronic Counter” available on request
from any Hewlett-Packard sales office.
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Application Note 172: The
Fundamentals of Electronic
Frequency Counters
This forty-four page application note describes in detail the measurements mentioned above. In addition, the key considerations in making frequency and time
measurements, plus the major characteristics required of a counter for certain applications are also described. For those readers
who require more than the brief resum6
above, this application note is available on
request at any Hewlett-Packard sales office.
The contents of AN 172 are as follows:
Introduction
Fundamentals of Electronic Counters
More About the Basic Frequency Counters
Input Considerations
Oscillator Characteristics
Sources of Measurement Error
Prescaling-Increasing
the Frequency
Response
Normalizing and Preset Counters
Period Measuring Frequency Counters
Time Interval
Input Considerations
Trigger Level
Measurement Accuracy
Increasing Accuracy and Resolution
Microwave Frequency Measurements
Heterodyne Conversion
Transfer Oscillator
Some Examples of Component Technology
The major types of electronic
counters
While counters can potentially offer all
the measurements capabilities described
above, they essentially fall into four classes:
frequency counters; universal counters; microwave counters and reciprocal counters.
These are described below.
Frequency counters
These counters offer the basic capability
of frequency measurement and in addition
sometimes provide some or all of the other
measurements described above except time
interval. HP has a wide range of counters
that fall into this class including: a) the 5380
low cost bench series, a family of three
counters featuring 80 MHz-7 digit, 225
MHz-8 digit and 520 MHz-9 digit instruments; b) the 5300 portable, battery operated snap-on series with the 5303B snapon covering 525 MHz and the 5305B 1300
MHz counter.

Table 2. Universal counter summary
Time Interval Resolution

Time
Base

Frequency

5300A/5308A
5328A
5345A

50 MHz
75 MHz
100 MHz
500 MHz

Single Shot

Averaging

100 ns
100 ns

-

100 ns
100 ns w 10 ns
2 ns
100 ns or 10 ns
100 ns or 10 ns

100 ps
10 ps
2 PS
10 ps
10 ps

+20 ps

1 PS

3 x
3 x
3 x
3 x
5x
3 x
3 x
1x

10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7

lo-'

per Month
per Month
per Month
per Month
per Day
per Month
per Month
per Month

Other
Functions'

P.
P,
P,
P,

P, MPA, T, R
MPA, T, R
P, MPA, T. R
MPA, T, R. E, v'*
P, MPA, T, R
MPA, T. R, E, V**
MPA, T, R. E, v"
MPA. TI, TI AVE, E

' See legend opposite page
*'Optional function

Universal counters
These instruments provide time interval
capability in addition to the other measurements provided by the frequency counter.
The 5302A snap-on is a perfect example of
such an instrument featuring 50 MHz frequency, 100 ns time interval plus period,
ratio and totalize. Another member of the
same family, the 5308A is ideally suited as a
general purpose bench instrument, for in
addition to the 5302A capabilities the 5308A
offers time interval averaging, totalizing
(with electronic start, and stop) and frequency to 75 MHz. The 5304A snap-on
especially oriented towards time interval
featuring adjustable hold-off. The 5328A
(100 MHz) and 5328A Opt 031 (1300 MHz)
are high performance rack mount instruments programmable (Opt 011) via the H P
Interface Bus. Time interval averaging gives
resolution to 10 ps on repetitive signals and
Opt 040 also has 10 ns one shot resolution.
Finally, the 5345A offers a 500 MHz
bandwidth, with totalizing, ratio and period
capability to this speed (50 ps), plus 2 ns
single shot time interval and 2 ps time interval averaging! This extremely powerful instrument feaures plug-in flexibility (see page
238), and a reciprocal frequency measurement mode (see below).

Microwave counters
These instruments provide high accuracy
frequency measurements into the microwave spectrum. The 5342A harmonic
heterodyne microwave counter automatically measures frequencies to 18 G H z
under microprocessor control, 1 Hz in 1
second, and features resolution and wideband FM tolerance. The keyboard controls
allow the user to program his own frequency
offsets. The amplitude option will simultaneously display input frequency and input
level for readily monitoring microwave devices and equipment. The 5340A automatic
transfer oscillator counter can measure frequency from 10 Hz to 18 G H z via a single
input at -35 dBm sensitivity! The 5341A automatic heterodyne counter provides coverage to 4.5 G H z using the switchable filter
technique for super fast acquishion times.
The 5354A is a 4 G H z heterodyne converter
that plugs into the 5345A mainframe and
provides extremely high resolution automatic measurements for CW and pulsed RF
down to pulse width of 20 ns. Application
Note 173 discusses automatic pulsed R F
measurements in detail. Application Note
190 discusses making frequency measurements to 40 GHz with counter accuracy
using a 4 GHz Microwave Counter together
with readily available microwave generators
and mixers.

Table 1. Frequency counters summary
Model
N 0.

Number

Frequency
Range

5300A/5301A
10 MH;
80 MHi
5381A
225 MHi
5382A
520 MHi
5383A
525 MHi
53008153038
1300 MHi
53008153058
1500 MH;
5341A; Opt. OC
5341A
4500 MHi
5340A
18000 MHz
5342A
18000 MHz
'See legend opposite page

Digits

io
io
11

Base
3 x
3 x
3 x
3 x
3 x
1x
1x
3 x
1x

Functions

10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-7 A, FO, AC

Table 3. Microwave counter summary
Model
No.

53541\'
5341A

Time

Frequency
Range

Technique

4 GHz

Auto Heterodyne

5257A"
5340A
Plug-in to 5345A Counter
'Plug-in to 5245 Series Counter or 5345A with adapter

5 x 10-7/0ay
1 x 10-7lMonth
3 x 10-slDay
3 x 10-91Day
3 x 10-'/Month
1 x 10-9Month

Sensitivity

Number
of Digits

-20 dBm
-13 dBm
-7 dBm
-35 dBm
-25 dBm

11

Reciprocal counters

HP Interface bus

A special class of frequency counters, referred to as reciprocal counters, are also
available from Hewlett-Packard. The distinction between these and conventional
counters is that the latter provides 1 Hz resolution in one second, whereas the resolution of the reciprocal counter is proportional
to the frequency of the internal counted
clock. The four instruments available are
summarized in Table 4 below. Note that
both the 5360A and 5345A are plug-in instruments and hence the high mainframe resolving power offered by both apply to any
of the compatible plug-ins. These two instruments also have pulsed RF measurement capability via an external gate mode.
In addition the 5345A includes a unique frequency averaging mode that allows high
resolution measurements on repetitive
pulses even if pulse width is 50 nsecs. The
5370A extends the reciprocal technique by
means of phase locked vernier interpolation
to give the ultimate in resolution. Frequency
measurements to better than 10 digits may
be made in 1 sec.

The more recently introduced counters
(and other H P digital instruments) have a
digital input/output structure which is compatible with the interface bus which is
Hewlett-Packard's implementation of the
IEEE Digital Interface Standard 488-1975.
H P Desktop Calculators in the 9820/21A/
30A Series and Minicomputers in the H P
2100/21MX Series are also compatible with
the interface bus, making it possible to expand the capabilities of-the- individual in-

struments even into areas of real time data
reduction and control. Interfacing is available for interconnecting up to 14 compatible
devices on one 1 / 0 slot. The H P 59310A
Computer Interface serves for minicomputers and the H P 59405A HP-IB Calculator
Interface interconnects up to 14 devices
using one I/O slot and one ROM. At this
time, compatible instruments are the 5345A,
5340A, 5341A, 5328A, and 5312A (for
5300B system). Accessories in the 59300A
Series and the 5150A Thermal Printer are
also compatible.

Table 4. Reciprocal frequency counters
Model
No.

Frequency
Range

Measurement
Resolution

Number
of Digits

Time
Base

Sensitivity

5300Ai5307A
5323A
53601V5365A
5345A
5370A

2 MHz
20 MHz
320 MHz
500 MHz
100 MHz

3x103
1x10'
5 x 10 '1'
2 x 10-9
1 x 10-10

6
7
12
11
16

3 x 10 per Month
3 x 10-7 per Month
5 x l O - ' O per Day
5 x 10-'0 per Day
3 x lo-' per Month

10 mV rms
100 mV rm!
20 mV rms
20 mV rms
20 mV rms

Table 5. Counter selection guide

*

Time Base

Price

Page

From
$295

287

F,P,MPA,TI,
TI AVG,T,R,
V,E

3 x 10-'/Mo.
Optional
1 x 10~'iMo.

From
$685

278

TI AVG,T,R,
V,E

. .. .

3 x 10~'/Mo.
Optional to
1.5 x IO-*/Mo.

From
$1300

270

F,P,MPA,TI
T.R.V

1 x 1 0 '/Mo.
~

(13 x 10-'/Day)

From
$4615

266

To 18 GHz

F,P,MPA,TI,
TI AVG,T,R
E

1.5 x IO-*/Mo.
( 1 5 x 10-l"/Oay)

From
$4400

262

Broad band, high sensitivity, microwave frequency measurements 10 Hz - 1.5 GHz; 10 Hz - 4.5 GHz and 10 Hz 23 GHz.

To 23 GHz

F

Optional to
1.5 x lO-"/Mo.
( 1 5 x lO-"'/Day)

From
$4500

288

5370A

Highest resolution frequency
measurements and time interval
measurements to 2 2 0 ps resolution

100 MHz

16

3 x 10-'/Mo.

5360
Computing
Systems

Accurate frequency measurements available plus time
interval measurements to 100 psecs.

To 18 GHz

F,P, MPA.TI

1.5 x lO-&/Mo.
( ~ x5 10-lU/Day)

Description

Frequency

Functions'

3 x 10 "Mo.
Optional
1 x 10-'/Mo.

Classification
5381A, 5382A
& 5383A
Low Cost

Traditional HP quality iind reliability at new low prices.

To 520 MHz

5300 Series
Economic
Portable

Select from 8 plug-ons to meet present needs. Move up in
functions or frequency range when needed. Battely pack,
D to A converter and HP Interface Bus output module extend
versatility.

To 1300 MHz

5328A
Universal
Counter

A new high performance universal counter with sub nanosecond time interval averaging capability that can include
high frequency measurement, DVM or HP Interface Bus
options.

To 1300 MHz

5245 Series
General Purpose
Plug-in Counters

Two mainframes and 9 plug-ins provide unmatched versatility. Plug-ins provide up to 18 GHz frequency, 10
nsec time interval and voltage capabilities.

To 18 GHz

5345 Series
High Performance
Plug-in Counters

A new series of high performance mainframe and plug-ins,
providing 500 MHz direct count, 2 nsec time interval, and 4
GHz automatic pulsed RF measurements.

5340, 5341, 5342A
Automatic
Counters

I
I

I

F
P A.,T I,
, ,P ,M,..

'

$6500
From
$9000

211

267
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- ELECTRONIC COUhlTERS
500 MHz plug-in counter
Model 5345A

500 MHz Direct Counting
20 mV Sensitivity DC to 500 MHz
2 ns Single Shot T.I. Resolution
Averaging to 2 ps resolution
Pulsed RF and Microwave Measurements
Programmable for systems applications via HP-IB

The 5345A Electronic Counter represents the most advanced general purpose instrument in the Hewlett-Packard Counter Product
line. Utilizing state of the art monolithic bipolar integrated circuit
technology especially designed and manufactured at HewlettPackard, this instrument provides unsurpassed power, versatility
and flexibility in frequency and time measurements.
Major mainframe features
Frequency: direct from Dc to 500 MHz-Reciprocal technique
provides high measurement resolution.
Time interval: resolution of 2 ns single shot.
Averaging: new modulated clock technique gives true averages
under all conditions. T.I. resolution extended to 2 ps. Frequency
averaging improves R F pulse measurements similarly.
Totalize: to 500 megabit rate on both A and B inputs. A c B functions also available.
Ratio: from DC to 500 MHz on both inputs.
Fully programmable: provides great flexibility when used with calculators and computers.
Plug-in versatility: two plug-ins presently available (see page 268)
with an on-going R&D program to extend this number. In addition
the 10590A plug-in adapter allows most existing 5245 plug-ins to be
used.
Signal input circuits
Signal conditioning: fully optimized front end includes switchable

assure measurements on even the lowest level sinusoidal and digital
signals. The inputs also feature an extremely wide linear dynamic
range of -2 to + O S V dc that greatly increases measurement versatility, especially on digital input signals.
Frequency measurements
Reciprocal capability: one of the advantages of measuring period

INPUT FREOUENCV
1 HI

1WHz

lOkHz

1 MHz

100MHz

*

Figure 3. Measurement Resolution

and computing the frequency is that measurement resolution is independent of input frequency and at the maximum to which the
instrument is capable of resolving. Thus for example, a 1 MHz input
(=OB02 Hz) in one second, whereas the
can be resolved to 2 x
conventional counter provides 1 Hz resolution, some 500 times less.
Measurement speed
Mode of Operation
Normal Operation (Max sample rate)
Externally armed
Externally gated

9,000

Computer dump

Figure 1. Input Switches

50Wl M i l input impedances, DC/AC coupling, and slope selection
that assures triggering on any waveform.
Sensitivity, dynamic range: highly sensitive wideband amplifiers

The extremely high resolution obtained in one second can be traded
for measurement speed. For example a 100 ps gate time provides a
resolution of 2 x
yet the measurement can now be made 5000
times a second, thus making the 5345A an invaluable tool in high
speed data acquistion systems.
Ext. gated Capability: via the rear panel gate control input; this
capability allows the operator to determine at what point in real time
and for how long the measurement is to be made. This capability
essentially replaces the front panel “sample rate” and “gate time”
controls.

I
INPUT

GATE
CONTROL
INPUT

FREOUENCV (MHzl

-+
~1
‘
F

I
Figure 2. Typical Amplifier Sensitivity

Figure 4. External Gate Control

MEASUREMENT MADE
OVER THIS PORTION
OF PRF INPUT

The major application is in the measurement of pulsed R F signals.
Frequency averaging: the minimum pulse width for which the
input frequency can be measured is 20 ns. The single shot measurement resolution is 2 x
divided by the GATE TIME. This
resolution can be improved up to lo00 times by a unique mode of
operation known as frequency averaging that is built into the mainframe. The only requirement for this mode is that the signal is reDetitive.

rate through either or both A and B inputs. Coupled with the high
sensitivity and full signal conditioning of both channels, this capability enables measurements to be made on most modem digital systems.
1 2

INPUT
EXTERNAL
GATE

3

n nn n

4

N

n nn n

-i

1
PULSE
COMPRESSION
SIGNAL

I

"EXT G A T E

Figure 7. Selecting a Portion of a Pulse Train
Ext. gate capability: using the external gated mode allows the user
to select only the desired portion of the input pulse train for measurement.
A f B Modes
The A-B mode is used for comparison tests between high speed
reference and test signals applied to the two mainframe inputs.

I I II

FREOUENCY PROFILE OF
PULSE COMPRESSION
SIGNAL

I

I

Figure 5. Frequency Averag ing to increase Resolution

-

..

1"n-..-L:l
In addition to greatly enhancink --....-.-.
I I a i i v w p u i uIca3ulcuIcut
~
bapavirity, the frequency averaging mode also allows higher resolution on
pulse profile measurements.
Time interval
Precision measurement: the single shot time interval measurement resolution of the 5345A is 2 ns, which is the time it takes light
to travel approximately 2 ft- the 5345A is an extremely high resolving time measuring device.
Trigger level: quantitative high speed time interval measurements
are provided by the 5345A since the user can simply determine
where triggering occurs even on complex waveforms. The method
of determination involves measuring the D C levels at which triggering occurs. These D C levels are available at rear panel BNC's.
The ability to determine trigger level, together with high sensitivity and wide dynamic range of the inputs greatly enchances the
versatility and power of the 5345A in time interval measurements.

J-VJ--b-l--I

I

A

I

Figure 6. Using EXT GATE to Measure Tm
Ext. gate capability: external gating adds even more versatility to
the time interval measurements of the 5345A, as measurements such
as that shown in figure (6) indicate.
Time interval averaging; for repetitive inputs a successive number
of measurements may be automatically averaged by the 5345A, obtaining up to lo00 times improvement in resolution (2 ps). This averaging mode may be used irrespective of whether the instrument
is in the conventional or ext. gate mode of operation.
Tot a Iize
High speed: the 5345A has the ability to totalize to a 500 megabit

I

TEST

-n-n-n,-n-n-n-nn_n-

I

Figure 8. Comparison Measurements

Any difference between the total number of events accumulated
in each channel is indicated by the 5345A display after the measurement is completed.
The primary application for the A + B mode is in the measurement of NRZ signals. By setting the "A" trigger slope to "+" and
the B slope to "-" allows all transitions and hence bits of the NRZ
signal to be counted. Thus 1 gigabit NRZ waveforms can be measured.
This mode of operation does not introduce any limitationsmaximum input rate is 500 megabits on either channel and external
gating may be used.
Ratio
This measurement represents the ratio of the number of events
occuring through channel B divided by the number occuring through
channel A. The major features are: a) that the measurement or
comparison (similar to the A f B totalize modes); and, b) the frequency or bit rate of either channel can vary from D C to 500 MHz.
These features allow this measurement to be extremely useful in
digital systems and synthesizer check out.
Digital I/O
Option 01 1 provides complete digital input-output capability (except slope and level control) to the 5345A. Digital output is a bit
parallel, byte serial ASCII coded format and the I/O structure conforms to the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) standard. This
option is particularly recommended for a bench top calculator controlled environment.
Option 012 is similar to Option 011, but includes programmable
control of slope and level. Option 012 is recommended for a computer controlled environment.
The model 593 10A Interface Kit provides a complete operational
package for use with the H P 2100 Series Computers. Similarly,
other interface kits allow the user to interface the 5345A Option 01 1
or 012 and other HP-IB compatible devices to the 9820, 9825 and
9830 Series H P Calculators.
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Model 5345 (cont.)

5345A Condensed specifications
Frequencylperiod measurements

-

Ranae: 0.00005 Hz to 500 MHz.
f 2 x 10-9
+- trigger error* f time base error.
Accuracy:
gate time
Gate time: 1000 seconds to 100 nanoseconds in decade steps; <50
ns in MIN position.
Time intervalltime interval average
Range: 10 nsec to 20,000 sec.
Minimum dead time: 10 nsec.
Trigger pulse width: 1 nsec minimum width input at minimum voltage input.
Accuracy
Time interval: f trigger error** f 2 ns f time base error.
Time interval averaging:
trigger error%% f 2 nsec
f 0.7 nsec f time base accuracy
f
V intervals averaged
not affected by harmonics of clock frequency.
Resolution:
Time interval: 2 nsec.
Time interval average:
2 nsec

+-

V intervals averaged

* 2 picoseconds.

'Trigger error for sinewaves of 40 dB signal-tmoise amplitude ratio is <[*0.3% ofone period +
number of periods averaged]. If peak noise amplitude is greater than 10 millivolts, additional
miscounting may occur (this situation can arise when measuring high-level outputs of broadband
synthesized signal sources).
"For any wave shape, trigger error is less than

0.0025 ps
Signal
(VIPs)

Slope

Ratio B I A
Range: both channels accept dc to 500 MHz.
Accuracy: f L.S.D. f trigger error*.
Startlstop
Range: both inputs dc to 500 MHz.
Modes: A , A f B determined by rear panel switch.
Scaling
Range: dc to 500 MHz.
Scaling factor: selectable by GATE TIME setting. Scaling factor
equals GATE TIME setting/W9 seconds.
input: input signal through channel A.
Output: output frequency equals input frequency divided by scaling
factor. Rear panel BNC supplies 80% duty cycle TTL compatible
pulses.
Input channels A and B
Range: 0 to 500 MHz dc coupled 5 0 0 and 1 MR; 4 MHz to 500
MHz ac coupled, 50R;200 Hz to 500 MHz ac coupled, 1 MR.
Impedance: selectable, 1 MR shunted by less than 30 p F or 50R
(nominal).
Sensitivity: X1, 20 mV rms sine wave and 60 mV peak-to-peak
pulse X10,250 mV rms sine wave and 750 mV peak-to-peak pulse.
Dynamic range: 50R& 1 MR: 20 mV to 250 mV rms sine wave
(Xl); 250 mV to 2.0 V rms (X10).
Trigger level: adjustable over f1.3 V dc.
Output: rear panel BNC connectors bring out CHAN A TRIG
LEVEL and CHAN B TRIG LEVEL for convenient DVM
monitoring. Accurate to f15 mV.
Common input
In this mode the signal is applied to channel A.
Range: ac coupled 50R,4 MHz to 400 MHz; ac coupled 1 MR, 300
Hz to 400 MHz.
Impedance: 50R remains 500; 1 MR becomes 500 kR shunted by
<60 pF.
Sensitivity: 50R:40 mV rms; 1 MR: No change.
Dynamic range: 500: 40 mV to 500 mV rms (Xl); 500 mV to 4 V
rms (X10); 1 Mil: No change.

General
Display: 11 digit LED display and sign. Annunciator displays ksec
to nsec, k to n, p H z to GHz. Decimal point is positioned with
DISPLAY POSITION control or positioned after the first, second
or third most significant digit if DISPLAY POSITION is in
AUTO. Leading zeros are suppressed.
Overflow: asterisk is illuminated when display is overflowed.
Sample rate: continuously variable from <0.1 sec to >5 sec with
front panel control. In HOLD position the last reading is maintained
until the counter is reset.
External arm input: counter can be armed by a -1.0 V signal
applied to the rear panel 50R input.
External gate input: same conditions as for EXT ARM.
Gate output: > 1 volt into 50R.
Time base
Standard high stability time base: crystal frequency, 10 MHz
(10544A).
Stability
Aging rate: <5 x lO-*O per day.
Short term: <1 x lo-" for 1 sec average.
Temperature: <7 x
0°C to 55°C.
Opt 001: crystal frequency, 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <3 x lo-' per month.
rms for 1 sec.
Short term: <2 x
25°C to 35°C.
Temperature: <2 x
<5 x lO-~,O"Cto 55°C.
Line voltage: < 1 x lo-*, f10% from nominal.
Self test: a 100 MHz signal is internally applied.
External frequency standard input: input voltage >1.0 V rms into
1 k i l required from source of 1, 2, 2.5, 5 , or 10 MHz 25.0 x lo-*
(+5 x
for opt. 01). Input can be sine or square wave.
Frequency Standard Output: >1 V rms into 50R at 10.0 MHz sine
wave.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240V rms +5% -10% 48 to 66
Hz, maximum power 250 VA.
Weight: 17 kg (37 lb).
Price
Options and accessories
less $350
001 : Room Temperature Time Base
010: Digital output only. H P Interface Bus format,
add $250
talk only. Useful with 5930L4 ASCII-to-Parallel Converter and 5050B or 5055A Digital Printers
add $800
011: Digital Input/Output same as Opt 010, Compatible with H P Interface Bus and allows 5345A to be
remotely programmed
$1450
012: Digital I / O similarto Opt011, Includes slope and
add $10
level control
908: Rack flange kit
$2250
K13-59992A:includes state machine tester as an aid for
trouble-shooting the arithmetic processor
$475
10595A Board extender kit: useful for troubleshooting
plug-in boards while in operation
$700
10590A Plug-in adapter: adapts 5245 series plug-ins to
5345 (see next page)
$1200
K15-59992A Standby power unit: plug-in to maintain
oscillator operation for prolonged periods without line
voltage
Available reference material
5345A Data Sheet
5345A Users Handbook
AN-173 Recent Advances in Pulsed R F and Microwave Measurements
AN-173-1 Dynamic Measurement of Microwave VCO's
AN-174 Applications Series on CounterlCalculator Instrument
Groupings
AN-190 40 G H z Frequency Measurements
AN-191 Precision Time Interval Measurements
H P Journal June 1974
I .D. #90337D Color Video Tape Applications and Demonstrations
5345A Plug-In Counter
$4400

Fully automatic to 4 GHz
Pulse Measurements
Frequency averaging

5354A

Count a group of events between A and B
Frequency sum and difference measurements

5354A Automatic frequency converter
The 5354A translates not only the microwave signal but all its modulation directly to the 500 MHz window of the counter (via the
hetrodyne technique). It allows signals with a large amount of FM to
be easily characterized.
Perhaps even more powerful is its ability to take direct measurements on the camers of very narrow microwave pulses. Pulse measurements can be easily automated.
Range: 15 MHz to 4 GHz.
sensitivity: - 10 dBm (70 mV rms)
. auto
.~ mode,
.._
-20
. dBm typical (22
mV rms) Manual/Pulse mode to 20 dBm (2.2 V rms).
Input signal capability: CW signals. Pulsed rnicrowave signals.
Signals with very high FM content.
RF Pulse width: determined by counter GATE TIME setting.
FM Sensitivity: overlap at band edges 2 10 MHic. Maximum deviation at band center
2250 MHz, above 1 GHz and below 500 ME[Z.
2125 MHz, between 500 MHz and 1 GHz.
Operating modes: Automatic and Manual.
Automatic: measures lowest frequency signal of sufficient
amplitude to trigger counter.
Manual: measures signal within selected banid. Signals of sufficient amplitude between 15 MHz and 525 MHz will also be
counted.
Acquisition time:
Automatic mode: CONT, WAVE, <2 ms; F'ULSED R.F.,
< 1 s.
Manual mode: when proper band has beel1 selected CONT.
- ps; --.-----YULSEU K . P . <LU ns.
WAVE
Options
Price
011: remote control via H P Interface Bus
add $200
and L.O. ? I.F.
^^

5354A Automatic Frequency Converter

$3400

5353A Channel C plug-in

5353A

The 5353A Channel C Plug-In consists of a third input to the
5345A Counter. When the plug-in counting capability is combined
with the mainframe gating capability it becomes quite easy to make
frequency sum and frequency difference measurements.
For high speed digital applications, the greatest benefit the plug-in
offers is the ability to count a specific group of events while ignoring
others. This measurement is required in many applications such as
computer peripheral testing and digital communications systems. It
is accomplished in the events C between A and B mode by applying
a start signal to CHAN A and a stop signal to CHAN B while
applying the data to be counted to CHAN C.
Range: dc coupled: 0 to 500 MHz; ac coupled: 1 MR: 200 Hz to 500
MHz; 50R:4 MHz to 500 MHz.
Impedance: 50R (nominal), or 1 M a shunted by less than 30 pF.
Sensitivity: variable to 20 mV rms sine wave and 60 mV peak-topeak pulse. Attenuator settings are X1 and X10.
Modes of operation: Frequency C + A; Frequency C - A; Period
C; Frequency C; Ratio CIA; Average Events C, A to B; Events C,
A to B.
Events accuracy: Plus or minus one count worst case.
Options
Price
011: Digital Input. Full compatibility with H P Interface Bus. Provides for digital control over all functions
excluding amplifier.
add $250
5353A Channel C plug-in

$1 250

10590 Plug-in adapter
10590A

The 10590A allows the user to interface any of the 5245 series of
plug-ins (except the 5264A) to the 5345A (see page 254 for details on
these plug-ins). The major application is to extend the frequency
range to 18 GHz via the 5255A, 5256A and 5257A plug-ins. In
addition the adapter is "intelligent" in that it detects the plug-in
being used and automatically adjusts the 5345 accordingly.
10590A Plug-in adapter
$700

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
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General purpose plug-in counters
Model 5245L
Highest performance in general purpose counters
Wide selection of plug-ins provide unmatched versatility
Extremely high reliability proven from over forty million
hours of field operation

5245L

The 5245L has gained unprecedented popularity due to its high
performance, flexibility and years of proven stability. Even though
its performance has been recently upstaged by the 5345A, the 5245L
is still considered the standard of the industry for instruments of this
type with more 5245L counters in operation today than all other
plug-in counters combined.
The 5245 series consists of a family of mainframes and a series of
plug-ins. The plug-ins provide frequency measurement to 18 GHz,
high sensitivity, time interval and preset capability. The wide choice
of mainframes and plug-ins means that virtually any measurement
task performable by counters can be accomplished by appropriate
selection within this family.
The 5245 series counters are not.only leaders in terms of performance and versatility, they are unsurpassed in the industry for
ruggedness, wide operating temperature range, and field-proven reliability.
The following is a description of the 5245L mainframe. The other
mainframes are similar to the 52451. The main differences are delineated in these condensed specifications. Refer to the 5245 series
data sheet for complete details and specifications on all mainframes
and plug-ins.

Specifications
5245L
Frequency measurements
Range: d c to 50 MHz.
Gate time: 1 ps to 10 seconds in decade steps.

Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 time base accuracy.
Period average measurements
Range: dc to 1 MHz for single period; dc to 300 kHz for multiple
period.
Periods averaged: 1 period to lo5 periods in decade steps.
Accuracy:'cl count 2 1 time base accuracy t trigger error*.
Mainframe measurement functions: frequency, period, period
average, ratio, scaling.
Signal input
Sensitivity: 100 mV rms.
Coupling: A C and DC.
Impedance: 1 M a in parallel with approx. 25 pF all ranges.
Attenuation: step attenuator provides nominal sensitivities of
0.1, 1 , and 10 V rms (SENSITIVITY switch).
Trigger Level: continuously adjustable over t 3 V multiplied by
the setting of the SENSITIVITY switch.
Compatible 5245 series plug-ins: all.
Tlme base: 10 MHz oscillator, aging rate <3 x lO-S/day.
Display: 8 digits.
Operating temperature range: -20°C to +65"C.
Weight: net, 14.4 kg (32 Ib) with blank plug-in panel.
Size: 133 H x 425 W x 416 mm D (5%" x 163/4" x 16%").
Price
Options
add $35
908: Rack Flange Kit
$4675
5245L 50 MHz Electronic Counter
'Trigger error is <&.3% of one period inumber periods averaged) for signals with 40 dB
signal-to-noise ratio and 100 mV rms amplitude; error decreases as signal to noise ratio increases.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Computing counter system
Models 536QA & 5375A-5379A

5360A

The Computing Lounter IS a general purpose precision digital
instrument with built-in arithmetic capability. It can measure the
time between two events to a resolution of 100 pico-seconds, about
the time it takes light to travel one inch.
The Computing Counter’s unique measurment technique employs
extensive use of digital computation. Thus the mainframe contains
an arithmetic unit which is an inherent, indispensable part of the
measurement cycle. The arithmetic capability of the machine has
been made available to the user via several programming devices.
This allows the system to be programmed to solve equations where
measurements are the variables, in real time. This capability enormously increases the power of the Computing Counter System.
Key specifications include a dc to 320 MHz direct count frequency range, measurement resolution of 1 part in 1Oloper second of
gate time, and 100 psec single shot time interval resolution using
the 5379A Time Interval plug-in. A detailed description of the Computing Counter System and complete specifications are contained in
the Computing Counter data sheet, available upon request.
5379A Time in1:erval plug-in
With the 5379A Time Interval Plug-In, the Cornputing Counter
..
.. . . .
becomes a high precision ana versatile time interval meter. Measurements can be made down to zero and even “negative” times by
virtue of a unique arming scheme. Single shot events can be measured with ? 100 psec resolution and an accuracy of l nsec. By
programming the Computing Counter from any of a number of programming devices (such as the 5375A Keyboard), the average of a
number of measurements can be displayed to resolutions better than
5 psec.
5375A Keyboard
The 5375A provides the Computing Counter with the capability to
add, subtract, multiply, divide and perform square root, logarithm
and exponential functions. Decision capability and branching are
possible also. Ellectrical outputs are made availablie for limit testing
and peak to peak measurements.
10536A Plug- In Adapter
The 10536A Adapter IS a versatile accessory which allows nine of
the 5245 series plug-ins to be used in the Computing Counter. Frequency range can be extended to 18 GHz with these plug-ins.

*

5379A

*

i

Ordering information
5360A Computing Counter
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
5379A Time Interval Plug-In
5375A Keyboard
10536A Plug-In Adapter

Price
$loo00
add $10
$1500
$2000
$650
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Plug-Ins for 5245L/M, 5246L, 5248L/M & 5345A
Models 5252A-5262A

52538

5257A

The 5245 series of plug-ins adds greatly to the versatility of the
5245 series of plug-in counters. In addition, these plug-ins enhance
the measurement capability of the 5345A Electronic Counter and the
5360A Computing Counter by the use of plug-in adapters which
provide an interface between the plug-in and the 5345A and 5360A
mainframes. A compatibility summary for presently available plugins is shown below, followed by brief descriptions of the individual
plug-ins. Refer to the 5245 series data sheet for complete details and
specifications for all the plug-ins.

5254C

Plug-in compatibility summary
5345A Compatibility (using 10590A plug-in adapter): all except
the 5264A.
5360A compatibility (using 10536A plug-in adapter): all except
the 5262A, 5264A, 5265A, and 5267A.
5245L/M compatibility: all.
5248L/M Compatibility: all.
5246L compatibility; all except the 5264A.

Specifications
5255A

5256A

5253B Hetrodyne converter
Frequency range: 50 MHz to 512 MHz.
Sensitivity: -13 dBm to +13 dBm.
Mixing frequencies: 50 to 500 MHz in 10 MHz steps.
input coupling: ac.
Accuracy: maintains counter accuracy.
input impedance: 500.

$1150

5254C Heterodyne converter
Frequency range: 150 MHz to 3 GHz.
Sensitivity: -13 dBm to +13 dBm.
Mixing frequencies: 0.15 to 3 GHz in 50 MHz steps.
input coupling: ac.
Accuracy: maintains counter accuracy.
input impedance: 5 0 0 .
Auxiliary outputs: 1 MHz-50 MHz.

$1700

5261A

5262A

5255A Heterodyne converter
$2750
Frequency range: 3 GHz to 12.4 GHz.
Sensitlvity: -7 dBm to + 10 dBm.
Mixing frequencies: 2.8 to 12.4 GHz in 200 MHz steps.
input coupling: dc.
Accuracy: maintains counter accuracy.
input impedance: 50a.
Auxiliary input: 1 MHz-200 MHz at 5 mV sensitivity.
Auxiliary output: 1 MHz-200 MHz.

5256A Heterodyne converter
Frequency range: 8 GHz to 18 GHz.
Sensitivity: -7 dBm to + 10 dBm.
Mtxing frequencies: 8 to 18 GHz in 200 MHz steps.
input coupling: dc.
Accuracy: maintains counter accuracy.
input impedance: 50n.
Auxiliary input: 1 MHz-200 MHz at 5 mV sensitivity.
Auxiliary output: 1 MHz-200 MHz.

$3225

5257A Transfer oscillator
$3275
Frequency range: 50 MHz to 18 GHz.
input signal: CW, pulsed R F or FM modulated.
Sensitivity: -7 dBm, 50 MHz to 15 GHz; -4 dBm, 15 GHz to 18
GHz.

APC lock range: approximately kO.Wo of input frequency.
Pulse carrier frequency measurements: minimum pulse width:
0.5 ps. Minimum repetition rate: 10 pulses per second.
Input Impedance: 500.
VFO stability: typically 1 x lo-' per minute after 2 hours.

5262A Time interval unit
$650
Range: 1 p s to IO8 s (to 10' s with 5246L).
Resolution: 0.1 p s .
input sensitivity: 100 mV rms.
Start-Stop: independent or common channels.
Trigger slope: positive or negative on Start and Stop channels,
independently selected.
Trigger amplitude: both channels adjustable h m -250 to + S O V
peak.
input repetition rate: better than 2 MHz.
Input impedance: from10 k W 8 0 pF at xO.1 multiplier setting to 10
MW20 p F at x 100 setting.

5261A Video amplifier
$595
Bandwidth: 10 Hz to 50 MHz.
input sensitivity: 1 mV.
input impedance: 1 M Wl 5 pF.
Auxiliary output: 40 dB gain max into 50n; 300 mV rms max output
undistorted into 50n; source impedance 5On.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
100 MHz Universal counter
Model 5328A
100 MHz, 512 MHz and 1300 MHz
100 ns or 10 ns time interval
T.I. averaging to 10 ps resolution

“armed” measurements
DVM options
HP-IB interface option

Model 5328A

Description
The 5328A, thru the use of the latest technology (such as a ROM
controlled measurement cycle) and a modular design, provides you
with the optimum in universal counter price/performance. Optional
modules allow you to tailor the performance of the 5328A to meet
your particular measurement needs. In many instances, however,
the standard 5328A offers all the capability you’re ever likely to
need:
Burst and CW measurements to 100 MHr: special gating circuits
start a measurement only when the input signal is present, allowing
burst frequencies to be made as easily as CW measurements. The
option 030 channel C extends this capability to 512 MHz; option
031, to 1300 MHz.
Single shot time interval measurements: the standard universal
module’s 100 ns single shot resolution meets or exceeds the requirements for a wide range of applications such as mechanical and
electromechanical device timing (relays), time of flight measurements (balistics), sonar ranging, radio ranging and navigation.

Model

No.

Description

5328A

Universal Counter

opt. 010
opt. 011

Hi h Stability
$me Base
HP-18 Interface

opt. 020

DVM

opt. 021
Opt. 030
Opt. 031
Opt. 040

Opt. 041

High Performance
DVM

512 MHz Channel C
1300 MHr Channel C
High Performance
Universal Module
Programmable Input
Module

Time interval averaging: resolution better than 10 ps (lo-” seconds) for repetitive time intervals as short as 100 ps.
Period, period average, ratio, totalize, scale: extra problem solving power for your special requirements.
Armed measurements: versatile arming modes (controlled by a
rear panel switch) allow the real time control over when a measurement begins. Useful for measurements such as frequency burst profile and frequency sweep linearity.
Trigger lights: trigger light blinks when channel is triggering; light is
ON when input is above trigger level; OFF when input is below
trigger level. Simplifies trigger level adjustments.
High performance marker outputs: marker outputs (operational
to 100 MHz) indicate where channel is triggering in real time for
oscilloscope monitoring applications. Provides measurement feedback to the operator for greatly simplified measurement set-ups.
These features and capabilities make the 5328A an excellent
choice for general purpose lab use, electronic service, and production test. For more demanding applications, a variety of options
offer extended performance at a modest increase in price.

Features
Frequency to 100 MHz; 100 ns single shot 1.1.;T.I. averaging;
Period; Period Avg; ratio; totalize
Oven oscillator with aging rate <5 x 10 - V d a y
Allows 5328A to output data and be controlled via the
HP Interface Bus.
Single ended DVM for trigger level and external voltage
measurements.
Floating OVM for trigger level and high accuracy external
voltage measurements.
Frequency measurementsto 512 MHZ 9 digit display.
Frequency measurements to 1300 Mdz, 9 digit displa
Same as standard 5328A but with 10 ns slngle shot !:I.;
improved T.I. averaging; improved T.I. accuracy; measurements
with delay: T.1.A-B marker: hysteresis compensation:
switchable input impedance (1 M n / 5 0 l l ) .
Full remote programmmg of all universal module controls thru
opt. 011; 10 ns single shot T.I.; switchable 1M W 5 0 n input impedance.

5328A with Opt 021, 031, 041

5328A Option descriptions
High stability time base (Opt 010)
The standard time base for the 5328A is a room temperature 10
MHz crystal providing a long term aging rate of less than 3 parts in
lo7 per month. The option 010 oven oscillator offers excellent short
term and temperature stability which can contribute to higher measurement acuracy. The low aging rate of <5 X 10-*O/daypermits
reduced intervals between time base calibrations
HP Interface bus for systems use (Opt 011)
The option 011 HP-IB Interface brings the full capability and
power of the H P Interface Bus. The 5328A can accept program code
words over the HP-IB which remotely program various front and
rear panel controls. In addition, measurement results may be output
over the bus to HP-IB compatible instruments, calculators, or computers.
Remotely programmable controls include FUNCTION selection, RESOLUTION selection, ARMING, SAMPLE RATE
(max, or manual), RESET, measurement modes, output modes, and
display modes, Option 041 adds programming of channel A and B
input signal conditioning controls.
Digital voltmeters (Opt 020, 021)
The unique combination of an integrating digital voltmeter with a
universal counter produces a superb general purpose measuring instrument. By using a voltage to frequency conversion technique, the
incremental cost of adding DVM capability to the 5328A is very
low.
Two DVM options are available: the option 020 DVM with
single-ended input and the option 021 High Performance DVM with
floating input. You can use these DVMs to measure channel A and
B trigger levels and external voltages. Since a built-in DVM greatly
simplifies time interval measurement set-ups, it is highly recommended that one of the DVM options be selected, particularly if
time interval measurements are one of your major applications.
High frequency channel C (Opt 030,031)
With a high frequency channel C module the 5328 is ideally suited
for use in a wide variety of communications measurements. Option
030 gives direct count measurements to 512 MHz with 15 mV rms
sensitivity; option 031 counts to a full 1300 MHz with 20 mV rms
sensitivity. Typical applications include servicing, maintaining,

calibrating, and monitoring communications transmitters and receivers such as found in two-way radio, radio and television broadcasting, mobile radio, and common carrier multiplexing and transmission.
Extended capability universal modules (Opt 040, 041)
Options 040 and 041 give extended performance for time interval
measurements. Option 040 is designed for bench use and includes
“delay” capability for increased measurement versatility. Option
041 adds full programming of the input signal conditioning controls.
Both of these options generate a 100 MHz clock to give 10 ns
single shot resolution for time interval measurments. This resolution
is useful in applications such as computer/peripheral timing measurements, logic timing measurements, RADAR ranging, and optical ranging.
For improved time interval averaging performance, the options
have input channels adjusted for delay matching to better than 2 ns.
Additionally, options 040 and 041 use a jittered clock in T.I. AVG.
function to give averaging even for those cases when the input repetition rate is synchronous with the counter’s internal timebase.
Selectable input impedance adapts the counter to the measurement environment: 50afor fast signals in a 500 environment, 1 MR
to reduce circuit loading or to use with scope probes.
The “delay” feature of option 040 allows you to disable the inputs
from triggering for selected periods of time (20 ps to 20 ms). Delay is
useful for ignoring high amplitude noise such as from chattering
relays or ignoring stop pulses in multiple stop T.I. measurements.
Option 041 allows remote programming of input trigger level,
slope, coupling, and attenuator setting. Under remote control, the
input impedance is independently selectable on the A and B channels. Also, a remote “Invert” function switchs the A and B channel
signals internally. “Invert” gives exceptional flexibility for two
channel time interval measurements.
Retrofit kits
Retrofit kits, available for all options, allow you to upgrade the
performance of your 5328A in response to your changing measurement requirements.
The condensed specifications on the following pages highlight
some of the important performance characteristics of the 5328A and
its options. Complete specifications and detailed applications information are available in the 5328A data sheet.
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Model 5328A (cont.)

Opt 031 1300 MHz
Channel C

Opt 030
512 MHz
Channel C

opt 021
High Performance DVM

opt 020
DVM

10855A Preamp

Channel C modules

Digital voltmeter modules
Digital voltmeter measurementst
DVM (Opt 020 and 021): trigger levels of input channels A and B
and external voltages may be measured.

Maximum senstivity
Meas. time:
i o s (N = 107)
1 s (N = 106)
0.1 s (N = 105)
10 ms (N = lo")
1 ms (N = 103)

I

opt 020

1mV
1 mV

2 mV
20 mV
200 mV

Otor125Vdc
Accuracy
(20 min. warm-up)

Input terminals

I

Opt 021

+10.+100.+1000Vdc.

20.5% reading
+4 mV

+0.03% readin + O 004%
range; for ~
O
V
range ?0.087% reading
+0.004% range

Single ended

Floating pair

Input impedance

10 M R

10 M R

Normal mode
rejection ratio

S O dB at 60 Hz
(50 Hz) +0.1%

>80 dB at 50 HZ or
greater with filter on
DC: >120 dB
AC: >120 dB for
multiples of 60 Hz (50
Hz) with filter on

Effective common
Mode rejection ratio
( 1 k x l unbalance)

1

10 pv
100 pv
1 mV
10 mV
100 mV

Maximum input

2500 V

HI to LO: +1100 V all
ranges; LO to chassis
ground: +500 V

Trigger level
Measurements

2 mV display
resolution

1 mV display
resolution: trigger level
reading automatically
multiplied by setting of
attenuator switch if
using Opt 040 or 041
universal modules

Resolution

1 MHz to 0.1 Hz
in decade steps

1 MHz to 0.1 Hz
in decade steps

Accuracy

-t 1 count
+timebase error

21 count
-c timebase error

0-10 MHz
5-512 MHz

0-10 MHz
90-1300 MHz

NO

Power to operate
10855A
HP active
Preamp
probeor

Range CA

I

General
Probe power

I

Standard
Universal Module

Opt 040
High Performance
Universal Module

Opt 041
Programmable Input
Universal Module

Accessories
10855A Preamp: (for use with Opt 031): gives >22 dB gain with f 1

dB flatness over the entire frequency range of the Opt 031 1300 MHz
Channel C. For more details see page 286.

Universal modules, channels A and B

Range
Resolution

0-10 MHz
100 ns to 0.01 ps
in decade steps

Accuracy
0-40 MHz
(ac coupled)
20 Hz-40 MHz

25 mV rms

25 mV rms

25 mV rms

25 mV rms

sn mV rmp
Min pulse width

60 mV rmc

5 ns, 140 mV p-p
ac or dc, switchable

. ..-

I

,

Trigger level

I

I MII

I

Dynamic range

Channel input

Delay

-.1..

Resolution

Separate or
Common A

Min. pulse width

Separate,
Common A,
or Check
Opt 040 only:
Opt 041 only:
level, slope

+l
count, 2 1 timebase error

Period A measurement
0-10 MHz

Resolution

I

Accuracy

100 ns to 1 s
in decade steps

I

t 1 0 0 ns 2 trigger error.

2 1 0 ns t trigger error'

-

-

1

10 ns to 0.1 s
in decade steps

tl count t time base error

+
-

..rni,,tinn

2 4 ns

t timebase error

0-100 MHz, direct count

Range

0.1 ns to 1 s

fl
Accuracy
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Model 5328A (cont.)

Measurements with delay (Opt 040)
Delay mode is activated by the inner concentric knob on Level A
control of option 040 Universal Module. A red LED indicates delay
is activated. In delay mode, Channel A triggers and is then disabled
from triggering again until the delay times out (disabled state occurs
within 1 p s after triggering.) Channel B is continuously disabled
until the delay times out. After the delay, both A and B are enabled.
The delay time may be measured by placing the counter in T.1.A B
and the Universal Module in check (CHK).
Delay range: 20 p s to 20 ms continuously adjustable.
Minimum dead time: 1 p s between stop and next start (T.I. average measurements only).
General
Display: 9 digit LED display, Ninth digit used only with channel C
functions (FREQ. C, Ratio C/A, Events C , A B).
Blanking: suppresses display of unwanted zeros to left of most
significant digit.
Storage: holds reading between samples; can be ovemdden by rear
panel switch.
Sample rate: viariable from less than 2 ms between measurements
to HOLD which holds display indefinitely.
Gate output: rear panel output, TTL levels; high when counter gate
open.
Timebase output: rear panel output: TTL levels.
Check signal: with function switch in CHECK, counter should
display 10 MHz +1 count. With options 040 and 041, place function
switch in FREQ A and universal module in CHECK (CHK).
Counter should display 100 MHz k 1 count.
Trigger lights: light is ON when input is above trigger level; O F F
when input is below trigger level; BLINKING when channel is
triggering. Operate over full frequency range of 0-10 MHz.
Marker outputs: indicate actual change of state of input Schmidt
trigger for channels A and B with (2011s delay. Output levels into
50R are 0 to - 100 mV for the standard universal module, 0 to -50
mV for option 040, and 0 to + 1 V for option 041. Outputs are
protected from inadvertently applied voltage to - ~ V
5 dc.
Arm: rear panel switch turns arming ON or OFF. With arming ON
the measurement is armed by an input other than the input involved
in the measurement. The following are armed by an event at B: Freq
A, Period A, Period Avg A, Freq C, DVM, Ratio C/A; the following are armed by an event at C: T.I. A-B, Events C, A+B, Ratio

B/A.
Operating temperature: 0” to 50°C.
Power requirements: 100/120/220/240V rms. +5%. - 10% (switch
selectable), 48-66 Hz; 150 VA max.
Timebase oscillators
Standard crystal oscillator
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: <3 x 10-Vmonth.
Temperature: <2.5 x 10-6,00 to 50°C.

Line voltage: <1 x lo-’ for 10% change.
Opt 010 oven oscillator
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging rate: <5 x 10-l0/day after 24-hour warm-up.
Short term: <1 x
rms/s.
Temperature: <7 x lo+, 0” to 50°C.
Line Voltage: 5 5 x 10-9 for 10% variation.
of final value in 20 min.
Warm-up: within 5 x
Ext. freq. std. input: 30 kHz to 10 MHz signal of amplitude >1.0 V
rms into 1 kR. Maximum input: 5 V p-p. Correct readings. With
options 040 and 041 the following constraints apply: ext. freq. std.
must be 10 MHz for Period Avg., T.I. Avg., Period (N = l), and
T.I. ( N = 1).
HP-IB Interface (Opt 011)
Option 011 provides digital output of measurement data
(“talker”) as well as input for remote program control (“listener”).
Programmable features: function, resolution, sample rate ( m a or
manual control), arming, display modes, measurement cycle modes,
output modes, and reset commands. Option 041 adds control of
channel A and B trigger level, slope, attenuator, coupling, input
impedance, and SEP-COM-CHECK selection.
HP-IB commands: respnds to the following bus commands (see
HP-IB Users Guides for definitions)-Unlisten, Untalk, Local
Lockout, Device Clear, Serial Poll Enable, Serial Poll Disable, Go
to Local, Selected Device Clear, and Group Execute Trigger.
Service request (SRQ): if enabled, indicates end of measurement.
Maximum data output rate: 500 readingshec.
Accessories
5363A Time Interval Probe: solve many of the ‘hidden” problems
of precision time interval measurements. The 5363A Time Interval
Probes minimize cricuit loading,give calibrated trigger level settings,
increase input dynamic range, and allow differential channel delay
calibration. See opposite page for more details.
Options and accessories
Price
010: High Stability Timebase
$525
011: HP-IB Interface
$350
020: DVM
$200
021: High Performance DVM
$500
$400
030: 512 MHz Channel C
$600
031: 1300 MHz Channel C
040: High Performance Universal Module
$350
041 : Programmable Input Controls Module
$950
907: Front Handle Kit
$15
908: Rack Flange Kit
$10
909: Rack Flange and Front Handle Combination Kit
$20
10855A Preamp
$225
5363A Time Interval Probes
$1900
5328A Universal Counter

$1300

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Time interval probes

B-4

Model 5363A

Solves major T.I. problems
Precisely defines trigger points
Greatly improves dynamic range

Equalizes system timing errors
Active probes minimize circuit loading
Measures to zero time interval
The 5363A calibration procedure equalizes out such system delays and allows the counter and probes to be set for 0.0 ns. When a
counter with a minimum T.I. range is used (such as HP 5345 or
5328A) a fixed offset of 10.0 ns can be switched in allowing the
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
High resolution time synthesizer
Model 5359A

Programmable
Fully synced to external trigger

Precise digital delays 0-160 ms
Jitter <IO0 ps
Increments 50 ps

The 5359A Time Synthesizer produces two extremely precise, low
jitter time delays. These delays, Td and Tw, are individually selectable by means of the keyboard, in 50 ps or greater steps to generate
delays of up to 160 mS.

EXTERNAL SYNC PULSE

FIXED
DELAY
SYNC OUTPUT PULSE

I-n

OUTPUT PULSE

EDGE 1

1
EDGE 2

The 5359A has many applications and may be used for the calibration of Radar, Loran, DME and Tacan Systems, or for precision
generation of delayed sweeps in oscilloscopes, and for extremely
accurate “time positioning” control of external gates on frequency
counters. I n component and circuit test, the instrument may be used
for extremely accurate delay line simulation.

Spec if ications
Modes
External Trigger Mode: the delays from the sync out to the
beginning of the output pulse, and the width of the output pulse,
are selected.
Internal Trigger Mode: the “period” or “frequency”, and the
width of the output pulse, are selected.
Range
Delay Td: 0 nS to 160 mS.
Width Tw: 5 nS to 160 mS (width & delay S160 mS).
Period: 100 nS min. or width 80 nS, 160 mS max.
Frequency: same as corresponding “period”.
Repetition rate: 10 MHz max.
Accuracy: ? 1 nS ? time base error.
Insertion delay: fixed at <130 nS; selectable as (30 nS for delays
>lo0 nS.

+

Jitter: typical 100 pS RMS; maximum 200 pS RMS
External trigger Input: -2 V to 2 V slope selectable.
Sync output: 1 V - 500; 5 V - 1 M a . Width 35 nS nominal.
Output pulse
Amplitude: 0.5 V to 5 V into 500.
Polarity: positive or negative.
Offset: - 1 V to 1 V, or OFF.
Transition time: <5 nS.
External voltage must not be applied. Offset and Amplitude voltage
into 5 0 0 may be displayed.
EDGE 1 OUTPUT (rear panel): occurs in Sync with leading edge of
output pulse (same spec. as Sync out).
EDGE 2 OUTPUT (rear panel): occurs in Sync with falling edge of
output pulse (same spec. as Sync out).
Events mode: substitutes external input (to 100 MHz) for the internally counted clock (Delay and width must both be specified in
events and not time.).
Triggered frequency mode: the same as internal frequency mode
except the output is a burst beginning in synchronism with an external trigger signal, and continues for the duration of this signal.
Calibrate mode: performs an internal calibration to remove the
effects of internal delay differences.
External probes: prorides outputs to control the 5363A probes and
accepts inputs from the probes to include external devices in the
calibration loop.
HP-IB: All controls except trigger levels are programmable.
Time base
Frequency 10 MHz
Aging t 3 x 10-71month
Temperature t2.5 x
0°C to 50°C
Line voltage 1 x 10-7 for 10% change
001 High stability time base
Frequency 10 MHz. Aging 5 x 10-‘Olday.
0” to 55”
Temperature 3 x
Size: 146.1 H x 425.5 W x 520.7 mm D (5..75” x 16.75” x 20.50”).
Weight: 30 lbs.
Price
Options and accessories
add $575
001: High Stability Time Base
add $20
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $430
10870A Service Kit

+

5359A Time Synthesizer

$6500

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Universal time interval counter
Model 5370A

20 ps single shot time interval counter
Statistics
Automatic calibration of systematic errors
Positive or negative time intervals
Frequency and period to 100 MHz

The 5370
est resolutic
counter utiliacs d IICW cu1rccp:prUI p~rascIULKCU VCIIIICI Irlrclpularrulr,
which allows single-shot time interval measurements with %20pS
resolution, and 2100 pS accuracy. This technique allows positive,
zero, and negative time intervals to be measured. High resolution
period and frequency measurements may also be made.
All major front panel controls including trigger level are programmable by means of the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB).
User convenience is increased by the inclusion of a microprocessor, which extends the usefulness of the instrument by offering the
statistical functions of mean, standard deviation, max, and min for
repetitive time intervals. A user-defined time interval reference is
included for the cancellation of systematic errors.
The high resolution time interval capability makes the instrument
ideal for IC testing, radar and laser ranging, digital communications,
ballistics and nuclear measurements.
Functions
TI: Time Interval function measures time difference from START
channel to STOP channel.
Trig lev: Measures the trigger levels of START and STOP channels and displays both levels simultaneously.
Freq: Measures the frequency of the STOP channel signal by taking the reciprocal of a period average.
Period: Measures a period average of STOP channels events.
Statistics
Sample size: push-button selectable to 1,100, 1 K, 10 K, and 100 K
samples.
Mean: displays the mean estimate which is the average for the
selected sample size.
Std dev: displays a standard deviation estimate for the selected
sample size.
Min: displays the minimum time interval measured within the
selected sample size.
Max: displays the maximum time interval measured within the
selected sample size.

4 MHz to 500 MHz (AC, Son)
200 Hz to 500 MHz (AC, 1 M a )
Sensitivity: X1-40mV peak to peak
X10-400 mV peak to peak
Dynamlc range: XI 40 mV to 1 V peak to peak.
X10 0.4 V to 7.0 V peak to peak at 50n.
0.4 V to 10 V peak to peak at 1 M a .
Trigger level: adjustable from -1.3 V to 0.5 V.
Range
+ TI: -10s to 10s.
TI only Arm Mode: +10 ns to +1Os.
Resolution: +20 ps minimum.
Accuracy: with respect to user-defined reference, k time base accuracy + jitter +trigger error.
Jitter: typical 35 ps RMS; maximum 100 ps RMS.
Trigger error: 2 2 x noise peak voltage
signal slope V I ~ S P s .

+

Frequencylperiod average measurement range: 0-100 MHz.
Max data rate: 100 M bits.
Gate time: 1 period, 0.01s, O.ls, 1s.
Timebase
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <3 x lO-’lmonth.
Temperature: <2.5 x 10-6, 0°C to 50°C.
Display: 16 digits, suppressed leading zeros.
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 521 mm D (5%’’ x 163/4”x 20%”).
Weight: 32 Ibs.
Options and accessories
Price
001 : High Stability Time Base
add $575
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $20
10870A Service Kit
add $430
5370A Universal Time Interval Counter

$6500
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Plug-on modularlportable counter system
Model 5300 AIB system & 5301A-5312A

/’

5300 Measuring system
The 5300 measuring system marks a new era of high performance
and versatility for low cost counters.
Features include
10 MHz, 50 MHz, 525 MHz and 1.3 GHz
100 ns Time interval resolution and time interval averaging
Up to 8 digits
Auto ranging
Unique time interval hold off
Expandable with interchangeable modules
Optional FCC type approved TCXO time base
Portable-battery operation with all modules
Compact and rugged
High reliability MOSlLSI circuitry and LED display
Designed for quick & easy owner-servicing
Output via BCD, HP Interface Bus (HP-IB), or D to A converters

Description
Large scale integration and solid state display technology have
helped to produce a uniquely versatile and capable counter at a
surprisingly low cost. Easy to use and reliable, this counter does
what is important-solves your measurement problems while saving
your money. Versatility and antiobsolescence come from modular
construction. Take your choice from two mainframes and select the
snap on module that you need now. Expand the capability later with
more modules, if and when you need them. You can expand the
capability of your 5300 Measuring system to match your expanding
needs and budget. Hewlett-Packard is engaged in an on-going program to develop expanded capabilities for the 5300 as shown by the
“new modules” just added in this catalog. An optional battery pack
provides portable cord-free operation of any of the modules,
eliminating power problems and ground loops. The new plugbetween digital to analog converter gives you an analog output that
can drive a strip chart recorder, providing hard copy of any of the
5300 System’s measurements. You can now easily obtain hard copy
recordings of frequency drifts, time interval shifts, ratio changes,
ohms variations, and even totalized levels from the 5300 system and
its plug-between D to A converter. The BCD output and HP-IB
module lets you interface digitally with other instruments and systems. This is versatility that truly avoids obsolence and optimizes
your instrument dollars.
Unique benefits
Snap-together modularity allows you to match the display/
mainframe capabilities with the functional module of your choice to
match your present needs. Additional modules can be added as your
measurement needs and budget expand, including the selection of
three center modules which allows you to add a battery, a D to A
Converter, or an HP-IB output to your system when and if you need
them. Frequencies up to 1.3 GHz can be measured with this portable precision frequency counter. Single time intervals can be measured with 100 ns resolution. Time interval averaging up to IOs
intervals allows you much greater resolution than ever available
before in a counter of this price range.
Auto ranging
Auto ranging is included in many of the functions, enhancing the
ease of operation by automatically selecting a correct gate time to fill
the display. Any frequency within the range of the 5301A, 5302A,
5304A, 5307A and 5308A may be counted with the counter’s logic
circuits automatically selecting the correct gate time up to 1 second
for maximum resolution without exceeding the display range. In the
5302A and 5304A auto ranging is also provided for the Period Average function to select the number of periods to be averaged. The
high performance 5308A Universal Counter provides autoranging in
the Frequency, Period Average, Ratio, and Time Iaterval average
modes, a first for counters in any price range.
Time interval holdoff
Time interval holdoff is a unique feature of the 5304A TimelCounter
module. This feature allows you to add a fixed delay between the
start of a time interval measurement and the enabling of the stop
channel. Thus any electrical pulses or irregularities in a waveshape
that occur between the desired trigger points can be ignored. Even
the delay itself can be measured with the 5304A.

...
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Frequency
Model

Period

RFACE
Period
Average

$350
Time
Interval

Time
Interval
Average

I

Multimeter
ACV, DCV,
Totalize

II

5301A

Typical Configurations

Frequency Measurement System
for Mobile Communications
Go Anywhere Portability

5300B. 5310A, 53058

Trend Recording System for Voltage, Resistance, and Frequency
Graphic Copy for Visual Analysis
5300A, 531 1 B, 5306A

..
Data Acquisition System for Measurement and Recording of Data
Reduction of All Measurements
53008, 5312A, 5308A

High resolution
High resolution at low frequencies is provided by the 5307A counter
module. This easy to use counter makes a period average measurement, inverts it and dislays the result as a frequency, thereby providing the high resolution of a period measurement and the ease of use
of a frequency measurement automatically.
Digital and analog output
Digital output is available in BCD format (standard in 5300A mainframe) or ASCII format via the HP Interface Bus (to be used with
5300B mainframe) to provide interfacing with digital printers or with
desktop calculators and other data processing equipment. Analog
output for long term monitoring with strip chart recorders is provided by a digital to analog converter. This provides the capability to
generate hard copy results of any of the measurements made by any
of the 5300 modules.
Battery pack
A snap between battery pack provides a truly portable, light weight,
go-anywhere measuring system for any of the 5300 Systems.
Serviceability
Reliability and easy servicing have been major design criteria for all
of the 5300 modules. The small number of components and the use
of modular design techniques allows problems to be easily traced to
functional blocks. A check function is built into most of the functional modules to allow immediate checking of the basic counter
circuits from the front panel. A user oriented service support package is available that provides plug-in cards with automatic diagnostic
routines that allow the 5300 mainframes to troubleshoot themselves.
Features like these make the net cost of owning either a 5300A or
5300B Measuring System less than that of conventional counters.

i
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5300 A I 6 systems (cont.)

5300A and 53008 measurement system
mainframe
The mainframe units provide the system with power, reference
frequency, display, counting logic and timing control.
The 5300A has a six digit, dot matrix display, standard time base,
external time base input and BCD output as a standard rear panel
output. The 5300B has an 8-digit 7-segment display, standard time
base or optional TCXO time base, external time base input and no
digital output from the mainframe. See mainframe/plug-on display
chart below for number of display digits with a particular mainframe
and plug-on combination.
Time-base
Standard crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <3 Parts in 109mo.
Temperature: < r 5 Parts in IO6, 0” to 50°C.
Typically: < 2 2 Parts in IO6, 15” to 40°C.
Line voltage: < + I Part in IO7 for 10% line variation.
Oscillator output: IO MHz, Approximately 1 V rms at rear panel
BNC, lOOn source impedance.
External input: 1 MHz to 10 MHz, 1 V rms into 200n.
Opt 001 High stability time b a s e (53006 only)
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <1.2 parts in 10Yyear.
Temperature: < r 5 parts in IO’, 0” to 50°C.
Line voltage: <*5 parts in IO8 for 10% line variation.
Oscillator output: 10 MHz, approximately 1 V rms at rear panel
BNC, 200a source impedance.
External input: 1 to 10 MHz, 1 V rms into 500n.
General
Display: 6 Digit, Dot Matrix (5300A) or 8 Digit, 7 Segment Matrix
(5300B). Solid state LED display (Gallium Arsenide Phosphide
Light Emitting Diodes) including decimal point and annunciator units.
Overflow: LED Light indicates when display range is exceeded.
Display storage: holds reading between samples. Sample rate:
Sample rate control adjusts the delay from the end of one measurement to the start of a new measurement. Continuously variable from
less than 50 msec to greater than 5 seconds. HOLD position: display
can be held indefinitely. Reset: Front panel pushbutton switch resets all registers and initiates new measurement. Reset input by
contact closure to ground or TTL type low level also available on
rear panel connector (5300A only).
Operating temperature: 0” to 50°C.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 volts 2 IO%, 50 to 400 Hz, 25 VA
maximum (depends on plug-on module). Mainframe power without

plug-on nominally 5 watts. Battery operation: with 5310A rechargeable battery pack (see 5310A specifications).
Digital output (5300A only)
Digital serial, 4-bit BCD parallel available at rear panel connector.
Code: 4-line 1-2-4-8 BCD, “1” state low, TTL type logic levels.
Decimal point: decimal point code (Binary “1111”) automatically
inserted at correct digit position.
Print command: positive step, TTL output.
Holdoff: contact closure to ground or TTL low level, inhibits start
of new measurement cycle.
Connector: 20-pin PC connector. Mating connector Viking
2VHlO/lJN or equivalent.
Parallel data output: available from Printer Interface. See 10533A
specification.
Note: digital output for 5300B Mainframe is provided by 5312A
HP-IB Interface module.
Weight: net, 1.5 kg (3% Ib). Shipping, 2.5 kg (5% lb).
Dimensions: (with snap-on module): 89 mm H x 160 mm W x 248
mm D (3%” x 6%” x 9%”).
Mainframelplug-on compatibility
Plug-on
Display Digits
with 5300A
with 53008
530 IA
6
7
5302A
6
7
8
5303B
6
5304A
6
7
8
5305B
6
5306A (Frequency)
6
7
(ACV, DCV, OHMS)
5
5
5307A
6
6
5308A
NIA
8
Accessories
Digital Recorder Interface: (for use with 5300A,
BCD output) See 10533A Specifications, Page 255
10548A Service support package: Contains an
interface card and 4 diagnostic cards for easy trouble
shooting of 5300A or 5300B, Page 260
18019A Leather carrying case: Holds 5300A or
5300B, snap-on module and 5310A battery pack plus
accessories
Rack mount kits
10851A Single
10852A Double
10853A Single/with plug-between
10854A Doublelwith plug-between
Ordering instructions
5300A 6 digit mainframe
SNOB 8 digit mainframe
Opt 001: TCXO (5300B only)

Price

$95

$35

$40
$40
$40
$40
$500
$460
add $180

10 MHz
Auto ranging
External gate

50 MHz universal counter
Automatic or manual gate s lecti n
100 nsec time interval resolution

5301A

5302A

5301A 10 MHz frequency counter module

5302A 50 MHz universal counter module

Input
Range: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 25 mV rms sine wave 50 Hz to 1 MHz, 50 mV
rms sine wave 10 Hz to 10 MHz; 150 mV p-p pulse at minimum
pulse width, 50 ns. Sensitivity variable to 2.5 V rms.
Impedance: 1 M a shunted by less than 30 pF.
Overload protection: 500 V (dc peak ac), 250 V rms dc to 400
Hz, 10 V rms at 10 MHz.
Trigger level: selectable positive, negative, or zero volts.
Frequency measurement
Range: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, 1 , or 10 seconds AUTO position
selects gate time to 1 second for maximum resolution.
Accuracy: f1 count f time base accuracy.
Open/close (totalizing)
Range: 10 MHz max count rate.
External gate: gate signal by contact closure to ground or TTL low.
General
Check: counts internal 10 MHz reference frequency.
Operating temperature: 0” to 50°C.
Power requirements: including mainframe, nominally 8 watts.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3% Ib).
Dimensions: see Mainframe.
5301A 10 MHz Frequency Counter Module
$225

Input channels A and B
Range: channel A: 10 Hz to 50 MHz, Channel B; 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (mln): 25 mV rms sine wave 50 Hz to 1 MHz. 50 mV
rms sine wave 10 Hz to 10 MHz. 100 mV rms sine wave at 50 MHz.
150 mV p-p pulse at minimum pulse width, 50 ns. Sensitivity variable to 2.5 V rms.
Impedance: 1 M a shunted by less than 30 pF.
Overload protection: 500 V (dc peak ac). 250 V rms, dc to 400
Hz, 10 V rms above 10 MHz.
Trigger level: selectable positive, negative, or zero volts.
Slope: automatically switched to trigger on positive slope for positive pulse and negative slope for negative pulse. Positive slope for
sinusoidal inputs.
Marker outputs: rear BNC, TTL low level while gate is open.
Frequency
Range: channel A: 10 Hz to 50 MHz, prescaled by 10; channel B:
10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, 1, or 10 seconds. AUTO position selects gate time to 1 second for maximum resolution.
Accuracy: f1 count f time base accuracy.
Time interval
Range: 500 nsec to 1000 seconds.
Input: channels A and B.
Resolution: 100 ns to 1 ms in decade steps.
Accuracy: a1 count f time base accuracy f trigger error*.
Period
Range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Input: channel B.
Resolution: 100 ns to 1 ms in decade steps.
Accuracy: & 1 count t time base accuracy f trigger error*.
Period average
Range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Input: channel B.
Periods averaged: 1 to lo3 automatically selected.
Frequency counted: 10 MHz.
Accuracy: ? 1 count f time base accuracy t trigger error*.
Ratio
Display: FA/FBtimes multiplier (N), N = 10 to lo’, selectable in
decade steps.
Range: channel A: 10 Hz to 1 MHz, Channel B: 10 Hz to 10 MHz.
Accuracy: ? count of FBt trigger error of FA*.
Openlclose (totalizing)
Range: 10 MHz max.
Input: channel B opening and closing of gate initiated by front panel
pushbutton switch.
General
Check: counts internal 10 Mhz reference frequency.
Operating temperature: 0” to 50°C.
Power requirements: including mainframe, nominally 10 watts.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3% Ib).
Dimensions: see Mainframe.

+

10533A Recorder interface specifications
The 10533A accessory provides an interface between the 5300A
measurement system mainframe and a standard parallel-input recorder such as the HP 5055A. The interface module provides conversion from the 5300A serial data output to a standard parallel
format.
Output format: 10 parallel digits; 6 data, 1 decimal point, 1 overflow, 1 exponent and 1 exponent sign.
Code: 4-line 1-2-4-8 BCD; “ 1 ” state low TTL levels.
Decimal point: floating decimal point automatically inserted at correct digit position. Coded “ 1 1 1 1” (“*” on standard HP 5055A print
wheels). Internal jumper wire removes decimal point from data format if desired.
Overflow: coded “1111” (“*”) printed in first printer column when
5300A overflow light is on.
Exponent: ?O, e 3 , f 6 corresponding with 5300A measurement
units.
Print command: negative step, TTL levels.
Inhibit input: +2.0 V or higher prevents the 5300A from recycling.
Power requirements: 100 mA at 5 volts, provided by 5300A mainframe.
10533A Recorder Interface

$225

‘For any wave shape, trigger error (ps) is less than

0.005 ps
- Signal Slope (V/ps)
For period average this is less than+0.3% of one period + period average for signals with 40 dB or
better signal-to-noise ratio.

+

5302A 50 MHz Universal Counter Module

$325
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5300A/B System (cont.)

9

CW or burst to 525 MHz
Automatic gain control and fused input
FCC type approved

Matched input amplifier
Time interval hold-off
100 nsec time interval resolution

53038

5304A

53038 Frequency counter module

5304A Timerlcounter module

This counter module was especially designed for servicing and
calibrating mobile communications equipment and AM & FM
broadcast equipment. An automatic gain control (AGC) amplifier
has been provided on the 80 MHz channel. This provides ease of use
by compensating for input level variations and rejecting noise up to
50% of the peak-to-peak level of the input signal. The front end
circuitry of the 525 MHz channel is fuse protected against high input
signal levels that would normally cause expensive frontend damage.
The addition of the battery pack makes this an ideal portable instrument for the lab or the field.
Input channel A (CW or burst)
Range: D C to 525 MHz, prescaled by 8.
Sensitivity (fixed):
100 mV rrns sine wave, dc to 500 MHz.
125 mV rrns sine wave, 500 MHz to 525 MHz.
Signal must pass through zero.
Impedance: 500.
Overload protection: 5 V rrns (input circuitry fuse protected).
Input channel B (CW or burst)
Range: 50 Hz to 80 MHz, direct.
Sensitivity (automatic):
25 mV rrns sine wave, 100 Hz to 50 MHz.
50 mV rrns sine wave, 50 Hz to 100 Hz and 50 MHz to 80 MHz.
Sensitivity is adjusted automatically by AGC (automatic gain control). Effective up to input clipping levels of 10 V p-p.
impedance: MR shunted by less than 40 pF.
Overload protection: 250 V rms, 50 Hz to 10 KHz decling to 10 V
rrns above 10 MHz.
Frequency measurement
Resolution: (selectable): 1, 10, 100, 1000 Hz.
Accuracy: 2 1 digit % time base accuracy.
General
Check: counts internal 10 MHz reference frequency.
Overflow: light indicates display exceeded.
Operating temperature: 0" to 50°C.
Power requirements: including mainframe, nominally 10 watts.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3% Ib).
Dimensions: see mainframe.
53036 525 MHz Counter
$825

Input channels A and B
Range: D C coupled; 0 to 10 MHz, AC coupled; 100 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (min): 25 mV rrns sine wave to 1 MHz, 50 mV rrns sine
wave to 10 MHz, 150 mV p-p pulse at minumum pulse width, 40
nsec. Sensitivity can be decreased by 10 or 100 times using ATTENUATOR switch.
Impedance: 1 M 0 shunted by less than 30 pF.
Overload protection: 250 V rrns on X10 and XlOO attenuator settings. On X1 attenuator setting 120 V rms up to 1 kHz, decreasing to
10 V rms at 10 MHz.
Trigger-level: PRESET position centers triggering about 0 volts, or
continuously variable over the range of - 1 V to + 1 V times attenuator setting.
Slope: independent selection of triggering on positive or negative
slope.
Channel Inputs: common or separate lines.
Gate output: rear panel BNC. TTL low level while gate is open.

o p t 001:
High stability time base (for use with 5300A)

add $180

Frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <1.2 part in 10Vyear.
Temperature: <-c5 parts in IO', 0" to 50°C.
Line voltage: < 5 5 parts in IO8 for 10% line variation.
dscillator output: IO MHZ, approximately 1 v rms at rear panel
BNC, 2000 source impedance.
External input: 1 to 10 MHz, 1 V rrns into 5000.
'For any waveshape. trigger error is less than

+

0.005 ps

Signal Slope (Vlps)
"Trigger error is less than +0.3% of one period
signal-tsndse ratio.

t

periods averaged for 40 dB or better

Time interval
Range: 500 ns to IO4 sec.
Input: channels A and B; can be common or separate.
Resolution: 100 ns to 10 ms in decade steps.
Accuracy: + I count + time base accuracy 5 trigger erroP.
Time interval holdoff: front panel concentric knob which inserts
variable delay of approximately 100 ps to 100 ms between START
(channel A) and enabling of STOP (channel B); may be disabled.
Electrical inputs during delay time are ignored. Delay may be digitally measured in CHECK and TIME INTERVAL positions.
Delay output: rear panel BNC. TTL low level during delay time.
Period average
Range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Input: channel A.
Period averaged: 1 to IO3 automatically selected.
Frequency counted: 10 MHz.
Accuracy: -cl count 2 time base accuracy + trigger error**.
Frequency
Range: 0 to 10 MHz.
Input: channel A.
Gate times: manually selected 0.1, 1, or 10 seconds. AUTO position selects gate time to 1 second for maximum resolution.
Accuracy: + I count + time base accuracy.
Openlclose (totalizing)
Range: 10 MHz max.
Input: channel A opening and closing of gate initiated by front panel
pushbutton switch.
General
Check: inserts internal 10 MHz reference frequency into channels
A and B.
Operating temperature: 0" to 50°C.
Power requirements: including mainframe, nominally 10 watts.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3% Ib).
Dimensions: see mainframe.
5304A Timer/counter module

$385

1300 MHz
Preamplifier Power
Fast high resolution tone measurements

DC volts, AC volts, ohms and frequency

5306A

5306A Digital multimeter/counter module
DC voltage

5305B

Accuracy (60 days, 23°C +PC, 40% RH)

Range
1ov
l0OV
lO0OV

I
I

I

+(0.03% of reading+ 0.00346 of range)
+(0.03% of reading+ 0.003% of range)
t(0.097% of reading+ 0.03% of range)

I
I
I

Sensitivity

100 pv
1 mV
10 mV

53058 1300 MHz frequency counter module
Input Channel A (CW OR BURST)
Range: 90 MHz to 1300 MHz, prescaled by 16.
Sensitivity: 20 mV rms.
Impedance: 5OR.
Attenuator: continuously variable to give optimum noise suppression for signals up to 3.5 V rms.
Overload protection: 5 V rms, maximum. Input circuitry is fuse
protected; fuse is located in BNC connector and is accessible from
the front panel.
Operating dynamic range: >47 dB.
Input Channel B (Normal and High Resolution Mode)
Range: 50 Hz to 100 MHz, direct count in normal mode. 50 Hz to
10 kHz in high resolution mode. In the high resolution mode the
5305B uses a phase-locked multiplier to increase resolution XlOOO
over normal measurement resolution.
Sensitivity: 20 mV rms.
Impedance: 1 MR shunted by less than 40 pF.
Overload protection: 250 V rms from 50 Hz to 10 kHz, declining to
10 V rms above 10 MHz.
Automatic hold: in high resolution mode, the last valid reading is
held in display when input is terminated.
Frequency Measurement
Resolution (selectable)
Normal mode (50 Hz to 1300 MHz): 0.1 Hz to 10 000 Hz in
decade steps corresponding to gate times of 10 s to O.OOO1 s in
decade steps on channel B and to gate times of 160 s to 0.0016 s in
decade steps on channel A.
High resolution mode (50 Hz to 10 kHz): O.OOO1, 0.001, 0.01,
0.1, 1, 10 Hz corresponding to 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001
second gate times on channel B.
Accuracy: + 1 digit displayed 2 time base accuracy.
Display: Hz, kHz, MHz with positioned decimal point.
General
Check: counts internal 10 MHz reference frequency tocheck counting circuits.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power requirements: nominally 12 watts including mainframe.
Weight: net, 1.0 kg (2% Ib). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 Ib).
Size: with mainframe, 89 H (3%") x 160 W (6%") x 248 mm L
(93/4").

Compatible mainframes: 5300B (8 digits).
Accessory
10855A Preamp: 22 dB gain with 5 1 dB flatness from
2 MHz to 1300 MHz. See 14.28.

Price

53058 1300 M H z counter

$900

$225

Range

Accuracy (SO days, 23% +PC, 40% RH)

Sensitivity

10 k f l

+(0.5% of reading + 0.003% of range)

0.1n

100 k f l

r ( O . 5 % of reading+ 0.003% of range)

10 M f l

+(0.75% of reading

+
-Temperature Coefficient: *(0.0002%
of range/"C).
0.003% of range)

10

loon

Current through unknown: 1 mA on 10 kR range; 100 pA on 100
kR range; 1 p A on 10 MR range.
Overload protection: 10 kR range; 240 V rms for 1 min. 140 V rms
continuous (warning lamp indicates' overvoltage) 100 kR, 10 MR
ranges; 240 V rms continuous.
Frequency
Range: 40 Hz to 10 MHz.
Sensitivity (mln): 50 mV rms to 1 MHz; 125 mV rms to 10 MHz.
Trigger level: automatically adjusts to 40% of peak level of input.
Overload protection: 1OOO V rms. On 10 V range: 240 V rms from
40 Hz to 400 kHz, lo* V Hz from 400 kHz to 10 MHz.
Gate times: normal: 1 sec, fast: 0.1 sec.
Accuracy: + 1 count 5 time base accuracy.
Power requirements: including mainframe, nominally 12 watts.
Weight: net, 1.1 kg (2.3 lb). Shipping, 1.7 kg (3.6 Ib).
5306A Digital Multimeter/Counter
$625

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
5300A/B System (cont.)

High resolution at low frequencies
10 mV rms sensitivity
100 Hz and 10 kHz low pass filters

75MHz
Time interval averaging
Auto ranging or manual operation

5307A High resolution counter module

5308A Universal counterltimer module

5307A is a period average measuring frequency indicating (reciprocal) counter, that provides very high resolution measurements in a
minimum of time: (Le. 60.0000Hz in <%second). The CPM mode
converts Hz to counts/minute.

Input (channels A and B)
Range: D C coupled; 0 to 75 MHz, AC coupled; 20 to 75 MHz.
Sensitivity: (min) 25 mV rms to 10 MHz, 50 mV rrns to 75 MHz 150
mV p-p pulse at pulse width of 10 nsec.
Impedance: 1 M a shunted by less than 50 pF.
Overload protection: X1: 125 V rrns to 400 kHz declining to 10 V
rms at 75 MHz. X10: 250 V rms to 4 MHz decling to 13 V rms at 75
MHz.
Trigger level: variable over the range of 22.0 V and 220 V.
Slope: independent selection of triggering on + or - slope.
Rear outputs: gate, trigger levels and time base/scaling.
Frequency
Range: 0 to 75 MHz, Channel A or Channel B.
Gate times: 8 selectable times from 1 ps to 10 S.
Accuracy: f1 count f time base accuracy.
Frequency ratio
Display: FalFb, 1 to IO8 periods selectable manual or auto.
Range: channel A: 0 to 75 MHz, Channel B: 0 to 5 MHz.
Accuracy: f1 count of Fa r trigger error of Fb.**
Period
Range: 0 Hz to 5 MHz, Channel B.
Resolution: 100 nsec to 10 sec.
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 time base accuracy f trigger error.**
Display: ps, or s with positioned decimal point.
Period average
Range: 0.1-5 MHz; (200 nsec to 10 sec), Channel B.
Periods averaged: 1- lo8 selectable manual or automatic.
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 time base accuracy f trigger error.**
Time interval
Range: 200 nsec to lo9 sec, 25 ns minimum pulse width.
Inputs: separate A and B or Common B.
Resolution: 100 nsec to 10 sec.
Accuracy: 2 1 count % time base accuracy 2 trigger error.**
Display: ps, ks or s with positioned decimal point.
Time interval average
Range: 1 ns to 10 s, dead time between intervals 200 ns.
Inputs: channels A and B separate or common B.
Intervals averaged: 1 to lo8, selectable manual or automatic.
Accuracy: 2 time base accuracy 2 5 ns.

Input
Range: Hz mode: 5 Hz to 2 MHz. CPM mode: 50 to 10 M counts/
minute (0.8333 Hz to 166 kHz).
Sensitivity (Min.)
5 Hz-1.2 MHz
120 CPM-10 MCPM
10 mV rrns
1.2 MHz-2.0 MHz
50 CPM-120 CPM
25 mV rms
Pulses:
For low-duty cycle pulses (<15%).
15 mV peak for 250 nsec pulses.
100 mV peak for 100 nsec pulses.
Basic sensitivity can be varied continuously up to 2.5 V rms by
adjusting sensitivity control.
Attenuator: t 1 or t 100 effectively raises basic input sensitivity by
a factor of 100 (10 mV +2.5 V to 1 V +250 V).
Low pass filters (3 dB Point)
100 Hz
10 kHz
Max. Attenuation
60 dB
40 dB
Roll-off
20 dB per Decade
Impedance
1 M i l shunted by <50 p F
No filters
100 Hz filters 1 M i l shunted by series of 100 k i l and 0.015 pF
10 kHz filters 1 M i l shunted by series of 100 k i l and 150 p F
Coupling: AC coupled amplifier.
Overload protection: 200 V rrns below 10 kHz; 2 x lo6 V Hz rrns
to 0.4 MHz; 5 V rrns above 0.4 MHz; 300 V rrns with tlOO attenuator.
Trigger level: selected positive or negative for optimum triggering
from sinusoidal inputs or 2 pulses.
Frequency measurement
Periods averaged: automatically selected for maximum resolution.
Two periods are averaged for signals up to 100 Hz. Periods averaged
increase decade for decade up to 200,000 periods averaged above 1
MHz.
Measurement time: varies from 312 msec for a display of 170000 to
8 15 msec for a display of 999000. Hold-off adjustable from .35 psec
to 3.5 psec and 1 msec to 10 msec.
f trigger error** % time base error.
Accuracy: 2 3 x
Display: Hz mode: Hz and MHz with automatic decimal point.
CPM mode: M with automatic decimal point.
General
Check: measures internal reference frequency. Displays 1.OOOOO
MHz in Hz mode, 100 OOO M in CPM mode.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power requirements: including Mainframe, nominally 10 watts.
Weight: net, 0.98 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3% Ib).
5307A High resolution counter
$395
*?3 x 10-5 is due to leciprocation scheme and is worst cas?
"For anv wave sham.
. triaaer error (us)I S less than
0.005 ps
Signal slope ( v / ~ s )
For periodaveragethis islessthan=0.3%ofoneperiod i periodsaveragedforsignalwith40dBor
better signal-tcmois? ratio.

__

f

[Trigger Error** f 100 ns]
t/Intervals Averaged

Totalize

u totalizes Channel A while Channel B is low.
A totalizes Channel A between pulses on Channel B.
Range: 75 MHz in X1 Position, 5 MHz in X10" positions.
Accuracy: 2 1 count f trigger error** on Channel B.
General
Auto position: automatically sets time base to give maximum resolution within 1.1 second measurement time for Frequency, Frequency Ratio, Period Average, and Time Interval Average.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power requirements: including 5300B, nominally 15 watts.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.5 kg (3V4 Ib).
Note: compatible with 5300B only.
5308A 75 MHz Timerlcounter
$450

Expanded digital output
ASCII format

Three modes of operation
Battery compatible
Column selective

531 1B

5311B Digital to analog converter module
The 5311B Digital to Analog Converter conveniently snaps inbetween the mainframe and plug-on module of any 5300 system. It
provides high resolution, expanded scale analog output of any of the
5300 system measurements. With the 5311B you can select any three
consecutive digits, or the right-hand two of the mainframe display
for conversion to analog output. This makes it possible to focus on
just that part of the display that contains the important information.
Now your stripchart recorder can give you a permanent record of
any functional measurement made by any 5300 measurement system. Easy to use, just snap it in place. The 5311B can also be used
with the 5310A battery pack to provide a rugged, portable, goanywhere monitoring system. Three modes of output makes it possible to tailor the output to the application.

-

7- +

6

V
R

9

Exponent

Operating modes
Three modes selectable by switch on front panel.
Normal mode: analog output is directly proportional to digital input. Digital 000 produces zero output; 999 produces full scale output.
Piushinus mode: digital OOO produces center scale output; -999
produces zero output; 999 produces full scale output.
Offset mode: 500 produces zero output; OOO produces midscale
output; 499 produces full scale output. This mode effectively adds
500 to digital input to acquire half scale offset. Compatible with all
mainframes and plug-on modules.

Possible Positions or
Decimal Point

output

0 to 50%
of Scale

PluslMinus
offset

of Scale

50% to 100%
of Scale

0 to 499

501 to 999

-999 to-001

001 to 999

500 to 999

001 to 499

Output selection
Manual pushbuttons to select any three consecutive digits or the last
two digits of the Mainframe display.
Output ranges
Potentlometric Recorder Output: 0.1 V, 1.0 V, or 10 V full scale
into >20 kR. Dual banana plugs.
Galvanometer Recorder Output: 1 mA full scale into <1.5 kR
phone jack.
General
Accuracy: +0.25% of range +50 pVI"C on potentiometric output,
k20 nAPC on galvanometer output after calibration for appropriate
range.
Caiibratlon: zero and full scale calibration switch and adjustments
on rear panel.
Transfer time: <5 ms.
operating temperature: 0" to 50°C.
Power requirements: nominally 1 watt.
Weight: net, 0.8 kg (1.7 Ib). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3.0 Ib).
Size: Digital-to-Analog Converter plugs between Mainframe and
plug-on module. Increases height of instrument by 38.4 mm (1.5").
5311 B Digital-Analog Converter
$395
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Samples of digital output fmm 5300 measuring system utilizing the
5312A HP-IB converter and the 5150A thermal printer. Note the
indication of function, decimal position, exponent and overflow
when required.
Programmability: front panel controls are not programmable.
Note: the 5312A is not compatible with the 5300A mainframe which
contains its own BCD Digital Output.
5312A ASCII Interface
$350

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
5300A/B System (cont.)
5310A i% 10855A

5310A Battery pack

2 MHz to 1300 MHz
2 2 2 dB gain
50 Cl input and output impedance
Fuse protected input

10855A

5310A Battery pack module

10855A Broadband preamp

Provides battery power to 5300A mainframe and snap on modules
from rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells.
The 53 10A Battery Pack is easily inserted between the 5300A or
5300B mainframe and any functional module, providing a truly portable measurement system. Low voltage strobed solid state displays and the MOS/LSI IC design of the mainframes make efficient
battery operation possible. The front panel warning light indicates a
low battery condition. Any 5300 system with the battery inserted
will automatically switch over to battery operation in the event of
power failure, providing extra reliability for unattended operation.
Floating operation is also possible with the 5310A Battery Pack,
thus avoiding ground loops.
Battery capacity: 48 watt-hours, nominal. Minimum 3, typically 5
hours of continuous operation at charging and operating temperature
(20" to 30°C).
Recharging time: 18 hours from minimum level (indicated by Low
Voltage Indicator) to full charge.
Battery voltage: 12 Vdc.
Low voltage indicator: soild state warning light begins to glow at
approximately 90% discharge.
Line failure protection: allows instrument to be operated in LINE
position with automatic switch-over to battery power if line voltage
fails. Batteries receive trickle charge in LINE position to maintain
charge.
Operatlng temperature: operating: 0" to 50°C. Charging: 0" to
4 0 T , mainframe not operating.
Power requirements: charging power via mainframe, nominal 7.5
watts.
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 Ib). Shipping, 2.9 kg (6% Ib).
Accessories furnished: shoulder carrying strap.
Dimensions: battery pack plugs between 5300A or 5300B mainframes and any plug-on module. Increase height of instrument by
38.4 mm (1.5 in).
5310A Battery pack module
$275

The 10855A Preamp gives a minimum of 22 dB gain to enhance
measurements of very low-level signals. The 10855A operates conveniently with a variety of H P measuring instruments having probe
power outlets, or will work with a separate power supply. The
10855A Preamp includes several major features to aid your measurements:
2 2 2 dB gain: from 2 MHz to 1300 MHz boosts broadband signals.
- c l dB flat response: reduces distortion in non-sinusoidal
waveforms.
5 0 0 input and output Impedances: match high frequency environments.
Fuse protected input: prevents costly damage.
Excellent reverse isolation: >45 dB.
The 10855A Preamp is especially useful where the source signal is at
a very low level. It also helps where divider probes are used to
reduce circuit loading. The 10855A Preamp can operate from the
H P 1122A Probe Power Supply for use wih instruments that do not
have a probe power outlet.

10548A Service support package
The unique HP 10548A Service Kit provides an easy and efficient
means of trouble shooting the 5300A or 5300B mainframes. The four
diagnostic cards, shown in use above, contain 16 self running tests
that locate problems to the component level. Complete diagnostic
flow charts in the manuals provide further step by step procedures.
When failures are diagnosed, repair is simple. All components are
easily accessible by merely removing a single screw and snapping
out the main PC board.
10548A Service support package
$95

110968 High frequency probe
Allows the 5306A to make high frequency ac voltage measurements. This probe is used for ac voltage measurements of 0.25 volt
to 30 volts over a frequency range of 10 kHz to 700 MHz with an
accuracy of %O.5 dB from 100 kHz to 100 MHz and f 1.2 dB to 500
MHz over 10" to 30°C. Three probe tip accessories are supplied to
extend the probe's versatility.
11096B High frequency probe
$90

Compatible Hewlett-Packard products
These products presently have probe power outlets that will drive
the 10855A Preamp.
5305B
1300 MHz Frequency Counter
5328A1031
1300 MHz Universal Counter
8505A
Network Analyzer
8553B
Spectrum Analyzer RF Section
8557A
Spectrum Analyzer
8558B
Spectrum Analyzer
1 GHz Scope Plug-in (Sampling)
1810A
Sampling Time Base and Vertical Amplifier
1811A
Time Base and Delay Generator
1841A
1122A
Probe Power Supply
Specifications
Frequency range: 2 MHz-1300 MHz.
3 dB Bandwidth: 1 MHz-1400 MHz, typical.
Gain (minimum): 22 dB; 24 dB typical.
Gain flatness across full frequency range: +1 dB.
Noise figure: 4 . 5 dB typical.
Output power for 1 dB gain compression: 0 dBm.
Harmonic distortion: -30 dB for -15 dBm output, typical.
Output for < -60 dB harmonic distortion: -25 dBm, typical.
VSWR: input and output, t2.2.
Impedance: 50R nominal.
Reverse isolation: >45 dB.
Maximum input: 3.5 V rms (+24 dBm), fuse protected.
General
Current required at +15 V supply: 40 mA (mating connector included).
Weight: net, 0.03 kg (1 0 2 . ) . Shipping, 0.1 kg (7 0 2 . ) .
Size: 25 H x 15 W x 80 mm L (1" x 9/~d'
x 3%'').
10855A Broadband preamp
$225

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Low cost counters for frequency measurements
Models 5381A,5382A & 5383A

53

Des
General
The 5381A, 5382A and 5383A are a logical result of H-P's long
standing leadership in frequency counter development. Leadership
in quality, technology and efficient production procedures allows
H-P to offer a price/performance combination in these three precision instrument unequalled in their product category. These counters are designed to deliver reliable, high quality operation in such
diverse areas as: Production Line Testing, Service and Calibration
(2-Way Radio and test equipment), Frequency Monitoring, Education and Training.
Resolution
The 5318A, 5382A and 5383A employ the direct counting technique and with 7 , 8 and 9 digits respectively offer resolution of 10 Hz
in 0.1 sec, 1 Hz in 1 sec and 0.1 Hz in 10 seconds.

Specifications
5381A
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 80 MHz.
Sensitivity: 25 mV rms-30 Hz to 20 MHz, 50 mV
to
80 MHz.
Input impedance: 1 MR, 4 0 pF.
Input attenuation: X1, X10, X100.
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 timebase error.
Resolution: direct count; 1 Hz in 1 second.
Gate times: 0.1 second, 1 second, 10 seconds.
Display: 7 LED Digits.
Rear panel input: sensitivity: "TL levels or 2.5 V rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 10 kHz to 2 MHi2.
External frequency standard: Rear PanelI Input, 1 MHz.
Timebase
Frequency: 1 MHz.
Aging: <0.3 ppmlmonth.
Temperature: f10 ppm 0°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: 2 1 ppm for 10% line change.
5382A
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 225 MHz.
Sensitivity: 25 mV rms-3( 1 Hz to 10 MHz, 50 mV rms-10 Hz to 22:
MHz.
Input Impedance: 1 MR, / A l l nF .
Input attenuation: X1, X10, X100.
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 timebase error.
Resolution: direct count: 1 Hz in 1 second.
Gate time: 0.1 second, 1 second, 10 seconds.
Display: 8 LED Digits, nonsignificant zero blanking.
Rear panel input: sensitivity: 250 mV rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
External frequency standard: Rear Panel Input, 10 MHz.
Timebase
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: ~ 0 . ppm/month.
3
Temperature: 22.5 ppm 0°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: 20.5 ppm for 10% line change.

.,
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Frequency range: 10 Hz to 520 MHz.
Sensitivity
1 M a : 25 mV rms-20 Hz to 10 MHz.
50 mV rms- 10 Hz to 50 MHz.
5 0 a : 25 mV rms-20 Hz to 520 MHz.
input impedance: selectable: 1 M a , t40 p F or 50R.
Input attenuation: 1 MR x 1, x 10; 50n x 1-fuse protected.
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 timebase error.
Resolution: direct count: 1 Hz in 1 second.
Gate time: 0.1 second, 1 second, 10 seconds.
Display: 9 LED Digits, nonsignificant zero blanking.
Display test: RESET function (activated with GATE TIME
switch) illuminates all segments of all digits.
Rear panel input: sensitivity: 250 mV rms.
Ratio: Rear Panel Input, 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
External frequency standard: Rear Panel Input, 10 MHz.
Timebase output
Frequency: 10 MHz timebase.
Voltage: 200 mV p-p into 500 load.
Control: active with Rear Panel Intemal/Extemal switch in internal position.
Timebase
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <0.3 ppm/month.
Temperature: k2.5 ppm 0°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: 20.5 ppm for 2 10% line change.

TCXO Option
Opt 001:(available for all models) Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator Timebase
Frequency: 10 MHz.
Aging: <0.1 ppmmonth.
Temperature: <1 ppm 0°C to 40°C.
Line voltage: 20.1 ppm for 210% line change.
Note: Timebase output available for both 5382A and 5383A with
Option 001. Rear Panel Input not available.
5380 Family general data
Overflow: LED lamp indicator when most significant digit overflows.
Reset: manual selection of reset occurs when GATE TIME switch
is between three normal positions.
Package: rugged, high strength metal case.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 40°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120, 220, 240, V rms (+5%, -10%)
48-440 Hz; 20 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 2.2 kg (4% lb). Shipping, 2.8 kg (6 lb).
Dimensions: 98 H x 160 W x 248 mm D (3%" x 6%'' x 93/4'').
Ordering information
5381A Frequency Counter
5382A Frequency Counter
5383A Frequency Counter
Opt 001: TCXO (all models)

Price
$395
$495
$650
add $100
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERS
Automatic microwave counters
Models 5340A & 5341A
Optional extension to 23 GHz
High AM and FM tolerance
Exceptional reliability

Single input 10 Hz to 18 GHz
Automatic amplitude discrimination
High sensitivity-35 dBm

534QA
The 5340A Frequency Counter provides a modern, easily used,
more versatile instrument for the direct measurement of frequencies
from 10 Hz through 18 GHz via a single input connector. Utilizing
new microwave samplers incorporated in advanced phase-lock
loops, this counter excels in virtually every specification parameter.
It is therefore suited to a wider range of applications than ever
before possible for a fully automatic microwave counter.
The exceptional sensitivity of this instrument enchances measurement in the microwave field, where signals are commonly low
level and many times are connected via directional couplers or lossv
devices. Wide tolerance of AM, FM, and residual noise insure accurate measurement of microwave carrier frequencies despite the
presence of these deviations. Automatic amplitude discrimination
allows the 5340A to choose the largest signal in a spectrum (250
MHz to 18 GHz) and measure only that signal’s frequency, ignoring
all others.
Access to the H P Interface Bus via Option 01 1 provides a particularly flexible system interface. The ability to program octave range
via this input allows reduction of acquisition time to typically less
than 40 ms. AN 181-1 describes the use of a calculator-controlled
measurement system built around the H P Interface Bus for microwave component testing.

5340A Specifications
Signal input
Input 1
Range: 10 Hz to 18 GHz.
Symmetry: sinewave or squarewave input (40% duty factor,
worst case).
Sensitivity: -30 dBm, 10 Hz to 500 MHz; -35 dBm, 500 MHz to
10 GHz; -25 dBm, 10 to 18 GHz.
Dynamic range: 37 dB, 10 Hz to 500 MHz; 42 dB, 500 MHz to 10
GHz; 32 dB, 10 GHz to 18 GHz.
Impedance: 50R.
VSWR: <2:1, 10 Hz-12.4 GHz; <3:1, 12.4-18 GHz.
Connector: Precision Type N.
Coupling: d c to load, ac to instrument.
Damage level: +30 dBm . (Total power (ac dc) not to exceed
1 watt.
Acquisition time: < 150 ms mean typical.
Input 2
Range: 10 Hz-250 MHz direct count.
Sensitivity: 50 mV rms. 150 mV p-p pulses to 0.1% duty factor;
minimum pulse width 2 ns.
Impedance: 1 MR shunted by <25 pF.
Connector: type BNC female.

+

Coupling: ac.
Maximum input: 200 V rms, 10 Hz to 100 Hz; 20 V rms, 100 H z
to 100 kHz; 2 V rms, 100 kHz to 250 MHz.
Automatic amplitude discrimination: automatically selects the
strongest of all signals present (within 250 MHz to 18 GHz phaselock range), providing signal level is: 6 dB above any signal within
200 MHz; 10 dB above any signal within 500 MHz; 20 dB above any
signal, 250 MHz-18 GHz.
Maximum AM modulation: any modulation index as long as the
minimum voltage of the signal is not less than the sensitivity specification,
Time Base
Crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: < 3 x
per month.
Short term: <5 x 10-lo rms for 1 second averaging time.
Temperature: < 2 2 x
over the range of 0°C to 50°C.
Line variation: <f 1 x W 7for 10% line variation from nominal.
Output frequency: 10 MHz, 2 2 . 4 V square wave (TTL compatible) available from rear panel BNC.
External time base: requires 10 MHz approximately 1.5 V p-p sine
wave or square wave into 1 kR via rear panel BNC. Switch selects
either internal or external time base.
Optional time base (Opt 001) aging rate: <5 x 10-lo per day after
24 hour warm-up for less than 24 hour off-time.
General
Accuracy: 2 1 count k time base error.
Resolution: front panel switch selects 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1
kHz, 100 Hz, 10 Hz, or 1 Hz.
Display: eight in-line long life display tubes with positioned decimal
point and appropriate measurement units of kHz, MHz, or GHz.
Self check: counts and displays 10 MHz for resolution chosen.
Sample rate: controls time between measurements. Continuously
adjustable from 5Oms typical to 5 seconds. HOLD position holds display indefinitely. RESET button resets display to zero and activates
a new measurement.
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V f lo%, 48-66 Hz, 100 VA.
Weight: net, 11.3 kg (25 lb). Shipping, 14.1 kg (31 Ib).
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (315/32”x 16V4” x 18%”).
Options
Price
add $500
001: High Stability Time Base
add $105
002: Rear Panel Connectors
011 : Remote Programming-Digital Output (HP-IB)
add $390
add $150
H10: Frequency Extension to 23 GHz
add $10
908: Rack Flange Kit
5340A Frequency Counter

$6200

Automatic or manual band-selection
Wide FM tolerance
Optional 1.5 GHz range

Fast acquisition time
High sensitivity
Fully automatic diagnostics

e

534 1A

The new 5341A Frequency Counter performs exceptionally fast
measurements of frequency up to 4.5 GHz. Using a unique HPdesigned microwave switchable filter, its automatic heterodyne
measurement technique insures high tolerance of FM on the measured signal. In the normal mode of operation, the 5341A will automatically measure and display the I o w e H W signal within its sensitivity; in the manual mode, the operator can choose to search
within any of ten frequency bands which cover the counter’s full
range. Also at the operator’s command, a convenient routine provides “qualifiers” in the display for complete diagnostic information
concerning both the measured signal and the counter’s internal operation.
The high sensitivity (-15 dBm in automatic mode, -20 dBm in
manual) of the 5341A makes it ideal for measurement of low-level
signals in the testing of U H F and microwave components and
equipment. An extremely fast acquisition time (100 psec in manual
mode) makes this counter the optimum choice for systems applications.
Option 003 limits the frequency range of the 5341A to 1.5 GHz, at
a considerably reduced cost. Option 011 connects the 5341A to the
high-speed H P Interface Bus for data output and complete programmability, including the ability to remotely select the manual
search bands.

5341A Specifications
Signal input
Input 1
Range: 50 MHz to 4.5 GHz.
Impedance: 50ll nominal.
Connector: precision Type N.
Sensitivity: -15 dBm (AUTO operating mode); -20 dBm
(MANUAL operating mode).
Maximum input: +20 dBm.
Damage level: +30 dBm.
Operating modes: AUTO: counter automatically selects and
displays lowest frequency within its sensitivity range; MANUAL: Measurement band is selected manually, and counter measures within a 525 MHz range above displayed band number (in
the 500 MHz and 750 MHz bands, counter measures within a 250
MHz range).
Measurement time: acquisition time + gate time.
Acquisition time: 600 ps (AUTO operating mode); 100 ps
(MANUAL operating mode).
FM tolerance: 30 MHz peak-to-peak worst case. Tolerates 500
MHz peak-to-peak (0-500 MHz and 1.0-4.5 GHz) and 250 MHz
peak-to-peak (500 MHz to 1.0 GHz) in center of bands.

lnput 2
Range: 10 Hz to 80 MHz.
Impedance: 1 M a , shunted by 50 pF.
Connector: type BNC female.
Coupling: ac.
Sensitivity: 10 millivolts.
Maximum input: 5 volts peak-to-peak.
Damage level: 400 volts dc; 250 volts rms ac, 10 Hz to 100 kHz,
decreasing 6 dB per octave to 80 MHz.
l i m e base
Crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
_ .
.
.- Aging rate: ( 1 x IO-‘ per month.
Temperature: < ? l x lo-‘, *lo% from nominal.
Output frequency: 10 MHz, 32.4 V square wave (TTL compatible) available from rear panel BNC.
External time base: requires 10 MHz approximately 1.5 V p-p sine
wave or square wave into 1 k l l via rear panel BNC. Switch selects
either internal or external time base.
Optional time base (Opt 001) aging rate: <5 x 1O-Io per day after
24 hour warm-up for less than 24 hour off-time.
General
Accuracy: k count f time base error
Resolution: front panel switch selects 1 MHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1
kHz, 100 Hz, 10 Hz, or 1 Hz.
Display: ten-digit sectionalized LED display and appropriate measurement units of kHz, MHz, or GHz.
Self check: counts and displays 1 GHz for resolution chosen.
Sample rate: continuouslv adiustable from 40 msec to 10 seconds
arid HOLD.
0perating temperature: 0°C to 50°C
PIower: 115 or 230 volts, with +5% to - 10% tolerance, 48 to 66 Hz,
IC)4 VA
Remote programming and digital output: optional (Option 01 1)
via 24-pin, series 57 Microribbon connector. Program and output
information are 7-bit ASCII code. Compatible with H P Interface
.
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Bus.
Weight: Net 10.5 kg (23 Ib). Shipping 13.2 kg (29 Ib).
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (31V32’’x 16%” x 183/80).
Options
Price
add $500
001 : High Stability Time Base
add $105
002: Rear Panel Connectors
less $1000
003: 1.5 GHz Frequency Rai%e
add $390
011: Remote Programming-C$$tal Output (HP-IB)
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10

5341A Frequency Counter

$4950

ELECTROhllC COUNTERS
AUTOMATIC MICROWAVE COUNTER
Model 534244

Microprocessor control led
Automatic measurement to 18 GHz
Wide FM tolerance

Simultaneously display input level
High sensitivity
Automatic or manual operation

FM Tolerance

Description
The 5342A automatic microwave counter provides frequency and
amplitude measurement coverage from 10 MHz through 18 GHz in
a highly portable package.
The powerful and versatile microprocessor controlled keyboard
can accomplish offset tasks as a standard feature as well as providing user interactive diagnostic information. The eleven-digit display
is sectionalized for easy readout to one hertz resolution.
The 5342A uses a harmonic heterodyne down conversion technique which
combines the best performance features of the heterodyne converter and
transfer oscillator techniques. Now wide FM tolerance is achievable along
with high input sensitivity, and automatic amplitude discrimination. Automatic amplitude discrimination allows for the measurement of the largest
signal present in the spectrum (500 MHz-18 GHz) while ingnoring all
others.
Amplitude measurements (Opt 002)
Option 002 adds for the first time in a microwave counter the
ability to measure input level of the incident sinewave signal. The
instrument then displays this level in dBm. The eleven-digit LED
display simultaneously presents frequency to 1 MHz resolution and
amplitude to 0.1 dB resolution. An added benefit from Option 002 is
that dynamic range is extended so that frequency measurements to
+20 dBm are accomplished. This extended dynamic range is also
available without the amplitude measurement capability by ordering
Option 003.

The ability to measure a carrier frequency while being frequency
modulated has broad appeal in the communications industry and
elsewhere. The 5342A can tolerate 50 MHz peak-to-peak worst case
FM in the wide mode, or the normal mode with accompanying faster
acquisition time can be selected which gives 20 MHz peak-to-peak
worst case FM.
Offset functions
The power and versatility of the microprocessor controlled
keyboard allow the user to perform offset functions by way of a few
keystrokes. Frequency values to 1 Hz resolution can be added to or
subtracted from the measured incoming frequency for IF offset applications and also for monitoring variances about a given frequency
value. With Option 002 installed, this same offset capability is
applied to the amplitude measurements being displayed. At any
time, these offset values can be recalled to the display for reviewing.
Digital-to-analog converter (Special Opt H01)
The ability to convert any three consecutive displayed digits (frequency or amplitude) into an analog voltage output on the rear panel
of the 5342A is added by special option H01. This makes the
monitoring of microwave oscillator frequency drift easy to make
with only a strip chart recorder.
HP Interface Bus for systems use (Opt 011)
The full power of HP-IB (IEEE488-1975) is brought to fruition
with the addition of Option 011. Front and rear panel controls can
now be remotely programmed and measurement results can be outputted to HP-IB-compatible instruments, calculators, or computers.
This interface also can select a given frequency in the manual mode
and reduce acquisition time to typically less than 1 msec.
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Stability
Aging rate: <1 x lo-' per month.
Temperature: < 2 1 x
over the range 0°C to 50°C.
Short term: < l x
for 1 second averaging time.
Line variation:
1 X
for 10% change from nominal.
Output frequency: 10 MHz, 22.4 V square wave (TTL compatible) 1.5 V p-p into 50 R available from rear panel BNC.
External time base: requires 10 MHz, 1.5 V p-p sinewave or
squarewave into 1 KO via rear panel BNC connector. Switch
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Optional time base (Opt 001)
Crystal frequency: 10 MHz.
Stability
Aging rate: <5 x 10-l0/day after 24-hour warmup.
Temperature: <7 x
over the range 0°C to 50°C
Short term: < 1 x lo-" for 1 s avg. time.
Line variation: <1 x
for 10% change from nominal.
Warm-up: <5 x
of final value 20 minutes after turn-on, at
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signal within 500 h4I-i~;20 dB above any signal, !io0 MHz - 18 GHz.
%%des of Operation
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Frequency range: 500 MHz to 18 G H z .
Sensitivity: 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz: -22 dBm.
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz: - 15 dBm.
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
Dynamic range: 500 MHz to 12.4 GHz: 42 dB.
12.4 GHz to 18 GHz: 35 dB.
Damage level: +25 dBm.
SWR: <5:1.
so-e--~k
001: High Stability Time Base
002: Amplitude Measurement
003: Extended Dynamic Range
011 : Digital InpuVOutput (HP-IB)
K70-5992A: Rack Mounting adapter kit with slot for access to front connectors from rear.
H01: Digital-to-Analog Converter
5061-2002 Bail Handle Kit
908: Rack Mounting AdaDter Kit Transit Case
~
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add s500
add $3 1000

add 5375
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FREQUENCY AND TIME STANDARDS
General information

Hewlett-Packard offers Frequency Standards and clocks which provide accurate
frequency, time interval and timekeeping
cababilities. Further, Hewlett-Packard
standards provide means for comparing
these quantities against national standards
such as the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and the U.S. Naval Observatory.
Units of frequency or time cannot be kept in
a vault for ready reference. They must be
generated for each use, hence be regularly
compared against recognized primary standards.
Frequency Standard and clock systems
manufactured by Hewlett-Pacard are used
for control and calibration at observatories,
national centers for measurement standards,
physical research laboratories, missile and
satellite tracking stations, communication
systems, radio navigation systems, manufacturing plants and radio monitoring and
transmitting stations.
Types of frequency standards
At the present time, three types of frequency standards are in common use. These
are:
1. The cesium atomic beam controlled
oscillator.
2. The rubidium gas cell controlled oscillator, and
3. The quartz crystal oscillator.
Hewlett-Packard is the only manufacturer
of all three types of frequency standards. Of
these three standards, the first is a primary
frequency standard and the last two are secondary frequency standards. The distinction
between a primary standard and a secondary
standard is that the primary standard does
not require any other reference for calibration; whereas the secondary standard requires calibrations both during manufacturing and at intervals during use depending on
the accuracy desired.
Cesium beam frequency standard
Cesium beam standards are in use wherever the goal is a very high accuracy primary
frequency standard. In fact, the NBS frequency standard itself is of the cesium beam
type. The cesium beam standard is an
atomic resonance device which provides access to one of nature’s invariant frequencies
in accord with the principles of quantum
mechanics. The cesium standard is a true
primary standard and requires no other reference for calibration.

TABLE 1

Comparison of Frequency Standards
~~~~~~~

Standard

Principal advantage

Principal construction feature

Cesium Atomic Beam Resonator
Controlled Oscillator.

Atomic beam interaction with fieldsminimum disturbances of resonating
atoms due to collisions and
extraneous influences.

High intrinsic reproducibility and
long-term stability. Designated as
rimary standard for definition of
ime interval.

Rubidium Gas Cell Resonator
Controlled Oscillator.

Gas buffered resonance cell with
optically pumped state selection.

Compact and light weight. High
degree of short-term stability.

Quartz Crystal Oscillator.

Piezoelectrically active quartz crystal
with electronic stabilization.

Very compact, light and rugged.
Inexpensive.

The H P Model 5061A and the new 5062C
are portable cesium beam standards proved
capable of realizing the cesium transition
frequency approaching levels of accuracy
and long term stability achieved by largescale laboratory models. Recent beam tube
improvements have made the short-term
stability comparable to that of the Rubidium
Frequency Standard. With this improved
performance cesium standards now have the
capability of rapid measurement to high precision along with the excellent long term
stability necessary for timekeeping.
Rubidium frequency standard
Rubidium frequency standards feature a
high order of both short-term and long-term
frequency stability. These are both important in certain fields such as deep-space
communications, satellite ranging, and doppler radar.
Rubidium standards are similar to cesium
beam standards in that an atomic resonant
element prevents drift of a quartz oscifllator
through a frequency lock loop. Yet the
rubidium gas cell is dependent upon gas mixture and gas pressure in the cell. It must be
calibrated and then it is subject to a small
degree of drift. The drift is typically 100
times less than the best quartz crystal standard.
Quartz crystal oscillators
Quartz oscillators are used in virtually
every frequency control application including atomic standards. The excellent shortterm stability and spectral purity of the
quartz oscillators used in Hewlett-Packard
atomic standards contribute to the high quality of the output signal of these standards.
For less demanding applications where
some long-term drift can be tolerated, quartz
oscillators are used as independent frequency sources. The quartz oscillator designs have improved over the years to provide a relatively low cost, small-size source
of frequency.

P

However, an inherent characteristic of
crystal oscillators is that their resonent frequency change with time. Ater an initial
aging period of a few days to a month, the
rate-of-change of frequency or aging rate is
almost constant. Over a long period the accumulated drift could amount to a serious
error, and periodic frequency checks are
needed to maintain an accurate quartz crystal frequency standard.
Stability
Stability is specified in two ways. Long
term stability refers to slow changes in the
average frequency with time due to secular
changes in the resonator and is usually expressed as a ratio, Alf for a given period of
time. For quartz oscillators this is often
termed “aging rate” and specified in “parts
per day.” Rubidium standards being more
stable are specified in “parts per month.”
On the other hand, Cesium Beam Standards
are primary units with no systematic drift.
Therefore, the frequency of these primary
standards is guaranteed to a specified accuracy.
Short-term stability refers to changes in
frequency over a time sufficiently short so
that change in frequency due to long term
effects is negligible.
Short-term stability is usually specified as
the nns average of a number of measurements each over a specified period of time.
The longer the averaging time used, the
more any deviation is obscured since the average must approach the mean or nominal
output frequency in the long run. HewlettPackard specifies the short-term stability of
its standards in accordance with the definition developed by the National Bureau of
Standards and others .* Measurements conforming to this definition can be easily made
with available test equipment including the
H P 5360A Computing Counter. Figure 1 is a
comparison of the short-term stability of
various frequency standards.
’Statistics of Atomic Standards, D. Allan, Proceedings of IEEE,
Feb. 1966, page 221.

Figure 1. Short term stability of various
standards.

frequency is determined by counting the
number of cycles over the period of a second. The Master Clock at the U.S. Naval
Observatory, one of the world's most accurate clocks, is made of an ensemble of more
than a dozen Hewlett-Packard cesium beam
frequency standards. The USNO directly
controls the distribution of precise time and
time interval (frequency) from Naval radio
stations, LORAN-C (operated by U.S.
Coast Guard), Omega and Satellite Navigation Systems. Hewlett-Packard portable
cesium standards, "flying clocks," are used.
to periodically check the synchronization
between these stations and the Master
Clock.
Hewlett-Packard cesium beam standards
are widely used to drive precision clocks because of the extremely good long-term stability and reliability of this primary standard. If a quartz oscillator or other secondary standard is used, it must be evaluated for
rate of drift and be corrected periodically.

Spectral purity
Spectral purity is the degree to which a
signal is coherent, or, expressed in another
way, a single frequency with a minimum of
sideband noise power. It is very desirable to
have high spectral purity in a standard signal. This is especially important in applications where the standard frequency is multiplied to very high or microwave frequencies so that the frequency spectrum of the
signal will be reasonably narrow.
The signal and its frequency spectrum are
analogous to a frequency modulated wave
where the total power is constant. If the frequency multiplying device is broadband, the
ratio of the total sideband power to the signal power increases as the square of the multiplying factor. With frequency multiplication the signal-to-noise ratio will be degraded 6 dB per octave and 20 dB per decade.
Hewlett-Packard oscillators are designed
to give exceptional spectral purity. One
method of indicating spectral purity is with a
phase noise plot. Figure 2 shows the performance of the H P 5061A, Opt. 004
Cesium Beam Atomic Frequency Standard.

Time scale
The time interval of the atomic time scale
is the International Second, defined in-October 1967 by the Thirteenth General .Conference of Weight and Measures. Since
January 1972 the frequency offset between
UTC and Atomic Time has been zero and
the UTC time scale is kept in synchronism
with the rotation of the earth to within k0.9
second by step-time adjustments of exactly
1 second, when needed.
The U.S. National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and USNO provide the official basis
for Standards Time for the United States.
The UTC signal is broadcast from the NBS
stations WWV and WWVB and by several
others stations throughout the world. (See
Hewlett-Packard Application Note 52-1,
Fundamentals of Time and Frequency
Standards, for a list of stations broadcasting
time signals).

Frequency standards and clocks
Frequency standard and clocks have no
fundamental differences-they are based
upon dual aspects of the same phenomenon.
Time and frequency are intangible quantities
which can be measured only with respect to
some physical quantity. The basic unit of
time, the second, is defined as the duration
of 9,192,631,770 periods of transition within
the cesium atom. Conversely an unknown

Standby power supplies
Minimum down-time, important for any
system, is vital to a time standard. Its worth
depends directly on continuity of operation.
Noninterrupted operation is also important
to ultra-precise quartz oscillators.
Hewlett-Packard standby power supplies
ensure continued operation despite line interruptions, and operate over a range of ac
line voltage to supply regulated dc to oper-

ate frequency standards and frequency dividers and clocks. The batteries in the
supplies assume the full load immediately
when ac power fails.
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Figure 2. 5061A Phase Noise
Hewlett-Packard time and
frequency standard
The Hewlett-Packard House Standard at
the Santa Clara Division consists of an ensemble of four Hewlett-Packard Cesium
Beam Standards each with the Option 004
High Performance Tube.
The standard is compared to the U.S.
Naval Observsatory Master Clock in
Washington, D.C. by means of Loran D and
TV Line 10 measurements through the
USASTRATCOM satellite system. It is
also compared with the U.S. National
Bureau of Standards Frequency Standard
(NBS FS) at Boulder, Colorado by means of
LORAN-C through the Naval Observatory.
The frequency uncertainty of the standard is
within a few parts in 1013with respect to the
standards maintained by the NBS and the
USNO.
Time is maintained relative to the Naval
Observatory and the National Bureau of
Standards master clocks to an accuracy of
better than k2.5 microseconds.This accuracy is verified with Flying Clock trips from
the Naval Observatory to both HewlettPackard Santa Clara Division and
Hewlett-Packard Geneva. Both locations
have been designated U.S. Naval Observatory Time Reference Stations.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic frequency standards
,-<.a

Models 5061A, 5062C, 5065A
5061A
Primary standard, +1 x IO-"
Proven reliability
World-wide usage

5061A, Opt 004
Accuracye7 x 10-l2
Settabilityel x I O - l 3
Short term 5 x 10-'2 (1 sec avg)

accuracy

5061A

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard Atomic Frequency Standards have become the
world-wide standards for frequency and time keeping since the introduction of the 5060A Cesium Standards in 1964. With the introduction of the 5062C the user now has a choice of four different
frerquency standards to satisfy a wide variety of applications:
1) 5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard. This standard with
an accuracy of +1 x lo-" was introduced in 1%7 to replace the
5060A. The high accuracy and excellent reliability of these units
have gained world-wide acceptance of H P frequency standards.
2) 5061A with Option 004 High Performance Cesium Beam Tube.
With the Unique design features in this improved Cesium Beam
Tube, the 5061A accuracy is +7 x 10-l2and short term stability is
improved by a factor of 10.
3) 5062C Cesium Beam Frequency Reference. This new unit with
its small cesium beam tube is designed for on-line system applications where a rugged primary standard is required.
4) 5065A Rubidum Frequency Standard. This instrument features excellent long and short term stability performance at approximately one-half the cost of a cesium standard.
The units are described in detail on the following pages and the
specifications are combined in a table to facilitate the comparison
and selection of the best unit to suit the user's application.
Principles of operation
The basic block diagram of both cesium and rubidium standards is
the same (see Figure 1). The output of the 5 MHz Crystal Oscillator
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Figure 1. Block diagram of atomic frequency standards.

is multiplied and synthesized to the atomic resonance frequency
(6834+ MHz for rubidium and 9192+ MHz for Cesium). The signal
is frequency modulated to sweep through the atomic resonance frequency causing the beam intensity in the cesium tube or transmitted

light through the rubidium cell to vary. The output signal is amplified
and through a phase detector controls the frequency of a low noise 5
MHz quartz crystal oscillator. This oscillator provides the 5 MHz
output. Dividers produce 1 MHz and 100 kHz outputs.
The invariant resonance frequency of the cesium atoms passing
through the microwave cavity maintain the output frequency of the
cesium standard constant to extremely high accuracy. The accuracy
is in part a function of the microwave cavity length and is highest in
the 5061A with the long cavity of the high performance beam tube.
In the rubidium standard a buffer gas is required to reduce collisions between the rubidium atoms in the gas cell and the resonant
frequency varies slightly with the pressure of the buffer gas. As a
result, the rubidium standard has to be calibrated and the frequency
drifts slowly with time because of small changes in gas pressure and
other effects within the rubidium cell and lamp. Offsetting this disadvantage are: 1) high signal-to-noise ratio of the rubidum cell output which results in excellent short term stabilty and; 2) a lower cost
standard because of the simpler rubidium cell and associated electronics.
Each of the instruments has front panel controls, a circuit check
switch and meter for monitoring performance. These and other controls are protected by a panel door. Front panel lights indicate any
interruption of continuous operation and that the crystal oscillator is
locked to the atomic resonance.
Applications: starting with their initial usage as reference standards
in national laboratories the applications of H P atomic standards
have expanded to include use in operational systems such as the
LORAN C and OMEGA navigation transmitters, satellite tracking
and guidance stations, very long base line interferometers, navigation receivers based on direct distance measurement (LORAN
Rho-Rho), geophysical survey positioning systems and communications systems. Precise timing for frequency control is required for
some secure communication systems and to improve efficiency of
PCM and spread spectrum systems.
Cesium standard accuracy: the cesium beam standard is a primary frequency standard. A cesium beam tube carefully constructed
along with the required supporting electronics will, when independently aligned, put out the correct frequency within very narrow
limits. The frequency spread of the output for over 250 independently aligned 5061A standards with the standard beam tube is
shown in Figure 2. It can be seen from this data that the frequency
perturbations in the standard beam tube are so small that all the units
of each other and of the NBS frequency. The
are within 2 5 x
one signal standard deviation is 1 x
between units. This performance is intrinsic to the 5061A and is achieved without calibration. The absolute accuracy, intrinsic reproducibility and absence of
any perceptible long-term drift or aging are important advantages of
cesium standards and assure that the output frequency of a cesium
standard is always within the specified accuracy.
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Figure 2. Frequency of independently aligned 5061A Cesium
Beam Standards with standard beam tube.

5061A Cesium beam standard
The first Hewlett-Packard Cesium Beam Standard, the 5060A,
was introduced in 1964. This was followed in 1967 with the improved
5061A and in 1973 with the high performance beam tube option for
the 5061A. Over this 11 year period the accuracy and reliability of
Hewlett-Packard cesium standards has been demonstrated and
these standards have become the world-wide standard for frequency
and time keeping. The 5061A has provision for an optional digital
divider and reliable, easy-to-read LED clock (Option 001) and for a
battery with I/z hour standby power capacity with automatic charging (Option 002).
Reliability and Warranty: over 25 million operation hours have
proven the performance and reliability of Hewlett-Packard cesium
beam standards in various world-wide applications. The units have
provided dependable microsecond accuracy in aircraft, ship and
fixed environments.
A three-year warranty on the 5061A and the standard cesium
beam tube is provided as a result of proven field reliability over an
extended period. This warranty includes replacement of the cesium
beam tube if it should fail within the warranty period. Typically,
beam tube life has been in excess of four years.
5061A with Opt 004, high performance cesium beam
tube
The Hewlett-Packard Model 506 1A primary frequency standard
with the Option 004 cesium beam tube offers increased stability and
accuracy in the instrument which has become the worldwide standard of frequency and time keeping since its introduction in 1967.
Improvements in magnetic shielding, ruggedization and environ-

mental performance permit improved performance and expansion of
navigation and communication systems that have been made practical by the 5061A.
The design concept of the high performance beam tube includes
unique H P designed dual beam optics with higher beam intensity to
accomplish better short term stability and greater immunity to effects of shock and vibration. A 50 percent increase in resonance
cavity length without change in the overall beam tube size contributes to better accuracy and settability because of the high Q of the
narrower resonant line width. This tube retains the unique cesium
standard feature of virtually no long term instability or aging.
which provides
The intrinsic accuracy is improved to +.7 x
an excellent reference standard without need of calibration. If desired, as in many timekeeping applications, two or more units may
be calibrated to determine the difference in rate or may be adjusted
to the same frequency. With the improved settability specifications
of 1 x 10-13 small changes in frequency are accomplished rapidly
and accurately. A provision for degaussing the tube without adversely affecting the instrument operation allows removal of any
residual magnetic field in the tube. This is important in achieving the
settability performance.
The short term stability specifcation is improved by a factor of
ten with the new tube. The 5 x 10-l2 (1 sec avg.) performance
compares very favorably with that of rubidium type standards which
are noted for their excellent short term stability. An important advantage from the better short term stability is the capability to make
measurements to 1 sigma precision of 1 x 10-l2 in about one minute
compared to the two hours required previously. The 5061A with the
Option 004 High Performance Tube has the same high reliability as
the 5061A with the standard tube. The new high performance tube is
warranted for 14 months (10 000 hours) and is designed to have the
same long life as the standard tube.
10653A/B/C Retrofit kit
The high performance beam tube may be installed in place of the
standard tube in existing H P 5060A or 5061A Cesium Standards.
The 10653A/B/C Kit includes the new tube and the parts necessary
for installation. Further information on the 10653AIBIC Retrofit Kit
is available from H P Sales Offices.
10638 Degausser
The Model 10638A Degausser is designed for use with the Option
004 High Performance Beam Tube to achieve settability of ?lX
10-13 and reproducibility of 2 3 x 10-I2. The degausser removes.
residual magnetic fields in the beam tube which slowly decay and
cause a small frequency change. The degausser should be used when
initially setting up the 5061A with Option 004 or after the instrument
has been moved or adjusted.
1081A/B LED clock kit
The LED Clock readout is available as a retrofit kit to replace the
mechanical clock used in earlier models of the 5061A and in the
5065A Rubbidium Standard.
E21-5061A Flying clock
The E21-5061A consists of a 5061A Cesium Beam Standard with
Option 001 LED Clock and K02-5060A Power Supply joined together to make one portable unit. The power supply, which can be
operated from 6 or 12 V dc, 24 to 30 V dc, or 115/230 V 2 lo%, 50 to
400 Hz, will provide approximately 7 hours standby power (from
sealed nickel-cadmium batteries) for the 5061A Cesium Beam Standard.
This wide range of operating power cababilities enables the E215061A to operate on local power in virtually any country in the
world. Operation is approved aboard commercial aircraft. The
seven hours of standby capability make it possible to travel where
there is no power available and, of course, allow the E21-5061A to
conveniently be transported between power sources and operated in
almost any air or surface vehicle as a "flying clock" (see HewlettPackard Journal, August 1%6 and December 1967).
The Option 004 tube, becuase of the improved shielding, offers a
significant increase in accuracy under the varying earth's magnetic
field conditions experienced by flying clocks and is a desirable addition to the E21-5061A. In addition, the better short term stability
permits more accurate and rapid comparison of standards. The Option 002 Battery may also be added to increase standby capability.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic frequency standards
Models 5061A, 5062C, 5065A (cont.)
Primary f requencylt ime reference
Fast warm-up
Rugged, reliable

5062C

5062C Cesium beam frequency reference
The Model 5062C Cesium Beam Frequency Reference is a rugged
and compact precision oscillator designed for use in surface and
airborne systems such as shipboard navigation systems and air
transport communication systems. It combines the precision of a
laboratory primary standard with the rugged, compact features required for on-line system operations in the extreme environments
sometimes encountered in ships and aircraft.
Features important for system operation are the expanded operating temperature range (-28°C to +65"C), 20 minute warm-up, frequency accuracy of within 2 3 parts in 10" (including temperature
and magnetic field effects) with negligible long-term drift and no
need for calibration.
The basic design of the Model 5062C is patterned after that of the
Hewlett-Packard Model 5060A and the 5061A Cesium Beam
Clocks, but this rugged unit is 25% smaller in size. Yet, space is
provided for an optional clock and standby batteries. Other features
such as special output frequencies or a time code generator may be
added. The key to the smaller size is a newly developed, small,
rugged cesium beam tube. This tube, approximately six inches long
and four inches diameter, includes all the features of the sixteen inch
tube used in the H P 5061A to insure high accuracy and stability plus
long life. In addition, multiple cesium beams assure accuracy under
the shock, vibration and acceleration encountered in operating systems.
New, compact electronics compliment the small beam tube in
accomplishing the 5062C design. Plug-in keyed printed circuit cards
assure ease of maintenance. Particular attention has been given to
both the electronics and mechanical design to the temperature,
shock and vibration encountered in system applications. The resulting rugged design assures stable operation under extreme environmental conditions. The 5062C meets many of the requirements of
MIL-E-16400 specification for ship and shore equipment. These include the wide operating temperature range, the 400 pound hammer
blow specified by MIL-S-901 and the Type I shipboard vibration of
MIL-STD-167-1 (4-50 Hz).
With minor circuit additions the rugged, commercial, design of the
5062C meets the operating requirements of military specification
MIL-F-28811 (EC). The nomenclature, 0-1695/U has been assigned
to this version of the instrument which is identified as the 5062C,
Option 010. The added features are described below.
Reliability: the unit incorporates conservatively designed circuits to

insure reliability. Similar designs in the 5061A Cesium Beam Sandard have demonstrated mean time between failures (MTBF) in
excess of 40,000hours in laboratory environments.
Ease of maintenance was included along with reliability and
ruggedness as design goals of the 5062C. The front panel circuit
monitoring switch and meter permit checks for proper operation and
monitoring of critical functions. In the event of a malfunction, troubleshooting is simplified by well marked test points on the circuit
cards and mother boards. Board extenders permit access to individual boards while operating. The circuit boards are keyed to assure
that they are properly located. The few board adjustments are readily accessible when the instrument covers are removed. The 5062C
is supplied with pivot slides for easy access when the unit is rack
mounted. All these features simplify troubleshooting and minimize
mean time to repair (MTTR) in the event of failure.
Options: the 5062C is designed to include clock and battery options
and space is available to add other features required to meet systems
requirements. Special output frequencies, time code generators, and
additional buffered outputs may be added. The following standard
options are available.
Option 001 Digital clock: this option adds a front panel LED display of hours, minutes and seconds. A digital divider generates one
pulse-per-second from 5 MHz. This master pulse may be synchronized to a reference pulse.The digital clock and the clock 1 PPS
are adjustable in phase with respect to the master pulse in 0.1 microsecond steps.
Option 002 Standby battery: the sealed gelled-electrolyte battery
provides a minimum of one hour standby at 25°C after full charge.
The battery is automatically recharged after use. When external
power fails, the standby battery assures continuous output without
interruption.
Option 003 Digital clock and standby battery: this option combines Option 001 and 002.
Option 010 Time-code generator: this option includes the Option
001 Digital Clock and Option 002 Standby Battery along with other
special features required to meet the operating requirements of the
0-1695/U Frequency Standard, Cesium Beam in accordance with
Military Specification MIL-F-2881 l(EC). These include a time code
generator, four one-pulse-per-minute outputs, additional 5 MHz
outputs, added RFI shielding and special rear panel and mating
connectors. The rugged design of the 5062C meets the environmental requirements of the military specification.

Compact, low-price atomic standard
Long term drift rate <1 x 10-ll/mo
Short term stability <5 x 10-13(100 sec avg)

5065A Rubidium frequency standard
The H P Model 5065A is an atomic-type secondary frequency
standard which uses a rubidium vapor resonance cell as the stabilizing element. As a result, it has long term stability of better than 1 x
lo-" per month which exceeds that of high quality quartz oscillator
frequency standards by 50 to 100 times. Furthermore, it has excellent short term stability. These features contribute to its desirability
as a coherent signal source, as a master oscillator for radio and radar
systems where special requirements for stability and/or narrow
bandwidth must be met, as a precision time keeper where the better
performance of a cesium beam primary standard is not required, and
as a house frequency standard for improved accuracy with fewer
NBS calibrations compared to that required with quartz standards.
Front panel controls and circuit check meter of the 5065A are
protected by a panel door. The magnetic field control provides fine
frequency adjustment with which the frequency can be set to a precision of better than 2 x lo-'* without reference to a chart. The 5
MHz low noise quartz oscillator is phase locked to the atomic frequency and provides the standard 5 MHz, 1 MHz, and 100 kHz
outputs. The circuit check meter with selector switch monitors key
voltages and currents for routine maintenance readings, calibration
procedures, and fault finding.
The 5065A is designed for assured operation-to give the user
confidence that the standard output signals are correct and locked to
the atomic frequency. Logic within the unit maintains power to a
"continuous operation" light on the front panel. If operation is interrupted, even momentarily, for any reason the light goes out and
stays out until manually reset. An integrator limit light warns when
the frequency correcting servo loop is approaching the limit of its
dynamic range.
The H P Model 5065A is contained in a small sized package and is
lightweight in comparison to a cesium beam standard. Additionally
the rubidium resonance cell is much more frequency stable than
quartz oscillators while subjected to shock and vibration, EMC,
humidity, and magnetic field effects.
Reliability and warranty: the most significant module in the H P
5065A in terms of performance is the Rubidium Vapor Frequency
Reference (RVFR). This temperature controlled, magnetically
shielded unit includes the Rb gas cell and a photo sensitive detector
designed for maximum possible reliability. Field expereience, in-

cluding several million hours of operation, have demonstrated this
reliability and the module is now warranted for a period of three
years. This increased warranty protects the owner in the event of
random failure.
The Option 001 Digital Clock has an easy to read LED time-ofday display. The olive black upper panel provides a dark
background around the readout for excellent contrast and readability. Initial clock setting is accomplished by means of pushbuttons
easily accessible by removing the top cover. The LED display offers
high reliability, freedom from errors due to mechanical shock, and
performance over the full environmental range of the 5065A. A sync
button on the digital divider permits automatic synchronization of
this 1 PPS pulse to an external pulse. The clock 1 PPS is adjustable
in decade steps from 1 ps to 1 s, with respect to the synchronized
reference, with 6 thumbwheel switches. A screwdriver adjustment
allows fine continuous adjustment over a range of 1 psec.
T o conserve battery power, the display is not illuminated when ac
power is not available. A STANDBY READ pushbutton below the
display is used for readout when operating on the internal battery or
external dc.
The LED clock readout is available as a retrofit kit, H P Model
10810AIB, to replace the mechanical clock in earlier models of the
5065A. Contact your Hewlett-Packard sales office for full details.
The Option 002 Standby Battery provides the 5065A with a
minimum of 10 minutes standby power at 25°C. Switchover from
line to battery is automatic so there is no interruption of operation if
ac line power should fail. A front panel ac interruption light warns
when ac power has failed or has been disconnected. Fast or float
charging rates may be selected when ac power is available.
The Option 003 combines the Option 001 Clock and Option 002
Battery and should be specified if both Options 001 and 002 are
required.
E21-5065A Portable time standard
E21-5065A Portable Time Standard is a complete system for precision timekeeping and for transporting time from one location to
another. It consists of the 5065A Rubidium Standard with digital
clock and divider (Option 001) and the K02-5060A Power Supply
with 6 or more hours standby capability. The component units are
held together by side bars, and the interconnecting cables are protected by a back cover.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic frequency standards
Models 5061A, 5062C, 5065A (cont.)

Specifications
Instrument:

5061A Option 004

5061A

5062C

5065A

Cesium

Cesium

Cesium

Rubidium

Type of Standard:
Accuracy: maintained in magnetic field to 2 gauss
and over temperature range of:
Stability:
long Term:
Short Term 5 MHP):

Averaging t i m e 0.01 sec
1 sec
10 sec
100 sec

SSB Phase Noise
Signal (1 Hz BW)
Offset from signal:

HE 10-3

10-2
lo-’
0
10’
102
103

+7 x 10-12
0 to 50°C

*l x 10-1’
0 to 50°C

*3 x 10-1’
-28°C to +65”C

*3 x 10-12“)
1.5 x 10-10
5 x 10-12
2.7 x 10-12
8.5 x 10-13

+5 x 10-12“)
1.5 x
5.6 x lo-“
2.5 x lo-”
8 x 10-l2

*1 x 10-11“’
4 x 10-10
7 x 10-11
2.2 x 10-11
7 x 10-12

21 x 10-Vmonth

-28dB
-48 dB
-68 dB
-96 dB
-120 dB
-125 dB
- 140 dB

-8dB

-6dB

-28 dB
-48 dB
-82 dB
-120 dB
-125 dB
-140 dB

-26 dB
-46 dB
-74 dB
-114 dB
-134 dB
-144 dB

-25dB
-52 dB
-72 dB
-93 dB
-120 dB
-126 dB
- 140 dB

25 x 10-12

21 x

27 x 10-13

22 x 10-12

Reproducibility
Settability (fnquency):

1.5 x 10-10
5 x 10-12
1.6 x 10-12
5 x 10-13

10-11

~~

OC Magnetic Field Stability

k2 x 10-13
2 Gauss Field

22 x 10-12
2 Gauss Field

<z

x 10-12
2 Gauss Field

<5 x 10-12
1 Gauss Field

Warm-up:

At 25°C
30 Min.

At 25°C
45 Min.

At -28°C
20 Min.

At 25°C
1x
1 hr.
5 x 10-11 4 hrs.

Sinusoidal Outputs:
Output Voltage
Harmonic Distortion: (below rated output)
Non-Harmonic related output: (below rated output)
Under vibration or AC Mag Field:
Signal-to-Phase Noise Ratio in 30 kHz noise BW (1 and 5 MHd:

5 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz, Front & Rear BNC
1 V into 50 ohms

>40 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

240 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

>40 dB
280 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

>40 dB
>80 dB
>60 dB
>87 dB

Environmental
Temperature, operating with Option 001, 002 or OlO(4)

0 to 50°C

Fnq.change from 25 “C:

c 5 x 10-12

0 to 50°C
c5 x 10-12

-28 to +65”C
<2 x lo-”

0 to 50°C
<4 x lo-”

Temperature, non-operating without options
with Option 001:
with Option 002 or O W )

-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 50°C

-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 50°C

-62°C to 75°C
-40% to 75%
-40°C to 60°C

-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 75°C
-40°C to 50°C

Humidity, operating: 95% up t o

40°C

40°C

50°C

40°C

Altitude, operating
Max. frequency change

40,000Ft.
2 x 10-12

40.000 Ft.
2 x 10-12

50,000 Ft.
5 x 10-12

40,000Ft.
2 x 10-1’

NOTES:
(1) For life of beam tube.
(2) Short-term stability for the 5061A with both standard and high performance tubes is given for
the normal loop time constant. For improved short-term stability in controlled environments
the long time constant may be used.
(3) With 10638 Degausser.
(4) 5062C onk.

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Atomic frequency standards
Models 5061A, 5062C, 5065A (cont.)

60 and 400 Hz *lo%

5061A Opl

50614

50626

<2 x 10-

<2 x IO-" for
2 Gauss peak

<2 x IO-'* for

2 Gauss I

2 Gauss peak

MIL-STD-167-1

MIL-E- 16400

I

MIL-T-21200,

ice 3, Class A
50. 60 or 400 Hz -t

43
DC:

Weight: (Iblkg)
Option 001: Add (Ib1kg)
002: Add (Ib/kg)

43

27 W
1017.5 W
2214.5 W

Option 001: Add (ACIDC)
002: Add (AC1DC)
010: Add (AC1DC)
Dimensions (H x W x 0): mm:
inches

I

w

27 W
1017.5 W
2214.5 W

221 x 425 x 416
x 16% x 1631a x
70131.8
210.9
5/23

Price
$20,450
add $2125
add $1025
add $3150
add $3250
add $15
add $4500

$880

6 , 1151230 V k 10%

48

w

I

..49

1217.5 W
2513 W
62115 W
133 x 482 x 533
5'14 x 19 x 21

67130.5
210.9
512.3

50122.7
512.3
1516.8

w

35 w
1017.5 W
610 W

33 w

221 x 425 x 416
x 16314 x 1631a

8314

8314

Ordering information
5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard
Opt 001: Clock
Opt 002: Standby Power Supply
Opt 003: Clock and Standby Power Supply
Opt 004: High Performance Beam Tube
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
E21-5061.4Flying Clock
Consists of: 5061A with Opt 001 (not included in
E21 price) and K02-5060A Standby Power Supply.
Weight: 64 kg (141 Ib).
Size: 425 W x 405 W X 546 mm D (163/4"X 15%3"
x 211/2")(includes handles).
10638A Degausser
Weight: 1.2 kg (3 lb).
Size: 130 H x 77 W x 279 mm D (5%" x 3 1 / ~ x~ "
1 I").

w

133 x 425 x 416
x K3/4 x 163/a

5'/4

34115.4
210.9
3.511.6

5062C Cesium Beam Frequency Reference
Opt 001: Clock
Opt 002: Standby Power Supply
Opt 003: Clock and Standby Power Supply
Opt 010: Clock, Battery, Time-Code Generator
5065.4 Rubidium Frequency Standard
Opt 001: Clock
Opt 002: Standby Power Supply
Opt 003: Clock and Standby Power Supply
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
E21-5065.4Portable Time Standard
Consists of: 5065A with Opt 001 (not included in
E21 price) and K02-5060A Standby Power Supply.
Weight: 50 kg (110 Ib).
Size: 425 H x 405 W x 546 mm D (16%'' x 1515/1d'
x 2 11 / ~ "(includes
)
handles).

$19,000
add $2150
add $1025
add $3175
add $5750
$9250
add $2125
add $495
add $2620
add $10
add $4500

% ? ,

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Quartz frequency standards
Models 105AIB
High spectral purity
Well-buffered outputs
Aging <5 x 10-lo per day

Models lO5A and B Quartz Oscillators provide state-of-the-art
performance in precision frequency and time systems because of
their excellent long and short term stability characteristics, spectrally pure outputs, unexcelled reliability, and ability to operate
under a wide range of environmental conditions. They fill a need for
a small and economical yet highly stable precision quartz oscillator
for frequency and time standards. Both models can be operated from
the ac line; the 1058 has a built-in 8-hour standby battery for uninterrupted operation should line power fail. Both have 5 MHz, 1
MHz and 100 kHz buffered sinusoidal outputs with excellent short
term stability ( 5 parts in IO1* rms for 1 s averaging time) and aging
rate ( 4parts in 1010 per day).
The IO5A/B features rapid warm-up. Typically, the oscillator will
be within 1 part in IO9 of the previous frequency in 30 minutes after
an "off' period of 24 hours. The basis of these oscillators is an
extremely stable 5 MHz, 5th overtone quartz crystal developed by
Hewlett-Packard. New technologies in the crystal mounting and
packaging have resulted in a cleaner crystal which in turn has a
lower aging rate. The crystal, oscillator and AGC circuit are all
enclosed in a proportional oven which reduces the temperature effects on these components and circuits.
The 68 mm x 68 mm x 137 mm (2.7" x 2.7" x 5.4") package
containing the oven enclosed crystal oscillator with AGC circuit and
buffer amplifier are available separately as a component oscillator,
the K07-105A, for use in equipment where a high quality 5 MHz
source is required. Details are available from Hewlett-Packard sales
offices.
Particular care was taken to provide a spectrally pure 5 MHz
output which, when multiplied high into the microwave region, provides signals with spectra only a few cycles wide. Spectra less than 1
Hz wide can be obtained in X-band (8.2 to 12.4 GHz). The stability
and purity of the 5 MHz output make it suitable for doppler measurements, microwave spectroscopy, and similar applications where
the reference frequency must be multiplied by a large factor.

Specifications
Outputs: 5 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz; 1 V rms into 5 0 0 front and rear
connectors.
Clock output: 1 MHz or 100 kHz; 0.5 V rms into 1 k 0 , rearconnector. Normally supplied wired for 1 MHz output.
Frequency stability
Aging rate: ( 5 x 10-lo per 24 hours.
Short-term stability: for 5 MHz output only.
dsec)
10-2

I

10-1
100

I

I

u Af/f ( 2 , ~ )
1.5 x 10-10

1.5 x lo-''
5 x 10-12

I

I

i

At (2,r)sec
1.5 x

total change 0°C to 50°C.
Temperature: ~ 2 . 5x
Load: *2 x IO-" open to short circuit, 50R R, L or C load
change.
Supply voltage: ? 5 x
for 22-30 V dc from 26 V dc reference and for 115/230 V f 10%
Warm-up (at 25°C): to within 1 x lo-' of previous frequency in 15
in 30 min.
min., 1 x
in 20 min., 1 x
Distortion (5 MHz, 1 MHz, 100 kHz) below rated output
Harmonic: >40 dB.
Non-harmonic: >80 dB.
Signal-to-noise ratio: for 1 and 5 MHz, >90 dB in a 30 kHz noise
BW ( 5 MHz output filter BW is approximately 100 Hz).
Frequency adjustments
Fine: 5 x IO-* range with digital dial reading parts in IO'".
Coarse: 1 x IO4 front panel screwdriver control.
Phase locking: external + 5 V to -5 V allows > 2 x IO-* frequency control for locking to external source.
Environmental
Temperature, operating: 0°C to +50°C.
Temperature, storage: -40°C to +75"C (+50" for 1058).
Altitude: 15.24 km (50000 ft.).
Shock: MIL-T-21200 (30 Gs).
Vibration: MIL-STD- 167 and MIL-T-21200.
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC): MIL-I-6181D.
Standby supply capacity: model 1058 only, 8 hours at 25°C ambient temperatures.
Power requirements: 115/230 V 2 IO%, 50-400 Hz at 17 W (70 W
warm-up) for 105A. For 1058 add 1 W for float charge and 12 W for
fast charge. 22-30 V dc at 6.4 W (10.3 W warm-up).
Size: 88 H x 425 W x 286 mm D (315/32" x 163/4" x 11%").
Weight: 105A - net, 8 kg (16 Ib). Shipping, 10.5 kg (23 Ib). 1058 net, 11 kg (24 Ib). Shipping, 14 kg (31 Ib).
Options
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra manual

Price
add $10
add $10.50

(r

1.5 x
5 x 10-12

Ordering information
105A Quartz Oscillators
105B Quartz Oscillators

$2800

$3250

FREQUENCY & TI E STANDARDS
Component Oscillators
Model 10544AlBlC
Excellent spectral purity
Low power
Fast warm-up

High reliability
Rugged
Compact

PHASE NOISE
c

0

5

( I Hz BW)

100

10544A

----

%-

10544BlC
(3
fn
I

10

100

1,000

10.000

OFFSET FROM CARRIER

(Hz)

Specifications
10544A
10 MHz
1.0 2 0.2 V rms
1000 n

output:

The 10544 Quartz Crystal Oscillators were developed by
Hewlett-Packard to meet the needs for compact, high stability oscillators in test equipment and systems. Their excellent short-term
stability and high spectral punty are especially desirable in applications where multiplication and synthesis are used to generate
microwave frequencies. Rugged construction and high quality components assure high reliability and optimum performance. With the
extremely low aging rate of these oscillators, significant cost savings
can be realized at the end user by reducing the frequency of calibration needed to stay within FCC accuracy requirements.
The crystal for the oscillator is supported in a new rugged mounting in a cold-welded, high bake-out enclosure. The housing around
the crystal enclosure is massive with high thermal conductivity
which contributes both to rapid warmup and excellent temperature
stability. The oscillator, AGC amplifier and oven control circuits
are all inside a thermally insulated oven. Rigid plastic foam with
extremely low thermal conductivity is used to provide thermal insulation and firm mechanical support for the oven enclosure.
The 10544A has low power consumption because of the use of a
switching regulator in the oven controller circuits. The 10544BIC
uses a dc oven controller which requires a little bit more power but
results in better phase noise and short-term stability specifications.
The 10544C has provisions for shock mounting and uses SMB
snap-on rf connectors for the 10 MHz output and for the EFC input,
versus PC-board connectors in the A and B versions. Other differences are listed in the specification section.

The 10544 oscillators are ideally suited for use in communication
and navigation systems, synthesizers, time-code generators, counters and spectrum analyzers. The 10 MHz output frequency is a
convenient starting point since it is easily divided or multiplied.
A screwdriver adjustment through the top of the oven enclosure
permits frequency adjustment over a range of 2 x
(20 Hz), yet
the control is sensitive enough to allow adjustment to better than 1 x
(0.01 Hz). Frequency can also be controlled electronically over
a 1 Hz range with an externally applied voltage.

Impedance:

105448lC
10 MHz
0.6 2 0.1 V rms
50 n

Aglng rate (after 24-hour warmup): <5 x 10-I01day.
Short term stability:
Averaging time(s)
10-4
5 x 10-8
1 x 10-8
10-5
5 x 10-9
1 x 10-9
1 x 10-10
10-2
5 x 10-10
5 x 10-11
1 x 10-11
10-1
100
1 x 10-11
1 x 10-11
10'
1 x 10-11
1 x 10-11
102
2 x 10-11
2 x 10-11
<7 x 10-9 (0 to 7 1 ~ )
Temperature:
Load:
<5 x 10-10
<5 x 10-9
(225% load change) (+lo% load change)
Warmup: Within 5 x
of final value 20 min. after turn on.
Frequency adjustment
Coarse:
>2 x
(20 Hz)
Fine (EFC):
>1 x lo-'
Harmonic distortion: >25 dB from rated output
Non-harmonic distortion: >80 dB
>lo0 dB
SSB phase noise ratio (1 Hz bw)
For offsets of 1 Hz:
83 dB
85 dB
10 Hz:
120 dB
120 dB
100 Hr:
140 dB
140 dB
1000 Hz:
145 dB
150 dB
10000 Hz:
145 dB
150 dB
Power:
3w
4.5w
Case size: 72 H x 52 W x 62 mm D (2.8" x 2" x 2.4").
Weight: 0.31 kg (11 0 2 . ) .

Price
Quantity
1 to4:
5 to 9:
10 to 25:
25 to 49:

10544A
$625
600
575

105448
$690
665
635

525

580

10544C
$775
745
715
650

,*

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Distribution amplifier
Model 5087A
Versatile with 3 input and 12 output channels
Low noise, high stability, and isolation

The Hewlett-Packard Model 5087A Distribution Amplifier provides the isolation and flexibility required for distribution of the
output of high quality frequency standards. Low distortion and excellent isolation make it ideal for providing multiple outputs from
atomic or crystal frequency standards. The 3 input channels will
accept 10 MHz, 5 MHz, 1 MHz or 100 kHz in any combination. The
number of outputs for each channel is selectable up to a total of 12
outputs. The output levels are individually adjustable from 0 to 3 V
rms. All input and output levels are monitored on a front panel
meter.
The Distribution Amplifier features plug-in modular construction,
short circuit isolation, exceptional phase stability, low noise and
cross-talk, and uninterruped switchover to standby dc in event of ac
power failure.
The shielding around each input and output plug-in amplifier assures minimum noise and crosstalk. The tuned output amplifiers
provide clean signals and high channel-to-channel isolation.
The instrument is designed for maximum versatility and can be
supplied to meet a wide variety of special requirements. The standard configuration of input and output amplifiers is shown in Figure
1.
Several other commonly used configurations are also available
and special combinations of the various input and output modules
can be supplied. Input and output amplifiers can be added or the
configuration easily changed at any time.
INPUT
PREAMPS

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIERS
1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

Isolation
Load (open or short on any other channel)
Amplitude change: 0.1 percent.
Phase change: <0.1 ns at 5 or 10 MHz.
<0.5 ns at 1 MHz.
4 . 0 ns at 100 kHz.
Injected signal: 1 V signal up to 50 MHz applied to any output
except 10 MHz, will be down more than 60 dB in all other outputs;
10 MHz output channel will be down more than 50 dB.
SSB phase noise (5 MHz): >145 dB below signal in 1 Hz BW for
frequencies > 1 kHz from carrier.
Short term stability degradation (5 MHr) <1 x lo-'* in 10 kHz
band. (1 s average).
Environmental
Temperature: MIL-E-16400, Class 4.
Operating: 0-50°C; storage: -62" to +75"C.
Stability
Amplitude: k0.5 dB, 0" to 50°C.
Phase: <0.1 ns/"C., 5 and 10 MHz.
EMC: MIL-STD-461A.
Humidity: 95% at 40°C.
Vibration: MIL-STD-167.
Altitude: up to 30,000 ft.
Shock: MIL-T-21200, Class 1 and MIL-E-5400 (30 Gs).
General
Power: 115 or 230 V ?lo%, 48 to 440 Hz, 20 VA, m a , or 22-30 V
dc, 500 milliamperes, max.
Dimensions:88 mm H x 425 mm W x 286 mm D (3l5/3z'' x 163/4" X
11%").
Weight: typical, Opt 031-Net 7 kg (15 Ib).
Price
Options
Normal configurations (input and output amplifiers)
031: 5, 1 and 0.1 MHz inputs and 4 outputs a t each
add $1100
frequency
add 1050
032: Single 5 MHz input and 12 outputs
add $1050
033: Single 10 MHz input and 12 outputs
034: Single 5 MHz input, 4 each outputs at 5 , 1 and add $1200
0.1 MHz

10
C
11

12

Figure 1. 5087A Distribution Amplifier with Option 031, Standard
Configuration input and output amplifiers.

Specifications
Inputs (up to three, rear panel BNC)
Frequencies: 10 MHz, 5 MHz, 1 MHz or 100 kHz.
Level: 0.3 to 3.0 V rms, 50 ohms.
Outputs (up to 12 rear panel BNC)
Frequencies: 10 MHz, 5 MRz, 1 MHz or 100 kHz.
Level: 0-3 V into 50 ohms (screwdriver adjustment).
Harmonic distortion: >40 dB below rated output.
Non-harmonic distortion: >80 dB below rated output.

Special configurations
Input preamplifiers (up to 3 total)
004: Input Preamplifier (0.1 to 10 MHz)
005: 5 to 1 MHz Input Divider
006: 1 to 0.1 MHz Input Divider
011: 5 to 10 MHz Input Doubler
013: 10 to 5 MHz Input Divider
014: 10 to 1 MHz Input Divider

add $35
add $90
add $90
add $90
add $90
add $90

Output amplifiers (up to 12 total)
001: 5 MHz Output Amplifier
002: 1 MHz Output Amplifier
003: 0.1 MHz Output Amplifier
012: 10 MHz Output Amplifier
908: Rack Flange Kit

add $90
add $90
add $90
add $90
add $10

5087A: Distribution Amplifier Mainframe

$1100

FREQUENCY & TIME STANDARDS
Standby power supplies
Models 5085A 81 K02-5060A

12 Amp-hr capacity
Sealed n ickel-cad miu m cel Is
Used in “flying clocks”

K02-5060A

The H P Models 5085A and K02-5060A Standby Power Supplies
furnish dc power to keep frequency or time standard systems operating during extended interruptions of ac line power. For applications
where it is essential to maintain continuous operation and avoid loss
of precise time, the use of a standby power supply is an absolute
necessity. These units are designed for use with the HewlettPackard Cesium Beam Standards, Rubidium Vapor Standards,
Quartz Oscillators and other equipment which will operate from 22
to 30 V dc. No switching is used in transferring power from line to
battery operation and back again thus assuring uninterrupted operation.
HP K02-5060A
The K02-5060A is a very versatile unit which was designed specifically as a portable power supply for the 5061A and 5065A “Flying
Clocks” where it is necessary to operate from a wide range of power
sources along with the standby capability to maintain continuous
operation where no external power is available. A special inverter
permits operation from a 6 or 12 V dc car battery in addition to the
1151230 V ac and 24-30 V d c capability. The 12 ampere-hour
standby batteries are the sealed, nickel-cadmium type and thus
spill-proof. Mounting hardware is available to attach the K02-5060A
to either the 5061A or 5065A Standards to make a portable standard,
the E21-5061A or E21-5065A.
HP 5085
The H P 5085A is intended for installation where 115 or 230 V ac is
available. Vented nickel-cadmium batteries with an 18 ampere-hour
guaranteed capacity (derated from 25) are used. They provide about
10 hours of standby power for the 5061A Cesium Standard or 5065A
Rubidium Standard (at average ambient temperature of 25°C).
Front panel lights indicate mode of operation, report fuse failure,
and ac interrupt. A float-charge switch permits rapid recharge after
an ac power failure.

K02-5060A Specifications
Input and output voltages
Input
output
6 or 12 V d c
0-230 V, 60 Hz nominal
0-230 V ac
115 or 230 V ac, 50-400 Hz
24-30 V dc
24-30 V dc
Standby battery, 26 2 4 V d c available at all times.
AC and both dc inputs may be connected simultaneously.
Output current: 0.5 A ac, 2 A dc.
Standby capacity: 12 ampere-hour at 25”C, 7 hours standby when
used in E21-5061A, 6 hours in E21-5065A.

18 Amp-hr capacity
Vented nic kel-cadm iu m cel Is

5085A

Recharging: 1.6 hours recharging time required for each ampere
hour of discharge.
Alarm indicator: external power failure.
Panel meters: voltmeter, ammeter indicating voltage and current of
4 internal batteries and load.
Battery: four paralleled rechargeable battery packs each containing
20 sealed nickel-cadmium cells. Packs may be removed individually
without interfering with power supply operation.
Temperature
Operating 0 to 50°C.
Storage: -40 to 60°C.
Dimensions: 177 mm H x 425 mm W x 416 mm D (6%~” x 16%‘’
x 16%”).
Weight: net, 30.5 kg (67 Ib).
Accessories furnished: ac and dc input and output cables.

5085A Specifications
Output voltage: 24 r 2 V dc at rated current.
Output current: 2 amperes (2.5 A for 30 min.).
Standby capacity: (at 25°C) 18 amp-hrs. after 48 hours charge.
Alarm indicators: panel lamps indicate: (1) FUSE FAILURE, (2)
AC POWER, (3) AC INTERRUPT, (4) CHARGE.
Remote alarm provislons: SPDT relay contacts provided at rear
terminals for operating remote alarm from separate power system.
Panel meters: battery voltage and chargeldischarge current.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 -t 10% V ac; 50 to 400 Hz (2.0 A
max. at 115 V line).
Battery (supplied): vented nickel-cadmium 25 ampere-hour capacity derated to 18 ampere-hours. Periodic maintenance required.
Additional (external) battery provision: rear connector.
Temperature
Operating: 0 to 50°C.
Storage: -40 to 75°C.
Dimensions: 177 mm H x 425 mm W x 416 mm D (6V32” x 163/4”
X 16’/s”).
Weight: net, 34.1 kg (75 Ib). Shipping. 45.9 kg (101 Ib) including
battery. Option 001 (no batteries) is 22.8 kg (50 lb) less.
Accessories furnished:
AC Power Line Cable, 6 ft. long, D C Output Connector. Instrument Extension Slides (for std. 24” deep rack).
Ordering Information
5085A (complete with batteries)
Opt 001: without batteries

K025060A

Price
$2700
less $640
$3700

PULSE & WORD GENERATORS
General information

The wide range of quality pulse and word
generators available from Hewlett-Parckard
includes a cost effective solution for most
pulse testing applications. Instruments
range from inexpensive units ideal for clocking simple logic circuits to high performance
models offering precise control of all pulse
parameters which are ideal for detailed
parametric analysis. Units from 1 MHz to
1000 MHz and without output voltages ranging from a few volts to 100 V. This wide
range of instrument capabilities lets you
choose a pulse generator exactly tailored to
your testing needs.
In addition to technical performance, important design emphasis is always placed on
the ruggedness, reliability, and serviceability of every Hewlett-Packard pulse
generator. This means, for example, that all
outputs are fully protected against open and
short circuit conditions and that only the
highest quality components are used. The
result is that each of these instruments, from

the simplest to the most advanced, is a high
value generator that should provide you excellent service.

Pulse generator functional blocks
Pulse generators are made up of several
basic functional blocks. Included are repetition rate, delay, width, and slope
generators, and output amplifiers. Specific
pulse generators may include some or all of
these functional blocks, depending on the
complexity and intended applications area.
The basic pulse generator functional blocks
are described below.
The repetition rate generator is an oscillator that determines the period of the pulse
train: the time from the start of one pulse to
the beginning of the next one.
The output of the repetition rate generator
drives the delay generator and is supplied to
the front panel trigger output as a references
and synchronzing signal.
The delay generator enables shifting the

nn

DOUBLE PULSE

PULSE GENERATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM

pulse in time by delaying it a variable length
of time with respect to the trigger output. It
also furnishes the double pulse mode of operation, in which the first pulse is directed
straight to the width generator with zero
delay and a second pulse is produced after
the delay interval.
The width generator provides adjustment
of the duration of the output pulse. The
selected pulse width is independent of frequency, remaining constant as the frequency is varied. The slope generator enables setting the rise and fall times of the
output signal to simulate desired test conditions.
The output amplifier block amplifies and
conditions the pulse for clean transmission
to an external 50 ohm environment and also
includes attenuator and offset circuitry. The
attenuator provides adjustment of the
amplitude of the output pulse; offset controls permit a DC shift of the entire pulse
either above or below ground. Most
amplifiers also include a pulse complementing function to allow pulse duty cycles to
approach 100%, and provide selectable positive and negative-going pulses as well.
The external input provides a means of
controlling or synchronizing the generator with external signals. It functions in a
number of different operating modes. In
External Trigger mode the repetition rate
generator is disabled and one output pulse is
produced for each pulse received at the
external input. Manual triggering of single
pulses is also afforded.
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internal 50 ohm source also enables backterminated operation in which high impedance loads may be driven without an external terminating resistor.
Many H P generators provide, in addition,
a switch selectable 50 ohm source. The
pulse generator output stage is a current
source which produces its maximum voltage
when its total available current is concentrated in a single 50 ohm load. Thus to
achieve maximum output voltage, only one
50 ohm termination may be used, located
either at the source or at the load. With a
switch selectable source impedance you can
choose the best termination configuration
for your application. Highly capacitive
loads, for example, are best driven from a 50
ohm source without a terminating resistor at
the load. Low capacitance loads are best
driven from a high impedance source with
the 50 ohm termination placed at the load.
Independent parameters
All variable pulse parameters o n
Hewlett-Packard pulse generators can be
adjusted completely independently of one
another. This means, for example, if pulse
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offset is vaned, the amplitude is not affected, and if pulse frequency is adjusted,
transition times and width remain constant.
A further feature is complete specification
of all pulse parameters including thorough
specification of pulse perturbations and jitter. Thus you always know what pulses to
expect from your generator.
Counted burst generation
Applications such as digital circuit design
or radar testing often require a burst of
pulses with an exact predetermined length.
A digital system, for example, could be
clocked to a particular state at it’s operating
frequency using such a pulse burst, A shift
register or counter could be given a desired
number of pulses. A counted burst mode of
operation is available in several HewlettPackard generators and greatly simplifies
burst generation. The number of pulses desired is simply dialed into a thumbwheel
switch and a burst of this length will be produced upon command. All pulse parameters
(frequency, width etc.) may then be varied
without affecting the number of pulses in the
burst.
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8080 Subnanosecond PulselWord Generator System
Model No.
Max. rep. rate (MHz)

3 to 10

I

I

Rep. rate gen.
8081A
300

I

I

8091A
1000

Output V into 50 0 1500 mV p-p 1500 mV p-p
outputs

1 (inti

1 (int)

Min. trans. times

1.2 ns

0.5 ns

Delay/Advance
Offset V into 50I1
Ext. triulrate

I

Delay gen.

Word generator

8092A

8084A

1000

I 600 mV p-p

I

300

channel

I

11

Output amplifiers
8083A

300

tLIECL

2 (int)

---
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Ereq - 2 3

I

8093A

I

t1.2IECL

I

1000
1

800 ps

300 ps
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PULSE & WORD GENERATORS
General information

The counted burst feature is included in
the 8165A programmable signal source and
is optionally available in the 8011A and
8015A pulse generators.
Human engineering
Careful attention to human engineering as
well as extensive experience in the design of
instrument front panels has enabled
Hewlett-Packard to produce pulse and word
generators with logical front panel layout
and controls that are easy to operate. On
many Hewlett-Packard pulse generators
timing parameters are adjusted by horizontally oriented controls and amplitude
parameters by vertically oriented controls,
exactly as these timing and amplitude
parameters are displayed on an oscilloscope. In addition the physical relationship
of pulse period, delay, and width controls
minimizes the risk of incompatible control
settings. Reduced operator familiarization
time and faster setup of the desired pulse are
direct benefits.

Pulse generator applications
Digital integrated circuits
Digital circuit development, covering
such logic families as TTL, ECL, and
CMOS is a very important pulse generator
applications area.
MOSICMOS: MOS, and particularly
CMOS, is a popular logic family due to its
very low power dissipation, high packing
density, and high noise immunity. The
8015A and 8011A pulse generators are ideal
for MOS and CMOS applications, providing
the high amplitude, 16 volt test pulses that
these circuits require. The 8015A even produces 30 volt pulses when both its output
channels are combined. The 1915A and
1917A output stages for the 1900 system are
also suited to MOSlCMOS application.
ECL: Emitter Coupled Logic features toggle
rates over 100 MHz and propagation delays
ranging into the subnanosecond region. The
8082A pulse generator is well suited for
ECL applications ranging up to 250 MHz.
Pulse transition times variable down to a
state-of-the-art 1 ns match the 8082A to any
test specification. A low reactance 50 ohm
source helps ensure clean pulses at the device under test, and preset ECL output
levels can be selected with a single switch.
Applications above 250 MHz are covered
by the 8080 system. See the following paragraphs on subnanosecond applications.
TTL: Transistor-transistor logic is the most
popular logic family. A wide range of
Hewlett-Packard generators, including the
8005B, 8011A, 8012B, and 8007B, are well
suited to testing these devices. The 250
MHz 8082A with its 5 volt amplitude is also

well suited here, and provides frequency
coverage for future faster applications.
Subnanosecond applications
Modem research in telecommunications,
IC design, fiber optics, and in the nuclear
area often requires pulses with transition
times in the subnanosecond region. To meet
these needs, Hewlett-Packard has developed the modular 8080 system. This system, fastest of all HP’s pulsers, provides
transition times down to 300 ps and repetition rates to 1 GHz. The system is modular
so that a pulse generator can be tailored to
fit a particular testing requirement. The
8084A module brings word generation capability at rates up to 300 MHz to the system.
High voltage applications
Radar and power semiconductor testing
as well as materials and other forms of basic
research often require very high power output pulses. Model 214A offering 100 V/2 A
performance and model 1915A with 50 V/1
A are ideal for these applications.
System applications
Spurred by the need to reduce testing time
and costs, the use of automatic and
semi-automatic test systems is rapidly expanding. A primary component in such systems is a signal source whose parameters
can be remotely programmed by a computer
or other system controller.
The 8 165A programmable signal source
produces sine, square, and triangle waves
over a frequency range of 0.001 Hz to 50
MHz. All parameters and operating modes
are remotely programmable via the HP-IB.
This instrument with its 0.001% frequency
accuracy, 20 volt output amplitude, and 5 ns
transition times is ideally suited to the requirements of system applications.
The 1900 series, in conjunction with the
6940B multiprogrammer is a fully programmable pulse generator system providing repetition rates up to 25 MHz.

Word generators
In contrast to a pulse generator, which
normally provides continuous streams of
pulses, a word generator produces digital
waveforms with bit content programmed by
the user. Digital information is normally encoded such that a high level or pulse represents a logical one and a low level or lack of
a pulse represents a logical zero. Thus the
user may determine his digital word to be
11100110 and program his word generator to
produce 3 pulses followed by 2 spaces, then
2 pulses and finally a single space.
Word generators are used to produce the
complex waveforms necessary for integrated circuit testing, telecommunications
system development, and for interface simulation. Word generation may be serial, in
which data is produced on only a single

channel, or parallel, in which many channels
of information are simultaneously produced.
A repetition rate generator (clock generator)
and output amplifier are normally also included to produce a self-contained unit fully
capable of delivering data to a device under
test.
Word generator applications
Parallel: the 50 Mbit/s 8016A is designed
for applications where a source of parallel
data is required. This 8-channel word
generator delivers 32 individually programmable bits from each of its channels.
Channels can also be serialized to produce
patterns up to 256 bits long. Adjustable
pulse width and interchannel delays enhance
the usefulness of the 8016A enabling full
parametric as well as functional testing. An
HP-IB interface provides rapid loading of
the instrument’s memory or integration into
an automatic test system. Typical applications areas include testing complex MSI and
LSI integrated circuits as well as parallel
interface design.
Serial: the 8016A is excellent in applications where long streams of serial data are
required. Typical areas include data terminal and disc controller design, SDLC pattern simulation, bubble memory and charge
coupled device testing, and all forms of serial interface and bus development.
The 50 Mbit/s 8018A serial datagenerator
contains 2048 bits of serial memory which
can be output as a single channel or as 2
channels of 1024 bits each. Pattern length
can be anything from 3 to 2048 bits and the
data stream can be divided into serial words
for testing systems that are byte, character
or word onented. Generation of pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBS) is also included. As with the 8016A, an HP-IB interface enables rapid, remote loading of the bit
pattern.
Another important applications area for
the 8018A and other word generators is in
testing of telecommunications systems. The
word generator is used to insert a known
digital pattern into the system. The model
8084A word generator module for the 8080
system can supply 64-bit data patterns with
repetition rates up to 300 M bits per second
in either RZ or NRZ formats. Pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBS) and variable
content digital words useful in communications testing applications are also produced
by the 8006A, 1925A, 1930A, and 3760A.
The 3760A has been specifically designed
for communications applications and provides variable length PRBS and WORD patterns at repetition rates to 150 M bits per
second. A second data output delayea 8 bits
with respect to the main output is optionally
available. The 3760A may be used with the
3761A Error Detector to make bit-by-bit
error rate measurements.

PULSE GENERATORS
50 MHz programmable signal source
Model 8165A

1 mHz to 50 MHz
sine, ramp and pulse waveforms
ounted burst

50%
Symmetry/
duty cycle

Sine
Triangle
Square

20%
Symmetry/
duty cycle

Ramp

Square

80%
Symmetry/
duty cycle

Ramp

Square

Introduction
The 8165A Programmable Signal Source generates sinewaves,
triangles, ramps, square waves and pulses over a frequency range of
1 mHz to 50 MHz. The pushbutton front panel controls and the
LED parameter display enable rapid and accurate setting of
parameters with no repeatability problems. When you include other
features such as microprocessor control, remote programmability of
all parameters, and seven operating modes, you have a versatile
signal source in just a single instrument that can be used in a wide
range of applications.
Microprocessor control
The 8165A contains a microprocessor-controlled interface and
keyboard designed to simplify operating and programming. Whether
operating the instrument from its keyboard or from a controller via
the HP-IB, the microprocessor simplifies parameter and data entry.

20 Vpp amplitude
Fu Ily programmable
Storage of operating parameters

I t also checks for illegal operations, incompatible settings, and sets
up front panel displays. The microprocessor greatly simplifies front
panel operation by enabling any parameter to be changed using only
3 steps; a PARAMETER key, DATA keys, and an ENTRY key.
Operating set storage
Up to 10 complete operating sets (functions and parameters) can
be stored in the built-in memory. Subsequently you can recall any of
the 10 sets instantaneously by pressing only two keys or using one
program statement. And you don’t have to worry about losing
operating sets if the 8165A is accidentally switched off or if the
power fails. Internal batteries preserve the current and stored
operating sets for up to four weeks.
Stability, accuracy and resolution
The use of phase lock loop techniques, plus a 10 MHz internal or
external crystal reference, ensures very stable output frequencies
deviation from programmed value.
with an accuracy of f 1 x
Resolution is four digits over the frequency range of 1 mHz to 50
MHz. For example, in the frequency range 1-9.999 mHz, this is
equivalent to a resolution of 1pHz.
Multiple waveform generation
The multiple waveforms that can be generated by the 8165A suit it
to a wide range of digital and analog applications. Sine, triangle or
square waves can be generated at frequencies up to 50 MHz. Ramps
and rectangular pulses with 20% or 80% duty cycle/symmetry can be
generated at frequencies up to 19.99 MHz.
Operating modes
The 8165A can be operated in any of seven different modes: normal, trigger, gate, voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), sweep,
counted burst, and frequency modulation (FM). This wide range of
modes enables the 816514 to be used in any operating environment.
Output capability
The 8165A has been designed to fulfil the requirements of analog
and digital testing. The source impedance can be set to 50 ohms or 1
k ohms for best termination, Le. minimum distortion and reflection
in each application. The 8165A can also be used as a current source,
or supply a variable dc level.
HP-IB programming
The use of a microprocessor makes the 8165A very easy to program across the HP-IB, and ideal in automatic test systems. All
operating parameters and functions can be programmed and in learn
mode the 8165A can report its status and its current or stored operating sets. Programming is further simplified by the codes on the instrument front panel. The framed mnemonics are the ASCII characters required for programming.
For specifications see page 341.

PULSE GENERATORS
8080 System-general

information

1 GHzl300 MHz pulselword generator system

Subnanosecond IC
development

Telecommunications
research

,-

Fiber optic system design

General introduction
The Hewlett-Packard 8080 PulselWord Generator System is a
powerful new tool in the design of subnanosecond logic and communications systems. The 8080 system combines the waveform generation techniques necessary for testing today's high speed circuits
with the modularity for future system upgrading and expansion.
Flexibility built into the system gives you a choice of components
from two fully compatible module families. Building blocks are
available for either 300 MHz or 1 GHz operation. You can incorporate valuable test capabilites such as pulse advance and delay, interchannel delay, word generation and multichannel operation in your
system. The result is a high performance, precision pulse generator
tailored to fit your application at minimum cost.

System description
Each of the 8080 system modules is a typical pulse or word
generator functional block. Repetition rate generators and output
amplifiers are available for either 300 MHz or 1 GHz operation. The
64-bit serial word generator module brings high speed data stream
capability to the system, and a 1 GHz delay generator/frequency
divider provides interchannel delay in 100 ps increments, as well as
half-frequency operation. The full-rack-width mainframe houses and
powers the modules.
Using these modules you can configure systems with capabilities
covering a broad spectrum of stimulus applications. A basic square
wave signal source, for example, consisting of repetition rate
generator and output amplifier can provide clocking signals for assemblies of logic circuits. More complex systems, even multi mainframe, can produce single or multichannel data streams optimized
for subnanosecond PCM research or IC testing.
The combination of pulse and word generation capability in an
integrated system makes possible economical, easy-to-use testing
solutions. Modular flexibility eliminates the redundancies inherent
in less convenient combinations of separate instruments and ensures
easy expansion at a later date should test requirements change.
The two systems described as follows are typical of the wide
range of systems that can be configured using the fully compatible
8080 modules.

Nuclear research
8080A MAINFRAME

I

REP. RATE
GENERATOR

WORD
GENERATOR

OUTPUT
AMPLl FI ER

8081A

8OMA

8W3A

300 MHz

GENERATOR

GENERATOR

OUTPUT OUTPUT
AM?.
AMP.

1 GHr
8093A

8093A

Typical systems showing full range of modules available

1 GHz pulse generator system
Models 809 1A repetition rate generator, 8092A delay generator/
frequency divider, and two 8093A output amplifiers form a versatile
1 GHz pulse generator system. The system includes two output
stages with fully independent level controls and the capability to
offset the outputs timewise from one another. This system configuration and the waveforms it generates are ideal for testing the fastest integrated and discrete digital circuits and optical components.
Major features of this system include:
1 Ghz repetition rate
~ 3 0 ps
0 transition times
k1.2 V output amplitude (into 50 ohms)
interchannel pulse advance and delay
selectable half-frequency operation on one channel
Model 8092A delay generatorlfrequency divider module provides
the system with two innovative measurement capabilities very useful, for example, in dynamic testing of high speed clocked devices.
The first of these is interchannel delay. Delay is produced from one
channel with respect to the other. Secondly, the repetition rate of
one of the channels can be set to half of the frequency of the other.
The two output waveforms thus provide the clock and data signals
necessary for flip-flop and shift register testing.

PULSE GENERATORS
8080 System: general informationlmainframe
Model 8080A

Powers all 8080 series modules
Full RFI shielding

Option 909

8080A Mainframe

The full frequency output drives the tested device’s clock input,
and the half frequency waveform supplies the data input. Setup and
hold times are easily determined by adjusting the interchannel delay.
With counter circuits, the same technique can be applied to measure
the setup time required between count enable and clock inputs.
~~

Waveforms

15401A 15402A

With a single switch you can rapidly select preset ECLcompatible signal levels. When different or more precise levels are
required, output pulse amplitude and offset are also separately adjustable. The word generator module gives you a choice of RZ or
NRZ data format and provides wordframing signals to trigger an
oscilloscope. Simultaneous data and data signals, supplied by the
complementary output amplifier, are particularly useful for testing
balanced transmission line systems and line receivers or for simulating dual-ended IC outputs.

CHANNEL A

output

15400A

=1“;-“

--

8080A Description

CHANNEL

The Model 8080A Mainframe provides housing and DC power
supplies for the 8080 system modules. The modules are built in %, l/4
and % mainframe widths and can be accommodated in the mainframe in any position and combination.
Systems can be reconfigured very easily; the modules are slid into
the required position in the mainframe and secured with screws. The
high frequency signal connections between modules are then made
internally using 50 ohm coaxial cable with SMC connectors.
The ease with which modules can be exchanged greatly improves
serviceability because a defective module can be isolated rapidly
and repaired or exchanged. Ease of maintenance is further enhanced
by the free access provided to all circuits and assemblies in the
system.
The entire system is RFI shielded including a power line filter and
sealing gaskets on the modules.

INTERCHANNEL
DELAVIAOVANCE

The full and half frequency outputs of the generator contain each
of the four digital combinations of two bits. Thus all types of dual
input gates can also be tested. Possibilities include determination of
proper functional operation, propagation delay, and sensitivity to
race-induced signal overlaps.
Formerly two separate, synchronized pulse generators have been
required to perform the above measurements. The 8080 system provides all the necessary capabilities in a single, integrated solution,
and with the testing precision afforded by 300 ps rise and fall time
test pulses.

300 MHz Word generator system
Combining the Model 8084A word generator module with a repetition rate generator and an output amplifier produces a high performance 300 MHz serial data generator. The variable content digital
bit stream and synchronizing clock of such a system provide the
waveforms necessary for test and development of integrated
cirucuits and telecommunications systems components such as shift
registers, modulators and multiplexers.
The Model 8081A repetition rate generator supplies the system
clock. It drives the word generator module at rates from 10 Hz to
300 MHz. The Model 8083A output amplifier applies amplitude,
rise-time and pulse shape parameters to the word generator output
signal and conditions it to provide clean waveforms to an external 50
ohm environment. Major features of the system include
selectable word length-16, 32 or 64 bits
300 MHz clock rate
%800 ps transition times
2 2 V output amplitude into 50 ohms

Data
Formats

8080A Specifications

’

Compatibility
Electrical: provides power for all modules in any combination of %,
l/4 or %-size modules.
Mechanical: mainframe compartments accept up to two %-size,
four %-size or eight %-size modules in any combination.
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V, +IO%, -22%. Frequency 48 Hz to 6 6 Hz
single phase. Up to 2 0 0 V A . Power available for modules 55 watts
dc .
Weight: net 5kg(ll Ib). Shipping, 8.7kg(19.1 Ib).
Dimensions: 133 mm H x 426 mm W x 422 mm D (5.24” x 16.77”
x 16.61”)
Options and accessories
Price
907: front handle kit
add $15
908: rack flange kit
add $10
909: rack flange/front handle kit
add $20
910: additional instrument manual (includes
add $15
binder and system description)
1 5 4 0 0 A : blank panel, quarter mainframe width
$30
1 5 4 0 1 A : blank panel, eighth mainframe width
$20
1 5 4 0 2 A : Feedthru panel (6 x BNC) eighth mainframe
$25
width

8080A Mainframe

$820

PULSE GENERATORS
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8080 System: 300 MHz/l GHz output amplifiers
Models 8083A 81 8093A
800 or 300 ps transition times
8083A-2 V amplitude, -Cl V offset
8093A-1.2 V amplitude, k1.2 V offset

8083A

8083A and 8093A Descriptions'
Models 8083A and 8093A are the output amplifiers of the 8080
series. They apply amplitude and output format parameters to the
generated signals, and supply precision fast rise time pulses to the
tested device or system.
Model 8083A is a quarter-width module that covers repetition
rates up to 300 MHz with fmed transition times of less than 800 ps.
Pulse amplitude is variable up to 2 V, can be set t o positive or
negative polarity, and can be offset from ground by 2 1 V. Simultaneous normal and complement outputs simplify tests of balanced
input devices and systems.
Model 8W3A is an eighth-width module that extends performance
to 1 G H z repetition rate. The 300 ps pulse transition times provided
by this module enable parametric testing of even the fastest logic
families. Other applications include bandwidth determination,
switching transistor and circuit evaluation, and driving high speed
data multiplexers and modulators. The amplifier delivers positive or
negative pulses with up to 1.2 V amplitude and 2 1.2 V offset. The
output format can be set to deliver normal or complementary pulses.
An additional amplitude setting on both modules provides fixed
ECL-compatible output levels. Levels can be adjusted internally.
Connection to the circuit or system under test is simplified by the
low-reactance 50 ohm source impedances of the two modules. These
outputs will deliver clean pulses into 50 ohm systems and preserve
pulse shapes by absorbing reflections from external loads.

8083A Specifications
Output Channels Simultaneous normal and complement outputs
provided
Source impedance: 50 ohms f5%.
Polarity: neg ./pos. selectable.
Output pulse
Amplitude (into 50 ohm load): 0.2 V to 2 V in two ranges continuously adjustable, plus ECL range (-0.8 V to - 1.6 V adjustable).
Maximum levels: 2 4 V.
Offset (into 50 ohm load): 2 1 V common to both channels.
Transition time ( ~ Wto
O90Y0): ~ 8 0 ps.
0
Duty cycle (with drive input duty cycle of 50%): 50% 210%.
Preshoot, overshoot and ringing: S10%
Output protection: max applied ext. voltage 2 2 V in p s . mode and
0 V to -4 V in neg. mode, or max ext. current f40 mA.
Drive input (impedance 50 ohms typical)
input frequency: 0-300 MHz.
High signal level: more positive than - 100 mV.

Norm/compl, pos./neg. outputs available
Selectable, preset ECL outputs
Low reactance 50 ohm source impedance

8093A
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: 2500 mVpp.
Transition times (10%-90%):
c 3 ns.
Max. external voltage: 2 1 V.
Propagation delay time: 4.811s f 500 ps.
General
Size: quarter mainframe width.

8093A Specifications
Output channel
Format: normal or complement selectable.
Source impedance: 50 ohms 25%.
Polarity: neg./pos. selectable.
Output pulse
Amplitude (into 50 ohm load): c0.6 V to 1.2 V continuously adjustable, plus ECL range (-0.8 V to -1.6 V adjustable).
Maximum levels: 2 4 V.
Offset (into 50 ohm load): 2 1 . 2 V.
Transition time (109'0 to 90%): ~ 3 0 ps.
0
Duty cycle (with drive input duty cycle of 50%): 50% f 10%.
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: ~ 1 0 %
to 500 MHz, Sl5% >500
MHz.
Output protection: max applied ext. voltage: + 2 V.
Drive input A (impedance 50 ohms typical)
input frequency: 1 GHz.
High signal level: more positive than - 100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude 3500 mVpp.
Transition times (10%-90%): s350 ps.
Max. external voltage: f1 V.
Propagation delay times: 5 ns 2200 ps.
Schm'"! trigger input 6 (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Signal levels, amplitude, ext. voltage as for input A.
input frequency: 0-300 MHz.
Transition times (10%-90%): 610 ns.
Propagation delay: 7.8 ns 2300 ps.
General
Size: eighth mainframe width.
8083A and 8093A Option
Price
910: additional opefating and service manual
add $7.50
Ordering information
8083A 300 MHz Output Amplifier module
8093A 1 GHz Output Amplifier module

$195
$1525

PULSE GENERATORS
8080 System: word generator
Model 8084A

300 bit word generation
16, 32 or 64 bit word lengths

RZ/NRZ formats
Selectable auto/single/gated cycle mode

8084A

8084A Description

Specifications

The Model 8084A word generator module provides high speed
data streams for testing integrated circuits, memories, and data
transmission lines and systems.
The 8084A with complementary rate generator and output
amplifier modules, forms a serial data generator system with pulse
parameters tailored to your measurement requirements.
The 8084A module generates a serial digital word in R Z or NRZ
mode at repetition rates up to 300 MHz. Word length of 16, 32 or 64
bits is selectable via front panel pushbuttons. Data is fetched from
and loaded into the 64-bit memory in 16-bit segments using the Fetch
and Load pushbuttons. The 16-bit segments are selected using a
Row Address pushbutton with four LED indicators, and the data
content is loaded and displayed using a row of 16 data pushbuttons
and adjacent LEDs.

Data capacity
Number of data channels: 1 x 16, 32 or 64 bits selectable.
Cycle command input (impedance 50 ohms *lo%, 600
ohms 210%)
Amplitude: 5 +0.8 V. Max. input: 2 6 V. Width: r 3 ns.
Period between cycle comms: word length + 2x clock periods +
100 ns.
Clock input (internal)
Repetltlon rate: 0-300 MHz. Impedance: 50 ohms typical.
High signal level: more positive than - 100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -5OOm V.
Min. amplitude: 2500 mVpp. Max. input voltage 2 3 V.
Transition times (10%-90%): ~3 ns.
Width: 3 3 ns at ~ 1 0 MHz,
0
50% 210% at >lo0 MHz.
Slope: low to high transition~generates bit.
Internal outputs (Word, Word, Clock, Gate)
Fan-out: drives one 8080 system module.
Gate function: high level starts/low level stops rate generator.
Word, Word format: RZ or NRZ, switch selectable.
Clock: inverted output simultaneous with Clock output.
High signal level: more positive than -100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: a 5 0 0 mVpp. Source impedances: 50 ohms 25%.
Transition times (10%-90%): Word ~ 1 . ns,
2 Gate S1.5 ns.
RZ duty cycle (with 50% duty cycle drive input): 50% 10%.
External outputs (Clock, First Bit, Last Bit)
Clock: delivers one pulse per bit. RZ format.
First Bit (FB): coincident with first bit of word. NRZ format.
Last Bit (LE): coincident with last bit of word. NRZ format.
Highhow signal levels: more pos. than - 100 mV/more neg than
-500 mV or > +500 mV/ < +lo0 mV, switch selectable.
Min. amplitude: >500 mVpp. Source impedances: 50 ohms ?5%.
Transition times (10%-90%): FB and LB ~ 1 . ns,
5 Clock 6 1 . 2 1 ~ .
RZ duty cycle (with 50% duty cycle drive input): 50% 210%.
General
Size: half mainframe width.
Weight: net 1.7 kg (3.7Ib); shipping 3.9kg (8.61b).
Options
Price
001: brings h t . clock input, cycle comm. and word
add $65
outputs to front panel in multimainframe systems
003 & 093: should be ordered when 8084A is conNIC
nected to an 8083A (Opt 083) or 8093A (Opt 093) in
same mainframe. For other combinations, contact HP
910: additional operating and service manual
add $7.50
$2510
8084A 300 MHz Word Generator module

*

Output Signals

The 8084A operates in Auto, Single or Gated cycle modes. In
Auto mode the output is continuous and the word is recycled automatically. In Single cycle mode one word is produced for each cycle
command pulse. In Gated cycle mode data is continuously generated as long as the cycle command input is held high, and the last
word is always completed.
Synchronizing the 8084A to test instruments or circuits is
achieved using the First and Last Bit framing outputs and the Clock
output.
8084A option 001 replaces the internal Clock input and Gate and
Word outputs with front panel BNC connectors and should be ordered only when parallel connecting 8084A modules in separate
mainframes.

PULSE GENERATORS
8080 System: 1 GHz delay generatodfreq. divider
Model 8092A

LED display of delay or advance interval
Selectable half frequency operation

9.9 ns channel separation
Digital delay/advance in 100 ps steps

8092A DELAY GLNERATORITREQ OlVlOER

YtWLF-1. PACKAIID

CHANNEL 8 DELAY
ICHANNEL A R E F )

FREO.SELECT

RESET

CllANNEL 8

TRIGGER OUTPUT (112)

RESET lNPiiT(-)

A half-frequency trigger output is provided for triggering test
equipment when the frequency divider is used. A reset control is
also provided to enable you to reset the frequency divider flip-flop to
the logic 0 state before the start of a pulse burst in gated mode. YOU
can reset the flip-flop either electrically or with a pushbutton.

8092A Specifications

8092A Description
The Model 8092A is a delay generator/frequency divider for use
in functional and parametric testing of subnanosecond digital logic
circuits. The 8092A has two output channels which can be delayed
or advanced with respect to each other in 100 ps steps over k9.9 ns
range. The selected delay is digitally displayed on numeric LEDs.
The 8092A delay is obtained by delay lines, which offers jitter free
delay, that can be set to greater than one clock period. An added
advantage of the delay line is that you can easily repeat delay settings if required in a later test.
Another feature of the 8092A is the capability of dividing the
channel B frequency by 2. In this operating mode, the two 8092A
output channels carry f and f/2 with variable interchannel delay.
+I

Channel A

If1

I
tInterchannel Delay

Clock

-

Channel B 11/21

+I

Logic 1

4-

Level Setup Time

+I

I-.

‘Logic
t0

Data

Level Setup Time

Frequency Dmsion for FLIP-FLOPand Gate Testing

These waveforms are ideal for high speed flip-floptesting. The full
frequency signal drives the clock input and the half frequency signal
the data input. You can then use the channel separation to check
device setup and hold times. The f and f/2 waveforms also contain
all of the four combinations of two bits (00,O1, 10 and 11) so that you
can test dual input gates. Both of these tests normally require two
pulse generators to perform them.
The advance and delay pushbuttons have a built-in rapid count
facility. If you hold down either pushbutton for more than one s e e
ond, the channel separation increments at a greatly increased rate.
This enables you to step through large time intervals very quickly. If
you press both pushbuttons together, the delay immediately resets
to zero.

Channel B delayladvance (channel A reference)
Range: 29.9 ns.
Step size: 100 ps.
Frequency division Channel B output frequency is selectable by
front panel switch
Frequencies available: f (channel A) or %f (channel A).
Internal outputs (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Number of channels: 2 (channels A and B).
Fan-out: 1 for each output.
High signal level: more positive than - 100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500mV.
Min. amplitude: 3500 mVpp.
Transition times (10%-90%): c500 ps.
Duty cycle (with drive input duty cycle of 50%): 50% 2 10%.
Max. external voltage: & 2 V.
Trigger output (f/2) The trigger output is present only in f/2
mode
Signal levels, amplitude & ext. voltage as for internal outputs.
Transition times (10%-90%): < I ns.
Internal drive input (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Signal levels, amplitude & ext. voltage as for internal outputs.
Input frequency: 0-lo00 MHz.
Transition times (10%-90%): s350 ps.
Pulse width: 30.5 ns.
Reset input (impedance 1 Kohms typical)
Negative-going transition resets ch. B to low level in f/2 mode
Signal levels & amplitude as for internal outputs.
Input frequency: 0-2 MHz.
Reset time: 20.5 ps.
Maximum external voltage: 2 6 V.
Transition times (10%-90%): s 1 0 ns.
Manual pushbutton: resets ch. B to lowlevel in f/2 mode.
General
Size: quarter mainframe width.
Weight: net 1 kg (2.2 Ib), shipping 2.7 kg (5.9 Ib).
Options
910: additional operating and service manual
8092A Delay GeneratodFrequency Divider

Price
add $7.50

$2600

PULSE GENERATORS
8080 System: repetition rate generators
Models 8081A & 8091A

300 MHz/l GHz repetition rate

External gate and trigger
Trigger slope and level controls

High resolution rate controls

8081A

8091A

8081A and 8091A Descriptions

8091A Specifications

Models 8081A and 8091A are quarter-width rate generator modules in the 8080 system. The 8081A produces pulses at rates up to
300 MHz, and the 8091A up to 1 GHz. An 8-position frequency
range switch and 3-turn vernier potentiometer enable rapid, precise
setting of the pulse repetition rate.
Both rate generators include an external trigger which enables you
to synchronize the system to an external source. In this mode you
can use the rate generators as pulse shapers and amplifiers.
Gating capability is also included in both modules to enable you to
synchronously start the repetition rate oscillator to produce a burst
of pulses.

Timing
Repetition rate :100 Hz - 1 GHz.
Period jitter: ~ 0 . 1 %220 ps.
External inputs (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Trigger mode: 0 - 1 GHz rep. rate, 8 0 . 5 ns pulse width.
Gate onloff time: >1 period/>l period + 10 ns.
Trigger level and slope: - 1 V to + 1 V, pos. or neg. edge selectable.
Sensitivity: >300 MHz: pulselsine 600 mVpp.
s300 MHz: pulse 200 mVpp; sine 1 Vpp.
Max. input voltage: 2 6 V.
Internal gate input (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Gate onloff time: >10 nsl >20 ns.
High signal level: OV 250 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: 2500 mVpp.
Max. input voltage: 2 1 V.
External trigger output (impedance 50 ohms typical)
High signal level: more positive than -100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: 3600 mVpp.
Transition times (10%-90%): C500 ps.
Duty cycle: 50% 210%.
Max. external voltage: +2 V.
Internal output (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Fan-out: drives one 8080 system module.
Other specs as for external trigger output.
8081A and 8091A Operating modes
Norm: repetition rate is determined by front panel controls.
External trigger: outputs are shaped version of ext. input.
External gate: gate signal starts rate generator synchronously.
Internal gate: ext. input disconnected. Generator gated internally.
Manual: all functions can be triggered manually by pushbutton.
General
8081A and 8091A
Size: quarter mainframe width.
Weight: (8081A) net 0.6kg (1.31b); shipping 2.2kg (4.81b).
(8091A) net 1.2kg (2.61b); shipping 2.8kg (6.21b).
8081A and 8091A option
Price
add $7.50
910: additional operating and service manual
Ordering information
$795
8081A 300 MHz Rep. Rate Generator module
8091A 1 GHz Rep. Rate Generator module
$3145

8081A Specifications
Timing
Repetition rate: 10 Hz - 300 MHz.
Period jitter: S0.1% 250 ps.
External inputs (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Trigger mode: 0-300 MHz repetition rate, 31.7 ns pulse width.
Gate onloff time: > 1 period1 >1 period 10 ns.
Trigger level and slope: - 1 V to + 1 V, pos. or neg. edge selectable.
Sensitivity: 200 mVpp.
Maximum input voltage: 2 6 V.
Internal gate input (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Gate onloff time: >10 nsl>20 ns.
High signal level: OV 5100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: 3500 mVpp.
Max. input voltage: f 1 V.
External trigger output (impedance 50 ohms typical)
High signal level: more positive than - 100 mV.
Low signal level: more negative than -500 mV.
Min. amplitude: 8 5 0 0 mVpp.
Transition times (10%-90%): s 1 . 2 ns.
Duty cycle: 50% 210%.
Max. external voltage: 5 2 V.
Internal output (impedance 50 ohms typical)
Fan-out: drives one 8080 system module.
Other specs as for external trigger output.

+

PULSE GENERATORS
Economical 16 V output, pulse burst option
Model 8011A
Repetition rate 0.1 Hz t o 20 MHz
Designed for easy operation
Positive/negative/symmetrical output

Normal/complement switch
Switchable 50 ohm source
Square wave mode for rapid pulse set-up

Specifications

Introduction
The 8011A is a versatile, reliable, low cost pulse generator. This
compact instrument features an uncomplicated design using high
quality components to ensure long, dependable service. Ease of
operation is a natural result of the logical and simple front panel
layout. These qualities, and the variety of pulse formats available,
make the model 8011A a very cost-effective solution to pulse problems encountered in a variety of situations.

Pulse burst option
For anyone working with counters, shift registers, memories or
logic in general, 8011A option 001 offers a new approach to driving,
troubleshooting or analyzing logic designs. With this original option,
the 8011A can generate precisely any number of pulses from 1 to
9999, independent of pulse rate. The number of pulses required in
the burst is set on thumbwheel switches. All other pulse parameters
are set on the front panel as normal.
The burst can be started either by external electrical trigger or by
pressing the single burst pushbutton. Synchronous trigger pulses
occur for the duration of each burst. At the end of a burst, extra
pulses can be generated individually by pressing the single pulse
button. Thus, circuits can be clocked to a desired state at their
operational clock rate and then analysed under static conditions.

Applications
The 8011A proves itself with its wide range of amplitudes to cover
CMOS and the commonly used logic families as well as linear circuits. Students and engineers alike will find the clear and uncluttered
front panel layout makes this a very easy pulse generator to use.
With the pulse burst option, model 8011A is a powerful tool in the
problems of logic design and troubleshooting. This compact instrument features a simple design with adjustments reduced to a
minimum so that routine recalibration is a quick and easy operation.
Reliability is assured by the high quality components mounted on a
gold plated printed circuit board and a short circuit proof output
prevents accidental damage. Also, rigorous testing in hostile conditions (such as 95% relative humidity at 40°C) has proved that model
8011A will meet specifications when operated at temperatures between 0°C and 55°C.

Pulse characteristics
(50 ohm source and load impedances)
Transition times: (10 ns fixed.
Overshoot, ringing and preshoot: <*5% of pulse amplitude. May
increase to 10% at counter-clockwise positions of amplitude vernier.
Pulse width: 25 ns to 100 ms in four ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range.
Width jitter: <O. I% + 50 ps of any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: >50% (100% using pulse complement).
Maximum output: 16 V, with internal 50 ohms and external high
impedance or with internal high impedance and external 50 ohms. 8
V with 50 ohms source and load impedances.
Attenuator: three step attenuator provides the ranges 0.25 V- 1 V-4
V-16 V. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range.
Source impedance: 0.25 V-1 V-4 V ranges. 50 ohms 2 10%
shunted by 30 pF. 4 V-16 V range, 50 ohms f 10% or high impedance, switch selectable.
Polarity: positive, negative or symmetrical switch selectable.
Format: normal or complement switch selectable.
Repetition rate and trigger
Repetition rate: 0.1 Hz to 20 MHz in 5 ranges. Vernier provides
continuous adjustment within each range.
Period jitter: (0.1% + 50 ps of any period setting.
Square wave: 0.05 Hz to 10 MHz.
Trigger output: dc coupled 50 ohm (typ) source delivering 3 + 1 V
across 50 ohm load (can increase to + 5 V).
Trigger pulse width: 20 ns 2 10 ns.
Externally controlled operation
External input
Input impedance: 50 ohms 2 10%.
Maximum input: e5 V.
Trigger polarity: positive.
Sensitivity: 1 V.
Manual: front panel pushbutton for generating single pulse.
External triggering
Repetition rate: 0 to 20 MHz. In square wave, output frequency
is half input frequency.
Trigger source: manual or external signal. Min external signal
width 10 ms.
Pulse burst mode (option 001): preselected number of pulses
generated on receipt of trigger.
Burst trigger source: external signal or manual. Min external
signal width 25 ns.
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 100 V , 120 V, 220 V, or 240 V, +5%, -IO%, 48 Hz to 440
Hz, 70 VA max.
Weight: net, 4 kg (9 Ib). Shipping, 6.5 kg (14.6 Ib).
Dimensions: 126 H x 200 W x 280 mm D (5” x 7.9” x 11”).
Options & Accessories
Price
add $300
Opt 001 : Pulse Burst
Opt 910: extra operating and service manual
add $10.50
$85
15179A Adapter frame. Rack mount for two units

8011A Pulse Generator

$600

PULSE GENERATORS
Extremely flexible 50 MHz sources
Models 80128 81 8013B

Variable transition times down to 5 ns

Fixed 3.5 ns transition times

? l o V amplitude; selectable source impedance

10 V amplitude; selectable source impedance
2 outputs

Ideal for testing TTL

?
~

80138

80128

The 8012B and 8013B are at the top of their class for versatility,
ease of operation and wide range of application. They provide the
ideal solution to almost all digital logic testing problems with fixed
3.5 ns transition times on the 8013B and variable transition times
down to 5 ns on the 8012B. The well-composed layout of the front
panel controls (horizontal controls for horizontal parameters, vertical controls for vertical parameters) enables output pulses to be set
up quickly and accurately with minimum risk of incompatible settings. Both models feature normal and complement outputs and a
switchable internal 50 ohm source.

Specification!5
Pulse characteri stics
Parameter

Int. load IN

80128
Int. load OUT

I 6 ns-0.5 f l
Transition 5 ns-0.5 ps
4 ranges, Verniers provide
times
se arate control of both edges
wi&in ran es up to max
ratios of h0:1 or 1:100;
Source
impedance

Parameter

5 0 ohms
shunted by
+#"W
,;i

>50 ohms

Internal load IN

Int. load IN

80138
Int. load OUT

3.5 ns fixed

5 ns fixed

5 0 ohms *3%
shunted by

>50 ohms

80128'80138

,^,-.".,,

,^-.I
",IT

1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~,"a"
1

""I

Overshoot,

e 5 % of pulse

May increase to +10% when

ringing

amplitude

amplitude is between 0.4 V-4

Maximum
output

5 V across 50,ohms, 10 V

10 V across 50 ohms, Short

Attenuator

DC offset

across open circuit.
Short cct. protection.

*
rt
v"*.

4-ste reduces output
to 0 . h
2 2 . 5 V across 50 ohms.
lnde endent of
amphude settings.

4-ste reduces output
to o.$'v.
DC offset switched off.

V

nrot.*tinn
v' ".I".IYII.

Linearity (80128): for transition times >30 ns, maximum straight
line deviation is 5% of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot: ~ 2 5 %
of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: < 10 ns to 1 s in four ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Width jitter: <O. 1% + 50 ps on any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: >75% from 1 Hz to 10 MHz, decreasing to
240% at 50 MHz. Up to 100% in COMPL mode.

Polarity: 8012B; positive or negative selectable, NORM/
COMPL/SYM selectable; 8013B, one positive + one negative
channel, NORMlCOMPL selectable.
Pulse delay: <35 ns to 1 s (with respect to trigger output) in four
ranges; vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Delay jitter: <0.1% + 50 ps on any delay setting.
Repetition rate and trigger
1 Hz to 50 MHz in four ranges, continuous adjustment within
ranges.
Period jitter: <0.1% 50 ps on any rate setting.
Square wave: 0.5 Hz to 25 MHz in four ranges. Duty cycle 50%
25% up to 1 MHz, tolerance increases to 2 15% at 25 MHz.
Trigger output: >+ 1 V across 5052, 16 ns + 10 ns wide.
External triggering
0 to 50 MHz; for square wave output, frequency divided by factor 2.
Trigger input: sine waves 1.5 V p-p (about zero) or pulses >0.8 V
either polarity, >7 ns wide. Maximum input +7 V.
Impedance: 5 0 0 +lo%, dc coupled.
Delay: 25 ns +8 ns leading edge trig. input to trig. output.
Manual: pushbutton for single pulse.
Gating
Synchronous gating: gating signal turns generator "on".. Last
pulse is completed even if the gate ends during pulse.
Gate input: dc-coupled; voltage at open connector approx. + 1.8 V.
Shorting current s 12 mA. Input impedance approx. 1600
Gate input signal: voltage > + 1.5 V or resistor > 1 k 0 to ground
enables rep. rate generator. Voltage <+0.8 V or resistor <1600
disables rep. rate generator. Input TTL compatible, max. +5 V.
External width and RZ
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive
input signal. Amplitude, transition times selectable. Trigger output
independent of external width input signal.
RZ mode: external drive input switched to delay generator. Period
determined by period of drive input signal. Delay, amplitude and
width selectable.
Input signal: > + 1 V, >7 ns wide. Max. ?5 V. 5 0 0 dc coupled.
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 100/120/220/240V +5%, -lo%, 48 to 400 Hz, 100 VA max.
Weight: net, 4 kg (8.8 Ib). Shipping, 6.5 kg (14.6 Ib).
Size: 126 H x 200 W x 280 mm D (5 x 7.9 x 11 in.)
Options and accessories
Price
15179A Adapter frame. Rack mounting for two units
$85
Opt 910: extra operating and service manual
add $10

+
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Ordering information

8012B Pulse Generator
8013B Pulse Generator

$1050
$895

E*ps ***$-.
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Versatile source, unique level controls
Model 8015A
50 MHz repetition rate
2 output channels
16 V amplitude and offset

Counted burst option, 0-9999 pulses
Ideal for MOS, TTL and analog applications
Each control ergonomically designed

The 80 15A is a 50 MHz dual channel pulse generator with variable
transition times, designed for optimum flexibility in the control of
any pulse parameter. Each of the two independent output amplifiers
can generate 16 V. A unique way of avoiding the usual offset and
amplitude adjustment problems is provided by two independent
pulse level sliders; with the aid of a calibrated scale the slider positions determine the pulse “high” and “low” levels.
In addition to control of pulse timing and amplitude parameters, it
is possible to delay the pusle from channel B with respect to the
pulse from channel A. For analyzing critical timing conditions or
generating 2-phase clocks this B Delay mode offers continuous
pulse delay between the two channels.
It is also possible to parallel both output amplifiers using A B
mode, which doubles the output current and enables a maximum
output swing of 30 V (within a 5 16 V window). The combination of
A + B mode and B Delay mode together with variable transition
times and individual selection of NormallComplement format for
each output permits complex waveforms to be generated;
waveforms such as three-level signals, special codes or simulated
biomedical signals.
A range of options extends the 8015As usefulness and offers new
solutions to applications problems. Generation of an exact number
of pulses, for example, is difficult to achieve by the usual techniques. With the pulse burst option (002), however, it is possible to
generate an exact number of pulses (predetermined by thumbwheel
switches) at rep. rates up to 50 MHz. This is achieved by means of a
built-in preset counter. A pulse burst can be initiated by an external
signal or pushbutton control thus enabling continuous, multiple or
single burst operation.
Direct access to the linear output amplifiers (option 004) permits
any TTL or even low level analog signal to be converted to MOW
CMOS levels. While one output delivers the normal pulse generator
signal, the other can be used to amplify a PRBS/word generator
output signal forming a test set for full parameteric testing of
MOS/CMOS shift registers, memories etc.
A safe and simple way to drive TTL devices is to use a separate
TTL output with fixed levels, while all other parameters remain
variable coincident with channel A output. This TTL output, available as option 005, requires no external termination because the
internal 50 ohm source impedance ensures pulse fidelity when connected to the test circuit.

*

+

A particular problem with CMOS devices is that the input clock/
data amplitudes must never exceed the power supply voltage or the
CMOS circuit will be destroyed. This means that if the supply voltage is varied as part of a parametric test, the clock/data levels must
be adjusted first. An option that completely eliminates this problem
is the 8015A upper output level tracking option (006). This option
enables the CMOS clock/data signals to track the CMOS power
supply voltage. Thus when carrying out CMOS parametric tests at
varying supply voltages, the signal upper levels automatically track
the supply voltage and device safety and proper input levels are
ensured. The test circuit is safe even if the power supply is switched
off.
The 8015A can be used as part of an automatic test system using
the remote control option (003). This option enables the range and
vernier settings for the pulse period, delay, width, transition times
and output levels to be remotely controlled. Range control is
achieved by contact closure to ground using TTL compatible levels.
Vernier control is achieved by voltage or current or resistor. Remote or local control of each parameter is selected using the appropriate front panel range switch. Both upper and lower signal levels of
each output channel can be controlled independently.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics
Transition times: 6 ns to 0.5 s in four ranges (see table). Common
for leading and trailing edges within each range up to maximum
ratios of 100:1 or 1: 100.
Non-linearity: transitions >30 ns: 4%
of pulse amplitude.
Overshoot and ringing: ?5% of pulse amplitude, possibly increasing <+ 10% at minimum amplitude.
Preshoot, droop: 4%of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: <10 ns to 1 s in four ranges.
Width jitter: <O. 1% +50 ps for any width setting.
Maximum output: ? 16 V .
Maximum duty cycle: >75% from 1 Hz to 1 MHz, decreasing to
350%at 50 MHz. Square wave; 50% +5% from 1 Hz to 1 MHz,
5 15% at 25 MHz.
Pulse delay: 20 ns (+25 ns fixed) to 1 s, in four ranges.
Delay jitter: ~ 0 . 1 %+50 ps for any delay setting.

Sourcelload
Impedance

Mode
AsepB

Transition
Times

Upper level
Voltage (VUL)

lower level
Voltage ( V L ~

Upper level
Current (IuL)

lower level
Current (ILL)

V",.-VLL
Max Min

IUL-ILL
Max
Min

Max. Rep.
Rate

5 0 W l k R or 1 kn1500

5OW50f1

3 n k 0 . 5 ~ +8 V to-7 V
8 ns-0.5 s
+16 V to -14 V

+7 V t o - 8 V
+14 V to -16 V

+320 mA to -280 mA

+280 mA to -320 mA

8V 1 v
16 V 2 V

320 mA 40 mA

50 MHz
40 MHz

50015Oil

15 ~ 0 . s 5 +16 V to -14 V
1 5 n ~ 0 . 5 ~c 1 6 V t o - l Z V

+14 V to -16 V
+12Vto-l6V

+640mAto-560mA

+560mAto-640mA

16V2V
30V4V

640mA80mA

20MHz

PAB

5 0 W l k n o r 1 kn/SOn

20 MHr

'6 ns at 8 V, may increase to 6.5 ns at 4 V

Repetition rate and trigger
Repetition rate: 1 Hz to 50 MHz in four ranges (see table).
Perlod jitter: <0.1% +50 ps for any rep. rate setting.
Square wave: 0.5 Hz to 25 MHz.
Double pulse: 25 MHz max. (simulates 50 MHz).
B Delay: 20 MHz max. Channel B pulse delayed on channel A pulse
by amount set on delay controls.
Trigger output: dc coupled, 50R (typ.) source impedance, delivering 3 1 V across 50R load. 9 ns 2 5 ns width.
Externally controlled operation
External input: 50R f10% or 500R + IO%, dc coupled.
Maximum input: +7 V (50R input), 225 V (5WR input).
Trigger polarity: positive or negative slope selectable.
Threshold level: + 1 V to - 1 V (50R input impedance) or + 10 V to
- 10 V (500n input impedance).
Sensitivity: 50R input impedance, sinewaves 1 V p-p, pulses 20.5
V; 500R input impedance, sinewaves 10 V p-p, pulses 2 5 V.
Minimum pulse width: 5 ns in Ext. Trig., 20 ns in Burst mode.
Delay: <50 ns between trigger input and trigger output.
Manual button: push to activate input.
External width: output pulse width and rate determined by width
and rate of drive signal.
Synchronous gating: gating signal turns on repetition rate. Last
pulse completed even if gate ends during pulse. Max. repetition rate:
40 MHz.
Options
Opt 002 pulse burst
Number of pulses: 1-9999.
Burst trigger source: external signal or manual.
Repetition rate: 0 to 40 MHz.
Minimum time between bursts: 200 ns.
Trigger: all specifications as for EXT INPUT except minimum
width: 320 ns.
ODt 003 remote control
contact closure to ground or TrL compatible
Dulse width
simals. One line for each ranee
transition timeJ
Threshold voltages: logic 0 = 0.4 V, logic 1 = 2.4 V

Minimum difference between upper level and lower level
control voltage: 1 V (for 1 V output swing).
Absolute maximum input voltage limits: +20 V.
Pulse burst: 4 decades (1-99!99), 4 lines per decade (1248
BCD format). Contact closure to gnd. or TTL compatible
levels. Threshold voltages are logic 0 = 0.4 V, logic 1 = 2.4 V.
Note Opt 003 includes Opt 006 To use pulse burst, Opt 002 must be ordered with 003

Opt 004 direct output amplifier access
Input impedance: 50 ohms 25%.
Operation: asymmetrical.
Input voltage for max. output: 2.5 V p-p (baseline 0 V, top +2.5
V) .
Absolute maximum Input voltage: 2 5 V.
Gain: continuously variable between 0.8 and 6.4 by level controls
(Zs = 50 ohms, no load).
Frequency response (-3 dB): Zs = 50 ohms, no load0 to 50 MHz
Zs = 50 ohms, 50 ohm load0 to 80 MHz
Polarity: inverting for NORM, non-inverting for COMPL.
Note B DELAY mode cannot be used with this option

Opt 005 extra TTL output
Logic 1 level: 4.5 V min.
Logic 0 level: 0.2 V max. (20 mA sink current).
Source Impedance: 50 ohms.
Pulse delay: zero, coincident with channel A.
Pulse output: normal/complement as selected by channel A.
Opt 006 upper output level tracking
Input voltage: + 2 V to +16 V.
Absolute max. Input voltage: +20 V.
Absolute min. input voltage: 0 V.
Input impedance: 10 kR ?5%.
Upper level accuracy: 2 5 % of control voltage.
Lower level accuracy: 0 V 2250 mV.
Settling time to 2 5 % of final value: 400 ps.

Timing verniers:

pulse period
pulse delay
pulse width
transition times

controlled by

- 1 mA

current
or voltage
or resistor

- 0 . 1 mA

90 k i l

Absolute maximum Input current limits: 0 mA to - 1.1 mA.
Absolute maximum input voltage limits: + 10 V to -0.1 V.
Output levels
Input control voltage
Upper level control set to max + (+8V)
0 (0V)
max- (-7V)
Lower level control set to max + (+7 V)
0 (0VI
max - (-8 V)

'50 ohm into 50 ohm

I

Output level'

+a v

I

ov
v
+i v
+7
ov
-8 v
-7

I

General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, or 240 V, +5%, -lo%, 48 to 440 Hz,
180 VA maximum.
Weight: net, 11 kg (24.26 Ib). Shipping, 14.7 kg (32.4 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 346 mm D (5.2" x 16.75" x 13.6").
Options and accessories
Price
002: pulse burst
add $450
003: remote control
add $895
004: direct output amplifier access
add $215
005: extra TTL output
add $190
006: upper output level tracking
add $1 10
907: Front Handle Kit
add $20
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $15
909: Rack Flange/Front Handle Kit
add $30
910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
add $18
8015A Pulse Generator
$2700

PULSE GENERATORS
Very fast & variable transitions, 1 ns to 0.5 ms
Model 8082A

* < 1 ns variable transition times
250 MHz repetition rate
Ultra-clean 50 ohm source

The 8082A is Hewlett-Packard's fastest pulse generator with all
pulse parameters variable. With repetition rates to 250 MHz, transition times down to 1 ns and amplitudes to 5 V, the 8082A is ideally
suited for state-of-the-art TTL and ECL logic designs. Using the
8082A, you can rapidly test logic circuits under all operating conditions by simply varying pulse parameters. Although a highly sophisticated instrument, the 8082A is still easy to operate because of its
logical front panel layout and switch selectable ECL output levels.
Another feature that contributes to ease of operation is the square
wave mode. You can, for example, carry out toggle rate tests in this
mode up to 250 MHz without having to worry about pulse duty
cycle.
Hybrid ICs, manufactured by Hewlett-Packard, are used extensively in the design of the 8082A. These ICs eliminate the need for
fans, reduce power consumption and enable a low reactance 50 ohm
source impedance to be used. This source impedance absorbs 98%
of reflections from signals up to 4 V amplitude.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics ( 5 0 0 source and load impedance)
Transition times: < 1 ns - 0.5 ms (10%to 90%) in 6 ranges. <750 ps
(20% to 80%). Leadingltrailing edges controlled separately on fastest range, independently variable over 1: 10 ratio on other ranges.
Overshoot and ringing: 6 2 5 % of pulse amplitude may increase to
10% with amplitude vernier CCW.
Preshoot: 6 * 5 % of pulse amplitude.
Linearity: linearity aberration for both slopes 6 5 % for transition
times >5 ns.
Output: maximum amplitude is 5 V from 50R into 50R. Maximum
output voltage is 2 5 V (amplitude offset).
Offset: 2 2 V, into 50R.
DC-source impedance: 50n 25%.
Reflection coefficient: reflection is 2% typical for steps with 1 ns
rise time applied to output connector on all amplitude ranges except
5 V range. On the 5 V range, the reflection may be 15%.
Output protection: cannot be damaged by open or short circuits or
application of ext. s f 6 V or f200 mA independent of control settings.
Attenuator: two separate three step-attenuators reduce the outputs
to 1 V. Vernier is common for both outputs and reduces the output
to 0.4 V minimum. A further position provides ECL-compatible
outputs (-0.9 V to -1.7 V typ. open circuit).
Timing
Repetition rate: 250 MHz to 1 kHz in 6 ranges.
Period jitter: <0.1% of setting +50 ps.
Delay: 2 ns - 0.5 ms in 6 ranges plus typ. 17 ns fxd. with respect to
trigger output. Duty cycle >50%.
Delay jitter: <O. 1% of setting +50 ps.
Double pulse: up to 125 MHz max. (simulates 250 MHz).

*

+

Switch-selectable ECL levels
* 5 v outputs

Pulse width: <2 ns - 0.5 ms in 6 ranges.
Width jitter:
<0.1% of setting +50 ps.
Width duty cycle: >50%.
Square wave: delay and double pulse are disabled, max. Rep. Rate
250 MHz. Duty cycle is 50% f10% up to 100 MHz, 50% 2 15% for
> 100 MHz.
Trigger output: negative going Square Wave (50% duty cycle typ.)
>500 mV from 50R into 50R. Internal 50R can be switched off by
slide-switch on PC-board. Amplitude up to 1 V into 50R up to 200
MHz.
Trigger output protection: cannot be damaged by short circuit or
application of external 2200 mA.
Externally controlled operation
External input
Input impedance: 500 210%. D C coupled.
Maximum input: %6V.
Trigger level: adjustable - 1.5 V to + 1.5 V.
Slope control: positive, negative or manual selectable. In the
manual position all ext. functions can be controlled by push button. Button pushed in simulates an "on-signal."
Sensitivity: sine-wave >200 mV p-p pulses >200 mV.
Repetition rate: 0 to 250 MHz.
External-controlled modes
External trigger: there is approximately 7 ns delay between the
external input and the trigger output. Rep. rate is externally controlled (is triggered by external signal). Trigger output provides
the pulse-shaped input signal. Square wave mode is disabled.
Synchronous gating: gating signal turns rep. rate generator on.
Last pulse normal width even if gate ends during pulse.
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive
input. Rep. rate and delay are disabled. Trigger output provides
shaped input signal.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V(+5%, -10%)
48-440 Hz. Power consumption 85 VA max.
Weight: net, 7.9 kg (17.44 Ib). Shipping 8.9 kg (19.63 Ib).
Dimensions: 133 mm H x 426 W x 345 mm D(5.2" x 16.75" x
13.6").
Options
Price
add $20
907: Front Handle Kit
add $15
908: Rack Flange Kit
909: Rack Flange & Front Handle Combination
add $30
910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
add $12
8082A Pulse Generator
$ 3675

PULSE GENERATORS
Clean waveshape, all parameters variable
Model 80078
0

100 MHz repetition rate
Variable transition times down to 2 ns.

1 nslcm
0.5 Vlcm
1 GHz bandwidth

The 8007B is a high speed pulse generator that is well suited for
STTL and ECL applications.
The output can be set to positive or negative polarity, complement
or symmetrical to ground. A high dc-offset of up to ?4 V is also
included.
External triggering and synchronous gating are provided. The
trigger level is adjustable for all externally controlled modes with the
slope polarity selectable. This is very useful for avoiding malfunctions caused by noise and ringing on the external trigger signal.
In “External Width” mode the external input and pulse output
have equal width. Transition times and amplitude of the output pulse
can be set by the front panel controls. This mode is useful for shaping NRZ signals, as the width information is passed on to the output
pulse unchanged.
The “Width Trigger” mode is suitable for RZ signal shaping.
Delay, width, transition times and amplitude are determined by the
front panel controls.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics ( 5 0 a source and load impedance)
Transition times: <2 ns to 250 ps, three ranges (common for both
transition times). Independent verniers for adjusting leading and
trailing edge within each range up to maximum ratios of 1 5 0 or 50: 1.
Linearity: maximum deviation from a straight line between 10% and
90% points s5% of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: <+5% of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: <5 ns to 50 ms in five ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
Width jitter: <0.1% on any width setting.
Maximum duty cycle: normal >50%; complement approx. 100%.
Amplitude: 5 V max (10 V across open circuit) to 0.2 V in four
ranges; vernier adjustment within ranges. Pulse can be switched off.

Extremely linear slopes
Designed to drive TTL-S and commonly used ECL

Pulse output: + or - polarity selectable; normal, complement, or
symmetrical to ground.
Source impedance: SOR + 4fl shunted by typ. 10 pF.
DC-offset: 2 4 V across 50R load. Independent of amplitude setting, can be switched off.
Pulse delay: <30 ns to 50 ms with respect to trigger output. Five
ranges, with continuous adjustment within ranges.
Delay jitter: <O. 1% on any delay setting.
Repetition rate and trigger
10 Hz to 100 MHz in 5 ranges. Continuous adjustment within
ranges.
Period jitter: <0.1%.
Double pulse: available only up to pulse rate setting of 50 MHz,
representing an output pulse rate of 100 MHz.
Trigger output: >+1 V across 50 n, 4 ns c 2 ns wide.
External triggering (0 to 100 MHz)
Delay: approx. 15 ns between trig. input and trig. output.
Manual: front panel pushbutton for single pulse.
External width and width trigger
External width: output pulse width determined by width of drive
input.
Width trigger: external drive input switched to the width generator.
Pulse width determined by front panel width setting.
Rate generator: provides trigger pulses independent of drive input.
Synchronous gating
Gating signal turns generator “on.” Last pulse is completed even if
gate ends during pulse.
External input
impedance: 50R,dc-coupled. Max input +5 V.
Level: adjustable from + 1 V to - 1 V, Polarity: or -.
Sensitivity: sine waves 1 V p-p; pulses 1 V.
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to +55”C.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 V lo%, - 15%, 48 to 440 Hz,100
VA (maximum).
Weight: net, 8 kg (17.6 Ib). Shipping, 9 kg (19.8 Ib).
Dimensions: 128 mm H x 426 mm W x 345 mm D (5” x 16.8” X
13.6’7.
Options
Price
add $10
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
add $11
80076 Pulse Generator
$2600
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PULSE GENERATORS
High pulse power: 100 V, 200 W output
Model 214A

Wide amplitude range; 0.08 V to 100 V
15 ns transition times

The 214A is a well-proven pulse generator with a very wide range
of applications. The high 200 watts of pulse power (2 amp peak,
2100 volts into 50 ohms) and fast rise time of 15 ns are particularly
suited for testing current-driven devices such as magnetic cores, as
well as high-power modulators. The fast rise and fall times combined
with high power output pulses facilitate checking switching time of
high power semiconductors. The positive or negative pulse output,
with identical characteristics, provides a simple means of checking
either npn or pnp type transistors. By gating the Model 214A output,
a burst of pulses may be obtained for making computer logic measurements. The double pulse feature may also be used for pulse
resolution tests of amplifiers and memory cores. Because of its ability to provide a 100 V amplitude output pulse, the 214A is ideally
suited as a trigger source in high power applications where a poor
signal-to-noise ratio is present.
Source impedance is 50 ohms on all but the highest (100-volt)
range, to minimize errors caused by re-reflections when operating
into unmatched loads. At lower output levels (down to 80 mV), the
rise time is less than 13 ns (typically less than 10 ns). Carefully
controlled pulse shape, pulse rate and width, and minimum pulse
jitter ensure accurate and dependable test results. All characteristics
of the pulse waveform, including overshoot, preshoot, pulse droop,
and pulse top variations, are completely specified, and pulse irregularities are kept to a minimum.
An external trigger source of dc to 1 MHz can be used instead of
the internal rate generator to produce the output pulses. Positive or
negative trigger signals of 0.5 volts peak may be used and trigger
slope and level may be selected to determine the triggering point on
the waveform. A single pulse may be obtained from an internal
circuit each time a manual button is pushed. Gating of pulses is
easily achieved by applying an external signal and an output occurs
only when the gating signal reaches a positive 8 volt level. Three
modes of pulse operation allow: (1) setting of the output pulse to
occur from 0 to 10 ms before (advance) the trigger output, (2) setting
of the output pulse to occur from 0 to 10 ms after (delay) the trigger
output, or (3) a double pulse output with variable spacing between
the two pulses.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics
Source impedance: 50 ohms on 50 V and lower ranges; approx.
1500 ohms on the 100 V range.
Transition times: <13 ns on 20 V and lower ranges and the -50 V
range, < 15 ns on the +50 V range; typically < 10 ns with the vernier
set for maximum attenuation and typically 15 ns on the 100 V range.
Pulse amplitude: 100 V into 50 ohms. Attenuator provides 0.2 to

1 MHz repetition rate
Double pulse mode

100V in 1,2,5,10 sequence (9 ranges); vernier reduces output of 0.2
V setting to 80 mV and provides continuous adjustment within
ranges.
Polarity: positive or negative.
Overshoot: <5%, both edges (measured on a 50 MHz oscilloscope).
Pulse top variatlon: 4%.
Droop: ~ 6 % .
Preshoot: <2%.
Pulse widths: 50 ns to 10 ms in 5 decade ranges; continuously
adjustable vernier.
Width jitter: <0.05% of pulse width 1 ns.
Maximum duty cycle: 10% on 100 V and 50 V ranges; 25% on 20 V
range; 5% on 10 V and lower ranges.
Repetition rate and trigger
internal
Repetitlon rate: 10 Hz to 1 MHz (5 ranges), continuously adjustable vernier. Rate jitter: <0.5% of the period.
Manual: pushbutton single pulse, 2 Hz maximum rate.
External
Repetition rate: dc to 1 MHz.
Sensitivity: < O S V peak.
Slope: positive or negative.
Level: adjustable from -40 V to +40 V.
Delay: delay between input trigger and leading edge of pulse is
approximately 250 ns in Pulse Advance mode (approx. 420 ns
minimum in Pulse Delay mode).
External gating: +8 V input threshold. Maximum input 40 V peak.
Double pulse
Minimum spacing: 1 ps on the 0.05 to 1 ps pulse width range and
25% of upper limit of width range for all other ranges.
Trigger output
Amplitude: >IO volts open circuit.
Source impedance: approximately 50 ohms.
Width: 0.05 ps nominal.
Polarity: positive or negative.
General
Power: 115 or 230 V'-clO%, 48 to 66 Hz, approx. 325 VA.
Size: 172 mmH x 426 mmW x 416 mmD (6.8" x 16.8" x 16.4").
Weight: net, 15.8 kg (35 Ib). Shipping, 18.5 kg (41 Ib).
Options
Price
OPT 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
OPT 910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
add $7.50
214A Pulse Generator
$1900

+

PULSE GENERATORS
Complex-waveform sources
Models 8010A 81 80058

2 independent pulse generators in one
Simulation of complex analog signals
independent timing for driving digital ICs

Dual outputs, +10 V and -10 V
TTL output
Gating, square wave, double pulse modes

I
801OA

The 8010A is a very versatile pulse generator because it is actually
two pulse generators in one. All pulse parameters except repetition
rate are generated separately for each channel. The two outputs can
be used separately for digital logic applications or can be combined
at the output amplifiers to provide extremely complex waveforms
for analog applications. The repetition rate can be triggered separately for each channel thus enabling one channel to be controlled by
the repetition rate generator while the other is triggered externally.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics (with 50 ohms load impedance)
Transition times: separate outputs, t 1 0 ns to 1 s. In A + B mode,
<I2 ns to 1 s. With IO V output, <20 ns to 1 s.
Non-linearity: for transition times >30 ns, <4% of pulse amplitude.
Overshoot and ringing: <5% of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width (A and e): <20 ns to 1 s.
Jitter: <0.1% of setting.
Max. duty cycle: >80% (1 Hz-1 MHz), >50% (1-10 MHz).
Output amplitude: 0.02 V to 5 V sep., up to 10 V combined (channel B).
DC offset: +2 V across 50 ohm load. Can be switched off.
Pulse delay: (A and B) 50 ns to 1 s related to trig output in 8 ranges.
Jitter: ~ 0 . 1 %
of setting.
Repetition rate and trigger
Free running: 1 Hz-10 MHz in 7 ranges.
Jitter: ~ 0 . 1 %of setting.
Square wave: 1 Hz-IO MHz symmetrical to ground.
Double pulse: channel A and B independently selectable.
External triggering (input impedance 1 K ohms)
Rep. rate: 0-10 MHz. -+ 2 for square wave output.
Trigger input: sine waves 1 Vp-p. Pulses 0.5 V, 20 ns wide.
Delay: approximately 30 ns trig. input to trig. output.
Manual: pushbutton for single pulse.
Sep. trig. for both channels: +2 V amp., >50 ns wide,50nimpedance.
Trigger output (50 ohms impedance)
Amplitude: + 2 V across 50 ohms. 15 ns -t 10 ns wide.

Gating
Synchronous: -2 V to - 10 V signal turns rate generator on.
Asynchronous: -2 V to -10 V signal turns the output pulse on.
General
Power: 115 V or 230 V + 10% - 15%, 48 to 440 Hz, 200 V A max.
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Weight: net 10.6 kg (23.4 lb).
Size: 177 H x 426 W x 422 mm D (7" x 16.8" x 16.6'3.

80058

The 8005B is a general purpose, tnple output pulse generator.
This versatile instrument has all parameters variable and produces
simultaneous pos. and neg. pulses. It also has a TTL output which
has all parameters variable except amplitude. This feature, together
with the normal/complement facility, greatly improves the ease of
operation.

Specifications
Pulse characteristics
Transition times:slO ns to 2 s. Edges independently variable.
Non-linearity: for transition times >30 ns, ~ 4 %
of pulse amplitude.
Preshoot, overshoot, ringing: 4%of pulse amplitude.
Pulse width: ( 2 5 ns to 3 s in 5 ranges. Jitter: <0.1% of setting.
Max. duty cycle: >SO% (0.3 Hz-1 MHz), >50% (1-20 MHz).
Square wave: 0.15 Hz-IO MHz.
Pulse delay: <IO0 ns to 3 s.
Jitter: ~ 0 . 1 %
of setting.
Pulse outputs: simultaneous pos., neg. and T I L compatible outputs.
Pulse amplitude: 300 mV to 10 V.
Output protection: max. external voltage r 1 0 V.
Source impedance: 50 ohms f 10% or high impedance, selectable.
TTL compatible output: +4.6 V norm or comp. 50 ohms impedance.
Repetition rate and trigger
Repetition rate: 0.3 Hz to 20 MHz in 5 ranges. Jitter: <O.I%.
Double pulse: IO MHz max. Simulates 20 MHz.
Trigger output: > + 2 V amp. across 50 ohms.
Width: >6 ns.
Externally controlled operation
External triggering (dc to 20 MHz)
Delay: approx. 35 ns trig. input to trig. output.
Trigger Input
Maximum input: f IO V.
Impedance: approx. 1 K ohms dc-coupled.
Sensitivity: sine 2 Vpp.
Pulses: ? 1 V peak.
Width:HO ns.
Gating
Synchronous: gate signal turns on repetition rate. Last pulse is
always completed.
Asynchronous: gate signal controls output of rate generator.
Gate input (impedance 1 K ohms dc coupled)
Polarity: negative.
Amplitude: 2 V to 20 V (max.).
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V + 10%-15%, 48 to 440 Hz. 18OVA max.
Weiaht: net 7 kg (15.5 Ib). Shipeing 9 kg (20 lb).
Size: 130 H x 426 W x 290 mmD(5.l"x 16.8" x 11.4").
Options and accessories
Price
add $10
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $17.50
801OA-910: additional Omrating and Service Manual
80058-910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $7
Ordering information
8010A Pulse Generator
$3600
8005B Pulse Generator
$1750

PULSE GENERATORS
Model 1900 Plug-in pulse generator system

r

1900 System introduction
The Hewlett-Packard 1900 system with its modular construction
offers the maximum possible flexibility and versatility in a pulse
generator. It makes available an extremely wide range of facilities
which could otherwise only be implemented by several conventional
instruments.
The 1900 system comprises a series of fully compatible plug-in
units with a maximum repetition rate of 25 MHz.
Rate

Datalntning

output

1905A

1908A,
1925A,
1930A

1915A,
1917A,
1920A

Applications
Because of its flexibility the 1900 system covers a very wide range
of applications. The following applications areas, described in terms
of plug-in capabilities, are typical.
The 1917A, the general-purpose output amplifier of the 1900 system, produces 0.2 V to 10 V pulses from 50 ohms into 50 ohms (14 V
into Hi-Z) with transition times down to 7 ns. It covers a wide range
of digital applications including logic design testing of TTL, ECL
and MOS circuits.
The 1915A produces a 22.5 V to 50 V output at 1 A into a 50 ohm
load and transition times down to 7 ns. The H51 special enables the
1915A to handle single pulses or low duty cycles of <0.2%. Thus the
1915A is ideally suited for testing CMOS logic or as a modulator in
radar, microwave or plasma experiments, or any high voltage, high
current application. An overload circuit and indicator lamp are provided to prevent output amplifier damage.
The 1920A provides pulses with 350 ps rise times and 400 ps fall
times. These very fast transition times suit the 1920A to rise time,
propagation delay, bandwidth and storage time testing of high speed
transistors and logic families such as ECLIII. The zero pulse width
facility is useful for impulse testing. The H02-1920A special enables
the 1920A to be used in fiber optics applications. This special modifies the 1920A to deliver pulses with S300 ps transition times and 10
V fixed amplitude into 50 ohms for driving LEDs and laser diodes.
The 1925A and 1930A plug-ins bring word generation and PRBS

capabilities to the 1900 system. The 1925A can generate words of
2-16 bits in length at up to 50 MHz and PRBS of 32 767 bits for
testing communications channels.
The 1930A can generate a variable length PRBS of 7 to 1 048 575
bits at rates up to 40 MHz, and also includes a bit-error-detection
facility.

Programmability
Remote programming is available for the 1900 system which enables it to be built into systems for automatic testing of components
or systems. With analog programming, pulse parameter ranges are
controlled by external contact closure and verniers by analog current or resistance. For digital programming the 1900 system is interfaced to a computer via the 6940B Multiprogrammer.

1900A Mainframe
The 1900A minframe provides housing, power supplies and RFI
shielding for all 1900 system plug-ins. Plug-ins in the mainframe can
be connected either internally or externally.

1900A Mainframe specifications
General
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 492 mmD (5.3” x 16.7” x 19.4”).
Weight: net 16 kg (35 Ib). Shipping 21 kg (46 Ib).
Power: 115 V or 230 V &IO%, 48 to 66 Hz, 300 watts max.
Accessories
Analog programming kit: P/N 01900-69502 for Opt 001.
Blank plug-ins: 10481A - quarter size, 10482A - half size.
Plug-in extender: 10484A for half and quarter size plug-ins.
Options
001: cables for remote programming facility
002: chassis slides
007: rear panel inputs and outputs
908: rack flange kit
910: extra operating and service manual
1900A Mainframe

Price
add $225
add $95
add $80
add $10
add $7

$1 250

I
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1925A PRBSlword generator specifications
Function: word length 2-16 bits. PRBS 32,767 bits.
Clock input (impedance 50 ohms)
Repetition rate: 0-50 MHz (15-35"C), 0-45 MHz (0-SOT).
Amplitude: + 1 Vmin, + 5 Vmax.
Width: >4 ns, <18 ns at+0.6 V.
Start input (impedance 50 ohms dc coupled)
Period: >(word length plus 30 ns).
Amplitude: + 1 Vmin, +5 Vmax.
Width: >5 ns.
1930A PRBS generator specifications
Function: PRBS 7 to 1 0 4 8 575 bits variable.
Clock input (impedance 50 ohms dc coupled)
Repetition rate: 0-40 MHz.
Amplitude: 2 1 V to 2 5 V.
Width: >4 ns <15 ns.
Data input (impedance 50 ohms dc coupled)
Rep. rate: 0-40 MHz.
Amplitude: ' 1' level 1 Vmin. '0'level 0 V. Max. 2 5 V.
Trigger output (impedance 50 ohms)
Amplitude: 1 V (open circuit).
Width: 1 clock period.
Error and PRBS outputs (untermlnated current sources)
Amplitude: >2 V into Son.
Width: >10 ns, - 4 0 %of period in RZ mode.
191514 Output Amplifier specifications
Source impedance: 50 ohms or 4 K ohms.
Amplitude: e1.25 V to +25 V (50n/SOn),k2.5 V to k50 V (Hi-Z/

+

500).

1908A 25 MHz delay generator specifications

Transition times: 7 ns (10 ns with Hi-Z source) to 1 ms.
Baseline offset: 21.5 V (50n source), +3 V (Hi-Z source).
Internal width: 15 ns-40 ms.
Jitter: <0.5%.
External width: determined by drive input width.
1917A Output Amplifier specifications
Source Impedance: 50 ohms or 3 K ohms, 45 p F shunt.
Amplitude: 20.2 V to 2 10 V into 50 ohms, 0 V to f14 V into 3 K
ohms.
Transition times: 7 ns to 500 p s . Separate rise and fall controls.
Baseline offset: 22.5 V (50 ohms into 50 ohms).
Internal width: 15 ns to 40 ms.
Jitter: <0.25%.
External width: determined by drive input width.
1920A Output Amplifier specifications
Source impedance: 50 ohms 25%.
Amplitude: 20.5 V to k 5 V into Son.
Offset: 0 V to 2 2 V into 50n.
Transition times: leading edge <350 ps; trailing edge <400 ps.
Width: 0 to 10 ps.
Jitter: <20 ps or 0.1% whichever is greater.
Duty cycle: 0 to >25% (0-20 MHz), 0 to 10% (>20 MHz).
Options
Price
add $125
001: analog programming 1905A, 1908A
add $300
001: analog programming - 1915A, 1920A
add $325
001:analog programming - 19 17A
$145
Programming kit: HP 01908-69 for Opt 001
less $225
002 (1915A only): positive output
less $225
003 (1915A only): negative output
add $ 25
004 (1915A only): voltage calibration
add $550
005: digital programming - 1905A, 1908A
add $310
005: digital programming 1925A, 1930A
005: digital programming - 1915A, 1917A
add $2995, $2295
007 (1915A, 1917A): rear panel outputs
add $ 25
910: extra manual - all except 1915A,1917A
add$ 5
910: extra manual - 1915A, 1917A
add$ 10

Delay range: 15 ns to 10 ms.
Jitter: <0.1% of setting.
Rate input: 0-25 MHz.
Amplitude: 1 V p-p min, 5 V p-p max.
Trigger and drive outputs
Amplitude: >1.5 V (50 n/500).
Risetime: <5 ns.
Width: <10 ns.
Impedance: 50 ohms.

Ordering information
1905A 25 MHz Rate Generator plug-in
1908A Delay Generator plug-in
1925A PRBSlWord Generator plug-in
1930A PRBS Generator plug-in
1915A Output Amplifier plug-in
1917A Output Amplifier plug-in
1920A Output Amplifier plug-in

-

1905A 25 MHz rate generator specifications
Frequency: 25 Hz-25 MHz (int.), 0 -25 MHz (ext.).
Period jitter: <0.1%.
External trigger: amplitude 0.5 V to 5 Vpp. Slope pos. or neg.
Input impedance: 50 ohms dc coupled.
Synch gating: - 2 V gates generator on, -5 V max. 50 ohms impedance.
Output pulse: amp. >1.5 V (5On/SOs2).
Risetime: <5 ns. Width: <10 ns.
Width: <10 ns.

-

add $350
add $350
add $1300
add $1400
add $2300
add $1100
add $2900

PULSE GENERATORS
1900 System: programming information

Full control of all parameters
Both analog and digital control available

Occupies only one controller 1/0 slot
System can be easily expanded

1WWA
stabilization card

I

1

OUTPUT
FUNCTIONS
RESISTANCE
VOLTAGE
CURRENT
CONTACTCLOSURES
LOGIC LEVELS

0
0
0

TO ADDITIONAL
EXTENDERS
(UP TO 16
UNITS TOTAL1

INPUT
FUNCTIONS
0

Digital programming

CONTACT CLOSURES
LOGIC LEVELS

Introduction
Programmable pulse generators can be incorporated into automatic test systems. Programming adds flexibility which is invaluable
for applications that require several different but repeatable pulse
waveforms. This capability is available in a number of the components of the 1900 system.
1905A
1908A
1915A

1905A
1908A

001
001

1915A
1920A

001
001

Programming of these
modules requires an option
001 1900A mainframe.

005
005
005

1917A
1925A
1930A

005
005
005

Programming of these
modules requires an Option
001 1900A mainframe.

WORD GENERATORS
2 x 16 bit word & PRBS generator
Model 8006A

10 MHz repetition rate
Selectable PRBS and word length
Selectable formats RZ/NRZ, normal/complement

TTL compatible output
Bit pattern programmable
Single and continuous cycling

External clock
NRZ Output (16 bit
continuous word
recycling)
RZ Output signal

First bit synch pulse

The 8006A generates serial digital words of variable length at
clock rates up to IO MHz. An easy selection of two 16 bit words is
available. These two words can be serialized to produce a 32 bit
word at each output. Selectable operating modes include positive
return-to-zero (RZ) format, positive and negative non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) format, manual or automatic word cycling, complementary
output signals, and remote programming of the data content. The
remote programming feature allows conversion of parallel words to
serial words. Two outputs provide trigger pulses coincident with the
first and the last bit.
Additionally, a pseudo-random binary sequence variable from 7 to
65535 bits can be obtained from channel A output, with the inverted
sequence available at channel B.

Specifications
Word generation
One 4 to 32 bit word (even numbers only) or two 2 to 16 bit words.
No clock period between words.
Word content: independently set for both words by front panel
switches or remote programming (Darallel data inDut). ComDlement
WORD A of each word selecta6le by f;ont panel switches’,
WORD A, WORD B-WORD B.
Word cycling: continuous or by cycle command (external trigger or
manual).
Bit rate: internal, IO Hz to IO MHz, four ranges, continuous adjustment within ranges. Manual or external clock 0 to IO MHz.
Reset: manual reset of word outputs to bit 1 in AUTO CYCLE
mode and to word pause in SINGLE CYCLE mode.
Word format: RZ/ NRZ/-NRZ selectable for each word output.
Positive outputs have current sink capability to drive integrated circuits (TTL/DTL).
Synch outputs: trigger pulses corresponding to the first bit (leading
edge) and last bit (trailing edge).

Pseudo-random sequence generation PRN: provides a linear
shift register sequence at channel A output and the inverted sequence at channel B output. Maximum bit rate is 9 MHz.
Sequence length: variable from 7 to 65535 bits.
Trigger pulse: selectable for each bit in sequence.
Interface
Clock input
Repetition rate: 0 to IO MHz, amplitude 3 * 2 V, s + . I O V.
Width: >I5 ns at + I V. Input impedance: >500R.
Cycle command input
Minimum period: word length plus 100 ns. Amplitude > + 2 V,
< + l o v.
Width: >15 ns at + I V. Input impedance: >500R.
External data inputs no storage capability for programmed data
Low state: contact closure, TTL low, or voltage source >O V,
<+0.8 V.
High state: open, 7 T L high or voltage source >+2.4 V, <+5 V.
Synch outputs
Amplitude: > + 2 V across 50R.
Width: approx. 40 ns. Output impedance: 50R.
Clock output (rear panel)
Amplitude: 2 V across 50R.
Source impedance: approximately 50R.
Pulse width: approximately 30 ns.
Word outputs
Positive NRZ, RZ: high: +2.5 V across SOR, source impedance
50n. Low: 2-0.3 V, <+0.3 V, source impedance approx, OR.
Current sink capability 80 mA maximum.
RZ pulse width: approx. 45 ns.
Negative NRZ: high: 0 V. low: - 5 V across 50R, source impedance 50R.
Transition times: < I O ns.

General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power: 115 V or 230 V, +IO%, - 15%, 48 Hz to 440 Hz, 59 VA.
Weight: net, 6 kg (13% Ib).
Dimensions: 86 mm H x 426 mm W x 335 mm D (3.4” x 16.8” x
13.2“).
Options
Price
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
910: additional Operating and Service Manual
add $14
8006A 2 x 1 6 bit Word and PRBS Generator
$1975

WORD GENERATORS
50 MHz serial data/PRBS generator
Model 8018A
2048 bit, dual channel memory
Variable word and pattern length
TTL, ECL, CMOS compatible

PRBS generation

HP-I6 interface
Mixed PRBSiword output for serial data links
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The Hewlett-Packard model 8018A is a high performance data
generator designed to meet all of your requirements for serial
stimulus up to 50 Mbitsls. Its dual channel memory, for example,
contains 2048 individually programmable serial bits, sufficient capacity for the most complex data pattern requirements. Both word
and data stream length are variable so you can configure data
streams that exactly match your testing applications.
Pattern generating capability is enhanced by a Pseudo-Random
Binary Sequence (PRBS) generator. PRBS is a conveneint means of
generating “worst-case” test patterns and extends pattern length to
over 1 million bits. An innovative new technique even lets you mix

PRBS and programmable data words in a single stream, perfect for
simulating preamble-data-postamble patterns in serial data link applications.
A high performance output amplifier adds to the 8018A’s wide
applicability. It delivers clean, 6 ns pulses with repetition rates from
dc to 50 Mbitsls. Output amplitude is variable up to 15 volts into 50
0.This enables you to directly drive logic circuits ranging from
TTL to CMOS. Output levels for emitter-coupled-logic (ECL) are
also provided.
This wide range of operating modes has been designed to shorten
and simplify troubleshooting tasks whenever a serial data source is
required. In aerospace, telecommunications, integrated circuits, and
in computer and peripheral interfacing, the 8018A provides the
stimulus you need for digital design and testing.
For production and other systems environments an HP-IB programming interface (option 001) provides remote control of data
generating functions. The interface controller can be anything from
a large computer system to a simple card reader. The 15263A card
reader (option 002) is especially suited to this purpose. Cards can be
marked with instructions or data for rapid and error free memory
loading. A 4-channel adaptor (HP15450A) and 4-channel TTLCMOS translator (15451A) are also available as accessories for the
8018A (see page 331).

Specifications
Word and data generation
Number of channels: 2.
Channel length: 1024 bits (2048 bit total memory capacity).
Word length (M): 3 to 32 bits (to 2048 bits in Data mode).
Number of words (N): variable from 1 to 99.
Channel serialization: channels may be cascaded to extend Channel A length to 2048 bits.
Data content: each bit is individually programmable using front
panel switches, or remotely via optional HP-IB interface.
Data formatting: RZ and NRZ formats independently selectable
for both output channels. Width in RZ format approximates width of
clock output pulse.
Data generation modes
Word mode: data frame consists of N words of length M bits/
word.
Data mode: data frame consists of a continuous pattern of length
between 3 and 2048 bits. Frame length is determined by 4-digit
number set into thumbwheel switches.

PRBS mode: Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence of length T-1
bits is produced; n = 9, 10, 15, 20.
Mixed mode: Same as WORD mode except with PRBS sequence inserted after every odd number word. Simulates preamble, data message, postamble.
Frame length: 1 to 99 words (WORD mode) or 3 to 2048 bits
(DATA mode).
Channel set/clear: fills selected data channel with ones or zeros.
Data outouts
Output
Attenuator
Positions

2.5V
5V
7.5V
ECL

RL

Maximum
Amplitude

Minimum
Amplitude

trltf
(10%-90%)

5 0 R 5 0 n
1KR
500
5 0 R l K n

7.5V
15V
15V

2.5 V

1.3 V

6 ns
8 ns
8 ns

1

1.OV

RS

I

50n

50

nI

2.5 V

I

0.5V

I

5 ns

Maximum
Repetition
Rate

I

50
40
40

MHz
MHz
MHz

50

MHz

I

Pulse amplitude: variable in three ranges from 1.3 V to 15 V plus
fixed ECL position. See table.
Output format: simultaneous Data and Data waveforms areprovided. Data output is positive-going with OV baseline. Data is
inverted with identical upper and lower level voltages.
ECL position: positive-going pulse with 0.6 to 1.0 V amplitude,
and +0.5 to - 1.6 V offset. Amplitude and offset internally adjustable. 5 ns maximum transition time. Levels preset for standard
ECL. (50 0 source and load resistance).
Maximum transition times (10-90%): 6 ns. See table.
Maximum preshoot, overshoot, pulse top/basellne dlstortion: 10% of amplitude. 15% in ECL position.
Source resistance: selectable 50R or 1 KR.
Relation to clock pulse: leading edge of Channel B output coincides with leading edge of clock output *3 ns.
Overload protection: cannot be damaged by externally applied
voltages between 0 and 16 volts. Protected against open and short
circuits.
DATA B
Pulse amplitude: 2.4 V min. into 5 0 0 , 4.8 V min. into open
circuit.
Polarity: positive.
Source resistance: 50n.
Relation to clock pulse: leading edge of Channel B output coinwith leading edge of clock output f 3 ns.
Overload protection: cannot be damaged by externally applied
voltages between +5 and -2 volts. Additionally protected against
voltages between 0 and 16 volts when current limited to 20 mA.
Protected against open circuit and shorts to ground.
Synchronizing outputs
Clock: RZ pulse, occurs with each data bit.
First bit: RZ pulse, identifies first bit of data pattern.
Last bit: RZ pulse, identifies last bit of data pattern.
Word trigger: RZ pulse, identifies first bit of each word.
PRBS trigger: NRZ pulse, identifies beginning of each PRBS pattern
Amplitude
Clock: 2.4 V min. into 5 0 0 , 4.8 V min. into open circuit.
FB, LB, WT, PRBS TRIG: 1.2 V min. into SOR, 2.4 V min. into
open circuit.
Source resistance: 5 0 0 .
Width:
Clock, FB, LB, WT: 50% +- 20% of period in internal clock mode.
Approximates width of externally applied clock pulse in external
clock mode.
PRBS trigger: 3 clock cycles.
Overload protection: cannot be damaged by externally applied
voltages between +5 and -2 volts. Additionally protected against
voltages between 0 and 16 volts when current limited to 20 mA.
Protected against open circuits and shorts to ground.
Clocking
Internal
Bit rate: 50 Hz to 50 MHz (40 MHz max. in MIXED mode).
Jitter: 0.2% + 50 ps.
Controls: 5 ranges and 3 turn potentiometer for fine adjust.

External clock Input
Bit rate: D C to 50 MHz (40 MHz max. in MIXED mode).
Nominal trigger level: 0.5 V (EXT+), -1.2 V (EXT-).
Minimum pulse amplitude: 1.0 V (EXT+), 0.8 V (EXT-).
Trigger slope: positive.
..._.
. -. Minimum
pulse wiarn: IU ns.
Input resistance: 50R to ground.
Overload protection: 5 7 V. 0-16 V when current limited to 20
mA. By means of an internal switch, the CLOCK input mav be
switched to a high impedance mode. The following spec
3
then apply.
Input resistance: 1 LS-TTL load in series with 3C100.
Bit rate: DC to 40 MHz.
Trigger pulse: 7 T L levels. Amplitude may be increased to 16
volts when current limited to 20 mA.
Minimum pulse width: 15 ns.
Manual: pushbutton switch enables single bit output.
Cycle modes
Auto: data frame recycles continuously.
Bit: single bits are triggered by pulses at the CYCLE INPUT. If the
input is held high, data bits are continuously generated. Data generation ceases when the input goes low and continues from where it
stopped when the input returned to the 1iigh state.
Word: single words are triggered by pulses at the CYCLE INPUT.
If the input is held high, words are continiuously generated. When
the input goes low, data generation ceases after completion of the
current word. Data generation continues Mrith the next word when
the CYCLE INPUT is returned to the high state.
Frame: single data frames are generated b y pulses at the cycle inniit
T f the inniit
hioh frmrnpc I ~ continuously
P
r--. ---.r-- i c held ---D--,
generated.
When the input goes low, the current frame is completed and data
generation ceases.
Cycle input
Nominal trlgger level: 0.5 V.
Trigger slope: positive.
Minimum pulse amplitude: 1.0 V.
Minimum pulse width: 10 ns.
Input resistance: 5 0 0 to ground.
Overload protection: a 7 V. 0-16 V when current limited to 20
mA. By means of an internal switch, the CYCLE INPUT can be
set to high impedance. The following specifications apply.
Input impedance: I LS-TTL load in series with 300R.
Trigger pulse: TTL levels.
Minimum pulse width: 15 ns.
Manual: Switch enables outputting single bits, words, or frames.
Reset: Returns generator to bit 1.
General
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V , or 240 V; +5 to -IO%,
48 to 440 Hz, 230 V A max.
Environmental: 0 to 5 0 T , and with relative humidity to 95% at
40°C.
Weight: net 12 kg (26.5 Ibs). Shipping 16 kg (35.3 Ibs).
Size: 133 H x 426 W x 422 mm D (5.2” x 16.8” x 16.6”).
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Options
Opt 001: HP-IB Interface. Permits loading the 8018A
memory, word length, and number of words from any
HP-IB compatible controller. Starting and stopping of
data generation is also remotely controllable.
Opt 002: 15263A Card Reader. Provides fast loading of 8018A. Data stored on punched or marked cards
is loaded into the 8018A via its HP-IB interface. Requires Opt 001
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit
Opt 908: Rack Mounting Kit
Opt 909: Combined Front Handle and Rack Mounting Kit
Opt 910: Extra Operating and Service manual
8018A Serial Data Generator

Price
add $425

add $600

add $20
add $15
add $30
add $20
$3475

WORD GENERATORS
Highly flexible word generator, 9 x 32 bit
Model 8016A
DC to 50 MHz repetition rate
2 complementary outputs per channel, RZ/NRZ formats
Variable RZ width, 4 delay channels

e

*

Channel serializer
TTL/ECL output levels selectable
Optional HP-IB programming of Bit pattern

8016A

The 8016A is a parallel and serial data generator that provides
digital stimulus for a very wide range of applications. For the digital
designer the 8016A is a natural companion to multichannel data
display devices such as logic analyzers. It forms an ideal system
component for large test systems because it can provide the combination of digital patterns plus adjustable timing parameters necessary for testing IC’s and circuit boards. It is also a quite useful time
saver for design and test of complex communications systems.
The large memory size and ease with which bit patterns are programmed produce a flexibility of signal output, both in content and
in format. Data loading and output can be in either a parallel or serial
format. In parallel mode, data is input and output as 32 sequential
bytes, each 8 bits wide. In serial mode data is handled as 32 bit serial
words, and 8 independent words are available. A built-in channel
serializer also permits cascading the channels to produce a word
length of up to 256 bits. Maximum use of the memory is thus retained when fewer channels are required.
A strobe output provides additional data formatting capability.
The strobe can function either as a ninth data channel 32 bits long, or
as a floating 32 bit trigger word assignable to any or all of the 32 bit
sections of a serialized data frame. The strobe is thus perfect as a
word framing pulse or as a qualifier signal to label address and data
information contained in the same data stream. Additional synchronizing signals are provided by the first and last bit outputs and
the clock output.
The 8016A’s front panel control scheme provides simple control
Of all of the 8016A’s complex waveform generation capabilities. The
data entry controls are optimized to a “row of 16, column of 8”
arrangement. Each pushbutton and adjacent LED form one bit of a
buffer switch register whose states are displayed on the LED’s.
Data is loaded either into the row pushbuttons as serial words or
into the column pushbuttons as 8 bit parallel bytes. A single press of
the load data switch then transfers the data to the high speed memory. If data needs to be edited, a “fetch” facility returns data to the

buffer register, where it is again displayed on the LED’s. Bit patterns may also be more rapidly loaded into the 8016A via an optional
card reader. The entire memory may thus be loaded in less than 2
seconds.
Complete testing of digital circuits and systems requires not only
digital patterns but control of the analog parameters of the pulses as
well. Pulse widths, levels, and interchannel delays must all be adjustable both for proper functional testing and, in addition, to measure such dynamic parameters as setup and hold times, clock pulse
width sensitivities, and the system sensitivity to propagation delay
variations. To meet these testing requirements the 8016A first includes 6 independent delay circuits. Two selectable delay ranges,
0- 100 ns or 0.1- 1 ps are provided. Output levels of the 8016A’s
50R output amplifiers may also be adjusted to meet either ECL or
TTL test specifications. Transition times of <3 ns for TTL and <2.5
ns for ECL pulses are also in line with testing requirements. In
addition a choice of RZ or NRZ formats with variable RZ pulse
width is provided. This combination of pattern and pulse parameter
control means the 8016A can often provide problem solutions which
would otherwise require a setup of separate pulse and word
generators.
Its simple but very flexible bit pattern programmability combined
with its short cycle time (50 MHz clock) make the 8016A especially
effective in simulating worst case conditions in I C testing, e.g. high
speed testing of critical areas of memory. Similarly, the 8016A is a
time saver in component evaluation environments because test
setups can be rapidly built and reconfigured to meet the demands of
testing small quantities of a wide variety of IC types. In addition the
8016A is very useful in feeding controlled bit patterns into data
buses, data communications systems, and telemetry systems, both
for testing and for simulation purposes.
Model 15450A four-channel adapter and model 15451A TTLCMOS translator can both be used as accessories for the 8016A (see
page 331).
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Figure 1 - 8016A output waveforms
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Marked card

Figure 2

- BCD counter test set-up

8016A applications
Applications are the yardstick of a test instrument's capabilities
and the 8016A's main applications are in the fast growing world of
digital technology. IC testing, telecommunications equipment,
parallel interface design and automatic test systems all involve complex digital circuitry and all are applications areas for the 8016A.
Taking one area as an example, complete functional and parametric testing of complex ICs, such as those found in microprocessors,
was a difficult and time-consuming task requiring complicated test
set-ups . . . until the 8016A came along. Not only can the 8016A be
used to perform a complete functional check on the device, but
because of it's variable pulse parameter features it can also carry out
full parametric testing. This is very important in circuit design because it is not enough to know that the circuit works, you must also
know under what conditions it works. This means you have to be
able to run tests at full operating speeds, with all necessary data
patterns, and be able to vary pulse parameters to operating limits.
You only need one 8016A to do all this.
It is also necessary, of course, to have some means of displaying
your resulting data patterns and pulse waveforms. For this purpose
you can use a Hewlett-Packard 1600A Logic State Analyzer; the
ideal receiver for the 8016A. Pulse waveforms can be displayed on
an oscilloscope such as the Hewlett-Packard 1740A.
In the following example the 80 16A is used as the signal source to
carry out functional and parametric checks on a BCD counter. The
eight output channels can be programmed to supply signal stimuli for
functional tests. Pulse widths, inter-channel delay and clock rate are
separately adjustable for parametric testing.
A typical test set-up, with the BCD counter as device-under-test
(DUT) is shown in figure 2. The 8016A is used as signal source and
the 1600A is used to verify device functional response. A HewlettPackard 15263A Card Reader is also included in the set-up. This
card reader is custom-built for fast and easy memory loading of the
8016A via the 8016A's HP-IB interface. An oscilloscope is also used
to provide a timing display for parameter measurements.
The truth table for the BCD counter provides the data input for
the functional test. The truth table inputs are simply marked on a
card; the pencil marks (or punched holes) indicating binary "1".
The 8016A is loaded and the timing margins are set to well within
tolerance. The counter's responses and the associated commands
are then displayed in binary format on the 1600A display. By comparing this display to the counter truth table, device function can be
verified. Dynamic tests are then performed by adjusting the appropriate 8016A controls until the parametric values, calculated from
the oscilloscope display, cause breakdown of the counter's operation (indicated on the 1600A).
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WORD GENERATORS
Highly flexible word generator, 9 x 32 bit
Model 8016A (cont.)

Specifications
Data capacity
Data can be loaded in parallel or serial form depending on the position of the PROGRAM MODE switch. The data is loaded via a
single row and single column of pushbuttons, each pushbutton controlling a one-bit buffer register.
Number of channels: 8 data channels plus 1 strobe channel.
Number of bits per channel: 32 (fixed).
Total bit capacity: 288.
Serial capacity
One word consists of 32 bits in serial. A front panel switch serializes
words to form a frame.
Serial formats:
9 words on 9 channels, including strobe word, each 32 bits long.
4 frames on 4 channels, each consisting of 2 words or 64 bits.
2 frames on 2 channels, each consisting of 4 words or 128 bits.
1 frame on 1 channel consisting of 8 words or 256 bits.
Parallel capacity
Parallel format: 32 words with up to 9 bits in parallel-strobe channel included-will be generated. The number of bits per word depends on the number of output channels serialized.
Data outputs
Two separate outputs per channel, one for normal and one for complement.
Amplitude: TTL or ECL voltage levels, variable by front panel
control.
Source impedance: 50 ohms
Delay: four channels can be separately delayed between 0 ns and 1
p sec with reference to the channels 1, 3, 5 or 7.
Two ranges: 0 ns - 100 ns
0.1 ps - 1 ps
Ranges are common to all delayable channels. Channels have individual vernier controls.
Delay jitter: 60.1% +5 ps.
Skewtime: Skewtime of undelayable channels (3, 5 , 7)in reference
to channel one: 2 1 ns.
Format: RZ or NRZ separately selectable for each data channel and
strobe channel.
RZ Width: 10 nsec to 1 psec in two ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges. Range switch and vernier common to all channels.
Width jitter: +0.2% +50 ps.
Auxiliary outputs
First bit: corresponds with parallel word one or with the first bit of
the serial word. Format is NRZ.
Last bit: corresponds with the last parallel word or with the last bit
of the last word of a frame. Format is NRZ.
Clock: delivers one pulse per bit. Format is RZ.
Clock pulse width: controlled by RZ-Width control. Clock pulse
may be delayed between 0 ns and 1 ps in reference to channels 1,3,
5 or 7.
Strobe word: separate LOAD and FETCH pushbuttons and length
32 bits (can be extended to 256 bits by repetition). The strobe word
may be delayed between 0 ns and 1psec in reference to channels 1,
3, 5 or 7.
Amplitude of aux. outputs: TTL or ECL voltage levels variable by
front panel control.
Source impedance: 50 ohms.
Probe power
ECL: -5.2 V dc 210%; 80 mA.
TTL: +5 V dc +lo%: 100 mA.

Bit rate
Internal: 0.5 Hz to 50 MHz in eight ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within ranges.
External: dc up to 50 MHz or manual triggering.
Clock input
Repetition rate: 0 to 50 MHz.
Trigger pulse width: 810 nsec.
Trigger amplitude: selectable by internal switches on Bit Rate
board AS. Max. Amplitude: +7 V at 100% duty cycle.
Ext. + (lTL):+amplitude s + 2 V, input impedance a 1 k to
GND.
Ext. +: amplitude r + l V, input impedance 50 ohms to GND.
Ext. -(ECL): amplitude 6-1.6 V, input impedance 50 ohms to
-2 v.
Ext. -: Trigger level adjustable at Potentiometer ASR114 from
+1 v to -1 v.
Input impedance: 50 ohms to GND.
Recycling
Auto mode: data is recycled continuously.
Single cycle (2 modes): a) one word generated for each cycle
command. b) words generated as long as the cycle command is
active. Last word always completed. If channels are serialized, the
serialized word (64bits, 128 bits, 256 bits) is always completed.
Period between cycle commands: Byte (frame) length plus 200

ns .

Amplitude: >+2 V, 6 + 1 0 V.
Width: 212 ns.
Input impedance: 1 k n .
Manual reset
Auto cycle: all channel outputs are set to “0”.The next clock pulse
after RESET generates byte number one.
Single cycle: all channel outputs are reset to word pause. Word
pause can either be “ZERO” or “LAST BYTE”, controlled by a
rear panel switch.
Pulse characteristics
The level of all output signals is controlled by a TTL/ECL switch.
Adjusts for amplitude and offset. Source Impedance is 50 ohms.
TTL (across 50 ohms): HIGH LEVEL variable from 2.5 V to 1 V.
LOW LEVEL c0.2 V.
Transition times: 63.0 ns (First/Last Bit Trigger <4.0 ns).
ECL (across 50 ohms): HIGH LEVEL OFFSET variable from
-0.9 to +1.1 V. Amplitude variable from 0.3 V to 1.0 V.
Transition times: ~ 2 . ns
5 (First/Last Bit Trigger <4.0 ns).
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to +50°C.
Power requirements: 100 V/ 120 V/220 V or 240 V +5%, -IO%, 48
Hz to 66 Hz, 200 VA (maximum).
Weight: net, 14.5 kg (31.96 Ib). Shipping, 16 kg (35.27 Ib).
Size: 177 H x 426 W x 422 mm D (7” x 16.8” x 16.6”).
Price
Options and accessories
001: remote programming. Bit pattern can be programmed by any controller that is compatible with the
H P Interface Bus (HP-IB)
add $550
002: Card Reader. This option enables rapid loading
of the data and strobe channel bit patterns. The card
reader accepts marked or punched cards (HP Part
Number 9320-0595) and transmits the datalcontrol information to the 8016A via the HP-IB (Option 001
required)
add $600
907: Front Handle Kit
add $30
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $20
909: Rack Flange & Front Handle Combination Kit
add $45
910: Additional Operating and Service Manual
add $20
15450A: four-channel adapter
add $140
15451A: four-channel TTL-CMOS translator
add $250
8016A 9 x 32 Bit Word Generator

$6800

WORD GENERATORS
Accessories for logic signal sources
15263A card reader for rapid data loading
15450A adapter for easy circuit connections
15451A translator gives CMOS output levels

Models 15263A, 15450A & 15451A

vised connections. These advantages are of particular significance
where multi-channel data and pulse stimulus is required; in such
instances, the Adapter is an ideal companion for the H P 8016A
Word Generator.
Inputs to the Adapter are carried by a cable assembly. This consists of four 50 Ohm cables with BNC connectors which plug directly to the signal source. The outputs from the Adapter are carried
by 4 short, removable, connecting leads with small hook-type probes which connect easily to the circuit-under-test; even DIP’S can
be connected reliably. With probes removed, the connecting leads
will plug onto back plane pins.
To minimize distortion due to reflections from the circuit-undertest, each channel is terminated by a passive load inside the Adapter
body. Two parallel ground leads (also with hook-type probes) are
provided to ensure good grounding to the device-under-test.

Specifications

15263A

AC/DC characteristics: dependent on signal source.
internal load: 47.5 ohms in series with 33 pF.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Size: body size 95 mm x 54 mm x 22 mm (3.7” X 2.1”
0.9”). Total length including cable 152 cm (60 in).

X

15451A four-channel TTL-CMOS translator
Description
The model 15451A is a four channel active signal translator which
amplifies TTL signals to CMOS levels. Its capabilities are perfect
for adding CMOS compatibility to pulse and word generators with 5
volt outputs such as HP’s Model 8016A Word Generator. The
15451A’s four inputs conveniently connect to the signal source with
BNC connectors. Its four outputs are easily interfaced to the test
circuits via small probes which directly attach to circuit nodes. Even
adjacent pins of dual-in-line IC packages are reliably and simply
contacted using these small hook-type probes. With probes removed, the connecting leads will plug onto back plane pins.
The 15451A is normally powered from the VDDsupply of the
circuit-under-test and accepts supplies in the range of 5 to 18 volts.
The applied power supply voltage is also used to determine the
output signal amplitude. This level-tracking capability means that
pulse amplitudes need not be reset when the CMOS power-supply
voltage is adjusted. It further guarantees that pulse amplitudes never
exceed the VDDsupply voltage - even when the power supply is
switched off (pulse amplitude greater than VDDis a forbidden condition with CMOS logic, violation of which can cause rapid destruction of the tested IC).

15450A

15451A

15263A card reader
cri i
%%e 1!?46?% is a convenient and easy-to-use remote programming
device. It provides parallel instructions or data and is especially
suited for the H P 8016A Parallel Word Generator or H P 8018A
Serial Data Generator; both provide the power supply voltage
necessary for driving the card reader. Rapid and error free memory
loading of either generator is obtained. Any bit pattern can easily be
programmed by marking cards accordingly. A card is typically read
in 1.5 seconds and makes data re-loading or modification a fast and
uncomplicated operation.
D

Specifications
Logic levels (TTL neg. true): H I (0)
+0.4 V.

+ 2.5 V to + 5 V, LO (1) 0 V to

General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: +5 V, 550 mW.
Weight: 0.6 kg (1.31 Ib.) Shipping 1.6 kg (3.5 lb).
Size: 57 x 115
x 195 mm (2.2” x 4.5“ x 7.6”).
Accessories supplied: 50 cards, part number 9320-0595.

15450A four-channel adapter
Description
The Model 15450A Four-channel Adapter facilitates easy connection from a pulse or data generator to the circuit-under-test, and
helps to avoid the distortion problems often encountered in impro-

Specifications
inputs
Number of channels: 4. Fan-in: 2 standard LS TTL loads.
Max. input frequencyltransition time: 10 MHz/l ps.
input signal levels: low OV to +0.8 V, high +2 V to +5 V.
MaxJmin. input voltage: +7 V- 1 V.
Outputs (source impedance 220 ohms) Following specs. relate to
5 MHz square wave input signal with VDD= 15 V and load capacitance = 50 p F per channel.
Output signal level: high (VDD - 1 V) typ., low 100 mV typ.
Transition times (20%-80%): LO to H I 23 ns typ., H I to LO 16
ns typ.
Propagatlon delay: LO to H I 45 ns typ., H I to LO 35 ns typ.
lnterchannei skew: 2 ns typ.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 50°C.
Power: + 5 V to +18 V at 250 mA
Size: body size 95
x 54
x 22 mm
(3.7” x 0.9” x 2.1”).
Total length including cable 152 cm (60”).
Options
Price
$6.38
15263A: opt. 910 extra operating and service manual
15450A & 15451A: opt 910 extra operating note
$1.40
Ordering information
$600
15263A Card Reader
15450A four-channel adapter
$140
15451A four-channel TTL-CMOS translator
$250

+
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WORD GENERATORS
PRBS and WORD generation up to 150 Mb/s
Model 3760A

The 3760A Data Generator is a fast, versatile PRBS and WORD
generator intended for both factory and field use, with many features
which make it especially attractive for applications in high frequency
digital communications.
The generator can be manually or automatically triggered from an
external clock in the frequency range 1 kHz-150 MHz. Alternatively
the clock can be derived from an optional internal clock source
which can be variable or crystal controlled in the frequency range
1.5-150 MHz. A clock output is always provided in normal or complemented form, which is variable in amplitude and dc offset.
The pseudo-random binary sequence, PRBS, is variable in length
from 23-1 to 2lO-1 bits, with an additional long sequence of P - 1 bits.
A sync pulse occurs once per PRBS and may be varied in position
relative to the sequence. As the 3760A generator is often used in
conjunction with the 3761A Error Detector, two errors can be inserted once per 4000 sequences to check the accuracy of the
3760A/3761A system.
The length of the binary WORD is variable from 3 to 10 bits and
its content is selected on the front panel. A sync pulse is generated
once per WORD. Alternatively, a repetitive 1010 pattern can be
selected.
The sync pulse can be used to initiate a block of 1 to 99 zeros
which can be added to the data stream and used to examine regenerator clock extraction and threshold circuits in PCM/TDM systems.
The data output which can be PRBS, WORD or the fixed pattern
1010, is available in normal or complemented form. Either RZ or
NRZ formats may be selected and the data output can be delayed by
up to 100 ns with respect to the clock. As with the clock, the data
output can be vaned in amplitude and dc offset. A second data
output, which is synchronously delayed by 8 bits from the normal
data output, is also available as an option. This feature makes the
generator ideally suited for driving digital radio systems employing
four phase modulation.

Specif icat ions
Modes of operation
PRBS normal: generates a repetitive 2"-1 bit maximal length
PRBS where n = 3 to 10 and 15.
PRBS add zeros: addition of a block of 1 to 99 zeros with PRBS
normal, occuring after the sync pulse.
PRBS add error: introduction of two errors per 4000 sequences.
1010: generates a preset repetitive word, content 1010.
WORD normal: generates a continuous 3 to 10 bit word with selectable content.

WORD add zeros: addition of a block of 1 to 99 zeros into WORD
normal, occuring between words.
Clock input
Rate: 1 kHz to 150 MHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms * 5 % dc coupled (75 ohms optional).
Trigger: manual with level range -3 V to +3 V, +ve or -ve slope.
Auto with input mark:space ratio range 1O:l to 1:lO.
Sensitivity: better than 500 mV pk-pk.
Amplitude: 5 V pk-pk maximum. Limits ? 5 V.
Pulse width: 3 ns minimum at 50% pulse amplitude.
Indicator: lamp showing clock present and triggering correctly.
Internal clock (optional)
Variable: range 1.5 to 150 MHz.
Crystal: two rates in the range 1.5 to 150 MHz, stability 220 ppm.
Jitter: <OS% of period +0.05 ns pk-pk.
Clock output
Outputs: CLOCK or CLOCK.
Impedance: source impedance 50 ohms 25% (75 ohms optional).
Amplitude: continuously variable in 5 ranges from 0.1 to 3.2 V
symmetrical about offset level.
DC offset: Zero, <2% of pulse amplitude.
Variable, continuous 0 to 2 3 V.
Transition times: <1.4 ns into 50 ohms.
<1.6 ns into 75 ohms.
Overshoot: <lo% of pulse amplitude.
Data output
Outputs: DATA or DATA.
Format: NRZ or RZ (up to 130 Mb/s).
Delay: data (and sync) delayed with respect to clock continuously in
10 ranges from 0 to 100 ns.
Other specifications as for clock output.
Delayed data output (optional)
Outputs: DATA or DATA ganged with normal Data output.
Delay: synchronous 8 bits with respect to normal Data output.
Other specifications as for normal Data output with ganged
amplitude and dc offset controls.
Sync output
Rate: once per PRBS or WORD cycle.
Amplitude: + 1 V into 50 ohms.
General
Power: 115 V 10% or 230 V f lo%, 40 to 400 Hz, consumption
90 w .
Weight: 13.5 kg. (30 Ib).
Size: 140 H , 425 W, 467 mm D (5%" x 163/4"x 1g3/4'1.
3760A Data Generator
$6525
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OSCILLATORS & FUNCTION GENERATORS
General information

Oscillators, function
generators
Signal sources have been descri
various names-oscillators, test osci
audio signal generators, function gent
etc. Different names are applied, del:
on design and intended use of the
The name “test oscillator” has been
describe an oscillator having a calibr,._- -.
tenuator and output monitor. The term“signal generator” is reserved for an oscillator
with modulation capability.
A function generator is a signal generator
that delivers a choice of different waveforms
with frequencies adjustable over a wide
range. Function generators produce sine,
triangle, square wave, saw-tooth waves,
pulses, sweep, and modulation. HewlettPackard’s function generators extend from a
low frequency of 0.0005 Hz (HP 3310A) up
to a high frequency of 50 MHz (HP 8165A).
Basic requirements
In selecting an oscillator or function
generator, the user will be most interested in
its frequency coverage. The question to be
answered here is, “Will the instrument supply both the lowest and highest frequencies
of interest for anticipated tests?” As shown
in Table 1, Hewlett-Packard manufactures a
broad range of oscillators and function
generators covering the frequency spectrum from
0.0005 Hz to 50 MHz.
The user’s next concern will be with
available output power or voltage. Some
tests require large amounts of power, while
others merely require sufficient voltage output. For almost any application, there is a
Hewlett-Packard oscillator capable of delivering desired voltage output into a highimpedance load or of supplying desired
power into lower impedance loads.
Besides frequency range and power output, the user will be interested in instrument
stability, its dial resolution, and the amount
of harmonic distortion, hum and noise in the
output signal, and functions available. See
Table 1 for a comparison of HewlettPackard oscillators and function generators.
Frequency stability
Frequency stability of an oscillator determines the ability of the instrument to
maintain a selected frequency over a period
of time. Component aging, power-supply
variations and temperature changes all affect stability. Carefully chosen components,
such as precision resistors and variable
capacitors in the frequency-determining
networks, contribute to long-term stability.
Amplitude stability
Amplitude stability is important in certain

‘Two Generators, AM, FM, Sweep, Trigger/Gate

“See data sheet

-

Table 1. F u n c t i o n s . f r e a u e n c v r a n a e a n d p o w e r o u t p u t o f Hewlett-Packard
oscillators a n d f u n c t i o n generators.

oscillator applications. Amplitude stability
is inherent in the Hewlett-Packard RC oscillator circuit because of large negative
feedback factor and amplitude stabilizing
techniques. “Frequency response,” or
amplitude variation as frequency is changed,
is of special interest when the oscillator is
used for response measurements throughout
a wide range of frequencies.
Distortion
Distortion in the oscillator’s output signal
is a measure of the purity of the oscillator’s
waveform.
Oscillator distortion can be undesirable
for harmonic distortion testing of amplifiers,
for example. If the amount of distortion contributed by the oscillator is more than 20 dB
below the distortion contributed by the
amplifier, an error in the harmonic distortion
measurement will be less than IO percent.
Hum and noise
Hum and noise can be introduced at a variety of points in oscillator circuits; but
when the circuit operates at a relatively high
level, the amount of hum and noisc introduced into the device under test is usually
negligible. Hum and noise introduced by a

power amplifier usually remain constant as
output signal amplitude is diminished.
Hence, even though hum and noise power
may be quite small compared to rated output, these spurious signals sometimes become a significant portion of low-level output signals. To overcome such a limitation,
many Hewlett-Packard oscillators have
their amplitude control on the output side of
the power amplifier so that hum and noise
are reduced proportionally with the signal
when low-level signals are desired for test
purposes.
Function generators
The function generator is a versatile multiwaveform signal source capable of very
wide frequency coverage. Available functions range from modulation (3312A) to sweep
and triggered/gated waveforms (33 10A/B,
3312A). The function generator is an indispensable general purpose signal source for production
testing, instrument repair, and the electronics
laboratory. Diverse fields of applications in
which the function generator is being used include medical research, education, chemical,
communications, geophysics, industrial control,
military, and aerospace.

OSCILLATORS 81 FUNCTION GENERATORS
5 Hz to 600 kHz audio oscillators
Models 200CD, 200CD Opt: H20, & 201C

--

Description
These Hewlett-Packard oscillators have high stability and accurate, easily resettable tuning circuits. Low-impedance operating
levels, together with superior insulation, guarantee peak performance throughout years of trouble-free service. The instruments
have a wide frequency range and long dial lengths and feature an
improved vernier frequency control.

201c

2wco
Frequency Range

5 Hz to 600 kHz

Number of Ranges

Price
$17
$17
$8 1
$125

Accessories available
1 lOOOA Cable Assembly
1 lOOlA Cable Assembly
11004A Line Matching Transformer
11005A Line Matching Transformer

20 Hz to 20 kHz

3 overlapping

Frequency Response

5 overlapping
*2%
+1 dB (1 kHz ref)

output
(into 6000 load)

>160 mW (10 V)
Opt. H20, 93 mW (7.5 V)

3 W (42.5 V)

output
Impedance

6000

6000 =lo% 20, 30 and 40 dB settings
4 0 0 0 , 0 db and 10 dB settings

output
Balance

Balance and floating better thanO.l% at lowe!
frequencies and approx. 1% at higher frequencies

One terminal at ground potential

Distortion

0.2% 20 HZ to 200 kHz
0.5%: 5 Hz to 20 Hz and 200 kHz to 600 kHz
Opt. H20: 0.06%. 60 Hz to 50 kHz
0.1%, 20 Hz to 60 Hz and 50 kHz to 400 kHz
0.5%, 5 Hz to 20 Hz and 400 kHz to 600 kHz

<0.5% 50 Hz to 20 kHz at 1 W
<1%,
Hz to 20 kHz at 3 W

Hum and Noise

t 0 . 1 % of rated output

Attenuator

Bridged “T“

<0.03% of rated output
0 to 40 dB steps, coarse and fine Controls

Dial Accuracy

-t 1%

?1 dB (1 kHz ref)

~

io

Input Power

115 or 230 V, 50 to 1000 Hz, 90 VA

115 or 230 V, 50 to 400 Hz, 75 VA

Wei ht
kg (kb)

Net: 9.9 kg (22 Ib)
Shipping:10.8 kg (24 Ib)

Net: 7.2 k (16 Ib)
Shipping: f.6 (19 Ib)

WxHxD
Dimensions

(73/s”x 11’/2” x

187 mm x 292 mm x 365 mm
143/s”)

191 mm x 292 mm x 318 mm
(7W’ x 11”” x 12’h”)

Price

ZOOCD: $600. Opt. H20: add $75.

201C: $600

OSCILLATORS & FUNCTION GENERATORS
4

Hz to 2 MHz sine, square

wave oscillators

Models 209A, 204C &204D

30 Hz,
%.

ns into

1. Sync
cy, is a
with a

follow-

s; ? O S

155°C.
Hz, <7
pt. 002:
66 Hz.

n W x

Price
tdd $85
tdd $95
$140
$115
$55

$495
$415
$475

OSCILLATORS & FUNCTION GENERATORS
10 Hz to 1 MHz digital oscillator
Model 4204A

0.2% frequency accuracy
Accurate 80 dB output attenuator
0.01% frequency repeatability
Excellent stability
Flat frequency response

.

Description
Hewlett-Packard's 4204A Digital Oscillator provides accurate,
stable test signals for both laboratory and production work. This one
instrument does the job of an audio oscillator, an ac voltmeter, and
an electronic counter when an accurate frequency source of known
amplitude is required.
Any frequency between 10.0 Hz and 999.9 kHz can be digitally
selected with an in-line rotary switch, to four significant figures. As
many as 36,900 discrete frequencies are available. Infinite resolution
is provided by one vernier control, which also extends the upper
frequency limit to 1 MHz. Frequency accuracy is better than 20.2%
and repeatability is typically better than ?0.01%.
A built-in high impedance voltmeter measures output. The meter
is calibrated to read volts or dBm into a matched 600 ohm load. (0
dBm = 1 mW into 600 Ohms.) The output attenuator has an 80 dB
range, adjustable in 10 dB steps with a 20 dB vernier. Maximum
output power can be increased to 10 volts (22 dBm) into 600 Ohms or
20 volts open circuit.
Frequency response is flat with less than 23% variation over the
entire frequency range at any attenuator setting. Frequency stability
is better than 10 parts in lo6 per minute.

Specifications
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 1 MHz, 4 ranges.
Frequency accuracy: 20.2% or 20. 1 Hz (at 25°C).
Frequency stability
&lo% line voltage variation: less than 20.01%.
Change of frequency with temperature: <&lo0 ppm/"C.
Drift: (10 ppmiminute.
Frequency response: flat within 2396, 9.999 kHz ref. (25°C
t5OC).
Output: 10 V (22 dBm) into 600 ohms (160 mW). 20 V open circuit.
Output attenuator: 80 dB in 10 dB steps: < ? O S dB error.

Output monitor: voltmeter monitors level at input of attenuator in
volts or dB.
Accuracy: 22% of full scale.
Flatness: 21% at full scale, 10 Hz to 500 kHz; 22% at full scale,
500 kHz to 1 MHz.
Distortion: less than 0.3%, 30 Hz to 100 kHz. Less than 1%, 10 Hz
to 600 kHz. Less than 1.2%, 10 Hz to 1 MHz.
Hum and noise: less than 0.05% of output.
Temperature range: 0°C to +50"C.
Power: 115 V/230 V switch, ?lo%, 10 VA, 50 to 60 Hz.
Weight: net, 8.5 kg (19 Ib). Shipping, 11 kg (28 Ib).
Dimensions: 141 mm H x 426 mm W x 336 mm D (5%" x 16%'' x
13'/4").
Price
Accessories available
llOOOA Cable: dual banana plugs
$17
llOOlA Cable: banana plug to BNC male connector
$17
11004A Line Matching Transformer has a frequency
$8 1
response of 5 kHz to 600 kHz providing fully balanced
outputs for 135 or 600 ohms
11005A Line Matching Transformer has a frequency
$125
response of 20 Hz to 45 kHz providing full balanced
output into 600 ohms.
$89
16252A Matching Transformer has a frequency response of 10 kHz to 1 MHz providing unbalanced 75
ohm output, terminated in UG-657/U female BNC
connector
Options
001: 4204A Output Monitor top scale calibrated in
add $25
dBm1600n. Bottom scale calibrated in volts
add $10
908: Rack Flange Kit
add $9
910: Extra Manual
4204A Digital Oscillator

$1500

OSCILLATORS & FUNCTION GENERATORS
0.1 Hz to 1 MHz
Model 331 1A

Description
The 331 1A Function Generator offers wide functional capability
at a modest price. This compact unit has seven decades of range
from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. Pushbutton range and function selection add
convenience to versatility. Added features normally not found on
function generators in this price range are 10: 1 voltage control and a
separate pulse output suitable for synchronization or driving TTL
logic circuits.
output
Ten V p-p into 6
O
O
n (20 V p-p O.C.). This output may be attenuated by >30 dB by a variable attenuator and offset by 2 5 V.
The dc offset allows the sine, square, and triangle functions to be
positioned to the most desired level. This feature adds to the usefulness of all three functions.

vco

The d c coupled voltage control allows the use of an external
source to sweep the 331 1A > 1 0 1 in frequency.
Pulse output
A separate TTL compatible pulse output provides current sinking
for up to 20 TTL loads. The pulse has a 15/85 aspect ratio with a
<25 ns rise time.

Specifications
Waveforms: sinusoid, square, triangle, and positive pulse.
Frequency range: 0.1 H z to 1 MHz in seven decade ranges.
Dial accuracy: 2 5 % of full scale.
Isolation: using an external supply, outputs may be floated up to
5500 V relative to the instrument case (earth ground).

600 Ohm output

Maximum output amplitude: 20 V p-p open circuit; 10 V p-p into
600 R.
Amplitude control: continuously variable, >30 dB range. D C
offset: up to e10 V open circuit, e5 V into 6000, continuously

adjustable and independent of amplitude control. Maximum V,,
peak + V,, offset without clipping is ?lo V open circuit, 5 5 V into
600R.
Output impedance: 600n f10%.
Sine wave amplitude flatness: within +3% of 10 kHz reference
(maximum output amplitude) to 100 kHz, e6% to 1 MHz.
Sine wave total harmonic distortion: <3% (maximum output
amplitude).
Triangle linearity: deviation < I % from best straight line at 100 Hz
(maximum output amplitude).
Square wave transition time: rise time: <I00 ns; fall time: <IO0
ns.
Square wave time axis symmetry error: *2% maximum to 100
kHz.
Pulse output
Output amplitude: >3 V positive (open circuit) TTL compatible.
Duty cycle: 13.5% to 16.5% of the total period.
Transition times: <25 ns.
External frequency control

VCO range: > 10: 1 on any frequency range.
Input requirement: with frequency dial set to 1.0, a linear ramp of
0.0 V to - 10 V e 2 V will linearly increase frequency > 10:1
Input impedance: 10 kfl ~ 1 0 %
in parallel with <60 pFd.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C; specifications apply from
+ 15°C to +35”C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75”C.
Power: 100/120/220/240 V -IO%, +5% switchable: 48 Hz to 66 Hz;
S12 VA.
Dimensions: 89 mm H x 159 mm W x 248 mm D (3%’’ x 6%” x
93/4

“)

.

Weight: net, 1.5 kg (3% lb); shipping, 2.5 kg (5% lb).
Rack Mount Kits: 10851A for one 3311A, 10852A for two.
3311A Function Generator

$295

1

OSCILLATORS & FUNCTION GENERATORS
Function generator
Model 3312A
AM, FM, sweep, trigger, gate and burst

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 33 12A Function Generator combines two
separate, independent function generators with a modulator section
in one compact instrument.
The main generator can-via pushbutton control-be triggered
by the modulation generator to provide sweep functions, AM, FM
or tone burst.
Ten V p-p into 50R provides adequate power for most applications. The output attenuator has a range of more than 10,OOO:l so
clean low-level signals from 10 V to 1 mV p-p into 50R can be
obtained.
The main generator includes dc offset up to 10 volts p-p into 5 0 0 .
Hewlett-Packard’s 3312A, is an effective low cost solution for
generating a multitude of functions.

3312A Specifications
Output waveforms: sine, square, triangle, 2 ramp, pulse, AM,
F M , sweep, trigger and gate.
Frequency characteristics
Range: 0.1 Hz to 13 MHz in 8 decade ranges.
Dial accuracy: ?5% of full scale.
Square wave rise or fall time (10% to 90%): <18 nsec.
Aberrations: <IO%.
Triangle linearity error: <1% at 100 Hz.
Variable symmetry: 80:20:80 to 1 MHz.
Sine wave distortion: <0.5% T H D from 10 Hz to 50 kHz. >30 dB
below fundamental from 50 kHz to 13 MHz.
Output characteristics
Impedance: 5 0 0 210%.
Level: 20 V p-p into open circuit, 10 V p-p into 5051.
Level flatness (sine wave): <-c3% from 10 Hz to 100 kHz at full
rated output (1 kHz reference). <+lo% from 100 kHz to 10 MHz.
Attenuator: 1:1 , 10: 1 , 100:1, 1000:1 and > 10:1 continuous control.
Attenuator error: 4%.
Sync output: impedance: 5 0 0 ?lo%, > 1 V p-p square wave into
open circuit. Duty cycle varies with symmetry control.
DC offset: f 10 volts, continuously adjustable, independent of variable attenuator setting. Instantaneous ac voltage + Vdc offset must
be between 2 10 V (not terminated) or 2 5 V (terminated with 500)
in the I: 1 attenuator position.
Modulation characteristics
Types: internal AM, FM, sweep, trigger, gate or burst; external
AM, FM, sweep, trigger, gate or burst.
Waveforms: sine, square, triangle, ramp or pulse variable symmetry.

Frequency range: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz.
Output level: >1.0 V p-p into 10 k 0 .
Amplitude modulation
Depth: 0 to 100%.
Modulation frequency: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz (internal). D C to > 1
MHz (external)
Carrier 3 dB bandwidth: <lo0 Hz to >5 MHz.
Carrier envelope distortion: <2% at 70% sine wave modulation
with f, = 1 MHz, f,,, = 1 kHz.
External sensitivity: <10 V p-p for 100% modulation.
Frequency modulation
Deviation: 0 to +5% (internal).
Modulation frequency: internal: 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz; external: D C
to >50 kHz.
Distortion: <-35 dB at f, = 10 MHz, f,,, = 1 kHz, 10%modulation.
Sweep characteristics
Sweep width: > 100 1 on any range.
Sweep rate: 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz, 9O:lO ramp, and 0 Hz (provides
manual setting of “Sweep Start” without modulation generator
oscillating).
Sweep mode: repetitive linear sweep between start and stop
frequency settings. Retrace time can be increased with symmetry
control.
Ramp output: 0 to >-4 p-p into 5 kR.
Gate characteristics: stadstop phase range: +90° to -80”.
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz (useful to 10 MHz).
Gating signal frequency range (external): DC to 1 MHz, TTL
compatible.
External frequency control
Range: 1OOO:l on any range.
Input requirement: with dial set at 10,O to -2 V 220% will linearly
decrease frequency >1000:1. An ac voltage will FM the frequency
about a dial setting within the limits (0.1 < f < 10) x range setting.
Linearity: the frequency versus voltage curve will be linear within
0.5% over a 1OO:l frequency range.
Input impedance: 2.8 kR f5%.
General
- .
Operating temperature: 0°C to +55”C; specifications apply from
0°C to 40°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75”C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5%, -lo%, switchable; 48 Hz
5
to 440 Hz; ~ 2 VA.
Size: 102 H x 213 W x 377 mm D (4” x 8%3” x 1413/16”).
Weight: net, 3.8 kg (8 Ibs, 6 oz). Shipping, 5.9 kg (13 Ibs).
3312A Function Generator
$900
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3310A

Description
The 3310A Function Generator is a compact voltage-contrc)Iled
generator with 10 decades of range. Ramp and pulse functions are
available in addition to sine, square and triangle. DC offset and
external voltage control provide wide versatility. A fast rise time
sync output is provided. Aspect ratio of nonsymmetrical functic,n is
I

15%/85%.

The 3310B has all the features of the standard 3310A plus si ngle
and multiple cycle output capability.

3310A Specifications
Output waveforms: sinusoidal, square, triangle, positive pi
negative pulse, positive ramp and negative ramp. Pulses and ra
have a fixed 15% or 85% duty cycle.
Frequency range: 0.0005 Hz to 5 MHz in 10 decade ranges.
Sine wave frequency response
0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz: 2 1%; 50 kHz to 5 MHz: 24%. Referenc:e, 1
kHz at full amplitude into 50R.
Dial accuracy
0.0005 Hz to 500 kHz all functions: ?(I% of setting + 1% of full
scale).
500 kHz to 5 MHz sine, square and triangle: ?(3% of settirE +
3% of full scale).
500 kHz to 5 MHz pulse and ramps: *(lo% of setting + 1% oiF full
scale).
Maximum output on high: >30 V p-p open circuit: >15 V p-p into
50R (except for pulses at frequency >2 MHz).
Pulse (frequency >2 MHr): >24 V p-p open circuit: >12 V p-p into

50R.
Minimum output on low: <30 mV p-p open circuit: <15 mV P-P
into 50R.
Output level control: range >30 dB. High and low outputs ove:rlap
for a total range of >60 dB; low output is 30 dB down from high
output.
Sine wave distortion
0.0005 Hr to 10 Hr; >40 dB (1%).
10 Hz to 50 kHz (on 1 k range): >46 dB (0.5%).
50 kHz to 500 kHz: >40 dB (1%).
500 kHz to 5 MHz: >30 dB (3%).
Square wave and pulse response: <30 ns rise and fall timc:s at
full output.
Triangle and ramp linearity: 0.0005 Hz to 50 kHz, ~ 1 % .
Impedance: 50R.
Sync
Amplitude: >4 V p-p open circuit, >2 V p-p into 50R.
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Specifications
Waveforms
Sine, squarelpulse (20,50, 80% duty cycle), trianglelramp (20,50,
80% symmetry)
Frequency characteristics
Range: 1.000 mHz to 50.00 Mhz (1.000 mHz to 19.99 MHz for 20
and 80% duty cyclelsymmetiY).
Output characteristics
Range: amplitude and offset independently variable within k10 V.
Source Impedance: selectald e 5 0 0 f1% or 1 k 0 flo%, in parallel
with 50 pF:
Arnplltude: 10.0 mVpp to 1(1.0 Vpp ( 5 0 0 into 5 0 0 )
2.00 v p p to 20.c1 Vpp (1 k 0 into 5 0 0 )
Accuracy

I
I

Frequency

1 kHz
1 kHZ-5 MHz
5 MHz-20 MHz
20 MHZ-50 MHZ

I 1

Square

*2%

22%

~2
+5%

I

I

u
Pulse

Slne

+2%

* 5%

*5%

Modulatlng frequency: 100 Hz to 20 kHz (Norm m lode), dc to 20
kHz (Gate mode with camer frequency 2 1 kHz).
Auxilliary inputs and outputs
Ext. Input: common front panel BNC for external signals used in
VCO, Trig, Gate, Burst and (Option 001) Sweep ext,./trig.
Signal threshold: +250 mV (upper), 0 V (lower).
Max Input: -c20 V.
Input impedance: 10 k 0 ?lo%.
Sync output: front panel BNC provides one trigger cycle per main
output cycle.
Amplltude: 0.8 V,, into 5 0 0 (low level zero V, hi1gh +0.8 V).
Duty cycle: as main output.
Ext. 10 MHr Ref: rear panel BNC for connection of 1(1 MHz, TTL,
system clock, selected by rear panel switch.
HP-IB programmlng (IEEE Std 488)
Settllng times
0 to settle to final value.
Frequency: ~ 2 0 ms
Other functlons: 20 ms.
Memory
10 addressable locations plus one for current operalting state.
Capacity: each location can store a complete set of operating
parameters and modes.
Access time: 20 ms each location.
Storage tlme: internal battery provides memory ret ention for approx 4 weeks at room temperature.
Options
001 Sweep: provides logarithmicfrequency sweep be.
tween limits set in on the 8165A. Rear panel BNC
0 to 2.99
provides triangular sweep voltage (V,,,,),
amplitude.
Sweep rate: 0.01,0.1, 1, 10, 100, lo00 seconds pel
decade selectable.
Trigger: internal for continuous sweep, externa
produces one up-down sweep per trigger pulse.
General
Power requlrements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V or 240 V
+5 to -lo%, 48 to 66 Hz, 200 VA max.
Envlronmental: operates to specifications from 0 tc
50°C, and with relative humidity to 95% at 40°C.
Storage: -20 to +70”C.
Weight: net 12kg(26.51bs). Shipping 16kg(35.3Ibs).
Slze: 133 mm H x 426 mm W x 422 mm D (5.2” x
16.8” x 16.6‘1.
Accessories available
The following cables for interconnecting HP-IB iinstruments to
the bus are available:
10631A 1 m (3.28 ft), 10631B 2 m (6.56 1ft)
10631C 4 m (13.1 ft), 10631D 0.5 m (1.64 ft)
Price
Options
add $350
001: Sweep
add $20
907: Front Handle Kit
add $15
908: Rack Mounting Kit
909: Combined Front Handle and Rack Mounting ELit add $30
add $22
910: additional Operating and Service Manual

t 2%

f2%

t 2%

* 5%

t5%

* 5%

t2%

+ 5% to

t 5%

* 2%

- 2G%

Resolutlon: 3 digits.
Offset: 0 e10 mV to k5.00 V (500 into 500).
0 k20 mV to k10.0 V (1 k 0 into 5 0 0 ) .
Accuracy: f1% programmeci value k 1% signal V,, k20 mV.
Resolution: 2 digits (10 to 9!3 mV), 3 digits (2100 mV).
Slne characteristlcs
Dlstortlon: total harmonic distortion (THD) for fundamental up
to 1 MHz: <&I%.
Harmonlc slgnals (fundamental 1-10 MHz): c-36 dB.
Harmonic signals (fundamental above 10 MHz): <-30 dB.
Non-harmonic: < -40 dB
Squarelpuise characterlstlIC8
Duty cycle: 20, 50, 80% sielectable.
Transition tlmes (10% to 90%): <5 ns ( 5 0 0 into 5 0 0 ) , <7 ns (1
k 0 into 5 0 0 ) .
Overshootlrlnglng: Ck5‘% (500 into 500), <&lo% (1 k 0 into
500).
(1 k 0 into 500).
Preshoot: <+5% (500 into son),~ 2 1 0 %
Trlanglelramp character13tlcs
Symmetry: 20, 50, 80% st:lectable.
Linearlty: (10% to 90%):
<*I% (up to 5 MHz), Crt5% (above 5 MHz).
Operating modes
Norm: continuous waveform is generated, phase locked to an internal 10 MHz crystal referencie.
VCO: external voltage Vi, (f,,,,, = 100 kHz) sweeps output frequency over a band. The ba nd is determined by the frequency setting, and the frequency shift by the amplitude of Vi,.
Trig: each trigger input cycle or manual command generates one
output cycle, min trigger pul se width: 10 ns.
Gate: external signal enablies oscillator when more positive than
threshold. First and last ou1tput cycles are always complete, min.
pulse width: 10 ns.
Burst: a preprogrammed nu mber of output cycles is generated on
receipt of an input trigger Eiignal or manual command, min. time
between bursts: 50 ns. Burs1t length: 1 to 9999 cycles. Min. trigger
pulse width: 10 ns.
Frequency modulatlon: output is frequency modulated by an external voltage applied to a reiir panel BNC, 0 to 2 1 V modulates 0 to
f 1% deviation.

8165A Programmable Signal Source

$6000

OSClLLATORS AND FUNCTION GENERATORS
10 Hz to 10 MHz test oscillators
Models 651B, 652A, 654A

651 B

MODEL

NO.

Description

6521
Same as Model 651B, HP's Model 652A offers an ex
pandable output monitor for amplitude control to 0.25%
across its entire frequency band for greater output and
resettability.

6541
Similar to the 651BTest Oscillator. HPs Model 654A
has balanced outputs of 1350, 1500, and 6000.
Automatic levellng over entire frequenc y range and ex
panded meter.

I
I

I

Frequency

10 Hz to 10 MHz, 6 bands.

Frequency
Accuracy

+2%, 100 Hz to 1 MHz; +3%, 10 Hz to 100 HZ and 1 MHz to 10 MHz.

+2% 100 HZ to 5 MHZ; +3% 10 Hz to 100 Hz;
~ 4 5%MHz to 10 MHz.

Frequency
Response
(Flatness)

C2%,

100 Hz to 1 MHZ; +3%, 10 Hz to 100 Hz; 6 4 % ,
1 MHz to 1 0 MHz applies only at 5 0 0 or 7 5 0 output
and amplitude readjusted to a reference on the output
monitor.)

k 1 0 dBm and 0 dBm) ~ 0 . 5 %from 10 Hz to 10 MHz
for unbalanced outputs and 10 Hz to 5 MHzfor 1 3 5 0 and
1 5 0 0 outputs, and 10 Hz to 1 MHz for

Distortion

<l%,
10 Hz to 2 MHZ; <2%, 2 MHZ to 5 MHz; t 4 % , 5 MHz to 10 MHz.

10 Hz to 1 MHz. >40 dB below fundam
to 10 MHz, >34 dB below fundamental

output

3.16 V into 5 0 0 or 60Ofh 6.32 V open circuit. 0.1 mV to 3.16 V full scale 10 steps in 1 3 10 sequence. -70
dBm to+23 dBm ( 5 0 0 oitput) full scale, 10 dBm per step; 20 dB coarse and fine adiustible amplitude cbntrol.

+11 dBm to -90 dBm, 10 dB and 1 dB steps with
adjustable +1 dB meter range, calibraited for each impedance of 5 0 0 and 7 5 0 unbalanced and 1350.

D.""a

I

6516
Amplitude and frequency stability of this solid state
capacitance-tuned test oscillator provides high quality
signals for general purpose lab or production measurements.

~

output
Monitor
(Monitor's
Level at
input of
attenuator)
Output.
Connectors
Attenuator

~~~

~~~~~~

~

~

~

+0.25%, 3 V and 1 V range; +0.75%, 0.3 V to 0.3 mV
range; +1.75%, 0.1 mV range. (Amplitude readjusted
using expanded scale on output monitor).

I

I
Top scale calibrated in volts, bottom scale in dB. Accuracy 2 2 % of full scale.

Same as 651B plus Expand Scale which expands reference voltage of the normal scale from 0.9 to 1.0 or
2.8 to 3.2.

=1 dBm with full scale with 0.02 dB r(!solution. Accuracy+0.05 dB.

BNC connectors.
90 dB range

in

10 dB steps; ~ 0 . 0 7 5dB, -60 dBm to +20 dBM; ~ 0 . dB.
2 -70 dBm to -60 dBm.

t

Power

115 V or 230 V+lO%,

Weight

Net, 7.6 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 9.90 kg (22 Ib).

Dimensions

133 mm H x 425 mm W x 286 mm

D (5.21"

99 dB range in 10 dB arid 1 dB steps;
dB) except f10% (1 dB) at output levelIs below 60 dBm
at frequencies s300 kHz.

I 115 V or 230 V+lO%, 50 Hz to 66 Hz,
I Net, 9.4 kg (21 Ib). Shipping, 11.8 kg

48 Hz to 66 Hz, 30 VA max.

$945
'Maximum dc voltage that can be applied to output: e 3 V p.
PRICE

~

x 1 6 . 7 5 x 11.25").

I

$1100

I

$1600

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
General information

Hewlett-Packard frequency synthesizers translate the stable frequency of a precision frequency standard to one of thousands or even billions of
frequencies over a broad spectrum that extends from dc to 2600 MHz. The table below highlights HP's complete line of frequency synthesizers.

HP Model

Frequency
Range

Frequency
Resolution

Frequency
Stability

level
Range
dBm 50n

3320A
(Pg. 348)

OC - 13 MHz
5 ranges

0.01 Hz to
10 kHz (4 digits)

10- '/day

Oto+13

33208
(Pg. 348)

DC - 13 MHz
5 ranges

0.01 Hz t o
10 kHz (4 digits)

lO-'/day

3320C
(Pg. 550)

10 kHz to
17 MHz

10 kHz
(20 Hz with
Vernier in)

33308
(Pg. 350)

OC - 13 MHz

3335A
(Pg. 345)

200 Hz - 80 MHz

8660A/C**
(Pg. 358)

10 kHz to
2600 MHz
(3 plug-ins)

1 HZ or 2 Hz
(10 digits)

3 x 10-*/day

-146 to+13

8671A
(Pg. 364)

2 t o 6.2

1 kHz

5 x lO-'O/day

8672A**
(Pg. 362)

2 to 18

1, 2, 3 kHz

5 x 10-Yday

Remote
Control

turn
Vernier

Freq.

1

-73 to+27

0.01 d8
(4 digtts)

Freq. &
Ampl.

1, 8

lO-'/day

-79.99 to
+11.99

0.01 dB
(4 digits)

-

1

0.1 Hz
(9 digits)

10-Vday

-a7 to 1 1 3

0.01 d8
(4 digits)

Freq. &
Ampl.

2, 3, 4, 6. 8

,001 Hz

lO-*/day

-87 to +13

0.01 dB

Freq. &
Ampl.

2. 3, 8

1 d8 steps
plus Vernier

Freq.,
Ampl. &
Modulation

AIC: 5, 7, 8

>+8

-

Freq.. FM
Modulation

8, 9

-120 to +3

1 d8 steps
plus
Vernier

Freq.,
Ampl. &
Modulation

8, 10

3/4

(4 digits)

GHz

GHz

Other
Features'

level
Resolution

-

c: 3

~~

FREQUENCY
General information

General information
Today’s measurement needs are placinIg
increasingly stringent requirements on si$:nal sources for greater frequency resolution
and stability. Radio astronomy, secur.e
communications, narrowband componerIt
testing, satellite and terrestrial communictItions, local oscillator and automatic test sy:stems are only a few of the many applicationIS
that continually require better and bette:r
signal sources.
Increased amplitude accuracy and resoli1tion are also must requirements in many a1>plications, The telecommunication indurstry’s Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM[)
systems require high amplitude accuracY
and resolution (0.01 dB) as well as high frc>quency resolution and stability. These
amplitude capabilities are also finding the ir
place in many R&D and production terrt
situations.
The answer to these requirements haLS
been the frequency synthesizer. With
technology producing continuing cost reduc:tions in synthesis techniques, the synthc>sizer is finding use as a precision oscillatcir
and signal generator as well as the mora
traditional uses as a synthesizer.
Frequency synthesizer definition
A frequency synthesizer is an instrumelIt
that translates the frequency stability of a
single reference frequency to any one c,f
many other desired frequencies. This definition of a synthesizer distinguishes it from th e
oscillator or signal generator which derive:S
its frequency from a tuned circuit or resor1ant cavity. The desired output frequency c,f
these types of sources is produced direct1Y
by adjusting the values of oscillator compc)nents. The stability and resolution of these
sources are limited by these component:1.
However, the synthesizer’s output frr
quency is synthesized or created by some
type of arithmetic operation on the basiIC
frequency reference as shown in the synthc>sizer model below.
Reference
Frequency

I

As the model above shows, any desired
frequency can be obtained by selecting th e
appropriate values for m and n. The fir
quency reference in the above model is i n
many cases an internal crystal, either amIbient temperature or oven stabilized, while
in other cases the reference is an extema11
standard such as a crystal, rubidium gas ce I1
or cesium beam.
Frequency generation
Synthesizers employ two general method S
direc:t
of generating the output frequency
and indirect synthesis. In the direct synthe
sis method, a series of arithmetic operationS
(multiplying, dividing, mixing) is performeld
on the reference to achieve the desired out
put frequency. High switching speed (mic
roseconds) is the primary advantage of di1rect synthesizers.

-

Hewlett Packard synthesizers use the indirect synthesis method which derives its
output frequency from one or more voltage
tuned oscillators (VTO). The stability of the
synthesizer comes frQm phase-locking the
VTOs to the reference frequency or a harmonic of the reference via a phase-lock loop
(:PLL). The VTO outputs are then comIi n e d to achieve the desired output frequency. The primary advantage of the indiiect method is lower cost.
Signal quality
The common specifications which describe signal sources include frequency
ange and resolution, amplitude range and
resolution, distortion and stability. These,
>Ius several additional parameters must be
:onsidered when comparing synthesizers.
The two primary additional specifications
3ertinent to the synthesizer are phase noise
md spurious content.
Phase nolse: Phase noise describes the
short term frequency stability of a signal
source. Internal short-term frequency fluctuations inherent in the signal source will
produce phase modulation sidebands about
:he nominal frequency. Phase noise is a
neasure of the magnitude of these
sidebands. There are two common methods
a sideband plot
>f specifying phase noise
md integrated phase noise.
The first
method expresses phase noise as
.
_ .
the ratio of the power in one phase noise
sideband per hertz of bandwidth to the total
signal power. A sideband plot of the phase
noise graphically displays the magnitude and
frequency components (spectral density) of
the phase noise.

-

OFFSET FROMCARRIER

Typical single-sideband phase noise measured at output of Model 33358 Automatic
Synthesizer in 1 - H z bandwidth with instrument operating ar 10 M H z .

The second method, integrated phase
noise, is the ratio of the rms value of the
total phase noise sidebands in a 30 kHz
bandwidth around the carrier (excluding f 1
Hz) to the power of the carrier.
For a detailed treatment of the subject of
phase noise and practical methods of
measuring it, refer to Application Note
#207.
Spurlous slgnals: Spurious signals are discrete non-harmonically related signals appearing in the output. The spurious output
specification is the maximum level, in dB
below the carrier, of any spurious signal.

Hewlett-Packard synthesizers
Hewlett-Packard offers a wide range of
high quality frequency synthesizers covering the frequency range of DC to 18 GHz.
In addition to being high performance synthesizers, they incorporate many additional
features which allow them to fulfill the needs
for either bench or programmable precision
signal sources or as versatile programmable
signal generators.
Precise level control
Precision amplitude capability consisting
of 100 dB amplitude range, 0.05 dB flatness,
and 0.01 dB resolution allow the 3320B/C,
3330B and 3335A to perform as precision
level generators as well as synthesizers.
Precise level control using a True-RMS
leveling loop eliminates the need for external leveling and level monitoring.
Level control
The 8660AIC uses several interchangeable plug-ins to provide output flexibility including a wide range attenuator and exceptionally flat frequency response across the
full 2 to 18 GHz range.
Synthesized signal generator
The H P 8660AIC and 8672A synthesized
signal generators cover the range of 10 kHz
to 18 GHz. These instruments combine synthesizer accuracy and stability and HP-IB
programmability along with the precise
modulation and output level calibration of a
high quality signal generator. For complete
details on these and other signal generators,
please refer to the “Signal Generators” section.
Synthesized level generator
The H P 3335A is a synthesized level
generator covering the range of 200 Hz to 80
MHz. Balanced outputs, telecommunication output impedances and special connectors make this instrument ideal for the telecommunications industry as a stand-alone
generator with synthesizer stability or as a
companion generator for the H P 374SAlB
SLMS. For detailed information on this
generator, refer to the “Telecommunications” section.
Digital sweep
The 3330B, 3335A, and 866OC are among
the most linear sweepers ever built.
Keyboard control of the built-in microprocessor gives both instruments digital
sweep (a point-by-point sweep with frequency synthesizer accuracy).
The 3330B also offers digital amplitude
sweeps. Amplitude can be swept in increments as small as 0.01 dB to test levelsensitive circuits like voltage-controlled oscillators and automatic gain control loops.
Programmability (HP-IB)
The 3320B, 3330B, 3335A, W A I C ,
8671A, and 8672A are programmable via the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB),
Hewlett-Packard’s implementation of IEEE
STD 488-1975. Multiple signal sources interfaced to the same interface bus each may
be independently programmed for different
functions or frequencies.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
200 Hz to 80 MHz automatic synthesizer
Model 3335A

Description

Covering a frequency range of 200 Hz - 80 MHz, the 333SA
Synthesizer/Level Generator has perfoirmance characteristics that
make it ideally suited for the telecommiinications industry, as well
as for traditional synthesizer applicatio!is. The 333SA's broad frequency range allows testing of all clas:ses of Frequency Division
Multiplex (FDM) equipment as well as 1R & D and production testing of communications systems or compcments. It features precision
level control, milliHertz resolution across its entire frequency range,
high spectral punty, optional frequency stability of 2S x 10-lO/day,
internal frequency sweep and numeroiIS user conveniences. The
333SA offers full programmability (IEEE Std. 488-1975) as a standard feature for use in automatic test S J rstems.
Microprocessor Power
The 333SA uses a microprocessor whi ch performs the overall control within the instrument. In addition, the microprocessor greatly
simplifies operation and provides additional powerful instrument
features to include:
Four modes of internal frequency sweep for precision sweep
applications.
Automatic correction of the output amplitude display for
different impedances.
Internal memory which will store 10 complete instrument
front panel settings for rapid recall in repetitive tests.
Out-of-limits warning for improper parameter entries.
Arbitrary increment values for digitally stepping the output
frequency, amplitude and phase.
Selection of minimum output ampliftude when instrument is
turned on to prevent possible damal%eto the circuit under test.
Internal Storage
Characterizing a device under test often requires a selected
number of spot frequencies and amplitucIes. For manual testing, this
generally means resetting all of the fron t panel settings every time a

change is desired. bJot so with the 333SA. Up to 10 different front
panel settings (frequency, level, 0 incr, etc.) can be stored in internal
memory registers. Ch c e stored, the contents of each register can be
recalled to reset all 1kont panel controls to the preprogrammed condition, or if desired, only one parameter may be altered. The DISPLAY key allows v iewing of register contents without altering the
synthesizer output.
Precision Ampliitude
Increasing channel capacity of Frequency Division Multiplex
(FDM) systems is (:ontinually placing more stringent requirements
on the testing of tiransmission parameters. This, in turn, places
further demands orI test equipment used to design and maintain
FDM systems. One such area where new standards of performance
are being required izi amplitude control. To meet these performance
standards, the 3335A incorporates a state-of-the-art attenuator resulting in attenuator' accuracies of up to 20.03 dB over the 80 MHz
frequency range. Tc1 achieve these accuracies, the attenuator uses
thin-film tantalum n itride resistor pads in a coaxial transmission line
structure. A true rrrIS leveling loop provides k0.15 dB flatness over
the entire frequencjI range. For limited frequency applications, the
flatness is specified at 20.07 dB from 1 kHz to 25 MHz. For even
greater flatness control or for leveling at the output of a cable, an
external leveling inpiut is provided so the output can be leveled with
an external DC sigrial .
Programmabilit) r
The 333SA is full!y programmable via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB), HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 4881975. This industry*-standard interface eliminates mechanical and
electrical interface problems and greatly simplifies software development. With the ease of interface, automatic test systems are
economically justifiiable for limited-volume applications or even
one-time tests. Moljt Hewlett-Packard 9800 Series Programmable
Calculators as well i1s Models 21 MX and 2100 series minicomputers
are easily interfacec1 to the HP-IB.

-'
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FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Hz to 80 MHz automatic

200

synthesizer

Model 3335A (cont.)

Manual Tuning with Digital Precision
For applications which require manual frequency tuning, the
3335A with its Rotary Pulse Generator (RPG) provides the optimal
solution. This shaft encoder uses a dual optical sensor to digit ally
increment (or decrement) the output frequency. Fine or coarse tuning is accomplished simply by selecting the digit to be tuned. The
benefit of this type of tuning is that the "analog feel" is preserved
while fully realizing the accuracy advantage of precision digital frequency generation.
Frequency Stability
The 3335A synthesizes its output frequency from an internal
temperature-controlled crystal oscillator which provides 1 x
10-s/day frequency stability. For even more exacting requirements,
an optional high stability crystal with a 24-hour stability of 2 5 x
10-'O is available. For instant turn-on, the STANDBY position on
the power switch leaves power applied to the crystal oven whenever
the line cord is plugged in. Also, the 3335A can be phase-locked to
any external frequency standard which is a subharmonic of 40 MHz
from 1 MHz to 40 MHz.
Automatic Frequency Sweep
The 3335A combines the precision frequency accuracy and stability of a synthesizer with the time-saving convenience of a sweeper.
Digital sweeping under the control of the microprocessor overcomes
the major drawbacks of analog or ramp sweeping where the noise,
non-linearity and inaccuracy of the analog signal is directly translated to the output signal of the sweeper.
Signal Quality
The 3335A features very high spectral purity. Harmonics are
specified at greater than 45 dB below the carrier from 200 Hz to IO
MHz, and at 40 dB down for frequencies up to 80 MHz. Nonharmonically related spurious components are specified at greater
than 75 dB below the carrier. Integrated phase noise is also better
than -70 dB depending on output frequency.
SLMS Tracking Generator
The 3335A operates as a tracking generator with the H P 3745AIB
Selective Level Measuring Set (SLMS) for automatic or semiautomatic tsting of FDM systems. For closed-loop tracking where
the 3335A and 3745A/B are in the same location, the frequency of
the generator is controlled by the microprocessor in the SLMS. The
3745AlB and 3335A can sweep through any selectable frequency
spectrum or cycle through the channels of a multiplex system by
calling up the channel frequencies from the FDM plans stored in the
memory of the SLMS. The 3335A and 3745A/B can also operate in
an open loop tracking mode where they are separated by the system
under test. For even more measurement power, the 3335A and
3745A/B can easily be interfaced via the HP-IB

*

Amplitude
Range
50 R: +13.01 dBm to -86.98 dBm; 75R: +11.25 dBm to -88.74
dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Display: 4 digit L E D display, automatically corrected for output
impedance.
Absolute accuracy (full ampilitude at 100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C):
k0.05 dB.
Note: To determine absolute accuracy tolerances at other frequencies or amplitudes, the flatness :md attenuator specifications must be
added to the above accuracy SIJecification.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz, full amplitude): 1 kHz - 25 MHz:
20.07 dB; 200 HZ - 80 MHz: :k0. I5 dB.
Attenuator
Range: 98 dB in 2 dB steps.
Accuracy (1 year)

Z,,

ATTENUATION (d6)
FREQUENCY
200Hz
25MHz 80MHz

2
2

0.07dB
0.09dBI

0.25d~

-

Specifications
Frequency
Range: 200 Hz-80.999 999 999 MHz.
Resolution: 0.001 Hz.
Display: 11 digit LED display in MHz, kHz, or Hz.
Stability (higher stability available with Opt 001): 2 1 x 10-8/day;
2 1 x 10-7/month
External frequency reference: the 3335A may be phase-locked
with a 100 mV to 1.25 V rms signal that is any subharmonic of 40
MHz from 1 MHz through 40 MHz.
Frequency switching and settling time: <20 ms to within 90"of
final phase.
Spectral purity
Harmonic components (relative to fundamental, full output):
200 HZ - 10 MHz: -45 dB.
IO MHz - 80 MHz: -40 dB.
Spurious: all non-harmonically related outputs will be greater than
75 dB below the carrier or - 125 dBm, whichever is greater.
Phase noise (30 kHz band, excluding 21 Hz, centered on the
carrier): 9.9 MHz: -63 dB; 20 MHz: -70 dB; 40 MHz: -64 dB; 80
MHz: -58 dB.

Amplitude switching time: <.500 ms to within 20.02 dB of final
value.
Sweep characteristics
Sweep Modes:
Single 10 sec: 10 second single sweep from min. to max. frequency.
Single 50 sec: 50 second single sweep from min. to max. frequency.
Manual: bidirectional sweep, rate and direction controlled by the
frequency tuning knob (RPG).
Auto: repetitive sweep from miin. to max. frequency at a nominal
rate of 125 ms per sweep.
Center frequency: may be set to any frequency from 200 Hz - 80
MHz.
Sweep width: may be set to any width from 1 Hz to 80 MHz
provided the resultant sweep does not exceed the 200 Hz - 80 MHz
instrument frequency range.
Number of steps: IO sec., 50 stx . , MANUAL: 1000 steps; AUTO
(I25 ms): 100 steps.
Phase discontinuities: there \will be no significant phase discontinuities provided the following breakpoints are not crossed:
200 Hz - < I O MHz: 1 MHz poiints, e.g. 1 MHz, 2 MHz, etc.
10 MHz - (20 MHz: 250 kHz IJoints, e.g. 10.25 MHz, 10.5 MHz,
etc.
20 MHz - <40 MHz: 500 kHz 1>oints.
40 MHz-80 MHz: 1 MHz points .

Opt 001 (high stabilitlI frequency reference)
Aging rate: -t-5 x 10-'O/day; 2 2 x IO-*/month; el x lO-'/year.
Temperature coefficient: <7 x
frequency change (0 to 50°C
range).
of final value 20 minutes
Warm up: reference will be withi n 5 x
after turn-on at 25°C (final value is defined as the frequency 24 hours
after turn-on).

Opt 002/004

Opt 003

For specifications not listed below, refer to standard instrument
specifications.
Frequency
Range: 75 R: 200 Hz - 80.999 999 999 MHz; 124 R: 10 kHz - 10
MHz; 135 0: 10 kHz - 2 MHz.
Resolution: .001 Hz.
Spectral purity
Harmonic components [relative to fundamental, full output
(750), 0 dBm (124R/135R)]: 200 Hz-10 MHz: -45 dB; 10 MHz-80
MHz: -40 dB.
Nonharmonic spurious signals (25°C 210°C):
750: 75 dB below the camer or - 125 dBm, whichever is greater.
1240: 75 dB below the carrier or -97 dBm, whichever is greater.
1350: 75 dB below the carrier or - 100 dBm, whichever is greater.
Amplitude
Range: +11.25 dBm to -88.74 dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz at full amplitude):
75 R: 1 kHZ - 25 MHz: 50.07 dB; 200 HZ - 80 MHz: 20.15 dB
124 0: 50 kHz - 10 MHz: 50.15 dB; 10 kHz - 10 MHz: 20.40 dB
135 R: 10 kHz - 2 MHz: 20.18 dB
Accuracy at full output (100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C): 75 R: k0.05 dB;
124R/1350: kO.10 dB
Amplitude accuracy (includes the effects of flatness and attenuator)

Frequency
Range: 75 R: 200 Hz - 80.999 999 999 MHz; 150R: 10 kHz - 2 MHz.
Resolution: .001 Hz.
Spectral purity
Harmonic components [relative to fundamental full output
( 7 5 0 ) , 0 dBm (150R)l: 200 Hz-10 MHz: -45 dB; 10 MHz-80 MHz:
-40 dB.
Nonharmonic spurious signals
75 R: 75 dB below the carrier or - 125dBm, whichever is greater.
150R: 75 dB below the carrier or - 100 dBm, whichever is greater.
Amplitude
Flange: +11.25 to -88.74 dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Flatness (relative to 100 kHz at full amplitude): 75 R: 1 kHz-25
MHz: 20.07 dB, 200 Hz-80 MHz: 50.15 dB; 150 R: 10 ~ H z - MHz:
2
50.18 dB.
Accuracy at full output (100 kHz, 10°C to 35°C): 75 0: 20.05 dB;
150 0: 20.10 dB.
Amplitude accuracy (includes the effects of flatness and attenuator)
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outputs
Output Impedances: 75R unbalanced, 124R balanced, l35R balanced
Signal Balance (100 kHz): >60 dB.
opt 002
75 0: commercial equivalent of WECO type 477B (accepts
WECO plug 358A).
1240: commercial equivalent of WECO type 477B at 16 mm
(0.625”) spacings (accepts WECO plug 372A)
135 0: commercial equivalent of WECO type 223A at 16 m m
(0.625’1 spacings (accepts WECO plug 241A).
Opt 004
75 0: commercial equivalent of WECO type 560A (accepts
WECO plug 439A or 440A).
124 R: commercial equivalent of WECO type 560A at 12.7 mm
(0.5”) spacings (accepts WECO plug 443A).
135 a:commercial equivalent of WECO type 223A at 16 mm
(0.625”) spacings (accepts WECO plug 241A).

outputs
Output Impedances
7 5 0 Unbalanced, 150R Balanced
Signal Balance (100 kHz): >60 dB
Connectors
7 5 0 : BNC; 1500: Pair of BNC’s at 20 mm (0.8 ”) spacings
General
Warm-up Time
Standby to “ON”: <20 s to full frequency specifications, <30
min. to full amplitude specifications.
Application of power to “ON”: <30 min. to meet amplitude
specifications and to be within I x IO-’ of final frequency. (final
value is defined as the frequency 24 hours after turn-on).
Operating environment
Temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
R.H.: <95%, 0°C to +40”C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75”C.
Power: 100/120/220/240V, +5%, - 10%; 48 to 66 Hz; 195 VA.
Weight: net: 18.2 kg. (40 Ibs). Shipping: 26.8 kg. (59 Ib).
Size: 132.6 H x 425.5 W x 497.8 mm D (5%’’ x 163/4”x 19V8’1.
Ordering information
Price
3335A
$7000
opt 001
add $580
add $300
opt 002
Opt 003
add $200
Opt 004
add $300
Prices effective i n U.S.A. only.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
.01 Hz to 13 MHz frequency synthesizcer
Models 3320A & 3320B

3320A

33208

Description
The 3320AlB Frequency Synthesizer has the frequency accuracY 9
stability, and resolution demanded by many of today’s exacting aPplications. The ease and flexibility of adding greater stability mealns
the 3320AlB can be tailored to your needs as they emerge. Spectr,a1
purity and low signal-to-phase noise complement the frequenc:Y
qualities of the 3320AlB.
The 3320B is more than a synthesizer. It offers precise level control, superior frequency response, low harmonic distortion and hi$:h
power output.
Two choices of digital remote control afford great flexibility f or
today’s system applications. High precision in both frequency arId
amplitude means that expensive system monitoring is unnecessaq 1.
Frequency
The 3320AlB Frequency Synthesizer has a broad frequency rani
of 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz in seven frequency ranges.
Three digits plus a ten-turn two-digit continuous vernier, plus 30%
overrange capability, gives the 3320A/B one part in lo6 frequenc:Y
resolution across its total frequency range.
Amplitude
The 332014 has a maximum one volt rms into 50 ohms output (+ 13
dBm) with a continuous + 13 dBm to 0 dBm amplitude vernier.
The 3320B features a four-digit leveling loop with a 0.01 dB lev el

resolution of a calibrated output from +26.99 dBm to -69.99 dBm
(-73.00 dBm under remote control).
Frequency response of 20.05 dB over the range of 10 H z to 13
MHz, and level accuracy of 20.05 dBm absolute at 10 kHz, complement the level capability of the 3320B.
Programmabilitylremote control
The 3320A/B is a programmable signal source. Digital remote
control capability may be purchased installed in the instrument, or
may be added later if the need arises.
The 3320A, with its Option 003, allows parallel BCD remote control of frequency only. The first digit of the frequency vernier, the
frequency range, and the main frequency digits may be controlled
remotely.
The 3320B has two remote control options. Both options allow full
control of all functions except the last vernier digit and the line
switch. Option 004 is parallel BCD remote control capability. Option 007 (HP-IB) is a unique bit-parallel/word serial programming
option. The Hewlett Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) provides a
low-cost versatile way to interconnect instruments digitally.

Specifications
Frequency range: 0.01 Hz to 13 MHz in 7 ranges.
Frequency ranges: 10 MHz, 1000 kHz, 100 kHz, 10 kHz, 1000
Hz; 100 Hz and 10 Hz (optional). 30% overrange on all ranges.

Options
001 (33204918) 75 ohm: amplitude range (3320B only) +24.99 dBm

to -69.99 dBm (-75.00 dBm under remote control) into 75R.
002 (3320A/B) crystal oven*: 5 MHz crystal in temperature
stabilized oven. Long term stability: 2 1 part in 10S/day;? 1 part in
107/mo. Frequency accuracy: 2 1 part in lo7 of setting per mo. For
field installation order accessory kit H P 11237A.
003 (3320A only) BCD remote control*: allows digital remote control of frequency only on 3320A. The most signifcant digit of the
vernier may be programmed, thus giving four digits, plus 30% overrange, control of frequency in seven ranges (two are optional). Frequency switching and settling time: 20.1% of range, 15 ms,
+0.001% of range, 60 ms. For field installation order accessory kit
HP 11238A.
004 (33208 only) BCD remote control*: allows digital remote control of frequency and amplitude. **Four digits of frequency, overrange, frequency range, Vernier Inlout, four digits of amplitude,
and leveling loop response times are all controlled digitally. Frequency switching and settling time is 20.01% of range, 15 ms;
20.001% of range, 60 ms. Amplitude switching and setting time:
(1.5 s to rated accuracy. For field installation, order accessory kit
H P 11238C.
006 (3320A/B) 100 Hz, 10 Hz Ranges*: adds two lower frequency
ranges, 100.0 Hz and 10.00 Hz, yielding greater resolution for low
frequency outputs (see resolution section of specifications). These
two ranges are fully programmable if digital remote options are installed. For field installation, order Accessory Kit H P 11240A.
007* (33208 only) HP-I8 remote control: allows bit-parallel
word-serial remote control of all functions. **This fully-isolated option allows the 3320B to be interconnected with up to 14 additional
HP-IB compatible instruments on a common interface bus. Using a
unique addressing scheme, the 3320B can be singled out to receive
its individual programming instructions on the bus. This permits
several 3320B’s to be interconnected to the same interface bus, each
programmed to different frequencies and amplitudes. All front panel
controls are disabled when in remote control. For field installation,
order Accessory Kit, H P 11239C.
Logic Level Requirements for all Digital Remote Control Options.

Frequency resolution

State
“Low” (logical “1”)

“High” (logical “0”)

20.05 dB
20.5dB

2 0 . 1 dB
20.2 dB
2 0 . 4 dB

Requirements
0 V to 0.4 V ( 5 mA max.) or contact closure to ground through <80 ohms.
+2.4 V to +5 V or removal of contact closure to ground.

+26.99 dBm

-3.00 dBm
-23.00 dBm
- 53.00 dBm

Amplitude accuracy (absolute): +26.99 dBm, +-0.05 dB at 10 kHz
and (20°C to 30°C).
Output impedance: 50R (75R Option 001).

3320AlB Opt 006: 100 Hz/lO Hz ranges
33208 Opt 007: HP-IB remote control
11048C: 5 0 0 feedthrough termination
110948: 75R feedthrough termination

332QA Frequency Synthesizer
3320B Frequency Synthesizer
‘Field installable.
**Except last vernier digit and line switch.

$238
$765
$17
$17

$2600
$3665
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Single sweep: initiated by momentary pushbutton.
Continuous sweep: initiated by momentary pushbutton.
Manual sweep: accomplished by holding down the freq f or freq .1
keys. Display will follow output.
Sweep output: stepped dc voltage proportional to sweep position, 0
to +1ov.
Accuracy: 20.2% of full scale.
Linearity: 20.1% of full scale.
Digital outputs
Step count: 0 to lo00 count on 12 BCD (1-2-4-8) lines to indicate
sweep position.
Sweep status: line to indicate when instrument is sweeping.
Step ready: indicates instrument has spent the selected time per
step and is ready to go to the next step.
Sweep modification (continuous): during a continuous sweep, the
step size, center frequency, sweep direction, and time per step may
be changed without stopping the sweep.
Center frequency modification: accomplished by pressing freq t
or freq.
Frequency step: to widen or narrow the sweep width, the frequency step size may be expanded or contracted by factors of 2 or
10. The keys labeled freq step x2, freq step 1 2 , freq step X10 and
freq step + 10 may be pressed.
Sweep modification (single): during a single sweep, the time per
step and direction sweep may be changed without stopping the
sweep.
Amplitude section
Amplitude: maximum 2.1 V rms into open circuit; maximum 1.05 V
rms into 5 0 0 .
Amplitude range: + 13.44 dBm to -86.55 dBm into 5 0 0 .
Amplitude resolution: 0.01 dB.
Output impedance: 5 0 0 (750 Opt 001).
Display: four digit readout in dBm with reference to 5 0 0 .
Leveled frequency response: (10 kHz reference) 10 Hz-13
MHz.*
+13.44 dBm to -16.55 dBm: 20.05 dB.
-16.55 dBm to -36.55 dBm: 20.1 dB.
-36.55 dBm to -66.55 dBm: 20.2 dB.
-66.65 dBm to -86.55 dBm: k0.4 dB.
Amplitude attenuator accuracy: 20.02 dB/10 dB step (at 10 kHz)
of attenuation down from maximum output.
Amplitude accuracy (absolute): k0.05 dB at 10 kHz and +13.44
dBm (15°C k5”C). (For absolute accuracy at other frequencies and
amplitudes, add 0.05 dB to the leveled frequency response specification, plus the attenuator accuracy specification.)
Amplitude modulation: requires external modulation source. Rear
panel BNC. ALC switch must be in slow position.
Modulating signal: 100 Hz to 100 kHz.
Modulation depth: 0.95 V rms modulating signal for 95% modulation depth.
Digital sweeping of amplitude: accomplished by entering and setting the center amplitude, an amplitude step, number of steps, time
per step and sweep direction.
Type: linear and symmetrical about the center amplitude.
Sweep width: product of the step size and number of steps,
Step size: 0.01 dB to 99.99 dB in 0.01 dB increments.
Number of steps: 10, 100, or 1000.
Time per step: 30 ms, 100 ms, 300 ms, 1000 ms,3000 ms.
Direction of sweep: up, both, down.
Single sweep: momentary pushbutton. Display follows output.
Continuous sweep: momentary pushbutton. Display of center
amplitude or step.
Manual sweep: accomplished by holding down the amp1 t or amp1
.1 keys. Display will follow output. Sweep output, digital outputs,
‘Add t0.5 dB for leveling off.

sweep modification (continuous), sweep modification (single), all
the same as with frequency sweep.
Digital remote control
Remote control of the 3330B is accomplished via the HewlettPackard Interface Bus (HP-IB) which is a standard feature of the
instrument. Both the standard nonisolated HP-IB version and an
optional isolated HP-IB version (Opt. 004) allow full programming
of all frequency, amplitude and sweep functions.
The HP-IB interface allows the 3330B to be interconnected with
up to 14 additional HP-IB compatible instruments on a common
interface bus. Using an industry-standard addressing scheme, the
3330B can be singled out to receive its individual programming instructions. This permits multiple 3330B’s, or other HP-IB sources,
to be connected to the same interface bus, each programmed to
different frequencies and amplitudes.
Connection of instruments to a system controller is vastly
simplified since all HP-IB instruments are interfaced with a common
I/O card and driver. Hewlett-Packard Models 9815A, 9825A,
9830A and 9831A Calculators, and Models 21MX and 2100 Series
computers are all compatible with HP-IB.
Options
001: 75 ohms-1 V rms (factory installation only). Attenuation and
output referenced to 750.
Amplitude range: + 11.25 dBm to -88.74 dBm.
002: High Stability Crystal Oven.
per day. +2 x
Long term frequency stability: 2 1 x
per month.
total frequency at 25”C,
Long term temperature: 2 1 x
total of frequency at 25”C, 0°C to +55”C.
10°C. k 1 x
Frequency adjustments: same as standard instrument.
003: deletion of Crystal Oven. 20 MHz ambient temperature crystal
reference oscillator.
Frequency stability: k10 parts in 10s/yr.
Frequency adjustments: rear panel 1 turn pot or rear panel voltmaximum control.
age control input for 30 x
004: isolated Digital Input (factory installation only). With this option, the digital input lines are electrically isolated from the signal
ground. (HP-IB)
DC isolation: 5250 V.
AC Isolation: >30 dB, 0 to 1 MHz.
005: 5 V rms-50 ohm output. This option gives the 3330B a ‘h watt
output.
Amplitude range: +26.99 dBm to -73 dBm into 50 ohms.

*

General
Operating temperature: 0°C to +55”C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +70”C.
Turn on time: application of power to “On”: 20 min to within 2 1 x
lo-’ of the final frequency.
“Standby” to “On”: 15 s to full specifications.
Power requirements: 115 V or 230 V *lo%, 48 Hz to 63 Hz, 20 W
standby, 200 W on.
Weight: net, 22.6 kg (53 Ib). Shipping, 26.8 kg (63 Ib).
Dimensions: 177 mm H x 426 mm W x 547 mm D (7”x 16%’’ x
2 1 ‘/2 ”).
Options
Price
001: 750-1 V output
NIC
002: crystal oven
add $580
less $150
003: deletion of oven
004: isolated HP-IB
add $440
add $295
005: 5 V-500 output

33308 Automatic Synthesizer

$7015

CALIBRATORS
General information

Hewlett-Packard calihration instniments
provide accurate and precise dc and ac
stimulus for your calibration needs. Accurate dc voltage measurements capability to
lo00 volts is also available for testing dc
power supplies and other precision dc
sources. See Table 1 for a list of instrument

Table 1FUNCnON

AC volts

ACamps
DC amps

RESOLUTlON

I

MODEL NO.

PAGE

1 mV-1000

v'

1 ppm

I

74517

354

0.01 v-1000

v

3 digits

69208

353

RANGE
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AClDC meter calibrator
Model 69208
Calibratehest DC ammeters up to 4 amps
Calibratehest average-reading AC ammeters up to 5
amps

Calibratehest DC voltmeters up to 1000 volts
Calibratehest average-reading AC voltmeters up to
1000 volts

Specifications

Description
Model 6920B is a versatile ac/dc meter calibrator, capable of both
constant-voltage and constant-current output. Its absolute accuracy
makes it suitable for laboratory or production testing of panel meters, multimeters, and other meters having accuracy on the order of
1.0% or higher. This calibrator has been designed for convenience,
and combines in one instrument all the outputs needed to test the
most commonly used meters.
Output switch
The output switch has two ON positions. The ON TEST position
has a momentary contact and output is obtained only while the
switch is held ON. This is convenient when several full scale readings are being checked successively and the meter and calibrator are
being switched through their ranges. The ON HOLD position is
used when continuous output is desired.
AC output waveshape
When the function switch is set on AC, the output wave-shape is
sinusoidal (to a first approximation) and has the same frequency as
the input line power applied to the instrument (except when an external ac reference is used). The feedback loop, which controls and
regulates this ac, is actually monitoring the average value of the ac
output although the front panel controls are calibrated in terms of
rms. Thus, this calibrator is suitable for use with average-reading ac
voltmeters scaled in rms. In addition, the calibrator can be used with
true-rms meters, provided allowance is made for the total output
distortion. This distortion is approximately equal to the line input
waveshape distortion (or distortion of the external ac reference) plus
3%.

Output voltage ranges
0.01-1 V: current capability 0-5 A.
0.1-10 V: current capability 0-1 A.
1-100 V: current capability 0-100 mA.
10-1000 V: current capability 0-10 mA.
Above output voltage ranges and maximum current capabilities for
each range apply for either dc or ac operation.
Output current ranges ( 5 A maximum output)
1-100 PA: voltage capability 0-500 V (uncalibrated in AC).
0.01-1 mA: voltage capability 0-500 V.
0.1-10 mA: voltage capability 0-500 V.
1-100 mA: voltage capability 0-50 V.
0.1-10 A: voltage capability 0-5 V.
0.1-10 A: (5 A max. output) voltage capability 0-0.5 V.
Above output current ranges and maximum voltage capabilities for
each range apply for either dc, 50 Hz or 60 Hz operation.
Output accuracy: DC-0.2% of set value plus 1 digit. AC-0.4%
of set value plus 1 digit (when used with average-reading meters).
Above accuracy applicable over a temperature range from 15°C to
35”C, over full input voltage range, and after I-hour warmup.
Controls
Function switch: 3-positions: OFF, AC, and DC. In the O F F
position the ac power input is disconnected from the unit. In the AC
position the meter calibrator produces an ac output, and in the D C
position the calibrator produces a dc output.
Range switch: 10 positions, one for each voltage and current range.
Calibrated output control: digital potentiometer readout control (3
significant digits) determines exact value of output.
Output switch: switch described at left.
Output terminals: two front panel terminals are provided; these are
the output terminals for both ac and dc operation. In voltage ranges,
the negative terminal is grounded.
Ripple: in dc operation the output ripple is typically less than 1.0%
rms/5% p-p of the output range switch setting.
Input: 115 V ac t lo%, single-phase, 58-62 Hz, 0.7 A, 65 W max.
(See Options 005 and 028 for 50 Hz and 230 V ac operation).
Operating temperature range: 0°C-50°C; convection cooled.
Size: 172 H x 198 W x 279 mm D (63/4”x 713/1~“
x 11”).
Weight: net, 6.8 kg (15 Ib). Shipping 7.71 kg (17 lb).
Options
Price
N/C
005: 50 Hz output regulation realignment
N/C
028: 230 V ac ?IO%, single phase input
Accessories
5060-8762 Rack kit for mounting one or two 6920B’s in
a 19”rack
5060-8760 Filler panel to block unused half of rack
adapter
69208 Meter calibrator

$55

$I 1
$895
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CAMBRATORS
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AC calibrator, high volltage amplifier
Models 745A & 746A

745A

746A

Description
Hewlefi-Packard's Model 745A AC Calibrator combined with
Model 746A High Voltage Amplifier is a compact, calibratedAC
source with continuously adjustable frequency output from 10 Hz to
110 kHz. Output voltage can be varied from 0.1 mV to 1099.999 V in
steps as small as 1 ppm of range over the entire frequency range.
HP's 745A provides the first six voltage ranges, 0.1 mV to
109.9999 V, while the combination of the 745A and 746A permits
expansion to 1099.999 V as a seventh range. Model 746A can only
be used with the 745A.

Output voltage from 100 pV to 110 V are available from 745A output
terminals; voltages from 100 V to 1100 V are available from the
746A output cable.
Output frequency ranges: continuously adjustable from 10 Hz to
110 kHz in four decade ranges with 10% overlap.
Error measurement: two ranges with zero center dial; +0.3%,
23%. A zero range is provided to easily switch out the effects of the
error measurement system.
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Range

Settability and resolution

1 mV

0.100000 mV to 1,099999 mV in 1 nV steps

10 mV

1.00000 mV to 10,99999 mV in 10 nV steps

100 mV
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1v

0.100000 V to 1,099999 V in 1 pV steps

10 v

1.00000 V to 10,99999 V in 10 pV steps

100 v

10.0000 V to 109.9999 V in 100 pV steps

1000 v

100.000 V to 1099.999 V in 1 mV steps
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Accuracy

50 Hz to 20 kHz

+(0.02% of setting+0.002% of
range + 10 &VI

20 Hz to 50 Hz

~(0.05%of setting +O.D05% of
range +50 pV)

20 kHz to 110 kHz
10 Hr to 20 Hz

t ( 0 . 2 % of setting +0.005% of
range +50 pV)

1000 V range

63ma
Accuracy

746A
20 kHz to 50 kHz

+0.08% of setting
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r
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lOHz 20Hz 200Hz

I10 k H z

Frequency (independent of voltage setting)

Frequency: +(2% of setting +0.2% of end scale).
Error measurement: 2(0.5% of setting +0.5% of range).

Temperature coefficient
Voltage: 1 mV to 100 V ranges: +0.0003% of setting per "C, 0°C to
55°C. 1000 V range: 20.0005% of setting per "C, 0°C to 5YC.
Frequency: 20.05% of end scale per "C, 0°C to 55°C. Derate accuracy specification by this temperature coefficient for operation in
temperature range of 0°C to 20°C and 30°C to 50°C.
Voltage stability: stability met after one-hour warm-up period at
constant temperature with <95% RH. 1 mV to 100 V ranges:
Long-term: 20.01% of setting for six months.
Short-term: &0.005% of setting for 24 hours.
I000 V range
Long-term: 50 Hz to 20 kHz: -cO.OI% of setting for six months;
10 Hz to 50 Hz and 20 kHz to I10 kHz: 20.02% of setting for six
months.
Short-term: *0.005% of setting for 24 hours.
Output characteristics
Total distortion and noise: 0.05% of setting 10 pV over 100 kHz
bandwidth on all ranges.
Total distortion, cycle-to-cycle instability and noise: will cause
<20.005% of error when used to calibrate an average-responding or
true rms-responding instrument from 1 mV to 1100 V.
Load regulation (no load to full load)
Output impedance: <1R on 1 mV, 10 mV, 100 mV ranges. On
the 1 V, 10 V, 100 V and 1000 V ranges for output current equal to
or less than that shown in the diagram below, error is included in
the accuracy specification.
Load capability: 1000 p F or 50 mA on 1 mV to 100 V ranges (50
mA allows 800 p F at 100 V, 100 kHz). 1000 p F or 63 mA on 1000 V
range (63 mA allows 100 p F at 1000 V, 100 kHz).
Line regulation: ?0.001% of setting change in output voltage for a
10% change in line voltage (included in accuracy specs).
Output terminals: high and low output terminals can be floated
2500 V dc above chassis ground.
Counter output: frequency counter output on 745A rear panel, 2.2
V *50%, protected against short circuits.
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50ma

745A

25 ma
10%

I
I

20%

I
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IlO%

Output voltage setting
5 0 m a max. independent of frequency in the
1,1O,lOOv ranges.

Remote programming
Voltage range,
trequency range.
error range, and senses

NPN transistot

Requirements

I

0 en circuit voltage 5 V
Siort circuit current 2 mA
Maximum voltage on programmine line at closure
0.81.

Frequency vernier

Minimum to maximum of range

Analog voltage

+1 V to +10 V

Resistance t o ground

5WR-10 k R

I

DC

General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75"C.
RFI: meets MIL-I-6181D when using shielded output connectors.
Power
745A: 115 V or 230 V *IO%, 50 Hz to 66 Hz, 100 VA max.
746A: 115 V or 230 V +lo%, 50 Hz to 60 Hz, 850 VA max.
746A aux power rated at 120 VA max.
Weight
745A: net, 29.3 kg (65 Ib). Shipping, 36.3 kg (80 Ib).
746A: net, 34 kg (75 Ib). Shipping, 38.5 kg (85 Ib).
Dimensions
745A: 221 mm H x 425 mm W x 467 mm D ( 8.75" x 16.75" x
18.37").
746A: 177 mm H x 425 mm W x 464 mm D ( 7" x 16.75" x
18.25'1.
745A Accessories furnished
Rack mount kit.
H P Part No. 5060-0630, 22-pin printed circuit board extender.
H P Part No. 5060-0043, 15-pin printed circuit board extender.
H P Part No. 5060-0031, IO-pin printed circuit board extender.
H P Part No. 1251-0084 remote programming plug.
746A Accessories furnished
Rack mount kit.
H P Part No. 1251-0485, remote right angle connector.
H P Part No. 1450-0356, incandescent lamp.
H P Part No. 4040-0427, extractor.
H P Part No. 5040-0404, probe holder.
H P Part No. 5060-0216, joining kit bracket.
HP Part No. 5060-0630, 22-pin printed circuit board extender.
HP Part No. 00746-0270 1, foam filter.
Ordering information

745A AC Calibrator
746A High Voltage Amplifier

Price
$5500
$3500

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Signal Generators to 40 GHz

Signal generators
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
easy to use H F , VHF, U H F , and S H F signal generators covering frequencies between
IO kHz and 40 GHz. This line includes synthesized signal generators and solid-state
generators as well as a complete line of
performance-proven vacuum tube signal
generators. Each includes the following features: 1) accurate, easy-to-read frequencies,
calibrated and variable; 2) accurately calibrated variable output level; 3) wide modulation capability.
Beside these basic features, H P signal
generator characteristics ensure the utmost
convenience and accuracy for all kinds of
measurements and signal simulations, including receiver sensitivity, selectivity or rejection, signal-to-noiseratio, gain bandwidth
characteristics, conversion gain, antenna
gain, and transmission line characteristics,
as well as power to drive bridges, slotted
lines, filter networks, etc.
2 to 18 GHz microwave
synthesized signal generator
HP’s newest signal generator, Model
8672A, provides AM/FM capability and calibrated output usually associated only with
signal generators, along with the resolution,
spectral purity, stability and programmability of a high quality synthesizer. The
H P 8672A covers 2 to 18 GHz with output
from +3 to -120 dBm.
A companion unit, the H P 8671A, is a
synthesizer only, with a minimum of +8

dBm from 2 to 6.2 GHz and FM only. Both
units are programmable via the HP Interface Bus.
The HP 8672A will find application in
several important areas: 1) As a programmable signal simulator in automatic test systems; 2) For satellite receiver testing requiring highly stable (5 x 10-l0/day) signals; 3)
General purpose lab use where its multiband capability can replace a benchful of
separate band generators; and, 4) Production use where short runs require different
frequency ranges from run to run.
The 8671A will serve in local oscillator
applications requiring up-conversion or multiplication for satellite communications or
radio astronomy. SSB noise is -89 dB/Hz
below the carrier at a IO kHz offset. Nonharmonic spurious is -70 dB.
10 kHz to 2600 MHz synthesized
generator
The H P 8660A/C is a particularly versatile synthesized generator family. Two
mainframes are available. The 8660A utilizes thumbwheel switches for frequency
selection. The 8660C mainframe has a more
versatile keyboard control featuring synthesized digital sweep and frequency-step
capability. Programming options for both
BCD and HP-IB interfaces are available.
Three plug-in R F sections provide three
separate ranges: IO kHz to 110 MHz,
1 MHz to 1300 MHz, and 1 MHz to 2600
MHz. Output levels are calibrated over
>140 dB of range. A wide range of modula-

tions can be configured with plug-in sections. AM, FM, and phase modulation as
well as external pulse modulation are available in various combinations.
Solid-state, high performance
generators
This group of signal generators offers all
the advantages of solid-state design, such as
increased portability, ruggedness, and reliability, while still retaining the outstanding
signal quality characteristics of HewlettPackard’s older vacuum tube signal generators. In addition these generators offer
many features not found on the older
generators such as digital frequency readout
(8640B, 8660C), ability to count external
signals (8640B), field portability (8654AIB)
and complete remote programming (8660A,
8660C).
HF to UHF
The performance leader of the solid-state
family is the 8640 signal generator covering
450 kHz to 550 MHz. Frequency coverage
can be extended to 1100 MHz with an internal doubler (Opt 002) and an optional builtin
audio oscillator extends the CW output
range down to 20 Hz (Opt 001). This
generator is available in three models: the
8640A with mechanical slide rule frequency
dial; the 8640B featuring a built-in 550 MHz
counter; and the 8640M for ruggedized applications.
The 8640B with built-in counter includes
two significant new features not previously
found on Hewlett-Packard signal generators:

I) the ability to count external signals at frequencies up to 550 MHz and 2) a front panel
pushbutton to phase-lock the generator’s
R F output to the counter time base for frequency stability of better than 5 x l0-8/hour.
Internally, the heart of the 8640 is a
mechanically tuned high-Q cavity oscillator
that operates over the range of 230 to 550
MHz. This oscillator has very good inherent
stability and exceptionally low noise characteristics. Nine lower frequency ranges are
obtained by dividing down the basic oscillator frequency and filtering out the unwanted harmonics. Frequency range from
IO kHz to IO MHz can be obtained using the
11710B Down Converter with the 8640 &
8654.
The 8640M is a ruggedized version of the
8640B featuring phase-locked stability, digital read-out, built-in thermal cutoff and reverse power protection. The ‘M’ with its
aluminum carrying case has been typetested to withstand shock, vibration and
humidity extremes, and is specified to operate over a temperature range of -40°C to
+ 5 5 T for field and flight-line measurements.
Compact, field portable
Compact, portable signal generators form
another part of the solid-state family. The
8654 covering 10 to 520 MHz features calibrated output level with a full range attenuator and both AM and F M modulation
capability. Small sue and light weight make

it well suited for field maintenance and operational readiness checks in addition to
general purpose signal generator applications. The 8654A is an A M generator with
uncalibrated F M capability, while the 8654B
has full calibrated and metered F M and
AM.
The 8655A Synchronizer/Counter combines with the 8654A and B to phase lock the
generator’s RF output to the counter time
base for frequency stability of better than
0.1 ppm/hour. In addition the 8655A is an
RFI-proof counter with the capability to
count external signals up to 520 MHz.

Performance-proven vacuum
tube signal generators
HF to UH”
The H P 606B, 608E, and 612A signal
generators collectively cover frequencies
from 50 kHz to 1.23 GHz. All feature extremely low drift and incidental frequency
modulation, and may be amplitude (sine,
square, pulse) modulated.
UHF to SHF
A complete line of Hewlett-Packard microwave signal generators provides coverage from 800 MHz to 21 GHz. The 618C,
620B, 626A, and 628A incorporate cavitytuned klystron oscillators with very low drift
and residual FM. They may be pulse,
square-wave and frequency modulated,
making them useful for microwave receiver

testing as well as SWR and transmission line
measurements.
The H P 8614A and 8616A signal generators covering 0.8 to 2.4 GHz and 1.8 to 4.5
GHz feature built-in PIN diode modulators.
These modulators allow internal or external
output power leveling as well as a wide
range of pulse and amplitude modulation.
H P 938A and 940A Frequency Doubler
Sets provide low-cost signal generator capability in the 18 to 40 GHz range by doubling
the frequency of signal sources in the 9 to 20
GHz range.
Special signal
generators/accessories
For Avionics navigation and communications applications, the 8640B option 004
combines the digital readout, phase lock features with a demodulated output and special
AM circuitry. Combined with suitable external modulation sources the 8640B provides for testing and calibration of aircraft
VOR/ILS and Marker Beacon receivers.
A variety of accessories are available to
enhance the operation of H P signal generators. The list includes a spectrum generator,
frequency doublers, output terminations, a
fuse holder, balanced mixers, filters and a
series of PIN modulators to increase the
modulation capability of microwave signal
sources. Also available is the new H P
11720A Pulse Modulator providing high performance pulse modulation capability over
the range of 2 to 18 GHz.

Signal generator summary

450 to 1230 MHz

output 0.5 V to 0.1 CV into 50-ohm load; pulse or square-wave modulation, direct calibration

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Synthesized Signal Generators
Model 8660A and 8660C
10 kHz to 2600 MHz
Synthesizer stability and accuracy
1 Hz resolution (2 Hz above 1300 MHz)

0

0
0

Calibrated output eve-140 dB range
AM, FM, @M,or pulse modulation
Fully TTL programmable

8660C

System Concepi
,olid-state plug-in system. Each
The 8660A/C fan..,,
system includes: 1) a programmable synthesized signal generator
mainframe, 2) at least one RF section plug-in, and 3) at least one
modulation section. This modular plug-in construction allows an
8660 system to be configured for any specific application while
minimizing the added expense of unnecessary features.
As its name implies, the 8660 is a true frequency synthesizer. Yet
it is finding even broader appeal as a high performance signal
generator. And being completely programmable, the 8660 is the perfect choice for most automated receiver or component testing situations.
Mainframes
There are two different synthesized signal generator mainframes
to choose from. Both feature complete TTL programming of frequency, output levels, and most modulation functions. The standard
programming interface is BCD and an optional HP-IB interface is
available. Both mainframes can operate from an internal crystal reference or external frequency standard.
The 8660 A mainframe uses thumbwheel switches to select CW
output frequencies. Frequencies up to 1300 MHz can be entered
directly with 1 Hz resolution. (For applications requiring frequencies above 1300 MHz the 8660A must be used with the 86603A
Option 003. The frequency selection process involves selecting
one-half of the desired R F output frequency and activating the
86603A Option 003 front panel doubler switch).
The 8660C keyboard mainframe provides direct keyboard entry
of CW frequencies up to 2600 MHz. Added capabilities of the 8660C
include digital sweep, frequency stepping, synthesized search, and a
ten-digit numerical display.
Swept testing of very narrowband devices such as crystal filters is
made possible by the 8660C's digital sweep. Since the RF output
consists of discrete synthesized steps, the result is a very linear
sweep with extremely low residual FM. A 0-8 V horizontal sweep
output is provided for driving XY plotters, oscilloscopes, etc.
For applications which require frequency to be changed in uniform increments, a frequency stepping capability is provided on the

8660C. For example, if a receiver with 50 kHz channel spacing is
being tested, a 50 kHz step size can be entered and the frequency
stepped to the next higher or lower channel with a single key-stroke.
Synthesized search provides the dial tuning convenience of a signal generator while maintining synthesizer signal quality. As the dial
is turned the output frequency is tuned up or down in discrete synthesized steps which may be chosen as small as 1 Hz.
Plug-In RF Sections
There are three RF sections to choose from. The 86601A covers
the 10 kHz to 110 MHz frequency range with calibrated output of
+13 to -146 dBm. The 86602B (used with the 11661B Frequency
Extension Module) covers 1 MHz to 1300 MHz with output of + 10
to -146 dBm. The 86603A (also used with the 11661B) covers 1
MHz to 2600 MHz with output of +7 to - 136 dBm. All RF sections
have 1 Hz frequency resolution except for 2 Hz above 1300 MHz
with the 86603A. In the remote mode output level can be programmed in 1 dB steps over the full operating range.
Plug-In Modulation Sections
There are five modulation sections to choose from. The 86632B
and 86633B are both AMIFM modulation sections. An accurate
modulation meter indicates % AM or FM peak deviation. The
86633B differs from the 86632B in that the carrier is phase locked
while FM modulating at rates and deviations up to 100 kHz. The
86632B utilizes a free running VCO during F M but allows rates and
deviations up to 1 MHz. Any drift can be removed by depressing the
F M C F CAL button.
The 86634A offers only analog phase modulation at rates to 10
MHz and metered deviations to 100" below 1300 MHz and 200"
above 1300 MHz. The 86635A +M/FM Modulation Section is similar in performance to the 86634A except rates are limited to 1 MHz
and FM capability is also included. (The 86634A and 86635A must
be used with Option 002 RF sections).
The 86631B Auxiliary Section provides both external AM and
pulse modulation. The 86631B Auxiliary Section must be used when
another modulation section is not installed.
All modulation functions of the 86632B, 86633B, and 86635A are
fully programmable.

8660A

8660AlC mainframe specifications

General
Operating temperature range: 0" to +55"C.
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 volts +5%, -IO%, 48-66 Hz. Approximately 350 watts.
Weight: [Mainframe only] net, 23.8 kg (53 lb). Shipping, 29.6 kg (65
lb).
Options for 8660A/C
001: +3 x IO-Yday internal reference oscillator.
002: no internal reference oscillator.
003: operation from 50 to 400 Hz line.
004: 100 Hz frequency resolution (200 Hz above 1300 MHz CF).
005: HP-IB programming interface.
100: 11661B factory installed.
009: (8660A only): front panel LED display indicates selected frequency in 1-2-4-8 BCD code.

Frequency accuracy and stability: CW frequency accuracy and
long term stability are determined by reference oscillator in
8660A/C mainframe (3 x W8/day) or by external reference, if used.
Reference oscillator
Internal: 10 MHz quartz oscillator. Aging rate less than +3 parts
in lo8per 24 hours after 72 hours warm-up. (+3 parts in IOs per 24
hours, Option 001).
External: rear panel switch allows operation from 5 MHz or 10
MHz frequency standard at a level between 0.5V and 2.5V rms
into 170 ohms.
Reference output: rear panel BNC connector provides output of
reference signal selected at level of at least 0.5 V rms into 170 ohms.
Digital sweep (8660C): auto, single or manual. Selectable speeds
0.1, 1, or 50 seconds.
Remote programming
Functions
8660A: all front panel frequency and output level, and most modulation functions are programmable.
8660C: CW frequency, frequency stepping (STEP?, STEP&),and
output level, and most modulation functions are programmable.
Note: digital sweep is NOT programmable.
Programming input
Connector type: 36-pin Cinch type 57 (mating connector
supplied). [Optional HP-IB interface; 24-pin Cinch type 57 (mating connector NOT supplied)].
Logic: TTL compatible (negative true),
Switching time: less than 5 ms to be within 100 Hz of any new
frequency selected. (Less than 100 ms to be within 5 Hz).
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RF section specifications (Installed in 8660A or 8660C mainframe)
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SIGNAL GENERATORS
8660A & 8660C (cont.)

10 kHz to 110 MHz

to 2600 MHz

1300 MHz
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866028

86601A

RF Sections specifications (cont.)
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<7% up to 5 MHz rates
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Net 4.1 kg (9 Ib)
Shipping 5.5 kg (12 Ib)

Net 5 kg (11 Ib)
Shipping 6.4 kg (14 Ib)
116618: Net 2.3 kg (5 Ibl). Shipping 2.7 kg (6 Ibl

5. Applies only at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates with output meter set at 0 to + 3 dB. AT -6 dB meter
setting the distortion approximately doubles.
6. Phase modulation i s only possible with Option 002 RF Sections.
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Modulation section specifications

Ordering information
8660A Synthesized Signal Generator Mainframe
8660C Synthesized Signal Generator Mainframe
Opt 001: +3 x IO-Yday internal reference oscillator
Opt 002: no internal reference oscillator
Opt 003: operation from 50 to 400 Hz line
Opt 004: 100 Hz frequency resolution (200 Hz above
1300 MHz)
Opt 005: HP-IB programming interface
Opt 009: (8660A only) LED display indicates selected
frequency in 1-2-4-8 BCD code
Opt 100: 11661B factory installed inside mainframe
86601A R F Section

Price
$6900
$9150
add $210
less $300
add $155
less $350

$250
add $210
add $3600
$3600

86602B RF Section
$4600
86603A R F Section
$6750
Opt 001: no RF output attenuator (all R F Sections) less $600
Opt 002: adds phase modulation capability (86602B, add $1650
86603A only)
Opt 003: allows operation of 86603A with 8660A main- add $250
frame
11661B Frequency Extension Module
$3600
86631B Auxiliary Section
$300
86632B AM/FM Modulation Section
$2050
86633B AM/FM Modulation Section
$2050
86634A 4M Modulation Section
$1650
86635A QM/FM Modulation Section
$2350
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Figure 1. Maximum power typically available on "+lo" attenuator setting (Overrange) at 25°C.

(See page 378). This new Pulse Modulator provides >80 dB
ONlOFF ratios with 5 nanosecond (typical) rise and fall times over
the 2 to 18 GHz range of the 8672A.

Offset frcm f,
2.06.2 GHz
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10th
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10kHr
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-79dB
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-30
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8 Noise Level
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-70

-90
-110
-130

-1 50
1 Hz

10Hz

lWHz
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lOkHz

100kHz 1 MHz l O M H z

Remote programming accuracy: 0.75 dB better than indicated
meter accuracy.
Flatness (+15"C to +35"C): 20.75 dB, 2.0-6.2 GHz; k1.00 dB,
2.0-12.4 GHz; k1.25 dB, 2.0-18.0 GHz.
Output level switching time: <20 ms.
Source impedance: 50R.
Amplitude modulation
AM depth (for RF output meter readings SO dB, +15"C to
+35°C):
O-75%, 2.0-6.2 GHz.
O-60%, 6.2-12.4 GHz.
O-~OYO,
12.4-18.0 GHz.
Sensitivity: 3o%/v,100%/V ranges. Max input 1 V peak into 600fl.
Rates (3 dB BW): 10 Hz-100 kHz.
Indicated AM meter accuracy (100 Hr -10 kHz rates): 2 5 % of
range.
Distortion (rates 4 0 kHr, RF output SO dB, +15"C to +35"C):
<3% at 30% depth.
Frequency modulation
Peak deviation (max): the smaller of
10 MHz or fmodx 5 , 2.0-6.2 GHz.
10 MHz or fmd x 10, 6.2-12.4 GHz.
10 MHz or fmd x 15, 12.4-18.0 GHz.
sensitivity: 30, 100, 300 kHz/V and 1, 3, 10 MHz/V ranges. Max
input 1 volt peak into 5OR.
Rates (3 dB BW typical): 30, 100 kHz/V ranges: 50 Hz to 10 MHz;
300 kHz/V and 1, 3, 10 MHz/V ranges: 1 kHz to 10 MHz.
Distortion: <12% for rates <3 kHz decreasing linearly with frequency to 5% at 20 kHz; 4%
for 20 kHz to 100 kHz rates.
Indicated FM meter accuracy (100 kHz rate, +15"C to 35°C):
? 10% of full scale.
Residual FM in FM and CW modes (2-6.2 GHr, residual FM
doubles for 6.2-12.4 GHz, triples for 12.4-18 GHz):

Offset From Carrier

Spurious (CW and AM modes)
Non-harmonically related:
<-70 dB, 2.0-6.2 GHz.
(-64 dB, 6.2-12.4 GHz.
<-60 dB, 12.4-18.0 GHz.
Power line related (CW mode, and within 5 Hz below line
frequency, and multiples):
Offset from f,

300 Hz

300 Hz to 1 kHz

>1 kHr

2.06.2 GHz

-50 dB

-60 dB

-65 dB

6.2-12.4 GHz

-44 dB

-54 dB

-59 dB

12.4-18.0 GHz

-40 dB

-50 dB

-55 dB

Frequency
Range

Output Level Range
OdBm

-10dBm

-2OdBm

-30 dBm and below

2.06.2 GHz

21.75 dB

22.25 dB

t 2 . 4 5 dB

21.75 dB -0.3 dBI
10 dB step below
0 dBm range

6.2-12.4 GHz

22.0 dB

-2.5 dB

22.7 dB

22.85dB

23.05 dB

c dB 20.3 dB/
10 dB step below
0 dBm range
22.25 dB 20.4 dB/
10 dB step below
0 dBm range

12.4-18.0 GHz t 2 . 2 5 dB

Post Detection BW

Range

Figure 2. Typical 8672A single-sideband phase noise performance using the internal standard, 2.0-6.2 GHz.

20Hr-1 kHr
6 Hz rms

CW, +30, 100, 300 kHz/V;
and 21, 3, MHz/V

I lOMHz/V

I

10Hz rms

I

I

20 Hz-3 kHz
12 Hz rms
20 Hz rms

Remote programming capability
Frequency: programmable over full range with same resolution as
in manual mode.
Output level: programmable over full range in 1 dB steps.
AM modulation: OFF, 30%/V, and IOO%/V ranges.
FM modulation: OFF, 30, 100, 300 kHz/V and 1, 3, 10 MHz/V
ranges.
Other: RF ONIOFF, ALC INTJEXT. (crystal or power meter).
Programming format: HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus).
General
Operating temperature range: 0 to +55"C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V + 5 , -lo%, 40-66 Hz. 300 VA max.
Weight: net, 27 kg (60 Ib). Shipping. 32.5 kg (72 lb).
Dimensions: 133 mm H x 425 mm W x 603 mm D (5.25" x 16.75"
x 23.75").
Options
001: No RF output attenuator
002: N o internal reference oscillator
003: Operation at 400 Hz line only
004: Rear panel RF output
005: Rear panel RF ouput without RF attenuator
006: Chassis slide kit
8672A Synthesized Signal Generator

Price
less $600
less $5.50
add $250
add $ 75
less $525
add $ 45
$26,900
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SIGNAL GENERATORS
Microwave frequency synthesizer
Model 8671A

2-6.2 GHz frequency range
1 kHz frequency resolution
cc5 x 10-lO/day stability

Low spurious and phase noise
+8 dBm minimum output power
HP-IB programmability

8671A

require state-of-the-art performance as well as broadband capability.

HP-IB programmability
The standard programming interface offered with the 8671A is
directly compatible with the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus. Programmable functions include frequency, FM, and R F ON/OFF.

Speciflcatlons
(See technical data sheet for complete specifications.)
Frequency characteristics
Frequency range: 2.0-6.2 G H z (6.199999 GHz).
Frequency resolutlon: 1 kHz.
Time base: internal 10 MHz (<5 x IO-lYday aging rate) or external
5 or 10 MHz.
Swltchlng t h e : <I5 ms to be within I kHz.
Harmonlcs: <-15 dB.
Shale-sldeband phase nolse (1 Hz BW, CW mode)
offset from F,
SSB level

I
I

IO HZ
-58dB

I
I

100 Hz
-6868

I

I

1 kHZ
-78dB

I

I

10kHz
-89 dB

I

I

100 kHz
-109 dB

Spurlous
Non-harmonlcally related: <-70 dB.
Power llne related (CW mode, and wlthln 5 Hz below any llne
related frequency)
onsat iram F,
2.0-6.2 GHz

I
I

4 0 0 HZ
-50dB

I
I

3W Hz to 1 kHr
-60 dB

I
I

>1 kHr
-65dB

I

Flatness: <6 dB total variation across full frequency band.
Source Impedance: 5 0 0
Frequency modulation
Peak devlatlon (max): 10 MHz or fmodx 5 , whichever is smttller.
Sensltlvlty: 50 kHz/V and 5 MHz/V ranges. Max input 2V peak.
Rates (3 dB BW): 50 Hz to 10 MHz typical.
Remote programming
Frequency: programmable over full range with 1 kHz resolution.
FM modulatlon: OFF, 50 kHz/V, and 5 MHz/V ranges.
Other: RF,ON/OFF.
Programming torhat: HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus).
General
Operatlng temperature range: 0 to 55°C.
Power: 100,120,220, or 240 V +5, -lo%, 48-66 Hz, 300 VA max.
Welght: net, 24 kg (58 Ib); shipping, 29.5 kg (65 Ib).
Size: 133 H x 425 W x 603 mm D (5.25" x 16.75" x 23.75").
23.75").
Options
Price
002: No internal reference
less $550
add $250
Oo3: Operation at 400 HZ line Only
005: Rear panel RF output
add $ 75
006: Chassis slide kit
a d d $ 45
8671A Microwave frequency synthesizer

$17,600

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Precision, high stability, AM-FM, 0.5 to 1024 MHz
Models 8640A, 8640B

Wide frequency and power range
Low broad band and close-in noise
Calibrated, metered A M and FM

The 86406 also features:
internal ohase lock svnchronizer
external counter to 550 MHz

8640A

.-

86406

4-A

Description
The 8640 Signal Generator covers the frequency range 500 kHz to
512 MHz (450 kHz to 550 MHz with band overrange) and can be
extended to 1100 MHz with an internal doubler (Opt 002). Using the
11710B Down Converter, the 8640 frequency range can be extended
down to 10 kHz. An optional audio oscillator is also available with a
frequency range of 20 Hz to 600 kHz. This broad coverage, together
with calibrated output and modulation, provides for complete RF
and I F performance tests on virtually any type of H F , VHF, and
U H F receivers.
Both solid state generators 8640A and B have an output level
range of +19 to -145 dBm (2 V to 0.013 p V ) which is calibrated,
metered, and leveled to within ~ 0 . 5dB across the full frequency
range of the instrument.
The 8640AIB generators provide AM, FM, and pulse modulation
for a wide range of receiver test applications. This modulation is
calibrated and metered for direct readout under all operating conditions.
A reverse power protection option (Opt 003) is available to eliminate instrument damage due to accidental transmitter keying. This
module protects against up to 50 watts of applied power and automatically resets upon removal of the excessive signal.
Spectrally pure output signals
Noise performance of the 8640 is state-of-the-art for a solid-state
generator. The high-Q cavity oscillator has been optimized with use
of a low-noise microwave transistor for spectally pure output signals.
At 20 kHz offsets from 230 to 450 MHz, SSB phase noise is >130
dB/Hz below the carrier level and rises to 122 dB/Hz at 550 MHz.
This signal-to-noise ratio increases by approximately 6 dB for each
division of the output frequency down to the broadband noise floor
of better than 140 dB/Hz. This exceptional noise performance is
also preserved during FM modulation and in the phase-locked mode
of the 8640B.

Mechanical dial or built-in counter
There are two versions of the 8640 Signal Generators. One, the
8640A, has an easy-to-read slide rule dial with scales for each of the
10 output frequency ranges. There is an additional scale to provide
direct readout of the output frequency even in the INTERNAL
DOUBLER band, 512-1024 MHz.
The 8640B has the same performance features as the 8640A, but
incorporates a built-in 550 MHz frequency counter and phase lock
synchronizer,
The built-in 6 digit counter displays the output frequency and can
also be used to count external input signals from 20 Hz to 550 MHz.
This eliminates the need for a separate frequency counter in many
measurement systems.
internal pushbutton synchronizer
At the push of a button, the 8640B built-in phase lock synchronizer locks the RF output frequency to the crystal time base
used in the counter. In this locked mode, the output stability is
better than 5 x 10-8/h and the spectral punty and FM capability of
the unlocked mode are preserved. For higher stability, it is possible
to lock to an externally applied 5 MHz standard. Two 8640B’s can
also be locked together for various 2-tone measurements.
In the phase locked mode, increased resolution is available by
using the V z digit increment button. For example, 500 Hz resolution
is possible for frequencies between 100 and 1000 MHz.
F M while phase locked
When phase locked, full FM capability is preserved down to
modulation rates of 50 Hz. The narrow bandwidth of the phase lock
loop (<5 Hz) provides for FM modulation up to 250 kHz rates and
assures no degradation in noise from the unlocked mode. This crystal stability, coupled with the precision modulation and low noise,
makes the 8640B ideal for testing narrowband FM or crystalcontrolled receivers.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Precision, high stability, AM-FM, 0.5 to 1024 MHz
Models 8640A, 86408 (cont.)

8640AlB sp
(See technical daita sheet for complete specifications). All specifications apply over the nominal Frequency ranges and over the top 10
dB of the output level vernier range unless otherwise specified.
Frequency characteristics
Range: 500 kHz; to 512 MHz in 10 octave ranges (to 1024 MHz with
option 002 intenial frequency doubler).
Ranges and r finge overlap: ranges extend 10% below and 7%
above the nomirla1 frequency ranges shown below.

..... .

1

Frequency ranges WIZI

0.5-1
1-2
2-4

I

Outpuit characteristics

128-256
256-512
512-1024

16-32
32-64

Rangc3: 10 dB stem and 18 dB vernier provide the following output
power S(

-

Fine tuning
8640A and 8640EI unlocked: >lo00 ppm total range.. .
.
86408 locked mode: >220 ppm by varying internal time base
vernier.
Internal counter resc,lutlon (86408 unlocked)

1
Frequency Ranges

(MW
0.5-1

16-128
128-1024

Normal

10 Hz
100 Hz

.I . ..

KtiZ

10 kHz

Expand

I .

nn

kHz
nz

IUU

I I
.

I

7"

u-

lunr

100 Hr

Optimum counter resolution when phase-locked (86408)
Frequency Ranges

1

Expand

0.1 Hr

10 Hz

-

uer

8
-

0.5 HZ

+ I 8 to
-145 dBm
+I2 to
-145 dBm

0.5 t o 5

-

+13 dBm
to
-145

Frequency
Range
(MHz)

8640A18

002

003

0021003

0.5 t O 64

20.5 dB

50.5 dB

+0.75 dB
-1.25 dB

+l.O dB
-2.0 dB

64 to 512
512 t O 1024

-

? L O dB
k1.5 dB

-

52.0 dB

512 to 1024
(Option 0021

-

wiin uprionisr

With 6
Digit

0.5-0.9999995
1.0-9.999995
10.0-99.99995
100.0-999.9995

86408: 6% digit LED display with XI0 and XlOO I:xpand; accuracy depends on internal or external reference usec1.
Stability (after 2 hour warmup)
Normal: < l o ppm/l0 min.
Locked: (8640B) <0.05 ppmlhr.
Restabilization time after frequency change
Normal: t 1 5 min.
Locked (86408): < 1 min. after relocking to be wit! )in 0.1 ppm of
steadv state freouencv.

(Option 002)

100 Hr
10 kHz

Accuracy
8640A: mechanical dial; accuracy better than
better than 0.1%.

50 Hz
500 Hz
5 kHr

* 1.0%, resettability

Level accuracy: (worst case as indicated on level meter) k 1.5 dB
to d . 5 dB depending on level, frequency, and options installed.

Spectral purity
Harmonics (at 1 volt, +10 dBm output range and below):
>30 dB below fundamental, 0.5 to 512 MHz.
>12 dB below fundamental, 512 to 1024 MHz.
Spurious output signals (excluding frequencies within 15 kHz
of the signal whose effects are specified in resldual AM and
FM)
Subharmonically
Related

Frequency
Range
(MHz)
0.5 t o

Noeharmonically
Related

>lo0 dBc

detectable

512 to
1024
(Option 002)

Carrier Offset Frequency

Measured SSB Noise vs. Offset from carrier. Markers indicate
specified limits.

86408

8640A
z 100 dBc

>20 dBc'

detectable

I

I

Residual AM (averaged rms): 0.3 to 3 kHz post-detection noise
bandwidth >85 dBc.
Residual FM (averaged rms): 0.3 to 3 kHz post-detection noise
bandwidth. (CW and up to l/g maximum allowable peak deviation.)
0.5 to 512 MHz <5 Hz.
512 to 1024 MHz <IO Hz.
1dBc = dB below the carrier.

Modulation characteristics
General
Types: Internal AM and FM: External AM, FM and PULSE; simultaneous
AM and FM or PULSE and FM.
Internal modulation sources: (independently adjustable output is
available at front panel).
Standard: 8640A or 8640B.
Frequency: fixed 400 Hz and 1 kHz, 2 3 % .
Output level: 1 mV to 1 V rms into 600R.
Optional: (internal variable audio oscillator Option 001, 8640A or
8640B).
Frequency: variable 20 Hz to 600 kHz, 15% plus fixed 400 Hz and
1 kHz 23%.
Output level: 1 mV to 3 V rms into 6000.

Frequency Range (MHz)

Maximum Peak Deviation (kHz1

0 5-1
1-2
2-4
4-8
8-16
16-32
32-64
64-128
128-256
256-512
512-1024

5
10
20
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560
5120

*

Amplitude modulation
Depth
0.5 to 512 MHz: 0 to 100% for output level range from +I3 dBm
and below.
512 to 1024 MHr: 0 to 100% for output levels of +7 dBm and
below and for 6 dB to 16 dB down on output vernier range.
AM Rates: I N T and EXT ac; 20 Hz to AM 3 dB bandwidth. EXT
dc; dc to AM 3 dB bandwidth.
AM 3 dB bandwidth:

2 to 8 MHz
8 to 512 MHz

25 kHz
50 kHz

40 kHz
60 kHz

AM distortion (at 400 Hz and 1 kHz rates):
Frequency Ranges

0.5 to 512 MHz

I

I

0 t o 30%AM

I

30 to 50% AM

<1%

I
I

50 to 80% AM

<3%

External AM sensitivity (400 Hz and 1 kHz rates)
0.5 to 512 MHz: (0.1 t0.005)% AM per mV peak into 600R with
AM vernier at full CW position.
512 to 1024 MHz: nominal 0.1% AM per mV peak into 600R with
AM vernier at full CW position.
Indicated AM accuracy (400 Hz and 1 kHz rates using internal
meter)
0.5 to 512 MHZ: 2 5 . 5 % of reading 1.5% Of full Scale from 0 to

*

50°C.

512 to 1024 MHz: not specified; each generator can be individually calibrated using operating manual procedure.
Peak incidental phase modulation (at 30% AM)
0.5 to 128 MHz: <0.15 radians.
128 to 512 MHz: (0.3 radians.
512 to 1024 MHz: <0.6 radians.
Peak incidental frequency deviation: equals peak incidental
phase modulation x modulation rate.

I

Normal

Expand X10

Expand X l O O

100 Hz
10 kHz

10 Hz
1 kHz

1 Hz
100 Hz

Internal reference characteristics (after 2-hr
Temperature drift: (after calibration at 25°C)
< 2 2 ppm for 15" to 35°C.
<a10 ppm for 0" to 55°C.
Aging rate: (constant temperature and line voltage) <0.05 ppm per
hour: <2 ppm per 90 days.
Frequency tuning: > a20 ppm using internal time base vernier.
Rear output: > O S V p-p into 5 0 0 0 . This will drive another 8640B.

General characteristics
Operating temperature range: 0 to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, and 240 volts, +5%, -IO%, 48
to 440 Hz; 175 VA maximum. (Option 002, 190 VA max.)
Weight: 8640A and 8640B: net, 20.8 kg (46 Ib). Shipping, 24.1 kg (53
Ib).
Dimensions: 140 mm H x 425 mm W x 476 mm D (5.5" x 16.75" x
18.75").

Pulse modulation

vernier

,

Mode

0-10 MHz
10-550 MHz

I

Peak input
Nominally +0.5 V (5 V rnax). Sinewave or
Required
Pulse return to zero into 50R.
'For level accuracy within 1 dB of CW level accuracy specification (<O.l% duty cycle).

Options
001: (internal variable audio oscillator, 20 Hz to 600
kHz)
002: (internal doubler 512-1024 MHz)
003: (reverse power protection)
004: (avionics option) 8640B only
Ordering information

8640A Signal Generator
8640B Signal Generator

add $275
add $850
add $300
add $800
Price
$5200
$6600

,

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Avionics option
Model 86408 Opt 004

Demodulated output from RF detector, AC and DC
Phase shift; less than 0.01" at 30 Hz
External Count Capability: 1 Hz to

550 MHz

86406 Opt 004

The Hewlett-Packard Model 8640B Option 004 NAVlCOM Signal Generator is an 8640B AM/FM Signal Generator specially
adapted for testing ILS (Marker Beacon, Localizer and Glide
Slope), VOR and VHF communications receivers used throughout
the Aviation industry. VOR, LOCALIZER and VHF communications frequencies (108 to 136 MHz) are available on one frequency
band for rapid channel selection. GLIDE SLOPE (329 to 335 MHz)
and MARKER BEACON (75 MHz) frequencies are also easily set
using the 6-digit LED display.
The 8640B Option 004 provides highly stable, spectrally pure R F
signals for testing narrow-channel, crystal controlled receivers. For
avionics testing, external audio generators are required to provide
the composite modulation. Designed with versatile AM and FM
modulation, Option 004 features low distortion modulation when
used with suitable, external VOR/ILS Audio Generators.
Operation and specifications of the 8640B Option 004 are the same
as the Standard 8640B AM/FM Signal Generator with the following
additions.
Demodulated output
One front panel BNC connector provides demodulated output from
the R F peak detector for precise AM settings. A choice of combined
AC/DC at 1 V rms or AC only at 5 V rms is provided.
Output level setting
To ensure the best possible demodulated output linearity, Option
004 combines a 1 dB step attenuator and a vernier with a 10 dB step
attenuator. This provides output levels from + 15 dBm to -142 dBm
(1.3 V to 0.018 pV). The output level can be read directly from the
attenuator dial in dBm or from the front panel meter in dBm or volts.
External AM input impedance
External AM input impedance of 2 k n allows compatible operation
with old and new generations of external audio generators.
Low distortion modulation
The 8640B Option 004 provides flat AM response and minimum
phase shift at 30 Hz and 9960 Hz as well as constant group delay
between 9 kHz and 11 kHz for accurate VOR and ILS testing.

Specifications
(These specifications apply to 8640B Option 004 in addition to
standard 86408 specifications. See 8640B AM/FM Signal
Generator Data Sheet for complete specifications.)
Spectral purity
Nolse: SSB Broadband noise floor: greater than 1 MHz offset from
carrier, >130 dB down.

Output characteristics
Range: +15 dBm to -142 dBm (1.3 V to 0.018 gV)
Attenuators: a 10 dB step attenuator plus a 1 dB step attenuator
with vernier allow selection of any output level over the full output
level range.
Vernier: 2 dB continuously variable from a CAL detent position.
Level flatness: <t0.75 dB from 0.5 to 512 MHz referred to output
at 190 MHz. <t0.5 dB from 108 to 336 MHz referred to output at
190 MHz. (Flatness applies to + 10 to - 10 dBm.)
Level accuracy
Output level
(dBm)

Indicated on
Level Meter

+15 to -10

-10 to -50

-50 to -142

r 2 . 0 dB

22.5 dB

Add r 0 . 5 dB
except from
108 to 336 MHz

Modulation characteristics
Demodulated output (Output vernier In CAL position) (108 to
118 and 329 to 336 MHz): an internal selector switch allows selection of AC only or AC and D C at the demodulated output.
AC only output: directly proportional to AM depth, (90 to 150 Hz
modulation frequency).
%AM equals: (20 k 0.6)% per V rms, 0 to 55°C; (20 f 0.4)% per
V rms, 20 to 30°C; (20 f0.2)% per V rms (using calibration sheet
provided by factory).
AC and DC output: Ac output voltage is directly proportional to
AM depth (90 to 150 Hz modulation frequency).
YOAMequals: (100 &3)% per V rms, 0 to 55°C; (100 2 2)% per
v rms, 20 to 30°C; (100 ?I)% per V rms (using calibration sheet
provided by factory).
D C output equals (1.414 aO.O1O) V dc with vernier in CAL position.
Amplitude modulation characteristics (+lo dBm output
and below)
External Input Impedance: nominally 2 k n .
Frequency response: k0.05 dB from 90 Hz through 150 Hz (108 to
118 and 329 to 335 MHz.); 20.05 dB from 9 kHz through 11 kHz
(108 to 118 MHz); r 3 dB (0 to 70% AM) from dc through 50 kHz (8
to 512 MHz); r 3 dB (0 to 90% AM) from dc through 35 kHz (8 to
512 MHz).
Phase shift from audio input to demodulated output (108 to 118
MHz) (AM E X 1 DC mode):
30 Hz <%0.01"
30 Hz to 10 kHz <+3"
9 kHz to 11 kHz <?2" difference.
86408 Avionics Opt 004
$7400

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Ruggedized signal generator, down converter
Models 8640M, 117108

500 kHz to 512 MHz

Extends frequency range down to 10 kHz on all 8640
and 8654 series generators
Preserves calibrated output level and modulation

-40°C t o +55"C operating temperature
Phase lock stability, external count

117108

8640 M

8640M Signal generator
The 8640M is a highly ruggedized version of the 8640B signal
generator which adds field useability and retains the excellent stability and signal purity of the 8640B. Six-digit display, phase-lock and
external count capability similar to the 8640B are standard on the
8640M. Internal Pulse modulation capability and 50 W reverse
power protection are also standard.
The waterproof combination case, constructed to the requirements of Mil-T-212005, provides a protective outer shell and
cushioned mounts to assure tolerance to the shock and vibration
rigors of off-road transportation. All controls on the front panel are
drip-proof, and the air ducts are louvered to allow operation in wind,
rain, or snow.
Reliability testing to Mil-Std-781 allows prediction of MTBF's in
excess of 2200 hours. The testing included vibration, -40°C to
+55"CC temperature cycling, and power cycling. Maintainability
testing to Mil-Std-471 has verified that the mean time to repair the
8640M is less than 2 hours.

8640M Specifications
Frequency characteristics
Range: 500 kHz to 512 MHz in 10 Octave ranges (to 1024 wmhz
with External Frequency Doubler).
Internal counter resolution: same as 8640B (except no Expand
XI00 range; no extra l / ~digit).
External counter resolution: from 0 to 10 MHz: 10 Hz; from 10 to
550 MHz: 1 kHz.
Stability
I

Normal (Typical)
Time (after
3-hr. warm-up)
Temperature

Locked
<2 ppm/lO min

<15 ppm/lO min

I

I

c 5 0 ppm/"C

I

<1 ppml"C

Output range and accuracv
~~~

Using Full
Vernier Range

Using Top 10 dB
of Vernier Range
Output (dBm) Range

+13 to

-7 to
-47

-47 to
- 137

7 0 m

7 5 d ~

7 n m

-7

Total Accuracy as Indicated
on Level Meter

+ I 8 to

- 145
Add

+n

CI r l ~
~

Modulation
Types: internal AM, F M , and PULSE.
external AM, F M and PULSE.
Environmental Performance
Temperature: MIL-STD-I(IOB, Method 501, 502 Proc. 1.
Operating: continuous operation allowed between -40°C
(-40°F) and + 5 5 T (131°F). Intermittent operation (<20 min.)
allowed up to +71"C (160°F).
Non-Operating: storage allowed between -60°C (-76°F) and
+8S°C (185°F).

Humidity: MIL-STDdIOB, Method 507 Proc. 1. 10-day test.
Operating: -40°C (-40°F) to + J O T (104°F) at up to 95% RH.
Non-Operating: storage allowed between -60°C (-76°F) and
+60"C (140°F) up to 95% R.H.Condensation allowed.
Shock: MIL-T-21200J Class 11. When mounted in its combination
case, the 8640M will withstand 20 g's shock in any of 3 planes
without damage.
Vibration: MIL-T-21200J Class 11.
Rain: MIL-STD-810B Method 506 Proc. 1. Simulated rain and wind
conditions up to 12 in./hour rainfall and up to 40 mph wind. Instrument was in normal operating configuration.
Explosive Atmosphere: MIL-STD-8lOB Method 51 1 Proc. 1.
Type testing verified successful operation in potentially explosive
atmosphere laden with avionic fuel vapor.
Salt Fog: MIL-STD-810B Method 509 Proc. 1. A mechanical
mock-up was tested to verify the non-corrosive nature of parts,
materials, and processes.
Fungus: non-fungus nutrient material used.
EMI: MIL-STD-461A, Class C1, Test Methods CE 03 and RE 02.

1171OB Down converter
The 11710B Down Converter is an accessory for the 8640 and
8654 series signal generators. Frequency inputs from 50.01 to 61
MHz are down converted to the IO kHz to 11 MHz range respectively. The output level and modulation functions of the 8640 and
8654 remain calibrated. A straight through selection allows the input
to pass through unchanged and switch thus minimizes the necessity
to move cables when testing.

117106 Specifications
Input characteristics
Down-conversion mode: 50.01 to 61.00 MHz at GO dBm.
Straight-through mode: 0.01 to 1100 MHz.
Down-converted output characteristics
Frequency range: 10 kHz to 11 MHz.
Level range: 0 to - 107 dBm.
Level flatness (referred to 4.0 MHz): k0.5 dB.
Level accuracy: % (1 dB plus input level accuracy).
Harmonics: 1 3 5 dB below the carrier (dBc).
Intermixing spurious: >60 dBc.
Local oscillator feed-through (50 MHz): <-80 dBm.
Internal reference characteristics
Time base output: 1 MHz or 5 MHz selectable, nominally >0.5 V
p-p
.
. into 50011. This will drive an 8640B or 8655A External Time
Base Input.
Typical overall accuracy: (within 3 mo. of calibration and from
15°C to 35°C): 2 2 ppm.
General characteristics
Operating temperature range: 0 to 55°C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220,240 V (+5%, -IO%), 48 to 440
Hz; 12.5 VA.
Weight: net, 2.2 kg (4 Ib 13 oz). Shipping 3 kg (6 Ib 8 oz).
Dimensions: 102 mm H x 266 mm W x 290 mm D (4" x 10.5" x
1 I .4375").
Ordering information
8640M Signal generator
11710B Down converter

Price
$8400
$1000

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Rugged solid-state generator 10 to 520 MHz; synchronizer/counter
Models 8 6 5 4 4 86548,8655A

Calibrated output power
Calibrated AM, FM; internal, external, independent
25 Watt reverse power protection (optional)

8654A

8654A/B Signal generators
The H P 8654A/B Signal Generators are portable, low-cost solidstate generators providing calibrated output and versatile modulation capabilities over the 10 to 520 MHz frequency range. The 8654
provides clean RF signals with harmonics >20 dBc (below carrier)
and subharmonics and spurious >lo0 dBc for testing receivers,
amplifiers, antennas, and filter networks. The 8654B has calibrated
AM and FM while the 8654A has uncalibrated FM.
Its compactness and small size allow the 8654 to fit easily into
production, mobile, airborne, and shipboard test locations. Its rugged, lightweight construction is also suitable for field maintenance
and service applications.
Internal oscillators provide both amplitude modulation and frequency modulation at 400 Hz and 1000 Hz, or external modulation
can be accomplished using standard audio oscillators.
A front-panel meter accurately indicates amplitude modulation
depth from 0 to 90% when the meter mode switch is in the AM
position. Additionally, the 8654B provides calibrated and metered
FM over four deviation ranges: 0 to 3 kHz, 0 to 10 kHZ, 0 to 30
kHz, and 0 to 100 kHz.
Reverse power protection is available (Option 003) to protect
against accidental triggering of transceivers of up to 25 watts into the
signal generator.
Effective R F shielding and output range permit receiver sensitivity measurements to be made down to power levels of 0.1 pV.

8654A/B specifications

Specifications apply from 10 to 520 MHz for output power 6 + 10
dBm and over the top 10 dB of output level vernier range unless
otherwise specified.
Frequency characteristics
Range: 10 to 520 MHz in 6 ranges.
8654A ranges (MHz): 10 to 18.6, 18.6 to 35, 35 to 66, 66 to 130,
130 to 250, 250 to 520.
86548 ranges (MHz): 10 to 19, 19 to 35,35 to 66,66 to 130, 130 to
270, 270 to 520.
Accuracy: 23% after 2-hour warm-up.
Settability: settable to within 5 ppm of the desired frequency with
an external indicator after 1-hour warm-up.
Stability (after 2-hour warm-up and 15 min. after frequency
change): <(l kHz plus 20 ppm)/5 min.
Spectral purity
Harmonic distortion (output power s + 3 dBm): >20 dBc; with
option 003, >15 dBc.
Subharmonics and non-harmonic spurlous (excluding line related): > 100 dBc.

86548
Residual AM (average rms): >55 dBc in a 50 Hz to 15 kHz postdetection noise bandwidth.
Residual FM on CW (averaged rms deviation): <0.3 ppm in a 0.3
to 3 kHz post-detection noise bandwidth. < O S ppm in a 50 Hz to 15
kHz post-detection noise bandwidth.
Output characteristics
Range: 10 dB steps and a 13 dB vernier provide power settings from
+10 dBm to -130 dBm (0.7 V to 0.07 pV) into 50n. With Option
003, maximum output power is +8 dBm (0.56 V).
Impedance: 50n ac coupled. S W R ~ 1 . on
3 0.1 V range or lower.
With Option 003, SWR <1.5 on 0.1 V range or lower.
Level accuracy (total as Indicated on level meter): +10 to -7
dBm, k 1 . 5 dB; -7 to -57 dBm, 22.0 dB; -57 to -97 dBm, 22.5
dB; -97 to -127 dBm, +3 dB.
Level flatness: 2 1 dB referenced to the output at 250 MHz for
output levels >-7 dBm.
Auxiliary RF output: >-7 dBm (100 mV) into 50fL.
Leakage (with all RF outputs terminated properly): leakage limits are below those specified in MIL-I-6181D. Futhermore, with an
output level <0.01 V, less than 0.5 pV is induced in a 2-turn, 25 mm
diameter loop 25 mm away from any surface and measured into a
50R receiver.
Reverse power protection (Option 003): protects signal generator
from accidectal applications of up to 25 w (+44 dBm) of R F power
(between 10 and 520 MHz) into generator output.
Modulation characteristics
Amplitude modulation: specifications apply for output power <+3
dBm.’
Depth: 0 to 90%.
Modulation rate: internal, 400 and lo00 Hz +lo%; external 3 dB
bandwidth, dc coupled to >20 kHz.
External AM sensitivity:2 (0.1 ?0.01)% AMlmV pk into 600n.
Indicated AM accuracy:2 2(5% of reading +5% of full scale).
Peak incidental frequency deviation (30% AM):2 less than 200
Hz.
Envelope distoft1on:z <3%, 0 to 70% modulation; <5%, 70 to 90%
modulation.
Frequency modulation
86548: fully calibrated.
Peak deviation: 0 to 30 kHz from 10 to 520 MHz.
0 to 100 kHz from 80 to 520 MHz.
Deviation ranges: 0 to 3 kHz, 0 to 10 kHz, 0 to 30 kHz, 0 to 100
kHz.
Modulation rate: internal, 400 and lo00 H z &lo%. External 3 dB
bandwidth, dc coupled to >25 kHz.
FM dlstort1on:z <2% for deviations up to 30 kHz, <3% for deviations up to 100 kHz.
’AM is possible above+3 dBm as long as the combination of the AM depth plus carrier output level
does not exceed c9 dBm.
2400 and 1000 Hz modulation rates.

Synchronize 8654A/B, stability 0.1 ppm/hr.
500 Hz lock resolution
Low RFI counter to 520 MHz

8655A

Time base characterlstlcs
Frequency: 1 MHz temperature-compensated crystal oscillator,
Aging: (constant ambient temperature) <O. 1 ppm/hr,<2 ppm/
90 days.
Temperature: ?5 ppm from 0" to 50°C. (Referenced to 25°C.)
Typical overall accuracy (after 2 hour warm-up and within 3
months of calibration): better than +.2 ppm from 15" to 35°C.
(Optional higher stability time base available.)
Rear output: 1 MHz, nominally > O S V peak-to-peak into 500
ohms.
External reference Input: 1MHz, nominally > O S V peak-to-peak
into 1000 ohms. (Not available with optional high stability time
base.)

8654A/&8655A Synchronization characteristics
Frequency range: 10-520 MHz.
Frequency count resolution: 1 kHz, or 100 Hz in XI0 EXPAND.
Frequency lock resolution: 1 kHz. Depressing LOCK +500 Hz
button allows a locked resolution of 500 Hz.
Frequency accuracy: same as time base accuracy.
Lock time duration (after 5 minute warm-up, constant ambient): 45 min. typical.
FM rate while synchronized: 50 Hz to >25 kHz, (with 8654B
only).
FM accuracy (with 86548 only):
Total FM
8654B FM
Frequency
[Accuracy]
= [Accuracy
[Correction Error
Frequency correction errofl is typically <24%.

]

1

General
RF leakage (when operated with 86548 using furnished interface cables): less than 1.5 pV in a 2-turn, 25 mm diameter loop 25
mm away from any surface and measured into a 50 ohm receiver.
Power: 100, 120, 220, or 240 volts +5%, -lo%, 48 to 400 Hz, 100
VA maximum. 2.3 m (7.5 fi) power cable.
Weight: net, 6 kg (13.2 lb). Shipping 6.5 kg (14.25 Ib).
Size: 102 H x 267 W x 318 mm D (4" x 10.5" x 12.5").
Vrequency correction error is a function of the unlocked 86548 frequency drift. For optimum FM
accuracy, this error may be eliminated by unlocking, returning to the desired frequency, and
relocking.

Ordering information
8654A AM signal generator

8654B AM/FM signal generator
Opt 003 Reverse power protection (for 8654AIB)
8655A Synchronizer/Counter
Opt 001: High stability time base (for 8655A)

Price
$2100
$2600
add $300
$2075
add $450

v

SIGNAL GENERATORS
H F signal generator
MODEL 606B

50 k H z to 65 M H z

606B

The Hewlett-Packard 606B Signal Generator provides you with
high quality, versatile performance with distinctive ease of operation
in the important and widely used 50 kHz to 65 MHz frequency
range. Output signals are stable and accurately known, output
amplitude can be precisely established
a very wide dynamic
are incorporated to
range, and versatile modulation capab
satisfy virtually all measurement requirements. Convenient size and
shape, together with a simple, straightforward control panel layout,
make the 606B well suited for production line use as well as laboratory or field applications.

Design
The 606B is a master oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) design
with a broadband buffer amplifier stage between the oscillator and
power amplifier circuits for isolation. The MOPA design permits
optimization of the oscillator circuit for highest stability including
low drift, minimum residual FM, low harmonics, etc., without restricting the modulation characteristics. Modulation is applied to the
power amplifier circuit with negligible effect on the oscillator frequency (because of the buffer stage). Very fine frequency settability
is achieved through incorporation of a A F control which provides
better than 10 ppm resolution.

606B Specifications
(All specifications apply over top 10 dB of output vernier range.)
Frequency and output characteristics
Range: 50 kHz to 65 MHz in 6 bands: accuracy: 2 1%.
Drift: (1 V output and below) less than 50 ppm (or 5 Hz, whichever is
greater) per 10 min period after 2-hr warmup; less than 10 min to
restabilize after changing frequency.
AF control: better than 10 ppm settability; range of A F control
approximately 0.1%.
Resettability: better than 0.15% after warmup.
Crystal calibrator: provides frequency checkpoints every 100 kHz
and 1 MHz; jack provided for audio frequency output; crystal frequency accuracy better than 0.01% from 0"-50"C.
Residual FM: less than 21 ppm or 220 Hz peak, whichever is
greater.
Output level: continuously adjustable from 0.1 pV to 3 V into
50-ohm resistive load, calibrated in voltage and dBm.

Frequency response and output accuracy: at output below 1 V,
output level variation with frequency is less than 2 dB; output accuracy is better than 2 1 dB at any frequency.
Impedance: 50 ohms, SWR less than 1.2 on 0.3 V attenuator range
and below.
RFI: meets all conditions specified in MIL-I-6181D; permits receiver sensitivity measurements down to at least 0.1 pV.
Harmonic output: at least 25 dB below the carrier.
Spurious AM: hum and noise sidebands are 70 dB below camer
down to the thermal level of 50-ohm output system.
Auxiliary RF output: (fixed level CW) on front panel: minimum
output: 100 mV rms into 50 ohms from 50 kHz to 19.2 MHz, 200 mV
rms from 19 to 65 MHz.
Modulation characteristics
Internal AM
Frequency: 400 and 1000 Hz, 25%.
Modulation level: 0 to 95% on 1 V attenuator range and below: 0
to at least 30% on 3 V range.
Incidental FM (attenuator on 1 V range and below, 30% mod+ 100 Hz peak.
ulation): less than 5 x
Carrier envelope distortion: <1% at 30% AM, ~ 3 at
%70% AM
(attenuator on 1 V range and below).
External AM
Frequency: dc to 20 kHz maximum, dependent on camer frequency (F,) and percent modulation as tabulated.
Maximum modulation frequency:
30% Mod.
70% Mod.
Square wave Mod.
0.06 f,
0.02 f,
0.003 f, (3 kHz max.)
Modulation level: 0 to 95% on 1 V attenuator range and below, 0
to at least 30% on 3 V range.
Input required: 4.5 V peak produces 95% modulation (maximum
input 50 V peak); input impedance 1000 ohms.
Carrier envelope distortion: <3% at 70% AM ( S I V output).
Modulation meter accuracy: +(5% of full scale +5% of reading)
from 0 to 90% for rates to 10 kHz; 5 10% of full scale for rates to
20 kHz.
Modulation level constancy (internal or external AM; attenuator on 1 V range and below): modulation level of 70% or less
stays constant within 20.5 dB regardless of carrier frequency and
output level changes.
General
Power: 115 or 230 V %IO%, 50 to 400 Hz, 135 VA.
Dimensions: cabinet, 318 mm H x 527 mm W x 375 mm D (12.5" x
20.75" x 14.75"); rack 265.9 mm H x 483 mm W x 371 mm D behind
panel, ( 10.5" X 19" x 14.63").
Weight: cabinet, net, 25 kg (55 Ib). Shipping 30 kg (66 lb); rack, net,
22.7 kg (50 Ib). Shipping 29.5 kg (65 lb).
Accessories available:
11507A Output Termination, provides 3 positions: 50 ohms, 5 ohms
and IEEE Standard Dummy Antenna.
11509A Fuseholder, protection for 606B transceiver tests.
10534A Mixer, for use as a nanosecond pulse modulator.
Ordering information
Price
606B H F Signal Generator (cabinet)
$3750
606BR H F Signal Generator (rack)
$3750

SIGNAL GENERATORS
VHF signal generator
Model 608E

Versatility and value, 10-480 MHz

608E

Model 608Eprovides high-quality, versatile performance with distinctive ease of operation. The 608E provides an output of up to 1
volt over the range from 10 to 480 MHz.
The 608E is an improved version of the popular and time-proven
HP 608C/D Signal Generators. The instrument is a master
oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) type with a broadband buffer
amplifier stage between the oscillator and power amplifier circuits
for isolation. The MOPA design permits optimization of the oscillator stage for high stability of 0.005% per 10 minutes, minimum
residual FM, and low harmonics without restricting the modulation
characteristics. Modulation is applied to the power amplifier stage
with negligible effect on the oscillator frequency.

608E specifications
Frequency characteristics
Range: 10-480 MHz in five bands.
Accuracy: 50.5% with cursor adjustment.
Drift: less than 50 x 10-6/10 min after one hr.warmup.
Resettability: better than 20.1% after initial warmup; finefrequency-adjust provides approximately 25 kHz settability at 480
MHz.
Crystal catibrator: provides frequency check points every 1 MHz
up to 270 MHz or every 5 MHz over total range; jack provided for
audio frequency output; crystal frequency accuracy better than
0.01% at room temperatures.

Residual FM: less than 2 5 parts in lo7 in a 10 kHz post-detectton
bandwidth.
Harmonic output: at least 35 dB below the carrier for harmonic
frequencies below 500 MHz.
Output characteristics
Output level: continuously adiustable from 0.1 uV to 1.0 V into a
50-ohm resistive load; output Ealibrated in volts’and dBm.
Accuracy: within f 1 dB of attenuator dial reading at any frequency
when RF output meter indicates “ATTENUATOR CALIB RATED.”
Impedance: 5 0 0 with a maximum SWR of 1.2 for attenuator setting
below -7 dBm.
RFI: meets all conditions specified in MIL-I-618lD; permits receiver sensitivity measurements down to at least 0.1 pV.
Auxiliary RF output: at least 180 mV rms into 5 0 0 provided at front
panel.
Modulation characteristics
Internal AM
Frequency: 400 and 1000 Hz, f10%.
Modulation level: 0 to 95% modulation at carrier levels 0.5 V and
below.
Carrier envelope distortion: less than 2% at 30% AM, less than
5% at 70% AM.
External AM
Frequency: 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Modulation level: 0 to 95% modulation at carrier levels of 0.5 V
and below; continuously adjustable from front panel MOD
LEVEL control; input required, 1-10 V rms (10000 input impedance).
Carrier envelope distortion: less than 2% at 30% AM, less than
5% at 7070 AM (modulation source distortion less than 0.5%).
Modulation meter accuracy: 2 5 % of full scale 0 to SO%, 2 10%
from 80% to 95% (for INT AM or 20 Hz to 20 kHz EXT AM).
Incidental FM (at 400 and 1000 Hz modulation): less than 1000
Hz peak at 50% AM for frequencies above 100 MHz; below 100
MHz; less than 0.001% at 30% AM.
External pulse modulation
Rise and decay time: from 40 MHz to 220 MHz, combined rise
and decay <4 p s ; above 220 MHz, combined rise and decay time
c2.5 ps.
On-off ratio: at least 20 dB for pulsed carrier levels of 0.5 and
above.
Input required: positive pulse, 10-50 V peak, input impedance 2
kR.
General
Power: 115 or 230 V +lo%, 50 to 400 Hz; approx. 220 W.
Size: cabinet, 416 H x 337 W x 533 mm D (16.38” x 13.25” x 21”);
rack mount: 355.6 H x 483 W x 467 mm D behind panel (14” x 19”
x 18.4”).
Weight: cabinet mount: net, 28 kg (63 Ib); shipping 33.4 kg (74 Ib);
rack mount: net, 28 kg (62 Ib); shipping, 37.4 kg (83 Ib).
Accessories available:
11508A Output Cable for high impedance circuits.
11509A Fuse Holder protection for transceiver tests.
10514A Mixer for use as nanosecond pulse modulator.
Ordering information
608E VHF Signal Generator (cabinet)
608ER VHF Signal Generator (rack)

Price
$4800
$4800

SIGNAL GENERATORS
UHF signal generator
Model 612A

450 to 1230 MHz

Cavity oscillator
The oscillator-amplifier circuit in the 6 12A employs high frequency pencil triodes in a cavity-tuned circuit for precise tracking
over the entire band. Noncontacting cavity plungers are die-cast to
precise tolerances, then injection-molded with a plastic filler for
optimum Q. The frequency drive is a direct screw-operated
mechanism, free from backlash. A waveguide-beyond-cutoff piston
attenuator and crystal monitor circuit are used to ensure accurate,
reliable output down to 0.1 pV. The attenuator is calibrated over a
range of 131 dB and has been carefully designed to provide a constant innpedance-versus-frequency characteristic. The SWR of the
50-ohm output system isi less than 1.2 over the complete frequency
range.

Specifications

Here is an all-purpose, precision signal generator particularly
designed for utmost convenience and applicability throughout the
important UHF-TV frequency band. It is ideally suited for measurements in UHF-television broadcasting, studio-transmitter links,
citizen’s radio and public service communications systems. The H P
612A also covers the important frequencies used in aircraft navigation aids such as DME, TACAN and airborne transponders. Accessory modulators, available from many of the manufacturers of
these navigational aids, enable the 612A to provide the complex
modulation patterns required for testing and aligning these systems.
In the laboratory, the 612A is a convenient power source for driving
bridges, slotted lines, antennas and filter networks. In addition, the
HP 8731 PIN Modulators can be used with the 612A to obtain RF
pulses with 30 ns rise time and 0.1 ps minimum duration-with
on-off ratios approaching 80 dB.

MOPA circuit
The master oscillator-power amplifier circuit in the H P 612A provides 0.5 volt into 50 ohms over the full frequency range of 450 to
1230 MHz. There is very low incidental FM (less than 0.002% at
30% AM) and excellent amplitude modulation capabilities by all
frequencies from 20 Hz to 5 MHz. The degree of modulation is
easily read from the large percent modulation meter. The instrument
can be amplitude-modulated (either internally or externally), and
provision is made for external pulse modulation as well. Pulse modulation can be applied to the amplifier or directly to the oscillator
when high on-off signal ratios are required (signal may be completely
cut off between pulses). Modulation can be up or down from a preset
level to simulate TV modulation characteristics accurately.

Frequency and output characteristics
Frequency range: 450 to 1230 MHz in one band; scale length approximately 381 mm (15‘7.
Calibration accuracy: within + I%, resettability better than 5 MHz
at high frequencies.
Output voltage: 0.1 p V to 0.5 V into 50-ohm load; calibrated in V
and dBm (0 dBm = 1 mW).
Output accuracy: + I dB, 0 to -127 dBm over entire frequency
range.
Output impedance: 50 ohms; maximum reflection coefficient,
0.091 (1.2 SWR, 20.8 dB return loss) forattenuator settings ofOdBm
and below.
RFI: conducted and radiated leakage limits are below those specified
in MIL-I-6181D; permits receiver sensitivity measurements down
to 1 u v .
Modulation characteristics
Amplitude modulation: above 470 MHz, 0 to 90% at audio frequencies, indicated by panel meter; accuracy + 10% of full scale, 30
to 90% modulation.
Incidental FM: less than 0.002% for 30% AM.
Internal modulation: 400 and 1000 Hz +IO%; envelope distortion less than 3% at 30% modulation.
External modulation: 20 Hz to 5 MHz; above 470 MHz, 2 V rms
produces 85% AM at modulating frequencies up to 500 kHz, at
least 40% AM at 5 MHz; modulation may be up or down from the
carrier level or symmetrical about the carrier level; positive or
negative pulses may be applied to increase or decrease R F output
from the carrier level.
Pulse Modulation
Pulse 1 (pulse applied to amplifier): positive or negative pulses,
4 to 40 V peak produce an RF on-off ratio of at least 20 dB;
minimum R F output pulse length, 1.G ps.
Pulse 2 (pulse applied to oscillator): positive or negative
pulses, 4 to 40 V peak; no RF output during off time; minimum
RF output pulse length, 1.0 ps.
General
Power: 115 or 230 volts +IO%, 48 to 440 Hz, 360 VA.
Dimensions: cabinet: 419 mm H x 343 mm W x 584 mm D (16.5” x
13.5” x 23 ’7; rack mount: 355 mm H x 483 mm W x 552 mm D
behind panel (14” x 19” x 21.7’7.
Weight: net, 25.2 kg (56 Ib). Shipping, 30.6 kg (68 lb), (cabinet); net,
25.2 kg (56 Ib). Shipping, 34.6 kg (77 lb) (rack mount).
Accessories available: 11500A RF Cable Assembly; 360B LowPass Filter (may be used where harmonic output must be reduced to
a minimum, as in slotted line measurements).
Ordering information

612A U H F Signal Generator (cabinet)
612AR U H F Signal Generator (rack)

Price
$4100
$4100

SIGNAL GENERATORS
UHF

Yb
’*

Signal generators
Models 86148 & 8616A

Stable, easy to use, 800-4500 MHz

capacity-coupled to repeller
connector (Cinch-Jones type
lystron.
J to 60 Hz, approximately 125

HP 8614A, 8616A

I
The HP 8614A and 8611
curate signals from 800 to :
MHz (8616A). Both frequency and attenuation are set on directreading digital dials, while selectable functions include CW, leveled
output, square-wave modulation, and external AM, FM and pulse
modulation. Modulation can be accomplished simultaneously with
or without leveling.
Two RF power outputs are simultaneously available from separate front-panel connectors. One provides at least 10 mW (2 mW
above 3000 MHz) or a leveled output from 0 to -127 dBm. The
other is at least 0.5 mW across the band. This signal can be used for
phase-locking the signal generators for extreme stability, or it can be
monitored with a frequency counter for extreme frequency resolution without adversely affecting the primary output.
A unique PIN diode modulator permits amplitude modulation
from dc to 1 MHz or RF pulses with a 2 ps rise time. This broad
modulation bandwidth permits remote control of output level or
precise leveling using external equipment. The internal leveling is
also obtained by using a PIN modulator.
The 8614A and 8616A can also be used with companion modulators, HP 8403A modulators and H P 8730-seriesPIN modulators
to provide 80 dB pulse ordoff ratio (see page 379). In addition, TWT
amplifiers can be used with these generators to provide high power
levels.

Specifications
8614A
Frequency range: direct reading within 2 MHz 800 to 2400 MHz.
Vernier: A F control has a minimum range of 1.0 MHz for fine
tuning.
Frequency calibration accuracy (0 dBm & below): 2 5 MHz.
Frequency stability: approximately 50 ppm/”C change in ambient
temperature, less than 2500 Hz peak residual FM, negligible incidental F M in pulse and AM operation below -10 dBm, 30 ppm
change for line voltage variation of c 10%.
RF output power: + 10 dBm (0.707 V) into 500 load. Output attenuation dial directly calibrated in dBm from 0 to - 127 dBm. A
second uncalibrated output (approximately - 3 dBm) is provided on
front panel.
RF output power accuracy (with respect to attenuation dial):
-t0.75 dB + attenuator accuracy (0 to - 127 dBm) including leveled
output variations.
Attenuator accuracy: +0, -3 dB from 0 to -10 dBm; 20.2 dB
k0.06 dBllO dB from - 10 to - 127 dBm; direct reading dial, 0.2 dB
increments.
Output impedance: 5 0 0 ; SWR <2.0.
Modulation: on-off ratio at least 20 dB for square wave, pulse.
Internal square wave: 950 to 1050 Hz. Square wave can be synchronized with a + 1 to + 10 V signal at PULSE input.
External pulse: 50 H z to 50 kHz; 2 ps rise time, +20 to +lo0 V
peak input.
External AM: D C to 1 MHz.

Size: 141 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5.5” x 16.75” x 18.4”); rack
mount 133 H x 416 W x 483 mm D (5.2” x 16.4” x 19”).
Weight: net, 19.5 kg (43 Ib). Shipping, 22.3 kg (49 Ib).
Option 001: external modulation input connectors on rear panel in
parallel with front-panel connectors; RF connectors on rear panel
only.
861 6A
Frequency range: direct reading within 2 MHz 1800 to 4500 MHz.
Vernier: AF control has a range of approximately 1.0 MHz for fine
tuning.
Frequency calibration accuracy (0 dBm & below): f10 MHz.
Frequency stability: approximately 50 ppmPC change in ambient
temperature, less than 2500 Hz peak residual FM, negligible incidental FM in pulse and AM operation for attenuator settings below
- 10 dBm. 30 ppm change for line voltage variation of f10%.
RF output power: + 10 dBm (0.707 V) to - 127 dBm into SOi2 load,
1800 to 3000 MHz; +3 dBm to - 127 dBm from 3000 to 4500 MHz
into a 50Cl load. Output attenuation dial directly calibrated in dBm
from 0 to - 127 dBm. A second uncalibrated output (approximately
-3 dBm) is provided on the front panel.
RF output power accuracy (with respect to attenuation dial):
21.0 dB + attenuator accuracy (0 to -127 dBm).
Attenuator accuracy: + I , -2 dB from 0 to 10 dBm, ( t 0 . 2 dB
+0.06 dB /IO dB) from - 10 to - I27 dBm.
Output impedance: 5 0 0 ; SWR less than 2.0.
Modulation: on-off ratio at least 20 dB for square wave, pulse.
Internal square wave: 950 to IO50 Hz. Otherk-quencies available
on special order.
External pulse: 50 Hz to 50 kHz; 2 p s rise time, +20 to 100 V
peak input.
External AM: D C to 1 MHz.
External FM: a) front panel connector capacity-coupled to repeller
of klystron; b) four-terminal rear panel connector (Cinch-Jones type
S304AB) is DC-coupled to repeller of klystron.
Dimensions: 141 mm H x 425 mm W x 467 mm D (5.5” x 16.75” x
18.4”); rack mount 133 mm H x 416 mm W x 483 mm D(5.2” x
16.4” X 19”).
Weight: net, 19.5 kg (43 lb). Shipping, 22.3 kg (49 lb).

+

Options
001: external modulation input connectors on rear

Price
add $25

panel in parallel with front-panel connectors; R F connectors on rear panel only.
908: Rack Flange Kit

add $10

Ordering information

8614A Signal Generator (800-2400 MHz)
8616A Signal Generator (1800-4500 MHz)

$4500
$4500

SIGNAL GENERATORS
SHF Signal generators
Models 618C,

620B

Multiple-purpose instruments, 3.8 to 11 GHz

The Models 618C and 620B S H F Signal Generators provide versatility, accuracy, and stability in the range from 3.8 to 11 GHz.
Frequency is set on a large, direct-reading dial. A A F vernier control
provides ultra-fine tuning capability. There is also a provision for
remote fine tuning.
A calibrated output from 0 to - 127 dBm (0.224 volts to 0.1 microvolt) is also set on a large, direct-reading dial. The dial is calibrated
in both dBm and volts. An auxiliary output of at least 0.3 milliwatt is
available and is independent of attenuator setting. Thus, it can be
used for phase-locking the signal generator when crystal-oscillator
stability is required, or it can be monitored with a frequency counter
for extreme frequency resolution.
The 618C and 620B Generators both feature oscillators of the reflex klystron type, with -external resonant cavity. Oscillator frequency is determined by a movable plunger which varies the length
of the cavity. Oscillator output is monitored by a temperaturecompensated detector circuit. This circuit operates virtually unaffected by ambient temperature conditions.
Modulation includes internal pulse, square wave, and frequency
modulation plus external pulse and frequency modulation.

618C and 6208 specifications
output
Frequency range
618C: 3.8 to 7.6 G H z covered in a single band.
6208: 7 to 11 G H z covered in a single band; repeller voltage
automatically tracked and proper mode automatically selected.
Calibration: direct reading; frequency calibration accuracy better
than 21%.
Frequency stability: with temperature: less than 60 ppmKC change
in ambient temperature; with line voltage less than 200 ppm change
for line voltage variation of 510%; residual FM: <15 kHz peak.
Output range: 1 milliwatt or 0.224 volt to 0.1 microvolt (0 dBm to
-127 dBm) into 50 ohms; directly calibrated in dBm and volts; coaxial type N connector.
Output accuracy: within a 2 dB from -7 to -127 dBm, within *3
dB from 0 to -7 dBm, terminated in 50-ohm load.
Source impedance: SO ohms nominal; SWR <2.0.

Modulation
Internal pulse modulation: repetition rate variable from 40 to
4,000 pps, pulse width variable ' / z to 10 microseconds.
Sync out signals: simultaneous with RF pulse, positive; in advance
of RF pulse, positive, variable 3 to 300 microseconds (better than 1
microsecond rise time and 25 to 100 volts amplitude into 1,000-ohm
load).
External synchronization: sine wave: 40 to 4,000 Hz, 5 to SO V
rms; pulse: 40 to 4,000 pps, 5 to 50 V peak, positive or negative, 0.5
to 5 ps wide, 0.1 to 1 ps rise time.
Internal square-wave modulation: variable 40 to 4,000 Hz.
Internal FM: sawtooth sweep rate adjustable 40 to 4,000 Hz; frequency deviation to 5 MHz peak-to-peak over most of the frequency
range.
External pulse modulation: pulse requirements: amplitude from 20
to 70 volts positive or negative, width 0.5 to 2,500 microseconds.
External FM: frequency deviation approximately 5 MHz peak-topeak over most of the band; sensitivity approximately 20 V/MHz at
front-panel connector, approximately 10 V/MHz at rear-panel connector (mating connector supplied); front-panel connector is capacitively coupled to klystron repeller; rear-panel connector is dccoupled to klystron repeller and is suitable for phase-lock control
input.
General
RFI: conducted and radiated leakage limits are below those specified
in MIL-I-6181D.
Power source: 115 or 230 volts 2 IO%, 50 to 60 Hz 230 W.
Dimensions: cabinet, 353 mm H x 445 mm W x 518 mm D (13.9" x
17.5" x 20.4"); rack mount 355 mm x483 mm x 483 mm (14" x 19"
x 19").
Weight: net, 31.1 kg (69 Ib). Shipping, 33.5 (74 lb).
Accessory furnished: 11S00A Cable Assembly, 1830 mm (6 ft) of
RG-214A/U 50-ohm coax, terminated on each end by type N male
connectors.
Ordering information
Price
618C or 620B S H F Signal Generator (cabinet mount)
$5400
618CR or 620BR S H F Signal Generator (rack mount)
$5400

SIGNAL GENERATORS
SHF generators/doublers
Models 626A, 628A, 938A, 940A

Generate stable signals, 10 to 40 GHz

i-L1

938A

628A

Description
The 6 2 6 A covers frequencies 10 to 15.5 GHz, and the 628A
covers frequencies 15 to 21 GHz. In design and operation, the instruments are similar to Hewlett-Packard generators for lower frequency ranges. Carrier frequency is set and read directly on the
large tuning dial. No voltage adjustment is necessary during tuning
because repeller voltage is tracked with frequency changes automatically. Oscillator output is also set and read directly, and no
frequency correction is necessary throughout operating range. A
frequency logging scale permits frequency to be reset within 0.1%.
Both the 626A and 628A offer internal pulse, squarewave and
frequency modulation, plus external pulse and frequency modulation. The pulse generators may be synchronized with an external
sine wave and positive or negative pulse signals.
The high power output of these signal generators makes them
ideally suited for driving H P 9 3 8 A and 940A Frequency Doubler
sets. These doubler sets retain the modulation and stability of the
driving source and have accurate power monitors and attenuators.

Internal pulse modulation: repetition rate variable from 40 to 4000
pps; pulse width variable 0.5 to 10 ps.
Internal square-wave modulation: variable 40 to 4000 Hz controlled by “pulse rate” control.
Internal frequency modulation: power line frequency, deviation
up to 2 5 MHz.
External pulse modulation: pulse requirements: amplitude 15 to 70
volts peak positive or negative; width 1 to 2500 ps.
External frequency modulation: provided by capacitive coupling
to the klystron repeller; maximum deviation approximately 2 5
MHz.
Sync out signals: positive 20 to 100 V peak into 1000-ohm lead;
better than 1 ps rise time; 1) simultaneous with RF pulse, positive;
2) in advance of RF pulse, positive, variable 5 to 300 ps.
External synchronization: 1) sine wave, 40 to 4000 Hz, amplitude
5 to 50 V rms; 2) pulse signals 40 to 4000 pps, 5 to 50 V amplitude,
positive or negative; pulse width 0.5 to 5 ws; rise time 0.1 to 1 ps.
Power: 115 or 230 volts 2 IO%, 50 to 60 Hz, approx. 200 watts.
Dimensions:,cabinet: 356 mm H x 432 mm W x 381 mm D (14” x
17” x 15”); rack mount: 356 mm H x 483 mm W x 313 mm D (14” x
19” x 12.8”).
Weight: net, 26:8 kg (59 Ib). Shipping, 29.8 kg (66 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 626A, MX 292B and MP 292B Waveguide
Adapters: 62814, N P 292A and N K 292A Waveguide Adapters.
Accessories available: M 3 6 2 A low-pass filter.

Frequency doubler sets
Model 938A supplies power from 18 to 26.5 GHz and Model 940A
from 26.5 to 40 G H z when driven by 9 to 13.25 GHzand 13.25 to 20
GHz sources respectively. For a swept. output, use a sweptfrequency source such as Model 8690B or Model 8620A/B series
with appropriate R F units.

938A, 940A specifications
626A, 628A specifications
Frequency range: 626A, 10 to 15.5 GHz; 628A, 15 to 21 GHz.
Frequency calibration: dial direct-reading in GHz, accuracy better
than 21%.
Output range: 10 mW to I pW (+lo dBm to -90 dBm. 0 dBm = 1
mW); attenuator dial calibrated in output dBm.
Source SWR: <2.5 at + I O dBm; <1.35 at 0 dBm and below.
Output monitor accuracy: better than
1 dB; temperaturecompensated thermistor bridge circuit monitors R F oscillator power
level.
Output connector: 626A: WR75 waveguide, flat cover flange; 21.6
x 12.0 mm (0.85 x 0.475 in.). 628A: WR51 waveguide, flat cover
flange; 15.0 x 8.5 mm (0.59 x 0.335 in.).
Output attenuator accuracy: better than *2% of attenuation in dB
introduced by output attenuator.
Modulation: internal pulse, FM, or square wave; external pulse and
FM.

Frequency range: 938A, 18 to 26.5 GHz; 940A, 26.5 to 40 GHz.
Conversion loss: less than 18 dB at IO mW input.
Output power: approximately 0.5-1 mW when used with typical
626A, 628A signal generators; input power: 100 mW maximum.
Output attenuator: accuracy, 2 2 % of reading or 20.2 dB,
whichever is greater; range, 100 dB.
Output reflection coefficient: approx. 0.33 at full output; less than
0.2 with attenuator set to I O dB or greater.
Output flange: 938A K-band flat cover flange for WR-42
waveguide; 940A R-band flat flange for WR-28 waveguide.
Dimensions: 137 mm H x 489 mm W x 457 mm D (5.4” x 19.25” x
18“).

Weight: net, 9 kg (20 Ib). Shipping, 11.8 kg (26 Ib).
Ordering information
626A or 628A SHF signal generator (cabinet)
626AR or 628AR SHF signal generator (rack)
938A or 940A frequency doubler

Price
$8200
$8200
$5300

SIGNAL GENERATORS
VHF oscillator, frequency doubler probe, pulse modulator
Models 3200B,13515A, 11720A

10 to 500 MHz
t o 1000 MHz with doubler probe

2 to 18 GHz

<IO ns rise and fall times
>80 d B ON/OFF ratio

-?-

32008

1 1720A

32008 VHF oscillator
The VHF oscillator, model 3200B, provides low cost, stable, 10
to 500 MHz RF for testing receivers and amplifiers, and driving
bridges, slotted lines, antennas, and filter networks. Good pulse
modulation sensitivity allows standard audio oscillators to be used
to provide usable square wave modulation; a 2.5-volt sine wave will
provide adequate drive for this type application. An optional accessory frequency doubler probe, model 135 15A, provides additional frequency coverage from 500 to lo00 MHz.
The 3200B is well suited for bench use and may be adapted for
standard 483 mm (19 in.) rack mounting.
Specifications
Frequency range: 10-500 MHz in six bands: 10-18.8 MHz; 18.535 MHz; 35-68 MHz; 68-130 MHz; 130-260 MHz; 260-500 MHL
Frequency accuracy: within 22% after 'Iz hour warmup.
Frequency calibratlon: increments of less than 4%.
Frequency stability (after 4 hour warm-up under 0.2 mW load):
short term (5 min) 220 ppm; long-term (1 hour) 2200 ppm; line
voltage (5 V change) 2 10 ppm.
RF output
Maximum power (across 50 ohm external load): 200 mW
(10-130 MHz); >150 mW (130-260 MHz); >25 mW (260-500
MHz).
Range: 0 to >120 dB attenuation from maximum output.
Load Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
RF leakage: sufficiently low to permit measurements at 1 pV.
RFI: meets requirements of MIL-I-6181D.
Amplitude modulation: externally modulated.
Range: 0 to 30%.
Distortion: < I% at 30% AM.
External requirements: approximately 32 volts rms into 600
ohms for 30% AM, 200 Hz to 100 kHz.
Pulse modulation: externally modulated.
External requirements: 2.5 volt negative pulse into 2000 ohms.
Power: 105 to 125 V or 210 to 250 V , 50 to 400 Hz, 30 VA.
Dimensions: 167 mm H x 194 mm W x 333 mm D (6.6" x 7.6" x
13.1 ").
Weight: net, 6.8 kg (15 lb). Shipping, 7.7 kg (17 lb).
Accessorles available: 13515A frequency doubler probe: 0050260002 patching cable.
13515A Frequency doubler probe
Frequency range: 500 to lo00 MHz with the 3200B operating 250
to 260 MHz (130 to 260 MHz range) or 260 to 500 MHz.
RF output: more than 4 mW across external 50 ohm load.

11720A Pulse modulator
The 11720A Pulse Modulator is a high performance state-of-theart microwave pulse modulator covering the range of 2 to 18 GHz.
Because of this wide frequency coverage it can be used to increase
the modulation capabilities of many microwave sources (sweepers
or Signal Generators) and eliminates the need for several individual
modulators in broadband applications.
In addition to wide frequency coverage, the 11720A features extremely short rise and fall times (<10 ns) and a high ONIOFF ratio
(>80 dB) making it suitable for almost any pulsed RF application.
Internally the modulator used in the 11720A is a unique seriesshunt PIN diode switch offering superior performance to a simple
shunt-diode switch which reflects the input power back to the source
in the "off' state. In the 11720A the series components reduce this
reflection without significantly increasing the insertion loss.
The 11720A contains all the necessary modulator drive circuitry
to achieve specified performance so that a standard pulse generator,
or any source that can deliver >3 V peak into 50 ohms, can supply
the input. In addition a nonnallcomplement function is provided to
adapt the 11720A to positive-true or negative-true logic inputs.
Specifications
Frequency range: 2 to 18 GHz.
ON/OFF ratlo: >80 dB.
Rise and fall times: <10 ns.
Insertion loss: <6 dB, 2 to 12.4 GHz; <10 dB, 2 to 18 GHz.
Maxlmum RF Input power: +20 dBm.
Maxlmum repetition rate: >5 MHz.
Minimum RF pulse wldth: 4 0 ns.
Pulse input
Normal mode: >3 V (on), <0.5 V (off).
Complement mode: c0.5 V (on), >3 V (off).
Impedance: 50n nominal.
General
Operating temperature: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V +5, -lo%, 48-400 Hz; 50 VA max.
Weight: net, 2.6 kg (5 Ib 12 02); shipping, 3.6 kg (8 Ib).
Size: 101 H x 222 W x 290 mm D (4.0" x 8.4" x 11.4").
Ordering information
3200B VHF oscillator
13515A Frequency doubler probe
11720A Pulse modulator

Price
$1225
$150
$2500

SIGNAL GENERATORS
BIN modulators, modulators
8730 Series, 8403A

8403A

8730 Series PIN modulators
With H P 8730 series PIN Modulators, signal sources, including
klystrons, can be pulse-modulated, leveled or amplitudsmodulated
with sinusoidal and complex waveforms. Fast-rise times, low incidental FM and a nearly constant impedance match to source and
load are typical of these absorption-type modulators.

8403A Modulator
The Model 8403A provides complete control of the PIN modulators, supplying the appropriate modulation wave shapes and bias
levels for fast rise times, rated on/off ratios and amplitude modulation. An internal square-wave and pulse ,modulator with PRF or 50
Hz to 50 kHz and adjustable pulse width and delay also provide
square wave and pulses for general pulse applications. For applications requiring an absorption-type modulator plus controls in a
single unit, a PIN modulator can be installed in the Model 8403A.

8403A specifications
Output characteristics (available separately at front panel).
For driving 8730 PIN modulators: AM and pulse output, pulse
output specially shaped for optimum RF rise and decay times.
For general pulse applications: positive dc-coupled pulse 25 to 30
volt in amplitude, approximately symmetrical about 0 volt; no AM
signal.
Modulation
Internal square wave
Frequency: variable from 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Symmetry: better than 45/55%.
Internal pulse
Repetition rate: variable from 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Delay: variable from 0.1 p s to 100 p s , between sync out pulse and
RF output pulse.
Width: variable from 0.1 p s to 100 p s .
External sync
Signal: 5 to 20 volts peak, or -, pulse or sine wave.
Input impedance: approximately 2000 ohms, dc-coupled.

+

8730 Series specifications

Trlgger out
Sync out: simultaneous with or 0.1 to 100 p s in advance of RF
pulse, as set by delay control.
Delayed sync out: simultaneous with output pulse.
Amplitude: approximately -2 volts.
Source impedance: approximately 330 ohms.
External pulse
Amplitude and polarlty: 5 volts to 20 volts peak, + or -.
Repetition rate: maximum average PRF, 500 kHz/sec.
Input impedance: approximately 2000 ohms, dc-coupled.
Width: minimum 0.1 p s ; maximum UPRF-0.4 ps.
Amplitude modulation (with 8730 series)
Frequency response: dc to approximately 10 MHz (3 dB).
Sensitivity: approximately 10 dB/volt with H P 8730A series; approximately 20 dB/volt with H P 8730B series.
Input impedance: approximately 100 ohms.
General
Power: 115 or 230 volts ?lo%, 50 to 400 Hz, approximately 10
watts.
Size: % H x 425 W x 467 mm D (3.75” x 3.75” x 18.4”); hardware
furnished for rack mount 89 H x 483 W x 416 mm D (3.5” x 19” x
16.4”).

Weight: net, 7.4 kg (16.5 Ib). Shipping, 9 kg (20 Ib).
Options
PIN Modulators installed in 8403A:
001: 8731A
002: 8731B
003: 8732A
004: 8732B
005: 8733A
006: 8733B
007: 8734A
008: 8734B
009: Input and Output Connectors on rear panel

8403A Modulator

Price

add $830
add $1025
add $830
add $1120
add $885
add $1415
add $1000
add $1285
add $25
$1600

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Accessories
Models 10511A, 10514A, 10534A, 11507A, 11508A, 11509A, 11687A, 11690A, 11697AlBlC

Additional Capabilities for Signal Generators

EQ. DOUBLER
1 1507A

11690A

11509A

10511A Spectrum generator
Extends the useful frequency range of signal generators, sources
and frequency synthesizers by providing a spectrum of harmonics
up to 1 GHz from sine-wave inputs between 10 and 75 MHz. A 50n
bandpass filter can then be cascaded with the 10511A to extract the
desired harmonic. The harmonic power available is at least -19
dBm for harmonics 1 through 10.
Input requirements: 1 to 3 volts rms into 50n, 10 to 75 MHz.
10514A, 10534A Double balanced mixers
Used with signal generators in a variety of mixing as well as AM,
pulse and square-wave modulation applications. The careful balancing of the hot carrier diodes in the 10514 and 10534 Mixers provides
excellent suppression of the local oscillator and input frequencies at
the output port. Frequency range of the 10514 is 0.2-500 MHz and
the 10534 is 0.05-150 MHz.
11507A Output termination
A multi-purpose termination which enhances the usefulness of
the 606A or 606B by providing the following:
1. A matched 50-ohm termination to permit use into high impedance
circuits.
2. A 20-dB (1O:l) terminated voltage driver which reduces the
source impedance to 5 ohms.
3. A dummy antenna having the IEEE standard characteristics for
receiver measurements (driven from 10:1 divider).
Frequency range: 50 kHz to 65 MHz on 0 to 20 dB positions. 540
kHz to 23 MHz on dummy antenna.
11508A Output cable
Provides 50R termination and standard binding posts at the end of
a 610 mm (24-inch) length of cable. Allows direct connection of the
signal generator to high impedance circuits.
11509A Fuseholder
Prevents accidental burnout of attenuators in H P 8640, H P 606
and 608 Signal Generators during transceiver testing by introducing
a fuse element between the signal generator and the transceiver.
Several watts of RF power could otherwise be applied to the signal
generator attenuator should the transceiver accidentally be switched
to “Transmit.” While the fuseholder provides protection, it in no
way limits the usable output from the signal generators.
Accessories furnished: 10 extra fuses.
11687A 50-75R Adapter
This 50-75R Adapter with Type N connectors is recommended
for use with the 8640A/B for measurements in 7 5 0 systems. The
voltage calibration on the output level meter is unaffected by use of
the adapter, but a correction of 1.76 dB must be made when using
the dB scale.

Above Passband

Below Passband
Model

Frequency (MHz)

Attenuation

Frequency (MHz)

11697A
116978
11697C

s337
445

3 2 0 dB
a20 dB
a20 dB

768-3000

s550

1011-3000

1333-3000

Attenuation

a20 dB

3 2 0 dB
320 dB

SWEEP osclLLAToRs
General information

MLA compatibility
In communications applications where
up-converter simulation is required in conjunction with the H P Microwave Link
Analyzer, the 86200 series of plug-ins provides this capability as an option in frequency ranges from 500 MHz to 18 GHz.
Group delay of less than 1 nanosecond and
linearity of better than 0.5% across 30 MHz
across most of the frequency range permit
very accurate RF to RF, RF to I F and R F
to BB distortion measurements.
Programming
The 8620C solid state sweeper mainframe
provides optional BCD or HP-IB programming capability. More than ten
thousand frequency points per band permit
very fine frequency control. In addition,
band selection, sweep mode, RF attenuator,
and remote-local can be controlled remotely. This allows the sweeper to be used
in a wide variety of automatic systems and
sophisticated signal simulation applications.
For example, a 1 MHz to 18.6 G H z frequency synthesizer can be configured using
the calculator, the 86290B/8620C 2-18.6
GHz sweep oscillator, and the 8660 U H F
synthesizer. (See Figure 1). Harmonics of
the 8660 are used to phase lock the sweeper
to the accuracy and stability of the synthe-

sizer. The calculator is then used to control
the sweeper, the U H F synthesizer, and RF
switches to allow keyboard control of a CW
signal or to step the source across a band of
interest. Of course, the calculator can also
be used to assimilate data gathered at each
point.
Calculator

Synthesizer

2 - 18.6 GHz

Sweeper

-

1MHz
Synthesized
t8.6 GHz

Test

I

HP-IB

Power

I

Figure 2.

Digital sweeping synthesizers
The 8660C and 3330B combine the precision frequency accuracy and stability of a
synthesizer with the time saving convenience of a sweeper. Parameters such as
center frequency, frequency step, time per
step, and sweep width are entered and executed through a convenient keyboard or remote programming connector. An additional
feature on the 3330B is amplitude sweeping
in steps as small as 0.01 dB. The combina-

3
RF Switch

Figure 1.

I.i

--L

Precision power level control of the
sweeper can be obtained by using the calculator to drive the sweeper’s EXT AM
input through a Digital-to-Analog Converter. A calibration array previously stored in
the calculator would control the D-A voltage producing power level accuracy similar
to that of the 436A power meter used in the
calibration. (See Figure 2). Level control of
the sweeper is important in measuring gain
compression and when ratio measurements
are not practical. If greater than 10 dB of
control range is required, a programmable
attenuator with as much as 110 dB of range
may be used.

Calculator

tion of frequency and amplitude sweeping
can be used to produce a comprehensive
family of curves.

Figure 3.
Sweeper applications
Sweepers are used extensively with swept
frequency test sets to characterize the
amplitude response of broadband devices or
with network analyzers when the phase
characteristics of the device (or Sparameters) are needed as well. Two R F
measurements-transmission
and reflection-are basic to both types of analyzer.
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
directional couplers, power splitters, and
other transducers which together with the
analyzers and sweep oscillators provide a
total swept measurement solution. Figure 3
shows a complete swept system that can be
used to simultaneously characterize the scalar transmission and reflection properties of
devices from 10 MHz to 18 GHz. This system has a sensitivity of better than -50
dBm.
For measurements requring more sensitivity and/or phase information, sweepers
may be used with network analyzers. Now
with the H P 8620 family of solid state
sweepers and the H P 8410B, these measurements can easily be made across many
octaves of frequency. Previously the 8410
had to be retuned every octave. Now, for
example, with the 86222A/B and the 8410B,
phase-magnitude transmission or reflection
coefficients can be measured across the full,
0.11-2.4 G H z range in one continuous
sweep at full sweep speed. Since the 8410 is
a tuned receiver this means a spurious-free
sensitivity of -78 dBm.

SWEEP OSClLLATORS
General information

very stable source. This high stability is important in many applications including microwave spectroscopy and high-Q swept
frequency measurements.
Two-tone swept testing of devices such as
mixers and receiver front ends reauires two
signals offset from each other b i the IF.
This is accomplished by phase-locking the
difference frequency of two sweep oscillators to a very stable source. The sweepers
may then be swept across the band of interest.
The modulation and built-in attenuator
features of Hewlett-Packard sweep oscillator make them useful in many traditional
CW signal generator applications.
In addition, accuracy, linearity, and flatness of the broadband 86222AlB and
86290A/B plug-ins make them more than
adequate in many applications requiring a
general purpose CW generator.
For wideband applications the 86290AIB,
2-18 GHz plug-in and the 86222AIB 0.012.4 GHz plug-ins feature performance that
rivals octave band oscillators in the area of
frequency purity and accuracy, harmonics,
and flatness.
For a complete discussion of swept frequency measurements the following application notes and others are available from your
local Hewlett-Packard sales ofice.

0 dB

IOdWdv

0 Phm
90’ldiv

18 GHZ

Figure 4
Figure 4 is a CRT photo of simultaneous
phase and magnitude transmission characteristics of an 8 to 10 GHz bandpass filter
across 2 to 18 GHz using the 86290 Sweep
Oscillator Plug-in.
For high power applications such as
RFI-susceptibility tests and high attenuation measurements. Hewlett-Packard offers
TWT amplifiers which provide better than 1
watt from 1 to 18 GHz.
Synthesizer accuracy and stability can be
obtained by phase-locking the HewlettPackard sweep oscillators to a harmonic of a

Sweep Oscillator-summary

I

I

100 MHz-4 GHz
1.0-2.0 GHz
1.4-2.5 GHz
1.7-4.2 GHz

I

1 . 7 4 3 GHz
2-4 GHz
2-8.4 GHz
3.6-8.6 GH2
2-18 GH2
2-18.6 GHz

86235A or 86331C

3.2-6.5 GHz
3.5-6.75 GHt
3.7-8.3 GH2
4-8 GHz

86241A or 863416

5.9-9.0 GHz
5.9-12.4 GHz
7-11 GHz
8-12.4 GHz
8-18 GHz

862420 or 86342C
86245A
862500 Opt H08
862500 M 86350C

10-15 GH2
12.4-18 GH2
17-22 GHz
18-26.5 GHz
2 6 . 5 4 0 GHz
33-50 GHz

86260A 0 t H04
8626gA
86260A Opt HZ2

86240AlB
86240C
86290A
862908

.

chart

I

I

Model Number

863316/863208

-AN
__ 117-1 “Microwave Network Analysis
Applications”
AN 117-2 “Stripline Component Measurements”
AN 155- 1 “Active Device Measurements
with the 8755 . . ”
AN 155-2 “100 dB Dynamic Range Measurements, using the 8755 Frequency Response Test Set”
AN 183 “High Frequency Swept Measurements”
AN 187-2 “Configuration of A 2-18 GHz
Synthesized Frequency Source using the
8620C Sweep Oscillator”
AN 187-3 “Three HP-IB Configurations
for Making Microwave Scalar Measurements”
AN 187-4 “Configuration of a Two-Tone
Sweeping Generator”
AN 187-5 “Calculator Control of the
8620C Sweep Oscillator using the HPIB”
AN 221 “Semi-Automatic Measurements
using the 8410B Microwave Network
Analyzer and the 9825A Desk-Top Computer”
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
Digital marker & generatorlsweeper
Models 8600A 81 8601A

Impedance: 50R,SWR <1.2 on 0 dBm step and below.
Harmonics and spurious signals: (CW above 250 kHz, output
levels below +10 dBm) harmonics at least 35 dB below carrier.
Spurious at least 40 dB below camer.
Residual FM noise in a 20 kHz bandwidth including line related
components (dominant component of residual FM is noise)
CW: <50 Hz MIS, low range: <500 Hz rms high range.
SYM 0, sweep: <lo0 Hz rms, low range; < 1 kHz rms, high
range.
Residual AM: AM noise modulation index (rms, 10 kHz
bandwidth) is <-50 dB; (typically -60 dB at 25°C).
Crystal calibrator: internal 5 MHz crystal allows frequency calibration to 20.01% at any multiple of 5 MHz.
Sweep modes: full, video, and symmetrical:
Internal AM: fixed 30% +-5% at 1 kHz.
External AM: 0 to 50%, dc to 400 Hz; 0 to 30%, up to 1 kHz.
Internal FM: 1 kHz rate, fixed 75 kHz +5%, deviation, high range;
7.5 kHz +5%, deviation, low range; <3% distortion.
External FM: sensitivity, 5 MHz per volt 5 5 % , high range, 0.5
MHz per volt +-5%, low range; negative polarity; FM rates to 10
kHz.
Weight: net, 9.5 kg (21 lb). Shipping, 12.3 kg (27 Ib).
Dimensions: 155 mm H x 190 mm W x 416 mm D (6'/32''
x 723/3~"
X 163/s").

8601A

Covering 100 kHz to 110 MHz, the Model 8601A Generator/
Sweeper combines the high linearity and flatness of a precision
sweeper with a signal generator's frequency accuracy and wide
range of calibrated power levels. Though it's small and lightweight,
it does the work of two instruments easily and conveniently.

8601A Specifications
Frequency range: low range, 0.1-11 MHz; high range, 1-110
MHz.
Frequency accuracy: approximately 2 1% of frequency.
Power output: +20 to -110 dBm; 10-dB steps and 13-dB vernier
provide continuous settings over entire range. Meter monitors output in dBm and rms volts into 50R.
Power accuracy: 41 dB accuracy for any output level from + 13
dBm to - 110 dBm.
Flatness: 20.25 dB over full range, kO.1 dB over any 10 MHz
portion (+ 10 dBm step or below).

The Model 8600A Digital Marker provides five independent, continuously variable frequency markers over the range 0.1-110 MHz
when used with the HP 8601A or 8690B18698B Generator Sweeper.
The high resolution controls and 6-digit readout permit 0.05%
frequency settability. The frequency of any marker may be read
while sweeping, simply by pushing a button within the marker control. The marker selected is brighter than the others and points in the
opposite direction, ensuring positive marker identification.

8600A Specifications
Marker accuracy: any marker may be placed at a desired frequency
2(0.05% of sweep width + sweeper stability).
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 lb); shipping 8.2 kg (18 lb).
Dimensions: 99 mm H x 413 mm W x 337 mm L (3%'' X 16%'' X
13'/4").

Ordering information
8600A Digital Marker
Opt 001: Modification kit for 8690Bl8698B
8601A GeneratorlSweeper
Opt 008: 75 R BNC output

Price
$1500
N/C
$3000
add $50

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
Solid state sweeper family, 10 MHz to 22 GHz
Model 8620 System

Single-band, multi-band, and wide band plug-ins

8620 System
The Hewlett-Packard 8620 solid state sweeper system offers the
flexibility of the 8620C mainframe in addition to a choice of singleband, multiband, and the wide band plug-ins. The 8620 system also
offers high output with solid state reliability-greater than 10 mW
leveled to 22 GHz.
The fundamental oscillators used in the plug-ins and modules are
YIG tuned transistor or bulk effect circuits. YIG tuning results in
exceptional tuning linearity, low noise, and low spurious content; it
also allows frequency modulation at high rates and wide deviations
with low distortion.

Typical unleveled power output

Frequency (GHz)

>10 rnW to 22 GHz

8620C Sweeper mainframe
The 8620C has many features which are highly useful in stringent
applications. With convenient functionally grouped controls and
lighted pushbutton indicators the mainframe offers extreme ease of
operation and flexibility. In addition, it can be a completely programmable source, either HP-IB or BCD, an indispensable feature
for automatic systems and signal simulation applications.
86222AlB and 86290AlB wide band plug-ins
Now the IO MHz to 18.6 GHz frequency range can be covered
with just two plug-ins-the 86222A/B and 86290AIB. Besides their
broad frequency range these plug-ins offer many special features
including unique crystal markers in the 86222B and better than 5 2 0
MHz frequency accuracy in a 86290A/B even at 18 GHz.
New 86240AlB multi-octave plug-ins
Covering more than two octaves of frequency the 86240A and B
span 2-8.4 G H z with major advances in power output and signal
purity. The 86240A offers more than 40 mW leveled output across
the full band. The 86240B specifies harmonics of >50 dBc which can
be very important when making measurements across more than one
octave.
86200 Series single-band plug-ins
The 86200 series of plug-ins covers both ends of the frequency
spectrum from 10 MHz to 22 GHz with a choice of more than nine
plug-ins.
8621B and 86300 Series multiband plug-ins
The 8621B drawer provides capability for up to two fundamental
oscillator modules (86300 series) plus a hetrodyne module (86320B).
Selecting the band is as simple as pressing a front panel lever.

r* Ai

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: mainframe
Model 8620C
Optional BCD

or HP-IB Programming

3 Markers
100% AF Capability, fully calibrated

The 8620C offers many features as standard equipment. For
example, up to four separate bands and their respective frequency
scales can be selected with a touch of the band select leverjust to the
left of the dial scale. This represents a truly convenient wide-band
capacity, one which doesn’t necessitate changing plug-ins or the
addition of costly, bulky, additional instruments to make wide-band
swept measurements. Pushbuttons, concentrically located in the
frequency control knobs, light when actuated to indicate the sweep
function in use. For example, depressing the FULL SWEEP
pushbutton results in a sweep of the total range selected by the band
select lever. In this mode three markers are available, controlled by
the START MARKER, STOP MARKER, and CW MARKER
knobs. The MARKER SWEEP function causes a sweep between
START and STOP MARKERS. In MARKER SWEEP, the CW
MARKER is still available for further flexibility in identifying
specific frequencies.

The 8620C is fully and continuously calibrated for any A F sweep
width. Having chosen an optimum width, one can read the total
sweep width from the calibrated A F dial scale. The sweep is symmetrical about the CW MARKER setting and in this function the
START and STOP MARKERS are available. Three continuously
variable A F ranges are available by using the range switch below the
A F knob. This allows calibrated sweep widths of up to 1%, 10% or
100% of full band at the user’s choice.
The CW function is selected by depressing the CW push button.
I t is possible to also engage the CW VERNIER knob to achieve
very accurate setability. With the main dial scale cursor placed on
any convenient mark, it is possible to interpolate accurately between
dial scale markers by utilizing the CW VERNIER. This vernier
makes the effective length of the dial scale 7% meters (300 inches)
and contributes to the increased setability.
Another feature is the capability to fully program the sweeper.
The standard 8620C includes inputs for band selection, attenuator
setting (with 8621B Opt 010 installed), sweep function selection, and
analog frequency control. Option 01 1 provides, in addition, the
capability to digitally program the sweeper with the HP-Interface
Bus (HP-IB). With this option, the user can place the sweeper into
any sweep function (AF, FULL SWEEP, etc.) and it will sweep
according to the front panel frequency settings. In this mode a programmable digital marker is available. In addition, an extremely
flexible digital frequency programming capability is included with
this option. Resolution of 10,000points per band or 10,OOO points
across the frequency range set by the front panel controls permit
extremely high resolution limited only by the Residual FM of the
sweeper. Option 001 BCD programming provides the same
capabilities as the HP-IB option with the exception that no digital
marker is available in the programmed sweep modes.

+ 10 volts, at ont panel BNC connector, concurrent wi...swept RF
output. Zero at start of sweep, approximately + 10 volts at end of
sweep regardless of sweep width or direction. In CW mode, dc
output is proportional to frequency.
~~

8620C Specifications
Frequency
Frequency range: determined by band select lever and RF unit.
Frequency linearity: refer to RF unit specifications.

Modulation
Internal AM: square-wave modulation continuously adjustable from
950 to I050 Hz on all sweep times. On/Off ratio, refer to R F unit
specifications.
External AM: refer to RF unit specifications.
External FM: refer to RF unit specifications.
Phase-lock: refer to RF unit specifications.

Sweep 1functions
FULL sw'eep: sweeps the full band as determined by the plug-in and
Reimote
the band select lever.
. .control
. . . Remote Dana select: frequency range can be controlled remotely
MARKER sweep: sweeps from START MARKER to STOP
by three binary contact closure lines available at rear panel connecMARKER frequency settings.
tor.
Range: both independent settings are fully calibrated and conRemote attenuation select: 0 to 70 dB attenuation in 10 dB steps
tinuously adjustable over the entire frequency range; can be set to
can be controlled by 4 binary contact closure lines when usecI with
sweep either up or down in frequency,
862 IB Option 010.
End-pcjlnt accuracy: refer to RF unit specifications, same as
frequeIicy accuracy.
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Mode: seven modes, including digital frequency control in three
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witn rronr panel switcn. uiai scale carioratea airectiy in MHZ.
modes, with a resolution of 10,000 points across FULL band,
Width accuracy: ? l % of maximum A F plus 22% of AF being
between START MARKER and STOP MARKER as set by
swept.
front panel controls, or across AF as set by front panel A F and
Center-frequency accuracy: refer to RF unit specifications,
CW controls; or selection of any of four analog sweep functions:
same as frequency accuracy.
A F or MARKER Sweep with end points set by appropriate front
CW operations: single-frequency R F output controlled by CW
panel controls, CW as set by CW MARKER control, or FULL
MARKER knob selected by depressing pushbutton in CW
sweep of band selected.
MARKER control.
Marker: with analog sweeps (FULL, AF, or MARKER,
Preset frequencies: START MARKER, STOP MARKER,
SWEEP), a programmable marker is available (Opt 011 only), in
and A F end points in manual sweep mode and CW MARKER
either amplitude or intensity as selected with front panel switch.
frequency can be used as preset CW frequencies.
CW vernier: calibrated directly in MHz about CW setting. CW
General
vernier activated by pushbutton in CW vernier control. Zero to
Blanking
-0.5% or zero to 2 5 % of full bandwidth, selectable with front
RF: with blanking switch enabled, RF automatically turns off durpanel switch.
ing retrace, and remains off until start of next sweep. On autoAccuracy: Refer to R F unit specifications,
matic sweeps, R F is on long enough before sweep starts to
accuracy.
stabilize external circuits and equipment whose response is comFrequency markers: three constant width frequency mamers are
patible with the selected sweep rate.
fully calibrated and independently adjustable over the entire range in
Display (2-axis/MKR/Pen Lift Output): direct-coupled rectanguFULL Sweep function, controlled by START MARKER, STOP
lar pulse approximately +5.0 volts coincident in time with R F
MARKER, and CW MARKER controls. In AF sweep START and
blanking is on rear panel.
STOP MARKERS are available, and in MARKER SWEEP the
Negative (Negative blanking output): direct-coupled rectanguCW MARKER is available. Front panel switch provides for the
lar pulse approximately -5.0 volts coincident in time with RF
selection of either amplitude or intensity markers (amplitude modblanking, fully compatible with 8410A/B network analyzer.
dating the RF output or Z-axis mcldulating the CRT display).
Pen lift: for use with X-Y recorders having positive power
Resolution: better than 0.25% oIf RF unit bandwidth.
--..I. ^..^:I
supplies. Transistor-switch signal is available on Z-axis/MKR/
Marker output: rectangular pulsc, *..-:..-11..
r y p l ~ a ~- J~c y..^I*^
v u 1 1 3 pcan a v a i l Pen lift connector. This signal is also available on the programmable from Z-axis BNC connector on rear panel. Source impeding connector.
ance, approximately 1000 ohms
Furnished: 2.29 m (7%-fOOt) power cable with NEMA plug; 2
Accuracy: refer to R F unit specifications, same as frequency
spare 3 amp fuses; extender board for servicing; and calibration
accuracy.
scale.
Sweep modes
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 volts +5 -IO%, SO to 400 Hz. ApproxAuto: sweep recurs automatically
imately 140 watts.
Line: sweep can be synchronized with the ac power line.
Weight (not including RF unit): Net, 11.1 kg (24 Ib). Shipping 13.4
External trigger: sweep is actuated by external trigger signal.
kg (30 Ib).
Sweep time: continuously adjustable in four decade ranges typiDimensions: 132.6 mm H x 425 mm W x 337 mm D (5%'' X 16V4"
cally 0.01 to 100 seconds.
X 13%").
Single sweep: activated by front panel switch.
Ordering information
Price
Manual sweep: front panel control provides continuous manual
Opt 001: BCD Frequency Programming
add $650
adjustment of frequency between end frequencies set in any of the
Opt 011: HP-IB Frequency Programming
add $950
above sweep functions.
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
External sweep: sweep is controlled by external signal applied to
programming connector. Zero volts for start of sweep increasing
linearly to approximately +IO volts for end of sweep.
8620C Sweep Oscillator Mainframe
Sweep output: direct-coupled sawtooth, zero to approximately
$2100
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: broadband plug-ins
Models 86290A/B
0

+10 dBm 2 t o 18.6 GHz with 862906
+7 dBrn 2 to 18 GHz with 86290A

It

Advanced technology provides outstanding performance
Extended capability for network analysis

HP 86290B Typical Leveled Power Output

+IO dIBm

L

862908

Frequency (GHz)

I 0 . V

@

The 86290A and 86290B broadband plug-ins set new standards in
wideband sweeper value with versatile frequency coverage and excellent performance characteristics at an attractive size and price.
For broadband testing, a continuous sweep from 2 to 18.6 G H z (18
GHz with the 86290A) is provided. In addition, higher frequency
resolution is achieved by covering the 2 to 18.6 G H z range in three
individual bands of 2 to 6.2 GHz, 6 to 12.4 GHz, and 12 to 18.6 G H z
(or 18 GHz). Individual bands and corresponding dial scales are
selected using the band select lever on the 8620C mainframe. Front
panel lights indicate the frequency range selected. In each frequency
band, all sweeper mainframe controls are operable.
The 86290AIB plug-ins offer outstanding electrical performance
along with small size and simplicity of operation. The key microelectronic elements of the 86290B are a 2 to 6.2 GHz fundamental oscillator, 250 mW GaAs FET amplifier, and high-efficiency multiplier
integrated with a tracking YIG filter, which combine to produce
> 10 mW swept output over the 2 to 18.6 GHz range. This output is
low in harmonic and spurious content and has excellent frequency
linearity. On wideband sweeps, the 6.2 GHz and 12.4 GHz switch
points can be Z-axis blanked as well as RF blanked, resulting in a
spurious-free, clean continuous trace on any display.
The 86290A/B plug-ins have unique advantages as the source for
network measurements. For 2 to 18 G H z scalar measurements, the
86290 accepts 27.8 kHz square wave AM modulation directly from
the HP 8755 Frequency Response Test Set. Thus the need for an
external modulator is eliminated providing convenience and cost
savings, and more important, making full sweeper power available at
the test device. Phase/amplitude network analysis over the continuous 2 to 18 G H z range becomes a reality using the 86290 and the HP
8410B Network Analyzer. Interfacing between the 8410B and the
sweeper permits the 8410B to automatically phase-lock over multioctave sweeps. Together, the 86290 and the 8410B now make possible phase and amplitude measurements from 2 to 18 GHz in one
continuous sweep.

As a stand-alone sweeper, the 8620C and 86290 plug-in provide
still more features for ease in swept testing. Even at 18 GHz, frequency can be set with k20 MHz accuracy. Sweep linearity is
0.05% which means frequencies in the swept mode can be identified
to accuracies comparable with wavemeters. Internal leveling is
standard. External crystal and power meter leveling circuitry is also
provided. A SLOPE control permits the frequency-dependent losses of a test setup to be compensated. The 2 to 6.2 G H z fundamental
oscillator signal is always available through a rear output connector.
Phase-locking from 2 to 18.6 GHz is accomplished using only 6.2
G H z hardware via this output. Accurate frequency readout is possible by connecting a DVM to the calibrated 1 volt/GHz output
located on the rear panel.
With the plug-in flexibility and these exceptional features, the
8620C186290 sweeper is the ideal source for broadband sweep testing of components, transmission lines, antenna systems and ECM
equipment.
General specifications
Switch points: broadband switch points are at 6.2 and 12.4 GHz.
Frequency overlap is typically 0 to 20 MHz at switch points.
Auxiliary output: rear panel 2 to 6.2 GHz fundamental oscillator
output, nominally-10 dBm.
Slope control: front panel control allowing compensation for frequency dependent losses of a test setup by attenuating power at
lower freqencies.
Peak control: front panel control for peaking power over desired
frequency range.
Frequency reference output: nom. 1 v/GHz (2-18.6 volts) rear
panel BNC output, CW frequency accuracy typically 235 MHz.
Mainframe compatibility: the 86290B will operate properly only
with the 8620C mainframe. The 86290A will operate directly with
8620A mainframes with serial number prefixes of 1332A and above
and with all 8620C mainframes. To use the 86290A with other 8620A
mainframes order 86290A Option 060 which includes a mainframe
modification kit.
Weight: net, 4.4 kg (9.6 Ib). Shipping, 5.9 kg (13 Ib).

86290A and New 86290B Broadband plug-ins
Specifications with plug-in installed i n an 8620C mainframe

BAND 1

BAND 2

BAND 3

BAND 4

2-6.2
2-6.2

6-12.4
6-12.4

12-18
12-18.6

2-18
2-18.6

5 20

520

t30

230

+20
230
a30
28

c80
280
280
230

Frequency range: (GHz)

86290A
862908
Frequency accuracy (25 %)
CW mode (or >lo0 ms sweep time with FM switch in FM/PL): (MHz)
AIII sweep modes: (MHz)
Mlarker: (MHz)
FIrequency linearity (correlation between frequency and sweep out voltage)
tlrpically: (MHz)

-

Freqiuency stability
W ith temperature: (MHz/2)
W'ith 10% line voltage change (kHz)
W'ith 10 dB power level change: (kHz)
W'ith 3:l load VSWR, all phases: (kHz)
. ..
Frequency drift (in 10 minute period after 30 minute warm-up): typically (kHz1
Residual FM (10 kHz bandwidth: FM switch in nnrrnl CW mnde: (kHz peak)

21.0

21.5

22.0

a 100

2 100

2 100

+Ann

2600
5300
5900
<30

,600
2300
2 900
<30

>+7

>+ 7

>+ 10
> 10

>+10
> 10

>+7
>+ 10

20.5
2100
...
2200
2 100
2300
c 10

5200
2600
<20

>+7
>+10
> 10
20.7
20. 15
20.15

20.7
2 0 . 15
50.15

a0.8
50.15
a0.15

20.1

20.1

lco.1

.-0.9
20.15
20.15
+.o. 1

>25

>50

>25
>50

>25
>50

>25
>50

Residual AM in 100 kHz bandwidth (below fundamental at specified
maximum power): (dB)

>55

>55

>55

>55

Source VSWR internally ieveled, 50R nominal impedance

<1.9

<1.9

<1.9

<1.9

a75
25

2 75

25

275
a5

.-75
?5

- 20
-6

- 20
-6

- 20
-6

-20

>30
40/60
>30
>25
>30

>30
40/60
>30
>25
>30

>30
40/60
>30
>25
>30

>30
40/60
>30
>25
>30

10

10

10

60

5

5

5

10

~~

~~

-

-7""

Maxi

PC

> 10

Pow1

External leveled (excluding coupler and detector variation) Crystal detector:
Power meter:
With temperature (typically): (dB/"C)
Spurious signals (below fundamental at specified maximum power)
Harmonic related signals: (dB)
Nonharmonics: (dB)

External FM
Maximum deviations for modulation frequencies.
DC t o 100 Hz: (MHz)
100 HZ to 2 MHz: (MHz)
Sensitivity (typically)
FM mode: (MHz/volt)
Phase-lock mode: (MHz/volt)

-6

AM (At specified maximum power)
Specific requirements guaranteeing HP 8755 with
5 6 V, 27.8 kHz square wave MOD DRIVE connected to U T AM input.
OnlOff ratio: (dB)
Symmetry:
Attenuation for +5 volt input: (dB)
Internal 1 kHz square wave On/Off ratio: (dB)
RF blanking (selected by mainframe switch) Onloff ratio: (dB)
Minimum sweep time typically: (ms)

CW remote programming setting time
typical time to settle into CW frequency accuracy specification,
8620C Opt. 001 or 011; FM switch in FM/PL: (ms)

Ordering information
86290A 2 to 18 GHz + 7 dBm (5 mW) plug-in (internal
leveling standard)
86290B 2 to 18.6 GHz +10 dBm (10 mW) plug-in
(internal leveling standard)

Price
$13,250
$15,250

Opt 004: rear panel RF output:
(See Data Sheet for specifications)
Opt 005: A P C - 7 RF output connector:
Opt 060: 86290A only, kit included for modifying
8620A mainframes with serial prefix 133244 and below.
86290B can only be used wirh rhe 8620C):

add $80
add $40
add $300

,

SWEEP OSClLLAhORS
8620 Family: straddle band plug-ins
Models 86240A, 862408, and 86240C

R F OUTPUT

j-~----

-

E X T (NPUT

R C OUTPUT

862408

- FXT

1NPlIT

86240C

W

New 862408 Low Harmonic Distortion: 2-8.4 GHz
The dynamic range of a swept measurement is often limited by
source harmonics. Low pass filtering, either internal or external to
the plug-in, is practical only over sweep widths less than an octave.
However you can now get narrowband 50 dBc harmonic performance with the convenience of a multi-octave sweep in the 86240B.
The dynamic range advantage of the low harmonics when measuring
filter rejection, amplifier or mixer distortion is further enhanced by
the 86240B’s 20 mW of calibrated output power. Internal leveling to
k .5 dB is standard as well as a slope control for optimizing the total
measurement system flatness. A step attenuator is optionally available if calibrated power control over an 80 dB range is desired.

Key to the 50 dBc harmonic performance of the 862408 is the
HP designed YIG-FILTER-OSCILLATOR (YFO). The YFO includes two YIG spheres in the same magnet housing. Changing
the DC magnetic field strength tunes the resonant frequency of
both YIG spheres simultaneously. One YIG tunes the oscillator
circuit whose output is amplified by a 100 mW GaAs FET
amplifier. This signal is then coupled through the second YIG
which filters harmonics down to a level 150 dB below the carrier over the entire 2 to 8.4 GHz range. Fast rise time pulses are
made possible by pulsing the gate bias of a GaAs FET in the
amplifier.

New 86240A High Output Power: 2-8.4 GHz
The use of fixed attenuators to reduce mismatch errors in a swept
measurement requires additional source power to maintain the same
dynamic range. Similarly, if one wants to take advantage of the
excellent flatness and source match of a resistive power splitter,
additional power is needed, especially if the test device is a mixer or
amplifier with a 10 dBm drive level specification. The 86240A,
which contains a non-filtered version of the YFO described above,
was designed to meet these needs. It features up to 40 mW of output
power, competitive harmonics, at an attractive price. With the
internal leveling option, the 86240A also provides calibrated output
power and slope control. For radar simulation applications, the
86240A can be externally amplitude modulated with 20 ns rise time
pulses.
New 86240C RF Distortion Analysis of MW Links:
3.6-8.6 GHz
Distortion analysis of microwave radio links frequency requires
MLA Upconverter Simulation. The 86240C is designed to fill this
need over the important 4, 6, and 8 GHz commercial and military
communication bands. The F M circuitry is modified to accept the
sweep and test tone signals from the MLA. The oscillator is optimized for group delay of less than t ns peak-to-peak over 30 MHz
and linearity better than 0.5%. The 8624OC is also a very good 40 mw
sweeper. It has a 10 MHz FM bandwidth, flat to k t . 5 dB for noise
loading applications plus all the optional leveling and power control
features found on the 86240A. Thus, it is two products in one-both
general and special purpose-ideal for communications systems applications.

I

1

h

86240A/B/C Plug-ins
Specifications with plug-in installed in 8620C mainframe
Freqiuency linearity: typically f1%.
RF pc>werleveling: internal dc-coupled leveling amplifier provicied.
Intlernal, Opt 001: selected by front panel switch; refer to RF
PlU,g-in specifications (standard on 86240B).
External
b....r+~l
I"....*.
,.-+...,.":...,.*-l.,
ann -I xI 7
e....
Cm,=.=,
apl-"uAiLl.aLG.y
- I rU n IU -LUU
I V IUI apGdied
leveling at rated output; for use with negative polarity detectors
such as 780 Series Directional Detectors, 423A/B and 424
Series Crystal Detectors.
Power meter input: switch selects proper compensation for
H..P models
- 432 A/B/C.
. . _.
...
.
.
Inaicator: Wont panel indicator lights when RF power level is set
too high to permit leveling over entire selected sweep range or
when operating in unleveled mode.
Rleference output DC-coupled voltage proportional to RF fre4uency, voltage approximately 1 V/GHz, output impedance, aPProximately 1000 ohms.
EIxternal
AM
Frequency response: typically dc to 100 kHz unleveled, dc to 50
kHz leveled (at maximum leveled power).

.-

~

~~

~~

Input impedance approximately 5000 ohms.
Square wave response: guarantees H P 8755 Frequency Response Test Set oueration with 8755 Mndlllatnr Drive rnnnocted
to PULSE input.
OBUOFF ratio: >30 dB.
SY mmetry: 4/60.
Atitenuation for +5 V input: >30 dB.
Intelmal AM
1 1cHr square-wave OnlOff ratio: >40 dB.
External pulse modulation
Ri!se/Fall Time: typically 20 ns.
Minimum pulse width: typically 1 ps.
-,.
Resiaual MVI .in iuu nnz ttw: .>XJ
atl Deiow carner at maximum
power.
Size: 127 H x 152 W x 295 mm D (5" x 6" x l15/s").
WeigIht: 2.3 kg (5 Ib). Shipping 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
RF oNutput: type N Female.
Optio n
Price
004: Rear Panel RF Output
add $80
2 _ _ _.
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SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: 10 M H z to 2.4 GHz Plug-ins
Models 86222A and 862228
10 MHz t o 2.4 GHz i n ONE, CONTINUOUS sweep
Internally leveled FLATNESS 20.25d B over full range

1, 10, and 50 MHz crystal marker combs with 862228
Marker accuracy even i n CW with 862228

I
86222A

The H P 86222AIB sweeper provides uncompromising 10 MHz to
2.4 GHz frequency coverage. The entire range can be swept
continuously-no need to break up your measurement into two or
more sweeps. Yet narrowband resolution is not sacrificed. This precision is complemented by the 86222’s good stability and frequency
accuracy to make narrowband measurements truly practical. Both
narrowband and wideband linearity is excellent (2 MHz over full
band). The RF output characteristics of the 86222 feature similar
high performance. Power output is calibrated 0 to + 13 dBm in 1 dB
increments. The output is internally leveled to k0.25 dB flatness
over the entire 0.01 to 2.4 GHz range!
For applications demanding precise frequency identification, the
86222B offers an advanced digitally processed birdie marker system
which provides the accuracy associated with standard birdie markers without their normal liabilities. The 86222B marker system internally generates a typical birdie marker, then processes it to produce a digital pulse. This pulse can then be used to produced an
intensity dot on the CRT which corresponds to a precise frequency.
This opens the applications of 86222B “birdie” markers to a wide
variety of network analyzers and displays, such as the 8410B and
8755, where previously it was impossible to inject them on either the
detected dc or RF signals. Alternately, an amplitude marker, derived from the birdie, can be selected which produces a dip in RF
power at each marker frequency. This type of marker is useful for
X-Y recordings. In addition, when the output frequency is coincident with a50,10, or 1 MHz comb of the internal crystal oscillator, a
front-panel LED lights. Thus, independent of the display, an
operator can accurately identify a CW frequency of the 86222Bwithin 75 kHz at 1 GHz! Provision is also made for injection of an
external marker for identification of specific frequencies between 1
MHz markers.

862226

Continuous multi-octave vector measurements to 2.4 G H z are
now possible using the H P 86222 together with the H P 8410B Network Analyzer. Previously, measurements could be made only one
octave at a time because manual range switching of the H P 8410 was
necessary. Now, the H P 8622218620C combination automatically
range switches the network analyzer for one continuous display,
even from 0.1 to 2.4 GHz. In addition, with the 86222B crystal
marker system the important third dimension, frequency, can be
added to the polar display of the HP 8410B.
Increased dynamic range scalar measurements can be made using
the H P 86222AIB together with the H P 8755 Swept Frequency Response Test Set. Heterodyne plug-ins in the range of 0.01-2 GHz
will typically have a broadband noise output only 45 to 50 dB below
the fundamental output signal. This noise is due to the high gain
output amplifier used in heterodyne approaches. The noise level will
be higher than most broadband detectors’ noise level and significantly higher than the noise of the Schottky diode used in the H P
8755. This will limit the dynamic range of measurements such as the
transmission loss of high pass, low pass, and notch filters, or return
loss of bandpass filters when broadband detectors are used. The H P
8755, which is a 27.8 kHz receiver does not exhibit this problem
when used with the H P 86222A/B. By designing an integral modulator in the sweeper, and an ALC loop which will handle the 27.8
kHz, the fundamental oscillator output can be modulated at 27.8
kHz without modulating the noise of the output amplifier. The H P
8755 will therefore not respond to the noise. The typical result is a 10
to 15 dB dynamic range improvement over other heterodyne sweepers and dc diode detection systems.

Specifications with plug-in installed in an
8620C mainframe
Frecquency characteristics
Rantge: 10 MHz to 2.4 GHz.
ACCIuracy (25°C)
C1N mode: a 10 MHz.
. .
.. - _ _ _ _ _ ..
Using programming input (SSZOC option 001 or 011): typically
+6 EHHz.
All s;weep modes: 2 15 MHz ( < O . 1 sec sweeptime). Accurac)' of
86222B may be enhanced to better than 2200 kHz through use of
C N S tal markers.
L-L..--L--..-......
--a
cwccn n
LineullLy I-----I-*:-I~uc
ln
l LIuI
ycLwccll
Ilcqucllry
ulIu gwCLr
-UT
Volt agej: typically 2 2 MHZ.
Frecluency reference output: nominally 1 V/GHz 20.01 V.
Frecquency cal control: permits fine frequency calibration.
Stabililtv
With temperature: k500 kHzPC.
With 10% line voltage change: +20 kHz.
With 3:l load SWR, all phases: f 10 kHz.
With 10 dB power level change: 220 kHz.
With time (after 1-hour warm-up): typically e100 kHz/lO min.
Residual FM: (10 kHz bandwidth; FM switch in NORM; CW
Mode): <5 kHz peak.

...-:...
.

Output characteristics
Maximum leveled power (25+): > + 1 3 dBm (20 mW); typically
>+ 15 dBm.
Power level accuracy (internal leveling only): a 1 dB (includes
frequency response).
Attenuator Opt 002: add a 0 . 2 dB/10 dB step.
Power Variation
Internally leveled
0.01 to 2.4 GHz: k0.25 dB.
Across any 50 MHz (0.03 to 2.3 GHz): typically k0.05 dB.
Stability with temperature: typically 20.02 dB/"C.
Externally leveled (excluding coupler and detector variation)
Crystal detector: (- 10 to - 100 mV at rated output): r O . I dB.
Power meter (with HP 432AlBlC Series power meters): +0.1
dB.
Unleveled indicator: lights when R F power level is set too high to
permit leveling over sweep range selected.
Residual AM in 100 kHz BW: >50 dB below carrier at maximum
power.
SpUriOUS signals: below fundamental.
Harmonics: >25 dB at + 13 dBm; typically >30 dB at + 10 dBm.
Non-Harmonics
0.01 to 2.3 GHz: >30 dB at + 13 dBm; typically >40 dB at + 10
dBm.
2.3 t o 2.4 GHz: >25 dB at + I 3 dBm; typically >35 dB at +10
dBm.
Broadband noise in 100 kHz bandwidth: typically <-70 dBm.
Impedance: 50fl nominal.
SWR: t1.5.
Slope control: allows variable compensation for frequency dependent losses in test set-up.
Output connector: type N female.
Modulation characteristics
External FM
Input impedance: approximately 10 kilt.

Frequency response: typically 150 k
External AM
Square wave response: guarantees H P 8755 Frequency Response
Test Set operation with 8755 Modulator Drive connected to EXT
AM input.
ONlOFF ratio: >30 dB.
Symmetry: 40160 at 5 10 dBm output power.
Attenuation for +5 V input: >30 dB.
Internal AM
1 kHz square-wave OnlOff ratio: >30 dB.
RF blanking OnlOff ratio: >30 dB.
External FM
Maximum deviations for modulation frequencies
DC to 100 Hz: 275 MHz
100 HZ to 1 MHz: a 5 MHz.
1 MHz to 2 MHz: +2 MHz.
Sensitivity (typically)
FM mode: -20 MHz/V.
Phase-lock mode: -6 MHz/V.
Crystal marker capabilities (862226 Only)
Internal crystal markers: harmonic markers of 10 and 50 MHz
usable over full 0.01 to 2.4 GHz range and 1 MHz markers usable
0.01 to 1 GHz. Positive
or negative
voltage output pulses
can be selected to Z-axis intensify a scope trace; or RF amplitude
pips can be selected (at maximum sweep speed pulse width optimized for approximately 10 markedsweep).
Accuracy of center frequencies (25°C): 2 5 x
Typical marker width around center frequency
1 MHz markers: r 7 5 kHz.
10 MHz markers: 2200 kHz.
50 MHz markers: +300 kHz.
Temperature stability: typically 2 2 x 10-6/oC.
Marker output JL mode: nominally >3 V.
U mode: nominally -4 to -9 V, internally adjustable.
Amplitude mode: typically 0.5 dB.
External marker input: generates amplitude or Z-axis marker when
sweep frequency equals external input frequency.
Frequency range: 0.01 to 2.4 GHz.
Marker width: typically r 3 0 0 kHz.
Marker indicator light: green LED lights coincident with crystal or
external marker for accurate CW calibration.

(n)

(u)

General
Improved Network Measurements Capability
84108 Network Analyzer: interfacing through 8620C rear panel
connector allows the 8410B to maintain phase lock over multioctave sweeps at all sweep speeds.
8755 Frequency Response Test Set: direct connection of 8755
mod drive signal to external AM input of the 8620C eliminates the
need for an external modulator.
Ordering information
86222A 0.01-2.4 G H z RF Plug-In (Internal Leveling
Standard)
86222B 0.01-2.4 GHz RF Plug-In with Crystal and
External Markers (Internal Leveling Standard)
Opt 002: 70 dB Step Attenuator (10 dB steps)
Opt 004: Rear Panel R F Output

Price
$3500

$4100
idd $295
add $80

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: single band-plug-ins
86200 Series

10 MHz to 22 GHz coverage
150 mW from 5.9 to 12.4 GHz

RP O U I P U l

86245A

r - 7 -
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F l i INPUT

I

86260A

Frequency linearity: typically 2 1%.
Frequency reference output: typically 1 V/GHz DC-coupled
voltage is available for referencing or phase-locking external equipment to the plug-in or for multi-octave operation with an 8410B.
RF power leveling: internal dc-coupled leveling amplifier and PIN
modulator provided.
Internal, Opt 001: selected by front panel switch; refer to RF plugin specifications (standard on 86220A).
External

Power meter input: leveling amplifier with compensation for H P
432A power meter included internally in all plug-ins except the
86230B and 86241A which require the use of an 8404A Leveling
Amplifier and the EXT AM input on the 8620 Mainframe.
Indicator: front panel indicator lights when RF power level is set
too high to permit leveling over entire selected sweep range or
when operating in unleveled mode.
Residual AM in 100 kHz bandwidth: >50 dB below fundamental at
specified maximum power.
External AM
Frequency response: typically dc to 100 kHz unleveled, dc to 50
kHz leveled (at maximum leveled power).
Input impedance: approximately 5000 ohms.
RF output connector: type N Female.
Size: 127 H x 152 W x 295 mm D (5” x 6” x l15h”).
Weight: net, 2.3 kg (5 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Options
Price
001: Internal leveling. Refer to RF plug-in specifica- See mode]
tions.
number
002: 70 dB attenuator in 10 dB steps, available in
add $275
86220A and 86235A
add $400
004: rear panel RF output
add $80
005: APC-7 RF output connector available on 86260A
add $40

Crystal input: approximately -20 to 250 mV for specified leveling at rated output; for use with negative polarity detectors such
as 780 Series Directional Detectors, 423A/B and 8470 Series
Crystal Detectors.

Upconverter simulation options: options are available which
guarantee compatibility with the H P Microwave Link Analyzers.
For further information on these plug-ins refer to the Telecommunications Test Equipment Section beginning on page 557.

Specifications
86200 Series
The 86200 series plug-ins feature a wide choice of bandwidths and
power specifications for covering the 10 MHz to 22 G H z frequency
range. The 86222 10 MHz to 2400 MHz unit and the 86290 2 GHz to
18.6 G H z plug-in both cover multi-octave frequency ranges with
exceptional frequency precision and R F output characteristics. See
preceding pages for specifications on these plug-ins. For octave
band applications, smaller range plug-ins covering, for instance, 5.9
GHz to 12.4 GHz are available with optional capability to operate
as upconverters for MLA measurements.

Single band plug-ins
Refer also to broadband models 86222A/B (0.01-2.4 GHz), 86240AIBIC (2-8.6 GHz), and 86290A/B (2-8.6 GHz)

-

Specifications with
plug-in installed in

NEW

NEW

NEW

8620C

86220A

862306

86235A

86241A

Frequency ranger (GHz):
Fremquency accuracy
CW mode (MHz):
911 sweep modes (sweep
time r l O O ms)(MHz):

0.01-1.3

1.8-4.2

1.7-4.3

3.2-6.5

5.9-9.0

230

235

e33

ridual FM (10 kHz BW)
2W mode (kHz) peak):
rimum leveled power1
mW):

I

,J"\

Spurious signals:
(dB below fund, a t
specified max power)
Harmonics:

Nonharmonics:

I

I

NEW

86260A

86260A
opt H22

12.4-18.0

17.0-22.I

a40

250

2 50

c 50

+.70

-

(15

<25

- 862500
5.9-12.4 8.0-12.4
a40

+70

>IO

Potvcr variation:
..I ^ _ _ _
,,.. I 1.1
liiteiiiaiiy ieveieo ~OUI:

Externally leveled (dB)
(excluding coupler &
detector variation):

NEW

<21.2

<c0.8

<.-0.7

eco.1

<+0.1

<co.1

>25

>20

>20

>25

r25

>50

>60

S O

>50

>50

~1.3

4.6

4.6

4.6

+I5
c0.5

+25

+75
-e5

+3.5

-4

275
r5(DC200 kHz)
-2O/-6

Internal leveling
cal'd output std.

< +o. 1
-

Source VSWR: ( 5 0 ~ nom,
1
Internally leveled)
External FM:
Max deviations (MHz)
for modulation frequencies:
DC-100 Hz:

DC-1 MHz:
Sensitivity (nom, MHz/V):

e2

-201-6
I

IM: Internal square
Wave onloff ratio &
Ext AM sensitivity
TO -10 V (dB):
WT AM: Response
compatible with
8755 Mod drive signal:
Price:
Plug-in:

Opt 001 (int. lev):

>25

No
$2500

$2600

Included

+$390

1. Special frequency bands and higher power outputs available

on request.

$3300
+$550

$3200
+$550

275
25(DC200 kHz)
-2O/-6

>25

No

$5250

-

I

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
8620 Family: multiband plug-ins
Models 86218, 86300 series

Modular construction
>40 rnW in S-band

86300 Series

8621B

The 8621B RF Drawer houses the 86300 series RF Modules. The
standard drawer will accept one fundamental oscillator module. In
addition, with the 1.7 to 4.3 GHz fundamental oscillator module, the
standard drawer also accepts the 0.1 to 2 GHz heterodyne module to
give 0.1 to 4.3 GHz coverage. The 8621B Option 100 will accept two
fundamental oscillator modules and the heterodyne module. This
will allow, for example, 0.1 to 6.5 GHz coverage in one plug-in.

Specifications

Indicator: front panel indicator lights when R F power level is set
too high to permit leveling over entire selected sweep range or
when operating in unleveled mode.
Frequency reference output: DC-coupled voltage nominally 1
V/GHz is available for referencing or phase locking external equipment to the sweeper or for multi-octave operation with the 8410B.
RF output connector: type N Female.
Size: 127 H x 152 W x 295 mm D (5" x 6" x l15/s").
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 2.3 kg (5 Ib).

8621 B
70 dB step attenuator, opt 010
Range: 70 dB in 10 dB steps set by front panel switch.
Insertion loss: ~ 2 . dB.
0
Accuracy: (including frequency response).
For 10 dB: ~ 2 0 . dB.
6
For >10 dB: < 2 5 % of attenuation.
Remote control capability: 4-line binary logic, open or contact
closure to ground (8620A/C Mainframe only, input available at
rear panel connector.).
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib).
RF power leveling: internal dc-coupled leveling amplifier provided.
Internal: selected by front panel switch; refer to R F module
specifications.
External:
Crystal input: approximately +-20to k250 mV for specified leveling at rated output; for use with positive or negative polarity detectors such as 780 Series Directional Detectors, 423AlB and 424
Series Crystal Detectors; polarity switch provided in R F drawer.
Power meter input: switch in R F drawer selects proper compensation for Models 431B/C or 432A/B/C power meters.

86300 series
Frequency linearity: typically 2 1%.
Residual AM in 100 kHz bandwidth: >50 dB below fundamental at
maximum power.
External AM
Frequency response: typically d c to 100 kHz unleveled, d c to 50
kHz leveled (at maximum leveled power).
Input impedance: approximately 5000 ohms.
Internal leveling: standard on all modules. Refer to R F module
specifications.
Size: 103 H x 92 W x 92 mm D (4" x 35/~"x 3%").
Weight: net, 1.4 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Option 010 add
.9 kg (2 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
8621B R F Drawer
$750
add $80
Opt 004: Rear panel R F output
add $950
Opt 010: 70 dB Attenuator
Opt 100: Multiband capability
add $500

Common specifications

Multiband aha-ins

Specifics,tions with unit
installed in 86218 and
8620C

863208'

86331 C

Frequency range (GHz):

0.1-2.0

1.7-4.3

?I5

220

320

t25

Frequency Accuracy:
CW mode (MHz):
A l l sweep modes
(sweeptimes>lOO ms) MHz:

Residual FM (10 kHz BW)
CW mode (kHz Peak):
Maximum leveled power (dBm):
~

~

~~~~~

Power variation:

?O. 7

Internally leveled
Externally leveled (dB)
(Excluding coupler-detector
or thermistor variation):

-30.1

e0.8

<+o.

Spurious signals:
(dB below fund. at
specified max power)
Harmonics:

>30 @ 10 dBm

>20

>24 @ 13 dBm
Nonharmonics:

>30 @ 10 dBm
>24 @ 13 dBm

>60

<1.6

4 . 6

Source VSWR: ( 5 0 0 nom,
internally leveled)

External FM:
Max deviations (MHz) for
Modulation frequencies:
DC-100 Hz:
OC-1 MHz:
0'2-2 MHz:
Sensitivity: nominal

FM mode (MHzN):
Phase lock mode (MHz/V):

*75
*5

* 75
55

22

k.2

-20
-6

- 20

>15

>40

$2200

$2630

-6

AM: Internal square
wave on/off ratio and
Ext. AM sensitivity
TO - 10 V

(dB)

Price
1. 863206

IS

a heterodyne untt which must be used wtth 86331C.

1

SWEEP OSClLLATORS
8690 Sweeper family, 400 kHz to 50 GHz
Model 8690 System

8690 System
The familiar 8690 BWO sweeper family offersexceptional value in
perfomance,
and versatility. With the ability to accept
both BWO and solid state plug-ins, the 8690 mainframe allows BWO
coverage where necessary, and more reliable, high performance
solid state coverage at lower frequencies.
8690 FREQUENCY RANGES

Sweep modes
Auto, manual, and triggered sweep modes; sweep indicator lights
during each sweep.
Sweep time: continuously adjustable in four decade ranges, 0.01 to
100 seconds.
Sweep output: direct-coupled sawtooth, zero to approximately
+ 15 V, concurrent with swept RF output, regardless of sweep width
or direction

26

-E

24

%
- 20
L

a

2 16
.?
3 12
8 -

4
.bo1

2

4

6

8

10
12
14
Frequency (GHd

16

AF sweep: sweeps upward in frequency, centered on CW setting.
Width is continuously adjustable from zero to 10% of the frequency
band and is calibrated in MHz. Accuracy is & 1% of maximum A F
plus rfr lo%Of AF being swept.
cw operation: single-frequency RF output selected by START/
CW or MARKER 1 control, depending on sweep function selected.

18

86906 Mainframe specifications
Sweep functions
STARTBTOP sweep: sweeps from “start” to “stop” frequency
setting. Both settings continuously adjustable over entire frequency
range.
MARKER sweep: sweeps from “Marker 1” to “Marker 2” frequency setting. Both settings continuously adjustable over entire
frequency range and accurate to 1% of full scale for aU R F units.

General
Frequency markers: two markers independently adjustable over
entire frequency range accurate to 1% of full scale. Amplitude is
adjustable from front panel. A - 5 V triangular pulse is available as
an intensity marker on the rear panel.
Internal AM: square wave modulation continuously adjustable from
950 to 1050 Hz.
External AM: frequency response d c to 350 kHz unleveled, dc to 50
kHz leveled.
Blanking: both negative (-4 V) and R F blanking available along
with pen lift output.
Weight: net, 23.9 kg (53 lb). Shipping, 32 kg (71 lb).
Size: 222 mm H X 425 mm W x 467 mm D (8V4” x 163/4”X 1S3/s”).

8690B Sweeper mainframe

$2800

XIV ULI Over IUU oana.
Externally leveled: 20.2 dB for A units.
20.1 dB for B units.
Frequency stability with temperature: +O.Ol%/"C.
Weight
8691-8692: net, 7.7 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25 Ib).
8693-8697: net, 5.4 kg (12 lb). Shipping, 9 kg (20 Ib).
8698-8699: net, 5.0 kg (11 lb). Shipping, 8.6 kg (19 Ib).

unieveieu;

PIN leveled BWO plug-ins offer superior frequency stability
characteristics. As in all solid state plug-ins, leveling is accomplished through use of a pin diode modulator between oscillator
and output. Use of the pin allows the oscillator to work at constant
bias and into a constant impedance load, resulting in very low residual FM and very little frequency pulling. Pin leveling also results
in a better source impedance match.

SWEEP OSCILLATORS
I

8690 Sweeper family (cont.)

Pin leveled solid state plug-ins
Frequency Stability With
Frequency
Range

Model
Number

0.4-11

MHz

11-110

MHZ

0.1-2
2-4

86988

GHZ

86998

GHz

Maximum
Leveled
Power

Frequency
Accuracy

>20 mW

21%k5OkHz

Temperature
+O.O5%/”C
k O.O5%I”C

10 dB Power
Level Change

-

>20 mW
220 mW

k 1% 5 5 0 0

210 MHz

5 7 5 0 kHzl”C

<IO0 kHz

>6 mW

2 10

2750 kHzl”C

<500 kHz

kHz

MHr

1. 86988 Opt 001: 75fl BNC Output.
2. Residual FM measured with 10 kHz bandwidth

.

Residual FM*

Int. levelin8
Power Variatlon

<300 HZ rms

20.3 dB

4 0 0 Hz rms

k0.3 dB

<3 kHz rms

-

<3 kHz rms

Connector

Price

BNC‘

$2200

Type N

$4850

Add $55.

Grid and pin leveled BWO plug-ins
Frequency
1.0-2.0

CHI

1.4-2.5

GHz

Gk

1.7-4.2

2.0-4.0

GHz

Freq. Stability
With Power
level Change1

Residual FM
Peak1

Option 001
Int. Leveling
Power Variation

Connector

Price

Option 001
Int. Leveling
Price-Add

2 1%

<20 MHz

<30 kHz

20.4 dB

Type N

$3400

$360

2 1 0 MHz

k 5 0 0 kHz

<10 kHz

Type N

$3750

-

<30 MHz

<30 kHz

-

Type N

$3680

-

<40 MHz

<30 kHz

2 0 4 dB

<15 kHz

-

Model
Number

Power
Control

Maximum
leveled
Power

8691A

GRID

>lo0 mW

86918

PIN

>70 mW

8691A
opt 200

GRID

>lo0 mW

.-1%

86928
opt 100

PIN

>I5 mW

5 2 5 MHz

869211

GRID

>70 mW

.-I%

Frequency
Accuracy

I

I

I

I

$3200

$360

86928

PIN

2 4 0 mW

5 2 0 MHz

4 MHz

3.5-6

75 GHz

8693A
opt 200

GRID

>40 mW

.-1%

4 0 MHz

3.7-8

3 GHz

86938
opt 100

PIN

2 5 mW

2 4 5 MHz

k l MHz

<20 kHz

k 0 4 dB

Type N

$3450

$390

m n MH,

<50 kH7

k 0 5 dB

Twe N

$2700

$390

cain

7.0-11.0

GHz

7.0-12.4

G
k

8.0-12.4

GHz

8.0-18.0

GHz

10-15.5

GHz

12.4-18.0

snz

18.0-26.5

GHz

-1 E:: I

$490

86944
Opt. 200

GRID

2 2 5 mW

2 1%

~ 1 6 MHz
0

4 0 kHz

20.75 dB

Type N

86948
opt. 200

PIN

215mW

k40MHz

+ I MHz

4 0 kHz

k0.75 dB

Type N

8694A
opt 100
86948
Opt. 100

GRID

2 2 5 mW

.-1%

<I60 MHz

4 0 kHz

k0.75 dB

Type N

$3360

PIN

> I 5 mW

k 5 0 MHz

21 MHz

4 0 kHz

20.75 dB

Type N

$4010

$490

8694A

GRID

>50 mW
>30 mW

k 1%
k 4 0 MHz

1 1 6 0 MHz

4 0 kHz

k0.75 dB

Type N

$3000

$490

+ I MHz

<15 kHz

k0.75 dB

Type N

$3650

$490

210 mW

f1%

2 1 5 0 MHz

<15OkHz

-

Type N

$5750

-

Type N

$6350

-

F;~a#eG

$4850

-

UG-419/U

$3200

-

UG-4191U

$3500

UG-5951U

S3350

UG-5991U

$5400

-

UG-3831U

$11,400

-

86948
8694A
Opt. 300

PIN
GRID

86948
Opt. 300

PIN

>5 mW 2

kl%

kl MHz

4 0 kHz

-

8695A
opt. 100

GRID

>25 mW

k 1%

t 0 . 2 5 GHz

<I50 kHz

-

8695A

GRID

>40 mW

2 1%

~ 0 . 2 5GHz

<I50 kHz

.

86958

PIN

>15 mW

4 6 MHz

.-1 MHz

<25 kHz

8696A

GRlO

>IO mW

51%

~ 0 . 3 6GHz

<ZOO kHz

~ 0 . 5 3GHz

1 3 5 0 kHz

-

~0.68
GHz

~ 4 5 kHz
0

-

26.5-40

CHI

8697A

GRID

>5 mW

k 1%

33-50

GHz

8697A
Opt. H50

GRID

>3 mW

21%

1. Power level change specification for 8 units typically 10 dB,

A

units 6 dB.

2. Residual FM measured with 10 kHz bandwidth.

Opt 004: rear output 8691-8694, 8698-8699
Opt 004: rear output 8695-8697
Opt 554: phase lock input

add $80
add $155
add $350

$490

.

$490

\, 8707A Multiband system
ms 400 kHz to 50 G H z are available using the
plug-in and the 8707A R F unit holder. The 8706A
zontrol of RF plug-ins installed in the 8707A. The
switches R F signals up to 12.4 GHz from three
ies an ALC signal for the 8690B leveling circuits.
IS

rer

: dc to 12.4 GHz. Output port SWR ~ 1 . 6 7Input
.

1B.
g (17 lb). Shipping, 10 kg (22 lb).

,lu

in

87&A controls up to three 8707A RF unit holFor remote band switching of the 8699B.
g (16 Ib). Shipping, 11.4 kg (25 Ib).

iolder

s up to three 8690 plug-ins.

; all

8690B sweep functions.
crewdriver setting of individual start/stop points.
kg (30 lb). Shipping, 16.8 kg (37 Ib).

! lock synchronizer
ichronizer is a phase comparator designed to
:ncy of both HP BWO and solid state sources by
reference oscillator. Under these conditions sys:mined primarily by the stability of the reference
x k capability is standard on solid state plug-ins
Iz. Order Option 554 for BWO plug-ins. Informaihaselocked systems available on request.

IS
the locking frequency of the 8709A is 20 MHz.
ned by multiplying and mixing the reference oscil'owave signal.
IBm.
roltege: high level 212.0 V dc; low level k8.0 V
tlvity: 8690 BWO Option 554 plug-ins, 0.5 to 6.0
3 state plug-ins 6.0 MHz/V.
g (10 Ib). Shipping, 5.3 kg (11.6 Ib).

r meter leveling amplifier
ling amplifier permits the 431B/C or 432A/B/C
(el both the 8620 and 8690 sweeper plug-ins. RF
? O S dB or less when connected to the AM input

iframe test plug-in
t unit plug-in allows complete calibration of the
ncluding sweep modes, markers and BWO. All
ed from a front panel switch.

iation
:r Leveling Amplifer
BCD level control
iplexer dc-12.4 GHz
it Plug-in
Ilder
Synchronizer
Test Unit Plug-in
~

Price
$550
add $210
$3 100
$1200
$2650
$1500
$550

F-POWER

& NOISE FIGURE METERS

Power and noise measurements

Average power measurements
At microwave frequencies, power is the
best measure of signal amplitude because,
unlike voltage and current, power remains
constant along a lossless transmission line.
For this reason, power meters are almost
indispensable for microwave measurement.
Typical applications include monitoring
transmitter power levels, calibrating signal
generators, leveling signal sources, and
measuring transmission characteristics of
unknown devices.
To satisfy the requirements of this broad
range of applications, Hewlett-Packard has
developed a family of general purpose microwave power meters. These power meters
use either a diode, thermocouple, or thermistor as the power sensing element, and it
is important to understand the merits of each
of these sensors before choosing a particular
power meter.
Power meters 81 sensors
Hewlett-Packard makes four averagereading power meters, the 436A, 435A,
432A4,and 432B. The 435A and 436A are
analog and digital meters, respectively,
which are designed to operate with HP’s
line of thermocouple and diode power sensors. The 432A and 432B are analog and digital meters, respectively, which are designed
to operate with HP’s line of thermistor
power sensors.
Thermocouple power sensors use the
latest technology and are generally preferred
for measuring power because they exhibit
lower SWR and wider dynamic range than
previously used thermistor elements. Low
SWR is directly responsible for superior accuracy since mismatch errors are lower.
H P thermocouple sensors (8481, 8482,
8483) are available from 100 kHz to 18 GHz
and range from -30 dBm to +33 dBm. The
model 8484A diode sensor operates with the
same meters and extends the input level
down to -70 dBm. This sensor uses a
Lower-Barrier Schottky diode to achieve
exceptional 100 pW (-70 dBm) sensitivity,
and low noise and drift. Because the diode is
always operated in its square law region
(voltage out cc power in), the 8484A can be
used to measure the true power of complex
as well as CW waveforms.
Thermistor power sensors (478A, 486A
series) operate with the 432A and 432B
power meters. They are used whenever a
direct DC-substitution technique is required
since these power meters are based on balanced bridge principles. In addition, a full
line of waveguide thermistor mounts are
available from 2.6 to 40 GHz.
Applications
lnformation on virtually all aspects of microwave power measurement is contained in
a comprehensive new application note. The
AN 64 series is intended as the definitive
publication for general theory, product
orientated how-to descriptions, and a complete treatment of new, innovative automatic systems.
AN 64-1, Fundamentals of RF & Microwave Power Measurements, deals with the
general theory of microwave power measurements. It covers information which

does not change rapidly such as basic principles, calibration and traceability, etc.
Future notes will treat more equipmentrelated aspects and mini-system-oriented
applications.

measures peak power directly in the 50
MHz to 2 GHz frequency range. Model
8900B utilizes a video comparator technique
to bring a known dc voltage, supplied by the
instrument, in a known impedance, to a
level which is equal to the pulse being measured. This allows simple measurement of
peak pulse power with a basic accuracy of
1.5 dB even when the waveform is not
rectangular. A custom calibration chart
increases accuracy to 0.6 dB for critical applications.
Noise figure measurements
In RF microwave communicatiorIS, radar,
etc., the weakest signal that can be detected
is usually determined by the amount of noise
. l>.ll~..ll~.
oy me receiving system. r r u m a peraaaea
formance standpoint, providing an increase
in the receiver signal-to-noiseratio by reducing the amount of added noise is more
economical than increasing the power of the
transmitter
The quality of a receiver or amplifier is
expressed as a figure of merit, or noise figure. Noise figure is the ratio, expressed in
dB, of the actual output noise power of the
device compared to the noise power which
would be available if the device were perfect
and merely amplified the thermal noise of
the input termination rather than contributing any noise of its own.
The Hewlett-Packard sy stem of automatic noise figure measurement depends
upon the periodic insertion c) f a known ex~ cess
- noise power at the inpu t of the device
under test. Subsequent dete:ction of noise
power results in a pulse trair1 of two power
levels. The power ratio of tklese two levels
,.,...+,.Ln+ha Aa0:--A
..A,,
I
CUIItaItIJ
LLIc- U G J I t G u llu13c dgure information. Hewlett-Packard noise figure meters
automatically measure and present this ratio
directly in dB of noise figure.
Noise figure is discussed in detail in
Hewlett-Packard A N 57. Use the enclosed
request card. Application Note 57, Noise
Figure Primer, derives noise figures formulas, describes general noise figure measurements, and discusses accuracy considerations.
~

AN 196, Automated Measurements Using
the 436A Power Meter, describes 5 systems
built around the HP-Interface Bus and the
programmable 436A digital power meter.
The 5 typical applications are power data
logging, measuring 50 dB dynamic pi,wer
range, signal generator calibration, gain,and
attenuation measurement, and power se,nsor
calibration; all under computer control. ~ i
ure 1 shows a sensor calibration setup.
All of these application notes and the
1977-78 Coaxial & Waveguide Cataloi are
available without charge by simply using the
request card at the back of this catalog.

F...

~

,
~

Peak power measurement
A frequent requirement in microwave
work is the measurement of peak power in a
periodic pulse. This may be done by various
indirect techniques using thermocouples or
thermistors. Hewlett-Packard also produces
a versatile instrument that conveniently

P
ter

I
1 0 6 3 1 A / B / C Interface Cables

11667A
8 6 6 0 A I C (Opt 005)
Synthesized
Signal Generator

~or8620C~Op1011l
Svnp Omemtor

Snlittrr

I

8480 Series
Power Sensor
Standard
4 3 6 A (Opt 0221
Power Meter

Power Sensors

Figure 1. System for transferring calibration factor from one 8480 series power sensor
to another.

POWER Ik NOISE FIGURE METERS
Noise figure meters; sources
Models 3408,342A9 343A, 345B,347A, 349A

349A
.
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3458

343A

3408
X347A

Noise figure meters and noise sources
Model 340B Noise Figure Meter, when used with the appropriate
H P noise source, automatically measures and continuously diplays
noise figure for equipment with I F frequencies of 30 and 60 MHz.
Model 342A is similar, and operates on frequencies of 30,60,70, 105
and 200 MHz.
HP noise sources provide calibrated noise for measurements on
various equipment from IF amplifiers to complete radar systems.
Model 343A VHF source operates from 10 to 600 MHz with 50 ohm
impedance. 345B I F source is tuned for 30 or 60 MHz with 50, 100,
200, or 400 ohm outputs.
The 34714 waveguide sources are argon gas discharge tubes carefully mounted in waveguide sections for frequencies from 3.95 to 18
GHz. Model 349A also uses an argon tube in a coaxial configuration
for frequencies from 400 to 4000 MHz.
3 4 0 8 and 342A specifications
Noise figure range: with a 5.2 dB noise source, 0 to 15 dB, indication to infinity; with a 15.2 dB noise source, 3 to 30 dB, indication to
infinity.
Accuracy (excluding source accuracy): noise diode scale: 20.5
dB, 0 to 15 dB; gas tube scale: + O S dB, 10 to 25 dB; 21 dB, 3 to 10
dB and 25 to 30 dB.
Input frequency: 340B; 30 or 60 MHz, selected by switch; 342A:
30, 60,70, 105, and 200 MHz, selected by switch. Other frequencies
available; prices and details on request.
Bandwidth: 1 MHz minimum.
Input requirements: -60 to -10 dBm (noise source on); corresponds to gain between noise source and input of approximately 50
to 100 dB for 5.2 dB noise source and 40 to 90 dB for 15.2 dB noise
source.
Input Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
AGC output: nominal 0 to -6 V from rear binding posts.
Recorder output: 1 mA maximum into 2000 ohms maximum.
Power input: 115 or 230 volts k IO%, 50 to 60 Hz, 185 to 435 watts,
depending on noise source and line voltage.
Power output: sufficient to operate 343A, 345B, 347A or 349A
Noise Sources.
Dimensions: cabinet: 324 mm H , 527 mm W, 368 mm D; (12.8” x
20.3” x 14.5”); rack mount: 266 mm H , 483 mm W, 353 mm D
behind panel (10.5” x 19” x 13.9”).
Weights: net 19.4 kg (43 Ib), shipping 23.9 kg (53 lb) (cabinet); net
16.2 kg (36 Ib), shipping 22.5 kg (50 lb) (rack mount).
Accessory furnlshed: one 340A-16A Cable Assembly, connects
noise figure meter to 347A or 349A Noise Source.
343A specifications
Frequency range: 10 to 600 MHz.
Excess noise ratio: 10 to 30 MHz, 5.20 dB k0.20 dB; 100 MHz,
5.50 dB 20.25 dB; 200 MHz, 5.80 dB a0.30 dB; 300 MHz, 6.05 dB
k0.30 dB; 400 MHz, 6.30 dB k0.50 dB; 500 MHz, 6.50 dB 20.50
dB; 600 MHz, 6.60 dB ?0.50 dB.

Source Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Reflection coefficient: ~ 0 . 0 9 (1.2
1 SWR), 10 to 400 MHz; <0.13
(1.3 SWR), 400 to 600 MHz.
Noise generator: temperature-limited diode.
Dimensions: 63 mm H, 70 mm W, 127 mm D (2.5” x 2.75“ x 5”).
Weight: net 0.34 kg (% Ib); shipping 0.9 kg (2 Ib).
3458 specifications
Spectrum center: 30 or 60 MHz, selected by switch.
Excess noise ratio: 5.2 dB.
Source impedance: 50, 100, 200 or 400 ohms, 24%, as selected by
switch; less than 1 pF shunt capacitance.
Noise generator: temperature-limited diode.
Dimensions and weight: same as 343A.
347A specifications
Excess Noise
G347A
J347A
H347A
X347A

15.2 k0.5

3.95-5.85

I

I
I

5.30-8.20
7.05-10.0
8.20-12.4

I

15.2~0.5

I

15.7~0.4

I

I

15.6~0.5

Equiv. Flange
U64
)/U

W/6
WR

Ratio d0

187

I

I
I
I

137
112

90

407

I

I

I

I

441
138

39

P347A
12.4-18.0
62
419
15.820.5
Reflection coefficient for all models, fired or unfired. ~ 0 . 0 9 1(SWR 1.2) max.

I

$775

I
I
I

1700

I $850
$925

1750

349A specifications
Frequency range: 400 to 4000 MHz, wider with correction.
Excess noise ratio: 15.6 dB k0.6 dB, 400 to 1000 MHz; 15.7 dB
k0.5 dB, 1000 to 4000 MHz.
Source impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
SWR:<1.35 (tired), <1.55(unfired)upto2600MHz: <1.55(firedor
unfired), 2600 to 3000 MHz; <2.0 (tired), <3.0 (unfired) 3000 to 4000
MHz.
Dimensions: 51 mm H, 76 mm W, 381 mm L (2” x 3” x 15”).
Weight: net 1.4 kg (3.25 Ib). Shipping 2.7 kg (6 Ib).

Ordering information
340B Noise Figure Meter (cabinet)
340BR Noise Figure Meter (rack mount)
342A Noise Figure Meter (cabinet)
342AR Noise Figure Meter (rack mount)
343A Noise Source
3458 Noise Source
349A Noise Source

Price
$1875
$1855
$2000

$1985
$ 265
$ 425
$ 500

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS

L

' Thermocouple

power meter

Model 436A

I

1

436A

436A Power Meter
The H P Model 436A Power Meter is a general purpose digital
power meter intended for manual and automatic RF and microwave
power measurements. I t is compatible with the entire series of 8480
power sensors. Depending on which power sensor is used, the 436A
can measure power from -70 dBm (100 pw) to +35 dBm (+3 W) at
frequencies up to 18 GHz.
The logically organized and uncluttered front panel, and the convenience of push-button operation and digital display make the 436A
both easy to interpret and easy to use in any application. The auto
ranging capability allows for "hands-off ' operation.
The 436A measures either absolute or relative power. It displays
absolute power in either watts or dBm, while relative power is displayed in dB.
The 436A Power Meter also features optional programmability;
both Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) and BCD interfaces
are available. These interfaces allow full remote control of all power
meter functions (CAL function can be programmed to either 100
percent or the CAL factor which has been manually set on the front
panel). These options may be added by the user at a later time.

Specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 18 GHz (depending on Power Sensor used).
Power range
With 8481A, 8482A or 8483A sensors: 50 dB with 5 full scale
ranges of 10 and 100 pW; 1, 10 and 100 mW. The display is also
calibrated in dBm and dB from -20 dBm to +20 dBm full scale in
10-dB steps.
With 8481H or 8482H sensors: 45 dB with 5 full-scale ranges of 1,
IO and 100 mW; I and 3 watts. The display is also calibrated in dBm
and dB from 0 dBm to +30 dBm full scale in IO-dB steps, and a 5-dB
step from +30 dBm to +35 dBm.
With 8484A sensor: 50 dB with 5 full scale ranges of 1, 10, 100 nW;
1, 10 p W . The display is also calibrated in dBm and dB from -60
dBm to -20 dBm full scale in 10 dB steps.
Accuracy
Instrumentation
Watt mode: 20.5% in ranges 1 through 4; 21.0% in range 5.
dBm mode: 20.02 dB kO.001 dB/"C in range 1 through 4; 20.04
dB 20.001 d B / T in range 5.
dB (REL) mode: 20.02 dBkO.OO1 dB/"C in ranges 1 through 4;
20.04 dB 20.001 d B / T in range 5 .

Zero: automatic, operated by a front-panel switch.
Zero set: +0.5% of full scale on most sensitive range, typical. 2 1
count on other ranges.
Zero carry over: 20.2% of full scale when zeroed on the most
sensitive range.
Noise (typical at constant temperature over any one-minute
interval):
With 8484A Sensor: 20 pW peak.
With 8481A, 8482A, 8483A Sensors: 40 nW peak.
With 84818, 8482H Sensors: 4pW peak.
General
Zero drift: 2 2 % of full scale on most sensitive range (1 hour, typical
at constant temperature).
Response time: (0 to 99% of reading):
< 10 seconds (most sensitive range)
Range 1
Range 2
< 1 second
Ranges 3 through 5 <IO0 msec
(Typical, measured at recorder output).
Power reference: internal 50 MHz oscillator with Type N female
connector on front panel or rear panel (Option 003 only).
Power output: 1.0 mW. Factory set to 20.7% traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards.
Accuracy: 21.2% worst case (20.9% rms) for one year (O°C to
55°C).
Cal factor: 16-position switch normalizes meter reading to account
for calibration factor. Range 85% to 100% in 1% steps.
Cal adjustment: front-panel adjustment provides capability to adjust gain in meter to match power sensor in use.
Recorder output: proportional to indicated power with 1 volt corresponding to full scale and 0.316 volts t o -5 dB; 1 kR output
impedance, BNC connector.
RF blanking: open collector TTL; low corresponds to blanking
when auto-zero mode is engaged.
Display: digital display with four digits. 20% over-range capability
on all ranges. Analog meter: uncalibrated peaking meter to see fast
changes.
Power consumption: 100, 120, 220, or 240 V +5%, -lo%, 48 to
440 Hz, less than 20 watts (less than 23 with Option 022 or 024).
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 5.5 kg (12 Ib).
Size: 134 H, 213 W, 279 mm D (5'/4'' x 83/8" x 11").
Accessories furnished: 1.5 m (5 ft) cable for power sensor; 2.3 m
(7.5 ft) power cable. Main plug shipped to match destination requirements.
Accessories available
T o rack mount one 436A by itself order:
5061-0057 Rack Mount Adapter Kit and accessories
Options
002: input connector placed on rear panel in parallel

with front
003: input connector and reference oscillator output
on rear panel only
009: 3 m (IO ft) cable for power sensor
010: 6.1 m (20 ft) cable for power sensor
011: 15.2 m (50 ft) cable for power sensor
012: 30.5 m (100 ft) cable for power sensor
013: 61 m (200 ft) cable for power sensor
022: digital input/output, fully compatible with H P
Interface Bus (HP-IB)
024: digital inpdoutput BCD Interface
5061-0057 Rack Mount Kit
436A Power Meter

Price
add $25

add $10
add $30
add $55
add $105
add $155
add $260
add $400
add $300
$15
$1975

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Power sensors
Models 8481A, 8481H, 8482A, 8482H, 8483A, 8484A

8481A

8482A

8484A
8483A

8480 Series power sensors
The 8480 Series sensors are designed for use with the 435A or
436A power meters. They cover a frequency range of 100 kHz to 18
GHz and a power range of -70 dBm to +35 dBm. These sensors
feature very low SWR which results in a significant reduction in
measurement uncertainty due to mismatch. Each sensor is individually calibrated for CAL FACTOR to allow compensation for
power sensor efficiency and mismatch due to sensor SWR. The new
model 8484A high sensitivity power sensor offers an extended range
capability down to -70 dBm with exceptional temperature stability.
Models 84818 and 84828 have an internal attenuator to allow measurements to 3 W.

8481A Power sensor
Wide frequency and amplitude range
Measure power from 0.3 pW to 100 mW, full scale, over a frequency range from 10 MHz to 18 GHz with a single power sensor.
Low SWR reduces measurement uncertainty
A silicon monolithic thermocouple is used as the sensing element
and its small physical size allows reduction of SWR to < I . 10 over
therangeofsoMHz t o 2 G H z ; < I . l 8 u p t o 12.4GHz;and <1.28to
18 GHz. This assures low mismatch uncertainty, usually the largest
single source of error in power measurement.
Individually calibrated
Each sensor is individually calibrated, traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards, and a Cal Factor control on the meter compensates for power sensor efficiency at any frequency. In addition, a
precise Automatic Network Analyzer printout at 17 frequencies for
Cal Factor and reflection coefficient in magnitude and phase is
supplied. This means you can eliminate mismatch uncertainty by
calculating the mismatch error.

84811-1 Power sensor
Higher power version of the 8481A power sensor
Measure power from 30 pW to 3 W, full scale, over a frequency
range from 10 MHz to 18 GHz with a single power sensor.

8482A Power sensor
RF sensor (similar to the 8481A power sensor)
Measure power from 0.3 pW to 100 mW, full scale, over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 4.2 GHz with a SWR t l . 2 0 over the
range of 300 kHz to 1 MHz; < I . 10 between 1 MHz and 2 GHz; and
<1.30 to 4 GHz.

8482H Power sensor
Higher power version of the 8482A power sensor
Measure power from 30 pW to 3 W, full scale, over a frequency
range from 100 kHz to 4.2 G H z with a single power sensor.

8483A Power sensor
75 ohm RF sensor (similar to the 8482A power sensor)
Measure 7 5 0 source power from 0.3 pW to 100 mW, full scale,
over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 2 GHz with a SWR < 1.18
over the range of 100 kHz to 2 GHz.

8484A Power sensor
High sensitivity sensor
Measure power from 100 pW to 10 pW over a frequency range of
10 MHz to 18 GHz with a single power sensor. Furnished with
11708A 50 MHz Reference Attenuator for precise calibration with 1
mW Power Meter Reference Oscillator.
Low noise and drift
Noise and drift have been reduced to a minimum in this sensor,
thus making readings at low power levels reliable and accurate.
Noise and drift when used with the 435A power meter are typically
less than 5% of full scale on the 300 pW range - only 15 pW. Noise
and drift are even less with the 436A power meter.

8480 Series specifications

-

~~

SWR
Maximum
(Reflection
Coefficient)

I

Frequency
Range
Model

lGHzl

Nominal
Impedance

8481A

10 MHz-18 GHz

50fl

Option 001

Power
Range

1.1(0.048)
50 MHz-2 GHz
1.18 (0.082)
30 MHz-50 MHz
2- 12.4 GHz
1.28 (0.123)
12.4-18 GHr

0.3 p W
to
100 mW

Maximum
Power

Dimensions
mm (in.)

Shipping
Weight
kg (Ib)
0.5
(1)

300 mW Av.
15 W Peak
30 W ps
(per pulse)

RF
Connector

Price

N (m)

$425

Add
$25

APC-7

$550

8481H*

10 MHz-18 GHz

50fl

1.2 (0.091),
10 MHz-8 GHz
1.3 (0.13),
8-12.4 GHr
1.5 (0.20),
12.4-18 GHz

30pW
to
3 w

3.5 W Av.
100 W Peak
100 w ps
(per pulse)

30 x 38 x 149
(IYis x l’h x 5’/d

0.5
(1)

N(m)

8482A

100 kHz-4.2 GHz

50n

1.1 (0.048,
1 MHz-2 GHz
1.2 (0.091),
300 kHz-1 MHz
1.3 (0.13),
2-4.2 GHr
1.6 (0.231),
100-300 Hz

0.3 p W
to
100 mW

300 mW Av.
15 W Peak
30 W ps
(per pulse)

30 x 38 x 105
(13ir6 x iv2 x 4 ’ ~

0.5
(1)

N(m)

8482’

100 kHz-4.2 GHz

500

1.2 (0.091).
100 kHz-4.2 GHz

30 p W
to
3w

3.5 W Av.
100 W Peak
100 w ps
(per pulse)

30 x 38 x 149
(13/,6 x iv2 x 5 7 ~

0.5
(1)

N(m)

$550

8483A

100 kHz-2 GHz

1.18 (0.082),
600 kHz-2 GHz
1.8 (0.286),
100-600 HZ

0.3 p W
to
100 mW

300 mW Av.
10 W Peak
30 W ps
(per pulse)

30 x 38 x 105
( 1 % ~X 1 % x 4’M

0.5
(1)

N(m)
75n

$425

1.15 (0.070)
30 MHz-4 GHz
1.2 (0.091)
4 GHz-10 GHz
1.3 (0.13)
10 GHz-18 GHz
1.4 (0.17)
10 MHz-30 MHz

0.1 nW
to
10 p w

200 mW Av.
200 mW Peak

40 x 50 x 170
(1%6 X 2 X 6”/16)

0.5
(1)

N(m)

$425

-

~

~~

8484A

$575

-

*Only specifications listed In this table apply to 8481H and 8482H No other spectflcatlons are imphed

Uncertainty of calibration factor data for
8481A and 8484A
i

Sum of
Uncertainties

Frequency
(MHz)

0.1
0.3
1.0
3.0
10.0
30.0
50.0
100.0
300.0
1000.0
2000.0
4000.0

Probable
Uncertainties

(%)’

(%)Z

848211

8483A

848211

84831

1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.45
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.45
2.95

3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05
3.05
1.75
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.75

1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.03
1.58
1.58
1.58
1.92
1.58

1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.07
1.61
1.61
1.61
1.94

-

-

Frequency

Sum of
Uncertainties

(GHz)

(Ye)’

1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.2
10.0
12.4
14.0
16.0
18.0

Probable
Uncertainties
(%)Z

8481A

8484A

8481A

8484L

2.95
3.45
2.95
2.95
2.85
2.85
2.85
5.05
5.45
5.45

4.70
4.36
4.55
4.47
4.42
4.71
7.00
7.62
7.15

1.58
1.92
1.58
1.58
1.46
1.46
1.46
2.95
3.07
3.07

2.25
1.97
2.00
1.91
1.89
1.98
3.24
3.40
3.30

-

POWER & NOISE FIGURE METERS
Thermistor power meters
Models 432A and 4328
High accuracy
Automatic zero
Long cable options
Analog recorder outputs
BCD digital output (432B)

m
432A

m

4328

432A and 4328 Power meters
DC bridge circuit: Using dc instead of the conventional 10 kHz bias
current results in three benefits: 1) No signal emission from the
mount to disturb sensitive circuits, 2) meter zeroing is independent
of the impedance connected to the R F input of the thermistor
mount, 3) the instrument is not affected by capacitance changes
caused by movement of the thermistor mount cable.
High accuracy-no thermoelectric error: high accuracy over a
wide temperature range is featured on the 432 Power Meters. By
measuring the output voltage of the thermistor bridges, and computing the corresponding power, even higher accuracy of 20.2% 20.5
pW can be obtained.
Accuracy is maintained on even the most sensitive range because
the error due to thermoelectric effect is reduced to a negligible level.
Calibrated mounts: each thermistor mount is furnished with data
stating the Calibration Factor* and Effective Efficiency* at various
frequencies across the operating range. For easy and accurate
power measurements, the front panel of the 432 contains a calibration factor control, calibrated in 1% steps from 88% to 100%, that
compensates for losses in the mount and eliminates the need for
calculation.
”’Calibration Factor” and “Effective Efficiency” are figures of merit expressing the ratio of the
substituted signal measured by the power meter to the microwave power incident on and absorbed
by the mount, respectively.

instrument type: automatic, self-balancing power meter for use
with temperature-compensated thermistor mount.
Specifications
Power range
432A:seven ranges with full scale readings of 10,30, 100, and 300
p W , 1, 3, and 10 mW; also calibrated in dBm from -20 dBm to
+ 10 dBm full scale in 5 dB steps.
4328: four ranges with full scale readings of 10 and 100 p W ,and 1
and 10 mW.
Noise: less than 0.25% of full scale peak.
Response time: at recorder output, 35 ms time constants (typical).
Fine zero: automatic, operated by front panel switch.
Zero carryover: less than 0.50% of full scale when zeroed on most
sensitive range.
RFI: meets all conditions specified in MIL-I-6181D.
Meter
432A: taut-band suspension, individually calibrated, mirrorbacked scales. Milliwatt scale more than 108 mm (4%”) long.
4328: three digits with one digit overrange. 20% overrange capability on all ranges.
Calibration factor control: 13-position switch normalizes meter
reading to account for thermistor mount calibration factor. Range
100% to 88% in 1% steps.
Thermistor mount: external temperature-compensated thermistor
mounts required for operation (HP 478, 8478B, and 486 Series;
mount resistance 100 or 200 ohms).
Recorder output: proportional to indicated power with 1 volt corresponding to fullscale. 1 ki2 output impedance.
BCD output (8,4,2, 1 code): “1” positive. TTL compatible logic.
Operates with H P 5055A Digital Recorder. “Print.” and “Inhibit”
lines available. (432B only.)
Bridge outputs (VRF and VCOMP): direct connections to the thermistor bridges; used in instrument calibration and precision power
measurements.
Power consumption
432A: 115 or 230 V ac ?IO%, 50 to 400 Hz, 2Y2 watts. Optional
rechargeable battery provides up to 24 hours continous operation.
Automatic battery recharge.
4328: 115 or 230 V ac 2 lo%, 50 to 400 Hz, 10 watts.
Weight
432A: net, 3.1 kg (6 Ib 14 oz). Shipping, 4.7 kg (10 Ib 5 oz).
4328: net, 3.1 kg (6 Ib 14 oz). Shipping, 4.7 kg (10 lb 5 oz).
Size: 155 H x 130 W x 279 mm D (6.1” x 5.1“ x 11”).
Accessories furnished: 1.52 m (5 ft), cable for Hewlett-Packard
temperature-compensated thermistor mounts; 2.29 m (7.5 ft) power
cable. Mains plug shipped to match destination requirements.
Options
001: rechargeable battery installed, provides up to 24
hours continuous operation (432A only)
002: input connector placed on rear panel in parallel
with front
003: input connector on rear panel only
Note: thermistor mount cabA impedance is part of the
432 input bridge circuit. For cables over 10 feet long,
the bridge is matched to specific cable options, so the
various cables should not be interchanged.)
009: 3.05 m (10 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 2Mohm mount
010: 6 m (20 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 200-ohm mount
011: 15 m (50 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 200-ohm mount
012: 30 m (100 ft) cable for 100-ohm or 2Wohm mount
013:61 m (200 ft) cable for 100-ohmor 200-ohm mount
Ordering information
432A Power meter
432B Power meter

Price

add $105
add $25
add $10

add $30
add $55
add $105
add $155
add $260
$800
$1400

m
q
w

POWER ek NOISE FIGURE METERS an'
Thermistor mounts, Peak power calibrator & power meter calibrator
Models 478A, 84788, 486 Series, and Models 89008 81 8477A

89008

8477A

89008 Peak power calibrator
The H P 8900B peak power calibrator provides a convenient
means for measuring the peak RF power of pulses in the range from
50 to 2000 MHz. The power level is read out directly on the panel
meter and is completely independent of repetition rate and pulse
width (>0.25 psec).

Specifications

Temperature compensated thermistor
mounts
High efficiency and good R F match are characteristic of the H P
478A and 8478B Coaxial and 486A-Series Waveguide Thermistor
mounts which, in conjunction with the 432 Power Meter, provide
you with high accuracy even in routine power measurements. These
thermistor mounts are temperature-compensated for low drift, even
in the presence of thermal shocks, permitting measurement of microwave power as low as one microwatt. Each mount contains data
showing Calibration Factor and Effective Efficiency at six frequencies, directly traceable to the National Bureau of Standards at those
frequencies where NBS provides calibration service.

Specifications
HP
Model

84788'

G486A
J486A

I

I

Frequency
range, GHz

Maximum
SWR

10 MHz to
10 GHz

1.75, 10 to 25 MHz
1.3, 25 MHz to 7 GHz
1.5, 7 to 10 GHz

10 MHz to
18 GHz

1.75, 10 to 30 MHz
1.35, 3 0 to 100 MHz
1.1, 0 . 1 to 1 GHz
1.35, 1 to 12.4 GHz
1.6, 12.4 to 18 GHz

3.9510 5.85
5.30 to8.20

I
I

'Option 011: furnished with APC7 RF connector
*Circular flange adapters
K-band (UG425/U) HP 11515A
R-band (UG381/U) HP 11516A

1.5
1.5

Operating
resistance
(ohms)

Price

Radio frequency measurement characteristics
Frequency range: 50 to 2000 MHz.
RF power range: 10-200 mW peak full scale (may be readily increased through use of external attenuators or directional couplers).
RF power accuracy: 21.5 dB (k0.6 dB) with custom calibration
curve furnished with instrument).
RF power precision: 0.1 dB.
RF pulse width: >0.25 ps.
RF repetition rate: 1.5 MHz maximum.
RF impedance: 50 ohms.
RF VSWR: <1.25.
Monitor output
Level: >0.2 volt for 20 mW input (nominal).
Impedance: 150 ohms nominal.
Bandwidth: >7 MHz.
Physical characteristics
Size: 156 H , 197 W, 279 mm D (6.1" x 7.75" x 11").
Weight: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 5.9 kg (13 lb).
Power consumption: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 60 Hz.

8477A Power meter calibrator
The 8477A Calibrator is specifically designed for use with the 432
Power Meter. It allows you to verify full-scale meter readings on all
ranges, and meter tracking. Simply connect three cables between
the power meter and calibrator; no charts or additional instruments
are required.

I

100

I

$400
$400

add $25
$110
$110

Specifications
Calibration points: outputs corresponding to meter readings of:
0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 10 mW (for mount resistance
switch settings of both 100 and 200 ohms).
Calibration uncertainty: 20.2% on the top five ranges, and -r-0.5%
on the 0.01 and 0.03 mW ranges from +20" to +30°C.
RFI: meets all conditions specified in MIL-I-6181D.
Power: 115 or 230 V f lo%, 50-400 Hz, approximately 2 W.
Weight: net, 2.0 kg (4.5 Ib). Shipping, 2.9 kg (6.25 lb).
Size: 155 H , 130 W, 203 mm D (6.1" x 5.1" x 8").
Ordering information
8900B Peak power calibrator
8477A Power meter calibrator

Price
$950
$550

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIIPMEMK
Microwave measurements and products

~i~~~~~~~
test equipment
D roduct line
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
microwave coaxial and waveguide measur-

ing equipment. Measuring systems can be
assembled from this equipment to make accurate reflection and transmission measurements on other components such as filters, mixers, cables, etc.

The bulk of microwave measurements
made in production test, maintenance, and
calibration require amplitude information
only. These are sometimes referred to as
scalar measurements.
The tables to the left summarize HP
capabilities in scalar microwave measurements. More detailed information is available in the following publications:
AN 183 Microwave Swept Measurement
AN 196 Automated Measurements (436A)
1977-78 Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog
Complimentary copies are available from
H P oftices or you can use the request card
in the back of this catalog.

HP insertion loss measuring techniques and capabilities
Meaarsment
Technique

Coaxial
Freq. Range

I

Wave uide
Freq. Aange

I

1 pica1
iange

1

RernarkslCnstl
AccuracylSpeed
%CY,

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial fixed attenuators
Models 8491A/B, 8492A, 8493A/B, 11581/2/3A

Flat frequency response
LowSWR
Specifications traceable t o

8492A Opt 003

NBS

8491A Opt 003

8493A Opt 010

94918 Opt 010
Calibration points

11581A

11581A, 11582A, 11583A attenuator sets

8491A/B, 8492A, 8493AlB fixed attenuators

A set of four Hewlett-Packard attenuators, 3, 6, 10 hnd 20 dB are
furnished in a handsome walnut accessory case. The 11581A set
consists of 8491A attenuators. A set of 8491B attenuators is contained in the 11582A, while the 11583A is comprised of 8492A attenuators. In addition to the calibration stamping on the bodies of
the attenuators, the set includes a calibration report. The calibration
report is certified traceable to the National Bureau of Standards, and
includes accuracy of both the attenuation and the reflection coeficients at selected frequencies.
These sets are ideal for calibration labs or where precise knowledge of attenuation and SWR is desired.

Hewlett-Packard coaxial fixed attenuators provide precision attenuation, flat frequency response, and low SWR over broad frequency ranges at low prices. Attenuators are available in nominal
attenuations of 3-dB and 6 d B and also 10-dB increments from 10 dB
to 60 dB. These attenuators are swept-frequency tested to insure
meeting specifications at all frequencies. Calibration points are provided on a nameplate chart attached to each unit.
Ordering example:
When ordering, the connectors, frequency range, and attenuation
value must be specified as shown in the example below.
Connectors and
Attenuation
Frequency Range
Value
I 003: 3 dB
7
006: 6 dB
010: 10 dB
a4918 opt 010
020: 20 dB
030: 30 dB
1A: Type N (m,f), dc-12.4 GHz
040: 40 dB*
18: Type N
dc-18 G H z
050: 50 dB*
060: 60 dB*
2A: APC-7, dc-18 GHz
3A: SMA (m,f), dc-12.4 GHz
*Not available
38: SMA (m,f), dc-18 GHz
for 8493AlB

1977-78 Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
Ordering information
Price
$290
11581A 3, 6, 10, 20 dB 8491A set
$400
11582A 3, 6, 10, 20 dB 8491B set
$710
11583A 3, 6, 10, 20 dB 8492A set

8491A/B, 8492A, 8493AlB specifications

L

L
T
(ma,

Coaxial step attenuators
Models 355 series, 8494/5/6 series

Flat frequency response
Small, compact
Manual and programmable

8495K
3556

355F

c
I

355C/D/E/F Manual and programmable step
attenuators, dc to 1000 MHz
Precision attenuation from dc to 1000 MHz is available with these
Hewlett-Packard attenuators. Models 355C/E provide 0 to 12 dB in
1-dB steps and models 355D/F provide 0 to 120 dB in 10-dB steps.
All standard models are equipped with BNC connectors.
The attenuator sections are inserted and removed by cam actuated microswitches which keep lead lengths short. This novel system minimizes stray capacitances and inductances and extends the
frequency limit of the 355 attenuators to 1000 MHz. In addition, the
phase shift is kept at a minimum. The electrical length for the
355C/D is approximately 60 cm at 0 dB (no sections engaged). For
each section engaged the electrical length decreases by approximately 2 cm.
For the 355E and 355F models, attenuation programming is done
through a 7-pin connector. To insure protection of the user’s transistor drivers against transients associated with the switching process,
a protective diode is placed between each solenoid and the driver
(Option 007).

8494A/B/G/H, 8495A/B/D/G/H/K,
8496A/B/G/H Manual and programmable
step attenuators, dc to 26.5 GHz
This family of precision, microwave coaxial step attenuators represents the state-of-the-art in attenuator design. They offer outstanding performance at attractive prices. Three attenuation ranges are
available: 0 to 11 dB in 1-dB steps (Model 8494), 0 to 70 dB in 10-dB
steps (Model 8495) and 0 to 110 dB in IO-dB steps (Model 8496).
There is a choice of three connectors Type N (0, SMA (0, and
APC-7 (APC-3.5 on 8495D/K only). Manual and programmable
versions are available as well as coverage of three frequency ranges
(dc-4 GHz,dc-18 GHz,and dc-26.5 GHz).
Each attenuator consists of three or four attenuation sections
connected in cascade. Each section uses a precision thin-film card
with 10, 20, or 40 dB of attenuation (1, 2 or 4 dB for the 8494, a
lossless transmission line, and a ganged pair of SPDT switches that
connect the input and output to either the attenuation element or the
lossless line.

Attenuator sections are inserted and removed by low-torque
cam-actuated contacts. These contacts are gold-plated leaf-springs
that ensure long life (over a million steps) and high repeatability
(typically 0.03 dB). The G , H , & K programmable models offer the
same high performance as the manual models with the addition of
fast switching solenoids.
The 20 millisecond maximum switching time is a significant advantage for automatic testing and other applications where speed is
of prime importance. Once switched, the solenoids are held in place
by strong, permanent magnets able to withstand shocks over 10 G ’ s .
Attenuation programming is done through a 12-pin connector. For
ease of connection to the driving circuit, each attenuator is provided
with a five-foot cable assembly that includes the mating connector.
By using the H P 59306A Relay Actuator and a power supply as the
driver mechanism, the attenuators are easily integrated into a
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) automated system.
Equivalent versions of these attenuators, for incorporation in
equipment (Le., “OEM”) are available under H P model numbers
33320, 33321, and 33322. See following page.
How to order the 84941516 Series attenuators
To order, basic model number, suffix letter, and connector option
must be specified:
Ordering example:

5 (10 dB step, 70 dB max)
6 (10 dB step, 110 dB max)

001 (N-Female)
002 (SMA Female)

B (Manual, dc--18 GHz)
D (Manual, dc-26.5 GHz)
G (Programmable, dc-4 GHz)
H (Programmable, dc-18 GHz)
K (Programmable, dc-26.5 GHz)

1977-78 Coaxial 81 Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
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ICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
riable attenuators and OEM step attenuators
Models 375 series, 382 series, 393A, 394A, 33300 series, 33320 series
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33300A

393A, 394A Coaxial variable attenuator
33300 series, 33320 series
OEM step attenuators
Models 393A and 394A are high power, variable coaxial attenuators for the 0.5 to 2 GHz range. They use the principle of a
variable directional coupler to achieve up to 120 dB range with 200
watt power handling capability.
33000 series step attenuators provide wideband programmable
signal level control. Magnetic latching solenoids switch individual
attenuating elements into and out of contact with a 50-ohm transmission line. C/D models have separate “indicator contacts” and A/B
models have “no indicator contacts.” Three digit connector options
(OXY) must be specified. X is the input connector, Y is output
connector, first digit is always 0. See table for option numbers.
33320 series step attenuators are compact versions of the 8494/5/6
bench attenuators on the previous page and are configured for de3 9 3 4 394A, 33300 series, 33320 series specifications

signing into microwave systems and instruments. Manual or
electrically-activated versions are available. The manual models
take less than 1.5 square inches of panel space. OEM quantity discounts are available for 33300 and 33320 series.

375 Series, 382 series waveguide attenuators
Operation of these 382 series rotary-vane, continuously variable
attenuators depends on a mathematical law, rather than on the resistivity of the attenuator card. They are direct-reading and provide
accurate attenuation from 0 to 50 dB (60 dB for S382C) regardless of
temperature and humidity.
375A series variable flap attenuators consist of a short slotted
section of waveguide in which a matched resistive strip is inserted.
1977-78 Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave measurement handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
375A Series 382 series specifications
Accuracy

Connector options

SMA (f) connectors

K382A

18.0-26.5

+2% of reading
or 0.1 dB
whichever greater

0-50

WR42
UG-597/U

$1550

R382A

26.5-40.0

+2% of reading
or 0 . 1 dB
whichever greater

0-50

WR28
UG-599/U

$1500

X375A

8.2-12.4

+ 1 dB,
~2 dB

0-20

WR 90
UG-39/U

$ 395

P375A

12.4-18

z l dB

0-20

WR 62
UG-419iU

$ 400

2 2 dB

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Slotted lines, carriage, probes
Models 440A, 442B,444A, 447B,448B, 805C, 809C, 8108 series, 816A, 8178

Precision reflection measurements 0.5 to 18 GHz

-

4428

805C

4478

4480

..

",

81 7B

81 6A

805C Coaxial slotted line system, 0.5 to 4 GHz

810B Series, 816A specifications

Model 805C is a complete slotted line system, employing 2 parallel ground planes and a rigid center conductor. This configuration
has negligible slot radiation and is less sensitive to probe depth. The
probe is tunable from 500 to 4000 MHz.

I

Model

1

Frequenc
Range

I

bd)

SWR
Residual

I

WlG-Coax
FlangelConn.

I

Remarks

Price

8178 coaxial swept slotted line system, 1.8 to
18 GHz
8 17B fully tested system provides comprehensive swept frequency reflection data with the accuracy inherent in slotted lines.
817B consists of the 816A line, 809C carriage, and the 448B sweep
adapter for use with model 11664A detectors and the 8755 frequency
response test set.
805C, 817B specifications

440A, 4428,444A, 4478,4488
Probedadapters

I I
817B
Options

add $55

001: APC-7 connectors on 4488 probes
022: NIml and N(fl connectors on 816A slotted section

I

less $15

809C Slotted line carriage
The 809C Carriage operates with the 816A Coaxial slotted section
and four 810B Waveguide slotted sections. It is compatible with the
442B, 444A, 447B, and 448B coaxial probes. The carriage has a
centimeter scale wth a a vernier reading to 0.1 mm, and provision is
made also for mounting a dial gauge if more accurate probe position
reading is required.

81OB Series, 816A slotted sections
810B waveguide and 816A coaxial slotted sections are used with
the 809C camage. 810B waveguide sections accept the 444A untuned probe or the 442B probe plus 440A tuned detector. 816A
coaxial line accepts the 447B probe or the 448B adapter sets.

440A is a tunable mount (IN21 crystal not supplied) for 2.4-12.4
GHz, to be used on the 442 broadband probe. 442B fits the 809C
camage and provides sampled R F on a Type N jack.
444A is an untuned probe for 2.6-18 GHz for use with the 809C
camage or other 3/4 inch (19 mm) mounting hole and the 810B
waveguide sections. 447B is similarly used with the 809C and the
816A coaxial section for 1.8 to 18 GHz.
448B sweep adapter probe has Type N outputs for use with the
11664A detectors of the 8755 test set.
1977-78 Coaxial 81 Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
Ordering information
440A Detector mount
442B R F probe
444A Untuned probe
447B Detector probe
448B Slotted line sweep adapter probes 1.8-18 GHz
809C Slotted line camage

Price
$225
$150

$140
$215
$475
$600

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial single and dual-directional couplers
Models 770 series, 790 series, 11691D, 11692D

Broadband coverage
High directivity
Close tracking

1 1692D

774D

779D Directional coupler
The H P 779D spans more than two octaves from 1.7 to 12.4 GHz
with excellent directivity. With increased coupling factor (typically
24 dB), the 779D is useful down to 500 MHz. Upper frequency
usefulness extends to 18 GHz with directivity reduced to about 15
dB. Various connector options are available.

790 Series directional couplers (octave
bands)
The 790 directional couplers are ultra-flat, high directivity couplers which are ideal for power-monitoring applications in coaxial
systems. Output coupling (ratio of output power from main and
auxiliary arms) is specified rather than coupling factor. Thus, no
correction factor is required to account for insertion losses in the
main arm.

11691D Directional coupler
The 1169 ID is an ultra-wide-band single-directional coupler
covering 2 to 18 GHz with high directivity. It is useful as a power
monitoring or leveling coupler or used for making reflection measurements. Couplers are preferred over broadband bridges in reflectometer applications in situations where the power level of the
source is limited, or where simultaneous measurement of return loss
and insertion loss is desired.

774D-777D Dual-directional couplers
(octave bands)
The economical 774D-777D couplers cover frequency spreads of
more than two-to-one, each centered on one of the important
V H F / U H F bands. With their high directivity, and a mean coupling
accuracy of + O S dB these couplers are ideal for reflectometer applications. Furthermore, the close tracking of the auxiliary arms makes
these couplers particularly useful for reflectometers driven by externally leveled sweep oscillators such as the H P 8690B and
8620A/B. Power ratings are 50 W average, 500 W peak.

778D, 11692D Dual-directional couplers
(multi-octave bands)
These extra wide frequency couplers are ideal for sweptfrequency reflectometer testing of broadband coaxial components.
778D covers 100 MHz to 2 GHz and 11692D covers 2 to 18 GHz.
High directivity and close tracking of the auxiliary arms are featured. Various connector options are available as shown. Both couplers handle 50W average power. Peak power; 778D, 500W;
11692D, 250 W.
774D, 775D, 776D, 777D, 778D, 11692D Specifications

779D, 790 Series, 11691D specifications

Model
779D
7960

::i:
116910

1 1 1 1 ;; 1 ;:;1 I
Frequency
Range
(6Hz)

Mean
Output
Coupling
(d6)

Output
Coupling
Variation
(dB)

1.7-12.4

20 t 0.5

Minimum
Directivity
(dB)

Equivalent'
Source
Match

Price

20.75

1.7-4 GHz: 30
4-12.4 GHz: 26

1.2

$650

30

1.13

$375

0.96-2.11

20 t 0.5

tO.2

1.9-4.1

20 r20.5

d:;

3.7-8.3

10

k

I 0.215-0.450 I

20

7750'

0.450-0.940

20

I
k1

40

1.15

IW95

1.15

$515

0.3

2-18

t1.0
Nominal

2-8 GHZ 30 dB
8-18 GHZ 26 dB

7860-790C Standard connectors
Primary line; N(f), N(m)
Auxlliafv Arm. NIfl

Primary Line: N(m). N(f); Auxiliary Arms: N(f), N(f)

7790 Standard connectors
Primary Line: N(f) input, N(f) output; Auxiliary Arm: N(f)
Option 010: Primary Line N(f) input. N(m) output
Other Options: APC-7 on any or all ports

Option 011: Primary Line, APC-7, N(f)
N/C
Contact HP

116910 Standard connectors
Primary line: APC-7, APC-7; Auxiliary Arm: N(f)
Opt 001: All N(f)
Opt 005: A l l APC-7

7740

Primary line: N(f). APC-7; Auxiliary
Oot 001: Primarv Line. N(f), N(f)
Opt 002: Prima6 Line, N(f), N(m)

less $50
add $25

'Apparent SWR at the output port of a coupler when used in a closed-loop leveling system.

'Maximum auxiliary arm tracking: 0.3 dB for 77W0.5 dB for 7770
230 dB. 0.1 to 2 GHz. inout ~ o r t .
1324 dB with Type N connector on the test port.

less $15

I

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT

,

Coaxial directional detectors and waveguide directional couplers
Models 780 series, 752 series

LowSWR

Flat frequency response
Low equivalent source match
High directivity to >40 dB

Coverage to 40 GHz

786D

X752A

752 Series waveguide directional couplers

Detector
output

The HP 752 Series couplers are specified to meet a wide variety of
microwave applications. Every coupler has a minimum directivity of
40 dB over its entire frequency range. Each coupler is sweptfrequency tested t o ensure that the main guide SWR and directivity
specifications are accurate. Performance characteristics are unaffected by humidity, temperature, and time, making these units especially useful in microwave “standards” measurements.
The 752 couplers are an essential part of many waveguide measurement systems. Attenuation measurements, reflectometer
setups, power measurements, source leveling and network analysis
are just a few areas in which these couplers are used.

-

752 Series specifications

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Frequency
Response’

Equivalent?
Source
Match

Price

7860

0.96-2.11

50.2

1.13

$480

7870

1.9-4.1

5o.a

1.16

Model

788C
789C
l

I

3.7-8.3
8-12.4

I

50.3
50.5

I

1.25
1.25

I
I

$480

$605

$125

Includes coupler and deteCtM variation with frequency as read on a meter calibrated for squarelaw detectors (e.&, HP 415E).
Apparent SWR at the output port of the directional detector when used in a closed-loop leveling
system.

Standard connectors
Output: All N (f)
Input: 786D-788C, N (m), 789, N (f)

I
i

i

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIP
Coaxial crystal detectors
Models 423AIB, 847QA/B, 8471A, 8472A, 8473BlC, 3333OBlC

Low SWR

Flat frequency response
High burnout protection

Field replaceable detector elements

423A

84708 Opt 012

333308

4238

8470A

84708

8472~

423B,84708,8473B/C, 33330B/C Low Barrier
Schottky (LBS) Detectors
The low-bamer Schottky (LBS) detectors are a state-of-the-art
addition to the HP family of high performance detectors. Various
models provide coverage to 12.4, 18, and 26.5 GHz and input connectors are Type N , APC-7, or APC-3.5 depending on frequency
range. Output connector is BNC (f) except for the 33330BIC
(SMC).
Matched pairs (Opt OOI), square low load (Opt 002), and positive
polarity output (Opt 003) are available for most models.

8471A

423A, 8470A, 8471A, 847214 point-contact
detectors
These point-contact detectors have been widely used for many
years and provide high performance at an economical price. The
8470A, 8470A Opt 012, and 8472A provide APC-7, Type N , and
SMA connector versions to 18 GHz. Matched pairs are available for
applications requiring close detector tracking, and all but the 8472A
can be supplied with video loads for optimum conformance to
square law.
1977-78 Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.

Coaxial crystal detector specifications

Options
All applicable models
001: matched pair
002: square law load
Models 423AIB, 8470A/B, 8472A
003: positive output

Price

add $20/unit
add $20/unit
N/C

Models 8473BIC.
-, -33330BIC
--- - 003: positive output
Model 8471A
004: positive output
005: 75 ohm negative output
006: 75 ohm positive output
~

add $30
N/C
add $10
add $10

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Crystal detectors and frequency meters
Models 422A, 424A, 532A, 536A, 537A

532 Series, 536A, 537A frequency meters

422 Series, 424 series crystal detectors
The 422A and 424A family of crystal detectors combine high sensitivity with flat frequency response and low SWR to provide
waveguide band coverage from 3.95 to 40 GHz. They deliver between 0.3 and 0.4 mV/pW output at low level and handle 100 mW
peak input. SWR ranges from 1.35 at S-band to 3 at R-band.
For reflectometer applications in which both flat frequency response and square-law characteristics are important, these models
can be supplied as matched pairs (Option 001) and also with an
optimum square-law load (Option 002).

1977-78 Coaxial & Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.

422 Series, 424 series waveguide crystal
detector specifications

Model

Frequency
Range
(GHd

G424A

3.95-5.85

J424A

5.2-8.2

Option 001
Matched Pair
Tracking
(dB)

0 tion 003
Fositive
Output

Waveguide
&
Equivalent
Flange

~0.2

20.2 dB

Yes

WR187
UG-407/U

$250

20.2

20.2dB

Yes

WR137
UG-441iU

$250

Frequency
Response
(dB)

These direct-reading frequency meters measure frequencies from
5.30 to 40 G H z in waveguide and from 960 MHz to 12.4 G H z in
coax quickly and accurately. Their long scale length and numerous
calibration marks provide high resolution which is particularly useful when measuring frequency differences or small frequency
changes. Frequency is read directly in GHz so interpolation or
charts are not required.
The instruments comprise a special transmission section with a
high-Q resonant cavity which is turned by a choke plunger. A 1-dB
or greater dip in output indicates resonance; virtually full power is
transmitted off resonance. Overall accuracy of each frequency
meter includes allowance for 0 to 100 percent relative humidity and
temperature variation from 13 to 33°C. Except for the J532A, there
are no spurious modes or resonances.

Price

K532A

18:O-26.5

0.110

10

WR42
UG-595/U

$015

R532A

26.5-40.0

0.120

10

WR28
UG-599/U

$850

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial and waveguide terminations
Models 905, 907-911, 914, 920, 930

Precision loads and shorts for measurements to 40
GHz
New 26.5 GHz coaxial sliding load

907A

909A

11512A
X930A

X914B

905A, 907A, 911A, 911C Coaxial sliding loads
The 905A, 907A and 91 1A are movable, low reflection 50n, loads
for precision measurements. The 905A and 907A are supplied with
three interchangeable connectors, N-male, N-female and APC-7.
The 911A is supplied with SMA male and female.
The 911C is a new sliding load designed for 3.5 mm coaxial transmission lines and uses the new APC-3.5 connector. This permits
mode-free operation to 26.5 GHz. The 911C is furnished with interchangeable male and female connectors in a carrying case.

908A, 909A Coaxial fixed terminations
The 908A and 909A terminations are low-reflection loads for terminating 50n coaxial systems in their characteristic impedance.

H920A

X91OB

910AtB, 914A Waveguide
fixed and movable terminations
The 910AIB are fixed terminations for waveguide systems. The
914A/B are similar to the 910A/B, except that its absorptive element
is movable and a lockable plunger controls the position of the element.

905A, 907A, 911A, 911C specifications
HP
Model
905~

910A/B, 914AlB specifications

Frequency
range (CHz)

Load SWR

Power
rating

Length
in. (mm)

Shipping
weight

Price

i.a-18

1.05

1 Wav
5 kW p f

17.25

3 Ib
(1.4 kg)

$385

(440)

~

Model

Range(CHz)
Frequency

SWR

Rating
Power

Type

~~

907A

1-18

1.1 1-1.5 GHz
l o g , 1.5-18 GHz

1 W avg.
5 kW pk

30.62
(778)

9 Ib
(4.1 kg)

$750

911A

2-18

1.1, 2-4GHz;
1.05, 4-18 GHz

1 Wavg.
5 kW pk

14.87
(380)

3 Ib
(1.4 kg)

$395

911C

2-26.5

1.21, 2-10GHz;
1.07, 10-26.5 GHz

1 Wavg.
5 kW pk

10.5
(266)

3.8 Ib
(1.7 kg)

$720

Connector

Price

N male

$50

908A, 909A specifications
HP
Model
908A

I

909A

I

Frequenc
Range (GI&)

Impedance

SWR

Power
Rating

dc-4

50ohms

1.05

‘h W av

dc-18

I

50ohms

I

.

1 kW p&
1.05 0-4GHz;
1.1. 4-12.4 GHZ

920A/B, X923A, X930A Waveguide shorts
11511A, 11512A, 11565A Coaxial shorts
These shorts are used for establishing measurement planes for
known reflection phase and magnitude in 5 0 0 and 7 5 0 coaxial
systems for various connectors.
1977-78 Coaxial 81 Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
Ordering information
11511A N-female short (50 ohm)
1250-1531N-female short (75 ohm)
11512A N-male short (50ohm)
1250-1530N-male short (75 ohm)
11565A APC-7 short (50 ohm)
0960-0054SMA-female short (50ohm)
0960-0055SMA-male short (50ohm)

Price
$20
$15
$15
$20

$50
$10
$10

The 920A/B are movable shorts, adjustable through at least half a
wavelength at the low end of the band. The X923A is also a movable
short, but is adjustable through about two wavelengths at 8.2 GHz.
The X930A is a shorting switch. SWR is less than 1.02 in “open,”
greater than 125 in “short.”
920AlB, X923A, X930A specifications

MIICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Filters, mixers, and tuners
Models 360 series, 362 series, 870A, P932A, 934A

Effective elimination of undesirable signals
Low insertion loss through passband

f
P

X362A

360D

X870A

360 Series coaxial low pass filters,
362 Series waveguide low pass filters
These Hewlett-Packard low-pass filters facilitate microwave
measurements by eliminating undesirable signals (such as harmonics) from the measurement system. Suppression of such signals
is particularly important in applications such as broadband reflection
and transmission measurements or slotted line measurements,
where harmonics generated by the signal source could otherwise
impair measurement accuracy.

X870A, P870A Waveguide slide-screw tuners
Waveguide slide-screw tuners are used primarily for correcting
discontinuities or for “matching” waveguide systems. X870A
covers 8.2-12.4 GHz in WR 90 waveguide and P870A likewise
covers 12.4-18.0 G H z in WR 62 waveguide. Both can correct an
SWR of 20 to a value of 1.02, with a maximum loss of 2 dB.

934A

934A, P932A Harmonic mixers
These mixers can be used for frequency measurements and phase
lock applications from 2 to 18 GHz. Both accept stable VHF signals
from 100 to 1000 MHz and provide broadband, high sensitivity mixing with microwave signals. 934A handles coaxial inputs from 2 to
12.4 G H z while P932A mixes signals from 12.4 to 18 G H z in WR 62
waveguide. With 0 dBm input signal 934A provides 1.4 mV p-p
output and P932A 0.4 mV p-p.
1977-78 Coaxial and Waveguide Catalog
And Microwave Measurement Handbook. 84 pages with over 350
measurement accessories. Use request card at back of this catalog.
Ordering information
Price
X870A Waveguide tuner
$490
P870A Waveguide tuner
$5 10
P932A Waveguide harmonic mixer
$525
934A Coaxial harmonic mixer
$340

360 Series coaxial filter specifications
Shipping
Wei ht
kg

(kb)

0.9
(2)

0.9

Price

$260
$225

362 Series waveguide low pass filter specifications

’

Passband
GHz

Sto band

Model
X362A

8.2-12.4

16-37.5

M362A

10.0-15.5

19-47

P362A

12.4-18.0

23-54

I

K362A‘
R362A’

I

18.0-26.5
26.5-40.0

Lz

I

31-80
47-120

$700
<ldB

$600

-

I

$595

<2 dB

’Circular Flange Adapters available For K-Band, Specify 11515A (UG.

$525

,

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
Coaxial switches
Models 8761A/B, 3331 1B/C

8761A Opt 001

Standing-wave ratio
~~~~

7

SWR

33311B E Coaxial switch
The 33311BIC are high isolation, single pole, double-throw coaxial
switches with excellent characteristics. They are designed for use in
50 ohm systems and the ungated port is automatically terminated
internally with 50 ohms, thus eliminating the need for three-switch
trees. This feature makes them particularly useful in systems which
require low SWR on their lines at all times. The switches are controlled by latching solenoids and switching current is automatically
cut off when switching is completed. The 33311C utilizes the new
APC-3.5 connector which is SMA compatible and extends the
operating frequency range to 26.5 GHz.
3331 1 B/C Specifications
Frequency Range:
33311B: dc to 18 GHz.
33311C: dc to 26.5 GHz.
SWR (50 ohm characteristic impedance)
333118: <1.25, dc to 12.4 GHz; 1.5, 12.4 to 18 GHz.
33311C: <1.3, dc to 10 GHz; <1.5, 10 to 16 GHz; C2.3, 16 to
26.5 GHz.
insertion Loss
333118: <0.25 dB, dc to 2 GHz; <0.5 dB, 2 to 18 GHz.
33311C: c0.25 dB, dc to 2 GHz; <0.5 dB, 2 to 10 GHz; <0.8 dB,
10 to 16 GHz; c 1 . 4 dB, 16 to 26.5 GHz.
isolation
333118: >90 dB, dc to 18 GHz.
33311C: >90 dB to 12.4 GHz; >85 dB, 12.4 to 18 GHz; >50 dB,
18 to 26.5 GHz.
RF Connectors
333118: (3) SMA female.
33311C: (3) APC-3.5 female (SMA compatible).
Power: 1 W average, 100 W peak (10 psec duration).
Solenoid voltage (dc or pulsed): 24 volts. Diode protected to
reduce voltage transients.
Switching speed: <30 ms (including settling time).
Life: > 1,000,000 switchings.
Size: 54” x 53” x 14 mm D (2.13” x 2.13” x 0.56”) excluding
connectors and solenoid terminals.
Weight: net, 88 gm (3.1 oz). Shipping, 220 gm (8 oz).
Options: 011, 5-volt solenoid voltage (only on 33311B).

876lAlB Coaxial switch
The 8761 is a single-pole, double-throw coaxial switch with low
standing-wave ratio, low insertion loss, and excellent isolation from
dc to 18 GHz. Mechanically, the switch is a break-before-make type
controlled by a latching solenoid. Any of seven coaxial connectors,
or a 50-ohm termination, may be specified for each port.
8761A18 Specifications
Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms.
Frequency range: dc to 18 GHz.

frequency
dc-12.4 6Hz
dc-18 GHz

7-mm

N

SMA

1.15 (1.20)
1.20 (1.25)

1.20 (1.25)
1.25 (1.30)

1.30 (1.30)
1.35 (1.35)

SWR in parentheses applies t o switch with built-in termination.

8 dc to 18 GHz.
Insertion loss: c0.5 dB, dc to 12.4 GHz; ~ 0 . dB,
isolation: >50 dB, dc to 12.4 GHz; >45 dB, dc to 18 GHz.
Power: 10 W average, 5 kW peak; built-in termination rated at 2 W
average, 100 W peak.
Switching energy: 1.5 W for 20 ms (permzinent magnet latching).
Solenoid voltages (dc or pulsed): 12 to 15 V, 8761A; 24 to 30 V,
8761B.
Switching speed: 35 to 50 ms (including settling time).
Life: > 1,OOO,OOO switchings.
Dimensions: 41 x 38 x 38 mm (1.6 x 1.5 x 1.5 in.) excluding
connectors and solenoid terminals.
Weight: net, 140 to 220 gm (5 to 8 oz). Shipping, 220 to 300 gm (8 to
1 1 oz).
How to order 8761AlB switches
Specify solenoid voltage and connectors (including built-in
50-ohm termination) by the alphabetic suffix on the switch model
number and the appropriate three-digit option number.
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8761A Option 001:
1

Solenoid Voltage
A: 12-15 V; B: 24-30 V

Denotes connector
configuration
(see table below).

Option

N (m)

AX-7

APC-7 for UT-250 Coax
SMA (f)
SMA (m)

wllhreaded sleeve

50n Termination

Ordering Information
8761AIB order must include option number
8761AIB Coaxial Switch (quantity 1-9)
8761AIB Coaxial Switch (quantity 10-24)
8761A/B Coaxial Switch with 50-ohm termination
33311B Coaxial Switch (quantity 1-9)
33311B Coaxial Switch (quantity 10-24)
33311C Coaxial Switch (quantity 1-9)
33311C Coaxial Switch (quantity 10-24)

Price

$195
$185
add $35
$395
$365
$525
$485
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MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
8755 System Accessories

116658

11667A

11666A Reflectometer Bridge
Reflection measurements covering from 40 MHz to 18 GHz with
one coupling device can be made with the Model 11666A Reflectometer Bridge. Operation of this type of coupling device is based on
principles of the resistive Wheatstone Bridge extended to microwave frequencies. When three bridge arms are 50R, the voltage
across comers of the bridge is directly proportional to the reflection
coefficient of the device connected in the fourth arm. Equivalent
directivity is then a measure of how well the bridge circuit is balanced with a 50R termination connected. (Ideally this would create
a voltage null representing infinite return loss .) The high equivalent
directivity achievable over wide bandwidths makes the bridge configuration attractive.
The 11666A is completely dedicated to the 8755; two Schottky
diode detectors (which sample the incident and reflected signals for
ratioing by the 8755) are incorporated as an integral part of the
bridge unit. The effective external leveling achieved by ratioing thus
isolates the measurement port from source/bridge input mismatch.
With the addition of an external 11664A detector, two simultaneous
ratio measurements of insertion and return loss can be made. Small
size combined with its wide frequency range and high directivity
make the 11666A ideal for production use.
Specifications 11666A (connected to the 8755B Analyzer)
Frequencj
Frequenl
Range
40to100h
0.1 to 1 G
1to2GI
2to4GI
4to8GI
8 to 12 GHz
12 to 18 GHz

iivalent
Dut SWR
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.27
1.52

27 dB
26 dB

Maximum input power: + 15 dBm.
Connectors: Type N-Female on input and output. APC-7 Optional.
Dimensions: 69.9 mmH x 69.9 mmW x 46.6 mmD (2.75” x 2.75“
x 1.83”). Cable length, 1219 mm (48”).
Weight: net, 0.7 kg (1.5 Ib). Shipping, 2.26 kg (5.13 Ib).
Accessories furnished: 11512A short, Type N-Male (1 1565A
short, APC-7 with Opt 002 and 003).
11667A Power splitter
The 11667A Power Splitter is recommended when making wideband transmission measurements using the 8755 Test Set. This tworesistor type splitter provides excellent output SWR at the auxiliary
arm when used for source leveling or ratio measurement applications. The 0.25 dB tracking between output arms over a frequency
range from dc to 18 GHz allows wideband measurements to be made
with a minimum of uncertainty.
Frequency range: dc to 18 GHz.
Impedance: 50n.
dc-4 GHz dc-8 GHz dc-18 GHz
Input SWR:
s1.15
s1.25
e1.45
Equivalent output SWR:
1.10
1.20
1.33
leveling or ratio
measurement
Output tracking: (between
0.15
0.20
0.25
output arms)
Insertion loss: 6 dB nominal (input to either output).
Maximum input power: +27 dBm.
Connectors: Type N female on all ports.
Size: 46 H x 50 W x 19 m m D (113/~d’
x 2” x %”).
Weight: net, 0.06 kg (2 0 2 ) . Shipping 0.22 kg (8 02 ) .
Other signal separation devices
Many other signal separation devices are available from H P for
use with the 8755. Coaxial couplers from .1 to 18 G H z are available
with the 770 series, the 790 series, the 11692. Higher directivity 752
series waveguide couplers can also be used with the 87558 with the
addition of appropriate 281 series waveguide to coax adaptors.
11665B Modulator
Function: absorbtive on-off modulator designed for and powered by
the 8755B plug-in.
Frequency
Range

.05

.10

.20

.50

1.0

2.0

4.0

8.0

18.0

Frequenw (GHd

Frequency tracking
?1.6 dB
(between incident and reflected arms):
(between incident and test port, including
c2.1 dB
? O S dB from 11664A Detector).
Nominal coupling: 6-dB incident arm. 9-dB reflected arm. 9-dB
transmission loss.
Input SWR: 1.8.

15-40 MHz
40 MHz-4 Ghz
4-8 Gh2
8-12.4 GHz
12.4-18 GHz

Return Loss
On and Off
3 1 5 dB
a 8 dB

Insertion Loss

~ 3 . dB
8 r40dB
s4.3dB 345dB
s5.0dB 245dB

Modulator drive feedthrough: s 8 mV (peak) at 27.8 kHz at either
port when powered by the 8755B. Reduced to s 1 mV (peak) using
the 11668A. (See 11668A High Pass Filter).
Drive current: nominally +50 mA in ON condition, -50 mA Off
condition.
Weight: net, 0.17 kg (6 0 2 ) . Shipping, 0.9 kg (2 lb).
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Complete characterization of linear networks

Why network analysis?
Characterizing the behavior of linear networks that will be stimulated by arbitrary
signals and interfaced with a variety of other
networks is a fundamental problem in both
synthesis and test processes. For example,
the engineer designing a multicomponent
network must predict with some certainty
the final network performance from his
knowledge of the individual components.
Similarly, a production manager must know
allowable tolerances on the products he
manufactures and whether the final products
meet the specified tolerances. Network
analysis offers a solution to these problems
through complete description of linear network behavior in the frequency domain.
Network analysis accomplishes the description of both active and passive network
by creating a data model of such component
parameters as impedances and transfer functions. However, these parameters not only
vary as a function of frequency but are also
complex variables in that they have both
magnitude and phase. Until the advent of
the modern network analyzer, phase was
difficult to measure at CW frequencies and
often involved laborious calculations; these
measurements were accomplished by conventional oscilloscopes at lower frequencies
and slotted lines at microwave frequencies.
However, swept network analyzers now
measure amplitude and phase (the total
complex quantity) as a function of frequency
with less difficulty than conventional CW
measurements. Impedance and transfer
functions can then be conveniently displayed on a swept CRT, X-Y recorder, or
computer controlled peripherals such as a

printer andlor a plotter. HP computers also
combine with network analyzers to give new
levels of speed and accuracy in swept measurement that could only be attained previously by long calculations at CW frequencies.
Thus, network analysis satisfies the engineering need to characterize the behavior
of linear networks quickly, accurately, and
completely over broad frequency ranges. In
design situations, this minimizes the time
required to test new designs and components, allowing more time to be spent on the
design itself. Likewise, production test
times may be minimized while reducing the
uncertainties surrounding the test.

dict. Above 1 GHz component geometries
are comparable to a signal wavelength, intensifying the variance in circuit behavior
due to device construction. Further,
lumped-element circuit theory is useless at
these frequencies and distributed-element
(or transmission-line) parameters are required to completely characterize a circuit.

What is network analysis?
Network analysis is the process of creating a data model of transfer and/or impedance characteristics of a linear network
through sine wave testing over the frequency range of interest. All network
analyzers in the HP product line operate according to this definition.
Creating a data model is important in that
actual circuit performance often varies considerably from the performance predicted by
calculations. This occurs because the perfect circuit element doesn’t exist and because some of the electrical characteristics
of a circuit may vary with frequency.
At frequencies above 1 M H z lumped elements actually become “circuits” consisting
of the basic elements plus parasitics like
stray capacitance, lead inductance, and unknown absorptive losses. Since parasitics
depend on the individual device and its construction they are almost impossible to pre-

2 GHz

18 GHz

Figure 1. 2 GHz to 18 GHz measurement
of magnitude and phase in a single sweep

Data models of both transfer and impedance functions must be obtained to completely describe the linear behavior of a circuit under test. At lower frequencies, h, y.
and z-parameters are examples of transfer
and/or impedance functions used in network
description;
at
higher
frequencies,
S-parameters are used to characterize
input-output impedances and transfer functions. Therefore, a network analyzer must
measure some form of a circuit’s transfer
and impedance functions to achieve its objective of complete network characterization.

under test. As frequencies increase, the
problem of signal separation usually involves traveling waves on transmission lines
and becomes correspondingly more difficult. Hewlett Packard manufactures test
sets (often called “transducers”) applicable
for separating the appropriate traveling
waves in a variety of high frequency measurements.
2 GHz

1 GHz
Polar Radius

=

1

Figure 2. Input impedance of microcircuit
amplifier is read directly with Smith Chart
Overlay for Polar Display

Network analysis is limited to the definition of linear networks. Since linearity constrains networks stimulated by a sine wave
to produce a sine wave output, sine wave
testing is an ideal method for characterizing
linear network’s amplitude and phase responses as a function of frequency. In nonlinear measurements phase is often meaningless and amplitude has be be defined with
respect to individual frequency components.
For nonlinear measurements see sections on
spectrum analyzers and wave analyzers.

Network analyzers
Hewlett Packard Network Analyzers are
instruments that measure transfer and/or
impedance functions of linear networks
through sine wave testing. A network
analyzer system accomplishes these measurements by configuring its various components around the device under test. The
first requirement of the measurement system is a sine wave signal source to stimulate
the device under test. Since transfer and impedance functions are ratios of various voltages and currents, a means of separating the
appropriate signals from the measurement
ports of the device under test is required.
Finally, the network analyzer itself must detect the separated signals, form the desired
signal ratios, and display the results.
Signal sources and signal
separation
In the general case, any sine wave source
meeting the network analyzer’s specifications can be used to stimulate the device
under test. For CW measurements a simple
oscillator may suffice; for greater CW frequency accuracy a signal generator or synthesizer may also be desirable. If the
analyzer is capable of swept measurements,
great economies in time can be achieved by
stimulating the device under test with a
sweep oscillator or sweeping synthesizer.
This allows quick and easy characterization
of devices over broad frequency ranges.
Some network analyzers will operate only
with a companion source which both stimulates the device under test and acts as the
analyzer’s internal oscillator.
At low frequencies it is not particularly
difficult to separate the appropriate voltages
and currents required for transfer and impedance function measurements. Signal
separation is merely the process of establishing the proper shorts, opens, and connections at the measurement ports of the device

Broadband and narrowband
detection
After the desired signals have been obtained from the test set (or transducer) they
must be detected by the network analyzer;
HP network analyzers can use one of two
detection methods. Broadband detection
accepts the full frequency spectrum of the
input signal while narrowband detection involves tuned recivers which convert CW or
swept RF signals to a constant I F signal.
There are certain advantages to each detection scheme.
Broadband detection reduces instrument
cost by eliminating the IF section required
by narrowband analyzers but sacrifices
noise and harmonic rejection. However,
noise is not a factor in many applications,
and careful measurement techniques, using
filters, can eliminate harmonic signals that
would otherwise preclude accurate measurements. Broadband systems are generally source independent while some narrowband systems require companion tracking
sources. Finally, broadband systems can
make measurements where the input and
output signals are not of the same frequency, as in the measurement of the insertion loss of mixers and frequency doublers.
Narrowband systems cannot make these
measurements.
sitive low noise detection of the constant I F
possible. This allows increased accuracy
and dynamic range for frequency selective
measurements (as compared to broadband
systems) and high resolution through IF
substitution using precision I F attenuators.
Source dependent narrowband systems
utilize a companion tracking source not only
to stimulate the device under test but also to
produce a signal offset from the RF by a
fixed frequency for tuning the analyzer’s
constant IF.

in each channel while relative measurements
involve the ratios of the two signal channels.
Absolute measurements are usually expressed in voltage (dBV) or in power (dBm).
The units dBV are derived by taking the log
ratio of an unknown signal in volts to a one
volt reference. Similarly, dBm is the log
ratio of unknown signal power to a one milliwatt reference.
Relative ratio measurements are usually
made in dB which is the log ratio of an unknown signal (Test Channel) with a chosen
reference signal (Reference Channel). This
allows the full dynamic range of the instrumentation to be used in measuring variations of both high and low level circuit responses. For example, 0 dB implies the two
signal levels have a ratio of unity while k 2 0
dB implies a 10: 1 voltage ratio between two
signals.

Polar
Radius
=1

90 MHz

Polar Sweep: 190 MHz to 210 MHz

310 MHz

Figure 3. Simultaneous measurement of
transmission response and passband reflection coefficient

All network analyzer phase measurements are relative measurements with the
reference channel signal considered to have
zero phase. The analyzer then measures the
phase difference of the test channel with respect to the reference channel.
Measurement results at CW frequencies
may be displayed on analog meters, LEDs
or computer controlled printers. Swept frequency measurements of amplitude and
phase may be displayed versus frequency on
CRTs or X-Y plotters. The addition of digital storage and normalization to network
analyzer CRT’s assures flicker-free traces
and removal of frequency response errors
for fast, real-time displays of test device responses versus frequency.

Si nal processing and display
8 n c e the RF has been detected, the network analyzer must process the detected
signals and display the measured quantities.
All HP network analyzers are multichannel
receivers utilizing a reference channel and at
least one test channel; absolute signal levels
in the channels, relative signal levels (ratios)
between the channels, or relative phase difference between channels can be measured
depending on the analyzer. Using these
measured quantities, it is possible to either
display directly or compute the amplitude
and phase of transfer or impedance functions.
Amplitude measurements fall into two
categories, relative and absolute; absolute
measurements involve the exact signal level

25 MHr
150 MHz

400 MHI
210 MHz

Figure 4. Automatic alternate sweep for
coincident measurement filter passband
and skirts

NETWORK ANALYZERS
CompIet e c ha ract e rizat ion of Iinea r netwo rks (cont .)
Low frequency network
analysis
Networks operating at frequencies below
10 MHz are generally characterized by
measuring the gain and phase changes
through the network and the associated
input and output impedance; h, y, and
z-parameters as well as other lumpedcomponent models are typical analytical and
computational tools used to represent these
measurements. The first derivative of phase
with respect to frequency, group delay, is an
important measurement of distortion in
communication systems. Hewlett-Packard
produces a broad line of instrumentation capable of measuring all of these parameters.

There are several techniques for measuring group delay; the most common techniques are phase slope, amplitude modulation, frequency modulation, and frequency
deviation. Most HP network analyzers can
make measurements with at least one of
these techniques while several analyzers
measure and display group delay directly.
Choice of a group delay measurement technique is dependent on the particular device
under test and the resolution required.

25 MHr

400 MHz

Figure 7. Simultaneous measurement of
transistor S-parameters
105 UHz

285 MHz

Figure 5. Two independent techniques for
measuring filter phase distortion

Phase information complements amplitude data in the measurement of low frequency parameters because it is more sensitive to network behavior and because it is a
required componment of complex impedance and transfer functions. For instance,
phase is more sensitive than amplitude in
determining the frequency of network resonances (poles) and anti-resonances (zeroes).
This is because the phase shift of a network
transfer function is exactly zero at the frequency of resonance. Phase information is
also vital in circuit design, particularly loop
design, where phase margins are critical.
oETIBnsec
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Group
Delay

80 mec
20 "sect
01"

0 mec
180 MHz

220 MHz

Figure 6. Direct Measurement of Group
Delay with digital readout at marker

An alternative method for measuring
phase distortion is deviation from linear
phase or differential phase. Deviations from
linear phase can be measured by introducing
enough electrical length in the network
analayzer's reference channel to linearize a
device's phase shift. Once this has been accomplished it is possible to observe any
variations in phase shift linearity at high resolution. Since group delay is the derivative
of phase (d0/fo), nonlinearities in phase
shift correspond directly to changes in a device's group delay. Introduction of electrical
length in the measurement channel may be
accomplished by physically adding cable, or
it may be accomplished electronically on
some network analyzers.

High frequency network
analysis
Total voltage and current along a transmission line begin to vary periodically with
distance as frequency increases. Consequently, it becomes difficult to establish
the required shorts and opens in the correct
measurement plane to determine low frequency parameters.
Transmission-line
theory explains the variations in total voltage and current at high frequencies through
forward and reverse traveling waves. Thus,
traveling waves are the logical variables to
measure at higher frequencies.
TRANSMISSION

/ \

Phase data are also required to measure
delay distortion or group delay of networks.
Delay distortion occurs when different frequency components of a complex waveform
experience nonlinear phase shifts as they are
transmitted through a network. Group delay
is a measure of this distortion and is defined
as :
Tg =

d0

do

Scattering parameters or S-parameters
were developed to characterize linear networks at high frequencies. S-parameters define the ratios of reflected and transmitted
traveling waves measured at the network
ports. S,, is the complex reflection coefficient at port 1 and is the ratio of ErJEi,, if
Ei, = 0 (port 2 terminated in its characteristic impedance). S,, is the complex transmission coefficient from port 1 to port 2, Er,/
Ei,, if Ei, = 0. Ei,, and Er, are normalized
voltages (voltage divided by the square root
of the characteristic impedance) and represent the amplitude and phase of the traveling
waves. By reversing the ports and terminating port 1 in its characteristic impedance, SZ2
and S,, can be similarly defined. From these
definitions, the following equations can be
derived:
Er, = S,,Ei, + S,, Ei,
Er, = S,,Ei, + S,, Ei,
where incident signals act as independent
variables determining the signals leaving the
network. The definition of an S-parameter
can be easily extended to multiport networks; measurement is also easily accomplished by terminating additional ports
in their characteristic impedances. Thus,
S-parameters completely describe linear
network behavior in the same manner as low
frequency parameters.
S-parameters offer numerous advantages
to the microwave engineer because they are
both easy to use and easy to measure. They
are easy to measure because the device is
terminated in its characteristic impedance
which is accurate at high frequencies, allows
swept broadband frequency measurement
without tuning, enhances the stability of active devices, and permits a test set up to be
used for different devices. The design process is simplified because S-parameters are
directly applicable to flow graph analysis.
HP network analyzers and the appropriate
test sets will measure and directly display
S,, or SI, as gain or attenuation and SI, or S,,
as reflection coefficient, return loss or impedance. Also, S-parameters may be directly related to h, y, and z-parameters
through algebraic transformations.
With the increased utilization of microwave frequencies in a broad spectrum of applications, S-parameter measurements have
become more important and more generally
used in designing both active and passive
networks. Hewlett-Packard has developed a
series of tutorials for measurement and design with S-parameters; Application Notes
117-1, 117-2, 154, video tapes #800586 and
#SO0600 deal with general S-parameter
techniques. Further aids include special
S-parameter design seminars and a set of
calculator programs "Microwave Circuit
Design PAC" for computationally aided design.

Additional capabilities

Figure 8. S-parameter model for a twoport linear network

The computational capabilities of a digital
computer can complement the network
analyzer's versatility through simplifying
and speeding measurements, data processing, and accuracy enhancement. HewlettPackard has integrated network analyzers

into computer systems and now offers some
analyzers that may be easily interfaced with
HP desktop computers through the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus.
Precision design work and important
manufacturing tolerances demand highly accurate measurements, but more errors in
network measurements are complex quantities that vary as a function of frequency,
making manual error correction prohibitive.
However, the computer can make great contributions to measurement confidence by
quickly and easily performing the complex
mathematics for sophisticated error correction.
Aside from new levels of accuracy, computer controlled network analyzers can be
programmed to set up and make many measurements automatically. The measurement
process is further accelerated by the computer’s ability to store, transform, summarize, and output data in a variety of formats on a number of peripherals. These
capabilities make the computer controlled
network analyzer ideal for both computationally aided design or automatic production testing.
Network Analyzer Product Line
Hewlett-Packard offers a complete line of
network analyzers capable of measurements
through the 1 Hz to 40 GHz frequency
range. Further information and detailed
specifications on individual network analyzers are available on the following pages (see
matrix for specific page numbers).
3575A
The 3575A measures Phase and
Amplitude or Gain. With the 3575A, the
complete response picture is available at a
reasonable cost from a single instrument,
over an 80 dB range, from 1 Hz to 13 MHz.
The 3575A uses a broadband measurement
technique, which is attractive because the
measurement is not constrained by internal
tracking source or dedicated external device. The 3575A is not dependent on the
wave shape, thus measurements can be
made on a variety of waveforms such as
triangle and square waves.
3040Al3042A
The 3040A is a network analysis system
capable of measuring amplitude and phase
to 13 MHz. Group delay is an optional
capability. The system consists of a synthesizer signal source and a two-channel tracking detector. Measurement applications include filter design and production, amplifier
testing, delay measurements on communications devices, and measurements on any
linear two-port device.
The 3042A is a fully automatic system
which uses the H P 9825A Desktop Computer as a computing controller. The memory, computational power and decisionmaking power of the computing controller
extend the measurement solutions to complex networks in the lab or rapid production
line testing. Accuracy can be improved by
subtracting system errors from the measurements by using the memory and algebraic powers of the computer and supplied
software.

8407A
The 8407A network analyzer tracks the
8601A generatodsweeper (or the 8690Bl
8698B sweeper) from 100 kHz to 110 MHz.
Measurement capabilities include:
1) Transmission (gain, loss, phase shift)
and reflection (return loss, impedance)
measured quickly and easily in either
50Q or 75Q by sweeping over the frequency range of interest.
2) Complex impedance [Zl, 8,or RejX
over the wide impedance range 0. l a to
>10 k a .
3) Voltage and current transfer functions.
4) High impedance in-circuit probing.
A rectangular and polar display and various CRT overlays permit direct readings of
parameters of interest as frequency is swept.
Applications are detailed in Application
Notes 121-1, 121-2. A videotape “8407
Network Analyzer System,” #800475, is
also available.

8405
The 8405A vector voltmeter is a dualchannel RF millivoltmeter and phasemeter.
It reads the absolute voltages on either of
two channels and simultaneously determines the phase relationship between them.
CW measurements can be made over the
frequency range 1 MHz to 1 GHz.
Besides its use as a voltmeter, applications of the 8405A include:
1) Transmission measurements (gain,
loss, phase shift and return loss) in
50Q systems.
2) Group delay and amplitude modulation
index.
3) In-circuit probing.
4 S-parameters in 50n systems.
Application Notes 77-1,77-3,77-4, and 91
are available for more detail on the above
measurements.

8505Al8507A
The 8505A Network Analyzer provides
measurement capability from 500 kHz to 1.3
GHz. Three RF input ports, each with 100
dB of dynamic range, make possible simultaneous network measurements of reflection
and transmission parameters. Two independent yet identical display channels are each
capable of displaying magnitude, phase, deviation from linear phase and group delay of
either the transmission or reflection characteristics of an RF Network. These parameters can be displayed in rectangular, in polar
coordinates or both formats at the same
time. The Swept Source, which is an integral part of the analyzer, offers extreme frequency flexibility through seven different
modes of operation.
The 8507AlB is an Automatic Network
Analyzer using the 8505A with HP-IB interface and either the HP 9825A or HP 9830B
Desktop Computer as a controller. The
“Learn” mode of operation extends the
traditional automatic operation to a new
level of operator convenience. Accuracy

enhancement, formating of data, and the
speed and ease with which data can accumulated and summarized are all network measurement contributions made by the
8507AlB.

8410818409A
The 8410B network analyzer system measures the transmission and reflection characteristics of linear networks in the form of
gain, attenuation phase shift, reflection coefficient,
normalized impedance
and
S-parameters in the frequency range of 1I O
MHz to 40 GHz.
Harmonic frequency conversion of the
RF to a constant I F is accomplished by the
8411A Harmonic Frequency Converter
from 110 MHz to 12.4 GHz; the 8411A Options 018 operates from 110 MHz to 18
GHz. In the frequency ranges 18-26.5 GHz
(K-band) and 26.5-40 G H z (R-band), the
K8747A
and
R8747A
Reflection1
Transmission Test units use crystal mixers
and a local oscillator to heterodyne the signals down into the range of the 8410B/
8411A. In this manner, waveguide components can be measured from 18 to 40 GHz.
The 8410B is a ratiometer using both reference and test signal inputs; consequently,
the sweeper output must be divided into
channels. This is accomplished by a “Test
Set” whose other major function can be to
provide the switching required for making
transmission and reflection measurements
with minimum or no changes in the measurement setup. Hewlett-Packard offers a
total of twelve different test sets covering
various frequency ranges and switching
functions.
Another major instrument required in the
8410 measurement system is a unit for the
detection and display of the I F amplitude
and phase. Three plug-in displays (for the
8410B mainframe) are available for this purpose: a phase-gain indicator with meter
readouts for CW measurements; a phasegain display for displaying log amplitude and
phase versus frequency; and a polar display
for displaying amplitude and phase in polar
coordinates.
The 8410B is capable of swept measurements over multi-octave bands through 18
GHz. Between 18 GHz and 40 GHz, 2 GHz
windows may be viewed. Measurements of
more than 60 dB of attenuation and 40 dB of
gain are possible.
The HP 8409A Semi-Automatic Network
Analyzer System is a practical solution to
the need for automatic error-corrected RF
and microwave network measurements
using a simple and economical configuration. It is a complete measurement system,
consisting of the programmable 8620C
Sweeper, the 8410B Network Analyzer System, and the 9825A Desktop Computer. It
brings the major advantages in accuracy,
speed, data collection, and operating convenience at a modest cost increase over the
manual network analyzer system. Further
information is available in Application
Notes 117-1, 117-2, 221 and in videotape
#800473.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Complete characterization of linear networks (cont.)

8540 Series
The 8540 series system (100 MHz to 18
GHz) couples the network analyzers’ ability
to completely characterize a linear network
with the computer’s ability to completely
setup a measurement, store data, and solve
complex mathematics. As a result, the au-

tomated system offers these advantages: increased speed of measurement; increased
accuracy through sophisticated errorcorrection techniques; ease of operation;
and a variable data output format (alphanumeric or graphic with hardcopy, cassette or CRT presentations).

Data can also be made readily accessible
to computer aided design programs to assist
designer in evaluating overall network performance based on component measurement data.

NETWORK ANALYZER PRODUCT LINE SUMMARY
Frequency Range

Source

3575A Gain Phase
Meter
Page 438

1 HZ-13 MHz

None

3040A Manual Network
Analyzer

50 Hz-13MHz

3320Al8 or
3330A18

Model

Page 435

Measurement Capabilities

Gain Phase and Amplitude Low Frequency Analysis

Amplitude and Phase
Option Group Delay
Gain or Loss
Linear Frequency Sweep
9825A or 98308 Desktop Computer Control
Complex Network Analysis
Decision Making Ability
Computation Capability

50 Hz-I~MHz

33308 Synthesize1

100 kHZ-11OMHz

8601A Generator/
Sweeper
86906186988 Sweep
Oscillator

1 MHz-1GHz
(CW)

32008 Oscillator, VHF
Signal Generators,
608E (VHF), 612A (UHF)
8654 (UHF), and 8640 AI8

500 kHz-1.3GHz

Swept Source Included

Complex Transfer functions-GainlLoss or S-parameters
Complex Impedance-I‘,
Return Loss, k jX
Distortion-Group Delay, Deviation from Linear Phase
Digital Readout of Data while sweeping
Frequency Counter included
HP-I8 with Learn Mode

8507AlB Automatic RF
Network Analyzer
Page 446

500 kHz-l.3GHz

Swept Source Included

98308 or 9825A Desktop Computer with 8505A
HP-IB with Learn Mode
Automatic Measurements with Data Formating
Accuracy Improved Measurements

84108 Network
Analyzer

110 MHz-40GHz

8620 or 8690 Series
Sweep Oscillators

110 MHz-18GHz

8620C Series
Sweep Oscillators

3042A Automatic
Network Analyzer
Page 436

t
8407A Network
Analyzer
Page 448

8405A Vector
Voltmeter
Page 450

8505A RF Network
Analyzer
Page 440

Page 451

8409A Semi-Automatic
Network Analyzer

Voltmeter
Transfer Function:,
Impedance in 5 0 0 systems
Group Delay, Amplitude Modulation Index
S-parameters fin 5 0 0 systems

TransmissionlReflection Characteristics, S-Parameters
500Coax Measurements 110 MHz to 18 GHz
Waveguide Measurements 8.2 GHz to 40 GHz
Continuous Multioctave Measurements with 8620 Series Sweepers
OC Bias for Semiconductor Measurements
Semi-Automatic TransmissionlReflection Measurements
Full Error Correction in Reflection Measurements

84108 Network Analyzer System
9825A Desktop Computer

Page 458

85428 Automatic
Network Analyzer
Page 511

Transfer Functions, Impedance in 500. 7 5 0 Systems
Complex Impedance 0.10to >IO k 0
High Impedance In-Circuit Probing
S-parameters in 500, 7 5 0 systems

100 MHz-18GHz

8620 or 8690 Series
Sweep Oscillators

Automatic Measurements of TransmissionlReflection Characteristics
Full Error Correction
Virtually No Programming Required
Versatile Output: 28 Parameter
Alphanumeric or Graphic; Hardcopy Cassette or CathodeRay Tube

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Network analysis from 50 Hz to 13 MHz
Model 304QA
High resolution digital amplitude and phase measurements
100 d B dynamic range
Precision digital sweep capability

Narrow band analysis
Optional group delay and limit test
Full digital control via HP-IB

3040A Network Analyzer

33306 Synthesizer

e

Description
The 3040A Network Analyzer is designed to meet the demand for
precise and fast characterization of both active and passive linear
two-port devices. The Network Analyzer is a new, powerful bench
system that makes digital amplitude, phase and group delay response measurements over a 50 Hz to 13 MHz frequency range. It
uses the 3330B Automatic Synthesizer with leveled output and digital sweep capability to generate the local oscillator signal for the
3570A Tracking Receiver and to provide the stimulus to the device
under test.
This system effectively combines the wide dynamic range and the
high accuracy of the 3570A Tracking Receiver with the high resolution, and stability of the 3330B Synthesizer, giving the design, production and Q.A. engineers working at audio, video and RF frequencies the precision, convenience and high information content of
swept-frequency response measurements, but with the point by
point accuracy of synthesized incremental frequency sweeps.
Residual FM, often a serious limitation to the frequency resolution of swept frequency measurements, is very low (<<1Hz) in the
3040A System, allowing accurate narrow band sweeps.
The 3570A Analyzer (Tracking Receiver) has two identical channels for fast, high accuracy “B-A” measurements of gain or insertion loss of two-port devices and to measure the phase shift between
input and output ports. It can also function as a limit comparator to
determine how closely the gain and phase response of a device
matches that of a reference.

Both the passband and the stopband of a device can be examined
in detail because the 3570A Analyzer has both a wide amplitude
range of 120 dB (1 p V to 1 V) and a high resolution display (0.01 dB
increments). The digital readout also displays phase readings with
0.01” resolution.
Beyond the basic amplitude and phase measurements, the 3040A
offers several automatic features not found in more conventional
network analyzers.
One is Digital Offset: Values of amplitude and/or phase measured
on a reference device are stored in the instrument’s memory at the
push of a button. Future measurements can then be displayed relative to the stored values. This could be used, for example, to quickly
find the -3 dB passband limits of a filter or amplifier.
Another feature is Group Delay: As the synthesizer is stepped in
frequency, the analyzer’s internal digital processor calculates group
delay from two phase shift measurements as Td = A$/360Af sec.
A third one is Limit Test: High and low limits can be entered as
digital words from an external controller, for example, a paper tape.
The analyzer can be set to stop or output a marker when a limit is
reached. This capability is useful for example to precisely find the
center frequency of a resonant circuit by stopping at the 0” phase
reading.
The 3040A Network Analyzer introduces precision, convenience
and built-in “intelligence” to the problem of characterizing the behavior of linear networks on the bench.

F-NETWORK

ANALYZERS

Automatic network analysis from 50 Hz to 13 MHz
~

Model 3042A

Full automation and low cost
Speed and precision in measurements
Accuracy enhancement
Data analysis and presentation of results
Simplicity and flexibility in operation
HP-IB systems interfacing
9825A Com put ing Controller

3042A Automatic Network Analyzer

6bsxd,

Description
The 3042A Automatic Network Analyzer is a highly powerful,
fully automatic computer controlled system that is designed to meet
the demand for precision, speed, automation, simple operation and
low cost in the area of fully characterizing active or passive linear
two-port devices.
The 3042A system uniquely integrates the
wide dynamic range and high resolution of the 3570A Network
Analyzer (tracking receiver)
accuracy and high stability of the 3330B Synthesizer and
The power computation, data processing and smart peripheral
control capabilities of the 9825A Computing Controller
into a superior systems performance that results in a unique set of
contributions to solve the problem of characterizing the behavior of
linear two-port over the wide frequency range of 50 Hz to 13 MHz:
Amplitude, phase and group delay measurement
Wide amplitude range and high resolution
Speed and precision in measurements
Simplicity and flexibility in operation
Data analysis and presentation of results
Simple programming and powerful output
Accuracy enhancement and decision making
Full automation and substantial reduction in costs

The 3042A is a fully automatic two-channel Network Analyzer
System that provides digital amplitude, phase and group delay measurements, on line data analysis, data reduction and decision making
capability plus formatted graphic or tabular representation of results
or data storage for further processing at a later time.
Environments such as production, quality assurance and the laboratory are now provided with the capability of extending precision
network analysis to applications that were previously impractical
because of the length of time it took to make the necessary measurements.
Production applications
In production applications the 3042A substantially reduces the
time and cost of making a range of simple or complicated tests on all
types of components, for example, crystals, amplifiers, filters and
other analog devices. The system can run through a long series of
tests on a device, checking performance at all specified points and
deliver a simple p a d f a i l answer.
However, automatically compiled test data provides excellent
production statistics for improved production control, more precise
scheduling and accurate production cost analysis.
Testing programs with built-in operator instructions minimize the
requirements for highly trained technicians as well as training costs.
Furthermore, uniform test procedures may easily be established.
The 3042’s impact in the production environment can be directly
traced to a substantial increase in total production throughput while
at the same time increasing the number of test parameters, resulting
in greater product confidence and lower production cost.
Quality assurance applications
In quality assurance applications the 3042A not only significantly
reduces the cost of test equipment necessary to assure a comprehensive product testing job, but the system’s inherent flexible HP-IB
interface structure allows the system configuration to be easily
changed by either simple software modifications or hardware additions. Adapting the 3042A System to an application, which may
require a programmable power supply or contact closure to drive the
device under test, becomes as simple as connecting the additional
instruments via the standard HP-IB connector, loading a different
program from the computing controller’s cassette and running it.
Skilled technicians may be relieved from repetitive yet demanding
tasks and placed in positions that maximize the use of their knowledge and skills. The 3042A provides reliable and repeatable results.
Various parameters may be tested in greater detail and in less time,
resulting in greater product confidence and quality but lower warranty costs.
Automatically compiled test data provides excellent quality assurance statistics which can easily be presented in any formatted
graphic or tabular form by an optional plotter or line printer.
Laboratory applications
In laboratory applications, engineers gain greater insight into their
circuit design due to the speed and ease with which data can be
accumulated and summarized with the 3042A. The easy-to-use calculator programming format allows easy-to-write, customized programs which solve specialized measurement problems in a fraction
of the time required to manually perform and evaluate the same
measurements or to write a corresponding computer program. In
addition the accuracy enhancement software furnished with the
3042A System significantly increases the accuracy of the system
seven times over that of a single channel measurement (three times
over a “B-A” measurement), by judiciously combining the
capabilities of the instruments and the controller.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Gaidphase meter
Model 3575A

dBV, dB ratio and degrees from 1 H z to 13 M H z

3575A Option 001 dual panel meters

Description
The HP 3575A Gain-Phase Meter is a versatile two-channel
analyzer which can measure and display the absolute amplitude
level or amplitude ratio of signals present at the inputs. In addition,
the 3575A can measure the phase relationship of the two signals.
This analyzer is a broadband detector which is easy to use because
no frequency tuning is required.
Since a dedicated tracking source is not required to operate with
the 3575A, a wide selection of stimuli is possible. This flexibility
coupled with a variety of possible amplitude, gain and phase outputs
(LED display, analog outputs, and optional BCD) give you a wide
choice of costhesults tradeoffs. For example, you may wish to
manually plot your network response data on a Bode diagram in
which case a low cost sinewave oscillator stimulus may be used. For
easier, quicker results you may select a sweeping oscillator and an
x-y plotter and let the instruments plot your response. You may use
a calculator or computer to control a programmable stimulus source
and the 3575A to provide automatic measurements. Here you have a
wide range of computation and output possibilities.
Phase
The phase relationship of two signals is indicated over a range of
& 192 degrees with 0.1 degree resolution. A unique logic circuit (patent) design allows the 3575A to make stable phase measurements in
the presence of noise. This feature minimizes the error to less than
two degrees for a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB. One of three band
limiting filters may be selected to get further noise rejection.
The 3575A is also capable of measuring the phase relationship of a
variety of waveforms such as square waves and triangle waves.
Even harmonic and in-phase odd harmonic components of these
signals cause no phase measurement error. For out-of-phase odd
harmonic signal-to-harmonic ratios of 40 dB, measurement errors
are less than 0.6 degree as shown in Figure 1.
Amplitude
The amplitude of either channel or the ratio of the two can be
measured over an 80 dB dynamic range and 100 dB measurement
range. Resolution is 0.1 dB. Results are displayed in dBV for channel amplitude and dB for ratio measurements. Digit blanking and
channel overload annunciators will turn on if the maximum allowable signal level at either channel input is exceeded.
Re ado ut
The standard three-digit LED display may be selected by the
operator to indicate the amplitude of channel A or B or gain or
phase. A second three-digit LED display is optionally available for
simultaneous display of amplitude and phase readings. Lighted annunciators identify the measurement function, units and remote
status.

Programmable
Two programmable options both offer full control of front panel
functions and BCD output of information (amplitude, ratio or phase)
contained in both digital displays. The two options give the user a
choice of negative true or positive true outputs.
Applications
The 3575A can solve network analysis problems in the 1 Hz to 13
MHz frequency range where complex measurements (gain or phase
or both) are required. A few of the many measurements it can make
are: gain and phase response of feedback systems, envelope delay
and return loss of transmission lines, complex impedance of components, and insertion loss of mixers and frequency doublers. Bode
plots and Nichols charts are useful graphical tools for analyzing
many of these response data.
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Figure 1. Worst case error from odd harmonics.

Specifications
Phase accuracy'

Digital readout: 3% digits with sign and annunciators. Four readings per second, fixed.
Amplitude accuracy*
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'Conditions. Temperature 25°C +l(PC, Frequency range swttch on lowest applicable range, Analog
Output accuracy (rear panel)

Input signal range: 200 pV rms to 20 V rms.

Frequency Range

1 Hz t o 1 kHz
10 Hz to 100 kH2
100 Hz t o 1 MHz
1 kHz to 13 MHz

I
I

I

I-

?

z

1 Hz

lOHi

100Hz

1 kHz

lOkHz

100kHz

1 MHz

13MHz

FREQUENCY

Harmonic rejection
Even harmonics: no error.
Odd harmonics: (in phase) no error.
Odd harmonics: (out of phase) 0.57" worst case error when total
odd harmonic distortion is 40 dB below the fundamental.
Noise tolerance: 2" error for a 10 kHz, 1 V sine wave on one
channel. One volt sine wave added to Gaussian noise (limited to a 1
MHz bandwidth and 30 dB S/N ratio) on the other channel. The 100
Hz to 1 MHz frequency range was used.
Display
Range: +180" with 12" of ovenange.
Resolution: 0.1".
Panel meter accuracy: 5 3 counts (0.3 degrees, 0.3 dB1dBV). The
panel meter error must be added to the phase and amplitude errors
to obtain the display error.
Inputs
Impedance: 1 MQ 30 pF.
Protection: k50 V dc, 25 V rms.
Response time to achieve 90% of final reading

I

+6

-4

-24

". I

I

+26
+16

Time
20 s
2s

i

0.2 s
20 ins

Rear terminal inputs are available as a special (3575A-CO9). Digital
(Opt. 002). 0, +5 ground true. Twelve lines to fully program all
functions.
outputs
Analog
Phase: 10 mV1degree.
Amplitude: 10 mV/dB or dBV.
Output impedance: 1 kQ
Digital (Opt 002): 0, + 5 V ground true. 31 output lines (1-2-4-8
BCD).

'Conditions: Temperature: 25"CtlO"C ; accuracyapplies to dB V and ratio measurementswith the
same frequency on both channels; for ratto measurements, the lowest level channel determines
accuracy; analog output accuracy (rear panel).

Amplitude functions: A dBV, B dBV or B/A dB.
Amplitude reference: (A dBV, B dBV) 1 V rms = 0 dBV.
Display
Range: A dBV, B dBV: -74 dBV to +26 dB (in two ranges).
B/A dB: - 100 to + 100 dB. (Both input signals must be within the
range of 0.2 mV rms to 20 V rms).
Resolution: 0.1 dBV, 0.1 dB.
Options
001 Dual panel meters: HP's 3575A Opt 001 is equipped with two
digital readouts and two analog outputs for simultaneous amplitude
and phase readings. This option has no additional measurement
capability over the standard instrument.
Dual analog outputs: rear panel BNC connectors provide dc output
voltages that correspond to the respective panel meter readings.
002/003 Programmable: 3575A Opt 002 and Opt 003 are equipped
with dual panel meters and dual analog outputs (same as Opt 001)
plus BCD outputs and complete remote control capability. Opt 002
has negative true output levels and Opt 003 has positive true output
levels. BCD information from the 3575A (Opt 002) can be read by
the 9800 series H P Calculators with appropriate interfacing.
908: Rack Flange Kit.
General
Power: 115 V1230 V +lo%, 48 Hz to 60 Hz, 40 VA.
Weight: net, 8.3 kg (18.4 lb). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25.8 Ib).
Sire: 88 H x 425 W x 337 mm D (315/32"x 16%'' x 13l12).
Accessories furnished: extender boards, line cable and 50-pin
connector (Opt 002 and 003 only).
Options
001: Dual Readout
002: Programmable (negative true output levels)
003: Programmable (positive true output levels)
908: Rack Flange Kit
910: Extra Product Manual

357514 GainIPhase Meter

Price
add $525
add $930
add $930
add $10
add $23

$3050

NETWORK ANALYZERS
I

RF network analzyer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Model 8505A

100 d B of dynamic range
Digital readout of data with analog display
Direct group delay and deviation from linear phase

High performance sweep oscillator
Complete family of 5 0 0 and 7 5 0 test sets
Digital storage and normalization

8505A

The H P 8505A is a high performance R F network analyzer
operating over the 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz frequency range. It accurately and easily measures complex impedance, transfer functions
and group delay of coaxial components and semiconductors. Because both magnitude and phase are measured, it is possible to
completely characterize the linear behavior of either active or passive networks.
Since magnitude and phase can be measured and displayed over
100 dB of dynamic range (- 10 to - 110 dBm), it is a simple process
for the 8505A to measure transmission loss of high rejection devices
such as filters or gain and return loss of small signal devices like
amplifiers. Distortion parameters like group delay, deviation from
linear phase, and deviation from constant amplitude are measured in
an equally straight-forward manner. Group delay is measured and
displayed directly to resolutions of 1 ns per major division using a
new linear FM measurement technique. A unique new electrical line
stretcher compensates for the linear phase shift of the device under
test so that phase non-linearities may be examined at high resolution
(1" per major division). Amplitude deviations with frequency can be
similarly observed to resolutions 0.1 dB per major division with
clear, crisp trace stability. In addition, it is possible to read out
amplitude, phase and dealy digitally while sweeping at any one of
five continuously variable markers with resolutions of 0.01 dB, 0. lo,
and 0.1 ns respectively.

Many of the 8505A's high performance features and operating
conveniences are derived from the fact that is a completely integrated system including both the sweep oscillator and receiver. The
basic instrument also includes a built-in frequency counter, polar
and rectangular displays on the same CRT, the new electronic line
stretcher, group delay measurement, and frequency selective digital
readings of amplitude, phase and delay while sweeping. The frequency counter with resolutions up to 100 Hz adds further precision
to the measurements by allowing frequency as well as amplitude,
phase and delay to be read out at any of the five markers. The 8505A
is fully programmable in a straight-forward fashion using the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (Opt 001). Two fully configured
calculator-based automatic network analyzers sysems, the 8507A
and 8507B are offered (see page 446).
Companion instruments include the 11850A Three Way Power
Splitter for high resolution transmission and transmission comparison measurements, the 8502A Transmission/Reflection Bridge for
simultaneous transmission and reflection measurements, and the
8503A S-parameter Test Set for complete characterization of two
port devices in a single test set-up. The 8501A Storage Normalizer
adds digital storage, normalization, signal averaging and graphics to
8505A measurements.

8505A Specifications
Source
Frequency characteristics
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz in three ranges; 500 kI
to 13 MHz, 500 kHz to 130 MHz and 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Swept frequency accuracy: 2 1% of range for linear sweep.
CW frequency accuracy: ?2 counts ?time-base accuracy.
Frequency stability: better than ?0.01% of reading 20.01% of
frequency range over 10 minutes after warm-up.
Frequency counter characteristics: frequency counter measur'emen& are made at any one of five continuously variable marker
positions without interrupting the swept R F signal.
Resolution (least significant digit)
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Counter accuracy: +-2 coui
--MarKer
. rrequency
.
accuracy: ?0.002% of scan width

2 counter
accuracy.
l i m e base accuracy: 2 5 ppm 21 ppm/"C 2 3 ppm/90 days
Output characteristics
Output power range: + 10 dBm to -72 dBm.
Attenuator accuracy: -e 1.5 dB over 70 dB range.
Vernier accuracy: +- 1 dB
Leveling: 20.5 dB from 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
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NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF network analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz (cont.)

Range resolution and aperature
Frequency
Range (MHz)
Range

I

0.5 to 13

0.5 to 130

0.5 to 1300

0 to 80 ps

0 to 8 ps

0 to 800 ns

Resolution
CRT:
Marker:
Marker over
limited Range

100 ns
100 ns

Aperture'

7 kHz

10 ns

1 ns

1 ns

0.1 ns

20 kHr

200 kHz

10 ns
( 4 1 PS)

Range and Resolution (8505A and 86408 Opt 002): (Total
Frequency Range: 0.5 to 1024 MHz).

I

I

( ~ 1 ns)
0

( ~ 1 0 0ns)

I

I

Freuuencv
8640

8505A Frequency Range (MHz)

Ranges
(MHd

0.5-13

0.5-130

I

0.5-1300

Reference offset accuracy: k0.2 units 20.3% of offset.
Electrical lengthlref. piane extenslon characteristics
Calibrated electrical length range and resolution:2
Frequency
Range (MHz)
Range

X1
x10

I

x10

0.5 to 130

t19.9 m

k1.99 m

t100m
10cm

Resolution X1

I

0.5 to 13

I

l m

I

t10m

I
I

0.5 to 1300
r 1 9 . 9 cm

I

21 m

1 em

I

0.1cm

10cm

I

1 cm

I

calibrated electrical length accuracy: 23% of reading 2 1% of
range.
Linear phase substltutlon (degreeslscan) Range: f1700" per
scan with 0" offset.

*1.4 km
k4.7 ps
or
scan width (MHz)
scan width (MHz)

-

Linear phase substitution resolution: 10"
Linear phase substitution accuracy: 53% of reading +lo"/
scan
Phase compenkation linearity: <0.2% of phase slope inserted.
General Characteristics
RF Input connectors: type N Female
Display bandwidth: selectable I F bandwidths of 10 kHz and 1
kHz. A video filter position is also provided.
CRT overlays: Smith Charts (3.16, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 full scale), Log
Charts (10 MHz), 100 MHz and lo00 MHz).
CRT photography: H P 197A Opt 006 camera or H P 197A with
10375A Bezel Adapter required to fit 8505A display. A CRT illumination control i s provided.
Auxiliary outputs
Channel 1 and 2 outputs: 0.25 V/display division.
Sweep output: 0.25 V/display division.
Pen lift: DC coupled, 200 mA current sink
Programming
Opt 001 of the 8505A provides a remote programming interface
using the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus with Learn Mode.
Power: selection of 100, 120, 200 or 240 V +5% - 10%. 50 to 60 Hz
approximately 275 watts.
Size: 279 H x 426 W x 553 mm D (11" x 16%'' x 21%'').

8505A Opt 005 Specifications (Phase-Lock
0peration)
Source
Frequency characteristics
Modes (8505A): CW and CW fAF only.
Range and Resolution (8505A and 8660C/86602B/86632B):
the total frequency range is 1 to 1300 MHz with a CW resolution
of 1 Hz (set on the 8660C). The maximum ? A F and f A F resolution is 1.3 kHz and 1 Hz from .5 to 13 MHz, 13 kHz and 10 Hz
from .5 to 130 MHz, and 130 kHz and 100 Hz from .5 to 1300
MHz.

Typical system residual FM: the Residual FM of aphase-locked
8505A approaches that of the 8660C186602B186632B or 8640B.
Output characteristics
Power output, harmonics, spurious outputs, R F phase noise, etc.
are determined by the 8660C with 86602B and 86632B or the 8640B.
Receiver
Magnitude and phase characteristics are unchanged with the exception of the dynamic range specification.
Delay characteristics
Accuracy: ?3% of reading 2 3 units. One unit is equal to the
maximum resolution per major division for the frequency range of
measurement.

8505 Frequency Range (MHz)
0.5-13
Range

0-80ms

Resolution:
CRT & Digital Marker
Di ita1 Marker with
Dekay Switch Setting

I

Aperature'

I

I

100
10
<1 ins

1.5 kHz

0-8 ms

I
I

0.5-1300

0-800 ps
1 PS

10 ps

:;

I

0.5-130

100 ns
<10 ps

I

2.0 kHz

I

4.0 kHz

Electrical length characteristics
Accuracy: *3% of reading 23% of range.
Calibrated electrical length, range, and resolution: (8660C/
86602BB6632B or 8640): (8505A digital readouts x 1o00) give
electrical length lo00 times larger and resolution divided by 1OOO.
General characteristics
RF Inputs
L.O. drive input level: 10 dBm k 2 dB (Rear panel BNC).
RF drive Input level: 0 dBm f 2 dB (Rear panel BNC).
Tuneable FM output: f 1.3 V maximum (rear panel BNC with
output level controlled by ? A F control on front panel of 8505A).
21.3 V output is obtained independent of the frequency range
switch setting.
Capture range of phase-lock loop: 100 kHz (0.5-13 MHz Range);
400 kHz (0.5-130 MHz Range); 4 MHz (0.5-1300 MHz Range).
Standardlphase-lock operation: rear panel switch can disable all
phase-lock circuitry when using the instrument in its standard (non
phase-lock operating mode.
'Typical measurement Apwature using linear FM modulation technique.
Vernier provides continuous adjustment of electrical length. Calibrated Electrical Length Linearity:
A+ = 0.7% x 1.2 f (MHz) x 1 (metres).
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8501A

HP-IB Interface

Description
The 8501A high performance Storage-Normalizer is a dedicated
accessory that extends the measurement capability of your H P
8505A R F Network Analyzer (500 kHz to 1.3 GHz). Flicker free
displays with digital storage and CRT annotation of major control
settings provide convenient easy documentation. Using normalization, frequency response errors are simply removed. In addition the
'8501A can average signals to dramatically improve signal-to-noise
ratios and magnify the display for high accuracy measurements.
With a desktop computing controller, computer graphics capability
is added to the 8505A for displaying corrected data, operator messages, or computer programs.

8501A Specifications
Display
Rectangular displays
Horizontal memory resolution: two display channels, 500 points
per channel (0.2% of full scale, 0.24 mm).
Vertical Memory Resolution: 500 points displayed full scale
(0.2% of full scale) plus a 50% ovemnge (250 points) both above
and below full screen.
Polar displays
Resolution: two display channels, 250 points per polar display
(0.2% of full scale, 0.2 mm in X and Y).
Display tracking: visual offsets between direct 8505A and stored
displays are approximately ?% CRT minor division ( k l mm).
Horizontal input sweep times: 100 sec maxll0 ms min.
Conversion time: 10 ms max for 500 k 2 data points (20 ps per
point).
Display refresh time: nominally 20 ms depending upon information
displayed.
Line generator: a line generation technique is used to connect
points on a CRT display, yielding a smooth continuous trace.
Markers: all five markers are also available in the digital display
mode.
output
Auxiliary outputs XYZ: (BNC female connectors on rear panel).
X-I V full screen, 83 mV/div (12 div).
Y-1 V full screen, 100 mV/div (10 div).
Z--1
volt blanks display, +2 volt unblanks display. (Signal compatible for all H P CRT displays such as 1332, 1304, or 1310.
Offsets: The X, Y, and polar display offsets can be adjusted over a
f 10% range of screen by means of potentiometers on the rear panel
of the 8501A.
Labeling interface: all major control settings of the 8505A and
8503A and phase-lock indication are displayed on the CRT.

HP-IB Interface capabilities
Remote programming
Learn mode: this feature provides the ability to output the current instrument state to a computing controller.
Input data: data for graphics or other purposes can be sent to the
8501A at a rate of:
ASCII mode: 600 points per second.
Binary mode: 10000 points per second.
Output data: data can be read from the 8501A at a rate oE
ASCII mode: 800 points per second.
Binary mode: 9000 points per second.
Graphics: data for graphics can be read into the 8501A and
viewed in two types of displays:
Text displays: 22 lines of test with 54 characters per line can be
displayed on the CRT.
Vector displays: lines can be drawn of the display between any
two points with a resolution of 432 points in x and 360 points in
y (nominal).
General
Display controls
Storage Off: the 8501A is bypassed so the display returns to
normal analog operation.
Storage On: turns on digitally stored display.
Storage Hold: the current display is not updated and is frozen for
CRT photography or further analysis.
Erase: display and memory are erased.
Labels: switches all display labeling on or off.
Magnifier: expands the display by a factor of 1, 2, 5 , or 10.
Processing functions (Channel 1 and 2)
Input Off: display of channel 1 (2) is blanked.
Input On: channel 1 (2) measurement is displayed.
Input Mem: the difference between the channel 1 (2) measurement and the stored memory content is displayed (normalization).
Memory Store: the current measurement is stored in memory.
Memory View: the stored memory content is displayed.
Averaging: the data averaging function for channel 1 (2) is
switched on or off.
Averaging Factor: the degree of averaging is selectable from 2,4,
8 . . . to 256. The current averaged trace is always displayed and
updated at the sweep rate.
Local: returns the 8501A control to the front panel from remote
HP-IB control.
Includes: HP-IB cable and the processor interconnect cable.
Accessories: the 11864A Accessory Kit provides the labeling
interface boards and connectors for the 8505A. 8505A Opt 007 has
these boards and connectors installed.
Power: selection of 100, 120,220, or 240 V +5%-10%, 50 to 60 Hz
and <140 VA (<140 watts).
Size: 90 H x 426 W x 534 mm D (3%'' x 16%" x 21").
Weight: net, 12.25 kg (27 Ib). Shipping, 14 kg (31 Ib).

RF network analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz (cont.)

Type N Female for 8502B; all other RF ports 500 Type N Female:
Bias input, BNC Female.
DC Bias input: +30 V dc and r200 mA.
Includes: 8502B includes 5001750 minimum loss pad.
Recommendedaccessory: 11851A RF Cable Kit for either 8502A
or 85028.

8503A

Size: 61.5 H x 101 W x 204 mm D (2'/16'' x 7%" x 8 ) .
Weight: net, 1.7 kg (3% lb). Shipping, 3.1 kg (7 Ib).

8502A

11851A

8502A 5 0 R Transmission/Reflection Test Set
85028 7 5 0 Transmission/Reflection Test Set
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: 8502A, 500; 8502B 750.
Directivity: 240 dB.
Frequency response
Transmission: ~ 2 0 . dB
8 and ~ 2 8 " .
Reflection: ~ 2 1 . 5dB and S215" from 0.5-1300 MHz: S210"
from 2-1300 MHz.
Port match
Test port: 226 dB return loss from 2-1300 MHz (224 dB for
8502B);a20 dB return loss from 0.5-2 MHz (218 dB for 8502B).
Test port openlshort ratio: 20.75 dB and k6"from 2-1000 MHz
(20.9 dB and 27.5" for 8502B); rt0.9 dB and 27.5' from 10001300 MHz; f 1.25 dB and 510" from 0.5-2 MHz.
Reference and reflection ports: 325 dB return loss from 2-1000
MHz; 223 dB return loss from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Input port: a 2 3 dB return loss.
Nominal insertion loss:
Input to Test Port: 13 dB (8502A), 19 dB (8502B).
Input to Reference Port: 19 dB (8502A), 19 dB (8502B).
Input to Reflection Port: 19 dB (8502A), 31 dB (8502B).
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm.
Damage level: 1 watt CW.
RF Attenuator range: 0 to 70 dB in 10-dB steps.
Connectors test port: 500 Type N Female for 8502A and 7 5 0

8503A 50R S-Parameter Test Set
85038 7 5 0 S-Parameter Test Set
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: 8503A, 500; 8503B, 750.
Directivity: 340 dB.'.
Frequency response
Transmission (SIZ, SZI): 2 1 dB, 2 12" from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Reflection (SI,
S22): -+2 dB, r20" from 0.5-1300 MHz; r15"
from 2-1300 MHz.
Port match
Test ports 1 and 2: 326 dB return loss from 2-1300 MHz (224
dB for 8503B), 220 dB return loss from 0.5-2 MHz (218 dB for
8503B).
Test port 1 and 2 OpenlShort Ratio: ~ 2 0 . 7 5
dB and 26" from
2-1000 MHz (f0.9dB and f7Sofor8503B); S 2 0 . 9 dB and 27.5"
from 1000-1300 MHz; 2 1.25 dB and + IO" from 0.5-2 MHz.
Reference and return ports: 323 dB return loss from 2-1000
MHz; 220 dB return loss from 0.5-2 MHz and 1000-1300 MHz.
RF Input port: 20 dB return loss from 0.5-1300 MHz.
Maximum operating level: +20 dBm;
Damage level: 1 watt CW.
Connectors: test ports, 5 0 0 APC-7 for 8503A and 7 5 0 Type-N
Female for 8503B; all other RF connectors, 500 Type-N Female;
Bias inputs BNC Female.
DC Bias input: +30 V dc, 2200 mA.
Includes: four 19 cm (7.5") cables for connection to 8505A.
Recommended accessory: 11857A 5 0 0 Test Port Extension Cables or 11857BIC 7 5 0 Test Port Extension Cables.
Programming: Opt 001 allows programming via HP-IB.
Power: 100,120,220, or 240 V 25% -lo%, 50 or60 Hz. Approx. IO
watts (15 watts for 8503B).
Dimensions: 90 H x 432 W x 495 mm D (3%'' x 17" x 19%").
Weight: net, 9.1 kg (20 lb). Shipping, 11.3 kg (25 lb).
Accessories
11850A 5 0 R Power Splitter
118508 7552 Power Splitter
Frequency range: DC to 1.3 GHz.
Impedance: 11850A. 500; 11850B, 750.
Tracking between any two output ports: GO.1 dB and ~ 1 . 5 " .
Equivalent source match (ratio or leveling): 332 dB return loss
(e1.05 SWR).
Input port match: 220 dB return loss.
Nominal insertion loss: 9.54 dB for 11850A; 7.78 dB for 11850B.
Frequency response absolute: Input to Output ~ 0 . dB.
2
Maximum Operating level: +20 dBm.
Burn-out level: 3 1 watt CW.
Connectors: 11850A, 500 Type N female: 11850B, three outputs
7 5 0 Type N female, RF input 500 Type N female.
Recommended accessory: 11851A RF Cable Kit.
Includes: 11850B includes three (3) 500/750 Minimum Loss Pads
Size: 46 H x 67 W x 67 mm D (1'/8" X 25/s" X 2'/8'').
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 lb). Shipping, 3.1 kg (7 lb).
11851A RF Cable Kit
General: four 61 cm (24 in.) shielded 500 cables, phase matched to
4" at 1.3 GHz. Connectors are Type N Male. Recommended for use
with 8502A/B Transmission/Reflection Test Set and 11850AIB
Power Splitter.
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NETWORK ANALYZERS

Automatic network analyzer, 500 kHz to 1.3 GHz
Models 8507A16

Description
The 8507A/B is a desktop computer system based on the 8505A
RF Network Analyzer. The 8507A utilizes the 9830B BASIC language desktop computer while the 8507B system uses the faster
9825A. The synergism of these easy-to-use desktop computers with
the “most programmable network analyzer yet designed“ provides
a powerful RF network measurement tool for both lab and production uses.
Cost effective solutions
In laboratory applications, engineers gain greater circuit insight
due to the speed and ease with which data can be accumulated and
summarized with the 8507 A/B . With just a few hours training, engineers with no previous programming experience have been able t o
write customized programs which solve specialized measurement
problems. In production applications, the 8507A/B dramatically reduces the time and cost of making complicated limit tests on all
types of components. Testing programs with built-in operator instructions can minimize training cost and assure uniform test procedures.
Simplicity and flexibility of HP-IB
ConFguration of the standard 8507A/B or your own customized
system is a simple matter since it is programmed via the HewlettPackard Interface Bus (HP-IB). For instance, your RF measurement application may require a programmable power supply for
transistor biasing or a digital voltmeter. Merely choose an instrument from the already large but still growing list of HP-IB interfaceable instruments and add it to your 8507A/B using universal HP-IB
cables.

Getting started making measurements is equally easy since the 8507A/B
comes complete with programs for system verification, accuracy enhancement and measurement applications. The system verification programs
provide you with a fast operational check of the network analyzer, the
desktop computer, and all system interfaces. However, one of the major
contributionsof the 8507A/Bis its ease of operation and programming using
the HP-IB with Learn Mode.
Learn mode operation
The “Learn” mode of operation extends traditional automatic operation
to a new level of operator convenience. A single key stroke can cause the
desktop computer to accept (learn) a data string from the network analyzer
which defines all of the manually set front panel control settings. Once
stored in the desktop computer(or permanently recorded) this data string can
then be used to automatically return the network analyzer to its exact original
test conditions.. .all without the operator ever writing a single program line!
Programmability features
1) Unique “marker mode” operation provides a real time swept
display at the same time data (frequency or displayed parameters) is
being logged.
So you can store data at a limited number of frequencies and still
be sure you haven’t missed a glitch.
2) Human-engineered HP-IB coding does away with complex code
tables. To program a function, just type its name (shortened to first
letter if you like) and switch position number (numbered 1 to N left
to right).
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B Calibration Kits
'erification and APC-7 Calibration Kit
with 8507A/B. Contains Precision APC-7 Load, APC-7 Short,
rification standards.
'ype N Calibration Kit
with 8507A/B. Contains 2 APC-7 to N-Male Adapters, 2 APC-7
le Adapters, 1 N-Male Load, 1 N-Female Load, 1 N-Female
1 N-Male Short.
;MA Calibration Kit
with 8507NB. Contains 2 APC-7 to SMA-Male Adapters, 2
;MA-Female Adapters, 1 SMA-Male Load, 1 SMA-Female
[A-Female Short, and 1 SMA-Male Short.
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system verification, accuracy enhancement and basic
measurements.
Power: 115 or 230V 50-60 Hz, 750 VA.
Weight: net 227 kg (500 Ib). Shipping, 272 kg (600lb).
Ordering information
Price
8507A Automatic Network Analyzer
$47,805
less $600
Opt 002: Delete Systems Table
less $12,745
Opt 003: Delete 9830B Calculator
Opt 004: 30 K byte memory
add $3,200
Opt 005: Phase lock
add $1,000
85010A Basic Measurements Program PAC for 8501A
$50
and 9830A/B
85030A Applications Pac software 8507A
$250
8507B Automatic Network Analyzer
$49,875
Opt 002: Delete Systems Table
less $600
Opt 003: Delete 9825A Calculator
less $14,815
Opt 005: Phase lock
add $1,000
Opt 006: 8501A Normalizer and 85010B Basic Mea- add $5,900
surements Program PAC.
85010B Basic Measurements Program PAC for 8501A
$50
and 9825A
85030B Applications Pac software 8505B
$250
85031A VenficationlAPC-7 Calibration Kit
$600
85032A N Calibration Kit
$775
85033A SMA Calibration Kit
$400
85036A 75Cl Type N Calibration Kit

1
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, NETWORK ANALYZERS
RF network analyzer system, 100 kHz to 110 MHz
Model 8407 s y s t e m
Complete swept characterization of linear networks
Modular system flexibility
5 0 0 and 75fl measurements
Digital storage

Swept measurements for either designing or testing are made with
ease by HP's versatile 8407 Network Analyzer System. Since phase
as well as magnitude is measured by a Network Analyzer, the behavior of both active and passive linear networks can be completely
characterized from 100 kHz to 110 MHz by swept measurement.
Measurements of gain, loss, phase shift (compute group delay),
return loss, and complex reflection coefficient are all possible in
either 50R or 75R systems. These measurements allow the linear
behavior of the networks under test to be completely characterized
by their complex S-Parameters. Swept complex impedance IZI and
8 (for IZI from 0.lR to >10 k n ) as well as voltage and current
transfer functions are also measured quickly and easily by the 8407
system. Typical linear networks designed and tested with the 8407
are filters, amplifiers, attenuators, antennas, detectors, cables, and
recording heads.
Much of the 8407's versatility stems from its modular construction
which allows the system to perform a variety of measurements or be
economically tailored to one application. The .basic instruments of
the 8407 system are: The HP 8407A Network Analyzer, one of two
REQUIRED sources (HP 8601A SweepedGenerator or H P
8690B/8698B Sweep Oscillator), choice of two plug-in displays (HP
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display or H P 8414A Polar Display), an
optional digital marker (HP 8600A), and one of four transducers
(HP 11652A, 11654A, 11655A, or 1121A) depending on the measurement. Because the 8407A is a tracking receiver, the H P 8601A
and H P 8690B/8698B are the only sources providing the VTO output required to operate the network analyzer. Thus, an operating
system must be configured with one of the required sources, the
network analyzer, a display and one or more of the transducers
depending on the device under test and the network parameters
desired.

Specifications
8407A
General: 8407A is a two input tracking receiver, using both inputs
(reference and test channels) to form their magnitude ratio and phase
difference before routing to display.
Frequency range: 0.1 - 110 MHz.
Impedance: 50R, Option 008: 750. VSWR <1.08.
Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Test input: DIRECT -10 to -90 dBm signal range. ATTENUATED, +20 to -50 dBm signal range. Damage level +26
dBm/5O V dc.
Reference input: DIRECT level required, -10 to -60 dBm. ATTENUATED level required +20 to -20 dBm. Damage level +26
dBm/5O V dc.
Amplitude accuracy: FREQUENCY RESPONSE *0.2 dB for
DIRECT input (test input >-60 dBm), 0.1-110 MHz;20.05 dB
over any IO MHz portion; may be calibrated out. Typically 20.05
dB for DIRECT inputs (REFERENCE level of - 10 dBm). DISPLAY REFERENCE, <0.05 dB/1 dB step, total error G O . 1 dB;
<0.1 dB/dB step, total error ~ 0 . 2 dB.
5 ATTENUATED INPUTS,
40 dB t0.5 dB. REFERENCE CHANNEL GAIN CONTROL,
20 dB and 40 dB steps 20.5 dB/step. CROSSTAIK, >0.03 dB when
test/ref = -40 dB to <4 dB when test/ref = -80 dB.
Phase accuracy: FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 25" for DIRECT
input (test input >-60 dBm), 0.1 to 110 MHz; 22'over any 20 MHz
portion; may be calibrated out. Typically 22' from 1 - 110 MHz for
DIRECT inputs (REFERENCE level of -10 dBm). DISPLAY
REFERENCE, <0.5"/10 dB step; total error<3". ATTENUATED
inputs, 22' from DIRECT inputs. REFERENCE CHANNEL
GAIN CONTROL, 22"lstep. CROSSTALK, <0.3" when test/
ref = -40" to (11" when test/ref = -80 dB.
Power: 65 watts, 50-60 Hz, 115/230 2 10% V ac.
Weight: net, 14.6 kg (32 Ib). Shipping, 17.8 kg (39 Ib).
841 2A
General: plug-in PHASE-MAGNITUDE CRT Display. Displays
magnitude and/or phase vs. frequency.
Amplitude accuracy: display, 0.08 dB/dB from midscreen. Rear
output: 0.03 dB/dB variation from 0 volt output.
Phase Accuracy: DISPLAY, 0.065"/degree from midscreen.
PHASE OFFSET, 0.3"20" step, ~ 3 for
' 360" change, positive or
negative direction. VS. DISPLAYED AMPLITUDE, <lo/ 10 dB;
total <6" over 80 dB range.
Rear panel inputs: sweeping, S15 V dc. Blanking, -4 V dc blanks
CRT. Z axis (marker), - 5 V dc intensifies and +5 V dc blanks
trace.
Power: 23 watts, supplied by 8407A.
Weight: net, 7.8 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 10 kg (22 Ib).
Detailed specifications on page 454.

New 8750A
General: the 875014 Storage-Normalizer provides digitally stored
and normalized CRT displays when used with the 8412A PhaseMagnitude Display. Measurements are faster, easier, and more accurate when the 8750A is employed because the CRT is flicker-free
and frequency response errors are eliminated. The 8750A is not
compatible with the 8414A Polar Display.
Power: selection of 100, 120, 220, or 240 V +5% - 10%. 48 to 440
Hz and s 2 0 VA ( ~ 2 watts).
0
Weight: net, 2.72 kg (6 Ibs). Shipping, 5.0 kg (11 Ibs). Detailed
Specifications on Page 450.
841 4A
General: normalized POLAR coordinate display with magnitude
calibration in 0.2 of full scale gradations. Full scale is determined by
DISPLAY REFERENCE on 8407A; phase calibration is in 10"
increments over 360" range. Smith Chart overlays available.
Accuracy: all errors in amplitude and phase due to display are contained within a circle of 3mm about measurement point.
Rear panel inputs: blanking, -4 to - 10 V dc blanks CRT. Marker,
intensified trace with -4 to -10 V dc.
Rear panel outputs: horizontal and vertical both k2.5 V for full
scale deflection.Power: 35 watts, supplied by 8407A.
Weight: net, 5.9 kg (13 Ib). Shipping, 8.0 kg (18 Ib).
Detailed specifications on page 454.

1 1652A
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1121A

11658A

8601 A
General : GENERATOR/SW
SWEPT modes. Sweep modes
symmetrical (up to 10 MHz). F
ous, harmonics, and drift. 8601
to operate the 8407A.
Frequency: 0.1-1 10 MHz in
1-1 10 MHz.
Impedance: 500, Option 008
Accuracy: 1% offrequency, 0.
Calibrated output: 20.25 dB
racy ? I dBm from +10 to -1
Auxiliary output: sweep out,
(required by 8407A),and auxili
for 8600 counter/digital marke
Detailed specifications on p:
8600A
General: DIGITAL MAR1
sweeper to provide five contin
while reading out the frequenc)
Markerslaccuracy: 5 marke
(0.05% sweep width + sweep
Counter frequency range: 0
by ten when 8601A on 0.1-11(
Detailed specifications on p
11652A
General: REFLECTION-T
power splitter, 8721A DIRE(
mination, calibrating short, thr
low-leakage cables for both t
ments. All 5 0 0 BNC connect1
Directional bridge: 8721A: 61
auxiliary ann. Frequency resp
tivity >40 dB ( 1 to 110 MF
( ~ ~ 0 . 0 3Max
) . input power +
Power splitter: 6 dB through e
500.
50R termination: return loss
Weight: net, 0.7 kg (1.5 Ib). S
11654A
General: passive probe kit for
fer functions and accurate con

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Vector voltmeter
Model 8405A
Accurate voltage and phase measurement

1 to 1000 MHz

Voltage range (rms)

The 8405A Vector Voltmeter measures voltage vectors described
by both magnitude and phase. This capability makes the 8405A a
unique instrument for about any design and test application in the
frequency range 1 to lo00 MHz.
In addition to absolute voltage measurements, capabilities include
insertion loss and group delay of passband-filters and other transmission devices, gain and phase margin of amplifiers, complex
impedance of mixers, antennas, matching the electrical lengths of
cables, s-parameters of transistors, amplitude modulation index, R F
distortion measurements and in-circuit probing.
The 8405A achieves this measurement versatility through its
two-channel capability enabling voltage magnitude measurements in
either channel, thus allowing ratio measurements, and phase difference measurements between the two channels. Gain or loss in excess of 90 dB and phase measurements with 0.1" resolution over a
360" phase range are possible.
Accuracy is achieved through the 1 kHz bandwidth entailing response only to the fundamental frequency of the input signal. Also,
phase-locked coherent sampling to translate 1 to lo00 MHz R F
signals to 20' kHz IF signals enables accurate detection of voltage
magnitude and phase. Automatic phase-locked tuning makes it possible to select the one of 21 overlapping octave ranges which contains the input signal frequency by simply rotating a switch.

Specifications
Frequency range: 1 MHz to 1 GHz in 21 overlapping octave
bands; tuning automatic within each band.
Isolation between channels: 1 to 300 MHz, >lo0 dB; 300 to 1,OOO
MHz >80 dB.
Maximum input: ac, 2 V peak; dc, 250 V.
input impedance (nominal): 0.1 MR shunted by 2.5 pF; 1 MR
shunted by 2 p F when 11576A 10: 1 Divider is used; 0.1 MR shunted
by 5 p F when 10216A Isolator is used. AC coupled.

Channsl
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1

- 10MHz

1.5mV-1.0V
<20pV-l.OV

I
I
I

10-500ML
3OOpV-1.OV
<2opv- 1.ov

I

I

I

500

- 1000 MHZ

5OOpV-1.OV

4 0 p v - 1.0 v

Voltmeter ranges: 100 p V to 1 V rms full scale in 10 dB steps.
Voltage ratio accuracy: 1-200 MHz, 0.2 dB for -60 to 0 dB ranges
and 0.5 dB for -70 dB to + 10 dB ranges; 200-1000 MHz, 0.2 dB for
-60 to - 10 dB ranges, 0.5 dB for -70 dB to 0 dB ranges and 1.5 dB
for + 10 dB range.
Phase range: 360" indicated on zero-center meter with end-scale
ranges of +180", r60", +18", and +6".
Phase resolution: 0.1" at any phase angle.
Phase meter offset: 2180" in 10" steps.
Phase accuracy: r1.5" (equal voltage Channel A and B).
Accessories furnished: two 11576A 1O:l Dividers, two 10216A
Isolators, two 10218A BNC Adapters, six ground clips for 11576A
or 10216A; six replacement probe tips.
Bandwidth: 1 kHz.
Power: 115 or 230 V &lo%, 50 to 400 Hz, 35 W.
Weight: net, 13.9 kg (31 Ib). Shipping, 16.3 kg (36 Ib).
Size: 177 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (7" x 16%'' x 183/~'').
11570A Accessory kit
5 0 a TEE: 11536A: for monitoring signals on 5 0 0 transmission lines
without terminating line. Kit contains two with type N R F fittings.
50R Power splitter: 11549A: all connectors Type N female.
5 0 a termination: 908A: for terminating 50R coaxial systems in
their characteristic impedance.
Shorting plug: 11512A: Shorting Plug, Type N male.
Ordering information
Price
8405A Vector Voltmeter
$3750
Opt 002: linear dB scale
add $25
11570A Accessory Kit (measurement in 5 0 0 systems
only)
$365

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Microwave network analyzer, 110 MHz to 40 GHz
Model 8410s systems

Multioctave swept frequency measurements
System accuracy fully specified

Complete microwave measurement systems
Measures all network parameters

8410s Opt 310

8410s Opt 500

8410s Opt 400

All 8410s Systems measure transmission and reflection parameters of coaxial or semiconductor components in the form of gain,
attenuation, phase, reflection coefficient or impedance. Each option
has been configured and fully specified for making general measurements within a frequency range or for pushbutton S-parameter
measurements on semiconductor devices in a variety of package
styles. The 8410s Systems enable the operator to view a real time
CRT display over octave or multioctave bands with a dynamic range
of 60 dB amplitude and 360" phase. Multioctave, continuous net-

work measurements over the frequency range of 2 to 18 GHz are
possible when the 8410B is used with the HP 8620/86290 Sweep
Oscillator.
The 8410s Systems' upper frequency limit for coaxial and
semiconductor measurements is 12.4 GHz; however, individual instruments may be ordered that will expand coaxial measurement
capability to 18 GHz (option 018 instruments) and waveguide measurements from 8.2 GHz to 40 GHz (8747A series).

8410s Network Analyzer Systems Table

0.11 t o 2 GHz

401

TO5/T012 Packages

0.5 to 12.4 GHz

500

TO51 Package

0.5 to 12.4 GHz

501

HPAC-200 Package

X

X

x
x

x
x

'Options 100, 200 and 300 are identical to 110, 210 and 310 respectively except for the 8412A which is replaced by the 8413A.

X

$19.765
X

$22,415

X

$22,415

Specifications
841OS Common Performance Specifications
Function: all systems measure transmission and reflection parameters on a swept-frequency or CW basis with readout of attenuation,
gain, phase shift, reflection coefficient, return loss, impedance, depending on display unit.
Transmission measurement (using 8412A): accuracy curves
show overall system uncertainty as a function of the amplitude and
phase value. Sources of error included are IF gain control, display
accuracy, phase offset, system noise and cross-talk. System frequency responses is specified separately and is not included in accuracy curves.
Amplitude accuracy (60 dB dynamic range)
IF gain control: 69 dB in 10 dB and 1 dB stem.
?Or1 dB/10 dB
20.2 dB maximum cumulaitive
20.05 dB/1 dB
Display: 0.08 dB/dB from midscreen.
Phase accuracy
Phase offset: 0.3"/20"step; maximum 3" for 360" change.
Display: 0.065"/degree from midscreen.
Connectors: R F Input, Type N female stainless steel: Measuren
.PC-7 precision 7-mm connectors.

Frequency range: 0.11 to 2.0 GHz.
RF input: 20 dB range between -21 dBm and +7 dBm.
Source reflection coefficient: ~ 0 . 0 9'0.11-2.0
,
GHz.
Termination reflection coefficient: S O . 1 1 , 100-200 MHz; ~ 0 . 0 9 ,
200-2000 MHz.
Directivity: >36 dB 0.11-1.0 GHz; >32 dB 1.0-2.0 GHz.
Insertion loss, RF input to test port: 4 dB nominal.
Frequency response
Transmission: typically < 20.35 dB amplitude and <k3" phase.
Reflection: typically <%0.09 magnitude and 25' phase with a
short on the test port.
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy (using 8414A): sources of
error included in the accuracv eauations are directivitv. source
match, and polar display act:uracy .
Magnitude accuracy:
p = e(O.015 + 0.03 p + 0.06 p I. z, 0.11-1.0 GHz.
p , = k(0.025 + 0.03 p + 0.06 p I. 2, 1.0-2.0 GHz.
p , = magnitude uncertainty'.
p = measured reflection c(>efficientmagnitude.
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8410s Opt lOOlll0 specifications
Function: the 8410s option 100/110 measurement systems give all
four S-parameters for a two-port network with pushbutton ease over
the frequency range of 110 MHz to 2 GHz. A choice in log display
units is made by selecting Option 100 (8413A display) or Option 110
(8412A display).

See 8410s Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and
instrument breakdown.
8410s Opt 200/210 specifications
Function: The 8410s Option 200/210 measurement systems cover a
frequency range of 2 to 12.4 GHz. With just one simple setup and
calibration both transmission and reflection measurements are easily
made by pushing a button. A choice in log display units is made by
selecting Option 200 (8413A display) or Option 210 (8412A display).
Frequency range: 2.0 to 12.4 GHz.
RF input: 20 dB range between - 14 dBm and + 14 dBm.
Source reflection coefficient: S 0.09, 2-8 GHz; S 0.13, 8-12.4
GHz.
Termination reflection coefficient: s 0.09, 2-8 GHz; S 0.13,
8-12.4 GHz.
Directivity: z= 30 dB, 2-12.4 GHz.
Insertion loss, RF input to test port: 20 dB nominal.
Frequency response
Transmission: typically <?0.5 dB amplitude and < ? 5 O phase.
Reflection: typically <20.09 magnitude and <%6"phase, with a
short on the unknown port.

Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy (using 8414A): sources of
error included in the accuracy equations are directivity, source
match, and polar display accuracy.
Magnitude accuracy:
p , = k(0.0316 + 0.03 p L + 0 . 0 9 ~
L2) 2-8 GHz.
p ,, = k(0.0316
0.03 p L + 0 . 1 3 ~L2) 8-12.4 GHz.
p ,, = magnitude uncertainty.
p , = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.
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Phase accuracy:
@ , = sin-' p .lp for @ ,,<+90".
@ , = phase uncertainty.
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See 8410s Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.
8410s Opt 300/310 specifications
Function: The 8410s Option 300/310 measurement systems encompass both the 8410s Option 110 and 210 system specifications and
flexibility. The two R F transducer units cover the frequency range
of 110 MHz to 12.4 GHz and both offer calibrated line stretchers for
extending the reference plane. Coaxial rotary joints and air-lines
mounted on the front of the transducer units allow easy connections
to the test device. A choice in log display units is made by selecting
either Option 300 (8413A display) or Option 310 (8412A display).
See 8410s Network Analyzer System Table for price and instrument breakdown.
8410s Opt 400/401 specifications
Function: The 8410s Option 400l410 S-parameter measurement
system provides two port S-parameters for semiconductors in TO18lTO-72 (Option 400) or TO-5/TO-12 (Option 401) packages. A
short circuit Termination and a 50 ohm through section are included
with each type fixture for reference plane calibration.
Frequency range: 0.11 to 2.0 GHz.
Transistor dc bias selection: front panel slide switches establish
proper dc biasing for both Bi-polar and FET transistors. The voltage
and current controls operate independently and are continuously
adjustable over a current range of 0 to 500mAand a voltage range of
0 to 30 Vdc.
RF Input: 20 dB range between -21 dBm to +7 dBm.
Incident power at device under test: +3 dBm to -25 dBm.
Source reflection coefficient
Opt 400: typically -0.062.
Opt 401: typically -0.067.

Termination reflection coefficient
Opt 400: typically <O. 11, 100 to 200 MHz.
<0.09, 0.2 to 2.0 GHz.
Opt 401: typically <0.14, 100 to 200 MHz.
<0.10, 0.2 to 2.0 GHz.
Directivity
Opt 400: typically <31 dB, 0.11 to 1.0 GHz.
<29 dB, 1.0 to 2.0 GHz.
Opt 401: typically <28 dB, 0.11 to 1.0 GHz.
<27 dB, 1.0 to 2.0 GHz.
Frequency response
Transmission: typically <?0.35 dB, 23".
Reflection: typically <k.5 dB, k5".
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy (using 8414A): sources of
error included in the accuracy equations are directivity and source
match.
Magnitude accuracy
Opt 400:
p ,, = k(0.029 + 0.048 p L + 0 . 0 6)'~
L 0.11 to 1 GHz.
p = k(0.035 + 0.051 p L + 0 . 0 6 2 ~L2) 1.0 to 2.0 GHZ.
Opt 401 :
p ,, = k(0.038 + 0.054 p L + 0 . 0 6 7 ~
L2) 1.0 to 2.0 GHz.
p ,, = magnitude uncertainty.
p = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.
Phase accuracy:
CP ,, = sin-' p ,,lp for @ ,,<90".
@ = phase uncertainty.
See 8410s Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.
8410s Opt 500/501 specifications
Function: The 8410s Option 500l501 S-parameter measurement
systems provide the capability of biasing and measuring all four
S-parameters of strip-line transistors in the TO-51 (Option 500),
HPAC-200 (Option 501) packages. A short circuit termination and a
%ohm through section are included with each fixture for reference
plane calibration.
Frequency range: 0.5 to 12.4 GHz.
Transistor dc bias selection; front panel slide switches establish
proper dc biasing for both Bi-polarand FET transistors. The voltage
and current controls operate independently and are continuously
adjustable over a current range of 0 to 500 mAand a range of 0 to 30
Vdc.
RF input: 20 dB range between -7 and +13 dBm.
Incident power at device under test: -27 dBm to -7 dBm with
INCIDENT ATTENUATION set to 0 dB.
Incident attenuation range: 0 to 70 dB in 10 dB steps.
Source reflection coefficient: (typically) <0.13, 0.5 to 8.0 GHz;
20.14, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Termination reflection coefficient: (typically) <O. 13, 0.5 to 8.0
GHz; a0.14, 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Directivity: >28 dB, 4.5 to 4.0 GHz; >23 dB, 4 to 12.4 GHz.
Frequency response: (typically) <1.0 dB, ? 5 degreesj 0.05 to 4.0
GHz; c 1 . 5 dB, a 5 degrees, 4.0 to 8.0 GHz; <2.5 dB, k 5 degrees,
8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Transmission measurement accuracy: (see Common Performance Specifications).
Reflection measurement accuracy: sources of error included in
the accuracy equation are directivity and source match.
Magnitude accuracy:
p = k(0.04 + 0.08 p L + 0.13 p Lz) 0.5 to 4.0 GHz.
p u = a(0.07 + 0.09 /J L + 0.135 p Lz) 4.0 to 8.0 GHz.
p = k(0.074 + 0.098 p L + 0.14 /J L2) 8.0 to 12.4 GHz.
p ,, = magnitude uncertainty.
p = measured reflection coefficient magnitude.
Phase accuracy:
@ , = sin-' p .lp for @ ,,<90'.
CP , = phase uncertainty.
See 8410s Network Analyzer Systems Table for price and instrument breakdown.

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Individual instruments
8410 family

Phase
Range: %180° disdav range with selectable resolutions
of.90,
....~ . .
~45,
~
10, and l"/division.
Accuracy: 10.065"/degree from midscreen.
Phase offslet: 0.3"/20" step cumulative <3".
Power: 23 wa tts supplied by mainframe,
Weight: net, 7.8 kg (17 Ib). Shipping, 10 kg (22 Ib).
r r .,
.. 1nz
..
.. .eo
Dimensions: ,I rJ*L IT
x IOO w x JYJ mm u to x /"/32 x 13-/16")
excluding front panel knobs.
New 8750A Storage-Normalizer
General: the 8750A Storage-Normalizer provides digitally stored
and normalized CRT displays when used with the 8412A Phase
Magnitude Display. Measurements are faster, easier and more accurate when the 8750A is employed because the CRT is flicker-free
and drequency response errors are eliminated. The 8750L4 is not
COmpiitible with the 8414A Polar Display.
Power: selection of 100, 120,220, or 240V +5% - 10%. 48 tc 440 Hz
and s 20 VA S20 watts).
, nmiDDing.
..
. 3.u KP I I I ins,.
Weiahr: net. aL."I- L* KP IO im).
,
Detailed specifications on page 459.
8413A Phase-Gain Indicator
Function: plug-in meter display unit for 8410B. Displays relative
amplitude in dB between reference and test channel inputs or relative phase in degrees. Pushbutton selection of meter function and
range.
Amplltude
Range: 230, 210, and ?3 dB full scale.
Accuracy: 23% of end scale.
Log output: 50 millivolts per dB up to 60 dB total.
Phase
Range: 2180, 260,2 6 degrees full scale.
Accuracy: 22% of end scale.
Output: 10 millivolts per degree.
Phase offset: 2180 degrees in 10-degree steps.
Accuracy: 20.2" + 0.3"/10" step), cumulative <2".
Power: additional 15 watts supplied by 8410B.
Weight: net, 4.9 kg (11 Ib). Shipping, 6.7 kg (15 Ib).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 395 mm D (6" x 7%~''x 159/~6").
8414A Polar Display
Function: plug-in CRT display unit for 8410B. Displays amplitude
and phase data in polar coordinates on 5-in. cathode ray tube.
Range: normalized polar coordinate display; magnitude calibration
20% of full scale per division. Scale factor is a function of IF setting
on 8410B. Phase calibrated in 10-degree increments over 360-degree
range.
Accuracy: error circle on CRT 2 3 mm.
Power: additional 35 watts supplied by 8410B.
1 -
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Specifications
8410Bl8411A Network Analyze
Function: 8411A converts RF signals LU L r S L Y L L ~ LLUL
J
~ U L G J J L L L ~ LLL
8410B mainframe. 8410B is the mainframe for display plug-in units.
Mainframe includes tuning circuits (octave bands or multioctave
bands when used with H P 8620/86290 sweep oscillator), IF
amplifiers and precision IF attenuator.
84108 frequency range: 0.11 to 18 GHz.
8411A frequency range: 0.11 to 12.4 GHz.
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz.
8411A input impedance: 50 ohms nominal. SWR <1.5, 0.11 to 8.0
GHz; ~ 2 . 0 8.0
, to 12.4 GHz; typically increases to a 1O:l SWR,
>I

nererencecnannei: -IO to - - ~ o a ~ mu.11
, to i8u1-1~;
-10 to -50
dBm, 0.11 to 12.4 GHz.
Test channel: -10 to -78 dBm from 0.11 to 12.4 GHz; -10 to
-68 dBm from 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Maximum RF input to either channel: 50 mW.
IF gain control: 69 dB range in 10 dB and 1 dB steps with aL
maximum cumulative error of 20.2 dB.
IPhase
Phase range: 0 to 360".
Control: vernier control ~90".
Sonnectors (8411A): APC-7.
.._ _
_.
. . . - ..- . .
Power: 115 or 230 V ac &lo%, 50-60 Hz, 70 watts (includes 841 1A).
Weight
84108: net , 14.9 kg (33 Ib). Shippling, 18.5 kg (41 Ib).
8411A: net, 3.2 kg (7 Ib). Shipping:, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).
Size
84108: 191 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (7%" x 163/4"x 183/8").
8411A: 67 x 228 W x 143 mm D (Z5/8" x 9" x 5 5 / 8 " ) exclusive of
connectors and cable.
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display
Function: plug in CRT display unit for 8410B. Displays relative
amplitude in dB and/or relative phase in degrees between reference
and test channel inputs versus frequency.
Amplitude
Range: 80 dB display range with selectable resolutions of 10, 2.5,
1 and 0.25 dB/division.
Accuracy: 0.08 dB/dB from midscreen.
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Size: 152 H x 186 W x 395 mm D (6" x 79/3~"x 15'/16'') excluding
front panel knobs.
841 8A Auxiliary Power Supply
Function: the 8418A power supply unit provides power for operating of the 8412A, 8413A or the 8414A display units. Used in conjunction with the 8410B Network Analyzer, it provides the capability of viewing amplitude and phase readout in both rectangular and
polar coordinates simultaneously. Option HOl adds a remotely programmable 0-70 dB IF attenuator reouired for autoranging in semiaiitomatic applications.
W'eight: net, '11.2 kg (25 Ib). Shipping, 19.7 kg (44 Ib).
Siize: 177 H x 483 W x 450 mm D (631/32"x 19" x 17%").
Pricce
0rdering information
84llOB
$3750
- mainframe
.~~
. ~.
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
841lA Frequency Converter
$3 100
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz
add $500
8412A Phase-Magnitude Display
$2200
8413A Phase-Gain Display
$1750
8414A Polar Display
$2000
8418A Auxiliary Power Supply
$1600
Opt H01: Programmable 0-70 dB IF Attenuator
add $2000
8750A Storage-Normalizer
$1450

--

~

8745A

11604A

116026

116008

8743A

11605A

8745A S-Parameter Test Set
Function: wideband RF power splitter and reflectometer with calibrated line stretcher. Pushbutton operated for either transmission or
reflection measurements with network analyzer.
Frequency range: 100 MHz to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Source reflection coefficient: ~ 0 . 0 5 7 0.11
,
to 2.0 GHz.
Termination reflection coefficient: <0.10, 100 to 200 MHz;
~ 0 . 0 6 3 200
, MHz to 2.0 GHz.
Directivity: a 3 6 dB, below 1 GHz; 332 dB, 1 to 2 GHz.
Reference plane extension: 0 to 15 cm for reflection; 0 to 30 cm
for transmission.
Maximum R F power: 2 watts.
Connectors: RF input, type N female; all other donnectors APC-7.
Rear panel programming and bias inputs
Opt 001: output connectors type N female.
Power: 115 or 120 V ac &lo%, 50 to 400 Hz, 40 watts.
Weight: net, 15.4 kg (34% Ib). Shipping, 18.0 kg (40Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 654 mm D (5%’’ x 163/4“x 2S3/4“).

11604A Universal Extension
Function: mounts on front of 8745A; connects to device under test.
Rotary air-lines and rotaryjoints connect to any two port geometry.
Frequency range: dc to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Reflection coefficient: 0.035.
Acc. included: semi-rigid coax. cable, HP Part #1160420021.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 2.2 kg (5 Ib).
Size: 127 H x 32 W x 267 mm D (5” x 11/4‘’X 10%”).
11600B/11602B Transistor Fixtures
Function: mounts on front of 8745A S-parameter test set; holds
devices for S-parameter measurements in a 50-ohm, coax circuit.
Both fixtures provide bias for bipolar transistors and FETs. Other
devices also fit the fixture (tunnel diodes, etc.).
Transistor base patterns
Model 116008: accepts TO-18/TO-72 packages.
Model 116028: accepts TO-5/TO-12 packages.
Calibration references: short circuit termination and a 50-ohm
through-section.
Frequency ranges: dc to 2 GHz.
Impedance: 50 ohm nominal.
Reflection coefficient: <0.05, 100 MHz to 1.0 GHz; <0.09, 1.0 to
2 GHz.
Connectors: hybrid APC-7; Option 001, type N female.
Weight: net 1.1 kg (23/~Ib). Shipping, 1.8 kg (4 lb).
Size: 152 H x 44 W x 229 mm D (6” x 13/4”x 9”).
8743A Reflection/Transmission Test Unit
Function: wideband RF power splitter and reflectometer with calibrated line stretcher. Pushbutton operated for either transmission or
reflection measurement with network analyzer.
Frequency range: 2 to 12.4 GHz, (Opt 018: 2 to 18 Ghz).
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal.
Source reflection coefficient: S0.09, 2.0 to 8.0 GHz; ~ 0 . 1 3 8.0
,
, to 18 GHz.
to 12.4 GHz; ~ 0 . 2 12.4
Termination reflection coefficient: ~ 0 . 1 3in reflection mode, 2.0
to 12.4 GHz; ~ 0 . in
2 transmission mode, 2.0 to 12.4 GHz; typically
<0.2, 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Directivity: 230 dB, 2.0 to 12.4 GHz; 218 dB, 12.4 to 18 GHz.
Reference plane extension: 0 to 15 cm for reflection; 0 to 30 cm
for transmission.
Connectors: RF input, type N female; all other connectors APC-7.
Power: 115 or 230 V ac 2 lo%, 50-400 Hz, 15 W.
Weight: net, 12.1 kg (29 Ib). Shipping, 15.3 kg (34 Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5%” x 163/4”x 183/~”).
11605 Flexible Arm
Function: Mounts on front of 8743A; connects to device under test.
Rotary air-lines and rotary joints connect to any two-port geometry.
Frequency range: dc to 12.4 GHz. (Opt 018, 2 to 18 GHz).
Impedance: 50 ohms nominal. Reflection coefficient of ports:
S O . 11, dc to 12.4.
Opt 018: ~ 0 . 2 32.0
, to 12.4 GHz; ~ 0 . 3 1 ,12.4 to 18 GHz.
Connectors: APC-7.
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 2.7 kg (6 Ib).
Length: 257 mm (1O3/3z”)closed; 648 mm (25%”) extended.
Ordering information
Price
874SA Test Set
$5000
Opt 001: Type N Test Port Connectors
N/C
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
11604A Universal Arm
$1450
11600B/11602BTransistor Fixtures
$850
Opt 001: Type N Female Connectors
less $30
8743A Reflection/Transmission Test Unit
$4500
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz
add $800
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $10
11605A Flexible Arm
$1100
Opt 018: 0.11 to 18 GHz
add $525

NETWORK ANALYZERS
8410 family (cont.)

87468

~

87178

8740A

Frequency range: dc to 12.4 GHz.
Reflection coefficient: <0.05, dc to 4 GHz; <0.07,4.0 to 8.0 GHz;
<110, 8 to 12.4 GHz.
Package styles
opt 001: Customer machineable.
opt 002: ’TO-51 (0.250” dia.).
Opt 003: HPAC-200 (0.205” dia.).
. ..
-a
Calibration -rererences:
options UUL ana uuj only, snon. circuit
termination and a 50-ohm through-section.
Connectors: APC-7 Hybrid (Option 100 type N female).
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 lb). Shipping, 1.4 kg (3 Ib).
Size: 25 H x 143 W x 89 mm D (1” x 5 5 / ~ “x 3%”).
87178 Transistor Bias Supply
Function: for manual or programmable transistor testing. It is particularly useful with the I1600B, 11602B, and 11608A Transistor
Fixtures. The 8717B has two meters for independently monitoring
current and voltage on any of the three leads of a transistor under
test. Bias connections are conveniently selected for all transistor
configurations with a front panel switch. Special circuitry protects
sensitive devices from excessive current transients which commonly
occur in less sophisticated supplies.
Voltage ranges: 1, 3, 10, 30, 100 V.
Current ranges: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 mA.
Accuracy: 4% of full scale for both current and voltage.
ODtion 001: orogrammahle
D /.
A.converter.
. ..- .
. - - __.
.
Weight: net,b.O”kg (20 Ib). Shipping, 11.0 kg (25 Ib).
Size: 86 H x 425 W x 336 mm D (33/d’ x 16%’’ x 13l/d’).
8740A Transmission Test Unit
Function: RF power splitter and calibrated line stretcher for transmission measurement with network analyzer.
Frequency range: dc to 12.4 GHz.
Output reflection coefficient: (0.07, dc to 7 GHz; <0.11, 7.0 to
12.4 GHz.
Connectors: RF input, type N female; output, APC-7 (Opt 001
type N female).
Reference plane extension: electrical, 0 to 10 cm; mechanical
1-10 cm.
Weight: net, 7.1 kg (16 lb). Shipping, 9.4 kg (21 Ib).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 410 mm D (6” x 79/3~“
x 163/16”).
Recommended accessory: 11587A accessory kit.
8741A and 8742A Reflection Test Units
Function: wideband reflectometer, phase-balanced for swept or
single frequency impedance tests with 8410B. Calbirated adjustable
reference plane.
Frequency range: 0.11-2.0 GHz (8741A); 2.0-12.4 GHz (8742A).
Directivity: 236 dB 0.11-1 GHz, 232 dB 1-2 GHz (8741A); 230
dB 2-12.4 GHz (8742A).
Connectors: RF input, type N female; all others APC-7.
Reference plane extension: 0-15 cm.
Accessories furnished: 11565A, APC-7 short.
Weight: net, 6.7 kg (15 lb). Shipping, 8.9 kg (20 Ib).
Size: 152 H x 186 W x 410 mm D (6” x 7%‘’ x t63/16”).
Recommended accessory: 11587A Accessory Kit
Ordering information
Price
8746B Test Unit
$7700
N/C
Opt 001: Type N Test Port Connectors
add $10
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
11608A Transistor Fixture (must specifv
~.Oution 001.
002, or 003)
$750
Opt 001: Customer Machineable
$800
Opt 002: TO-51
$800
Opt 003: HPAC-200
less $30
Opt 100: Type N Female Connectors
$2750
8717B Transistor Bias Supply
add $670
Opt 001: Programmable D/A Converter
add $10
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
$3300
8740A Transmission Test Set
$2500
8741A Reflection Test Set
$3300
8742A Reflection Test Set

8741A

8742A

87468 S-Parameter Test Set
Function: wideband RF power divider and reflectometer with calibrated stretcher and a selectable 0-70 dB incident signal attenuator.
Provides internal bias tests for completely characterizing two port
active devices.
Frequency range: 0.5 to 12.4 GHz.
Source and termination reflection coefficient: SO. 13.
Directivity: 230 dB, 0.5 to 4.0 GHz; 226 dB, 4.0 to 12.4 GHz.
Incident attenuation: 0-70 dB in 10 dB steps ?5%.
Reference plane extension: adds 0-15 cm (30 cm in transmission
path).
Remote programming: ground closure to 36 Pin connector.
Transistor biasing: via 36 Pin connector.
Connectors: input type N female, test ports APC-7.
Opt 001: provides 10 dB higher power level at the test port.
Power: 115 or 230 V ?lo%, 48 to 440 Hz, 110 VA max.
Weight: net, 16.1 kg (35 Ib). Shipping, 19.1 kg (42 Ib).
Size: 140 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (5%’’ x 16%’’ x B3/s”).
11608A Transitor Fixture
Function: provides the capability of completely characterizing stripline transistors in either the TO-51 or HPAC-200 package styles.
For special package styles, a through-line microstrip and bolt-in
grounding structure machineable by customer is available.
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X, P 8747A ReflectionlTransmission Test Units
Function: waveguide setup for measuring reflection and transmission parameters of waveguide devices with the network analyzer.
Frequency range: X8747A: 8.2-12.4 GHz; P8747A: 12.4-18
GHz.

K, R 8747A Reflection/Transmission Test Units
Function: waveguide setup for measuring reflection and transmission parameters of waveguide devices with the network analyzer;
down-converts with built-in mixers to the frequency range of the
8411A.
Frequency range: K8747A: 18-26.5 GHz; R8747A: 26.5-40 GHz.

X8747A and P8747A

I
w

11587A Accessory Kit
Function: accessories normally used for transmission and reflection
tests with the 8740A, 8741A, and 8742A.
Weight: net, 1.34 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 2.23 kg (5 Ib).

w

K8747A and R8747A

11650A Accessory Kit
Function: accessories normally used for transmission and reflection
tests with the 8745A and 8743A.
Weight: net, 1.34 kg (3 Ib). Shipping, 2.23 kg (5 Ib).
11609A Cable Kit
Function: interconnecting cables normally required for network
measurements using the 8410 network analyzer.
Weight: net, 0.9 kg (2 Ib). Shipping, 1.36 kg (3 Ib).

11650A

11587A

11589A and 11590A Bias Networks
Function: auxiliary units for use with the 11600B, 11602B and
11608A transistor fixtures. These bias networks provide dc bias to
the center conductor of a coaxial line while blocking the dc bias from
the input RF circuit.
Frequency range: 11589A-0.1 to 3.0 GHz; 1159OA-1.0 to 12.4
GHz.
Connectors: BNC for dc biasing; type N female for RF (Option
001: APC-7).
Weight: net, 0.3 kg (9 0 2 ) . Shipping, 0.5 kg (1 Ib).
Dimensions: 29 H x 76 W x 114 mm D (13/8” x 3” X 4%”).

11609A
11599A Quick Connect Adapter
Function: quickly connects and disconnects the 8745A and the transistor fixtures or 11604A universal extension.
Weight: net, 397 gm (14 0 2 ) . Shipping, 652 gm (2 Ib).
Dimensions: 127 H x 76 W x 108 mm D (5” x 3” x 41/2”).

11589Aand 11590A

11599A

11607A

11607A Small Signal Adapter
Function: used with the 8745A S-parameter test set. The incident
signal levels to the test device are reduced to the -20 to -40 dBm
range.
Weight: net, 4.1 kg (45/~Ib). Shipping, 4.5 kg (10 Ib).
Dimensions: 60 H x 413 W x 244 mm D (23/8” x 16%” x 95/8”).
Ordering information
Price
X8747A Waveguide Test Set
$3100
P8747A Waveguide Test Set
$3250
K8747A Waveguide Test Set
$9000
R8747A Waveguide Test Set
$9500
11587A Accessory Kit
$1140
11650A Accessory Kit
$880
11609A Cable Kit
$115
11589A Bias Network
$350
Opt 001: APC-7 Connectors
add $30
11590A Bias Network
$400
Opt 001: APC-7 Connectors
add $30
11599A Quick Connect Adapter
$175
11607A Small Signal Adapter
$800

NETWORK ANALYZERS
Semi-automatic network analyzer, 110 MHz to 18 GHz
Model 8409A

Economical aiJtomated milcrowave m e iisuremf
Accuracy enhiancement

9825A desktop computer

b

Description
The H P 8409A IYCLWUIK AIWYLCI a y a r c ~1s a ~ I ~ L L I MLUIULIUII
I
to the need for automated error-corrected R F and microwave network measurements using a simple and economical configuration.
It’s a complete measurement system, comprised of a programmable
source, network analyzer, and computing controller. The 8409A
brings major advantages in accuracy, speed, and operating convenience at a mod est cost increase compared to a manual network
analyzer.
The 8409A consists of standard H P instruments and is delivered
with accuracy tmhancement software, calibration standards, and all
_ _ L _ _ ,
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necessary cables. Oiur
noun-up anuJ :irnrneuidte
use. I ransmrssron ana
reflection characteristics are measured in two ranges, 0.11 to 2 GHz
using the 874514 S-Parameter Test Set and 86222B sweeper plug-in,
and 2 to 18 GHz using the 8743A Reflection/Transmission Test
Unit and 86290B sweeper plug-in. Switching between the two frequency ranges is easily accomplished by changing both the test set
and sweeper plug-in.
Accuracy enhancement software extends measurement capability
to tests not possible or extremely difficult and time consuming using
a manual system. Vector error terms ar‘e measured and stored usingr
a precision sliding load, a short, a sh ielded open, and a througkI
connection to quantify directivity, sour(:e match, and tracking error?,
at each frequency. These systematic erTors are removed during the
._
-L
...measurement sequence as the analyzer. Lunes LUdcK
LO eacn C a l l D r d tion frequency, measures the device respon
error correction computation.
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8409A Automatic Network Ana
components
Basic configuration includes:
Network analyzer
8410B Network Analyzer
8411A Opt 018 Harmonic Frequency Converter
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8412A Phase-Magr
8418A Opt H01 AL
8414A Polar Displi
Test sets
8745A S-Parameter I est >et (u. I I tu L w n y
11857A Test Port Extension Cables
8743A Opt 018 Reflection/Transmission Test Set (2 to
18 GHz)
18 bHZ).
11605A Opt 018 Flexible Arm (2 to .^
Source
8620C Opt 011 Sweep Oscillator Mainframe with
HP-IB Interface
- . ---.
86222B (.01 to L.4 bH.2)
86290B (2 to 18.6 GHz)
HP-IB accessories
59313A Analog-to-Digital Converter
59306A Relay Actuator
Controller
9825A Opt 002 Desk Top Computer (with 23K bytes
memory) with String-Advanced Programming ROM,
9872A Plotter-General and Extended I/O ROM and
HP-IB Interface.
9866B Thermal Pri nter with cradle
9872A Digital Plot ter
accessories.
Type N to SMA calibration
.
software, system cables and integration
Ordering information
8409A Automatic Network Analyzer
Opt 001:(2 to 18 GHz) deletes .I1 to 2 GHz test set
and sweeper plug-in.
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NETWORK ANALYZERS
Storage-Normalizer
Model 875QA
Digital storage and normalization
Simple CRT photos and x-y recordings
Use with HP network and spectrum analyzers

With HP's versatile 8750A Storage-Normalizer, you can make
your network analyzer or spectrum analyzer measurements faster,
easier, and more accurately through the simple addition of digital
storage and normalization. This useful instrument accessory is directly compatible via a single interface cable with the following recently produced or appropriately modified Hewlett-Packard instruments; the 8755 Frequency Response Test Set, the 8407A/
8412A, the 8410/8412A, and the 8505A Network Analyzers, and
8557A, 8558B, and the 8565A Spectrum Analyzers. A special I/O
Adapter (opt 001 or opt 002) is available for interfacing instruments
(like 140 Series Spectrum Analyzers) that are not directly compatible with the 8750A. An external oscilloscope can then be used for
digitally stored and normalized displays. (The 8750A is not compatible with the 8414A Polar Display or the polar mode of 8505A.
In network analyzer applications, digital storage always yields a
flicker-free display of the complete device response, facilitating easy
adjustment of test devices under slow sweep conditions. Measurment accuracy is also improved since frequency response errors can
be automatically removed through digital normalization. This effectively eliminates the need to manually record calibration traces on a
CRT or x-y recorder and allows high resolution measurements of
attenuator, amplifier, or filter passband flatness.
In spectrum analyzer applications, the 8750A's digital storage feature simplifies many difficult tests requiring slow scan times such as
high resolution modulation measurements. Drift test are also easy
since two traces, a stored reference and the current input, can be
displayed simultaneously.
Hard copy documentation can be obtained quickly and easily
since data can be frozen on the CRT for straight forward CRT
photography or outputted to an x-y recorder at a constant 30 second
sweep rate.

Specifications
Display
Horizontal memory resolution: two display channels, 256 points
per channel (0.4% of full scale, 8 bit word).
Vertical Memory Resolution: 512 points displayed full scale (0.2%
of full scale, 10 bit word) plus a 50% overrange (256 points) both
above and below full screen.
Horizontal input sweep rates: 100 sec maxJl0 ms min.
Display refresh rate: 6 ms.
Video detection
Network analyzer: Average Detection (20 kHz).
Spectrum analyzer: Peak Detection.
Inputloutput
AID Horizontal input
Network analyzer: 0 to 10 V nominal. Offset 20.5 V and Gain
Adjust 6 to 15 V.

Spectrum analyzers: 2 5 V nominal. Offset 20.5 V and Gain
Adjust 24.45 to f5.5 V.
AID Vertical input
Network analyzer: 20.8 V min. and 22.25 V max. with continuous gain adjustment. Offset 20.3 V.
Spectrum analyzer: 0 to 0.8 V or 0 to -0.8 V. Offset + O . 1 V and
Gain Adjust f10%.
DIA Horizontal output
Network analyzer: gain adjustment from 1 to 3 V peak. Offset
adjustment allows 21.5 V or 0 to 3 V sweep output.
Spectrum analyzer: 0 to 3 V nominal. Offset & 5 V and Gain
Adjustment from 0.7 to 3.5 V.
QIA Vertical output
Network analyzer: same as Vertical Input with f10% adjustment range.
Spectrum analyzer: same as Vertical Input with f 10% adjustment range.
X-Y Recorder outputs
Horizontal range and accuracy: 0 220 mV to 1 V nominal,
settable within 2 3 % offull scale. BNC female output (rear panel).
Vertical range and accuracy: 2 4 V 23% BNC female output
(rear panel).
Sweep time: 30 sec per displayed trace.
Penlift voltage: 20 V maximum.
Penlift sinking current: 50 mA maximum.
Penlift output: BNC female (rear panel with open collector
driver .)
Contro Is
Select: LED display indicates Network or Spectrum Analyzer operation depending on the plug-in interface card. Two rear panel
plug-in interface cards are provided to accomodate the different
network and spectrum analyzer performance requirements. Internal
storage is provided for the interface card that is not in use.
Network analyzer: two keys activate front panel controls for
adjustment of either channel 1 or 2 displays.
Spectrum analyzer: two keys allow the storing, viewing, and
manipulation of up to two display traces (A and B).
Display
Input: initiates digital storage.
Input-Mem (Input minus Mem): Stored Reference trace is subtracted from input data (normalization) and the difference displayed directly.
Hold: freezes display for CRT photos or further analysis.
Reference memory
Store input: current input trace is stored as Reference for future
normalization (Input-Mem).
Recall: displays stored Reference trace.
Bypass: bypasses 8750A so display is returned to conventional
analog operation.
X-Y Plot: initiates X-Y plots. Data and pen lift are outputted
through rear panel BNC connectors.
Display adjust: Gain and Position potentiometers for adjustment of
D/A outputs to CRT display requirements (see DIA Outputs).
General
Power: selection 100, 120, 220, or 240 V +5% - 10%. 48 to 440 Hz
and <20 VA (<20 watts).
Size: 102 H x 212 W x 280 mm D (4" x 8.4" x 11.2").
Weight: net, 2.72 kg (61 Ibs). Shipping, 5.0 kg (11 Ibs).
Ordering information
8750A Storage-Normalizer
Opt 001: BNC Interface Adapter (Deletes direct
interface cable)
Opt 002: BNC Interface Adapter (Retains direct
interface cable)

Price
$1450

NIC
$125
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Wave, distortion, spectrum and Fourier analyzers

Analysis of signals in the frequency domain is an important measurement concept
which is widely used for providing electrical
and physical system performance information. Several examples will illustrate some
important applications where signal analyzers are useful.
The vibrational patterns of structures
(aircraft, automobiles, bridges, etc.) must be
known to predict behavior in dynamic
operating environments. Noise and vibration levels are of vital concern to the manufacturers and users of rotating machinery
and automobile and aircraft engines. Resonant modes and many other parameters may
be measured with the H P Fourier Analyzer.
A need for signal analysis in fluid flow
signature identification applications has
emerged in recent years. Particles carried in
a flowing fluid may be identified and quantified by observing its spectral response to
ultrasonic stimulation.
In the fields of telecommunications, the
spectrum and wave analyzers provide vital
operational performance verification of multiplex systems. Unwanted signals such as
carrier leak signals, out-of-band noise, and
cross modulated signals must be identified.
System gain, loss, and pilot tone measurements must also be made. These measurements are discussed in more detail in the
Telecommunications Test Equipment sec-

tion of this catalog.
Dopper Radar ranging systems require
pure, stable CW signals for accurate determination of vehicle distance and movement.
The phase noise of these CW signals limits
the distance, acccuracy, and resolution
measuring capabilities of the system. Phase
noise is an important parameter the spectrum analyer can effectively display.
Finally, in the general field of electronics,
there are three primary uses for the signal
analyzer. First, the analyzer is used to identify and measure signals which result from
non-linear effects in the process of amplification, filtering, and mixing. Second, the
punty of signal sources is commonly observed. Third, the signal analyzer with a
companion tracking generator is used as a
network analyzer for frequency response
measurements of fdters, amplifiers, and
many other types of networks.
This section discusses the definition and
use of four type of instruments for frequency
response signal analysis: spectrum analyzers, digital Fourier analyzers, wave analyzers, and distortion analyzers.
Each of these instruments measures the
magnitude of CW signals through a specific
bandwidth, just the same as a tuned voltmeter. But each measurement technique is different. The spectrum analyzer is a swept receiver that provides a visual display of

amplitude versus frequency. It shows on a
single display how energy is distributed as a
function of frequency, displaying the absolute value of Fourier components of a given
waveform. The Fourier analyzer uses digital
sampling and transformation techniques to
form a Fourier spectrum display that has
phase as well as amplitude information. The
wave analyzer is the true tuned voltmeter,
showing on a meter the real time amplitude
of the energy in a specific frequency window
which is tunable over a specific frequency
range. The distortion analyzer performs an
almost reciprocal function to that of the
wave analyzer. It collectively measures the
energy outside a specific bandwidth, tuning
out the fundamental signal and displaying
the energy of the harmonics and other distortion products on a meter.
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation
of the way the three analyzers view a simple
CW signal and one harmonic. The time domain scan of the CW signal is presented in
1.a. A(t) is the complex voltage waveform as
it would be viewed on an oscilloscope. The
dashed lines represent the vector components of the signal: A (t), the fundamental
and A (t), the second harmonic. In 1.b. the
spectrum analyzer displays the frequency
spectrum showing both vector components
and their amplitude relationship. Spectrum
analysis is useful from 5 H z to over 40 GHz.

Figure l a . Waveform
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Figure 1b. Spectrum and Fourier analyze!rs

technique is practical from 10 Hz to above
18 MHz.
The distortion analyzer as pictured in
Figure 1.d. rejects the fundamental to which
it has been tuned and measures the energy
everywhere else within the instrument’s frequency spectrum. Distortion-as a percentage or in dB down from the fundamental-is
displayed directly on a meter. HewlettPackard distortion analyzers cover 5 Hz to
600 kHz.
The following section considers each instrument technique, showing the particular
strength and flexibility of each.
Spectrum analyzer
To display useful information about a frequency scan, a spectrum analyzer must be
sensitive, frequency stable, free of spurious
responses over a wide band, and have Calibrated accuracy in the CRT display. The
examples which follow best demonstrate the
wide variety of information which can be
measured on the spectrum analyzer.
analyzer.
Measurements with the spectrum
analyzer
CW signal: the most basic spectrum
analysis measurement is the single CW signal.

- 10 dBm
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With the 50 MHz local oscillator input at 0
dBm and a 5 MHz, -30 dBm mixer signal,
two sidebands at 45 MHz and 55 MHz result. The sidebands are -36 dBm, giving the
mixer a 6 dB conversion loss. Other information easily extracted from this spectrum
analyer display is the 60 dB local oscillator
isolation and the 5 MHz signal has 41 dB
isolation. Second order distortion products
at 40 and 60 MHz are 40 dB below the desired mixer outputs.
Amplitude modulation: percent amplitude
modulation is often more easily measured

Oscilloscope

Figure I C . Wave analyzer

a

0

Figure I d . Distortion analyzer

The Fourier Analyzer displays both the
amplitude and phase components of each
frequency so that accurate amplitude and
phase relationships can be observed. Because the Fourier Analyzer uses digital
techniques to extract frequency information
rather than swept filter techniques, it can
display the complete spectrum of a signal in
just the time it takes to analyze the lowest
frequency component. Hewlett-Packard
Fourier Analysis is presently practical in the
range of D C to 100 kHz. The wave analyzer
in Figure 1.c. measures the amplitude and
frequency of the signal in the frequency
window to which it is tuned. This window
can be moved to measure the amplitude of
the second harmonic, thereby making a precise comparison with the fundamental. This

100 MHz

Pictured is a -30 dBm signal at 60 MHz.
The zero frequency indicator is at the far left
graticule.
Spectral purity of a CW signal: one very
important oscillator signal measurement is
spectral purity. This 70 Mz carrier has
power line related sidebands (?60 Hz)
which are 65 dB down.
Such sidebands may result from power
supply ripple. The 50 Hz/division spectrum
analyzer scan and the 10 Hz analyzer
bandwidth provide the high degree of resolution required to see these sidebands.
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70MHz

Frequency conversion products: the
spectrum analyzer is well suited for frequency conversion measurements such as
the output of a balanced mixer as shown.

Spectrum Analyzer

with the spectrum analyzer than it is with
the oscilloscope. This is especially true for
low level modulation.
With the oscilloscope time display, percent modulation, M, is measured as a ratio
of the signal’s dimensions: M = 100 ‘ (6-2)/
(6 +2) = 50%. In the spectrum analyzer display, whose vertical calibration is 10 dB/
division, the camer and sidebands differ by
12 dB, the voltages in the sidebands are ‘/4
that of the carrier and again, M = 50%. At
the same time the second and third harmonic
distortion of the sidebands can be measured
at 28 and 44 dB respectively.
Frequency
modulation:
information
transmitted by FM can be thoroughly
characterized by the spectrum analyzer.

I
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Wave, distortion, spectrum and Fourier analyzers (cont.)

transfer and data reduction can be handled
by easy-to-write software.
Frequency response: using a tracking signal source and a spectrum analyzer the frequency response of filters can be displayed

- 10 dBV

average noise level or distortion products
whichever is greater. Hence, dynamic range
can be either distortion limited, noise limited
or display limited.
Frequency and amplitude resolution:
frequency resolution is the ability of the
analyzer to separate signals closely spaced
in frequency. The frequency resolution of an
analyzer is a function of three factors:
1) minimum I F bandwidth, 2) IF filter
shaae factor. 3) saectrum analvzer stabilitv.

FM

_

o.5yHz

High Deviation FM

Low deviation FM is applied to a 60 MHi
c:arrier in the first photo. The deviation h a
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1Jeen adjusted for the second carrier null (M[
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= 3 . 3 ~ ~i.n e siaeoanas spacing is IU KHZ,

the modulation frequency; therefore, Af
peak = 5.52 x 10 kHz = 55.2 kHz.
The second photo is an example of high
deviation FM. The transmission bandwidth
is 2.!5 MHz.
PUISed CW power: by viewing the spec1tra
of a repetitive RF pulse on the spectnim
.xr;rlth
onrl y,ak
na
anal)LuA, nnile.=
yu.uw
power, occupied bandwidth, and duty cycle
can be determined.
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From the spectral output
. .. shown the
pulse's complete cnaracrensrics are aerermined: 6.3 GHz RF at 0 dBm, pulsed at 50
kHz rate. The pulse width is 1.3 ps.
Noise: spectrum analysis is effective in
measuring impulse noise, random noise,
carrier to noise ratio, and amplifier noise
figure.
Phase noise: the short term frequency fluctuations of a sine wave source can be measured directly as phase modulation
sidebands. Hewlett-Packard
spectrum
analyzers with narrow resolution and synthesized internal frequency sources can
make many phase noise measurements
directly. Bandwidth corrections, analyzer
corrections, data averaging and setup calibration factors can be accounted for by
Hewlett-Packard Automatic Spectrum
Analyzers. All instrument control, data
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- 13 dBV, the insertion loss at 2.4 kHz is 4
dB. Extremely high Q devices can be measured with this system.
Spectrum analyzer capabilities
To be useful in making measurements in
the frequency domain, the analyzer must be
capable of making quantitative measurements. Specifically, an analyzer must:
1. make absolute freouencv
, measurements
2. make absolute amplitude measurements
3. operate over a large amplitude dynamic
range . . .
. .
4. nave high resolution or frequency and
amplitucle
5. have higrh sensitivity
6. provide means of observi ng:, preserving,
and reccirding its output :in a convenient
.
. ..-:. - .^
L - L l - --and rapiua IIIZWICI LYY
u~ng
VUI~IUIC ~ C I sistence,, digital storage -2 md adaptive
sweep.
Hewlett-Pa.ckard spectrum analyzers excel
r
in these six measures 01r penormance.
Let us consider each of these performance
standards in greater detail.
Absolute freauencv measurements:
Frequency readout accuracy depends uponI
the tuning and readout techniques
employed, as well as the stability of the
spectrum analyzer's frequency reference
The absolute frequency accuracy read 00F
the slide-rule type of frequency dial is a p
proximately 1% of full scale. SynthesizedI
local oscillators allow accuracies to +4 Hz
at 1500 MHz in narrow frequency spans.
.
. usea. .in conwnen
me spectrum analyzer IS
junction with a tracking generator (a source
whose frequency is the same as the analyzer
tuning frequency) accuracy much better
than 1% can be achieved by counting the
generator output.
Absolute amplitude measurements: All
Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzers are
absolutely calibrated for amplitude measurements. This means the spectrum
analyzer indicates to the user what the log/
reference level or linear sensitivity is regardless of control settings. Either a warning
light or CRT message indicates an uncalibrated condition, making operation of the
analyzer easy and foolproof.
Dynamic range: the dynamic range of a
spectrum analyzer is defined as the difference between the input signal level and the
"
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Analyzer rrequency sraoiury also limits
resolution. The residual FM (short term
stability) should be less than the narrowest
I F bandwidth. If not, the signal would drift
in and out of the I F pass band. HewlettPackard analyzers have excellent stability.
The residual FM ranges from < 1 Hz at low
frequency, to <IO0 Hz at microwave frequencies, enabling the measurement of
noise sidebands. The stabilization circuitry
is completely automatic and foolproof. No
signal recentering, phase-lock loop, manual
search, or checking is required.
Amplitude resolution is a function of the
vertical scale calibration. Hewlett-Packard
analyzers offer both log calibration for observing large amplitude variations (IO, 2 and
1 dB/div) and linear calibration for observing small amplitude variations.
Sensitivity: sensitivity is a measure of an
analyzer's ability to detect small signals, and
is often defined as the point where the signal
level is equal to the noise level or (S + N)/N
= 2. Since noise level decreases as the
bandwidth is decreased, sensitivity is a function of bandwidth. The maximum attainable
sensitivity ranges from - 150 dBm to - 125
dBm with Hewlett-Packard analyzers.
Variable persistence, digital storage,
and adaptive sweep: high resolution and
sensitivity both require narrow bandwidths
and consequently slow sweep rates. Because of these slow sweeps, variable persistence is virtually indispensable in providing
a bright, steady, flicker-free trace. (In effect, variable persistence allows one to vary
the length of time a trace remains on the
CRT.)
The digital storage feature on HewlettPackard analyzers covering audio to microwave frequency ranges make measurements
and CRT photography simple. It gives the
CRT displays a dot matrix connected by line
generators for an unbroken and uniform intensity scan.
On low frequency analyzers, adaptive
sweep speeds measurement times. O n the
very slow sweep times required when using
the 1 Hz bandwidth adaptive sweep allows
the scan to sweep rapidly when no signals
occur. At signals above a preset level the
sweep is slowed for an accurate measurement. The measurement time savings can be
greater than 20: 1.

Tracking preselector
The only way to simultaneously avoid
spurious, multiple, harmonic and image responses, is to filter the R F signal through a
tracking preselector. This is an electronically tuned bandpass filter that automatically tracks the analyzer’s tuning. A
preselector improves the spurious-free
range of the analyzer from less than 70 dB to
100 dB.
Tracking generator
A tracking generator expands the measurement capability of the spectrum
analyzer by providing a signal source which
tracks the tuning frequency of the analyzer.
The sourceheceiver combination can be
used to measure insertion loss, frequency
response, return loss and precision frequency count.
I t helps make these additional measurements with increased distortion-free
dynamic range, sensitivity and selectivity.
The tracking generator is also an excellent
stable sweeping generator. The residual F M
ranges from 2 1 Hz for low frequency tracking generators to 2400 Hz for microwave
tracking generators.
Frequency stability analysis
Frequency stability and spectral purity
are important parameters when characterizing precision frequency sources. Long term
stability or frequency drift due to aging or
temperature effects is generally measured
with a precision frequency counter such as
the H P 5345A; random fluctuations in frequency or phase stability can be measured in
the time domain with an electronic counter
and the Allan Variance technique. Measurement dimensions for this method are
rms Fractional Frequency Deviation in
parts per million for various averaging (gate)
times.
Another technique for estimating random
fluctuations is by measuring phase spectral
density in the frequency domain. The most
commonly used dimensions for this measurement is the single sideband signal-tophase noise ratio expressed in dBc (dB
below the camer) at various offset frequencies from the camer. The most common
method of making this measurement is to
mix two signals together and feed the output
into lower frequency wave analyzer or spectrum analyzer. The technique works well for
offset frequencies far away enough from the
camer to be compatible with the bandwidths
of the analyzer.
For offset frequencies close to the carrier,
(eg. below 100 Hz) the bandwidths of analog
analyzer become large in comparison to the
frequencies being measured. As 1 Hz is approached, measurements become extremely
difficult.
An automatic system for making phase
noise measurements very close to the camer
is the H P 5390A Frequency Stability
Analyzer which is based upon a high performance electronic counter and a programmable calculator. The counter is ideally
suited to make measurements in the time
domain, and the calculator can transform
the data into the frequency domain. This
technique allows measurements to be made

from 0.01 Hz away from the carrier out to 10
kHz. Sensitivities greater than -150 dBc
can typically be obtained at a 1 Hz offset on
carriers ranging from 500 kHz to 18 GHz.
For a more complete description of this automated technique refer to the 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer on page 502.
Automatic spectrum analyzers
The measurement capability of a spectrum analyzer can be greatly enhanced by
allowing a desktop computer to control instrument functions and record frequency
and amplitude information. Data can be
gathered and processed into a variety of
formats at a very rapid rate. Through comprehensive self-calibration, automatic spectrum analysis offers amplitude accuracy of
up to 20.2 dB with 0.02 dB resolution. User
cost savings are realized through faster
measurements, lower operator skill requirements, and unattended operation capability.
Further discussion of computer, based automatic spectrum analysis can be found on
page 483 and 577.
Fourier analyzers
Fourier analysis is one of a variety of digital signal analysis techniques that allow
analysis of signals that cannot be adequately
measured by “traditional” instrumentation.
Among these are: Random signals or signals
obscured by noise, joint properties or relationships of two or more signals, statistical
properties of signals, or very low-frequency
signals (below 20 Hz).
The basis for Fourier analysis lies in
the fact that time domain signals may be
represented as a number of individual
frequency components in the frequency
domain. The Fourier transform calculates
the amplitude and phase coefficients of each
component frequency.
The fundamental steps involved are
shown in Figure 2. One or more analog inputs are first sampled at regular intervals,
At, then digitized and stored in memory.
The desired function (Le., power spectrum,
transfer function, etc.) is then computed by
the processing unit and stored in memory.
The contents of memory can then be viewed
on a CRT display, plotted, or processed
further-based on the user’s specific requirements.
Advantages
The digital nature of Fourier analysis insures high accuracy, stability and essentially
Input Channels

Figure 2. Basic Fourier Analyzer

no low-frequency limits. Since the transform
provides all frequency lines from D C to
some maximum frequency at the same time,
a great time savings is obtained over analog
swept techniques.
This is especially advantageous when
analyzing low-frequency signals which require long time periods or when extremely
high resolution is desired.
One technique used by the Fourier
Analyzer to obtain very high resolution is
Band Selectable Fourier Analysis (BSFA).
Using BSFA, a 100 Hz band centered about
25 k H z can be analyzed with 0.2 Hz resolution.
The Fourier Analyzer accepts multiple
inputs. With simultaneous sampling, the relationship between two or more signals may
be calculated, such as the input and output
of a mechanical, electrical, or acoustic system. This flexibility, as well as the ability to
compute many different statistical functions
and output the data in a variety of formats,
result in an extremely cost effective,
general-purpose analyzer.
Equally important, the Fourier Analyzer
is easy to use. It can be operated without
special programming and contains a built-in
calibrated CRT display for easy interpretation of results.
These advantages have opened up several
new applications for Fourier analysis, many
of them in fields which are not traditional
users of digital instrumentation.
Applications
The versatility and performance of the
Fourier Analyzer make it an ideal tool for a
variety of applications. Mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, geophysicists
and bio-medical researchers are applying its
advanced digital analysis capability to a
broad spectrum of problems. Power spectrum analysis, ensemble averaging, cross
spectrum measurements, transfer function
measurements, and correlation are fundamental measurement techniques. Although
the use or source of the data may differ,
these analyses form the basis for understanding and solving complex dynamic problems.
Applications for Fourier analysis cover a
broad range of areas. Rotating machinery
analysis, structural dynamics, vibration control, electromechanical systems analysis,
and acoustic studies, are just a few of the
areas where these advanced techniques are
being applied.

Memory
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
LA Wave, distortion, spectrum and Fourier analyzers (cont.)

Correlator, spectrum display
Correlation analysis may be thought of as
the time domain equivalent of spectrum
analysis. It is particularly useful for the recovery of periodic signals buried in noise
(without requiring a synchronizing signal),
the measurement delays in signal transmission path, and the identification of the time
response of linear systems.
Correlation is the product of two signals
expressed as a function of a time delay
between them. In computing the cross correlation between two signals, one signal is
delayed relative to the other by a known
variable amount. For each value of relative
delay the signals are multiplied together and
the average product represents the correlation, or simularity for the particular delay. A
peak value in a cross correlation of random
signals indicates that for that delay value
there is a high degree of similarity between
the signals. Such information can be useful
in determining propagation times of random
phenomena.
Autocorrelation is a special case in which
a signal is delayed relative to itself. At zero
delay, a signal is of course identical to itself
and the correlation value is merely a measure of the mean square voltage of the
signal. At increasing values of delay the
autocorrelation function can reveal the
existence of small periodic components in a
large random signal. Such a measurement
finds application in acoustics, infrasound
analysis, radio astronomy, and many other
fields.
Since the correlation function and the
power spectrum are Fourier transform
pairs, the addition of a spectrum display
turns a correlator into a powerful frequency
and time domain measuring instrument. An
autocorrelation function measured by the
correlator can be transformed by the spectrum display into the auto power spectrum
of the input signal. Similarly, a crosscorrelation function may be transformed into the
corresponding cross power spectrum.
The simultaneous display of time domain
functions and their corresponding spectra,
coupled with the features of digital signal
analysis mentioned above give the correlator and spectrum display some unique
advantages as an economical signal
analyzer.
Wave analyzer
Wave analyzers are known by several different names: frequency selective voltmeter, camer frequency voltmeter, and selective level meter. These names describe the
instrument’s function rather well.
As mentioned in the introduction to this
section a wave analyzer can be thought of as
a finite bandwidth window fdter which can
he tuned throughout a particular frequency
range.
Signals will be selectively measured as
they are framed by the frequency window.
Thus, for a particular signal, the wave
analyzer can indicate its frequency (window
position) and amplitude. Amplitude is read
on an analog meter; frequency is read on
either a mechanical or electronic readout.
The uses of wave analyzers can be
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Figure 3. Wave analyzer tunable filter

categorized into three broad areas:
1) amplitude measurement of a single component of a complex frequency system,
2) amplitude measurement in the presence
of noise and interfering signals and, 3) measurement of signal energy appearing in a
specified, well defined bandwidth.
Wave analyzer considerations
Frequency characteristics
Range: should be selected with the future in
mind as well as present requirements.
Accuracy and resolutlon: should be consistent with available bandwidths. Narrow
bandwidths require frequency dial accuracy
to place the narrow window in the proper
position for measurement. Accuracy of
instruments with selectable bandwidths is
determined by the basic center frequency
accuracy of the IF bandwidth filters in
addition to the local oscillator frequency accuracy. Accuracy is usually specified as a
fixed frequency error a t any point on the
dial, thus meaning poorer percentage accuracy at the low frequency settings.
Readout: usually a frequency dial but
newer instruments use a frequency counter
whose accuracy and ease of use outweighs
the increased cost.
Stability: frequency stability is important
when using narrow bandwidths and for long
term signal monitoring. Stability is best
achieved with automatic frequency control
(AFC). AFC locks-thelocal oscillator to the
incoming signal and eliminates any relative
drift between the two. It serves as a tuning
aid to pull the signal within the passband,
eliminating peaking the frequency control.
The AFC always tunes within the passband,
improving accuracy on repetitive measurements.
Sweep: some instruments are equipped
with sweep to allow use as a spectrum
analyzer. Readout is a CRT or X-Y recorder.
Amplitude characteristics
Range: the amplitude range is determined
by the input attenuator and the internal
noise of the instrument. Sensitivity is defined as the lowest measurable signal equal
to the noise level for a unity signal-to-noise
ratio (often called tangential sensitivity).

Sensitivity will vary with bandwidth and
input impedance.
Dynamic range: defined as the dB ratio of
the largest and smallest signals that can be
simultaneously accommodated without
causing an error in the measurement.
Attenuators: the amplitude range switch is
an attenuator in the input and I F stages. Intermodulation distortion is lowest when the
input amplifier has the minimum signal
applied and the IF gain is greatest. Conversely the internal noise, important when
making sensitive measurements, is lowest
with maximum input signal and lowest IF
gain. The two attenuator instruments allow
this transfer of gain between input and IF to
be accomplished easily.
Accuracy: amplitude accuracy is a function
of frequency, input attenuator response, IF
attenuator performance, calibration oscillator stability and accuracy, and meter
tracking. Often specifications are expanded
to separately describe each contributor.
Readout: amplitude readout is usually a
meter calibrated in dB andlor volts. Linear
voltage meters are used to allow the user to
see down into the noise at the bottom of the
scale. Digital readouts are not used because
of their slow response and the difficulty of
deriving rate-of-change information from a
sequence of numbers. This is important
since the readout is used as a tuning indicator to show presence of a signal in the
passband and when it has reached a peak.
Expanded scale meters allowing expansion
of any 1 or 2 dB portion of the scale into a
full scale presentation allow resolution of
input level changes of a few hundredths of a
dB. This is useful when the wave analyzer is
used as a sensitive indicator in bridge or
comparison measurements. The expanded
scale meter is included in some instruments
and is an optional accessory on others.
Input characteristics
Impedance: may be high impedance bridging input or terminating impedance to match
standard transmission lines. High frequency
measurements require matched systems to
avoid error-producing standing waves on interconnecting cables. The measure of impedance accuracy is usually return loss or
reflection coefficient (RL = 20 log p ) . In low
frequency instruments, percent accuracy is
used. High input impedance instruments are
usually poorer in frequency and noise
performance and are usually low frequency
instruments. High impedance at high
frequencies is accomplished by using a
bridging probe to place the impedance at the
point of measurement. The probe may be
active with unity gain or passive with 20-30
dB insertion loss.
Input arrangement: input may be balanced
to ground or unbalanced. Communications
system usage typically requires balanced input. Standard 600 and 13Yl50Cl balanced
inputs are limited m frequency to less than 1
MHz and 124Cl balanced to less than 10
MHz in most instruments. The impedance
may be balanced to ground with the center
point grounded or may be completely isolated from ground. Unbalanced inputs do
not have frequency range limitations.

Network analysis application
Frequency response testing: with its
BFO output, the wave analyzer is particularly useful for measuring filter and amplifier
frequency responses. If a notch filter is
being measured, for example, a narrow band
measurement like that provided by a wave
analyzer is essential for obtaining acceptable
accuracy. A broadband technique will lead
to some misleading results. For example, a
notch filter may be driven with a flat oscillator and the response measured with a
broadband voltmeter. The notch filter will
reject the oscillator’s fundamental tone, but
pass its harmonics which are in the volt-

meter’s measurement range. Thus, an error
results. If the voltmeter were frequency
selective, like a wave analyzer, the harmonics would be rejected and the true level
of the notch would be measured. Accurate
and fast measurements can be made because
Hewlett-Packard wave analyzers track and
detect only the BFO frequency.
Distortion analyzers
Harmonic distortion is one of many types
of distortion created in communications
equipment and audio and ultrasonic sound
systems. Nonlinear elements in amplifiers
cause harmonic related frequencies from a
pure tone stimulus to be created at the output. Hence, to a listener, a poor reproduction quality becomes apparent. The total of
these frequency components present in a
signal, in addition to the fundamental frequency can be measured quickly and easily
with Hewlett-Packard distortion analyzers.
The ratio of these frequency components
to the amplitude of the fundamental is the
total harmonic distortion (THD) as defined
by the following equation (1):
V/8(harmonics)2
THD =
fundamental

m
N o t c h Filter

t
ftuned

2ft

4ft

3ft

5ft

Figure 4. Only signal detected by wave
analyzer. Forexample,the notch of afilter
can be accurately measured to its full
depth.

The Hewlett-Packard distortion analyzer
consists of a narrow band rejection filter and
broadband detector. Before the fundamental
is rejected, the analyzer first measures the

amplitude of the fundamental, all the harmonic components, and noise. Then the
rejection filter is employed to remove the
fundamental. The ratio of the two measurements is an approximation of equation (1)
above and is defined by the following equation (2):
THD =
dZ[(harmonics)z + ( n o i ~ e ) ~ ]
~ n d a m e n t a l ) 2 + ( h a r m o n i c s )+(noise)2]
2
An approximation error of %% can be expected for true T H D levels of 10%. However, distortion levels as high as 10% are
seldom encountered in most measurement
situations. The harmonic content of the
stimulus source must not be more than a
third of the distortion expected to be caused
by the system under test.
True harmonic distortion
measurements
The Hewlett-Packard calculator controlled automatic spectrum analyzer provides the user a rapid means of measuring
true harmonic distortion levels. The fundamental and its harmonic components are
rapidly measured one at a time and the distortion is computed by applying equation
(1). In production test situations, distortion
calculations can be stored on tape for future
reference and/or plotted for hard copy
needs. Also, limit testing can be applied.
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Model Description

Companion Instruments

Page

Range

Min

Max

5 Hz-50 kHz

- 150 to +30 dBm

1 Hz

300 Hz

3580A Spectrum Analyzer

476

20 Hz-300 kHz

-130 t o + l O d8m

10 Hz

10 kHz

8556A Tuning Section
Plug-In (See Note 1)

492

10 Hz-13 kHz

-140 to 0 d8m

3 HZ

10 kHz

3044A/45A Spectrum

473

300 kHz

85538 Tuning Section
Plug-In (See Note 1)

3 MHz

1 kHz-110 MHz

I

-130to+lOdBm

I

10 Hz

844% Tracking Generator
(100 kHz-110 MHz)/Counter

494

8557A SDectrum Analvzer

8750A Storage-Normalizer

486

300 kHz

85548 Tuning Section
Plug-in (See Note 1)

8444A Trackin Generator
(500 kHz-kZ50 MHz)

496

3 MHz

85588 Spectrum Analyzer
Plug-In (See Note 2)

I

10 kHz-350 MHz

-120 to+20 dEm

100 kHz-1250 MHz

-122 t o + l O d8m

100 kHz-1500 MHz

-115to+30dBm

100 Hz1500 MHz

- 137 dEm to

30 d8m

I

100 Hz

10 Hz

3 MHz

8750A Stora e-Normalizer
8444A Opt \58 Tracking
Generator (500 kHz-1300 MHz)

8568A Spectrum
Analyzer and
8581A Automatic
Spectrum Analyzer

r

488

8444A Opt H59
Tracking Generator
1500 kHz-1500 MHz)

478
483

10 MHz-40 GHz

- 124 dBm to +30 d8m

100 Hz

3 MHz

8565A Spectrum Analyzer

8750A %ora e-Normalizer
84MA Opt 858 Tracking
Generator (10-1300 MHz)

484

10 MHz-40 GHz

- 130 to +10 d8m

100 Hz

300 kHz

8555A Tuning Section
Plug-In (See Note 1)

8444A Tracking Generator
(10 MHz-1300 MHz)
84458 Automatic Preseiector
(10 MHz-18 GHz)

498

0.01 Hz-10 kHz
offset from carrier
500 kHz-18 GHz
carrier range

-150 d8c
min.

< 100

HZ

10 kHz

I

NOTE 1: For use in oscliloscope mainframes 140T and 141T wlth IF section plug-ins 8552A or 85528 (page 490).
NOTE 2: For use in oscilloscope mainframes 180TR, lElT/TR and 182T.

5390A Frequency
Stability
Analyzer

I

59309A Digital
Clock

I
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SIGNAL ANALYZER
Wave, distortion, spectrum and Fourier analyzers (cont.)

Digital Signal Analyzers
Frequc!ncy
Ran1

Amplitude
Calibration
Range

DC-101I kHz
(See Ncite 1)

7 steps from
20.125 to 2 8 V

L
I

Mi
DC-25 , L.,,._

I

"."~"
.

I

p

DC-251

0.005-250 kHz

Power spectrum
Transfer function
Convolution
Coherence

I

256 PS
128 TF

7 steps from
?O. 125 to 28 V

32,000
(See Note 2)

,'42,4,P,s

5420A Digital Signal Analyzer
I

I

505

"prLL9"lll

Auto Spectrum
Transfer Function
Coherence Function
Histogram
Correlation
Impulse Response
5425A Digital Vibration
Control System
(Analysis Mode)

Power Spectrum (PSI
Transfer Function (m
Transient Capture
Shock Response Spectrum

504

nV to 4 V rms

100

100

3721A Correlator

Correlation (Auto and Cross)
Probability Density
Probability Integral

506

40 mV to 4 V rms

100

100

Spectrum Display

Real and Complex
Fourier Transform of 3721A data

506

Distortion analyzer
Rnnve

Time Average
;""".
c"An+7.....

LIIICOI

NOTE 1: Standard range is OC to 50 kHz. expandable with options to 100 kHz.
NOTE 2: Equivalent number of points using Band Selectable Analysis.

Frequency

I

I

I

I

Functions Available

256

7, O r n c Frnm

20.1 t o 2 1 0 v

0.1-25 kHz

Resolution Points

Auto
NullinQ

Hi-Pass
Filter

5 Hz
to

'3128/313A Opt H01 (WE4776 input unbalanced); 312B/313A Opt HO5 (BNC input 5 0 0 unbalanced)

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Ultra low distortion
Model 4333A

Ultra

low distortion: 0.01% full scale

Frequency range: 10 Hz to 100 kHz
Automatic tuning

-<-90 dB (0.0032%) from 10 kHz to 30 kHz (multiplier XI0 K).
<-85 dB (0.0056%) from 40 kHz to 100 kHz (multiplier X10 K).

Description
Hewlett-Packard Model 4333A Distortion Analyzer measures
total harmonic distortion down to 0.01% full scale at 41 spot frequencies between 10 Hz and 100 kHz; harmonics are indicated up to
600 kHz.
Automatic fundamental nulling reduces critical manual nulling
operations where only course tuning of the frequency vernier (?8%
of spot frequency) to less than 3% of set level reference is required.
A 1 kHz high-pass filter which may be activated by a front panel
switch is available for reducing the effects of hum components
below 400 Hz.
A high sensitivity voltmeter mode offers 13 ranges in 10 dB steps;
range is from 100 pV to 100 V rms full scale. The bandwidth is 10 Hz
to 600 kHz for the 300 pV to 100 V ranges and 10 Hz to 200 kHz for
the 100 p V range. Meter indication is proportional to the average
value of the sine wave and calibrated in rms volts/%; dB scale is
calibrated dBV.

Range/ Accuracy

23%

2 6%

100%-0.03%

10 Hz-400 kHz

10 Hz-600 kHz

0.01%

10 Hz-100 kHz

10 Hz-200 kHz

input
impedance: 100 k 0 ~ 5 %
shunted by <80 pF.
Single ended, low side chassis ground.
Input level for distortion measurement: for 100% (0 dB) set level
1.0 V rms to 130 V rms. Minimum input for auto nulling is 0.1 V
rmS.
Voltmeter range: 100 p V to 100 V rms full scale (13 ranges) 10 dB
per range.
Frequency range for voltage measurement
10 Hz to 600 kHz: (300 pV-100 V range).
10 Hz to 200 kHz: (100 pV range).
Voltmeter accuracy
Range/Accuracy

* 2%

* 5%

100 pv

20 Hz to 50 kHz

10 Hz to 200 kHz

300 pV to 100 V

20 Hz to 300 kHz

10 Hz to 600 kHz

4333A Distortion Analyzer

$1885

SIGNAL ANALYZERS

I

Distortion analyzers

I

I

Models 3 3 1 4 332A, 333A, 334A

il

Input level for distortion measurements: 0.3 V rms for 100% set
level or 0.245 V for 0 dB set level (up to 300 V may be attenuated to
set level reference).
DC isolation: signal ground may be ?400 V dc from external chassis.
Voltmeter range: 300 p V to 300 V rms full scale (13 ranges) 10 dB
per range.
Range

33 3A

300 FV

22
%

30 HI-300

1 mV-30 V

100 V-300 I

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s models 331A, 332A, 333A and 334A Distortion Analyzers measure total distortion down to 0.1% full scale at
any frequency between 5 Hz to 600 kHz; harmonics are indicated up
to 3 MHz. These instruments measure noise as low as 50 microvolts
and measure voltages over a wide range of level and frequency.
Refer to table below for available models and features.

I

Auto
Nulling

Model No.

Hi-Pass
Filter

LwPass
Filter

AM
Detector

kHz

Hz-1 MHz

20 HI-500

kHz

5 Hz-3 MHz
5 Hz-500 kHz

Noise measurements; voiirneter residual noise on the 300 p V
range: <25 pV rms, when terminated in 600 (shielded) ohms, <30
pV rms terminated with a shielded 100 kR resistor.
Output: 0.1 50.01 V rms open circuit and 0.05 50.005 V rms into 2
kR for full scale meter deflection.
Output impedance: 2 kR.
Power supply: 115 or 230 V 5 lo%, 50 to 66 Hz, approximately 4
VA .

332A Specifications
Same as Model 331A except as indicated below:
AM detector: high impedance DC restoring peak detector with
semi-conductor diode operates from 550 kHz to greater than 65
MHz. Broadband input, no tuning is required.
Maximum Input: 40 V p-p AC or 40 V peak transient.
Distortion introduced by detector: carrier frequency: 550 kHz1.6 MHz: 4 0 dB (0.3% for 3 8 V rms carriers modulated 30%. 1.6
MHz-65 MHz: <40 d$ (I%! for 3-8 V rms carners modulated
30%.Note: Distortion introduced at carrier levels as low as 1Volt is normally c40 dB (I%) 550
kHz t o 65 MHz for carriers modulated 30%.

333A Specifications

2 6%

t3%

Range
100%-0.3%

10 Hz-1 MHz

10 HZ-3 MHz

0 1%

30 Hz-300 kHz

20 Hz-500 kHz

100%-0.3%

0.1%

I

I

10 Hz-300 kHz

30 HI-300

kHz

I

I

10 Hz-500 kHz
20 H A 0 0 kHz

*12%

10 Hz-1.2 MHz

1

I

Same as Model 331A except as indicated below:
Automatic nulling mode: set level: at least 0.2 V rms
Frequency ranges: X1, manual null tuned to less than 3% of set
level; total frequency hold-in 20.5% about true manual null. X10
through X10 k, manual null tuned to less than 10% of set level; total
frequency hold-in 5 1% about true manual null.
Automatic null accuracy: 5 Hz to 100 Hz: meter reading within 0
to + 3 dB of manual null. 100 Hz to 600 kHz: meter reading within 0
to 1.5 dB of manual null.
High-pass filter: 3 dB point at 400 Hz with 18 dB per octave roll off.
60 Hz rejection 40 dB. Normally used with fundamental frequencies greater than 1 kHz.
Power supply: same as Model 331A.

+

334A Specifications
10 Hz-3 MHz

10 Hz-1.2 MHz

Elimination characteristics: fundamental rejection >80 dB. Second harmonic accuracy for a fundamental of 5 to 20 Hz; better than
+ 1 dB; 20 Hz to 20 kHz: better than 50.6 dB; 20 kHz to 100 kHz:
better than - 1 dB; 100 kHz to 300 kHz: better than -2 dB; 300 kHz
to 600 kHz: better than -3 dB.
Distortion Introduced by instrument: >-70 dB (0.03%) from 5 Hz
to 200 kHz. >-64 dB (0.06%) from 200 kHz to 600 kHz. Meter
indication is proportional to average value of a sine wave.
Frequency calibration accuracy: better than 55% from 5 Hz to
300 kHz. Better than 510% from 300 to 600 kHz.
input impedance: distortion mode; 1 MR 25% shunted by <70 pF
(10 MR shunted by <10 pF with H P lOOOlA 10:1 divider probe).
Voltmeter mode: 1MR 55% shunted by <35 p F 1 to 300 V rms; 1
MR 55% shunted by <70 pF, 300 p V to 0.3 V rms.

Same as Model 333A except includes AM Detector described under
Model 332A:
General
Dimensions: 426 mm W x 126 mm H x 337 mm D (16.75” x 5” x
13.25 “) .
Weight: net, 7.98 kg (17.75 lb). Shipping, 10.35 kg (23 lb).
Ordering instructions
Price
Option 001, indicating meter has VU characteristics
conforming to FCC requirements for AM/FM and TV
broadcasting
add $23
add $129
H05-332A (meets FCC requirements)
add $105
H05-334A (meets FCC requirements)
331A Distortion Analyzer
$1100
332A Distortion Analyzer
$1150
333A Distortion Analyzer
$1250
334A Distortion Analyzer
$1300

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
1 kHz to 18 MHz selective voltmeterltracking oscillator
Models 3128 & 313A

3128 (top), 313A

Description
Hewlett-Packard Model 312B13 13A is a frequency selective
voltmeter/tracking oscillator operating in the frequency range of
commmercially available carrier and radio systems. The set is capable of making transmission and noise measurements. A 312D is
available with special features for telecommunications applications.
See page 500.
HP’s 312B uses a frequency synthesizer for tuning that is automatically phase locked in 1 MHz steps. Tuning between lock points
is indicated on a 7-place digital readout with 10 Hz plus time-base
accuracy. Coupled with this digital indication of unambiguous frequency is an automatic tuning aid known as automatic frequency
control (AFC). The AFC will automatically fine tune frequency to
the center of the set’s passband, and automatically correct any relative frequency drift between the set and the signal being measured.
Long term monitoring of signals is possible without periodic readjustment. High frequency accuracy coupled with AFC gives clear,
instantaneous tuning and eliminates the need to search for signals.
Input and I F attenuators allow a maximum of dynamic range
without concern for overloading the set. Attenuators can be easily
set for minimum distortion or noise performance. Attenuator settings are indicated clearly on a lighted annunciator which, when

added to meter indication, gives a fast indication of input level. An
accessory expanded scale meter alows 0.02 dB resolution of input
level for high resolution readings.
The instrument is equipped with both balanced and unbalanced
inputs to fit measuring situations without the need for external accessory transformers. A wide selection of input impedances, either
bridging or terminated, is provided along with provisions for an
accessory high impedance, balanced bridging probe to reduce measurement errors. The set always indicates directly in dBm or volts at
any impedance, eliminating time consuming calculations or conversion charts.
Three selectable bandwidths are provided for all measurement
situations. A narrow 200 Hz bandwidth is used for highly selective
measurements, a loo0 Hz bandwidth for general measurements, and
a 3100 Hz bandwidth for noise measurements.
Demodulation of upper or lower sideband channels with an audio
output is provided for monitoring noise, traffic, or tones in any
channel, The accurate digital frequency readout requires only a
quick reference to the system frequency charts to determine frequency for perfect demodulation. In this respect, Model 312B can
be thought of as a single-channel, tuneable, multiplex, receive terminal.

erence to the system frequency charts to determine frequency for
perfect demodulation. In this respect, Model 312B can be thought of
as a single-channel, tuneable, multiplex, receive terminal.
HP’s Model 313A Tracking Oscillator provides an accurate, flat
output at the frequency to which the 312B is tuned for frequency
response measurements. Output frequency is quickly and easily set
by the digital tuning indicator on the selective voltmeter.
Output level is easily set by a 3-digit presentation with 0.1 dB
resolution. Output level is also easily read and remains constant
with changes in frequency requiring no time consuming resetting of
level at each new frequency.
A built-in meter provides an expanded scale display of the 312B’s
meter indication with 0.02 dB resolution of input level.

312B Specifications
Tuning characteristics
Frequency range: 1 kHz to 18 MHz in 18 overlapping bands, 200
kHz overlap between bands.
Frequency accuracy: 2 10 Hz + time base accuracy. Frequency
indicated on in-line digital readout with 2 10 Hz resolution.
Selectivity

r

I

Bandwidth
Hz

3 dB
BW

200 Hz

200 Hz ?lo%

426 Hz ? 10%

1000 Hz

1 kHz ?10%

2135 H z c l O %

3100 Hz

I

3100 Hz +-lo%

60 dB
BW

I

6200 Hr i10%

Amplitude characteristics
Amplitude measurement range
50CL to 150CL: -120 dBm to +23 dBm.
600CL: - 130 dBm to + 13 dBm.
Voltage: 200 mV full scale to 3.2 V ( 5 0 0 reference).
Amplitude accuracy
Frequency response (bridging input with external termination of

50R 21%).
1 kHz to 10 kHz: 20.5 dB (5% of reading).

10 kHz to 10 MHz: 20.2 dB (2% of reading).
10 MHz to 18 MHz: h0.5 dB (5% of reading).
Matching impedance: 50CL,60R, 75R,124R, 135R, 150R or600R,
balanced or unbalanced on 3128.
Distortion
Harmonically related, 1 kHz to 1 MHz: >55 dB below zero reference. 1 MHz to 18 MHz; >65 dB below zero reference. Residual
response.
Noise Floor: <- 120 dBm in 1 kHz Bandwidth and 75R input.
Receiver characteristics
Receiver mode outputs
AM: diode-demodulated audio.
Beat: beat frequency audio centered at fo.
LSB: product-demodulated audio, carrier reinserted at fo + 1.8
kHz.
USB: product-demodulated audio, carrier reinserted at fo - 1.8
kHz.
Audio output level: >0.5 V rms into 10 kR with full-scale meter
deflection.
Recorder output level: 1 V 40. 1 V with full-scale meter deflection across open circuit.
Power: 115 V or 230 V &IO%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, < 100 VA.
Size: 266 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (1015/32’’x 163/4”x 1S3/4”).
Weight: net, 20.7 kg (46 Ib).

313A Specifications
Frequency range
As tracking oscillator: 10 kHz to 18 MHz.
As signal source: 10 kHz to 18 MHz in one band, continuous
tuning.
Frequency accuracy
As tracking oscillator: 35 Hz 2 4 Hz above 312B tuning.
As signal source
10 kHz to 2 MHz: h 1% of max dial setting.
2 MHz to 8 MHz: 23% of max dial setting.
8 MHz to 22 MHz: 2 5 % of max dial setting.
Frequency stability
As signal source: short-term (5 min) drift <1 kHz in stable environment after warmup.
Frequency response: 20.1 dB, 10 kHz to 18 MHz.
Amplitude stability: t o . 1 dB for 90 days (Oo to 55°C).
Maximum output: 0 dBm or + 10 dBm 40. 1 dB, selectable at front
panel.
Output attenuator: 3-section attenuator provides 0 dB to 99.9 dB
attenuation in 0.1 dB steps.
Attenuator accuracy
0.9 dB section (0.1 dB steps): 20.02 dB.
9 dB section (1 dB steps): 40.1 dB.
90 dB section (10 dB steps): 20. I dB to 50 dB, 20.2 dB to 90 dB.
Output impedance: 7 5 0 unbalanced. (Son option:01)
Harmonic distortion: more than 34 dB below fundamental.
Recorder output: 40.3 V for full-scale deflection. Output impedance 1 kR, BNC female connector.
Power: 115 V or 230 V 2 IO%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, <35 VA.
Size: 132.6 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (57/32‘’ x- 163/4”x B3/4”).
Weight: net, 11.3 kg (25 Ib).
312B Options
001: carrier rejection notches inserted at fo 5 2 kHz
H01: Frequency range 1 kHz to 22 MHz in 22 overlapping bands
Meter calibration: dBm only (75R reference).
Input impedance: 75R or bridging (10 kR).
Input connector: equivalent to WECO-477B.
H10: same as H01-312B except uses BNC connectors
H05: same as H01-3128 except uses 50R reference
and BNC connectors. Calibrated in volts and dBm
H55: -50 Hz bandwidth substituted for 200 Hz
bandwidth; -313 also modified so that the offset
frequency is 15 Hz 2 2 Hz
H16: speaker included so operator can hear restored
audio output
3128 Accessories
11530A Probe: provides a high impedance input at the
end of a flexible four-foot cable
11530A Specifications
Amplitude range: < 1 p V to 3 V
Amplitude accuracy: (probe and divider only): ?0.5 dB
Furnished: 1:1, 10: I , 1OO:l divider heads
Ordering information
312B Selective Voltmeter
313A Tracking Oscillator

Price
add $114
add $320

add $350
add $320
add $200
add $295

$295

$5300
$2145
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
15 Hz to 50 kHz wave analyzer
Model 3501A

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 3581A Wave Analyzer resolves and measures
the amplitude and frequency of spectral components. This instrument offers accurate amplitude and good frequency resolution in the
form of a portable, easy to use measuring tool. Since not all signals
originate from a stable frequency source, the 3581A incorporates an
AFC circuit which locks to a drifting signal for stable, accurate
measurements.
HP’s 3581A has other important features that are necessary when
making measurements of small voltages from transducers and harmonic signals. Its 30 nV sensitivity becomes important for these
measurements. Battery operation or balanced input option can be
used to reduce the line related interference common in low level
measurements so only the real spectrum is measured.
Digital readout of tuned frequency is located above the analog
meter. It has been grouped with the meter for ease of reading. Resolution of the digital readout is 1 Hz for any frequency between 15 Hz
and 50 kHz. Readout is updated five times per second so delay
between tuning and reading is minimized.
Four meter scales are used to provide a wide range of displays.
Two scales are used for linear voltage readings. Two log scales
provide either a 90 dB or 10 dB display. In any case, the large meter
with its mirror backing can present readings in dBV or dBm or
volts. A meter was specifically chosen for amplitude display rather
than digital readout because it is easier to peak a meter reading
and because it’s much easier to get a feel for noise or other
amplitude variations by watching the meter. The same voltage
used to drive the meter is also available on the rear panel for
driving X-Yrecorders.

Specifications*
Frequency characteristics
Range: 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Dlsplay: 5 digit LED readout.
Resolution: 1 Hz.
Accuracy: 2 3 Hz.
Typlcal stablllty: f 10 Hz/hr after 1 hour and 2 5 Hz/”C.
Automatlc frequency control (AFC) hold-In range: 2800 Hz.
Amplitude characteristics
Instrument range
Linear: 30 V to 100 nV full scale.
Log: +30 dBm or dBV to - 150 dBm or dBV.
Amplitude accuracy:
Log
Frequency response, 15 Hz-50 kHz
20.4 dB

Linear
24%

Dynamic range: >80 dB.
Nolse sidebands: greater than 70 dB below CW signal. 10
bandwidths away from signal.
Spurlous responses: >80 dB below input reference level.
Sweep characteristics
Scan wldth: 50 Hz to 50 kHz. These scans can be adjusted to cover
a group of frequencies within the overall instrument range.
Sweep error Ilght: this LED indicates a sweep that is too fast to
capture full response. When the light is on, response will be lower
than it should be.
External trlgger: a short to ground stops the normal sweep. Opening the short then enables a sweep.
Input characteristics
Impedance: 1 Ma,30 pF.
Maxlmum Input level: 100 V rms, f100 V dc.
Output characteristics
Tracking generator output: (also known as BFO or tracking oscillator output).
Range: 0 to 2 V rms.
Frequency response: 23% 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
X-Y recorder analog outputs
Vertlcal: 0 to +5 V f2.5%.
Horlzontal: 0 to +5 V &2.5%.
Impedance: 1 k a .
Pen Ilft: contact closure to ground during sweep.
Restored output: acts as a narrow band amplifier.
General
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, or 240 V +5% -IO%,
48 Hz to 440 Hz, 10 VA typical.
Dimensions: 412.8 mm H x 203.2 mm W x 285.8 mm D (16%’’ x 8”
x 1I%”).
Welght: 11.5 kg (23 Ib). Opt 001: 13.5 kg (30 Ib).
Options
Price
001: Internal battery 12 hours from full charge. Interadd $385
nal battery is protected from deep discharge by an automatic turnoff. Useful life of this battery is over 100
cycles.
add $20
910: Extra set manuals
3581A Wave Analyzer

$3325

*Note: for complete specifications, refer to page 532 (HP 3581C selective voltmeter) which is a
dedicated telwamunication version of the HP 3581A wave analyzer.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Automatic spectrum analyzers from 10 Hz to 13 MHz
Models 3044Al3045A
3044h

High accuracy and resolution digital amplitude measurements
Synthesizer frequency accuracy and stability
Wide amplitude range of 150 d B
Narrow band analysis
Full digital control via HP-IB

3045A
Full automation and low cost
* Speed and precision in measurements
Data analysis and presentation of results
Simplicity and flexibility i n operation
HP-IB systems interfacing flexibility
9825A Computing Controller
I
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3045 System w i t h O p t i o n 204 (HP M o d e l 1201B O s c i l l o s c o p e )

Description
3044A Spectrum analyzer
Meeting the demand for precise frequency and amplitude measurements in the 10 Hz to 13 MHz region, the 3044A is a spectrum
analyzer with tracking generator. This system uses a synthesizer
with leveled output and sweep capability to generate the local oscillator signal for the analyzer and the tracking generator output. This
allows fast, extremely accurate “tuning” with the use of frequency
up-down keys or keyboard entry of center frequency. The input
impedance is front-panel switch selectable to 5 0 0 , 7 5 0 , and 1 Ma.
The units of the digital display are also front-panel selectable to
dBm, dBV and dB relative to a user-entered offset. Digital display
of amplitude and frequency gives an unambiguous, high-resolution
readout commensurate with the wide dynamic range and high accuracy of this analyzer.
3045A Automatic spectrum analyzer
While the 3044A is an excellent stand-alone spectrum analyzer,
the capabilities are greatly improved with the addition of the 9825A
Controller, which forms the 3045A system.
The 9825A Controller allows program and data storage on its fast
tape cassette. The tape cassette, short calculation times and buf-

fered input/output speed allow repeated, automated tests which can
greatly reduce production and quality-assurance test times. Also the
scope of possible measurements greatly increase with the 3045A
System. Logarithmic sweeps and limit tests are only two examples.
The calculator also allows data manipulation and presentation in
units familiar to the system operator in graphic or tabular form. (A
plotter and line printer are system’s options.)
Because the user may not be familiar with HPL (the language of
the 9825A Controller) or even with programming, a compiler is furnished with the 3045A System. The compiler allows the calculator to
converse in terms understood by the test engineer, like start and
stop frequencies, plot results, and compare with limits. It also accepts and outputs in units of Hz, kHz, MHz, dBm and dBV. The
compiler enables the execution of sophisticated tests, like intermodulation distortion measurements, with only a few minutes of
initial “programming” time. It can also record the test parameters,
which can then be used repeatedly, as in a production environment.
The compiler’s versatility and ease of use make the full power of the
3045A Spectrum Analyzer readily available to the user.
The 3045A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer system is fully integrated, tested, verified and specified as a system. It is supplied with
complete software and documentation.

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Automatic spectrum analysis from 10 Hz to 13MHz (cont.)
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Applications
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Sideband analysis
This is a more traditional spectrum analysis problem using HP's
3044A and 1201B Oscilloscope. Figure3 isa pictureof the spectrum.
The carrier frequency was supposed to be at 10.7 MHz. Therefore,
the synthesizer was set up with a 10.7 MHz center frequency and a
k500 Hz sweep about the center frequency. From the picture, it is
apparent that the camer frequency is about where it should be. It is
possible to move the center frt:quency in 0.1 Hz steps with the stel1
buttons and look for the peak 1responses to more accurately identifjI
1the carrier frequency.
Using the 3 Hz resolution t,..,nL,,.L,
.,., vpuLrvuo I r a p V B L J C ~
are revealed. Noise products also appear very close to the carrier.
Here the wide dynamic range of the system exposes the responses
1:hat are more than 70 dB below the carrier.
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listortion measurements
The spectrum analyzer system can be very powerful for characterizing the complete response of amplifiers. Gain, noise, spurious
distortion and frequency response can all be done with one setup.
rhis examde of distortion meawrement i s nne nart nf the tntnl
Eharactenzation that can be done.
Distortion of audio frequencies as they pass through amplifiers is
measured by several methods. Total harmonic distortion is found by
Imeasuring the harmonic output assuming a pure sinewave input.
Here again the 3045A offers benefits through calculation power.
After the user enters the fundamental frequency, the calculator
takes over and makes measurements at the appropriate frequencies
and calculates the percentage distortion. Figure 2 shows the type of
1user-oriented printout that is possible using the 9825A Controller
and the 9866A Printer. The other calculators have built-in printers
which could give the same type of printout.
Intermodulation distortion can similarly be measured as part of
1:he same system provided the sources are available.

Modulation measurements
Both AM and FM modulation show up very well in the frequency
domain. Figure 4 shows a typical wide band FM signal. This measurement could be made with the same setup as Figure 2. A more
sophisticated measurement was made using the 3045A. The calculator is used to program the instruments for measurements at the
carrier and sideband frequencies. From the data, the modulation
index was calculated to be 1.53 with a calculator Bessel algorithm.
This is a good example of using the 3045A to make measurements
that are not easy with a simple spectrum analyzer.
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Figure 1. This bandpass filter was characterized using a 3044A
system and an x-y recorder. By expanding the Y-axis so only 5
dB are covered, the ripple and 3 dB points are very easy to
identify.
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Telemetry
One of the most powerful applications for the spectrum analyzer
is in monitoring frequency multiplexed telemetry or alarm systems.
The operating system may have many channels at different levels.
When spurious signals appear or channels drop out, it is difficult to
see them on a CRT. This is done by storing the spectrum of the
system when it is running properly. Figure 5a shows a part of such a
telemetry system. Then subsequent spectrums are subtracted from
the normal spectrum. Channels that drop out or lose gain will appear
as negative points as shown in Figure 5b. Spurious signals that were
not present before will appear as points above the noise level.
Rather than looking over the entire spectrum for problems, the system shows them graphically with enough frequency accuracy so the
channel with problems can be quickly identified.

Dynamic range
Average noise level: - 127 dBV in 1 kHz resolution bandwidth.
Smoothing (video filter): provides smoothing with a bandwidth of
'/3Oth the resolution bandwidth on all but the 3 Hz and 10 Hz
bandwidths.
Spurious responses: >70 dB below input range setting.
Distortion responses: >80 dB below input signal at input range
setting level.
Power-line related responses: 70 dB below input range on 10
dBV through -40 dBV ranges; 60 dB on -50 dBV; 50 dB on -60
dBV ranges.
Amplitude accuracy
Frequency response: k0.25 dB (250 kHz reference).
Input range: 20.05 dB/step, 20.15 dB total accumulation.
Log linearity: 0 to -30 dB 20.1 dB.
-30 to -60 dB 20.25 dB.
-60 to -80 dB k0.75 dB.
Stability: (8 hr., 25°C *1"C, after 1 hr. warmup)

+

10 kHz, 3 kHr, 100 HI, 300 HI, 10 HI, B W s
0 dB
-30 dB

I
1 kHz. 300

2 0 . 0 5 dB

-60 dB

+0.08 dB

temp. coefficient

1-

Hz, 3 Hz B W s
-60 dB

-30 dB

0 dB

+0.08 dB

20.15 dB

Tracking generator (33308 output)
Frequency range: 0.1 to 13 000 999.9 Hz.
Frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz (9 digits).
Amplitude range: + 13.44 to -86.55 dBm (50R).
+ 11.68 to -88.31 dBm (75R option).
Amplitude accuracy
Leveled frequency response (10 kHz reference)*
Figure 5a. This represents a portion of a frequency multiplexed
system operating normally. Notice that not all channels are
operating at the same level.

-16.55 dBm
-36.55 dBm
-66.55 dBm
-86.55 dBm
*Add 0.5 dB for leveling switch in off position.

Figure 5b. The difference between a normal system and one that
has problems is immediately apparent. One of the channels has
dropped out.

3044Al3045A Specifications
Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 10 Hz to 13 MHz.
Scan width: any desired scan is possible in 10, 100 or lo00 steps of
frequency increments as small as 0.1 Hz and with 0.1 Hz resolution.
The 3045A is additionally capable of taking any number of steps
with direct calculator control of the sweep.
Resolution
Bandwidths: 3 Hz to 10 kHz in a 1, 3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth selectlvlty: 60 dB/3 dB bandwidth ratios S1:l.
Stability
Long term: 2 1 x IO-Vday.
2 1 x lO-'/month.
Temperature: 20" to 30°C: 2 1 x 10-8/"C of 5°C frequency.
Phase noise: <50 dB below CW signal in a 30 kHz band around
signal.
Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplitude calibration range: - 130 dBm to +20 dBm
(50 or 75R). - 140 dBV to + 10 dBV.
Digital amplitude readout: 2199.99 dB with 0.01 dB resolution.

Attenuator (10 kHz reference, 25°C -e5"C):kO102dB/lO dB stepof
attenuation from maximum output.
Absolute accuracy: 20.05 dB at 10 kHz and +13.44 dBm (25°C
25°C).
Amplitude stability (24 hr., 25°C k1"C): kO.01 dB.
General
Input impedance: 50R, 75Cl >30 dB return loss.
1 M R ?5% shunted by 30 pF.
Maximum input level: +20 dBm.
Programmability: all controls, except power switches, are programmable using the HP-IB format.
3044Al3045A Options
The basic 3044A and 3045A system options are listed below. For
more information refer to the 3044A/3045A data sheet.
3044A Options
110: Standard 3571A
120: Standard 500 3330B w/Isol. HP-IB
121: Standard 75R 3330B w/Isol. HP-IB
122: 5 v output
3045A Options
200: 50R System
201: 75R System
204: 1201B Oscilloscope

Ordering information
3044A Spectrum Analyzer with Opt 110 & 120
3045A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer consisting of:
3330B Synthesizer; 3571A Spectrum Analyzer; 9825A
Calculator, 6.8 k bytes memory; ROMs, Interface,
documentation; 56" Rack.

Price
add $6550
add $7455
add $7455
add $300

N/C
N/C
add $2670

$14,005
$23,995
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
5 Hz to 50 kHz spectrum analyzer
Model 3580A

Description
Hewlett Packards 3580A Spectrum Analyzer is a low frequency
high performance analyzer. Its 1 Hz bandwidth allows the user to
examine noise and extraneous signal content close in to a signal of
interest.
For low frequency applications where sweep speeds can be slow
and time-consuming, a special feature, adaptive sweep, allows the
user to set a threshold above which only the spectra of interest is
observed. In this mode, the CRT is rapidly swept. When a signal is
encountered, the sweep slows down to reproduce full response. A
factor of ten speed gain is possible.
Digital storage is another important feature which enhances the
display for slowly swept low frequency signals. The analyzed signals
are digitized and stored in memory. Trace information is then read
from memory at a rate appropriate for obtaining an analog-like display.
Digital storage for spectra comparison
Digital storage makes it possible to store one or two traces. When
two are stored, both may be simultaneously displayed for easy comparison as shown below.

Adaptive sweep
A tremendous savings in sweep time can be achieved by using
adaptive sweep. In the left trace below over 80 dB of dynamic range
is used to look at low level signals and noise. Two hundred seconds
were required to make the sweep. In the right trace, the baseline is
raised to give 50 dB of dynamic range. Noise and other responses
are not analyzed so sweep now takes only 14 seconds.

1 Hz bandwidth
When using a 1 Hz bandwidth 60 Hz line related spectra are
clearly exposed as shown in the left trace. An analysis of the same
signal with a 10 Hz bandwidth will not resolve the line related
spectra as shown on the right.

Amplitude accuracy:
Frequency response:
20 Hz-20 kHz
5 Hz-50 kHz
Switching between bandwidths (25°C):
3 Hz-300 H Z
1 Hz-300 Hz
Amplitude display
Input attenuator
Amplitude reference level:
(IF attenuator)
Most sensitive range
All other ranges

Telecommunications application
Besides analysis of voice spectrum, HP’s 3580A gives a clear
picture of frequency spectrum for digital transmission. This picture
shows a 1200 baud full duplex modem using double sideband suppressed carrier FSK modulation. The “answer” band covers 850
Hz to 1450 Hz while the “transmit” band covers 1950 Hz to 2550
Hz. The higher frequency band at high levels from 3150 Hz to 3750
Hz comes from 3rd order products of the answer band.
Internal calibration signal
A 10 kHz pulse derived from a crystal can be used to compensate
for internal errors. A 10 kHz calibration potentionometer is provided so the 10 kHz fundamental can be adjusted to fall on the top
line of the display. With this feature, operation and calibration can
be verified for most of the instrument.

Spec fica ions

Bandwidths:

(accuracy *15%)

Shape factor:

1 Hz

3 Hz

10 Hz

30 Hz

100 Hz

300 Hz

(25°C *5”C)
10

8

Log

Linear

+.3 dB
2.5 dB

23%
25%

2.5 dB
21 dB
2 2 dB
2.3 dB
+1 dB
h l dB

+5%
h 10%

+2%

2 3%

2 10%

23%

Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Itfeedthru: ;put level >1OV, -60 dB; <10 V, -70 dB.
Spurious responses: >80 dB below input reference level.
Smoothing: 3 positions, rolloff is a function of bandwidth.
Overload indicator: this LED indicator warns of possible input
amplifier overloading. Without this indication it would be possible to
introduce spurious responses without knowing it.
Sweep characteristics
Scan width: 50 Hz to 50 kHz.
Log sweep: 20 Hz to 43 kHz 220% after 3 sweeps.
Sweep times: .1 sec to 2000 sec.
Rep: In the repetitive mode, sweep will continuously sweep
specified band.
Reset: HP’s 3580 is set to the start frequency of the sweep.
Manual: in combination with the concentric knob, manual sweep
fully duplicates the span of the electronic sweep.
Adaptive sweep: when in adaptive sweep below the threshold
level, scan speed is 20 to 25 times faster. Threshold is adjustable to
cover 0-60% of screen. Signals greater than about 6 dB above
threshold are detected and swept slowly.
Sweep error light: this LED indicates a sweep that is too fast to
capture full response. When the light is on, response can be >5%
lower than it should.
Zero scan: to look at the time varying signal at the center or start
frequency within the bandwidth selected, the zero scan is used.
Output characteristics
Tracking generator output: (also known as BFO or tracking oscillator output).
Range: 0 to 1 V rms.
Frequency response: 23%, 5 Hz to 50 kHz.
Impedance: 600fl.
Total harmonic and ,spurlous content: 40 dB below 1 volt signal
level.
X-Y recorder analog outputs
Vertical: 0 to +5 V 22.5%.
Horizontal: 0 to +5 V 22.5%.
Impedance: 1 k n .
Pen lift: contact closure to ground during sweep.
Dimensions: 203.2 mm H x 412.8 mm W x 285.8 m m D ( 8 ” x 16%’’
X 11%“).
Weight: net, 12.25 kg (27 Ib); 3580A Opt 001: net, 15.88 kg (35 lb).
Temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Power: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, or 240 V +5% -10%. 48 to 440 Hz, 35
VA max.
Opt 001 battery: 5 hours from full charge. 14 hours to fully
recharge. The internal battery is protected from deep discharge by
an automatic turn off. Useful life of batteries is over 100 cycles.
Ordering information
Price
add $385
Opt 001: internal rechargeable battery
Opt 002: balanced input
add $107
3580A Spectrum Analyzer

$4485
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Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz
Model 856814

100 Hz to 1.5 GHz Frequency Range
10 Hz Resolution Bandwidth
Frequency Counter Accuracy

The 8568A is a high performance spectrum analyzer for bench or
HP-IB systems use that operates over the 100 Hz to 1500 MHz
frequency range. A sophisticated phase lock system combines “synthesizer like” tuning and frequency accuracy with superior local
oscillator spectral punty to make narrow resolution bandwidths
practical at R F frequencies. The analyzer is designed around its own
internal bus and controlled by a microcomputer to yield significant
improvements in R F measurement performance, new operational
features and unparalleled flexibility under program control.
Performance
Exceptional stability enables the use of a IO Hz resolution
bandwidth over the 100 Hz to 1500 MHz tuning range of the
analyzer. Unparalleled spectral punty and narrow resolution makes
it possible to resolve line related sidebands or measure clean oscillators directly at R F frequencies. 10 Hz resolution also results in
- 137 dBm sensitivity which makes greater than 85 dB spurious free
dynamic range achievable. A frequency reference error of 1 x
/day together with the analyzer’s resolution and sensitivity allow
small signals in the presence of large ones to be measured with
frequency counter accuracy.

Digital Display
Tunable Marker with Amplitude and
Frequency Readout
Store and Recall Control Settings
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Usability
The front panel concept of the 8568A is new in that the operator
reads all the analyzer control settings off the CRT display and sets
function values through data controls. To activate a function the
user pushes the appropriate button; he then has the option of setting
the function’s value using a knob, step keys or numerichnit
keyboard.
Measurements can be made following conventional “zoom”
techniques using the center frequency, frequency span and reference level functions, or with the help of certain measurement aids. A
preset button sets all analyzer controls to a convenient starting
point; coupled functions such as resolution bandwidth and sweeptime change automatically as frequency span is reduced to maintain
a calibrated display. A tunable marker is available for directly
measuring a signal or speeding the process of magnifying the portion
of the spectrum to be analyzed.
With the marker set to the signal peak, the signal’s amplitude and
frequency, to counter accuracy, are numerically displayed on the
CRT. A second marker, useful for modulation or distortion measurements, makes relative measurements by displayingthe difference
in amplitude and frequency between the two markers. Marker information enables the operator to step between evenly spaced portions of the frequency spectrum such as communication channels or
signal harmonics; the noise level at the marker can be converted to
RMS noise density normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth. The marker
may also be positioned at the peak of the largest signal on the screen
and used to zoom-in on signals automatically.
Once the analyzer’s controls have been adjusted, all settings can
be saved and later recalled to repeat the measurement, even through
a power failure.

R5 BW 3 Mil

VBW 1 Mi.

-135.20

511p

d h (1 HI1

30

All displayed information resides in a digital memory from which
the CRT is refreshed at a flicker-free rate. Display titles may be
added. A trace may be viewed real-time or stored; max hold displays
the largest amplitude at 1001 points across the CRT over successive
sweeps to aid in the measurement of residual FM or drift. Up to
three traces may be observed simultaneously and arithmetic between traces or a trace and reference display line is possible for
comparison or frequency response normalization.
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz (cont.)
8568A Specifications

Automatic Measurement Capability
The design of the 8568A lends itself to automatic control via the
H P Interface Bus (IEEE Standard 488-1975). The analyzer can be
tuned with the precision of a synthesizer while retaining analog
sweep and exceptional spectral purity. Its internal architecture
facilitates the remote programming of all function settings and the
output of CRT trace and marker readout information; the display
itself is accessible for annotation purposes.
By exploiting this architecture, a new level of interaction between
a user and a measurement system becomes possible under program
control. While the user’s measurement programs reside in the controller, the operator need interface only with the analyzer (which
functions as a “measurement terminal”). A list of these programs
may be displayed on the CRT for selection through the appropriate
code on the numeric keyboard. The programs themselves can lead
the operator through a measurement using graphics to explain each
step of the process.
Friendly analyzer codes and HP-IB commands are used to program the analyzer; for example, C F 20 MZ instructs the analyzer to
set center frequency to 20 MHz. Built-in firmware features such as
instrument preset, peak search and zoom further simplify writing
software. Control settings may even be “programmed” from the
instrument front panel using “learn” mode.
The primary advantage of computer control is the execution of
complicated or time consuming measurement routines with a
minimum of involvement by the operator. This capability is especially useful in production line testing or unattended measurement
situations such as spectrum monitoring. An analyzer may be joined
by other instruments in a distributed system, or be controlled remotely through a data communications network. External control is
desirable for setting the proper analyzer function values, reading
data, performing any numerical manipulation required (including
error correction), analyzing the results, and providing output data in
a convenient format on a printer, plotter, or the analyzer CRT.
This capability is available in the form of a configured system:
8581A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer.
Consider this measurement example:
Electromagnetic interference: the analyzer begins by using the
CRT to show the test set-up. Next it draws the MIL-STD 461
conducted interference test limits on the CRT, adjusting them for
the current probe transfer impedance and normalizing for the
analyzer impulse bandwidth. The analyzer controls (including resolution bandwidth, video bandwidth, and calibration units) are set to
their proper values for the measurement and the results are presented on a log-log plot together with a printout analyzing compliance.

Frequency
Displayed range
Frequency span: 100 Hz to 1500 MHz over 10 division CRT
horizontal axis. In zero span, the instrument is fixed tuned at the
center frequency.
Full span (0-1500 MHz): is immediately executed with 0-1.5
GHz or INSTR PRESET keys.
Frequency span accuracy: for spans >1 MHz, k2% of the
indicated frequency separation between two points; for spans
6 1 MHz, 54% of frequency separation.
Center frequency: 0 Hz to 1500 MHz. Center frequency step
size may be set using the numeric keyboard or MKR/A+STP
SIZE key.
Readout accuracy: ?(2% of frequency span + frequency reference error x tune frequency) in AUTO resolution bandwidth
after adjusting freq zero at stabilized temperature, and using the
error correction function, SHIFT W and SHIFT X.
Start-Stop frequency: permissible values must be consistent
with those for center frequency and frequency span. SHIFT 0
sets the analyzer start and stop frequencies equal to the frequencies of the two A markers.
Readout accuracy: same as center frequency.
Marker
Normal: displays the frequency at the horizontal position of the
tunable marker.
Accuracy: same as center frequency accuracy.
PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at the center of the
largest signal response present on the display to within + 10% of
resolution bandwidth. M K R j C F sets the analyzer center frequency equal to the marker frequency; MKR/A+STP SIZE
sets the center frequency step size equal to the marker frequency.
Freq count: displays the frequency of the signal on whose response the marker is positioned. The marker must be positioned
at least 20 dB above the noise or the intersection of the signal with
an adjacent signal and more than four divisions up from the bottom of the CRT. Frequency span must be less than 500 MHz.
Accuracy: for span 6100 kHz: frequency reference error x
displayed frequency +2 counts. For span >lo0 kHz but S 1
MHz: freq. ref. error x displayed frequency 210 Hz +2
counts. For span >1 MHz but C500 MHz: f10 kHz ? 1 count.
Frequency reference error: aging Rate <1 x IO-VDay;
0” to 55°C.
Temp Stability (7 x
Signal track: re-tunes the analyzer to place a signal identified by
the marker at the center of the CRT and maintain its position.
Useful when reducing frequency span to zoom-in on a signal; also
keeps a drifting input signal centered.
A: displays the frequency difference between the stationary and
tunable markers. Reference frequency need not be displayed.
Accuracy: same as frequency span accuracy; in the FREQ
COUNT mode, twice the frequency count uncertainty plus
drift during the period of the sweep (typically < 10 Hdminute).
MKR/A+STP SIZE sets the center frequency step size equal
to the frequency difference between the markers. SHIFT 0
sets the analyzer start and stop frequencies equal to the frequencies of the two markers.
Zoom: makes it possible to reduce the frequency span about the
marker (or signal in the signal track and freq count modes) using
the step down key.
Resolution
Resolution bandwidth: 3 dB bandwidths of 10 Hz to 3 MHz in a
1, 3, 10 sequence. Bandwidth may be selected manually or
coupled to frequency span.
Bandwidth accuracv: calibrated to: f20%. 3 MHz to 10 Hz:
&lo%, 1 MHz to 3 k h z .
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB13 dB bandwidth ratio: <15:1, 3
MHz to 100 kHz; <13:1, 30 kHz to 10 kHz; < l l : l , 3 kHz to 30
Hz. 60 dB points on 10 Hz bandwidth are separated by <lo0 Hz.
Stability
Residual FM: <3 Hz peak-to-peak 610 sec; span <lo0 kHz,
resolution bandwidth C30 Hz, video bandwidth 6 3 0 Hz.
Drift: < l o Hz/minute of SWEEP TIME after 1 hr. warmup at
stabilized temperature, for frequency span c100 kHz. Spans
>lo0 kHz but 6 1 MHz, <lo0 Hz/minute of SWEEPTIME; > 1
MHz, ( 5 kHz/minute of SWEEFTIME.

Spectral purity
Noise sidebands: >SO dB below the peak of a CW signal at
frequency offsets 230 x resolution bandwidth setting, for resolution bandwidths 1 kHz.
Line related sidebands: >85 dB below the peak of a CW signal.
Amplitude
Measurement range: -137 dBm to +30 dBm.
Displayed range
Scale: Over a 10 division CRT vertical axis with the Reference
Level at the top graticule line.
Calibration
Log:
10 dB/div for 90 dB display from Reference Level.
5 dB/div for SO dB display
expanded from
Reference Level.
2 dB/div for 20 dB display
1 dB/div for IO dB display

t

Linear:
10% of Reference LeveUdiv when calibrated in voltage.
Fidelity:
Cumulative
Log:
Incremental
k O . 1 dB/dB over ~ 2 1 . dB
0 max over 0 to 80 dB
display, 20-30°C.
0 to 80 dB display
~k 1.5 dB max over 0 to 90 dB
display.
Linear: 23% of Reference Level.
Reference level
Range
Log:
+60.01 to - 139.9 dBm or equivalent in dBmV, dBpV, volts.
Linear:
228.6' volts to .22 pvolts full scale.
Accuracy: the sum of the following factors determines the accuracy of the reference level readout. Depending upon the measurement technique followed after calibration, various of these
sources of uncertainty may not be applicable.
An internal error correction function calibrates and reduces the
uncertainty introduced by analyzer control changes from the error
calibration state (-7 dBm reference level, 1 dB/div scale, IO dB
R F attenuation, 1 MHz bandwidth) when SHIFT W is executed
just prior to the signal measurement (i.e., a t the same temperature) within the 20"-30" range.
Calibrator uncertainty: k0.2 dB.
Frequency response (Flatness) uncertainty: input #: 1
dB, 100 Hz to 500 MHz; + I , -2 dB 100 Hz to 1500 MHz; input
#2: 5 1 dB, 100 kHz to 1500 MHz.
Amplitude temperature drlft: at - 10 dBm reference level with
10 dB input attenuation and 1 MHz resolution bandwidth,
f0.05 dB"/C (eliminated by recalibration).
Input attenuation switching uncertainty: 20.1 dB corrected
(21.0 dB uncorrected) over 10 dB to 70 dB range.
Resolution bandwidth switching uncertainty: (referenced to
1 MHz bandwidth)-corrected (uncorrected)
Range
20-30°C
045°C
3 MHz to 10 Hz
20.1 dB
(k1.0 dB)
(f2.0 dB)
1 MHz to 30 Hz
20.1 dB
(20.5 dB)
(21.0 dB)
Log scale switching uncertainty: k O . 1 dB corrected (20.5
dB uncorrected).
IF Gain uncertainty: corrected (uncorrected). Assuming the
internal calibration signal is used to calibrate the reference level
a t -10 dBm and the input attenuator is fixed at 10 dB, any
changes in reference level in the following ranges will contribute
I F gain uncertainty:
Range
20-30°C
0-55°C
0 dBm to -59.9 dBm
N A*
(k0.6 dB)
(21.0 dB)
-60 dBm to - 129.9 dBm
f 1.0 dB3
(21.0 dB)
( ? I S dB)

Each IO dB decrease (or increase) in the amount of input attenuation at the time of calibration and measurement will cause
a corresponding 10 dB decrease (or increase) in the absolute
reference level settings described above.
RF Gain uncertainty (due to 2nd LO shift): 20.1 dB corrected
(50.5 dB uncorrected).
Error correction accuracy (applicable when controls are
changed from the error calibration state if SHIFT W and
SHIFT X are used): 20.4 dB.
Marker
Normal: displays the amplitude at the vertical position of the
tunable marker.
Accuracy: equals the sum of calibrator uncertainty, reference
level uncertainty, and scale fidelity between the reference level
and marker position. T PEAK SEARCH positions the marker at
the peak of the largest signal present on the display. MKR-+REF
LVL set the analyzer reference level equal to the marker
amplitude. RMS noise density in a 1 Hz bandwidth is read out
using SHIFT M, by sampling the displayed trace and arithmetically correcting for the analyzer envelope detector response, log
shaping, and measurement bandwidth.
A: displays the amplitude difference between the stationary and
tunable markers. Reference frequency need not be displayed.
Accuracy: equals the sum of scale fidelity and frequency between the two markers.
Reference lines
Display line: movable horizontal line with amplitude readout.
Threshold: movable horizontal trace threshold with amplitude
readout.
Accuracy: equals the sum of calibrator uncertainty, reference
level uncertainty, and scale fidelity between the reference level
and reference line.
Dynamic range
Spurious responses: for signal levels c - 4 0 dBm at the inpur
mixer of the analyzer, all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are
>75 dB below the input signal level.
Second harmonic distortion: for a signal -30 dBm at the
mixer and 3 1 0 MHz, second harmonic distortion >70 dB
down; 60 dB down for signals <I0 MHz.
Third-Order intermodulation distortion: for two signals -30
dBm at the mixer, third-order intermodulation products >70 dB
down (+5 dBm T.O.I. for 0 dB input attenuation).
Residual responses (no signal at input): <- 105 dBm, with 0
dB input attenuation (typically <- 115 dBm).
Average noise level: displayed <- 137 dBm for frequencies > I
MHz, <- 117 dBm for frequencies SI MHz with 10 Hz resolution bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation, 1 Hz video filter). When
SHIFT M is used with marker, noise measures <- 144 dBm/ 1 HZ
and <- 124 dBm/l Hz respectively for: frequencies > 1 MHz and
cI MHz.
Video bandwidth: post detection low pass filter used to average displayed noise; bandwidth variable from 1 Hz to 3 MHz in
a 1,3, 10 sequence. Video bandwidth may be selected manually
or coupled to resolution bandwidth.
Digital vldeo averaging: displays the sweep-to-sweep average
of the trace over a specifiable number of sweeps with SHIFT
G , video averaging is turned off with SHIFT H.
Galn compression: <0.5 dB for signal levels S- 10 dBm at the
input mixer.
Sweep
Trlgger
Free run: sweep triggered by internal source.
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequency
Video: sweep triggered by detected waveform of input signal at an
adjustable level; signal must be 20.5 div peak-to-peak.
External: sweep triggered by rising edge of signal input to rear
panel BNC connector; trigger source must be >2.4 volt (10 volt
max) .
'Maximum input must not exceed -30 dBm damage level.
2Accounted for under Error Correction Accuracy.
3Correct~ononly applies over the 0 dBm to -59.9 dBm range

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz(cont.)

Continuous
Sequential sweeps initiated by the trigger: 20 msec full span to
1500 sec full span in 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7.5, 10 sequence.
Accuracy: sweep time s 100 sec, f 10%; >lo0 sec, 220%.
Zero frequency span: 1 psec full sweep (10 divisions) to 10 msec
full sweep in 1, 2, 5 sequence; 20 msec full sweep to 1500 sec full
sweep in 1 , 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 7.5, 10 sequence.
Accuracy: same as continuous.
Sweep time may be set manually or automatically for the frequency span, resolution bandwidth and video bandwidth selected.
Single: single sweep armed on activation and initiated by trigger
(sweep 320 msec only).
Display
Trace: A and B are two independent signal response memories each
having 1001 horizontal data positions and vertical resolution of
0.1%. Memory contents are displayed on the CRT at a rate independent of the analyzer sweep time. Trace A is displayed brighter
than trace B.
Clear/Wrlte: clears memory contents when first activated, then
writes the analyzer signal response into the memory each sweep
and displays memory.
Max hold: retains in memory and displays the largest signal level
occuring at each horizontal data position over the repetitive
sweeps beginning at the time the function is activated.
View: stops writing into memory and displays memory without
changing its contents.
Blank: stops writing into memory and blanks the trace while retaining the last response in memory.
Arithmetic
A-&A:
initially subtracts the stored memory contents of B
from the current memory contents of A and writes the difference into A; this process continues as the A memory is updated
at the sweep rate. To accomplish A+B+A use SHIFT c.
AeB: exchanges A and B display memory contents.
B-DL+B: subtracts the amplitude of the display line from the
memory contents of B and writes the difference into B.
A third signal response memory, C (also with a 1001 data positions),
can be used for signal response storage. It is accessed indirectly by
transferring memory contents between B and C.
B+C: SHIFT 1.
B e C : SHIFT i.
View C: SHIFT j.
Blank C: SHIFT k.
Annotation
Title: allows the user to write characters into a specified area on
the CRT by pushing SHIFT E and typing the keys next to the
blue front panel characters and data numbers desired. Use
BACKSPACE for corrections.
Blank: SHIFT o blanks (SHIFT p unblanks) all CRT characters
and control setting readouts. SHIFT m blanks (SHIFT n unblanks) the CRT graticule.
Input
RF Inputs
The standard instrument configuration is as follows:
Input #1: 100 Hz to 1500 MHz, 50R,BNC connector (Fused); dc
coupled.
Reflection coefficient: <0.20 (1.5 SWR) to 500 MHz, <0.33
(2.0 SWR) 500 MHz to 1500 MHz; 3 10 dB input attenuation.
Input #2: 100 kHz to 1500 MHz, 500, Type N connector; ac
coupled.
Reflection coefficient: <0.20 (1.5 SWR); 310 dB input attenuation.
LO emission: typically <-75 dBm (0 dB RF Atten).
Isolation: >90 dB between inputs.
Also available: Input #1, 100 kHz to 1500 MHz, 75R, BNC
connector, ac coupled (Opt 001).

Maximum Input level
AC: continuous power, +30 dBm (1 watt); 100 watts, 10 psec
pulse into 350 dB attenuation.
DC: Input #1, 0 volts; Input #2, a50 volts.
Input attenuator: 70 dB range in 10 dB steps. Zero dB attenuation
accessible only through numeric/unit keyboard. Attenuation may be
selected manually or coupled to reference level to insure a - 10 dBm
input mixer drive level for full-screen signals; other mixer levels may
be specified using SHIFT , and entering the desired amplitude
through the keyboard.
Accuracy: 20.5 dBllO dB step but <-r-l.O dB max.
output
calibrator: 20 MHz 220 MHz x frequency reference error (1 x
IO-YDay), - 10 dBm f0.2 dB; 5OR.
Probe Power: + 15 V, -12.6 V; 150 mA max.
Auxiliary (rear panel; nominal values)
Display: X,Y and Z outputs for auxiliary CRT displays. X, Y: 1
volt full deflection; Z: 0 to 1 V intensity modulation, - 1 V blank.
BLANK output (TTL level >2.4 V for blanking) compatible with
most oscilloscopes.
Recorder
Horizontal sweep output (x axis): a voltage proportional to
the horizontal sweep; 0 V for left edge to + 10 V for right edge.
Video output (y axis): detected video output proportional to
vertical deflection of CRT trace. Output increases 100 mV/div
from 0 to 1 V.
Penllft output (z axis): 15 V blanking output during retrace.
21.4 MHz IF: a 50R,21.4 MHz output related to RF input to the
analyzer. Output nominally -20 dBm for a signal at the reference
level. Bandwidth controlled by the analyzer's resolution
bandwidth setting.
1st LO: 2-3.7 GHz, >+4 dBm; 50R output impedance.
Frequency reference: 10.000 MHz, 0 dBm; 50R output impedance.
Instrument State Storage
Up to 6 complete sets of user-defined control settings may be
stored and recalled by pressing SAVE or RECALL and the desired
register number (1 to 6) from the keyboard. Instrument state information is retained in memory indefinitely in STANDBY and approximately 30 days after line power is terminated.
Remote Operation
The standard 8568A operates on the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus (HP-IB). All analyzer control settings (with the exception of
VIDEO TRIGGER LEVEL, FOCUS, ALIGN, INTENSITY,
FREQ ZERO and AMPLD CAL) are remotely programmable.
Function vahes, marker frequency/amplitude, and A/B traces may
be output; CRT labels and graphics may be input.
General
Environmental
Temperature: operating 0°C to 5 5 T , storage -40°C to +75"C.
Humiditv: oaeratine <95% R.H., 0°C to 40°C except as noted.
EMI: coiducted anld radiated interference is within the requireof MIL STD 461A, VDE 0871, and
ments of CEO3 and RE02~.
CISPR pub'n 1 , 2 and 4.
Power requirements: 50 to 60 Hz; 100,120,220 or 240 volts (+5%,
- 10%); amroximatelv 450 V A (40 V A in standby). 400 Hz operation kavafiable as Opt 400.
Weight: total net, 45 kg (100 Ib); DisplaylIF Section, 21 kg (47 Ib);
RF Section, 24 kg (53 Ib). Shipping, DisplaylIF Section 31 kg (69
Ib); RF Section 34 kg (75 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
8568A Spectrum Analyzer
$27,800
Opt 001: 75R (BNC), 100 kHz to 1500 MHz R F
Input # 1
$200
Opt 400: 400 Hz Power Line Frequency Operation
$400
$40
Opt 907: Front Handle Kit
$30
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt 909: Rack Flange and Front Handle Kit
$60
Opt 910: Extra Manual
$75
~~

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Automatic Spectrum Analyzer, 100 Hz to 1500 MHz
Model 8581A

9825A Computing Controller
Ease of Operation Via HP-IB

Interactive Front Panel Under Program Control
Friendly Programming Codes and Powerful Firmware

Recommended

,

The 858 IA “Automatic Spectrum Analyzer” includes 8568A
Spectrum Analyzer, 9825A, Desktop Computer with 23K bytes of
memory and all necessary accessories, 9866B Printer with stand,
and system table. A “starter”-software PAC contains programs to
store and recall user defined instrument states or plot an entire CRT
display together with various sample measurement programs. In the
process of describing these programs, a basic set of software statements and subroutines are developed which can be incorporated by
the user into his own software.
Recommended

1
I

I

I

8568A

9825A

Spectrum Analyzer

Computing Controller

I

Ordering information
8581A Automatic Spectrum Analyzer

Price
$45,600

System Components
8568A Spectrum Analyzer
9825A Desktop Computer with Option 002,23K Bytes
Memory
98210A String-Advanced Programming Plug-In
98216A Plotter-General I/O-Extended I/O Plug-In
9866B Printer with Option 025, 9825A Interface
98034A HP-IB Interface Card
98226A Computer Cradle
System Table
85860A Starter-Software PAC for 8568Al9825A
Factory Assembly and Checkout Prior to Shipment
8581A Options
Opt 002: Delete System Table
Opt 910: Extra Manual Set
85860A Starter-Software Pac for 8568A/9825A:
PAC includes a 9825A cartridge containing programs
to store/recall instrument states, plot the CRT display
and perform various sample measurements. Also included is a manual with annotated program listings.
Complete compatibility requires 8568A; 9825A, Opt
002; 9866B Opt 025; 98210A; 98216A; and 98034A
(plus 9872A Opt 025 and HP-IB cable for plotting).

less $600
$150

$250

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 10 MHz to 40 GHz
Model 8565A

.01 to 22 GHz coverage with internal mixer
Internal preselection 1.7 to 22 GHz
Wide choice of resolution bandwidths

Simple three knob operation
Absolute amplitude calibration
CRT bezel readout displays control settings

I!

W

8565A Spectrum Analyzer
Covering from 0.01 to 22 GHz with its internal mixer, the 8565A
has built-in preselection and brings accuracy plus convenience to
microwave spectrum analysis. The wide range, spurious-free display, compact design and ease of use make it well suited for lab,
production, or field applications requiring accurate measurement
from IF thru microwave frequencies. The 8565A can cover .01 to 22
GHz in just two spans for rapid location of signals prior to close-in
analysis in one of six bands. Coverage is easily extended up to 40
GHz with the HP 11517A external mixer.
High Resolution
Fully automatic stabilization in narrow spans reduces residual
FM and drift. Standard resolution bandwidths range from 1 kHz to 3
MHz. The 1 and 3 MHz bandwidths allow fast sweeps in wide spans
and increased dynamic range for pulsed RF; narrow bandwidths for
measurement of closely spaced signals. Option 100 provides additional 100 Hz and 300 Hz IF bandwidth filters, and residual FM is <
100 Hz when stabilized. This 100 Hz resolution is useable up to 12.9
GHz and the 300 Hz resolution bandwidth to 22 GHz. All resolution
filters are Gaussian-shaped for repeatable measurements, faster
non-distorting sweeps and best pulse response.
Absolute Amplitude Calibration
Absolute signal levels from - 110 dBm to +30 dBm are easily
measured because the HP-8565A always displays the value of the
reference line with LED’s in the CRT bezel and at the reference
level control. Changes in RF, IF gain and preselector loss are automatically included. In addition, flat frequency response insures accuracy for relative as well as absolute power measurements.
Wide Dynamic Range
Internal preselection (1.7 to 22 GHz) enables you to measure
distortion products as much as 100 dB down. Even for closely
spaced signals or measurements below 1.7 GHz, all distortion products are greater than 70 dB down. In either case, maximum dynamic
range is assured even for 1 watt signals with the 70 dB input attenuator. An input limiter (.01 to 1.8 GHz) and the internal preselector (1.7 to 22 GHz) enable the 8565A to withstand RF signals up to
+30 dBm for all input attenuator settings.
Designed For Convenience
Coupled controls allow you to make most measurements in 3
simple steps. Green color coded keys preset the 8565A for normal
operation so a measurement only requires that you tune to a signal,
select a desired span, and raise it to the reference level. Auto-

matically selected sweep times insure a calibrated display for all
combinations of frequency span, resolution bandwidth and video
filtering.
The CRT bezel LED’s display all pertinent control settings to
give you all the information needed for signal evaluations in one
central location. These data are also captured in CRT photos.

8444A Option 058 Tracking Generator
Make swept frequency response measurements to f 1.7 dB from
10 to 1300 MHz with greater than 90 dB of dynamic range. The
output is absolutely calibrated at 0 dBm and continuously variable to
<-lo dBm. The frequency of unknown signals as well as the frequency of any point on the frequency response curve can be measured from the external counter output using the low-cost HP 5300/
5305B 1300 MHz Counter.

8750A Storage-Normalizer

The analyzer is made even easier to use with the digital storage of
the 8750A because there is no need to re-adjust intensity or persistence as the sweep time changes. With the push of a button, a signal
can be frozen on the CRT and then compared directly to the current
input signal. Traces can also be compared arithmetically (Le., normalized) to automatically remove frequency response variations.
This is especially useful when used with the HP 8444A Opt. 058
Tracking Generator.

8565A Specifications
Frequency Specifications
Frequency range: 0.01 to 22 GHz with internal mixer, 14.5 to 40
GHz with HP 11517A External Mixer.
Tuning accuracy (digital frequency readout in any span mode)
Internal mixing: 0.01 to 2.5 GHz <e5 MHz +20% of Freq.
Span/Div; 2.5 to 22 GHz 20.2% 220% of Freq SpanlDiv.
External mixing: 14.5 to 40 GHz <&0.7% 220% of Freq
Span/Div.
Frequency spans
1.7 to 22 GHz: multiband span from 1.7 to 22 GHz in one sweep.
Full band: displays spectrum of entire band selected.
Per division: eighteen calibrated spans from 1 kHz per div. to 500
MHz per div in a 1, 2, 5 sequence, plus a full band span, “F”.
Span width accuracy: the frequency error for any two points
on the display for spans from 500 MHz/div to 20 kHz/div (unstabilized) is less than +5% of the indicated separation; for
stabilized spans 100 kHz/div and less, the error is less than
2 15%.
Zero span: analyzer becomes a manually tuned receiver.

Spectral resolution and stability
Resolution bandwidths: resolution (3 dB) bandwidths from 1
kHz to 3 MHz in 1,3, 10 sequence. Bandwidth and span width are
independently variable or may be coupled for optimum display
when control markers are aligned (b4).
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: 3 dB points: <k15%.
Selectivity (60 dB/3 bandwidth ration): < 15:1.
Stability (fundamental mixing .01 to 4.1 GHz): total residual
F M stabilized <200 Hz p-p in 0.1 sec; unstabilized <10 kHz p-p
in 0.1 sec.
Stabilization range: first LO automactically stabilized for frequency spans 100 kHz/div or less. First LO residual FM typically 30 Hz p-p when stzbilized.
Noise sidebands: >70 dB down, >30 kHz from center of CW
signal in a 1 kHz Res. Bandwidth and a 10 Hz (0.01) Video
Filter.
Amplitude Specifications
Amplitude range internal mixer
Measurement range
Total power: +30 dBm (1 watt).
Damage levels: (50R nominal source impedance).
dc: 0 V with 0 dB atten, 5 7 V with 210 dB input atten.
ac;O V with 0 dB input atten, 10 V peak with 210 dB input
atten.
RF: (signals above 10 MHz) + 30 dBm.
Gain compression: c1 dB for 0 dBm input level with 0 dB attenuation.
Average noise level: max. avg. noise level with 1 kHz Res.
Bandwidth (0 dB atten and 3 Hz video filter) is in the table below:

-

*Frequency response includes input attenuator, preselector and mixer frequency response plus
mixing mode gain variation (band to band).

Amplitude range HP 11517A External Mixer
Measurement range Maximum waveguide input: saturation
(gaincompression<l dB), -15dBm.Damagelevel>OdBmorO.lerg.
Sensitivity (Average noise level in a 10 kHz IF bandwidth):
14.5-18 GHz <-EO

dBm, 18-26.5 GHz <-70 d B m , 26.5-40 GHz <-60 d B m .

Typical sensitivity is 10 dB better for each band.
Reference Level
Reference level range +70 dBm (+30 dBm max. input) to -102
dBm in 10 dB steps and continuous 0 to -12 dB calibrated vernier
Reference level accuracy: the Auto Sweep setting of the sweep
timeldiv control insures a calibrated display within these limits:
Calibrator output (100 MHz k 10 kHz): -10 dBm k0.3 dB.
Reference level variation (input attenuator at 0 dB): 10 dB
steps <?0.5 dB (0 to -70 dBm); c k 1 . 0 dB (0 to -90 dBm).
Vernier (0 to -12 dB) continuous: maximum error C0.5 dB.
Input attenuator: (at preselector input, 0-70 dB in 10 dB steps).
Step size variation: <+1.0 dB 0.01 to 18 GHz; C f 1 . 5 dB 0.01 to
22 GHz.
Maximum cumulative error over the 0 to 70 dB range: <+2.8
dB 0.01 to 18 GHz; <?4.0 dB 0.01 to 22 GHz.
Frequency response: see table above.
Switching between bandwidths: 2 MHz to 1 kHz, k1.0 dB.
Calibrated display range
Log (expanded from reference level down): 70 dB @ 10 dB/div, 40
dB @ 5 dB/div, 16 dB @ 2 dB/div and 8 dB @ 1 dB/div.
Linear: full scale from 56 pV (-102 dBm in 50 R to 707 volts
(+70 dBm) in 10 dB steps and continuous 0 to -12 dB vernier.
Display accuracy
Log: C20.1 dB/dB, but <k1.5 dB over full 70 dB display range.
Linear: < 50.1 division over full 8 division deflection.

Residual responses (no signal present at input): with OdB input
atten, fundamental mixing (0.01 to 4.1 GHz) <-90 dBm.
Signal identifier: available on all bands, used in 1 MHz/div span
for signal identification.
Signal Input Characteristics
Input 50R 0.01 to 22 GHz
Input connector: precision Type N female.
Input impedance
lnuut attenuator at 0 dB: 50 ohms nominal.
SWR: <1.5 0.01 to 1.8 GHz; <2.0 1.7 to 22 GHz (at analyzer tuned
frequency).
Input attenuator at 10 dB or more: 50 ohms nominal.
SWR: <1.3 0.01 to 1.8 GHz; <2.0 1.7 to 22 GHz.
LO Emission (2.00 to 4.46 GHz): -5OdBm0.01 to 1.8 GHz; -85
dBm 1.7 to 22 GHz.
Input protection (for input signals from 0.01 to 22 GHz)
0.01 to 1.8 GHz frequency band: internal diode limiter.
1.7 to 22 GHz frequency bands: saturation of TIG filter (preselector) occurs at total input signal power levels below input
mixer damage.
External mixer input: BNC female connector is a port for LO
power transfer, bias current and I F return.
Sweep Specifications
Sweep time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency
Span/Div, Resolution Bandwidth and Video Filter controls to
maintain an absolute amplitude calibrated display.
Calibrated sweep times: 21 internal sweep times from 2 psecl
div to 10 sec/div in 1, 2, 5 , 10 sequence.
Display Characteristics
Cathode Ray l u b e (aluminized P31 phosphor, 8 x 10 div internal graticule)
Persistence
Conventional: natural persistence of P31 phosphor.
Write: continuously adjustable from 0.2 sec to full storage.
Storage time: continuously adjustable from 1 minute (full brightness) to >30 minutes (minimum brightness).
CRT Bezel Readout: bezel LEDs display the following measurement data (included in CRT photographs taken with the H P 197A
Opt 006 Oscilloscope Camera): Ampl. Scale Factor, Ref. Level, Input
Atten., Res. Bandwidth, Sweeptime/Div., Freq., Freq. Span/Div.
General Specifications
Temperature range: operating 0°C to 55”C, storage -40” to
+75”C.
Humidity range (Operating): ~ 9 5 %
R.H. 0°C to 40°C
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within the requirements
of methods CEO3 and RE02 of MIL STD 461A, V D E 0871 and
CISPR pub’n 1, 2 and 4.
Power requirements: 48-66 Hz, 100, 120, 200 or 240 volts (- 10%
to +5%) 220 V A max (400 Hz operation available as Opt 400).
Size: 188 H x 426 W x 552 mm D (73/~”
x 163/4”x 213/4”).
Weight: net 29.1 kg (64 Ibs). Shipping 38.6 kg (85 Ibs).
Standard options available
Opt 100, 100 and 300 Hz Resolutlon Bandwidths: adds 100 Hz
and 300 Hz resolution bandwidths with 11:l shape factor, residual
F M < 100 Hz when stabilized and improves sensitivity by 10 dB.
Opt 200-Callbrdtion in dBpV
Opt 400-400 Hz Power Supply
Ordering information
Price
8565A Spectrum Analyzer
$17,850
Opt 100: 100 Hz and 300 Hz Resolution Bandwidths
add $800
Opt 200: Calibration in dBpV
add $100
Opt 400: 400 Hz Power Supply
add $250
11517A External Mixer (taper section req’d)
$250
11518A Taper Section, 12.4 to 18 GHz
$160
11519A Taper Section, 18 to 26.5 GHz
$160
11520A Taper Section, 26.5 to 40 GHz
$160
8444A Opt 058 Tracking Generator
$3,800
8750A Storage-Normalizer
$1,450

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum Analyzer, 0.01 to 350 MHz
Models 8557Al182T & 8750A

Easy to operate
Signal level displayed directly i n dBm
k2.25 dB amplitude accuracy

..
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Resolution bandwidths 1 kHz t o 3 MHz
Optional 7 5 a input with dBm or dBmV calibration
Digital Storage-Normalizer available

‘+

N e w 8750A Storage-Normalizer
The 8750A is an accessory which provides digital storage, trace
comparison and normalization where data in memory is subtracted
from current input and then displayed. In conjunction with the 182T
display maniframe and either the 8557A or 8558B, the StorageNormalizer provides flicker-free display of measured signals. High
resolution, slow sweep time measurements are easy to observe because of the 8750A’s continuous refresh whose rate is independent
of the analyzer’s sweep rate. Additionally, two traces can be viewed
from memory for CRT photography or detailed signal comparison.

8557A Specifications

8557AI182T

i

Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 10 kHz to 350 MHz.
Frequency display span: (on a 10-division CRT horizontal axis):
12 calibrated spans from 20 MHzldiv to 5 kHz/div in a 1, 2, 5
sequence. In “F” or full span the analyzer displays the full 10 kHz
to 350 MHz. In “0” or zero span, the analyzer is a fixed-tuned
receiver.
Accuracy: frequency error between any two points on the display
is less than 10% of the indicated frequency separation.
Digital frequency readout: indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display span. In full span, the readout
indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display span. In full span, the readout indicates the frequency at the
marker. Resolution 100 kHz.
Accuracy: (after zeroing on the LO feedthrough) 2 3 MHz + 10%
of FREQUENCY SPAN PER DIVISION setting.

*

8557A Spectrum analyzer
Economy plus performance
The Model 8557A is a 0.01 to 350 MHz spectrum analyzer which
plugs into any model 180-seriesoscilloscope dipslay. This low cost,
easy-to-use analyzer provides high accuracy in both amplitude and
frequency measurements.
Simple, 3-knob operation
Most measurements are a three step process. Center the inverted
marker under the signal to be measured; its frequency is displayed
on the digital readout. Zoom-in on the signal be decreasing the frequency span; bandwidth, sweep time, and video filtering are set
automatically. Raise the signal to the top of the CRT; read its
amplitude (in dBm) off the reference level control.
Absolute amplitude calibration
Signal levels can be read directly from the CRT in dBm (dBmV
for Option 002) without the use of external standards or calculations.
The signal level represented by the top CRT graticule line is always
indicated by the reference level control, and vertical scale factors of
10 dB/div, 1 dB/div, or linear can be selected.
Optional 75 ohm input
Two options are available which allow measurements in 75 ohm
systems: Option 001 has 75 ohms impedance and retains the dBm
power calibration; Option 002 is also 75 ohms, but hte amplitude is
calibrated in dBmV for measurements on systems such as CATV.

Stability
Residual FM: less than 1 kHz peak-to-peak for time ~ 0 . 1sec
(video filter full clockwise, but not in detent).
Noise sidebands: more than 75 dB below CW signal, 50 kHz or
more away from signal with a 1 kHz resolution bandwidth and full
video filtering.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of 1 kHz to 3
MHz in a 1, 3, 10 sequence. Resolution bandwidth may be
coupled to frequency display span at a ratio of two display spans
per resolution bandwidth.
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: individual resolution
bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to ?20%, 10” -40°C.
Resolution bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB resolution
bandwidth ratio < 15:1.
Video filter: post-detection low pass filter used to average displayed noise. Bandwidth variable from approximately 3X Resolution Bandwidth to approximately 0.01X Resolution Bandwidth. In
the MAX position provides a noise averaging filter with a
bandwidth of approximately 1.5 Hz.

Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplitude calibration range
Log calibration range: from -117 dBm to +20 dBm in 10 dB
steps. Reference level vernier, 0 to - 12 dB continuously.
Log display ranges: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display and 1 dB/div
on an 8 dB display.
Linear display: from 2.2 microvolts (- 100 dBm) full-scale to 2.24
volts (+20 dBm) full-scale in 10 dB steps. Full-scale signals in
linear translate to approximately full-scale signals in log.
Dynamic range
Average noise level: <-lo7 dBm with a 10 kHz resolution
bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation), 1-350 MHz.
Spurious responses: for input signal level s Optimum Input
Level setting, all image and out of band mixing responses, harmonic and inter-modulation distortion products are more than 70
dB below input signal level, 1 MHz to 350 MHz; 60 dB below, 20
kHz to 1 MHz.
Spurious responses due to 3rd order intermodulation distortion: for two input signals 10 dB above Optimum Input Level
setting 3rd Order Intermodulation distortion products are >70 dB
below the input signals, 1-350 MHz; 60 dB below, 10 kHz to 1 MHz
(signal separation 250 kHz).
Residual responses (no signal present at input): <- 100 dBm
with 0 dB input attenuation, 0.1-350 MHz.
Amplitude accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): 20.75 dB.
Switching between bandwidths (at 10" -4O"C, 90% relative
humidity)
3 MHr to 300 kHr: rt0.5 dB.
3 MHr to 1 kHz: k1.0 dB.
Reference level accuracy (at fixed center frequency, fixed resolution bandwidth): 2 1.5 dB (includes input attenuator and I F gain
accuracy. May be improved using I F or R F substitution techniques).
Amplitude log display: 20.1 dB/dB but no more than 21.5 dB
over full 70 dB display range.
Cali brator
Amplitude: -30 dBm rtl dB.
Frequency: 250 MHz 250 kHz, crystal controlled.
Input specifications
Input connector: Type BNC female.
Input impedance: 5OR nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
(0.27 (1.74 SWR) for all Optimum Input Level settings except -40
dBm (0 dB Input Attenuation).
Input attenuator: 50 dB range. Accuracy 20.5 dB per 10 dB step,
but not more than 21.0 dB over full 50 dB range.
Maximum input levels
AC or peak: peak or average power +20 dBm (3.16 V ac peak or
0.1 W) incident on analyzer. (MAX input markings on front panel
indicate maximum input allowable for < 1 dB gain compression or
attenuator overload.)
DC: 230 V dc.
Output characteristics
Cal output: -30 dBm, 250 MHz.
Probe power: + I 5 V, -12.6 V; 150 mA max. Powers 1120A,
1121A, 1123A, or 1124A high impedance probes.
Note: oscilloscope display rear panel outputs refer to 180T-series
displays and 180-series Option 807 displays only. See below for
information on modifying standard displays.
Vertical output: (AUX A on oscilloscope display rear panel): 0 to
0.8 V for 8-division deflection on CRT display; 5 0 0 output impedance.

Pen lift/blanking output: (AUX B on oscilloscope display rear
panel): 0 to 15 V (0 V, pen down). Approximately 10 kR impedance
when blanked. Compatible with H P 7004B, 7034B, 7005B, and
7035B X-Y RECORDERS.
21.4 MHr IF output: a 21.4 MHz output linearly related to the RF
input to the analyzer. Bandwidth controlled by analyzer Resolution
Bandwidth setting. Amplitude controlled by input attenuator, I F
gain vernier, and first six I F step gain positions (-10 through -60
dBm Ref Level with 0 dB input attenuation). Output is approximately -10 dBm for full-scale signals on the CRT. (AUX C on
oscilloscope display rear panel, 5 0 0 output impedance.)
Horizontal output (AUX D on oscilloscope display rear panel):
-5.0 to +5.0 V for 10 div CRT deflection, 5 kR output impedance.
Sweep characteristics
Sweep time
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span,
Resolution Bandwidth, and Video Filter.
Manual: sweep determined by front panel control; continuously
variable across CRT in either direction.
Calibrated sweep times: 16 internal sweep times from 0.1
ms/div to 10 sec/div in a 1, 2, 5 sequence. For sweep times of 2
ms/div to 10 sec/div, the analyzer is operable in its normal sweptfrequency mode. Faster sweeps are useful for analyzing modulation waveforms when the analyzer is being operated as a fixedtuned receiver with 0 Display Span. Sweep times may be reduced
to an effective 10 psec/div by using the 180-seriesXI0 horizontal
magnifier.
Accuracy: 2 10%.
Sweep trigger
Internal: sweep internally triggered by envelope of RF input signal (signal amplitude of 1.0 division peak-to-peak required on
CRT display).
Line: sweep triggered by power line frequency.
Free run: sweep triggered repetitively by internally generated
ramp.
Single: sweep triggered by front panel sweep trigger switch
(spring return position.).
Display characteristics
Oscilloscope display sections
180 Series compatibility: the 8557A is compatible with all
180A/180AR, 18OC, BOD, 180F, MIA, 181AR, 182A, 184A, and
184B mainframes. It is operable with the 183A, 183B mainframes,
but the display is limited to 6 divisions by the 6-division CRT. The
following 180-series oscilloscope displays are recommended for
use with the 8558B Spectrum Analyzer because they provide 4
nonbuffered rear panel auxiliary outputs (for unattenuated verical,
horizontal, and penlift outputs) and P39 medium-persistence CRT
phosphor (except with NIT, 18lTR which provide varible persistence):
180TR
P39 phosphor
181T
P3 1 phosphor with variable persistence
181TR
P31 phosphor with variable persistence
182T
P39 phosphor
See H P Service Notes 180A/AR-10, 180CID-2, 181AIAR-8 and
182A/C-1 for information needed to modify standard display to
provide auxiliary outputs.
Ordering information
Price
8557A Spectrum Analyzer
$3850
Opt 001: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBm calibration
add $100
add $100
Opt 002: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBmV calibration
182T Display
$1650
l8OTR Disolav
$ I650
181T Dispfay
$2600
181TR Display
$2700
8750A Storage-Normalizer
$1450
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Spectrum Analyzer, 0.1 to 1500 MHz
Models 8558Bl182T & 8444A

Simple, 3 knob operation
Digital frequency readout
Display of signal levels directly i n dBm

Resolution bandwidths from 1 kHz t o 3 MHz
0.5 to 1300 MHz Tracking Generator
Digital Storage-Normalizer available

8444A O p t 058 ( C o m p a t i b l e with 85588)

8444A Option 058 Tracking Generator (0.5-1300 MHz)
Make swept frequency response measurements to 21.5 dB from
0.5 to 1300 MHz with greater than 90 dB of dynamic range. The
output is absolutely calibrated at 0 dBm of dynamic range. The
output is abslutely calibrated at 0 dBm and continuously variable to
-10 dBm. The frequency of unknown signals as well as the frequency of any point on the frequency response curve can be measured using the external counter output and Model 5383A Counter
up to 500 MHz or Model 5341A Opt 003 Counter to 1300 MHz.
New 8750A Storage-Normalizer
The 8750A is an accessory which provides digital storage, trace
comparison and swept response normalization. The frequency response variation of a swept measurement system, such as the 8558B
and 8444A, can be removed through normalization. In addition, a
“real time” signal can be compared with a stored trace or both
traces can be viewed from memory for CRT photography or detailed
comparison.

85588 Specifications
855861 182T

85588 Spectrum analyzer
Economical, wide frequency coverage
The Model 8558B is a 0.1 to 1500 MHz spectrum analyzer which
plugs into any 180-seriesoscilloscope display. It is fully calibrated in
frequency and amplitude, easy to use, and provides an economical
means for making measurements in the RF range.
Simple, 3-knob operation
Most measurements are a simple three step process. Tune to the
signal to be measured; its frequency is displayed on the LED readout. Zoom-in on the signal by decreasing the frequency span;
bandwidth, sweep time, and video filtering are set automatically.
Raise the signal to the top of the CRT; read its amplitude (in dBm)
off the reference level control.
Absolute amplitude calibration
Signal levels can be read directly from the CRT in dBm (dBmV
for Option 002) without the use of external standards or calculations.
The signal level represented by the top CRT graticule line is always
indicated by the reference level control, and scale factors of 10
dB/div, 1 dB/div, and linear can be selected.
Optional 75 ohm input
Two options are available which allow measurements in 75 ohm
systems: Option 001 has 75 ohms impedance and retains the dBm
power calibration; Option 002 is also 75 ohms, but the amplitude is
calibrated in dBmV for measurements on systems such as CATV.

Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 1500 MHz.
Frequency display span: (on a 10-division CRT horizontal axis):
14 calibrated spans from 100 MHz/div to 5 kHz/div in a 1, 2, 5
sequence. In “0” (zero span) the analyzer is afixed-tuned receiver.
Accuracy: frequency error between any two points on the display
is less than 2 5 % of the indicated frequency separation.
Digital frequency readout: indicates center frequency or start frequency of the frequency display scan. Two ranges: 0 to greater than
195 MHz with 100 kHz resoltuion; 195 MHz to 1500 MHz with 1
MHz resoltuion. ZERO control allows frequency readout to be adjusted for accurate calibration anywhere in the frequency range;
CAL control removes frequency hysteresis. Resolution 100 kHz.
Accuracy: (after zeroing on the LO feedthrough and operation of
the CAL button, 20” -40°C).
0-195 MHz: 2 1 MHz +20% Of FREQUENCY SPAN PER
DIVISION setting (SI MHz per division).
195-1500 MHz: 2 5 MHz +% of FREQUENCY SPAN PER
DIVISION setting.
Stability
Residual FM: less than 1 kHz peak-to-peak for time ~ 0 . sec.
1
Noise sidebands: more than 65 dB below CW signal, 50 kHz or
more away from signal with a 1 kHz resolution bandwidth and full
video filter.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: 3 dB resolution bandwidths of 1 kHz to 3
MHz in a 1, 3, 10 sequence. Resolution bandwidth may be
coupled to frequency display span at a ratio of two display spans
per resolution bandwidth.
Resolution bandwidth accuracy: individual resolution
bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to 220%.
Resolution bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB resolution
bandwidth ratio <15: 1.

Video filter: post-detection filter used to average displayed noise.
Bandwidth variable from approximately 3X Resolution
Bandwidth to approximately 0.01X Resolution Bandwidth. In the
MAX position provides a noise averaging filter with a bandwidth
of approximately 1.5 Hz.
Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplltude calibration range
Log calibration range: from -115 dBm to +30 dBm in 10 dB
steps. Reference level vernier, 0 to -12 dB continuously.
Log dlsplay ranges: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, and 1 dB/div
on an 8 dB display.
Linear dlsplay: from 2.2 microvolts (- 100 dBm) full scale to 7.1
volts (+30 dBm) full-scale in 10 dB steps. Full-scale signals in
linear translate to approximately full-scale signals in log.
Dynamlc range
Average noise level: <-lo7 dBm with a 10 kHz resolution
bandwidth (0 dB input attenuation).
Spurious responses: for input signal level s Optimum Input
Level setting, all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are more than 70
dB below input signal level, 5 MHz to 1500 MHz; 60 dB below,
100 kHz to 5 MHz.
Spurlous responses due to 3rd order Intermodulation dlstortlon: for two input signals 10 dB above Optimum Input Level
setting 3rd Order Intermodulation distortion products are >70 dB
below the input signals, 5-1500 MHz; 60 dB below, 100 kHz to 5
MHz (signal separation 250 kHz).
Resldual responses: (no signal present at input): <- 100 dBm
with 0 kB input attenuation.
Amplltude accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): -C 1.0 dB.
Swltchlng between bandwldths (at 10" -40°C).
3 MHz to 300 kHz: + O S dB.
3 MHr to 1 kHz: k1.0 dB.
Reference level accuracy (at fixed center frequency, fixed resolution bandwidth): f1.5 dB (includes input attenuator and I F gain
accuracy. May be improved using I F or RF substitution techniques).
Amplltude log dlsplay: ~ 0 . dB/dB
1
but not more than f 1.5 dB
over full 70 dB display range.
Callbrator
Amplltude: -30 dBm f1.0 dB.
Frequency: 280 MHz f 5 0 kHz, crystal controlled.
Input specifications
Input connector: type N female.
Input Impedance: 50n nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
<0.20 (1.5 SWR) for all Optimum Input Level settings except -40
dBm (0 dBm input attenuation).
Input attenuator: 70 dB range. Accuracy r0.5 dB per 10 dB step
but not more than f1.0 dB over full 70 dB range.
Maxlmum
AC or peak: peak or average power +10 dBm (1.0 V ac peak)
incident on mixer (0 dB input attenuation), +30 dBm (10 V ac
peak or 1 W), incident on input attenuator. (MAX input markings
on front panel indicate maximum input allowable for <1 dB gain
compression or attenuator overload).
DC: 2 5 0 V dc.
Output characteristics
LO output: +10 dBm nominal, 50 ohms; 2.05-3.55 GHz.
Cal output: -30 dBm, 280 MHz
Probe power: + I S V, -12.6 V; 150 mA max. Powers 1120A,
1121A, 1123A, or 1124A high impedance probes.
Note: the following oscilloscope display rear panel outputs refer to 180T 180TR, 181T, 181TR
displays and older 180series displays with Option 807 only.

Vertlcal output: (AUX A on oscilloscope display rear panel.) 0 to
0.8 V for 8-division reflection on CRT display: 50n output impedance

.

Pen lift/blanking output: (AUX B on oscilloscope display rear
panel): 0 to 15 V (0 V, pen down). Approximately 10 kfl impedance
when blanked. Compatible with H P 7004B, 7034B, 7005B, and
7035B X-Y RECORDERS.
21.4 MHz IF output: a 21.4 MHz output linearly related to the RF
input to the analyzer. Bandwidth controlled by analyzer Resolution
Bandwidth setting. amplitude controlled by input attenuator, I F gain
vernier, and first six I F step gain positions (- 10 through -60 dBm
Ref Level with 0 dB input attenuation). Output is approximately
- 10 dBm for full-scale signals on the CRT. (AUX C on oscilloscope
display rear panel, 50n output impedance).
Horizontal output (AUX D on oscilloscope display rear panel):
-5.0 to +5.0 V for 10 div CRT deflection, 5 k n output impedance.
Sweep characteristics
Sweep t h e
Auto: sweep time is automatically controlled by Frequency Span,
Resolution bandwidth, and Video Filter.
Manual: sweep determined by front panel control, continuously
variable across CRT in either direction.
Calibrated sweep t h e : 16 internal sweep times from 0.1 ms/div
to 10 sec/div in a 1 , 2 , 5 sequence. For sweep times of 2 ms/div to
10 sec/div, the analyzer is operable in its normal swept frequency
mode. Faster sweeps are useful for analyzing modulation
waveforms when the analyzer is being operated as a fixed-tuned
receiver with 0 Display Span. Sweep times may be reduced to an
effective 10 psec/div by using the 180-series X10 horizontal magnifier.
Accuracy: r 10%.
Sweep trlgger
Internal: sweep internally triggered by envelope of RF input
signal (signal amplitude of 1.O division peak-to-peak required on
CRT display).
Llne: sweep triggered by power line freuqency.
Free run: sweep triggered repetitively by internally generated
ramp.
Single: sweep triggered by front panel sweep trigger switch
(spring return position).
Display characteristics
Oscilloscope dlsplay sectlons
180 Series compatlblllty: the 8558B is compatible with all 180A,
180AR, 180C, MOD, 180F, 181A, 181AR, 182A, 184A, and 184B
mainframes. It is operable with the 183A, 183B mainframes, but
the display is limited to 6 divisions by the 6-division CRT. The
following 180-series oscilloscope displays are recommended for
use with the 8558B Spectrum Analyzer because they provide 4
non-buffered rear panel auxiliary outputs (for unattenuated vertical, horizontal, and penlift outputs) and P39 medium-persistence
CRT phosphor (except with NIT, 181TR which provide variable
persistence):
180TR
P39 phosphor
181T
P31 phosphor with variable persistence
181TR
P3 1 phosphor with variable persistence
182T
P39 phosphor
See H P Service Notes 180AIAR-10, 180C/D-2, 181AIAR-8 and
182AIC-1 for information needed to modify standard displays to
provide auxiliary outputs.
Ordering information
8558B Spectrum Analyzer
Opt 001: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBm calibration
Opt 002: 75 ohm input (BNC), dBmV calibration
Opt 003: Internal Limiter
182T Display
180TR
181T Display
181TR Display
8444A Opt 058 Tracking Generator
8750A Storage-Normalizer

Price
$4850
add $100
add $100
add $150
$1650
$1650
$2600
$2700
$3800
$1450

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Plug-in spectrum analyzer system, 20 Hz to 40 GHz
Model 141T system

20 Hz to 40 GHz with just a tuning section change.
Advantages of fully calibrated solid state system.
Add measurement capability t o your system as needed.

Tracking generator expands measurement capability.
Increase dynamic range with tracking preselector.
Storage-normalizer adds digital storage.
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Hewlett-Packard’s high performance plug-in spectrum analyzer
family makes frequency domain measurements from 20 Hz to 40
GHz. Because of the system’s modularity, the user need purchase
only analyzer components necessary to meet immediate production
or laboratory measurement requirements. Then, as broader frequency capability is required, additional tuning sections or companion instruments can be added.
The models 8553B, 8554B, 8555A, and 8556A are tuning sections
which plug into a 141T display mainframe along with an 8552B I F
section to form a member of the Hewlett-Packard high performance
spectrum analyzer family. Each tuning section covers a frequency
range convenient for equipment design or spectrum surveillance:
8556A, 20 Hz to 300 kHz; 8553B, 1 kHz to 110 MHz; 8554B, 100
kHz to 1250 MHz; and 8555A. 10 MHz to 40 GHz. The IF section
plug-in which is used with each tuning section, serves to condition
the measurement signal for proper display on the CRT. Two I F
sections are available, the 8552B high performance model and the
8552A model for economy. The spectrum analyzer specifications
included in this catalog assume the use of the 8552B.
The 8443A and 8444A are tracking generators complementing the
basic spectrum analyzer function with an RF source locked to the
tuning frequency. The 8445B is an automatic preselector which enhances the dynamic range of the 10 MHz to 40 GHz 8555A tuning
section analyzer.
The 141T based spectrum analyzer features absolute calibration
of frequency and amplitude, high resolution and sensitivity, wide
dynamic range, and simple to interpret display output.
The following pages cover spectrum analyzer performance with
each of the tuning sections and companion tracking generator/
preselector.

8554B

8555A
8556A
Absolute amplitude calibration
For ease and speed of measurement, full frequency band
amplitude calibration allows direct interpretation of signal power or
voltage from the CRT display. A choice of logarithmic or linear
scaling calibrates the CRT in dBm or pV respectively. Front panel
settings set the top horizontal graticule on the CRT as the reference
power in the logarithmic mode; all other CRT measurements can be
made relative to this reference. In linear scaling the CRT is calibrated in voltage per division using front panel settings. The bottom
graticule is zero voltage.
When a combination of frequency scan, bandwidth, or video filter
settings are chosen such that the display becomes uncalibrated, a
warning light indicates the condition.
High resolution frequency calibration
The frequency measurement capability of the spectrum analyzer
is responsive to user need, making spectrum measurements simply
and accurately with three frequency scan modes.
First is the FULL scan mode, which displays the entire tuning
section frequency band on the 10 cm horizontal CRT graticule. This
mode is effective in viewing broadband effects of circuit adjustments
and refinements as they are made. In FULL scan a marker on the
CRT corresponds in frequency to the position of the pointer on the
tuning section frequency scale, so signals can be readily identified.
The second mode, PER DIVISION scan, centers the display
about the frequency indicated by the tuning section pointer. In this
mode, narrow, calibrated scan per division and automatic frequency
stabilization make high resolution measurements for analysis of sigsignal purity, sidebands, and low deviation FM.
In the third mode, ZERO scan, the analyzer becomes a receiver
tuned to the frequency indicated on the scale. Modulation in an
input signal at the tuned frequency is displayed on the CRT in the
time domain. The scan time control provides a calibrated time base.
High resolution
The ability to resolve close-in signal sidebands, such as line related modulation, is important in frequency domain analysis. The
Hewlett-Packard 141T plug-in spectrum analyzers each have narrow bandwidths for such resolution. Up to 110 MHz, the analyzers
offer 10 Hz bandwidths and to 18 GHz, 100 bandwidths. The frequency stabilization feature already mentioned ensures high resolution by maintaining a jitter free display.
Wide dynamic range, sensitive
Confidence in signal identification is given by the analyzer’s ability to measure wide amplitude differentials without distortion products and to measure very low level signals. The plug-in spectrum
analyzers have typically 70 dB of distortion free dynamic range; that
is, the capability of measuring 0.03% signal distortion from the CRT
display. With the 8445B preselector the 8555A has a spurious free
range of 100 dB. The CRT displays full dynamic range on a linear,
easy to read scale.
Signals at as low a level as - 142 dBm (20 nanovolts, 50 ohms) can
be detected by the spectrum analyzer with 10 Hz bandwidth. At high
frequencies and with 100 Hz bandwidth, - 125 dBm signals can be
measured.

have typically 70 dB of distortion free dynamic range; that is, the
capability of measuring 0.03% signal distortion from'the CRT display. With the 8445B preselector the 8555A has a spurious free
dynamic range of 100 dB. The CRT also displays full dynamic range
on a linear, easy to read scale.
Signals at as low a level as - 142 dBm (20 nanovolts, 50 ohms) can
be detected by the spectrum analyzer with 10 Hz bandwidth. At high
frequencies and with 100 Hz bandwidth, - 125 dBm signals can be
measured.
A parallax free, storable display
The 141T spectrum analyzer mainframe and display features a
variable persistence CRT which enables response storage for any
measurement. With very narrow bandwidth measurements, extremely slow sweeps are necessary to maintain amplitude calibration
(allowing band-pass filters time to respond). A recording CRT is
necessary to save this response for viewing. Of course, any response can be stored for a display ready to be photographed. Another display mainframe, the 140T, is available with standard persistence.
Interpretation of response levels on the CRT is free from parallax
since the graticule is etched on the inside of the display screen
adjacent to the phosphor.
IF section adds convenience features
The high resolution 8552B or the economic 8552A IF section
features video filtering, recorder outputs and an internal calibration
signal to make the spectrum analyzer easier to use. Video filtering is
a low-pass filter which averages out noise amplitude response for
easier small signal readings. It also makes wide band noise measurements easier.
Recorder outputs, including pen lift, allow hard copy duplication
of the CRT display. Manual scan allows setting up of accessories,
such as X-Y recorders, adjusting signals on screen during slow
scans and measuring frequencies with a counter.
The internal calibration standard is a very stable -30 dBm, 30
MHz signal for quick front panel calibration.
Tracking generators for each frequency band
Either available internally, or as a companion instrument, are
leveled signal sources designed to track the swept tuning frequency
of the spectrum analyzer. Amplifiers, filters or any circuit which
requires an input signal can be characterized to 1300 MHz, with
typically wider dynamic range and more precise frequency accuracy
than with the spectrum analyzer alone.
The 8556A low frequency tuning section has an internal tracking
generator, standard with the instrument. The 8553B and 8554B/
8555A use separate generators namely 8443A and 8444A respectively.
New 8750A Storage-Normalizer
You can add digital storage to the 140-series spectrum analyzer
with the 8750A (Opt. 001) and an external oscilloscope. Digital storage provides a flicker-free display regardless of the analyzer sweep
speed and facilitates trace comparisons of two traces. If a tracking
generator is employed, the normalization feature significantly reduces frequency response variations. The 8750A StorageNormalizer is a versatile accessory which may be used directly with
other H P spectrum and network analyzers. (See Page 450).

General specifications
141T spectrum analyzer system
Input impedance: 5 0 0 nominal. Reflection coefficient <0.30 (1.85
SWR), input attenuator 8 1 0 dB.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + 13 dBm (1.4 V ac

peak), 250 V dc.
Attenuator: 0 to 50 dB in 10 dB steps.
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
1, 2, 5 sequence, and manual scan (8552B only).
Scan time accuracy
0.1 ms/div to 20 msldiv: f10%.
50 msldiv to 10 s/div: +20%.
Scan mode
I nt: analyzer repetitively scanned by internally generated ramp;
synchronization selected by scan trigger.
Single: single scan with front panel reset.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to +8 volt external signal.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.
Scan trigger: for internal scan mode, select between
Auto: scan free-runs.
Line: scan synchronzed with power line frequency.
Ext: scan synchronized with >2 volt (20 volt max.) signal
Video: scan internally synchronized to envelope of RF input.
Auxiliary outputs
Vertical output: 0 to -0.8 V for full deflection.
Scan output: to +5 V for 10 div CRT deflection.
Pen lift output: 0 to 14 V (0 V, pen down).

Display characteristics
141T, 140T
Plug-ins: accepts Models 8552A/B, 8553B, 8554B, 8555A and
8556A and Model 1400-series Osclloscope plug-ins.
Cathode-ray tube type
Model 141T: post-accelerator storage tube, 9000-volt accelerating
potential; aluminized P31 phosphor.
Model 140T: post-accelerator, 7300 volt potential medium-short
persistence (P7) phosphor.
Cathode-ray tube graticule
Model 141T: 8 x 10 division (approx. 7.1 cm x 8.9 cm parallaxfree internal graticule.
Persistence, model 1411 only
Normal: natural persistence of P31 phosphor (0.1 second).
Variable
Normal writing rate mode: continuously variable from less than
0.2 second to more than one minute.
Maximum writing rate mode: from 0.2 second to 15 seconds.
Erase: manual; erasure takes approximately 350 ms.
Storage time model 141T only: normal writing rate; more than 2
hours at reduced brightness (typically 4 hours).
Fast writing speed, model 141T only: more than 15 minutes.
Functions used with oscilloscope plug-ins only: intensity modulation, calibrator; beam finder.
EMI: conducted and radiated interference is within requirements of
MIL-I-16910C and MIL-1-6181D and methods CE03, and RE02 of
MIL-STD-461 (except 35 to 40 kHz) when appropriate RF tuning
section and 8552A or 8552B are combined in a 140T or 141T Display
Section.
Temperature range: operating, 0°C to +55"C; storage, -40°C to
+75"C.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220, or 240 V +5%, -lo%, 50 to 60
Hz, normally less than 225 watts (includes plug-ins used).
Weight
Model 8552A or 85528 IF section; net, 4.1 kg (9 lb). Shipping 6.4
kg (14 lb).
Model 140T display section: net, 16.8 kg (37 lb). Shipping, 20 kg
(45 lb).
Model 141T display section: net, 18 kg (40 lb). Shipping, 23 kg
(51 lb).
Tuning section: see following pages.
Size: model 140T or 141T with plug-ins: 221 H x 425 W x 416 mm
D (8V4" X 163/4"x 16Ys").
Special order: chassis slides and adapter kit.
Ordering information
Price
140T Normal Persistence Display
$1600
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $15
141T Variable Persistence Display
$2500
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
add $15
8552A Economy IF Section
$3175
8552B High Resolution IF Section
$3875

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System: 20 Hz to 300 kHz
Model 8 5 5 6 ~

Accurate signal level measurements (20.95 dB)
3
Accurate frequency measurements ( ~ Hz)

High sensitivity ( -152 dBv)
Built-in tracking generator
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General purpose measurement flexibility
The 8556A Spectrum Analyzer covers the frequency range from
20 Hz to 300 kHz. It was designed to accommodate the variety of
characteristic impedances and amplitude units used in making audio
measurements. Balanced or unbalanced inputs are available, and
open circuit voltages (dBV or linear) or power (dBm) in several
characteristic impedances may be measured. The analyzer is capable
of high resolution; frequencies can be measured very accurately. A
built-in tracking generator further increases the instrument’s utility.
Frequency range
The 8556A has two frequency scales, 0-300 kHz for full coverage
and 0-30 kHz for better resolution at low frequencies. The analyzer
may be swept symmetricallly about a tunable center frequency,
swept from 0 Hz to a selectable end point, or operated as a fixed
tuned receiver. 20 kHz crystal markers (accurate to 0.01%) can be
generated on the CRT to make very accurate frequency measurements.
Absolute amplitude calibration
The 8556A is calibrated for dBm in 600R,dBm in 50R,dBV, and
volts. The very accurate reference level control (20.2 dB) and vernier (20.25 dB) allow the I F substitution technique to be used to
improve amplitude measurement accuracy.
Low distortion
Careful design has decreased analyzer distortion to the point
where a full 70 dB dynamic range is achieved. This allows small
signals, such as harmonic or intermodulation distortion, to be measured in the presence of lame ones.
Resolution-sensitivity
Resolution bandwidths between IO kHz and IO Hz are available
on the 8556A. Using the narrow bandwidth, 50 or 60 Hz line related
sidebands can be measured. The analyzer’s extremely low noise
figure together with its narrow bandwidths makes the 8556A very
sensitive. Signals as low as - 152 dBv (25 nv) can be measured in a
IO Hz bandwidth. The 8556A may be used to measure EMI, such as
interference conducted along an AC power line.
Isolated input
The isolated input eliminates the possibility of spurious signal
pickup which could be caused by line related ground currents flowing in the ground connections between the analyzer and signal
source. The input impedance (1 Mil) is high enough so that a scope
probe may be used with a minimum of loading. An optional balanced
input is available which is transformer coupled for isolation and high
common mode refection. The input impedance is 15 kR, and the
analyzer is calibrated for either dBm-135R or dBm-15OR as well as
dBm-600R and dBm-900R. Balance (symmetry) is 80 dB at 50 Hz
and typically 50 dB at 300 kHz.
Tracking generator
A tracking generator is built into the 8556A. If an external counter
is connected to the tracking generator, frequencies can be measured
to an accuracy of 2 3 Hz. Swept insertion loss or return loss measurements can be made on a device such as an amplifier or filter. A
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140 dB measurement range is possible using the narrowest resolution bandwidth. The tracking generator also provides a convenient
signal for compensating an oscilloscope probe used with the 8556A.
Other applications
The combination of a tracking generator and spectrum analyzer in
this frequency range is valuable in applications such as receiver
testing and fault location.

Specifications-with

85528 IF Section

Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 300 kHz. Tuning dial ranges of 0-30
kHz and 0-300 kHz.
Scan width: (on a IO-division CRT horizontal axis)
Per division: IO calibrated scan widths from 20 Hz/div to 20
kHz/div in a 1, 2, 5 sequence.
0-10 f: IO calibrated preset scans, from 200 Hz to 200 kHz in a 1,
2, 5 sequence, Analyzer scans from zero frequency to ten times
the scan width per division setting.
Zero: analyzer is a fixed tuned receiver.
Frequency accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: 0-30 kHz Range: 2500 Hz; 0-300
kHz Range: r t 3 kHz.
Marker accuracy: RF markers every 20 kHz accurate to within
?O.OI%. Markers controlled by front panel on/off switch.
Scan width accuracy: frequency error between any two points
on the display is less than 2 3 % of the indicated frequency separation.
Stability
Residual FM: sidebands >60 dB down 50 Hz or more from CW
signal, scan time 2 1 sec/div, IO Hz bandwidth.
Noise sidebands: more than 90 dB below CW signal, 3 kHz
away from signal, with a 100 Hz I F bandwidth.
Frequency drift: less than 200 Hz/lO min.
Resolution
Bandwidth ranges: I F bandwidths of IO Hz to IO kHz are provided in a I , 3, 10 sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual I F bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to 220% (10 kHz bandwidth 25%).
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB I F bandwidth ratios, with IF
section: < 11: 1for I F bandwidths from IO Hz to 3 kHz; <20: 1 for
10 kHz bandwidth. For IO Hz bandwidth, 60 dB points are separated by less than 100 Hz.
Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplitude calibration
Log calibration modes
0 dBV = 1 V rms
dbV
0 dBm = 1 mW-6000
dBm-600 R
0 dBm = 1 mW-5OR
dBm-5Oil
Input impedance is 1 MR. dBm ranges are referenced with input
properly terminated externally.

+

Log callbratlon range: from - 150 dBm/dBV to 10 dBm/dBV.
Log display range: 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, or 2 dB/div on
a 16 dB display.
Linear sensitivity: from 0.1 V/div in a 1, 2, 10 sequence. Linear
sensitivity vernier X1 to X0.25 continuously.
Dynamic range
INPUT LEVEL control: -10 to -60 dBm/dBV in 10 dB steps.
Accuracy 20.2 dB. Marking indicates maximum input levels for
70 dB spurious-free dynamic range.
Average nolse level (specified with a 60OR or less source impedance and INPUT LEVEL at -60 dBm/dBV)
Mode
1 kHr IF Bandwldth 10 Hz IF Bandwldth
dBm- 50R
<-122dBm(180nV) <-142dBm(l8nV)
dBm - 6000
<- 130 dBm (250 nV) <- 150 dBm (25 nV)
dBV
<-132 dBV (250 nV) <-152 dBV (25 nV)
Linear
<400 nV
<40 nV
Vldeo filter: averages displayed noise, bandwidth of 10 kHz, 100
Hz, and 10 Hz. Bandwidth accuracy k20%.
Spurlous responses: input signal level -C INPUT LEVEL setting: out of band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation
distortion products are all more than 70 dB below the input signal
level 5 kHz to 300 kHz; 60 dB, 20 Hz to 5 kHz. Third order
intermodulation products are more than 70 dB below the input
signal level, 5 kHz to 300 kHz with signal separation >300 Hz.
Residual responses (no signal present at Input): With the
INPUT LEVEL at -60 dBm/dBV and the input terminated with
6000 or less, all line related residual responses from 0 to 500 Hz
are below - 120 dBm/dBV. All other residual responses are below
- 130 dBm/dBV.
Amplltude accuracy:
Log
Llnear
Frequency response
k0.2 dB
k2.3%
k2.8% of full
Amplitude display
k0.25 dB/dB
but not more
8 div display
than k1.5 dB
over 70 dB
display range
Log reference level control: provides 90 dB I F gain control in
10 dB steps. Accurate to k0.2 dB (k2.3%).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12 dB range.
Accurate to 20.1 dB (k1.2%) in 0, -6, -12 dB positions;
otherwise 50.25 dB (22.8%).
Amplltude measurement accuracy: k0.95 dB with proper
technique.
General
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
1, 2, 5 sequence.
Scan mode
Int: analyzer repetitively scanned internally.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to + 8 volt external signal.
Single: single scan actuated by front panel button.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.
Input level: provides 50 dB control of input preamplification and
attenuation to prevent input overload. INPUT LEVEL markings of

-60 dBm/dBV to - 10 dBm/dBV indicate maximum input level for a
minimum of 70 dB spurious-free dynamic range. Accuracy k0.2 dB
(2.3%).
Input impedance: 1 MR shunted by =32 pF.
Maximum input level: 10 V rms, *200 V dc. Ground terminals of
BNC input connectors are isolated from the analyzer chassis ground
to minimize ground loop pickup at low frequencies.
Maximum voltage, isolated ground to chassis ground: k 100
V dc.
Isolated ground to chassis ground Impedance: 100 kR
shunted by approximately 0.3 F.
Gain compresslon: for input signal level 20 dB above INPUT
LEVEL setting, gain compression is less than 1 dB.
Tracking generator specifications
Frequency range: tracks the analyzer tuning, 20 Hz to 300 kHz.
Amplitude range: continuously variable from 100 mV rms to
greater than 3 V rms into an open circuit.
Amplitude accuracy: with TRACKING GEN LEVEL in CAL
position and 20 kHz markers off, output level at 100 kHz is 100 mV
20.3 dB into an open circuit.
Frequency response: k0.25 dB 50 Hz to 300 kHz.
Output impedance: 6000.
Residual FM: < 1 Hz peak-to-peak.
Power requirements: 100, 120,200, or 240 V +5%, -lo%, 50 to 60
Hz, normally less than 225 watts.
Welght: Model 8556A LF section: net, 3.7 kg (8 Ib). Shipping, 5.3
kg (12 Ib).
Size: 102 H , 226 W, 344 mm D (4” x 8’/8‘’ x 13%”).
Specifications with 8556A Options 001, 002-balanced
input
Amplltude
Log callbratlon modes-balanced (brldged) Input
dBm - 135R foption 001)
0 dBm = 1 mW
1350
dBm - 150R (Option 002)
0 dBm = 1 mW
1500
OdBm= lmW-600R
dBm - 600R
dBm - 900R
OdBm= lmW-900R
Input impedance is typically 15 kR. dBm ranges are referenced
with input properly terminated externally.

-

Input
Maxlmum Input levels: normal Mode, k20 V rms or -c 150 V dc
for normal mode (symmetrical) signals between input signal connectors; Common Mode, 200 V rms at 60 Hz or k500 V dc for
common mode (asymmetrical) voltages between input signal connectors and GUARD or instrument chassis; Guard, f 100 V dc
from GUARD to instrument chassis. (GUARD to chassis impedance is approximately 100 kR shunted by 0.3 pF.)
Balance (Symmetry): 0 - 30 kHz Range, greater than 80 dB, 50
Hz to 1 kHz; 1 - 300 kHz range, greater than 60 dB, 1 kHz to 20
kHz.
Ordering information
Price
8556A RF section
$2525
add $220
Opt 001: Balanced input
add $220
Opt 602: Balanced input

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System: 1 kHz to 110 MHz (cont.)
Models 85538 & 8443A

Wide frequency range
10 Hz resolution bandwidth
High sensitivity (-140 dBm)

Accurate amplitude m a urem nts (51.25 dB)
10 Hz frequency with tracking generator
130 d B swept measurement range

8553B

i

8443A
General purpose
The 8553B Spectrum Analyzer makes absolute amplitude and frequency measurements over the 1 kHz to 110 MHz range. This frequency span includes audio, video, navigation aids, telemetry, multiplex communication systems basebands, commercial AM, FM,
TV, and land mobile communication. The analyzer features high
resolution and stability, low distortion, high sensitivity, and a wide
dynamic range. A tracking generator is available which improves
the frequency measurement accuracy of the analyzer and can be
used to make swept measurements.
Wide frequency range
The broad frequency range of 1 kHz to 110 MHz extends from
audio through the FM broadcast band. Scan widths from 200 Mz to
100 MHz allow a user to view all or selected parts of the frequency
spectrum while the zero scan mode turns the analyzer into a fixed
tuned receiver and displays amplitude variations in the time domain.
The analyzer has two dial scales, 0-110 MHz for full coverage and
0-11 MHz for better resolution at low frequencies.
Resolution-stability
The 8553B has resolution bandwidths that range from 300 kHz to
10 Hz. Wide bandwidths are necessary for making measurements on
a wideband spectrum such as FM. The extremely high resolution 10
Hz bandwidth allows measurement of 50 Hz sidebands 60 dB down.
Such high resolution is made possible by automatic stabilization
through phase lock, which reduces residual FM to a neglible level.
Good stability is required to measure oscillator residual FM and
drift.
Absolute amplitude calibration
The 8553B Spectrum Analyzer is absolutely calibrated in both
dBm and volts from -142 dBm (.02 pV) to +10 dBm (.7 V). This
absolute calibration is derived from a built-in calibrator (-30 dBm at
30 MHz) and extremely flat analyzer frequency response ( + O S dB).
A display uncal. light warns if the display becomes uncalibrated.
The probe power output supplies power to a high impedance probe
which can be used to make bridging measurements on circuits terminated at both ends.
High sensitivity
A low analyzer noise figure and narrow bandwidths give the
8553B very high sensitivity, Signal levels as low as - 140 dBm can be
measured in 10 Hz bandwidth, and a preamplifier is available to
further increase sensitivity by 16 dB. Video filtering in 10 kHz, 100
Hz and 10 Hz bandwidths will average the displayed noise. High
analyzer sensitivity is required if distortion in an amplifier or oscil-

lator is to be measured as a function of output level. In EM1 studie
fields strength can be measured with a calibrated antenna.
70 dB dynamic range
The 8553B has a 70 dB dynamic range when the signal level
properly conditioned at the input mixer. A wide dynamic range
necessary to measure small signals in the presence of large one:
such as harmonic or intermodulation distortion or to monitor signal
of widely varying amplitudes, such as in EMC, RFI, and survei
lance work.
844349 Tracking Generator
A tracking generator, 8443A, is available which covers the 1C
kHz to 110 MHz frequency range of the 8553B. It has a built4
counter, and precision RF attenuators which are useful making sut
stitution measurements.
Frequency accuracy
In conjunction with an 8443A Tracking Generator, the 8553
Spectrum Analyzer can measure frequencies to an accuracy of -C 1
Hz. When the 8443A is operated in the “track analyzer” mode, th
counter will read the frequency at a tunable marker which is gene)
ated on the analyzer CRT. The “restore signal” mode is a mor
convenient way to measure signal frequencies in wide scans becaus
the counter reads the signal frequency automatically without fin
tuning. The 8443A Tracking Generator may also be used externall
as a 120 MHz direct reading counter.
Swept measurements
The 8443A Tracking Generator can be used with the 8553B 1
make swept insertion loss and return loss measurements over th
100 kHz to 110 MHz frequency range. Becuase the signal sourc
tracks the analyzer’s tuning, up to 130 dB dynamic measuremer
range is possible (at 10 Hz bandwidth). Excellent system flatnes
(21.0 dB) insures the accurate determination of swept respons
characteristics.

Specifications-with

85526 IF Section

Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 1 kHz-110 MHz (0-11 MHz and 0-110 MH
tuning ranges).
Scan width (on 10-division CRT horizontal axis)
Per division: 18 calibrated scan widths from 20 Hz/div to 1
MHz/div in a 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Preset: 0-100 MHz, automatically selects 300 kHz bandwidth I‘
Filter.
Zero: analyzer is fixed tuned receiver with selectable bandwidth

Frequency accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: the dial indicates the display center
frequency within a 1 MHz Qn the 0-1 10 MHz tuning range; 2200
kHz on the 0-11 MHz tuning range with F I N E T U N E centered,
and temperature range of 20°C to 30°C.
Scan width accuracy: scan widths 10 MHz/div to 2 MHzldiv
and 20 kHz/div to 20 Hzldiv: Frequency error between two
points on the display is less than *3% of the indicated frequency
separation between the two points. Scan widths 1 MHz/div to 50
kHz/div: Frequency error between two points on the display is
less than 2 10% of the indicated frequency separation.
Resolution
Bandwidth: I F bandwidths of 10 Hz to 300 kHz are provided in a
1, 3 sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual I F bandwidths’ 3 dB points calfibrated 520% (10 kHz bandwidth 25%).
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB IF bandwidth ratios: 10 Hz to
3 kHz bandwidths, <I]:], 10 kHz to 300 kHz bandwidths, <20:1;
60 kB points on IO Hz bandwidth separated by < 100 Hz.
Stability
Residual FM stabilized: sidebands >60 dB down 50 Hz or more
from CW signal, scan time 3 1 sec/div, 10 Hz bandwidth (typically
less than I Hz peak-to-peak).
Residual FM unstabilired: < I kHz peak-to-peak.
Noise sidebands: more than 70 dB below CW signal, 50 kHz or
more away from signal, with 1 kHz IF bandwidth.
Long term drift (after 1-hour warm-up), stabilized: 50 Hz/min,
500 HzllO min; unstabilized: 5 kHz/min, 20 kHz/lO min.
Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplitude calibration range
Log: from - 130 to + 10 dBm, 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display or 2
dB/div on a 16 dB display.
Linear: from 0.1 pV/div to 100 mV/div in a 1, 2 sequence on an
8-division display.
Dynamic range
Average noise level: <- 110 dBm with 10 kHz I F bandwidth.
Video filter: averages displayed noise; 10 kHz, 100 Hz, and 10 Hz
bandwidths.
Spurious responses: are below a -40 dBm signal at the input
mixer as follows: All image and out-of-band mixing responses,
harmonic and intermodulation distortion less than 70 dB down, 2
MHz to 110 MHz; less than 60 dB down, 1 kHz to 2 MHz. Third
order intermodulation products less than 70 dB down, 1 kHz to
110 MHZ (Signal separation >300 Hz).
Residual responses (no signal present at input): with input
atttenuation at 0 dB: <-110 dBm (200 kHz to 110 MHz); <-95
dBm (20 kHz to 200 kHz).
Amplitude accuracy:
Frequency response
Log
Linear
(Flatness: attenuator
settings >IO dB):
1 kHz to 110 MHz
a0.5 dB
25.8%
Amplitude Display
t0.25 dB/dB
22.8% of
but not more than 2 1.5 full 8 div
dB over the full
deflection
70 dB display range

Net weight: 8443A, 11.04 kg (24 Ib, 5 oz). Shipping weight 14.47 kg
(31 Ib, 14 oz).
Dimensions: 88.2 mm H x 425 mm W x 332 mm D (315/32”x 16%’’
X 13’/4”).

Calibrator amplitude: -30 dBm, k0.3 dB.
Calibrator frequency: 30 MHz, 2 3 kHz.

Ordering information
8553B R F Section
8443A Tracking Generator

Log reference level control: provides 70 dB range (60 dB below
200 kHz), in 10 dB steps. Accurate to a 0 . 2 dB (22.3%, Linear
Sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12 dB range.
Accurate to t0.1 dB (k1.2%) in 0, -6, and -12 dB positions;
otherwise 20.25 dB (+2.8%).
Amplitude measurement accuracy: 21.25 dB with proper technique.
General
Input impedance: 5 0 0 nominal, BNC connector. Reflection coefficient 10.13 (1.3 SWR), input attenuator 310 dB. A special 7 5 0
8553B18552B is available.
Maximum input level: peak or average power + I 3 dBm (1.4 V ac
peak), 2 5 0 V dc, 1 dB compression point, -10 dBm.
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 sec/div in a
1, 2, 5 sequence, or manual scan.
Scan mode
Int: analyzer repetitively scanned internally.
Ext: scan determined by 0 to +8-volt external signal.
Manual: scan determined by front panel control.
Attenuator: 0 to 50 dB, in 10 dB increments, coupled to Log Reference Level indicator; automatically maintains absolute calibration.
Attenuator accuracy 20.2 dB.
Power requirements: 100,120,220, or 240 V +5%, -IO%, 50 to 60
Hz, normally less than 225 watts.
Weight: Model 8553B R F Section: Net, 5.5 kg (12 Ib). Shipping, 7.8
kg (17 lb).
Dimensions: 102 mm H x 226 mm W x 334 mm D (4” x 8’/8’’ x
13% “) .
Tracking generator (8443A)
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 110 MHz.
Amplitude range: (-120 dBm to +IO dBm in 10 and 1 dB steps
with a continuous 1.2 dB vernier.
Amplitude accuracy
Frequency response (flatness): k0.5 dB.
Absolute: 0 dBm at 30 MHz: 20.3 dB.
Output impedance: 500, BNC connector, ac coupled, reflection
coefficient S0.09 (1.2 SWR) with output <O dBm.
Counter
Display: 7 digits with 1 digit over-range. Reads to k 1 0 Hz increments.
Resolution(gate time): 1 kHz (1 ms), 100 Hz (10 ms), 10 Hz (100
ms).
Accuracy: 2 1 count 2 time base accuracy.
Time base aging rate: <3 x 10-s/day (0.3 Hz/day) after warmup.
External counter inputs: 10 kHz to 120 MHz, 500, -10 dBm
min.
Power: 100, 120,220, or 240 V +5%, - lo%, 48 to 440 Hz 75 watts.

Price
$3250
$4775

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum Analyzer System, 100 kHz to 1250 MHz
Models 8554B 81 8444A

High resolution t o 100 Hz
Flat frequency response tl d B
High sensitivity to-122 dBm (180 nV)

Variable persistence display
Companion Tracking Generator
External counter capability

85548

8444A

8554B Spectrum Analyzer
The 8554B Spectrum Analyzer RF Section covers the frequency
range from 100 kHz to 1250 MHz. This broad frequency coverage
allows analysis from baseband through U H F navigation bands. Absolute amplitude calibration is maintained over the entire range.
Some typical applications include power and frequency measurements on modulation, distortion and spurious outputs, frequency
response measurements of filters, amplifiers, modulators and mixers. The analyzer can also be used to make noise measurements and
EM1 and EMC measurements using a calibrated antenna or current
probe.
Absolute amplitude calibration
Absolute amplitude measurements can be made from + 10 to - 122
dBm with 22.8 dB accuracy. This accuracy can be increased to
21.75 dB using I F substitution. The display is calibrated in log
dBm) to obtain a wide display range and linear (voltage) for measurements requiring maximum resolution. The top graticule line on
the CRT is a calibrated reference level which can be changed by the
front panel controls from + 10 to -72 dBm for IF substitution measurements. Amplitude calibration is dependent upon the proper relationship between sweep width, sweep time, resolution bandwidth
and video filtering. An uncal warning light is present to indicate an
uncalibrated situation.
Flat frequency response
In broadband use, the wide bandwidths allow fast sweeping of the
entire spectrum. The analyzer is extrmely flat (21 dB) over its entire
range, allowing direct comparisons of signal amplitudes displayed on
the CRT. A 0 to 50 dB input attenuator is provided to prevent
overdriving the input mixer.
Resolution
The low residual F M (<IO0 Hz peak-to-peak) of the 8554B makes
possible resolution bandwidths as narrow as 100 Hz. This enables
resolving closely spaced signals such as 1 kHz and 400 Hz
sidebands. Bandwidths range from 100 Hz to 300 kHz in a 1, 3, 10
sequence making it easy to select an optimum bandwidth to scan
width ratio. The resolution bandwidths consist of synchronously
tuned “gaussian” shaped filters to enable faster sweeping for any

given bandwidth. In addition, these filters have narrow shape fs
tors making it possible to measure closely spaced signals differi
greatly in amplitude.
Sensitivity
The high sensitivity (- 122 dBm in 100 Hz bandwidth) and wide
spurious-free measurement range (>65 dB) of the 8554B means accurate measurements can be made on low level signals and signals
varying widely in amplitude. For example, modulation as low as
0.2% can be measured. Low level harmonic and intermodulation
distortion, spectrum surveillance and EM1 are just a few of the
measurements possible. A video filter is provided in the I F section
to average displayed noise and simplify the measurement of low
level signals.
Automatic tuning stabilization
The 8554B Spectrum Analyzer is automatically stabilized in narrow scans. This gives the stability (<IO0 Hz peak-to-peak residual
FM) needed for high resolution analysis. Stabilization is accomplished by phase locking the LOs (local oscillators) to a crystal
reference in scan widths IO MHz and below. No signal recentering
or checking for stabilization is required because the signal remains
on screen when phase locked.

8444A Tracking Generator
The 8444A Tracking Generator is a signal source, which, when
connected to the 8554B Spectrum Analyzer, has an output whose
frequency is the same as the swept frequency of the analyzer. The
tracking generator is used as a signal source to measure the frequency response of a device. I t can also be used for precision frequency measurements. An external counter output is provided on
the 8444A and the frequency of unknown signals as well as the
frequency of any point on a frequency response curve can be measured. The use of the 5300/5305B Counter is suggested !or frequency measurements to 1300 MHz.
The tracking generator-spectrum analyzer system can be used to
supply test signals for other devices as a sweeper. The sweep widths
and sweep rates are controlled from the spectrum analyzer and the
output level from the tracking generator.

85548 Specifications-with

85528 IF Section

Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 100 kHz to 1250 MHz.
Scan width (on 10-division CRT horizontal axls)
Per division: 15 calibrated scan widths from 100 MHzldiv to 2
kHz/div in a 1 , 2, 5 sequence.
Preset: 0- 1250 MHz, automatically selects 300 kHz bandwidth
IF filter
Zero: analyzer is fixed-tuned receiver.
Frequency accuracy
Center frequency accuracy: the dial indicates the display center
frequency with 10 MHz.
Scan width accuracy: frequency error between two points on
the display is less than 10% of the indicated separation.
Resolution
Bandwidth: IF bandwidths of 0.1 to 300 kHz provided in a 1, 3,
10 sequence.
Bandwidth accuracy: individual IF bandwidths 3 dB points calibrated to &20% (10 kHz bandwidth 25%).
Bandwidth selectivity: 60 dB/3 dB I F bandwidth ratio <20: 1 for
IF bandwidths from 10 kHz to 200 kHz. 60 dB/3 dB bandwidth
ratio <11:1 for I F bandwidths 100 Hz to 3 kHz.
Stability (residual FM)
Stabilized: < 100 Hz peak-to-peak.
Unstabilired: < l o kHz peak-to-peak.
Noise sidebands: more than 70 dB below CW signal, 30 kHz or
more away from signal, with 1 kHz I F bandwidth.
Amplitude specifications
Absolute amplitude calibratlon range
Log: from - 122 to + 10 dBm. 10 dB/div on a 70 dB display, or 2
dB/div on a 16 dB display.
Linear: from 0.1 pV/div to 100 mV/div in a 1, 2 sequence on an
8-division display.
Dynamic range
Average noise level: <- 102 dBm with 10 kHz I F bandwidth.
Spurious responses: all image and out-of-band mixing responses, harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are
more than 65 dB below a -40 dBm signal at the input mixer.
Residual responses (no signal present at input): with input
attenuation at 0 dB: <- 100 dBm.
Amplitude accuracy
Log
Linear
Frequency response
(flatness)
100 kHz to 1250 MHz
2 1 dB
+ 12%
Switching between
bandwidths (at 20°C)
20.5 dB
&5.8%
Amplitude display
20.25 dB/dB but not
2.8% of
full 8 div
more than 2 1.5 dB
over the full 70 dB
deflection
display range.

*

Calibrator output
Amplitude: -30 dBm, 20.3 dB.
Frequency: 30 MHz, 5 3 kHz.
Log reference level control: provides 70 dB range (60 dB below
200 kHz), in 10 dB steps. Accurate to 20.2 dB (+2.3%, Linear
Sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: provides continuous 12 dB range.
Accurate to kO.1 dB (21.2%) in 0, -6, and -12 dB positions;
otherwise 20.25 dB (22.8%).
Amplitude measurement accuracy: 2 1.75 dB with proper technique.
RF input specifications
Input impedance: Soil nominal. Typical reflection coefficient
<0.30 (1.85 SWR), input attenuator 310 dB.
Maximum Input level: peak or average power +13 dBm (1.4 V ac
peak), +50 V dc.

General
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 secldiv in a
1, 2, 5 sequence, and manual scan.
Scan time accuracy
0.1 ms/div to 20 msldlv: f 10%.
50 ms/div to 10 s/div: 220%.
Weight
Model 85548 RF section: net, 4.7 kg (10 Ib, 4 0 2 ) . Shipping 7.8
kg (17 lb).

8444A Specifications
Specifications for swept frequency response
measurements
Dynamic range: >90 dB from spectrum analyzer 1 dB gain compression point to average noise level (approximately -10 dBm t o
- 100 dBm). Spurious responses not displayed.
Gain compression: for -10 dBm signal level at the input mixer,
gain compression <1 dB.
Absolute amplutlde calibration range:
Tracking generator (drive level to test device: 0 to -10 dBm
continuously variable. 0 dBm absolutely calibrated to k0.5 dB at
30 MHz.
Frequency range: 500 kHz to 1250 MHz.
Frequency resolution: 1 kHz.
Stability
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): stabilized, <200 Hz; unstabilized,
< 10 kHz.
Amplitude accuracy
System frequency response: k1.50 dB.
Tracking generator calibration: 0 dBm at 30 MHz to k0.5 dB.
Specifications for precision frequency measurements
Frequency accuracy: for unknown signals 2 10 kHz. (Tracking
drift typically 50 kHz/lO min after 2-hour warm-up). For points on
frequency response curve, counter accuracy 2 Residual FM (200
Hz).
Counter mode of operation
Manual scan: scan determined either by front panel control of
8552B I F Section or by external scan signal provided by the
8444A.
Zero scan: analyzer is fixed-tuned receiver. Counter reads center
frequency to accuracy of tracking drift.
Counter output level: typically 0.1 V rms.
Specifications for sweeplCW generator
Frequency: controlled by spectrum analyzer. Range 500 kHz to
1250 MHz with 8554B. Scan widths are as enumerated on this page.
Frequency accuracy: 2 10 MHz using spectrum analyzer tuning
dial. Can be substantially improved using external counter outout.
Flatness: 20.5 dB.
Spectral purity
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): 200 Hz.
Harmonic distortion: 25 dB below output level (typical).
Nonharmonic (spurious) signals: >35 dB below output level.
Long term stability: drift typically less than 30 kHz/hour when
stabilized after 2-hour warm-up.
Sweep width: 20 kHz to 1000 MHz.
Sweep rates: selected by Scan Time per Division on spectrum
analyzer.
General
Temperature range: operation, 0°C to 5 5 T , storage -40°C to
75°C.
EMI: conducted and radiated energy is within the requirements of
MIL- 1-618 1D.
Power: 115 V and 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 12 watts max.
Weight: net, 7.1 kg (15 lb, 10 0 2 ) . Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
8554B RF Section
$4300
8444A Tracking Generator
$3500
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SIGNAL ANALYZERS
141T Spectrum analyzer system, 10 MHz to 40 GHz (cont.)
Models 8555A, 8444A & 84458
Absolute amplitude calibration
High sensitivity to -125 dBm (2.5 nV)
Resolve signals to 100 Hz
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Scan up to 8 GHz full screen
100 d B distortion free dynamic range with preselector
Companion tracking generator to 1.3 GHz
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84450 Opt 002, 003

8555A Spectrum analyzer
The S555A spectrum analyzer covers 10 MHz to 18 GHz with
fundamental and harmonic mixing. A single external waveguide
mixer can provide 12.4 GHz to 40 GHz coverage. This broad frequency range coupled with its high sensitivity and resolution
bandwidth allow a variety of power measurements, frequency measurements, modulation and noise analysis on almost every type of
design module: the frequency response of amplifiers, mixers, and
modulators, response and alignment of filters isolators, couplers and
limiters. With wide scan widths and calibrated amplitude the 8555A
is ideal for spectrum surveillance and RFI/EMC field stength
analysis with a calibrated antenna.
Absolute amplitude calibration
The 8555A offers absolute amplitude calibration from 10 dBm to
-125 dBm over the 10 MHz to 18 GHz frequency range. This
capability makes possible not only absolute signal power measurements, but also the measurement of the power differential between
two signals separated by as much as 18 GHz. The parallax free CRT
graticule can read as a log scale (dBm) or a linear scale (volts) with a
frequency response accuracy of k1.5 dB to 6 GHz and 22.0 dB to
18 GHz. The top line of the display is established as the reference
level by front panel controls. A light warns of an uncalibrated condition.

+

High sensitivity
The high sensitivity from -125 dBm (fundamental mixing) to
- 100 dBm (4th harmonic) in a 100 Hz bandwidth makes it possible
to measure large values of attenuation, out of band filter and
amplifier response, weak transmitted signals in surveillance work or
microvolt signals in EMC applications. A post detection filter with
10 kHz, 100 Hz and 10 Hz position averages any noise and yields an
extremely clean observed trace.

High resolution
Due to low residual FM (<100 Hz peak-to-peak) the 8555A offers
outstanding 100 Hz resolution which allows the users to resolve
closely spaced signals and low level sidebands resulting from a 1
kHz modulating signal. The resolution capability makes it possible
to analyze spurious low frequency modulation of microwave signals.
The high stability of the analyzer results in more accurate measurements of residual FM, long-term drift, phase noise and spectral
punty. Furthermore, the Gaussian shape of the I F filters allow fastest sweep for a given resolution bandwidth.
Automatic tuning stabilization
When scanning over a relatively narrow frequency range, the frequency stability of the analyzer's internal local oscillators become
important for high resolution and frequency measurements. For this
reason the 8555A is equipped with a tuning stabilizer circuit which
automatically phase locks the analyzer to a crystal oscillator. Display jtter and signal recentering are virtually eliminated.
Added input mixer protection
To prevent an inadvertent 0 dB setting of the input attenuator, a
pushbutton lockout is provided on the attenuator knob.

84456 Tracking preselector, 10 MHz to 18 GHz
The S445B tracking preselector is a YIG tuned filter coupled to
the 8555A spectrum analyzer in order to be tuned exactly to the
analyzer's reception frequency. The preselector eliminates harmonic mixing image and multiple responses from 1.8 to 18 GHz.
The result is a wide measurement range and an end to signal identification. Clean, full band sweeps possible in scans of 2 , 4 , 6 or 8 G H z
depending upon the band selected.
Below 1.8 GHz the image and multiple responses are eliminated
by a low pass filter in the preselector.

An optional five digit LED display with 1 MHz resolution allows
accurate measurement of either the display frequency at the display
marker in full scan mode or the center frequency in per division
scan.

Amplitude specifications
Measurement range
Log reference level: from -60 dBm to +10 dBm.
Linear sensitivity: from 0.1 pVldiv to 100 mV/div.
Sensitivity and frequency response with internal coaxial mixer
Average noise level: specified for 1 kHz bandwidth.
Frequency response with
dB input attenuator setting:
Frequency

Mixing

(GW

(n)

Range

8444A Tracking Generator 10 to 1300 MHz
The 8444A Tracking Generator provides a level, calibrated R F
signal which is exactly the tuned frequency of the spectrum
analyzer. This enables swept frequency tests such as frequency response and return loss measurements up to 1300 MHz. With an
external counter the frequencies of unknown signals on points along
a frequency response curve can be made.

0.01- 2.05
1.50- 3.55
2.07- 6.15
2.60- 4.65
4.11 - 6.15
4.13 - 10.25
6.17 - 10.25
6.19- 14.35
8.23- 14.35
10.29- 18.00

Mode

Average Noise

Frequency'

Level
(dBm max.)

Response
(dB max.)

4+

-117
-115
- 103
-105
- 95
- 100
- 90

21.0
21.0
21.3
21.0
rl.O
21.5
k1.5
22.0
22.0
22.0
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8555A Specifications - with 85528 IF Section
Frequency specifications
Frequency range: 0.01 - 40 GHz.
Tuning range
With internal mixer: 0.01 - 18.0 GHz.
With external mixer: 12.4- 40 GHz.
Harmonic mixing mode
Signal identification: not normally required with preselector.
Signal identifier provided for positive identification of all responses. Rejection of images and multiple responses with preselector is >70 dB.
Scan width
Full scan: the width of the scan depends on mixing mode. Scan
width = n x 2000 MHz, where n is the mixing mode; e.g. for n =
2, scan width is 4 GHz. Maximum scan width full screen is 8 GHz
with coaxial mixer. Preselector necessary to make wide scans
usable.
Per division: 16 calibrated scan widths from 2 kHz/div to 200
MHzldiv in a 2, 5, 10 sequence.
Zero scan: analyzer becomes fixed tuned receiver.
Frequency accuracy
Dial accuracy: n x (+ 15 MHz) where n is the mixing mode.
Scan accuracy: frequency error between two points on the display is less than + 10% of the indicated separation.
Stability: residual FM stabilized < 100 Hz (peak-to-peak) (fundamental mixing).
Noise sidebands: for fundamental mixing. More than 70 dB
below CW signal 30 kHz or more away from signal, with 1 kHz I F
bandwidth and 100 Hz video filter.
Frequency drift
Long term drift: at fixed center frequency after 2-hour warm-up
(Typical).
Stabilized: k3.0 kHz/lO min.
Unstabilired: +25 kHz/lO min.
Stabilization range: first LO can be automatically stabilized to
internal crystal reference for scan widths of 100 kHz/div or less.
Resolution
Bandwidth range: selectable 3 dB bandwidths from 100 Hz to 300
kHz in a 1 , 3 , 10 sequence.
Bandwidth shape: approximately gaussian.
Bandwidth selectivity: 11:l to 20:l (60 dB13 dB).
Bandwidth accuracy: individual I F bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated to 220% (10 kHz bandwidth ?5%).

12.4- 18.0
18.0- 26.5
26.5 - 40.0

6t
l&

-80
-65

Frequency
Range

Pwef Incident
on Input Mixer

0.01 - 1.85 GHz

-40 dBm

-63 dB

1.85- 18.0 GHz

0 dBm

-100 dB

2nd Harmonic
Distortion

Spurious responses due to third order lntermodulatlon dlstorSignal

Pawn Incident

Third Order
Intermodulation
Distortion

18.0GHz

> 1 MHz
c20 MHz

-30 dBm

- 70dB

0.01 - 1.85 GHz

>70 MHz

-30 dBm

-

1.85- 18.0 GHz

>70 MHz

Frequency
Range
0.01-

70 dB

-100 dB

Video filter: post detection filter used to average displayed noise.
Nominal bandwidths: 10 kHz, 100 Hz, and 10 Hz.
Gain compression: for internal mixer gain compression < 1 dB for
- 10 dBm peak or average signal level to input mixer. 11517A External Mixer (12.4-40 GHz) gain compression < 1 dB for -15 dBm
peak or average signal level to input mixer.
Amplitude accuracy
IF gain variation with different bandwidth settings: (at 20°C.)
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Models 8555A, 8444A & 84458 (cont.)
Typical preselector minimum insertion loss at 25OC.
PRESELECTOR INSERTION LOSS
0

2
dB

Log: 20.5 dB.
Linear: 25.8%.
Amplitude display
Log: 20.25 dB/dB, but not more than 2 1.5 dB over the full 70 dB
display range.
Linear: +2.8% of full %division deflection.
Log reference level: accurate to 20.2 dB (22.3% linear sensitivity).
Log reference level vernier: accurate to kO.1 dB (1.2%) in 0,
-6, and - 12 dB positions; otherwise, 20.25 dB (52.8%).
Input attenuator range: 0 - 50 dB in 10 dB steps, manual safety
lockout for 0 dB position.
Frequency response: typically 20.6 dB from 10 MHz to 18
GHz.
Calibrator output: amplitude -30 dBm, 20.3 dB. Frequency 30
MHz k 3 kHz.
Absolute callbration accuracy: overall accuracy is a function of
measurement technique. With the appropriate technique, absolute
accuracy of 21.6 dB (fundamental mixing) and k2.6 dB (4th harmonic mixing) is achievable.
Input characteristics
Input impedance: 50 ohms nominal (0.01 - 18 GHz).
Reflection Coefficient: <O. 130 (1.30 SWR) for input R F attenuator
settings 210 dB.
Maximum Input level: peak or average power 13 dBm (1.0 V ac
rms) incident on mixer (+30 dBm with Opt 002), +33 dBm incident
on input attenuator.
RF Input connector: type N female.
LO emission: - 10 dBm without preselector, -80 dBm with preselector over recommended operating ranges (10 dB input attenuator
setting).
Specifications with option 002; internal limiter installed
All specifications are the same as for the standard unit except the
following:
Maximum input level
Continuous: 1 W(+30 dBm).
Pulse: 75 watts peak, pulse widths1 ps, 0.001 duty cycle.
Reflection coefficient: <0.33 (2.0 SWR).
Frequency reponse (flatness): <e05 dB degradation in response, 0.1 - 12.4 GHz.
General
Scan time: 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 ms/div to 10 secldiv in a
1, 2, 5 sequence.
Power requirements: 100, 120,220,240 V +5% - lo%, 50 - 60 Hz,
normally less than 225 watts (vanes with plug-in units used).
Size: 102 H x 226 W x 344 m m D (4.0” x 8’h” x 13.5”).
Weight: net, 16.8 kg (14 Ib, 15 02). Shipping, 8.7 kg (19 Ib).

+

8445B Tracking Preselector
Frequency specifications
Frequency range: DC - 1.8 GHz low-pass filter. 1.8 - 18 GHz
tracking filter.
Tracking filter 3 dB bandwidth: typically 20 - 45 MHz.
Tracking filter skirt roll-off: characteristics of a three-pole filter.
(Nominal: 18 dB/octave.)
Insertion loss
Frequency

Inseltion Loss
(Except Opt. 004)

Low-Pass
Filter

OC - 1.8 GHz
@ 2.05 GHz

4 . 5 dB
>50 dB

Tracking
Filter

1.8
12

- 12 GHz
- 18 GHz

4 0 dB

‘LowPass Rlter deleted with Opt OM.

Insertion Loss
(Opt. OM)

6
8

OGHz 2
LP FILTER
GY
I-I

4

6

8

10
L
FT
IER
!-

12

14

16

18

Out-of-band rejection: for YIG filter 1 GHz from center of
passband >70 dB.
Digital frequency readout (Option 003):
Function:
Full scan mode: displays frequency at inverted marker.
Per division scan: displays center frequency.
Manual or remote operation of preselector: displays tuned
frequency of filter.
Resolution: 1 MHz.
Accuracy: 0.01 - 1.0 GHz: 2 6 MHz.
1.0 - 4.0 GHz: 2 8 MHz.
4.0 - 18 GHz: 20.2%.
Input specifications
Input connector: precision Type N f w a l e .
Input VSWR: typically <2.0 (1.8 - 18 GHz).
Limiting level: (maximuminput level for < 1 dB signal compression)
>+5 dBm.
Damage level: >+20 dBm.
General
Remote function: YIG filter frequency can be set by externally
supplied voltage.
Power requirements: 100,120,220 or 240 V + 5% - lo%, 48 to 440
Hz, less than 110 watts.
Size: 88.2 H x 425 W x 467 m m D (315/3~”
x 163/4”x 183/~”).
Weight: net, 8.8 kg (19 Ib 8 0 2 ) . Shipping, 11.9 kg (26 Ib).

8444A Tracking Generator
Frequency range: 10 MHz to 1300 MHz.
Frequency resolution: 1 kHz.
Residual FM (peak-to-peak): 200 Hz (stabilized).
Amplitude range
Spectrum analyzer display: from -130 dBm to +10 dBm, 10
dB/div on a 70 dB display or 2 dB/div on a 16 dB display (8552B
only).
Tracking generator (drive level to test device): 0 to - 10 dBm
continuously variable.
Amplitude accuracy
System frequency response: k1.50 dB.
Tracking generator calibration: 0 dBm at 30 MHz to 20.5 dB.
Dynamic range: >90 dB.
Counter output: typically 0.1 V rms.
General
Power: 115 V and 230 V, 48 to 440 Hz, 12 watts max.
Size: 85.2 H x 425 W x 467 m m D (315/3z”x 163/4”x 183/~”).
Weight: net, 7.1 kg (15 Ib, 10 0 2 ) . Shipping, 9.5 kg (21 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
8555A Tuning Section
$7900
add $40
Opt 001: APC-7 connectors
add $210
Opt 002: Internal limiter
add $105
Opt 005: Video tape

8445B Tracking Preselector, dc-l8GHz
Opt 001: APC-7 connectors
Opt 002: Add manual controls
Opt 003: Add digital frequency readout
Opt 004: Delete low-pass filter
Opt 005: Delete interconnect rigid coax
8444A Tracking Generator, 10 MHz-1300 MHz
11517A External Mixer (tape section req’d)
11518A Tape Section, 12.4 to 18 GHz
11519A Tape Section, 18 to 26.5 GHz
11520A Tape Section, 26.5 to 40 GHz

$3050
add $155
add $80
add $670
less $425
less $50
$3500
$250
$160
$160
$160

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Spectrum analyzer accessories
Models 8447 Series, 11694A, 1121A

11694A

8447 Series

11517A

11693A

8721A

8406A

197A

8750A Storage-Normalizer
The 8750A’s digital storage allows the user to maintain a flickerfree display, even at slow sweep speeds. Trace comparisons are
simplified with the dual memory by simultaneously displaying two
traces. When used with a tracking generator, system frequency response variations may be stored in memory and automatically removed from the measurement (normalization).
The 8750A is directly compatible with the H P 8557A, 8558B, and
8565A spectrum analyzers, as well as most HP network analyzers,
and requires a conventional low-frequency oscilloscope to be used
with the 140 series analyzers. (See page 450.)
8447 Series amplifiers (0.1-1300 MHz)
The 8447 Series amplifiers feature low noise and wide bandwidth.
This makes them ideal for improving spectrum analyzer sensitivity
and noise figure while providing input isolation. Accurate measurements over a wide frequency range are assured due to the broad
frequency coverage, flat frequency response and low distortion of
these amplifiers. (See page 31).
11694A 75R Matching transformer (3-500 MHz)
Allows measurement in 75-ohm systems while retaining amplitude
calibration. VSWR is less than 1.2, and insertion loss is less than
0.75 dB. Note: Also see Options 001 and 002 for 7 5 0 versions of
8557A and 8558B.
1121A Active probe (0.1-500 MHz)
Provides high impedance (>lo0 kR shunted by < 3 pF) input to
spectrum analyzer for measurements on sensitive circuits. Probe
power is supplied by most HP Spectrum Analyzers and flat response with unity gain assures accurate, convenient measurements.
(See page 449).
11517A External mixer
To extend the frequency range of the 8555A and 8565A analyzers
to 40 GHz. Taper sections for 12.4-18 GHz (11518A), 18-26.5 GHz
(1 1519A) or 26.5-40 GHz (1 1520A) bands are required.
11693A Limiter (0.1-12.4 GHz)
The Model 11693A Limiter provides input protection for a variety
of instruments in general applications (usable from 0.01 to 18 GHz).
For example, the input circuits of spectrum analyzers, samplers, or
amplifiers may be protected for inputs up to 75 watts peak or 1 watt
average power. Also, signal generators can be protected from application of reverse power.
8721A Directional bridge
For making return loss measurements from 100 kHz to 110 MHz.
(See page 449 under “11652A: Directional bridge”).
8406A Frequency comb generator
Produces frequency markers at 1, 10, and 100 MHz increments
accurate to %0.01%. External oscillator can be used to generate
precision interpolation sidebands. Comb is usable to beyond 5 GHz.
197A Oscilloscope camera
For a permanent record of your measurements. The 10367A
Adapter is required to use the camera with 182-series displays. (See
page 175).
Ordering information
Price
11694A 75R Matching Transformer
$75
11517A External Mixer (Mixer only)
$250
11518AI11S19A/11520A Waveguide Taper Sections
$160
11693A Limiter
$235
8406A Frequency Comb Generator
$875
8750A Storage-Normalizer
$1450

Frequency stability analyzer
Model 5390A

Phase Noise Measurements Close t o Carrier
Fractional Frequency Deviation With Low Dead Time
Wide Input Frequency Range 500 KHz t o 18 GHz

c

v

General Description
The 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer is a powerful, fully automatic calculator controlled system designed to meet the demand
for measuring the frequency instabilities of various types of oscillators and signal sources. Two different measures of frequency instabilities can be performed by the system: one, a time domain measure, is the two sample varience of fractional frequency fluctuations
(fractional frequency deviation), the other, a frequency domain
measure is the s p e c t d density of phase fluctuations (phase noise,

sb(f)).

The 5390A uniquely integrates the:
high resolution (2 nsec) time measuring capability of 5345A I3ectronic Counter
high speed measurements and extendea gate time control of the
5358A Measuremment Storage Plug-In
low noise heterodyne down conversion of input signals of the
10830A Mixer/IF Analyzer
the powerful and friendly capabilities of the 9825 Computing Controller
system S;elf test and verification capability prov ided by the
10831A T‘est Tone Generator
interactive application programs
I.-*
:>-- --.-..-.:---,
____LI11.1..
.
into a systerll .LML
~ I U V I U C S CAGCpLIUniu capaonines 10 measure two
of the most common measures of the frequency instabilities of oscillators.
The system offers a multitude of capabilities and is truly many
instruments in one. Primarily it is a special purpose instrument for
measuring either fractional frequency deviation or close-in phase
noise. In addition it is a general purpose HP-IB system featuring the
5345A Counter under the control of the powerful 9825A Calculator
able to perform a large variety of automatic measurements (see application note series 174).
Frequency stability measuirements
The 5390A is a complete tool lFor measuring
fractional
. including
. . either
.. complete
. signal
. fi.equency deviation or close in phase noise
processing provided by the 10830A Mixer/IF Amplifier. The input
signals from the test and reference oscillators are heterodyne down
converted to an audio range beat note between 1 Hz and 100 KHz.
This technique greatly improves the system resolution. The 10830A
can accomodate a wide range of input frequencies from 500 KHz to
18 GHz in three bands with provision for external mixers.
The software package supplied facilitates the making of both these
measurements. The programs are easy to use due to the interactive
mode of operation. The special function keys of the calculator are
used to select the desired mode of operation much like the controls

-

.

Automatic Operation
Complete Application Programs
Fully Integrated and Tested

lity Analyzer

of an ordinary instrument. A typical measurement sequence involves connecting the test and reference oscillators, specifying the
measurement parameters (which can be saved and retrieved from a
data cartridge) and initiating the measurements. Once started the
system is automatic and runs to the completion of the specified
measurements unattended.
System performance verification is built in, being supplied by the
10831A Test Tone Generator. Used with either of the applciation
programs, the system’s noise floor can be verified at a 10 KHz beat
frequency and a good functional test of the system’s operation performed. Diagnostic programs are also supplied for 9825, 5345Al
5358A combination, and the optional 59309A. These can be used to
isolate problems to the individual instrument level and aid the trouble shooting of each. Functional verification of each component of
the system is achieved to a veIy high confidence level.
Both programs feature convenient output of results on the 9871A
Printer/Plotter. All the measurement parameters are printed out including the date and time (automatic when the clock option is included) along with the results in numerical form. The results can
then be output in graphical form to the 9871A and plotted. The user
has complete control over plot parameters so the data can be arranged in the most convenient form. Measurement results can also
be saved on a data cartridge providing a means to plot several sets of
data on the same graph.
Fractional frequency deviation measurement
capabilities
This widely recognized time domain specification of frequency
stability is fast, simple, and easy to measure with the 5390A. Control
of the measurement is accomplished by the operator specifying measurement parameters at the keyboard of the 9825A. The Tau values,
number of samples to be averaged, carrier frequency, measurement
bandwidth can all be specified. To make the system even more
versatile, the Tau values can be generated by specifying each point
or by setting-up a sweep which may be either log or linear by
specifying the end points and step size. Tau values can be specified
over a wide range from 10 psec to more than 10,OOO sec with a
resolution 0.1% or 1 cycle of the beat frequency whichever is
greater. The number of Tau’s that can be measured at one time is
limited by only the calculator’s memory. With this high resolution
and number of points it is easy to identify the various noise process
exhibited by the oscillator under test.
The 5390A provides excellent performance characteristics for
measuring even the most stable oscillators achieving high sensitivity
and low dead time. The maximum sensitivity, a function of the beat
frequency and ultimately limited by the noise flow of the 10830A, is
given by
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%(t)nin = 173 + 20 log vb - 10 log f db/Hz
where the vb = beat frequency
f = offset frequency from carrier
The offset frequency resolution is a function of the beat frequency
and is given by:
vb

f = -wherei=1,2,3...
61
where

vb = beat frequency
v, = carrier
T = measurement time

The dead time is limited by the 5358A can be as low as 17 p s or 1
cycle of the beat frequency which ever is greater, thus reducing the
bias function correction necessary for small Tau values.
Close-in phase noise measurement capabilities
Traditional phase noise measuring techniques are limited as to
how close in to the carrier measurements can be made, about 10 Hz
usually is as close as can be achieved. The 5390A provides the
means to get closer than this limitation plus the ability to cover an
overlap region up to 10 KHz. The measurement technique is an N
sample varience (sometimes referred to as the Hadamard Varience)
which is a varience of N time domain measurements which can be
related to the phase spectral density. The sampling function produces an equivalent digital filter which can be made to have an
arbitrarily narrow bandwidth, thus the ability to get close to the
carrier.
Measurements are easily made by first specifying several measurement parameters, thereafter the system completes the measurements unattended. The user can specify the offset frequencies,
filter bandwidth, averaging parameters, number of sweeps, correction coefficient. The offset frequencies can be specified by one of
three ways: at specific frequencies or by a log or linear sweep where
the end points and step size are specified. Bandwidth can be
specified as a particular value for each offset frequency, or as a
percentage or as a constant value. The set of offset frequencies can
be measured any number of specified times. The results of each
“sweep” are printed out and when all are complete statistics on the
mean, sigma, miminum and maximum are printed providing information about the variability of the noise processes.
The sensitivity floor is a function of the beat frequency and is
limited by the time resolution of the 5345A as given by:

Svstems oDtions (see data sheet for c o m d e t e listing)
add $300
001: adds memory to the 5358A Plug-in in 2k bite
increments. Up to three opt. 001’s may be added
004: adds 59309A Digital Clock and one 10631A cable add $1085
to system.
add $1600
101: expands 9825A memory from 6k to 14k bytes
add $3200
102: expands 9825A memory from 6k to 24k bytes
162: adds 9862A XY Plotter and interface for 9825 add $3445
Calculator. Replaces 98214A ROM.
166: adds 9866B Thermal Printer and interface for add $3750
9825A Calculator
325: deletes 9825A Calculator. Appropriate if system less $7550
is to be used with an existing 9825A Calculator.
371:deletes 987 1A Printer/Plotter. Appropriate ifsys- less $3400
tem is to be used with an existing 9871A or 9862A
Plotter.
Ordering Information
Price
5370A Basic system includes:
5345A Opt 01 1 Electronic Counter
5358A Measurement Storage Plug-In
10830A MixedIF Amplifier
10831A Test Tone Generator
9825A Calculator
98210A Adv. Program/String Variab. ROM
98213A Gen. Purpose/Ext. I/O ROM
98034A HP-IB Interface
9871A Opt 011 Printer/Plotter
System Software Cartridge
System, Application and Instrument Manuals
System Cabinet and Cables
Factory Assembly and Integration
90 day calculator on-site warranty
1 year instrument bench repair warranty
5390A Basic System
$25,500

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Digital Fourier Analyzer, Vibration Test Control
Models 5451, 5427A
Model 5427A
Digital Accuracy and Repeatability
Pushbutton Operation, Eliminates Programming
Easily Expanded to Sine and Transient Control

Model 5451
Multi-Channel Operation DC to 50 kHz
Keyboard-Controlled Data Acquisition and Analysis
80 d B Dynamic Range
Dedicated Modal and Signature Analysis Packages

The 545 1 Fourier Analyzer provides digital frequency domain
analysis of complex time signals in the frequency range of DC to 50
kHz (100 kHz optional). It is afully calibrated, multi-purpose digital
system for data acquisition, data storage, and data analysis. The
primary analysis functions which are controlled from the system
keyboard include: Forward and inverse Fourier transform, auto and
cross power spectrum, transfer and coherence function and time or
frequency domain averaging.

The 5427A provides closed-loop control of environmental and/or
developmental random vibration test stimuli. Sine and transient test
control may be added optionally and inexpensively.
The basic system consists of: 5478C 2-channel (expandable to 4)
analog-to-digital converter for processing feed-back information;
54427A fast, microcoded digital processor; 1335A Persistence CRT
Display; 2640B operator’s terminal; 5477A pushbutton control unit,
9885M flexible disc storage unit; cabinet and programs for random
control and a set of analysis routines designed for easy operation by
laboratory personnel.
System operation
Random, sine and transient control follow the same logical operational phases. First, the appropriate disc is loaded and the test program or setup (envelope, alarm and abort limits, test time, calibrations, etc.) is loaded from disc storage in response to one of 25
search codes or names. If a new program or modifications are desired, a friendly question-and-answer sequence is used. Once a new
setup has been generated or changes made, it can be assigned a new
name and stored for later use.
After a satisfactory setup is obtained, the operate phase allows
control of the actual test via pushbuttons on the central control
panel. Removable snap-on overlay panels clearly label buttons for
the type of test desired. Choices of on-line displays and a ‘save’
button allows saving of up to 110 displays for later plotting, including
auxiliary PSD measurements during random control
After the test, results and all saved data are available for review or
documentation. The digital plotter option provides fully labeled,
report-quality plots of test results.

Specification summary
Random control
Resolution: 64, 128, 256, 512 lines (1024 lines optional).
Loop Time: ~ 1 . second
0
with 2500 Hz bandwidth, 256 lines.
Bandwidth: Af to 5000 Hz.
Dynamic Range: 265 dB.
Reference Spectrum: programmable, 40 breakpoints.
5427A BASE PRICE
$43,000

The ability to measure these functions quickly and accurately and
with large dynamic range makes the Fourier Analyzer a powerful
tool for stimulus-response measurements, system identification, vibration control, modal analysis, signature analysis, underwater
sound, acoustics, communications, and more.
Band Selectable Fourier Analysis
5451 Band Selectable Fourier Analysis (BSFA) allows the digital
analyzer user to perform digital spectrum analysis over a frequency
band whose center frequency and bandwidth are independently
selectable by the operator. This frees the user from the D C to F,,,
restrictions of conventional baseband digital analysis. With BSFA
the frequency resolution of a measurement can be increased by a
factor of 400: 1 without a corresponding increase in the amount of
computer data space required. With BSFA, the full dynamic range
of the analyzer (80 dB) can be applied to the band of interest without
interference from outside frequencies.
Modal Analysis Option
Hewlett-Packard offers a comprehensive modal analysis system
designed to meet the requirements of a wide range of modal testing
applications. The Hewlett-Packard Modal System operates on measured transfer function data to determine modal properties. In addition, an animated isometric display of the structure under test is
generated to aid the engineer to better understand its dynamic
characteristics. This system offers significanttime savings over traditional swept sine analog techniques because it operates on transfer
function data. The system provides random, pseudo-random, transient, or periodic random excitation for transfer function measurements.
Signature analysis
Noise, vibration, and failure problems in rotating machinery are
quickly analyzed using Hewlett-Packard’s powerful Signature
Analysis Package. It combines key rotating machinery measurements into a dedicated user-oriented system that’s used for preventive maintenance, production quality control, design analysis, and
noise and vibration studies.
Six measurements are pushbutton selectable from the operator’s
control panel: RPM and TIME Spectral Maps, Power Spectrum
Analysis, Composite Power Spectrum, Order Ratio, and Order
Tracking. This complete range of measurement and analysis features helps the user quickly gain insight into the overall dynamic
characteristics of the device, eliminating time-consuming trial-anderror procedures.
$60,000 to $100,000
5451 SYSTEM PRICE
(Depends on Configuration)

SIGNAL ANALYZERS
Digital Signal Analyzer

Dual-Channel Transfer Function
Band Selectable Analysis
Fully Calibrated Annotated Display

Powerful Post-Measurement Processing
Digital Data Storage
Random Noise Generator

Band Selectable Transfer Function Display

The 5420A Digital Signal Analyzer makes a wide variety of time
and frequency domain measurements in the range of dc to 25 kHz.
Capable of both stimulus-response and response-only analysis, its
measurement repertoire includes:
Transfer Function
Coherence Function
Impulse Response
Auto/Cross Spectrum
Linear Spectrum
Time Average
Amplitude Histogram
Auto/Cross Correlation
Included are powerful features such as a fully annotated and calibrated dual-trace display, digital storage for measurement results,
extensive post-processing, and a random noise generator. The
5420A is well suited to studies of structural noise and vibration and
the measurement of electronic systems and signals.
Operation
Operation of a digital signal analyzer has never been easier. A
novel ‘menu’ concept replaces the rotary and toggle switches commonly used to control an instrument’s operation. The entire set-up
state, including measurement type, bandwidth, voltage ranges, etc.,
is displayed at the push of a key. Changes are made by selection
from displayed lists (menus) or by direct numerical input from the
control keyboard. Up to 50 different setups may be stored on the
digital cartridge for rapid recall.
Once set up, measurements are easily executed. Results are always fully calibrated and annotated. Up to 120 measurement results
may be stored on the digital cartridge.

Cursors
The 5420A includes flexible X and Y axis cursors to provide data
readout in full format, display expansion and measurement control.
Cursors may be swept or set explicitly to desired locations. Data
values may be read absolutely or relatively on each axis. Any area of
the display may be expanded to full screen. Harmonic markers are
provided. The X-axis cursors may be used to set the desired center
frequency and bandwidth of the measurement, concentrating the
resolution of the 5420A into an area of interest.
Post-processing
Data may be processed in a variety of ways. Quantities such as
power, power in a band, harmonic power, resonant frequency, and
percent critical damping are available at the stroke of a key. Time
domain differentiation and integration of a frequency domain function are also provided. The four-function ‘waveform calculator,’
with real and complex constants, allows calculations such as
mechanical impedance, coherent output power, signal-to-noise
ratio, open-loop gain, and more.
HP-IB
The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus accessory, 10920A, interfaces the 5420A with other HP-IB compatible instruments and computing controllers to yield custom system solutions to specific measurement problems. With this option, a computing controller can
‘push’ all of the keys on the 5420A’s front panel. The computing
controller can also take data from the instrument for further processing and send data back to the 5420A for display.
Digital plotting
When equipped with the 10920A, the 5420A will produce four
color annotated plots on the HP 9872A Plotter. A hard copy record
of instrument set-up states can also be obtained from the plotter.
Finally, the 9872A provides output of measured data in tabular
form.
And more..
There is a lot more to the 5420A than can be described here. Local
Hewlett-Packard field representatives can provide detailed information.
5420A Digital Signal Analyzer
$29,900
10920A: HP-18 Interface
$2200
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Correlator and spectrum display
Models 3721A, 372QA

3721A Cotraiarur
The Model 3721A Correlator is a digital statistical signal analyzer
covering the range dc to 250 kHz. It computes autocorrelation,
cross-correlation, and amplitude probability functions. In addition,
a signal recovery facility uses signal averaging to improve the
signal-to-noiseratio of a repetitive signal buried in noise. The resultant functions are displayed on a built-in CRT.
The versatile analysis and averaging capabilities combined with
portability, automatic calibration, built-in CRT and real-time operation make the 3721A an ideal analyzer for both laboratory and field

use.

Models J I L I H , J I L U H

Major Specifications
Input signal bandwidth: dc to 250 kHz.
Input range: 40 mV rms to 4 V rms.
Functions:Autocorrelation, Crosscorrelation, Probability (Density
and Integral), Signal Recovery.
Number of points: 100 points computed and displayed for each
function.
Sampling interval: 1 s to 1 ps (1 Hz to 1 MHz sampling rates).
External clock facility allows any interval 2 1 ps to be selected. In
Correlation and Signal Recovery the time between displayed points
is equal to the sampling interval.
Averaging (two modes are provided)
Summation: computation automatically stopped after a fixed
number of samples has been taken. Number of samples selectable
from 128 to 128 x 1024.
Exponential: continuous averaging with time constant selectable
from 36 ms to over lo' seconds.
Calibration: vertical calibration is automatically displayed on an
illuminated panel (except Probability).
Outputs: all computed functions are displayed on the built-in CRT.
Analog outputs are provided for use with X-Yrecorder and external
oscilloscope. Digital outputs allow the transfer of computed data to
any H P digital computer or H P paper tape punch (2895A or 8100A).
Extra plug-in assemblies are required, type depending on the
peripheral used.
3720A Spectrum display
The 3720A Spectrum Display is a unique add-on unit for the Correlator, to complement and extend its capability by Fourier transforming any time display on the 3721A and presenting its equivalent
frequency function on a built-in display.
The 3720A performs the Real and/or Complex transformation of
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions to produce the Power
and Cross Spectral Density functions respectively, and converts
signal recovered data into frequency information.
Together the 3721A Correlator and 372014 Spectrum Display,
each with its own CRT display, form an analysis system giving both
time and frequency information simultaneously.

Major Specifications
Input data: digital data is transferred from the Correlator and held
in either of two stores, labeled 1 and 2.
Computed transforms: either the Real or Complex transform can
be computed of the contents of store 1, the contents of store 2, or the
contents of stores 1 and 2 together.
Frequency range: 0.005 Hz to 250 kHz using internal 3721A clock.
Extendable down to dc with external clock.
Displayed frequency range: two decades of frequency are displayed, the highest frequency being l/z At Hz (At is the 3721A
Timescale setting).
Dynamic range: ratio of full scale signal to noise level, for fixed
integrator gain, is better than 50 dB.
Gain: continuously variable over a 2-decade, 40 dB, range in seven
discrete steps, with intermediate vernier.
Window: two choices are available.
OFF: natural window, nominal bandwidth */ZOO At.
ON: triangular window, nominal bandwidth %OO At.
interpoiatlon: two modes available.
MANUAL: computes and displays 100 frequency points. Frequencies of all 100 points can be simultaneously and equally varied over a frequency interval, ZOO At.
AUTO: automates the manual interpolation, calculating 10 equispaced points across each frequency interval.
Transform presentation: all combinations of the following axes are
available for display.
Vertical axis: Phase, Log Mod, Modulus, Imaginary, Real.
Horizontal axis: Frequency, Log Frequency, Real, Phase.
CRT display: built-in variable persistence CRT with storage facility.
X-Y recorder: separate horizontal and vertical analog outputs corresponding to the CRT display.
Ordering information
Price
3720A Spectrum Display
$7 265
3721A Correlator
$10 125

SIIGNAL ANALVZERS a d

Calibrated noise for system stimulation

Model 3722A

3722A
The Model 3722A Noise Generator uses digital techniques to
synthesize binary and Gaussian noise patterns. These 'pseudorandom' patterns, which are of known content and duration, are
repeated over and over without interruption. Since one pattern is
identical with the next, each pattern has the same effect on the
system under test. For this reason, pseudo-random noise signals
cause no statistical variance in test results. The Model 3722A also
generates truly random binary and Gaussian noise.
The basis of the Model 3722A is a binary waveform generator.
The binary output has a (sin X / X )shaped
~
spectrum and the Gaussian output, which is derived from the binary signal by precision
low-pass filtering, has an almost rectangular spectrum. Both binary
and Gaussian outputs are controllable in bandwidth, but the output
power remains constant regardless of selected bandwidth. The frequency of the first null in the binary spectrum is selectable from
0.003 Hz to 1 MHz, and the bandwidth (at -3 dB point) of the
Gaussian noise is selectable from 0.00015 Hz to 50 kHz.
Opt H01
Model 3722A Option H01 is a standard Model 3722A Noise
Generator modified to provide a second binary output which can be
delayed by a selectable number of clock periods with respect to the
main binary output. The delayed binary output is available only
when the instrument is in the pseudo-random mode. The delay introduced between the two binary outputs is selected by three decade
switches on the front panel. These switches are set according to a
conversion table supplied with the instrument.

Specifications
Binary output (fixed amplitude)
Amplitude: ? 10 V.
Output impedance: <loa.
Load impedance 1 k R minimum.
Rise time: <lo0 ns.
Power density: approximately equal to (clock period x 200) VZ/Hz
at low frequency end of spectrum.
Power spectrum:((sin X / X )form)
~
first null occurs at clock frequency, and -3 dB point occurs at 0.45 x clock frequency.
Gaussian output (fixed amplitude)
Amplitude: 3.16 V rms.
Output impedance: < l a .
Load impedance: 6OOR minimum.
Zero drift: 4 mV change in zero level in any 10°C range from 0"to
+55"C.
Power density: approximately equal to (clock period x 200) V2/Hz
at low frequency end of spectrum.
Power spectrum: rectangular, low-pass: nominal upper frequency
f,, (-3 dB point) equal to %oth of clock frequency. Spectrum is flat
within 20.3 dB up to ' / z fo, and more than 25 dB down at 2 t.
Crest factor: up to 3.75, dependent on sequence length.

Variable output (binary or gaussian)
Amplitude (open circuit)
Binary: 4 ranges: k1 V, 2 3 V , k3.16 V, and 210 V, with ten
steps in each range, from XO.l to X1.0.
Gaussian: 3 ranges: 1 V rms, 3 V rms, and 3.16 V rms, with ten
steps in each range, from XO.l to X1.0.
Output impedance: 600R 2 1%.
Main controls
Sequence length switch: first 17 positions select different
pseudo-random sequence lengths: final position selects random
mode of operation (INFINITE sequence length). N = 2"- 1 , where
n is the range 4 through 20.
Clock period switch: selects 18 frequencies from internal clock.
Internal clock
Crystal frequency: 3 MHz nominal.
Frequency stability: <+25 ppm over ambient temperature range 0"
to +55"C.
Output: 12.5 V rectangular wave, period as selected by CLOCK
PERIOD switch.

+

External clock
Input frequency: useable BINARY output (pseudo-random only)
with external clock frequencies up to 1 MHz.
Input level: negative-going signal from +5 V to + 3 V initiates clock
pulse.
Maximum input: rt20 V.
Remote control
Control inputs: remote control inputs for RUN, HOLD, RESET,
and GATE RESET functions are connected to 36-way receptacle
on rear panel.
Sequence length indication: 18 pins plus one common pin on the
36-way receptable are used for remote signaling of selected sequence lengths (contact closure between common pin and any one of
the 18 pins).
Delayed binary output (Opt HOl)
Typical performance figures for the delayed output are:
Amplitude: switches between +1.5 V and +12 V.
Maximum sink current at 1.5 V level: 10 mA.
Impedance: 50R(+1.5 V) and 600R (+12 V).
Rise time: 4 0 ns.
Fall time: <20 ns.*
*Measured with + probe shunted by 10 pF.
General
Dimensions: 132.6 mm H x 425 mm W x 416 mm D (5%~"x 163/4"
x 16Ys").
Weight: net, 10.5 kg (23 lb). Shipping 13.5 kg (30 lb).
$3615
372244 Noise Generator
Opt H01: Delayed Ouput
add $340

'

CABINETS & MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Modular enclosure system for individual HP products
System-It

Truly modular, fits standard heights and widths
Broad range of accessories for bench or rack use
Strong frame, yet easy service access to interior

Look inside newer HP instruments housed in System4 cabinets, and you will find an
extremely strong frame allowing maximum use of interior space. Yet, there’s excellent
service access from top, bottom and sides. (Optional bail handle is shown on this particular instrument.)

In 1961, Hewlett-Packard introduced a
new universal enclosure system for instruments. That system (called “System I”
within HP) made it practical to stack instruments neatly for bench use, while at the
same time providing a convenient means for
mounting the instruments directly in a rack.
It was also esthetically more appealing than
the simple boxes of various sues that had
been the norm-and it provided more convenient access to internal parts and more efficient use of space than the conventional
chassis-slipped-into-a-box approach commonly in use at that time.
Need for a new enclosure system
Continuing changes in the nature of electronic instrumentation have created new
needs in enclosure systems. Foremost
among these is the need for even better accessibility to internal parts, as circuits become more densely packed. Ideally, this not
only means access from top and bottom, as
provided by the 1%1 system, but also from
the sides, front and back as well.
Today’s miniaturized circuits also lead to
two other types of problems. First, the enclosures tend to be smaller than in the
past-meaning that costly combining cases
or space-consuming rack adapter frames are
often required for grouping smaller products
together on the bench or in the rack. Sec-

ond, there’s the need to optimize utilization
of smaller front panel areas-and it becomes
increasingly difficult to arrange displays,
nomenclature and the growing number of
controls for convenient user operation.
Radiated electrical interference can also
be a significant problem, as transition times
of digital signals shorten to the nanosecond
region. This means that instruments tend to
radiate a greater amount of high-frequency
energy, thereby creating potential problems
for users operating sensitive devices in close
proximity.
New standard enclosure: System-It
With the above in mind, Hewlett-Packard
has developed a new enclosure system for
H P products, using an “inside-out’’ design
approach. That is, design priorities first
concentrated on all servicing, manufacturing, electrical, mechanical, and thermal
needs before turning to the esthetic considerations. The resulting enclosure has
greater strength but is lighter in weight than
the earlier design. Also, it provides better
accessibility for servicing, has more versatility in benchhack configurations, and it inherently provides significant attenuation of
unwanted RF energy,
This new enclosure is called “System
11”, and it is now the standard package in
which new H P cabinet-enclosed products
are being introduced.

Three front handle and/or rack flange kits
are available as standard options on
full-width instruments-or, the kits may
be purchased separately.

Compatibility with current System-I
products has been carefully considered.
Cabinet and panel colors for both systems
are the same, and the new System-I1 instruments will conveniently stack on the
older System-I enclosures (and vice-versa).
The basic System-I1 frame consists of six
die-cast aluminum parts: a front panel
frame, a rear panel frame, and four connecting side struts. It is rigid by itself and does
not depend upon internal decking, front or
rear panels, or covers for strength. The resulting open design makes maximum use of
available space, and allows easy access inside.
The sturdy front panel frame is the heart
of the design. It has integral pads for the side
struts, mounting holes for fastening the front
panel, recesses for front handles and rack
flanges or for links that lock adjacent enclosures together, slots for plug-in latches, and
narrow channels for holding top, side, and
bottom covers.

Heights

1

[[

[[
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Depths

The narrow U-shaped channels serve as
wave traps that reduce the radiation of (or
susceptibility to) unwanted RF energy. As a
further precaution, small ridges aligned in
the direction of cover insertion provide
high-pressure points for establishing good
electrical contact. Only RF energy at
wavelengths much shorter than those of
concern can move between these contact
points. Trim detail on the side covers provide the same kind of RF seal along the
sides, as does a similar arrangement under
the lip of the covers at the rear. The covers,
however, are each retained by a single captive screw, enabling quick removal for
servicing.
The sues of holes such as those needed
for mounting cabinet feet have been reduced
to practical minimums.
Maximized panel area
Unlike the earlier design, the System-I1
front panel frame uses all the available area
in full multiples of vertical EIAlIEC increments. Also, the front panel frame overhangs lower side members, completely filling the allotted rack space while still allowing room for the optional use of System-I1
rack support shelves.
The front panel mounts to the framework
with screws accessible from the outside, and
because it does not serve as a structural
member, there is an increase in the amount
of usable panel space. This reduces the
crowding of controls so instruments become
easier to operate.
All screws used in cabinet assembly are
of the self-locking type with an inserted
plastic patch on the threads, preventing the
screws from working loose when subject to
vibration.
Easier carrying
Front-panel handles (now optional) have
been designed with an outward tilt. The angled handle is comfortable for the hand,
while presenting a minimal visual obstruction of controls located along the edges of
the front panel. (Optional rack-mounting
flanges may be installed with or without the
front handles in place.)

Summary of System41 dimension
descriptors

Height
3'/zH
51/4 H
7H
B%H
10% H
12'/bH
Width
YbMW
1hMW
3hMW
1MW
Depth'
11D
140
170
200
230

2u
3u
4u
5u
6U
7u

mm

inches

88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
310.4

3.469
5.219
6.969
8.719
10.469
12.219

105.7
212.3
318.9
425.5

4.160
8.360
12.550
16.750

269.2

10.600
13.600
16.600
19.600
22.600

345.4
421.6
497.8
574.0

'See ANSI C83.9-1972 or IEC 297-1975.
HP products are not available in S-ll cabinets ?4MW, but this
is useful dimension to indicate filler panel widths.
3 Adding SI1 rack flanges extends the 1 MW dimension for
mounting in standard 482.6 mm (19.000 inch) rack.
4 Depth dimension includes basic cabinet only; does not include
protrusions such as controls, front handles, etc.
2

Full-width products have a handle on
each side. Each side handle is in the form of
a long strap, which provides more freedom
in finding a balance point. The strap handle
recess in each side panel also provides a
place for mounting rack slides.
An optional front bail handle is available
for smaller products, and some products are
equipped with a strap handle on top.
Modular small enclosures
The smaller enclosures in System-I1 are
dimensioned to be exact submultiples of the
standard rack width design. Rack mounting
frames are therefore not required; a simple
extender to reach full rack width is all that is
needed.
I t is easy to group instruments together
horizontally or vertically by using simple
lock links. The links can be installed by
using threaded holes already provided in the
framework, allowing quick assembly and
separation of instruments.

CABIIMIEKS & MEASURE EMT ACCESSORlES
Modular enclosure system for individual HP products
S y s t e m 4 general accessories and parts

Bail-type carrying handles are available for V2 MW products having heights of 3Y2 H, 5% H or 7 H.

Standoff feet in Kit 5061-2009 provide rear panel protection for
instruments operated, transported or stored vertically.

Kit 5061-0095 provides flanged cord wrap posts as a convenient
way to keep power cords and signal cables with an instrument.

Locking cabinets together

Sub-module cabinets (V4 MW 8. V2 MW) of equal depths lock
side-by-side, using horizonal lock links from Kit 5061-0094.

Cabinets of equal depths can be stacked and locked togehter
securely, using vertical lock links from Kit 5061-0094.

General accessories and parts for System4 cabinets
~~

Description

Fits these Sysem-ll Cabinets

Item'

Pan Number
5061-0088
5061-0089
5061-0090
5061-0091
5061-0092
5061-0093

Front handle kit
(Will be shipped with instrument, if ordered
as Option 907 at same time. Otherwise
available separately per Part Numbers listed
at right.)

principle use is on 1 MW Includes two front handles; fit on each side 3% H
of front panel frames, for cabinets this high; 5% H
7H
ibinets locked together to form width of 1
8% H
W.
10% H
12% H

Bail handle kit

i MW (Half Module)

Convenient carrying handle for lightweight
cabinets this high:

Cabinet lock-together kit

I1 cabinets, provided they are of equal

K i t of lock link hardware and screws for

epth.

joining instrument cabinets in several
different configurations. Enough horizontal
links (12 front, 6 rear) to for three sideby-side joints (up to 4 instruments),
and enough vertical links (4 front, 4 rear)
to form two over-under joints (up to 3
instruments).z

MW (Full Module) and

Standard foot (1): fits bottom of 1 MW and
YZ MW cabinets (requires 2 front, 2 rear).

5040-7201

Tilt stand (1): fits onto standard f w t and is
used in pairs (front or rear).

1460-1345

Non-skid foot (1): used (in pairs) in lieu of
standard rear or front foot, to minimize
bench-top creeping instrument. (Some
lighter-weight products are supplied with
this type foot on rear.)

5040-7222

Standard foot (1): fits bottom of % MW
cabinet (requires 1 in front, 1 in rear).

5040-7205

Tilt stand (1): fits onto % MW standard foot
(only 1 used, for front or rear).

1460-1369

5061-2009

5061-0095

I cabinets-but

uII Module) cabinets, or on sub-Module

i MW (Half Module)

B MW (Quarter Module)

1

Feet, rear panel standoff

II cabinets-except does not normally fit
abinets which are % MW and 3% H.

Kit of four special feet which provide 25.4
mm (1 in.) standoff protection to rear
panel. Used when instrument is operated in
vertical position, or when it is transportedlstored on its rear panel.

Cord-wrap kit, rear panel

ecommended for products only % MW an(
/2 MW weighing less than 11 kg (24 Ibs.)

K i t of four flanged posts around which

All kits and rear panel standoff feet are supplied with appropriate mounting screws.

3% H
5% H
7H

power cords or signal cables may be wrapped
for transportlstorage. (not designed for
heavy duty support; use kit 5061-2009
for such applications.)

* Locking cabinets together horizontally in a configuration wider than 1 MW (Full Module) is not recommended

5061-2001
5061-2002
5061-2003
5061-0094

$2.50
ea.

$5
ea.

$5

CABINETS & MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Modular enclosure system for individual HP products
S y s t e m 4 rack mounting accessories

Cabinets '14 MW utilize one broad foot each at front and rear (either accept tilt stand). Note
how rack mounting adapter and rack flange fit onto front frame, after trim strip is removed.

Sub-module cabinets (1h MW & YZ MW) may
be extended to full rack width, by using rack
mounting adapters as shown above.

Cabinets V2 MW and 1 MW utilize two feet each at both front and rear (all accept tilt stand).
Note how front handle and/or rack flange fit onto front frame.

\

0

Standard slides fit full module cabinets ( MW) for installation in
HP rack enclosures. Adapter brackets for using slides in non-HP
rack enclosures are also available.

Sub-module cabinets (1/4 MW 8, Y2 MW) of any height and depth
may be rack mounted by using the support shelf and optional
filler panels.

Rack mounting accessories for System-ll cabinets
Part Number

Description
Rack flange kit
(Will be shipped with instrument, if ordered
as Option 908 at same time. Otherwise
available separately per Pari Numbers listed
at right.)
Rack flange & front handle
combination kit
(Will be shipped with instrument, if ordered
as Option 909 at same time. Otherwise
available separately per Part Numbers listed
at right.)

5061-0076
5061-0077
5061-0078
5061-0079
5061-0080
5061-0081

3% H
5% H

Includes two rack flanges; f i t on each side.
of front panel frames, for cabinets this high:

7u

8 4 ii

10% H

8% H
10% H
121% H

5061-0082
5061-0083
5061-0084
5061-0085
5061-0086
5061-0087
1494-0018
1494-0017

51% H

combinations; fit one each side of front panel
frame, for cabinets this high:

Standard slide kit
for HP rack enclosures

Includes two standard slides for installing
instrument weighing no more than 38.6 kg
(85 Ib.) into HP rack enclosures. Fjt side
handle recess on S-ll cabinets this deep:

140 & 170
200 & 230

Standard tilt slide
for HP rack enclosures

Same as standard slide above, plus permits tilting instruments up or down
90". Fit:

140 & 170
20D & 230

Slide adapter bracket kit

Includes brackets for adapting the standard
slides above for use in non-HP rack system
enclosures of adequate depth.

Heavy-duty slide kit
lor HP rack enclosures

Includes two heavy-duty slides for installing
instrument weighing no more than 79.6 kg
(175 Ib.) into HP rack enclosures. Fit S-ll
cabinets this deep:

Rack mounting
adapter kit2

Includes one rack flange and one extension
adapter % MW. For mounting one S-ll
cabinet % MW, having a height 3% H.

~

Includes one rack flange and one extension
adapter M MW. For mounting one S-ll
cabinet Y2 MW or two cabinets '/4 MW,
having these heights:

~~

1494-0025
1494-0026
1494-0023

1494-0016

200 & 230

I

5061-0053

5061-0054
5061-0057
5061-0060
5061-0066

3% H

5% H
7H
10% H

5061-00553

Includes one rack flange and one extension
adapter % MW. For mounting one S-ll
cabinet 1/2 MW together with one cabinet %
'
MW, or for mounting three cabinets % MW
together, having a height of 3 % H.

~~

Rack flange kit'

Ma be used whenever S-ll cabinets % MW
and;or Y2 MW are combined to a full width
of 1 MW (Full Module).

See 1 MW
above

Rack flange II front handle
combination kit2

May be used whenever S-ll cabinets ?4 MW
andlor Y2 MW are combined a full width
If 1 MW (Full Module).

See 1 MW
above

Support shelf

For mounting one or more S-ll
cabinets which are '/2 MW or % MW,
and up to 20D. Cabinet depths
need not be equal but het hts
must match suppdrt shelf [eight.
except where top filler panels
are used. Maximum shelf projection behind front mounting panel
IS 534 mm (21 in.).

Slide k i
support

Includes two slides for slidemounting any of the above
three swoort shelves in HP

Front filler
panels for
support shelf

For 3% H support shelf partially filled with S-ll
instruments, and having the
following front panel space

~

-

For 5 t h H support shelf, and
having the following front
panel space to fill:

3% H
5% H
7H

1494-0015

I

1% MW to fill
lh MW to fill
3% MW to fill

5061-2021
5061-2022
5061-2023

MW to f i l l

5061-2024
5061-2025
5061-2026

1%

Y2 MW to fill
3%

MW to fill

5061-2027

For 7 H support shelf, and
having V 2 MW front panel

Top filler
panels for
support shell

1

2

following vertical space

3% H

For M MW and having the
followine vertical wace

3% H

A l l kits and support shelf items are supplied with appropriate mounting screws and hardware.
Cabinet lock-together kit (5061-0094) is also required whenever two, three or four submodules (%
MW andlor 1/2 MW) are to be joined in a configuration using Rack mounting adapters or Rack

3

5061-0096
5061-0097
5061-0098

13/4 H

50612035
5061-2036
5061-2037
5061-2038

flanges. Also. submodules cabinets must be of equal depth.
Requires two 5061-0055 kits it one cabinet lh MW is t o be center-mounted.

$100
$110
$125

ABlNETS AND MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Instrument accessories
Cables, adapters, connectors

Cable assemblies
dY
L-111708:

11170A: 30 cm (12 in)
61 cm (24 inj
11170C: 122 cm (48 in)

1-

1 . 1 . 9 1 cm
(0.75 in)

11001A: 112 crn (44 in)J
11035A: 30 cm (12 in)

11003A: 152 cm (60 in)
HI

D

-

11143A: 112 cm (44 i

L

11500A: 183 cm (72 in)
115008: 61 crn (24 in)

11501A: 183 cm (72 in)

-I

Price

11170A Cable assembly
30 cm (12 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

$17

11170B Cable assembly
61 cm (24 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

$17

1117OC Cable assembly
122 cm (48 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with BNC (m) connectors.

$17

11OOOA Cable assembly
112 cm (44’1of %Ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with a dual banana plug, for
binding
posts.

$17

11001A Cable assembly
112 cm (44 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
one end with a dual banana plug and on the other end
with a UG-88CIU BNC (m) connector.

$17

11002A Test leads
152 cm (60 in.) test leads alligator clips to dual banana
Plug.

$12

11003A Test leads
152 cm (60 in.) test leads, probe and alligator clip to
dual banana plug.

$12

11035A Cable assembly
30 cm (12 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
one end with a dual banana plug and on the other end
with a UG-88CIU BNC (m) connector.

$17

11143A Cable assembly
112 cm (44 in.) test leads, dual BNC to alligator clips.

$39

11500A Cable assembly
183 cm (72 in.) of 50-ohm coaxial cable terminated on
both ends with UG-21DIU Type N (m) connectors.

$45

115008 Cable assembly
Identical with 11500A except 61 cm (24 in.) long.

$40

11501A Cable assembly
183 cm (72 in.) of 5@ohmcoaxial cable terminated with
UG-21DIU Type N (m) and UG-23D Type N (0 connectors.

$50

CABINETS AND MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES L J
Accessories

Coaxial to coaxial adapters

1250-0076
1250-1286

1250-0077
1250-1534
1250-1477

m

1250-0080
1250-1 287

1250-0780
1250-1535
1250-1476

1250-0781

1250-0846
1250-1533
1250-1473

am

10111A

1250-1158

IBnB
1250-1159

10113A

1250-1263
11524A

1250-0216
1250-1288

1250-1264

1 1525A

1250-1474
1250-1 536

1250-1529
1250-1472

11534A
1250-2277

1250-0778
1250-1528
1250-1472

1251-2816

Adapters type N, Standard 500
Part no.
1250-0077 N (f) to BNC (m)
1250-0082 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-0176 N (m) to Type N (f) right angle
1250-0559 N tee, (m) (f) (f)
1250-0777 N (f) to Type N (f)
1250-0778 N (m) to Type N (m)
1250-0780 N (m) to BNC (f)
1250-0846 N tee (f) (0 (4

Price
$7.90
$14
$8.75
$21
$6.50
$10
$5
$11

Adapters type N, Precision' 5 0 0
Part no.
1250-1472 N (f) to N (f)
1250-1473 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-1474 N (f) to BNC (f)
1250-1475 N (m) to N (m)
1250-1476 N (m) to BNC (f)
1250-1477 N (f) to BNC (m)

Price
$20.50
$20.50
$16
$26
$20
$17.50

Adapters type N, Standard 75
Part no.
1250-1528 N (m) to N (m)
1250-1529 N (f) to N (f)
1250-1533 N (m) to BNC (m)
1250-1534 N (f) to BNC (m)
1250-1535 N (m) to BNC (0
1250-1536 N (f) to BNC (f)

R2

Adapters SMA
Part no.
1250-1158 SMA (f) to SMA (f)
1250-1159 SMA (m) to SMA (m)
Adapters APC-7
Part no.
11524A APC-7 to Type N (f)
11525A APC-7 to Type N (m)
11533A APC-7 to SMA (m)
11534A APC-7 to SMA (f)
Adapter banana plug
Part no.
1251-2816 Dual Banana plug
Adapters BNC, Standard 50 0
Part no.
1250-0076 Right angle BNC (UG-306/D)
1250-0080 BNC (f) to BNC (f) (UG-914K.J)
1250-0216 BNC (m) to BNC (m)
1250-0781 BNC Tee (m) (0 (f)
1250-1263 BNC (m) to single banana plug
1250-1264 BNC (m) to dual banana plug
1251-2277 BNC (0 to dual banana plug
lOllOA BNC (m) to dual banana plug
lOlllA BNC (f) to shielded banana plug
10113A Dual BNC (f) to triple banana plug
Adapters BNC, Standard 75 R
Part no.
1250-1286 Right Angle BNC
1250-1287 BNC (f) to BNC (f)
1250-1288 BNC (m) to BNC (m)

'"Recision": typically 336 dB. Return Loss to 1.3 GHz.
'Type N outer conductor; center pin sized for 75 n characteristic.

Price
$25
$25
$40
$35
$40
$30

Price
$8
$11

Price
$95
$85
$135

$135

Price
$2.35

Price
$4.90
$4.90
$5.25
$6.20

$9.30
$16
$10
$25
$17
$17

Price
$12
$10.50
$1 1.50

i,
i

CABINETS & MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Instrument accessories
Probes, voltage dividers

11021A

10007B,10008B Probe
The 10007B and 10008B are straight-thru BNC probes with a retractable hook tip, and 20 cm (8 in.)
ground lead with alligator tip included
Peak
Shunt
Voltage
Capacitance
Length

10007B
100088

11040A

11045A

11047A

600 V
6OOV

40 p F
60 PF

Price

$32

1. Im (3.5 ft.)
1.8m (6 ft.)

11021A Divider probe
1000:l divider probe increases range of HP 425A
DC Microvolt-Ammeter to 1000 volts

$135

11028A Current divider
100: 1 divider for extended range measurements for
456A AC Current Probe

$85

11036A AC probe
Peak responding for use with 410C

$150

11040A Capacitive voltage divider
For 410 series voltmeters. Increases range so
transmitter voltages can be measured quickly and easily. Accuracy r l % . Division ratio 1OO:l. Input capacity approximately 2 pF. Maximum voltage 2000 V at
50 MHz, decreasing to 100 V at 400 MHz. Frequency
range 10 kHz to 400 MHz

$110

11045A DC voltage divider
For 410C voltmeter. Gives maximum safety and
conveniences for measuring high voltages as in television receivers, etc. Accuracy ?5%. Division ratio
1OO:l. Input impedance 1 G R. Maximum voltage 30
kV. Maximum current drain 2.5 pA

$100

11047A Output voltage divider
Input 6000.Output 600R 5 1%. 6R
rating '12 watt

1%. Voltage
$30

CABINETS & MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Inst rume n't accessories

Models 456A %I 11473A-11476A
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quickly and dependably-without direct connection to the circuit
under test or any appreciable loading to test circuit. HP's 456A AC
(Zurrent Probe clamps around the current-carrying wire, and pro7,ides a voltage output read on a voltmeter or scope. Model 456A's 1
InA to 1 mV conversion permits direct reading up to 1 A rms.

156A Specifications
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-Sensitivity: 1 mV/mA ?.l % at 1 kHz.
Frequency response:
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MHz; - 3 dB at <2S Hz and >20 MHz.
Pulse response: rise time is <20 ns, sag <16%/ms.
Maximum input: 1 A rms, 1.5 A peak; 100 mA above 5 MHz.
Effect of dc current: no appreciable effect on sensitivity and distortion from dc current up to 0.5 A.
input impedance: (impedance added in series with measured wire
by probe) <SO m a in series with 0.05 p H (this is approximately the
inductance of 1% in. of hookup wire).
Probe aperture: 4 mm (%z")diameter.
Probe shunt capacity: approx. 4 p F added from wire to ground.
Distortion at 1 kHz: for 0.5 A input at least 50 dB down; for 10 mA
input at least 70 dB down.
Equivalent input noise: <50 p A rms (100 p A when ac powered).
Output impedance: 220a at 1 kHz; approximately + 1 V dc component; should work into load of not less than 100,000i2 shunted by
approximately 25 pF.
Power: battery life (two), approximately 400 hours; ac power supply; Option 001, 115 or 230 V %IO%, 50 to 1000 Hz approx. 1 W.

I

11473A-11476A Description
New balancing transformers provide a balanced output from a
single-ended input, or a single-ended output from a balanced input.
Impedances available are 75 ohms unbalanced to 1240,1350, 1500,
and 600R balanced. Frequency response is k0.5 dB.

'50Cl unblanced to balanced transformer available on special basis. Above specifications apply.

Ordering instructions
456A A C Current Probe
Opt 001: A C Power Supply
11473A Balancing Transformer

Price
$425
add $45
$290

11473B Balancing Transformer
11474A Balancing Transformer
11475A Balancing Transformer
11476A Balancing Transformer

$290
$290
$310
$290

CABINETS AND

EASUREMENT ACCESSORlES

Combining cases, rack adapters, panel covers, carrying cases
1051A, 1052A, 11046A, 11075A, 5060 Series

1051 A

1051A, 1052A Combining cases
Models 1051A and 1052A combining cases conveniently rack or
bench mount combinations of small modular Hewlett-Packard instruments. In addition, these cases can be stacked on each other or
on any full module instrument. Both cases accept or ‘/z instrument
modules, 130 mm or 198 mm wide ( 5 l / ~or 725/3~
inches). The basic
difference is that the 1052A is 130 mm (5%”) deeper, and will accept
modules up to 416 mm deep ( 163/d’).The extra length provides more
space in the rear for wiring. The 1051A accepts instruments up to
286 mm deep (111/4”). Each case is furnished with two dividers.

5060-8756

1051A, 1052A Specifications
Price
Dirnenslons
1051A: 178 H x 482.6 W x 337 mm D (7” x 19” x 13l/4”).
1052A: 178 H x 482.6 W x 467 mm D (7” x 19” x W/8’’).
Weight
1051A: net, 4.5 kg (10 Ib). Shipping, 6.7 kg (15 Ib)
$300
1052A: net, 5.4 kg (12 Ib). Shipping, 8.1 kg (18 Ib)
$325
Opt 910: extra manual
add $ 1
Rack adapter frames 5060-8762,5060-8764
These frames can be used to hold combinations of V 3 and l/2 width
module H P instruments. Each frame is furnished with mounting
hardware and divider panels. Two models are available for different
instrument heights. Adapter frames are for permanent or semipermanent rack mounting. Where quick removal and reinstallation of
instruments is desirable, the 1051A and 1052A combining cases
should be used.
5060-8762: equivalent to IEC 4U (7” H), accepts in560
strument heights of 38, 77, or 155 mm (I%”, 3%”, or
6%2 ”)
5060-8764: accepts only instrument heights of 38 or 77
$55
mm (1 VZ”or 3l/32”)
Filler panels, 5060-8757 to 5060-8761
Filler panels can be used to close off any leftover space after
instruments are mounted in combining cases or adapter frames.
Panels are made in a variety of widths and heights. Available widths
are ‘/6, ‘/3, and l / ~modules; heights are l/4, I/z and the full 155 mm
(6V32 ”) .
Specifications, filler panels
Module Case

5060-8757
5060-8758
5060-8761

I

5060-8757to 5060-8761

x

’I3

’12 X

’h

full x
full x

’/6

‘/4

‘12

38 x 130
77 x 130
155 x 130
155 x 198

1% x 5%
3% X 5%
6% x 5’h

Accessory drawer 5060-8756
$85
The accessory drawer can be used in place of a filler panel to
finish off unused space in the combining cases. The drawer is l/3
width and l/2 height.
Dimensions: 77 H x 130.2 W x 279.4 mm D (3l/32” x 51/8”x 11”)

1

6

c

v

Cooling kits, 5060-0789 and 5060-0796
These cooling kits are designed to be easily installed in the 1052A
combining case. They can be installed in the 1051A, at the factory
upon special request, but installation in the shorter case limits the
depth of instruments the case can accept, and makes it impossible to
use the accessory drawer.
5060-0789: 115 V, 50 to 60 HZ
$200
5060-0796: 230 V , 50 to 60 Hz
$200

5060-0789

Control panel covers, 5060-8766 to 5060-8771
A series of control panel coven equipped with carrying handles
are available for full rack width instruments. These covers protect
instrument front panels and make rack mounted instruments
tamper-proof.
One of these covers, the 5060-8768, fits either the lO5lA or
1052A. Other covers are available to fit the six modular enclosures
with front panel heights ranging from 88.1 to 310.4 mm (3% to 12l/
4'l).
5060-8766: 88.1 mm (3%") EIA panel height
$80
5060-8767: 132.6 mm (5%") EIA panel height
$85
5060-8768: 177 mm (7") EIA panel height
$90
5060-8769: 221.5 mm (8%") EIA panel height
$95
5060-8770: 265.9 mm (101/2")EIA panel height
$100
5060-8771: 310.4 mm (12l/4") EIA panel height
$110

11046A Carrying case
This rugged, splashproof carrying case accepts l/3 width module
instruments (maximum depth 203.2 mm or 8"). The case includes a
shoulder canying strap. Weight 5.4 kg (12 lb).

11046A

I1056A

(THIRD MODULE)

11056A Handle kit
A handle for carrying HP instrument modules of l/3 width.

$15

I
5 & (I1056A)
(129.8)

11056A

11075A, 11076A Module instrument case
A rugged, high impact plastic instrument case for HP l/3 module
instruments. Instruments can be operated, stored or camed in this
splashproof case. Storage compartment for power cord in rear of
case is accessible through a removable hatch. Front lid contains
adequate storage space for cables, test leads, etc. The dual purpose
tilt stand also serves as a carrying handle. 11075A is 203 mm D (8");
11076A is 279 mm (1 1") D.
11075A: Module Instrument Case
$115
11076A: Module Instrument Case
$135

11075A

CABINETS & MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
Rugged protection for instruments
System41 modular instrument transit cases

Typical cushion
full size (425.5 mm)

I

cushion
! module

Typical transit case

Transit cases

(197.6 mm wide)

Transit Case Styles
The HP transit cases are rugged protective outer shells for use
when instruments must be frequently transported and used away
from laboratory conditions. They are molded of strong fiberglassreinforced plastic. All are sealed tightly with O-ring gaskets and
clamping latches. They are rainproof under the test conditions of
MIL-STD- 108. Carrying handles are conveniently placed, fold flat
when not in use.
Transit cases are typically provided with foam cushions, custom
formed to fit the standard HP modular cabinets. This arrangement
provides maximum protection against damage from handling, dropping, or crushing. A selection of case sizes is available to accommodate nearly any instrument and combination of accessories.

Full-module width instruments
Appropriate Front Handle Kit (HP Part Number 5061-0088 to
-0093) must be installed on instruments for adequate protection.
Dimensions in inches and mm

-

HP Part
Number

Case size* (noit including hardware)

in

3’12
5114

7
8314

10’12
12%
3%
5%
7
8314

10’h
12’14
3%
5’14
7
8314
10’12
12’14
3’12
5’14
7
8%
10’1~
12%

in

mm

23
23
23
23
23
23
24’12
24%
24‘12
24’12
24’12
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
30‘12
30’12
30’12
30‘12
30‘12
30‘12

88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
310.4
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
310.4
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
310.4
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
310.4

5&m2
584.2
584.2
584.2
584.2
584.2
622.3
622.3
622.3
622.3
622.3
711.2
711.2
711.2
711.2
711.2
711.2
711.2
774.7
774.7
774.7
774.7
774.7
774.7

in

21
21
21
21
21
21
24%
24%
24’12
24‘12
24’12
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24%

-7411.
. ,_

24%

--”-

I_.*

9211-2664
9211-2665

S
S

~

’For overpack size to hold case add l%”, 31.8 mm,

to L & W and

6.4 mm to D

’/a‘‘,

Half-and quarter-module width instruments
Dimensions in Inches and mm

I

Cas

Instrument size
in

3%
5‘14

7

8314

10‘12
3’12
5‘14

7
8514
10‘12
3’12
5‘14
7
8V4
10‘12
3’12
5‘14

7
8314

10‘12
3‘12
5’14
7
3%
5‘14
7
3%
5’1.4
7

mm

in

88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
88.1
132.6
177.0
221.5
265.9
88.1
132.6
177.0
88.1
132.6
177.0
88.1
132.6
177.0

8%
8318

8%
8318

831.
8318
8318

8%
8318

8318
8318
8318
8318
8318
8318
8318

8318

8%
8318
8318

4’18
4’18
4’18

4’18
4’18
4’18

4’18
4’18
4’18

mm

204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
204.2
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8
104.8

-- -in

10%
10%
10%
lo3/&
103h
13%
13%
13%
13%
13%
16%
16%
16V4
16%
16314
19314
19’14
19%
19314
19%
10%
10%
10314

13314
13
13%
16%
16314
16V4

mm

in

273.1
273.1
273.1
273.1
273.1
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
425.5
425.5
425.5
425.5
425.5
501.7
501.7
501.7
501.7
501.7
273.1
273.1
273.1
349.3
349.3
349.3
425.5
425.5
425.5

14’18
14’18

14’18
14’18
14’18

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
24’14
24’14
24’14
24’14
24’14
14
14
14
16’18
16’la
16’18
20‘14
20‘14
20‘14

- -- -- -

*For overpack size to hold case add 1%”, 31.8 mm, to L & Wand

Cases for other size instruments or
special applications are available through
HPService Center

’/4”,

mm

377.8
377.8
377.8
377.8
377.8
508.0
508.0
508.0
508.0
508.0
508.0
508.0

508.0
508.0
508.0
616.0
616.0
616.0
616.0
616.0
355.6
355.6
355.6
428.6
428.6
428.6
514.4
514.4
514.4

Price

ize. (not including hard!

style

W
in

mm

13%
13314
13%
13%
13%
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13’12
13
l3
13
13
13
10
10
10
10’12
10’12
10’12

349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
349.3
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
342.9
330.2
330.2
330.2
330.2
330.2
254.0
254.0
254.0

iw4

?fifi 7
I

j

,

11%

1131~

~

7

6.4 mm to D

mounted with quarter turn fasteners

I

I $260

$250

WABINETS ck MEASUREMENT ACCESSORIES
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Operating Cases: rugged protection for instruments

i

Fitted foam drawer cushions to accommodate various HP accessory combinations are available.

Operating Case with instrument and drawer.

H P cases are rugged protective outer shells for use when instruments must be frequently transported and used away from laboratory conditions. They are molded of strong fiberglass and have conveniently placed carrying handles that fold flat when not in use. All
are sealed tightly with O-ring gaskets and clamping latches and are
rainproof under the test conditions of MIL-STD-108.
Operating cases are equipped internally with shock-mounted
frames that accept any standard 19-inch rack-mounting instruments
up to the maximum height of the frames. This arrangement offers the
convenience of operation without removing the instrument from its
carrying case. At the same time, environmental protection is afforded.
More than one instrument may be combined in a single operating
case for convenience in setting up and operating. Patch-cable interconnections may then be left in place within the case, so that when
the unit has been transported to its place of use the covers are
removed and the instruments inside are ready to put into use with a
minimum of delay.
Drawers are available in three different heights so that small accessories, tools, etc., can be kept inside the case with the instruments. Fitted foam cushions can be made up to accommodate nearly
any shape articles.

A caster kit is available to fit the operating case allowing it to
become a mobile rack. Once the kit is installed, the casters
themselves may be attached or removed in seconds. With casters removed, the attaching hardware adds nothing to the overall dimensions of the case.

Equipped with elastomeric shock mounts, these enclosures
provide outstanding shock and vibration attenuation. A set of
standard shock mounts can be provided for any equipment
weight and fragility.

i l r

Operating Case showing T-Bars installed

1. Each Operating Case is supplied with one T-bar set for supporting sides of instruments.
2. Has interlocking feet for stacking.
3. For rack mounts no deeper than 533.4 mm (21 in.); uses 431.8 mm (17 in.) T-bar sets.

Standard 84 special order features
Inner rack frame with provision for infinitely adjustable T-bar instrument support brackets.
Inner rack frame with RETMA hold pattern drilled
in rear rails.
Mating feet for stacking one case on top of another.
Special color other than tan. Please specify.
Modified inner rack frame depth. Standard depth
20" from front panel mounting surface to rear surface
of frame. This option includes an appropriate change
in the overall depth of the enclosure. Please specify
desired inner frame depth. Maximum 23", minimum
12".
Chassis trak C-300instrument slide pair to mount on
either side of inner frame using RETMA hole pattern
drilled in front and rear rails.
Special shock mounts for unusual instrument
weights. Please specify weights.
Increased front cover depth. Maximum depth 6".
Please specify.
Increased rear cover depth. Maximum depth 6".
Please specify.
Latches recessed into the surface of the case.
Handles recessed into the surface of the case.
Hermetically sealed case tested by the hot water
method.
MIL-C-4150 certification with the exception of design and preproduction testing. Case will have increased wall thickness, hardware anodized to military

Supplied
Supplied
Supplied
N/C

$60
$20
$10
$40
$40
$75
$20
$35

specification, and will be hermetically tested using the
hot water method.
Addition of an automatic pressure relief valve.
Addition of a manual pressure relief valve.
Addition of four permanently mounted, 3%'' diameter swivel casters.
Addition of four removable, 3%" diameter swivel
casters. Also available in kit form P/N 1490-0913.
Addition of two aluminum hat-section skids to the
case bottom.
Addition of lift rings to either side of the case.

$70
$20
$10

$40

$55
$30
$15

Accessories
9211-1164 3% H (88.1 mm) Drawer with ball bearing
$170
slides.
9211-1165 5'/4 H (132.6 mm) Drawer with ball bearing
$180
slides.
9211-1166 7 H (177 mm) Drawer with ball bearing
$190
slides.
0950-0122 AC power receptacle strip with four outlets
mounted on bottom rear of inner rack frame. Power
cord 1 m (3.3') long, NEMA connectors.
$22.50
9211-1173 Pair T-Bar instrument support brackets.
$25
1490-0913 Caster kit, four removable 3%" (88.9 mm)
$55
swivel casters.
On special order, complete transportable field instrument groups
can be assembled to suit individual requirements. On request, cases
can be fabricated that meet the environmental requirements of Military Specifications.

I

TRANSCEIVER TEST EQUIPMENT

I

Automatic transceiver test system
Model 89506

Designed for AM, FM and OM transceivers from 2 t o

1000 MHz

e

The H P 8950B Transceiver Test System will automatically test
AM and FM communications transceivers over the frequency range
of 2 to 1000 MHz. I t is nearly ideal for production line testing, R&D
evaluation, quality assurance testing, incoming inspection, and user
maintenance of many transceivers. An H P 9825A Calculator controls the stimulus and measurement capabilities of the system via the
H P Interface Bus (HP-IB).
Several new instruments have been incorporated in the 8950B to
offer improved performance. A new multimeter with rms detector
and increased speed has reduced transceiver test time typically by
20%. A new counter provides direct count to 1300 MHz and a new
power supply provides current or voltage programmability. These
changes demonstrate the ease of system improvement offered thru
HB-IB as new and better equipment becomes available.
Speed
Using the 8950B system, transceiver test time can typically be
reduced by a factor of 10 or more, resulting in greatly increased
productivity. For example, the system can perform a typical set of
tests on a mobile radio in about 2 minutes, while a manually operated setup would require about 20 minutes.

Ideal for testing citizens’ band, aircraft communication,
tractical and FM mobile radios.
Measures up to 100 watts transmitting power

Accuracy
Operation of the 8950B under calculator can offer better accuracy
than a manual system. By automatically applying previously measured calibrations factors, repeatable system errors such as frequency response and insertion loss can be virtually eliminated.
Data presentation
The 9285A calculator includes a small thermal printer adequate
for writing software or for short message printouts. Both the 9871A
Character Impact Printer (Option 001) and the 9866B Thermal
Printer are systems compatible to provide more sophisticated printouts.
A flexible HP-I6 system
HP-IB interconnection insures that your 8950B will not become
obsolete in the near future: as new and more advanced instrumentation is offered, your system can easily be updated to include added
measurement capability. The 8950B employs general purpose, offthe-shelf instruments except for the 8951B System Interface. This
means you may already be using nearly identical instruments in your
measurements; therefore, test results will be directly comparable
and operation and maintenance will be simplified.

TEST EQUIPMENT
‘ TELECOMMUNICAT10MS
General information: data and voice testing

Data and voice testing
There are a wide variety of tests which
can be made on a data communications system. Depending on the point in the system
at which the tests are made, quite different
philosophies and techniques apply. These
group conveniently into three areas; data
domain, time domain and frequency domain. Data domain tests are concerned with
the flow of digital information within the
data communications systems. Time domain
DATA

change with time. Intermittent problems are
very difficult and time consuming to troubleshoot in any system. The size and complexity of a data tommunication system aggravates the problems.
Even private leased lines are in a constant
state of flux. When a trunk goes down for
testing or repair, a new trunk will be
patched in with different parameters. This
constant change requires more frequent testing.

TIME

MODEM

1
HP16WA

HP 355 I A
HP 4940A
HP 377OA/B
HP 4942A

I

HP 1645A

Figure 1. The three domains of data communication instrumentation.

includes common digital tests, such as Bit
Error Rate. Frequency domain tests are
made on the analog transmission line, for
example, group delay response.
Data communications troubleshooting involves some unique testing problems that
are different from the testing done on traditional equipment. The individual tests and
parameters are simple because of the low
bandwidths (about 3 kHz) and modest
signal-to-noiseratios (about 24 dB). The difficulty comes from the complex interrelationships of these simple parameters. For
example, how does envelope delay distortion of the line (Figure 2) affect the digital
error rate of a modem (Figure 3), and how
does that affect the throughput of the computing system? The mathematical relationship between these simple parameters is
very difficult to understand for terrestial
data links. And, it is only one of many relationships that have to be understood when
troubleshooting a data communication system.
Data communication systems require extensive handshaking between machines and
across the different domains. Handshake
problems are difficult to locate because they
are transient and because each machine
alone will usually test good. It is very difficult to isolate the handshake problem to
one interface.
The geographic size and multitude of subsystems in a telecommunication system
make it vulnerable to intermittent and transient impairments as well as degradation and

Data domain
Logic State Analyzers are capable of
trapping and displaying both serial and
parallel digital data in their natural binary
forms. They are useful for monitoring serial
data out of the modem, parallel data on the
information bus, and both serial and parallel
data within the Data Terminal Equipment.
The logic analyzer can trigger on the sync
word of the serial bit stream and display the
subsequent bytes of data. The instrument
can delay from the sync point and display
data far removed from the sync character.
Digital memory allows easy examination of
transient messages common in data communications.
Parallel data analysis can be used to
examine data on the RS232lV24 bus between the data terminal equipment and the
modem. The trigger word can be used to
start the display on important signals (e.g.
request-to-send or received-line-signaldetcct). The display can be used to monitor,
simultaneously, activity on the other lines of
the bus.
Before a link can pass data, the subsystems must ‘handshake” with each other to
establish a continuous synchronized link.
The data terminal equipment turns on the
modem transmit carrier by raising requestto-send. The modem will allow time for
training sequences, echoes and receiver
squelches before replying with a clear-tosend to the computer. The 10235A Interface
cover is designed to monitor both standard
and new handshake sequences on the terminal interface.

Digital measurements-time
domain
Data Error Analyzers are used to monitor
the quality of both the modem and transmission facility. They provide more information about the modem and transmission
line than Logic State Analyzers, but no information about the Data Terminal Equipment which they replace.
The overall quality of the link is indicated
by its Bit Error Rate. A good link will have a
errors per bit.
error rate better than 1 x
This measurement will include the effect of
both transmission line impairments and the
modem’s ability to overcome them. Modems vary widely in their sensitivity to line
impairments. Low speed (less than 300 bps)
and adaptively equalized modems are less
sensitive than high speed (more than 4800
bps) and nonadaptively equalized modems.
Since data communication systems
transmit data and control errors in blocks,
these instruments also measure Block Error
Rate. Bit Error Rate and Block Error Rate
can be used together to examine the statistics of the error mechanism. If the Bit Error
Rate and Block Error Rate are both high,
the impairment is random and probably due
to noise. If the Bit Error Rate is high but the
Block Error Rate is low, the impairment is
more sporadic. This happens when lines are
switched, sync is temporarily lost or impulse
noise is too high.
Error rates are qualitative checks of the
data communication system which can be
made in a few minutes. If the system is bad,
diagnostic measurements are provided to
help isolate the problem. Dropouts, clock
slips, error skew, jitter and total peak distortion indicate some of the problems that can
occur on a link. These measurements are
made simultaneously with the error rate
measurements and can be printed on in automatic, unattended mode if desired.
These instruments are available in programmable versions for fully automatic system maintenance and checkout.
Catastrophic failures can usually be found
with self tests and loop back switches built
into the Data Terminal Equipment and
Modem. A Transmission Test Set can find
catastrophic failures of the transmission
line. Logic Analyzers and Data Error
Analyzers can find catastrophic failures
that are not illuminated by internal self tests.
Degradations of the modem or transmission line are more difficult to find and require more extensive test equipment. The
most common degradation is an excessive
error rate due to line impairments or a faulty
modem.
The transmission line will have a set of
steady state impairments (e.g., amplitude
distortion, envelope delay distortion, nonlinear distortion, and frequency offset which
smear the modem’s symbols and make them
harder to separate in the modem receiver).
The line will also have random impairments
(e.g., message circuit noise, impulse noise,
phase jitter, phase and gain hits which can
temporarily push the symbols into the wrong
slot, causing a digital error).

Line impairments-frequency
domain
Transmission Line Analyzers and Transmission Impairment Measuring Sets (TIMS)
are used to measure the transmission distortion parameters that cause the modems to
have a high bit error rate. These distortion
parameters fall into two main types:
steady-state and transient. These transmission parameter measurements are made on
the telephone plant facilities. Because they
are frequency domain measurements, they
do not provide information about the data or
time domain. In most cases, these transmission parameter measurements conform to
C C I n or Bell standards , . . both in their
results and in the methods used.
Typically, a telephone line is conditioned
for a given data rate, thereby limiting the
distortion allowed. The total line capability
can be assessed if three line characteristics
are established:
(a) effective channel bandwidth as given by
the attenuation and delay distortion
(b) net-circuit loss
(c) noise
The attenuation and delay distortions impose an upper limit to data transmission
speed and reduce the noise margin to errors
generated. The net circuit loss and noise affect the signal-to-noise margin. Noise includes both steady-state background noise
and transient noise which includes impluse
noise, gain and phase hits and drop-outs.
Measurements
There is a major difference in testing
above and below 2000 bps. Below 2000 bps,
modems are asynchronous and usually frequency shift keyed (FSK). These modems
are not as sensitive to line impairements and
can be maintained most of the time with
simple test equipment like H P 3551A and
3555B. The digital measurements can all be
made by the H P 1645A which is capable of
either asynchronous or synchronous testing.
Data rates higher than 2000 bps are accomplished by transmitting more bits per
symbol. This requires a synchronous
modem of more sophisticated design. These
modems, especially at 7200 and %00 bps,
are sensitive to channel impairments. Bell
modems usually are phase shift keying
(PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM). Also used are pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and AM single sideband (SSB) modems.
Only the Logic State Analyzers are capable of on-line testing with data traffic. The
Data Error Analyzers and Transmission
Test Sets generally require that the line be
taken out of service and tested at each end
with a compatible test set. These test sets
require a known stimulus for all measurements except signal level and message circuit noise.
The majority of data networks are duplex

(two way) because of the necessity for error
control schemes that require a reply (ACK
or NAK) from the nominal receiver. Because of this, the testing must be done near
to far and far to near to verify that both directions of the line are working.
There usually must be an identical or
equivalent test set on each end of the line
(4940/4940 or 1645/1645)and a technician to
operate the set in each direction. The 4942A
and 3770B use a microprocessor to achieve
master-slave operation so that only one
technician is required.
Sometimes lines can be looped around at
the far end to eliminate the extra technician
and test set. In the laboratory, this is always
true for half duplex testing of experimental
equipment. In the field, however, the loop
around causes twice the length of line to be
tested, so the parameters are relative. . not absolute, and not tariffed.
Some modems are capable of gain restoration in loop around to avoid an unrealistic
extra 16 dB loss. Digital loop around can be
accomplished at the terminal interface or in
software in the DTE.
The 494QA is capable of measuring all the
tariffed impairments in the U.S. The 3770B measures in one combined unit all of the maintenance
parameters laid down in CCI'lT recommendation
M. 1060, P53A, and V55.The 1645A is capable
of synchronous measurements according to both
Bell and CCITT specifications. There is some
overlapping of the frequency domain measurements. A 3551A might be used to make simple
measurements on a synchronous circuit and a
4940A might be used to investigatedifficultproblems on a low speed asynchronous circuit.
The choice between digital and frequency measurements djepends on the application. A telephone company may not have accessto or responsibility for the digital side of the modem, so
frequency measurements would be best. A data
communication end-user interested in goho-go
testing can make them fastest with a digital measurement of bit error rate or data characters. Since
malfunctionsknow no boundaries, it is important
that the test equipment fit the problem.
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Figure 2. Advanced test sets like the
4940A, 4942A, and 3770AlB can measure
envelope delay distortion.
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Figure 3. This classicial performance
characteristic of a modem shows where
three types of equipment can contribute.
Data error analyzers, like the 1645A, can
measure bit-error-rate (BER) in the time
domain. Simple transmission test sets,
like the 3551A, can measure signal-tonoise ratio in the frequency domain. Advanced test sets like the 3770A/B, 4940A,
and 4942A can measure important envelope delay distortion (EDD). Further the
4940A measures non-linear distortion
(NLD).
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Figure 4. Where to use the various HP instruments in a data communication system.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Six simultaneous, automatic data measurements
Models 1645A & 10235A

1645A

Direct reading, autoranged indications are displayed on an LED
readout. Handshake signals conforming to CCITT convention
are included for operation through any modem system.
1645A Description
Hewlett-Packard's Model 1645A Data Error Analyzer quickly
isolates data communications link problems through six simultaneous measurements. During tests, the 1645A can be left totally unattended because it automatically maintains synchronization even in
the presence of dropouts. And for added convenience, the 1645A
can be equipped with a printer for hard-copy, permanent recordings
of long tests.
Bit-error and block-error rate tests are autoranged and displayed
directly on an LED readout, there is no need to perform any calculation. Additionally, the 1645A measures jitter or total peak distortion
(the sum effect ofjitter and bias), counts the number of times camer
loss or dropouts occur, measures data-error skew and counts the
number of clock slips resulting from phase hits on the link or modem
sync problems.
With all these measurements made during the same test interval,
you'll know precisely what is causing your problems in modems,
data channels, complete communications systems.
10235A Interface cover
The 10235A Interface Cover is designed for troubleshooting problems on the RS-232C interface bus. The most common problems
such as wrong voltages and excessive turnaround times, which most
commonly occur during installation, are easily pinpointed with the
measurement capability of the interface cover.
Measurements include time interval, voltage measurements,
audio monitoring, data set control signal monitoring, and the ability
to send control signals to the data sets. This measurement capability
can be easily patched through the 25 x 25 pin matrix to every pin of
the RS232C interface for complete testing.
The programmable matrix has the 25 pins of the RS-232C interface (modem and business machine) connected to the columns along
with most of the RS-232C conductors from the 1645A to the modem.
Several important signals, send data, receive data, transmit clock
and receive clock, are separated and applied to the matrix rows for
manual manipulation by the technician.

The most important row outputs are T P l and TP2 which are
connected to the time interval circuits for measuring the interval
between signals occurring on two different leads in the matrix. The
interval timer measures the time while a visual indication of which
lead changed state first is supplied by LED's connected to T P l and
TP2. This permits accurate timing measurements of important signals such as turnaround time between Request to Send and Clear to
Send responses. Test points 1 and 2 may also be monitored with the
built-in loudspeaker. For maximum flexibility the voltmeter can be
connected through jumper leads to TP1, TP2, or TP3 of the matrix
to any of the 25 input leads. The external inputs also allow external
voltage measurements such as telephone line signal levels.
Control information can also be exchanged between the 10235A
and the data set by using any of the eight data set control switches.
In addition control signals from the data set can be monitored
through the matrix on the eight control signal indicators.
Interfaces
For versatility in design and troubleshooting, both CCITT V24
(RS-232C) levels and TTL levels are available in the 1645A. TTL
levels are through front panel BNC connectors. Interfacing with
standard RS-232C systems is through a rear panel 25 pin connector.
The system interface, including connector, is contained on one circuit card which is easily replaced for other interfaces. The Model
10388A interface card and cable is for modems conforming to
CCITT V35 (W.E. Type 306) high speed modems. The Model
10387A interface is for type 303 wideband modems. Interfacing with
modems conforming to MIL- 188C standards is available on special
order. A breakout box, Model 10389A for RS-232C systems, is
available as a convenient method of opening interconnecting lines.
Test points on each side of the switch permits monitoring of signal
levels, or with jumper leads offer a convenient method of matching
different system installations.
For communications companies that need to test both low and
high speed systems the 16458 offers a complete data transmission
test set. The test set includes a 1645A Data Error Analyzer with
RS-232C interface; 10235A Interface Cover; CCITT V 35 and Type
303 interface with matching cables; Model 10389A RS-232C breakout box with cable; and two accessory pouches. The 1645A in this
system incorporates a wider phase lock loop capture range which
allows receiver lock-on to PRBS signals of other units that do not
have crystal controlled transmitters for end-to-end testing. The
16453 includes two diode and two resistor pins for the 10235A matrix. This complete test system offers eight basic data communication measurements plus audio which is capable of detecting malfunctions ranging from crossed wires to intersymbol interference in a
wide range of data communications systems.

...

Bit rate
Internal
Transmitter bits per secod: selectable 75, 150, 200, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600.
Crystal frequency: 5.75 MHz ?0.03%, <0.01% jitter.
Receiver with bit synchronizer: same as internal transmitter.
External: transmitter and receiver, to 5 MHz.
Data outputslinputs
Front panel
Input: data input requires TTL levels; max input 5.5 V.
Outputs: receiver sync, transmitter sync, and event at TTL
levels; data output is >2 V into 50 ohms; jitter/total peak is 1 V
p-p for each 10% of p-p distortion from waveform causing distortion.
Rear panel
Inputs: backward channel data, external transmitter and receiver
clock require TTL levels; max input 5.5 V.
Outputs: bits lost at TTL levels; internal transmitter clock is >2
V into 50 ohms.
Multipin connectors: 25 pin female connector for interfacing with
standard RS-232C communications systems. 36 pin female printer
output at TTL levels in BCD 8421 code.
General
Power: 115 or 230 V ac, 48 to 440 Hz, 150 VA max.
Operating environment: temperature, 0 to + 5 5 T (+32"F to
+ 130°F); humidity, to 95% relative humidity at +40"C (+ 104'F);
altitude, to 4600 rn (15 000 ft); vibration, vibrated in three planes for
15 min. each with 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) excursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
Dimensions: 133 H x 425 W x 286 mm D (S1/4" X 163/4"X 1 11/4").
Weight: net, 8.2 kg (18 lb). Shipping, 10.9 kg (24 lb).
Accessories supplied: one 3 m (10 ft) RS-232C interconnecting
cable to connect the 1645A to the modem, connects to 10235A when
used in the 16458 configuration (HP P/N 01645-61605), one 2.3 m
(7.5 ft) 3 wire power cord (HP P/N 8120-1378); one Operating and
Service Manual.

1645A Indicators and controls
Indicators
Out of lock; received data inverted; bit error; carrier loss; clock slip;
block error; data set ready (DSR); clear to send (CTS); loss of data;
test on.
Selector switchesClock; pattern; data/data; exponent range; singlekycle (printer);
DTR/RTS/backward channel; start/stop; off/loop; off/xmit errors;
off/filter; event, bit error, carrier loss, clock slip, block error, skew,
jittedtotal peak.

10235A Specifications
Time interval
Range: 999 ms full scale.
Resolution: 1 ms.
Accuracy: 22% of measured interval 2 1 count.
Start-Stop: T P l & TP2 input, LED indicates event start at TP1 or
TP2.

Input resistance: approx. 4 kR.
DC digital voltmeter
Ranges: 19.99 V, 199.9 V full scale.
Accuracv: ? 1% of reading, 2 1 count.
Digital units: 3% digits.
Input resistance: 1 MR.
Overload protection: to 1000 V.
General
Interface connectors: three 25 pin female connectors for connecting the 10235A to the 1645A, modem, and business machine. Interface conforms to RS-232C standard.
Power requirements: + I5 V to 25 V and - 15 V to -25 V supplied
by the 1645A.
Dimensions: 132 H x 399 W x 48 mm D (5.2" x 15.7" x 1.9").
Weight: net, 1.8 kg (4 Ib). Shipping, 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Accessories supplied: one 46 cm (18") RS-232C interconnecting
cable connects 10235A to 1645A (HP P/N 10235-61606);one 46 cm
(18") power cable connects to 1645A (HP P/N 10235-61602);one
accessory pouch, attaches to side of 1645A (HP P/N 1540-0385);
one Operating Note.
Indicator and control functions
Indicators: eight light emitting diodes (LED) provide logic HI or
LO indications for corresponding patch pins in the programming
matrix, +3 V lights LED.
Audio: built-in loudspeaker and volume control.
Control switches: eight switches supply control signals through the
program matrix to business machine/modem connectors. On is +5
V , O F F is - 5 V.
Price
Interfaces
Model 10387A for Type 303 modems (with cable)
$390
Model 10388A for CCITT V35 (with cable)
$290
Model 10389A Breakout Box (RS-232C) (with cible)
$165
MIL-STD-188C and other interfaces available on special order. Contact HP Field Engineer.
Accessories
Printer interconnecting cable: Model 10233A cable
connects the 1645A to HP Model 5055A or 5150A
printers; 36 pin male connector on one end and 50 pin
male connector on the other
Front panel cover: protects 1645A front panel during
transit and provides convenient carrying handle (HP
P/N 5060-8767). This cover is not needed when a
10235A Interface Cover is ordered with a 1645A, or
with a 16458 Data Transmission Test Set.
Ordering information
1645A Data Error Analyzer
Opt 908: includes rack mounting kit
Opt 910: additional set of manuals
10235A Interface Cover
1645s Data Communications Test Set*
Opt 910: additional set of manuals
'Includes 10387A, 10388A, 10389A, and interconnecting cables

$50

$80

$2300
add $10
add $15.50
$1000
$4100
add $25

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Amplitudeldelay distortion analyzer; Telephone line analyzer
Models 3770A, 3770B

3770A & 37708
Delay and Attenuation Distortion measurements
Compatible with CCITT Recommendation 0.81
Rugged, portable, and really easy to use

3770A

Description
The HP 3770A and 3770B are designed for audio data line characterization to CCITT standards. The 3770A measures the basic
parameters affecting data lines. The 3770B makes, in one combined
unit, all of the routine maintenance measurements listed in CCITT
Recommendation M.1060 for high speed data lines. This indudes
the measurements performed by the 3770A.
The 3770A measures group delay, attenuation distortion, and absolute level in the frequency range 200 Hz to 20 kHz. It has automatic ranging, zeroing, and synchronization, with simultaneous
LED readout of measurement result and frequency. The sender and
receiver are combined in a single, rugged, portable unit.
The 3770B, in addition, measures weighted noise, noise-withtone, and impulse noise. Further, an optional slave facility for group
delay and attenuation distortion measurements allows the measurement results for both directions of transmission on a 4-wire circuit to
be displayed at one end of the circuit. Also, the measurements in
both directions can be controlled from one end of the circuit, leaving
the slave unit unattended.
The 3770A and 3770B both have X-Yrecorder outputs to enable a
permanent swept record of the measurements to be made. A suitable
portable X-Y recorder can be supplied as an option. Pre-printed
graph paper showing CCITT limits for group delay and attenuation
distortion measurements can also be supplied.
Both instruments also have a built-in telephone facility to allow
voice communication in a 2- or 4-wire mode over the line or lines
under test. An integral loudspeaker allows the operator to monitor
either the receiver input or sender output.
Measurement principles
For group delay and attenuation distortion measurements, the
operation of the 3770A and 3770B is compatible with CCITT Recommendation 0.81.With this method, the sender generates a camer
signal which switches between the reference and measuring frequencies at a rate of 4.166 Hz. The composite signal is amplitude
modulated by a 41.66 Hz sinewave and transmitted through the
channel to be analyzed. The relative group delay of the channel at
the two frequencies is measured by comparing the delay of the envelope recovered during the measuring period with that recovered
during the reference period. The relative attenuation measurement
is made by comparing the amplitude of the two envelopes.
The receiver can measure the absolute level of either the measuring or reference camer within the range -50 to +10 dBm. As the

3770B only
Makes all the maintenance measurements listed in
CCITT Recommendation M.1060
Optional slaving facilities

37708

sender output is calibrated in dBm, this measurement allows the
absolute loss of the transmission path to be calculated. In addition to
normal operation, absolute level measurements can be made using a
pure tone.
4.16Hr I

I

Reference Carrier

141.6HzModulation

7

L

166Hz Mddulation

I

TRANSMITTER O/P SIGNAL

Background noise can be measured in two ways with the 3770B:
weighted noise measurements, and weighted noise-with-tone measurements. Weighted noise measurements are made in accordance
with CCITT Recommendation P.53A. The input is applied t o a
psophometric (or telephone) weighting filter and then the power is
measured using a true rms detector. The filter simulates the combined characteristics of a telephone handset and a human ear, and is
used to make the noise reading correspond to the subjective effect of
the noise on the human ear. Also available with the 3770B is a 3 kHz
flat filter which gives the noise power in the channel without
psophometric weighting. In the weighted noise-with-tone mode, the
3770B measures the background noise while a 1004 Hz tone is
applied to the channel. This is particularly important with, for
example, PCM channels where the noise measurement would be
inaccurate unless the channel is loaded. At the receiver, the 1004 Hz
tone is filtered out before the noise power is measured.
The impulse noise measurement is compatible with CCITT Recommendation V.55. Impulsed noise can be caused by switching,
lightning, etc., and is characterized by large spikes exceeding the
normal background noise level. It is measured by counting the
number of spikes which exceed a given threshold level. In the
3770B, the threshold level is adjustable in 1 dB steps over the range 0
to -49 dB, where 0 dB corresponds to 1.1 V (the peak voltage of a 0
dBm sinewave into
is 1.1 V). Pulses exceeding the threshold
and of greater than Sops duration are counted; pulses of less than 20
ps duration are not. Also, there is a dead time of approximately 125
ms during which further impulses are not counted.
The specifications which follow apply to both the 3770A and
3770B, unless otherwise stated.

r

Receiver
Maximum Error of
Attenuation in the
range 0 to +40 dB

Receive level Range within which
both Measurement and Reference
carrier levels are contained

5 to 40°C
+10 to-20 dBm
-20 to-30 dBm
-30 to-40 dBm
-40to-50dBm

Sender
Max.
Error

Noise-with-tone (37708 only) as for weighted noise, except:
Measurement range: 0 to -80 dBm.
Tone frequency: 1004 Hz.
Impulse noise (37708 only)
Threshold: single level, adjustable in 1 dB steps from 0 to -49 dB
(0 dB is equivalent to 1.1 V).
Dead time: 125 225 ms.
Method: compatible with CCITT Recommendation V.55.
Slave facility (optional--37708 only)
Modes: remote control, and remote retransmission. Slaving
applies to group delay and attenuation distortion measurements
only.
Remote control; the master unit controls the measurement and
reference frequencies of the slave unit.
Remote retransmission: the slave returns the group delay and
attenuation distortion information to the master for display and recording.
General
x 13” x 22”).
Size: 200 H x 330 W x 560 mm D (79/1~”
Weight: 3770A, 12 kg (26.5 Ib); 3770B, 14 kg (30.9 Ib).
Temperature ranges: operating: 0°C to 50°C unless otherwise
specified; storage: -40°C to 75°C.
Supply voltages: 115 V ac + 10 -22% or 230 V ac + 10 - 18%; 48 to
66 Hz.
Power consumption: 3770A, 75 VA; 3770B, 100 VA.
3770A Options
Opt 001: send level range extended to -49 to + 10 dBm.
Opt 002: loop holding provided for sender output and receiver input.
Maximum dc loop holding current: 100 mA.
Voltage drop at maximum current: approximately 12 V.
Dynamic output impedance: approximately 50 kR.
Opt 005: tone blanking.
Range: two bands in the range 0.2 to 9.9 kHz.
Range limits: any multiple of 100 Hz.
Frequency range blanked (kHz): Option number specifies
range.
kHz
Opt kHz
Opt kHz
Opt
0.4 to 0 . 6 1 1 7 2.0 to 2.4-104
2.8 to 3.2-110
0.5 to 0.7-101
2.1 to 2.5-105
3.0 to 3.4-111
2.2 to 2 . 6 1 0 6 3.2 to 3.6-112
0.6 to 0.9-102
0.8 to 1.2-115
2.3 to 2.7-107
3.4 to 3.&113
1.4 to 1.8-116
2.4 to 2.8-108
3.6 to 4.0-114
1.9 to 2.2-103
2.6 to 3.0-109
Other ranges available on request. Quote Option 100 instead of the
above numbers, and specify the required frequency ranges.
In-lid operating instructions: English-std;
German-Option
031; French-Option 032; Italian-Option 033; Spanish-Option.
034.
Opt 040: suitable portable X-Y Recorder in carrying case. Preprinted graph paper showing CCITT limits also availableAmplitude Distortion (9280-0403), Delay Distortion (9280-0402).
Opt 061 : rack mount version.
Opt 910: additional set of manuals.
37708 Options
When ordering a 3770B, select O N E option from the table below
(Le. select the standard instrument ORone option). This completely
specifies the measurements selected. Note that group delay, attenuation distortion and absolute level measurement facilities are provided with ALL instruments.

0 to 5PC

Sender

Receiver

Sender

Receiver

2 0 . 2 dB
50.2 dB
2 0 . 3 dB
+0.5dB

?0.2 dB

50.2 dB
5 0 . 3 dB
5 0 . 4 dB
50.5dB.

50.3 dB
t 0 . 5 dB
20.8 dB
51.6 dB

5 0 . 4 dB

50.7 dB
5 1 . 2 dB

.

Opt 012: loop holding-see 3770A Options for specifications.
Tone Blanking: ranges and range limits as for 3770A. Other options

(In-lid instructions, X-Y recorder, rack mount version, and additional manuals) as for 3770A.
Ordering information
Price
3770A AmplitudelDelay Distortion Analyzer
$6500
3770B Telephone Line Analyzer
$1445

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT

1

15 Hz to 50 kHz selective voltmeter

I

Model 3581C

@

Voice grade testing
Wideband data circuit testing
Single frequency interference
Spectrum analysis

Description
The 358 1C Selective Voltmeter has found wide application in testing special service circuits in both inside and outside plant maintenance. The 3581C is used to do spectrum analysis, measure nonlinear distortion (harmonic distortion) and to locate and measure
unwanted spurious and induced tones. The unit can be operated
from ac line or from optional internal batteries.

Dynamic range >80 dB.
Nolse level

120

Specifications
Frequency range: 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Display: 5 digit LED readout. Resolution: 1 Hz. Accuracy: k 3 Hz.
Typical stability: 210 Hzlhr. after 1 hour. k 5 Hz/"C.
Automatic frequency control (AFC), hold-in range: k800 Hz.
Pull-in range: >5 x bandwidth for 3 Hz to 100 Hz bandwidth; >800
Hz for 300 Hz bandwidth for full-scale signal.
Lock frequency: center of passband 2 1 Hz.
Amplitude
Instrument range
Linear: 30 V to 100 nV full scale.
Log: +30 dBm or dBV to -150 dBm or dBV.
Amplitude accuracy:'
Log
Linear
15 Hz-50 kHz, frequency response
k0.4dB
&4%
Switching between bandwidths
k0.5dB
k5%
Amplitude display
22dB
22%
Input attenuator
k0.3dB
+3%
Amplitude reference level
(IF Attenuator)
+lo%
k 1 dB
Most sensitive range
TldB
*3%
All other ranges

'Note: these specifications cover the full temperaturefrequencyand amplitude range, and represent
worst case. Accuracy I S significantly better for measurements not at the extremes.
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Noise sldebands: greater than 70 dB below CW signal. 10
bandwidths away from signal.
1F feedthrough: input level 210 V: -60 dB; input level: < l o V:
-70 dB.
Spurious responses: >80 dB below input reference level.
Line related spurious: >80 dB below input reference level or - 140
dBV (0.1pV) or -90 dBm on 3581C in balanced terminated mode.
Zero beat response: >30 dB below full scale at 25°C 25°C. >15
dB for 0°C to 55°C.
Smoothing: 3 position, rolloff is a function of BW.
Overload indicator: this LED warns of possible input amplifier
overloading.

Uncal indicator: the vairiable input attenuator may he set to posi.
When
. . this
tions between steps. TIlis is useful for scaling. signals.
feature is being used, the Uncal indicator clearly shows the instrument is not on a standard setting.
Meter scales taut band with mirror backing:
0 dB to -90 dB
Log
0 dB to -10 dB
0 to 1
0 to 3.2
Calibrator: the 10 kHz
along with the 10 kHz c
This calibrates the circi
accuracy of f1.5% at fi

Meter

Scale
Buttons
Volts

900R
dBm/LIN

dB
9000

dBmlLlN

Terminated

Bridging

Unbalanced

Input impedance 900
0. Reads volts on volt
scales of meter. 1 V
rms input gives 1V
rms on meter.

Input impedance 10
kR. Reads volts on
volt scales of meter.
1 V rms input gives 1
V rms on meter.

Input impedance 1
MR. Reads volts on
volt scales of meter.
1 V rms input gives 1
V rms on meter.

Input impedance
9000. Reads dBm
9 0 0 0 on dB scales
of meter. 0.949 V rms
inpout gives 0 dB
reading on meter.

Input impedance 10
k 0 . 9 0 0 n termination
necessary to be
calibrated with a
source that has 9 0 0 0
output impedance.
0,949 V rms in ut
gives 0 dB rea&ng on
meter.

Volts
6000ldBm

dB
6000ldBm

Input impedance 1

Ma.9OOntermination
necessary to be
calibrated with a
source that has 9 0 0 0
output impedance.
0,949 V rms in ut
gives 0 dB r e a t n g on
meter.

Not a valid combination.
Input impedance 600
0. Reads dBm 6 0 0 0
on dB scales of
meter. 0.775 V rms
input gives 0 dB
reading on meter.

Input impedance 10
kR. Termination
necessaly to be calibrated with a source
that has 6000 output
impedance. 0.775 V
rms input gives 0 dB
reading on meter.

Input impedance 1

Ma. Termination

necessary to be calibrated wit a source
that has 6\00 output
impedance. 0.775 V
rms input gives 0 dB
reading on meter.

Unbalanced (UNBAL)
impedance: 1 M N 4 0 pF.
Max. input level: 35 V rms or 2100 V dc.
+30 dBm to -10 dBm sensitivity: 100 V rms or +lo0 V dc.
-20 dBm to -70 dBm sensitivity: 50 V r‘ms or *lo0 V dc.
Baiancedlbridged (BRDG)

....

__

Imnarlrnce:
kn.
---..--. 10 ----.

Max. input level: 35 V rms or *lo0 dc.
Frequency response: 40 Hz-20 kHz, k0.5 dBm for signals <20

dBm.
Dynamic range: 80 dB for signals <O dBm and >lo0 Hz.

ridging.
g

32.
-input is transformer
Ilrrbnlllti
uUrpUL
n.lVn.. ,FO or tracking oscillator output).
Restored output
Range: 0 to 2 V rms.
Frequency response; +3% 15 Hz to 50 kHz.
Frequency accuracy: f 1 Hz relative to center of filter.
impedance: 600R
Total harmonic and spurious content: (for tracking generator
output) >40 dB below 1 V rms signal level.
LO output: 100 mV signal from 1 MHz to 1.5 MHz as input is tuned
from 0 to 50 kHz.
Output connector: WECO 310, for connection to tracking
generator output or restored output. In addition to monitoring restored output with headphones, an internal speaker also provides an
audio indication of signal content.
Restored and tracking generator
Output impedance: 6000 balanced.
Frequency response: f0.5 dB 100 Hz to 20 kHz.
X-Y recorder analog outputs
Vertical: 0 to + 5 V *2.5%.
Horizontal: 0 to +5 V f2.5%.
impedance: 1 kR.
Pen lift: contact closure to ground during sweep.
General
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 55°C.
Humidity: 95% relative, maximum at 40°C.
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V, 220 V, 240 V +5% -lo%, 10
VA typical, 48 Hz to 66 Hz.
Size: 412.8 H x 203.2 W x 285.8 mm D (16%’‘ x 8” x 11%”).
Weight: 11.5 kg (23 Ib); Option 001, 13.5 kg (30 lb).
Accessory available: 7035B Option 20, X-Y recorder.
Option 001 battery: used to make floating measurements or to
break ground loops; 12 hours from full charge; 12 hours to fully
charge. The internal battery is protected from deep discharge by an
automatic turn-off.
Ordering information
Price
3581C Selective Voltmeter
$3500
add $385
Opt 001: Battery Pack
add $1770
70358 Opt 020: X-Y Recorder

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission test sets
Models 3551A 8, 3552A
Voice grade testing
Data circuit testing

3551A
(North American)

w

3552A

(ccln)

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 3551A (North American Measurement Standard) and 3552A (CCITT) Transmission Test Sets are rugged, portable and ideally suited for measurements on voice, program and data
circuits up to 50 kb/s.
These four-function test sets are capable of measuring tone level,
noise level, and frequency, while simultaneously sending tone. Both
level and frequency are fully autoranging.
A normal sampling of IO/second in tone level and frequency allows a “direct feel” between an adjustment and the ensuing reading.
In addition, a damped sample rate of 2/second is useful when reading noisy signals. The digital LED (Light Emitting Diode) readout
displays either the level or frequency of the input or output regardless of terminal function selected.
Appropriate resolution, time constant and sample rate are automatically provided to simplify operation for the user.
These test sets can measure both two-wire and four-wire balanced
circuits. Impedances of 135, 600, and 900 ohms can be selected on
the 3551A; impedances of 150, 600, and 900 ohms are available on
the 3552A. In addition, the receiver may be either terminated or
bridged.
The test sets may be powered by either ac line or internal rechargeable batteries and are suited for both inside and outside plant
maintenance.
A full wave average detector is used for tone level measurements.
Automatic ranging eliminates the need to set attenuators and thus
reduces the possibility of errors due to faulty calculations. Direct

digital readout gives a 0.1 dB resolution over the entire 85 dB
dynamic range.
For frequency measurements, a four-digit autoranging frequency
counter is provided. The readout is calibrated in kHz and features 1
Hz resolution from 40 Hz to 10 kHz and 10 Hz resolution from 10
kHz to 60 kHz. The decimal point is automatically positioned to
avoid the possibility of errors due to overflow of the four digits.
Noise measurements are made with a QUASI RMS detector and
displayed in dBrn on the 3551A and dBm on the 3552A, with 1.0 dB
resolution. Display rate is slowed to 2 per second to provide analog
feel of slowly changing noise levels. Both test sets have the capability of measuring noise-with-tone, message circuit noise, and noiseto-ground. Four switch selectable weighting networks are provided;
C-message, Program, 3 kHz, and 15 kHz Flat in the 3551A; and
Telephone (Psophometric), Programme, 3 lcHz Flat and 15 kHz Flat
in the 3552A. In the noise-with-tone position, a notch is inserted
before the selected weighting network.
Send oscillator covers a frequency range of 40 Hz to 60 kHz in
three bands; 40 H z to 1 kHz, 200 Hz to 6 kHz and 2 kHz to 60 kHz.
The output level is continuously variable from +10 dBm to -60
dBm.
In addition, a fixed position is provided to be used as the holding
tone when making a noise-with-tone measurement.
A convenient set of clip-on dial terminals for connecting a lineman’s handset is provided. This allows a line connection to be dialed
up and then held in an off-hook (busy) condition while making either
receive or send measurements on a two-wire wet line.

3551A Noise measurements

Specifications, Model 3551A & 3552A
Receiver
Level Measurements
Frequency range: 40 Hz to 60 kHz.
Dynamic range: + I 5 dBm to -70 dBm.
Resolution: 0.1 dB.
Sample rate: lO/second normal, 2hecond damped.
Detector type: average responding.
Accuracy: at 25°C 2 IO'C, temperature coefficient: 20.005 dB/"C
beyond this range.
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Dynamic range
Message circuit noise: 0 dBrn to +85 dBm.
Noise-with-tone: 10 dBrn to +85 dBrn.
Noise-to-ground: 40 dBrn to + 125 dBm.
Resolution: 1 dB.
Sample rate: 2/second.
Detector type: Quasi-RMS responding.
Accuracy
Message circuit noise: 2 1 dB (+20 dBrn to +85 dBm). 2 2 dB (0
dBrn to +20 dBm).
Noise-with-tone: 2 1 dB (+20dBm to +85 dBrn). +2 dB ( + I O dBrn
to +20 dBm).
Noise-to-ground: 21 dB (+60 dBm to +I25 dBrn). a 2 dB (+40
dBrn to +60 dBm).
Weighting filters: C-message, 3 kHz flat, 15 kHz flat, program.

3552A Noise measurements

m

I

Dynamic range
Message circuit noise: -90 dBm to -5 dBm.
Noise-with-tone: -80 dBm to -5 dBm.
Noise-to-ground: -50 dBm to +35 dBm.
Resolution: 1 dB.
Sample rate: 2/second.
Detector type: Quasi-RMS responding.
Accuracy
Message circuit noise: ? I dB (-70dBm to - 5 dBm). 2 2 dB (-90
dBm to -70 dBm).
Noise-with-tone: ? 1 dB (-70 dBm to -5 dBm). 5 2 dB (-80 dBrn
to -70 dBm).
Noise-to-ground: 2 1 dB (-30 dBm to +35 dBm). 2 2 dB (-50 dBm
to -30 dBm).
Weighting filters: Telephone (CCITT Psophometric), 3 kHz flat,
15 kHz flat, Programme.
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FREQUENCY
40Hz
+IO

I k,Hz

100Hz

,0240
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4kHz

60LHZ

I
i05dB

-30

-TRANSMITTER ACCURACY NOT SPECIFIED BELOW 500Hz ON 135ROR
150ROUTPUT.

Monitor: built-in speaker, monitors received or transmitted signal.
Balanced impedances: 135R, 6000, 9OOR (3551A).
Balanced impedances: 1500, 6000,9OOR (3552A).
Bridging loss: (0.2 dB.
Return loss: >30 dB.
Longitudinal balance: >60 dB at 6 kHz. >I26 dB at 50 Hz.
Hold circuit: 20 milliamps constant current. ~ 0 . dB
2 holding loss,
resistive fuse protection.
Inputloutput protection: blocks 300 V dc.
Maximum longitudinal voltage: 200 V rms.
Battery supply: >4 hours continuous operation on internal rechargeable batteries at 25°C. Battery drain is automatically turned
off when discharged below proper operating level. Complete recharge in 12 hours.
Power requirements: 100 V, 120 V , 220 V , 240 V 2 10%; 48 HZ to
440 Hz; 4 VA.
Temperature range: 0°C to 55"C, operating; -20°C to +66"C storage.
Relative humidity: 0 to 95% ( ~ 4 0 ° C ) .
Dimensions: 133 mm H x 343 mm W x 254 mm D (5%'' x 13%'' x
10").
Weight: net, 6.6 kg (13 Ib). Shipping. 7.3 kg (16 Ib).
Options
Price
add $75
C01-3551A, C01-3552A: 19 inch rack mount, ac
power only (no batteries)
H10-3551A: Extends frequency range to 85 kHz
add $300
Ordering information
3551A Transmission test set
$2000
3552A Transmission set (CCITT)
$2345

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST
Transmission & noise measuring set
Models 3555B & 3556A

Voice and carrier testing

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 3555B Transmission and Noise Measuring Set
is designed especially for telephone plant maintenance. It measures
attenuation, distortion, cross-talk coupling and noise. Weighting
networks comply with Bell System Technical Reference Publication
number 41009, and include C-message, 3 kHz, 15 kHz flat and program.
HP’s 3556A performs the same tasks as the 3555B. It also has
built-in weighting networks that comply with 1960 CCITT requirements, which include telephone (psophometric) 3 kHz flat, and 15
kHz flat, Programme (P53)weighting filters.
Operating instructions printed in the protective cover are available in different languages at no extra charge.
Complementary equipment for the 3555B is H P 236A Telephone
Test Oscillator (236A Opt. H10 for the 3556A). When used together,
they make a complete transmission test set for accurate, convenient
voice and carrier measurements.

Price

HP 236A, Opt HI0 Telephone Test Oscillator (comOrdering information
HP 236A Telephone Test Oscillator (complementary
equipment for 3555B) see page 537

plementary equipment for 3556A) see page 537
3555B Transmission and Noise Measuring Set
3556A Psophometer

$1 I50
$1205

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Telephone test oscillators
Model 236A (Bell) Model 236A

Opt H10 (CCITT)

Voice and carrier testing

General
Hewlett-Packard's Models 236A and 236A Option H101H20
Telephone Test Oscillators are particularly useful for lineup and
maintenance of telephone voice and camer systems when used with
their companion instruments 3555B and 3556A Transmission Noise
METERS. CCITT requirements are met with the H P 236A Option
H10 and H P 3556A when used together.
Ordering information
HP 236A Option H10, CCITT (ac line and dry battery)
HP 236A Option H20, CCITT (ac line and rechargeable batteries)
HP 236A Telephone Oscillator (North American)

Price
add $235
add $340

$780

Specifications

Output balance
(autput symmetry)

600 and 9000 outputs: 70 dB at 100 H,I 55 dB at 3 kHz
135 and 1 5 0 a outputs: 50 dB at 5 kHz, 30 dB at 560 kHr

Output jacks

Accepts Western Electric 241, 309, and 310 plugs.

Dial jacks

Accepts Western Electric 309 and 310 plugs.
Clip posts accept Western Electric 10116
lineman's hand-set clips.

DC holding coil

600 and 900R outputs only. 700n +lo% dc resistance; 60 mA maximum loop current at 100 Hz.

Power requirements

line: 115 or 230 V (switch) -10% ac, 48 HI to 440 Hz, 4 VA.
Internal batte single NEDA 202 45 V "6" battery.
236A Option HTO: (same as 236A Option H10 except) five 6.25 V rechargeable batteries;
90 V ac- 250 V ac. 48 Hz-440 Hz, <lo VA during battery charge.

I

Accepts 3-prong Siemens 9 REL. STP
6 AC or 4 mm diameter banana plugs.

Binding posts accept banana plugs, spade lugs, phone tips or bare wires.

Weight
Complementary equipment

I

I

Accepts 3-prong Siemens 9 REL, STP 6 AC or
4 mm diameter plugs. Clip posts accept lineman's hand-set clips as alligator clips.

Net, 6.1 kg (13.5 Ib). Shipping, 7.7 kg (17 Ib)
HP 35556 Transmission and Noise Measuring Set

I

HP 3556A Psophometer

1

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission impairment measuring set (TIMS)
Models 4940A and 4942A
a

4940A

TIMS-Transmission
set

Compatible with North American Standard
Complete analog testing of the voice/data channel i n
communication systems

-

~~

4942A

impairment measuring

Most of the important analog parameters can be measured by a
combined assortment of analog test sets which measure only a few
parameters. However, TIMS are "stand alone' combination test
sets that measure 7 to 15 parameters depending on the model and
options selected. Thus TIMS can replace a large number of analog
test sets. The major advantages of TIMS are that they cost significantly less and are more compact and more portable than a combination of test sets required to do the same measurements.
In addition to its cost savings and portability, TIMS are easy to
operate. The switches on the front panel are logically arranged in
functional groups. Simple straight-forward operating procedures
allow the craftsperson or engineer to quickly and easily analyze
voice channel-transmission lines.
4940A TIMS-complete analog testing
The H P 4940A measures all the necessary parameters to completely describe the ability of a voiceband channel to carry medium
and high speed data. The 4940A is the ideal tool for analyzing and
troubleshooting T-channel and D1 conditions transmission lines.
With the H P 4940A it is possible to simultaneously observe all of
the transients that cause data errors. By counting phase hits, gain
hits, droputs and three levels of impulse noise at the same time, a
more accurate analysis can be made of error causes and channel
quality. All of these transients are totalled by TIMS during the
selected count time and stored in memory. The pushbuttonselectable count times are 5 , 15 minutes and continuous. During the
test and at the end of the count time, either the impulse noise totals
or the hits and drop-out totals may be displayed from memory.

4940A Specifications
For detailed specifications ask your local H P sales office for a
4940A TIMS data brochure.
General
Power: 105 volts to 129 volts AC, 60 Hz, 130 watts.
Dimensions: 46.4 cm H x 47.0 cm W x 32.4 cm D (18%" x 18%'' x
123/.4.
Weight: net, 18 kg (39 Ib). Shipping, 25 kg (54 lb).
Options
Price
add $300
001: adds P/AR measurement
002: adds nonlinear distortion measurement
add $800
003: adds P/AR and nonlinear distortion measurernents
add $975
add $300
010: Field cawing case
4940A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set $9000

-

Measures level and frequency, message circuit noise
(C-message and 3 kHz flat weighted), noise-with-tone,
3 level impulse noise, hits and dropouts, phase jitter,
envelope delay, noise-to-ground.
HP 4942A simple operation plus portability
The H P 4942A features speed and ease of testing. At 26 pounds
the 4942A is easily portable.
The MASTER SLAVE Control feature makes transmission impairment testing faster and easier. A 4942A operating in the SLAVE
mode at far-end of the transmission line is controlled automatically
from a 4942A operating in the MASTER mode at the operator end.
One operator can control testing of all parameters in both directions
of a full duplex (4-wire) circuit. All test results for each direction of
test are displayed at the MASTER unit for ease of logging test data.
With the addition of HP-IB (Opt 010) the HP 4942A can be remotely controlled by a calculator or computer and can output data
for printing, plotting and further analysis.

4942A Specifications
For detailed specifications ask your local H P sales office for a
4942A TIMS data brocure.
General
Power: 117 V ac ?lo%, 50160 Hz, 45 watts.
Dimensions: 1% mm H x 338 mm W x 533 mm D (7V10" x 133/~o"
x 21").
Weight: net, 11.8 kg (26 lb). Shipping 205 kg (45 lb).
Options and accessories
Price
add $500
010: Adds HP-IB Interface
add $150
019: 19" rack mount adapter
add $50
910: Additional Set of Manuals
Accessories for Model 4942A (To be used with Option
010 HP-1B Interface)
$60
Model 10631A ASCII Interface Cable 1 m (3.3')
$65
Model 10631B ASCII Interface Cable 2 m (6.6')
$75
Model 10631C ASCII Interface Cable 4 m (13.2')
4942A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set $5800
Measures level and frequency, C-message circuit
noise, noiserwith-tone, channel signal-to-noise ratio, 1
level impulse noise, envelope delay. With MASTERSLAVE control and portable mainframe.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Transmission impairment measuring set (TIMS)
Models 4943A and 4944A

1

4943A

4944A

4943A TIMS

4944A TIMS

Gives you a permanent record of your measurements
The new analog output circuit allows you to display the measured
signal on a CRT display or record it on an X-Y recorder or strip
chart recorder. Built-in storage and internally generated graticule
lines allow you to use non-storage oscilloscopes or uncalibrated
CRT display.

Key analog parameters of voiceband channels
Non-linear distortion is measured using the four tone intermodulation distortion technique. This technique is licensed under
Hekimiam Laboratories, Inc. USA Patent No. 3862380. The 4944A
TIMS computes the 2nd and 3rd order products and automatically
corrects the readings for noise.

4943A Specifications
For detailed specifications ask your local H P Sales Office for a
4943A TIMS Data Brochure.
General
Power: 100, 120, 220, 240 V ac 48 to 66 Hz.
Size: 1% H x 338 W x 591 mm D (7.7” x 13.3” x 23.3”).
Weight: 12.2 kg (27 lb).
Options
Price
add $500
010: HP-IB Interface
add $300
015: 18055A Transit Case
add $100
019: 10491B 19“ Rack Mount
910: extra set manuals
add $50
4943A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set $7400
Measures Level and Frequency, message circuit noise (Cmessage and 3 KHz Flat weighted), 1 level impulse noise, signalto-noise ratio, envelope delay, phase jitter. Analog outputs with
internal storage and internally generated graticules, MASTERSLAVE feature, two holding coils, and portable mainframe.

4944A Specifications
For detailed specifications ask your local HP Sales Office for a
4944A TIMS Data Brochure.
General
Power: 120 V or 240 V/50 Hz/60 Hz Power Operation
Size: 196 H x 338 W x 591 mm D (7.7” x 13.3” x 23.3’’).
Weight: 12.2 kg (27 Ib).
Options
Price
010: HP-IB Interface
add $500
015: 18055A Transit Case
add $300
add $100
019: 10491B 19” Rack Mount
add $50
910: Extra set of manuals
4944A Transmission Impairment Measuring Set $7200
Measures Level and Frequency, message circuit noise (Cmessage and 3 KHz Flat weighted), signal-to-noise ratio, 1 level
impulse noise, envelope delay, non-linear distortion, two holding
coils, MASTER-SLAVE feature, and portable mainframe.

--
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Portable test set
Model 35508

Voice and carrier measurements

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s Model 3550B Portable Test Set is designed
specifically to measure transmission line and system characteristics
such as continuity and attenuation distortion. It is particularly useful
for lineup and maintenance of multi-channel communication systems. Model 3550B contains a wide range oscillator, a voltmeter,
and a patch panel to match both oscillator and voltmeter to 135,600,
and 900 ohm lines. These instruments are mounted in a combining
case that is equipped with a splash-proof cover. In addition, the
oscillator, voltmeter, and patch panel may be used separately
whether they are in or removed from the combining case.
Both the oscillator and voltmeter are transistorized and operate
from their internal rechargeable batteries or from the ac line. Batteries provide 40 hours of operation between charges and are recharged automatically during operation from the ac line.

Specifications
Oscillator HP 204C Opt H20
(Refer to Page 335)
Voltmeter, HP 4038 Opt 001
(Refer to Page 39)
Patch panel, HP 353A
(Specifications apply with oscillator and voltmeter).
Input (receiver)
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Frequency response:
20.5 dB, 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Impedance: 1350, 6000, and 900R and bridging (10 k 0 center
tapped).
Balance: better than 70 dB at 60 Hz for 6000 and 9000; better
than 60 dB at 1 kHz for 6000 and 9000; better than 40 dB over
entire frequency range for 1350, 6000, and 9000.
Insertion loss: less than 0.75 dB at 1 kHz.
Maximum level: +22 dBm (10 V rms at 600 ohms).
Output (send)
Frequency range: 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Frequency response: 20.5 dB, 50 Hz to 560 kHz
Impedance: 135R, 6000, and 9000 center tapped.
Balance: better than 70 dB at 60 Hz for 6000 and 9000; better
than 60 dB at 1 kHz for 6000 and 9000; better than 40 dB over
entire frequency range for 1350, 6000, and 9000.
Insertion loss: less than 0.75 dB at 1 kHz.
Distortion: less than I%, 50 Hz to 560 kHz.
Maximum level: +22 dBm (IO V rms into 600 ohms).
Attenuation: 110 dB in 10 and 1 dB steps.
Accuracy, 10 dB section: error is less than 20.25 dB at any step.
Accuracy, 100 dB section: error is less than 20.5 dB at any step.
Connectors: two 3-terminal binding posts for external circuit
connection and two BNC female connectors for oscillator and
voltmeter connection.
Patch panel, Opt H02-353A
(Same as Model 353A except as indicated below).
Attenuator: 23 dB 20.5 dB (1-step slide switch).

Hold circuit (rec terminals)
*Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz k0.5 dB, 1 kHz reference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 mA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Attenuation: 23 dB 20.5 dB (I-step slide switch).
Hold circuit (send terminals)
*Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz 20.5 dB, I kHz reference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 mA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Connectors: special telephone jacks to accept Western Electric
No. 309 and 310 plugs. Sleeve jack is connected to sleeve of jacks
309 and 310. Two 3-terminal binding posts for external circuit
connection.
Two terminals (Tel Set) connector for Hand Set, two BNC female
connectors for oscillator and voltmeter connection.
Patch panel, Opt H03-353A
(Same as Model 353A except as indicated below).
Hold circuit (rec terminals)
*Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz + O S dB, 1 kHz reference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 mA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Attenuation: 23 dB *0.5 dB (1-step slide switch).
Hold circuit (send terminals)
*Frequency response: 300 Hz to 3 kHz 20.5 dB, 1 kHz reference.
DC resistance: 240 ohms nominal.
Maximum DC current: 100 mA.
Maximum DC voltage: 150 volts.
Connectors: special telephone jacks to accept Western Electric
No. 309, 310 and 241 at send and rec terminals. Sleeve jack is
connected to sleeve of jacks 309 and 310.
Two terminal (Tel Set) connector available for Hand Set. Two BNC
female connectors for oscillator and voltmeter connection.
General
Size: 489 H x 213 W x 337 mm D (19%” x 83/8” x 13%”)with cover
installed.
Weight: net, 13.5 kg (30% Ib). Shipping, 18 kg (40 Ib).
Ordering information
Price
3550B Portable Test Set (with 353A Patch Panel)
$1750
H02-3550B (with H02-353A substituted for standard
add $150
353A)
add $150
H03-3550B (with H03-353A substituted for standard
353A)
‘This I S the frequency response with the holding coil across the line. Refer to Model 353A Specifications for response in “non-holding” condition.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Outside plant test equipment

Analysis-The

Key to Success

Trying to locate a short, ground, cross,
(short between to conductors) and open in
buried plant means you are literally working
blind. Analysis provides the clues to help
you visualize what’s going on in the cable
and, therefore, a pretty good idea of what
caused the fault.
To locate a fault in buried plant the first
problem we must solve is to locate the cable.
With the Hewlett-Packard Cable Fault
Locator Model 4904A this problem is easily
solved. The 4904A is a tone set that has a
very stable transmitter output signal, and a
sharply tuned receiver unit to allow you to
locate cable path and depth under the most
adverse conditions. This instrument is designed to reject the normal noise interference from 60 Hz power lines. As the cable
path is being located the depth of the cable
can be measured and sheath damage can be
pinpointed.
Now that the path and depth of the cable
are known the exact location of the fault
may be determined. If the fault is resistive,

(short, cross, grounded conductor, battery
cross) we will use the Hewlett-Packard
Model 4930A Conductor Fault Locator. In
plastic insulated conductor (PIC) cable the
resistive faults can range in seventy from a
few ohms to many thousands of ohms. The
4930A will locate the exact distance (in feet
or meters) to the fault regardless of the fault
resistance. The operator need only follow
the easy to understand diagrams and instruction in the lid of the instrument to locate the
most complex resistive fault.
The third instrument required for fault
locating is the Hewlett-Packard Model
4910G Open and Split Locator. The open
conductor is located as quickly and easily as
the resistive faults using the 4910G. The instrument uses the latest in electronic
technology, which allows you to make very
accurate measurements without the need of
repetitive operation. This microprocessor
based instrument performs several measurements automatically and displays the
distant to the open digitally. In many cases
an open conductor is not open but split with

another pair. The 4910G will locate the split
to within one manhole. The 4904A Cable
Fault Locator can now be used to verify the
split location before the splice case is removed. As you can see the 4910G Open and
Split Locator will save you many hours in
locating both opens and splits.
In order to be able to effectively and efficiently find faults in multi-pair cable the
craftsperson must be equipped with a Cable
Fault Locator (4904A), Conductor Fault
Locator (4930A), and the OpenlSplit
Locator (4910G). With this family of instruments all cable faults can be located
quickly. This will therefore keep down time,
and customer complaints to a minimum.
When several pair have high resistance
faults in the same cable, water in the cable is
a good possibility. With the ease of operation and speed at which the operator can
determine the fault locations, the size and
location of the wet section of cable can be
quickly measured and the decision to repair
or replace that section can be made with
confidence.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
.

Telephone outside plant instruments
Models 4960A, 4961A, 4910G, 4930A, 4904A, 4905A, 18043A
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4961A

G

Telephone cable construction
Telephone cable construction involves installing, splicing and
then testing new cables as well as rearranging and testing old cables.
Such telephone cables, containing many hundreds of conductor
pairs, provide the most effective method of transmitting voice band
information signals from a distribution point to the communications
terminal at the subscriber’s location. Most of the larger cables use
noncolor-coded paper and pulp insulation for the pairs. Prior to
termination in the field, the new pairs must be identified by pair
number. Traditional methods of pair identification were time consuming and later semi-automatic methods often proved unreliable.
An increasing need to rearrange telephone cables and pairs as well
as a higher labor content associated with such activities has resulted
in a need for fast, reliable pair identification equipment.
New 4960A/4961A automatic pair identifier system
The 4960A/4961A System reliably identifies and tests working
and nonworking telephone cable pairs in loaded or nonloaded telephone cables up to 40,000 feet in length. The system has two
parts. . . the 4960A Office Unit and the 4961A Field Unit. The
Office Unit operates unmanned once it is connected to the switching
office mainframe using standard test connectors (shoes). The Field
Unit is operated by the craftsperson at the field location. A pushbutton starts the operation of testing, identifying and determining the
status of each pair.
There are four operating modes: Self Check, Shoe Check, Scan
Mode and Select Mode. Self Check tests the operation of the units.
Shoe Check determines if all the pairs in the shoe are making good
contact to the mainframe. Scan Mode determines the pair number of
a randomly chosen pair within the hundred pair count. Select Mode
instructs the Office Unit to apply an audible tone to any selected
pair in the count. The Select Mode is useful for identifying pairs that
do not identify in the Scan Mode and for determing the problem on a
faulted pair.
The system is noninterfering to voice and most data circuits. No
control pair is required for communication between the Office and
Field Units. Other features include bad, busy and reversed pair
indications as well as large, lighted digital displays.

Cable fault locating
Of prime interest in telephone cable maintenance is the location of
physical damage to the cables. Telephone cable fault location has
become an especially acute problem in recent years as more cable is
placed underground. Although better protected from the environment, the cable is subject to new dangers and the telephone
craftsman is faced with locating damage hidden by several feet of
earth. In addition, higher traffic density on cables and demands for
higher quality transmission have placed more emphasis on cable
reliability and quality.

Direct reading fault locators
Field instruments that provide a direct distance-to-fault reading in
feet (or metres) have the benefit of relieving the craftsman of the
drudgery of performing manual calculations. Locating faults becomes faster, requires less training and is less error prone than with
manual bridge techniques.

4930A conductor fault locator
The 4930A is an automatic, digital, direct reading test set operating on the Wheatsone Bridge principle. It is designed to locate extremely high resistance shorts, crosses and grounds, such as might
occur from minute amounts of moisture in plastic insulated cable
(PIC). The 4930A is connected to the cable pairs at an access point
and the far-end of the cable is strapped to form a bridge configuration. Two nulling operations are performed and then either the distance to the fault, distance strap to fault or the distance to the farend is obtained on the autoranging digital display. The 4930A includes pushbutton checks of the fault resistance, the condition of the
strap as well as of its 12 V battery. A self check circuit is built into
the set. The 4930A is housed in a rugged polycarbonate case.

New 4910G open and split fault locator
The 4910G is designed to provide direct distance readings to both
opens and splits. An open is a discontinuity in one or both of the
wires of a cable pair. Opens can be the result of bad splices as well
as the result of damage caused by shotgun pellets, squirrels, gophers
or shovels. A split is a splicing error in which one side of a pair is
inadvertently cross-connected with one side of a second pair while
the remaining sides are spliced correctly. The split is the only cable
fault that is virtually always man-made. The 4910G operates on a
capacitance charge sampling principle which relates the charge
placed on a length of wire to its capacitance and hence its length. A
built-in microprocessor performs automatically the measurements
and calculations necessary to locate opens and splits. The test set
averages out the effect of noise on the line by automatically taking
several readings on the pair prior to displaying the fault distance on
its autoranging digital display. The 4910G is set automatically for
standard .083mf/mileexchange cable but can be reset to other types
of cable by means of the D Factor control.
Tone type fault locators
The tone type locator, such as the Model 4904A, places a pulsed
tone on the faulted circuit which is traced by an inductive pick-up
coil and a sensitive tuned receiver. At the point of the fault, the
signal drops in level, thereby pinpointing the exact physical location
of the fault. The tone locator also has the advantage of being able to
precisely trace the path of the cable and, by triangulation, determine
its depth at any point. This information is necessary for use in accurately locating the fault. It is also necessary for accurately marking
the cable location to protect it from construction and excavation
work being performed in the vicinity of the cable. The tone locator
system is designed so that only the transmitted signal is detected,
and interfering signals (such as power line harmonics) do not interfere with the measurement. Output power of the transmitter is kept
low to prevent interference with other working circuits in the cable
and to prevent “carry-by” of the signal beyond the fault.
4904A cable fault locator
The 4904A is a pulsed tone system for locating shorts, crosses and
grounds in direct buried, underground (ducted) and aerial utilities
cable. It also accurately locates path and depth of buried cables and
pipes. The sensitive narrow bandwidth receiver rejects ac hum and
permits locating high resistance faults. It produces a pulsed 990 Hz
tone for burial cable fault locating and a pulsed 150 Hz tone for aerial
cable. The tone transmitters unit also has a built-in ohmmeter for
analyzing faults. The accessory earth contact frame is especially
useful for locating high reistance pinhole faults in the cable sheathing. It comes complete with transmitter, receiver, search wand,
earth contact frame, cables and ground rod.

4901A cable fault locator
The 4901A is an economically priced cable fault locator functionally similiar to the 4904A. It produces only the pulsed 990 Hz and is
limited to locating path, depth and low resistance faults. It has a
built-in ohmmeter.
4900A cable fault locator
The 4900A is identical to the Model 4910A except without the
ohm-meter feature. The earth contact frame is optional.

Ultrasonic leak detection
As pressurized gas escapes through an aperature, it creates considerable noise in the ultrasonic region of 36 to 44 kHz. The HP
Ultrasonic Translator Detectors (such as Model 4905A) detect this
characteristic sound with a sensitive, directional Barium Titanate
microphone and translates the signal to audio by mixing it with a 40
kHz local oscillator signal. The audio signal is then amplified and
monitored on a speaker and level meter.
The most common causes of pressure leaks in cable plant are
corrosion (particularly in coastal areas), electrolysis, squirrels, boring beetles, abrasion from wind and weather, hunters, and outside
workmen. Abrasion (during installation) and corrosion are the most
frequent causes of cable sheath trouble in cable installed underground in ducted passages.
To detect leaks in aerial cables, the craftsman merely scans the
cable from the ground with the flashlight-size microphone, listening
for the characteristic hissing sounds of a leak. By simultaneously
observing the level meter, he can “peak in” on the leak and determine its exact location. Pole mounted accessories are available for
closer scanning of the cable and the 18043A Ultrasonic Reflector
accessory is a parabolic type dish allowing exact aerial leak locating
from ground level.
Leaks in ducted underground systems are located with a unique
“Duct Probe” accessory.
4905A ultrasonic translator detector
The 4905A is a lightweight, portable ultrasonic detector which
includes a directional probe, a 6-ft. coil cord and a leather utility
case. It has a self-contained speaker, a logging meter, and provision
for headphones.
More information on telephone plant instruments
U.S.A. Customers. H P Delcon products are sold directly to the
customer from the manufacturing division. Please direct all orders
and inquiries to:
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Delcon Division
690 E. Middlefield Road
Mountain View, CA 94042
.
Telephone (415) 969-0880
Customers outside the U.S.A.: Orders should be directed to your
local Hewlett-Packard distributor or representative.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
General Information: carrier testing (FDM)

Carrier testing (FDM)
FDM carriers are used to. transmit large
numbers of communications channels simultaneously over a single transmission
medium. The channels are stacked in the
frequency spectrum.
Microwave Radio systems typically carry
up to 1800 channels on each RF camer and
coaxial cable systems carry up to 3600
channels on each coaxial “tube”. In high
density situations as many as 10,000 channels can be packed into the 60 MHz
bandwidth of a single tube of a coaxial cable.
Measurements on FDM carriers
In the design, manufacture, installation
and maintenance of FDM carrier systems
several types of measurements are necessary.
H P offers a variety of selective level meters, level generators, broadband power meters, atomic standards and pulse echo test
sets to satisfy your F D M measurement
needs. Of the many F D M measurements
made, the more common are:
Measurement
Test Set
Channel and Inter- Selective Level
channel Noise
Meter (SLM)
Camer Leak
SLM
Line Pilots
SLM
Reference Pilots
SLM
Spectrum Search
SLM
Channel Power
SLM
Frequency
SLM and
Response
Generator
Return Loss
SLM, Generator
and Hybrid
Crosstalk
SLM and Generator
Delay Distortion
Delay Distortion
Test Set
Intermodulation
White Noise
Noise
Test Set
System Power
Broadband Power
Meter
Frequency Accuracy Atomic Standard
Impedance
Pulse Echo
Regularity
Test Set
The ideal selective level meter
A loaded FDM carrier system presents
several measurement challenges to the
Selective Lever Meter (SLM).
When measuring single tones, the SLM
should have enough frequency accuracy,
stability and resolution to measure a carrier
leak which is just 80 Hz away from the
group pilot.
When measuring channel noise, the SLM
should satisfy a number of requirements:

1. It should provide a noise measuring filter
which has ‘C’ message or Psophometric
weighting. Flat weighting (i.e. 3.1 kHz flat)
is also a useful feature.
2. The noise measuring filter should be accurately centered over the noise, which is
contained from 300 Hz to 3400 Hz, in the
voice channel.
3. An rms detector should be used.
4. To aid in noise identification a demodulated output should be provided with good
listening fidelity. For ease of use, the SLM
should measure noise and provide the demodulated output simultaneously.
5. The SLM‘should be capable of measuring channel noise as low as - 125 dBm.
6. Level accuracy requirements vary from a
few dB to better than a tenth of a dB. Noise
measurement accuracy vanes from afew dB
to a few tenths of a dB.
Finally, the SLM must be easy to use,
reliable and ideally be adaptable for use in a
system. Cost is also an important factor.

Selective level meters
There are several alternative approaches
to the design areas of SLM’s, balancing cost
and performance.
1. Frequency accuracy: The ideal SLM
provides accurate and stable tuning to the
signal(s)to be measured. This is achieved by
using a synthesizer as a local oscillator, or
phase-locking the oscillator to a suitable external reference.
Cost savings can be made using the alternative approach of afree-running local oscillator, with reduced stability and resolution.
This approach needs manual searching in
the region of the signal to, for example, peak
the meter on the pilot or carrier.
2. Sensitivity: To measure channel noise at
the very low level test points, which sometimes occur, can require sensitivities in the
order of - 125 dBm. To achieve the very low
noise floor required to make measurements
at this level is extremely difficult, if compromises are not to be made in the ability to
measure high level signals accurately. The
practical approach is to cover the majority
of situations, with an SLM noise floor of
- 115 dBm and, for the very low level test
points, provide external low noise
amplifiers.
3. Noise measurement filters: Traditionally
1.74 kHz effective noise bandwidth filters
have been used in SLM’s to approximate
the measurement made with true
psophometric and ‘C’ message weighted filters. The advantages realized are in cost

savings and, in the ability to disregard the
fact that a channel can be erect or inverted,
since the filters are symmetrical.
The ideal solution is to use a flat-topped
3.1 kHz. channel filter over which a true
psophometric filter or ‘C’ message filter can
be superimposed. The benefits which follow
are a measurement of all signals in the 3.1
kHz voice channel bandwidth including, for
example, signals a t the band edge with no
assumption about the type of noise, when
used in conjunction with a true RMS detector. Additionally, a demodulated output
from the flat-topped 3.1 kHz channel filter
can be used for accurate further analyses
with standard audio test gear.
4. RMS versus Average Detector: The
majority of SLM’s in use today contain average responding detectors which respond
faster and cost less than rms responding detectors.
The average responding detector is a
trade-off for single tone measurements, but
noise measurements are a problem. Unless
the noise under measurement is pure gaussian, it must be summed in an rms fashion
(the way the human ear sums noise) to ensure an accurate result. The average detector’s error can be offset, however, by assuming the noise is white noise and by widening the noise measuring filter so that the
answers obtained with the average detector
are the same as answers obtained with an
rms detector. For CCITT weighting the
correct bandwidth to use with an average
detector is 2300 Hz. For ‘C’ message
weighting, use 2650 Hz.
Manual testing
The 312B and 313A tracking generator is
widely used in all FDM applications from
R&D to system maintenance. These units
provide a relatively low cost solution when
an SLM and tracking source is required.
312D and 3320C stand alone generators
are specially designed for FDM system installation and maintenance. The SLM and
level generator are among the lowest priced
units designed for this application.
Model 3040A Network Analyzer is used
in R&D and manufacturing. It can be used
on FDM camers up to 2700 channels. It is a
stimulus-response test set only (no selective
level capability).
It is used to characterize two-port linear
devices like amplifiers and filters. The test
set has 0.1 Hz frequency resolution, 0.01 dB
amplitude resolution, 0.01 degree phase resolution and 1 nanosecond delay sensitivity.
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Automatic testing
Hewlett-Packard manufactures a wide
line of HP-IB automatic system components. These make the implementation of
automatic system ideas relatively straight
forward from both the hardware and
software standpoints. HP-IB systems make
automatic testing more economically justifiable.
The 3042A Network Analyzer offers automatic stimulus response testing of level,
phase and group delay. It is used in the design and manufacture of F D M carriers up to
2700 channels.
The 3042A is widely used in the design
and manufacture of linear, two-port FDM
devices like amplifiers and filters. The basic
system consists of a precision source and
tracking detector under the control of a programmable desk-top calculator. Many other
programmable test instruments are offered
as complements to the 3042A so that a system can be specially tailored to your application.
F D M manufacturers have found that automatic testing with the 3042A can result in
much faster testing. . . . .up to 20 times faster than previous manual testing. Also, the
3042A provides state-of-the-art accuracy
and repeatability.
The 3045A is used primarily in FDM design and manufacture. The system consists
of a precision source and tracking detector
under the control of a programmable
desktop calculator.

The 3045A can be used for stimulus response testing as well as for level and noise
measurements. Also, you can build a system
for your particular application by adding
other HP-IB controllable test instruments to
the 3045A.
Manufacturers of F D M equipment have
found that the 3045A has helped reduce test
time on radio equipment by a factor of 10.
Equally important is that manufacturers
have found that 3045A programming can be
handled inhouse without needing software
specialists.
All the capabilities of the 3745AIB can be
remotely controlled through the HP-IB, to
permit the building of completely automatic
selective level measuring systems, controlled from either simple desk-top controllers or computers. Also available is an automatic switching capability to access test
points within the equipment. The 3754A
Access Switch achieves this task. The Access Switches are controlled from the 3755A
Switch Controller. The 3755A is controllable manually, from a front panel keyboard,
or remotely, via the HP-IB.

Such systems are already making significant contributions in the maintenance and
surveillance of Frequency Division Multiplex systems throughout the world.

Manual Selective Level Meters
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
25 MHz and 90 MHz Selective Level Measuring Sets
Models 3745A. 37456 and 3 7 4 7 4 3747B

Frequency range 1 kHz to 25 MHz (3745AiB)
10 kHz t o 90 M H z (3747AIB)
Selective filters for pilot, channel and group power
measurements
Autoranging attenuators and automatic tuning t o
stored frequency plans

Out-of-limit alarm with hardcopy record o n separate
printer
Automatic routines for unattended measurements
HP-IB compatible

Description
The 3745A & B and 3747A & B Selective Level Measuring Sets
(SLMS’s) are designed to make fast, accurate selective level measurements. A built-in frequency synthesizer gives accurate, stable
tuning to the precise frequency at which the measurement is to be
made. This simplifies the tuning of the SLMS. The 3745A/B and
3747AIB can be tuned over their frequency ranges ( 1 kHz to 25
MHz and 10 kHz to 90 MHz respectively) with a resolution of 10
Hz.
The SLMS’s measure true rms power between +I5 dBm and
-115 dBm with 0.1 dB or 0.01 d B resolution. Fully autoranging
attenuators and amplifiers simplify operation further by eliminating
the need to set attenuators and add meter readings. Measurement
results are automatically displayed to the selected resolution, in
dBm or dB relative terms, on an L E D display. The absolute accuracy of the measurements over wide level and temperature ranges is
<20.25 dR and fl;itnes\ is typically <sO.1 dB.
Many benefits are derived from the purpose-designed filters contained in the SLMS’s. The pilot filter has a flat-top, necessary for
automatic tuning, and achieves high out-of-band rejection so that,
for example, carrier leak and adjacent pilots can be measured on
active systems. The channel filter is a flat-topped 3.1 kHz filter
which measures all signals in the voice-channel with high out-ofband rejection-ensuring that pilots, residual carriers, signalling
tones, etc., do not interfere with measurements. Optional weighted
filters are available to make either true ‘C’-message or CCITT
psophometrically weighted noise measurements. With these options,
phase jitter on a voice-channel can be accurately measured. A 48
kHz filter for group power measurements is also provided, to
facilitate fast location of high level signals on a multiplex.
The SLMS is internally-controlled by a microprocessor which
provides several ease-of-use and time-saving features. As well as
tuning exactly to an entered frequency, the SLMS can refer to
BELL or CCITT multiplex frequency plans in its memory and
automatically tune to the correct frequency at any level in the
multiplex. Other frequency plans can be installed to special order.
This eliminates the need for F D M Plan Charts and Tables. The
SLMS’s can automatically step through pilots, channels, group
powers, carrier leaks, etc., across the baseband of a multiplexcomparing levels with pre-determined alarm limits and providing a
print-out of out-of-limit signals on a separate Thermal Printer. 250
pilot measurements can be made in about 2 minutes or, 2700 channel
powers or carrier leaks can be measured in about 15 minutes. Spectrum analysis measurements of a voice-channel, group, supergroup

‘ or even the whole baseband can also be made. Measurements can be
made unattended, for example, overnight.
The SLMS’s are fully programmable via the Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (HP-IB) and so can form the basis of a powerful,
fully-automatic surveillance system.

SpeCifiCatiOIlS (Unless otherwise stated, all specifications
are for 0°C to 55°C after 30 minute warm-up)
Frequency range
7 5 0 Unbalanced input
(3745A/B): 1 kHz to 25 MHz.
(3747A/B): 10 kHz to 90 MHz.
1240 Balanced input (3745W3747B): 10 kHz to 10 MHz.
1350 Balanced input (37458/3747B): 10 kHz to IO MHz.
1500 Balanced input (3745A/3747A): 10 kHz to 10 MHz.
Minimum frequency step size: IO Hz.
Frequency tuning accuracy
With INTERNAL REFERENCE OSCILLATOR
Initial setting accuracy: < ? 2 x IO parts, ? 1 Hz
Ageing rate: ~ 2 1 . 5x
Measurement ranges
7 5 0 Unbalanced input
~~~~~

partdmonth, f l Hz.

~

Noise Floor (dBrn)
(with open-circuit input)

300 kHz to 25 MHz

Filter
22 Hz-Pilot
3 1 kHz-Channel

Range (dBm)
+15 to-120
+15to-115

I I I

50 kHz to 300 hHz
<- 110
3745

3747
<-95

<-loo

to - 7 g

-

Input Power-

+ 15 to -35

-

Broadband

(3745A/83
+15to-55

48 hHz-Group

.t 15

117P7AlRI

(37451VBI
300 hHz to 90 MHz
(3747A/B)
<-115
<-115

<- 100

level Accuracy (dB)
over the temperature range 10°C to
35%, for the other range-see Note 1
(after autocalibration-see Note 2)
-60 to -80 dBm
t 15 to -60 dBm

Frequency Range

e 1 . 0 (nominal)

-

1 0 kHz to 50 kHz (3745NB & 37471vB)

1k0.35

e 1 . 0 (nominal)

50 kHz to 20 MHz (3745NB3
50 kHz to 70 MHz (37471vB)

e0.25

e0.35

e0.35

e0.45

1 kHz to 10 kHz (3745NB)

20 MHr to 25 MHz (3745A18)
70 MHz to 90 MHz (3747M8)

I

Frequency Range

level Accuracy (dB)
over the temperature range 0% to 55°C
(after autocalibration-see Note 2)

10 kHz to 25 MHz (3745418)

<+1.0(+15 dBm to-35dBm)

50 kHz to 70 MHz (3747M8)

<k1.0(+15dBm to-55dBm)

70 MHz to 90 MHz (37471vB)

I

e 1 . 5 (nominal) (+15 dBm to -55 dBm)

>63 dB (70 MHz to 90
MHz) (3747AlB).
Equivalent noise bandwidth: 3.1 kHz (nominal)
Group filter-48 kHz
3 dB bandwidth: 48 kHz. .+ 15%.
Adjacent group rejection (548 kHz): >25 dB.
Rejection at >&80 kHz: >40 dB.
lntermodulation and spurious products
lntermodulation rejection: >70 dB.
Spurious products (non-harmonically related): -80 dB with respect to input signal.

IF and image rejection: >70 dB.
Typical measurement times
Pilot filter: 450 ms (for pilots in a typical multiplex system).
Channel filter: 300 ms (for channels in a typical multiplex system).
Group filter: 260 ms (for groups in a typical multiplex system).
Additional output
Audio output
Frequency response: 5 1 dB (600 Hz to 3.1 kHz).
General
Size: (excluding feet, handles, controls and connectors): 268 H x
425 W x 505 mm D (10.6” x 16.8” x 19.9‘1.
Weight: net, 40 kg (88 Ib); shipping, 54 kg (120 Ib).
Power:
Voltages: 100/120/220/240V (?lo%), 48 to 66 Hz.
Consumption: 200 VA.
Options
Connectors: A range of connector options is available (see Data
Sheet for information).
Opt 021: phase jitter + psophometnc weighted filter
Phase jitter
Ranges: 3” and 30” FSD.
Residual phase jitter: <0.5”.
Accuracy: -CIS% of reading + residual phase jitter.
Bandwidth: 20 to 300 Hz.
Measurements are made on a tone after the input signal has been
demodulated. The demodulated test-tone must be within the range
950 Hz to 1050 Hz.
Weighting filter
Weighting curve: CCITT recommendation P.53 superimposed
on 3.1 kHz channel filter, as specified.
Opt 022: phase jitter + ‘C’message weighted filter
Phase jitter
Ranges: 3” and 30 FSD.
Residual phase jitter: CO.5”.
Accuracy: f 15% of reading + residual phase jitter.
Bandwidth: 20 to 300 Hz.
Measurements are made on a tone after the input signal has been
demodulated. The demodulated test-tone must be within the range
950 Hz to 1050 Hz.
Weighting filter
Weighting curve: ‘C’message weighting superimposed on 3.1
kHz channel filter, as specified.
Options
Price
Opt 023: 800 Hz notch filter (3747A/B)
add $220
Allows the SLMS to make notched psophometric
weighted measurements (to CCITT standard).
Opt 024: 1010 Hz notch filter (3747B)
add $220
Allows the SLMS to make notched ‘C’message
weighted measurements (to BELL standard).
add $5 15
Opt 025: 2.5 kHz channel filter (3747MB)
Ripple over 2.3 kHz bandwidth: >0.8 dB
30 dB bandwidth: 25 kHz
Adjacent channel rejection ( 2 3 kHz): >60 dB
Equivalent noise bandwidth: 2.5 kHz
Opt 040: X-Y recorder/)<-Y display driver
Allows SLMS to drive an X-Y recorder or X-Ydisplay
Miscellaneous options
add $50
910: extra set manuals
Ordering information
3745AIB Selective Level Measuring Set
Opt 021: phase jitter +psophometric weighted filter
Opt 022: phase jitter + ‘C’-message weighted fil-

.-..

$17 600
add $220
add $220

LTI

Opt 040: X-Youtput
3747AIB Selective Level Measuring Set
Opt 021: phase jitter +psophometnc weighted filter
Opt 022: phase jitter + ‘C’-message weighted filter
opt 040: x-Youtput

add $1145
$21 385
add $255
add $255
add $570

TELECOMMUhlICATlONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Access switch and controller

(IO kHz to 25 MHz)

Models 3754A, 3755A

Frequency range, 10 kHz to 25 MHz
Insertion loss ck0.l d B from 50 kHz to 20 MHz
Selects 1 from a possible 10 RF inputs

Cascaded switches allow selection from 1000 inputs
Local or remote input selection using HP-IB
Single 3755A can control 111 switches

1 ° C

3755A

W

Description
The Model 3754A Access Switch is an ac-coupled, unidirectional, ten-input switch with a frequency range from 10 kHz to
25 MHz. The input selection technique employs relays which switch
between true-ground and input to a virtual-ground amplifier. Several
important benefits are obtained by including a virtual-ground
amplifier in the switching path. These benefits include minimizing
the effects of stray capacitance, the ability to compensate for flatness variations across a wide frequency range and preset gain to
compensate for losses in the interconnecting cables.
Incorporating a virtual-ground amplifier in the signal path gives an
insertion loss of less than 20.1 dB from 50 kHz to 20 MHz. In
addition, pre-set gains of 1, 2 and 3 dB are internally selectable to
compensate for additional cable loss. Switching between virtual
ground and true-ground ensures that voltage swings at the switch
contacts are small, and the effects of stray capacitance are negligible. This means that high levels of isolation are achieved across the
whole frequency range. The isolation between any unselected input
and the output is greater than 85 dB and the isolation between any
two inputs is greater than 90 dB.
The Model 3755A Switch Controller has a small, easy-to-operate
keyboard with a 3-digit LED display to denote the input selected.
Each Access Switch input is given a 1-digit code, therefore selection
fmm 1000 inputs requires a 3-digit code (000 to 999) where each digit
represents the input of the appropriate Access Switch at each of the
3 levels.
The 3755A Controller can be remotely controlled over the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) by a desktop computing
controller or computer. Selection of the R F input to be accessed is
achieved using the 3digit code that defines the particular input required. Since it is the 3755A which is controlled via the HP-IB, only
one bus address is used for up to 111 Access Switches.
Using a separate Switch and Controller format, it is possible to
locate the Access Switches remotely from the Controller. The control signal can be transmitted over the same cable as the R F signal,
which eliminates the need for separate control cables and makes
interconnection changes easier. The control signal is a switched dc
level which is only present between the Controller and Switch, or
between Switches, during selection of a Switch input. This control
signal has no effect on the R F signal source.
The control signals can also be sent along a separate two-wire
path. This is necessary when the continuous dc path between the
Switches and the Controller is interrupted, for example, by an

equalizer inserted into the line to compensate line frequency response.
A combination of both methods of interconnection can be incorporated into the same Access Switch system.

Specifications
Access Switch
Frequency range: 10 kHz to 25 MHz.
Insertion loss: <&0.1 dB (50 kHz to 20 MHz).
< 20.3 dB (10 kHz to 25 MHz).
Isolation: >85 dB (input/output).
>90 dB (any two inputs).
Return loss: >30 dB (selected input).
>23 dB (unselected input).
>30 dB (output).
Nolse power ratio: >70 dB.
Overload level: 0 dBm (data along signal path).
10 dBm (data along separate path).
+8 dBm (50n version).
Maxlmum ac input power: +25 dBm.
Switch Controller
Frequency range: 10 lcHz to 25 MHz.
Insertion loss: <O. 1 dB (input/output on rear panel).
<0.2 dB (input/output on front panel).
Return loss: >30 dB.
Noise power ratio: >70 dB.
General
Power: 100/120/220/240 V (+.lo%), 48 to 66 Hz.
Consumption: <20 VA.
3754A only: f 15 V dc (22%).
Dimensions: 89 mm H x 425 mm W x 350 mm D (3%" x 163/4" x
14").

+

Options*
907: Front handle kit
908: Rack flange kit
909: Front handlelrack flange kit

Price
add $10
add $15
add $20

*For other options, refer to Data Sheet

Ordering information
3754A Access Switch
3755A Switch Controller

$1805
$1245

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
FDM system testing

Models 3745Al0, 3747Al0,3754A, 3755A, 3335A, 9825A

Introduction
The 3745AlB or 3747AlB can be incorporated in automatic test
systems which have been specificallytailored to F D M measurement
requirements.
Possible configurations include: 1) fully-automated systems for
FDM surveillance, 2) for testing in a production or commissioning
Fully-automated system for FDM surveillance

environment. In both cases, remote control of all, or part, of the
system can be provided, using a standard telephone circuit.
A desktop computing controller (such as the Model 9825A) or a
computer (such as one of the 21 MX Series) can be used to control
the system.

3745AlB SLMS

Computing

9825A
Controller
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Common Camer Interface (CCI) Units (Modeis 59403A) with a
conventional modem/telephone circuit configuration.
An SLMS system of this type can be used to provide continuous
monitoring of FDM System performance with print-out of fault
conditions (and system alarm if necessary). It can provide: 1) an
analysis of trends in F D M System levels, for ear‘ly fault detection,
and 2) records of system performance.
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The 3745AIB and 3747AlB SLMS can be used with the 3335A
Generator for end-to-end testing of FDM Systems or for testing
system components during production. The 3754A Access Switch
provides programmable section of test components. Applications
include the testing of cables, filters and mixers. The system can be

used for many measurements including:
1) Flatness
2) Return loss (with 15582A Accessory)
3) Crosstalk between cable pairs
4) Mixer spurious products

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective level meter/generator
Models 312D & 3320C
Multiplex carrier testing

312D

3320C

Description
General
Hewlett-Packard Model 312D Selective Level Meter and companion Model 3320C Level Generator provide an accurate, easyto-use transmission measuring set in the 1 kHz to 18 MHz frequency
range ideally suited for maintenance and operations requirements. It
provides proper input and output connectors and impedances to
interface directly into most F D M carrier multiplex equipment.
HP’s 312D has a noise equivalent bandwidth that provides a direct reading of C-message or psophometric noise. The instrument
has sufficient fidelity to act as an invisible channel bank to downconvert any 4 kHz voice channel and make typical measurements
such as phase jitter and impulse noise. It also features 10 Hz frequency resolution, 0.02 dB level resolution on the meter expand
scale, and an input overload lamp to assure valid measurements.
H P 3320C companion generator is a frequency synthesizer that
provides signals with an amplitude resolution of 0.01 dB over a
frequency range of 10 kHz to 17 MHz with 20 Hz resolution.

3120 Specifications
Frequency
Range: 1 kHz to 18 MHz; 18 bands; 200 kHz overlap; coarse and
fine tuning.
Accuracy: 2 10 Hz plus time base stability.
Stability
Aging rate: a20 ppm/year.
Temperature (25°C ? 10°C): 20 ppm.
Line voltage (210%): 0.1 ppm.
Resolution: 10 Hz read on a seven digit LED display.
Amplitude level
Range: - 120 dBm to +23 dBm, annuciator displays each 10 dB
selected input level regardless of switch combinations.
Attenuator accuracy: ?O. 1 dB (0 through -50 dB range); a0.2
dB (-60 dB range).
Flatness (75n matched load; 0 dBm max. level): k0.5 dB, 1
kHz to 10 kHz; 20.2 dB, 10 kHz to 10 MHz; 20.5 dB, 10 MHz to
18 MHz.

Bandwidth

3 dB Rejection

60 dB Rejection

'50 Hz
*I50 Hz
"1740/2300 Hz
"3100 Hz

50 HZ 10%
150 Hz -10%
2300 Hz =lo"/.
3100 Hz +10%

106 + l o %
320 +10%
4800 10%
6200 ?lO%

*

Vernier in: 20 Hz.
The frequency counter in the 312D can be used to count the
output frequency of the 3320C to within 10 Hz.
Accuracy

TC: 20'6 to 30": 25 ppm.
Line variations of 10%: 0.1 ppm.
High stability crystal reference oven available (Option 001).
Phase noise: <-40 dB in to 30 kHz band, excluding 2 1 Hz.
Harmonics and spurious: >50 dB down.
Internal frequency standard: 20 MHz.
Amplitude level
Range: + 11.99 dBm to -79.99 dBm.
Resolution: 0.01 dB.
Accuracy: +11.99 dBm to -60 dBm: e0.25 dB. -60 dBm to
-79.99 dBm; 20.4 dB.
Output impedance (front panel switch selectable)
7 5 0 unbalanced: accepts WECO 358A Plugs.
124Cl balanced: accepts WECO 408A Plugs.
135a balanced: accepts WECO 241A Plugs.
Auxiliary outputs (rear panel)
-Tracking output: Tracks main output with 20 MHz offset.
7 100 m V rms into 5 0 0 , Female BNC.
-Low level output: same frequency as main output but remains
between 50 mV rms and 158 mV rms into 5 0 0 Female BNC.
-1 MHz output: Reference output, 0 dBm 2 10 dBm into 500,
Female BNC.
Can be used as external frequency source for the 312B or 312D.
Auxlilary input (rear panel)
External frequency reference Input: may be phase locked with
an external signal which is within 200 mV rms and 2 V rms and
which is any subharmonic of 20 MHz from 1 MHz through 10
MHz (e.g., 1 MHz, 2 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz), Female
BNC.
High stability crystal oven (Option 001)
5 MHz reference in temperature stabilized oven.
Stability: 2 1 part in 108/dayor 1 part in 107/month.
Accuracy: f1 part in IO7 of setting/month.
For field installation order Accessory Kit 11237A.
General
Operating temperature: 25°C 25'
Power: 115 V or 230 V ?lo%, 48 Hz to 66 Hz, 110 VA.
Weight: net, 15.4 kg (34 Ib). Shipping, 22.2 kg (49 Ib).
3 1 2 0 Selective Level Meter
Opt 001: 150 Hz bandwidth
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt H03: CCITT Version
3320C Level Generator
Opt 001: Crystal Oven
Opt 908: Rack Flange Kit
Opt H02: CCITT Version

$6000
N IC
add $15
add $400
$4000
add $500
add $10
add $485

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Selective voltmeter, 20 Hz to 620 kHz
Models 3591Al3594A

Voice grade testing
FDM testing

Description
Hewlett-Packard’s 3591A Malnrrame ana J3Y4A rlug-in combine
to form a general purpose 20 Hz to 620 kHz frequency selective
level meter. The 3591A/3594A features automatic level ranging,
wide dynamic range, log and linear x-y outputs as well as several
input impedances and AMlSSB demodulation capability.
The 359 1A/3594A has found wide acceptance in communications
laboratories, manufacturing and field maintenance.

Specifications
Frequency range:) 20 Hz to 620 kHz.
Amplitude ranges: 3 p V to 30 V full scale in 15 ranges.
Amplitude accuracy with input terminated
Meter switch in normal position: overall accuracy: f0.43 dB to
20.67 dB of reading depending on frequency, including
Frequency response flatness, total deviation: 6000: 20 Hz to
100 Hz 50.53 dB ( 2 5 % ) : 100 Hz to 620 kHz 20.26 dB (f3%).
All other terminations: 5 kHz to 620 kHz 50.26 dB (23%).
Meter tracking: 20.1 dB or f 1% of reading, 0 dB to - 10 dB.
Meter switch in linear dB position: overall accuracy: + 1 dB.
Internal calibrator: frequency, 100 kHz + 10 Hz; amplitude, full
scale on 0 dB range in CAL mode: accuracy, 50.1 dB.
Dynamic range: (IM and harmonic distortion products) >85 dB
below zem dB reference level when absolute measurements are
being made (>70 dB 20 Hz to 50 Hz). >80 dB below zero dB reference level when relative adjustment is used (>70 dB for 20 Hz to 50
Hz).
Residual responses
>80 dB below zem reference (>70 dB for 20 Hz to 50 Hz).
Return loss: 100 Hz to 620 kHz, 6000 >30 dB; 5 kHz to 620 kHz,
1500, 135i2, 750, >35 dB.
Noise level

I

I

Input noise level

(6Wn input impedance)

Bandwidths

10 Hz and 100 Hz
1 kHz and 3.1 kHz

Selectivity

I

<-125 dBm or 0.44 @V
<-I15 dBm or 1.38 p V

Rejection

10 Hz

100 Hz

Bandwidths
1 kHz

3.1 kHz

3 dB

10 Hz

100 Hz
320 HZ

1 kHz
3.1 kHz

3.1 kHz
9.6 kHz

60 dB

35 Hz

Dynamic noia-in range: >5 bandwidths. Tracking rate proportional to bandwidth.
Input functions
dBm: levels calibrated in dBm for impedances selected.
Abs Vm: level calibrated in volts.
Rei: input level can be set arbitrarily to 0 dB Ref. (10 dB set level
range).
Input impedances*
Resistances: 750, 1350, 1500, 6000 terminated; 50 k 0 (single
ended bridging) and 100 k 0 (balanced bridging).
Capacitance (each terminal to ground): 10 mV, 30 mV ranges
<55 pF; 100 mV to 30 V ranges <40 pF.
Common mode rejection: 20 Hz to 620 kHz, >40 dB.
Automatic ranging: 8 ranges, 0 dB to -70 dB. Ranging rate proportional to bandwidth.
Output: amplitude: adjustable 0 to. 1 V rms open circuit.
BFO frequency response flatness: 20.2 dB or 52%.
Resistance: 6000.
L.O. output: frequency, 1.28 MHz to 1.90 MHz (1.28 MHz tuned
frequency); amplitude, 0.65 V rms 220% open circuit; resistance,
250i2.
Recorder outputs

+

(1 kn source resistance)
X-axis log output:
(1 kn source resistance)

(LUU mVlKH2 23%)

(LU mVfKtU =3”/0

5 Vldecade +5%
(50 HI-62
kHz)

5 Vldecade 25%
(500 Hz-620 kHz)

Y-AXIS
Linear Y axis output: + 10 V dc +2% for full scale meter indication, 1 k 0 source resistance.
Log Y axis output: + 1 V to + 10 V dc, proportional to linear dB
meter indication (-90 to 0 dB, 0.1 V/dB) l k 0 source resistance.
Power: 115 V or 230 V + lo%, 50 Hz to 400 Hz, <70 VA.
Size: 221 H x 425 W x 467 mm D (g3/4”x 16%’’ x 183/~”).
Weight: net, 17.2 kg (38 lb). Shipping, 24.9 kg (55 Ib).
Accessories furnished: rack mounting kit for 19” rack.
Options
Price
add $15
908: Rack Flange Kit
3591A Selective Voltmeter and 3594A
sweeping local oscillator plug-in
’Other terminations available on special order

$7900
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Microwave radio testing

In many countries the main communication system consists of a network of FM microwave radio links. Typically, these links
can carry up to 1800 F D M telephone channels, using a 70 MHz IF carrier and an R F
band in the range 600 MHz to 18 GHz.
However, some countries are now installing
140 MHz IF microwave links which can
carry up to 2700 F D M telephony channels.
All information signals (speech, television, or data) carried by these links have a
common objective-to convey the information with maximum fidelity. Failure to keep
distortion in a link within specified limits results in an unacceptably high level of intermodulation noise.This prevents the link
from carrying the designated channel capacity and the link operator incurs a severe financial penalty due to loss of revenueearning channels. The qualitative tests
shown in Table 1 are particularly relevant as
indicators of overall system performance.
The use of noise-loading measurements to
establish the intermodulation performance
of FDM telephony links is well known and

they provide ‘ g o h e g o ’ criteria for the
transmission quality of a system between
baseband (BB) terminals. Although such
measurements can separate the basic and intermodulation noise components, they do
not localize the noise sources.
The main contributors to distortion in F M
microwave radio links are the modulators,
demodulators and carrier circuits at I F such
as amplifiers, and carrier circuits at R F such
as non-linear amplifiers. The distortion
parameters of these circuits can be measured in terms of nonlinearity, amplitude
variations and group delay variations..To do
this, test equipment must interface with the
links at BB, IF and RF. Commissioning microwave link equipment involves minimizing these circuit distortion parameters by adjustment or equalization.
On lower capacity systems, these adjustments are normally enough to reduce intermodulation distortion to an acceptable level.
With increased traffic capacity, the tolerances imposed on the circuit parameters become more and more strict and normal

commissioning methods often do not produce satisfactory results. Consequently, relating the circuit parameters t o the intermodulation noise (measured by a noiseloading test set) becomes increasingly more
difficult.
The main source of discrepancy is the result of amplitude modulation to phase modulation (AMIPM) conversion in the transmission carrier path. This AM/PM Eonversion occurring in non-linear networks introduces additional intermodulation from the
signal deviations arising in preceding networks. These ‘coupled’ responses can be
assessed only by differential gain/
differential phase (DGIbP) measurements
with high-frequency test tones.
DGIDP measurements have the advantage of characterizing a link more completely and they yield valuable diagnostic information. Furthermore, these two measurements are mathematically related to the
BB measurement of noise power ratio. This
information allows microwave link manufacturers to design link parameters with much
more certainty and it allows microwave link
operators to optimize performance in a more
cost effective way. H P Application Note
AN 175-1 ‘Differential Phase and Gain at
Work’ covers this subject in considerable
detail.
H P microwave link analyzers (MLA’s),
at 70 MHz IF and 140 MHz IF, were developed specifically for the purpose of
measuring various forms of distortion on
terrestrial and satellite microwave radio
links. The measurement capabilities of H P
link analyzers were established in close cooperation with the telecommunications industry Table 2 .
A valuable extension of the MLA measurement capability can be obtained using
R F up and down converters. The circuit distortions at RF have identical effects to the
IF circuit distortions when the carrier signal
is eventually demodulated. Hence, the RF
distortions can be analyzed using an MLA,
provided a transparent R F to IF interface is
available. A down converter provides such
an interface and allows independent measurements on microwave transmitters. A
so-called ‘up-converter’ in fact provides a
transparent BB to RF interface, allowing independent measurements on microwave receivers. Both conveters used with an MLA
provide an R F to RF measurement capability.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMEMT
Microwave Link Analyzers
Models 3710A and 3790A MLA systems

Isolate and characterize causes of intermodulation distortion in wideband microwave radios
Baseband and IF interfaces

70 MHz or 140 MHz IF capability
Test analog and digital radios

371OA
70 MHz IF
MLA System

3790A
140 MHz IF
MLA System

Description

instrumentation (3730A and 8620C).
Because HP MLA’s have low inherent distortions they provide
extremely accurate and rapid radio measurements. The specifications of H P MLA’s are conservatively defined to assure adequate
performance over wide operating ranges and long-time periods. The
system specifications and oscillograms on the following page illustrate performance capabilities of HP MLA’s.

The 3710A and 3790A Microwave Link Analyzer (MLA) Systems
are diagnostic instruments. They isolate and characterize causes of
intermodulation distortion in wideband microwave radios. The
MLA’s have applications in both analog and digital radio systems.
Both MLA’s have baseband and IF interface capabilities. The
3710A MLA system interfaces with 70 MHz IF radios and the
3790A MLA system interfaces with 140 MHz IF radios.
Primary measurements provided by the H P MLA systems are:
baseband power, gain and loss.
IF power, gain and loss.
IF centre frequency.
modulator/demodulator deviation sensitivity.
modulator/demodulator linearity.
modulator/demodulator group delay.
swept IF amplitude response.
swept IF group delay.
swept IF return loss.
baseband and IF differential gain (HF linearity).
baseband and IF differential phase (HF group delay).
baseband return loss.
When used with the 8620C/86200 Series RF Sweeper system
(equipped with the MLA interface option) and the 3730A R F Down
Converter, the swept measurements of the basic MLA can be extended to RF. Pages 554 and 555 give further details about this RF

A series of options are also provided with the MLA’s. The options
include:
test-tone frequencies.
connectors.
balanced 124R baseband impedance.
sweep frequencies.
variable phase output of sweep signal.
Detailed information and specifications are provided in the 37 10A
MLA and 3790A MLA data sheets.
With this performance capability and range of options, a highlyaccurate and flexible measurement system is available from HP.
Therefore, the H P MLA’s provide for improved design, production,
commissioning and maintenance of wideband analog and digital Microwave Radio Systems.
Ordering information
Price
3710A Microwave Link Analyzer
$6115
3790A Microwave Link Analyzer
$7530

MLA IF-IF System specifications
3710A 70 MHz IF MLA System
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3790A 140 MHz IF MLA System
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
RF Down Converter
Model 3730A

Extends test capability of microwave link analyzers t o

RF to IF frequency conversion
1 to 12 GHz frequency range

RF

.9).

-

3730A
RF Down Converter
Mainframe

3736A
Plug-in
1.7 to 4.2 GHz

3737A
Plug-in
3.3 to 6.5 GHz

3738A
Plug-in
6.3 to 8.5 GHZ

3739A
Plug-in
10.7 to 11.7 GHz

37301A
Dummy
Plug-in

Iescription
~~~

The 3730A RF Down Converter and plug-ins provide RF to I F
conversion and RF test capabilities for Microwave Link Analyzers
(MLA's). The RF range (1 to 12 GHz) is accommodated by a series
of local-oscillator plug-ins, allowing easy tuning to the desired
operating frequency and convenient change of RF operating bands.
A dummy plug-in (37301A) allows the user to connect his own
local-oscillator source to the Down Converter mainframe.
The Down Converter mainframe features an I F centre frequency
meter (to facilitate RF tuning), an AFC (to maintain centre frequency), an input-overload warning light and an optional 1 dB step
variable gain control. Special options are available to extend the RF
range up to 18 GHz and down to 0.5 GHz. A special 140 MHz I F
output is also available. (Contact your local H P representative for
details on these options).
Using the 3730A RF Down Converter, R F Transmitter performance can be verified and the performance adjusted locally instation. This minimizes the amount of compensation required in the
Receiver for Transmitter distortion. Thus it provides a more rapid
System trouble-shootinglalignmentprocedure and improves System
performance by minimizing Transmitter distortions at their source.
The 3730A can also be used at the RF Receiver pre-selector output
to isolate path/antenna/feeder problems.

Specifications
3730A RF Down converter mainframe
Frequency range: 1.0 GHz to 12.0 G H z (0.5 G H z to 12.0 G H z
and 1.0 G H z to 18.0 GHz are available as special options*).
RF Input level range: 0 to - 16 dRm (standard) 10 to -40 dBm with
25 dB/1 dB step variable gain con
Maximum input level: 0 dBm.
RF input impedance: 50n.
RF Input VSWR: ~ 1 . 4 .
LvllLz
IF Output frequency: 70 MHz L L J IvlnL. t i w lvIxIL
available as special option*).
IF Output impedance: 75n.
IF Output return loss: >28 dB.
tRF-IF Amplitude flatness: <0.5 dB over any 50 MHz band (<0.7
dB over any 50 MHz band with Opt 010).
tRF-IF Group delay: <1.0 ns over any 50 MHz band
'Contact your HP representative f w details on special options
?These specifications include 3710A system residuals
(Refer to MLA Data Sheet for detailed specifications )

3730A RF Down Converter

$4055

TELECOMMUN ICATIONS TEST EQUlPMENT
RF Sweeper (MLA UP Converter Simulator)
Models 8620C, 86200 Series RF plug-ins

Source for RF return losslantenna-waveguide fault
location measurements

Swept RF source
MLA RF source (with proper MLA interface option)
CW RF source

, _ I . .

,

.

,

.
&\

'.

86235A (Opt 008)
Plug-in
1.7 to 4.3 GHz

86242D (Opt 008)
Plug-in
5.9 to 9.0 GHz

86240C
Plug-in
3.6 to 8.6 GHz

86250D (ODt 008)
Plug-in
8.0to 12.4 GHz

Also available are: 86222A/B Opt HE0 (0.5 to 2.4 GHz), 86245A
Opt 008 (5.9 t o 12.4 GHz) and 86260A Opt HE2 (12.0 to 18.0 GHz)

Description
The 8620C R F Sweeper and plug-ins provide a high-performance,
solid-state R F source for Microwave Radio testing. The 8620C/
86200 Series system provides a swept R F source, CW R F source
and MLA RF source.
The 8620C/86200 Series system provides the RF stimulus for:
Swept amplitude flatness measurements.
R F Receiver AGC calibration.
Antenna/waveguide return loss and fault location.
MLA test signal generation (when fitted with MLA
interface option).
When the 8620C RF Sweeper is used in conjunction with the
3730A R F Down Converter, Microwave Radio component testing
can be performed at RF-to-RF. This provides the facility to make
group delay, differential gain, amplitude flatness measurements etc.
on RF devices and components.

86222A/B
86235A

H80
008

86240C

008

862420
86245A
86250D
86260A

008
008
H82

Differential
Phase (4)

Frequency
Sensitivity (MHrlV)

MIA Option

<2.5
<2.0
<0.5

<3

not specified

<2
<1
<1
<1
<1
<3

$4400/$5400
$5050

+20
+20
+20
+ 20

$4700

<3
<2

<0.5

<l

5.9 - 9.0
5.9 - 12.4

<0.5
<0.5
<OS

<1
<1
<1
<3

Test-tone frequencies Linearity and Group Delay: 277.778 kHz

Price with

Differential
Gain (%)

<2.5
<2.0

<2.5

MLA Specifications
MLA performance of the 8620C/86200 Series system over any 30
MHz band, is shown below.
Amplitude flatness: +0.1 dB (with 784D Directional Detector and
11675B Leveling Cable Assembly).
Accessories
The 784B Directional Detector and ? 1675B Levelling Cable Assembly are required to properly interface the 8620C/86200 Series
system to the item under test.
$800
784B Directional Detector (1.6-12.4 GHz)
$350
11675B Leveling Cable Assembly for 784B

Group
Delay (ns)

0.5 - 2.4
1.7 - 4.3
3.6 - 8.6
8.0 - 12.4
12.0 - 18.0

RF Sweeper Specifications
Refer to pages 386 to 397 for detailed specifications and information on
the basic RF Sweeper system.

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5
<2.5

Differential Gain and Phase 2.4 MHz

The options shown after each plug-in provide the special MLA interface capability. Refer to pages
388 to 395 for details on other RF Sweeper plug-in specifications and options.

+20

not specified

$3350
$4850
$3450
$4200

TELECOMMUNICATION§ TEST EQUIPMENT
MLA Accessories
3743A, 3 7 4 4 4 3750A

lNWT

I

3743A IF Amplifier
0 Improve MLA I F input sensitivity to -40 dBm.
Frequency range, 45 to 95 MHz.
Group delay, (0.3 ns.
Amplitude flatness, <0.2 dB.
Return loss, >26 dB (75Q).
Noise figure, 4 dB.

-

75 fl -OUTPUT

-25dBm MAX

3743A IF Amplifier

3744A BB Sweeper
Operates with 70 MHz or 140 MHz IF MLA’s to
provide swept baseband stimulus and amplitude
detection.
Frequency range, 100 kHz t o 15 MHz.
Flatness, <0.1 d B (from 100 kHz t o 8.5 MHz).
i

i
-3744A 00 Sweeper

HEWLETT PALKARD

i

375014 Attenuator
Impedance, 75R.
Attenuation range, 0 to 99 dB in 1 dB steps.
Frequency range, dc to 100 MHz.

Attenuator
0-99dB
250mW 75n

dc -lOOMHz

I

3750A Attenuator

For detailed performance specifications on the 3743A, 3744A and
3750A, refer to the appropriate data sheet.
For details on additional MLA accessories, refer to the MLA data
sheets. These additional accessories include:
75Q cables.
Test hybrids, loads and calibrated mismatch.
Transit cases.
For accessories which support the 3730A RF Down Converter
and 8620C RF Sweeper, refer to the appropriate
data sheets and
sections of this cataldg.

__

Ordering information
3743A IF Amplifier
3744A BB Sweeper
3750A Attenuator

Price
$670
$1690
$365

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
PCM testing: general information

d) tests with noise added to the data signal .
BER measurements are made on the unipolar data stream (i.e. after any interface
code has been removed). This is especially
important for systems where the interface
code is not transmitted through the system
(e.g. digital multiplex and digital radio systems). However, binary access is not always
available and it is necessary for test equipment to supply and accept both unipolar and
bipolar patterns. It is also useful to measure
code violation errors on cable transmission
systems where the line code is the same as
the interface code. Detection of code errors
is relatively simple and can be done without
taking the system out of service. For AMI
line coding, two consecutive “ones” having
the same polarity constitute a code error
known as “bipolar violation.” For HDB3,
B6ZS, and B3ZS, combinations of “ones”
and “zeros”, including bipolar violations
which do not obey the coding rule, constitute code errors.

PCM/TDM transmission testing
Transmission testing
Measurements on digital transmission
systems (including the higher level TDM
multiplexes) are aimed at establishing data
transparency (Le. how truthfully the data is
transmitted).
The principal measure of quality is bit
error rate (BER), which is defined as the
total number of errors in the received signal
divided by the total number of transmitted
bits. As such, it represents the probability of
any received bit being in error. The standard
technique of measuring BER is to stimulate
the transmission system with a pseudorandom binary data stream. The sequence
length should be chosen to simulate a normal traffic signal and vary sufficiently in pattern to adequately test pattern-senstive parts
of the equipment (e.g. clock recovery circuits). At the transmission system output,
the data stream is synchronized with a locally generated, error-free pattern and then a
bit-by-bit comparison camed out. Any differences are bit errors, and if counted over a
known number of clock bits, can be displayed as BER.
BER measurements are made under a
number of differing conditions, including:
a) normal conditions of bit rate, signal
level, noise, and crosstalk.
b) tests with added timing jitter (phase
variations of the clock timing instants).
c) tests with the data bit rate offset from
the normal clock rate.

Test equipment
The measurement needs of development,
manufacturing and field applications are
quite different. Test instruments have been
developed that address the specific problems of each area. For R & D use, the
3760A Data Generator and 3761A Error
Detector provide flexible capability with a
wide range of bit rates, patterns, and variable binary interfaces. For production test,
installation. and maintenance the 3780A

provides binary and code e m r measurement up to 50 M b h . Standard bit rate generation, standard interface levels and data
formats, clock recovery, and automatic pattern recognition are provided, with a selection of error detector outputs for error
analysis. Frequency offset generation and
measurement are also included. The 3762A
Data Generator and 3763A Error Detector
comprise a dedicated error rate measurement system for evaluating higher speed digital transmission equipment up to 150 Mb/s.
Some of these systems use a new interface
code called Coded Mark Inversion (CMI)
and this is available in the 3762A13763A.
Also provided is BER measurement on patterns with zero substitution. This is useful
for checking the pattern dependence of a
system, or for testing the effectiveness of
scramblers. The 3762Al3763A have also
been designed to operate in burst mode for
TDMA satellite applications.
Testing multi voice channel PCM (or
FDM) systems in production, installation
and maintenance using automatic testing can
now be made easier with the 3777AChannel
Selector. This instrument has two identical
banks of relays: each bank comprises up to
30 balanced, bi-directional, two-pole
changeover switches. To provide a “quiet”
termination for telecommunications equipment, all unselected channels are terminated
in 600a. Control of the 3777Ais via the
HP-IB with independent selection of T x and
Rx channels.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
150 Mb/s PCM/TDM error measuring set for general use
Models 3760A & 3761A
Internal variable or crystal clocks
Wide range of test patterns
Variable binary interfaces with optional delayed data

The 3760A/3761A Error Rate measurement system has been designed for general use in the evaluation of digital systems operating
in the frequency range 1 kb/s-150 Mbls. It has particular applications in the design and development of PCM/TDM systems.
The measurement system comprises the 3760A Data Generator,
which provides a variable length PRBS to the item or system under
test, and the 3761A Error Detector which has been specifically designed for operation with the pseudo random sequences produced by
the Data Generator. Error detection is accomplished by comparing
the output from the item under test, bit-by-bit, with an independent,
closed loop, reference sequence in the 3761A Error Detector. This
technique ensures detection of every error, random or systematic,
and avoids the problems associated with open loop reference sequence generation. Errors may be counted and directly displayed in
the 3761A either as Bit Error Rate (BER) or Total Error Count
(COUNT).
The 3760A Data Generator is a versatile PRBS and WORD
generator and can supply many of the test sequences required for the
development and evalulation of digital transmission equipment. For
a fuller description of the 3760A’s features and facilities, refer to the
entry in the Pulse and Word Generators section of this catalog.
The 3761A Error Detector requires both clock and data inputs.
The inputs accept continuous or burst signals in the frequency range
1 kHz to 150 MHz. Synchronization to the incoming data can be
accomplished automatically, manually or externally.
The BER measurement is computed from more than 100 errors
and the results displayed directly in the form A.B x lo-” giving a
range 0.1 x
to 9.9 x IO-’. The COUNT measurement totalizes
errors over a gating period, which may be controlled internally,
manually, or externally, and the result is displayed as a four digit

Automatic, manual, or external synchronization
Bit-by-bit error detection
Wide choice of error count period

number with leading zeros blanked. The internal gating period can
be selected within the range IO5 to 10” clock periods and can be
single shot or repetitive in operation. When a count of 9999 is exceeded an “overflow” flag is lit.
In both BER and COUNT modes, the display is continually updated at a rate which may be set by the operator.
A BCD printer output of the current display is available from a
rear panel socket. This output is in 8421 format and includes the
sync loss and overflow flag indications. An output of one transition
per error is also available at the rear panel for further analysis.

Specifications
Measurements
Bit error rate (BER)
to 9.9 x lo-], automatically scaled.
Range: 0.1 x
Gating: automatic.
Accuracy: computation based on at least 100 errors.
Total error count (COUNT)
Range: 0 to 9999.
Gating: internal, single shot or repetitive, manual or external.
Internal: IO5 to 10” clock periods.
Manual: front panel switch.
External: TTL logic levels.
Patterns
PRBS: maximal length 2”-1 where n = 3 to 10 and 15.
Frequency range: 1 kHz to 150 MHz.
Price
Ordering information
$6525
3760A Data Generator
$5630
3761A Error Detector
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1 kb/s-50 Mh/S PCM/TDM 6?rror measuring set for field use
Model 3780A

Binary and code error measurements
Internal crystal clocks and clock recovery at standard
bit rates
Clock frequency offset generation and measurement
capability

The 3780A Pattern Generator-Error Detector is a comprehensive error measuring set in one portable package. The instrument
measures Binary Errors and Code Errors in digital transmission
equipment operating at bit rates between 1 kbls and 50 Mbls. Frequency offset generation and measurement are also provided at the
standard bit rates used in PCM/TDM transmission.
Binary errors are detected by stimulating the system with a test
pattern and comparing the output bit-by-bit with a separate internally generated, error-free pattern. Code errors on interface or line
coded information are detected during decoding into binary data.
The errors can be counted over a chosen gating period and displayed
directly as bit error rate (BER) or total error count (COUNT).
Error measurements can be made with PRBS or WORD patterns
and the receiver has automatic pattern recognition and synchronization. Zero add facilities allow investigation of regenerator clock recovery performance. This capability can be extended by the optional addition of programmable word and alternating word generation.
The clock frequency in the pattern generator can be offset and
measured in the receiver. The offset is displayed as a fraction of the
nominal crystal centre frequency. In addition, the offset of external
clocks applied to the generator can be measured provided that the
frequency is within 25 kHz of one of the installed crystal frequencies.
BER or COUNT results can be displayed directly by LED's on
the front panel or monitored via a BCD printer and strip chart recorder. This makes the 3780A ideally suited for unattended longterm measurements.
The 3780A has been designed principally for use in field trials,
commissioning, and maintenance of digital transmission terminal
and link equipment. It is particularly suited for testing digital multiplex, radio, and line systems but will also find application in development of more advanced sysems such as optical fibre transmission
and time division switching.

Ternary coded and binary interfaces
PRBS and WORD pattern generation and detection
Automatic receiver synchronization
Printer and recorder outputs

Specifications
Measurements
Binary errors: closed loop bit-by-bit detection on any pattern produced by generator, excluding added zeroes or alternating words.
Code errors: violations of coding rule detected on any pattern with
AMI, HDB3, or HDB2 coding (optionally AMI, BBZS, or B3ZS).
Frequency offset: measurement of fractional offset of generator
clock output from installed crystal rates.
Options
Price
Wordlconnector options
001: all words replaced by a 16-bit front panel proadd $215
grammable word
add $55
002: Siemens 1.6 mm connectors
add$270
003: combination of 001 and 002
Frequency offset option
099: frequency offset capability-measurement only,

less $370

generation facility deleted
Frequencylcodec options
N/C
100: internal clock frequencies of 2048, 8448, and
34368 kHz; HDB3lHDB2 codec.
N/C
101: internal clock frequencies of 1544, 6312, and
44736 kHz; B6ZSlB3ZS codec.
N/C
102: internal clock frequencies of 1544,6312,and 3152
kHz; B6ZSlB3ZS codec.
Model 3780A Pattern Generator-Error Detector $6050

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT
Dedicated 150 Nb/s PCM/TDM error detection system
Models 3762A & 3763A
Crystal clocks and clock recovery
Frequency offset facilities
Burst mode operation
Binary and interface codes

input equalization
Error detection on PRBS + Zeros
Built-in interval timer
Recorder and printer outputs

v
3762A

w
3763A

The 3762A Data Generator and 3763A Error Detector comprise a dedicated error rate measurement system for evaluating high-speed digital
transmission equipment. Basically, there are two versions of the system
available. One features CMI and binary data formats and is specifically
intended for use in field commissioning and maintenance of digital radio
(terrestrialmicrowave, TDMA satellite, and waveguide)systems. The other
version, with CMI and ternary (HDB3 and B3ZS) data formats, is designed
for digital multiplex and digital cable systems. Although optical fiber systems are still undefined, the 3762A and 3763A have sufficient built-in
capabilityand flexibilityto cover applicationsin this rapidly developing area
of telecommunications.
The 3762A is a dual channel generator with the data on one channel delayed relative to that of the other. The patterns available are
2l0-1, 215-1, and 22s-1 bit PRBS, two 10-or 16-bit programmable
words, two 1010 . . . repetitive patterns, and two 8-bit words alternated by an external signal. The P5-l bit PRBS is as specified by
CCITT. The P - 1 bit pattern conforms to the sequence currently
proposed by many administrations for 140 Mb/s terrestrial systems
and by Intelsat for TDMA satellite systems. The coded data outputs
from the 3762A are at standard levels and impedances for direct
connection to the equipment under test. The binary interfaces have
variable amplitude and offset to suit different logic families. Two
internal crystal clocks are provided at standard PCM/TDM hiemrchy rates, in the range 30 to 150M,b/s. These can be offset by up to
k60 ppm from nominal.

In the 3763A, the output from the system under test is compared
bit-by-bit with an independent, error-free reference pattern. Synchronization can be under automatic, manual, or external control.
Errors are displayed in BER (bit error rate) or C O U N T formats. In
BER mode, a reading is given after 10 or 100 errors are counted. In
COUNT, the gating period can be selected internally, externally, or
manually; using the interval timer, the gating period can be set from
1 minute up to 24 hours. Clock recovery from interface coded data is
provided at the rates of the installed crystal clocks with equalization
to compensate for up to 12 dB of loss in instation cabling between
the system and the equipment under test. Also, frequency offset can
be measured in the 3763A.
For long term error measurements and more detailed studies of
error distribution etc, error, printer, and recorder outputs are provided, together with a time-of-day clock and an interval timer. With
this, results can be printed out at the end of every gating period, or at
selected intervals, together with the time of day.
Blocks of zeros may be substituted into PRBS patterns to test
scramblers/descramblers,clock recovery, and regenerator circuits.
The position of the zero block within the sequence can be selected
via a trigger word. Clock gating inputs allow burst mode gating
control of pattern generation and error detection. In addition, a
second gating input in the detector allows examination of the errors
occurring in a window within the burst.

Specifications
3762A Data Generator
Internal clock: two crystal clocks in the range 30 to 150 MHz;
crystals fitted in standard unit are 139.264 and 141.040 MHz; offset
continuously variable up to 560 ppm.
External clock input: 1 kHz to 150 MHz; 750; 300 mV pk-pk
sensitivity, with choice of input termination and trigger level.
Burst gating input (rear panel): disables clock for burst mode operation; 500; ECL levels.
Clock output: CLOCK or CLOCK; 75R; preset amplitude and
offset or fixed ECL levels.
Patterns: 21° -1, 215 -1, and P 3 -1 PRBS; two 10- or 16-bit
programmable words; two 1010 . . . repetitive patterns; two 8-bit
words alternated by an external signal; PRBS patterns can be gated
off for 1 to 999 clock periods after trigger pulse (zero substitution);
error add facilities.
Alternating word control Input (rear panel): dc to 100 kHz; 250
mV pk-pk sensitivity.
Data output A: PRBS or WORD A; DATA or DATA, in CMI,
NRZ or RZ format; 750; preset amplitude and offset or fixed ECL
levels.
Data output B: PRBS delayed, or WORD B, in NRZ or RZ format; other specifications as for Data output A.
Trigger output: one pulse every sequence or word; variable in position, selected by word switches; two clock periods wide, but
stretched in zero substitution mode; 50R; 1 V.
Auxiliary outputs (rear panel): clock and data (both A and B) outputs in binary ECL levels.
3763A Error Detector
Data Input: CMI, NRZ, or RZ formats; 75R; DATA or DATA;
300 mV pk-pk sensitivity on binary inputs, with choice of termination and trigger level; 12 dB fixed equalization at 70 MHz on CMI
inputs with clock recovery.
External clock: as 3762A.
Burst gating input (rear panel): as 3762A.
Clock output: monitor output; 50R;ECL levels.
Patterns: all the patterns of the 3762A, including zero substitution,
but excluding alternating words.
Synchronization: automatic, manual, or external (ECL); sync loss
> 10000 errors in 90000 bits; resync time typically <800 bits.
Trigger output: as 3762A.
Error measurements: closed loop bit-by-bit comparison at the binary level with an independent, error-free local reference.
BER: looks for 10 or 100 errom and takes reciprocal of clock
counter; result displayed on LED’s as X, Y x lo-” where n = 1 to
9, with automatic scaling.
COUNT: totalizes errors over a selected gating period; internal
period can be lo6, lo8, 10’” clock periods or 1 min to 24 h, repeti-

tive or single shot; manual stadstop or external (ECL) control;
result displayed on LED’s as ABCD.
Measurement gating input: gates error and clock inputs to error
counter, providing a measurement “window”; 50R;ECL levels.
Frequency offset measurement: measures deviation of received
bit rate from nominal rate; result displayed on LED’s as ?BCD x
10-6.
Flags: gating; errors; overflow; sync loss.
24 hour clock: provides local time of result on printer output.
Interval timer: controls gating period in COUNT and print rate
when periodic printing of results is required.
Printer output (rear panel): 8-4-2-1BCD, 10-column output of result, plus local time, if required, and flags; TTL print command
pulse.
Recorder output (rear panel): constant current drive output of BER
or COUNT result, with flags.
Display output (rear panel): overflow digits of error count available; 50R; 1 V.
Error output (rear panel): one transition per error; or one pulse per
error below 75 Mb/s; 50R; 1 V.
Counter gate output: error counter gating period brought out to
enable simultaneous gating of external counter; TTL levels.
General (3762A & 3763A)
Size: 3762A: 133 H x 425 W x 440 mm D (5%” x 163/4” x 17V
ld’). 3763A: 178 H x 425 W x 440 mm D (7” x 163/4”x 175/16”).
Weight: 3762A: 12 kg (26.5 Ib). 3763A: 14 kg (31 Ib).
Power SUDD~V:115 V + 10%-22% or 230 V + 10%-18%; ac, 48 to
66 Hz; powe;consumption approx 12 VA, each.
Options (3762A/3763A)
Price
105: 75R interfaces changed to 5OR. Frequencies are
60.032 and 30.016 MHz.
-$70/-$70
201: Data output B not delayed; HDB3/B3ZS/AMI;
75R; 2 1 V. Second data input (B) on 3763A; 75R;
HDB3/ B3ZWAMI; automatic equalization for up to
12 dB cable loss at l/z bit rate relative to a ? 1 V signal;
clock recovery at installed crystal frequencies. Channel B cannot be used simultaneously with A. Frequencies are 139.264 and 120.000 MHz.
--$210/+$300
202: as for Option 201 except frequencies are 139.264
and 34.368 MHz.
+$228/+$250
330: as for Option 201 except frequencies are 137.088
and 44.736 MHz. In addition, clock and binary data
interfaces changed to 50R.
4 3 2 6 1 /+$I80
801: front cover.
+$3 S / + $48
Ordering information
3762A Data Generator
3763A Error Detector

Price
$7095
$7770
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PCM accessories
Models 15507A, 155088, and 15509A

Specifications
Insertion loss: 0 ?2 dB, from 0.1 to 150 MHz.
Return loss: >20 dB against 750, from 0.5 to 150 MHz.
Longitudinal attenuation: >40 dB at 50 Hz.
>35 dB at 100 Hz.
>20 dB at 1 kHz.
Connectors: 7 5 0 BNC.
Case dimensions: 22 mm dia x 86 mm long (0.88” x 3.38“).
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The 15507A Isolator is a passive unit which provides isolation
from longitudinal voltages appearing on connections to digital
transmission equipment.

Specifications
Frequency range: 1 to 10 MHz.
Turns ratio (75WllO0): 111.2, nominal.
Connectors: 7 5 0 UNBAL-BNC.
1100 BAL-accepts WECO 310 Jack Plug.
Case dimensions: 22 mm dia x 86 mm long (0.88” x 3.38”).

15508

The 15508B Converter is a 1 to 10 MHz balanced interface providing 7 5 0 unbalanced/ 1100 balanced impedance conversion. It has
been designed as a passive converter for use in applications where
the interface to the digital equipment requires a balanced signal.

Specifications

15509A

W

The 15509A Amplifier provides sufficient gain on a digital signal
appearing at a standard digital equipment monitor point to trigger the
3780A or 3763A error detector input. It can be used with the 3780A
to monitor, for example, a traffic signal for code violations.

Gain: 25 ? 2 dB at 0.1 MHz.
21 k 2 dB at 45 MHz.
18 2 2 dB at 75 MHz.
Input impedance: 750, typically; return loss>20 dB 1 to 70 MHz,
>15 dB. 70 to 150 MHz.
Required load impedance: 750.
Maximum safe input: ac, 3 V peak; dc, ?20 V.
Maximum safe dc applied to output: 210 V .
Power supply: + 15 V, 0 V, -12.6 V; consumption 1 VA.
Case size: 19 mm D x 163 mm L (0.75” x 6.4”).
Ordering information
15507A Isolator
15508B Converter
15509A Amplifier

Price
$70
$95
$130
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HP-I5 controlled Channel Selector

Model 3777A
DC to 110 kHz
2-wirel4-wire b la

Modular construction
Up to 30 4-wire channels

ed switching

_-

The 3777A is an HP-IB controlled Channel Selector. It provides
test point access for maintenance and production testing of PCM
and F D M telecommunications systems.
The instrument contains two identical banks of relays, termed
‘Transmit’ and ‘Receive.’ Each bank comprises up to 30 balanced,
bi-directional, two-pole changeover switches. The Transmit bank
enables switching of a single source to any one of up to 30 outputs.
In the Receive bank, any one of up to 30 inputs can be switched to a
common output. To provide a quiet termination for telecommunications equipment, all unselected channels are terminated in 600R.
The two switch banks are controlled independently via the HP-IB
from a computer or a programmable calculator. For automatic test
systems, the 3777A can scan, under external program control,
through a number of channels in any desired sequence.
Construction of the 3777A is modular, with the 30 channels in
both Transmit and Receive banks arranged in 5 blocks, each block
having 6 Transmit and 6 Receive channels. 12 and 24 channel versions with only 2 or 4 blocks are available as options.
Principal applications are in testing telecommunications equipment where the 3777A may be used to switch PCM primary multiplex channels, F D M voice channels or groups, and voice frequency
telegraph circuits, for measurements during production, installation,
or maintenance. The high quality relays employed in the 3777A also
make it suitable for many other general purpose applications requiring an HP-IB controlled channel selector.

Specifications
Insertion loss: <0.05 dB at 110 kHz.
Resistance of through path: <500 mR each leg.
Return loss of terminated port: >20 dB against 600R (800 Hz to
110 kHz).
Crosstalk (isolation)
Transmit I/P to receive O/P: > 105 dB (dc to 4 kHz).
>85 dB (dc to 40 kHz).
>75 dB (dc to 1 IO kHz).

1

Tx I/P to unselected Tx O/P: >lo0 dB (dc to 4 kHz).
Unselected Rx I/P to Rx O/P: >80 dB (dc to 40 kHz).
Any Rx I/P to any Tx O/P:
>70 dB (dc to 110 kHz).
Changeover time: <20 ms (including bounce).
DC isolation to ground: 130 V max.
Max DC differential voltage: 60 V.
AC proof voltage to ground: 184 V peak.
Max AC differential proof voltage: 84 V pk.
Max DC current capability
DC (Through): 120 mA.
AC(Terminated): 20 mA rms.
Connectors: Siemens audio connectors for transmit I / P and receive
O/P. A 37-way D-type connector is associated with each group of 6
receive UP’S and transmit O/P’s.
General
Weight: 7 kg (15.4 Ib).
Dimensions: 145 mm H x 425 mm W x 350 mm D (16.8” x 3.5” x
13.9“).
Power supply: 100/120/220/240 V , +6 -13%; ac, 48 to 66 Hz;
consumption 10 VA.
Options
Price
001: 24 channels in transmit and receive banks.
less $285
WECO 310 connectors used for transmit I / P and receive O/P
002: 12 channels in transmit and receive banks.
less $850
Siemens audio connectors used for transmit I/P and
receive O/P.
003: 12 channels in transmit and receive banks.
less $850
WECO 310 connectors used for transmit UP and receive O/P.
Model 3777A Channel Selector

$3270
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PERSONAL CALCULATORS
Pocket and Personal Printing Calculators

General Information
Hewlett-Packard introduced the world’s
first pocket scientific calculator in 1972.
Since then, Hewlett-Packard has introduced
several pocket and personal printing calculators with technologically advanced features; each with different capabilities for different levels of problem sophistication. To
properly select a calculator, you must consider not only the problems you’re facing
today, but those you’re likely to face tomorrow.
Personal Calculators
If your problems are fairly straightforward but still include coordinate conversions, log and trig functions, the HP-21 may
be just perfect for you. The HP-21 is the
lowest priced scientific pocket calculator
Hewlett-Packard offers, yet it has all the
functions and features you’d expect to find
in a quality scientific pocket calculator.
For repetitive or iterative problems, two
H P calculators are practically “custom
made” for you-the HP-25 and the HP25C. These two calculators have identical
programming power and identical preprogrammed functions including conditional
tests, full editing, eight addressable
memories, and a great many mathematical
and statistical functions. But the HP-25C
also has a continuous memory that retains
your programs and saves your data even
when you turn the calculator off.
To bridge the gap between scientific and
business calculations, you should consider
the HP-27 Financial/StatisticaI/Scientific,
which gives you every scientific function
we’ve ever offered in a preprogrammed
calculator-plus the added power of statistics and finance. The HP-27 will be extremely valuable to any scientist, businessman or engineer whose responsibilities
extend into targeting, budgets, cost analysis,
and other financial and forecasting considerations.
If your problems are more business
oriented, take a look at the HP-22 or the
new HP-10. The HP-22 Business Management Pocket Calculator provides a desirable
combination of financial, mathematical, and
statistical capabilities often used in modem
business. For the person requiring the performance of a desktop machine in a light
weight, pocket-sized model, the new HP-IO
may be the answer. And the whisper-quiet
thermal printer gives you a valuable printed
record of your calculations.
For the businessman that must evaluate
large numbers of investment alternatives,
the new HP-92 provides solutions quickly,
easily, and accurately. The thermal printing
feature gives you an indispensable record of
time and money solutions.
For the ultimate problem solving power in
any field, Hewlett-Packard offers you
two compatible, fully programmable
calculators-the HP-67 Pocket Calculator
and the HP-97 Printing Calculator. The
HP-97 combines exceptional programming
power-plus a battery-operated printer-all
in one self-contained unit. The HP-67 pro-

vides the identical power of the HP-97 in the
classic pocket size. Used separately-or
together-these
compatible, fully programmable calculators do the job faster and
with less chance for error.
To increase the versatility of your fully
programmable H P calculator, H P has an extensive library of “Application Pacs.” By
using these Application Pacs, you’ll discover that the solutions you require may already exist. Each program in a pac is fully
documented with commented program listing allowing the adoption of programming
techniques useful to each application area.
The Application Pacs greatly extend the
capabilities of the fully programmable models and significantly increase problem solving potential. Application Pac topic areas
include:
Stat Pac
Math Pac
EE Pac
Business Decisions Pac
Clinical Lab and Nuclear Medicine
M E Pac
Surveying Pac
Games Pac
Civil Engineering
Navigation

To compliment the Library Application
Pacs, HP has a full line of personal calculator accessories to keep your H P calculator safe and sound. To protect against a
“mysterious disappearance” of your H P
calculator, there is a ruggedly-designed,
key-operated security cradle available to
protect your investment. The cradle does
not interfere with normal operations of the
calculator and may be secured via four different methods (hardware included with
cradle). For desktop models, a six-foot security cable is available. For outdoor calculator operations, H P has a hard leather
case to guard against normal environment
conditions encountered in the field.
To keep your H P calculator operating at
peak efficiency, several different models of
rechargeable battery packs are available to
counter untimely power losses. Simply slip
the battery pack into the holder, plug the
holder into the recharger/AC adapter
supplied with your calculator, and in six-toeight hours you have a fully charged battery.
(HP-67 recharging time, 14-17 hours.)
Whichever H P calculator or accessory
you select, you can be assured that it is the
finest in its class . . . because the HewlettPackard standard of quality permits nothing
else.

PERSONAL CALCULATORS
Scientific Programmable & Scientific Calculators
Models HP-21, HP-25, HP-25C

HP-21
The HP-21 is the lowest-priced scientific pocket calculator H P
offers, yet it has all the functions and features you'd expect to find in
a scientific pocket calculator. The HP-21 performs 32 preprogrammed functions and operations including logarithms, trig calculations and polar to rectangular conversions; in either radians or degrees. The RPN logic system tackles even the most complex problems efficiently and gives you continuous and immediate feedback.
Combining the HP-21's capability with its low cost, you have a
price/perforrnance ratio that's simply unbeatable.
HP-21 Specifications
Pre-Programmed functions
Trigonometric (all in degrees or radians): Sin x; Arc Sin x;
Cos x; Arc Cos x; Tan x; Arc Tan x.
Logarithmic: Log x; Ln x; e;lo".
Other: ys, fi,Ux; T ;rectangular/polar coordinate conversion;
full register arithmetic.
General
Memory: one addressable register; four-register operational stack.
Display: U p to 10 significant digits in fixed-decimal notation; up to 8
significant digits plus two-digit exponent in scientific notation; full
display formatting in either mode with selective round-off; indicators for improper operations, low battery.
Dynamic range:
to log9(200 decades).
Power: AC: 115 V , f IO%, 50 to 60 Hz. Battery: 2.5 V dc nickelcadmium rechargeable battery pack.
Size: 30 x 68 x 130 mm D (1.2" x 2.7" x 5.1").
HP-21 Scientific Pocket Calculator

$80

Continuous Memory (HP-25C only)
The continuous memory capability of the HP-25C can provide
tremendous values in time-saving and convenience to any scientist,
engineer or student who uses a few long programs repeatedly-for
example, if 20 percent of your programs will solve most of your
problems.
The HP-25C retains a program-no matter how often you switch
it on and off-by means of sophisticated complementary metal
oxide silicon circuitry (C-MOS). The last program you store is

saved, ready for use, until you clear it or enter a new program.
The 8 data storage registers are also continuous, allowing constants or data to be stored indefinitely, to be available as needed.
The HP-25 is identical to the HP-25C but without continuous
memory.
HP-25/25C Specifications
Pre-Programmed functions
Trigonometric (all in decimal degrees, radians, or grads): Sin x; Arc
Sin x; Cos x; Arc Cos x; Tan x; Arc Tan x.
Logarithmic: Log X; Ln X; ex; 10".
Statistical: mean and standard deviation; summations giving n, Zx,
2x2, s y , s x y .
Other: yx; fi,I/x; T ;x2;%; conversions between decimal hours, degrees, radians, or grads and hours (degrees)/minutes/seconds; rectangular/polar coordinate conversions, integer/fraction truncatidn; absolute value; full register arithmetic.
Programming features:
49-step program memory; conditional branching based on any of
eight relational tests (x<y, x2y, xfy, x = y, x<O, xtO, x#O, x = 0);
direct branching; ability to review or execute programs step-by-step;
ability to add or modify program steps; PAUSE and NO-OPERATION program instructions.
General
Memory: eight addressable registers; four-register operational
stack; last-X register.
Display: up to IO significant digits in fixed-decimal notation; up to 8
significant digits plus 2-digit exponent in scientific or engineering
notation (in engineering notation all exponents are displayed as multiples of k 3 ) ; full display formatting in any mode with selective
roundoff; indicators for improper operations, low battery; linenumber/key matrix program display.
Dynamic range:
to los9 (200 decades).
Power: AC: 115 V , 5 IO%, 50 to 60 Hz. Battery: 2.5 V dc nickelcadmium rechargeable battery pack.
Size: 30 H x 68 W x 130 mm D (1.2" x 2.7" x 5.1").
Ordering information
Price
HP-25 Scientific Programmable Pocket Calculator
$125
HP-25C Scientific Programmable with Continuous
Memory
$160
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Scientific Pocket Calculators
Model HP-l9C/29C
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The new HP-19C and HP-29C are a pair of advanced programmable
calculators with continuous memory. Continuous memory retains a
user’s programs or data, even with the power turned off. The
HP-19C combines a full range of scientific functions, advanced programming features and RPN logic with a battery powered printer in
a convenient hand-held s u e . The HP-29C offers the same features
and functions in an even smaller “pocket size.” These functionally
identical calculators provide exceptional utility to professionals and
students in science or engineering fields.
Specifications
Pre-Programmed Functions
Angular:Sin,Cos,Tan,Sin - 1,Cos- 1, Tan- 1; Hours -Minutes Seconds Conversion to decimal hours; polar/rectangular conversion; degrees, radians, grads angular modes.
Logarithmic: Log, IOx, Ln, e x .
Statistics:Summationsn,Zx,Zy,ZxZ,
Cyz, Zxy; deletion of unwanted data; mean, standard deviation
Other: +, -, i,x , ys, x ’ , ~ ,fi,l/x, %. Integer truncation;
fraction truncation; absolute value.
Programming features: 98 steps of continuous memory (all functions merged); 16 continuous memory data storage registers; 14 volatile data storage registers; four-register stock; last-X register.
x + y, x = y, x >y, x s y ; x + 0, x = 0, x > O , x to; Inc-

rement/decrement storage register and skip on zero.
Label addressing: indirect addressing of labels and data storage;
relative addressing; three levels of subroutines.
Editing: single step execution; single step and back step inspection
of a program; inseddelete editing; position the calculator at any
step in program memory. Pause-review intermediate results or key
in data in the middle of a program.
General
Display: fixed decimal, scientific and engineering notation.
Print select switch: print only when you desire; print digit entries
and functions automatically; or trace an executing program.
HP-19C Physical specifications
Power: 115 Vac (or 230 Vac) lo%, SO to 60 hz.
Size: 40 H x 88 W x 165 mm D (1.6” x 3.45” x 6.5”).
HP-29C Physical specifications
Power: AC 115 (or 230 V) IO%, 50 to 60 hz.
Size: 30.2 H x 68.3 W x 130.2 mm D (I3/i6” x 211/16”X 5’/8‘3.
Ordering information
Price
HP-19C Printing Programmable with Continuous
$345
Memory
$195
HP-29C Programmable with Continuous Memory

VT
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Fully programmable calculators

Models HP-97, HP-67

Exceptional programming power and ease of use for
lengthy, repetitive calculations.

HP-67 Fully-Programmable Pocket Calculator

These are the most powerful personal calculators HewlettPackard has ever made. The HP-97 combines exceptional programming power-plus a battery-operated printer all in one selfcontained unit. The HP-67 provides the identical programming
power of the HP-97 in the classic pocket size.
The HP-67 is completely compatible with the HP-97. Programs
recorded on the unit may be loaded and executed on the other even the print commands (e.g., when the HP-67 executes a Print X
command, it pauses, and displays the current result).
Used separately - or together - these compatible fully programmable calculators do the job faster and with less chance for
error.

HP-97/67 specifications
Pre-programmed functions
Mathematical: Sin, Cos, Tan, Sin l , Cos l , Tan l ; Degrees, radians, grads angular modes; Coordinate conversion; Degreekadian
conversion; Hour/minutes/seconds addition and conversion to decimal hours; Log, l@, Ln, ex; Integer truncation; Fraction trunca, N!,
tion; Absolute value; Rounding; +, -, x , i,yx, xz, l / ~ fi,
%, % C H , v .
Statistical: mean and standard deviations; Summations n, Hx, Hx2,
Sy, Hyz, Hxy; Deletion of unwanted data.
Programming features
Card Reader features: Record/Load all data registers; Load
selected data registers; Record/Load entire program memory;
Merge program subsections; Angular mode, flag settings, and display status are recorded with program recording and reset with program loading; User is prompted for proper operation when loading;
Card reader operations can be initiated manually or under program
control (except program recording).
Addressing: label addressing; indirect addressing of labels and data
storage; Relative addressing; 10 user-definable keys or 20 user-

"Smart" magnetic card reader frees your mind by automatically recording the display mode setting, angular
mode setting, and the status of the four flags when you
record your program.

HP-97 Fully-Programmable Printing Calculator

definable labels; Three levels of subroutines (GSB).
Conditionals: x = y, x # y, x>y, x s y , x # 0, x = 0, x<O, x>O;
Fourflags; Increment, decrement storage registers and skip on zero.
Editing: single step execution; Single step and back step inspection
of a program; Insert/Delete editing. Position the calculator at any
step in program memory (GTO nnn).
Other Programming features
PAUSE to review intermediate results, key in data or load magnetic
cards.
General
Memory: 224 steps of program memory (all functions are merged
and occupy only one step of program memory); 26 data registers;
Four-register automatic memory stack; Last-X register.
Display: up to 10 significant digits with selective round-off to desired number of places in fixed decimal notation; up to 10 significant
digits plus two digit exponent and appropriate signs in scientific and
engineering notation (where values are displayed with exponents
that are multiples of 3).
HP-97 Printing features
Quiet, thermal printer lets you record and level your calculations.
Print mode switch selects three printing modes. In addition you can
print and label the contents of the stack registers, the primary data
storage registers, program memory, and the display.
Dynamic range: lo-$$ to IOw (200 decades).
HP-97 Power: 90-127 Vac or 200-254 Vac, 50 to 60 Hz or 5.0 V dc
nickel cadmium rechargeable battery pack.
HP-67 Power: 86-127 Vac or 172-254 Vac, 50 to 60 Hz or 3.75 V dc
nickel cadmium rechargeable battery pack.
HP-97 Size: 63.5 H x 228.6 W x 203.2 mm D (2.5" x 9" x 8").
HP-67 Size: 18 to 34 H x 81 W x 152.4 mm D (0.7" to 1.4" x 3.2" x
6").
Ordering information
Price
HP-97 Fully Programmable Printing Calculator
$750
HP-67 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator
$450
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Business & Scientific Pocket Calculators
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HP-10, HP-22, HP-27
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with the printer. In addition to the accumulator, a memory is available to store
and recall a constant-or if your prefer, to
maintain a separate running total of your
calculations. The HP-10 performs instant
quotations, commisssions dividends,, percentage for taxes. The buffered keyboard,
add mode, fixes and floating point notation,
and the printer separator add up to making
the new HP-10 the most powerful machine
in its class.
Keyboard features: Paper advance. add to
iind subract from memory, clear entry,
E:lear all, print data, print separator, printer
indlor display selector.
Iirithmetical: percent, multiplication and
Clivision, subtraction, addition.
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ing balance of a loan.
Statistical: mean and standard deviation;
linear regression; linear estimate; summations giving n, Xx, 8 y , Xx; Xxy.
Percent: %, A%, percent one number is
of another; percent one number is of a total; markups; discounts.
Other: Ln; eS; ys; d x ; full register
arithmetic.
General
Memory: 10 addressable registers; five financial reeistes: four-register operational
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selective round-off t’o desired number of decimal places (0 to 9) in fixed-decimal notation; 8 significant dilzits plus two-digit exponent and appropriate: signs in scientific notatinn.
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operations, low
battery.
Dynamic range: 10 to 10 (200 decades).
Power: AC: 115 V, +IO%, 50 to 60 Hz.
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60 Hz.

Size:40H x 88W x 165mmL
HP-10 Business Printing
Calculator

HP-22
The HP-22 bus
calculator puts ar
nancial, mathema
tions at your fing
handle everything
to complex time-value-ot-money computations. You can even handle planning forecasting and decision analysis. And, you can
approach business problems in a variety of
ways to amve at intelligent decisions and
recommendations based on facts.

x 2.7”

8 125
:ientific Calculator is the most powerful preprogrammed pocket calculator Hewlett-Pack a d
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has ever built. Its highly sophisticaicu
design effectively integrates financial, statistical, and scientific functions-thus elim-
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value; internal rate of return; percent,
percent difference, and percent of total.
Statistical: 2+ accumulates x, y, xa, ye,
xy, and n, 2- deletes unwanted data;
linear regression; correlation coefficient;
mean and standard deviation; variance;
normal distribution factorial.
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scientific: Sin, Cos, 1Tan, Sin , Tan ;
grads angular
modes; Ln, e , log, lo”,y“. xz, Ilx, n, +,
-, X , +,+ H.MS,+ H , H.MS*; Coordinate conversion.
General
Memory: 10 addressable registers; five financial registers; four-register automatic
memory stack; and a Last-X register.
Clearing options: clear the display; clear
the stack; clear statistical registers; clear
addressable registers; clear the status of the
financial registers; clear the prefix keys.
Display: up to 10 significant digits in futeddecimal notation; up to 8 significant digits
plus 2-digit exponent in scientific or engineering notation (values are displayed with
exponents that are multiples of 3); full disolav
.~ formatting in any mode with selective
round-off; indicators- for improper openations, low battery.
Dynamic range: 10 to 10 (200 decades).
Power: AC: 115 V, +IO%, 50 to 60 H:2,
Battery: 2.5 V dc nickel cadmium rechargieable battery pack.
Size: 30.2 H x 68.3 W x 130.2 mm L (1.:2”
x
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HP-27 Financial/
Statistical/Scientific
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Business Printing Calculator

W
[BOOK]
[LIFE]
[SAL1
[N 11
IN21
Percentage
[%I
[A%]

[%HI
Calendar
2000 Year
Calendar
[Date + Days]

[A Days1
[g] [PRINT X]
Statistics
[C+l

HP-92
The new HP-92 Investor is a portable printing financial calculator
for the person that must evaluate a large number of investment
alternatives quickly, easily, and accurately. The HP-92 solves problems involving time and money: compound interest, balloons, discounted cash flow, bonds and notes, depreciation, net present value,
internal rate of return. The flick of a switch engages the quiet thermal printer that provides an indispensible record of your calculations. 30 storage registers. Printing and clearing functions. And with
all its powerful computational capability, the Investor fits into a
standard-sized briefcase-an invaluable feature for the person on
the go.
HP-92 Specifications
Compound Interest
- Stores or computes number of periods.
[nl
- Converts number of periods from months to
[12XI
years.
- Stores or computes interest rate per comtil
pounding period.
- Converts interest from yearly to monthly
[121]
rate.
- Stores or computes present value (initial
[PVI
cash flow at the beginning of a financial
problem).
- Stores or computes future value (Final cash
tFV1
flow at the end of a financial problem).
- Stores or computes payment amount.
[PMTI
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
- Computes net present value of future cash
[NPVI
flows.
- Computes internal rate of return of series of
[IRRI
up to 30 future cash flows.
Bonds and Notes
[PRICE]
- Stores or computes price of bond or note.
- Stores or computes yield (percentage) of a
[YIELD]
bond or note.
- Stores the issue and settlement dates of
[IS, STI
bond or note for calculations.
- Stores the maturity date of a bond or note.
[MTI
- Stores the call price or redemption value of
[CALL]
a bond or note.
- Stores the coupon amount (percentage) for
[CPN1
bond or note calculations.
Depreciation
- Calculates straight-line depreciation
WJ-1
schedule.
[SOYD]
- Calculates sum-of-the years' digits depreciation schedule.
- Calculates declining balance depreciation
[DBI
schedule.

12- 1
[XI
[SI
[L.R.]
[?I
[rl
Storage
[ST01

- Stores book value of an asset.
- Stores depreciable life of an asset.
- Stores salvage value of an asset.
- Stores the starting year for a depreciation
schedule.
- Stores the ending year for a depreciation
schedule.
- Computes percent.
- Computes percent of change between two
numbers.
- Computes percent one number is of a total.
- October 15, 1582 to November 25, 4046.
- Computes a future or past date from a given
date and a fixed number of days.
- Computes number of days between dates.
- For a given date, prints its day of the week.

- Automatically

accumulates two variables
for statistics problems: Zx, Xy, ExZ,Xy2,Xxy,
and number of terms.
- Deletes statistical variables for changing or
correction.
- Computes mean for x and y.
- Computes standard deviation for x and y.
- Linear regression or trend line.
- Linear estimate.
- Correlation coefficient.

- Stores number in one of 30 storage registers.
Performs storage register arithmetic upon
10 of the registers.
- Recalls number from one of 30 storage regWJ-1
isters.
Printing and Clearing
- Prints amortization schedule.
[AM0RT]
- Prints all values for compound interest.
LIST:
- problems, bonds and notes.
[FINANCE]
- Prints contents of display.
[PRINT XI
LIST: [STACK] - Prints contents of operational stack.
- Together print contents of 30 addressable
LIST: [REG]
storage registers.
- [XI
- Clears display.
[CLXI
- Clears financial functions for new problem.
[CL FIN]
[CL REG] [CLH] - Together clear 30 addressable storage registers.
[CLEAR]
- Clears entire calculator-display, operational stack, all storage registers and financial functions.
Number Entry and Manipulation
[ENTER t ]
- Separates numbers for arithmetic and other
functions.
- Changes sign of displayed number or expo[CHSI
nent.
[x *y] [R 1 ] [R t ] - Functions to manipulate numbers in operational stack.
- Enter exponent of 10.
[EEXI
Rounds actual number in display to number
[RNDI
seen in display.
- Recalls number displhyed before last opera[LAST XI
tion back to display.
Mathematics
- Raises number to power.
[Y"l
[eX]
- Natural antilogarithm.
- Natural logarithm.
[LNI
Square root.
M I
Reciprocal.
[ W
[+I [-I [XI [ A ] - Arithmetic functions.
Power: AC: 115 or 230 V + lo%, 50 to 60 Hz.
Size: 63.5 H x 229 W x 203 mm D (2.50" x 9" x 8").
HP-92 Investor
$625
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COMPUTATION
Computer systems: computers, and components

The system that makes it all seem simple: for efficient management, you should have a computer system that adapts to your EDP setup while
handling those day-to-day departmentaljobs you need to automate. The HP 3000 does precisely that. By forming a network of HP 3000s,each
department can take care of its own workload and also share programs and data bases with the rest of the organization.

Introduction
Hewlett-Packard has taken its place as a
major supplier of computers and computer
systems for companies of all sizes. The following pages contain a glimpse of these
products. Equipment that lends itself readily
to a catalog format, like terminals and desktop computers, is covered in more detail
than larger, more sophisticated system-level
products. Kindly consult your local HP
sales office, or complete the enclosed reply
card, for further information.
Background
Hewlett-Packard entered the computation
field by designing a minicomputer to interface with its measurement/test instruments.
For the first time, customers could combine
data gathering with data processing. HP
computer products have since entered
the business, industrial, scientific, and educational communities. Applications include
computation, data management, information

retrieval, and measurementltest automation.
HP 3000 Systems
The new H P 3000 Series I1 generalpurpose computer system is a flexible, versatile addition to the product line. Coupled
with the new Distributed System 3000 capability, H P 3000’s have the ability to share
data bases in a single network throughout
your operation.
HP 1000 Systems
Six different models form the H P 1000
family of upward-compatible computer systems. At their heart lie high-speed 21MX-E
processors. HP’s RTE family of realtime
software and IMAGE/1000 data base management software both run on H P 1000’s.
These systems handle tasks from scheduling
to computer-aided design.
Desktop computers
Hewlett-Packard offers another computer

advance in a line of desktop computers. Various memory sizes give you cost-effective
computing power; integrated design with
built-in processors and displays give convenience; and peripheral interface capability
allows you to monitor production processes
or quickly solve your technical or business
problems.
The HP 9815A and 9825A afford standalone computation and system control
capabilities. The new H P 9845A is a complete integrated systems with built-in
cathode ray tube display and graphics capability. It also interfaces with as many as 14
peripheral devices simultaneously. It is the
most powerful computer in our desktop line.
The H P 9896A Computation System is a
compact, complete work station for information management. It is a viable computer
system for small and medium-sized manufacturers, distributors, and service organizations, with capability to handle general
accounting, payroll, statistical and engineering computations.

COMPUTATIQM
HP 3000 Computer systems

CRT Display terminals
HP’s computer product line is complemented by the 2640 C R T display terminal
family. Speed, full editing capability,
minicartridge mass storage, and high resolution display help account for their increasing
popularity. The terminals appear in Intemational as well as Domestic versions. Established as the industry standard for serviceability, these units are easily maintained
because of plug-in boards and built-in selftesting circuitry.
Customer value through product
research
When purchasing H P computational
equipment, you are assured of traditional
value inherent in any Hewlett-Packard instrument.
To maintain this quality, the company
consistently invests 10% of net income in
research and development.
H P achievements include the first timeshared computer system based on a minicomputer ad the first user-microprogrammable CPU from a major manufacturer. A
recent innovation, the first minicomputer
with all semiconductor memory from a
major manufacturer, dramatically reduces
CPU size, weight, power consumption, and
cost, while improving speed and reliability.
Computer value through experience
Hewlett-Packard has one of the world’s
largest installed customer bases. Over
20,000 H P computers are presently operating on every continent and in most countries. A world-wide network of sales and
service offices support these installed bases,

Customer value through support
Added customer support is provided by
hardware and software training courses.
Both maintenance and user-oriented courses
are offered. And, video tape facilities successfully bring H P factory expertise to remote locations. Hewlett-Packard also supports a number of user groups with up-todate information exchanges, periodic publications, and regional meetings.
Customer value through quality
control
For years, usen in critical applications
have specified Hewlett-Packard products
because of respected reliability and environmental standards. This quality control
can be traced partially to H P management
practices. All H P quality assurance functions report directly to division management. This means that any product inadequacies receive top priority, and products that fail to meet tough standards are not
shipped until they do!

Key features of the HP 3000 include a powerful
operating system (MPE), concurrent batch and
interactive processing, full data management
facilities, and six programming languages, plus
networking software for Series I1 models.
Series I systems offer the traditional HP 3000
features, except networking capabilities, at an
exceptionally low cost. They have a standard 128
kb memory (non-expandable) and may be upgraded at the customer’s site to a Series 11. Prices
start at $75,000 for the Series I Systems.
Two standard Series I1 configurations are
availableModels 6 and 8. The basic difference
between the two models is in the size of the
memory. Model 6 has a 128 kb main memory
which is expandable to256 kb. Model 8 features a
320 kb memory (expandable to 512 kb) which
gives it increased performance capabilities. At
any time, Model 6 may be upgraded to a Model 8
with no applications software changes required.
Every HP 3000 can be augmented from a full
selection of line printers, card readers, terminals,
discs, interactive CRT terminals, and other
peripherals. Prices start at $11O,oOOfor the Series
I1 Systems.

HP 3000 Systems

HP 2026 Systems

Applications for HP 3000 Computer Systems
encompass the full range of data processing tasks.
For many small-to-medium companies an HP
3000 handles the entire data processing load,
from inventory control, to engineering design,
sales order entry, payroll, and personnel records.
Larger, multidivisional corporationstie a number
of HP 3000s to a host computer and to each other
to form a network and distribute computing
power throughout the company.

The HP 2026 is a low cost system dedicated to
remote source data entry and data communications. Corporations wishing to link geographically separated divisions find the HP 2026 an
outstanding system for establishing a regional,
national, or worldwide communicationsnetwork.
With an HP 2026 at each company location,
communications between them is effected over
either leased or voice-grade lines. Prices for the
HP 2026 start at $38,500.

COMPUTATION
Dedicated real-time computer svstems
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HP 1000 Systems

The HP 1000 family now includes two new memory-based systems, Models 20 and 21, offering efficient computation and instrument control capabilities at a lower entry-level price than the discbased HP 1000 Model 30, 31, 80, and 81 Computer Systems.

Computation
HP 1000 Systems use HP’s powerful 21MX E-Series Computer,
which delivers performance formerly achieved by computers two to
three times its price. Standard instructions support floating point
computations; integer multiply and divide; byte moves and scans;
and word, byte, and bit manipulation. I/O transfers run at rates to
2.28 million bytes per second. Optionally, memory management instructions provide flexible access to as much as 1.7 million bytes of
highly-reliable semiconductor main memory by processor and I/O
channels alike. Fault control is available with standard memory to
enhance its already excellent reliability 3-fold or more.

Optional high performance memory with 350 ns cycle time offers
up to 30% performance increase over standard memory. Further
performance increases may be achieved by microprogrammed subroutines, such as those in HP’s fast Fortran processor, which run 2
to 20 times faster than the same routines in software. In the discbased HP 1000 Systems, the user can also develop his own
performance-boosting microprogrammed routines with the aid of the
optional RTE microprogramming package, test them in writable
control store, and prepare tapes to bum PROMS for permanent
installation in the computer. The resulting microprogrammed
routines can be used in any of the HP 1000 Systems.
Through microprogramming, the user also gains access to a microprogrammable processor port, which can provide direct access
by special processors to the E-Series 11.4 million byte per second
internal bus.

Instrumentation
HP-IB Instrument Clusters In addition to their computational
capabilities, HP 1000 Systems are well-suited for control and interaction with HP-IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus) instruments
and devices. Up to 14 HP-IB devices can connect to the system via
a single interface card, and multiple automatic test or measurement
station instrument clusters can be controlled by the H P 1000 System
via multiple HP-IB interfaces. Including the new 2240A Measurement and Control Processor (page 576), more than 100 different
HP-IB test and measurement instruments are now available from
Hewlett-Packard and 22 other manufacturers.
Measurement and Control Stations The HP 1000 Systems can
also perform measurement and control functions via the 9611R
Measurement and Control Stations, which offer medium-speed
local or remote low-level and high-level analog 1/0 and isolated
digital I/O capabilities. Simplified screw-terminal connection is
available.
Plug-in analog I/O Subsystem'For smaller analog input needs, the
HP 1000 Systems can also use the 91000A Plug-In Analog-to-Digital
Interface card with a capacity of 16 single-ended or 8 differential
t10.24 V fs analog inputs.
Digital l e s t Stations For automatic digital testing, any of the discbased H P 1000 Systems can function as the controller of up to three
9571A Digital Test Stations in a DTS-70 Digital Test System.

Operations management
For data intensive operations management applications involving
test records, order entry, inventory control, or factory data collection, the full data base management capability of IMAGE/1000 is
providedin the H P 1000 Model 80 and 81 Systems, and can be added
to the Model 30 and 31 Systems. This data base management system
provides all necessary tools for building, maintaining, and restructuring a true data base of information required for operations management. Once established, the IMAGEIlO00 data base can be
accessed by multiple users with QUERY, an English-like inquiry
language that simplifies information retrieval and report generation.

Six models to choose from
Model 20 Includes 21 13B Computer with 64k bytes of main memory
and a 2645A Display Station as system console, with dual mini
cartridge 1/0 as standard input/output unit. Optional flexible disc
adds full program development and file management capabilities.
The system is supplied in an attractive desk-style work station. Its
operations are managed by the powerful, flexible memory-based
RTE-M operating system.
Model 21 Functionally identical to the Model 20, the Model 21 is
supplied in a single upright rack cabinet, which provides more space
than the desk for rack mounting of additional equipment.
Model 30 Provides same equipment as Model 20 in desk style
cabinet, plus 14.7M byte cartridge disc subsystem in matching disc
minirack. Its operations are managed by the disc-based,
foreground-background RTE-I1 operating system; the multipartition RTE-I11 operating system is optional.
Model 31 Functionally identical to Model 30, but supplied in a
single upright rack cabinet, which provides more space than the
desk plus minirack for rack mounting of additional equipment. Offers a choice of 14.7M byte disc or lower priced 4.9M byte disc.
Model 80 Designed for data base management applications, the
Model 80 includes all equipment supplied with the Model 30, plus
line printer and magnetic tape subsystems. The Model 80 comes
with 128k bytes of main memory and the IMAGE/lOOO data base

management system and is managed by the RTE-111 operating system. A desk-style workstation is provided for the computer and the
system console and a single upright cabinet houses the 14.7M byte
disc and the magnetic tape drive.
Model 81 Functionally identical to Model 80, but supplied in two
upright rack cabinets that provide more space than the Model 80 for
rack mounting additional equipment.

--

---

HP 1000 Systems summary
HP 1000 Models
Base Memory (bytes)
Max. Memory (bytes)
Cabinet
Peripherals
System console
Add'l terminals
Cartridge disc
Top loading disc
Flexible disc
Mag tape unit
Line printer
Punched tape 110
Card reader
TV interface
Analog 110
Digital I/O
Disc storage (bytes)
Max. storage (bytes)
Avail. I/O channels
Max. Av. I/O cham
Operating systems
RTE-M
RTE-II
RTE-Ill
Program languages
BASIC
Fortran II
Fortran IV
HP Assembly
Additional software
IMAGE/1000
Microprogram dev.

-20

21

64k
1024k
Desk

64k
1792k
Rack

1024k
Desk

I

1792k
Rack

80

81

128k
1024k
Desk+
Rack

128k
1792k
Rack

std

std

std

std

0Pt

0 Pt

opt
std

opt
std

Opt

0Pt

optA

opth

opt

opt
opt
0Pt
0.5M
2M
12
12

opt
opt
0Pt
0 Pt
opt
0Pt
0.5M
2M
12
28

opt
opt
std
std
opt
opt
opt
opt
14.7M
365M
8
8

opt
opt
std
std
opt
opt
opt
opt
opt
14.7M
365M
8
24

std

std
std

std
opt
std
std

0 Pt

opt
opt
opt
0Pt
14.7M
365M

11
11

std
D
D

std
D

D

opt
std
std

0

D

std

std

std

std

opt

opt

-L

L

--

'Model 31 can also be ordered with lower cost 4.9M byte disc, expandable with additional drives to
19.6M byte storage.
ARequires additional cabinet.
D=flexible disc required for program development; E=execute only; L=WCS Loader and driver are
only microprogramming support in Models 20 and 21.

Ordering information
HP 1000/20 Computer System (2173A)
HP 1000/21 Computer System (2174A)
Flexible disc for Model 20/21 (2173A/74A Opt 032)
HP 1000/30 Computer System (2172A)
HP 1000/31 Computer System w/4.9M byte disc
(2170A)
HP 1000/31 Computer System wr14.7M byte disc
(2 171A)
HP 1000/80 Computer System (based on 2172A)
HP 1000/81 Computer System (based on 2171A)

Price
$2 1,000
$22,000
$ 4,500
$36,500
$31,500

$36,500
$6 1,700
$62,700

COMPUTATION
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Measurement and Control Computer Interface
Models 2240A, 9600 and 91000 Series

W
and Control Processor
2240/2241A Measurement and Control Processor
The microprocessor-based H P 2240A Measurement and Control
Processor provides 128 channels of both analog and digital input/
output signals, with interrupt handling for complete measurement
and control capability in one unit. The H P 2241A Extender adds up
to 128 channels to extend the capability to a total of 256 1/0points.
The microprocessor intelligence of the 2240A enables it to execute
computer-independent, real-time tasks delegated from the controller. A powerful command set, tailored for measurement and control
applications, is built into the 2240A to simplify and reduce programming. Programming of complete tasks can be done in BASIC,
FORTRAN, H P Assembly or HPL languages via the HP-1B.
The 2240A can be used with a H P 9825A Desktop Computer for
stand-alone benchtop operation or with the H P lo00 Computer System as part of a production testing or facility monitoring station.
Multiple 224044 test stands can be added via the HP-IB as part of a
distributed measurement and control network. You can remote the
2240A up to 1000 meters over a single twisted pair of wires, or
delegate tasks over phone lines with the H P 59403A HP-IB/
Common Carrier Interface and industry standard modems.
A variety of measurement and control function cards is available
for the 2240A12241A:
22900A Analog Input Card
$1,600
32 single-ended or 16 differential channels, % 10 V ,
12 bits including sign, 20 kHz sample/scan rate.
Auto correction for gain and offset temperature
drift.
22901A Analog Output Card
$900
4 channels, 0 to 10 V or - 10 V to 10 V output, 10
bits with dual level storage. Auto readback from
first level. 4-lead remote sense (Kelvin) connections.
22902A Digital Input Card
$310
32 channels, TTL or CMOS levels.
22903A Common Interrupt Card
$450
16 channels, TTL or CMOS levels, individual channel enable and transition direction, interrupt test.
22904A Digital Output Card
$480
32 channels, TTL or CMOS, open-collector output,
dual level storage, auto readback, level or pulse outputs.
22905A CounterlStepper Motor Card
$800
4 channels for event counting, frequency or period
measurement, or stepper drive output. Internal selftest clock, TTL compatible.
22920A Signal Conditioning Tray
The H P 22920A Signal Conditioning Tray is a separate structure
that provides maximum isolation for the 2240A Measurement and
Control Processor from high voltage inputs and electrical noise.

+

Each 22920A holds one signal conditioning card, with provision for
field wiring (14-22 AWG) connection to 56 screw terminal connectors. Signal conditioning cards available for the 22920A are:
22912A Relay Output Card
$290
16 channels, 2 amperes, 125 VAC/DC, 60 VA rating,
Form-C (SPDT) hermetically sealed relays.
22913A Isolated Digital Input Card
$430
16 channels, 5 to 120 VDC and 16 to 230 VAC with
selectable response times and overload fuses.
22914A General Purpose Breadboard Card
$130
16 channels for analog/digital, inputloutput signal
conditioning. Pad lavouts for user-installed signal
conditioning cs
difiers, relays,
Zulators.
filters, fuses, I
9611R Remot
d Control
Station
The H P %11R is an industrial measurement and control station
for computer-based measurement and control applications where
digitai and analog inputloutput lines to machinelprocess sources,
control actuators, and indicator panels are some distance, up to 3 km
(lO,o00 feet), from the computer. The %11R accepts from 16 to 496
analog inputs and from 12 to 900 digital I/O signal lines, with signal
conditioning options to meet a wide variety of conditions encountered in industrial measurement and control applications. The 961 1R
can be used with H P 2100s or H P 21MX/E computers, or H P
%MX or H P 1000 series Computers Systems, and includes a onebay cabinet, a 91063A Digital I/O Subsystem, a 62005A 5 VDC, 2A
Power Supply, and provisions for screw-terminal connection assemblies for field wiring from transducers/control actuators.
2313B Analog 1/0 Subsystem
The H P 2313B Analog I/O Subsystem consists of control, sampling, and analog-to-digital conversion modules in a mainframe designed for rack-mounted operations with H P 2100s or H P 21MX
computers, or H P 96MX or H P lo00 series Computer Systems. The
subsystem I/O capacity is expandable to 528 differential analog inputs or 44 analog outputs, or combinations of inputs and outputs.
Plug-In Subassemblies
Individual measurement and control interfaces are contained on
plug-in subassembly cards for H P 2100 and H P 21MX computers:
91000A Analog-to-Digital Interface Subsystem
$2,275
A complete +10.24 V fs analog input subsystem,
including interface and control logic, sample and
hold amplifier, ADC, and input multiplexer.
12551B 16-Bit Relay Output Register
$550
Provides 16 floating contact closures for controlling
1 to 16 devices and optional readback circuitry for
data verification.
12930A Dual-Channel Universal Interface
$850
16-bit input/l&bit output plus control and status
data. Choice of differential or TTL logic. Up to 1
million 16-bit words.
12555B Digital-to Analog Converter
$600
Provides two analog outputs ranging between 0 and
+ 10 volts, 8-bit resolution.
12556B 40-Bit Register
$650
40-Bit (10 BCD digit) capacity for driving program
input lines, choice of ASCII or binary output
modes.
12604B Data Source Interface
$875
32-Bit (8 BCD digit) capacity, accommodates logic
levels between - 100 V and + 100 V.
Ordering information
Price
2240A Measurement and Control Processor
2241A Extender
22920A Signal Conditioning Tray
9611R Remote M&C Station
2313B Analog I/O Subsystem

$2,750
$1,500
$165
$10,900
$6,950

COMPUTATION
Automatic Test Systems
Models 8500 and 9500 Series

85428 Automatic Network Analyzer
The H P 8542C Automatic Network Analyzer is a precision phase
and amplitude measurement system used to measure complex of
transfer functions, to 18 GHz, in order to characterize components
or circuits. The 8542C achieves high accuracy by calibrating with
precision standards to characterize, store, and correct for systematic errors-mismatch, directivity, crosstalk, and frequency response
errors are thus removed. The 8542C is supplied with a complete set
of ready-to-run Microwave Applications Programs (MAP), and with
a BASIC language interpreter containing high-level microwave
measurement instructions.
8580C Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
The H P 8580C Automatic Spectrum Analyzer measures absolute
frequency and characterizes mixers, doublers, and other frequency
conversion devices to 18 GHz. It is also a valuable tool for gathering
spectral data on signals present in complex electronic equipment or
in a geographic region.
The 8580C Option 400 is an automatic receiver system (ARS-400)
that provides signal monitoring, detection, and analysis in the
lOOkHz to 18 G H z frequency range. The receiver system is used in
a variety of applications including spectrum management, system
monitoring, electronic intelligence, electromagnetic interference and
site surveillance.
DTS-70 Digital Test System
The DTS-70 Digital Test System is designed for high throughput
production testing and fast, accurate fault location of loaded digital
printed circuit boards. The system is versatile in that it can be used
concurrently for test program generation, multi-station production
all on a single
testing and manufacturing data management tasks
system computer.
The DTS-70 is comprised of three basic elements: a multiprogramming computer system, a 9571A Digital Test Station, and the
91075B TESTAID-I11 test generation software.
The recommended DTS-70 System controller is the H P 1000
Computer System. It offers extremely fast processing speeds,
up to 608K bytes of main memory, Real Time Executive (RTE)
operating system software, and multiple terminal operation.
Other H P computers, H P 2100 and 21MX series, together with
a H P 7900A or 7905A Disc Memory can be used as the DTS-70
controller when configured for the RTE operating system
software.
The 9571A Digital Test Station is capable of testing TTL,
CMOS, and mixed logic families. It can test large PC boards,
up to 200 MSI IC’s and 360 test pins, with production-oriented
test fucture and test adapters for simple operation and high test
pattern rates for maximum throughput. Computer assisted
guided probing gives high accuracy fault isolation, and test results are automatically printed out on hard copy.
9107B TESTAID-I11 Test Generation Software is an advanced software simulator that enables comprehensive test program generation economically for large and complex digital PC
boards. Modeling tools include an extensive device library
(over IO00 IC’s) and 15 primitive elements (ROM’s RAM’S
shift registers, etc.). There are three methods of generating
input stimulus patterns - automatic path-sensitization,
pseudo-random patterns, and manual techniques.
Switch Products For Automatic Test Systems
New HP-IB switch products are used in H P automatic test systems and are available individually for those Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) builders who manufacture their systems in-house
and other ATE users who have complex switching requirements in
their automated test setups. The new switches provide a commerically available solution to one of the most important parts of an ATE
system-connecting the system to the unit-under-test (UUT).
Three types of switching units are available, all controlled by a

-

.

Switch Products Installed in an Automatic Test System

single 941 1A Switch Controller that provides microprocessor control of up to 8 switch mainframes.
New HP-IB switch products are also available individually.
9411A Switch Controller
$2,350
The 9411A provides control signals and relay power
for other switching units. The 9411A is controlled by
the automatic test system computer via the HP-IB,
and in turn provides control logic for up to eight
switching units and + 12.5 VDC (4A maximum) relay
power for up to four switching units. Internal firmware
in the 9411A enables it to perform a comprehensive
self-test and fault isolation of all signal relays in the
9412A and 9414A switching units.
$10,000 to $35,000
9412A Modular Switch
The 9412 provides high-density, multi-function switching of signals up to 10 MHz for automatic test equipment. A built-in 1768-pin (34 x 52 matrix) interface
panel significantly improves signal performance and
eliminates the “spider web” cabling found in other
ATE switching configurations. The 9412A accommodates five types of switchcards in any combination up
to a total of 25 cards.
$2,000 to $7,000
9413A VHF Switch
The 9413A provides modular, flexible high-frequency
switching of pulse and video signals up to 500 MHz for
automatic test equipment. The 9413A accommodates
up to 12 coaxial switch modules.
$5,000 to $30,000
9414A Matrix Switch
The 9414A provides maximum flexibility in switching
of signals up to 10 MHz for automatic test equipment.
The unit is designed for high-density, highperformance switching in a modular package that allows any U U T pin to be switched to any instrument in
the ATE system. The 16-input matrix switch can be
configured in 30-pin increments (UUT pins) up to 120
pins. A distribution bus capability allows the sharing
of up to four of the 16 matrix inputs with multiple
measurement instruments.
Ordering information
Price
8542B Automatic Network Analyzer
$200,000
8580B Automatic Spectrum Analyzer
$150,0OO-$250,000
9571A Digital Test Station
$24,000
91075B TESTAID-I11 Test Generation Software
$15,000
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A high performance family
3 ° C I#

21MX Series

memory module

The Hewlett-Packard 21MX family of comlputers is based on 2in
architecture proven successful in over 16,000 installations, and prl0vides the flexibility and power required to satiisfy a wide variety of
computing needs.
~ GustThe 21MX family ranges from the economim l v ~ - a t j l l t jIUI
critical computer applications to the new high-performance E-Series
for applications that require extremely fast processing speeds. And,
for high-volume, specialized applications, there is the K-Series of
computer components. Because the entire 21MX family uses the
same instruction set and interfacing logic and electronics, the user
can change models with minimal effect on software, peripherals,
service, training, and spares provisioning.

21MX M-Series
Building on a successful heritage that includes the H P 2100A
computer, the M-Series puts the power of the 21MX architecture in
an economical package. It includes the HP 2105A, 2108B, and
21 12B Computers, which offer a range of memory capacities from 64
to 2048k bytes (using the new 128k byte jumbo memory modules and
a memory extender), and I/O capacity from 4 to 14 IIO channels (up
to 46 IIO channels with two IIO extenders). Most of the features
needed in computer systems-memory parity, extended arithmetic,
floating point instructions, and a full front panel-are included at no
extra cost. Memory expansion, fault control (error correcting)
memory, and special processors required for more specialized uses
are offered as reasonably priced accessories.

processing unit neai.,, twice as powerful as the M-Series. .I addition
to variable microcycle timing and streamlined instruction set microroutines for faster execution, microprogrammable block IIO, a
microprocessor port, asynchronous memory and a much larger control store address space for the user further enhance the flexibility,
power, and growth potential of the E-Series as compared with other
members of the 21MX family. Asynchronous memory accommodates standard and fault control memories and the new 350 ns highperformance memory, which provides up to 30% additional improvement in performance. E-Series computers are available in two
models, HP 2109B and 21 13B, with a choice of maximum mainframe
memory capacities from 640 to 1280 k bytes and 9 or 14 IIO channels

Extension of memory and I/O capacities
A memory extender supports enough additional memory modules
to nearly double mainframe capacity of the largest 21MX computer.
IIO extenders can increase IIO capacity of any of the 21MX computers by 32 channels.

Computer model
Panel height (inches)
Max. mainframe memory
Memory extender capacity
Mainframe I/O channels

21MX E-Series
The 21MX E-Series combines the same powerful instruction set
and IIO structure as the rest of the 21MX family with a central

I/O Chan w/one extender
I/O Chan witwo extenders

I
I

2105A
5.25

I
I

21088

I

21128

I

21098

I

21138

8.75

++

46

'21MX computers with dynamic mapping can address a maxlmum of 2048k bytes of memory.

21MX computer series

M

Memory Speed

E

Fault control

650 ns
650 ns
650 ns

595 235 ns
665 235 ns
630 235 ns

Fault control memory wldynamic mapping

650 ns

700 +35 ns
350 235 ns
420 ?35 ns

Standard memory
Standard memory wldynamic mapping

High performance memory

N.A.

High performance mernoty wldynamic mapping

N.A.

New memory expansion packages
New memory expansion packages offer various increments of
standard, high performance and Fault Control (F/C) memory along
with the dynamic mapping system required for expansion beyond
64k bytes at attractive package prices.

K-Series computer components
For high-volumeapplications that require the processing power of
a minicomputer at lower unit costs, the K-Series makes major subassemblies of the M-Series available in component form. The 2108K
processor board, for example, is far more powerful than a microcomputer, but only slightly higher in cost. With it, the user has a
high-performance 24-bit microprocessor with 21 1 instructions and a
very fast 325 ns cycle time. Adding a 21MX instruction ROM converts the 2108K to a full “computer-on-a-board” that is fully compatible with the 21MX standard and fault control memory systems,
I/O subsystems, software, and peripherals.

Microprogramming accessories
Fast Fortran Processor
The fast Fortran processor provides firmware microcode for over
a dozen instructions-four-word precision operations, two-and
three-dimensional array processing, and other commonly-used
routines previously written in Fortran-that run 2 to 20 times faster
than software execution speed.
User Microprogramming Capabilities
Two new accessories are offered for installation of userdeveloped mcroprograms. For microprograms under development
or that are swapped to and from disc during operations, there is a
1024 (24-bit) word writable control store module. There is also a
2048 (24-bit) word user control store board for user’s microprograms
that have been “burned” into PROMs for permanent use. These
capabilities, which provide access to additional high-speed registers,
are software supported by a real-time microprogram development
package.

New memory capabilities
Memory capabilities available with 21MX computers now include
new 128k byte jumbo standard performance memory modules, making possible up to 1280k bytes in the mainframe of the largest 21MX
computers. New fault control memory controller and check bit array
boards offer an MTBF improvement of 3 times or greater over the
already excellent reliability of HP’s standard semiconductor memory systems. And new high-performance memory boosts E-Series
computer speed up to 30%.

Ordering information
2105A Computer
2108B Computer
2112B Computer
2109B Computer
2113B Computer
12990B Memory Extender
12979B Dual-Port I/O Extender
2108K Microprogrammable Processor
12977A (M-Series) Fast Fortran Processor
13306A (E-Series) Fast Fortran Processor
13197A Writable Control Store
13047A User Ctrl Store board for user-added PROMs
2102B Standard Memory Controller
12998A 16k byte Memory Module
13187B 32 byte Memory Module
12747A 128k byte (jumbo) Memory Module
2102C Fault Control Memory Controller*
12779A 256k byte Check Bit Array Board
12780A 512k byte Check Bit Array Board
2102E High Performance Memory Controller
12741A 32k byte High Performance Memory Module
12763A 64k byte Std Memory Exp Package (M- Series)

Price
$4100
$5300
$6200
$5850
$6850
$3500
$4500
$1475
$950
$650
$2000
$550
$600
$750
$1600
$6400
$600
$2750
$5000
$600

$2100
$3500

12763B 128k byte Std Memory Exp Package (M- Series)

$6400

12763C 192k byte Std Memory Exp Package (M- Series)

$9300

12766A 64k byte Std Memory Exp Package (E-Series)
12766B 128k byte Std Memory Exp Package (E- Series)

$3500
$6400

12766C 192k byte Std Memory Exp Package (E- Series)

$9300

12767A 64k byte High Perf Memory Exp. Package
12767B 128k byte High Perf Memory Exp. Package
12767C 192k byte High Perf Memory Exp. Package
12782A 128k byte F / C Memory Package (M-Series)
12782B 256k byte F / C Memory Package (M-Series)
12782C 512k byte F / C Memory Package (M-Series)
12782D 1024k byte F / C Memory Package (M-Series)
12783A 128k byte F/C Memory Package (E-Series)
12783B 256k byte F / C Memory Package (E-Series)
12783C 512k byte F / C Memory Package (E-Series)
12783D 1024k byte F / C Memory Package (E-Series)

$4500
$8400
$12300
$9000
$15000
$29000
$5 1200
$9000
$15000
$29000
$5 1200

‘Fault control memory controller works with 12998A, 13187A18, and 12747A Memory Modules, but
not 12741A High Performance Memory Modules.

COMPUTATION
Desktop computers and peripherals
9815A, 9825A

9815A

9825A

9825A
981SA
The 9815A features a built-in high speed data cartridge, a 16character alphanumeric thermal printer, an auto-start switch, programming keys that double as Special Function keys, and two optional 1/0 channels. These capabilities can be used in four basic
ways:
1. Quick keystroke calculations: 28 built-in scientific functions, the powerful Reverse Polish Notation Logic System also used
by the HP pocket calculators, a buffered keyboard, large display,
and readable permanent printout provide you with advanced problem solving at your fingertips.
2. Dedicated problem solving: Hewlett-Packard offers several software packages with a prerecorded cartridge, Special Function key overlay, and easy-to-follow instructions for each program.
Set the switch to auto-start, slip in the cartridge, put the overlay in
place, and turn on the 9815A. The first file will be automatically
loaded and the program executed. The tedious set-up work is done
for you.
3. Programmable problem solving: the standard 9815A has
472 program steps and ten data registers and can be expanded to
2008 steps. The memory can be allocated by you into any combination of program steps and data registers you wish. The programming
language includes such sophisticated features as FOR-NEXT loops;
symbolic, absolute or calculated addresses; automatic address updating during editing; descriptive error messages; and subroutines
nested to seven deep. The 9815A has the programming power and
memory flexibility to handle many of your most complex computational problems.
4. Interfacing: the 9815A has seven interface cards. The H P
98310A is an interface card for the 9872 Plotter, the HP 98131A is a
9871A Character Impact Printer Interface Card and the HP 98132A
is an interface card for the 9862A Plotter. The HP 98133A BCD I/O
accommodates 9-digit BCD input with high-speed mode and 8-bit
parallel output. The HP 98134A General 1 / 0 is a bidirectional %bit
parallel interface which enables the user to connect it to the 9800
Series desktop computers. The 98135A HP-IB 1/0will accept up to
14 HP-IB interconnected instruments. The 9815A can be used to
control the data flow to and from the instruments, gathering and
processing that data simultaneously. The HP 98134A Serial I/O
provides RS-232-C compatibility as well as 20 mA and 60 mA
current-loop, receive-only options.

The 9825A Desktop Computer, designed principallv for use in
engineering, research and statistics, has many features previously
found only on minicomputers. It is a powerful stand-alone device
and is particularly suited to controller applications.
Significant contributions include two-level priority interrupt, live
keyboard, direct memory access with input speeds up to 400k 16-bit
words per second, high-performance bidirectional tape drive, multidimensional arrays, automatic memory record and load, and extended internal calculation range ( t l O J L 1to klO-sll). Some of these
are standard features and others are available in optional plug-in
read-only memories (ROMs).
HPL, a high-level, formula-oriented language, is easy to learn and
is designed for controller applications as well as for data processing.
HPL provides for subroutine nesting and flags and allows 26 simple
variables and 26 multidimensional array variables, limited only by
the size of 9825A’s memory. Editing of lines and characters is simple, and error locations are identified by a flashing cursor in the
display. Fixed- and floating-point formats can be set from the
typewriter-like keyboard.
The keyboard has twelve Special Function keys that, combined
with the shift key, can handle 24 different operations. These keys
help in program writing and in peripheral and instrument control.
They can serve as immediate execute keys, as call keys for subroutines, and as typing aids.
With the live keyboard, never before found on a desktop computer, the user can examine and change program variables, perform
complex calculations, call subroutines, and record and list programs
while the 9825A is performing other operations.
Interrupt capability, available in the Extended 1 / 0 ROM, permits
the 9825A to act as a controller for several instruments or peripherals requring attention at unpredictable rates or times.
A 32-character LED display and a built-in 16-character thermal
printer provide alphanumeric readout including both capital and
lower-case letters. Some European and Greek characters are also
available in an optional ROM.
The high-speed bidirectional data cartridge holds 250k bytes of
information and has an average access time of 6 seconds to any place
on the tape. Bidirectional search speed is 2286 mm/s (90 i d s ) , and
read/write speed is 559 mm/s (22 in./sl). The entire memory can be
recorded on the cartridge for reloading at a later time. Verification of
files is automatic on recording.
Ordering information
Price
9815A Desktop Computer
$2900
9825A Desktop Computer
$5900

Desktop computers and peripherals
Models 9830A/B, 98808

A broad range of peripherals is available with either the 9830A or
9830B to allow the user maximum flexibility in putting together that
specific system required to solve particular problems.
The result is a cost-effective system that can meet your data handling problems today and continue meeting them as your needs expand.

9830AlB

Features
Alphanumeric keyboard
32-character LED display
Built-in tape cassette
BASIC language
12 significant digits
Full trigonometric capability
Boolean algebraic capability
Expandable user memory
Add-on read-only memories (ROMs)
Formatted output
Broad range of peripherals available
Programming in BASIC
The 9830 is programmed in BASIC, a formal, interactive language similar to FORTRAN. Depending on your needs, you may
choose to do all your own programming. If you’ve already been
working with BASIC, you can, with minor modifications, use
your existing program. Since BASIC is a standard computer language, you will find there are many programs already written and
available at nominal cost.

98808 Mass memory subsystem

9830AlB
The Hewlett-Packard 9830 is a general purpose desktop computer, designed for a wide range of applications.
The language of the 9830 is BASIC. This easy-to-use language
couples simplicity with power and appeals to the new desktop computer owner as well as the experienced programmer. The 9830 automatically inherits a comprehensive range of proven software
packages, including finance, mathematics, statistics, and education.
A minimum 9830A provides 3 520 8-bit bytes (1 760 words) of
user readlwrite memory. This can be expanded to 15 808 bytes
(7 904 words). In addition, the user can select from a wide range of
read-only memory (ROM) plug-in blocks for increased computational capability or peripheral control, or both. The 9830A allows up
to 16k bytes of add-on ROM for a total of eight plug-in blocks.
The 9830B has 15 808 8-bit bytes (7 904 words) user read/write
memory, expandable to 30 144 bytes (15 072 words). Matrix operations and string variables are built in, and six additional ROM blocks
are available.

The HP 9880B Mass Memory Subsystem supplies the HP 9830A
and 9830B with the substantial data storage required for such industrial, scientific, and commercial applications as structural design,
statistical analysis, payroll, account maintenance, inventory control, patient records, and credit verification.
The memory media of this peripheral are a permanently installed
memory platter and an interchangeable cartridge (HP 12869A),each
having a capacity of 2.4 million bytes; this is the equivalent of more
than 600 000 total items of data of twelve digits each.
One of the main advantages of this system is data safety and
security. Master data can be recorded on the removable cartridge,
transferred into the 9830A for manipulation, stored temporarily on
the fixed memory platter for further use by the program, and modified on the removable cartridge. Duplication of data files is also
easily accomplished. Errors are corrected simply by repeating the
operation, since the initial data still resides on the removable memory cartridge.
A 10 x 10 array can be transferred to the 9880B cartridge in about
1 second, and a typical 250-line program of 2 000 words can be
transferred in less than 2 seconds.
Ordering information
Price
9830A Desktop Computer
$4900
9830B Desktop Computer
$8350
9880B Mass memory subsystem
$10950

COMPUTATIION
Desktop computer; multicolor plotter
9831A, 9872A
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9072A

9031A
The H P 983lA is a desktop computer that can be used as either a
stand-alone device or with peripherals in an integrated computing
system for industrial, commercial and scientific applications.
One of the main features of the 9831A is its BASIC language.
Because BASIC is a commonly known computer language and is
similar to English, it is easy to learn. At the same time the 9831's
BASIC is powerful enough to meet the demands of experienced
programmers.
To facilitate programming, string variables and general input/
output commands have been built into the 9831. These enable the
machine to accept and manioulate alohanumeric information and
also provide for ba sic peripheral operations. In addition there are 24
Special Function k:eys (12 with shift, 12 without) which can be used
to represent text., functions or entire programs with keystroke
simplicity.
For fast storage
nbL,,bva,,
a IwV-llLlrR
barrLLu5b
been built into the 9831A. The storage medium, a high-density,
rapid-access tape cartridge, records up to 250k bytes of information
and also features automatic verification of data.
The 9831A comes standard with 7 162 bytes of read/write memory and is expandable to 31 738 bytes. Other features of the 9831
include a 32-character L E D display, a typewriter-like keyboard with
upper- and lower-case alphanumeric and three 1 / 0 slots and four
ROM channels for extending languaee caoabilitv and oerioheral
control.
Features
Alphanumeric keyboard
32-character LED display
Built-in tape cartridge drive
Hardwired BASIC language
Add-on read-only memory (ROM)
Expandable read/write memory
U p to 12 significant digits
Full trigonometric capability
Boolean algebraic capability
12-24 Special Function keys (shift included)
Broad range of peripherals
Ulllb

Interfaced with the Y X L > A , Y X J l A or YX45A Desktop Computer,
Hewlett-Packard's 9872A Plotter will provide permanent four-color
(blue, green, red and black) graphic output that's easy to read and is
immediately ready for camera reproduction.
This microprocessor-based plotter (A3 size) provides automatic
or manual pen selection and gives high-resolution line and character
quality via addressable moves in lengths as small as 0.025 rnm (0.001
in.). Seven different dashed-line fonts are also available for trace
differentiation and easy interpretation.
In program mode, pen speed may be adjusted to any of 36 rates
from IO mm/s to 360 mm/s in 10-mm increments. This precision
velocity control helps you produce high-quality graphics not only on
paper but on other media such as mylar or acetate as well.
Window plotting, another significant feature, provides the 9872A
with the ability to handle offscale data. The 987214 graphs to the
point where offscale data is encountered and continues graphing at
the point where onscale data is again encountered with no loss in
accurac:y. Point digitizing is used t o determine coordinate s and
transmit: them to the controller. By combining point digitizir ig and
window plotting, you can magnify sections of an original graph for
detailed ^^I^
analysis.
no-r~
'
.
For nrurc: ubci iiexioiiiry in Y U I L nds rive uuiir-in cnaracrer sets
including Spanish, Scandinavian and French/German. You can also
change character size, slant and direction or even design your own
characters.
A two-letter graphics code drives the 9872A via the HP-IB. T o
further simplify use of the plotter mnemonics, these read-only
memories (ROMs) are recommended:
98215A Plotter-General 1 / 0 or 98216A Plotter-General I/OExtended 1 / 0 ROM for use with the 9825A Desktop Computer,
98223B Matrix Plotter ROM for use with the 9831A Desktop
Compu ter,
98437A Graphics ROM for use with the 9845A Desktop Computer.
Features
Programmable selection of four pens
_ _ _ . _ * - . . : l . ! , ~I&
~...

Ordering information
9831A Desktop Computer
9872A Plotter
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Price
$7 200
$4200

Desktop computer

!

Series 9800 System 45

11

Series 9800 System 45

Series 9800 System 45
This Hewlett-Packard integrated desktop computer is a powerful,
convenient system for such applications as mathematical modeling,
design analysis, production test control, text processing and linear
programming.
Distinctive System 45 features include a CRT display, an optional
built-in thermal line printer, an enhanced BASIC language, and a
tape cartridge (two drives optional).
The 310-mm (12.1 in.) diagonal CRT, an integral part of the System 45, lets you view data, list programs, and display keyboard
inputs, messages and system commands. The CRT’s alpha mode
provides 1920 characters in a split-screen area with 24 lines. Twenty
lines are reserved for data program listings and editing, while the
remaining four lines provide an interactive display for prompts or
user instructions, data inputs, error messages and calculation results. Special highlighting features-underlining, blinking, and inverse video-are provided for visual impact.
The C R T also has an optional graphics mode containing a 256k bit
readlwrite memory for image refresh and a read-only memory
(ROM) module for language enhancements. This allows high-speed
interactive plotting within a 560 x 455 dot matrix, presenting clear,
well-defined lines and curves. By giving the DUMP GRAPHICS
command, you can also transfer on-screen graphics to the optional
built-in thermal printer for precise hard-copy output.

The optional thermal printer also prints up t o 80 characters per
line a t as much as 480 lines per minute, and draws strip-chart-like
plots at about 25.4 mm/s (l”/s).The printer offers two means of
emphasizing sections of hard copy. You can either indicate oversize
characters which are 50% higher than standard or specify underlining the desired characters.
Thermal paper for the printer comes in both black-print and blueprint types, with both available in English and metric widths. The
perforated black-print paper is useful for reports and permanent
re’cords requiring page control. The more economical blue-print
paper in continuous rolls can be used for more routine daily activities.
System 45’s enhanced BASIC language provides for matrix and
string manipulation, error trapping, flexible tracing, multi-character
variables and subprogramming capability. It provides 15 levels of
programmable priority interrupt capability. It also provides for mass
storage operations. Whichever storage device you choose, you use
the same set of statements to address the media, which are the H P
9885 MIS Flexible Disk Drive, the H P 7905 and 7920 disc drives
and the built-in 217k-byte tape cartridges. The language consistency
saves you time and money by eliminating the need for program
changes when addressing different storage devices.
A second tape cartridge drive available as an option adds 217k
bytes of storage and also furnishes high-speed tape duplication
capability and flexibility for prograddata separation.
For handling large amounts of data, the System 45 has a standard
read/write memory of 13 472 bytes. This memory can be expanded
optionally to 62 624 bytes.
Should your applications require more computational capability
and peripheral/instrument control, the System 45 is designed to
handle these using appropriate ROMs and interfaces. Interface
types include BCD, bit-parallel, bit-serial (Specification RS-232-C),
and HP-IB (IEEE Specification 488-1975).
Features
Computer
Enhanced BASIC language
Two built-in tape cartridges (one standard, one optional)
Overlapped processing of I/O and computation routines
Built-in, unified mass storage operations
Typewriter-like alphanumeric keyboard with language options
Read/write memory of 13k bytes expandable to 62k bytes
Interface capability
CRT Display
Graphics package (optional)
Quality alphanumeric and graphics display
Highlighting capabilities
Special editing characteristics
Off-screen storage with scrolling capability
Reduced screen glare
Adjustable screen brightness
Unified graphics language
Thermal Printer
Fast printinglplotting
Low cost
Quiet operation
Easy-to-read hard copy
Fast transfer of graphics from CRT (graphics option required)
Character generation flexibility
Optional character sets in English, German, Spanish and
French
Ordering information
Price
$ 1 1 500
9845A Desk Top Computer
$20 000
98459 Desk Top Computer System

COMPUTATION
Desktop Co mputer Peripherals
Models 9863A, 9864A, 9865A, 9869A, 9877A

986414

Desktcop computer
. . peripherals
.
. .
.
. .
Desktop computer penpherals are the input/output devices that
let you tailor your desktop computer to your specific computing
requirement.
High speed tape reader subsystem
The 9883A uses the H P 2748B Photo Reader to increase the speed
of the 9863 A Tape Reader. The 9883A reads tapes optically at 300
charts.
Tape pun
I

ferring output onto punched tape aIt 75 char/s.
Card readers
.
. __
.. .
The high-speed Y8bYA Hopper Card Reader handles 80-column
punched cards as well as mark-sense cards.
Tape cassette
The high-speed S@65A Tape Caissette lets you easily store, update, and retrieve clata and prograIms. A fast, bidirectional search
feature lets you fin"A ally CL III-F UII Ihe tape without rewinding. The
9865A has a minimum capacity of 48k bytes.
Interfaced with the 9825A or the 9831A, the 9877A External Tape
Memory provides an inexpensive method of storing up to I M bytes
of information. In addition, it offers fast duplication of up to four
tapes in less than 60 min. The 9877 uses the same type of tape
cartridge as that designated for the 9825A and 983 I A desktop computers.
Paper tape reader
Data from analytical instruments, machine tools and computer
terminals goes directly into your desktop computer. The 9863A
reads a wide variety of formats at 20 char/s.
1/0 expanders
The 9868A 1 / 0 Expander allows you to plug up to 13 peripherals
or test instruments into your 9810A, 9820A, 9821A and 9830AIB.
The 9878A provides six additional I/O slots for the 9825A and
_ _ _ ^

--

^I..

9869A

9831A.

986:

v \
9865A

Digitizer
The 9864A Digitizer reads a curve or any irregular shape as a
series of discrete points. Your HP desktop computer then prints out
the dimensions of the line and the area of the contained shape.
Ordering information
Price
9863A Paper Tape Reader
$1710
9864A Digitizer
$6000
9865A Tape Cassette
$1885
9868A I/O Expander
$1060
9869A Hopper Card Reader
$4075
9877A External Tape Memory
$2340
9878A I/O Expander
$1200
$2510
9883A High Speed Tape Reader Subsystem
9884A Tape Punch Subsystem
$3080

COMPUTATION
Desktop computer peripherals

X-Y plotter

1

9862A

Line printer
The 9881A Line Printer Subsystem consists of the 2607A Line
Printer, which is a reliable, low-cost, 5 x 7 dot matrix printer, and
the 11287A Line Printer Interface Card. Its unique print mechanism
makes it quiet enough for any business environment and provides up
to six consistent, clean copies. It prints at 200 lineshin regardless
of the line length and has full 132-column line width.
Thermal printers
For high-quality, hard-copy output, the 9866AIB Thermal Printers are hard to beat. The 9866A/B printers produce page-width, fully
formatted, alphanumeric text, tables, or simple plots at 240 lines/
min. The 9866B has upper- and lower-case characters and vertical
line printer capabilities.

The 9862A X - Y Plotter with a peripheral control function block
automatically scales your data, generates words as well as numbers
and sets up both axes, complete with labels and tick marks - all in
your designated units.
Interfacing
HP offers many interface cards desigqed for those customers who
desire to build custom, desktop computer-controlled instrumentation systems. These cards are:
9815A interface cards
98133A BCD Interface - 8-digit BCD input with high-speed
mode, 8-bit parallel output.
98134A General Interface - bidirectional 8-bit parallel interface.
98135A HP-IB Interface - general connection for HP-IB compatible instruments (in conformance with IEEE Std. 488-1975).
98136A RS-232-C Serial Interface - conforms to EIA RS-232-C
recommended specifications.
9825A, 9831A and 9845A interface cards
98032A 16-bit Duplex Interface - latched 16-bit inputloutput for
bidirectional transfer of information.
98033A BCD Input Interface - connects the 9825A with bitparallel, digit-parallel BCD devices.
98034A HP-IB Interface - allows communication with as many
as 14 HP-IB compatible instruments per interface.
98035A Clock/Timer/Pacer Interface - adds real time reference
and time-related control capabilities to the 9825A, 983 1A and
9845A desktop computers.
98036A Serial Interface-provides bit serial communication between the desktop computers and asynchronous EIA RS-232-C
devices such as data terminals and modems.
9830AlB interface cards
11202A 1 / 0 Interface - 8-bit parallel input/output card with TTL
compatible drivers and receivers.
11203A BCD Input Card - 9 digits of 8421-coded BCD data,
plus other functions (input from instrument to 9830AIB only).
11205A Serial I / O Interface - bit serial input/output card conforming to EIA RS-232-C recommended specifications.
59405A Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus - byte serial interface
offers plug-to-plug compatibility between instruments.
11285A Data Communications Interface - allows communication with other 9830A/B’s and computers via telephone lines and
modems that meet EIA Specification RS-232-C.
11297B Binary Synchronous ROM - when used with 11285A
allows 9830A/B to act as a remote batch terminal emulating IBM
2780.
11298B Interactive ROM - when used with 11285A allows
9830A/B to act as time-sharing terminal emulating ASCII Teleprinter.
Ordering information
Price
9862A X - Y Plotter
$3200
9866A Thermal Printer
$3 145
9866B Thermal Printer
$3350
9881A Line Printer Subsystem
$7990
98133A BCD Interface
$600
98134A General 8-bit Parallel Interface
$300
98135A HP-IB (IEEE Std. 488-1975) Interface
$600
98136A RS-232-C Serial Interface
$600
98032A 16-bit Duplex Interface
$400
98033A BCD Input Interface
$400
$400
98034A HP-IB (IEEE Std. 488-1975) Interface
98035A Clock/Timer/Pacer
$600
98036A Serial Interface
$600
11202A 8-bit Parallel I/O Interface Card
$225
11203A BCD Input Interface Card
$330
11205A Serial Interface Card
$435
11285A Data Communications Interface and ROM
$1575
11297B Binary Synchronous ROM
$525
11298B Interactive ROM
$525

COMPUTAT1ON
Computation System
Model 9896A

9896A
Hewlett-Packard’s 9896A Computation System is a complete,
flexible disk-based data processing system, suitable in both commercial and selected scientific fields. It can
cluding:
accounting
production planning and scheduling
wage and salary administration
literature and inquiry handling
inventory control
engineering calculations
medical analyses
business statistics
The standard 9896 is a system of exceptional performance configured to start solving your computational problems now. The system consists of:
Desktop computer with integral keyboard and display for total
system control
Flexible disk drives (2) for rapid access to programs and data
Full character impact printer to provide hard-copy printouts
and graphics
Systems desk to provide work station convenience and single
power switch and printer paper storage
In short, this computational product provides a system approach
to ensure total performance and quality but retains flexibility to meet
your specific requirements.
For specific/industrial use, the 98%A offers on-site, quick-access
data processing and computational facilities. The speed and ease
with which it produces information makes it very attractive to general departments of larger organizations with data-handling requirements.
The Desktop Computer
Controlling the entire system is the 9831A Desktop Computer
which features rapid data proce:sing and easy-tolunderstanc1
BASIC language.
Valuable characteristics of this la nguage include easy manipulaI.>
-c
tion of alphabetic and numeric information, rapia sorring o~rows of
columns of data and efficient location of specific values in those
rows or columns. These characteristics are particularly useful for
searching and sorting applications such as inventory control.
Many statements and functions built into the 983 1A simplify programming. For example, if you want a certain message to appear on
the printout, just key in PRINT and the specific message. T o find
the square root of a number, you type in SQR, then the number and
press the execute key. This is an advantage of BASIC-statements
and function names that the 9831 knows are also easy for you to
understand.

The Printer
The system’s hard-copy output device is the 30 character-persecond 9871A Full Character Impact Printer. It is controlled by the
9831 Computer.
The %-character interchangeable disk provides the full character
quality impact printout. Other character disks available are European, ASCII, Katakana, Cyrillic and APL.
The 9871A can print reports, letters, checks and invoice forms on
a single sheet or continuous fan-fold, pin-feed paper with maximum
width of 351 mm (15 in.). A form-feed mechanism is provided with
the standard system for use with continuous paper. As many as six
copies can be produced. An optional sound enclosure allows the
system to be located in a quiet office environment.
Additional featuresof the 9871 includegraphic plotting; a 335 mm
(13.2 in.) writing line; a 158- character buffer
automatically
fills if characters are received faster than print rate and also frees the
9831A for other operations.
Other peripherals available: The 988114 200 line-per-minute
printer; the 9866B Thermal Line Printer for rapid, quiet printouts;
the 9862A or 9872A Plotter for graphics and charting, and input/
output peripherals such as paper tape readers and punches, card
readers and data cartridge cassette memories.
The Mass Storage Unit
Mass storage on the 9885 provides the 98% System random access to approximately 500,000 bytes of information per removable
disk.
The standard 98% System contains two disk drives-one master
and one slave. The master drive has a built-in controller that regulates as many as three slave units. The master, in turn, is controlled
by the 9831. This configuration of two drives provides a means of
easy “backup” of critical information or random access to nearly 1
million bytes of data.
The 9896 System’s data reliability is enhanced by the 9885 automatic writelverify feature, ensuring that the information recorded on
the disk is identical to the source information in the 9831’s memory.
Software
For commercial use, business information management programs
are available for accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll,
inventory control, and general ledger. All programs can be used
separately or the first four can be integrated with the fifth, the general ledger program. This package of five programs comprises the
Financial Information Control Software (FICS).
Ordering information
Price
98%A Computation System
$18,700
$1,300
FICS Package

-

COMPUTATION
Character Impact Printer; Flexible Disk Drive
9871A; 9885MlS

9871A
The H P 9871A is a full-character serial impact printer for use with
9800 Series programmable computing systems. The platen accommodates paper up to 381 mm (15 in.) wide. The 9871 prints a standard 132 columns at 10 characterslin.; however, character and line
spacing can be defined to increase or decrease the number of characters per line. Any of six different interchangeable print disks (96
characters each) provides full-character quality impact printing.
Plotting and form filling
Bidirectional motions of the platen and print mechanism provide
plotting capabilities for charts and graphs. Programmable tabulation, both horizontal and vertical, simplifies plotting and form-filling
on this printer. The optional 98020A Soft Sound Enclosure allows
locating the 9871 in quiet office environments. Additionally, an optional form-feed mechahism, H P 98021A, feeds continuous Z-fold
paper in one direction and aids in producing clear multiple copies.
The 98021A option includes a basket for stacking the paper printout.
The 9871 is fully self-contained and can be easily interfaced with
any 9800 Series desktop computer for use in scientific, industrial and
commercial applications.
Features
Full-character quality serial impact
Bidirectional camer and platen
96-character interchangeable print disk
335,3 mm (13.2 in.) writing line
User-defined character and line spacing
Programmable page formatting
Plotting

Specifications
Speed: average text line at 10 characterdin.; 30 charactershec
Paper: single sheet; continuous feed (form-feed mechanism recommended for continuous feed); single-part or multi-part, 2 to 6
parts-0.46 mm (0.018 in.) total maximum thickness. Maximum
width 381 mm (15”).
Options and accessories
Standard print disk
ASCII print disk
European print disk
Katakana print disk
Cyrillic print disk
APL print disk
Ordering information
Price
$3,400
9871A Character Impact Printer
98020A Soft Sound Enclosure
$125
98021A Form-feed Mechanism with Paper Stack Basket
$275

9885MlS
Low cost, high speed, large capacity, reliability and ease of operation in data management make the H P 9885 Flexible Disk Drive a
valuable addition to the desktop computer system. Mass storage on
the 9885 provides random access to approximately 500,000 bytes of
data per removable disk.
The flexible disk drive comes in two versions, the 9885M (master)
with a built-in controller, and the 98858 (slave). Up to three slaves
can connect to one master. This expandability provides a means of
ensuring easy “backup” of critical information or providing random
access to nearly 2 million bytes of data.
Average transfer rate between computer and disk drive is 23k
bytes/s. Double-density readlwrite on the flexible disk further enhances access rate and increases total storage capacity. Average
access time to any location on the disk is 267 ms.
Special features and benefits include:
Random access
-Store or retrieve any file@)on the disk in less than ‘/3 sec.
Smart directory
-Files referenced by “name”; user designates the file “name”
(Le., get “Jones”).
-Quick access to catalog (index) of stored files (available
anytime). The disk directory tells the drive when and where a
file exists-the drive does not waste time searching for files
not on that disk.
-Catalog update occurs “automatically” as system operations
are executed.
Dynamic size allocations
-Provides the most efficient packing of data on the disk.
-A deleted file will be automatically replaced by another file
equal to or smaller in s u e than the old.
-User may “repack” files so that all unused or available space
is collected together on the disk.
Write-verify feature
-Ensures that the information recorded on the flexible disk is
identical to the source information in the computer memory.
Sample Commands
get “Test 1” Loads program from the disk to the computer.
save “T Test”Stores program or specified parts of it in a specified
file.
chain
Loads a program from the disk to the computer, retaining variable values.
COPY
Duplicates contents of one fde into another file or
drive.
Ordering information
Price
9885M Flexible Disk Drive Master and
Opt 025: for operation with 9825A
$3900
9885M Flexible Disk Drive Master and
Opt 031 : for operation with 983 1A
$4100
98858 Flexible Disk Drive Slave
$2500
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Interactive display terminal family
Models 2640, 2645 series, 2641A, 2648A, 2649A

Hewlett-Packard has a growing family of general-purpose display
terminals which include: the new 2648A Graphics Terminal, 2649A
Microprogrammable Terminal, 2640B Display Terminal, the high
performance 2645A Display Station, the 2640C/N/S, 2645RlS International Terminals, the 2641A APL Display Terminal and a
number of accessories for filling the needs of a variety of applications. Hewlett-Packard display terminals are in wide use today in
manufacturing, service organizations, government and education
performing in such applications as:
data entry
data storage
inquirylresponse
printing
editing text
order entry
file updating
batch operation
transaction processing
time-sharing
programming
graphics
off-line operation
The 2648A graphics terminal is the first CRT terminal from
Hewlett-Packard that was designed specifically for graphics. More
importantly, it offers high performance graphics capabilities to users
requiring low cost graphic terminals; capabilities normally found
only in larger CPU-based systems. Being microprocessor driven, it
has localized intelligence that offers users the opportunity to explore
new areas and to try out new ideas in graphics not before available in
a terminal.
Raster scan technology: the 2648A can be used in high ambient
light environments since raster scan provides a bright, easy-to-read
display. This helps to minimize eye fatigue when extended sessions
at the terminal become necessary.
With refreshed raster scan technology, the ability to modify
selected portions of a picture is a natural feature.
Modification of pictures does not require that the complete display be erased and redrawn. This helps to minimize the CPU overhead requirements and the user wait time.
Independent alphanumeric and graphic memories: there are 8K
bytes of RAM available for display alphanumerics. This is expandable to 12K bytes maximum. Independent of the alphanumeric memory is the graphics memory, consisting of 16 each 16K RAM integrated packets providing a 360 by 720 dot resolution. Now, computer dialogue and the final picture reside in separate memories.
Since either memory can be inhibited without disturbing the other,
readability of the display is enhanced.
Hardware zoom and pan: the graphic memory of the 2648A can be
magnified up to sixteen (16) times, facilitating investigations and/or
modifications of dense areas of the display. Panning is available to
view any area of the magnified display not in the viewing window.
The complete display can be panned through without reinitializing
the display data. This capability is available to the user whether on
or off-line from the CPU.

Sophisticated users as well as users having little or no programming skills can take advantage of the 2648A’s capability to plot
column-wise tabular data automatically.
Automatic plotting: a simple menu is provided to lead the user
through a question and answer session about the data. With a few
simple keystrokes, a fully labeled plot of the specified data can then
be presented on the display. This feature makes graphics friendly,
easy to use, and can be done with or without a supporting CPU.
Rubber band line: trial graphics can be performed with or without
CPU support using the Rubber Band Line mode. Quick, userinitiated pcture generation and/or modification before final commitment to design is now possible.
Pattern generation with rectangular area shading: userspecified patterns can be generated for use in shading defined rectangular areas of the display. This enhances the shading of parts
assemblies or facilitates differentiation of bar graphs where color
would normally be used.
Compatibility mode: when in compatibility mode, the 2648A can
be used with most terminals that have a 780 by 1024 dot displayable
area. Data is mapped on a 1 to 1 basis into the 2648A’s display
space, or it may be scaled to fit in the 360 by 720 dot data space. This
capability will help to minimize user conversion time and loss of the
initial software investment.
Additionally, since the 2648A is a member of the 2640 Series
Family of Terminals, it has many features that make it an outstanding alphanumeric terminal.
Some of these features are:
Choice of Communications Environments:
RS232C Aynchronous SCII; Full or Half Duplex
Optional 20 mA Current Loop
Optional Asynchronous or Synchronous (BISYNC)
Multipoint/Polled
Wide Selection of Modems
8 User Definable Soft Keys
Fully Integrated Mass Storage Option
Two Cartridge Tape Drives
110 Kilobytes of Storage per Cartridge Tape
Alpha/Numeric Field Checking
Automatic Data Logging
Character Wraparound
Adjustable Margins
Full Editing
Insert or Delete Lines or Characters
And much more!
Model 2649A micromoarammable terminal
The Hewlett-Packard MIodeI 2649A microprogrammable terminal offers a reliable, cost effective solution to the need for an intelligent terminal in a broad range of business, industrial and research
applications. The 2649A combines all of the desirable features of the
264X family of display terminals with a powerful microprocessor to
produce an extremely versatile source of intelligence.
Network or stand alone operation: several 2649A’s may be used
in conjunction with a central processor to create a distributed intelligence network. In this environment, the 2649A can be programmed
to preprocess data sent to the central processor and postprocess
data received from the central processor. By sharing the data processing workload in this manner the throughput capability of the
central processor is effectively increased and overall system performance is improved.
In applications with less demanding throughput requirements, the
2649A is capable of operating in a stand-alone mode. In this mode,
where no central processor is required, the terminal may be used to
process limited amounts of data and to provide control for a wide
variety of external devices to which it may be interfaced.
Modular architecture: modular architecture allows the OEM or
end user to optimize both hardware and firmware configurations to
match each specific application. Thus, unneccessary hardware and
firmware is avoided with a resulting cost savings to the user. Modular architecture also means greater flexibility so that as the application grows, the capability of the terminal may be enhanced by adding
more memory, peripherals or firmware.

2645A
Choice of interface memory options: interfacing is made easier
because there is a wide selection of general purpose, peripheral and
data communications interfaces to choose from. A variety of memory options, including RAM, ROM and PROM modules, is available to meet program and data storage requirements in a highly
efficient manner. Memory options may be configured to support up
to 60K bytes of combined RAM, ROM and PROM.
Simplified Hardware/Firmware Development: development of
hardware and firmware is simplified by the sophisticated development tools which are available. These include a comprehensive
hardware and firmware documentation package, a RAM based development terminal and a firmware support package which includes
a microprocessor assembly language cross-assembler which executes on a Hewlett-Packard System 1000 Computer System.

Model 26408 display terminal
Easy to read display:
the large 5 inch by 10 inch display of the 26408 presents up to
1,920 characters in a 24 line by 80 column format. A 9 x 15 dot
character cell allows large characters to be represented accurately.
Wide character and line separation, inverse video, and optional
plug-in character sets with underlining, half-bright, and blinking are
enhancements designed to increase clarity and ease sessions at the
terminal.
Full editlng capability: the 2640B transmits character-by-character
as an interactive terminal or is capable of operating on variable
length blocks of information. Local editing allows the user to modify
data before transmission to the computer. Editing and computer
connect times can be significantlyreduced by such standard features
as:
character or line insertion and deletion
cursor addressability and positioning (up, down, left, right, home)
programmable protected fields in any combination of display positions
off-screen storage with scrolling (scroll up, scroll down, next
page, previous page)
standard horizontal tabs and protected field tabulation
eight special function keys for user-defined routines, such as
forms entry or on-line error detection
positional memory lock
Plug-in character sets: there is the capacity to use up to four
128-character sets concurrently (switch selectable on a characterby-character basis): the Roman set including displayable control
codes for program debugging; the line drawing set for forms drawing
and limited graphics capability; the math set with frequently used
math symbols and Greek characters; the laEe character set for enlarged character presentation; or user-defined character sets.
Choice of communications capabilities: the standard 2640B operates at up to 2400 baud and offers both full and half duplex asynchronous communication using an EIA RS232C interface. It is Bell
103A and 202C/D/S/T modem compatible with a choice of main
channel and reverse channel protocols. Options include 20 mA D C
current loop, split input/output speed and custom baud rates.

Versatile keyboard: the detachable, expanded ASCII keyboard is
easy to use and flexible enough to fill a wide variety of applications.
It contains a ten key numeric pad, cursor control, tab and page
control pad, editing and special function keys.
Multi-page display memory: because of efficient memory allocation, the standard 2640B with its 1024 bytes of memory can display
from 8 to 50 lines dependent on line length. With memory expansion
to 8 k bytes, over three pages of data can be stored. Information can
be viewed 24 lines at a time by scrolling forward or backward a line
or a page at a time.
Hard-copy interface: a wide variety of hard-copy devices can be
accommodated via an optional RS232C serial interface or H P
printer compatible parallel interface. Commands to print data can be
initiated either locally from the terminal keyboard or remotely from
a computer.
Self-test: every element of the 2640B has been engineered for high
reliability and ease of service. For example, the Self-Test feature
gives the user an instant diagnostic test that the terminal is operating
properly.
Modular architecture, microprocessor controlled: microprocessor implementation and modular architecture produce a terminal
with a wide range of capabilities; and, as needs grow, the potential
for flexibly adding such features as additional display memory,
printer interfaces and other character sets.

Model 2645A display station
All 26408 features: the high performance 2645A Display Station

offers a superset of the capabilities of the 2640B. It has the same
features and benefits as the 2640B (see 2640B features description)
and has the many significant additional features described below.
High speed: the 2645A can operate at speeds up to 9600 bits per
second and, like the 2640B, transmits either character-by-character
as a fully interactive terminal or can operate on variable length
blocks of information.
Choice of communications capabilities: the standard 2645A is a
teletypewriter compatible (EIA RS232C serial asynchronous, ASCII, half or full duplex). Optional capabilities include 20 mA current
loop; and either asynchronous or synchronous polling for multipoint
communications networks. Polling offers the cost saving benefits of
shared communications resources - modems, data lines and computer I/O channels; as well as improved transmission error checking
and communications compatibility with a wide range of computer
systems. The 2645A operates as a single unit or can be daisychained to other 2645A’s on a single communication line. Synchronous multipoint (IBM Binary Synchronous Multipoint Communications, Bisync) and asynchronous multipoint (patterned after Bisync)
can optionally be used for polled communications networks. Also,
the 2645A can be used with a wide selection of modems over dialed
or leased lines.
User-defined soft keys: each of 8 special function keys can be
easily set to issue a user-defined string of up to 80 data characters or
several control sequences stored in the 2645A. This feature allows
the keyboard to be more specialized to each application, and can
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considerably simplify use of the keyboard and result in greater efficiency - each soft key performs the operations of several key sequences. For example, the soft keys can issue frequently used programming sequences; search for files; aid forms construction for
data entry; dynamically configure the terminal; or issue instructions
to the user, computer or both.
Fully integrated mass storage: many operatiions normally requiring connection to a computer system can now be done off-line with
. . batching
. . . O!
the 2645A. Optional, dual cartridge tape units allow
information, and add extensive stand-alone capabilities which can:
significantly reduce user time; conserve both computer and communications resources; provide a tape backup; and very importantly, allow the terminal to keep on working even when a computer
is unavailable. Single keys for the most frequently performed functions, and color-coded prefix keys to exercise the 2645A’s full
capabilities suit the 2645A to a wide variety of users and applications. Gold and green prefix keys provide full access to the 2645A’s
multiple data paths to allow information to be moved between any of
the functional units of the display station-cartridge, display,
keyboard, pririter, and data communications interface. Also, the
tapes are fully controllable
. . from
. . -either
-. . keyboard
. . or computer. The
..
highly reliable, interchangeable MlniLartndge tapes each provide
the capacity of I.C.E. up to 110 000 characters of storage formatted
in variable length records and files. The tape units feature rapid data
transfer and bi-directional high-speed search to access any file in
seconds. The Minicartridge is ideally suited for storing data, forms,
programs, or text, and is an excellent substitute for paper tape.
Additional Capabilities
NumericlAlpha field chpckino
-..--..-.
Display memory exp,andable to 12 k bytes
Automatic data loggiiig-stores data as it leaves the display automatically on the opticmal tape cartridges
Line wraparound-w hen inserted text requires more than 80 columns per line.
. . . . . . .r.-.
Adjustable mareins-xor
vananie
cniumn wiarn/miiirinie
.......................
columns/split screen
lnternationa11 terminals
The 2640C, 2640N, and 26408 are international versions of thle
. . . . .
2640B Display I erminai. cacn nas aasically the same features and
benefits as the 2640B (see 2640B features description). The 2645R
and 26453 are international versions of the 2645A.
Model 2640C-Cyrillic (Russian): the 2640C is capable of displaying the full 128-character set opt.). Cyrillic and Roman characters
can be generated from a single keyboard with all keys labeled and

-
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-

-
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..
located in the accepted positions for Cyrillic keyboards. Pressing a
single key switches between standard Roman and Cyrillic. Adjacent
characters on the display can be from the Roman, Cyrillic, or optional plug-in character sets.
2640N-Danish/Norwegian: the 2640N is a unilingual terminal in
which the Danish/Norwegian character sets are displayed and present on the keyboard
Model 2640S/2645S-Swedish/Flnnlsh: the 2640Y26458 is a unilingual terminal in which the Swedish/Finnish character sets are
displayed and present on the keyboard.
Model 2645R-Arabic: the 2645R is a dual character terminal inI
which I4rabic and upper case Roman characters are displayed and1
present on the keyboard.
...............
Model ~ 6 4 APL
1 ~ uisplay station
The 2641A APL Display Station retains all features and
capabilities of the 2645A. An additional APL character set, including overstrike characters, is standard. Keyboard layout conforms to
industry conventions. Integrated cartridge tape storage optional.
Family enhancements and accessories
13231A Display enhancement: with the 13231A individual characters or fields of characters can be displayed in any of the sixteen
possible combinations of blinking, underline, half-bright or standard
inverse video. The 13231A also provides the capacity for adding up
to three 128-charactersets. A line drawing set, math symbol set and
large character set are currently available.
13245A Character set generation kit: the high resolution display
and 9 x 15 dot character cell are available for special character set
design with the 13245A. An included manual documents the steps
necessary to ddsign individual Characters, assign the desired ASCII
code equivalent, and generate the information to purchase Programmable Read Only Memories (PROM) which store the userdefined character sets.
13238A Duplex register: the 13238A provides a parallel output
interface which sumorts the H P 9866 thermal line minter and 9871
character-se:rial impact printer.
132509 Seirial printer interface: the versatile 13250B supports a
serial interface compatible printers at
wide variety of RS232C
.. per secona.
..- . . .pnnrers
. . . rnar
. .the
tlewierr-racKara
speeds up to YOW Dits
13250B interface supports are the H P 2762A and 2762B.
13254A Video output interface: the 13254A provides the capability of generating video output which can be used by compatible
television monitors and video hardcopy units to duplicate whatever
is being displayed by one of the Hewlett-Packard family of display
terminals.
I

__

#.,#.#.I

....

Family specifications
General
Screen size: 127 m m (5”) x 254 mm (10‘7.
Screen capacity: 24 lines x 80 columns (1,920 characters)
Character generation: 7 x 9 enhanced dot matrix; 9 x 15 dot
character cell; non-interlaced raster scan.
Character size: 2.46 m m (0.097”) x 3.175 m m (0.125”).
Character set: 64 upper-case Roman; 128 character APL set with
2641A; 64 character Danish/Norwegian set with 2460N; 64 character Swedish/Finnish set with 26408 or 26458; 128 character
RomanIArabic set with 2645R.
Cursor: blinking-underline.
Display modes: white on black; black on white (inverse video).
Refresh rate: 60 Hz (50 Hz optional).
Tube phosphor: P4.
Implosion protection: bonded implosion panel.
Display memory: 2640B 1 k std., 8 k rnax; 2645A 4 k std., 12 k max.
Keyboard: detachable. Full ASCII/APL keyboard for 2641A. Full
ASCII code keyboard; 2640B 20 controllediting keys, 2645 8 userdefined soft keys and 16 additional controllediting keys; ten-key
numeric pad; cursor pad; multi-speed auto-repeat, n-key roll-over;
1.22 m (4 ft.) cable.
Cartridge tape:
two mechanisms, 10 Ips readlwrite speed, 60 ips search rewind speed, 800 bpi recording, max 110 k bytes of storage per
Minicartridge. Optionally available for 2641A and 2645 series.
Data communications
Data rate: 110, 150,300, 1200,2400 (4800 on 2641A & 2645R, 9600
also on 2645A) and external-switch selectable (110 selects two stop
bits).
Std. asynchronous communications: EIA RS232C; compatible
with Bell 103A modems; compatible with Bell 202C/D/S/T modems.
Transmission modes: full or half duplex, asynchronous.
Optional communications Interfaces:
Current loop, split speed, custom baud rates.
Asynchronous multipoint (2641A, 2645AlRlS).
Synchronous multipoint (264 1A, 2645A/ R/S).
Operating modes: on-line; character, block.
Parity: switch selectable (evedoddlnone).

Environmental conditions
Ambient temperature
Non-operating: -40” to 75°C (-40 to 167°F); -10” to 60°C (- 15”
to 140°F) with tape.
Operating: 0”to 55°C (32” to 131°F); 5” to 40°C (41” to 104°F) with
tape.
Humidity (non-condensing): 5 to 95% (20 to 80% with tape).
Heat dissipation: 540 Btu/hour (158 W).
Altitude
Non-operating: sea level to 7620 metres (25 000 feet).
Operating: sea level to 4572 metres (15 000 feet).
Vibration and shock (type tested to qualify for normal shipping and
handling in original shipping container).
vibration: 0.25 m m (0.010’7 pp, 10 to 55 Hz,3 axes.
Shock: 30 g, 11 ms, VZ sine.
Physical specifications
Display monitor weight: 19.6 kg (43 Ib).
Keyboard weight: 3.2 kg (7 Ib).
Display monitor dimensions: 342 m m H x 444 mm W x 457 mm
D (13.5” x 17.5” x IS”), 648 m m D (25.5’1 including keyboard).
Keyboard dimensions: 90 m m H x 444 m m W x 216 mm D (3.5”
x 17.5” x 8.5”).
Power requirements
Input voltage: 115 (+lo%, -23%) at 60 Hz 20.2%.
230 (+lo%, -23%) at 60 Hz *0.2%.
Power consumption: 85 W to 150 W max.
Product support
Warranty: 90 day on-site parts and labor warranty.
Ordering information
Price
2640B Interactive Display Terminal
$2600
2640C Cyrillic Display Terminal
$4250
2640N NorwegiadDanish Display Terminal
$2750
26408 Swedish/Finnish Display Terminal
$2750
264lA APL Display Terminal
$4100
2645A Display Station
$3500
$5100
with tape
2645R Arabic Display Terminal
$4350
2645s Swedish/Finnish Display Terminal
$3750
2648A Graphics Terminal
$5500
with tape
$7100
2649A Microprogrammable Terminal
$2150
Short-term lease and quantity discounts available.
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COMPUTATION
Terminals for Real Time Applications
Models 3070A, 3071A
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Figure 1

Description
General
The 3070A and 3071A Real Time Applications Terminals are
compact, desk-top devices that can be tailored by the individual to
suit the application. Convenient, keyboard definition labels allow
one to customize special function keys and prompting lights. These
keys and lights provide a fast and easy communication with a computer system. In addition to a 16-digitdisplay the terminals contain a
10-digitbuffered numeric keypad grouped together with Delete, Decimal Point, Minus and Enter keys.
3070A Terminal
Multiple 3070A Terminals may be connected to an H P 21MX or
2100A/S Series computer system using a unique serial link and fully
supported software. The link is a single “twisted pair” cable, which
connects to an H P computer interface card, and can be of length up
to 4 kilometers (2.4 miles). Terminals can be connected to any point
on the cable. The protocol used to link terminals to the computer
includes all the necessary commands to enable them to be used to
control HP-IB compatible devices. Up to 13 HP-IB devices may be
connected to the standard HP-IB connector of each terminal, see
Figure 1.
3071A Terminal
The 3071A functions with any computer system which supports
its standard RS 232 asynchronous communications interface and
may be used with full duplex, low-speed asynchronous modems.
Use of a shift key (special function key no. 1) increases the effective
number of special function keys to eighteen.
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Heat dissipation: 15OBTUlhr.
Vibration and shock: type tested to qualify for normal shipping and
handling.
Physical
Weight: net, 4.7 kg (10.3 lb). Shipping 7.1 kg (15.6 lb).
Size: 117 H, 277 W, 400 mm D , (4.6” x 10.9” x 15.7”).
Power requirements
Input voltage: 100, 120, 220, 240V (-lo%, +5%).
Input frequency: 47.5 to 66Hz.
Power consumption: 30W.
Serial link communications (3070A only)
Cable: shielded twisted pair (HP model no. 92902A).
Signal levels: 5 volts, differential, isolated through optical couplers.
Distance: total length of link cable may be up to 4 km. Computer
and terminals can be randomly connected at any point on the link
providing no terminal is more than 2km from the computer.
Transmission speeds: link operates at 25000 bits/second, effective
data transfer rate depends upon the number of terminals connected
and vanes between 12 transfers/second/terminal(63 terminals) to
230 tlansfers/second/terminal(1 terminal).
Data communications (3071A only)
Data rate: 110, 150, 220, 300 baud (switch selectable). 110, 220
selects two stop bits. 150, 300 selects one stop bit.
Parity: odd, even, none (switch selectable). Detected panty errors
cause E symbol to be displayed.
Transmission mode: full duplex.
Communications interface: EIA RS 232C/CCITT V24 (103
modem compatibility).
U.L. approval (listed by U.L. under the following classifications):
Electronic Data Processing Equipment, Office Appliances and
Business Machines.
Subsystem for 3070A
The subsystem, under the number 92900A, consists of 40280A
Computer Interface Kit, one 3070A Applications Terminal, one test
cable, the corresponding software for either RTE I1 or RTE 111, and
diagnostics.
Ordering information
Price
$1470
3070A Real Time Applications Terminal
92900A Subsystem
$2650
$1285
3071A Real Time Applications Terminal

COMPUTATION
Optical mark readers for data entry and collection
Models 7260A & 7261A

Flexible card format
High speed operation
Easy t o interface

7260A

The Hewlett-Packard Models 7260A and 7261A Optical Mark
Readers are desk-top data transmission instruments. The Readers
optically (photo-reflectively) read standard 82.6 mm (3% in.) wide
paper information processing cards. Card lengths from 187.3 mm to
282.6 mm (7% in. to 11% in.), having 40 or 80-column marked or
keypunched information using on-data or after-data clocking are accepted. With Option 003, the Readers can also read cards without
clock marks. They can handle 450 processing cards at a time at feed
rates of up to 300 cards per minute.
7260A Optical Mark Reader Specifications
Code capacity: recognizes 128 characters Hollerith code.
Translation: translates to bit serial 7-level ASCII with selectable
parity.
Operational modes: demand and continuous feed.
Parity: generates and transmits selectable panty.
Data rates: 110, 150,300,600, 1050, 1200,2400baud, switch selectable.
Tab cards dimensions: standard tab card size 82.6 x 187.3 mm
( 3 % x 73/8 inches) or 82.6 x 282.6 mm (3% up to Il'h inches).
Hopper capacity: 450 cards input, 450 cards output.
Interface: RS-232C and CCITT V24.
Interface Connectors: 2 CinchICannon DBM-25s-rear panel.
Invalid Code: transmits a selectable character when data outside
128 character set is marked.
Mute and Line
Local Operation: allows operation with local
terminal, and allows muting of terminal Printer.
Mnemonic Control: allows 3 letter mnemonics to control Reader
when control codes would interfere with system operation.

-

OEM and quantity discounts available
Service contracts available
Customer service kit available

Image: transmits Binary card image as two typing characters with
selectable parity, activated by control codes from computer.
7261A Optical Mark Reader Specifications
Card code and output codes: the information from each card is
converted by the Reader to a parallel 12-channel format. Tab cards
dimensions: standard tab card size, 82.6 x 187.3 mm (3% x 7%
inches) or 82.6 x 282.6 mm (3'14 up to I l V e inches).
Hopper capacity: 450 cards input, 450 cards output.
Interface connector: 36 Pin Cinch Micro-Ribbon - rear panel.
Common Specifications
Dimensions: 610 x 368 x 305 mm (24 x 14% x 12 inches).
Weight: net, 24.6 kg (54 Ib). Shipping, 33.2 kg (73 Ib).
Environment (exclusive of tab cards)
Storage temperature: -40°C to +75"C.
Exposure power on: -20°C to +65"C.
Meets specifications: 0°C to +55"C.
Humidity: 5%-95% at 25°C to 40°C.
Vibration: 10-55 Hz, 01 in. peak-to-peak excursions.
Environment (tab cards): from 20% to 75% RH at 23°C.
AC Power: (see Option 005 for 220/240 V ac operation) 100 or 120
V. ac, +5% -IO%, switch selected 47.5 Hz, 66 Hz; 300 VA.
Line fuse: 4 A SB.
Transformer fuse: 2 A SB.
U.L. approval: the reader has U.L. approval and meets IEC
specifications.
A typical mark sense form.
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Options
002: Select Hopper
003: Encoder
004: Bell
005: 220/240 V ac +5% -10% (line fuse 2 A SB,
Transformer 1 A SB).
006: 50 Hz operation
007: Wider input hopper (+0.5 mm10.2 inch) for use
with forms of nominal standard burst from continuous
line printer stationery.
300: Operating manual for 3000 series I1 system
(7260A only)
421 : DOS I11 B Logical Driver (7260A only)
Ordering information
7260A Optical Mark Reader
7261A Optical Mark Reader
12986A Optical Mark Reader Subsystem

Price
add $230
add $230
add $60
N/C

N/C
add $70
add $10
add $55

$4295
$3995
$4795

COMPUTATION
Peripherals: printedprinter terminal
Models 2631A, 263514

e vertical line spacing: seven different vertical
. . line s pac)m 1 line per inch through 12 lines per inch are program
)le. Line spacing of 6 and 8 lines per inch can be selected
le control panel. Using 12 lines per inch spacing, true
ripts and subscripts can be printed.
cing flexibility: interfaces are available for a wide range of
tions. The standard interface for the 2631A is a Hewletti 8-bit differential line drive for use with the 12845Binterface
n the H P 2100 family of computers.

?I 2635A Printing terminal
2635A Printing Terminal has the same features and printing
itit:s of the 2631A plus additional advantages to Ineet the
i bilities required for full-scale terminal operations. 7The funcgrouped terminal keyboard is easy to use and wi11 fill the
If i3 wide range of applications.
......
.
..
test, aispiay functions and specia programming capabilities
itional convenience features of both machines.
cing flexibility: interfaces are available for different applica.he standard interface for the HP 2635A is an EIA Standard
2 asynchronous interface without modem control and is
ible with Bell 103 and Bell 202 type modems.

5310 Family specifications
I 11c iriiiiai n r LOXJ Iamiiy memDers are tne H Y ~
the H P 2635A Printing Terminal.
2630 Family features
Three Print Modes
Auto Underline
128-Character Set
Optional Secondary Character Set
Long Life Print Head
Easy Loading Ribbon Cartridge
Convenient Installation
Multiple Vertical Line Spacing
High Throughput
Simple Mechanical Design
Interfacing Flexibility
Forms Handling Variety
Functionally Grouped Terminal Keyboard

0 I 5A winter ana

:a1I
2 16 mm (8.5 ").
64.O mm (25.2 ").
Depth:
Printer: 470.4 mm (18.5 ").
Terminel: 595.4 mm (23.4 ").
Weight
Printer: 23 kg (51 Ib).
Terminai: 26 kg (57 lb).
Stand I Pssembly: 24 kg (53 lb).
Clearancce
Front an(t rear: adequate for operator access.
Sides: 76 mm (3 inches).
Performance
Character formation: dot matrix (7 x 9).
-.z--.
LI>1..--.
:---I
11-c.
_.-L.
-->
L
.
Print dlrebttull.
uluiicc.tiurial
\icii-iu-rigni
mu rigni-iuieft).
Printing speed: 180 characters per second.
Line feed rate
6 LPI: 24 mseclline.
8 LPI: 18 msec/line.
Form feed rate
6 and 8 LPI: 176.6 mm/sec (6.96 inhec).
Copies: 1-6 copies up to 0.43 mm thickness.
Print modes: Normal, Expanded, Compressed.
I-

Model 2631A Printer
High Throughput: the 2631A Printer is a smart bidirectional
printer. Under microprocessor control, the printer constantly
evaluates incoming data to determine the most efficient print directions based on the line length and current position of the print head.
Ten or more embedded space characters are detected and cause the
print head to skip these at high speed. Lines without printable
characters result in a high speed paper slew to the next printable
line. The result is maximum throughput for any given input.
The design limit print speed on a serial character basis is 180
characters per second. Using smart bidirectional printing. this translates to a line per minute speed in normal mode rariging ;om 70 lines
per minute for full 136 character lines to 500 lines per minute for 10
character lines.
128-Character set: the standard 2631A pro\rides a full 128o l l n r x r r hinh
USASCII character set. The 7 x 9 dot characte.r r e 1 1 u.lv..o
resolution printing of true lower case characters and, with the display function enabled, representation of ASCII control codes. An
optional secondary character set can be selected by control codes
when required for the output.
Long life print head: the durable print head used in the 2631A is
conservatively rated at 100-million characters and, to keep cost of
ownership low, has been designed to be easily cleaned and, when
required, replaced by the operator.
Easy loading cartridge ribbon: the ribbon is contained in a unique
plastic cartridge and is easily removed and installed without touching the ribbon itself. Drive for the ribbon is provided by print head
motion eliminating the need for a separate ribbon drive motor or
electronics.

..161.
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forms varying in width from 400 mm (15.75 in.) edge-to-edge to 31
mm (1.22 in.) perforation to perforation, and thickness from 0.08 mm
(0.003 in.) to 0.43 mm (0.017 in.). Single or multiple part forms
including card stock and glued edge forms may be used interchangeably. Multiple part forms and card stock should be tried for satisfactory feeding, registration and print quality.
Vertical Format Control
Number of channels: 8 non-programmable.

Environmental
Temperature
Non-Operating: -55" to 75°C (-67°F to 167°F).
Operating survival: -20°C to 65°C (-4°F to 149°F).
Operating: 0°C to 55°C (32°F to 131°F).
Humidity
Non-Operating: 65°C (149°F) @ 90%.
Operating: 40°C (104°F) @ 5% to 95%.
Heat dissipation: 265 watts.
Ordering information
2631A Printer
2635A Printing Terminal

Price
$3 150
$3450

COMPUTATION
Disc memory
7920M,S

7920

HP 7920 50 Megabyte Drive
The 7920 Disc Drive is a random access data storage device utilizing a top loading removable disc pack. This highly reliable Disc
Drive utilizes track follower servo-feedback head positioning to
provide exceptional performance over a wide temperature range. On
the disc pack, 50M bytes of formatted data reside on 5 surfaces with
one surface reserved for servo information. The operator's panel
has indicators for unit select, drive ready, read only, door unlocked
and drive fault. Should a fault occur, an advanced service feature
identfies the fault through a group of LED indicators. The master
drive includes: enclosure, 13037B controller, disc pack and cabling.
Condensed Specifications
Seek Time:
Track-to-track 5 ms (max.
Average random 25 ms (avg).
Maximum stroke 45 ms (max).
Data transfer rate: 937.5 kilobyteslsec.
Power requirements
AC voltages: IOOV, 120V, 220V, 240V, all +5% -10%.
Frequency: single phase, 47.5 to 66 Hz.
Power: 460 watts @ 120Vl60 Hz.

Environmental Specifications
Operational: 10°C to 40°C (50°Fto 104"F), 8% to 80% Rel. Hum.
non-condensing.
Non-operational -40°C to 75°C (-40°F to 167OF). 5% tp 95% Rel.
Hum. non-condensing.
Altitude: sea level to 15,000 ft. (operational).
- 1000 ft. to 50,000 ft. (non-operational).
Tilt: up to k30" about either horizontal axis.
Vibration: 1.54g's at 55 Hz.
Controller: same as 7906/7905.
Interchangeability: the 7920 allows any disc pack written on any
7920, within its operating specifications, to be read on any other
7920 operating within that range. Error performance/
interchangeability can be guaranteed only if H P 13394A Disc Packs
are utilized.
Ordering information
Price
$17500
7920111 Master Drive (50 MB)
$14000
79209 Add-on Drive (50 MB)
13394A Disc Pack
$700
OEM prices and discount schedules available.
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COMPUTATION
Compact and reliable tape subsystems
Models 7970, 12970A, 12971A, 12972A

All abwe units operate at 45 ips
RAW = Read After Write
RO = Read Only
Master = initial PE unit
Slave = additional PE unit (3 per master)

Hewlett-Packad offers a wide variety of digital magnetic tape
units in its 7970 Series, plus a number of fully interfaced magnetic
tape subsystems.

Magnetic tape subsystem for use with
2100/21MX based systems
12970A Magnetic tape subsystem
NRZI format 7970B, 9-track tape drive subsystem.
Provides 800 cpi capability at speeds of 25, 37.5, or 45
ips.
12971A Magnetic tape subsystem
NRZI format 7970B, 7-track tape drive subsystem.
Provides switch selectable 200, 556, and 800 cpi
capabilities at speeds of 25, 37.5, or 45 ips.
12972A Magnetic tape subsystem
Phase-encoded format 7970E, 9-track tape drive subsystem. Provides 1600 cpi capability at speeds of 25,
37.5, or 45 ips.

$9500

Options
001: Change speed to 37.5 ips
002: Change speed to 25.0 ips
003: Change speed to 22.5 ips (7970E only)
007: Add front panel unit select (not available with
o p t 020)
020: Add front panel parity select (7970E-164 and 165
only)
021: Add dual speed (7970E -162, -163, -164, and -165
only)
048: For operation from 42 to 60 V dc source

Price
N /C

NIC
NIC
add $155
add $80
add $105
add $750

Specifications, 7970 series
$15,950

$10,900

7970 Magnetic tape units
Hewlett-Packard Series 7970 Digital Magnetic Tape Units offer a
compact and reliable solution to your tape system needs. Units are
available in a wide range of 7-track and Ptrack configurations utilizing either NRZI or phase encoded electronics. All Series 7970 Tape
Units have been designed to include the same features you would
expect to find in higher-priced and more complex equipment. Plus
you receive complete interchangeability of data with other ANSI
compatible equipment.
Reel motors provide direct drive, eliminating troublesome belts
and pulleys. Tape tensioning is performed by photo-resistive controlled tension arms that eliminate the need for vacuum system
components. Head assemblies consist of read stack, write stack and
full width erase head. All major transport assemblies are easily accessible for servicing and/or replacement when required.

Tape speed: 22.5, 25, 37.5, or 45 ips.
Real diameter: up to 10.5 in. (26.7 cm).
Tape: computer grade.
Width: 0.5 in.
Thickness: 1.5 mils.
Tape tension: 8.5 ounces nominal.
Tape format: ANSI compatible.
Rewind speed: 160 ips.
StartlStop Travel: Read-After-Write: 0.187 in. 20.020 in.
Power requirements: 115 or 230 (? 10%) V ac, 48 to 60 Hz single
phase. 400 VA maximum (on high line).
Operating environment (hardware)
Ambient temperature: 0 to +55”C (+32 to +131”F).
Relative Humidity: 20% to 80% noncondensing.
Altitude: 10,000 ft. (3 048 metres).
Physical characteristics
Size: 610 H x 483 W x 400 mm D (24” x 19” x 15.75”). Depth from
mounting surface, 305 mm (12”).
Weight: 63.5 kg (140 Ib) maximum.
Ordering information
7970B-127 Magnetic Tape Unit
$6360
79703451 Magnetic Tape Unit
$8885
For complete specifications and a list of accessories, request technical data sheets (7970B/C or
7970E) OEM prices and discount schedules are available
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Multiprogrammcer: versatile I/O expander & converter
Model 69408

Build Your Own Automatic System

Select Your Controller
and Interface Kit

+

HP Computer

HP Calculator

.*

,

... ..

59500A HP-IB Multiprogrammer
Interface Kit For
Calculators and Computers
98032A Opt 040
16-Bit Interface Kit
For HP Calculators

0
0
0

0

Voltage
Current
Resistance
Frequency
Time

Digital Inputs
5, 12, 24, & 4 8 V Logic
0
0
0
0

Contact Closures
Totalizing
InterrupVEvent Sense
User-Defined
(Breadboard)

Description
The multiprogrammer is the vital link between a Hewlett-Packard
desktop computer or minicomputer and your test or control process.
As shown above, multiprogxammer products include interface kits,
and a family of plug-in cards that
6940B and 6941B
provide the I/O capabilities shown above and on the next page.
Each 6940B Multiprogrammer mainframe holds up to fifteen
plug-in cards. For additional I/O capability, a chain of up to fifteen
6941B Multiprogxammer Extenders may be cabled to the 6940B
Multiprogrammer expanding the maximum capacity of the system to
240 plug-in cards.
Thousands of Multiprogrammers are in use now as part of userdefined-and-assembled systems for production testing and control,
data acquisition, process monitoring, life testing, quality control,
and component evaluation. Production Engineers find that the Multiprogxammer is a versatile and convenient instrument for industrial

0
0
0

0
0

D C Power Supply Control
Voltage
Current
Resistance
Frequency Reference

Digital Outputs
0
0
0
0

5, 12V, & Open Collector
Relay Contacts
Stepping Motor Control
One-Shot Timer

measurement and control applications. Additional information for
all multiprogxammer products is available in a free, 48-page
brochure. Included are detailed specifications as well as applications, progxamming, and interfacing information. Ask your H P
Sales Engineer for publication number 5952-3982, or use card at rear
of catalog.
Additional information for all multiprogrammer
products is available in a free ,48-pagebrochure.
Included are detailed specifications as well as
applications, programming, and interfacing information. Ask your HP Sales Engineer for publication number 5952-3982, or use the card at rear
of catalog.

COMPUTATlOM
Multiprogrammer: versatile I/O expander & converter
Model 6940B (cont.)
Stimulus
Measurement

Control
Data acquisition

Multiprogrammer I/O card function
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The output voltage (up to 1OOV) and current (up to 1000
A) of thirty-seven different HP power supplies cain be
programmed to provide bias in automatic test systems or
control of electromechanical process equipment.

Resistance
output
69501A-69513A

Digital-to-Analog
Conversion

Twelve bit voltage and current DAC's for strip ch art, x-y,
and analog tape recordings as well as control of analog
programmable instruments and process control devices
with 0-5 volt or 4-20 mA inwts.

Voltage DAG,
693218: Current DAG,
69370A; Regulator
693518

Time and
Frequency
Reference

One-shot timing pulses, programmable from 1 wsec to 40
days, and crystal-controlled pulse trains in fixed frequencies of 1, 10, 100, 1 K, 10 K, and 100 kHz serve as
time base references for control, measurement, and data
acauisition.

Timer, 696008:
Frequency Ref.
696018.

Voltage, Current
and Resistance
Measurements

Measure voltages in the presence of 100 V of common
mode noise. Connecting a resistor across the input permits
current measurements for 4-20 mA current loops used in
Drocess control. Combine voltaee monitor and current DAG
cards for resistance measurements.

Voltage Monitor,
69421A; Current
DAG, 69370A;
Regulator 693518

Frequency
Measuremients

The pulse counter card accumulates counts over a prec ise
time interval when a programmable timer card is conncWed
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count by the time interval to measure frequencies from 200
kHz to 0.001 Hz.

Pulse Counter,
69435A, Timer,
696008.

Pulse Counting
Preset
UD/DOWn

Counter may be preset to any value within count range of 0
to 4095. The program can examine the counter without
disturbing the counting process (read on the fly).

Pulse Counter,
69435A.

Time Interval
Measurement

Elapsed time between two events can be measured in the
range of 10 psec to 1 hour by counting a known frequency
over the unknown interval. The program divides the
accumulated count by the known frequency to determine
the interval.

Pulse Counter,
69435A; Frequency
Reference. 696018

One output word to card produces from 1 to 2047 squarewave pulses at either of two outputs (CW or CCW to control
motor translators. Output pulses are also used for pulse
train update of supervisory control stations.

Stepping Motor
Control. 69335A

Digital Output
and Switching

Twelve bits of data in TIL, open collector, or SPST relaycontact form provide digital control of instruments,
indicators, and solid-state AC relays.

TIL, 69331A: Open
Collector, 69332A;
Relay Out, 69330A;
Relay OutIReadback,
69434A.

Scanning and
Input
Multiplexing

Simple single-ended switches or multi-wire scanner
matrices are formed by interconnecting relays on a Relay
Output or a Relay OutputlReadback Card. The relay output
card scanners act as input multiplexers for Voltage Monitor,
Pulse Counter, and Digital Input Cards.

Relay Output,
69330A; Relay
Output/Readback,
69433A.

Event

It is often necessary for a system to respond quickly to
alarm conditions, operator intervention or other requests
for immediate service. This service request is made via a
program interrupt generated by either an went sense or a
process interrupt card.

Event Sense, 69434A;
Process Interrupt.
69436A.

Digital Input

Digital input cards accept 12 bits of data from digital
measuring instruments, push buttons, switches, relays, and
other digital devices in the form of logic levels or contact
closures. Digital data sources with more than 12 bits of data
use several digital input cards
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New Multiprogrammer plug-in cards are being developed. Ask your HP Field Sales Engineer for the latest technical data describing all Multiprogrammer producl:S.

I

Digital Input, 69431A;
. . . . -. . . .
ISOlated uieital
Input. 694iOA.

Desktop Computer-Based
Multiprogrammers
Unless your automatic system requires the high-speed execution
of a computer, there’s a good chance you can take advantage of the
economy, flexibility, and ease-of-programmingoffered by a desktop
computer-based multiprogrammer. The heart of the multiprogrammer approach to real-time system design is the H P Desktop Computing Controller.
9825A HPL language computing controller: a powerful programmable calculator that features a high-level language particularly
suited to controller applications. Designed principally for engineering, research, and statistics use, it has many features previously
found only in minicomputers.
A basic system includes an H P desktop computing controller, a
6940B Multiprogrammer, from one to fifteen plug-in I/O cards, and
the interfacing accessories of your choice. Model 6941B Extender
mainframes and additional 1/0 cards can be used to further expand
the system.
HP-IB Interfacing Accessories
For HP-IB systems, a 59500A Multiprogrammer Interface unit is
required, together with the HP-IB interface card associated with
your computing controller (98034A card for 9825A controllen).
HP-IB Multiprogrammer Cabling
Computing controller-to-59500A Interface Unit: One HP-IB
cable No. 10631 supplied with the controller interface card. Additional 10631 cables can be ordered separately in 1, 2, or 4 metre
lengths.
5950OA-to-6940B: Standard 18-inch (0.46 m) chaining cable No.
14541A, supplied with 59500A.
69408-10-6941B: Standard 18-inch (0.46 m) chaining cable No.
14541A, purchased separately. Lengths up to 100 ft (30 m) are available on special order.
Plug-in card-to-users device: 14555A connector provided with
most multiprogrammer plug-in cards for user to fabricate own cable.
16-Bit Duplex Interface
The multiprogrammer can also be interfaced directly to a 9825A
computing controller using the 98032A, Option 040, controller interface card. The 980321A, Option 040 includes the basic interface
card, a boot, and a cable that comes ready to connect to the 6940B
mainframe.
Documentation Package
A complete documentation package is supplied with each purchase, including a User’s Guide for the selected desktop computer,
a Multiprogrammer User’s Guide, and Operating and Service Manuals for the various Multiprogrammer mainframes, plug-in cards,
and accessories.
Minicomputer-Based Multiprogrammers
Hewlett-Packard computers are interfaced to most Multiprogrammers with H P Interface Kit 14550A. The kit contains the H P
computer-to-6940B cable, verification and driver software, and
plug-in cards and cable.
14550A Interface Kit for HP Minicomputers
This kit provides all the equipment necessary to install, verify,
and operate a Multiprogrammer with H P 2100 series computers.
This kit includes:

1. A specially mofified 12566B card. 16-bit duplex register card that
plugs into the H P computer. Hardware manuals, a test connector
and a software verification routine for the microcircuit card are
provided in the kit.
2. A 14540A Multiprogrammer-to-12556B 12-ft (3 m) cable.)
3. A 69431A Digital Input Card with Option 095, 69331A Digital
Output Card, 14550-60001 Slot Verification Cable, and 149 10A
Complete Diagnostic tape. This equipment is used to completely
test the digital paths between the computer and the Microcircuit
card, 14540A cable, Multiprogrammer Mainframe, 14541A
Chaining Cables, 649 1B Multiprogrammer Extenders and each
Multiprogrammer plug-in I/O slot. The diagnostic also tests the
front panel lamps and proximity switches by interfacing with the
opeator.
4. Binary object tapes and software operating manuals for BCS,
(DOSIDOS-M),/and RTE Multiprogrammer Drivers. Also included is a tape and manual for the BCS Multiprogrammer Library that allows the Multiprogrammer BCS Driver to be used
with FORTRAN or ALGOL.
5 . Instructions that allow you to completely test the Interface Kit
and Mainframes. On-site installation by H P is not included with
the kit. The kit is designed to helpyou become familiar with the
Multiprogrammer as you install it and verify its operation.
14540A Main input cable: This 12-ft (3 m) cable connects the Multiprogrammer to the specially Modified Ground True 12566B Microcircuit Card. This cable is included in the 14550A Interface Kit.
Common Accessories
The following multiprogrammer accessories are common to all
types of interfaces:
14541A chaining cable: This cable connects 6940B to 6941B Mainframes and 6941B to other 6941B’s. Cable is 18” long (.46 m).
145338 pocket programmer: The pocket programmer is used to
check digital input/output connector J1 of the 6940B. Changes in the
switch positions on the pocket programmer are visible on the front
panel of the 6940B, and the outputs of the 6940B proximity switches
are available at test points on the pocket programmer.
14534A pocket programmer cable: The pocket programmer plugs
directly into the 6940B. The 3-foot extender cable allows you to
operate the pocket programmer in front of the 6940B.
14551A multiprogrammer service kit: This kit allows rapid troubleshooting of a multiprogrammer system to the plug-in board level to
minimize system downtime. The basic kit includes: spare components for 6940B/6941B mainframes and plug-in I/O cards, spare
plug-in boards for mainframes, software and hardware necessary to
run diagnostic tests on a desktop computer or minicomputer-based
multiprogrammer, an extender card, and complete service documentation. If desired, the kit can be expanded in accordance with
specific needs of the user.

Condensed Specifications
69406/6941B Common Specifications
Inputloutput card positions: Maximum of 15 plug-in input or output cards per mainframe. Hinged front panel provides access.
Mainframe data connectors: Two 50-contact, ribbon connectors.
Data transfer rate: up to 20,000 words/second.
Maximum data resolution: 12 bits per plug-in card.
Accessories furnished: Data Input Plug, PC Board Extender
Card.
Cooling: Natural convection.
Temperature: 0°C to 55°C operating, -40°C to +75”C storage.
Size: 172.2 H x 425.4 W x 539.8 mm D (6.78” x 16.75” x 21.25”).
Power: 100/120/220/240V ac (selectable, 48-440 Hz, 230 watts.

COMPUTATION
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Multiprogrammer: versatile I/O expander & converter
Model 69408 (cont).

69408 Specifications
Front panel controls: Power ONlOFF switch and
indicator lamp, REMOTE/LOCAL switch for selecting computer or manual control, 19 proximity switches
for manual data entry and control.
Weight: net, 15.9 kg (35 Ib). Shipping, 19.5 kg (43 Ib).
6941 8 Specifications
Front panel controls: Power ON/OFF switch and
indicator lamp.
Weight: net, 15.2 kg (33.5 Ib). Shipping, 18.3 kg (40.3
Ib).

$1 500

$1100

Programmable Plug-In Cards
Output Cards
69500A-69506A Resistance Output Cards: Provides a single 12-bit resistance programming channel.
The programming coefficients of these models are
compatible with H P programmable power supplies
equipped with Option 040. Model 69500A is supplied
without resistors allowing the user to install his own.
69510A-69513A Resistance Output Cards: Provides two 6-bit resistance programming channels;
these models program the current limit of H P power
supplies equipped with Option 040.
693218 Voltage DIA Converter Card: Provides a
high speed, bipolar output voltage. Output range is
from -10.240 to +10.235 V, at 0-5 mA. Conversion
speed is 30 psec maximum to within 5 mV of final
value. (69351B voltage regulator also required.)
69330A Relay Output Card: Provides 12 separate
form A (SPST, normally open) mercury-wetted contact outputs that reflect the status of 12 programmed
data bits. Includes gate/flag circuits for exchange of
control signals with user’s device.
69433A Relay OutputlReadback Card: Provides 12
separate form A (SPST, normally open) mercurywetted contact outputs. Also supplies 12 input data
lines that can be read by the controller and which indicate the relay coil voltage status.
69331A Digital Output Card: Provides programmed
microcircuit logic level outputs on 12 separate output
lines. Card includes gate/flag circuits for exchange of
control signals with user’s device.
69332A Open Collector Output Card: Provides 12
open-collector driver outputs. IC buffers on the card
act as switches for voltages up to 30 volts dc and currents up to 40 mA.
69335A Stepping Motor Control Card: Used to drive
stepper motor and pulse-update type controls. Can be
programmed to generate from 1 to 2047 pulse outputs
to either of two terminals.
69600B Programmable Timer Card: Can be programmed to generate crystal controlled, one-shot timing pulses. Time increment is variable from Ips to 40
days.
69380A Breadboard Output Card: This card allows
user to design and built a custom analog or digital output card. Card includes basic address, storage and
control signal buffer circuits.
69325A-69328A Power Amplifier Control Cards:
Provides resistance outputs for controlling the voltage,
current and gain of H P Model 6825A-6827A Power
Supply/Amplifiers

$250-$300

$300

$300

$250

$250

$210

$130

$200

$300

$125

$400

696018 Frequency Reference Card: Provides six
fixed square wave outputs derived from a 1 MHz crystal at frequencies from 1 Hz to 100 kHz.
Input Cards
69421A Voltage Monitor Card: This card monitors
bipolar dc voltages in the range of + 10.235 to - 10.240
V, and returns a 12-bit two’s complement digital word
to the controller to indicate the magnitude and sign of
the measured voltage. Up to 150 conversions per second can be performed as commanded by the program
or an external gate input. f 1 V and f100 V inputs
availzrble
69431A Digital Input Card: This card monitors 12 bits
of TTL, DTL, or contact closure data from user’s
device. Card includes gate/flag circuits for exchange
of control signals with user’s device. Return bits to
controller reflect the status of 12 input bits.
69430A Isolated Digital Input Card: This card
monitors 12 bits of input daa from user’s device. All
input lines are isolated from one another and from the
Multiprogrammer power supply. Eight options of the
card are available to accommodate either ground-true
or positive-true logic sense inputs and various input
levels.
69434A Event Sense Card: This card compares the
magnitude of an external 12-bit input word with a
stored reference word and generates a service request
for any of four conditions, depending on the placement
of a jumper on the card. The four possible conditions
are: In = Ref, In # Ref, In > Ref, In < Ref. The
reference word is loaded from the controller. Both the
input and reference words can be read back to the
controller.
69435A Pulse Counter Card: This card counts
pulses, up or down, in the range of 0 to 4095. A carry
or borrow pulse is generated as the count goes above
4059 or below 0. These pulses allow multiple counter
cards to be cascaded for greater counting capability or
they can serve as alarm signals. The card can also be
used as a pre-set counter
69436A Process Interrupt Card: This card provides
TTL and open collector compatible edge detectors;
one positive and one negative for each of 12 storage
latches. Logic transitions lasting 100 ns or longer are
detected, stored, and used to generate a service request to the controller.
69480A Breadboard Input Card: Allows user to design and built a custom analog or digital input card.
Card includes basic address and control circuits.

$250

$400

$210

$250

$400

$250

$400

$125

59500A Interface Unit Specifications
$700
Converts the serial ASCII alphanumerics of the HP-IB to the
16-bit parallel format required by the 6940B/6941B Multiprogrammer. The 59500A design is optimized for ease of programming the
6940B16941B .
Front panel controls: Power ON/OFF switch and indicator.
LED’s indicate mode and gate/flag status between HP-IB and the
Multiprogrammer for system check-out and maintenance.
Cooling Natural convection.
Temperature; 0°C to 55°C operating; -40°C to +75”C storage.
Size: 82.6 H x 425.4 W x 463.6 mm D (3.25” x 16.75” x 18.25”).
Weight: 5.4 kg (12 Ib).
Power: 100/120/220/240 V ac (selectable) 48-440 Hz, 15 W.

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
General information

Laser Measurement
The Hewlett-Packard 5526A Laser Calibration System utilizes a precisely-known
wavelength of light to provide a portable,
easily used dimensional measurement tool
for such parameters as length, angle,
straightness, squareness and flatness.
The 5526A Laser Calibration System is
used in a wide variety of applications where
very accurate physical measurements are
required, such as characterizing the positioning accuracy and geometry of machine
tools and measuring machines.
A wide variety of output devices are
available to record the measurement data
including digital printers and X-Yrecorders.
The Option X55 Laser/Calculator System
allows the measurement data to be transferred directly from the Laser Calibration
System to the 9815A Programmable Calculator and immediately processed by prewritten metrology programs. The reduced
data is then presented in either printed format or plotted to provide report quality
graphs of the measurements.
Quartz Crystal Technology
Hewlett-Packard laboratories have developed quartz crystals which respond to
temperature or pressure with amazing

linearity, stability, accuracy, and sensitivity. Quartz crystals resonate in electronic
oscillator circuitry at a very precise frequency. Hewlett-Packard has discovered a
way to produce quartz crystals whose resonate frequencies vary extremely linearly
with temperature or pressure. For example,
the resonate frequency of a 2804A temperature sensing crystal varies 1000 Hz (nominal) per "C. These resonate frequencies are
conditioned by electronic circuitry to produce exceptionally high resolution temperature or pressure measurements.
Digital Thermometer
HP's 2804A Quartz Thermometer provides extremely precise, reliable measurements with standard resolution of 0.0001"C
over the range -80 to +250°C. The excellent sensing characteristics of the quartz
thermometer are enhanced by the advantages of direct digital readout (no bridge
balancing, or reference to resistance- or
voltagetemperature tables or curves), immunity to noise and cable resistance effects,
and no requirement for external equipment
such as reference junction. Temperature can
be measured up to 4500 feet from the 2804A
with optional amplifiers.

Nearly all intermediate range digital
thermometers use resistance, thermistor, or
thermocouple sensors. Because of its good
sensing characteristics, Hewlett-Packard
uses a platinum resistance sensor in its general purpose 2802A thermometer. Platinum
resistance sensors have very good accuracy,
stability, linearity and reproducibility. The
2802A features two ranges: -200°C to
+@PC with 0.1"C resolution and - 100°C to
+200"C with 0.01"C resolution. The display
unit may be used with other H P snap-in
modules to make a voltmeter, a multimeter
as well as other instruments.
Quartz Pressure Gauge
The Hewlett Packard 281 1B Quartz Pressure Gauge can detect pressure changes as
small as 0.01 psi in 10,000 psia. Precision
pressure measuring capability and rugged
construction make the H P 2811B Quartz
Pressure Gauge (Probe and Signal Processor) ideal for applications requiring surface readout such as oil well logging,
oceanographic research, and studies of subterranean hydrodynamics. The 2811B recording options can be connected directly to
the pressure gauge output for direct readout,
strip chart recording or digital printout of
pressure data.

PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Laser transducer for “build-in” applications
Model 5501A

I)
Optional accessories
A wide variety of Interferometers, Retroreflectors, Beam Splitters, and Beam Benders allow application of the 5501A Laser
Transducer to the most complex measurement problems.
Linear interferometer: most economical and widely used for linear
displacement measurements.
Plane mirror interferometer: used for precision measurement and
control of X-Y stage motion.
Single beam interferometer: extremely small linear measurement
interferometer for applications where size and weight are critical.
Beam splitters and benders: optical components to divide and
direct the laser beam to the individual measurement axes.
Electronic outputs
A range of output formats are available for the 5501A Laser
Transducer which provide compatibility with a wide variety of measurement applications.
Computer interface electronics: interface the 5501A Laser
Transducer to virtually any digital processor or controller. This universal binary interface is ideal for position control systems with the
most demanding response requirements.
Calculator interface electronics: based on Hewlett-Packard Programmable Calculators and the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus provide completely integrated measurement packages. Designed for
acquiring, reducing and displaying measurement data, this interface
allows simple application of the 5501A Laser Transducer to a wide
variety of measurement oriented machines.
English/metric pulse output electronics: provide a universal
interface to almost all numerical controls for machine tools. Designed primarily to facilitate installation of the 5501A Laser Transducer on machine tools by Original Equipment Manufacturers, this
interface provides inch or metric value pulses over a wide range of
resolutions.

Specifications
Resolution: 0.16 pm (6 microinches) or 0.08 pm (3 microinches)
using Plane Mirror Interferometer. Resolution Extension can increase measurement resolution up to a factor of 10.
Accuracy: - C O S parts per million.
Range: up to 60 meters (200 feet) depending upon conditions (sum
of axes for multi-axis configurations).
Number of axes: up to six, depending on system configuration and
environmental conditions. Maximum allowable measurement velocity: 18.3 meters/min (720 inchedmin).

Systems description
The 5501A Laser Transducer is the basis of a linear displacement
measuring system which brings the many advantages of interferometry to builders and users of accurate positioning equipment at
a cost comparable with conventional devices. Using a single laser
source, up to 6 axes of motion may be monitored simultaneously.
This feature plus numerous other design innovations, significantly
lowers the cost of laser interferometer feedback. A range of output
devices offers the choice of feedback control or digital display. Although the Laser Transducer is designed for original equipment
manufacturers (OEM), simple installation techniques make it attractive for retrofit by end-users as well.

Ordering information
5501A Laser Transducer
10780A Receiver
10700A 33% Beam Splitter
10702A Linear Interferometer
10703A Retroreflector
10707A Beam Bender
5501A Options
251: Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus Electronics
450: English/Metric Pulse Output
Other optical and electronic interface options
available; please request 5501A data packet.

Price
$5585
$450
$350
$1350
$550
$250

$5760
$7 130

PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Laser system for dimensional measurements
Model 5526A
I

I
I

I
Model 5526A LasedDisplay System Base
Configuration
The 5526A Laser Measurement System is a major advance in
economical dimensional metrology. A choice of options allows the
measurement of length, angle, flatness, straightness, squareness,
and Darallelism. In addition, output options are available to reduce
t he data to printed or plotted fo;mat.-The 5526A, which f orms the
t)ase of the system includes the 5500C Laser Head and tlle 5505A
I-aser Display. Measuring and output options are added to this base
S#ystemto allow modular build-up of measurement capability.
Seneral
capabilities
~.
. . . ..
..
The system is a highly accurate displacement measunng tool with
a resolution of one millionth of an inch (0.01 pm) for linear
measurements and 0.1 arc-second for angular measurements. Fully
automatic tuning, instant warm-up and remote interferometric measurement techniques assure drift-free accuracy from the moment of
switch-on. A laser tube lifetime in excess of 10,000 hours can be
confidently expected and the unique optical heterodyning principle
makes for practical, convenient measurements in adverse environme nts.

I
105658
105508
!
ODt 10 Linear
Measurement Interferometer i

Additional options
Other options to the 5526A Laser Measurement System are available including a Single Beam Interferometer which in conjunction
with the non-Contact Converter measures displacement of reflective
surfaces. The Plane Mirror Converter when added to the Remote
Interferorneter of Option 010 allows measurements from a plaine
mirror surface with relative insensitivity to mirror tilt.

Brief specif ication

~

Measurement options
Opt 010 linear interferometer
This option consists of the 10565B Remote Interferometer and a
10550B Retroreflector. Since the Remote Interferometer is completely passive, it makes for an almost perfect linear measuring instrument. Complete thermal stability is assured since the laser head
can be some distance away on a tripod.
Opt 020' linear + angular/flatness interferometer
While including all the capabilities of the Option 010 Linear Interferometer, this option also provides angular measurement ability.
The addition of passive optical modules allows fast, accurate measurements of pitch, yaw, or flatness. The option also includes two
turning mirrors designed especially for rapid calibration of surface
plates.
Opt 030 straightness interferometer
This option converts the 5526A into an interferometric straightedge. Lateral deviations from a perfectly straight line are displayed
to a resolution of one millionth of an inch (.01 pm) over an axial
range of 10 feet (3 m). Unlike alignment lasers, the Hewlett-Packard
system does not depend on the pointing stability of the laser beam
for its reference, but instead uses two rigidly mounted plane mirrors
and a special prism interferometer. A long range version (Option 31)
is also available with a resolution of ten millionths of an inch (0.1
pm) over an axial range of 100 feet (30 m).
Ideal for determining geometric characteristics of machine tools,
the Straightness Option can also measure such parameters as parallelism and with an optional optical square, squareness.
Opt X55 series laser measurementlcalculator systems
The combination of the 5526A Laser Measurement System with
the Model 9815A Calculator provides a complete problem solving
system for a wide variety of measurements.
A package of metrology applications programs enables fast data
reduction and plotting of measurements such as surface plate calibration, lead error analysis and geometry characteristics of machine
tools and measuring machines, including straightness, parallelism
and squareness. One important program included implements the
NMTBA (National Machine Tool Builders Association) recommendations for accuracy and repeatability of numerically controlled
machine tools.
5510A Automatic compensator
The 55 10A Automatic Compensator provides accurate, continuous correction for variations in the refractive index of air and for
temperature of the material being measured. Air temperature, pressure, humidity and material temperature are measured by rugged
sensors designed especially for use in machine shops.

Choice of options for
Length, Angle, Flatness,
Straightness Non-contact
and 2 Axes

- ..

5526A 1.aser/display
*
.
.. . .
Laser: helium-Neon type. r uiiy automatic tuning. insrant
warmup. Accuracy (for all linear displacement measurements): 20.5
P#arts per million +-I count (Metric 20.5 parts per millicIn +-2
Counts).
Flesolution: normal and smooth modes.
Normal 0.000,Ol in. Metrlc: 0.1 pm. Angular: 1 arc-se:c x10:
0.000,001 in. Metric 0.01 pm. Angular: 0.1 arc-sec.
mlaximum allowable signal loss: 95% (-13 dB).
Maximum measuring velocity: 720 inlmin (182 mlmin).
Atmospheric and material compensation: manual input from tables. 55 10A Automatic compensator optional.

.. .-

T

I

Opt 10 linear interferometer
Accuracy: as for 5526A Laser Display.
Maximum measuring range: up to 200 feet (60 m) depending on
conditions.

+

Opt 20 linear
angularlflatness interferometer
Linear specifications are as for Opt 10.
Accuracy: ?O. 1 arc-second (+-1 count in last digit) up to +- 100 arcseconds. +- 1 arc-seconds (+-1 count in last digit) up to + 1000 arcseconds. 2 4 arc-seconds per degree ( 2 1 count in last digit) up to
+- 10 degrees using correction table.
Opt 30 short range straightness interferometer
Accuracy
Inch: 2 5 microinches/foot 2 1 count in last digit.
Metric: k0.4 micrometer/meter 2 2 counts in last digit.
Calibration: 23% of reading.
Resolution: as for 5526A Laser/Display.
Lateral range: kO.1 inch (k2.5 mm).
Axial range: 10 feet (3 m).
Opt 31 long range straightness interferometer
Accuracy: as for Opt 030.
.
Calibration: +- 10% of reading.
Resolution
Normal: 0.0001 inch (1 pm).
X10: 0.00001 inch (0.1 pm).
5510A automatic compensator
5526A/5510A System accuracy (worse case):
1. For air temperature within range 68-85°F (20-30°C) 1.3 ppm -r- 1
count (metric 1.3 ppm +-2 counts).
2. For air temperature within range 55-105°F (13-40°C) 1.5 ppm +1
count (metric 1.3 ppm 2 2 counts).
5526A Options
010 Linear Interferometer
020: Linear + Angular/Flatness Interferometer
030: Straightness Interferometer
908: Rack Flange Kit
X55: Laser Measurement/Calculator System

Price
$4520
$7140
$4375
$10
$35,905

Ordering information
SSlOA Automatic Compensator
S526A Laser/Display

$5150
$11,795

,

PHYSICAL & OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Quartz pressure gauge
Model 281 1 B
0.01 psi resolution (69 Pa)
0.025% Full Scale Accuracy
Direct Surface Readout

281 1B Quartz Pressure Gauge

0.01 psi Resolution a t 11 000 psi (69 PA @ 69 MPa)
The H P 2811B Quartz Pressure Gauge measures wellbore pressure with a resolution of 0.01 psi over a dynamic range in excess of
11 OOO psi. This capability makes it possible to measure pressure
changes that cannot be detected with conventional gauges using
bourdon tube transducers.
This ability to detect and record small pressure changes allows
sophisticated test techniques to be used economicaly. For example,
since the super-sensitive H P Quartz Pressure Gauge can detect
small pressure transients at observation wells, pulse tests can be
conducted with extremely short pulse cycle times at the stimulus
well. Because the shut-in time is reduced, the permeability and formation thickness between wells can be determined at a substantially
lower cost.
With the 2811B recording options, pressure transients can be observed and recorded on the surface while the test is in progress.
When the surface readout indicates the test is completed, the gauge
can be retrieved immediately. Pressure data can be read directly
without intermediate scaling or other calculations.
The 2811B Quartz Pressure Gauge was specifically designed for
pressure measurement in oil and gas wells and it is used by many oil
companies and well service companies. However, its high resolution
pressure measuring capability and rugged construction also make it
ideally suited for oceanographic research and subterranean hydrodynamic studies.

Description
The 2811B consists of a 2813B Quartz Pressure Probe and a
28 16A Pressure Signal Processor. A frequency signal proportional
to pressure is transmitted from the bottom-hole pressure probe to
the signal processor on the surface. It travels through a single conductor, armored electric line. The processor conditions the
pressure-related signal to drive a separate electronic frequency
counter for direct readout. if a preset counter is used (included in
2811B recording options), wellbore pressure will be displayed in
psi. No scaling or intermediate calculations are necessary.
For field use, the 2811B Analog & Digital Recording Option is
available. It provides a convenient method of obtaining direct visual

Simple Operation
Long Term Stability
200-11000 PSIA Range

HP 281 1 Analog & Digital Recording Option 026/027 Mounted in
Field Case

display and a permanent record of pressure data. Pressure transients
are recorded on a strip chart recorder and a digital printer. All instruments are shock mounted in a rugged field case to withstand
rough handling.

System specifications
Sensitivity: 105 Hz/psi nominal (105 Hz/6.9 kPa) output of signal
processor.
Probe operating pressure range: 0-12 000 psi (0-82.7 MPa).
Probe operating temperature range: 32" to 302°F (0 to I5OoC).
Signal processor operating temperature range: 32" to 131°F (0"
to 55°C).
Calibrated pressure range: 200-11,000 PSIA (1.4-75.8 MPa).
Resolution: 0.01 psi (69 Pa) when sampling for a 1-second period.
Repeatability: 20.4 psi (52.76 kPa) over entire range.
Accuracy (at thermal equilibrium) if operating temperature is
known
within 1.8"F (1°C):
. . 20.5 m i or 20.025% of reading- (53.45 kPa or
?0.025%R).
within 18°F (10°C): 5 1 psi or 20.1% of reading (26.89 kPa or
?O.l%R).
within 36°F (20°C): 2 5 psi or 20.25% of reading (234.5 kPa or
50.25%R).
Dimensions and weights
28138 Probe: l%6" (36.5 mm) OD by 393/S" (1000 mm) long.
Weight: 11 Ib (5.0 kg).
2816A Signal Processor: 154 mm H x 197 mm W x 279 mm D
(6'/16'' X 73/4" X 11")
281 1 B options
026: Analog & Digital Recording,
- 60 Hz, and
English units
027: Analog & Digital Recording, 50 Hz, and
Metric units
28118 Quartz Pressure Gauge
Includes HP 28138 Quartz Pressure Probe and carring case, calibration tables,
manual and HP 2816A Pressure Signal Processor. Output of HP 2816A Pressure
Signal Processor connects directly to recording options.

Price
add $11,750

add $11,750
$16,225

NQ OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Quartz Thermometer
Model 2804A

0.04"C Absolute Accuracy
0.0001"C or 0.001"F Resolution
-80" to +250"C Range
Display of Absolute or Differential Temperature
Flexible HP-I6 Systems Interface
Variable Resolution Analog Output
Easy Ice I
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Ambient Temperature Stability
A temperature compensated crystal oscillator provides the internal reference time base. The displayed temperature will change less
than 30 millidegrees C (54 millidegrees F) due to an instrument
ambient temperature change from 0 to 55°C. A one MHz external
frequency standard may be supplied to the 2804A through a rear
panel connector to improve the ambient temperature stability.

2804A specifications
Temperature range: -80 to +250°C (-112 to +482"F).
Absolute accuracy: less than 50 millidegree C (90 millidegree F)
maximum error over the full temperature range with constant instrument temperature-NBS traceable to IPTS-68.
Resolution three levels can be selected:
Selection
Temperature Scale
"C
"F
L
0.01
0.1
M
0.001
0.01
H
0.0001
0.001
General
Display: 7 digit LED with polarity, decimal, and degree C or F
annuciator.
Site: 177 H x 212 W x 457 mm D (7" x 8.4" x 18").
Probes: a variety of probes are available for use with the 2804A.
Refer to the data sheet for specifications and sheath configurations.
Options
006: Analog Output. Provides front panel controls,
rear panel connector, and electronics for variable resolution analog output
010: HP-IB interface. Provides electronics, rear panel
connector and display annunciators for HP-IB interface to computing controller or printer
Accessories and probes
18107A External Oscillator
18108A Line Amplifier
18101A Signature Analysis Diagnostic Kit
18110A Laboratory Probe and cal module, 25 mm (1")
18111A Laboratory Probe and cal module, 230 mm
(9.1")
18112A Laboratory Probe and cal module 460 mm
(18.1")
18115A Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 30 mm
(1.2'7
18116A Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 100 mm
(3.9'9
18117A Heavy Duty Probe and cal module, 180 mm
(7.1'7

e

2804A Quartz Thermometer

PHYSICAL AND OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
Platinum Resistance Thermometer
k

i

Model 2802A

Dual Range Resolution
Linear Analog Output

3

Description
Two modular units make up the H P 2802A Thermometer: a thermomodule (lower unit) which contains temperature measuring circuits, probe connections, and operating controls; an H P 3740A display unit with 4% digit light-emitting diodes, which snaps into place
on the thermomodule. In addition, the display unit may be used with
other H P snap in modules to make a voltmeter, a multimeter, a
pre-amp ammeter, as well as other combinations offered by
Hewlett-Packard in this catalog under Digital Voltmeters.
combinations offered by Hewlett-Packard in this catalog under Digital Voltmeters.
A variety of probes can be used with the 2802A. All HP probes
offered are interchangeable and meet high standard, in-house electrical specifications which allow them to provide maximum accuracy. The H P 2802A drives very low current through the platinum
sensor, so self-heating is negligible. Less than 0.1 mW is dissipated.
A four-wire technique used to measure sensor resistance eliminates
errors due to connector of lead resistances.
Rugged cast aluminum cases with shock resistant slides and chemically resistant paint provide ample protection for the HP 2802A in
just about any operating environment.
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These specifications are "total system specifications" meaning
they apply to both the instrument and the probe working together
(not just the best electronic specifications for the instrument by
itself). H P 2802A Thermometer specifications relate directly to system performance under actual working conditions.
Ranges: -200" to +600°C and -100"to +2OO0C.
Resolution: 0.1"C on -200" to +6OO0C range.
0.01"C on - 100" to +200°C range.
Accuracy: +OS"C 20.25% of reading on both ranges.
Display: 4% digits LED on H P 34740A Module.
Stability: 20.2"C for 7 days (23°C 25°C ambient).
Linear Analog Output
1 mV/"C on -200" to +600"C range (-0.2 V to +0.6 V F.S.)
10 m V / T on -100" to +200"C range (-1.0 V to +2.0 V F.S.)
Voltage accuracy equal to that of digital display.
Output impedance 1 kfl on both ranges.
Environmental standard: H P 2802A Thermometer operates
within above specifications in environments of 0"to 50°C and up to
95% relative humidity over most of this temperature range. After
calibration in some arbitrary ambient temperature, instrument calibration remains valid with ambient temperature changes up to 10°C.
Power requirements: operated on any of four, single phase ac line
voltages: 100, 120,220, or 240 volts rms (+5%, -lo%), 48 to 440 Hz.
Power dissipation is 8.7 volt-amperes.
Dimensions: thermomodule with display unit is 98 mm H x 159 mm
W x 248 mm D (3'/8'' x 6V4" x 93/4").
Weight: net, 2.27 kg (5 Ib). Shipping approx 3.39 kg (7% Ib).
Thermometer
2802A H P digital thermometer-Includes 4% digit
34740A Display, Requires HP 18640 series probe and
Opt 050 or 060. See list which follows
050: 50 Hz, ac, single phase
060: 60 Hz, ac, single phase
001: H P digital thermomodule-Thermometer unit
only, without display unit or probe. NOTE: Since
thermomodule will not operate without display, this
option is for those planning to use thermomodule with
their own H P 34740A or H P 34750A Display Modules.
Probes
Note: Time constant for probes measured in water
flowing at 1 m per sec.
18641A High Temperature Probe
Stainless steel sheath. For -200" to +500°C, to
+6OO0C short term (prevent cable movement above
250°C). Time Constant 5 sec.
18642A General Purpose Probe
Same as 18641A probe except with teflon-insulated
cable. Cable must be kept below 250°C.
18643A Fast Response Probe
Stainless steel sheath, for -200" to +500"C, to +6OO0C
short term. Teflon cable must be kept below 250°C.
Time constant 1.8 sec.
18644 Probe Kit
Includes platinum sensor cartridge, cable connector,
complete instructions for four wire hookup. Time constant 0.5 sec.

Price
$895

N/C
N/C
less $420

$165

$150

$180

$105

X-RAY SYSTEMS
Scientific and Industrial X-ray Systems

alignment of connectors, inspection for
proper assembly and mechanical defects are
further examples of tests which radiography
performs for industry. The benefits of X-ray
testing are reduced production costs, better
quality assurance and product safety. The
results are increased profits.

X-ray inspection of otherwise inaccessible components in complex structures
is also facilitated by the 43501.

Scientific applications
Oceanography, geology, marine biology,
paleontology, pathology, botany, forestry
and agricultural research are afew examples

Model 435018 Portable X-ray
FaxitronQ cabinet systems
Radiography, the art and science of making
pictures with X-rays, has an important place
in modem technology. It is one of the major
nondestructive test methods available to industry, provides an indispensable tool in
scientific investigations and is a valuable aid
to law enforcement agencies. HewlettPackard makes a major contribution to these
activities with X-ray equipment that offers a
“better way” through advanced technology
and design. This equipment makes radiographs easier and safer to take, provides portability for field use or offers stop-motion
capability for the study of dynamic events.
Industrial inspection
Industrial quality control and inspection
procedures, especially in the field of electronics, benefit from nondestructive testing
by radiography. The advantages of a testing
method which does not harm the test objects
are obvious. Radiography, therefore, offers
benefits in design engineering, incoming inspection, production quality control, product reliability and failure analysis. X-rays
are used to detect misregistration or platethru problems in multi-layer P.C. boards;
porosity, poor substrate bonding and wiring
or lead location in transistors and integrated
circuits; voids and other encapsulation problems in potted components; and solder balls
or other defects in sealed relays.
Die casting is another industry that benefits from the nondestructive aspects and
ability to “see inside” provided by radiography. Porosity, gas voids, tramp metal inclusion and other common defects can be
easily detected and the cause determined.
Expensive machining time can be avoided
for castings found to be defective through
X-ray inspection. The integrity of welds,

Pulsed radiation sources

of scientific disciplines that use X-rays. Applications range from the study of the interior anatomy of fossils to determining the
viability of seeds.
Law enforcement applications
Radiography aids many law enforcement
groups. Crime labs use X-rays to visualize
certain types of latent fingerprints, for powder and lead splatter patterns in ballistics
and for questioned-document examination.
Medical examiners use X-rays for causeof-death investigations and identification of
remains. X-rays aid in examining parcels or
mail to identify dangerous devices and to
verify bomb circuitry.
These are among the many applications
served by H P FaxitronB Cabinet X-ray
Systems. They offer a unique combination
of high quality radiogrpahic capability,
simplicity of operation and convenience of
use which is expanding the capabilities of
scientific and industrial concerns throughout
the world.
Portable X-ray systems

Portable systems of lightweight and small
size are made possible by the field emission
type tube. Hewlett-Packard markets several
portable systems including the Model 43501,
a self-contained battery-operated portable
system specifically designed for the unique
field use requirements of explosive
ordnance demolition squads. Integral power
capability and small, remotely operated
X-ray tubes make possible X-ray examination of suspected bombs.

Hewlett-Packard has pioneered in the design and manufacture of cold-cathode, flash
X-ray tubes and systems. Cold-cathode
tubes, based on the field emission principle,
are combined with a pulse generator and appropriate control units. The systems produce nanosecond bursts of X-rays, electrons
or super radiant light (SRL). Output voltage
and energy are provided by Marx-surge type
energy storage modules charged in parallel
and discharged in series through a pressurized spark gap switch mechanism.
A number of channels can often be operated from common controls enabling a series
of stop motion radiographs at desired intervals.
Other capabilities include slow and fast
cine-systems providing a series of motion
picture-like radiographs at rates from 1 to
lo00 frameslsec. These systems are custom
designed from standard units.
H P pulse radiation systems yield a reproducible 5-10,000 ampere electron beam in air
at energies of 400-2300keV and pulse widths
of 3-40 nanoseconds. Current densities of
12,500 amperes per cmz and dose rates up to
lOI5 Radstsecond can be obtained.
Their reproducibility, high dose-rate output, ease of operation and instrumentation
and small space requirement make them
ideal for radiation chemistry or pulsed
radiolysis studies as well as radiation effects
studies, radiation biology and laser pumping.
For specific information and consultation
regarding H P X-ray systems, contact
Hewlett-Packard, 1700 S. Baker Street,
McMinnville, Oregon 97128, telephone:
(503) 472-5101.

MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION

..,
Patient
Monitoring
Modular instruments to complete systems
Computer-based Patient Data
Management & Arrhythmia
Detection Systems
ECG Telemetry System for
ambulatory patients
New mobile Resuscitation System with batt./AC Defibrillator
organizes supplies, drugs, instruments, etc. for resuscitation
and 30 minutes’ life support.
Request Catalog #5952-5254.

Respiratory
Instrumentation
Pulmonary Calculator System
Ear Oximeter
Single-Breath Diffusion System
Respiratory Recording Systems
(6)
Modular Pulmonary Function
Testing Instruments. Request
Catalog #5952-5257.

Perinatal
Instrumentation
FetaUMatemal and Neonatal
monitoring includes bedside
fetal monitors, a Calculatorbased System, and Central Stations
Neonatal monitoring uses heart
rate, respiration, temperature,
ambient oxygen measuring instruments, and a Cardiorespirograph. Request Catalog
#5952-5258.

d

Consumables
Wide choice for use with T' ,
,- - >
other medical electronic
ments includes:
Disposable ECG monit
electrodes (adult and in
Disposable transducer
Disposable scalp electn
Chemical thermal medic
Papem
PermapaperQ chart pa]
Disposable pressure kits
ReduxQ electrolytes
Request Catalog #5952-5260

Radiology
H P offers a group of high performance medical X-ray machines
with automatic exposure control.
They include a Mobile X-ray System shown above) designed especially for handling difficult radiographic requirements in the Intensive Care area; a Dedicated High
kV Chest X-ray System for rapid,
consistent and low dose chest
procedures; and Faxitron Cabinet
X-ray Systems for specimen
radiography and for laboratory
training of radiological technicians.

A hlA LVSIS

Widely recognized as a leading supplier of
electronic measuring instruments and data
handling equipment for the engineer,
Hewlett-Packard is also rapidly developing
a similar position in analytical instrumentation for the scientist. HP’s analytical products now include a full line of gas chromatographs, liquid chromatographs, automatic
sampling systems for GC, data handling devices and systems for the analytical laboratory as well as GC/Mass Spectrometers and
accessories.
Gas chromatographs
Although less than 20 years old, gas
chromatography (GC) has taken over from
classical methods of analysis the bulk of
analytical work performed in laboratories
around the world. There is an excellent reason for the revolutionary popularity of the
gas Chromatograph in analytical chemistry:
no other method gets more accurate results,
at greater speed, and for less cost.
For the scientist whose interest is the
chemical analysis of unknown samples,

Hewlett-Packard offers two basic types of
gas chromatographs.
NEW
Model 5840A reporting gas
chromatograph: the second generation H P
5840A is a complete G C analytical system.
It has an integral digital processor that operates the gas chromatograph and its accessories throughout the analytical run, following precisely the instructions that you
give it before the run, on an easy-to-use
keyboard or magnetic card reader.
The intelligent control center of the
5840A, the built-in digital processor, controls all aspects of the GC analysis: all temperatures, carrier flow rate measurement,
detector operation, integration of peak
areas, identification of components, calculation of concentrations, plotting of
chromatogram and analysis report. After
you set the analysis parameters on the
keyboard and inject a standard sample, a
single keyboard entry causes the 5840A to
initiate a simple dialog which calibrates for
the method; thereafter, the 5840A will
analyze your samples, make the calculations

-

by whatever method you specify - normalization, internal standard or external
standard - and report the results . all
automatically.
Other HP 5840A features include: choice
of universal injection port with glass or
metal liners and on-column injection capability; a multi-purpose glass capillary inlet
system; time programming which lets you
make changes throughout an analysis at a
precise, preset retention time; run programming which lets you preset analysis
parameters for a series of samples before injecting the first one; plus a variety of glass,
metal, packed or capillary columns. . . all
in a high performance oven that can be controlled and programmed from -60” to 400°C,
to meet separation requirements for almost
any type of sample!
HP 5700 Series GC’s digital, compact,
modular, capable of full automation: the
H P 5700 Series breaks the traditional barrier
between versatile but expensive “research”
instruments and dedicated, more costconscious ‘routine” instruments. This series

. .

embraces H P 5710 Dual Column, H P 5720
Single Column, and H P 5730 Dual
(>olumn/Multiple Detector GC's which
<ierve every research or routine laboratory
Iieed.
New features of the 5700 include: specific
letectors, including nitrogenlphosphorous
?ID and flame photometric . . . multiletector capability, including simultaneous
3CDIFID operation with Ne carrier. . . indim1 inniitldlinl niitniit
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:lectrometer . . electronic baseline com,ensation . . . inlet system for glass capilaries . . . metal capillary splitter . . . all;lass packed column system . . . low bleed
septum mounting.
Liquid chromatographs
.........
HP 1084A: tirst LL witn milt-in rrocessor.
The first high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) to be controlled by a built-in
microprocessor, the H P 1084A gives usen
full control over separation parameters,
minimizes quantitative errors, and is simpler
to use than conventional instruments in
routine chemical analyses and in developing
new analytical methods. But the H P 1084A
is much more than just a processor-based
liquid Chromatograph. New and advanced
design features include a flow rate controlled pump, a semi-automatic variable
volume injection system that only consumes
the amount injected, an easily accessible
temperature controlled column compartment and an RI compensated UV detector
with low noise and drift characteristics.
Two-way communication with the H P
1084A system is via keyboard in terms that
are simple and familiar to the chromatographer. Once instructed, the instrument injects the desired sample s u e (from 10 to 200
microliters) at full column pressure without
interrupting flow, controls solvent composition, generates gradients, then collects and
computes chromatographic data and reports
them on heat-sensitive, smudgeless paper
. all automatically!
New automatic sampling system for HP
1084A: HP's 79824A new automatic sampling system enables batches of up to 60 samples to be analyzed automatically in sequence, and in replicate if desired, by the
H P 1084A HPLC.
As shown in the illustration, the detachable unit containing 60 glass vials is mounted
on top of the liquid chromatograph. The
variable-volume sample injector, standard
part of the chromatograph, then samples
each vial in numerical sequence. The injection volume can be preset manually to any
point between 10 and 200 microliters. Only
the sample amount injected is consumed by
the system, making it possible to use
micro-vials for applications where only
small sample quantities are available.
New, compact HP 1081A offers high
performance at a low price: The new
compact H P lO8lA HPLC performs routine
LC functions with a precision and repeatability similar to that of the top-of-the-line
H P 1084A but at about one-third the price.
H P 1081A has a pushbutton-controlled,
high performance reciprocating diaphragm
pump with in-line pulsation damping and
new design principles proven in the H P
1084A. Samples are injected at full column

.
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pressures through a six-port valve (sevenport is optional). Separation columns locate
in a protected conIpartment. A UV detector
- one ofthe finest 2wailable - provides exceptional sensitivity and interfaces with stripchart recorders, iintegrators and computer
based data systems (other detectors can also
be fitted).
Laboratory au'tomation systems
H P Series 335(1 Laboratory Automation
.
. - .
Systems satisfy the combined data handling,
control, and reporting needs of the analytic:a1 laboratory, frorm tk,e chemist's to the lab
Inanager's .
Chromatographiic SIoftware supplied with
ill systems automatic:Illy processes the out..
put 01 gas ana liquid Ichromatographs using
methods.
standard
chromatc)graphic
Through computer-initiated dialog, entirely
in terms familiar to the chromatographer,
the user determines th-e r d t i n o iin nf rvpntp
sa1
Pa'
kn,
rec

.
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New HP 5993A Benchtop GClMS with
Data System: A new, middle-priced
GC/MS, the H P 5993A, combines the integrated gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer of the benchtop H P 5992A with a
powerful disc-based data system identical to
that used with the H P 5985A. This powerful
analytical tool incorporates the latest advances in GCIMS system technology and
computer software innovations. Its mass
range of 10-800 amu and its sensitivity to low
picogram levels and its ease of operation
rhnirr -for
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identifying and quantifying organic sample:S
in a v a n e c of pollution, pesticide, drug, and
biological studies.
computer: the H P 5992A, a benchtop si2:e
G U M S with automatic tuning, provide:S
excellent performance at an economic:al
price. It consists of two fully integrate(1,
:d
compact modules;
. . one is its.easily-operate
.I. I, -.
rnntrnl1c-r R desunn cnmnurer wirn rnermal
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gramming capability can be added and the
3352C is expandable to a 3354A system.
The new 3354A Lab Automation1
Management System is a superior lab automation system which can handle as many as
30 instruments on-line, and handle up to 11
inputloutput devices through which users
can develop methods, BASIC programs and
route final reports for which any number of
copies can be specified.
Reporting integrators
H P 3380 Series Reporting Integrators
provide an excellent data handling function
for an existing gas or liquid chromatograph.
Both integrators in this series provide the
unique printerlplotter that draws the
chromatogram, labels peaks with their retention times, lists instrument settings and
prints a complete analysis report, all on a
single piece of paper.
GC/Mass Spectrometer Data
Systems
New HP 5985A with dual source, built-in
data system: the new H P 5985A GC/Mass
Spectrometer with its dual CUE1 source and
built-in data system make it one of the most
powerful analytical tools for qualitative and
quantitative measurements. It incorporates
the latest advances in dual CI/EI source and
G U M S technology, digital electronics, and
dual disc data handling hardware and
a
software.
Features
include
microprocessor-controlled GC, automatic
tuning, simultaneous data acquisition/
reduction, and BATCH processor software
for full automatic system operation. Mass
range is 10-1000 amu and sensitivity to
picogram levels.

supported by an extensive inventory of
parts, the latest test instruments, and complete service kits for the maintenance and
repair of your H P instrument systems.
Service Agreements: choose from a variety of plans and options that:
Supplement or eliminate the staffing
and training of your own maintenance
personnel
Provide complete and timely
worldwide service
Maximize instrument reliability
through regularly scheduled maintenance visits
Minimize
maintenance
costs
through efficient planning
Simplify budgets through a known
annual cost
Tailor your agreement to match
your specific support requirements
Training: in-depth customer training is
available in both operation and maintenance. A broad range of courses and training materials have been developed for H P
customers.
Documentation: complete documentation
is supplied with each HP instrument or system. In addition, supplemental tutorial texts
are available from your local HP sales office.
Applications: Hewlett-Packard Applications Chemists are available to help you get
the most out of your H P instruments. In addition, the company has published numerous Application Notes which describe the
practical uses of H P instrumentation for a
variety of studies.

SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
Microwave and RF products

Transistors and diodes
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Schottky diode singles and matched quads are available in 3 types of
microstrip packages: hermetic; low parasitic ceramic/plastic; and
low cost ceramic/plastic.

HP low noise, general purpose and linear power microwave transistors are supplied in a wide variety of stripline and microstrip packages.

Various stripline and coaxial packages are used for Schottky, PIN,
IMPATT and step recovery diodes.

Hewlett-Packard components, utilized in consumer, industrial,
military and other OEM equipment, assure optimum performance.
Advanced machinery and processing techniques are employed to
produce highly sophisticated Silicon and Gallium Arsenide devices.
The product lines consist of Si bipolar and GaAs field effect transistors; Schottky, PIN, IMPATT and Step Recovery Diodes; MIS
Chip Capacitors; and Integrated Products.

Diodes

Transistors
HP silicon bipolar and GaAs field effect transistors fill most requirements for multistage amplifiers from the VHF region through
12 GHz. Devices are available for the low noise input stage, the high
gain intermediate stage and the power output stage. For example,
the HXTR-6 104 low noise silicon bipolar transistor typically offers
1.4dB N F with 14dB associated gain at 1.5 GHz. At 12 GHz, present HP GaAs field effect transistors can produce either 20mW of
linear output power or 4.2dB noise figure with 6dB gain, depending
on bias conditions.
Hewlett-Packard transistors are supplied in chip form, or in various stripline packages in either common-base or common-emitter
configurations. Complete data sheet characterization and excellent
processing uniformity make it possible to design your circuit by
calculation instead of by trial-and-error.

Schottky Barrier Diodes: Schottky diodes combine extremely high
rectification efficiency with pico-second switching speeds, low
series resistance, and low noise characteristics. This combination
makes the Schottky an excellent mixeddetector diode.
At H F , VHF, and UHF frequencies, H P delivers glass packaged
devices in million piece quantities at economical prices. These same
diodes have many digital circuit applications such as clipping and
clamping where switching speed is important.
At microwave frequencies, their low noise and repeatable R F
impedance lead to outstanding performance either as mixers or detectors. A new series of zero bias Schottky detector diodes offers
improved detection efficiency without the dc bias requirement of
conventional detector diodes. Package configurations for mixer/
detector diodes include beam leaded devices as well as conventional
ceramic, stripline and axial lead packages.
PIN Dlodes: PIN diodes function as variable resistors at microwave
frequencies. By controlling the DC bias, the RF resistance of a PIN
diode can be varied from la to about 10KO. This unique property of
the PIN diode makes it extremely useful as a switch, attenuator,
modulator, phase shifter, limiter or AGC element at all frequencies
from 1 MHz to 18 G H z and above. Package configurations include
beam-leaded devices as well as conventional microstrip, ceramic
and axial-leaded packages.

Solid state switches cover the frequency range from 0.1 to 18 GHz.
An add-on switch driver features TTL compatible input.
IMPATT Diodes: IMPATT diodes are a fundamental source of R F
power at frequencies above 4 GHz. CW devices can supply 3.5W at
6 G H z with 10% efficiency, while pulse-optimized devices operating
at 10 G H z offer 14W at 80011s pulse width and 25% duty cycle.
Step Recovery
SRD,s are intended for use as comb
generators and harmonic frequency multipliers. When used as a
comb generator, the abrupt termination of the diode’s reverse recovery current generates voltage pulses up to tens of volts with
pulse widths as narrow as loops giving useful power at frequencies
in
of 20 GHz. By optimizing the circuit around any specific
harmonic, high
frequency multiplication can be accomplished.
MIS Chip Capacttors: these Metal-Insulator-Silicon capacitor
chips are processed with a composite insulator on silicon. The high
density thermal oxide-nitride composite layer yields excellent reliability due to dielectric breakdown stability for both DC and RF
fields. Capacitance values from 0.5-100pF are available.
Integrated Products
The combination of chip and beam lead diodes with hybrid thinfilm circuit technology has led to an extensive product line of components for the conversion and control of R F signals.
The HMXR-5001 is a double balanced mixer which provides excellent broadband performance and reliability. This rugged mixer
has low conversion loss and high isolation across the full 2-14.4 GHz
RFlLO band, while retaining a wideband I F of 0.01-1.0 GHz. For
the HF-UHF range, both double balanced and low cost single balanced mixers are available.

purpose switching.

SPST switches covering the frequency range from 0.1 to 18 G H z
are offered either in modules or with connectors. Absorptive Modulators offer up to 80dB of isolation at 18 GHz. Other components
include Limiters, Comb Generators and MixdDetectors.
High Reliability Testing
Many Hewlett-Packard components are space qualified. The reliability of these devices is established by one of the finest high
reliability testing facilities in the microwave component industry.
Hewlett-Packard’s High Reliability Test Group maintains military
HP
approved JAN and JANTX parts in stock and can
standard screening programs, patterned after M1L-S-19500, for any
H P component. Those who wish to design their own screening
specifications can consult with and obtain quotations from
Hewlett-Packard’s staff of Hi Re1 Test Engineers.
Write for More Information
Hewlett-Packard RF and microwave component capabilities are
described in individual data sheets, application notes and application
bulletins.
Diode and Transistor Designer’s Catalog: This catalog contains
detailed, up-to-date specifications on our complete product line. It is
divided into the following major sections: Schottky Bamer Diodes,
PIN Diodes for Signal Control, Microwave Source Diodes, Devices for Hybrid Integrated Circuits, Military Approved Devices,
Microwave Transistors and Integrated Products.

SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
Optoelectronics
Optocouplers, displays

Numeric and hexidecimal displays for industrial applications have on-board
decoder/d rivers.

with MOS and CMOS:

16-segment alphanumeric display has a
64-character ASCII set and special characters.

0.8” display can be viewed up to
10 metres (33 ft).

Low cost components, available from Hewlett-Packard, offer exceptional performance in consumer, industrial, military, and other
OEM equipment. With sophisticated semiconductor processing
equipment, and the industry’s most extensive hybrid thin-film microcircuit manufacturing facilities, Hewlett-Packard applies newly
developed technologies to component manufacturing, offering high
performance solid state numeric and alphanumeric readouts plus
LED lamps, optocouplers, emitters, and PIN photodiodes-in
quantity at economically attractive prices.
Optoelectronics
Hewlett-Packard’s Optoelectronic Division offers a complete line
of GaAsP and GaP discrete light emitting diodes (LED’s), numeric,
hexadecimal, and alphanumeric displays. These components provide solid state reliability to any visible readout. As status indicators, arrays, multi-digit or multi-character displays, these compact
LED’s are electrically compatible with monolithic integrated circuits, with a useful life greater than 100,000 hours:
Optocouplers
Hewlett-Packard‘s family of optocouplers provide economical,
high performance solutions to problems caused by ground loops and
induced common mode noise in both analog and digital applications
in commercial, industrial, and military products. Hewlett-Packard’s
original approach toward integrated output detectors provides performance’ not found in conventional phototransistor output optocouplers. With 3000 VDC isolation, the types of optocouplers
available include high speed devices capable of 10 M bits and high
gain devices which are specified at 400% CTR at input currents as
low as .5 mA. In addition, highly linear optocouplers are useful in
analog applications, and a new integrated input optically coupled
line receiver can be connected directly to twisted pair wires without

Four character, 5 i 7 dot-matrix LED
alphanumeric display, has full ASCII code
capabilities.

additional circuitry. Most of these devices are available in dual versions, as well as in hermetic DIP packages. For military users,
Hewlett-Packard’s established hi-re1 capability facilitates economical, hi-re1 purchases.
Displays
Low cost numeric displays, packaged single or clustered, are
available in character heights from .11“ to .8”.Low power, small
character displays have been designed for portable instrumentation
and calculator applications. These seven-segment display units are
available in red, high efficiency red, yellow, and green packages.
Integrated LED displays (with on-board IC’s), available in plastic
and hermetic packages, solves the designer’s decoding/driving problem. Numeric, hexadecimal and alphanumeric displays have been
designed for low cost and ease of application in a wide range of
environments. For example, the small alphanumeric display pictured above, features four 5 x 7 dot matrix characters and on-board
shift registers for data storage. It is contained in a 16 pin DIP which
is end-stackable for unlimited possibilities in alphanumeric display
formatting.
The first 16-segment solid state LED alphanumeric displays from
Hewlett-Packard are now available in four- and eight- character
end-stackable modules. They are designed for use in computer
peripheral products, automotive instrument panels, calculators, and
electronic instruments and systems requiring low power consumption in an easy-to-read display. Magnification of. the LED by an
integral lens results in a character size of 3.8 mm (0.150 in). Drawing
as little as 1.0 to 1.5 mA average current per segment, this enhances
character intensity while keeping power use at a minimum.
These and other integrated displays in hermetic packages are
available in hi-re1 screened versions for military applications.

SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
Optoelectronics
Solid state lamps, emitters, P I N photodiodes

I

H i g h radiant intensitv emitters are
obtainable i n either T-1% or

subminiature package.

Excellent u n i f o r m i t y b e t w e e n e l e m e n t s a n d b e t w e e n
arrays exist i n these s u b m i n i a t u r e polyleds.

Panel m o u n t a b l e h e r m e t i c s o l i d state l a m p s are
d e s i g n e d f o r p r o t e c t i o n against RFI panel leakage.

These rectangular LED’s are available These low profile T-I3/4 solid state
lamps available in four bright colors.
i n h i g h e f f i c i e n c y red, y e l l o w a n d
green.

Solid state lamps
Discrete LED indicator lamps are encapsulated in a panel mountable fixture designed for hi-re1 applications. They can be mounted
with clips or directly onto PC boards. Hewlett-Packard has also
produced the first easy-to-mount hermetic lamp.
A wide selection of leads, lens, brightness, and package combinations are available in red, high efficiency red, yellow, and green
epoxies. The rectangular solid state lamps are stackable on 2.54 mm
(0.100 in) centers. They are ideally suited for backlighting legends
and flush mounted panel indicators. Subminiature polyled arrays are
available as three, four, or five elements.
Emitters
Hewlett-Packard offers high radiant intensity emitters near-IR in
both floodlight and spotlight configurations. Emitters are ideally
suited for use in optical transducers and encoders, smoke detectors,
bar code scanners, paper-tape readers, and fiber optic drivers.
P I N Photodiodes
Hewlett-Packard PIN photodiodes are excellent light detectors
with an exceptionally fast response of 1 ns, wide spectral response
from near infrared to ultra-violet, and wide range linearity (constant
efficiency over 6 decades of amplitude). With dark current as low as
250 pA at 10 V,these detectors are especially well-suited for operation at low light levels.

Write for more information
Hewlett-Packard Optoelectronic capabilities are described in individual data sheets, application notes, application bulletins, a complete catalog, and an applications manual.
Solid State Displays and Optoelectronics Designer’s Catalog:
this contains detailed, up-to-date information on our complete optoelectronic product line. It is divided into five major product sections: solid state lamps, solid state displays, optocouplers, emitters,
and PIN photodiodes. Included in the 200 pages are product photographs, specifications, operating characteristics, and performance
graphs.
Optoelectronlcs Appllcatlons Manual: this newly published manual is intended to serve as an engineering guide about the application
of and designing with LED products. Each of the generalized LED
product types are covered, with additional chapters on contrast enhancement techniques, photometry and radiometry, LED reliability, mechanical consideration of LED devices, photodiodes and
LED theory. This book is available from Hewlett-Packard or from
the McGraw-Hill Book Company.
All literature, including prices, are as near as your phone. Call any
Hewlett-Packard Sales Office or contact any of our franchised distributors for product availability and information.
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CIVIL EMGIMEERING/SUIRVEYING

EQUIPMENT

General information

Hewlett-Packard, long recognized as the
leading supplier of electronic measuring and
computing instruments for the engineer, has
developed a similar position in electronic
distance/angle measurement and computation instrumentation for the surveyor. These
instruments are briefly described on this
page.

ability to measure the slope distance, zenith
angle, correct for the curvatiire and refrac.._--a . -.
tion and
automatically compute and display
the horizontal distance. Four pa rameters are
selectable for display; zenith angle, slope
distance, horizontal distance ,and vertical
distance. The key to the To1tal Station’s
power is a built-in microcomputer and a ver.:--I
___I.__.
.-- ..L i w i angle sensing aevice. i ne communicative display indicates the quality of the measurement, on target indication, and notifies
the operator of a low battery. Horizontal
angle measurements are made with the 20second least count horizontal angle base
with .estimation to 5 seconds or 10“‘ on the
micrometer scale. The HP3810A also features built-in atmospheric correction to one
part per million, a snap-in battery pod, and a
tracking mode for rapid point setting to onetenth of a foot with updated measurements
every three seconds. Precise measurements
to one-thousandth of a foot can be made in
less than six seconds.

..
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HP3805A Distance Meter
The HP3805A Distance Meter is a low
cost, short range, automatic readout, infrared light source instrument. The range of
the HP3805A is one mile (1600 metres) with
the measured distance displayed in feet or
metres at the flip of a switch. The HP3805A
features a built-in computer that controls the
instrument’s internal functions and communicates the quality of the measurement to
the operator through the communicative
display. A minimum of 3,000 readings are
taken for each measurement and displayed
in as little as six seconds. This instrument
also has an internal self-check capability of
verifying electronic performance in the field
or office, and automatic atmospheric correction. The optional battery pod that snaps
into the bottom of the instrument provides
cable free operation for a lightweight portable field system.

HP381OA Total Station
The HP3810A Total Station is a short
range, automatic, direct reading, electrooptical distance and angle measuring instrument utilizing an infrared light source.
The range of the HP3810A is one mile (1600
metres) with the measured distance displayed in feet or metres and angles displayed
in degrees or grads. This instrument has the

-I

HP3820A Electronic Total
Station
The HP3820A Electronic Total Station is
a medium range, automatic, direct reading,
electro-optical distance and angle measuring
device utilizing a lasing diode light source.
Solid state electronics gives the HP3820A
its high accuracy plus a range of 3+ miles
(5km) which means long shots can be made
without intermediate set-ups. The operator,
by merely pressing a button, can electronically display both horizontal and zenith angles to one second. Both horizontal and
zenith angles are automatically compensated for instrument mis-level-an H P exclusive. The instrument alsodisplays relative

direction-that
is-the
clockwise angle
from the previous direction to the current
direction. In addition to angle measuring
capability, the H P 3820A has the ability to
measure slope distance, zenith angle and automatically compute and display horizontal
distance. Vertical distance and slope distance can also be displayed at the touch of a
button. The HP3820A features a built-in
atmospheric correction to one part per million plus a snap-in battery pod that fits into
the instrument’s left standard for a lightweight, compact, easy to use field instrument. A built-in output plug allows the
operator to electronically transfer any of its
measured components to an external Data
Collector or calculator.
Hewlett-Packard’s versatile Distance
Meters and Total Stations are suited for
such applications as layout, location,
boundary, hydrographic, topographic, control and mine surveys. A short demonstration is all that is necessary for operator training on these instruments.

Surveying Calculators
The Civil Engineering Division also markets Hewlett-Packard’s line of desk-top
programmable calculators and peripherals
filling the surveyor’s requirements for
distance/angle measurements and computation instrumentation. Application and programming specialists have developed libraries of surveying programs for these systems.
For detailed specifications and prices on
these instruments and optional accessories,
contact the Civil Engineering Division,
P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado, 80537.

Note: Photographs and descriptive texts describe complete Distance Meter and Total Station systems. Accessories such as Prisms, Tripods, Adaptors and Data Collectors are optional equipment. Please contact your local
Hewlett-Packard Sales Office fac a complete list of standard equipment supplied with Distance Meters and Total Stations.

TRAINING/VIDEO TAPES
Technical training

With Hewlett-Packard’s extensive product line and worldwide customer mix there
are two main avenues for technical customer
training. These are live training sessions and
video tapes. Live training sessions fall into
three subcategories: applications, service
and tutorial. Application seminars aimed at
increasing your utilization of general purpose test instrumentation are often available
at no charge. On the other hand, seminars
on the operation of dedicated systems are
more specific in nature and are generally
charged for. Service seminars are available
on a supply-and-demand basis and, as such,
there is usually a charge. For detailed information on all H P seminars, contact your
Hewlett-Packard field engineer or call the
Hewlett-Packard office nearest you-see
the inside back cover.

HP video tapes
A better way to learn
Part of the “extra value” which comes
with each Hewlett-Packard product is
our continuing commitment to provide
Hewlett-Packard customers with useful
training information in the areas of applications and service. In the past, this information has often been in the form of classroom
seminars, either at your nearby HewlettPackard sales office or at one of our training
facilities in California.
Now our capability is expanding by offering you both service and applications training via video tape. Video tape training is ex-

ceptionally convenient and readily available, ready for your own use at any time or
any place, including within your own
facilities.
Effective: Hewlett-Packard has found that
video tape is a highly effective training
medium. Video tapes can convey more information in I-ess time, and with higher retention, than even the best live instruction.
Hewlett-Packard programs are professionally produced and are based on measurable
instructional objectives. They consider what
the student already knows, emphasize what
he needs to know, and omit what he does
not need to know. Many video tapes utilize
split-screen techniques, allowing students to
watch a procedure on one part of the screen
while observing its effect on another part.
Most Hewlett-Packard video tapes are
100% visualized, as opposed to conventional, partially visualized video tape “lectures.”
Flexible: With video tapes, you can tailor
your training program to suit the many
needs of your organization. You may select
training programs for individuals with different backgrounds and specific needs, present effective programs to audiences of just
one or hundreds, and offer a library of technical programs your staff members can eas. for new inforily consult on their own
mation or for refresher purposes.
Faster: It has been our experience that
Hewlett-Packard video programs compress
learning time by a factor of up to 6-to-1. A
video tape library also reduces the time

..

needed to organize and schedule your training. You can schedule highly professional
presentations anytime and anywhere, without ananging for outside instructors or juggling the detailed logistics that are often required for live training sessions. More effective training in one-sixth the time!
Convenient: Video tape programs come on
small, easy-to-file magnetic tape reels or
cassettes. Inexpensive playback equipment
is easily operated by unskilled personnel.
Programs may be viewed on small portable
monitors or on full-screen TV sets. Video
tapes can be quickly searched for specific
information using “fast forward” or “fast
rewind,” and many recorders can stop on a
single frame for more detailed study.
Time-tested: All the video tapes offered in
the Hewlett-Packard Videotape Catalog
were developed to serve Hewlett-Packard’s
needs for a practical, low cost source of upto-date training in a wide variety of subjects.
Now, after having been tested in HewlettPackard training activities throughout the
world, many of these video programs are
available to help meet your training objectives.
Digital troubleshooting
90420D
Now, from Hewlett-Packard comes a
videotape series developed to train HP’s
own technicians. This course is especially
useful in showing how to approach real
problems in real equipment.
Practical demonstrations
Proven teaching techniques

.*-

TWAINIMG/VIBEO TAPES
Technical training
Flexibility of use for classroom or individual sudy
Latest in digital troubleshooting tools
Most recent logic symbology
Useful troubleshooting tips
Digital troubleshooting was made for
technicians. It is an appropriate transition
from transistors to digital electronics. It also
can be used as a refresher course. Equivalent in coverage to a college term of 13
weeks, the course is presented in color on 14
videocassettes having a total running time of
5 hours and 31 minutes. The lab demonstrations shown in video are from the workbook
included with the series. Also included is a
180 page text and a study guide.
There is ample use of reinforcement in the
presentation and in the self-scoring quizzes
at the end of most of the modules.
Digital troubleshooting videotapes
digital electronics
Lesson 1
12 Mins.
Digital products and techniques are becoming more popular and widely used. This lesson looks at some of the areas where digital
are used-areas such as com. .
techniques
P'uters, communications, telemetry, test
ecquipment, industrial control, and consumer
electronics. It also points out how the integ*mated circuit (IC) has caused a virtual exploision in the use of digital techniques.
Nridely used terms and concepts such as bin ary, digital, analog, gates, and memory are
e xplained. The lesson concludes with a
If
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~~~i~ gates and symbols
90424D
Lesson 4 ,
25 Mins.
Logic gates and flip-flops are the two main
digital building blocks. This program covers
six basic logic gates and their symbols. The
logic circuits covered are the AND,
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a summary, and a short, self-scoring quiz.

verter. After the operation of each logic
element is explained using logic symbols,
the operation of a circuit is demonstrated.
Next, troubleshooting of gate circuits is
covered, then the use of logic troubleshooting tools is demonstrated. The lesson ends
with a summary and a short, self-scoring
quiz.

I..--..

Binary nature of digital circuits
90422D
Lesson 2
18 Mins.
Digital circuits operate using the binary or
two-digit number system. Binary digits (bits)
are introduced in this lesson covering the
operation of the pure binary and Binary
Coded Decimal (BCD) systems. Mechanical or transistor switches can be used to control the two logic levels used to represent
binary data. Either positive or negative logic
systems can be used to represent binary
numbers, and they can be transmitted in
either serial or parallel fashion. This lesson
concludes with a summary and a short,
self-scoring quiz.
Basics of transistors and IC's
904231)
Lesson 3
18 Mins.
Integrated Circuits have revolutionized digital electronics. An IC contains many transistorized circuits switch between two voltage levels that represent binary 1's and 0's.
Because of their importance, this lesson reviews the basics of transistors and diodes.
PN junction diodes are covered first, then
PNP and NPN junction transistors are reviewed. The lesson then discusses how
transistors can be operated as either saturated or non-saturated switches. Metal
Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistor
switches are also covered. Packaging and
classification of Integrated Circuits are the
final topic in this lesson followed by a summary and a short, self-scoring quiz.
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Note: The logic symbols included i n this series are based on ANSI
Y32. I Y I E E E 91-193.This industry standard document supersedes MIL-STD-806 B/C and is approved for use by the U.S. Department of Defense.

Introduction to digital IC families
90425D
Lesson 5
29 Mms.
This is the first of two lessons dealing with
digital IC families. In this section DCTL,
RTL, and DTL are covered.
This videotape begins with a review of
logic gates consisting of the circuit diagram,
truth table, logic diagram, and Boolean expression. Several schematics from an actual
instrument are explained. Equivalent gates,
shown on these schematics, are discussed
according to function. This is followed by a
discussion of the history of gate design as it
applies to the digital troubleshooter, so that
bad troubleshooting practices can be
avoided. The lesson concludes with a short,
self-scoring test.
Modern digital IC families
90426D
Lesson 6
27 Mins.
This is the second of two lessons dealing
with digital I C families. In this section TTL,
HTL, ECL and CMOS are covered.
This videotape begins with a review of the
principles introduced in Lesson 5 , then ex-

plains how the five subfamilies of TTL WOT,k
(Standard TTL, Low Power TTL, High
Speed TTL, Schottky TTL, and Lowe:r
Power Schottky TTL). Also explained ar.e
open-collector TTL and three-state logic
Similar discussion occurs about HTL, ECL
--> n..lnn
. .
anu
LIVIW~ iarnuies. I ne lesson conciuoes
with troubleshooting as applied only to
families.
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Simple troubleshooting techniques
90427D
Lesson 7
18 Mins.
Experienced service technicians use a
number of simple troubleshooting tools and
techniques to help reduce repair time and
eliminate the need for electrical measurement, when servicing integrated circuit assemblies.
This program focuses attention on logical
approach to troubleshooting, highlighting
simple techniques of isolating and replacing
defective components on integrated circuit
assemblies.
Troubleshooting digital IC's
90428D
Lesson 8
27 Mins.
Fundamental differences between analog
and digital circuits make traditional troubleshooting tools inefficient. Products designed especially for testing digital circuits
include: The Logic Clip, Logic Probe, Logic
Pulser, Current Tracer, and Logic Comparator. This program takes a close look at
these I C Troubleshooters. Also covered are
the types of failures found in digital integrated circuits and how to troubleshoot
them.
Flip-flops
Lesson 9
31 Mins.
90429D
Flip-flom are one of the main building
blocks -of digital circuits. This program
covers both the N A N D and NOR RS,
closed RS, D , T , and JK flip-flops. The

Practical Transistors
90100D
The widely used Practical Transistor
Series is a definitive, 15-tape excursion into
the exceedingly important (and mysterious)
world of transistors. As outlined below,
each highly informative program in the
wide-ranging series is primarily concerned
with examining the many practical aspects
of transistors rather than just dwelling on
theory and math. The end result, after viewing this popular series, will be a deeper
working understanding of transistors which
will make maintenance and troubleshooting
problems far easier and more efficient. The
series is therefore highly recommended for
electronics students, service personnel and
engineers.
A supplementary textbook by transistor
authority George Stanley Jr. (who also hosts
the series), plus a complete set of homework
problems and answers, is included with the
nearly nine hours of video taped material*

theory of operation of each flipflop is covered using ANSI Y32.14hEEE 91-1973
logic symbology. Then, the flip-flop is demonstrated and its operation summarized.
Clocked logic, edge and level triggering, direct set and reset inputs, and troubleshooting flip-flops are also covered.
Counters and shift registers
90430D
Lesson 10
30 Mins.
Counters and Shift Registers are the two
most popular uses of flip-flops. This program covers binary and decade counters,
both ripple and synchronous types. Also
covered are up and down counters, presettable counters, frequency dividers, circular
shift registers and strobed displays. The operation of each circuit is first explained using
logic symbols, then demonstrated. Troubleshooting is the final topic in this program.
The lesson ends with a short, self-scoring
quiz.
Combinational logic circuits
90431D
Lesson 11
30 Mins.
The basic building blocks of combinational
logic circuits are gates. In this videotape we
see how gates are combined to form line
drivers, three-state drivers, one-shot multivibrators, multiplexers, adders, and code
converters.
After an overview of the operation of
these devices, they’re shown in actual use in
a production.
The program concludes with a section on
troubleshooting, which deals with typical
problems which may arise in combinational
logic circuits.
Display technologies
90432D
Lesson 12
30 Mins.
A large variety of display technologies is
used with digital circuits. This program
looks at the types and configurations of dis-

plays, then discusses typical troubleshooting problems specific to them. Some of the
types covered are neons, gaseous discharge
tubes, and light emitting diodes (both segmented and dot matrix forms). Included is a
discussion on planar tubes, incandescent
displays, and liquid crystals.
In the troubleshooting section typical
faults the technicians might encounter are
discussed. Each of these faults is demonstrated and solutions are suggested.
IC manufacturing
90433D
Lesson 13
11 Mins.
A basic knowledge of I C manufacturing
should prove helpful to anyone involved in
servicing digital equipment.
Manufacturing IC’s involves a photographic process, and a series of masks is
used to control the areas where impurities
are allowed to diffuse; forming semiconductors. This program shows the steps in the
manufacture of IC’s, starting with an actual
wafer and following it through to a completed IC package.
Memories
90434D
Lesson 14
25 Mins.
Due to the many unique demands of today’s
users of computers and calculating devices,
many different configurations for different
-types of memory. This lesson considers six
types of memory-punched paper tape,
punched cards, magnetic (reel-to-reel and
cartridge), magnetic discs (hard and floppy),
femte core, and semiconductor.
This lesson defines and describes the use
of sequential access and Random Access
Memory (RAM), volatile and nonvolatile
memory, Read/Write Memory, Read-only
Memory (ROM) and Programmable
Read-only Memory (PROM). Tips on handling the various types of memory conclude
the program.

Transistors vs. tubes
90030D330
Lesson 1
30 Mins.
The first program in the 15-part series introduces author George C. Stanley Jr., who
defines the objectives of the course, describes the text upon which the course is
based and explains the use of the homework
problems. The rest of the program then reviews and builds upon the student’s prior
knowledge to make comparisons between
vacuum tubes and transistors.
Temperature effects
90030D316
Lesson 2
30 Mins.
Part 2 develops the various common techniques of biasing transistors, and emphasizes the effects of heat on transistor circuits with demonstrations.
Currentholtage drive
90030D317
Lesson 3
41 Mms.
Part 3 is concerned with the comparison between voltage drive and current drive in
transistor circuits. During this program,
several concepts are developed which become important building blocks for the rest
of the course.
Answers by Inspection
90030D318
Lesson 4
43 Mins.
Part 4 develops the first of several valuable
timesaving rule-of-thumb formulas: a
simplified expression for voltage gain.
Demonstrations serve to illustrate the usefulness and effectiveness of this formula.
Answers by inspection
90030D319
Lesson 5
40 Mins.
Part 5 develops additional rule-of-thumb
formulas for the calculation of voltage gain
with feedback, input impedance, output impedance, and distortion in common emitter
circuits.
Answers by inspection
90030D331
Lesson 6
37 Mins.
Part 6 concentrates on the emitter follower
circuit and develops expressions for its voltage gain, and input and output impedance.

TRAINING/VIDEO TAPES
Technical training

Ordering information
To order video programs, books, or the Logic
Lab, please contact your local Hewlett-Packarc
field engineer. As a convenience, regiona
Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service offices an
listed inside back cover.
H P Product Number
90420D Digital Troubleshooting
(14 videocassettes, plus a
textbook, lab workbook, and
study guide)
individual videocassettes
90421 Introduction to Digital
Electronics
90422D Binary Nature of Digital
Circuits
90423D Basics of Transistors and
IC's
90424D Logic Gates and Symbols
90425D Introduction to Digital IC
Families
90426D Modem Digital IC
Families
90427D Simple Troubleshooting
Techniques
90P28n
._ Troiihleshootine nieital
IC's
90429D Flip-Flops
90430D Counters and Shift Registers
90431D Combination Logic Circuits
90432D Display Technologies
904331) IC Manufacturing
90434D Memories
~

Multistage amplifiers
90030D322
Lesson 7
44 Mms.
Part 7 is devoted to applying the knowledge
gained in Parts 4,5, and 6 to an analysis of a
three-stage transistor amplifier. Demonstrations on an actual circuit illustrate the accuracy of the approximations involved.
Troubleshooting
90030D323
Lesson 8
43 Mms.
The information obtained in preceding programs is further clarified in Part 8, which
covers troubleshooting on both single-stage
and multi-stage transistor circuits. Class
problems are presented and solved using actual circuits.
Feedback amplifiers
90030D324
Lesson 9
27 Mins.
Part 9 first reviews single-stage and multistage circuits with feedback. Valuable
troubleshooting tips for feedback circuits
are then illustrated with demonstrations.
Why a transistor amplifies
90030D325
Lesson 10
27 Mins.
Part 10 illustrates how and why transistors
amplify electrical signals. Discussion of the
roles of majority and minority camers leads
to an intriguing example of the effect of nuclear radiation on transistor performance.
Troubleshooting
90030D326
Lesson 11
33 Mms.
Part 11 is devoted to more practical applications of what has been learned so far. Demonstrations of troubleshooting are given on

an actual multistage transistor amplifier to
illustrate common failure patterns.
Fets and unljunctlons
90030D327
Lesson 12
34 M ~ S .
Part 12 provides explanations of the operation of both junction and MOS field-effect
transistors. Troubleshooting tips and the effects of nuclear radiation on these devices
are given. The program concludes with the
operation of the Unijunction transistor.
Breakdown diodes
90030D328
Lesson 13
37 MinS.
Part 13 compares Zener and avalanche diodes in terms of their temperature coefficient of voltage. This leads to a discussion of
the use of various kinds of diodes for temperature compensation networks.
SCR's and tunnel diodes

90030D329
Lesson 14
28 Mms.
Part 14 covers the operation and the uses for
silicon controlled rectifiers and tunnel diodes. Special video effects help to explain
the complexities of tunnel diode operation.
Comparisons are then drawn to other
semiconductor devices.
PIN, SRD, and HC diodes
90030D332
Lesson IS
28 Mms.
Part 15 explains step recovery diodes, hot
carrier diodes, and PIN diodes, and outlines
their typical applications. The series concludes with a short presentation on how the
many special video effects were created for
the various tapes in the series.

Price

$3,600
$275
$300I
$325
$375
$375
$375
$375
$375
_
I._

$375
$375
$375
$375
$250
$375

Books

90500E Digital Troubleshooting
$9.95
Textbook
90500F Digital Experiments (Lab
$8.95
Workbooks)
905006 Digital Troubleshooting
$2.50
Study Guide
Lab experiments are used to reinforce
learning. They require access to a digital experimenter's kit such as the H P 503sT Logic
Lab.
90100D Practical Transistors
(15 monochrome videocassettes
plus a textbook, workbook
$1,687 S O
problem sets)
901OOY Transistor Basics
textbook
$5.95
901OON Practical Transistors Student
workbook
$5.50
Local taxes, shipping and handling will be
added to all orders.
Midterm examinations, final examination,
examination solutions and certificates of
completion are supplied with the purchase
of 90100D and 90420D. but are shipped separately. See your local HP field engineer for details.
Video programs are supplied in NTSC
Standard only.
Formats other than %''videocassette can
be quoted on request.
Domestic U.S. Prices only.

APPLICATION MOTES
A selected listing of publications to help you in your measurements

A section of non-electronic design considerations includes connectors, layout and test fixtures.
Digital troubleshooting
223 Oscilloscope measurements in digital
systems
Designers who have struggled to verify that
output signals happen correctly as a result of
program operation will appreciate the examples
given in this note. Using an HP 1740A or 1741A,
with its third channel trigger view, all three ports
of three-port gates can be viewed simultaneously.
Measurements of signals in a microprocessorbased system are enhanced by using a variable
persistence storage oscilloscope, such as the HP
1741A, in conjuction with an HP 1600A Logic
State Analyzer. Single shot measurements using
the 1741A storage oscilloscope are discussed.

Hewlett-PackardApplication Notes are a compilation of applications research and experience
which have been written in collaboration with HP engineers and our customers.
Some notes are tutorial in nature, while others describe very specific "how-to" procedures.The
Application Note Index, April 7977 abstracts the current notes available. Included is a subject
index and a listing of HP instruments for which application notes are available.
Copies of any of the notesor the index are availablefrom your localfield engineeror sales office.
Or, write directly to Application Notes Editor, Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto,
California 94304. U.S.A.

Automatic test systems
201-1 Routine quality assurance measurements of precision resistors
Describes an HP-IB based 21MX computercontrolled installation system capable of measuring, printing and plotting statistical distribution of
precision resistor values.

This note supplements AN 166; minor differences between the1304A and the other HP large
screen displays are explained as well as the setup,
adjustments and/or modifications required for
typical applications.

Computers
212-1 Building an inventory control data base
Using an HP 1000 computer system, the
implementation of a common data base is
simplified for a manufacturing information control system. The data networking capability of
IMAGE/lOOOintegrates the data for both inventory and purchase order control. The interactive
dialog involving the QUERY languge for several
sample inquiries and reports is also shown.

Desktop computers
161-11 King and King architects and the business information management system
One of the nation's oldest architectural firms
found that their business record operations were
falling behind their architectural activities. With
the installation of an HP 9830 desktop computer,
complete with HP's Business Management
Software, reports are now arriving within a day
after the end of the month and outstanding receivables were cut from 67% to less than 37% in the
first 30 days of system operation.

CRT displays
166-2 1304A Large screen display applications and interfacing
The HP 1304A Large screen high speed
graphic display is designedfor easy adaption for
applications including: electronic test systems
such as network analyzers or spectrum analyzers,
machine vibration analysis readouts, weather or
harbor radar, patient monitoring in ICU or CCU
environments, diagnostic ultrasound systems,
computer or calculator-based graphics, and
chemical and physical analytical systems.

Digital design
210-4 Designing digital circuits for testability
This note gives the designer some techniques to
help avoid excessive costs of testing and fault
isolation in the life of a complex digital logic
product. These techniques are applicable to LSI,
printed circuit board assemblies and complete
digital systems.
Design considerations include initialization,
feedback loops, bused logic, timing problems,
test point selection, and addition of logic to help
enable automatic test generation.

Diodes
969 An optimum zero bias Schottky detector
diode
Describes the use of the HSCH-3171 and
HSCH-3486 zero bias detector diodes. Their forward voltage characteristics are detailed as well
as detailed discussions of voltage sensitivity including effects of junction capacitance, load resistance and reflection loss on sensitivity. Temperature characteristic curves for both devices are
also included.
Electronic counters
173-1 Dynamic measurement of microwave
voltage controlled oscillators with the 5345A
electronic counter
A new class of electronic counter measurements is the frequency-vs-time characterization
of microwave sources. The 5345A Electronic
Counter is appropriate for these measurements
due to its unique frequency averaging and external gating features. With the set-up described, the
settling time and post-tuning drift of microwave
VCO's can be measured to high resolution -- as
short as 5 ns on the time axis and better than 1
MHz on the frequency axis. This technique is also
applicable to measuring frequency-vs-time profiles within microwave pulses as narrow as 5011s.
Frequency and time standards
52-2 Timekeeping and frequency calibration
Describes use of precise frequency standards as
clocks, effects of frequency calibration on time,
sources or errors, and compensation for these
errors. Methods of frequency standard comparison are discussed. Time and frequency transfer
techniques are described and evaluated.
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
2014 Performanceevaluation of HP-IBusing
RTE operating systems
This brief contains performance data to help
determine whether the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Bus is suitable for various interface applications.
A model is developed to help the HP-IB user
determine the total time to send or receive a data
message and the amount of HP 1000 or 21MX
computer utilization. Performanceexamples with
various devices, such as the HP 3455 digital voltmeter and the HP 2240 measurement and control
processor are included.

APPLICATION NOTES
A selected listing of publications to help you in your measurements
IMPATTS
968 IMPATTS amplifier
Discusses IMPATT amplifier design. A
waveguide amplifier produced 2 watts of power
with 10 dB gain at 11.2 GHz. Using a coaxial
structure, similar performance was obtained at
8.4 GHz.
Instrumentation tape recorders
214-2 X-Y recorder dynamic response
Due to recent improvements in dynamic response, some x-Y recorders now provide excellent performance when used in the higher frequency ranges normally associated with instruments such as direct writing oscillograph recorders. This improved performance capability is
possible because of a rather obscure specification
called acceleration. This note explains acceleration and its companion specification, slewing
speed; relates them to specific performance
characteristics, and indicates the typical dynamic
performance capabilities of several HP X-Y recorders.
Isolators
951-2 Linear applications of optically coupled
isolators
Optically coupled isolators can be used to
transfer an analog signal between two isolated
systems. In many instances, isolators can replace
expensive transformers, instrumentation
amplifiers, and AID conversion schemes. This
application note discusses several circuit
techniques by which 5082-4350 series coupled
isolators can be used to transmit analog information. The operation of each circuit is explained in
detail and typical circuit performance is given.
Logic test analyzer
167-6 Mapping, a dynamic display of digital
system operation
Describes the unique advantages of this new
measuring technique. Mapping enables a
dynamic viewing of digital system operation by
providing a pseudo-continuous sweep display of
system performance. It saves time by leading the
investigator quickly to a specific data sequence
and eliminating the tedious task of performing a
state-by-state logic analysis. Included in the note
are a number of photographs of sample map displays and interpretations of what they indicate. A
separate section is devoted to a comparison of
map and tabular formats.
Logic test analyzers
167-19 Systematic “turn-on” of microprocessor systems using logic state analyzers
Presents a systematic, section-by-section approach to test both hardware and software as you
develop a microprocessor-based system using the
same techniques usually used to develop a cascaded amplifier. Bring up your system “bit-bybit” using the HP 1600/1607A Logic State
Analyzer.
Microprocessor-based systems
222 A designer’s guide to signature analysis
Signature analysis is a technique for field
troubleshooting of microprocessor-based products. By designing the technique into digital
products, a manufacturer can provide field service procedures, employing the HP 5004A Signature Analyzer, for component-level repair without dependence on board exchange programs.

Microwave measurements
187-3 Three HP-IBconfigurations for making
microwave scalar measurements
This application note describes three HP-IB
configured systems for measuring the scalar
transmission and impedance characteristics of
microwave components. One employs the HP
436A Digital Power Meter, another the HP 8755
Frequency Response Test Set, and the third the
HP 8410B Network Analyzer. The specific
hardware requirements are discussed and the relative merits of each approach compared.

source, the HP 8016A Word Generator, in applications demanding digital simulation or stimulation. Four devices fundamental to a microprocessor system take the role of DUT for the four
applications described in this note.
Although a multi-channel source dictates the
theme for this note, a receiver capable of multichannel display is required for monitoring device
response. An HP 1600A Logic State Analyzer is
therefore used to make logic state comparisons of
response to signal stimulus.

1114 Understanding microwave frequency
mleasurement
Discusses the three principal down-conversion
techniques for extending the frequency range of
C()unters into the microwave spectrumPIescaling, heterodyne, and transfer oscillator.
Compares the typical performance of the
hctterodyne and transfer oscillator techniques to
allow the user to choose a counter appropriate for
hi s application.

Pulse power measurements
64-1 Fundamentals of rf and microwave
power measurement
Describes the general principles of power measurement including basic standards and traceability. Explores in detail the three most popular
power sensors: thermocouples, thermistors, and
diodes. Provides a comprehensive error analysis
with particular emphasis on mismatch error.
Compares advantages and disadvantages of the
methods mentioned as related to various applications. Also treats pulse power measurements.

NIetwork analyzers
2:21 Semi-automatic measurements using
thle 84108 microwave network analyzer and
thle 9825A desktop computer
Describes the configuration of a semiautomatic network analyzer using the HewlettPackard Interface Bus (HP-IB). Topics treated
include: block diagram of suggested equipment;
methods of digitizing magnitude and phase readings; sources of error in microwave measurements; fundamentals of one-port vector error correction; a sample program for the 9825A desktop
computer; and typical results and operating procedures.
Optoelectronics
966 Applications of the HP HDSP-2000
alphanumeric display
This note is intended to serve as a design and
application guide for users of the HP HDSP-2000
alphanumeric display device. Information presented covers the theory of the device design and
operation considerations for specific circuit designs, thermal management, power derating, and
heat sinking; and intensity modulation
techniques.
Oscilloscopes
185-4 Elimination of computation of analog
measurements by using the direct reading
‘oscilloscope 1722A
With new demands for measurement accuracy,
and repeatability, the 1722A dual-delayed sweep
oscilloscope provides an extra measure for making voltage and time interval measurements. No
longer do you need to count divisions, interpolate
between divisions, or multiply by the appropriate
scale factor. Readings are direct on the LED display.
Techniques for making the following
waveform voltage measurements are briefly presented: differential voltage, dc and average voltage, and waveform percentage.
Timing measurements including pulse width
and period measurements, propagation delay plus
transition time measurements are also described.
Pulse and word generators
227 Word generator techniques in multichannel applications.
This note is intended to acquaint the reader
with the potential of a multi-channel signal

Spectrum analyzers
207 Understanding and using phase noise in
the frequency domain
Describes the theory and practice of making
phase noise measurements from 5 Hz to 13 MHz
from the carrier. Emphasis is placed on the correction factors required for making noise power
spectral density measurements with wave and
spectum anlyzers. Examples are given for both
manual and automatic measurements.
220 Operating the HP 8565A spectrum
analyzer
A complete operating guide to the HP 8565A
Microwave Spectrum Analyzer (10 MHz-22
GHz). The reader is taken step-by-step through
all the operating controls. Techniques for achieving optimium dynamic range and improved measurement accuracy are described. Measurements
of such parameters as distortion, modulation,
noise and electromagnetic interference are discussed.
Synthesized signal generator
218-1 Applications and performance of the
8671N8672A microwave synthesizers
Describes detailed performance of the 2-18
GHz synthesizer including modulation, switching, and signal characteristics. Provides recommended configurations to obtain finer
frequency-setting resolution of 1,2, or 3 Hz over
the range 2 to 18 GHz. Another section covers
techniques and equipment for obtaining microwave signals from 1 MHz to 36 GHz by use of a
complementary synthesizer and exterior doublers. Detailed software examples are given with
annotated subroutines to assist in writing application programs.
X-ray
Describes the use of the Faxitron 43805 for
non-destructive testing at your workbench or in
your lab. Look inside encapsulated components,
pinpoint defects in electronic assemblies, castings, or quickly view registration problems in PC
boards. Applications requiring 10 kV to 130 kV
as well as an explanation of the automatic exposure control are included. Order Publication
Number 5952-6781.

AFTERSALE SERVICE
Warranty, certification, repair service, parts

When you purchase a Hewlett-Packard
product, you also receive the assurance that
it will continue to perform to its published
specifications today, tomorrow, next
week-and
for a reasonable number of
months and years in the future.
We firmly believe that our obligation to
you as a customer goes much beyond just
the delivery of your new HP product. This
philosophy is implemented by HewlettPackard in two basic ways: (1) by designing
and building excellent products with good
serviceability, and (2) by backing up those
products with a customer service program
which can respond to your needs with speed
and completeness.
The HP customer service program is one
of the most important facets of our
worldwide operations, providing a local service capability in many of our field offices
(listed inside the back cover of this catalog.)
Indeed, this customer service program is
one of the major factors in HewlettPackard’s reputation for integrity and responsibility towards its cutomers.
Warranty
As an expression of confidence in our
products to continue meeting the high standards of reliability and performance that
customers have come to expect, HewlettPackard products carry the following warranty:
All Hewlett-Packard products are warranted against defects in materials and
workmanship. The warranty period is
specified in a warranty statement provided
with each product. During the warranty
period, HP will, at its option, repair or replace products which prove to be defective,
subject to the terms and conditions listed in
the warranty statement and to requirements
f o r preventive maintenance or product protection which may be included with the
product.
No other warranties are expressed or implied. H P specifically disclaims the implied
warranties of merchantabilily andfitness for a
parhcular purpose. HP i s not liable for consequential damages.

I

Certification
Some customers are especially interested
in the test and quality assurance programs
that HP applies to its products. These
Hewlett-Packard programs are documented
in a Certificate of Conformance which is
available upon request at the time of purchase. This certification states:
Products, materials, parts, and services
furnished on this order have been provided
in accordance with all applicable HewlettPackard specifications. Actual inspection
and test data pertaining to this order is on
file and available for examination.
Hewlett-Packards calibration measurements are traceable to the National Bureau
of Standards to the extent allowed by the
Bureau’s calibration facilities.
The Hewlett-Packard Quality Program
satisfies the requirements of MIL-Q-9558A,
MIL-I45208A, and MILC45662A.
Repair service
Help in maintaining your HewlettPackard equipment in first-rate operating

With Hewlett-Packard, you get excellent products backed by a responsive customer
service program
condition is as close as a telephone call to
Customer service agreements
the nearest Hewlett-Packard field office.
Your instrument maintenance requireWhether you want to repair an instrument
ments in many cases may be handled most
yourself, or send it to a Hewlett-Packard
economically by entering into a Hewlettfacility for repair, recalibration, or overhaul,
Packard Customer Service Agreement.
your local Hewlett-Packard field office can
When you have a customer service agreeoffer a complete range of technical assisment, HP assumes your maintenance retance.
sponsibilities for a basic annual fee. This relieves you of having to hire your own trained
Local repair facilities are backed up by
maintenance specialists, of having to mainRegional Repair Centers that are located in
tain replacement parts inventories, and of
major industrial areas. The Regional Repair
having to set up the administrative proceCenters have more sophisticated test
dures needed for proper maintenance
equipment, factory-trained specialists, and a
scheduling. Please contact your nearest HP
full line of replacement parts.
office for details.
If your equipment installation is fixed,
Service publications
and if justified by the type of service reThe Operating and Service Manual
quired, Hewlett-Packard will perform sersupplied with each Hewlett-Packard test
vice at your facility.
and measuring product contains maintenance, calibration, diagnostic and repair
You have access to all of Hewlettprocedures, with troubleshooting charts and
Packards extensive service network through
circuit diagrams. All replaceable parts are
your local Hewlett-Packard field office.
listed. Extra manuals are available at reasonable cost from your nearby HewlettReplacement parts
Packard field office. Most operating and
Replacement parts play a key role in
service manuals with changes and service
Hewlett-Packard’s customer service pronotes are now available on COSATI stangram. Prompt product maintenance,
dard, positive microfiche.
whether it’s performed in your shop or ours,
New or special calibration procedures, independs on the ready availability of restrument modifications, and special repair
placement parts. Your replacement parts
procedures are described in detail in
orders are transmitted via high speed comHewlett-Packard Service Notes. This series
munications systems to Parts Centers
of publications serves as a convenient
strategically located. Most orders are
means of updating operating and service
shipped the same day received at the Parts
manuals.
Centers.
Bench Briefs, a periodic newsletter, has
When ordering a replacement part, please
servicing tips, new modifications and other
specify the Hewlett-Packard part number
suggestions to help repair and maintenance
listed in the table and give the complete
personnel get maximum performance from
name. If circumstances require your orderHewlett-Packard instruments. It describes
ing a part without specifying the part
new service notes and other company publinumber, please include in your order the incations as they become available. To bestrument model number, its serial number, a
come a regular subscriber, ask your local
complete description of the part, its funcHP field office to place your name on the
tion, and its location in the equipment.
mailing list.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Shipping, prices, and terms of sale

c
r---

ing convenient local support and the best
possible attention to customer needs on a
worldwide basis. There are more than 172
sales and service offices located in 65 countries; A complete listing of offices appears
on the inside back cover of this catalog.
Your entry point to the resources of
Hewlett-Packard is through the local H P office nearest you. Our field engineers and
order support specialists there are wellequipped to provide you with pre-sale assistance in product selection, as well as related
business information such as current product availability and price delivered to your
location.
Many H P field offices are tied into a
sophisticated intra-company communications system. This not only means prompt
transmission of orders to any of the 30 H P
product responsible divisions-it
also
speeds the flow of regular messages among
all H P field offices and factories. The objective, of course, is to provide the fastest possible response to your product interests
Placing your order
Hewlett-Packard people at the field office
nearest you will be pleased to provide assistance in selecting the HP equipment most
appropriate to your needs, and to help you
prepare your order.
The information in this catalog will, in
many cases, be sufficient for you to decide
to buy a particular H P product. In those instances, a telephone call to the nearest HP
office will provide you with (1) information
on product availability, and (2) the product’s
price, delivered to your location (since any
budgetary prices provided with this catalog
are FOB appropriate H P factory or
warehouse facility.
H P wants to be sure the product delivered to you is exactly the one you want.
Therefore, when placing your order, please
specify the product’s catalog (model, accessory, or part) number, as well as the
product’s name. Be as complete as possible

ing standard options.
In the event you want special features or
capabilities such as different color or a nonstandard power line voltage, ask your H P
field engineer about availability and cost of
these “specials” first-and then, to prevent
misunderstandings, include special instructions and specification details with your
order.
Shipping methods
Inside the USA: Shipments to destinations
in the USA are made directly from factories
or local warehouses. Unless specifically requested otherwise, express or truck transportation is used, whichever is less expensive and most serviceable to you. Small
items are sent parcel post. If fast delivery is
needed, we gladly ship by air freight, air ex’ press, or air parcel post, when specified on
your order, at prevailing rates. In many
parts of the USA, a consolidated air freight
service provides the speed of air transport at
surface rates. Ask your H P field engineer
for details.
Outside the USA: Shipments to destinations outside the USA are made from the
appropriate Hewlett-Packard facility by
either surface or air, as requested. Sea
shipments usually require commercial export packaging at a nominal extra charge.
Budgetary prices
Price information which may be supplied
with this catalog provides you with helpful
budgetary guidance.
Prices appearing in this catalog, unless
otherwise specified, are F.O.B. USA factory or shipping point and apply only to
domestic U.S.A. customers.
Please call your nearby Hewlett-Packard
field office to determine a product’s delivered price outside of the U.S.A.
Prices furnished with this catalog are net
prices prevailing at the time of printing.
Hewlett-Packard reserves the right to
change prices, and those prices prevailing at
the time an order is received will apply.

Quotations and pro forma invoices
Destination prices and other details you
may need to know before ordering can be
quickly obtained via telephone. Just call
your nearest H P office.
If you are an international customer requring formal paperwork such as pro forma
invoices or FAX, CIF, or C&F quotations,
please contact the Hewlett-Packard office
or representative serving your area. Exportation or importation assistance is also
available.
Terms of sale
Inside the USA: Terms are net 30 days
from invoice date. Unless credit with
Hewlett-Packard has already been established, shipments will be made COD or on
receipt of cash in advance.
Leasing and extended financial terms are
available. However, the associated costs are
not included in any product prices furnished
with this catalog. Your nearby H P office
will be pleased to discuss your requirements, and work with you in setting up an
appropriate program.
Outside the USA: Terms for orders from
customers outside the United States of
America which are placed with the
Hewlett-Packard Company, are irrevocable
letters of credit or cash in advance-unless
other terms have been previously arranged.
Terms for orders placed with authorized
Hewlett-Packard international subsidiaries
or representativesldistributersare mutually
determined.
U.S. government sales
Most products in this catalog are covered
on GSA federal supply schedule multiaward contracts.
Product changes
Although product information and illustrations in this catalog were current at the
time it was approved for printing, HewlettPackard, in a continuing effort to offer excellent products at a fair value, reserves the
right to change specifications, designs, and
models without notice.

NOTE: Minimum order in USA $20, except where cash is received with order on over-the-counter or direct mail sales.

